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THE

FIfiST BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES.

INTEODUCTION.

§ 1. Title.

1. The Hebre'w title of the Chronicles is D»p;!3 ^yi,. The literal trans-

lation of the title is " Verba dienim ;
" and is so offered us by Jerome (bom

331, died 422), in the preface to his work on Kings, which he named on
account of its apologetic character, ' Prologus Qaleatus in Libros Regum.'

By Hilarins, Bishop of Poictiers (bom circ. 300, died 368), in his ' Prologus

in Librnm Psalm.,' the same title is translated, " Sermones diemm." But
there is no doubt that the idiomatic rendering would rather be, " Acta, or

Bes gestae, dierum." This generic rendering will most nearly cover the

different shades of meaning attaching to the Hebrew word, in all those

cases in which the simplest translation, " words," would not be the correct

one, as, for instance, in ch. xxix. 29. In this verse the term occurs as many
as four times. In the first instance it is impossible to render it as though

it meant words, either literally or figuratively ; and in the other three

instances, if it were sc rendered, it could only mean the written words of

history. Some generic term, therefore, like " history," or " acts," will best

express its significance, and probably the former of these better than the

latter (' Memoria Rerum Gestarum,' Sallust, ' Jugurtha,' iv.). The exact form

of words which constitutes the title of this book is not found at all in the

work entitled Samuel (which is essentially one with Kings), and probably

for no more important reason than this, that, being thus as it were the

former half of one whole work, it had not arrived at the point where
historical sources would need to be cited. In point of fact, it may be said

that scarcely one such reference occurs in Samuel. In the Books of Kings,

however, we find this expression not fewer than thirty-one times, beginning

with 1 Kings xiv. 19. It is somewhat more remarkable that the exact

phrase is found but once in Chronicles (ch. xxviL 24). It is also found

once in Nehemiah, and three times in Esther, and in almost all cases it is

preceded by the word l^p, a writing, or book.

I. OHBONICLES. b
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2. Tlie Septuagint (translation made probably about B.C. 280, at Alexan-

dria, from older Hebrew manuscripts than any we bave) provides as a title

for tbe work now before ns the word napaXeiiro/to'Mi'—the substantive

^i/8Xiov, accompanied or not by one of the first two ordinals, being under-

stood before the genitive. The idea of the translators oi the Septuagint, or

of those, whoever they were, who fixed on this title, seems to have been that

Chronicles had much of the appearance of supplementing former historical

works. The Greek word is Latinized for us by Jerome, into Prcetermissorttm,,

i.e. the book of things omitted. But this is not all ; for Jerome, in his 'Epistle

ad Paalinum,' speaks of this work as " Instrumenti Veieris Epitome ;
" and

in the same paragraph adds, a little further on, " Per singula quippe nomina
jnncturasqueVerborum, et prsetermissje in Regum Libris tanguntur historise,

et innumerabiles explicantur Evangelii quaestiones." Jerome, therefore,

evidently had present to his mind the fuller description of Chronicles as

an " Epitome Instrumenti Veteris," as well as containing " Preetermissae in

Libris Regum Historiee." To the same effect, we find in the ' Synopsis

Scriptures Sacrae,' a treatise ranked among the duhia opera of St.

Athanasius (bom ciro. 298, died 373), the remark, " Many things which
had. been omitted in Kings are comprised in these books," i.e. the Books
of Chronicles. Once more, Isidore (bom circ. 565, died 636), Bishop of

Seville, saya, " ParalipomenSn Greece dicitur, quod prsetermissorum vel

reliquorum nos dicere possumus, quia ea quae in Lege, vel in Regum Libris

vel omissa vel non plene relata sunt, in isto summatini et breviter

explicantia " (' Origines,' vi. 1).

3. The Vulgate (executed by Jerome direct from the Hebrew text, about
A.D. 385—405, and accepted since the time of Gregory I., 640—604, or

since the Council of Trent, as the anthentic and current text, thence termed
Vulgate) shows in the place of the superscription, both the Hebrew and
the Septuagint titles, viz. Dibre Hajamin and Paralipomenon, written re-

spectively in ordinary Latin characters. Some later Latin ecclesiastical

writers have used the words " Uphemeridum libri " as an equivalent of the

Hebrew title. The appropriateness as a literal translation (' Cic. pro P.

Quintio,' 18, 57) may suffice ; but this will not be an idiomatic equivalent,

nor could many portions of Chronicles be very fitly resembled to the contentg

of what we mean in the present day by diary or calendar.

4. Our own English title, " Chronicles," dates from the time of Jerome.
In the same passage of the ' Prologus Galeatus in Libros Regum ' already

referred to, Jerome appends to the Hebrew title the critique, " Quod signifi-

cantins Ghronicon totius divinee historiaa possumus appellare." Some of

the editions of the Vulgate show this title, " Chronica," or "Chronicornm
Liber." It would seem evident that the desiderated title should express, in
the most general form, the idea of a chronological record ; and perhaps the
word Ohronicles answers to this in the least exceptionable way. This title

was adopted by Luther (born 1483, died 1546), and remains in nse through-
out the German Church. It may now be added that the treatment of the
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matter of title, on the part botli of Jerome and tte Septnagint translators

long before, evidences that what we call the Hebrew title was not in their

opinion any part of the original work. If it had been, they wonld not IiaTe

presumed so to tamper with it.

5 2. The OeiqinaIi Foem of the "Woek.

Chronicles was not originally divided into two parts in the Hebrew

manuscripts. On the contrary, Jerome ('Ad Domnion et Bogatian ') says that

these remained undivided even in his time, although the division had been

made by the Septuagint translators, and had long been recognized among

those Churches that used the Septnagint. Jerome adopted the division in

his Vulgate. Daniel Bomberg (bom ciro. 1480, died 1549) was the first to

exhibit the division in a printed Hebrew Bible, in his edition at Venice

(1518—1636), and from these sources the division has now become

universal. The notes of the Masorites, from the sixth century, or even

somewhat earlier, also witness to the then undivided state of the Hebrew

manuscripts, by the incidental mention of the fact that the bisecting verse

of the work was to be found at what we now call ch. xxvii. 26. Other

evidences, were they needed, are somewhat abundantly offered in the ancient

mimeration of the Old Testament books, by Josephns (a.d. 37—97), Origen

(186—254), Jerome, and the Talmud (supposed to belong to the second

century). In case, then, anything in the further consideration of thia work

should be found to depend upon it, we may remember that the work as

originally composed was one, and embraced the whole sweep of Scripture

history in an epitomized form—epitomized, indeed, in parts to the pro-

portions of a mere recital of names—^from Adam to a date succeeding the

return from the Captivity. And the only remaining problem on this part

of the subject is whether the Book of Ezra, as it certainly is an immediate

continuation of the closing verses of Chronicles, was not also really one

work with it, as is believed by many.

§ 3. The Date op CoMPiLAxioif.

Assuming the integrity and unity of Chronicles, right down to tte verses

which appear with us as 2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, 23, and excluding the theories

of later interpolations, we undoubtedly possess certain time-marks which

fix some irrefragable dates within which the work could not have been

compiled. Thus, e.g., beginning with the last, so far as its position in our

work 18 concerned, the above-mentioned verses necessarily bring us to the

year B.O. 539-8 (Condor's ' Handbook to the Bible,' 2nd edit., pp. 1, 23).

Next, the ninth chapter opens, in our Hebrew text, with a form of statement

which purports to terminate the subject of the genealogies (ending at

different times, and in part with Hezekiah's reign) of the preceding eight

chapters, by the mention of "the carrying away of Israel and Judah to

Babylon, for their transgressions
; " while the Masoretic text, placing a full
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period at the word " Israel," makes the mention of Judah's captivity yet

more emphatic as a thing of the past The compiler then proceeds (vers.

2—34) to describe the course things took in the partial resettlement of the

"Israelites, priests, Levites, and Kethinim, in their cities," on the return

from the Captivity, and likewise of the " children of Judah and Benjamin,

Ephraim and Manasseh, in Jerusalem." That there iB no error in regarding

this as the just sense of the passage becomes absolutely plain from the

contents of Neh. xi. 3—22 ; further aided by vii. 45 ; xii. 25, 26 ; Ezra ii.

42. On this evidence, then, unless we gratuitously set down nearly the

whole of ch. ix. as a later addition, we bring the compilation to a date

subsequent to the return and the partial resettlement of those who
returned, some " in the cities," and some " in Jerusalem." Once m.ore, the

remarkable genealogy of Zerubbabel (ch. iii. 17—24) is clear evidence in

point. Either these verses must be proved to be an interpolation or

addition by a later hand (as is held by Eichhorn, Dahler, Jahn, Keil), or

we are brought down to a still lower date. Even when (with Berfcheau) we
have counted the six entries of ver. 21 as names all of brothers, six genera-

tions (Hananiah, Shechaniah, Shemaiah, Neariah, Elioenai, Hodaiah) appear

to succeed Zerubbabel. However, Keil, Movers, Havemick, and others

think that Zerubbabel's genealogy in this passage really stops with the

grandsons Pelatiah and Jesaiah. And there is some reason for supposing

with Bishop Hervey (Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' i. 666, 667), that these six

names should not stand as six generations after Zerubbabel. But if both
of these theories be inadmissible, we are still not necessarily driven to

Prideaux's position, that the six generations, and the average length which
he assumes for them, will bring us to the time of Alexander the Great, B.C.

356—324 (Condor's ' Handbook to the Bible,' p. 24 ; see also Ewald's ' Gesch.
des V. Isr.,' i. 232). There can be little doubt that he over-estimates the
average of Eastern generations, and, if this be reduced to twenty years

(' Speaker's Commentary,' iii. 186, 187), we shall only be brought to a
date varying between B.C. 420—410, within the probable lifetime of
Nehemiah, and the very possible lifetime of Ezra. While, then, such a
date as this is probably the latest which needs to be accepted, it stands
to reason that the limit at the other extremity must not be placed simply
at the time of the Return. In the nature of things, a work like the
Chronicles, though but a matter of compilation, could not be executed
offhand and rapidly at such a time. On the contrary, the nnsettledness

and the stir of the times would constitute the unlikeliest of conditions.

Our general conclusion would be that, judging from internal evidence, the
date of compilation must be placed between a limit some several years sub-
sequent to the Return and the year B.O. 410 or thereabout—how much
nearer the latter than the former still uncertain. It may be added that
Movers proposes the date B.C. 400 (' Krit. Untersuch. iiber die Bibl. Chron.,'

p. 28), and that Zunz oalculatei the date B.C. 260 (' Gottesd. Vort. der
Juden,' § 31).
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The evidence arising from style of aufchorsliip—of necessity limited and
inconclnsive in the matter of a compilation, but which, so far as it goes

favours the belief that Ezra himself was the compiler; and the evidence

arising from style of diction, which exhibits many points of similarity with
that of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther—certainly one Persian word, and not
a few Aramaic peculiarities, such as the use of Jie for aleph, and the fnU
forms of hholem and hhirik—do indeed entirely harmonize with the position

that the compilation was subsequent to the Return. Unfortunately, it is

scarcely within their reach to point the exacter date with anything like

certainty. Were it possible to identify Ezra positively as author or compiler,

it need not be said that the limits of the inquiry would be very much
narrowed. But it is just this which it is impossible to do. Of Chronicles,

together with Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, Gesenius, in the Introduction to

his ' Hebrew Grammar,' says that, as literary works, they are very " inferior

to those of earlier date."

§ 4. The Question o» Author ob Compilbb.

Who the author, or more strictly compiler, was is an undetermined

question. The Talmnd (iv. 3, in 'Baba Bathra,' 15, 1 ; Gender's 'Handbook
to the Bible,' p. xviii.) says, " Bsra scripsit librum suum et genealogiam

in Libro Chronicorum usque ad se." Again, P. D. Huet (born 1630, died

1721), in his ' Demonst Bvangelica ad S. D. iv. 14,' says, " Esram libros

Paralipomenon lucubrasse, Ebreorum omnium est fama consentiens." It

seems easier to feel persuaded that the compiler of Chronicles, and the

compiler of at all events large parts of the work known as the Book of Ezra,

were one and the same person (and even that the two works might have
once been designed for a continuous whole), than to feel confident who
that compiler was. There seems to be at present no really satisfactory

explanation of the fact that the last two verses of Chronicles and the first

two of Ezra are almost identical. The circumstance has been urged as an
argument for the identity of author, but, so far as it goes, it would indeed

rather favour a contrary supposition. It is scarcely likely that an author

would do such a thing, though much more naturally accounted for as done

by the deliberate even if unadvised design of some reviser, or by the error of

a transcriber of later date. It must be confessed, however, that there is no

evidence forthcoming to support such a charge of error, nor any appearance

of it on the face of the passage itself. On the other hand, some of the best

of modem criticism fixes the first chapter of Ezra as the very part of the

work which cannot own to the same hand as the other part or parts

(though still it may have been the insertion of the same compiler), and

assigns it, with vers. 9—23 of the last chapter of Chronicles, to the pen of

Daniel The resemblance of style to that of Ezra is indeed ample indica-

tion, as already seen, as regards the general period of the compilation of

Chronicles; but it is insufficient to Sx one compiler with the work of both.

In fact, when ire have reduced to the strictest compass the words and phrases
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common to Chronicles and Ezra alone, we find that they obtain quite as

mnch between Chronicles and the part of Ezra least certainly his own

workmanship (i.—vi.), as the part which almost all critics have accepted

as bis. These points of resemblance, however, as presented by De Wette

and others, are well worth notice, and may be judged of by some few

specimens. Compare, for instance, ch. xv. 16 with Ezra iii. 12 ; ch. svi. 40

with Ezra iii. 2 ; ch. xxiii. 3 with Ezra iii. 8 ; ch. xxviii. 17 with Ezra i. 10

and viii. 27 ; ch. xxix. 5, 9, with Ezra iii. 6 ; 2 Chron. iii. 3 with Ezra iii. 11

;

2 Chron. v. 13 and vii. 3 with Ezra iii. 11 ; 2 Chron. xii. 14, xix. 3, and

XXX. 19 with Ezra vii. 10; 2 Chron. xxvi. 15 with Ezra iii. 13; 2 Chron.

xxix. 27 with Ezra iii. 10; 2 Chron. xxxv. 5 with Ezra vi. 18.

The following list (' Speaker's Commentary,' iii. 158) also deserves

attention, viz. :—The constant use of the phrase " King of Persia ;
" the

describing the Jewish people as "Judah and Benjamin," found out of

Chronicles and Ezra only once (1 Kings xii. 23) ; the exclusive employment

of the expressions, " the Sea of Joppa; " " take courage and do ;
" and the

"daric" coin; the frequent employment of expressions, very rarely found

elsewhere, as " Moses the man of God ;
" " Nethinim ;

" }*3Jp to designate

absolutely one " having understanding ;

" 73'g' ; and the three phrases,

" expressly mentioned by their names " (ch. xii. 31 ; Ezra viii. 20, etc.),

"prepared his heart to seek" (2 Chron. xii. 14; Ezra vii. 10, etc.), "that

reacheth up to heaven " (2 Chron. xxviii. 9 ; Ezra ix. 6).

Though it cannot be said that we have the firmest ground of all on

which to assert his workmanship of Ezra in Chronicles, yet these two
things may be said with tolerable confidence : (1) that the more it may
become possible to identify Ezra as the compiler of the whole of the book
that goes by his name (except probably the first chapter), the more near

may we feel that we are approaching a reasonable decision as to the

compiler of Chronicles ; and (2) that meantime the ancient traditional
" consentiens fama," the indirect help of the Septuag^nt coming through the

Book of Ezra, the points of resemblance of style, words, etc., some of which
have been presented to view above, and the fact that the narrative " breaks

off " during the lifetime of Ezra, combine to form no despicable force of

evidence, even though it be not entirely conclusive, in favour of holding

Ezra for the writer of Chronicles.

§ 5. The Originals Of the Compilation.

Although there are not a few interesting questions still unanswered on
this subject, yet fortunately the compiler often refers with great distinct-

ness to his authorities, i.e. to some of them. Before summarizing these it

may be most convenient to observe upon some of them, in the order in
which they occur.

1. The compiler's first distinct allusion to an authority is found in ch
ix. 1 ; and it is the authority for the " genealogies of all Israel " which
is there cited. These genealogies, if we lay special stress upon the word
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" Israel," have occupied the previous seven chapters (i.e. oh. ii. 1—viii. 40).

And the authority cited appears, both iu our Authorized Version and in our
Hebrew text, as " The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah." But, as will

be seen under the passage, the Masoretic pointing will give us rather, " The
Book of the Kings of Israel " as the title intended by the compiler.

First, then, we observe either that this authority must, in fact, cover also

the contents of ch. i., or that we have no distinct statement as to the

originals of that most interesting chapter. On these, therefore, we are left

to speculate for ourselves. Now, the resemblance between it and what we
have in Genesis in pari materid, is in substance and in order, though
certainly not always in form, so close and almost identical, that we might be
content, if it were necessary, simply to take for granted that the Book of

Genesis and others of the earlier books of the Old Testament were, so far

as they went, the sufficient though unacknowledged originals. However,
inasmuch as we find about a similar amount and closeness of resemblance

to Genesis and the other earlier books of the Old Testament in other

portions (as, for instance, in ch. ii.) of our genealogies, such as do come
strictly within the limits of genealogies of Israel, and which, therefore, are

covered by the authority now in question, it is at least possible that this latter

may by this time have incorporated the earliest materials of all, and so far

forth have been an example, which the compiler of Chronicles now foUowa
Up to this point, then, whatever other authorities may possibly have been

put under contribution by the compiler (and evidently not a few of the

most ancient documents and memoranda were among them), all that he him-
self answers for is what is described as " The Book of the Kings of Israel."

Secondly, we may ask, what is known respecting this authority ? What
is it that is here intended by " The Book of the Kings of Israel " ? This

exact title, then, is found not at all in Kings, where, however, we do find

above thirty times either the title, " The Book of the Chronicles of the

Kings of Judah," or " The Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel."

It is found in three places only in Chronicles, and under remarkable

conditions in each instance. The first depends upon the Masoretic reading

as explained above (ch. ix. 1). The third shows the word ^^a?, in place of

the familiar ngp (2 Chron. xxxiii. 18) And further, inasmuch as Manasseh,

a King of Judah, is the person there in question, and inasmuch as the

separate kingdom of Israel had collapsed now some eighty years, it can

scarcely be that the title stands for a separato work of the kings of Israel as

distinct from those of Judah. The second of the three passages (2 Chron.

XX. 34) is doubly remarkable. Although Jehoshaphat, whose memoir is

being spoken of, and his biographer, Jebu the prophet, the son of Hanani,

are both of Judah, yet this latter prophesied principally to Israel ; his

writings, therefore, might have found their way possibly into a work that

belonged distinctively to Israel, and, in fact, to say this may be the purport

of the somewhat obscure last sentence of ver. 34. Three passages of this

kind cau scarcely be sufficient upon which to base the theory of the
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existence of a geparate work entitled, " The Book of the Kings of iBrael,"

distinct from a work, for instance, so often quoted in Kings as " The Book

of the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel." Meanwhile we have reference

made four times in Chronicles to " The Book of the Kings of Judah and

Israel," and three times to " The Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah."

A careful examination of these seven occasions, and comparison of them

with their parallel passages in Kings (2 Ohron. xvi. 11 with 1 Kings xv. 23 ;

2 Chron. xxv. 26 with 2 Kings xiv. 18 ; 2 Chron. xxvii. 7 with 2 Kings xv.

36 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 26 with 2 Kings xvi. 19 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 32 with 2 Kings

XX. 20; 2 Chron. xxxv. 27 with 2 Kings xxiii. 28; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8 with

2 Kings xxiv. 5), show that all the cases in question are of kings of Judah,

and that the authority cited in the parallel passages in Kings is always " The

Books of the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah." These facts give strong

countenance to the positions, (1) that it is the same authority substantially

which is quoted, whether in Chronicles or Kings ; and (2) that at the time of

the compilation of Chronicles, the two divisional works mentioned bo often

in Kings had come to be quoted as one, with a somewhat abbreviated title,

of which it was not absolutely material whether it were quoted as " The

Books of the Kings of Judah and Israel " or as " The Books of the Kings of

Israel and Judah." In this last way it certainly is quoted three times, even

when it is a King of Judah to whom reference is being made (2 Chron

xxvii. 7 ; xxxv. 27; xxxvi. 8). This work must have been a full repertory

of historical and biographical facts ; for it is referred to not only as an
authority, but repeatedly as the authority in which all minutiae may be

found of "acts," "wars," and "ways" (2 Chron. xxvii. 7). Also that it

was not coincident with any of our existing historical books is very clear

from the fact that these latter are again and again found not to contain

the very matters to which attention is directed (2 Chron. xxiv. 7 ; xxvii. 7 ;

xxxiii. 18, 19).

2. The second distinct allusion to authorities from which the compiler

has drawn materials is found in our ch. xxix. 29. That no intermediate

reference has occurred is easily explained. Ch. ix. was more a matter of the

compiler's own hand, taken from comparatively recent and comparatively

known documents. The matter of the short ch, x. will have been included

in the authorities now quoted, as well as in the previously cited authority.

But all the rest up to the present point is what clusters round the name of

David. For this stretch of subject, then, the authorities used are now
quoted as " The Acts, or History [Authorized Version, ' book '], of Samuel
the Seer," " of Nathan the Prophet," " of Gad the Seer." To these may be

added an incidental allusion to a work evidently known by the compiler,

viz, " The Ohronicles of King David " (ch. xxvii. 24). Little or nothing else

is known of these specific works, except what may be gathered from their

names and conjectured from the nature of the case. Yet the contrariety of

opinion as to what they were is considerable. Some are very strongly

of opinion that these are not histories written by Samuel, Nathan, and Gad
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(Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' iii. 1126), but rather histories of them, and
v/hich therefore inevitably had much to say of David also. If on this theory

it should appear remarkable that the authorship of those works is not
attached to them, nor mentioned, this is but in harmony with the whole of

the historical books of the Old Testament, with the exception of a portion of

Ezra and of Nehemiah. Others think that in the work known with ns as

the Books of Samuel, and even of Kings, we have the above-named three

or possibly even four " histories " and " chronicles " (Mover's ' Krit. Unter-
such.,' 178; Home's 'Introd.,' v. 48). If so, it would be a thing to tempt
remark that a work (like Samuel) which had David for its chief subject,

even to the extent of three quarters of it, should have come down by the

name " Samuel " (he not being the author), whose history occupies only a

sixth part of the whole. Nevertheless, this sixth part comes at the beginning,

and may very conceivably be the explanation of the name which stands as

the title. When, however, all is said, the somewhat irresistible impression

produced by the passage containing these authorities is that they are quoted

there, at all events, as separate works ; and the allusion to the " Chronicles

of King David " (ch. xxvii. 24) seems to confirm this reading. Lastly, the

mode of reference to these authorities is observable. The very common
formula of "the rest of the acts," etc. (2 Chron. ix. 29—31), is not employed

here, but only " the acts," or better, " the history." We are left, therefore,

quite undirected as to the proportion of his materials which the compiler of

Chronicles drew from these sources, as also to the amount of his indebtedness

to the works known with us as the Books of Samuel and Kings. And the

interesting question is left unanswered, or anything but conclusively answered,

whether any, and if so what, of the original authorities of Samael and Kings

were still safe at the time of the compilation of Chronicles, and may have

been presumably common sources for both Samuel and Kings on the one

hand, and now much later for our Chronicles. Among those who have with

the greatest warmth espoused the position that our compiler used largely as

his authorities the canonical Books of Samuel and Kings, are Movers, De
Wette, Ewald, Bleek, and Graf; and the direct contrary has been stoutly

maintained by Havemick, Bertheau, Dillmann, and Kail.

3. The remaining references to authorities on the part of the compiler of

Chronicles come more thickly when the work has passed well beyond its

middle point. They are in the order of their occurring, as follows :—(1)

The Prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite (2 Chron. ix. 29). (2) The Visions

of Iddo the Seer, against Jeroboam (ibid.) . (3) The Acts or History of

Shemaiab the Prophet (2 Chron. xii. 15). (4) The Acts or History of Iddo

the Seer, concerning Genealogies (ibid.). (6) The Commentary of the

Prophet Iddo (2 Chron. xiii. 22). (6) The Acts or History of Jehu the

son of Hanani (2 Chron. xx. 34). (7) The Commentary of the Book of

the Kings (2 Chron. xxiv. 27). (8) Isaiah the Prophet, on Uzziah (2 Chron.

xxvi. 22). (9) The Vision of Isaiah the Prophet (2 Chron. xxxii 32).

(10) The Acts or History of the Seers (Hosai P) ; 2 Chron. zzxiii 19.
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(«) Tte word found in the above list (5), (7) as "commentary" (tyyif?) »•

with little doubt the right reading of what appears as "story" in our

Authorized Version. Though it is not found in this exact form elsewhere

in the Old Testament, yet the verbal root is found several times, and in a

sense which harmonizes with this interpretation. The rabbinic use of the

word, however, determines this rendering of " commentary," or "a study"

upon a subject.

(6) Again, of the Hosai mentioned in the above list (10) nothing is found

elsewhere. There can be little doubt that the word is not the name of a

person, but that it is either the mere corruption of some copyist or an

erroneous emendation upon the just repetition of the expression, " the words

of the seers," in the preceding verse. For this view Bertheau argues

in his "Introduction."

Now, the whole of the above references to authorities seem to be clear of

any ambiguity as regards their form of title, unless possibly the titles (3), (4),

(6), (10), which resemble some already discussed, viz. " The Acts or History of

Samuel the Seer," etc. [2]. Yet surely the latter part of the titles (4) and

(6) must be allowed to deliver them also from ambiguity. They must mean

the histories written hy Iddo and Jehu respectively. May not this reasonably

determine all the other cases of the titles which contain the word " acts " or

" history," especially wheo compared with the title " chronicles," as e.g. eh.

xxvii. 24, where there need be no supposition that David was the writer ?

The works themselves were evidently individual treatises on individual

reigns or individual characters and periods of the nation's history. They

were written probably exclusively by various prophets, even as such are

mentioned for the larger number of them. The various times and subjects

with which they had to do are made sufficiently plain on reference to each

citation severally. As individual treatises, they would be likely enough to

contain an amount and a kind of detail which a more general history, written

after the lapse of some time, would be sure to exclude. The " Chronicles

of King David " and the " Commentary of the Book of Kings " may be

surmised to have been somewhat less specifio in style of treatment, and
somewhat wider in their range, than most of the others. Traces of the

absoi'ption of some of these into a more general compilation are with con-

siderable reason believed to be found in a passage already referred to in

connection with the subject (2 Chron. xx 34) ; and also, though this is not

apparent from the reading of our Authorized Version, in 2 Chron. xxzii. 32.

In addition to the authorities quoted as though the compiler of Chronicles

had been actually indebted to them, allusion is found to some others, on
which he had not personally drawn, such as " The Writing of Elijah the
Prophet " to Jehoram (2 Chron. xxi. 12) ; and " The Lamentations," pre-

sumably written by Jeremiah, but not his work that goes by the title in our
canon (2 Chron. xxxv. 25). To these might be added one remove further

however, " The Writing (aris) of David " and " The Writing (3ri3D) of Solo-

mon " (<J Chron. xxxv. 4). These additional kinds of referewces may servo
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to show that a little store at all eyents of wealth in this sort existed once.

Nor is it absolutely impossible that what has been lost may Tet come to

light.

I 6. The Contents and Object of the Work.

1. Aa regards the contents of Chronicles, they may, perhaps, be best

divided into three parts.

(1) Lists of genealogies, beginning from the very first, coming down to

the tribes, and descending to different points in the history of those

respectively (though neglecting Dan and Zebulon), to the time of the

Captivity, and in some instances even later. With these genealogies are

intermingled the ancient settlements of families and tribes and heads of

houses, and a few brief bat occasionally very significant touches of history.

This portion occupies ch. i—^vii.

This is succeeded (after a brief statement of the Captivity and the Return)

by (2) an imperfect skeleton sketch of the re-establishment in their ancient

inheritances and settlements, and in some cases religious offices, of such

families as returned, according to the houses of their fathers. This portion

occupies only a part of one chapter, viz. ch. ix. 1—34.

(3) The third portion extends from ch. ix. 35 right to the end of the work.

It consists cf a connected history of the kingdom of Judah, introduced very

naturally (cb. ix. 35—44) by a repetition of that genealogical table which

exhibited (ch. viii. 29—38) the name and pedigree of Saul. Passing lightly

over Saul, it dwells at special length on the career and reign of David, thence

through all his successors of the line of Judah to Zedekiah, to the time of the

Captivity and in effect, by virtue of its closing verses, to the dawn of the

restored state.

One of the most interesting aspects under which to view the contents of

this book is that which exhibits their relation to those of the works known as

the Books of Samuel and Kings. The difference between the contents of these

severally may be here noticed as a subject quite distinct from the question

whether the compiler of Chronicles adopted direct from them those parts of

his own work which are exactly similar to them—the negative reply to

which question seems by far the more probable to us. The following is a

list, tabalated by Dr. Davidson, of the chief passages found in Chronicles

and not found in Sanjnel or Kings, viz. :—Oh. xii. ; xxii. ; xxiii.—^xxvi.

;

xxvii. ; xxviii. ; xxix. ; 2 Chron. xi. 5—23 ; xiii. 2—23 ; xiv. 8—14 ; xv. 1

—

15; xvi. 7—10; xvii. ; xix. ; xx. 1—30; xxi. 2—4, 11—19; xxiv. 15—22;
XXV. 6—10, 14—16i xxvi. 6—16; xxvii. 6, 6; xxx. 1—27; xxxi. 2—21

;

xxxiii. 11—13

Side by side it may be convenient to place a list of the chief matters not

found in Chronicles but found in Samuel or Kings, viz. :—2 Sam. i.—iv.

;

vi. 20—2S . ix. , xi. 2—xii. 25 ; xiii.—xx. ; xxi. 1—14, 15—17 ; xxii. ; xxiii.

;

1 Kings i.; ii. 1—9, 26—46; iii. 1, 16—28; iv. ; vii. 1—12, 13—39;viiL
§6—61} xi 1—13, 14—40; 2 Kings xii. 17, 18; xvi. 5—18; xviii. 4—8.
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So also the accounts of Chronicles are occasionally much fuller^ as e.g. ck

xiii., XV., xvi., compared with 2 Sam. vi.

The order of not a few narratives in Chronicles differs from that found in

Samuel or Kings. The chief of these, also furnished by Davidson, may be

seen from comparing the following references respectively, viz. :—Ch. xi.

1_9^ 10—47 ; xiii. ; xiv. ; xv. ; 2 Chron. i. 3—13, 14—17 ; ii., with 2 Sam.

vi. 1—10 ; xxiii. 8—10 ; Ti. 3—11 ; v. 11—25 ; vi. 12—19 ; 1 Kings iii.

4—14 ; X. 26—29 ; v.

Once more, there is a tendency manifested in Chronicles to detail lists of

other names, quite outside the genealogy tables, and some of which are not

foand elsewhere. They are lists of persons connected with army, or temple,

or with the famiUes of individual kings. The following are some of the

chief of such lists, viz. :—Ch. xi. 26—47 ; xii. 1—14; xiv. 4—7 ; xv. 5—11,

17—24 ; XIX. 15—17 ; xxiv. 7—18 ; xxv. 9—31 ; xxvi. 14—19 ; xxvii. 2—15,

16—22, 25—31 ; 2 Chron. xi. 5—10, 18—20 ; xvii. 7—18 ; xix. 11 ; xxi. 2
;

xxiii. 1 ; xxvi. 11 ; xxviii. 7, 12 ; xxix. 12—14 ; xxxi. 12—15 ; xxxiv. 8, 12

;

XXXV, 8, 9.

2. The exact ohject of the work is nowhere stated with authority. The
internal evidence, however, as to this, if not absolute, is of a character far

from obscure. That evidence negatives at once any such theory of a merely

supplemental character as might seem to be suggested by the Septnagint

title. Although, in point of fact, the compiler of Chronicles certainly makes
considerable additions, as may be easily tested from the above lists, yet, on

the other hand, the identical repetitions (as in that case they would be) are

too many to consist with such a theory, and the additions themselves have
no appearance of being merely of a supplemental character. Nor, again, can

that be esteemed a work supplemental to our Samuel and Kings, which
occupies itself almost exclusively with the fortunes of the kingdom of Jadah.
and has nothing to say of the kingdom of Israel, except where the career

of any of its kings may involve it specially with the history of Judah.
This, then, reveals the first manifest token of the object of Chronicles.

From the time that it leaves its early chapters of genealogies, it is concerned
with the great and enduring line of Judah. Supposing that its place were,

as some say, last in the whole Old Testament canon, and thereby nearest

the dawn of New Testament events, and in particular the birth of Christ, so

much the more in harmony would its place be with its contents.

There are, however, probably few books in Scripture which have deeper
or distincter marks of individual character, and of specific and well-out-

lined object. Occupied as it ia with the line of Judah, we have been
already forewarned, first, in the points at which some of the genealogies
terminate, and then by the contents of ch. ix., that the whole retrospect is

taken from a date subsequent to the Captivity and the return from
Babylon. Though very much of the whole work was, without doubt, drawn
from original sources—sources contemporary or nearly so with the events
successively ir^cgrded—yet its general point of view as % compilation was
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essentially free from the obscuring' influences liable to gather round the

most scrupulous historian who lives in or very near to the times and events

he would describe. Again, the more numerous and abundant the contem-

poraneoxiB or original sources of information to the hand of the writer of a

new shape of history, the more certain wonld it appear that he must have

had some individual or special object in his mind in writing. Now, if there

were none other conceivable, this might have been accepted as suflS.cient

—

that Judah should have its written national history to itself, since in itself

the succession and vitality of empire now manifestly lay, and since promise

and prophecy marked it as the line in which the Messiah was to come.

Meantime, to the five-sixths of the whole work occupied almost exclusively

with the history of Judah, it was quite natural nevertheless to prefix the

general and complete genealogies of the whole people, as well as the earliest

genealogies of all.

Somewhat closer examination, however, of the contents of the work seems

abundantly sufficient to indicate additional and very probable explanations

of the writing of it. The theocratic tone is uniformly and much more

distinctly audible from beginning to end. Great attention is visibly paid

through the whole course of the history to matters of sacerdotal interest,

and to matters of an ecclesiastical character generally, and to temple

worship. The religioas place, privileges, duties of the nation are redeemed

to view prominently, and this without the slightest appearance of priestly

design and priestly ambition, as has nevertheless been nnscrupulously

asserted (so De Wette, in his ' Binleitung,' § 190). On the contrary, the

exact appearance of what is written is that which might be expected, in the

language of such teachers as would make a wise use, and would help others

to make a wise use, of the suffering, discipline, and punishment through

which, for neglect of those very things, they had been caused to pass. Any
historian who belonged himself to the nation, and who wrote subsequently

to the return from the Captivity, whether he were priest, Levite, or propheti

wonld surely wish to encourage and restore the spirit of the people. But to

this very end he would write also with the desire to reform, would point

repeatedly to the causes which had brought the nation to disgrace and ruin,

would take every opportunity of holding up to memory the warnings

and rebukes and neglected hortatory matter which had been once and

again addressed to the decadent nation, and would lay stress upon those

religions observances which would be strength and safety to the nation in

the future. Moreover, with the temple rebuilt, nothing less could be

expected than that its services and all its officers and their " courses

"

should be dwelt upon at considerable length.

Now, these are the indications which the work presents. It looks like

the charter of the reconstruction of a shattered kingdom on its proper

historical basis—^that basis one pre-eminently of an ecclesiastical character

or type. There is, indeed, one general pervading aspect belonging to

Chronicles, which might w»ll justify the character of supplemental which bas
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been riven to it. It may be said to be Bupplemental, not as to details and

historical events, bnt as to restoring the balance of the ecclesiastical by the

side of the prophetical or even political, and bringing to view the Gharoh,

which was the real framework of that state. Sach leems to be the

impression constantly made ; and it is an impression not nnfreqnently

oansed as much by the remarkable omissions (as, for instance, of some of

David's greatest offences and sins as an individual, yet non-ecclesiastical

in their essence) of the history as by what ia present and emphaticaUy

recorded.

Once more, the satisfactory resettlement, not only of all the force of the

civil service, and service of the temple already alluded to, bnt also of

the returned people and families according to the old and time-hononred

territorial arrangements, must have often asked a ready reference to some
compendious authority. It may be true enough that the old documents

and archives relating in the most authoritative manner to the subject were

neither destroyed nor at this time even temporarily lost or mislaid, else how
could the materials of the present work have been obtained with sufficient

certainty and commanded suMcient confidence P But the occasions that

would arise for referring to such documents must have now been frequent

as compared with the generations before the Captivity. And a propor-

tionate need hence sprang up for a work of easy reference. And, further-

more, let it be granted that the Chronicles compilation was not completed
till after the greater part by far of the returned families had ahready

located themselves as best they conld, and the servants and officers of the
temple had become reinstated in due course and succession

; yet s com-
pendious work, to which reference conld easily bo made by appointed
authorities, would be of amazing value for preventing strife, affording

satisfaction, and proving title in time to come. This is provided manifestly

by this book, and it is provided with all the help of the authority which
would flow from family genealogies of oldest time^ and &om territorial

arrangements of originally Divine appointment.

5 7. The Histoeioai Cebdibilitt of thb Work.
The historical credibility of Chronicles and the trustworthiness of the

writer have been strenuously attacked. Do "Wette, in two works (the
• Beitrage

' and ' Einleitung '), has made himself the leader of these attacks.
And though, indeed, he has gone far to leave nothing for others to say in
the same direction, yet Gxamberg and Gesenius have been among his
followers, and Theodore Parker, in his translation of the ' Einleitung,' has
in some respects even outdone him. These, on the one side, have met
with able responders in Dahler, Movers, Keil, Davidson, and Bishop
Hervey. The general charges of De "Wette are two in number, (I) That
the compiler, in an unscrupulous indulgence of strong Levitical prejudices,
designedly misleads, writing up everything belonging to Judah that looked
in the ecclesiastical direction, and writing down everything belonging to
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Israel. De Wette prefers even to deny him the loophole of being himself

unconsciously misled by the strength of his alleged Levitioal animus. (2)

And that lie has a weak leaning to the " supernatural," in obedience to

which he leans to the temptatioa of both inventing and exaggerating.

The first of these charges may be considered sufficiently disposed of by

the far different position already taken in the previous section—one which

admits of being amply sustained, and which explains the civil and religious

features of the critical and important period of history, at some date in

which this compilation must have been made. An almost indefinite amonrit

of confirmation and illustration of that position might be produced; and-

the m.oral evidence points with remarkable clearness to it. In the

history of the reforming nation there must have come the time and the

circumstances to postulate exactly such a work. Without any symptom of

collusion, the internal indications of this work are such as to harmonize

with the supposed time and circumstances. And the account to be offered

of the reasons of the prominence given to Judah, and to the matters of the

temple services, and so forth, is sufficient to reduce the views of De Welte

to little better than gratuitous, or at least blinded, assumptions; while

there is nothing that can even simulate the appearance of evidence of tlio

partiality of untruthfulness towards Judah or of prejudice against Israul.

This may be asserted, but fails of anything like proof, when brought to the

only test which we have, viz. in Samuel and Kings, among the many which

we might have, in the numerous originals to which the compiler so often

refers. And for these latter we should indeed be compelled to wait before

it would be possible to condemn the writer of Chronicles as untruthful.

And as to the addictedness to the supernatural, alleged against him,

perhaps even a more decisive reply can be furnished. For first, the total

amount of matter of this kind in Chronicles is much less than in the

earlier work, owing to the absence of those narrations of the sort which

concern Israel, and which, in Bangs, are not few in number. But further,

respecting such as belong to Judah alone, the following references (see

• Speaker's Commentary '), showing some miracle-narratives peculiar to

Chronicles:—Ch. xxi. 26; 2 Chron. vii. 1; xiii. 14—17; xiv. 11—13; xx.

16—24 ; xxi. 12—19 ; are surely sufficiently counterbalanced by the

absence of the following :—1 Kings xi. 29—39 ; 2 Kings iii. 14—24 ; xix.

20—34 ; XX. 16—18 ; xxiii. 15—17 ; and by the very spare allusion to

Hezekiah's miraculoua recovery (2 Chron. xxii. 24 compared with 2 Kings

XX. 1—11).

Of less vague charges made by the same school against the trust-

worthiness of the writer of Chronicles, instanced in particular passages, and

of the nature of alleged contradictions, the treatment will be found, for the

most part, under the particular passages in question. The following three

lists, however, not altogether exhaustive, but conveniently classified by Canon

G. Rawlinson, will serve to indicate the kind and the number of supposed

oontradictions, as well as the places where thej are individuallj treated ^—
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1. Infltarices of alleged eZf-contradiction. Compare the following

conplets :—(1) 2 Chron. xiv. 3, 5 with xv. 17 ; (2) rvii. 6 with xx. 33 ; (3)

XXX. 26 with XXXV. 18 ; (4) xxviii. 1 with 7. Now, as nothing would more
detract, and with jnstice, from the authority of any historian than instances

of well-ascertained self-contradiction, it is necessary closely to examine

these. (1) and (2). The first two are of an exactly similar kind. At
the beginning of the long reigns of two kings (Asa, who reigned forty-one

years, and Jehoshaphat, who reigned twenty-five), it is said that the king in

question " took away the high places," and in the former of these two reigns,

it is repeated with emphasis of Asa, that " he took away out of aU the cities

of Judah the high places." At or towards the end of each reign, it is said,

" But " or " howbeit the high places were not taken away." The Hebrew
text is in close accord with the rendering of our Authorized Version.

Compare also 1 Kings xv. 12, 14, where the words of the suspected " self-

contradiction " are just avoided. Surely there is no necessary self-contra-

diction to be detected here. The one expression purports to say that, at the
beginning of a long reign, the king " took away," i.e. ordered to be taken
away, " the high places ;

" but that, at the end, it was found that the evil had
not been efEectually outrooted, and that, whatever had been the proclamation
and the " perfect "-hearted purpose of the king, no doubt more or less

successful for a time, the people had probably enough by relapse given in to
the habit of using the " high places." There is no need to suppose, with
Movers, Dahler, Kefl, and Bertheau, that two kinds of high places are
referred to in these passages, even if there were at any time two such kinds.
And it is not to be overlooked that, while strictly a self-contradiction would
only have lain had it been said both that the "king did take away," and
then elsewhere that he did "not take away," high places, on the contrary,
the connection in both cases favours the view we have taken. For in the
instance of Asa, several verses of oh. xiv. have just been employed to
describe the earnest endeavours of the king to obtain the co-operation of his
people

;
while in the case of Jehoshaphat the antithesis is expressed in so

many words (2 Chron. xx. 32, 33), that while " Asa did that which was right
in the sight of the Lord, ... the high places were not remoyed: for as yet the
people had not prepared their hearts unto the God of their fathers." The
natural conclusion is that the two kings Asa and Jehoshaphat had done
their part and had done their best, but had not permanently carried their
people with them. (3) Again, there is no adequate foundation for the
allegation of self-contradiction in the language of 2 Chron. xxx. 26 and
XXXV. 18. In the first place, the strict language of the former of these
passages only says that there had not been " like " great joy in Jerusalem
since the " time of Solomon." Let it, however, be granted that the festival
Itself IS what is intended, and there is no denial whatsoever of such a feast
having been held, but only of one accompanied by so much gladness and
spirit and general joy. And in like manner the assertion of ver. 18 in ch
XXXV. can be understood to amount to this, that the feast of Josiah'i timj
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surpassed even that of Hezekiah's, while the date to which the memory is

referred remounts not simply to Solomon's time, but to the " days of Samuel

the prophet." (4) And, once more, 2 Chron. xxviii. 7 offers no self-con-

tradiction whatever. Rather the only difficulty lies in choosing between

several manifest interpretations, e.g. if Maaseiah designates the son of the

reigning king, viz. Ahaz, the Mwmentioned time of his being slain may have

been towards the end of Ahaz's sixteen-year reign, when his son may easily

have been upwards of sixteen years of age, though Ahaz did mount the

throne aged twenty only (ver. 1). Then, again, the probability is strong

that Maaseiah was, in fact, son of the previous king, Jotham, and that the

expression " king's son " designates no natiiral relationship, but an office so

termed held by him. The very verse favours the explanation in its mention

of the other two slain, one as " governor of the house," the other as " next

to the king ;
" and is more confirmed by the consideration of the only other

occurrence of the phrase (1 Kings xxii. 26). Compare also 2 Kings xxiv. 12

with Jer. xxix. 2. W. Aldis Wright, in Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' well

instances the expression " queen dowager."

2. Instances of some asserted contradictions of other Scriptures on the

part of the writer of Chronicles. Compare the following couplets :—Ch. iii.

15 with 2 Kings zxiii. 31, 36 ; ch. iii. 19 with Ezra iii. 2 ; ch. x. 6 with

2 Sam. ii. 8 ; ch. xiv. 12 with 2 Sam. v. 21 ; ch. xxi. 5 with 2 Sara.

xxiv. 9 ; ch. xxi. 6 with 2 Sam. xxiv. 8, 9; ch. xxi. 25 with 2 Sam. xxiv.

'25 ; ch. xxii. 8 with 2 Sam. vii. 5; ch. xxii. 14 with 1 Kings v. 17, 18;

ch. xxvii. 1—15 with 2 Sam. xv. 18 ; 2 Chron. xiv. 2—5 with 1 Kings xv.

14 ; 2 Chron. xvii. 6 with 1 Kings xxii. 43 ; 2 Chron. xxii. 9 with 2 Kings

ix. 27 ; 2 Chron. xxiii. 1—11 with 2 Kings xi. 4—12 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 5

with 2 Kings xvi. 5 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 20 with 2 Kings xvi. 7 ; 2 Chron.

XXX. 26 with 2 Kings xxiii. 22 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11—17 with 2 Kings xxi.

1—17 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 3—7 with 2 Kings xxiii. 4. The above will be

found to be dealt with in the order of the text.

3. Instances of supposed errors of the writer of Chronicles. Compare the

following couplets :—Ch. iv. 31 with Josh. xvi. 36 and xix. 6 ; ch. xi. 23

with 2 Sam. xxiii. 21 ; 2 Chron. ix. 12 with 1 Kings x. 13 ; 2 Chron. ix. 14

with 1 Kings x. 15 ; 2 Chron. xxxv. 25 with canonical Book of Lamenta-

tions ; 2 Clu-on. ix. 21 and xx. 37 with 1 Kings x. 22 and xxii. 48. A
consideration of such difficulty as any of these passages may be thought to

present will also be found under chapter and verse.

In conclusion, it may be affirmed safely that the most candid and at the

same time the most searching examination of the objections made to

Chronicles on the score of anthenticity, by such opponents as have been

under notice, leads to the conviction that not one of these objections can

hold its own. There are, indeed, several numerical inconsistencies (e.g. ch.

xi. 11 ; xviii. 4 ; xix. 18 ; compared with 2 Sam. xxiii. 8 ; viii. 4 ; x. 18, respec-

tively ; and 2 Chron. viii. 18 ; xxii. 2 ; xxxvi. 9 ; compared with 1 Kings

IT. 28 ; 2 Kings viii. 26 ; xxiv. 8, respectively), which postulate for thei«

}, OHBONICIiBB, «
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only explanation the imperfect state of some of cor Hebrew manuscripts,

and especially in the passages which contain numbers. Bat this defect

and misfortune are by no means peculiar to Chronicles. But for the rest,

though cautious criticism may justly decline to dogmatize as to which of

two or three possible ways out of a difficulty may be the way, and may

constitute the explanation, there is no real lack of legitimate methods of

escape. Out of a grand total of some thirty loudly proclaimed inconsis-

tencies, there are not more than a fourth part at the outside which present

any real difficulty. And of these, with perhaps one exception (2 Chron. xx.

36), one or other of alternative solutions of each problem will appear not

less reasonable than plausible. The examination may justly tend to increase

and not to diminish our faith in Chronicles and the writer thereof. Though

it refuses to own to the description of anything merely supplemental to the

preceding historical books, it is a most interesting and valuable complement

to them.

§ 8. The Evidences of Entiektt and of Identity op Authorship im

Cheonicles.

These two subjects may be best considered in close connection with one

another. As to the former of them, there seems nothing to excite bo much
as an inquiry or suspicion until we reach the very close of the work, or that

which at the present stands as the close. The points from which the begin-

ning is made speaks for itself. The connecting links of the genealogies,

comprising (according to our threefold classification) the first part with the

second, and that of the second with the third—the prolonged historical

portion, which forms the bulk of the work—are as natural as they are evident.

The historical part itself is continuous, and embraces in due order of relation

that which would be expected at the hands of a writer who kept a certain

defined object steadily and consistently in view. There is no abrupt break

and no unaccountable gap in the course of it. The same satisfaction, how-
ever, cannot be felt when we approach the close. There is some appearance

of hurry in the treatment of the history of the last few kings. Next, the

fact of the last two verses of the work, as it now stands, being identical

with the opening verses of Ezra, is certainly startling and unnatural. If,

therefore, we close the book with the verse that precedes them, we close it

with a statement of the Captivity, it is tme, but not of the Return, which is

the very thing for which we should have looked. Perhaps it might appear
safest to leave such a difficulty, which is of no pressing practical import,
without the pretence of any very confident solution. Yet, were it not that
it seemed a too convenient adaptation to the circumstances of the case,

there is a great deal to lead to the view very generally assumed, as well by
critics generally hostile to the character of the work (as Pe Wette) as by
others (like Movers, Bwald, etc.) of a very contrary tone of criticism.

According to this view. Chronicles, originally finding its legitimate termina-
tion with tjtte chapters now ranked as the Book of Ezra, suffers trnncation
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there, and the last two verses remain an indication of the severance there

effected. Meantime Ezra, made into a separate book, was placed where in

the Hebrew canon we find it, in due historical order, after Daniei (the

contents of which consist of some account of the period of the Captivity)

and before Nehemiali, while Chronicles is relegated to the position of last in

the canon in the Hebrew, though not last in oar canon. Such an explana-

tion postulates a certain anxiety to put the contents of Daniel into a

convenient position at the expense of putting Chronicles into an nnjnsi

position, and leaving it with an inconsequential termination, and the man-
agement suggests rather mismanagement. However, it is none the less the

fact that Chronicles is found in the position above described. It may sufiBce

to point out that, whatever may be the fact or the actual explanation

respecting the original order, no history itself is deficient which is a matter

of piime significance. For iu Chronicles, Daniel, Ezra, Neliemiah, we have

a certain catena of history from creation, through the period o,'i the Captivity,

to the rebuilding of tlio temple and the resettlement of Jndah in the land

after the Captivity.

The interesting point of the substantial unity of Chronicles is strikingly

witnessed to in the internal evidence famished by the work. Those very

features which might have been expected to militate against both the

probability of its unity, and especially against facility in proving that unity,

do in fact contribute to the furtherance of that proof. It can scarcely be

going too far to say that, in style and spirit, it is unmistakably one. It is

most true that the very nature of genealogical matter might have been

expected to render it almost out of the question to detect what sort of hand

had been employed upon it, still less to pronounce with any confidence as

to the sameness of the hand with that which penned the remaining and more

historical part of the work. But on the contrary, the genealogical and other

tables, as well (1) by what they bring into prominence or else keep in the

shade or even entirely omit, as (2) by the distinct matter which they

contain in the shape of interspersed reflections and moral points made and

religious lessons taught, go to exhibit strongly the evidence of unity. The

less such modes of overcoming the obstructions that genealogical matter

would so naturally present, might occur to the mind, the more impressive is

their evidence felt to be when it spontaneously presents itself. Thus, e.g..

It is presumable that the genealogies and other tables affecting Israel in

the older records were, upon the whole, not less full than those of Judah,

even if we readily grant that there were well-understood reasons in provi-

dence from the earliest for the more special charge of the latter. Yet these

genealogies give very marked preponderance to the line of Judah. The

tribes of Dan and Zebulon are passed over, and scanty indeed is the

reference to Israel, in respect of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh, at a most

critical time (ch. v. 26). Compare, however, the significant allusion to

Judah in the same chapter (ver. 2; as also ch. xxviii. 4). The prominence

£|,fterwards given throughout the historical portion to Judah is, in &c<^
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foreshadowed plainly enough in the early tabular chapters. Again, it is

impossible not to notice that, so surely as the indications of the moral and

spiritual objects of the work remount and insist on findiag their place in

the midst of old lists and tables of genealogies, so surely the genealogical

disposition (as it has been conveniently termed) of the compiler or writer

is constantly betraying itself, whenever there is a possible opening for

it throughout the book. The celebrated forty or more parallel sections,

again, tabulated by Keil and Davidson, etc., ran with wonderful even-

ness of occurrence alongside the whole stretch of the history. Several

phrases, which are of the rarest occurrence elsewhere, and in some cases are

not to be found out of Chronicles, are in this book found indifferently in

genealogy or in history, binding part with part. The same may be said of

not a few grammatical forms, and which will be found noted where they

occur. Much stress also has been justly laid on certain more general

characteristics of the writer, such as his very brief touch of certain kinds of

matter, his very shortened treatment of others, and, on the other hand, the

uniform practice be observes from beginning to end, of making reference,

with some variety and readiness to amplify, to the punishment visited on
kings and people for their sins and disobedience. The " Levitical " spirit

and the " priestly " spirit and the " theocratic " spirit, which have been so

often remarked upon and not rarely so perversely, all find their explanation

here; and meantime all help to attest the unanimity of one, not of many
minds. The sum total of indications of one writer and one object and one

anbroken work seems amply sufficient to balance a very few hitches, brief

gaps, occasional abruptness, and some apparent inconsistencies, a large

proportion of which probably await for their extinction nothing but the

first competent collation of Hebrew texts. The Hebrew student will not

read far, without discovering the corruptions and imperfections of our pre-

sent Hebrew text. But if he read to the end, and microscopically examine

every difficulty such as might probably be referable to the text, greatly as

his interest and curiosity will be intensified, he will not find in them all the

kind of indications that would lead him to suspect his author or his author's

work. He probably may find many of a very opposite turn and character.

The state of the Hebrew text in Chronicles, so far as regards passages in

which numbers occur, is in very strict harmony with all similar kind of

matter in any other part of the Old Testament. Uncertainty and incon-

sistency characterize all this kind of matter, and for reasons well enough
known and existing in the language itself.

I 9. LiTEBATlTBI Of ChRONICLKS.

It can scarcely be said that the literature of Chronicles is very scanty in
quantity, but it can yet less b« said to be rich in quality, or very satis-

factory so far as it goes. There are not wanting, however, indications of an
improved and fairer style cf criticism of the work, which will inevitablj
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lead to some surer conclusions npon the greater questions involved in it

;

while help against the great and frequent corruption of the text may be

confidently expected from that invaluable collation of the Massorah, about

(o be given to Hebrew scholarship by the indefatigable labours of Dr.

Ginsburg. For the freer criticism and bolder challenging of questions

suggested by Chronicles, we are, of course, indebted mainly and in the first

instance to the theological expositors of Germany. Their views, so far as

they may have anything characteristic about them, generally declare them-

selves in a pronounced manner, as of one or the other of two opposing

schools. These schools are separated, not more by the evident and almost

nnscrnpulous aim of the one to decry the authenticity of the work which

the other consistently supports, than by an habitual disparaging treatment

of its contents. The following list gives the more important critical

treatises and commentaries :

—

Bertheau: 'Die Biicher der Cbronik. Erklart.' let edit., Leipsic, 1854; 2nd edit.,

1860. A translation of this work in its first edition is found in Clark's Foreign
Theological Library. This is the work of a fair and careful critic.

Keil: 'Apologet. Versuch. fiber die Bucher der Chionik.' 1st edit., Berlin, 1833.

Of a much later work (Leipsic, 1870) there is likewise an English translation in

Clark's Library.

Zockler : ' Comment, tiber Cbronik.,' in Lange's large ' Bibelwerk.' Of the whole of

this ' Bibelwerk ' there is an English translation in several imp. 8vo vols.

Movers : ' Krit. TJntersuch. fiber die Biblischo Cbronik.' 1st edit., Bonn, 1834.

This work was provoked by the attacks of De Wette and Gramber^.
Grarriberg : ' Die Cbronik. nach. i. Geschicht. Charak. fiber i. Glaubwiird.' 1823.

Oraf: ' Die Geschicbtliche Bucher der Alt. Test.' Leipsic, 1866.

Zum : ' Gottesdienst. Vortrage. d. Juden.*

Ewald : ' Geschiclite. d. Volks-Israel.' An admirable translation of this by Russel
Martineau is published.

Dr. 8. Davidson's latest editions of ' Old Testament Introductions.'

There are suggestions, discussions, and short articles of more or less original value, in

various ' Einleitungen in Alt. Test.,' such as those of Havernick, De Wette, Eichhorn,

Dahler, Keil, Schrader, Bleek, and in the article " Cbronik.," by Dillman, in Herzog's
' Encyclopaedia.'

In the well-known English 'Bible Dictionaries' of Kitto (Alexander's edition), Dr.

W. Smith, and Fairbairn, there are articles of interest, under " Chronicles," more of the

nature of summaries than marked by original research or suggestion ; as.also in the

eighth edition of the ' Enoyclopsedia Brilanuica,' by R. W n ; superseded in the ninth

editioQ by one of much more comprehensive, scope, written by Professor W. Robertson

Smith.

§ 10. Abbangembnt of the Woek (1 Cheokicles) in Paets AMD Sections.

The First Book of Chronicles falls into two parts. Part I. consists of a

series of genealogies (accompanied by some few geographical and ethnical

touches), beginning from Adam and extending to Israel (eh. i.) ; thence

in {he line of Israel, on to David and the Captivity ; and furthermore, as

regards- the family of David, to the building of the second temple, and as

regards the family of Aaron, to Joaadak and his captivity under Nebu-

chadnezzar (cli, ii.—ix.). Part II. is occupied with the history of David

(ch. X.

—

xxa.)'
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Part L Ch. i.—nc. 17 Sbctionb.

The genealogy of the human race from Adam to Noah and his three sons. Ch. i

1—4.
Descendaats direct and collateral of these three sons, including those of Esau and

Seir, and the ldn>;s and dukes of Edom. Ch. i. 5—54.

The descei.uiuita oi the tribe of Judah. Ch. ii.—iv. 23.

Simeon. Ch. iv. 24—43.
Eeuhen. Ch. v. 1—10.

;;

"
^ Gad. Ch. V. 11—17.

^ ,j
Reuhen, Gad, and half Manasseh. Ch. . 18—2ft.

',', '„
» Levi. Ch. vi.

„ „ „ Issachar. Ch. vii. 1—5.
"

„ „ Benjamin. Ch. vii. 6—12.

„ „ „ Napthali. Ch. vii. 13.

Manasseh. Ch. vii. 14— 19.

Biihraim. Ch. vii. 20—29.

;, „ Asher. Ch. vii. 30—40.

J, ^, „ Benjamin (continued), Ch. viiL

The dwellers in Jerusalem. Ch. ix. 2—34.

Repetition (ch. viii. 29—40) of the pedigree Mid house of SauL Ch. ix. 35—44

Part II. Ch. x.—xxix. 27 Seotionb.

The utter overthrow of Saul. Ch. x.

The reign of David over all the kingdom. Ch. xi. 1—••

The list of his mighty men. Ch. xi. 10—47.

The list of the adherents of David in Saul's time. Ch. xil. 1

—

22,

The list of those who supported him on his enthronement. Ch. xU. 23—4fll

The removal of the ark, and its shelter in the house of Obc;d-edom. Ch. xiii.

The palace of David, his wives, and the heginning of his victories. Ch. xiv.

The successful removal of the ark, and services and feast in connection therewith.

Ch. XV., xvL
The unfohiing of David's purpose to build ft house for the Lord. Ch. xvii.

David's wars with Moabites, Philistines, and Syrians ; and his chief o£Scen. Gb^
xviii.

David's victories over Ammon and Aram. Ch. xix.

David's wars with Eabbah and the Philistine giants. Ch. xx.

The fatal numbering of the people, the propitiation, and the establishing of tbe
altar on Mount Moriah. Ch. xxi,

David's preparations for the temple, and charges to Solomon and the prince*. Oh.
xxii.

The Levites, their classes, families, and duties. Ch. xxiii.

The twenty-four classes of priests and Levites. Ch. xxiT.

The chorister families, and the choir-leaders. Ch. xiv.
The porters and their duties. Ch. xxvi. 1—28.

The officers and judges. Ch. xxvi. 29—32.

The months' courses of army captains. Ch. xxviL 1—16w
The princes of the tribes. Oh. xxvii. 16—24.

The stewards of the treasures. Ch. xxvii, 25—31.

The king's special helpers and counsellors. Ch. xxvii. 82—34.
Diivid's address to Solomon in the presence of the great convocation of the prinoes.

Ch. xxviii. 1—10,
The building plans of the temple. Ch. xxviii. 11—21.
The gifts of David and the princes, the thanksgiving of David, and breaking up irf

the solemn assembly. Ch. xxix. 1—25.

The close of the history of David's reign. Ch. xxix. 26—30,
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riEST BOOK OF THE CHEONICLES.

EXPOSITION.

CHAFTEB 1
Vers. 1—4.—A. List o» anrEBATioNS

ntoM Adah to Noah. These verses contain a
line of genealogical descents, ten in number,
from Adam to Noah, adding mention of the
three sons of the latter. The stride from
Adam to Seth, and the genealogy's entire

obliviousness of Cain and Abel, are full of
suggestion. AU of these thirteen names in

the Hebrew and in the Septuagint Version,
though not those in the Authorized Version,

are fac-similes of those which occur in Gen. v.

They are not accompanied, however, here,

as thpy are there, by any chronological

attempt. Probably the main reason of this

is thut any referencea of the kind were
quite beside the objects which the compiler
of this work had in view. It is, however,
possible that other reasons for this chrono-
logical silence may have existed. The
nncertainties attaching to the chronology
found in Genesis, as regards this table, may
have been suspected or evident—uncertain-

ties which afterwards proclaim themselves

o loudly in the diflbrences observable

between the Hebrew, Samaritan, and Sep-
tuagint versions. Thus the Hebrew text

exhibits the total aggregate of years from
Adam to the birth of Noah, as amounting to

one thousand and fifty-six; the Samaritan

version to seven hundred and seven only; and
the Septuagint to as manyas sixteen hundred
»nd sixty-two ; nevertheless, all three agree

Jn adding five hundred years onward to the

}>irth of Sbem, and another hundred yean
to the coming of the Flood. It must be re-

marked of this first genealogical table,

whuther occurring here or in Genesis, that,

notwitlistnnding its finished appearance, not-

withstanding the impression it undoubtedly

fast loakes on the reader, that it jfVtfOita to

I. OHBOKIOLia.

give all the intervening generations from
the first to Shem, it may not be so ; nor be
intended to convey that impression. It is

held by some that names are omitted, and
with them of course. the years which be-

longed to them. There can be no doubt
that this theory would go far to remove
several great difficulties, and that some
analogies might be invoked in support of it,

from the important genealogies of the New
Testament. The altogether abrupt opening
of this book—a succession of proper names
without any verb or predication—cannot be
considered as even partially compensated
by the first sentence of ch. ix., '* So all Israel

were reckoned by genealogies ; and behold,

they are written in the book of the kings

of Israel and Judah." This verse applies

directly to the genealogies of Israel and the

tribes, beginning ch. ii. 1, while under any
oircumstances, we must look on the first

portion of this book as a series of tables,

here and there slightly annotated, and sud-

denly suspended before the eyes.

Vers. 5—7.—B. List of sons a»d oband-
80IIS OF Jafhetb. After the mention of

Noah's three sons, in the order of their age
(though sume on slender ground think Ham
the youngest), this order, as in Gen. x. 2, is

reversed; and the compiler, beginning with

Japheth, the youngest, apparently with the

view of disposing of what his purpose may
not so particularly require, gives the names
of seven sons and seven grandsons, viz.

three through Oomer, the eldest son, and
four through Javan, the fourth son. "These

fourteen names are identical in the Antho-
rized Version with the list of Gen. x. 2—1.

The Septuagint, though not identical in the

spelling of the four names Hadai, Tiras,

Tarshish, and Kittim, shows no material

diiSferanaei in the two ploeea. la the He-
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brew, according to the text and edition con-

sulted, very slight variations are found in the

orthography of Tuhal (bani. here for "^am)

and Tarehish (pd^p-m) here for t?'?":!!!)) and in

the adoption ofEiphath and Sodanim in this

book for Diphath and Bodanim. The namea
Kittim and Bodanim look less like nameg
of individuals than of such family, trilje, or

nation as descended from the individual.

At the close of this short enumeration, we
have in Genesis the statement, " By these

were the isles of the Gentiles divided in

their lands ; every one after his tongue, after

their families, in their nations." It is evi-

dent here also that, whether the compiler

borrowed from the Book of Genesis itself, or

from some common source open to both, his

objects a^e not exactly the same. Time and
the present position and condition of that

part of his people for which he was writing

govomsd him, and dictated the difference.

Accordingly we do not pause here on the

colonizings and the fresh seats and habita-

tions of the sons and grandsons of Japheth.
'1 he subject, one of extreme interest, and
the threads of it perhaps not so hopelessly

lost as is sometimes .thought, belongs to the

place in Genesis from which the above verse

is cited. It may, however, be written here

that the rather verbose disquisitions of

Joseph Mede are neither altogether unin-

teresting nor in some parts of them unlikely.

'J'liey form Discourses 47, 48, bk. i. (edit.

'The Works of Jooeph Mede.' London,
1GG4).

Vers. 8—16.—0. List or thb sons,

GRANDSONS, AND 6BEAT-QBAMLIS0NS OF HaM.
This list consists of four sons of Ham, of

six grandsons, including Nimrod, through
Cush, the eldest son of Earn; of seven
grandsons through Uizraim, the second son
of Ham; of eleven grandsons through
Canaan, the fourth son of Ham ; of two
great-grandsons through Baamah, Cush's
fourth son ;—thirty descendants in all. No
issue is given of Put, the third son of Horn.
The parallel list is found in Gen. x. 6—20.
The names agree in the Authorized Yer-
sim, with minute differences, e.g. Put
here for Phut there, and so the PhJJistines

for Pliilistine, Caphthorim for Caphtorim,
Girgashite for Girgasite. They are similarly

in agreement in the Hebrew text of th«
two places, with minute differences, e.g.

Nnao) here for nnaoj there; >(Dy'ii for

nopnj. o^nh for Dni?; jiTKfor Jts; 'p"i])n

for 'plgn. However, in Genesis the following

statements are added to Nimrod's name :

—

" He was a.mighty hunter before the Lord

:

wherefore it is said. Even aB Nimrod the
mighty hunter before the Lord. And the
hepn'nning of his kingdom wns Babel, and
Lrech, and Acoad, and Calueb, iu the land

of Shinar. Out of that land went forth

Asshur, and buildcd Nineveh, and the city

Rehohoth, and Calah, and Eesen between
Nineveh and Calah ; the same is a great

city." And again, at the close of the enu-

meration of sons, grnndsons, and great-

grandsons, follow the statements, " And
afterwards were the families of the Canaan-
ites spread abroad. And the border of the

Canaanites was from Sidon, as thou comest

to Gerar, unto Gnza ; as thou goest, unto
Sodom, and Gomorrah, and Admah, and
Zeboim, even unto Lasha. These are the

sons of Ham, after their families, after their

tongues, in their countries, and in theii

nations."

Ver. 10.—The Septuagint supplieB the

word Kwiiy^s after yiyas^ Also after this de-

scription of Nimrod, it proceeds to the enu-
meration of the posterity of Shem, omitting

all mention of Ham's grandsons through
Mizraim and Cainan. Up to that point the

names in this book and Genesis are in

agreement in the Septuagint Version. It is

evident that some of the names in this por-

tion of the genealogy are not strictly those
of the individual, but of the tribe or nation
which came to be, as, for instance, Mizraim,
Ludim, the Jebusite, the Amorite, and so on.

Ver. 16.—This verse furnishes us with
one illustration of the assertion made above,

tliat the clues to the ethnological and eth-

nographical statements of these most ancient
records are not necessarily all hopelessly
lost. In the name Zemarite, it is suggested
by Micbaelis, that we have allusion to the
place Sumra, on the west coast of Syria,

this Sumra being the Siniyra of Pliny
('Hist. Nat.,' V. 20), and of the Spanish
geographer of the first century, Pomponius
Mela (i. 12). But the place Zimira, in com-
pany with Arpad, is found in the Assyrian
inscriptions of Sargon, b.o. 720, leaving
little cause to hesitate in accepting the
identification of Michaelis (Condor's ' Hand-
book to tho Bible,' p. 233). Certainty, how-
ever, cannot be felt on the subject.

Vers. 17—27.—D. The list op Sheu's
DESCENDANTS TO Abbam. This list is broken
in two ; it pauses a moment exactly half-

way to Abram, at the name Feleg, to men-
tion Peleg's brother Joktan and Joktan's
thirteen sons. Then, repeating the first five

names of lineal descent, and picking up
the thread at Peleg, the list gives the re-

maining five to Abram. In the first half
of this list, we have apparently the names
of nine sons of Shem, nut, as Genesis ex-
plains, really the names of five sons, and
through Aram, the last of them, the names
of four grandsons. Another grandson,
through Arphazad the third son, follows,

and through this grandson two consecutive
lineal descents bring us, lu the name Peleg,
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half-way to Abiam. It is here the lineal

table pauses to give Joktan and his thirteen

sons. The names then in this portion of

the list are twenty-six in number. In the

Authorized Version tliey correspond with
those in Genesis, except that Heschech
(y\^D)) here is called Mash (ii'p;;) there ; Shelah

here is spelled Salah there; and Ebal (^3<V)

here is written Obal (^a'lj;) there. The dif-

ference between the Hebrew texts justifies

the first and last of these variations in the
Authorized Version, but in all other re-

spects those texts are in entire accord with
•ne another, for this paragraph. The Sep-
tuagiut gives very little, of this portion of

the list. It corresponds, whether with the

Hebrew or the Authorized Version, only aa

'ax as to the name Arphaxad, after which
it carries down the line at once to Abram
by the remaining eight names as given in

our twenty-fourth to twenty-seventh verses.

Nor is it in agreement with its own version

in Genesis, which has points of important
variation with the Hebrew text also. It is

then at this break of the list that, after the

names of Joktan's sons, we have in Genesis
these words, " And their dwelling was from
Me.'jha, as thou goest unto Sephar a mount
of the east. These are the suns of Shem,
after their families, after their tongues, in

their lands, after their nations. These are

the families of the sons of Koah, after their

generations, in tlieir nations ; and by these

were the nations divided intbeearth after the
Floud." Upon this follows the account of
Baliel, in nine long verses, and then a
ciironological summary is fami»hed in

lineal descent onli/ from Shem to Abram.
It is with the names in this chronological

summary that tliose iu this second part of

our list (vers. 24—27) are found to agree.

But any attempt at reproduction of the chro-

nolugy found in Genesis is again absent here.

At this point a significant stage of these

gonealogies is reached. The ever-broaden-

ing stream of population now narrows again.

Two thousand years have flown by, then
Abraham appears on the stream and tide of

. human life. Of that long period the life of

Adam himself spanned nearly the half. So
far we learn without partiality of all his

descendants in common. But henceforth,

the real, the distinct purpose of the genea-

logy becomes apparent, in that the line of

the descendants of Abraham, and that by
one'family, alone is maintained, and proves

to be a purpose leading by one long straight

line to Christ himself. With Abraham "the
covenant of innocenoy," long forfeited in

Adam, is superseded by the everlasting
" covenant of grace," and we lose sight in

some measure of Adan?, the " common
father of our flesh," to think of happier

parentage found in Abraham, the " oommon
father of the faithful."

Vers. 28— 37.— E. List of the boss,
OBADDSOKS, AND OTHISB DESOE^'DAITrS 01
Abraham. In the first of these verses the
new form of the name of Abraham is at once
used in place of the old form. And the
names of two of his sons are given, Isaac
the son by Sarah, and Ishmael the son by
Hagar, his Egyptian bondwoman. That
these stand in the inverse order of their

birth and age requires no explanation.
The distinct and separate mention of tliese

two sons, apart from all the others, is of
course in harmony with Gen. xxi. 12, 13,

"In Isaac shall thy seed be called. And also

of the son of the bondwoman will I make a
nation, because he is thy seed." Although
stated in the first place in the order of im-
portance, and Isaac takes precedence of

Ishmael, the name of tliis latter and of his
posterity are treated of first. To note eaoh
clear instance of this kind will guard us
against inferring, incases not clear, airything
positive, one way or the other, respecting
seniority merely from order. The order
either of age or of historic importance may
be given in the first instance, to be im-
mediately reversed in favour of the order
which shall enable the writer to clear out
of his way the less important.

Vers. 29— 31 contain the list of Ish-

mael's snns, twelve in number. The names
in the Authorized Version and in the Hebrew
text are identical respectively with tliose

in Gen. xxv. 13 — 15, enept that for

Hadar there we read Hadad here. In the
Septuagint we have Idouma, Chondan, lettar

here, for Douma, Choddan, and letur there.

At the close of this list in Genesis we have
joined on to " these aj-e the sons of Ishmael,"
the clauses, "and these are their names, by
their towns, and by their castles ; twelve
princes according to their nations. And
these are the years of the life of Ishmael,
an hundred and thirty and seven years

:

and he gave up the ghost and died ; and
was gathered unto his people. And they
dwelt from Havilah unto Shur, that is

before Egypt, as thou goest toward Assyria:
and he died in the presence of all hia
brethren."

Vers. 32, 33, contain the list of Abra-
ham's sons by Eeturah, here called one of

his concubines ; but in Genesis, " a wife,"

and apparently not taken by Abraham till

after Sarah's death (Gen. xxv. 1—4). The
sons are six; the grandsons, two by the
son placed second in order, and five by the
son placed fourth in order ; in all thirteen

names. But the passage in Genesis gives
also tlree great-grandsons, through the
second grandson. All tlie thirteen are in

the Authorized Version identical in the two
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places and in tlie Hebrew text; but In

tlie Septuiigint slight differences occur, as

Zembram, lezan, Madam, Sobak, Soe, Saidan,

Sabai, Opber, Abida, and Eldada here, for

Zombr.in, lezan, Madal, leabok, 8oie, Dedan,

Saba, Aphi-lr, Abeida, and Eldaga there.

It is carefully stated in Gen. iiv. 5, 6,

after the enumeration of Keturah's children,

and in spite of her having been Cidled

"wife" in the first verse, that "Abraham
gave all thiit he had unto Isaac. But unto

the suns of the concubines, which Abra-
ham had, Abraham gave gifts, and sent

them away from Isaac his son, while he yet

lived, eastward, unto the east country."

Vers. 34 — 37 lead us on to the de-

scendants of Isaac, the more important

branch of Abraham's family. It breaks

aj;ain at once into two, £san, the less im-

portant, treated uf first; and Israel, reserved

till we enter on eh. iL Of Emu, the

names of live sons are given ; and of seven

graalsons by the fiist in order, and four

grandsons by the second in order of these

sons. In Gen. xxxvi. 1—5 we have the

names of the five sona of Esau, which cor-

rosp'ind in the Aulliorized Version and in

the Hebrew text exactly with those of this

list. We tiave tliere in addition the names
of their mothers respectively, who were
"daughters of (Janaan," Adah of the Hit-

tites, mother of the first; Bashamath of

the Isiimai lites, mother of the second (and
by tiiese two lines came the seven anil four

grandsons) ; and Aholibamah of the Hivites,

m<^ther of the remaining three sous. The
names correspond also in the Septua^int in

the two places, with the minute differences

of Kliphaz and leoul here, for Eliphat and
leoiu there. Then follow the names of

seven grandsons of Esau though his son

£lipbaz, of whom the first five are found
and in agreement (Gen. xxxvi. 11), with
the exception of Zephi here for Zepho
there, both in the Authorized Version and in

the Hebrew text. But the sixth name here,

Timna, is explained in Genesis as the name
of a concubine of Eliphaz, by whom he had
the nn Amalek, who appears here as the
eventh son. There can be no doubt that

we come here upon a transcriber's error, and
it would be easily amended if we read "and
by Timnii, Amalek," vice " and Timna and
Amalek." If this be the correct account of

the matter, the grandsons of Esau of course

count one fewer here. These two names
also tally in the Authorized Version and in

the Hebrew text in the two places; while

for all seven names the agreement in the
Septuagint is exact, except that we read

Oootham here for Gothom there. There
remain, in ver. 37, four grandsons to Esau,
by KeueL Their names agree with Genesis
in the Authorized Version, in the Hebrew

text, and in the Septnagint, except that thii

last reads Naches hero for Nachoth there.

Vers. 38—42.—F. List op desobkbamw
or Seib. These verses contain the name*

of seven sons of Seir and one daughter,

and of grandsons through every one of

the seven sons, vii. two through Lotan

the first, five through Shohal the second,

two through Zibeon the third, one through

Anah the fourth, four through Dishon

the fifth, three through Ezar the sixth,

and two through Sishan the seventh,—

twenty-six names in all, or, including the

one daughter, who is introduced as Lotan'«

Bister, twenty-seven. The first question

which arises is, who Seir was, now first

mentioned here. He is ealled in Gen.

xxxvi 20 " Seir the Horite," and the only

previous mention of the name Seir in that

chapter is in ver. 8, " Thus dwelt Esau in

mount Seir: Esau is Edom;" while we
read in Gen. liv. 6, "The Horites in mount
Seir;" in Gen. xxxii. 3, "To the land of

Seir, the country of Edom." For anything

we know of the person Seir, then, we are

confined to these two notices—that in Gen.

xxxvi. 20 and the one in our text. Tha
name signifies " rough ; " and whether Seir,

the person, took the name from Seir, the

place (a mountain district, reaching from

the Dead Sea to the Elanitic Gulf), or

met versa, it would seem plain that the

proper name belonged to the head of the

tribe, which had become located there, and
was, of course, not in the line of Abraham.
This tribe, called Horites—Hori being the

name of Seir's eldest grandson—or Troglo-

dytes, acquired their name from hollowing

out dwellings in the rocks, as at Petra.

They were visited evidently by Esau : he
married at least one of his wives from them

;

and his descendants, the Edomites, in due
time dispossessed and superseded them
(Deut. ii. 12). No doubt some were left

behind, and contentedly submitted to the

Edomites and became mingled with them.

These considerations put together account
for the introduction here of the names of

Seir and his twenty-seven descendants,

while the particulars of their genealogy, so

far as here given, would lie easily to hand.

The sons of Seir are called la Genesis also

" dukes " ('DiSk), a word answered to by

the later "sheikhs;" and they are called

"dukes of the Horites," or "the dnkea of

Hori, among their dukes in the laud of

Seir." Tlie twenty-six or twenty-seven
names under notice agree in the Authorized
Version entirely with those in Gen. xxxvi.
20—27, except that for Homam, . Allan,
Shephi, Amram, and Jakan here, we have
Hemam, Alvau, ^epho, Hemdan, and Akan
there. Also in the Hebrew the texts
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ttgfoei in thp t^o plftctip as regards these
nftmps, with tl]^ Bftmu exciptiona. liliit

in the ^eptuagint t\\e namea diffiT tpiirh

ifipre in tlje tiyp plappq. Thus for "no-iip,

Affrii)' (or J^Hrin}, 'AA.i>', To'3^^ ?""?'. 'O""''.

AtB, ^oicfkv, Aafp-iy, 'EjinEpi'', 'A^^P'^Vt
lefpan, and Atii'' hero, we baye 'Ap-op,

flfiiv, r(<(As<i, r»!S))A, 2M</)ap, 'tlff^p, 'A^'f,

'Av({, AlirtSic, 'A;i»5a, 'A<r$av, 'Iflpoy, ai)(i

'IsWm there. When the wmp of Anah
is reached in Gene^)^, i^ )^ adde4i " This was
that Anah that fpupd ^hp jflul^s [D-3',-}-nj{,

more probably • hot springs,' as the flndor of
which Anah i» luppoiied to Iuit^ bp^n-
called Beerf] in the vvilflEirn^ps, as k^ f^d
the asses of Zibeon, bis fjttlier." Aqil
again, wben Disbon is mentionud a^ the
on of Anah, there IB added, " An4 A])oli-

baraah the daughter of Ana)i-" Notp is

made of her name, no doubt, for the sapfe
kind of reason as Timna is mentiouc d above.
Abnlibamah {i.q. " Judith, the daiighter of
Beeri the Hittite," Gen. xzvi. Si) enjoys
notice inasmuch as slie becq,mp the w^fe
of Esau; and Timna, as she became tlie

concubine of Esau's son ]Bliphaz, and
thereby the mntlier of Am^Jek-

Vers, 4?,-r50.— 0-, I<fST pf ipsas of
Epo|i. T)iese yierse^ pontain a libt of

^ings ifiip reigned jn Sdon), during a
period expres^I^ nqtified as anterior to the
institution of kin^s in Israel, Some further

point of prnctical use than htis been yet
ascertained may lie in the preservation of
these snatches of Edom's history. Some-
thing surely bangs on tlie empha<tic but
otherwise gratnitous statenient, that fting^
were unknown in Israel ifhei) this lin,e

reigned in E4oni- It may tnp ojJt to coyer

the fulfilment of some obf^cnre point of

prophecy, or tp sijbserve some impurtant

cbrpuoipgicaj purpose ^ but wedged in as

it js, it cannot be peripitted to count for

nothing. Th^t it s^ai^ds in identical words
in Gen. zzxvi. 31 increasus not a little the

attention to be paid to it. It has hence been
asserted far too dogmatically, as by Spinoza,

that the Book of Genesis was no work of

Moses; or again, that the passage, in the

aunrse of some transcriptiun pf ^Mannscripts,

li«fi found its way from CJifpiiicles, tbrpugh

9 marglnfd npte, at last into (he tez( of

©epesja (see Kennlcott). But thesp posi-

tions §re only forced by the assumption tliat

kiflgs must have reigned in Isr.iel before

^hia sentence could have been written, which

is an unnecessary assumption. Kings had

b;een promised to Jacob (Gen. zzz.v. II), as

among his posterity, and had been pro-

phesied of by Moses ( Deut. xxviii. 36). It

may have been that E,dow, secure in >ier

kings for generatinns, ha4 been wont to

niak^ her bq?s^ pf t^epi,"in coniparison of

•ad in presence of her neignbours, and the

retpark may have Ihenee oiiginated. Lastly,

it has been corre-ftly ptiinied out th.it the
structure of tbe senteni'e in the original
does not at all necesstate tlie suggestion
(pf which in the English ^ ersiiin thire
is eonfesseilly tbe appKarance), tijat kings
ha4 already been iii Israel. At the same
time, too great stress must not be laid upon
this, for the slight alteration of trnisUtinn
that wnul4 suit Ihe time for Gein sis, would
tfirow it out again lor our text here, and
yet thp words of the original are identical.

These kings are eight in number ; the
parentage or the land of each is given. It

is to be noticed that the line of royalty is

not hereditary, and tliat several dukes, or
heads (if tribes, or princes of districts, rule
under the king. The names, whether of per-

sons Of places, agree in the Authorized Ver-
sion as they occur here and in Gen. xxxvl.
pi

—

Si>, ezcept that Saul is here ^pelt Shanl,
and that we have here Eadad ami Fai fpr

Hadar and Pan there. These two differ-

ences are occasioned by the Hebrew text,

and are the only differences between the
twQ Hebrew texts, except that DB'in here

is given p^n there, and that the incorrect

epuljing here of nvp_ is found right ('"'".V:)

\a Genesis. The superflnous statement,

Eadad died also, which begins our fifty-tirst

Terse, is not found in Genesis. In the

Septiiagint the variations between the two
places are greater, as well as those from
the Hebiew text in either place. Thus y^
have Asom, Gethaim, Sebla, ^oboth, ^ala-
ennor, Aohobor, Adad, here, for Asom, Get-
thaim, Samada, Bpoboth, Uallenon, Achpbor,

Arad, there. 'I'lipre js also an entire omis-

sion here of ^I^ name of the wife of the last

king, with those of her mother and grand-
pother, all of which are given in the passage

of Gppesis, as foupd in tbe Hebrew text.

Ver. 44.-:—It is not impossible that this

Jobab i? one with Job. The allusions in

Cfep. zxxvi. 11 to "Eliphaz the Temanite"
baye directed attention to this ; and it has
been favoured by the Septuagint and the
Fathers.

Ver. 48.—^Rehoboth by the riyers i.e. the

Euphrates, to distinguish it probably from
^ the city Behoboth » pf Gen. x. 11.

Vers. 51—54.—H. List of eleven dukes
or Edom. These, the remaining verses

of ch. i., appear to give ^ |ist pf eleyen

4ukes of Edom, emphasized apparently as
" the dnkes pf Edom," as fhough there were

none before or after them. But see Gen.

fxSyi. 15, 41, 43, the study of which can

(Scarcely leave a doubt on the mind that

this list is not one of persons but of places;

e.g. "the duke" of the city, or region of

"Tiranah," and so on. The places were
dukedoms. The names of these verses, ut
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both Anthorized VeTsion and Hebrew text,

are an exact counterpart of those found in

Gen. xxxvi. 40—43, except that Aliah here
(bo Alian, yer. 40) etands for Alvah in

Genesis. In the Septuagint we have
Oolada, EUbamas, and Babsar here, for Gola,

Olibemas, and Mazar there. Thus this first

chapter contains those genealogical tables

which concern the patriarchs from Adam up
to Israel, spanning a stretch of some two
thousand three hundred years,and embracing
also tables of Edom and certain of the de-

scendants of Edom up to the period of kings.

The chapter contains not a single instance

of a remark that could be described as of a
moral, religious, or didactic kind. Yet not
a little is to be learnt sometimes, not a
little suggested, from omission and solemn
silence as well as from speech; no more
notable instance of which could perhaps be
given, when we take into account time,
place, and circumstances, than that already

alluded to in the omissioDB involved in the

following of the name of Setb upon that

of Adam. The genealogies of this chapter,

with their parallels in Genesis, are notable

also for standing unique in all the world's

writing, and far over aU the world's mytho-
logy, for retracing the pedigree of the wide
family of men, and especially of the now
scattered family of the Jew, to its original.'

From the time of the close of onr Chronicle
genealogies, supplemented by the earliest of

the New Testament, no similarly compre-
hensive but useful, ambitious but deliber-

ately designed and successfully executed
enterprise has been attempted. And as

Matthew Henry has well said, since Christ

came, the Jews have lost all their genea-
logies, even the most sacred of them, " the
building is reared, the scaffold is removed

;

the Seed is come, the line that led to him !
broken oS."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
On the whole look— Chroniclet. It has pleased God that a large part of Old Testa-

ment Scripture should take the form of history. The sacred books of the Hebrews
consist largely of a record of the national life. Here we read of the birth and growth
of the chosen people, their prosperity, thfeir conquests, their defeats and captivities, their
lawgivers, priests, prophets, kings, and patriots. This Book of Chronicles contains the
genealogies of Hebrew tribes and families, and the annals of the nation during the long
and glorious reign of David. There must be reasons why the volume which contains
the revelation of the Divine character and will should, in so many parts, aaaume the
historical form.

I. There is a obnebal belioiocs pdbposb answered by history. Man is social,
and is appointed by Providence to live in families, tribes, and nations. Religion not
only summons the individual to live a life of allegiance and submission to the unseen
power of righteousness and grace, but requires men in their political relations to
abide beneath the guiding eye of the Eternal. 1. Historical records promote national
life. 2. They encourage a sense of national unity and responsibility. "Not only,"
says a great writer, "does the nobleness of a nation depend on the presence of this
national consciousness, but also the nobleness of each individual citizen." The same
writer adduces the Jews as an illustration of this principle. 3. They furnish us with
practical political lessons. Bossuet has admirably shown of what service history must
needs be to princes and rulers. 4. They represent good and evil principles in living
instances. 5. To the devout mind they are full of indicationa of the presence and the
energy of God, the moral Ruler and Lord of all.

II. There is a bpeoiai, bblioious dbb in Jewish history. 1. It is the history of a
very remarkable and favoured—we should say chosen—people. 2. It records direct
interpositions of the hand of God. In the obligation to obedience and service, in the
chastisement of lawlessness and rebellion, the Christian can trace a Divine power
whatever race or nation he reviews in the pages of history or contemplates with an
observant eye. The peculiarity of the Israelitish chronicles lies here—the Divine power
IS acknowledged from page to page. 3. The history of the Jews is an epitome of the
history of mankind. Within that little territory of Palestine there lived a microcosm
of hmnanity. The parallel is ever presenting itself to our vision. 4. The record of
Israel is the story of the preparatiqp for the advent of Christianity. The Old Testa-ment points on to the New. This Book of Chronicles, in its biography of David leadsthe mind on to him who was David's Son and David's Lord.
Appucation. 1. This book should be read with interest as presenting an especially
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Levitical view of Hebrew history. 2. The reader should be on the watch for gleami
of light amidst the sombre catalogues of Israelitish names. (3) Sympathy should be
elicited by the presentation of the Divine side of both biography and history.—T.

On the first nine chapters—Oenealogies. Most readers of the Scriptures shrink from
perusing the lengthy genealogical tables which constitute so large a part of the Books
of Numbers and of Chronicles. It is difficult to feel any interest in persons of whom
we know nothing but the name. The lists of Hebrew names constitute dry and un-
attractive reading. Yet, as every man amongst ourselves who has a distinguished

pedigree takes pleasure in tracing his own descent by means of "the family tree"

which he has in his possession, so it is reasonable to suppose that the Jews regarded
their recorded genealogies with pleasure and pride. There are, however, reasons why
we also should contemplate these family records with interest.

I. There are oenbbal beasoks why genealogies should be recorded and preserved.

1. Family life is ordained by God Bevetation teaches us that the family is a Divine
institution, and society can only prosper and retain stability when fixed upon this

basis. 2. Family feeling is consequently natural and Divine. The relationships of

the household are bound up with deep, tender, and beneficial sentiments. 3. Family
recollections and records are of human interest and moral advantage. When the

father tells the story of his boyhood to his son, the grandfather to his grandson, there

is a natural interest felt, and a wholesome feeling of family life and community
developed. 4. In many instances family history is an important part of national

history. The story of the reigning family in a monarchical country, and of families

distinguished for hereditary ability and patriotism in all countries, can scarcely be
omitted from the chronicles of a nation. 5. The federal family feeling is contributive

to the religious life. " One generation shall praise thy works to another, and shall

declare thy mighty acts."

II. There are bpeciai. bbasonb why the genealogies of the Jews should be preserved.

The fact that they have been thought worthy of so prominent a place in the canonical

Scriptures is indicative of their importance to the national and religious life of the

Hebrew people. 1. In some instances these genealogies evince the faithfulness of God
in the fulfilment of prophecy. This is especially the case with regard to the character

and functions of the several tribes of Israel. 2. In some instances these tables indicate

the functions of families in the nation and in the service of the sanctuary. Thus the

tribe of Judah is pointed out as the monarchical, the tribe of Levi as the ministerial

tribe, and the family of Aaron as the priestly family. 3. One especial purpose of

Hebrew genealogy was to provide that the descent of the Messiah should be duly

traced, and tliat the predictions of Scripture should be thus obviously fulfilled. The
genealogies of the Evangelists should be read in connection with those of the books of

the Old Testament. The Son of David, the descendant of Abraham, is thus shown to

be the Son of God and the Saviour of mankind.—T.

Ver. 10.

—

A mighty one. In the early history of the world and In the early

history of most nations there arise, out of the dimness, great gigantic figures. We
know little of such ; but they impress the imagination, and their names suggest great

qualities and memorable deeds. Such a figure is Nimrod, of whom we read that " he

began to be mighty upon the earth."

L Observe an instance of the natubal inequalitt of man with man. Many are

forgotten ; one is remembered ; and he who is remembered is, in some respects, su-

perior to his fellows. This inequality is divinely ordered, and, on the whole, must be

admitted to contribute to the welfare of society. The respects in which men are

great and distinguished are very various. Some are admired for their bodily powers,

their daring ; others for their wisdom ; others, again, for their sanctity.

n. Observe men's natcbal tendency to do homage to obeatness. This often

takes the form of " hero-worship," to use the expression of one of our most influential

thinkers and writers. The disposition to hero-worship is neither an unmixed good nor

an unmixed evil.

IIL Consider the consequent bbsponsibilitt of powbk and gbeatness. When
Bsed for m evil end, power is indeed a curse. The selfish, the ambitious, the cruel.
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arc s scourge to humanity. On the other hand, a wide nnge of influence id the means

of the usefulness of those who are alike good and great. The more the talents, the

more serious the reckoning at last with the Lord and Judge. History largely con-

sists of the records of the achievements of the mighty. What an account must some

such have to render at the last

!

Application. 1. See that the greatness you admire he true greatness, moral

grandeur, spiritual dignity. 2. Whether your endowments bo lavish or slender, seek

to use aright what a wise Providence has entrusted to your care.—^T.

On the genealogieal tables of the first tix chapters of the First Booh of Chronidei.

It is worth while to read these long lists of names. It is like standing on a river-bank

and watching the flow of time. Solemn thoughts of transiency of life, of fame, of

importance, are suggested by them. Solemn thoughts of responsibility are started by

them, and appeals to act worthily of the past rise from them. They deepen our resneot

for our grand old world, the nurse of heroes and of saints—

" Where half the soil has trod the reik

in poets, heroes, martyrs, eages."

They reconcile us, to some extent, to inevitable evils in the present, showing that wars

•nd conflicts have been the order of the day from the beginning. Observe more
particularly

—

I. How broadly the writer of this book lays the basis of human bbothebhood.

He is intensely devoted to the Jewish priesthood—almost certainly one of them. Some,

therefore, would expect only narrowness from him. Priest, presbyter, or pastor are all

Buppiised to have more contracted views than neighbours. But he commences his

genealogies, not with Moses, nor Jacob, nor Abraham, but with Adam ; recognizing at

the outset that mankind is of one blood, one essential nature, one need, one capacity.

This is one of the grand differences between the Bible religion and all other ancient

religions. It recognized a common brotherhood of mankind beneath the common
fatherhood of God. Let us learn this lesson, and go back a little further than the

Commonwealth or the Conquest, and remember the English race is not made of

different clay from the rest of mankind. All had the same origin, and all, therefore,

•re capable of the same elevation.

II. Observe, secondly, it becomes us to beooqnizb oub indebtedness to thb past.

No Jew could read these records without feeling it. If possessing fertile land, they
owed it to others—to the Simeonites, five hundred, who occupied Mount Seir

(oh. Iv. 39—13); to the men of Reuben, extirpating Arab tribes and dwelling in

their place for centuries; to Caleb, for possessing Hebron; to Machir and to Jair, and
to.many such. If enjoying the arts of life, they should remember how much of these

were inherited. ' They would recall with advantage " Joab, the father of the valley of

craftsmen " (ch. iv. 14) ; those who " wrought fine linen of the house of Ashbea " (ver.

21); and "the potters" and "those that dwelt among plants and hedges" (ver. 23). If

they rejoice in their exquisite poetry, and their music probably matching it in worth,

they should lemember David and Hemao (ch. vl, 33), Asaph (ver. 39^, and Merari

(ver. 44). It is well to remember the debt we owe to the past. Science did not
begin in the nineteenth century, nor good laws, nor philanthropy, nor even statesman-

ship. We stand on the shoulders of the past. Some are too confident and presumptuous,
as if what we possess had been achieved and not inherited. See that we do something
for posterity, and transmit in finer volume the advantages we have enjoyed.

III. Observe the long blessing that follows the godlt. The priestly line of

Aaron is traced through a thousand years of eminence down to the time of the Cap-
tivity, and then it is still strong. The royal Une of David is traced down to the
Captivity, the crown resting on some member of his family through seventeen genera-
tions, and traced subsequently in the eminence of Zerubhabel, who is one of the leaders of

the return. Blessing of long lines of progeny, inheriting parents' success, are seen in
many other cases, e.g. Caleb's. A grandson of the prophet Samuel (Heman) inherits bis
poetic fire. Evil extends its traces and its curse to the third or fourth generation of
those that hate God

{ good carries its blessing to " thousands of generations" of those
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that We him. Do right and do good, and none can limit your power of blessing your
fellow-men. Tet observe, lastly^."

IV. The frohibb of the btabt n bometimbs broken', and the trNPROM'sisQ

BBOiNNiNa TURNS OUT WELL. Some of Aaron's sons (Nadab and Abihu) have an
awful fate ; some of Judah's an unhappy character. But sometimes a family, be^iriniitg

badly, improTes; for example, here is Juilah's, who in the coun>e of a few p;i'n(;rations

had in it Er, Onan, and Achan ('* the troubler of Israel ") ;
yet it runs itself clear, and

gets better, purer, and stronger as it goes on. Therefore despair of none, nor of

yourself. Heart withtA and God overhead, whatever you have been, you may become
a blessing to great multitudes.—O,

Ver, 1, etc.—The mission of Scripture genetHogiti. Since " all Scripture is . . .

profitable," etc. (2 Tim. iii. 16, 17), we may inquire what is the purpose of the many
genealogical records that are preserved for us, and how they stand related to tlie higher
spiritual objects of the Divine revelation. It appears that genealogies have always
possessed a peculiar attraction for Orientals ; and still -nothing so quickly seizes tbeir

attention, or pleases them so much, as a summary or review of their histories. The
genealogies of Scripture, therefore, help to give naturalness and the sense of genuine-

ness to it as entirely an Eastern composition. It would be made a plea a^aiust the

authenticity if such genealogies were not found in it. ISufficieut reason fur the lists

which commence the Books of Chronicles may be found in the date and circumstances

of their composition. Whoever was the editor, we are sure that the work was pre-

pared after the return from captivity and subsequent to the building of Zerubbabei's

temple. The condition of the people called for such a review of the ufitional hiutor^

as would impress upon them their connection with a long and glorious pMst, anl would
freshen to their view the great principles on which the national prosperity had rested.

" The people had not yet gathered up the threads of the old national lite, b okun by
the Captivity. They required to l)e reminded, in the first place, of their entire history,

of the whole past course of mundane events, and of the position which tliey them-
selves held among the nations of the earth. This was done, curtly and drily, but

sufficiently, by means of genealogies." Sueh a picture of the past revived hcpe and
encouraged high aspirations for the future. Such a summary became a virtual in-

trcdoction to the Gospels, and these genoalogies may be compared with those found in

St. Matthew and St. Luke. But beyond the use of "genealogies" to Orientals

generally, and to the returned captives of that age in particular, we inquire what
comprehensive truths for the race, and so for us, they may t)e designed to impress.

And we may fix attention on three : (1) the unity of God ; (2) the unity of the

race ; (3) the unity of the Divine dealings with the race.

L The unity of God. This was the first and essential truth committed to the trust

of the Abrabamic race. This they were to conserve for the world during the long

ages of man's " free experiment." It was opposed by the dualism of Persia, and the

more common polytheLsm, which associated " gods " with particular localities and
countries. It is significant that after the Captivity the Israelites never relapsed into

idolatry ; but such a genealogy as this helped them to realise fully that the Gud of

their restoration was the " one God " of their fathers, and the God of the whole earth,

who could not lie limited in thought to any locality, nation, or name. Illustrate and
enforce the jealousy of the Divine unity, and the position of this truth, as the very

foundation qf the Christian doctrine. 'There may be no question on this point ; we,

and all the generations that have ever lived, have to do with one God, tiie same, the

only Lord God Almighty. If we are at peace with him, then we have none else to

fear. " If God be for us, who can be i^ainst us ?
"

II. The unitt of the race. All mankind, from the great first parent, Adam,
are gathered together in the genealogy as one race. Thus is resisted the teudency of

•ome nations to a pride of superiority over others, as though they were of another

origin and kind ; and the disposition of Israel to exelusiveness as a people specially

favoured by God. God made all (Acts xvii. 26) ; God cares for all that be has made.

And any apparently special dealings with one race ara designed for the good of the

wliole. In these modern times attention is being freshly given to what is called the

"aolidarity" of the race, and that &tct is assumed to explain much that ieem»
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mysteriouB. But this is precisely the impression which Scripture designs to produc*

by its genealogies : with this further moral aim, that thus it confirms the claims of the

great human brotherhood.
i . r •

III. The unity op the Dnmra dealings with the baob. This is the_ chief im-

pression made by a review of the world's past history. It may be illustrated in relation

to (1) the orderings of Divine providence ; (2) the requirements of Divine Lara ; (3)

the judgments of Divine wrath ; (4) the signs of a Divine plan ; and (5) the fulfil-

ment of Divine promise. We may firmly stay our hearts upon the world's experience

of the unity of God's dealings. He is the Lord j he changes not :
" His years are

throughout all generations." This conviction concerning God is the basis of social

order, of earthly governments, of the redemptive scheme, and of man's ideal of

righteousness. " Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right? " These genealogies

also stand in special relation to the promise of Messiah, the Saviour. They show a

Divine purpose being wrought through all the ages, and reveal it accomplished at last in

the Child of the Virgin Mary. But they teach that the dominion of this Messiah is

wide as the race, and long as the ages. It is Jto be universal and everlasting. As a

practical conclusion, it may be shown that the depressing influence exerted on us by

the brevity of human life, and by the uprising and falling of dynasties and nations, is

corrected by this revelation—in the genealogies—of the " Faithful One," " whose years

•re throughout all generations ; " and who so solemnly declares, " All soul* are

mine."—B. T.

Vers. 1

—

i.—Th« two great race-heads. It is a significant thing that Scripture so

distinctly affirms a double beginning for the human race, and sets before us two great

human fathers. It is usual to speak of our " father Adam," but it would be at least as

truthful to speak of our " father Noah." The period from Adam to Noah is given us

very briefly, and it is scarcely more than a record of names. The one fact that comes
out so prominently is that the first descendants of Adam lived lives that were so pro-

longed as to be almost inconceivable to us. And it is equally evident that the new
race born of Noah was a race of short-livers, their allotted time on earth not being

greatly in excess of our own. Here are facts so important as to be a fitting subject for

consideriition.

I. The head of thb lono-livebs. Adam was himself a long-lived man. We know
that physical death was not the judgment on his sin, though the embittering of death

by a smiting conscience, and by the sufferings of disease engendered by sin, un-
doubt«dly was. How long men's earthly lives might have been if they had preserved

the purity of Eden, we may only imagine, but some hint of it is given in the experiment
God made of permitting even the banished ones to live for a thousand years. Can we
eonceive the Divine thought in permitting for a time these prolonged lives 1 1. The
earth was to be won by the human race ; its stores were to be discovered, and their

uses shown. This beginning of the arts of civilized life would make more rapid progress

if one man could carry his experience over several generations, getting full time for the

outworking of his thoughts and plans. We know too often now how sadly invention

and discovery are stopped by the early death of the workers. 2. It might be expected

that man would have a fuller and fairer moral trial if his time on earth were thus

prolonged, and it might reasonably be hoped that the continuous experience of Ch>d's

goodness would lead him t« repentance and restored relations with God. This expecta-

tion, however, was not fulfilled, but man's self-will took advantage of the security of

life, and grew into an anrful majesty and pride of power, that necessitated the Divine
interfeience in an overwhelming judgment. And it became declared for all the ages
that too prolonged life is not the best thing for sinful and self-willed human creatures.

It is a trust too great. It is better for man's highest welfare that upon him should
constantly rest the sense of the brevity of life. He only perverted to his uttermost
ruin the longer trust. So Adam is the father of a race that is passed and done with.
We are not bis children in the sense of being placed under the same time-conditions.

IL Thb head of the bhobt-livebs. This is the first and chief distinction between
the races before and after the Flood. Noah had a cleansed earth to possess, but he
carried over into it some relics of the older evil in his family, and so commenced the
<«ew trial under disability. Before, the race had kep^ in one stream ; under the new
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condition it divided into three great BtreamB, represented by Shem, Ham, and Japheth,
«nd it is found by scholars now that this is stiU the substantial division of the human
race. But everywhere we find the condition of the shortened life. " Brief life is here
our portion." And this is made one of the most important influences in the moral
training of mankind. Show how it fills each day with importance ;

prevents any man
reaching extteme degrees of crime; solemnizes with the shadow of coming judgment,
etc. Now, he on\y "liveth long who liveth well;" and we need to pray with Moses,
" So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom."
Impress the duty of seeking at once talvation, and at once to be found faithful, in

view of the brevity of our life. Compare Jacob's confession, " Few and evil have the

days of the years of my life been," etc.—B. T,

Ver. 10.

—

Nimro^, the first conqueror. Previous to this verse we find recorded
only names. Nimrod is recalled to mind by a brief but suggestive description. " He
b6gan to be mighty upon the earth." It is furtlier narrated in Genesis (x. 9) that
" he was a mighty hnnter before the Lord : wherefore it is said. Even as Nimrod the
mighty hunter before the Lord." From this it appears that proverbs and legends

grew up round his name. " The Eastern traditions make him a man of violent, lawless

habits, a rebel against Qod, and a usurper of boundless authority over his fellow-men."

It may sufBce, however, to recognize in him the first person to develop war as an
agency for subjecting some portions of the human family to the dominion of others.

He is the first warrior, the progenitor of the Alexanders and Napoleons, the great

world-conquerors. Many men live to serve their generation, and then they die and
pass away out of thought, and their very names are forgotten. But they leave their

work and the influence of their characters behind them: these can never die. This

must be the lot of the great majority of mankind; and yet even thus every mau may
gain a gracious immortality. " He may still be remembered by what he has done."

Other men leave their names behind affixed to some principle or truth, and then, though
the name is to us no more than a name, it serves to recall the principle. And this

we have in the case of Nimrod. His name brings up to our minds the ruin and the

sin of man's masterfulness over bis fellow-men. The ruin and the sin are set forth in

very impressive forms in the cases of such conquerors as Nimrod ; but the mischief

is wrought still, and has been wrought through all the ages, in the smaller spheres of

the family, society, the nation, and the Church. There are still Nimrods, who are

bent on self-aggrandizement, and think little of the claims or the sufierings of

others, as they tread on to place and wealth and power. The essence of their

masterfulness is that they win and hold for self, not for Qod. To vrin and hold for

God always tones our relations with others, and makes them tender, considerate, and

gracious.

L Man's hastebfulnesb ihferils the libebties of his fellow-man. Nimroa
was a hunter. We only hunt to bring under subjection to us. Nimrod was a hunter

of men, that he might subject them as slaves to his authority. Illustrate in cases of

other world-conquerors, and show how absorbing becomes the lust of power. All the

nations of the earth have had to win the measures of liberty they enjoyed, by struggle and

tears and blood, from those who held them in subjection. Eastern kings were always

independent and tyrannical; and still, in the smaller spheres of associate life, the

masterful men are always inconsiderate of others, and delight to make others subject

to them. This masterfulness is sometimes the natural disposition ; then it must be

repressed and overcome, in the grace and help of God. At other times it is unduly

fostered by the circumstances in which men are placed, and the deference that is paid to

them ; then we need to "watch and pray lest we enter into temptation." The " golden

rule " cuts it down at the very root. He will never show himself to be masterful who
strives " to do unto others as he would have others do unto him." Godliness and

masterfulness can never dwell together in peace, for the godly man obeys the Divine

Law, and seeks to " love his neighbour as himself."

II. Man's mastehpulness imperils the honoub and the claims of hib God. It

sets the man in the world's eye as before Ood, able to control things, needing no Divine

aids, sufficient in himself; and so puts God out of men's thoughts, more especially it

the masterful man $ucceed$. Compare Nebuchadnezzar's boasting, " Is not this great
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Babylon, that I have built?" For JUultitlMleS NimrcKl was th« great hero, and

men worshipped the masterful man. Surely it i» « fatal thing for any one of ua that,

instead of standing on one side »nd showing God to our fellows, we stand hf/or^ Mm,
»Qd only let men see ourselves. Yet this \^ still the temptftHoa md thfl p«rU of ^h*

nmaterful man, m any and every sphere of life.'r^B. T,

Ver. 19.— 5f%« divided earth. H?r« • man's nsmo is employed t«i fix as Important

historical fact. The word Pdeg roeaaa "division," but it is uncertain whether allu-

sitm is intended to the dispersion of the people from Babel, or a later peparation pf th«

Bhemitio race to which this Peleg belonged. ' The two races which sprsmg from

Eber soon separated very widely from each other^^the onp, Eber i»pd big family,

spreading north-westward towards Mesopotamia and Syria ; the other, the Joktanides,

southward into Arabia." We dwell on tba general facts of the division, agaip and

again, of the human race, and endeavour to understand how by this the Divine

dealings with the race are illustrated. It is important that we should Apprehend

what may be called the experimented character of the Divine dealings with man.
There is a true and reverent sense in whieb we may speak of God M experimenting.

If it pleased him, in his infinite wisdom and goodness, to make men, and to entrust

them with a measure of independence and free-will, then God designed to lefive it to

be seen how men would aef; under those conditions ; and he must have intended to

leare his relations with them open to modification, so that be might meet (lieir

varying requirements. God is said to "repent" when he thus graciously adapts his

dealings to new circumstances which man, in his self-will, may have created. Such a
view of God's dealings is quite consistent with his foreknowledge. Man, in his most
wilful ways, can never 'i* take God at unawares," for he '* seeth the end firom the begin-

ning." But he may see and know all without active interference until his own good
time.

I. Man u alons—a tiiroLE pais. What, may we say, is the experiment here f

It is this: given every surrounding condition helpful; no others to confuse the mind
or the choice ; sufficient knowledge of what their' God will have them do and not do;
—will man use his independence aright ? Will he set his will on God ? Alas I ha
failed^ " serving the creature more than the Creator." Man's moral trial could never
be set under greater advantages ; and it becomes evident, in the very first instance,

that free-willed man's only hope rests on his receiving into his will the grace and
the strength of the Spirit of his God. And this lesson is further pressed home by
every experiment, whether it be made by the race, any portion of the' race, or the

individuaL The issue is to convince us that it is " not in man that walketh to direct

his steps." He must learn to say, *-* Hold thou me up, and I shall be safe.** The next
form of the experiment is—

II. Man is in one obeat eocisTT. ¥irtually dwelling t(^ether, in large and ever-

increasing masses. What comes of this experiment? Utter lawlessness, such wild
riotings, such debasing vice, that mankind is utterly and h^jelessly corrupt, and God
can but cleanse the earth of their presence and their defilement. Man is no stronger

for moral right when he is found in masses than when he is found alone. Kay,
figgregatioo only gives man's will more terrible possibilities of evil—i-power to develop
crimes that debase to the uttermost. The third experiment ia the one which God has
been pleased to continue through the long ages-

Ill. Man is in a numbeb of BocpriEa, tabiouslt located and tabiousli
BELATED. God Dcver lets these grow too large ; famine, pestiienee, war, and emigration
are always putting limits on excessive populations. So iiumanity repeats its moral
triql under all possible natural conditions, in plains, <hi mountain sides, at sea-boards,
etc., ever proving again and again its absolute need of the Divine strengthening of the
will for the attaining of all moral good. Impress these points. 1. God presides over
the n.oral culture of not too large communities. 2. God works by the special genius
with which he is pleased to endow particular nations. Illustrate by Rome. Greece,
Juiipoa, etc. 3. God works by the n)utual relatious of the divi^d nations. Show huw
these are maintained in the interests of commerce. 4. God works to secure the pr-
manent moral unity of the race in its dependence o.u him, and to this end he liat
{raciously intioduced hie redemptive agency

,

—^B, H.
'
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Ver. 27.

—

Abraham't dottle name. V. W. Boliertson has some suggestive remarks
on the significance of ancient names in his sermon on 'Jacob's Wrestling' (vol. i. pp.
41, 42). He recognizes in the Hebrew history three periods in which names and
words bore very different characters. We deal with the first of these periods, when
** names meant truths, and words were the symbols of realities. The characteristics

of the names given then were simplicity and sincerity. They were drawn from a few
simple sources : either from some characteristic of the individual, as Jncob, the ' snp-
planter ;

' or from the idea of family, as Benjamin, ' son of my right hand ;
' or from the

conception of the tribe or nation, then gradually consolidating itself; or, lastly, from the
religious idea of God." Scripture attaches significance to names, and the precise name
indicates the minuteness of the Divine knowledge and the tenderness of the Divine care

:

" I have called thee by name," " I will give him a new name," etc. So a change of a
man's name may seal to him the fact of new, more important, and more tender Divine
relations. Explain the precise force of the two names, Ab'ram and Ah-ra-ham, and give

details of the occasion ohosen for changing the names (Gen. zvii.). Then illustrate

and enforce these three points—
L The Divine interest in a man*)! life. This is so minutely detailed in snch

lives as these of Abraham and Jacob, that we may each gain the impresvion of its

being the fact concerning ourselves. We are under the tye and in the hand.
II. The Divine bbcoonition of a man's virtue. Illustrate by the reason given

for God's telling Abraham of his proposed judgment on Sodom ; by David's appeal,
" Ju'ige me according to my integrity ; " and Christ's address to the Church at Ephesus,

"I know thy works " (Rev. ii. 2).

III. The Divine cohmunication op Divinb affbobation. We indeed may not

look to get a change of name, and yet we, too, may be quite sure that our progress in

the Divine life has all its stages noticed and marked by God^ and, it may be, sealed

with a now " unknown name." We want to see the stages of our spiritual growth ; it is

enough that we learn from Abraham's double name how God watches them, and surely

marks them down ready for the by-and-by.—B. T.

Ver. 43.

—

The relatione tf Edom and Israd, The historical and geographical

relations of the two nations may be given. Those of Israel are familiar, those of Edom
may be thus indicated : Mount Seir, where Esau settled, was a rugged tract, east of

the great valley of the Arabah. It consisted of limestone hills, with red and variegated

sandstone cliffs and ridges, marked by that peculiar ruddy tinge of colour so consonant

with the name of Edom (red). Kings reigned in Edom long before any descendant ot

Jacob occupied a throne. Eight Edomitish monarchs are enumerated in the early

records. The refusal of Edom to allow Israel to march through the country on the

route to Canaan both expressed and intensified the family enmity which came as the

fruitage of Jacob's deception. No friendly intercourse could be expected between the

nations. The relations between the two peoples, descended from one parent, may be

used to illustrate the way in which family and social wrong-doing will work out into

practical evil in the succeeding generations. And, so treating the history of these two
peoples, we may learn the valuable and impressive lesson that the sinner may be for-

given and personally accepted with God, but the natural and necessary fruitage of his

wrong-dding cannot be stopped, and cannot always even be checked. Vindicate the

Divine gooiiness and righteousness in thus permanently attaching penalties of suffering

to sin, and letting these come upon others beside the wrong-doer. From the history

the following topics may be fully detailed :

—

I. The original wrong. It was a double wrong. Esau was meanly defrauded of

his birthright by his brother taking unfair advantage of his fatigue and hunger. And
he was, hy a wicked scheme, dodged out of his paternal blessing. Because he was so

manifestly the wronged party, we may fail to appraise aright Esau's personal character

;

but we cannot wonder that he went forth to life with the sense of the grievous wrong
done to him rankling in his mind. It wax a grievous and shameful wrong, which

nothing can extenuate or excuse; an utterly selfish and unbrotberly act. iSuch an act

(IS bears its na' ural penalty in hatred, and all the mischief that hatred can contrive to do.

TT. Trk Divine forqivkness. Give the scene at Mananaim, and show how it bore

rtstauun u> the uin as ayaiuit (iod. Scripture uigM that lun seemingly committed
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against otir brother is really committed against CM. "Thou hast not lied unto men,

but unto God." So Divine forgiveness has ever to be sought ^Irst.

III. The beothbklt ebconciliation. This seems to have been complete and satis-

factory, yet it was too much a matter of impulse. Jacob was afraid to presume on it.

And too often such reconciliations only prove temporary, and the old enmities come

back again ; and the " last state is worse than the first."

IV. The national enmities and esvies. These had been started before the

reconciliation of the brothers, and they could not be stopped. They grew in strength

as the years rolled by. They formed a predisposition to judge each other unworthily,

and see each other on the bad side only. And as time wore on the evil broke out into

open war, and brother races shed each other's blood (see 1 Sam. xiv. 47 ; 2 Sam. viii.

14; 1 Kings li. 15, 16; ch. xviii. 19, 20, etc.). In some of these wars and sieges

such cruelties were practised as can only be explained by the intensity of the national

feud and hatred. So the early wrong worked out into misery for both parties. " He
that soweth to the flesh ever reaps coiTuption." Earnestly warn against wrong-doing

in/amily and in social relationships; they are often the secret cause of long feud, war,

and woe. We need to " think, not on our own things, but on the things of others
;

"

we should be found jealous of our brotlter'a rights. In the way of righteousness and

brotherliness and charity ever flow life and peace and fellowsMp, all human blessed-

ness, and the all-hallowing Divine favour.—R. T.

Chapters i. and ii.

—

Oenealogiei. In the meaning of genealogical names as

translated firom the original, volumes of spiritual truth lie hid. In the present day
names are arbitrarily given, generally becansa they belong to some member of the

family ; indeed, in most cases, for no other reason. With the Jews it was different.

It was because of some feature in the parents character or some of his family, or

because of some future relatioii to prophecy, or because of some calling to which the

child was to be trained. Jacob, Samuel, Solomon, and many others are instances of

this fact; hence from these names much information may be gathered as to their

spiritual and natural life. The inner history of families is recorded, revealing the

spiritual and natural life of each which ordinary history could but imperfectly bring to

light. The profession or calling of the individual or the family, or the Lord's special

dealings with it, or some event in life with all its results,—these are the origin of most
of these names, and bring to light a hidden history. A great writer has said that

Shakespeare opens out to us much of the inner history and character of the day
in which he lived—the manners and customs, the thoughts, habits, and feelings

—which ordinary history never could write. 'This illustrates the great importance
to the Christian student of studying these genealogies of the Old Testament, so

generally, if not altogether, overlooked. And what is the spiritual lesson we may
learn (rum this portion of our subject? That just as these names are the embodi-
ment of spiritual truths and principles of life, and replete with eventful realities,

so should it be in each of our lives. Kothing should be meaningless. Spiritual truth

should permeate the smallest and meanest duties. There is a history in even the

smallest action. There is no such thing as a trifle. Let us stamp everythiT>g with
that which will survive us ; with that which will speak, to generations yet unborn, of

truth and righteousness and God ; so that as they read our history they may gather

from it what we gather from these names—great principles, which may animate and
eocourage them, and thus " make our lives sublime," thus live so as to be missed, that
it may be said of ug " He being dead yet spiaketh." But what was it made " the

fathers" put Divine meanings into their names? It was that God was to them a
reality ; that everything connected with him had for them a dee[j and solemn
meaning. This so impressed the mind and heart that it found its expression in their

names and in the smallest events of their every-day life. Thus must God be to us
if theie is to be the impress of Divine and imperishable memorials in our history. Not
only the language of a nation, but its spiritual life, is written in its names and words.
Kciid in this light, what meaning is thrown into tliese dry genealogical trees of the Old
Testament I How replete with spiritual- instruction to thn VVAr s: iidont

'—
"W.

Chapters i. and ii.

—

The genealogiei in relation to Chritt. It will be seen that
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many of the names in these genealogies have " El " or " Jah " as a prefix or termina-
tion—the former God as Creator, the latter God in covenant or as Redeemer. Thus
each individual bearing this Divine name is seen in direct personal relation to God in

these aspects of his character. But the most important consideration in these genea-
logies is that they contain that of the Lord Jesus Christ. We can trace the thread
through all the names till we reach the holy family. It runs like a vein of silver

through generations and families, many of whom, despite the holy meaning of their

aames, bring up a history of shame and sorrow. This doubtless is the reason why they
are so faithfully recorded. They are all here to continue the genealogy of Ciirist—to

lead up eventually to him. He is the /ritit of every genealogical tree. We see the

seed, the blade, the blossom, the flower, and at last we have the fruit—Jehovah Jesus,

God manifest in the flesh, as he appeared among men. All that is repulsive or flagrant

in the genealogical tree only serves to bring into more striking contrast the fruit that

grows out of it. The summer fruit has sprung out of the corrupt ground, and has had
to contend on every side with elements at war with its very existence. Sometimes
these genealogies, in the very order of their record in the sacred volume, contain within
themselves a prophecy pointing to him. An instance of this in illustration may be
found in Gen. v., the leading names in which, when translated in the order there

recorded, contain the beautiful prophecy, " The blessed God shall come down teaching,

and his light shall give life and consolation to men." Sometimes names of this kind
foreshadow some special aspect of Christ's work. We have the names of El-kanah,
Abi-jah, Mori-jah or Moviah. This last-named is the mount on which Isaac, the type
of Christ, was offered, and on this mount Solomon's temple was built. " Mor " signifies

" bitterness," " Jah " means " Jehovah." Thus the temple is built on the " bitterness,"

or sufferings, of Jehovah, So also the spiritual temple is founded upon the cross of

Christ. The genealogical tree of Christ runs through the names in these chapters.

There are several truths forced ujion our notice as we think of this. First, grace is

not hereditary. In the lineal descent of the Lord Jesus we find idolaters and slaves.

We see it every day. Manasseh is son to Hezekiah, Josiah is the son of Amon. It

is still true, and will ever be so. They who are of the family of God are " born not of

blood, nor of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God." Secondly, as Jesus Christ

tame through all sorts of people, so he came to save and bless all sorts of people—^saints

and sinners, bond and free, rich and poor. He took the humanity of each without sin,

that he might bless them. " This man eateth and drinketh with publicans and sinners."

Though on his throne of glory, these he still calls and loves to gather round him.
Lord Macaulay tells us of a celebrated artist who made a beautiful piece of statuary

which was the admiration of Europe. But he had a poor boy who was his apprentice.

He gathered up the broken fragments that fell from the master's hand, and with these

he made a work which eclipsed his master's, so that the latter died of a broken heart,

Jesus Christ, the despised and rejected carpenter's Son, has stooped down to our fallen

world and gathered up the fragments of our fallen humanity, and is forming them
into a kingdom which shall eclipse in grandeur and glory every other.—W.

Chapters i. and ii.

—

Tfie genealogies in relaWm to the Church and the world. Looking
over these chapters, we find prominent mention of " families " and " sons." These are

the two words which, constantly used, are replete with meaning. The sons form the

families. How important to family life out of which all that is great and good has

issued, that the " sons " who hear the names of " El " and " Jah " should be nurtured

and trained to a life worthy of those high and holy names I Where this is not the case,

there is the real breach of the third commandment. The Name of the Lord God has

been " taken in vtdn." Our " families " will be what the " sons " make them, and
our Churches and the world will ever be what the " family " is. Family training in the

fear of God will send forth messengers that will be the brightness of the Church and

the blessing of the world. All real degeneracy in one and the other will ever be

traceable to the " family," and ultimately to the " sons." Mothers, think of this 1 It all,

under God, is in your hands. And as we saw in the genealogy of the Lord Jesus that

he passed through all sorts of people, so we see it here in his people. Here we find

Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, all honoured names, mingled with names worthless and

infamous. It is (sa the same reason, to show that grace is not hereditary. In the first
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two rerses of the second chapter we have the names of the family of Israel. The song

of Israel are mentioned in their order of natural birthright. But immediately in the

same chapter, in the family enumeration, this order is set aside, and instead of be-

ginning with Reuben, according to the natural order, the record begins with Judah.

Thus grace is set in the forefront, and nature put into the background. The

Bible is not the record of nature, but of grace. The history of one little tribe,

occupying a strip of land not larger than Wales, fills the entire pages of the Old Testa-

ment, while huge empires are passed over in silence. This is in accordance with the

cliaracter of the Book. The history of this little tribe fills its pages because it is the

history of the kingdom of God. Its design was to manifest Christ. Apart from him

the Word does not acknowledge history in any sense. Neither a nation nor an indi-

vidual has any history before God, except as connected with him. Heuce Assyria and

Babylon are comparatively overlooked, and all record is centred in Jerusalem. Hence

Sennacherib is barely mentioned, while whole chapters are filled with Abraham and

Moses and Joseph. Hence Eeuben is put into the background and Judah into the

forefront. This prominence given to Judah over Eeuben was because the right and

privileges of primogeniture had been given to him, and because from his tribe Christ

was to spring. Thus in the very foreground of this book Christ is' placed. Judah is

•Iso shown to have pre-eminence simply because of Christ. It is so now. Christ must

be first ; he is the Alpha and Omega. The opening chapter of every history, every

event, every duty, every pleasure, should be him. If he be not in the forefront of

each one and the centre round which everything converges, there is no history there

worthy of the name ; there is no record there before God, however great it may be

before men. There is no name in heaven without this, though it may be emblazoned

on the marble tablets of the world for ever. But only Christ is true. 'J here is a blot

on every escutcheon but his. Scarcely is Judah's pre-eminence brought before ua ere

we see the dark picture of sin in it. Er and Achan stand out pre-eminently as

blots on Judah's fair fame. Yes, on the very lineage of the Messiah himself there ia

written, as with a sunbeam, " Cease ye from man." Lust and murder are the dark

lines drawn by the Holy Spirit on the beautiful picture. Only the Spirit of God can

make a Christian. And the man may put on all the garments of a Christian—the

knowledge of truth, the doctrines of truth, the zeal for truth, the profession of truth in

its holiest and purest form, and yet carry through life au unchanged heart, the very

light which he possesses so dazzling him with its brightness as to keep him from seeing

his terrible depravity and feeling his need of a Saviour. Beader, are you one of

these?—W.

Vers. 1—27.

—

Naturat and tpiritudt paternity. There may not be much that is

positively instructive in these genealogies ; yet there may be found that which ia sug-

gestive in them. They invite us to think of

—

L The Adamic, ob natural, patheehood. (Ver. 1.) It is a high distinction to be
the progenitor of an illustrious " family " or of a powerful tribe ; still more so of a

whole nation; and the highest of its kind to be the father of the human race. But the

honour is not without its serious qualifications. 1. It is of an inferior order. It is

" alter the flesh
;
" it pertains to the lower kingdom ; it does not stand in the first rank

in the sight of Divine wisdom. 2. It involves shame as well as honour. If in his

later days Adam could boast of the happiness and triumphs which his descendants
enjoyed, he must have been covered with confusion as he witnessed the sorrow and
the tiumiliation which they endured. By his fatherhood of our race he became the
parent of guilt and shame as well as of virtue and honour. They who sigh for the

honour and joy of parentage may well reflect that, if our first father could have foreseen

the misery and degradation to which his sons and daughters would sink, be would (or

might well) have shrunk from the high distinction he enjoyed.
II. The Abbahamic, OE BPiBiTHAL, fatherhood. (Ver. 28.) It is true that Abraham,

•8 his name suggests, was the father of a multitude, and that it was of him, as con-
cerning the flnh, the Messiah came. But it is also true that our Master taught us to
think of the Hebrew patriarch as the father of all faithful souls rather than as the mere
progenitor of a people. The true children of Abraham are those who " do his works "

(John viii. 39)—those who hear and heed the Word of God. Not they who ara " (ha
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seed of Abraham " are the cliildren of the promise (Rom. ix. 8), but they who have the
spirit of the btlieving and obedient patriarch ; they who are Jews, " not outwardly, but
inwardly, . . . whose praise is not of men, but of God" (Rom. ii. 28, 29). Tliis is the
paternity to which we should aspire, and to which we may attain. By (1) cultivatmg
a Christian character and spirit

; (2) living a blameless and beautiful life
; (3) speaking, in

love and wisdom, enlightening and redeeming truth ;—we may become parents of faithful
souls: we may be the means of quickening to newness of life those who, in their turn,
will lead others also into the way of life. We may thus generate sources of holy
influence through which, in distant times, the erring shall be restored and the dead
shall live.—C.

Ver. 19.— Tht human race; unity and division. In the midst of this genpalogical
table we have a statement that "the earth was divided." We are reniiniied of"' the
same fact of the dispersion of mankind by the reference to different families an<
separate countries. But all are shown to spring from one source, to have a commcii*
origin in the first father whose name heads the list, and is the first word of the Book
ot Chronicles. We are thus admonished of that twofold fact which is daily con-
fronting us.

I. The diversity which mankind phesents. These are distinguished from one
another by many features, and are separated from one another by many barriers. Dis-
tinguishing or dividing us, man from man, are (1) physical obstacles (seas, mountains,
varieties of climate)

; (2) colour
; (3) creed

; (4) language
; (5) social habits, mental

tastes, and moral dispositions.

II. The essential oneness of the human world. Notwithstanding all interposing

obstacles and all separating divergences, man is everywhere the same. The blooil of
one human father is in his veins. One human nature, bodily and spiritual, he inherits

;

above it he cannot rise, and beneath it he cannot fall. He is the son of Adam, and he

"was the son of God" (Luke iii. 38). Sin has scattered and slain him, but he may
rise and be revivified. In him still are those germs of good which, under heavenly
culture, may spring into the most perieot flowers that can adorn the garden of the Lord.

In mankind, under all conceivable diversities, are (1) the same animal instincts,

(2) the same family attachments, (3) the same capacity of mental culture, (4) the same
spiritual nature, which is able to receive the truth and know the will and live the liie

of the eternal God himself. The unity and diversity of our kind suzgest to us:

1. That there are variations and separations which are due to God's providence rather

than to our sin. These are either to be cheerfully borne or bravely and intelli,'entiy

overcome. They are given us either to try our faith and patience or to excite our

enterprise and activity. 2. That there are separations and distinctions which are the

penalty of sin; these should humble us. 3. That in the gospel of Christ we have
resources which can raise the lowest and reunite the most spiritually distant. The
hour will come when the " earth that was divided " so long ago will be united in one most
blessed bond, worshipping one God, loving one Father, trusting one Saviour, Lving on«

life, travelling to one home.—C.

Vers. 47, 48.

—

Though transient, not vain. As w« read these following verses and

find one kipg mentioned and then another, with simply the record of his name, his

reign, and his death, we feel how swiftly flows the current of human lile, how many
generations have come and gone, how slight attention posterity can spare for those who
were once great and honoured. Three thoughts b^'fit the theme

—

I. To EACH man in his TIME HIS HERITAGE SEEMS LARGE AND LABTINO. No dOUbt

Samlah of Masrekah looked eagerly forward to the occupancy of his seat of power;

rejoiceil greatly as he took possession ; said to himself, " Thou hast made my mounta;u

to staud strong;" thought that many days of honour and wealth and joy were befor'"

him; was one more instance of the truth that "All men think all men mortal but

themselves." His day of authority and enjoyment seenred bright enough to him in

anliLipation, and he rejoiced in his heritage. To every human eye a long and happy

human life seems, at the outset and for some way on, a very possible and desirable thing.

But to us, who look back on that which is over, it seems that

—

II. The best EAiirrai estats I8 a Painfullt tbansj«nt thino. What, to ail

I. csBomcijia.
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these and to all other kings of all other couDtries, are their sceptres now? What have

they heen for many thousand years ? Their grave is not more quiet, nor is it better

linown, than the last resting-place of their meanest subjects. Looking back it seems

as if their honour was but a brief flash that struck a suddeu splendour and then went

out into the darkness. A brief day is ours below, a little sunshine for a few last-

fleeting hours

—

, , ,

"And then night sweeps along the plain

And all things fade away."

But we have a third correcting thought, namely

—

III. That cub shout earthly life is long enough to hold and to work mtjch

ENDURING GOOD. Though oui human life is transient, and though its beauty and

hiiiiour soon pass away, yet it is not lived in vain. Spent in the fear of God, devoted

to the glory of Christ, and having regard to the well-being of the world, it has an

excellency which true wisdom does not despise. It is not in vain (1) that it contains

pure and ennobling joy ; (2) that it illustrates Divine principles
; (3) that it difi'uaes

bounty and blessedness on every hand; (4) that it leaves behind it something better

thiin it found—the harvest of its own thought and toil
; (5) that it has been a prepara-

tion for a wider sphere and a larger life beyond.—C.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IL

The interest of this chapter owes some-
thing to the several unsatisfied questions

wliicli it suggests, to difficult and knotty
points which nevertheless do not altogether

coiiiJcel despair, and to occasional signifi-

cant indications of sources drawn upon by
the compiler, certainly quite additional t»

the contents of the existing books of the
OM Testament.
Wo know something of what we have to

expect when the nnme of Israel, or .Tacob, is

announced in the first verse, with his twelve
sons—those "patriarchs," some of whom
(curtainiy not as many as eleven, for Beuben
was absent, and, with scarcely a doubt,
Benjamin), " moved with envy, sold into

Kgypt Joseph," the twelfth (Acts vii. 9).

Wo liere enter, in fact, upon the genealogies
and tables and enumerations of collateral

lines of "all Israel," to which the whole of
the following seven chapters are devoted
(eh. ii. 1). This second chapter leads off

with the most important line of descent of
the twelve—that of Judab. And the con-
tents of this chapter do not exhaust the one
line, which, on the contrary, stretches ai
far as to ch. iv. 23. Within these limits
there are just that amount of repetition
(ch. ii. 3; iv. 1, etc.) and appearance of
confusion which betoken the recourse of the
compiler to various records and sources of in-
formation—themselves sometimes but frag-
mentary, and probably to mere memory and
the tradition that depends upon it.

The c/>nteiits of this chapter are best
mastered by noticing that they consist of

:

1. The tiililo cjf Israel's twelve sons (vers.

1, 8). i. Th« line of Jud»b tc the stage

where it branches into three great-grandsons
(vers. 3—9). 3. The line of Judah pursued
through those three branches to a point
manifestly significant in one, and presum-
ably 80 in the others (vurs. 10—55).

Vers. 1, 2.— 1. Table of Israel's twelvb
SONS. The twelve sons of Israel, not in the
order of age (of. Gen. xxix. 31 — xxx. 24;
XXXV. 16—^19), nor exactly in the order of

children of wives as against those of hand-
maids (Gen. XXV. 23—26), nor in that of

the ai!;ed father's dying blessing (Gen. xlix.),

nor in that of Exod. i. 2—4. It is the place
of Dan which disturbs the fittest order, and
Keil suggests that his place in this text is

accounted for by Rachel's desire that her
handmaid's child should be accounted her
own ; but surely this was not exceptional,
but applied to all or most of such oases, and
should have been far rather taken into con-
sideration in any of the other lists than in
this. However accounted for, the order is

—

^r«(, the six sons of the first wife I^eah

;

teeondly, the elder son of Rachel's handmaid
Bilhah ; thirdly, the two sons of the loved
wife Rachel ; fourthly, the other son of
Baohel's handmaid Billiah; lastly, the two
ons of Zilpah, handmaid of Leah. As
this order corresponds with nothing in our
Old Testament, it may serve as one slight
indication that the compiler of Chronicles
Wiis not de^iendent on th(;se records alone.

The Hebrew text and the Septuagint accord
exactly with the Autliorized Version here.

Vers. 8—^9.—2. The line op Jcdah, to
his three great-grandsons. The line

of Judah is, with a well-known object, the
first to be taken up, although Ju>lan stands
fourth of Israel's sons. Judah has fi^e

soi^s : three, £r, Onan, Sbelah, by • Canauu-
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itesB, the danghter of Shad : and two, Fharez
and Zerah, by Tamar, his own daughter-in-

law, under the circumstances described

(Gen. xxxviii. 6—30). " There all these

names are found in exact accord in the Autho-
rized Version, in the Hebrew text, and in the

Septuagint. The Septnagint Version, how-
ever (Gen. xxxviii. 2), by an evident in-

accuracy of translation, gives Shna as the

name, not of the father, Ijut of the daughter,

ij ovoiia iavd. Parallel passages are also

found (Gen. xlvi. 12 ; Numb. xxvL 19—22).

Er and Onan died without issue, and the

descendants of Shelah are not mentiuned
till we reach ch. iv. 21—23. The line is

now carried on by the twin sons of Tamar
(vers. 5, 6). FJiarez, with two sons, Eezron

and Hamul (Gen, xlvi. 12 ; Eutli iv. 18), and
Zerah, with five sons, Zimri (or Zabdi, Josh.

vii. 1), Ethan, Heman, Calcol, Dara (or with

many manuscripts, followed by the Targiim,

Syrlac, and Arabic versions, Darda). If these

last four names are not identical with those in

1 Kings iv. 31, they are not to l-o found in

any available connection elsewhere, and the

last two not at all. Upon this supposition,

it is held by some that this very passage

proves that the compiler drew on resources

not possessed by us. The weight of evi-

dence seems, however, largely in favour of

the persons being the same. (See Gilbert

Barrington's ' Old Testament Genealogies,'

i. 206—208, well summarized in art.

" Darda," Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' for as

competent a discussion of the question as

the present data will allow.) It needs to be

constantly remembered that an enumeration

like the above, of five so-called sons, does not

necessarily involve their being five brothert,

although in this case it looks the more as

though they were so, as it is said five of

them is aU.

Ver. 7.—We have then so far seven grand-

sons to Judah, when a new name, unmen-

tioned before, is introduced—Carmi. He is

neither described as one of the seven grand-

sons nor as descended from any one of them,

but unenviably enough is marked as the

father of Aohar— later form of Achan—
the troubler of Israel. Josh. vii. 1—18
supplies the missing link, and states that

Cai mi is son of Zimri (Zabdi), one of the

aforesaid seven grandsons. By the punish-

ment of death, visited upon this Achar, with

his sons and daughters (Josh. vii. 24, 25), it

may be presumed that the line of Judah

through him became extinct.

Ver. 8.—The line through Ethan, another

el the seven grandsons, seems to stop with

Azariah, a name found nowhere else.

Ver. 9.-3. The line of Jddah pub-

sped THBOUGH THE THREE BBANCHEg OF

Hkzuon's sons. The track of genealogy

Wiep tti^wui ujOTu FJ^ftieg, and to t^ »»nte

of Hezron, the most important by far of the
seven grandsons. His three sons are an-
nounced, and, as beginning with the first-

born, so presumably in order of seniority.

They are: (A), Jerahmeel; (B), Bam; (C),

Chelubai.

Vers. 10—15.—(B) Earn (the Aram of the

8eptua;<int and of Matt. i. 3 ; Luke iii. 33)
is taken first in order, at once to push on
the lineage of Judah to the great landmark
David, who is reached at the seventh gene-

ration from Bam (Ruth iv. 19—22; Matt.
i. 3—5; Luke iii. 31—33), his name being
ranked last of seven brothers only, sons of

Jesse.

Ver. II.—Salma, Hebrew «p^te ; but Ruth
iv. 20, nah}» and in following verse pobiy.

The variation of the first two of these forins

has many parallels, as between Chronicles

and the earlier Old Testament Scriptures.

Vers, 13—15 give us what we have not

elsewhere, the names of the fourth, fifth, and
sixth sons of Jesse, viz. Nathaneel, Baddai
(but see 1 Kings i. 8), and Ozem. But, on
the other h^nd, they make it appear that
David was the seventh of seven, instead of

(1 Sam. xiv. 10, 11 ; xvii. 12) the eighth of

eight sons. The missing son, any way, be-

longs to the seventh place. The Syriao

and Arabic versions have taken the Elihu
of ch. xxvii. 18, and put him in this

place. Others, following the Septuagint,

suppose this Elihu, if strictly a brother of

David, to be Eliab, the oldest. The explana-

tion of the absence of the name here may be
that he died early and without issue, and
would accordingly be the less wanted in a

genealogical register.

Vers. 16, 17.—These verses do not say

that David "begat" Zeruiah and Abigail,

but that these two were sisters of the fore-

going seven brethren. Light is thrown upon
this by 2 Sam. xvii. 25, wliich says that

Abigail was the daughter of one Nahash,

and that Zeruiah was her sister. But it is

to leave us in greater darkness as to who
Nahath was : whether Nahath was another

name for Jesse, or the name of Jesse's wife,

or the name of a former husband of Jesse's

wife, to whom she bore these two daughters

before she became wife to Jesse, and that

former husband possibly none other than the

Ammonite king (2 Sam. x. 2)—or whether

none of these conjectures be near the truth,

some of which on the face of them seem

unlikely enough, is as yet unsettled. Mean-
time it is worth remembering tliat Zeruiah

named one of her celebrated sons, and
probably the eldest of them, Abishai, after

Jesse, Ishai being the same as our Jesse ; yet

from the above premises it is taken that

she was strictly sister of Abigail, and there-

fore wa» »o^ j-talJj- re}.ite>l to i^m< The
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subject i« treated interestingly under the
various names in Smith's ' Bible Dictionary.*
The husband of Zeruiah is given nowliere,
while tlie husband of Abigail, here called
Tether the Ishmeelite, is, in the passage
ilready referred to (2 Sam. xvii. 25), called
Ithra (which is a sliglitly altered form of
he name), an hraelite, with little doubt an
rror for IthmaeUle. In the same passage
ilso her own name appears as ^J'3N., in-

stoad of Vj'iK , though many manuscripts
liave this latter.

Vers. 18—20.—(C) Chelubai. The de-
scendants of Caleb (Clielubai), placed third
of Hezron's sons, are next diall uitli; but
the subject is almost iiiimLcliiituly inter-

rupted by resumed reference to Hezron
(vers. 21—24), and by the table of Jerah-
meel ami his descendants (vers. 25—41);
after which the table of Caleb, apparently
tlie same Caleb, is carried on (vers. 42—49).
Taking these broken portions, however, just
as they come, we are immediately met by a
sei-ies of uncertainties and surprises. Ver. 18
is obscure in that it says Caleb had children
by Azubah (the Hebrew construction aho
unusual), a wife, or indeed strictly a woman
(not even usinj; the ordinary formula "hia
wife"), and liv Jerioth, of whom nothing is

said; and the verse adds obscurity by
saving, her sons are these, without plainly
inilieating to which w man, reference is

made. It may he safely pi c.-umed, however,
from what foiriws,that'Aznbah is intended,
thi.ugh no other part of Scripture helps us
by so much as a mention of the son,' names
to determine it certainly. Meantime one
Hebrew manuscript and the Chaldee Para-
phrase are found to omit the words " and by
Jeiioth." The \nlgate, and the Syriao and
Arabic versions, make Jerioth one of the
c7«7(iren— possibly a daufi:hter— of Caleb
and Azubah, and this view is supported by
Kennicott and Houbigant (IJairington's
'Genealogies,' i. 210). The tone of ver. 19
may certainly bo held t') offer some counte-
nance to the BMumption that eilher Jerioth'i
name ought to appear as that of a child or
not at all. The name Ephrath in this verse
abounds with interest. The ancient name
of the town of Bethlehem, and also ap-
parently of a district round it, is the same
word which is found here as the name of a
woman. In eit/ier Case it is more generally
written nni?N, as even in tlie two other
appearances of it in this very chapter.
Two manuscripts, followed by two ancient
edition,-., and apparently by the Vulgate,
Bulistitute lOeph for the above final lie.

In Mich V. 1, Bethlehem is found united
with Kphralali in one compound word. The
muiher Ephrath is here interesting for her
descendants g:iven, her eon Hur, pandaon

TJri, and great-grand.son Bezaleel. Further
reference to these is made in ver. 50.

Vers. 21—24.—The first interruption to

the record of Cal>-b's posterity is now oc-

casioned by a resumed reference to Hezron,
who at the age of threescore took to wife
(as it sei ma fiora ver. 24) Abiah, sister to
Gilead, d luuhter of the eminent man Maohir,
who was Miinasseh's oldest son by an
Aramitei'S conculiine (ch. vii. 14). Two
eons of Hezron by Abiah are given (the
latter of fhem a posthumous child), but the
elder having a son called Jair, tracked, no
doubt as one who became famous by the
number of eities ho took. He was thus con-
nected on the father's side with a great
family (if Judali, and on the mother's witli

a great family ufManasseh. .He is probably
not the Jair of Judg. x. .8, with his "thiriy
sons, thirty ass colta, and thirty cities." And
pn; ('lofifos, Mark v. 22) is not -i-p- of

2 Sam. xxi. 19; ch. xx. 5. Evident stress

is laid on his maternal desi-i nt. Thus
(Numb. :i.s.s.n. 41) he is styled son of
Manasseh, and hence also the ex|ilanati(in

of the last clause of ver. 23, infra, all these
belonged to the sons of Machir the father of
Gilead. Some of the cities alluded to are
the Havoth-Jair (Numb, xxxii, 41 ; Dent,
iii. 14; Josh. xiii. 30), Englished as the
" groups of dwellings of Jair," on which see
interesting note in Stanley's 'Sinai and
Palestine' (edit. 1866), voea'bulnry, pp. 526,
527. They lay in the trans-Jordanic dis-
trict Traohonitis, the modern El-leyah and
Jebel-Hauran. It is net possible to harmo-
nize exactly the numbers of the cities given
here with those in passages quoted aliove;
nor is the translation of ver. 23, Author, zed
Version, very certainly the correct one. K.
Bertheau, in his ' Die Buclier der CliMnik
erklart; xv. Kiirzgef. exegetisches U»n<l-
buch. z. A. T.,' translates, "And G. ^Iinr
and Aram took the Havvoth-Jair frim them
with Kenath and lier daughter-towns, sixty
cities." "Took " is supposed to mean liere
"retook," or "recovered." Though this
suits the Hebrew syntax better, it does not
suit so well our immediate context; nor
have we any other information of such re-
covering of them.

Ver. iS.-Geshnr was a small district
between Argob and Bashan; and Aram,
commonly translated Syria, i.e. the ancient
Syria, viz. the territory of Damascus.
Kenath, rechristened by its subiluer N'obah
(Numb, xxxii. 42,, and retaining this
name at the time of (^lidemi, aud Zeba and
Salniunnah subsequently viudicated the life
of its old name, and regained it, replaceil in
the present day by Kenawat. Aud the
towns thereof; Hebrew literally, her
dauijhteri; i.e. the small, subordinate
groups of people (Numb. xii. 25, " AU tht
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villages thereof," literally, daughters). All
these belun^ed to the sons of Uachir, the
father of Gflead, might perhaps be open
to the translation, "All these were the
possessions of Machir, the possessor of
Gilead."

Ver. 24—The remaining verse of this
section brings another point of difficulty
unsolved yet. No place Caleb-ephratah is
known, and no sort of accounting for Hezron
dying anywhere but in Egypt, -whither he
went with Jacob (Gen. xlvi. 12), is pro-
ducible. The Vulgate has Ingresma est
Caleb ad Ephratam, but our Hebrew text
eannot be made to justify it, if for nothing
else, for want of a preposition ^« before
" Ephrata." This reading of the Vulgate has
suggested to others that by a slight but still

gratuitous alteration of our Hebrew text
Its might be substituted for the preposition

^ prefixed to the name of Caleb ; but upon
ttat showing we have to tuppote that Caleb
did leave Egypt on his own account and
travel to Ephratab, and then there fails any
strong connection (but see Septuagint, in toe.)

between that fact and what is said about
Abiah. Still, the explanation might receive
some countenance from the fact that it is

said that Abiah's eon became the father—or
founder—of Xekoa, a place near Bethlehem,
in South Judah (1 Sam. xxx. 11). Bertheau
has at this point suggested that Ualeb-
ephratah, instead of being included in
Neger-Caleb, may rather, in distinction
from it, designate the northern portion of
the territory of Caleb. The solution of the
problem will probably not yield to anything
but a justly restored text.

Vers. 25—41.—We reach here the second
interruption in the account of Caleb's pos-
terity. (A) Jerahmeel, though the eldest
Hezronite son, has as yet been passed by in
favour of Bam and in favour of Caleb, so
far as regards part of his descendants.
Jerahmeel himself is mentioned nowhere
else, but hi^ people collectively are (1 Sam.
xxvii. 10; xxx. 29). On the other hand,
this place alone supplies the lists of names,
and we have not the aid of any collation.

Ver. 25 purports in the Authorized Version
to give five sons of Jerahmeel by his first

wife, of name not given. The absence of the
ooDJunctiou "and," however, in the Hebrew
text before the last name, Ahijah, sugge^^ts

that this may be the name of the first wife,

the presence ofwhich seems greatly required

by the contents of the next verse. Some
particle being required, Le Clerc, accepting
the suggestion of Junius and Tremellius,

proposes to supply riKD, and Bertheau the

same preposition, but in a simpler form, pre-

fixed to the name Ahijah (see Barriogton's
' (jteuoalogies,' i. 180).

Ver. 26.—For rnay,, one manuscript has
lOH, and another riTCp.

Ver. 28.—One manuscript makes Nadab
and Abishur two additional sons of Guam,
by omitting the words and the sous of
Shammai.

Ver. 29.-^,T3»., ^n'3«, ^3'3(«., are the
readings of various manuscripts in this
verse.

Vers. 31—35.—The Authorized Version is
not justified in substituting children for the
Hebrew " sons ;

" the object evidently being
to make this statement reconcilable with
ver. 34, wbich says that Sheshan had only
daughters. The difficulty can be removed,
possibly, by supposing that Ahlai died (yet
see ch. xi. 41), or that, at the time to which
ver. 34 refers, only daughters were in ques-
tion. Wall's conjecture, that Ahlai of ver.

31 is the same with Attai of ver. 35, would
have more probability if aleph were not the
initial letter of the one, and ayin of the
other. Still, as all the other " sons " of this
passage mean sons strictly, it would be un-
likely that eons of Sheshan only should
mean "grandsons." The genealogy now
proceeds through Shcshan's daughter,
name not given (unless possibly Ahlai),
married to his Egyptian servant Jarha,
down to (ver. 41) Elishama, at the twentieth
generation from Jerahmeel. To this, how-
ever,the Septuagint (Juxla Exemplar Origin-
ale Vaticanum, of IG'iT), adds one generation
more, koI 'EMaaiia iyhviiae rhv 'la/iaiiK.

The Egyptian servant Jarha is not heard of
elsewhere ; that he was enfranchised before
his marriage with Sheshuu's daughter is

likely enough (Deut. xxiii. 8; 1 Sam. xxx.
11). The language of the end of ver. 33,
These were the sons of Jerahmeel, would seem
to exclude the following thirteen descend-
ants of Jarha and Sheshan's daughter from
the genealogy. Yet this is scarcely likely
to be the intention, which poihaps w;is
satisfied with simply marking a distinction
by the pause.

_
Ver. 36.—The name Zahad throws oon-

eiderable doubt on the opinion that no one
of Jerahmeel's descendants given in this
genealogy can be found elsewhere in the
Old Testament ; for compare again ch. xi. 41.

Ver. 38.—So also compare Azariah with 2
Ohron. xxiii. 1. These two oames are abun-
dantly interesting here. Zabad, the tenth
from Jerahmeel, or fourteenth from the
patriarch Judah himself, brings us to the
time of David, by exactly the same interval

as seven other perfect genealogies, four of

these having the very same number of steps,

viz. fourteen, two having fifteen, and that

of David himself having eleven steps. An
analogous and equally interesting corre-

spondenoe oan be traioed with tlie uaino
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Azariah. See the important art " Zabad,"
Smith's ' Bible DictioDary ; ' and its further

remarka as to the evidence of the genealogy
in the fact of its twenty-fourth and last name
tallying well with the time of Hezekiab,
the sixth king after Athaliah (ch. iv. 41).

Vers. 42—49.—These verses are occupied
with the resumption of descendants of Caleb
—the Caleb apparently of vers. U and 18,

though, this being so, the last clause in

ver. 49, the daughter of Caleb, Achsa, will

require accounting for. This statement
would lead us to suppose that we were
assuredly reading of Caleb the son of

Jephunneh ; but it cannot be so. The name
of Caleb, with the questions gathering
round it, will be best considered here. Of
the nine times in which it occurs in this

chapter, the mere duplicates (of vers. 20,
46, 4S) may be at once counted off. The
compound " Caleb-epliratali " of ver. 24
has been already dealt with. Nor need
we for the present suppose ver. 50 to have
•ny real meaning inconsistent with its

apparent meaning, viz. that Caleb is the
name of a grandson (son of Hur) as well
as of the grandfather. There remain the
occasions of the occurring of the word iu
vers. 9, 18, 42, 49. 1. 'J he first appearance,
then, of the uume in this chapter (ver. 9)
exhibits it in a form different from that in
which it appears the other times in thii

chapter or elsewhere, viz. as "ate, instead of

373 (or once as a patronymic, 1 Sam. xxv.

si'aSs). The Vulgate follows the Hebrew,
but the Septuagint has at once substituted
Caleb. The Syriao Version has Salchi, and
the Arabic Sachli, both of them, no doubt,
mere transcribers' errors through the mistake
of a letter. This foim " Chelubiii " is, then,
an BTToJ Kiydiiivav, and no different account
has yet been given of the name appearing
thus on this one occasion. It may be
described, with Lange (' Comm. Old Testa-
ment,' in loc), as ''adjectivus gentilis" to

sm, which word, huwever, occur where it

will, is never treated as a synonym with
Caleb except by the Septuagint, and then
but once (ch. iv. 11), making Lange's further
claim of three forms for the name of Caleb
wrong. The name might be translated the
" Choluban" or "Chelubite." 2. The Caleb
called here first " Chelubai," again " Caleb tlie

son of Hezron," and now " Caleli the brother
of Jerahmeel," some, and Keil among tliem,

have endeavoured to identify with Caleb the
son of Jephunneh. This latter is a well-
known figure in liistory. He, together with
Joshua, was among those who, departing
from Egypt, were pursued of Pharaoh, and
of all tho host these two alone lived to
enter into the promised land. Tliits is enough
to give him distinction and a proniiueiit

place before the eye. To this Caleb un-
mistakable reference is made in twenty-
eight passages, in sixteen of which he ii

called "son of Jephunneh," and in three
of those sixteen "son of Jephunneh the
Kenazite." Now, he tells us himself
(Josh. xiv. 7) that he was forty years old
in the second year after the Exodus. But
it seems (Gen. xlvi. 12, 26) that Hezron,
grandson of Judah, and the father of the
Caleb of this chapter, was, however young,
one of those who went down into Egypt
with Jacob, at a date, according to any
chronology, which must render it impossible
for any son of his to have been alive and
only forty years of age at the time of the
Exodua. This being so, either the state-

ment already referred to, found at the close

of ver. 49, that " the daughter of Caleb wat
Achsa," must be an interpolation from some
ignorant transcriber's marginal annotation,
or, unlikely as it is, Caleb the son of Hezron
and Caleb the son of Jephunneh both named
a daughter Achsa. It is, moreover, likely
enough that the frequent describing ol

Caleb the son of Jephunneh in this style
was occasioned by the desire to distinguish
him from some other Caleb, not a con-
temporary, indeed, but already weU known
in a generation preceding but not too
remote. Other considerations decidedly
concur with this view: e.g. Eam is brother
of Caleb the son of Hezron ; he has a grand-
son, Nahshon,of great distinction, "a prince
of the children of Judah," whose sister Aaron
married ; he was the elect of the Judah
tribe to assist Moses and Aaron in the first

numbering of the people (Numb. i. 7).
Great prominence is given to him (Numb,
vii. 12 ; X. 14). He was clearly (Matt. i. 4

;

Luke ill 32) fifth in descent from Judah,
in perfect agreement with the table of this
chapter. Now, it was this grandson of the
elder brother of Caleb who was contemporary
with Caleb the son of Jephunneh. Similarly,
the Bezaleel of this chapter (ver. 20), a
great-grandson of Caleb the Hezronite, is
spoken of (Exod. xxxi. 1 ; xxxv. 30) at the
same date exactly at which Caleb the son of
Jephunneh says he was still but foi ty years
of age I 3. The identity of the Caleb of
ver. 50, son of Hur, with Caleb the son of
Jephunneh is supposed by some, but is not
dear. It appears to be asserted, without
explanation, in the arts. "Caleb" and
"Ephrath," signed A. C. H., Smith's 'Biblt
Dictionary,' though in the second part of
tho latter article it is alluded to as only
possible. On the other hand, it may rather
be that Caleb the son of Jephunneh, instead
of being identical with this Caleb the son
of Hur, i> so called in order to distinguish
him from this latter as a contemporary.
Again, it has been happily conjecture^
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(' Speaker's Commentary,' tn loc.) that just
as vcr. 33 closes the table of Joraliiuoel

with "These were the suns of Jerahmeel,"
so ver. 49 should close the tahle of Caleh
(vor. 42) with the words, These were the
sons of Caleb. With a slignt alteration,

ver. ,50 would then begin The sons of Hur,
etc. This is, however, only conjecture.

Ver. 42, then, must be considered to give
us another family of Caleb, i.e. a family
by another wife, of name not given, just
possibly the Jerioth unaccounted for in ver.

18. The first statement lauds us in per-

plexity. Mesha (V^"p) is the firstborn (i.e.

by the wife or woman in question), and
, the founder of Ziph. And amid bome
omission or corruption of text, we are then
confronted with the words, and the sons of

Mareshah (p^;^D) the fatho (ni- again, per-

hap8,/ou«<2er) of Hebron. '1
1 . r. a lin^ uf the

Septuagint gives Mareshuli in huth of these
passages, and may come from o Hebrew
text that we have not. The substitution
could, however, scarcely be accounted for

as a mere clerical error, considering both
the omission of a resh and the replacing of
an he with an ayin. The sentence refu>es at

present any treatment except the unsatisfac-
tory one of pure conjecture. But employ-
ing this, it may be noted that the omitting
of the words, "the sons of," before Mareshah
would most help to clear the verse of con-
fusion. In this and following verses, Ziph,
Hebron, 'i ppuah, Jorkoam, and Beth-zur,
are all names of places certainly, whether
or not they are all of persons.

Vera. 46—49 give the names (the first of

which appears as that of a man al^o, next
verse and ch. i. 33) of two additional concu-
bines of Caleb, and of their descendants.

Vor. 47 offers us another name, Jahdai, not
to be accounted for with any certainty. It

is not linked to the context, and nothing
is known of the six sons assigned to the
person owning it. That Gazez occurs twice
in the previous verse is remarkable, and
suggestive, possibly, of mistake. The Sep-
tuagint omits altogether the clause in which
it is found the second time. Houbigant
translates, " Porro Harau genuit Jahilai,"

and BO summarily removes the difBtulty

I'rom his way (Barrington's ' Genealogies,' 1.

210). Hiller (,' Ouomasticon,' S.) would make
it the same name as Moza, but witliout

any pretence of argument. A more reasoii-

aljle Buggestiun than this mieht be that

.hihdai is the name of yet anotiier concu-

bine of Caleb (Lange, ' O.T. Comm.,' in loc.').

Ver. '49.—Maohbenah is an a?ra| \ey6-

fiiyoj/ (for Madmannah and Giiea, Josh. xv.

31, 57). The last sentence of thi;d verse ii

treated above.

Yen. SO—55,—The opining sentence of

these verses has id^o been already discussed.

It may be now added (see Keil, 'Coiuinen-
tary,' in loc.) that some would understand the
words as though they meant. These were the
sons of Caleb, in the descending line of Hur,
Ephratah's firstborn. This rendering is got
at by altering "the son of Hur" into " the
sons of Hur," which seems to have been the
reailing of the Septuagint manuscripts, and
which, at all events, their rendering has.

The remainder of ver. 50, with the follow-

ing four, give three sons of Caleb : 1. Shobal,

prince of Kirjath-jearim (city of woods ; Josh.

ix. 17 ; xviii. 15 ; xv. 9, 60; cf xviii. 14), on
the border-land of Judah and Benjamin, and
about ten miles from Jerusalem on the road
tn Emmaus (NicopoUs). It is to be identi-

fied, almost with certainty, with the modern
Kurict-el-Enab. Other references ofexceed-

ing interest are 1 Sara. vi. 21 ; vii. 2 ; 2 Sam.
.vi. 5; Ezraii. 25 ; Neh. vii. 29 ; ch. xiii. 6 ; 2
Chron. i. 4 ; Jer. xxvi. 20 ; Ps. cxxxii. 6. This
Shobal (ver. 52) had two sons, Haroeh, i.e.

Eeaiah (ch. iv. 5), and the progenitor,

whatever his name, of half of the people
called Manahethites (Authorized Version)

—

a form probably suggested by the Masoretio

pointing of ver. 54—or Chatsi-hammenon-
choth (Hebrew text), which Gesenius treats

as a proper name, and which means " the

midst of quiet places" (Ps. xxiii. 2), from
which comes the patronymic of the next
verse but one (Barrington, ' Genealogies,'

i. 213). From the Kirjatli-jcarim family

were derived (ver. 53), the Ithrites, Puhites,

Shnmathite«, and Mishiaites, of none of

wliom, except probably tlie Ithrites (2 Sam.
xxiii. 38 ; ch. xi. 40), do we find other

mention ; and from the Mishraites again
were derived two ofi'shoots, the Zareathites

and EshtauUtes, the towns of both of whom
are with great probability to be tracked

(Josh. XV. 33 ; xix. 41 ; Judg. xiii.. 25

;

xviii. 2). They were situated in that part

of Judah called the " low " country, or the

Shefelah, stretching from Joppa to Gaza on
the Mediterranean. 2. Salma, prince of

Bethlehem. The so-called "sons" here
attributed to him, six in number, including

Bethlehem, evidently betoken families

rather than the names of individuals. The
town Netophah (Ezra ii. 21 ; Neh. vii.

26) gave the gentile noun Netophathites

(2 Sam. rxiii. 28 ; Jer. xl. 8). Ataroth, the

house of Joab (t.e. "crowns" of the house
of Joab), is not mentioued elsewhere ; but
the reason of its being distinguished thus
may be due to the fact tJiat there was
another Ataroth of Gad (Numb, xxxii. 3,

34), and yet another of Ephraim (Josh. xiv.

5 ; xviii. 13). The Zorites ('J)li) Gesenius

thinks to be another gentile form from
nj?ni with "'^Tfyi, but of them we do. not read

elsewhere. Veir. 55 ibculd not hftve loeea
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•eparated from the last word of the previous

Ter-e. The families of the scribes is linked

on by the conjunction and (whicli has

coupled the former sons of Salma also two

and two) with ''the Zorites." This sixth

set of descendants from Salma is exhibited

to us in the shape of a trio of scribe

families, the heads of which will have been,

presumably, Tira, Shimea, and Suohah. They
are said to have dwelt at Jabez, a place not

ascertained ; and scarcely to be put into con-

nectiou with the Jabt-z of ch. iv. 9. The
Vulgate has trantlated the names of these

three f.imilies : Canentes et resonantes et

in tabeinaculi» eommorantes ; " and Ber-

theau advocates the interpretation. These
families, it appears, were not purely of

Judah ; but very interesting it is that,

thongli of the people whoso land and pos-

sessiuus were to yield to the descendants of

Abraham (Gen xv. 18—21), yet friendship

and intermarriage had found them appa-

rently a lasting place in Judah (Judg. i. 16),

while Saul was careful to urge tiiem to save

themselves when be was about to smite the
Amalekites ( 1 Sam. xv. 6). Though nothing

is known of the link of connection given
here in the name Hemath (of which the

Vulgate gives the rendering. Qui venerunt

de eeloee patris), yet the house of the

Bechabites is well known (2 Kings x. 15,

23 ; Jei'. xxxv. 2, 5, 18 ; and of. 2 Sam. iv.

2, particularly 3). 3. In ver. 51 Hareph
(Bin) only here; though enn, found Neh.

rii. 24; x. 20; Ezni ii. 18, may possibly be
connected with it. Tliere is nothing further

said of any people derived from him except

that he was father of Beth-gader. The
identification of this place is not certain.

Oeseniua thinks it perhaps the same with
Gederah (Josh. xv. 36), but it is more
probably the Gedor of same chapter (fifty-

eighth verse), on the road between Hebron
•ud Jerusalem.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—55.

—

The human family. These verses present a series of family pictures

;

they remind us that " God setteth the solitary in families " (Ps. Ixviii. 6). By
thus ordering human life he has provided for the maximum of happiness and of

spiritual well-being. We are reminded of

—

I. Its various relationships. Here we have husband and wife, father and mother,

son and dauiihter, brother aud sister. How excellent is God's loving-kindness in thus
binding our hearts and lives together in such happy and sacred bonds, refining our
souls aud multiplying our JDysI

II. Its various dispositions. In some cases we have parents and children com-
plete ; in others, parents without children at all (ver. 30) ; in others, daughters without
sons ; in others, sons without daughters ; in another case a cliild born alter its father's

death (ver. 24) ; in another a servant elevated to a son-in-law (ver. 35). "What almost
eiidle.ss varieties there are in the circumsiances and relations in which our family ufe

is found I

III. Its PKiCELEsa advantage to oub race. 1. It is the guardian of a nation's

Eu'rity ; the morals of a people are high or low as it respects or disregards the family
ond. 2. It shields young life from the perils by which it would otherwise be cor-

rupted. 3. It calls forth from maturity the best virtues which manhood and woman-
hood can show. We are thus led to

—

IV. The discipline it provides, for each stage of life. 1. In childhood it

nurtures obedience, submission. 2. In youth, industry, concession. 3. In young man-
hood, hardihood ; in young womanhood, delicacy of feeling. 4. In maturity, patience,
self-command, unselfishness, mutual concession, intercessory prayer.

V. Its bearing on human piety. We could not have known and trusted and loved
God as our heavenly I'^ather, but for human parentage ; we could not have learned how
to cultivate the right spirit for reception into and acceptance within the kingdom, but
for human childhood (Matt, xviii. 2); we could not have known how best to regard
our fellows and feel toward them, but for human brotherhood (Matt, xxiii. 8).—

C

Ver. 7.

—

A tramtr/ressor and trouhler. In moat instances in the genealogies of this
book, ihe names of ihe successive member-s of the families of Israel are uientioued
w.tlioiit remark. But now and then a memorable personat;e is named, aud some trait

of his character, some incident in his life, is recorded, or rather referred to, by the
chronicler. This is the case even when the record ia one of shame and infamy. So
Ii it. with Achan.
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I. Achan was a tbansobbssob. In transgression mnoh is involved : e.g. Law. A
line must be drawn in order tliat it may be passed over. A commandment must be
given before it can be violated. In the case of Achan, the law was published with
authority. Covetousness. before there can be sin there must be lust. Desires are

divinely implanted, and evil does not lie in their existence, but in their unlawful
gratification. Temptation. There must be some circumstance without eliciting and
fostering the desire within. Men often blame the temptation, but unreasonably, for

the evil is in themKolves, not in the innocent and often unconscious occasion of their

transgression. Yielding of the will when tempted. Without this, all that goes before

is harmless ; it is here that the harm begins. If temptation is resisted, virtue is

strengthened and character is improved ; if the will succumb, moral deterioration

•nsiies. The latter was the case with Achan. Hiding of sin. This will often follow

upon transgression. There is a hope that it may be concealed from men, perhaps even
from God. Conscience of sin. This is divinely appointed, to lead the sinner to re-

pentance and reformation. Tet it ihay prove, if it fail in this mission, a scourge to

chastise, awakening remorse and fear.

II. Achan was a trocblbr. The trouble which follows upon sin Is not confined to

the sinner. In the caso before us all Israel was punished because of one man's sin.

Such is the constitution of snciety, that this is often seen, the chastisement of

many for the transgression of one. Trouble may lead to inquiry, and inquiry to

discovery. This happened in Achan's case by supernatural agency ; but the same
happens every day by means which appear natural. Discovery may lead to confes^ion,

and confession may be followed by punishment. So it was with Achan. And there

are cases where there seem to be no means of avoiding the consequences of trans-

gression. Yet the sinner must remember that we have been assured that " if we con-

fess our sins, God is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all

unrighteousness." Trouble may be followed by Divine acceptance and favour. There

seems something harsh in Joshua's language to Achan, " Wliy hast thou troubled

us? The Lord shall trouble thee this day." Yet, when the transgressor was removed

and the transgression was put away from Israel, the Lord received his people again

into his favour.

Practical lessons. 1, Before transgression, " Be sure your sin will find you out."

2. After transgression, the trouble that comes upon the sinner is sent in mercy. 3.

Confession and repentance, and faith in Christ, are necessary in order to reconciliation

and acceptance.—T.

Ver. 55.

—

The families of the scribes. These Books of Chronicles may have been

the work of Ezra, the prince of scribes. In any case, they bear traces of the handiwork

of that profession. As learned men, whose learning was devoted to the exposition of

the Law of Moses, they were peculiarly suitable to preserve the records of the theocracy.

I. Observe the occupation of the scribes. It was to study and to expound the

sacred books of the nation, to read these writings in public, and to write—probably to

write copies of the Law, and commentaries upon its letter and spirit. The civil and

sacred Law were alike their theme. All legal and religious documents were entrusted

to their care.

II. Remark the professional position of the scribes. The text speaks of "the

faniilies of the scribes." Occupations have a tendency to transmit themselves from

father to son. Hereditary pursuits are observable in all commimities. Traditions and

habits are thus maintained and perpetuated. These learned Hebrew families seem to

have dwelt in certain fixecj places, forming, it may be, colleges of studious, scholarly,

literary men.

III. Notice the growth and pbogress and history of the scribes. As a class they

date from the close of the Captivity; and Irom that time onwani they appear to have

exercised "reat and growing influence over the national life and religion. In the time

of our Saviour thoy were evidently a very important class of the coninmnity. In their

two grades—the lower, the interpreters of the classic Hebrew iuto the colloquial

Aramaic; the higher, the doctors learned in the Pentateuch—they supplied to Israel

much of the intellectual and moral element in the national life. Jesus admitted the

excellence >f, their work when he denominated his ministers " scribes instructed untq
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the kingdom of heaven ;" he pointed out their defects when he required of his followert

a higher righteousness than theirs. And the Evangelists contrast the professional

formalism of the Jewish scholars with the freshness and authority of the Great and

Divine Teacher.

Pbactioal lessors. 1. A literary profession may be of great service to the cause

of religion. Ignorance is a foe to truth. Christianity will he the more appreciated

the more it is studied, the more the light of cultivated intellects is brought to bear upon

it. 2. A profession devoted to the advancement of religious learning is not without

its perils. There is danger lest the form displace the substance, and the letter the

spirit. Tru« and fervent piety alone can correct these tendencies and avert these

perils.—T.

Ver. 1.

—

Jacob—Israel. Mistake is often made concerning Jacob, and his character

and conduct are very imperfectly estimated. He is set in contrast with the open-hearted,

impulsive, and generous Esau, to his great disadvantage. But we forget that we are

able to estimate Jacob's character more fully because the process of his moral and
spiritual training, in the Divine providential leadings, is detailed, and we therefore

have so much of his badness revealed to us in the process. We do not really know
Esau as we know Jacob. The accounts that have reached us concerning him only

deal with what appears to be attractive and good, and we see very few indications of

the badness which his complete story might bring to light. Jacob is set before us as

a man under immediate Divine training, and something like the accomplishment of

one great stage of the Divine purpose is indicated in the bestowment of the new name,
Israel. The meaning of the two names Jacob—the supplanter, Israel—the prince of

God, should be given ; and the circumstances connected with the affixing of each name
should be recalled. They serve to note the marked features of the two distinct portions

of Jacob's life.

L Jacob's first name—thb bupplanteb. This declares the infirmity of his

natural disposition. It is clear, from the record given in Genesis, that he began liCi

under very serious disabilities, heavily weighted. The doctrine of heredity finds

forcible illustration. He inherited his mother's disposition—a tendency to scheme, to

outwit others, to take advantage of them, to trip them up, to get one's own good even

at the expense of other people's loss ; the planning, bargaining, keen-dealing spirit.

This inherited evil disposition so influences him that he "entraps his brother, he
deceives his father, he makes a bargain even in his prayer ; in his dealings with Laban,
in his meeting with Esau, he still calculates and contrives ; he distrusts his neigh-

bours ... he repels, even in his lesser traits, the free confidence that we caimot with-

hold from the patriarchs of the elder generation." What he might have become but
for the grace of God is well indicated in Dean Stanley's description of the ordinary

Arab sheikh : " In every respect, except that which most concerns us, the likeness is

complete between the Bedouin chief of the present day and the Bedouin chief who
came from Chaldsea nearly four thousand years ago. The more we see the outward
conformity of Abraham and his immediate descendants to the godless, grasping, fovX-
mouthed Arabs of the modern desert, nay, even their fellowship in the infirmities of

their common state and country, the more we shall recognize the force of the religious

faith which has raised them from that low estate to be the heroes and saints of their

people." To add to Jacob's natural disabilities, he was the favourite child of his

mother, and, for long years, was placed under her influence and the persuasion of her

mischievous example. This tended to remove the sense of evil from his scheming and
deceiving ways. And circumstances seemed to favour him ; his brolher's hunger and
his father's blindness seemed to be providential openings for carrying out his mother's
plan for securing the birthright and the blessing. So often we deceive ourselves with
the idea that Providence helps us to do what we, in our mere wilfulness, intend to do.

Air we can say of Jacob, under his first name, is that there is force of character, if

only it can be toned aright; and there is an interest in religious things, a religious

thoughtfulness, which gives promise of a true and noble life when he has passed through
a long period of trial and sorrow and discipline. With all his iofirniities, and with

that sad absence of simplicity and uprightuessin him, there is yet tiie making of the'good

man. And so, even in these first stages, his story carries lessons of hopefulness to those
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who feel deeply the natural infirmity of their characters, or have to do with the
training of young people who are heavily weighted with inherited infirmities.

II. Jacob's second name—the prince of God. This declares the possihle triumph
of Divine grace over natural infirmity. We must connect it, not with the incident of

meeting Esau only, hut with Jacob's whole life. It seals the Divine training, and
affirms Jacob's conversion from the self-willed and self-seeking spirit. "Jacob has
gone through a long training and chastening from the God of his (athers, to whose care
and guidance lie had given himself (at Bethel) ; he suffers heavily, but he learns from
that he suflfered." Trace the stages of the Divine dealing. The foice of the scene of

Mahanaim in completing the Divine work is suggestively given by P. W. Robertson

:

" His name was changed from Jacob to Israel, because himself was an altered

man. Hitherto there had been something subtle in his character—a certain cunning
and craft—a want of breadth, as if he had no firm footing upon reality. Jacob was
tender and devout and grateful for God's pardon, and only half honest still. But tliis

half-insincere man is brought into contact with the awful God, and his subtlety falls

from him—he becomes real at once. No longer Jacob—the supplanter, but Israel—the

prince of God ... a larger, more unselfish name—a larger and more unselfish man

—

honest and true at last." This, then, becomes the great and searching question for us
all: not, " What are we in our inherited tendencies and natural dispositions?" but,
" What are we now, and what are we becoming, in all holy triumph over inward
infirmities and outward Ibes, through yielliug ourselves fully to the leadings and teach-

ings and sanctifyings of Divine grace?" "And such were some of you, but ye are

washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the Name of the Lord Jesus, and
by the Si.iiit of our God."—R. T.

Ver. 3.

—

Divine judgment on individued tin. Very little !« known of Er. The
aooosct in Genesis (xxxviii. 7) is as brief as that given in the Chronicles. Yet it

sets clearly before us a case of early death, probably a sudden and violent death, and
it declares to us that, in this particular instance, the death, and the manner of the

d?€th, were immediate judgments on personal transgression. There is a strong

ten iency to assume individual sin as the cause of calamities and so-called accidents, but
our Lord taught ns that wc cannot always, or necessarily, trace such a connection. It

may be so, but it may not be so ; and we, in Christian charity, had better leave the

discovery of the .connection in God's own hands (see Luke xiii. 1—5). Still, we
should be ready to learn the lessons which God may design to teach us, when he is

pleased to give us illustrative cases in his Word. Oftentimes we find the Divine

recognition and judgment of social and national sins illustrated. The old divine bids

us remember that " God can only punish nations, as such, in this world ; he can

punish individuals in this world and the next." Israel is, as a nation, the subject of

frequent Divine judgments, and Israel is bidden observe how Divine judgments fall on

the guilty nations around her. But as this feature of the Divine dealings is set forth

so prominently and so constantly, there is some danger of our assuming that Divine

judgments, a.s executed here on earth, do not concern the individual; and that God
may be said directly to govern the race, but not the man. Such a delusion would tend

to nourish human wilfulness and pride, and still more completely separate men from

God ; and, therefore, we have men's personal sins, and the immediate Divine judgment

on those sins, impressively narrated.

I. Ek's sin was some personal act op wrong-doino. Exactly what it was we are

not told, but we know the ways in which men nowadays transgress God's laws and

insult the Divine honour. There are acts of wilful disobedience and rebellion, acts of

bodily self-indulgence, and acts of violence and cruelty toward others. We have to

Bee that this evil of Er's was distinctly personal. He did not merely share in the

errors, or follies, or sins of his age, in a blind and heedless way ; he made wicked ways

for himself, and wrought evil in his own wilfulness. Therefore the Divine observation

rested upon him as a man who strove to set himself against God.

IL Be's sin revealed a hopelessly corrupted NATURE. It was such a firuitaga

as could only come out of a corrupt tree. Distinguish between the one sin into which

man may be tempted; even the good niaii ;i;ay be " drawn asius and enticed." " overtaken

la a faolt;" and the costiuuiug ia s'd, which indicat«8 the love for it, and the det#>
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riorating influence it has exerted on mind and heart. A time may come for the man
(as Er), or for the nation (as Sodom), when remedial agencies cease to be of avail, and
then they can but be " cut down." Illustrate from Pharaoh, with the hardened heart,

from King Saul, and from the expression used in Hosea (iv, 17), " Ephraim is jomed
to idols : let him alone."

III. Er's sin brought upon himself Divinb judgment. This is briefly but forcibly

intimated in the words, "and he slew him." His early and sudderi and violent death,

was no disease and no accident. It was direct Divine judgment. God deals with the

individual exactly as with the hopelessly corrupted world and the utterly digraded

Sodom. Life on earth is forfeited it' it is so shamefully abused. UiscuK^i the question

how tar we may recognize calamities reaching individuals as Divine judgment on their

personal transgressions. In every age there are open and notorious cases, e.g. Ananias
and Sapphira. We may say that it is quite possible for any accident to be a judgment

;

but it may be a judgment on a bad system, and the sufferer may not \x the direct

cause. Impress God's constant inspection of individual conduct and character.—K. T.

Ver. 7.

—

Sinners are trovhlers, Achar is but a modernized form of the familiar

Achan (Josh. vii. 25). The story of this man is given so fully in the early records,

and is here so definitely recalled, that we may be sure some important and permanent
lessons were taught by it, and it may be still for " our instruction, on whom the ends of

the world are come." The narrative should be fully detailed. Bring out that Achan's
sin was at once self-will, disobedience, covetotisness, and sacrilege. Explain that the

one condition of Divine blessing for Israel was entire and unquestioning loyalty to the
Divine will. And there is no other condition of blessing now. That will might
oppose seemingly right feelings; and this brings us the more subtle and anxious
testings of our loyalty, e.y. Abraham's offering Isaac. That will would necessarily

oppose all covetous feeling. The man who wants to get for self will ever find it hard
to accept God's will and way for him. But the covetous jnan who is a member of a
community not only brings trouble on himself, but on others who may be related

to him.

I. This sinner's bin. Set oiit its public character, in view of Joshua's public pro-

clamation. Show its aggravations, as committed directly against the known will of

God.
II. This sinner's bin bbouoht tboubui on hiiiself. As sin always must do.

Here the sorrow of feeling himself to be the cause of national disaster; the penalty of

his own forfeited life; and the misery of knowing that his family must suffer for his

sin, and his very name be blotted out of the national records. As is ever the case with
the covetous, Achan might gloiy over what he had gained, until it could be revealed
to him what he had lost ; then the gain could only appear to be utterly worthless and
hopelessly ruinous, a millstone hung round his neck to drown him in the sea. Com-
pare what Judas Iscariot gained—thirty pieces of silver ; and what he lost—life and
hope and Christ,—his all. But the point which is specially called up to our remem-
brance is that

—

III. This sinner's bin brought trouble on others. So he is known as the
" troabler of Israel." Set out the trouble that came upon Israel. They were griev-

ously smitten before their foes. Also the trouble that came upon Joshua, He was
humbled in the dust, filled with fears, and driven to God in agonizing intercessions.

But even more terribly Achan's sin brought trouble upon his own family, just as the
drunkard and the licentious and the dishonest now drag down into their ruin those
they profess to love. " Not Achan alone is cnlled forth to death, but all his family, all

his substance. The actor alone does notsmart with sacrilege; all that concerns him is

enwrapped in the judgment. God's first revenges are so much the more fearful because
they must be exemiilary." On the penalty of a man's wrong-doing covering and including
those related to him, Archbishop Whitgift has this figure: "The eagle that stole a coal
from the altar tliereby set her nest on fire, which consumed botli her young eagles

and herself that stole it," We recognize that, if men are linked together in family aud
social life, it is well that, in God's providence, they should bear one another's burdens,
share one another's disabilities, and suffer one another's woes. In such a cage as

Achan's we have, but God doing, by direct command, what he is always doing in tha
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ortlerings of Divine providence. No man's sin can ever stand alone—it must involve

others in its consequences; and in this its hatefuloess is revealed and a due tear ot it

is wn)u;;ht in our minds. We should not so much hesitate to sin il' we could ensure

the limitation of the consequences to ourselves. But our sin must make us trouhlers.

Even if the sin be for^ven, the issues must still go on. Theu what a sublime idea

we may gain of the redemption which God proposes ! It deals with us for forgiveness

and cleansing, but it also i:oes on after all the issues of human sin, and will not rest

until the whole world isfully delivered, recovered, and saved.—R. T.

Ver. 11.

—

Lestonsfrom the story of Boa*. The Book of Ruth is preserved to ns as

a picture of family and social life in the disorderly times of the judges. Both Ruth
and Naomi have been made the frequent subject of public teaching ; but Boaz stands

out with sufficient prominence in the narrative to justify our fixing artention on him.

Give the story, and especially the gleaning customs of those olden times ; the kindly

relations of masters and labourers ; the customs of seeking protection from the family

guel, or avenger; of confirming covenants by the gift of a shoe; and of conduclmg

matters of business in the open space within the city gates. Fully explain the Eastern

law of the goel. We may find illustrated in the conduct of Boaz

—

L Thb considebatbness of the true gentleman. See his gentle and considerate

treatment of the poor gleaner, and his gentle deahng with her when she claimed hi.s

protection. The essence of the Christian gentleman is considerateness for the leeliugt.

and wishes of others, and a gentle way of doing all things, even hard and painful

tliings. Find beautiful illustrations in the tender considerateness of the Lord Jesus

Christ; and compare Paul's address to the elders at Miletus, and the tone of the

Epistle to the Philippians.

IT- The responsiveness to anothbk's trust. It is always the mark of the good

man that he loves to be trusted, and readily responds to trust. So Boaz did wheo

Ruth put herself under his protection. The Lord Jesus always looked lorfaith—tr%ist

;

and opened his best treasures for the opened, trusting heart.

IIL The loyalty to the sense op duty. Shown in his taking up Ruth's case at

once, and earnestly, and making himself liable for all that was involved in ihe vindi-

cation of her rights. Then work out how Divine benedictions ever follow right

character and conduct. Ruth and Boaz both get their reward. The " ri-ht " may not

always disclose its issues at ouce. They often seem painfully delayed, but, if we
follow on, right is sure to lead to practical blessing. Bight never yet led turong ;- and

good never yet finally issued in evil.—B. T.

Ver. 13.

—

The character of Jesse. Biographies usually make much of the parental

eonnections and ancestral relations of their hero. It is even discussed whether the

special genius of a person is to be traced to his father or to his mother. In the earlier

Scriptures the mother's name and character are seldom given (exceptions may be

found in the cases of Sarah, Rebekah, and Hannah) ; but in the time of the hiter

kings the mother's name is preserved with care. The importance of hereditary

connections may concern both the intellectual forces of the mind and the moral

qualities making up the character. There is the heritaaie of gnodness as well as of

greatness; and, therefore, St. Paul thanks Grod that Timothy stands in the third

generation of marked faith and piety (2 Tim. i. 5). Almost nothing is known of

the mother of David, and the absence of information has led to strange conjecture

;

Dean Stanley curiously suggesting that she may have been previously a wife or

concubine of one Nahash, possibly an Ammonite king, who under some circumstances

not detailed became a second wife of Jesse, and by him the mother of David. All that

the narrative suggests is that David was much younger than his brothers, and the

child of Jesse's old age. He is introduced to us as conversing with Samuel on the

occasion of the anointing of David (1 Sara.xvi.) ; as caring for the wants of his children

while they were away from home in the army of Saul (l Sam. xvii.); and as the

object of David's s)iecial care when the personal enmity of Saul jiut his relatives, as

well as David himself, in peril (1 Sam. xxii. 3, 4). The incident in which the personal

character of Jesse is most fully indicated is that of sending David with a present to

bis sons in the army; «»nd this stiggests thsthewas » thoughtful and affectjopate father,
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and permits us to trace something of David's remarkable family affection to his

paternity. He may therefore serve to introduce the subject of paternal relationships

and duties, and the rewards which those may find in the career and virtue of their

children who have not been themselves remarkable for anything save for being good

fathers. The Divine recognition of faithfulness in this precise office and relation is

indicated in God's commendation of Abraham (Gen. xviii. 19), " For I know him, that

he will command his children and his household after him, and they shall keep the way
of the Lord."

L Fathebly lovk finds pittino exprgbsion in wise bulb and BESTBAINT8. Jesse

seems to have had such authority. His sons, though of full age, promptly come
and go at his bidding. He appears to have had bis household fully under control,

appointing each member his place and work. The well-being of families depends on
the firmness of the father's rule. The first conceptions of right, and of the duties of

submission and obedience, happily come to us associated with our reverence for, and
affection for, our father. And worthy fulfilment, in this respect, of the paternal duties

carries to our children worthy ideas of the righteousness and love of " our Father who
is in heaven."

II. Fatherly love can make high sacrifioeb. Illustrated in Jesse's sending his

sons to the army in the time of national peril. How much he felt their danger is seen

in his anxiety to know of their welfare while on the battle-field. Such sacrifices have
often been required of parents in times of national danger, and similar sacrifices in

quieter spheres, especially in devoting sons to missionary work. Show that to the

true parent such sacrifices are made with mingled feelings ofjoy and sorrow.

III. Fathebly love finds its rewaed in the children's oarb; as Jesse's life

was saved by David when Saul's enmity put the family in peril. Loving children have
no greater joy than that of caring for and tending their aged paients who have
toiled and suffered so much and so long for them. See our Lord's care of his mother
firom his cross.—B. T.

Ver. 20.

—

Artistic gifts finding rtHigioua tpheres. (For the earlier references to

Bezaleel, see Exod. xxxi. 2 ; xxxv. 30 ; xxxvi. 1, 2 ; xxxvii. 1.) Explain the precise

endowment of this man and his companion, and the assertion of his call by God, who
specially " filled him with the Spirit of God, in wisdom, and in understanding, and in

knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship." It has been said that " their work
was to be only that of handicraftsmen. Everything that they had to do was pre-

scribed in strict and precise detail. There was to be no exercise for their original

powers of invention nor for their taste." But this appears to be a needless limitation

of their mission, especially as we are told that they were called to " devise cunning
works, to work in gold," ete. ; and, however minute patterns of artistic work may be,

even this worthy carrying out makes demand on artistic faculty and taste. We are

rather disposed to give Bezaleel credit for designing much of the ornamentation, and
elaborating the details of a general sketoh furnished by Moses. It is curious to note

that, in a mistaken apprehension of the commandment (Exod. xx. 4), the Jews would
not cultivate either the arts of painting or sculpture. This may have been a safeguard

to them under the temptations of surrounding idolatry, but it seriously limited their

culture as a nation, and possibly made their idolatrous love of images and aesthetic

worship the more intense when once the barriers were broken down. The Divine call

and endowments of Bezaleel are the Divine protest against the neglect of those artistic

faculties which are an essential part of man's composite nature, as God has been pleased

to create it. These faculties have their own place, their right place ; and it is at the
peril of an imperfect and one-sided culture that we, on the one hand, neglect them,
and, on the other hand, push them into an exaggerated place.

I. The mission of the arts in human life. Take illustrations from the arts of

paintiiig, sculpture, music, and poetry, and show how they bear on the refinement
of human life. Each holds out an ideal standard of purity and beauty, and seeking

for absolute grace of form materially aids in securing real goodness aud purity and
truth. Illustrate by the influence of works of art in our homes as aids to the culture

of family life. They also bear directly upon the pleasure of human life. For most of

US the days roust be spent ir dnll, grinding toil, which wows out the hrigbtncss and
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romance of our spirits. Our resil world is hard and depressing. It is of the utmost
concern to us that we may pass into an ideal world created by the imagination, and
find pleasure in its winsome and joyous scenes. Tlie aris taUe us into another world,

and bring to the earth-toilers the pleasures of a paradise. Evidently true of music
and poetry, really true of all.

II. The mission of the arts in relioious life. Strangely in this sphere we
still dread their influence. Yet the decorations of even the tabernacle and temple
reproach us, and much more David's elaborate efforts to secure the " beautiful " and the
" pleasing " in the temple-worship. Exijlain that the arts serve in religion the one
great end of keeping the ideal and the ideally perfect ever before us, and so they
become a perpetual uplifting inspiration, surrounding us ever with the symbols and
the suggestions of the Divine and eternal. They are for us the "figure! of the

true,"

IIL The necessary limitation of the artistic in the higher and religious
SPHERES. The creations of art must never be sought for themselves, or they become
virtual idols. They may only be symbols of realities, and handmaids to truths. As
a practical conclusion, it may be shown that a man is not responsible for other gifts

than those with which he is personally entrusted, but he is bound to be fully loyal to

God in the use of those he has. Sooner or later in life, every man who wants to be
faithful will discover hisfaculty a.nA. find his sphere.—K. T.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The prowess of Jair. The story of this man is given in Numb, zxxii.

41 ; Deut. iii. 14 ; Josh. xiii. 30. Prom the repeated mention of him we may assume
that he was a remarkable man for military genius, and was in so large a degree success-

ful in hia warlike enterprises as to stand out before the ages as a prominent example

of the warlike endowment, and its place in the Divine purposes. The brief notice

of this man suggests for our consideration

—

The consecration to Ood of the military

talent. We cannot accept fully the facts of human history without recognizing the

Divine gift of the genius of the warrior. Different views are held on the righteousness

of war. Prom the Christian standpoint all offensive war must be at once and entirely

condemned, but defensive war—and aid to those called to defensive war—appears to be

fully consistent with Christian principles. Still, we shall unfeignedly rejoice when the

principle of arbitration can be universally adopted, and the " nations learn war no more."

It is, even in its best forms, a terriMe human scourge and evil. But, whatever our

view of it may be, history keeps her testimony, aud declare? that, in the long story of

our race, war has been one of the important agencies used by God, and overruled by
him, to the accomplishment of his gracious ends; and that he has, again and again,

raised up men who had " war " for their life-mission, and the military endowment as

their precise trust. There have been the Joshuas, the Davids, the Maccabees, the

Marlboroughs, and the Wellingtons, etc. Times and circumstances have made war

the only possible agency for the punishing of wrong and the deliverance and confir-

mation of the right. Still, we should distinctly observe that warfare is the creation of

man's lust of power and dominion, his ambition to be supreme ; and that the " God of

peace " does but—if we may so say—fit, temporarily, into the circumstances thus

created, until he can get fully established his kingdom of righteousness in which wai

will be unknown.
I. The distinctive militaet gift. It is the gift of command over other men

finding one paiticular mode of expression. This is the essence of it, but it is combined

with the constructive faculty, the power of organization, courage, bodily skill, quick-

ness of invention, etc.—all, it may be pointed out, endowments which may find

other spheres than battle-fields. Illustrate by the devotion of P. W. Robertson's

soldierly gifts to the service of the Church, and by the gift of ruling men found in the

heads of large mills and factories.

II. The loyaltt that guides the use of the military gifts. It is charac-

teristic of the soldier that he is loyal to his king, and this loyalty finds expression in

Inslant and unquestioning obedience. So the soldier among us is a plea urging us to

maintain similar relations to our Lord, who is the " King of kings." So far as we can

seo, it would be a loss to the moral health of a nation if the example of soldierly

luyaliy aud obedience were re»ioved, ^t. Paul was «boBU^ia|ly a loyal soldier. \Vi*fi)
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a command came from his Lord, he tells us, " Immediately we conferred not with

flesh and blood."

III. The witness to virtue and dutt that is made bt militaby men. Lord

Nelson's words embody the witness all soldiers make. We must work for, suffer for,

and, if need be, die for, duty. " England expects that every man will do his duty."

And in this time-serving, self-seeking, money-getting age we cannot afford to lose any

agency which renders public witness to the fact that' there is something nobler than

even life—it is duty. If it conld be so that, in the world of the future, the military

genius was no longer needed, still even a world at peace would need the story of the

heroic ages, and its witness to the dignity of endurance, obedience, promptitude,

lacrifice for a high idea, and above all to the paramount claims of duty.—R. T.

Ver. 55.

—

The mission of the Kenites. This people is first mentioned in Gen. xr. 19.

They were a nomadic tribe, and their principal seat seems to have been the rocky tracts

in the south and south-west of Palestine, near the Amalekites (see Numb. iiiv. 21,

2-). Jethro was a Kenite. Jael was wife of Heber the Kenite. Saul spared them in

his expediiion against the Amalekites (1 Sam. xv. 6). David maintained friendly

relations with them (1 Sam. xxx. 29). The house of the Reohabites belonged to this

trilie. The friendly feeling between the two tribes, based on the conduct of the

Kenites at the time of the Exodus (Exod. xviii. 10—19; Numb. x. 29—32), led to

their intermixture and almost amalgamation with the Israelites—Kenite families not

only dwelling among them, but being actually regarded as of one blood. Their semi-

monastic austerity is their" chief feature. Tiiey preserved their nomadic life and
customs even when dwelling in the midst of the cities of Israel. Dean Stanley thus

pictures a colony of them, that of Heber, the husband of Jael : " Between Uazor,

the capital of Jabin, and Kedesh-Niiphtali, birthplace of Barak—each within a day's

journey of the other—lies, raised high above the plain of Merom, amongst the hills of

Naphtali, a green plain. This plain is still and was then studded with massive tereMnths.

Underneath the spreading branches of one of them there dwelt, unlike the inhabitants

of the surrounding villages, a settlement of. Bedouins, living, as if in the desert, with
their tents pitched and their camels and asses around them, whence the <>pot had ac-

quired the name of ' The Terebinth,' or ' Oak,' of the ' Unloading of Tents.' " It ia

from this j^culiarity of the Kenites that we learn their mission.

I. Their nomadic life reminded Israel of God's mkrcies. For they had once
been what the Kenites thenVere—a mere tribe or aggregation of tribes. But God had,

in a most glorious and gracious way, made them a nation, and given them a laud.

Such a reminder brought home to them the claims of Jehovah, and should have
renewed their devotion and allegiance to him. Compare the witness made by the
hermits in the times of the early Church.

II. Their strict obedience to rule reproached Israel fob the neolect of
THE COVENANT. They were loyal to the customs and rules of their founder, whatever
disabilities such loyalty misht seem to entail. Illustrate by the story of testing the

IJechabites with the offer of wine, given in Jer. xxxv. Impress that we need still

the witness of virtue and excellence in those who are not with us; who are among
IIS, but not of our party. And in this we may see some good in the association

together in one nation of differing religious sects. P^ach may teach the others some
Viiluable lessons, and find effective expression of some essential virtue. Our Lord, in

his teachings, even ventured to draw lessons from the quick-witted example of the

h(d man. We may learn something of God and duty from all those with whom we
are brought into even casual contact.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER HL
Vers. 1—9.—The whole of this chapter is

ccupied with the descendants of Savid;
the first nine verses of it with liis own sons,

cUssified according to the place of their

birth, Hebron or Jemsalem; th« remoln-
ing verbes with the line of kings of his

house to Jeconiah and Zedekiab (ver. 16),
the grandsons of Zerubbabel (ver. 21), and
descendants of Shechaniah (ver. 24). 'To the
seven years and six munthk (2 Sam. % W)
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of pavid'B reign at Hebron six Bona belong,

each of a different mother. To the thirty

and three years (2 Sam. v. 5 ; 1 Kings ii.

ll)of his reign at Jerusalem belong other

inicteen sons, viz. four of one mother,

Bethshna, and nine of other mothers, whose
mimes are not given. The list of the six

Hubron sons, with their mothers, is nearly

idintioal with that of 2 Sam. iii. 2—5,

although the differences, slight as they are,

would of the two indicate our list here

rather as not copied than copied thence.

The oidy noticeable difference, however, is

in the name of the secund son, announced

here as Daniel, instead of Chileab, while the

Septuiigint has AaKovia. This, together

with the circumstance that one word would,

as regards the Hebrew characters, com-
paratively easily convert into the other,

renders it probable that it is merely a

ci irrupt text or text obucure at this point

which has occasioned the difference. The
meaning of the name Daniel, put side by

side with what we read in 1 Sam. xxiv. 15,

XXV. 39, suggests 6trongly that it is the

light name of tlie two. It was a name
likely to be given- by David to his firist

child by Abigail. Additional suspicion is

thrown on the name Ghileab through the

throe last letters of it,' " leah," constitut-

ing also the three fir=t of the very next

word, "(»/ Abigail " (V.J'PN;^) which looks very

much like the ovoi-haste of the pen un-

corrected. It is remiirhable that the Syriao

and Arabic Torsions translate "Caleb,"

both here and in the parallel passage. For

the sons bom in Jerusalem we have all

three parallel lists at command, and the

variations are rather greater. The other

two lists are in 2 Sam. v. 14—16; eh.

xjy, i 7. The first of these omits

Eliphelet and Nogah (possibly they died

young or without issue), and the latter

calls Eliphelet Elpalet (oSsVi*). Again,

Shimeah and Elishama in our passage must

yield, overruled by the consent of the other

two, to Shammuah and Elishua. Again, it is

to be noticed that the name Eliada (God ("jn)

knoweth^ on occasion of its latest occur-

rence (ch. xiv. 7), appears as Beeliada

(the Lord (Sya) knoweth), preserving therein

probably its earlier form, viz. that used

before a settled bad sense had come to be

attached to the word Baal (see 'Speaker'*

Commentary,' in loc.).

Ver 5.—In this verse we have the form

Bathshua for the familiar name Balhsbeba,

t.e. vvi'-n3 (ot v?^-n3, in which latter word

yaK* is a shorter form of nyi^is'. In the same

verse we have h^i?V bere for QjJ'^s in 2 Sam.

XI. 3. The fomier name occurs often, e.g.

L OBBONICLBS.

Numb. xiii. 12 ; 2 Sam. iz. 4, S; xviL 27;
ch. xxvL 5. The component parti of both
words are the same, but their order is differ-

ent—the meaning of the one perliapB " the
people of God ; " of the other, " the God of
the people.'

Ver. 9.—This verse plainly adds eonca-
bines, perhaps the ten spoken of in 2 Sam.
XV. 16, to the uum.ber of the mothers of the
foregoing sons. The mention of only one
daughter of David, viz. Tamar, follows the
manifest ordinary rule, that daughters are
not recorded at all, except for one of two
reasons—either that through a daughter the
line was saved, or that the daughter had
from some special reason made a place for

herself in history.

Vers. 10— 16.—The line of royal descent

from David, is now rapidly carried down in

these verses—̂ rat,as far as good KingJosiah,
sixteen generations in all (omitting, quite

consistently, Athalia, who reigned by her
own usurpation for six years on the death
of her son Azariah) ; and then, by four suc-

cessions (viz. two brothers, sons of Josiah,

and. a grandson and great-gtandson of

Josiah), to the Captivity.

Ver. 10.—Though the Authorized Ver-
sion has Abia the Hebrew word is rvpN both

here and in 2 Chron. xiii. 1, 23 (or Authorized
Version, xiv. 1), in both of which passages,

as also elsewhere, our Authorized Version

has Abijah. Another form is Abijam (ojiN),

as in 1 Kings xiv. 31 and elsewhere. A
corrupt form (in;3i«) is found in 2 Chron. xiii.

20. We have the' name in the New Testa-

ment genealogy (Matt. i. 7, 8).

Ver. 11.—Aha2dah. This name is found

as Azariah in 2 Chron. xxii. 6; and, by a

shifting of the derivative part of the word,

as Jehoahaz in 2 Chron. xxi. 17: thus,

liTtnx or inNin;.

Ver. 12.—Azariah. This name is found

in 2 Chron. xxvi. 1 ; xxvii. 2, as Uzziah

;

but in the Second Book of Kings it is found

sometimes as Uzziub and sometimes as Aza-

riah in the very same chapter (cf 2 Kings
XT. 13 and 17, 23 and 32, and lee Ge-
eeniuB, * Lexicon,' euli voce). We have the

name as Azariah in Slatt. i. 8, 9.

Ver. 15.—The first thing to be observed

In this verse is tliat, though it lays stress on

the mention of the name of Josiah's first-

born of four sons as Johanan, this is the only

mention of him. Some, however, have taken

the Jehoahaz of 2 Kings xxiii. 30 for him,

Next, that Jehoiakim was not the origi-

nnl name of the next brother, but a name
slightly altered by Pharaoh-Necho frim

EliaUim (2 Kings xxiii. 34). If the date s

of 2 Kings xxiii. 31, 34, 36, be onrri ct.tlii re

is no doubt that, though Jehoiakim, i e.

Eliakim, reigned aftut Jehoahaz, jul U»
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was the elder, and is in his right place in

the present passage. Next, that Shallum

(Jer. XX. H) is another name of the Jehoa-

haz of 2 Kings ixiii. 30, 31, 34, and several

other places. It is possible that he finds

the last place amid the four brothers of tliis

verse because of his probable usurpation of

the throne, in violalion of the right of his

elder brother, Jehoiakim, and the early fall

he met with in consequence. Lastly, that

the fourth brother, Zedekiah, whose name
(2 Kings xxiv. 17) was originally Mattha-

niah, was put on the throne by the King of

Babylon, and reigned eleven years in Jeru-

salem (2 Kings xxiv. 18) after that his

nephew Jehoiachin (who could have no son

old enough to succeed) was (2 Kings xxiv,

12, 15, 17) carried captive to Babylon.

Ver. le.^Of the above four brothers, sons

ofJosiah, the second, Jehoiakim, orEliakim,

had a son called Jeconiah, or Jehoiachin

—

essentially the same word. He was eighteen

years of age when he succeeded his father

(2 Kings xxiv. 8). A touching glimpse is

given of him in Jer. lii. 31. His name is

sliortenad to Coniah in Jer. xxii. 24 and
xxxvii. 1, though elsewhere in the same
jrophet, Jeconiah, and in one place (Jer.

it. 31), Jehoiachin. The name of Zedekiah

occasions difficulty in this verse. In the

tirst instance, following the examples of

vers. 10—14, we should presume that this

Zedekiah is set forth as a son of Jeconiah,

and as it is not said that he reigned after

Jeconiah (for it was undoubtedly Jeconiah's

uncle Zedekiah who reigned after him), we
need only have read it as a slatement of one

of his sons. Against this, however, there are

two tolerably decisive considerations; for,

first, the verse opens confessedly by offering

us sons of Jehoi^im, and these two, Jeconiah

and Zedekiah, will fulfil the promise of

that plural; and again, the seventeenth

verse enters upon the formal enumeration of

BOTu to Jeconiah. The question, therefore,

returns—Who was this Zedekiah, son of

Jehoiakim? Some 'consider him identical

with the Zedekiah ofthe previous verse, and
that " his son " means herfl " his successor."

This undoes fewer difficulties than it makes.

If the text be not corrupt, the likelieot

solution is to suppose that this Zedekiah
of ver. 16 is an otherwise unkuown brother

of Jecnniah, and son of Jehoiakim.
Vers. 17—24.—These verses contain a

line of descent brought down to a point not

merely posterior to the Exile, but possibly

reaching to the time of Alexander. This
line, however, through Solomon is lost so

soon as the first name, that of Assir, is

passed; Salathiel (Authorized Version) or

Sbealtiel, being descended from David, not

tlirough Solomon, but through Nathan,

whols brothel to Soiomoa. Thia A<air is

not known from any parallel passage; and
Luther, Starke, Bertlieau, and others,

followed by Zoekler (in Lange, ' Comm. 0.

T. ') transUite the name as captive, applying
it to Jeconiah. Not all their reasons, how-
ever, /or this, outweigh one which must be
pronounced against it, viz. the absence of

the article. The Septuagint and Vulgate
versions agree with our own. The greater

probability might be that Assir derived his

name from being born after Jeconiah was
in captivity, and such passages as Isa.

xxxix. 7, Jer. xxii. 30, may throw some
light upon the extinction of Solomon's lins

here, and the transfer of ' the succession

(oomp. Numb, xxvii. 11, and see interesting

note on the present place in 'Speaker's
Commentary'). Salathiel is the Authorized
Version incorrect rendering of the Hebrew
SbealtieL In Matt. i. 12 it is said,
" And after they were brought to Babylon,
Jeohonias begat Salathiel;" and in Luke
iii. 27, " Salathiel, which was the ami of

Neri." Now, Neri was in the direct line

of Nathan. There seems only one way
of reconciling these statements—and the

method removes similar difficulties in other

places also—viz. to distinguish between the

descent natural and the descent royal, and
then acknowledge' that the former was
swallowed up, where necessary, of the latter.

One as decisive instance of this kind as

that before us is most useful to rule other

cases. (For an important allusion to the

house and family of Nathan's descendants,

as well known at the time, see Zech. xii.

12—a passage probably dating a few years

previous to the destruction of Jerusalem by
Nebuchadnezzar.)

Ver. 18.—Of the name Malchiram and five

following, it must be left still doubtful

whose sons they were—whether of Jeconiah
(comp. again 2 Kings xxiv. 12, 15 ; Jer.

xxii. 30) or of Neri as possibly brothers of

Salathiel, or of neither of these. The first

of these suppositions seems almost un-
tenable, the second seems unlikely enough,
and the exceeding prevalence of a corrupt

text would strongly favour the third sup-

position. At tlie same time, it may be
observed that ver. 19 proves that the names
must belong to the royal succession, and
indicates that, whoever Salathiel was in such
aspect, that Fedaiah was, who becomes
father of Zerubbabel. The verses that

follow are thought by Eichhom, Dahler,

Keil, and some others to be an interpolation

of later date, chiefly on account of the point

to which the genealogy is brought.

Ver. 19.—Fedaiah is now given as th,s

father of Zerubbabel and Shimei. Of the

latter of these nothing else is known, ^nlr-is

Lord Herrey'fl theory below be correct.

The former is a great uamo—its derivation
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perhaps doubtful. Strictly it signifies

"scattered to Babylon," but (Gesenius,

'Lexicon') if the initial part of the word be
strengthened into yini, the signifioationmight

be "born in Babylon." We have in this

name another instance of the treatment just

commented on with regard to the name
Salathiel in huke iii. 28. Zerubbabel is

elsewhere invariably deaoribel as son of

Salathiel, or Shealtiel ; but as the genealogy

of St. Luke give^j the natural descent of

Salathiel as from Neri, so does our
genealogy in this one place give us the
natural descent of Zerubbabel as from
Pedaiah, one of Salathiel's brothers ; while

•U otlier passages {e.g. Ezra iii. S ; Hag. i.

12; Matt. i. 12; Luke iii. 27) give us that

for which the genealogical table is chiefly

designed, viz. the matter of succession,

according to which Zerubbabel would be
shown as ton, i.e. link of succession, fol-

lowing on Shealtiel.

Ver. 19.—Meshullam. Though this name
recurs, and very frequently, in Clironieles,

Ezra, and Nehomiah, yet the person here
denoted by it—son of Zerubbabel - is found
here only. Hananiih, i.q. Ji lanna of Luke
iii. 27, the names being the same, but with
the component parts transposed, as in in-

stances already given above. -In the Gfospel,

Hananiah appears as ijrandson of Zorobabel,
Ehesa intervening. Shelomith. This person
is mentioned here only. The word, though
evidently a feminine form, is found for the
name of a man, chief of the Izarhites

(eh. xxiii. 18), but very possibly by a mere
clerical error, as the true form is given in

the very next chapter (xxiv. 22) for the

same character, viz. niDTE',

Ver. 20.—The five additional names of

this verse must presumably stand apart from
the two sons and one daughter of the pre-

ceding verse, for some reason. What that

reason may be is not known. Perhaps the

most natural supposition is that their mother
was not the same. The meaning of some
of the names, as especially of the last,

Jushab-hesed, i.e. "Loving-kindness is re-

turned," has led Bertbeau and others to the

conjecture that they may be separated as

children born to Zerubbabel, one of the

leaders of the return from captivity, after

that return. This seems plausible, except

for the consideration that, the more plausible

it is, the more we might expect the expla-

nation itself to have been notified.

Ver. 21.—The Hebrew text, followed by
the Vulgate, not followed by the Septuagint,

reads here n'3jn-jni. Yet somemanusoiipts

have the plural " sons," from which comes
our Anthoiized Version. The indication is

iiijpnrtarit. It is doubly interesting, ua the

only indication in our Hebrew text that

tends to give confirmation to the very
noteworthy diffeiences of the Septuagint
Version. For although this last, apparently
somewhat perversely, begins its TersioB
with " sons," which plural does not so well
suit its sequel, instead of the " son" of our
Hebrew text, which would suit it, yet it

proceeds with a translation which must
have been obtained from another text, such
text again suiting properly the singular—
" son "—of our Hebrew. The form of its

translation is analogous to that marked in
the words of vers. 10—14. " The sons [sic

son'] of Ananiah, Pelatiah, and Jesaiah his

son, Eephaiah his son, Aman his son,

Obadiah his son, Sheohaniah ftis son," maldug
six (presumably) consecutive generations.
This, therefore, is the reading which (if

correct) might carry down the genealogy
to the times of Alexander the Great, and
indeed to a time a quarter of a century
later. And in doing so, it would cert fy

this entry as of later date than probably
any other of the canon I If we reject this

position and reading, we have to get over
the term, repeated several times, the sous of.

To do this, Bertbeau suggests that the in-

tention of our passage was, from the name
Bephaiah inclusive, not to mention the
individual four brothers' names, but to

men I ion them as four distinguished families

among the posterity of David—an attempt
at explanation certainly not satisfaotory.

The conclusion of the matter is, that in this

twenty-first verse we have diflSoulties in

either alternative, not satisfactorily ex-
plained. Either we have the names in ail of
six brothers, being "sons ofHananiah "—the
last four of whom are styled, not by their

individual names, but as heads of families ;

or we have six lineal descendants from
Hananiah. If this last supposition were
correct, calculate a royal succession at the
lowest average (say something under twenty
years), and the genealogy, including what
follows in the remaining verses of the
chapter, will bring us, as above, to a date
that covers the whole life of Alexander the
Great.

Ver, 22.—In the obscurity that obtains on
the subject, there is one somewhat bright

star of light in a succeeding name, Hattuso,
to which this verse leads us. This ver„e

purports to help on the line ofgenealogy by
a contribution of two descents, the effective

names being Shemaiah and Neariah, the line

coming to its close by aid of two other

effective names, Elioenai and (say) Hodaiah,
contained in the last two verses of the

chapter. Although one manifest error in

ver. 22 (involved in the number "six"
when only five sons have been read) be-
token! th« insecurity of the text, yet the
summary measures of the ingenious Lord A,
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O. HeTvoy (see his valuable work on tTie

' OenealogieH of our Lord Jesux Christ,' pp.
103,307, H22; and articles in SmKh's ' Bilile

Dictifinary,' 1. 6G6, 667) can scarcely be
warruntt'd, when he wishes first to omit
altngetlier the words and the sons of

Sheoaniah; Shemaiah; and next, to regard

Shemaiah as Shimei, the brother of Zeiub-
babel, and, as matter of course, those who
followed as the descendants of this brother

of Zerubbabel, instead of Zerubbabel him-
self. Now, a passage in the Book of

Ezra helps us much here. Ezra mentions,
as one of those of the " suns of David" who
went up with him from Babylon to Je-
rusali m (Ezra viii. 2, 3), Hattush, "of the
sons of Shechaniah." There is not only
nothing to prevent this Hattush being the

same as the elder brother of Neariah, who
comes fourth in suecession from Zerubbabel
(i.e. on the hypothesis that tha six names of

ver. 2 1 are brothers, not a line of descents),

but at the above-mentioned average of

twenty years the dates will admirably syn-
chronize—the last date of Zerubbabel being
about B.o. 520, and that of Neariah B.o.

440; while the date of Ezra's journey was
B.O. 4.5k (see ' Speaker's Commentary,' iii.

186, 187). This enincidence of names
and dates must not be regarded as con-

clusive ; but, pending further discovery, it

strongly disfuvours the idea of the names
of ver. 21 constituting a BnocessioM, and it

keeps well iu check the rate of succeeding

geuoratioui, bringing the last member of

the inccession to a date that may b^
harmonized with others which have for the
most part held their ground. That in ver.

22 only five names are given for what are
summed up as "six" must lead to the
supposition that one has dropped out : and
since no known manuncript of the Hebrew
text, nor the Septuiigint or Vulgate vej-sioni

supplies us with the mi&sing name, the
Syriao and Arabic versions, which supply
the name Azariali between Neariah and
Bhaphat, must be viewed with some suspir

oion. Igeal is, in the Hebrew, a word f7f«J')

identical with the Igal of Numb. xiii. ?'; 2
Sam. xxiii. 36—Septuagint in the latter

passages 'lAaaA or '\yiK, but in the present
place 'lto^\. Of the other persons in this
vei-se little or nothing else is known.

Ver. 23.—None of the names in this or
the following verse assists as yet in throwing
any light upon the questions that arise in
this fragment of genealogy. Lord A. 0.
Heivey wc.uld identify Hodaiah (ver. 24)
with -Abiud (Matt. i. 13) and with Jud.i
(Luke iii. 26), and quotes, for very just
confirmation of the possibility so far as the
mere names are concerned, Ezra iii. 9; Neh.
xi. 9; oiimpiired with Ezra ii. 40; ch. ix. 7.

His investigations nu the comparison of the
genealogies of this chapter with those of
Matt. i. 9 and Luke iii. 9. are well worthy
of attention, and may be found in his work
above referred to, and in his articles of
Smith's ' Bible Dictionary.'

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Checkered life. These verses 8ug<;est to ua the thou^Tit whioh
continually recurs in studying the life of David, viz.

—

°

I. How JOT AND 80BR0W MiNQLB IN THE LIVES OF MEN. To David Were given
many elements of joy : be had the outward dignity, the comfortable and even splendid
surroundings, the authority and influence- which belong to Oriental sovereicrnty • hs
reigned altogether forty years (ver. 4). For this large period of his life thb pleasures
of regal pomp, wealth, and power were at his command. But his was far from a
cloudless day. In the home circle, where the sweetest joys are commonly found, there
were abundant sources of trouble and distress. In his " first love," Michal, he was
bitterly di.sa|.pointed, and she was " childless unto the day of her death." His concu.
bines deserted and dishonoured him (2 Sam. xvi. 22). As we read in these verses (vers
1—8) the names of his children, we are struck with the thought—how Utile there was
in them to give their father a parent's joy I how much to cause him a proftmnd anxiety
or even poignant grief I If national prosperity or military success elated the kin^^'s
heart, domestic dissatisfaction, home tpouhles, must soon have clouded his brow Thus
is it with us all : jox and sorn.w may nut S].ring from these two sources, they may
not mingle ;n these proportmns, but they are bound up together in the same bundle-
they intennngle and interlace in every human liie. Bodily gratifications success'
power, the endearments of human love, the hojie of hk'her and greater things the ioy ol
beneficence, on the one hand; care, loss, toil, disapiiointment, regret, the '"woundi.l
spirit," on the other hanl. It is a checkered scene, this plain of human hfe • sunshi l
and shadow fall fitfully upon it as we pass on to the for horizon. This' aspect ol
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David's household, recalling to us the contrasts of his experience, may lead us to

remember

—

II. How Odd disciplines oub hearts. David would hardly have been the humble
and devout man he was and continued to be, if he had enjoyed an unbroken course of

triumph and satisfaction. The best graces of the human soul cannot thrive in per-

petual sunshine; they must have the searching winds and the peltmg rains of heaven.
If God sends us loss and trouble, if he "breaks our schemes of earthly joy," it is to

foster in onr hearts those virtues of meekness, resignation, lowliness of heart, oon-
siderateness of others, etc., which we should not keep alive if the " barns were always
filled with plenty," and the cup were always overflowing with earthly joy. We may
especially learn here

—

HI. How God prepares us for holt service. David would never have left us
the psalms which proceeded from his pen if his earthly life had not been the

checkered thing it was. It was from a troubled if not a broken heart that those deep
utterances were poured. It was from a soul that could find no rest and joy but io

the faithful God, " the very present Help in trouble," that flowed the precious passages

which arc the comfort of mankind. 1. God never calls us to any estate so liigh as

that of sacred service—the spiritual help we render our kind. 2. We cannot jiossibly

serve to the full height of our power if we do not learn sympathy by sufiering.

3. Therefore God leads his chiliren into deep waters, that, through such baptism, they
may comfort, heal, and bless the sorrowing and stricken souls who wait their minis-

tering hand.—0.

Vers. 10—24.

—

The best rewards of piety, etc. This list of the names of the «oni

of David before and after the Captivity suggest three truths—
I. The best rewards of piett. To David God gave the promise that his children

«hould sit upon his throne ; to Solomon he gave a brilliant court and large exchequer.

David had the high and lofty satisfaction of looking forward to future years, and
knowing that his descendants would be wielding [lower and exerting influence for many
generations. Solomon had his reward in the " things which are seen and temporal

"

—in great wealth, in a largo harem, in foreign alliances, in growing merchandise, etc.

1'he one reward was elevating, ennobling ; the other proved to be hurttul and
demoralizing. We are very apt to look for temporal prosperity, earthly honour, material

gratification, as the guerdon of devotion ; but if this should be given us, it may end
at last in spiritual depression and failure. God may give us our request, and send

leanness into our soul (Ps. cvi. 1.5). We should rather desire mental and spiritual

bestowments, delightsi of the soul, gladness of the heart—

" The joys which satisfy

And sanctify the mind ;
"

those which have no tendency to enfeeble or to mislead, but which tend rather to

enrich and to enlarge the soul.

II. The vanity of human fame. It is impossible n it to be struck with the

obscurity of the names which occur in some of these verses (vers. 10—24). It is

something, indeed, tiiat a man's name should find a place, however humble, in such an

imperishable record. But these men lived and died without enjoying any such

anticipation, and it is nothing to them now. The desire for distinction is natural to

noble minds ; and if it be honourable fame, and not mere worthless notoriety they seek,

we must pay them praise and not accord them blame. But the fact that, as time

proceeds, human fame becomes of less account, and that the very names of succeeding

kings may become nothing more than a tedious chronicle, only read by way of dutys,

may well lead us to choose a more worthy and a more lasting portion. There are

blessing.s to be sought and gained, the value of which does riot decline with the

passage of the years or even of the centuries. It is these which the wise will covet,

which the holy will secure.

IlL The bxcellbnct of godly zeal. There is one name in this list which stands

out among the rest as that of a man whom all the servants of God " delight to honour
*

Zerubbabel (ver U). To have been the ancestor or the descendant of such a man
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was itself an honour. We regard his career as one of the worthiest and most fruitful

which even the Holy Scriptures have recorded. His gndly zeal did much to carry on
the purpose of Jehovah from the return of the captives to the coming of the Lord. To
have lived such a life and to have done such a work may satisfy the very largest

ambition which the heart of man can hold. To look back fiora the spiritual world

on such a work accomplished must be an increase to heavenly joy. There are few

satisfactions, if there be any, which give a truer, deeper, diviner ddlight to the regenerated

soul than the conviction that, by the help and grace of God, we are sowing the seeds of

holy usefulness, of which future generations will reap the blessed harvest.—0.

Vers. 1—24.

—

Qenealo'jy of Israel's royal household. Before entering upon the

genealogies of the tribes of Israel in their due order, we are directed to fix our attention

on the royal line. In vers. 1—9 we have all the sons of David enumerated, viz. six

born in Hebron and thirteen in Jerusalem. I'he number of David's sons born after

his removal to Jerusalem was eleven; only nine are mentioned here—two are omitted,

either on account of early dtath or no issue. In vers. 10—16 the line is given from
Solomon to Jeconiah and Zedekiah—the time of the Exile. From vers. 17—24 we
have the line of the captive and exiled Jeconiah, and other families. David was thirty

years old when he began to reign, and he reigned over forty years. Seven years and
a half of these were over Judah in Hebron, and thirty-three over Israel and Judah
united in Jerusalem. In 2 Sam. v. we hav(i his first public anointing to be king
over Israel. This anointing took place at the time that David was king over Judah in

Hebron. In 2 Sam. ii. we are told that the men of Judah carae to Hebron—to which
place David went by the command of God—and there tliey anointed him king. This,

however, was not his first anointing. The Divine call and anointing took place ten

years previously, during the reign of Saul, and was carried out at God's command by
Samuel the prophet, as is fully recorded in -1 Sam. xvi. Of Solomon himself little is

said in this chapter. He reigneii forty years over Israel in Jerusalem. Our attention

is chiefly directed to David. The historian enters into more minute details in his

case, both with regard to his family and to his reign. As the head of the royal line,

he is brought into greater prominence. As the type of Christ, this is also as it should

be. From this fountain-head all blessings flow. Uaviil, like David's Son and Lord, has
here the pre-eminence. Throughout this chapter three kings of the royal line stand

prominently forward in connection with the people of Godr-David, Solomon, and
Zedekiah. Others, such as Josiah and Hezekinh, were distinguished as kings, hut it

is to these our attention is chiefly directed, on account of their typical bearing in

connection with the kingdom of God. We shall look at them in this light, and see the

reason why such prominence is given.—W.
Vers. 1—9.— The kings of the royal line—David and Solomon: the lessons of

their lives. Under the reign of David the kingdoms of Israel and Judah may be said

to have been established. It was marked from first to last by conflict, war, and
bloodshed. Foes on every side, both hidden and open, had to be encountered, battle

after battle to be fought. In all this he stood alone, and thus stands before us as the
type ofChrist. He encountered all our spiritual foes. He fought the great fight. "Oft
the people there was none with him." All the powers of darkness were leagued aga,inst

him. He endured the frown of man, and bore the wrath of God. He fought the
fight and won the victory, and the kingdom of God was thus established in the

Name of David's Son and Lord. In his sufferings in Gethsemane and on the cross

he trod all the powers of darkness down, and in his resurrection from the dead God set

his seal to the accomplishment of his work and the establishment of his spiritual

kingdom, against which the gates of hell can never prevail. Of him it could be said,

as was said of David himself (see oh. xxii. 18), only in an infinitely higher sense,
" Hath he not given you rest on every side ? for he hath given the inhabitants of the land
into mine hand ; and the land is subdued before the Lord, and before his people." But,
though David may be said to have founded and established the kingdom, he was not
permitted to build the house of God. This was to be Solomon's work. The kingdom,
thus established, was passed over to him to erect in it the great temple of God.
Solomon, " the peaceful one," as his name signifies, was thus entrusted to complets the
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great work for which David had made all the preparation. Solomon follows David
spiritually as surely as historically. It Is but the gospel story in another form.
In these early chRpters of this book we see these names of David, Solomon, and
Zedekiah closely interwoven with those of the twelve tribes, or the entire family of
God. They are, in fact, inseparable. As the "vine and the branches," they are one
living tree. Not only is it true of David and Solomon spiritually, but of all God's
people—^it is first conflict, then rest. It is through the former we enter into the
latter. " Through much tribulation we must enter the kingdom." Only they who
"fight the good fight of faith," who are the true soldiers of the cross, know how
deep is the peace of Gotl that becomes the portion of the sojl. There is a peace
which flows from the sight of a suffering Saviour bearing our sins. This is not the

peace we mean. It is that peace which is the result of being true to Christ, living near
10 him, being wholly on his side—a marked man—who is not ashamed of his reproach.
All this involves a daily, yea, hourly, conflict; and out of this God opens the channels
of the soul for a peace to flow in which " passeth all understanding," and to which other

Christians are strangers. But not only are David and Solomon the law of the kingdom
of God,—it is the law of all things. Before the peace always goes the sword. Tliia was
our Lord's teaching when he said, " I am not come to send peace, but a sword." Peace
follows. The storm and tempest are absolutely necessary to purify the air. To these

both spring and summer owe their beauty. It is first the sorrow and then the joy tha^

is the order of life. " The evening and the morning were the first day," and seem on the
very first page of God's Word to reflect this truth. Through the evening the world still

passes to its mornings. The first chapter of Genesis is all sunlight. But what a deep,

dark cloud passes over all the book of God, what a history of sin and sorrow, crying and
tears, till we reach its close, and then the sun rises again, never more to go down 1 We
might go on to show how all life is full of this law ; but this will suffice to help the

reader's further thoughts. And as every stone of Solomon's temple rested on the work
David had finished, and the preparation he had made, so do all the " living stones " of

God's spiritual temple rest on the finished work uf Christ, and everything really substan-

tial on his conflict, struggle, and cross. And ))eace deeper than anything Solomon's reign

could shadow forth fills their souls, even that peace which was his gift to all his people

when he said, " Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you : not as the world
giveth, give I unto you."—W.

Vers. 10—24.

—

Kings of the royil line—Zedekiah : the lesson of his life. The
portraiture of the Holy Spirit would be incomplete without that of Zedekiah. In him
we see how every work of God may be undone, how the fairest fabric may become
a wreck. If in David and Solomon we have that which will encourage, we have here a

note of solemn warning. What is the lesson thus solemnly taught ? That sin undid
all the work of David and Solomon. Sin ruined the kingdom, and lay desolate the

temple of God. And in what did that sin consist ? In that which is the fertile source

of all sin—idolatry. Idolatry is the heart going after something else than God. Its

gross form is image-worship. Its more refined and general form is the love of something

lower than Christ. The latter is the guiltier, because done under greater light. From
this single source everything follows —loss of peace, darkness of soul, weakness of

intellect, immorality of life, judicial blindness, and the entire spiritual wreck of every-

thing, whether it be in an individual soul or in a nation. Let God he supplanted,

and there is no abyss into which one and the other will not ultimately fall. God's first

law to Israel was, " Thou shalt have none other gods before me ;
" and it is his first law

still. Well might the beloved apostle say, " Little children, keep yourselves from idols."

Tlie utter ruin of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, and the desolation of the temple,

had one source, consummated by Zedekiah—idolatry. This brought down upon
th,em that wrath of God which has been resting like a dark cloud on the nation ever

since. If David and Solomon show us how we may pass through conflict to peace,

Zedekiah shows us how we may pass from it all to utter desolation. Needful warning

to complete this spiritual picture.—W.
Ver. 4.

—

David's double reign. The important fact is recalled to mind that David's

reign was divided into two parts ; toi some seven years and a half he reigned over a
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portion of the nation, and then for three and thirty years over the whole. His capital

during the first part of his reign was Hebron ; and during the second part, Jerusalem.

It is evidently a point of interest and instruction that, though designed for the throne,

and anointed in his early life, David only attained the throne by gradual stages and

steps, and there was a long series of remarkable providences ever tending towards, and

at last fully realizing the Divine purpose. From David's story we learn that there may
be even prolonged delay in the fulfilment of the Divine promise, but that very dtlay

is used in the ultimate and the more perfect fulfilment of the promise. This may be

fully illustrated in the details of David's early history. If God's promise seems " to

tarry, wait for it; it will surely come, it will not tarry." Immediately on receiving

news of the death of Saul, David took action. As long as the anointed of the Lord
lived, it was his duty to wait patiently, not to strive, not to assert his pretensions to

the throne, not to rebel in any way against the lawful authority. But Saul being

removed, no claims remained; he might assert at once his ri.;ht to the throne. Here,

however, the truly religious character of David is seen. The way seemed plain before

him, but he would not take a step without inquiry of the Lord. He asks both the

when, the how, and the where, desiring simply to follow the Divine lead. And he is

directed to Hebron, the sacred city of the tribe of Judah. His removal to that city

-

was the signal for the union of the tribe of Judah under his rule. His ultimately

securing the allegiance of the entire people, and remnving his capital to Jerusalem, was
the result of a train of providential circumstances, which indicated the Divine will as

plainly as if words of command had been uttered. Many men sin by trying to force

God's will into conformity with their own, and deceivina themselves with the idea that

they are doing God's will. Happy are they who, in all simplicity, follow God's lead,

and are quite willing to wait for God's time and God's way. The point in David's story

recalled by these verses shows us

—

L Delay and partial fulfilment trying David's faith. Tears passed, and the

promise of his youth seemed ever further off from fulfilment ; and even when the fulfil-

ment came, it was far below his hopes, scarcely worth so many years of waiting and
bearing. Yet David fully maintained his trust. He never faiied ; he would not be
persuaded to make his own way, by cutting off Saul's life when the king was in his

power. David never lost hope. God's way might be in the sea, but God can make
pathways even through seas. And delay'has ever been, and still is, oue of the most
effective agencies for testing faith. So long as we can do somtthing, we can keep trust

alive ; but it is so hard to " flesh and blood " to be still and wait.

II. Delay and partial fulfilment culturinq David's fitnesses. It is always
more important that we should he fit for a position than that we should gain it ; and ^o

the long \ ears of preparatory waiting and experience in lesser s])heres are never wasted
years. David in the court, David in the cave, and David in Hebron, was being fitted

fir full royalty at Jerusalem. Life is, for us all, in stages, each with a view to the
next in advance. We want to leap to the best at once. God will not let us, save in

judgment. He brings through the lesser trusts slowly to the greater ones. This gives
us one of our best assurances of immortality. We are so evidently in this delny-iimt
of earih bcitig fitted for something more and higher. Gain what we may here on earth,
we cannot exhaust our spiritusj capacities.—^B. T.

Vera. 10—19.

—

Review of the kings. It is specially worthy of notice that, according
to his iirnmi^c, God preserved the Davidic line among all the changes through which
the kingdom of Judah passed; and this became a public testimony to the Divine faith-
fuini'ss, and a constant plea against them when they publicly broke their side of the
conditions of tlie national covenant. We may dwell on

—

I. What this unfolds of God's lonq-sufferino mercy. For some of the kings
of Judah were rebellious and idolatrous ; some, as, for instance, Ahaz and Manasseh, so
very bad that we marvel at the mercy which held back judgment on the Davidic
dynasty. Exactly what we have ever to wonder over is the Divine long-suH'erin''
towards us, towards his Church, towards men. God is infinitely j. alous of the honour
of his Name as the Promise-maker and the Promise-keeper, and we may even think of
God as infinitely hopeful concerning his people, waiting on and on, bearing long with
them, quite sure that they will yet turn to him and live. But every levi impression oi
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God's patient mercy made upon our hearts only shows up the more hatefully our sin

in keeping on aud "desj)ising the riches of his mercy."
II. What this unfolds op God's witness to himself. God's dealings with men

are the revelation of God's character. Wliat he dots is designed to uufold before us
what he is, and so to ensure personal trust in him. Here mercy blends with faithful-

ness, and we gain the conception of his righteousness blending with his love, justice and
mercy going hand in hand, the King and the Father making the sublime unity of the
Divine King-Father. Sometimes we gain im|iressions of Divine justice, at otiier times
impressions of Divine mercy, and we err if we keep these apart. We only conceive
God himself aright when we can blend them to make the perfect harmony of him
who is faithful, to all his words—faithful to punish and faithful to pity and faithful

to preserve.

III. What this dnfolds of God's higher and spiritual purposes. For from the
preservation of a particular dynasty we rise to the promise i<{ the world's Messiah, who
was to be recognized by coming in the Davidic line, and bear a royalty wliich should
be a sublime spiritual royalty, and found a kingdom which should be an invisible but
everlasting kingdom. David's kingdom was, by the promise, to be continued /or ever ;

and so it is in that Son of David, who yet was David's Lord, and who hath now both
an " unchangeable priesthood " and an " unchangeable kingship." His dominion slmll

yet prove to bean " everlasting dominion ; " he "shall have the heathen for his in-

heritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for his |iossession." And into the eternal

Davidiq kingdom we should enter, and we may enter, for the King throws wide the

door, and calls " whosoever will " to come.—li. T.

Ver. 19.

—

The huilder of the second temple. Among the names recorded here, that

of Zerubbabel suggests an interesting passage in the Jewish history ; and he has a

marked individuality, so that h.xsivork and his times may be profilalily reviuweil. It is

noticed as a fulfilling of the Divine promise coiicernini^ the Davidic dyniisty, tiiat

Zerubbabel was a prince of the house ot David, and so the returned captives resumed
their national life under a Davidic leader, and with a fresh and constantly effective

remembrance of the Divine promise and faiihlulness. From the narrative in Ezra,

details of the work of Zerubbabel may be given. His mission ccjnceriiud three things:

1. The leadership of the liberated captives on their return journey to Falestine. What
qualities this demanded—command, courage, patience, cheerlulness, etc., should be

fully illustrated. iJ. The erection of a new temple from the ruins of that of .Solomon,

and the restoration of the Mosaic ritual and worship. In this he was aided by Joshua,

the high |iriest. Show what further qualities were demanded by this work—power to

inspire others, personal godliness, an enk.ndlint; enthusiasm, and, in view of the

eff(;rts of the Samaritans, firmness, unswerving loyalty to God, and a holy jealousy that

permitted no compromises in religion. 3. The establishment if a national and govern-

mental order among the 'iieople. 'J'his was the woik for which he probably had here-

ditary genius; and his position and authoiity, as the Persian Sheshbazzar, enabled him
effectively to carry out his schemes. In him may be illustrated the threefold truth ; (1)

that circumstances call Ibrth the best that is in men ; (2) that men may to a large

extent mould their circumstances; and (3) that God is ever ready to give his grace

and strength, unto the best success, to every man who siucerely wishea to be found
fuitJi/uL—R. T.

EXPOSITIOIT,

CHAPTER IV.

Vers. 1

—

23.—After the large space given

to the ••sons of David," of the tribe of

Judah, in the previous chapter, th;s chapter

returns for twenty-three verses to group

tgetner a fevi additional ramifications of

the same tribe, whose registers were for

some reasons, perhaps not very evident,

preserved and known.- The first verses

follow in the direction already indicated in

oh. ii., near the end of which we were left

with Shohal and Harnob, probably tlie .-^nie

with Keaiiih (the same name as iteaia, ch.

V. 5, though not the same person)

Vers. 1, 2.—Tiie Camii of ver. 1 is con-
sidered to lie doubtful between the Cariiii

of ih. ii. 7 or the Chelnbai of ch. ii H, in

which last alternation the five names of this

verc^e would repeat the line of descent with
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wliirh ob; iL had made us familiar. Even
then the ohjeot or advantage of repeating

the first four of these, so far as what follows

is concerned, is not evident. We keep near

the close of oh. ii. also in respect of another

allusion to the Zorathites (on. ii. 53), whose

families were replenished by the two sons

of Jahath, Ahumai and L^ad, of all of

whom this is all we know.
Vers. 3,4.—Etam is, with little doubt, the

name of a place (2 Chron. xi. 6) in Judah,

south of Jerusalem. It was near Tekoah
(ver. 6, and ch. ii. 24) and Bethlehem
(next verse). The hiatus in the first clause

may possibly be supplied by " the families

of" from the last verse, or, more fitly, by
" the sons of," inasmuch as some manuscripts

have it so. The Septuagint, however, and
Vulgate displace "the father of" (i.e. chief

of), replacing it by "the sons of." The
Syriao Version leaves out any notice of the

Bister, Hazelelponi, and gives the former

part of the verse thus : " These are Araina-

dab's sons, Ahizareel, Nesma, and Dibas,

Pheguel and Husia; These are the sons of

Hur, the firstborn of Ephratha, who was
the father," etc. With this the Arabic

Version is partly in agreement, but closes

the verse vrith the words, " These are the

sous of Hur, son of Ephratha, the father of

whom [plural] was of Bethlehem." The
Chronicle Targum translates, "the rabbit

diBeUing at Etam." This variety indicates

the difficulty felt by each in turn. The
verse, however, purports to give the names
of three brothers and one sister (Hazelel-

poni, i.e. the shadow looking at me,

Oeseniui) connected with Etam, as in the

following verse Penuel with Gedor (oh. ii.

51) and Ezer with Hushah (ch. xi. 29;

2 Sam. xxiii. 27). Of no one of these, in

all six other descendants of Hur, additional

to those found at the close of ch. ii., is any-

thing distinct known. It is to be noted

that Hur himself is here called father of

Bethlehem, while (ch. ii. 51) his son Salma
is so called.

Vers. 5—7.—Another before-mentioned

person ''ch. ii. 24) is brought forward, viz.

Ashur, theposthumous son of Hezron by Abia,
now again, as there, styled father, or chief,

of Tekoa, a town, as above, near Etam, Beth-

lehem, etc. He is brought forward that the

names of his two wives, with four children

to the latter of them and three to the

former, may be given. The Eoman Septua-

gint unaccountably gives different names
to the mothers, and reverses the groups of

the four and three children. Nothing else

is known of these niue persons. The last

two names of the group of four more re-

semble in form the name of the head of a

family than an individual name; and for

Jezoar, the middle name of the group of

three, the easy Keri of "and Zoliar" if

followed by the Septuagint, and was fol-

lowed by our 1611 Authorized Version.

Ver. 8.—The link of connection between
the persons named in this verse and the

tribe of Judah is utterly unknown. The
introduction of them, abrupt as it is, is,

however, paralleled by many others im-
mediately following in this chapter, as well

as elsewhere. Nothing has yet been pro-

duced in elhcidation of any one of the

persons designated by these names, or of

their relation to the context.

Ver. 9.—This is not less true of <fte name
of vers. 9, 10, which, however, has made
its own mark amid the whole scene. The
episode of these two verses, offering itself

amid what should seem, superficially, a dry
mass of dead names, is welcome and grate-

ful as the oasis of the desert, and it warns
us that life lies hidden at our every footfall

on this ground, spread over though it is

with monument and inscription, and hol-

low, as we thought, with the deadest of the

dead. But the glimpse of old real life

given us in this brief fragment of a bio-

graphy is refreshing and is very suggestive.

It seems an insufficient and unnatural
method of accounting for the suddenness of

the appearance of this episode to suppose
(' Speaker's CommLUtary,' in loc.) that the
name of Jabez was well known, from any
cause, to those for whom Chronicles may be
supposed to have been primarily intended.

We prefer by far one account of it, viz.

that the work in our bauds is not in its

original complete state ; or, varirisly put,

that it (8 in its uncompleted original state.

No root corresponding to the characters of

this name in present order is known; it is

possible that some euphonic reason makes
the nanie ysj)^ out of the real word (future

Kal) 3X];<, t.e. he causes pains. We can-

not suppose there would be any " play

"

appreciable on a transposition of alpha-

betical characters for mere play's sake.

The resemblance that almost each part of

this brief and abruptly introduced narra-

tion bears to incidents recorded in Genesis

(xxxiv. 19; xxxiii. 20; iv. 25; xxix. 32;
xxviii. 20) and Exodus speaks for itself,

and strongly countenances the supposition

that it is a genuine deposit of the genuinely

olden history of Judah. The mother's

reason for the naming of the child ; the

language and matter and form (Gen. xvii.

IS -20; Exod. xxxii. 32) of the prayer of

the child, when presumably he was no
longer a child ; and the discriminating use
of ihe words Elohim (ver. 10) of Israel, as

compared with the name Jehooah (ch. ii. 3

;

V. 41), generally found here,—all help to

produce this impression, although some o{
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these particulars would carry little convic-
tion by tliemselves ; e.g. a mother's reasons
for assigning tho name of her child long
outlived the earlier times alone. Upon the
whole, and regarding the passage in its

present place, we may say that it must be
very much misplaced, or else must be under-
stood to connect Jabez with some branch of
the family of Coz. Tiiere is the more room
to assume this in the vagueness of the last

preceding clause, "The families of Aharhel
the son of Harum." The origin of the
theories of some of the older Jewish
writers, to the eifeot that Jabez was a doctor
in the law, with a school of scribes around
liim, is probably to be found in the desire
to find a connection between his proper
name, Jabez, and the place so named (ch. ii.

55), and where, as we are told, " families of
scribes dwelt," belonging to the Kenites.
That these were connected with Bethlehem,
through Salma, and that Jahez of our
present passage was also of a family con-
nected with Bethlehem, is worthy of notice,

but is not enough by a long way to counte-
nance the thought, in spito of Targum and
Talmud (Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' sub
roo.). The Targum, as well here as in ch.

li. 55, identifies Jabez with Othniel "son
of Kenaz " (Josh. xv. 17 ; Judg. i. 13 ; iii.

9), or more probably " the Kenizzite

"

merely : but there is nothing to sustain such
an identification. The ilesoription, he was
more houourahle than his brethren, finds a
close parallel, so far as the word honourable
goes, in Gen. xxxiv. 19 ; although the
honourableness of Sliechem, the person
there in question, 4oes not come out to

anything like the same advantage with
that of Jabez, nor at all in the same direc-

tion. The word, however, is precisely the

same, is often used elsewhere, and uni-

formly in a good sense, although the range
of its application is wide. The essential

idea of the root appears to be " weight."

The phrase may therefore be supposed to

answer to our expressive phiiise, a " man of

weight"—the weight being sometimes due

chiefly to character, at other times to posi-

tion and wealth in tlie first place, though
not entirely divorced from considerations of

character. We may safely judge, from what
follows, that the intention in our present

passage is to describe Jabez as a man of

more ability and nobility than his brethren.

It can scarcely be doubted that the mean-

ing that lies on the surface is the correct

interpretation, when it is said that his

mother named him Jabez, saying, Because

I bare him with sorrow. The sorrow refers

to unusual pains of travail, not to any

attendant circumstances of domestic trial,

as e.g. that the time of his birth was coin-

cident with her own widowhood, ai hap-

pened to the wife of Phinehas, when she
named her offspring " Ichabod " (1 Sam. iv.

19—22).
Ver. 10.—When Jabez grew to manhood

he has learnt to estimate rightly the value
of God's blessing, He invokes it, and de-
pends upon it. His language implies the
confidence that he had in the reality of
providential blessing. For the expression,
enlarge my coast, see Deut. xii. 20: xix.
8 ; and though we know nothing as matter
of fact about the occasion of this prayer, we
may assume that it was one when not sel-

fishness and greed of larger territory, but
just opportunity, had awakened a strong
desire for enlargement of borders. It may
have been a legitimate occasion of recover-
ing his own, lost or wrongfully taken froin

him or his predecessors before him, or of

expelling successfully from their hold upon
it a portion of the original inhabitants of

the promised land of God's people. That
thine hand might be with me. Many are
the beautiful parallels to be culled from the
Word of God for this expression, as e.g.

Ezra xii. 9; Ps. Ixxx. 17: cxix. 173;
cxxxix. 5, 10; Isa. xlii. 6. And that thou
wonldest keep me from evil, that it may not
grieve me! Tliis, the last entreaty of the
prayer, is the largest and most far-seeing

Warned by his own name, forewarned by his

mother's emphasizing of her own pains in
him, he thus concludes. Having begun in
the evil of pain and excessive sorrow, he
prays that lie and his career may not so

determine and end. He does not necessarily

pray to be preserved from all suffering, but
from such baneful touch of evil itself, its

principle, its tyrannous, merciless hold, as
might bring him to real and irreparable grief.

Thus closes the whole prayer, each succeed-
ing clause of which has been under the rule

of the initial "if," translated with us, Oh
that. This well-known Hebrew form of
prayer supposes a solemn engagement, and
that the answered prayer shall meet with
the fulfilment of a vowed promise on the
part of the suppliant, according to the
pattern of Gen. xxviii. 20. In the absence
of that engagement here, we may notice,

with Keil, the greater grace of the pas.-age,

in that it closes with the statement of the
readiness to hear, and the abounding readi-

ness to answer, on the part of Divine bene-

ficence : And God granted hiin that which he
requested. Evidently the thing that he
asked pleased the Lord (1 Kings iii. 10, 12);
although it was in this case some form of

riches, and long life for self, and tho life of

his enemies, that he asked, and was not

altogether and in so many words " a wiot

and understanding heart." Perhaps, also,

there was in the way of asking, and in the

exact occasion, auk.nown to us, somethmg
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wliich qnite justified the matter of tlie

prayer, and which thus pleased the Lord.
The lemarkahleand arresting episode could
not have closed ia morn welcome or im-
pressive way than when it is thus Briefly

bnt roncluBively said, "And God granted
him that which he requested."

Vers. 11, 12.—Of the whole of the group
of names contained in these two verses, it

must he said that we are in the dark. The
8Uu;geBtionof Grove, in his art. "Ir-enahash"
(Suiith's ' Biljle Dictionary'), is worth
ndlice, that possilily the verses may be a
reminiscence of some Canaanitish giaft on
Judah—the Shuah (nni») of ver. 11 point-

ing to the Shua (j)W') of ch. ii. 3; Gen.

xxxviii. 2. Beth-rapha (the house of the
giant) looks more like the name of a place

than of a person, though the text neids a
person, and such may be covered possibly

by this name, though it be of a place.^

Ir-nahash (the city of tlie serpent). Jerome,
in liis ' Qusestiones Hebraicas in Paral.,'

asserts or repeats tlie assertion of some one
else that this is no otiier place than Beth-
lehem ; taking Nahash as a synonym with
Jesse. Unlikely aa this is, no place of the
name is known.

Vers. l.S—15.—We return here to the
neiglibouihood of names not quite strange.

From conjparison of the many passages in

Number.-, Jneluia, and Judges, wiiich con-

tain references to Othniel and Caleb (son

of Jophunneh) the fctronger conclusion to

whicli we are led is that Otimiel was younger
brother of Caleb (probably not by both
the same parents) ami Kenaz a forefather,

of course not literally father. The conclu-

tion is not arrived at without difBoulty, or

with any real ceitainty. In the present
instanee, e.g , why should Othniel, if the
younger brother and so expressly and re-

peatedly II entioned, be taken first? For
the possible Kenaz of this passage, we might
then refer tn oh. i. 53; Gen. xxivi. 42.

Hathath. The marginal reading, which joins

Meonuthai at once to Hathath, and then
supplies "who" before "begat Ophrah," is

decidedly to be adopted. Joah son of Seraiah

is not to he assumed to be one with Joah son
of Zei'uiah. The valley of the Charaehim
(S( e also Neh. xi. 35), i.e. emithe, or crafts-

men lay east of Jafla, and behind the plain

of Sharon ; and is said by Jerome, in his
'Qusesiiones HebraiciB in Paral.,' to have
been, accorilins; to tradition, name I so be-

cause the urchitictci of the temple came
thence. Ini. rerhaps tlie real name is Ir,

and the final vau ratlier an initial for the
next Tianie. Elah. Probably another name
is wanting after this, which the vau will

then join to Kenaz ; otherwise, as vau will

not tranalate "even," the following name

will beenme, as in the margin, Ultnaz. The
wanting name might bo the . ehataleel of

tlie next verse. Tids last name is in the

Hebrew identical with the Jehalelel of our

Authorized Veroioii (2 Chron. xxix. 12).

Ver. 16.—Of none of the characters of

this verse can anything be said beyond what
appears here.

Vers. 17, 18.—From the tangl* of theie
verses it is hopdess to attempt any certiiin

conclusions. The fact of the antithesis of

the Jewess wife (by some assiiined as wife

to ICzra), and tlic presumably Egyptian wife
mentioned in the latter verse, is perhaps
just emmgh in the general obscurity to

suggest that Meied, the asserted husband of

the latter, is to be understood as the hus-
band of the former also But to compass so

much as this, we have to overlook omission
iu ver. 17 and inversion in ver. 18. There
is a tone about the verses, due to names
they contain, that might suggest to us the
times of Egypt and Moses, and traditions in

keeping do not fail to come to view in

Jerome (' Qusestiones,' etc. ; see also art.

"Mered," Smith's ' Bible Dictionary'). The
four places, Eshtemoa, Gedor, Socho, Zanoah,
mav all with tolerable confidence be identi-

fied in Josh. XV. 48—58, as of the number
of the cities " in the mountains," though
Zanoab and Socho are found also "in the
valley " (Josh. xv. 33—3(5). In this passage
the Sepluagint gives us no help, but betmys
its own perplexity, offeriiig to make Jether
the father of Miriam ; while the Syriao and
Ar.ibic versions simply skip the verses aa

incoherent.

Ver. 19.—The first clause of this verse iu

the Hebrew is, Aud the sons of the wife
of Hodiah. The margin otters the Jewcsi
again for Hodiah. Nothing is known ex-
planatory of the descriptive word Garmite
here. Its meaning, according to Gesenins,
is "buny." Eshtemoa is here distinguished

from the same-spelt word in ver. 17 by the
description the Maachithite, Maaeh.id being
a region iit the foot of Hurmon, bordering en
and belonging to Syria.

Ver. 20.—The names of this verse obtain
no light from other passages. The Scp-
tuagint Alexandrian), tn {oc, speaks of

"Someion, the father of Jnmam," in the
former verse which probably stands for

this Shimon. Also the Stptnugiut for

Vulgate, instead of counting Ben-nanan as

the name of a third son, translate it, as of

Kinnah "son of Hanan." Ishi; not to be
confused with ch. ii. 31, son of Appaim.
Our Aulhorizid Version, follnwing the Vul-
gate, does not translate B<)n-zoheth, while
the Hi brew would reml naturally " ZoUeth,
and the son of Zolnth."

Vers. 21—23.—The first of these verses
taken UB back to oh. ii. 3, where the first
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three of the patriarch Jndah's sons ^re
introduced iu the genealogy, ag Kr, Dnan,
and Slielah ; where of Kr it in said, " He was
evil in the sight of the Lord ; and he slew
him ; " and where nothing is added of
Onan or Shelah. It would appoar now that

Shelah gave the name of the slain brother

to his son. R specting this Er of IieQah

—

with little doubt the name of a place—and
Laadah, nothing «lse can be adduced ; but
Maresbah (ch. il. 42) is the name of a place

in the Shefelah, given in the same passage

with Kaitah and Nezib (Josh. xv. 44; see

also 2 Chron. xi. 8; xiv. 9).' The flue linen

(1*13) here sjjoken of is, according to Gese-

nius, equivalent in this passage and in the

later Hebrew, to the byKHus of the Egyp-
tians (Kxrid. xxvi. 31 ; '2 Chron. iii. 14), the

nfi), from which the Syrian byssua (Ezek.

xxvii. 16), to which yu does more strictly

apply, is distinguished^ in some otlier places.

It was of fine texture, costly, and used as

the clothing of kings (ch. xv. 27), of priests

(2 Chron. v. 12), and of the very wealthy

(Esth. i. 6; viii. 15). Gesenius says that,

after long research and dispute, micro-

scopic investigations in London have con-

cluded that the threads of the cloth of

byssut are linen, not cotton. Ashbea (V?!**?)

is not yet recognized elsewhere. Jokim.

Gesenius considers this name ("pv) as a

contracted form of D'pn' (Joiakim) of Neh.

xii. 10, Chozeba. The meaning of this

name is "lying;" not found elsewhere,

it is probably the same as the a'l?, a town

In the trtbe of Judah (Gen. xxxviii. 5),

and that is probably the same as the 2'pit,

of the " valley " list of Judah cities (Josh.

XV. 44) and of Micah i. 14, where it is

mentioned in near connection with the

Ifaresliah, which also accompanies it in

the above " valley " list. Joash. This name

appears in three forms : e'nt, as in the

text and 2 Kings xu. 20; B/sin.'^ as in

2 Kings xii. 1 ; and E'y'v, as in ch. vii. 8.

Baraph. This is the word the plnra) of

which gives us our seraphim (lea. vi. 2), and

is from a root of somewhat uncertain meaning.

The different significations to which the

root seems to lend itself in the substantive,

according as it is used in the singular or

plural,aie stnrtling (see Gesenius, ' Lexicon,'

nub voce). The apparent meaning of this

verse is that there was a time of old, when

the above, of wliom we can ascertain nothing

elsewhere, ruled over Moab. Jerome, in the

Vulgate, has made a strange rendering of

tills verse by translating s.nne of the proper

names, and reading at least one of them,

th(! first, as though it were a form in the

llrbvew (D'P'), which it is not: Et qui

iiuraJ'ecU mUm, ciriiiae Mtndaeii et Securus

et Tiretndent, qui prindpmfuerunt in Mnah
et qui reversi eutU in Lahem ; h/eo autem
verba Vetera. Thus Jokim is turned into

Slimelech, and the men of Chozeba into

Mahlon and Chilion of the Book of Ruth,
and Jashubi-lebem into Naomi and Unth;
and the lust clause of the ver.se is equiva-
lent to citing the Bonk of Ruth. Barnng-
ton (' Geneiilogies,' i. 179) ref,'ards Jokim as

Shelah's third son in this enumeiation; and
others regard Jashubi-lebem as his foiurth

son. The preposition h prefixed to atiin

and following the verb, is to be noted.

Ver. 23 brings us to the last of Judah. and
leaves us to part with the account of the
tribe in the same obscurity wliioh has
lately involved it. The plants and hedges
are probably an instance of inoppirtune
translation of proper names, whicn should
rather appear as Netaifn and Oedara, the
former place or people not fonnd elsewliere,

but the latter possibly referred to. Josh. xv. 36.

Again, who they were that were the potters, is

not cleai—whether all of the preceding verse,

or the last mentioned. From the last clause
it may be probably safely cnncluled, that
tliose designated, whoever they were, were
employed habitually in the service, not
indeed of one king necessarily, but of the
succession of royalty. Passaj?es that may
be taken to throw interesting light upon
this subject are ch. xxvii. 25—31 ; 2 Chron.
xxvi. 10 ; xxvii. 4 ; xxxii. 27—29.

Vers. 24—27.—The second of the twelve
tribes is now taken, and occupies but small
space as compared with Judah preceding,

or Levi and Benjamin when their turn
comes. The comparison of the enumera-
tion of the sons of Simeon here with that

in Gen. xlvi. 10, Exod. vi. 15, is helpful in

detaching the idea that the compiler of

Chronicles copied direct from (genesis and
Exodus, or that he depended exclusively

on identical sources of information. That
comparison shows six names in both of

those passages for only five here, and it

shows also difference in three of the names,
viz. Jemuel, Zohar, and Jachin, for Nemuel,
Zera, and Jarib. On the other hand, thu
list of Numb. xxvi. 12 is in exact agree-

ment with our list here (the omission of

Ohad in both being sufficiently accounted
for by one and the same reason), with the
exception ofJarib here for Jachin still there

;

and this solitary difference may justly be
Buspeeted to be nothing but an early cor-

ruption of re»h for caph and hi-th for nun
(see Kennioott, 'Diss.,' i. 178; Barrington's
' Genealogies,' i. 55). Ver. 25 contains three

descents from one of these—Shaul. Of
Shallum, the first, it may be noted that
there are fourteen others of the same name
in the Old Testament; and of Mibsam
and Hishma (whom some call brotheia,
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surely in error), that there were others of

(he same name (and certainly given as

brothers), viz. the sons of Ishmael (Gen.
XXV. 13 ; oh. i. 29). Vrr. 26 adds apparently

another three descents, viz. from Mishma.
Of the first-named of these, Hamuel, it may
be noted that the name appears in many
Hebrew manuscripts as Chammuel ; of the

second-named, Zaochur, that six others of the

same name (though the Authorized Version
gives them Zaccur) are found in Numbers,
the First Book of Chronicles, and Nehe-
miah ; while on the third, Shimei (of which
name the Old Testament contains fifteen

others), our attention is especially detained
as father of sixteen sons and six daughters,

though it is observed that his brethren,

(query Bammuel and Zacehur) had not
large families. The smallness of the whole
tribe relatively to Judah, was only saved
from being smaller by him. With this

agrees the census of Numb. i. 23, 27 ; ii.

4, 13; xxvi. 14. It is possible that this

Shiinei ia the same with Shemaiah of

ver. 37,

Vers. 28—33—These "thirteen cities

with their villages" and "five cities"

are found, with some slight differences, in

Josh. xix. 1—9 (oomp. xv. 26—32, 42).

They were carvrd out of the "portion of

Judah," which had been found dispropor-

tioned during the interval that elapsed
between the first settlements, viz. of Judali

and the sons of Joseph, and the completion
of the settlements westward of Jordan
(Josh, xviii. 1—6; comp. Judg. i. 3, 17).

From the second of these groups, Tochen
(see suggestion in ' Speaker's Commentary,'
in he.) is omitted in Josh. xix. 7, wheie
only "four cities" are summed. The
allusion (ver. 31) to the reign of David is

sufficiently explained by the fact that during
his persecuted wanderings he was often in

the portioa of Simeon, to three of the ciiies

of which he sent presents from the spoils of

the Amalekltes (1 Sam. xxx. 26—31) ; and
Ziklag became his own (1 Sam. xxvii. 6),

special mention being made of how it

passed into the tribe of Judali. The fuller

name of Baal (ver. 33) is given as Baalath-
beer in Josh xix. 8, whore it is followed

by the addition "Eamath [height'] of the
south." It may be noted that this deacrip-

tioii of the allotment of Simeon begins with
1 iccr-shuba and ends with Ba ilath-beer.

The expression (ver. 33), and their gene-
alogy"—Db'rvnn infinitive Hithp., used as a

noun—will be more properly translated,

their table of genealogy, or their regis-

tration. The following a^h may then

refer to "their habitations" rather than
themselves, so that the clause, as a whole,
would mean "Tioan were their dwellings,

and their registration was correct to them."
Bertheau, howevej-, takes the meaning to

be, "And there was their family register

to them," t.le. " They had their own family
register."

Vers. 34—41.—These verseB record an
organized and determined movement in

quest of new and rich territory on the part
of some of the tribe of Simeon. They were
thirteen princes of the tribe of Simeon who
led the movement, possibly representing
respectively the "thirteen cities" given
above. The movement took place in the
days of Hezekiah king of Judah (b.c.

726-698). That the house of their fathers

had increased greatly is probably men-
tioned as some explanation of the cause

of the movement. Though in one name
out of the thirteen (ver. 35) the ancestors

are traced to the third generation, and in

another (ver. 37) to the fifth, no name
is reached of the sons of Simeon enu-
merated in vers. 24—27. These men-
tioned by names is to be translated strictly

these coming hy names ; and it is open to

question whether the word of ver. 41,
D'ninan, be not omitted after D'Nan ; so

that the passage would read, " These that
came, written by names, were princes in

their families." Of the names, twenty-two
in all, found in these verses, just so much is

known as is here written.

Ver. 39.—Tiie place Gedor cannot be
identified in this connection. There is a
town of the name situated in the moun-
tainous district of Judah between Halliul
and Beth-zur, to the north of Hebron
(Josh. XV. 58). It is evident tliat this can-
not be the place we require here. There
is another town of the name (eh. xii. 7),
probably belonging to Benjamin, and which
as little admits of being fitted in here.
Hoth the Ale.\andrine and the Vatican
Codex of the Septuagint, however, evidently
read -Qi for -hi. Now, Gerar of the

Philistines would suit well for position and
description, and also (Gen. x. 14) for the
allusion found here (ver. 40) to the dwelling
there "of old" of the people of Ham.
The Hebrew word, however, generally ap-

plied to the valley of Gerar ("jru, wady)
is not the word used here of Gedor
(x>jn, ravine). See Stanley's ' Syria and

Palestine,' p. 159, and note. Not only
are references frequent to the fertility

of Gerar, but the significance of that in

2 Chron. xiv. 14 speaks for itself This
alteration of reading, however, with accept-
ance of the Septuagint manuscripts, cannot
be regarded as altogetlier satisfactory, aud
Keil (' Comm.,' in Zoo.) offers some sugges-
tions of weight against thou of Ewald,
Ijortheau, and others.
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Ver. 41.—The habitations that were found
there. So the Authoristed Version, which has
mistakenly Englished a word which should
have been left a pro(ier name, " the Maon-
ites," t.e. the people elsewhere called in

the Authorized Version the Mahunim. In
doing this, our translators followed the
Targura, copied by Luther and Junius (liut

Bee Gesenius, ' Thesaurus,' 1002 a ;
' Notes

on Burokharilt,' 1069 ; Bertheau, in
' Chronik. ;

' and Septuagint reading). TJnto

this day, in this verse, as also in ver. 13,

must not be understood to mark the date of

the compiler of Chronicles, but that of the
document or authority upon which he as a
compiler drew—anterior, of course, to the
Captivity.

Vers. 42, 43.—These verses give the further

exploits, with a view of settlement, of cer-

tain of the tribe of Simeon. And of them
we should prefer to apply to those already

mentioned (vers. 34—41), did the expression
stand alone. But the following clause in

apposition, of the sons of Simeon, seems
intended to prevent the supposition that

they are the Simeunites to whom alone
alliisinn is mnde. Keil a:raia ('Comiii.,' in

loc.) rtit'crs those intended to ver. 27, because

he reads, for Ishi, the Shimel of ver. 27, on
very insufBoient grounds. It is a question
whether the movement of ver. 42 is to be
understood as arising out of that other the
acconnt of which closes in ver. 41, or
whether it were not a co-ordinate move-
ment. It still would probably enough
spring from the same intrinsic causes. The
allotment of the tribe of Simeon carved out
of that of Judah was found too small for
their growing numbers, though Simeon was
not of the most numerous. Nor is it ne-
cessary to suppose— perhaps it is rather
necessary to correct the impression—that this
expedition, issuing in a permanent settle-
ment, ]iiy at all near the conquests of the
"tliirteen princes." It is, on the whole,
most Uiitural to consider that one event
concludes with ver. 41, and that the fidlow-
ing events (vers. 42, 43) are distinct and
independent. All requisite light as to who
these "smitten Amalckites" weru, is for

them too significantly furnished by com-
parison of 1 Sam. xxvii. 8 ; xxx. 1 ; 2 Sam.
viii. 12 ; with 1 Sam. xlv. 48 ; xv. 7. Of
the names, five in number, found in this

verse, just so much and no more is known.

HOMILETIOS.

Ver. 9.

—

A unique instance of the ieneflcent disappointments of human suffering's

cry. The remarkable position of the brief episode, consisting of this and the follow-

ing verse, does but draw our closer and more willing attention to it. Is it not like a

spring in the dry land ? Is it not like an oasis in the desert ? Or again, in other

figure, if the whole scene, in the very midst of which this brief narration is found,

resemble some vast burying-place (and surely it does very much resemble this),

crowded with tombstones which are worn with age and dishonoured by forgot tenness

and indifference, here the eye and the mind too are detained by an inscription worthy

the notice and the thoughtful meditation. The inscription in question is not a long one.

It is far from .savourius of anything fulsome. But it is striking, and with the striking-

ness of suggestion rather than of assertion ; of what, unsaid, insists on coming to the

thought, rather than of what, said, tasks unwilling thought. It must be called a

Scripture provideuce which has preserved, and has in this way brought to the front,

this interesting incident. We will for a moment shut off this verse from the following,

and upon it, by itselt, concentrate attention. It suddenly introduces to us one Jabez,

grown presumably to years of manhood. And in designed, we may say manifestly

designed, antithesis to the characteristic so " honourable " affixed to the mention of his

name, a reminiscence of his christening furnishes us with the intelligence how he came

by his name of sorrow. He has disappointed that name. The promise of its sadness

he has not fulfilled. The exceeding pains of the mother seem to have led the way to a

good and happy career for the son. And a dark morning's outlock has grown to a

bright day. Let us notice that

—

I. Thbbb is a certain instkuotive suddenness in the introduction OJ' thb

MATTER OF THIS VEBSB. Abruptly as the name of Jabez here comes upon us, abrupt

as is the introduction of the brief sketch of his history, it is nothing move abrupt than

the case as it presents itself not unfrequently in real life, both then and now, and the

facts of which are identical with those of the instance here presented to us. The very

irtnnner of Scripture history and biography harmonizes well with the matter of well-

iuowii life, and often reminds us of it. The surprises which P]-ovid«nce prepares oi
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permits in the matter of human circumstance, character, career, hare always been
many ; and though their number ceases not, they maintain the quality of their force.

II. There is a cehtain sinqularitt brouoht to notice in this verse. A com-
parison is distinctly instituted. It is an invidious one. Happily, though invidious, it

is a scriptural one. "Jabez was more honourable than his brethren." It is a com-
parison the more pronounced in that it lies within the range of one family. The defence

of it is : ( 1
) First and in part, that it was no doubt utterly true—probably signally true.

Further, (2) that there was special, practical use in giving prominence to it. It was lor

the good of others, not for the satisfaction of individual pride or ostentation. And (3)

that the simplest statement of it, free from any flattery and any enlargement, was ser-

viceable to gain a point of great moment. That point was one on a very different scale

and of very diiferent magnitude from any mere ordinary occasion. It brings into relief

a contrast, and a very touching contrast, between the hasty verdict of present human
feeling and experience, and the great, irresistible purposing and doings of the Divine
mind in the midst of this lower scene of things. We are borne on a strong current,

we are whirled round on many and frequent eddyings. The cry of anguish and of

anger, the murmur of discontent and of doubt, often break from our lips and rise on
high. This the reason thereof—that we thanklessly forget that very thing, viz. that

we are borne on a strong current, that an irresistible band is laid upon us, and a

sovereign purpose is Lord over us. ^Ve are not told how or in what respects " Jabez
was more honourable than his brethren." Therefore that we are told the fact without

the detail, arijues that a general princi[ile is offered to our notice, and we are invited to

grasp and utilize it rather than linger amid the interest of mere detail.

III. The short-siohtedxess op a mother is delicately but significantly hinted
in the very verse which has stamped the honour of her son. The family

—

her family
— is known, and known for good too, by one individual of it. i3ut that individual is

the child she marked evermore and signalized as the cause of special and exceeding

suffering. But how soon was that suHering over ! How soon was it obliterated I Uuw
little was it worthy to be compared with the exceeding joy, which, if she lived to sea

it, the "honourableness" of her son was sure to have given her! The sufferin.i; was
that of the body, the joy was that of mind and heart. What a comment we have
here upon the utterances of human lips, whctlier hasty or not, whether true to the

moment or not, whether not to be wondered at or censured sternly, or the reverse, and
the issues that lie with God, the event which we may live to see, and which shall be
found to contrast so strangely, so sharply with our old feeling, impression, anticipation,

or foreboding! The man who rescues that mother's family from oblivion, and fii:ds it

a place on the page of the Divine Word for ever and ever, is the child named of old

—

Jabez. This babe of old, of bitterer pains than usual, must needs therefore, by a

loving mother's own act, be chartered to tell to the ends of the earth the tale of her

sulfering, rather than to bear a testimony to the spirit of endurance and hope and
trust that were in her. So Heaven disappoints human calcnlations, sometimes as much
by its undeserved beneficence as at otlier times by its just visitations of punishment.
So Divine strength avails itseif of one method of showing its perfection in human
weakness. So our Father's generous eye overlooks and forgives the suspioion that

lurks in oar eye.

Ver. 10 (first part).

—

An example of enrnest prayer for earthly things, to he imitated.

"And Jabez . . . enlarge my coa~t." No syllable nor whisper is heard by us of the
child that cost the mother so much suffering in bringing into the world, from the time
that he was named till he is now arrived at manlumd, Then he is again introduced with
this testimony, that he is " more honourable than his brethren." The probability is

that this expression does not refer exclusively to honourableness of moral and religions

character. It is an equal probability, considering the remarkably uniform usage of the
word in a favourable sense, and the balance of its use in even a high sense, that it does
by no means exclude these elements. The intermediate time is left to our imagina-
tion to fill up. It was not like that intermediate time of our Saviour's life, lit up
only by the incident of the temjile and the discussion with the doctors, when Jrens
\Tas but twelve years of age. We are warranted in permitting imagination to de|iiet

ill lliat interval aa one continuous growth of goodness aud display of spuiltoa hoii*
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ness, and it is for quite other reasons that we there bid imagination learn reverence and
caution, and chasten itself. Not so here; in the darknesii and the silence of sonie

twenty years or moie,~we are sure that there mingled error and imperfectiun and sin,

with whatever else there was of redeeming feature in character and nonduct. Still

maturity finds Jabez an honoured man. Considering all things, that was not a little

thing to say. But better and more to our ))urpose, it reveals him a man of prayer—

a

man who knew, who believed in, who practised prayer. Nay, there is something in

the first openiag of his mouth in this prayer which prepossesses us, and invites special

consideration. Let us notice

—

*

I. The titlr under which Jabez appeals to the object of uis pbateb. He
prays to the " God of Israel." It is true that these words are not found here within

the borders of the prayer itself, but it is also true that the historian says that it was to

the "God of Israel "that the prayer of Jabez was directed. This descriptive desig-

nation of God would mean at least three things with Jabez. The God of Israel ia for

him, (1) the God of his fathers; (2) the God who had often wrought wonderful
works of interposition, of deliverance, of victory and conquest, on behalf of his people;

and (3) he is especially the Uod whose pronounced and most gracious covenant of

truth and mercy was with Israel. The aids of memory are great aids for faith. A
/ively memory of long-past mercies also tends to kindle gratitude. He who comes with
gratitude into the Divine piesence wins fresh favour, gains fresh gifts. So also to have
promises is one thing. These we all have. To take hold of them, avail ourselves of

them, grasp tliem, is another and I'ar greater thing. To live by the light, and in the
strength and joy of the covenant, is the grandest privilege any man could possess.

II. The determined and earnest directness of this prayer. It is the prayer
of well-defined petition. Jabez wants a blessing, knows the blessing that he wants,

asks it with fervour. He asks it with earnest emphasis. All argues his belief in the

need of superhuman help, in the reality of such a tlaing as superhuman help, and in the

availing power of prayer to obtain. This constitutes genuine prayer. It is not, indeed,

any one of those hi.;h forms of spiritual exercise, the meditation of the unseen, the

appreliension of Divine realities, the spirit's communion with the Father of all spirit,

and refreshment from his presence. But, on the other hand, it is the prayer which
links on earth to heaven, and sliows a human hand taking hold, with the free permis-

sion of mercy, of God. Jabez goes far on to say, " 1 will not let thee go, except thou
bless me," when he says, " Oh that thou wouldest bless me indeed 1 " The emphasis
" indeed " is the emphasis of importunity, not of distrust. The meaning, as every
reader of the Hebrew knows at once, is "Oh that thou wo.uldest greatly blesa me!"
As though Jahez meant, " Unworthy as I am, oh that thou wouldest grant me a yreat

blessing !
" How o(ten our posture is prayer, our language prayer, our tone prayer, yet

the reality, the definiteness, the heart of prayer, is far from us ! We ask and have not,

because we really know not what our own asking is. In the midst of vague form and
heai'tless perfurmance, nothing is asked.

III. The instance we have here, and which we shall not do wrong in drawing into a

precedent, of prayer on'cred, and acceptably offered, the burden of which is temporal

good, family and private advantage, substance and possession. These all belong to the

very structure and texture of our present human life and character. They much tend

to make or mar our character. The way in which we get them, use them, give them
again, is often the criterion, and very decisive criterion, of everything with us, for good

or lor harm. The great man of business and the man of great property are borne on
a strong current, are tossed on deceitful, dangerous tides ; but it may none the less be

that, under certain conditions, they are fulfilling appointed and most important ufiioes

in the general scone of the world's traffic. But how much securer that man must feel

who has gained, and gained much, not by sharp practice, chicanery, unsorupulousness,

but by clear views, determined wishes, diligent devotion, and the liberal "blessing,"

the "great" blessing of God I Desire for earthly substance is not necessarily mere
earthly desire. It is too true that it is too often this, but not always. Some of the

fireatest men of business in the world have been, and are to-day, the best men of

business in the Church. By their liberality and charity, by their beneficence and

philanthropy, the "cords have been lengthened, the stakes strengthened," of the

tabernacle of the Ijord God of Israel. And their watchfumess, their prayerfuluotis,

L CHRONICLES,
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their ustained Christian consistency and humility, have been an example far and
wide.

Ver. 10.

—

Tha prayer /or tht hand. "And that thine hand might be with me."
This amplifying petition follows significantly upon the more definite and specific

entreaty of the beginning of the verse. It also takes ns into the ancient workshop of

Wguage. The countenances of us all, and their infinitely various expression, come
from the different combinations of a very few features and other elements. All our
words come from the immense number of combinations possible between and among
twenty-six letters. And the amazing proportion of the whole vast mass of our language

comes from the figurative and the analogic appropriations of what would otherwise

be, and once was, a very scanty vocabulary. This is especially observable of ouf

religious and devotional language, though none truar of it than of our ordinary language.

The twenty-third psalm, and very many sentences of other psalms, give abundant
illustrations of the way in which figurative language at once doubles, but in point of

fact far more than doubles, languagei And the sentence of the text is one of the most
elementary and most plain of > all illustrations of the kind. The first uses of a hand,
the Tnanjf uses of a band, lend a wealth of imagery, and thereby of enrichment, to

language. From the suggestion of the prayer of Jabez to the effect that " the hand "

of God "might be with" him, let us take opportunity to view some of the chief scrip-

tural representations of the exercise of the Divine hand and of the effects thereof, and
thus lead up again to the prayer before us. And we often nad of

—

I. The obeatite hand. Man is spoken of as the work of God's creative hands

:

" Thy hands have made me and fashioned me " (Ps. cxix. 73). So also the heavens :

" The heavens are the work of thy hands " (Ps. cii. 25). So, again, the earth and the
sea :

" The sea is his, and he made it : and his hands formed the dry land " (Ps. xcv. 5).

And all living things and things inanimate :
" Thou madest him to have dominion

over the works of thy hands; thou hast put all things under his feet: all sheep and
oxen, yea, and the beasts of the field ; the fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea, and
whatsoever passeth through the paths of the seas '' (Ps. viii. 5—8). (See also glorious

reminiscences to the same effect, Job x. 8 ; xiv. 15 ; xxxiv. 19 ; Isa. xlviii. 13 ; Ixiv. 8.)

II. The hand of the sovereign, absolute Owner. (Job v. 18; xii. 10; Dan.
V. 23; Eccl. ix. 1 ; ch. xxix. 12, 16; Ps. xxxi. 15.)

III. Tub hand of the pebpetdaIi, bouktiful Giveb. (P«. xcv. 7; civ. 28;
cxlv. 16.)

IV. The hand of One 'that deliyebb, uplifts, and upholds. (Exod. xxxiL 11

;

Dent. V. 15; Ezra vii. 9; Neb. ii. 8; Ps. xliv. 3; Ixiii. 8; Ixxiii. 23; Isa. li. 16.)
V. The hand of the Corrector and Chastiseb. (Judg. ii. 15; Ps. xxxii. 4;

xxxviii. 2; xxxix. 10; cvi. 2C; Job ii. 10; xix. 21.)

VI. The hand of widest swat and sovebeiqn control, of power to rule and power
to overrule. (Isa. xl. 12; .\ Iviii. 13; Prov. xxi. 1; Dan. iv. 35.)

VII. The rand that exalts to bbal honoub. (See the splendid description of

Isa. Ixii. 3; Ps. xvi. 11.)

VIII. The hand that pledges and beoubes absolute and bvbblastino safety.
See Bueh passages as more than satisfy the soul ; they go far even " to ravish it with the
thoughts" of the glory signified. "I have graven thee on the palms of my hand"
(Isa. xlix. 16) ;

" They sliall never i>eriah, neither shall any man pluck them out of my
hand. My Father, which gave them me, is greater than all; and no man is able to pluck
them out of my Father's hand " (John x. 28, 29). And, as during all our lifetime it

had been the lesson to be learnt that our breath is in God's hands, and all our ways
and our times in his sovereign hand, so at last it is permitted us to breathe the
spirit into that same mighty, merciful, safe hand; "Into thy hands I commit my
spirit" (Ps. xxxi. 5). Perhaps it was not all of these powers of the Divine hand
that could have been as faiuiliar to Jabez as they may be to us

; yet it is evident
that he knew and had prized the meaning and the virtue of the hand of God. And he
does not ask to know it in oue particular way nor in another. He does not dictate or
Bu.gest— at least, not beyond a ceriain very wide margin. He prays that the Divine
haml may be " with" him—now t(i liclp on, now to stop; now to uphold, now, if neces-
sary, to cast down; now to put it on his lips, and to bid his luoMk he dumb and
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himself wait the Bovereign will of a sovereign God—patient, content, trustful ; now to

release those lips and open his mouth, that he might render grateful praise to the boun-
tiful Griyer of all good, or the loving and careful Protector of All those who put their

trust in him. When Jahez says, " Oh that thine hand might be with me 1 " he puts

himself into that vast and secure band of God, and wishes nothing more, nothing

better for himself, than as the little child, feeble, uncertain, and easily wearying, to

take the strong hand of his Father. He had simple faith that the hand, the presence

of which "with" him he entreated, would be under all events a "good hand upon"
him.. The surrender of dependence betokened by the prayer was justly as hopeful as it

was trustful. We need nothing more than that the hand of God, in all its varied

exercise, should be with us. But when we have thus prayed, we may not forget what
our prayer has been. And in great variety of experience on our own part—experience

of sorrow, and diflSculty, and toil, and slowness, as well as in all the converse of these

respectively—^we must remember to trace and acknowledge the tokens of that hand for

which we prayed being mlh us, and not another hand, inferior in goodness and wisdom
as well as power. For often the variety and contrasts and reverses of our own mutable
state reflect the ever-varying and adapting presence and grace of One who is in him-

self the Unchanging. How often has our own band misdone, how often has the hand
of others misled or misdirected us! How blessed is he who can say that, for his prayer,

God has " beset him behind and before, and has laid his hand upon him "
I

Ver. 10.

—

The prayer of victory over evil. " And that thou wouldest . . . may not

grieve me." This is the last petition of the prayer of Jabez. While the foregoing petition

was very comprehensive and wide-reaching in one sense, this is comprehensive and far-

seeing in another. There could scarcely be a larger or a wiser intreaty than that God
would vouchsafe the perpetual presence of his hand—the hand that makes, that gives,

that leads, that upholds, that shields, that at last saves with an everlasting salvation.

Nor, on the other hand, could there easily be offered prayer that should more betoken

self-knowledge, self-dii>trust, and a wise estimate of the constantly endangered position

in which any man may justly describe himself as placed in this present world, than the

prayer with which Jabez now sums up what he has to say :
" And that thou wouldest

keep me from evil, that it may not grieve me I " Of the few petitions of our Lord's

Prayer, this forms one, and an emphatic one, " Deliver me from evil." Evil is a large

enemy. In one shape or another, it is ever threatening to attack. And if in anything
we need superior help, it is in combating a foe so ubiquitous, so persevering, so subtle,

and so essentially disastrous. We may observe here

—

I. That there are biqnb of a useful lesson hatino been learnt from pain.

Pain is intrinsically evil in this world. It was no original part of it. It is now utilized

in many a direction. It is now overruled to many and high advantages. But it is

none the less to be noticed as foreign in itself to the nature of God, to the conception

of a perfect creation, to the bliss of man. Yet as things are, and as we are, it is wise to

learn from even bodily pain. It is often because we will not learn from other sugges-

tions that we are compelled to learn from the actual experiences of pain. We may
probably put down something higher to the credit of Jabez. We do not know as fact

that he hfmself had been called to endure much pain, or any at all noteworthy. But
he knew his own name. He knew what it meant, and how it had come to be given to.

him. He took the warning of it, and the forewarning of his mother's method of empha-
sizing what were her opinions and convictions on the subject. It was not the mark of

Cain that was on his open brow. But the name' of a mother's love and anguish

mingled was named upon him. And he prays to the Mightier than he, to preserve him
so from evil, that it might not bring him to fulfil in his nature what was confessedly

his name. Two things may be ever well remembered respecting pain: (1) that it

ruust faithfully and honestly be ranked among the enemies of God and the antagonists

of perfect nature ; but (2) that for a time, and for our present condition, it may be a

timely lesson, a source of valuable suggestion, the adapted caution of the hour, the

.safeguard that may act with the quickness and the certainty of an instinct. Yet, what-

ever may be said justly and correctly respecting the acquired uses of pain, Jabez offers

his petition deprecatory of that uvil, the fruit ami end of wliicli is mere pain.

II. That tukbk auk &Wi»<i o£ a coubsct lkhsoh BAViNo bekn learnt asout xva
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iTSBi.T. It is evident, from the very words of Jabez's prayer, that he distinguishes

between evil and gratuitous pain, or unrewnnling "grief" as it is hero expressed. Evil,

t.e. suffering, calamity, more ur less of occasional adversity, disappointment, are the

absolute lot of man here. It would be vain to shut the eyes to the fact, fully to deny

it. But there are immense differences within the range ami the limits of what is called

tvil. Jabez had learnt this. He does not pray to be kept from all suffering, vicissi-

tude, adversity, disappointment, though doubtless he would fain be kept from as much
of this as may be. But we are to understand that he earnestly deprecates the baneful

touch of evil itself. He discerns what its essential principle is. He dreads its tyran-

nous rule, its merciless hold, its mocking treatment of those who have trusted it, and,

if unstayed, its destructive results. He praj'S, accordingly, to be kept from the evil

that would " assault and hurt the soul," and prove the herald of irreparable grief. It is

such intrinsic form of evil which the uncompromising petition of our Lord's Prayer

puts upon the lijis of all his disciples. How certain and distinct this ditterenoe is

!

How much " evil " there is, through which we all are called to pass ! But the deep water

does not overflow us. How much disappointed hope and sorrow's visit there is for the

very best of men, by which in part they have been helped to become what they already

are, right and i xcellent and devout, and by which the best of to-day become yet hetter

to-morrow 1 This is the " evil we receive also at the hand of God, as well as " his good.

It is chastening, purifvinj, elevating. But contrast with this the sorrow that worketh
death. Contrast with this the "wounded spirit." Contrast with this the evil that

hardens hearts, sears consciences, cradles remorse, and is fruitless of everythmg else

but imavailing regret. And we shall be ready to join to pray, "That thou wouldest
keep me from evil, that " its gratuitous " grief" may not be mine.

III. That a lesson respecting self's great need of supeuiob help in the
PBESENCE OF SOME FOES HAD BEEN WELL LEABNT. There are Some passages of life

when the best and hardest work is the best and most earnest prayer. Not so here. It

is said the sailor always has his enemy before him, and the battle ceases not till the

haven is won. And men live in such a scene of evil, such S'l'roundings of evil, such
dispositions of evii, such a very atmosphere of evil, men are tussed upon such an ocean
of evil, that the danger will prove overmastering in some direction, unless a man " pray
always," and pray this prayer of Jabez. No armour of one's own, no self-knowle<lge,

no vigilance, no pride of foreknowledge, no mere creed of distrust of the vain world,

and the wicked heart, and the soul's chief adversary, will suffice. This livinii, hearty,

earnest prayer will alone command the sure victory in the most critical of warfare.

Ver. 10.

—

Thegracums benignity of answer to prayer. "And God granted him that
which he requested." Abruptly as the name and the prayer of Jabez were introduced,
with equal abruptness do they vanish from view. Favourably as they were introduced,
so favourably do they seem to take leave of us. The naming of Jabez was indeed that
of toilsome travail and tears, but therein was that saying fulfilled, that the going forth
with weeping and with precious seed shall issue in a rejoicing return with golden
sheaves. For that this was the case may be justly read between the lines, when
we are informed that "God granted Jabez that which he requested." The words
of this prayer and the several petitions of it we have before us, and they speak
for themselves, what they are and aim at. But whether the prayer conveys to us
the " request " of Jabez, that one desire of his heart which was enwrapt in all the
rest, is not quite plain. Probably it does, and if so it must have been " the enlarging
of his coasts." This would not be a request out of harmony with his time of day,
or with what men of his position sometimes earnestly wished, and even with diviner
instincts sought. To have a sure footing and an abundant looting in Canaan, or in
whatsoever land most nearly cnrresponded to Canaan in the time of Jabez, meant very
much more than the mere inheritance or purchase of ever so tempting an estate or
prorwty in our day. But if this were not the burden of the prayer, and its central
subject, we are hut relieved in this, as in all the rest of the context, from detail in
favour of principles. In the absence of clear information as to what Jabez requested,
we may make sure that he did not ask what was contrary to God's glory to give or to
lii. own good to receive, while on the other hand we are n^t in want of information as
huui ho muile his requests known. We have »eeu that mauner to he churacterized: by
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simplicity and fervour, by strong conviction of dependence and by trustful reliance,

and these were lighted up by hopefulness. And having watclied the dependent
suppliant, in sympathy with him, we are now invited to see the other sight. God
sees bis suppliant, and sees him with gracious eye. He hears his suppliant, and bends
a willing ear. He approves his suppliant, and "grants him that which he requested."

We have here what we may justly res^ard in the first two particulars as leading

instances, in the last as a fruitful suggestion.

I. Of the efficacy of prater in qenerai,. The tale is very short, very plain,

and, if not true, is simply gratuitously false and misleading. It is the case of the sup-

plication of a righteous man availing much in its operative effect with God. The
person who prayed probably exercised no very important and influential sway over

society and his fellow-beings around. The thing for which he prayed probably stood

in no very vital or active relation to the well-loeing of those around. Probably the

time was no very critical moment, when great issues might depend on what should
seem a very small matter, as affecting primarily but one iu'lividual. The person, the

thing granted, and the time must have had—they always do have—their importance

and their own inevitable significance; but this was all that they had now. But in

the absence of knowledge of details and of surroimdings, it is deemed sufficiently

important for the Divine page to use this opporttmity of showing us God answering

the earnest, trusting prayer of his child and servant.

II. Of the answer of a man's prayer, tbub to the exact request of it.

This is a thing not always possible. We ask and have not, because we ask amiss.

The ways of asking amiss are many, almost innumerable. They may be classified,

however, under few heads. The " amiss " may consist in the thing not being good for

us ; not being for God's glory to give. The " amiss " may consist in the tiling asked

not being good for us as yet. The " amiss " may consist in the thing asked not being

the best thini for us. How often God withholds the literal answer to give a spiritual

substitute I How often, in the very process of gift, short as it is, he substitutes a hi^^hei',

better prize than that which we asked I How often the very highest mode of answer is

foimd to consist in withholding the solid, material substance, which is what does not

last, in order to give the unseen, spiritual substance, which is in its very nature eternal I

Sometimgs, again, the "aifiiss'' may consist in what we ask not being good for others

as well as self. Bach of us is part of a great whole, and an intrinsic part of it. Fellow-

ship of joy, vicaiibusness of suffering, combination in toil and work, partnership on the

largest scale, in the largest sense, and in the most searching detail, are all radical

elements of our human nature and human life. And the clear vision of these, and the

prompt recognition of them, are constantly obscured and eclipsed to us simply because

we let self-regard slip into selfishne.ss, forget the second great command, and try to

famish on a lower principle in place of flourishing on charity. And it is in prayer

that we may not unfrequently give the most subtle illustration of this subtle snare of

our nature and life. Hem'e it may be rarely that God can give the answer of prayer

true to the exact matter of it. But here we have a grateful and suggebtive instance of

the kind.

III. Of the fact that there is in the sovereign Giver the gracious inclination to give,

when possible, according to this rule. His is the disposition fun of grace as to the

method of giving, as well as of bounty in the matter of what is given. We may often

spoil what wo give by the manner in which we give; not so he. We may often receive,

spoiled by the manner of it, what is given; but never so when the gift is frotn him.

These are some of the chief marks of the grace in giving which is so acceptable to

those who ask, or who, without asking, stand in need; and they are all suggested by

this history. 1. To give if possible just that which is askeil. 2. To give it piomptly,

and make it thereby twice given. 3. To give it without any reflections on the [last.

4. To give without impo.sing conditions on time to come. 5. Still to give, thou;::h

it be on the part of the supreme, gracious Giver himself, withont reminding there and

then of the debt which it involves, of the bounty which it reveals, of the ahseuce of

claim, right, merit, in default of all of which nevertheless it is not withheld. Most

gratefully does that one sentence of the sacred page suggest all these thoughts to us,

in which it is said, with effective brevity in reference to Jabez, " And God granted him

that which he requested."
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 9, 10.

—

Jahez. These two beautiful verses come in the midst of a dry and (to

as) comparatively uninteresting genealogy, like au oasis in a desert. We know nothing

at all of tlie person liere mentioned except what is recorded in this passage. Yet there

is so much of meaning in these brief iientences, that Jahez is certainly to the readers of

this book more than a name.
I. Observe his name. Soriptme names are often significant. This waa given by

the mother, in token and memory of the sorrow in which she bore her son. " In

sorrow shalt thou bring forth children," was the primeval sentence upon the mother of

mankind. Yet, as Christ reminds us, it is usually the case that a mother " remem-

bereth no more the anguish, for joy that a man is born into the world." The mother

of Jabiz did not forget, and accordingly named the child in memory of her pains.

II. Observe his prateb. It is an interesting fact that we know some Scripture

characters chiefly by their prayers. Thus we know Agur as having besought the

Lord, " Give me neither poverty nor riches." And we know Jahez by the compre-

hensive petition which he is recorded to have presented to Heaven. 1. It was a prayer

to a covenant God—the God of Israel. 2. It was a prayer for blessing ; i.e. for good as

the expression of Divine favour and approbation. 3. It was a Tprayev ioT prosperity ;

" Enlarge my coast." We know nothing of Jabez's way of life, whether he was a hus-

bandman, or a warrior, or a ruler ; but it is clear that he asked for enlargement of

means, or authority, or territory, etc. 4. It was a prayer for strength: "That thy

hand might be with me." 5. It was a prayer for safety and purity. The evil from

which this good man would fain be kept was, probably, both temporal and spiritual.

How suitable a petition for us all! 5. It was a prayer for freedom from sorrow. If

disasters should befall him, or if he, should be tempted to apostasy or sin, such a fate

would he fraught w'th grief to his heart.

III. Observe the answer to his prayer. The petition was large, but it was
offered to a King, who was the rather pleased with its magnitude. There was no

hesitation, no withholding. A lesson this as to God's willingness to hear and answer

the supplications of his people.

IV. Observe his honour amongst men. Who the brethren of Jabez were we know
not. The verse contains nothing in disparagement of their chaiacter or position. But
Jabei was more honouiable than they. The Lord is wont to honour those who honour
him. Jabez acknowledged God as the Source of his prosperity, and God rewarded

Jabec, by raising him to a position of authority and esteem in his family and amongst
his countrymen.—T.

Vers. 21, 23.

—

Weavers, himhandmen, andpotters. This portion of the book contain*

the record of the descendants of Shelah, one of the sons of Judah. The chronicler

mentions incidentally the employments of several of these ancient families. Some were
engaged in weaving byssus, or fine linen. Others were occupied in tilling the estates

and tending the herds and flocks of the king. Others, again, pursued the calling of

the potter. Now, there is no reason for surprise in meeting with such references in a
book of the canonical Scriptures. There is a religious side to all such useful and
respectable vocations. Those who follow them may not always be aware of the fact

;

but a fact it certainly is.

I. Handicbaftsmen and husbandmen make use of materials which a kind
Providence has supplied. The soil which is tilled, the vegetable substances which
that soil produces, the minerals which are dug from it, are all of God. " The earth is

the Lord's, and the fulness thereof."

II. The faculties of body and mind which such persons exercise and employ
ARE bntbusted BY THE CREATOR. The limbs of the body, the strength of the muscles,
the .skill of the intelligent and designing mind, are all nee :ed for the production of the
results. Every artificer is himself a miracle of creative power and wisdom ; and h*
who framed the workman is glorified in the handiwork.-

III. The welfare of civilized hum'an society, which is the consequence or
SUCH LABOURS, IS FAST ot iHG DiviNE riiAH. The arts, useful and testhelio,
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tend to the comfort and the development of humanity. All the conTeniencei of humaa
life are instrumental in furthering the purposes of God,

IV. Among scch artificebs BELiaioN often finds warm adherents, suppobtebs,
AND PE0MULOAT0B8. The husy and useful classes of society furnish the largest propor-

tion of strength to our Churches. These have often been the salt of society, when tha
wealthy, luxurious, and dissolute on the one hand, and the idle and predatory on tha

other, would have introduced corruption and death into the body politic.—^T.

Ver. 33.

—

Dwellings and genealogies. In many instances the chronicler records

not only the names of the families of Israel, but the places wliere they were settled in

fixed habitations. When the land of Canaan was conquered, it was parcelled out
among the several tribes. In this way family relationships and sentiment were closely

connected with territorial possession. Even certain households were attached to

estates and villages. And as the Hebrews were an agricultural and pastoral people, it

was natural that they should cherish an hereditary regard for the lands tilled by their

fathers. The sons of Simeon transmitted to their posterity certain cities and villages.
" These were their habitations, and their genealogy."

I. A LOCAL HABITATION IS DIVINELY APPOINTED AND SANCTIONED. There are

many who, as travellers and explorers, as soldiers and seamen, etc., may serve society

without having any fixed abode ; and homelessness may be profitable discipline in

youth. But, generally speaking, a home is the best sphere of labour, the best pledge

of diligence, the best guarantee of responsibility ; and it is well for those who, from
generation to generation, can retain the same feelings towards an ancestral abode.

II. Family begistbrs and pedigrees, in connection with boch dwelldk}-
FLACBS, ABE OF UNDOUBTED SERVICE. The public ccnsus, the domestic register, the

family tree, the civil and ecclesiastical registration of births, deaths, and marriages, are

all valuable. They may be abused by pride, but they are more likely to foster

humiliation. They are useful for civil purposes, contributive to family feeling, pro-

motive of patriotism. The squire, the yeoman, the labourer, are all susceptible to the

influence of hereditary feeling and local associations.

III. Religion deals with homes and households. Certain places and certain

families ihave been noticeable and memorable for piety. And true religion is not con-

tent to deal with the individual ; it seeks to leaven families with its influence, and to

penetrate villages, cities, and nations with its light and spiritual power and grace.—T.

Ver. 38.—" Princet in their families." Words transferred from one language, and one

state of society to another, are often misleading. By " princes " here we are to under-

stand head-men of certain towns which were in possession of families among the

Simeonites. They were persons of importance, of consideration, and influence in their

localities. The record of thera bears witness to • settled state of society, and to the

establishment of civil order and subordination.

I. Human authority is of Divine appointment. That this is so in the family

will be admitted by all who believe in a Creator, and in his interest in the human race.

It is also admitted by thoughtful persons with regard to civil and national life. It

does not follow that rulers are always righteous, or are even always to be tolerated and
obeyed. It is an absurd inference to draw from the fact that sovereignty and sub-

mission in some form are of Divine appointment—that kings have nothing to do but

to command, and subjects nothing but to obey. The world has had enough of absolute

monarchy, and theologians have too long inculcated " the right Divine of kings to

govern wrong." Still, " the powers that be are ordained of God ;
" it was divinely

intended that men should live in civil society, and that order should be maintained

and authority upheld, and justice administered between man and man.

II. As a consequence, subjection to civil authority is, within certain limits,

A HUMAN DUTT. In Ordinary cases, where conscience does not enjoin the express con-

trary, men are bound to obey the laws of the land. Especially is this the case where, as in

our own country, the government is constitutional, and the people have power to amend

unjust and inexjiedient law.s, and to reform abuses in administration. The immoral

character of lawful governors is no religious ground of resistance to their decrees.

III. BULBES, SMALL AND GREAT, ARE THEMSELVES ACCOUNTABLE TO HIM WHO 18 " TM
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BLESSED AND OKLT PoTBKTATE, KiNO OF KINGS, AND LoRD OF LORDS," Let them
remerulior this, and be wise and just.—T.

Ter. 40.

—

"Fat pasture.* This passacre relates an expecliti'^n of certain Simeonite

chiefs and their followers, which took place in the days of Hezekiah. The tribe of

Simeon was restless and warlike. This exploit was performed, apparently, from

selfish, rapacious motives. The Simeouites wanted more pasture for their flocks,

and, finding just what suited them in a territory possessed by tlieir neighbours, they

invaded their fertile and peaceful valley, slew the inhabitants, and seize 1 their lands

for their Own use. What circumstances may have justified or extenuated such a pro-

ceeding we are not told.

I. Plknty is a Divine gift. The land itself is the gift of God. Its favourable

situation, its chemical constituents, the sunshine and the moisture, which make up its

fertility,—all are from him, and are proofs of his creative wisdom and goodness. The
flocks and herds, and their increase, are his, who.se are " the cattle upon a thousand

hills." When the valleys are covered over with corn, when the sheep bleat in the

pastures, when there is abundant provision for man anc( beast, then let our hearts

•scend in gratitude to him who"openeth his hand, and satisfleth the desire of every

living thing."

II. Plekty has hant ADVANTAGES. !& Communities which are abundantly siij)-

plied with the necessities and comforts of life, there is opportunity and leisure for the

cultivation of arts and learning, there is stimulus for commerce and manufactures,
there is capacity for benevolence and for evangelization. If it is well used, plenty is a
blessing. Only let all things be received as immediately from God's hand, and be
regarded as a sacred trust to be used for his glory and in his service.

III. Plenty is not without its DANGBhs. It was foreseen that when Israel quitted

the wilderness, and entered upon possession of the land flowing with milk and honey,
there would be a temptation to forget God, and to take credit for national prosper! ly

and wealth. Against tbe perils of flentjr and prosperity, let the fortunate and happy
be ever on their guard.—^T.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

A model prayer. Of the man Jahez we have only this brief record.

He is only known by his prayer. Yet the prayer is a sufiicient revelation ot the man.
His character is revealed in it, as is the character of every man to him who is able to

read man's prayers aright. His name means " He causes pain," and it was attached to

him on account of his mother's sufferings at his birth ; but it is designed to seal a

certain gentleness, lack of vigour and sell-assertion, and almost melancholy tone, which
cliaracterized his whole life. From the occurrence of the same name in ch. ii. 55, it has
been assumed that this Jabez was the founder of the schools of colleges of the scribes.

The date at whicli he lived cannot be fixed with certainty. I'usaibly the sorrow of Jabez's
birth was, that h;s mother lost her husband when she gained her son. If so, she might
well name her fatherless boy " Sorrowful." Yet he rose above the sadness of his birih ;

he belied his very name by bpcomin;j; more honourable than his brethren. The shadnw
which had fallen ujion his lirtli was disiitUeil by the uprightness, the nobility, the God-
fearing, the prayerful spirit of his life. And Gud made to rest on him gracious signs of
his acceptance. EL'L;arding the prayer as giving indication* of the character of Jabez,
we may see—

1. That Jabez was Huinni.E. Estimate the tone of the prayer. He has such a sense
of personal heliilessn^ss, and such a trembling fear of responsibility, that he asks for
guidance and keeping, and the true euriclmietit of the Divine blessing. He prays for
strength, preservation, success, mi.l Messing, as though a very deep sense of his own weak-
ness and insufficiency rested upuu liim. Such " humility " is the marked feature of every
truly good and great and wise man ; and it is sure to find its fullest expression when
for purposes of prayer, he goes into the presence of God. Illustrate from Abraham's
intercession for Sodom, Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple, and Daniel's
and Nehemiah's prayers for their nation. And, combined with otlier characteristics the
s I rae " humility " is found in our Lord's great intercessory prayer ; and we know that it
was a marked and striking feature of his beautiful life. Such " humility "

ia « first and
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•ssential characteristic of acceptable prayer; and the attitude of kmeMng is the bodily
expression of it.

II. That Jabez was tntbllioent and thouohtful. The prayer shows that he had
formed a sensible estimate of life. To him it was a scene of toil and strufigle and evil

;

it seemed to be full of work, duties, responsibilities, cares, and trusts ; and for it all he
recognized the need of a guiding and upholding hand. Illustrate by our Lord's figure

of the man who proposed to build, sitlin'i; down first and counting the cost. The man
may discover no need for prayer who rushes heedlessly into life, only intending to do
the best he can under the various circumstances that may arise. But he who looks
thoughtfully out over life, and intelligently anticipates its duties and cares, will be sura
to feel the importance and helpfulness of prayer, and, with Jabez, will turn to Gud,
saying, " Oh that thou wouldest bless me indeed 1 " Compiire Muses praying, " If thy
presence go not with me, carry us not up hence j " and Joshua's resolve, " As for me
and my house, we will serve the Lord."

IIL TuAT Jabez was, in a good sense, ambitious. His piety did not crush down
the high imaginations and glowing hopes of his young heart. He prays God to help
him " enlarge his coast," or landed estate ; to extend his jjossessions, to increase his

wealth, and to advance his influence. Religion seeks to sanctify our ambitions, but not
to crush them. We may pray to God about our plans and schemes for worldly advance-
ment, if only we keep the spirit of full loyalty to God and submission to his wjII ; and
to pray freely and constantly about our common human affairs is the best way to

ensure our winning and keeping the right spirit whatever we may attain.

IV. That Jabez was happy. In spite of the melancholy tone that was on him ; in

spite of the sorrow clinging to him from his birth. This ensures onr happiness—the

accomplishment of our life-aims, when those aims are right ones. " God granted Jabez
that which he requested." He had : 1. Success in life given him, so that he might add
field to field, and become " more honourable than his brethren." 2. Euil warded off

from him. In " going out and coming in," the preserving hand of God kept him safe.

3. Ctod's blessing sanctifying his succesbes ; by that term meaning the satisfying and
comforting sense of the Divine approval and acceptance. It may be impressed that such

a prayer indicates the personal piety of Jabez, and suggests that he made a full conse-

cration of himself to the God of his fathers iti early life. Plead for such a whole-

hearted decision, and such a spirit of prayerfulness, on the very threshold of life. It is

well if, before the foot falls on the first step of life, th? heart goes up to God, saying,
" Oh that thou wouldest bless me indeed 1 "—K. T.

Ver. 13.—'0Mraie2'« adventure ; or, the impulse ofpromised rewards. For the story,

see Josh. XT. 16, 17 ; Judg. i. 12, 13 ; iii. 9. The point of the narrative, for the sake

of which it is preserved, appears to be this : Othniel acted, vigorously and successfully,

under the impulse of offered reward. The daughter of one so honoured as Caleb was

a prize indeed worth winning, and she was to be given to the man who, by his valour

and skill, could take the city of Kirjath-sepher. Compare the offer of reward which

David made on the occasion of the siege of Jerusalem (ch. xi. 6). Some interest

attaches to Kirjath-sepher as meaning the "Book-town," and suggesting the existence

of a literature at that time among the Canaanites. Its earlier name (Debir, oracle) may
indicate that ii; was a national sanctuary where the national records were preserved

;

and, if so, we may be sure that it was securely walled and stoutly defended. The

incident may be used to introduce the consideration of the appropriateness of offering

rewards, as an incentive to the doing of duty, and in the higher spheres of morals and

reliirion, where all the quality of actions must depend on the motives for wliich they

fincfexpression. In relation to the education and training of the young, the subject ol

rewards is frequently discussed ; some urging that childhood needs the help to effort

and perseverance which may be found in the promise of reward ; while others contend

that a child is deteriorated, and led to adopt false sentiments for hfe, who is impelled

to exertion by the hope of what is to be gained by it, and not to act or to abstain

from acting because the thing required is right. It may, however, be fairly contended

that, besides the proper and high motives of duty and right, we may thankfully accept

the aid of auxiliary motives, and that among these may be set in a first place the

promts« and the hop* of reward. But it would seem to settle the question, that we can
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show so fully how God has been pleased—in lesser spheres and in greater, in temporal

affairs and in spiritual, throughout all the long ages—to use the impulse of rewards.

This may be fully and impressively illustrated in the Bible story ; and of the character

of the illustrations we give a few suggestive instances. 1. In the first trial ol

humanity it was distinctly understood that the maintenance of all that was gathered

up in Paradise was the reward of obedience. 2. To Abraham God oflfered himself,

in his personal favour, and in his power to guide and bless, as " his exceeding great

Reward," and even Abraham's faith and loyalty were upheld by the promise that in

his " seed all nations of the earth .should be blessed." 3. Israel was helped to endure

the rigours of E;i;ypt, and to make a great stand for liberty, under the assurance of a

great reward, even the heritage of the land that flowed with milk and honey. And
it has often been pointed out that temporal prosperity in Canaan was distinctly offered

as the reward of obedieTice to the Law. 4. The prophets—as may be most impres-

sively seen in Isaiah—lield before the people most glowing visions of coming days as

the sure reward of a full and hearty national return to Jehovah. 5. Our Lord himself

fitted the impulse of reward into his most gracious invitation, " Come unto me . . .

and I will give you rest." 6. The apostles urge the disciples to all earnestness

in the Christian life and labour, by the assurance that we run for an "incorruptible

crown," and may hope to receive a " crown of glory, that fadcth not away." Our last

sight of Christ in the Word presents him as saying, " Behold, I come quickly ; and my
reward is with me." We may, then, use the promise of rewards ; they appeal to senti-

ments and feelings in us that are good and useful. We may magnify the grace of God
in even thus helping us to win " the holy." And we may reasonably expect present,

and certainly look ior future, gracious rewards of obedience and faithfulness.—B. T.

Vers. 21—23.

—

The dignity of all work. These verses set before us the interesting

fact that Gkid recognizes a man's occupation, and knoVfs precisely his sphere and his

work. Another striking illustration of the precision of the Divine knowledge, and the

observation even of a man's handicraft, is found in Acts x. 5, 6, where God gives these

minute directions :
" Send men to Joppa, and call for one Himon, whose surname is

Peter; he lodgeth with one Simon, a Pmner, whose house is hy the seaside." In these

verses different occupations are honourably mentioned ; some wrought fine linen

;

others were potters and gardeners and hedgers ; and so is suggested to us the

honourableness and usefulness, of all kinds of work. There was no such sentiment
among the Jews as unhappily prevails in all so-called highly civilized countries, that

there is a kind of degradation in having to work for your own living. Every Jewish
boy was required to learn a trade, and the greatest rabbis preserved their dignity and
learning along with service to the community in some humble occupation. Consider

—

I. Work as a condition of human life on the earth. If there is one law more
absolute for mankind than another, it is that they shall vmrk. They are set in this
earth-garden, as Adam was in Paradise, to win it, to use its forces, to dress it, to keep it.

For " work " man is endowed. He has muscles with the needed physical strength,
and hands with the needed physical skill, and brains with the needed guidance and
control. And he is in the midst of conditions that demand work ; the earth will only
yield her stores and her increase in response to man's work. If a man " will not
work," then the law God has put into the very creation of the earth is, that " he shall
not eat." And this work-condition is designed by God to bear directly on man's morai
training. Only by and through work can character grow and unfold. Toil is testing
and trial, out of which alone can virtue be born. So all work is noble and holy.

II. Work as a condition of civilized life. Ilerf its simplicity is lost. It becomes
a diversified and complicated thing. As men live together in cities a thousand fresh
wants, real and fancied, become created, and trades are multiplied for the supply of
the thousand wants. Work is divided and subdiv.dud ; sometimes it seems a hio-her
kind, and sometimes a lower. While some must work hy hand, others are called forth
to work by voice, and pen, and brush, and cliisel, and brain. Thousands must toil in
various ways to supply the necessaries of life, and tens of thousands must toil to supply
the ever-increasing demand for luxuries. And so, in civilized times, work seems too
often to grow into man's curse; and he toils at sweat of brain as well as of face" and
spends strength and health and life iu winning bread from those who " 'are gump*
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tuously every day, and are clothed in purple and fine linen ;
" and we cannot greatly

wonder that men should grow hard, and lose the high and inspiring thought of the
" dignity of work."

III. The one condition that lifts all human toil into dionitt. Its nsefulnrss

to others. It must be done "not unto self." And so God has "set the solitary in

families," and put fathers and mothers under the pressure of family responsibility, that

in toiling for others they may win the joy of work. Illustrate from the artist, the

poet, etc., and see how the condition may apply to all workers.

rV. The tet higher condition which sets work m its true place. It must be
done as service to God. Then work bears upon the culture of religious character, and
becomes a stepping-stone upward to the heavenly. Character is both exhibited and
cultured by it; and no kind of occupation can be regarded as mean into wliich

character can be put, and by which others may be served, and Ood may be glorijied.

Potters, gardeners, hedgers, and workers in fine linen may all win the " Well done,

good and faithful."—E. T.

Vers. 39—il.

—

Might and right. The place named Qedor is not otherwise men-
tioned in Scripture. Ewald and Bertheau think Oera/r is the true reading; and this

is given in the Septuagint Version. Reference, then, is to a portion of the Philistiue

country, which was remarkable for its fertility (Gen. xivi. 6—12 ; 2 Ohron. xiv. 14, 15).

We cannot tell whether these princes had any justifiable ground for their aggression.

But we may dwell on this as an instance of "might" overmastering "right;" for the

earlier occupiers may be fairly considered to have had the " right," and the point of

the story is that these princes grew strong, and when they had " might " they used it

to drive out, and possess the lands of, those who had only " right." The Eastern mode
of keeping flocks by moving them to different parts of wide pasture-grounds should

be explained, and the rivalry and the quarrelling which this too often entails may be

illustrated in the relations of Abraham and Lot. And the way in which weakening

and decaying tribes have to yield before strong and rising tribes and nations, may
illustrate the modern doctrine of the " survival of the fittest

;

" and instances may be

found in the story of the great nations, such as Persia,- Greece, Rome, etc.

I. Man's might is often thought right. The two things are perfectly distinct.

What we can do is not necessarily what we ought to do. And man's power must ever

be held down under the mastery of a will guided by good judgment, right priuciples,

sweet charity, and tender consideration for the claims and rights of others. The
Nasmyth steam-hammer affords a good illustration of splendid power held in fuU

control. Yet in the commoner spheres of life, as well as by kings and great men,

might is often mistaken for right. It is often one of the easiest pieces of self-deception.

One of the master principles swaying men is the love of power. Therefore do men get

large numbers of servants, retainers, and workmen ; they increase wealth and posses-

sions ; push into places of position and influence ; and in every possible way seek to

gain sway over their fellow-men. And this becomes a peril, and, for many men, the

severest test of virtue and charity. Every true-hearted man will feel the peril of

confusing might with right ; and will accept the fact that these two will often be in

conflict, and that, for such conflict, the issue must always be the triumph of the right.

Man's might is a fatal force for the liberty of his fellow-man, unless it not only seems

to be to him, but it actually is, the same as the right. So the practical question ever

and again recurring in life is this: "I can, but may I? Will it be right?" Man's

nobility is full loyalty tp the right. „ . , , , „^
IL God's right always proves to be might. Always m the long run. We

make many mistakes by only seeing pieces and parts of things ; so we sometimes say,

" The way of the Lord is not equal." Yet right does always triumph, if we can

properly discern the "right," and properly appraise "triumph." Right is invincible.

Nature, all the good there is in the earth, all the long ages, and God himself, are on

the side of the right. This is true for the individual man when, in all simplicity and

loyalty he does God's right, whatever of seeming disahilitios it may involve. Ha

may have the most perfect confidence that God will make it might, and in the due

time "brine forth his righteousness as the light, and his judgment as the noonday."

It may be ^practically enforced that man's violence overreaches itself, as did Mamm'n.
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And that all forcings of his way and will by man imply a failing of trust in God's

living love and lead. It is a spirit in striking contrast with that expressed in Jabez'i

prayer (ch. It. 10).—R. T.

Ver. 43.

—

Ood's ways with Amalek. The reference of the verse is to the remnant
that had escaped the great slaughter under King Saul (1 Sam. xv. 7, 8). Indications

of the existence of scattered purtions of this people may be Ibund in 1 Sam. xxvii. 8

;

XXX. 1; 2 Sam. viii. 12. 'Hie Amalekites are first mentioned in connection with the

aggressive expedition of Cliedorlaonier (Oen. xiv. 7). 'I'hey occupied the country
between Palestine, Idumaea, and Mount Sinai, on the elevated plateau now called Er-
Sakhmah. They were a nomad people, and their towns were but collections of tents

;

they were rich in flocks and herds, and seem to have acquired a vast power by their

bold predatory habits. They were consequently most dangerous neighbours for Israel

to have so close upon their borders. For the Scripture references to the Amalekites,

see Exod. xvii. 8— 16; Deut. xxv. 17—19; Kumb. xiv. 40—45; xxiv. 20; Judg. ill.

13 ; vi. 3—5 ; xii. 15.

I. The sin op Amalek. This is distinctly stated in 1 Sam. xv. 2 .• "I remember
that which Amalek did to Israel, how he laid wait for him in the way, when he came
up from Egypt." The expressions used appear to itidi ate some peculiar treachery in

the conduct of this tribe. Probably they regarded themselves as having the sole right

to the pasture-grounds in the valleys and plains of the higher ranges of Sinai, and so

thou;iht to cut oft' the advancing hosts of Israel, by taking them in detail as they
toiled through the several passes. It may also be urged that the knowledge of the
deliverance ihrouj,h the Red Sea had spread among the tribes of the desert; it declared

this people to be under Jehovah's lead, and increased the responsibdity of all who
attempted to hinder th<'ir jirogress. Amalek added to its sin by incursions in the

time of the judges, and by constant annoyance, which in part may ex|)lain the severe

manner in which it was dealt with. The principle of the treatment of Amalek's sin

may be illustrated by our Lord's words, "Whoso shall offend one of these little ones
that believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck,
and that he were drowned in the depths of the sea."

II. The Divine JUDeMENT on Amalek. Remarkable for its severity. Explain
that the form and degree of Divine judgments must fit into the customs and senti-
ments of ciich a;;e, if they are to exert the proper moral influence upon the age. The
extermination of a race was not regarded in Saul's time as, with our Christian senti-

ments, we should regard it now. Human life is less valued in the East, and tribal,

dynastic, and national changes have always been more sudden, frequent, and violent.

Still, this would be, even in those days, so severe a judgment as to prove » solemn
warning to the wilful who would try to force their own will against God.

III. Man's exiccution op thf. Divine judqmbnt. It is of the utmost importance,
for the due understanding of Old Testament Scripture, that God may use any of his
creatures as agents in carrying out his judicial sentences; and man may bo his
executioner as well as plague, famine, or tempest. In such case what the man has to
do for God is right, and the man only comes under the judgments of God for the spirit
and the way in which he does it. Saul is not judged for slaying the Amalekites, but for
not executing his commission fully and faithfully.

IV. Man's pailure in executing the Divine judgments. Distinguish between
man the agent, and man the individual. God looks upon the man, and treats with
him in both ways. Man's trusts from God become tests of man for God. And it
may be that the more complicated and difficult the trust is, the more satisfactory it
may prove as a mf)ral test. Man is honoured in being permitted to carry out God's
plans and purposes. He may even, from the gos|iel standpoint, be a "co-worker
together with God." But God will not fail to carry out his plans to perfection, eveu
when men may seem to fail him.—R. T.

Vers. 9, 10.—We prayer <f Jahez. " Jabez was more honourable than his brethren

:

and his mother called him Jabez, saying. Because I bare him with sorrow. And Jabez
called on the God of Israel, sayin-.'. Oh that thou wouldest bioss me indeed, and enlarn-e
By coast, aud that thine hand might be with me, and that thou WQuldeat keep me
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from evil, that it may not- grieve me! And God granted him that which he requested."

But little is known of this man; known in his generation as a man of prayer;
famous for the directness and simplicity of his appeal to God and for the success attend-

ing it. Probably he gave his name to Jabez, the town mentioned in ch. ii. 55, as

Bethlehem, Epliratah, Tekoa, and many named in these genealogies did. If so—and
the identity of several names in the respective genealogies, and the singular eminence
and honour of the man, give great weight to supposition—then we know something of his

ancestry and something of his descendants. Of his ancestry ; for then ch. ii. 55 makes
him a Kenile, and a descendant of Jonadab the son of Rechab, one of the early sect

described in ..'er. xxxv.,who, probably culled into existence by the testimony of Elijah,

cultivated simplicity of creed, rejecting all idolatry ; simplicity of life, dwelling in tents

;

simplicity of food, drinking neither wine nor strong drink. A sect ready to help Jehu
in liis reformation (2 Kings xii. 15, 16) ; res[iected by those who could not oupy them ;

blessed and honoured by God. And we know something of his descendants ; for he

was in that case the founder of the school of scribes, who did so much in the later

centuries of Jewish national history to revive and maintain the purer worship of God.

A sect of married monks, whose only vow was simplicity of life, they seemed to

exemplify aii the advantages derivable from special callings, consecration, and brother-

hood, while free from all ilieir defects. Their earnest faith turned them to the Bible as

the best preservative of i\ (loople from error. And their simple tent-life gave them
leisure. Probably Jabez was a sort of William Tyndale of his generation, bent on giving

his people the Bible in their homes. Tyndale by translation, Jabez merely by tran-

scription, both gave the priceless treasure to multitudes who before had lacked it.

Assuming these things, there are some lessons from his character and from his prayer

that are worth observing.

I. FiKST, A GOOD SOIL HELPS TO MAKE A QOOD PLANT. In all sclf-denial there is

advantage. Power of will, energy of purpose, security against temptation, are all

fuithered by it. These early total abstainers had some of the vigour marking the class

in all ages. The poet had not in their case to lament that " the daj's of simple living

and high thinking were no more." But there they were. The John the Baptists of

their time in simplicity of life and profundity of thought and faith. The home moulds

the child. Let your children find in their parents' life purity, brightness, love, and they

will more easily copy it. Like as Milton and Cromwell rose among the Puritans, so

Jabez rose amont; the Reohabites. Observe

—

II. SoMiS LIVES BEGIN IN GREAT SORROW THAT LEAVE BEHIND THEM GREAT JOT.

What the mother's ^rief was we do not know. It may have been unusual pain and danger

at his b.rth. It may have been (the father is not mentioned) that she lost her husbaud

before she bore her child. And the melancholy of her heart made her despair of any
brightness, and give her boy (an unfair thing to do) a depressing name. It i> possible,

loo, that some sorrow may have arisen out of this prayer. If it did, we may observe

that a dull morning of en opens into a bright day. The early life may be obscure,

pressed with disadvantages, all uphill, and yet we may reach a stately usefulness and

comfort,
** The fault, dear Brutus, liea not in our stars.

But iu ourselves."

III. Look at his peayeb. There are many points about it worthy of remark.

1. That whatever touched his life he took it to his God. 2. That he blends in his

prayer the requests for moral and the outward mercies which make up well-being.

" That thou wouldest bless me indeed," is probably a prayer for highest spiritual

mercies; for God's smile, God's grace, forgiveness, peace. "And enlarge my coast."

This was prayer for outward advantage. Large lands not needed for their simple

livm"; probably they were needed only for the increasing number of disciples. " That

thy hand may be with me " seems again a spiritual petition ; a prayer for guidance

pre-eminently, and for God's aid. The worUlly don't want God's hand with them ; it is

apt to stop the flow of their purposes and schemes. But the devout want God to be a

iiartner in all their business. " And to keep me from evil, that it may not grieve me."

Here is an illusion to his name. And probably the prayer means, " Dlsaj pninta i.imiIh r's

fears, and let not harm overtake me." In entimating aright the worth of thid i^rayti.
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the following suggestion may be of value :—Only those prayers are vital and real which,

like this, combine requests for outward and inward good. When you pray, say, " Griva

us daily bread, and forgive us our debts." If you omit to ask for the bread, you may
be pretty sure it is not the greatness of your spirituality that omits the request, but only

the littleness of your faith, which makes you imagine God can do nothing so substantial

as bless you in your common needs. What is wanted by all of us is goodness rather

than spirituality, and a religion of common life rather than a strained, unnatural

pietism. Jabez had grand faith that God ruled in common life, was lowly enough to

bless him, and to help him in his work. Observe, lastly

—

IV. The Lord's answer. It came to him. Came so palpably that all could see

it, that it was a matter of history, that it taught others that they had a Friend

above, and led them to the throne of grace. Blessed is the circle in which somebody
prays ! Pray on. You will not need to proclaim the answers you receive

;
your neigh-

bours will see it for themselves. And your prayer will thus be doubly blessed. It will

secure for you the good you desire, and will guide many another to the throne of the

heavenly grace, to get there the blessings which they require.—G.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

A life and its lessons. Two verses only relate the life of Jabez, but

they suffice to give us some idea of its nature and character ; also to convey some
lessons for our guidance as we pass through our own.

I. Three fkatures of his lite. We learn that: 1. It was begun in special sorrow.

His mother called him Jabez because she " bare him with sorrow." Possibly his father

had died before his birth, or their estate may have been so reduced as to make another

child seem a burden rather than a blessing. 2. It was characterized by special piety.

He made his future the subject of earnest prayer to God ; he earnestly desired that God
would bless him in all his doings, that the Divine hand might be upon him ; he

evidently believed and felt that all things were ruled and oveiruled by the Lord himself.

He "committed his way unto the Lord." 3. It was crowned with special peace and
honour. " God granted him that which he requested " (ver. 10). He was " more
honourable than his brethren"—had a larger estate, was held in higher esteem, attained

to greater eminence. God did "keep him from the evil " from which he sought Divine
deliverance, and it did " not grieve him." He did " enlarge his coast." Peace and
honour were his portion in an unusual degree. His life must have had its shadow as

well as its sunshine, but it was brighter with earthly honour and less clouded with
worldly troubles than are the lives of most men.
IL The lessons wb may glean therefrom. We learn : 1. That thfrt which has an

unpromising beginning may stand among tlie best. How little did the mother of Jabes
imagine that the child of her sorrow would have so honourable a career ! The most
successful and even glorious enterprise may be begun in weakness and in trembling of

heart. That which was once only a small gathering in a back slum has grown into a

magnificent and beneficent institution. They that sow in tears may reap in joy. If God
prosper a human life or a good cause, its early insignificance will prove of small account.
Many a time the widow's child, for whom it has been hard to find food and education,
has grown to be a man of weight and honour, filling a laige space and doing a great
work in the world. 2. That it is right to ask God for material blessings in the hope of
obtaining them. These were earthly favours which Jabez asked for, and which he
received of God—enlargement of his estate, immunity from trouble and loss, etc. We
have no authority for asking God for wealth or immunity from sorrow with a positive
assurance that we shall have those things. We do not know that they will suit us ; it

is quite possible, or even probable, that they would prove the very worst things we
could have. But we may ask God for temporal blessings, in the hope of receiving
them, if we ask in a subject spirit, desiring him to withhold from us what he knows it

would be best to keep back. We are to pray for daily bread ; that " his hand may be
with us ;

" that he will be with us in our going out and our coming in. 3. That God
is never served in vain. God granted Jabez that which he requested. He may not
give us our heart's desires in the form in which we cherish them. The " cup " did not
•' pass from " the Saviour, but he " was heard in that he feared " (Heb. v. 7). God hai
ways of blessing us of which we have little thought when we are on our knees. But
if we ask wo shxdl have—if not sooner, later ; if not in our way, in his better w»y.—OL
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Vers. 11—43.

—

General truths from genealogical tables. Reading lessons from thii

list of names, we gather

—

I. That obscurity is bettbe than prominence fob Moar of ds. In this long table

we have one or two celebrated men, such as Caleb (ver. 15) and Othniel (ver. 13), but
most of them are men of no repute. We only know their names and their relation-

ship to those that preceded and followed them. It is a mere truism to say that the

generality of men must spend their lives in obscurity, that it is only a few who can be

conspicuous. But it is a truth worth treasuring, that lowliness of position is far better

for most of us than elevation would be. But few men can bear distinction without
spiritual deterioration. The graces which the Master most loves to see (and those which
are most acceptable to man also) flourish in the quiet valley far better than on the lofty

mountain. Il God ordain prominence, " Be not high-mindud, but lear." If obscurity

be our portion, let us say with the psalmist, " Lord, my heart is not haughty, nor mine
eyen lofty," etc. (Ps. cxxxi. 1). Let us not be envious of the exalted, but rather be

thankful that we are not exposed to their peculiar perils.

* He that is down need fear no fall.

He that is low no pride."

II. That God puts honour on the useful arts. It is specially mentioned of some
" that they were craftsmen ;

" of others that they were members of the " house of them
that wrouaht fine linen " (ver. 21). It is significant enough that, in this brief recital,

these two industries should have honourable mention. We should feel tliat when we
cut and carve, when wo spin and weave, when we are occupied in manufactures, when
we are turning, by industry and knowledge, the materials around us into objects of

service and of beauty, we are not only " making money," enriching our nation,

gratifying human tastes, we are also fulfilling the will of God concerning us, we are

doing that for which he placed us here ; and we should engage in all useful arts as in

his sight, serving him in all our labour.

III. That contented industry is bbttek than successful violence. Two
instances are given at the close of the chapter (vers. 39—41, 42, 43) of appropriation

by violence. The sons of Simeon took foi cible possession of " fat pasture and good,"

where " the land was wide, and quiet, and peaouable ;

" they established themselves there

by " utterly destroying " the inhabitants. Others of them (ver. 42) repeated the same

deed of violence. Possibly they may have bean justified in their act by commands
which were binding, or by a permission which was sufficient. Probably they satisfied

their own conscience, and wrought their work without compunction. But we read with

far greater pleasure of the craftsmen who gave their name to the valley by their industry

(ver. 14), and of those who " wrought fine linen," and of those engaged in simple agri-

culture (ver. 23), and thus gained a peaceful, honourable livelihood. Feats of arms are

bi illiaut things in their way, but beneath the surface are heartrending injuries, and long

after they are performed comes a series of sorrows. The industry and energy which

work no injury to the conscience, and which carry benefit and comfort in their train, are

immeasurably to be preferred to " the pomp and circumstance of war."

IV. That it is wise to consider ourselves in the light in which we look

AT others. The chronicler remarks, shortly but significantly, "These are ancient

thing.s " (ver. 22). The events of his " modern " time are now very much more
" ancient " to us than those old times of which he was writing were to his generation.

We stand in the graveyard, and the sloping, timeworn tombstones speak to our hearts

of the distant days in which once lived the generation beneath our feet. The day will

come when we shall be separated by the same breadth of time from the living men that

will then be walking where we sleep. We shall soon be nothing to the world but th«

people of a day that is passed. 1. How great is the folly of men who own no treasure

but that of this transient time ! 2 How true the wisdom of those whose portion no

graveyard will hold, who in the far hereafter will live with God, and be rich with the

wealth of Heaven (Rev. u. 15—17) !—0.

Ver. 9. Jabez : his history. Supposed to. be the son of Kenaz, and an eminent

dwtcii of the law, whose reputation drew around him so many scribes and learned men

that a tu»ii was called by his name (sue ch. ii. oiO). We have necu the ^.ru-emiueucti
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fiven to the tribe of Judah on account of its connection with the promised Chri8t.

Before tracing further the genealogy of the sons of Israel, an entire chapter is devoted

to the family of David. 'I'his is just as it should be—still further prominence being

given to every one and everything that foreshadowed the true David, the Lord Jesus

Christ. The line of David is drawn all through the third chapter, through a successioa

of good and bad monarchs. The Lord's eye is on his beloved Son ; and the streau

that leads to him winds its way through wastes and stagnant pools and dark morasses

lying on either side—everything marked which in any way stands connected with it,

but beyond this as unworthy of notice. We can now devote attention to one of

God's children in particular, and recorded in this chapter—Jabez. In the midst
of a genealogy of some extent, the Spirit of God singles one out for notice, and lingers

over it with delight. It is a bright gem on an apparently hard and uninteresting

surface shining with brilliancy. It is a name, however, fully confirming all we have
hitherto referred to. It would have no notice in the inspired Word but for what there

is of C-od in it. We know much of God in Jabez, very little of who or what he was.

Of wl.d,t he was in relation to the world, in relation to his fellow-men, or to society, or to

business, we know little. Of what he was to God there is much said and much knowu.
What matters the rest ? We may be sure that was all riyht. For if men are right

towards Christ we may take the rest for granted. It is this that gave .labez a name in

heaven. This made him worthy of a record in the Book of God. But for this lie

would have been unnoticed and unknown. And what is said of him ? " Jabez was
more honourable than his brethren : and his mother called his name Jabez, saying.
Because 1 bare him with sorrow." God's sorrowing ones are generally God's more
honourable ones. It is through sorrow we reach our joys. " Ye now therefore have
sorrow, but your sorrow shall be turned into joy." It is God's order—sorrow the portal

to jiiy. The darkness first, then the light; tribulation here, then the kingdom;
discipline here, then the glory. God's secret place is darkness. The pavilion round
about him are " dirk waters and thick clouds"—the dark waters of sorrow, the tljick

clouds of baffling enigma and unfathomable mystery. But inside this pavilion of

darkness and cloud there is always a biightncss (Ps. xviii. 11, 12). This brightness
is the unchanging love of him who is "the brightness of the Father's glory, and the
express image of his person." Under his shadow the dark waters and thick clouds
will all in due time disperse. Yes, every thick cloud and every dark wattrflood will

melt before his love, who is " the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." Before the air

can be cleared and the calm stillness of nature be felt, the thunder-clouds must gather
and the lightning-flash be seen. The stillness of nature comes heralded by tokens of
terror. It is the order of God, both in nature and grace. We see the darkness first,

and call it "Jabez." We meet with bereavement and write " Jabrz " upon it, though
Gild makes it a blessed means of drawing us to fix our affections on a world that can
never pass away. We meet with disappointment and vexation and worry, and write
" Jahez " upon one thing after another. Yet all these things come out, in the wonder-
working of God's providence, in the deep riches of his grace, as dealings " more honour-
able," as blessings in disguise. They are the discipline of his hand, bringing glory to
him and blesiiiug to our own souls.

"Judge not the Lord by feeble senis^
But trust him for his grace

;

Behiml a frowuing providence
He hides a smiling face."

And what is the prominent leature in the chnracter of this man of God noticed by the
Holy Spirit? It is prayer. " Aad Ja.hoz called upon the God of fsiad." Jabez was a
man of prayer. In this aspect he is first presented to us. Oh that this was the
marked feature in us all ! A man of prayer means a man blessed of God. A man of
prayer means, in its truest sense, a man of God. It means a marked man—one dis-
tinguished from others by communion with God, and carrying that mark about him in
all his least and greatest acts. This is the man on whom the Holy Spirit loves lo
linger, and singles him out from a mere mass of genealogies that have nothing woriliy
of notice, and holds him before us for a mcftneiit as the one " whom the King delighteth
to hunour." But on whom did Jabez call? Kot ou Qui; lutt on ahsUacrdeity ; uot
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on some "unknown God"—some almighty abstraction whom we are for ever groping
after, but whom we can never know. No ; this is the atheist's god, the Socinian's
god, the rationalist's god, the god of all men who know not God in Christ. Jabez
knew better. He " called on the God of Israel "—the covenant God, the God of his

fathers Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The saints of the Old Testament had one expres-
sion with regard to God which corresponded exactly with the exiirfsaion used by the
saints of the New Testament. The latter knew God as " the God and Father ol

our Lord Jesus Christ
;
" the former knew God as the " God of Israel," the " God ol

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." And these two meant exactly the same. The God in

covenant, and keepinr; that covenant for ever; the God who called his people out of

the- idolatry of heathenism; who " accounts " them righteous before him; who separates

them from the world to be his people ; who loves thera, and keeps them, and causes

them to inherit the land; and who does all this, not because of their deservings, but
because of his own rich mercy. This is the " God of Israel," the " God and Father of

our Lord Jesus Christ." And Jabez knew this God. He addresses him as One with
whom he is familiar ; he values his blessing above all others ; he feels the need of his
" hand," his presence, continually ; he feels tlie need of being " kept," and feels that God
only can keep him ; he feels his own liability to evil, and ctsts himself, in the conviction

of his weakness, upon him. Oh, surely Jabez was no ordinary child of God 1—W.
Ver. 10.

—

Jabe^^s prayer. I. Mark the first line of his prayer: "Oh that thou wouldest
BLESS MB INDEED 1 " He needs the blessiug of his Covenant God. He pleads for it. He
pleads earnestly. It is renl prayer. It is suc/i prayer God hears, such prayer he loves

to hear and to answer. But oh! there is many a blessing which may not he a blessing

"indeed." Of this Jabez is aware. He asks not for a blessing, but a blessing indeed—
for that which will be a real blessing. He asks not for that which may come in the

form of a blessing and in the end prove a curse. He asks for that to come which will

he a real, permanent, abiiling blessing. "Let it come in what shape it may. ThHt,

Lord, I leave to thee. Let it come in darkness or in light, in suffering and sorrow

or in health and gladness, in the abundance of wealth or the desolation of poverty

—

any way as best may seem to thee, Lord ; only let it be a blessing to me, a blessing
' indeed.' " Ah, this is prayer, and the right sort of prayer. There was something like

it, only in an infinitely higher degree, in the Garden of Gethsemane: "Father, thy will

be done." There was just this difference between the Son of God in the bosom of

the Father and those who are sons of God only by adoption. He did not need the

strengthening, angel from heaven to give him that submission of will. It was not till

after that submission the angel appeared to strengthen him. The angel was sent, not

to produce submission of spirit, hut for the weakness of the body, and to carry out the

work of redemption. His holy soul was always submissive. It was his nature to be bo.

With us, however, it is different. We need the strengthening angel to help us to sub-

mission to the Father's will as well as to do the work of God. Our nature is essentially

rebellious. We require the discipline of God's hand to bring us to submit. His holy

goul was submission itself. There is a passage in the New Testament which corresponds

exactly with this distinction I have drawn in the prayer of Jabez between a blessing
" and a blessing "indeed." Our Lord said to the Jews (John viii. 31, 32), " If ye contiuue

in my Word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the

truth shall make you free." It is one thing to be a "disciple," it is another to ba

a "disciple indeed." Many were "disciples" in our Lord's time; how/ew were the

"disciples indeed"! Many followed him, but from what motives? How few "continued

in the Word," " knew the truth" with that deeper knowledge of the heart, and were
" made/j-ee " by that knowledge—" free " from the bondage of guilt and sin, " free

"

from the power of sin over their lives, " free " from all that which they felt was

contrary to the glory of GodJ Ah, how little of this freedom there may be with

all our discipleship ! 'I his is what it is to be a "disciple indeed." This is what it

is to be " blessed indeed." Reader, are you a " disciple indeed " t

II. Mark the next petition: "And wouldest enlaroe mt coast." Probably the coast

which he prays may be enlarged was some earthly possession. He speaks as one who

had to recover from the hand of the enemy his purtimi of the proniiscd land. For the

lecovery of this he was about to engage in war. Aud what a spiritual lesson we leaia

I, OHBOlilCUeil. *
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from it ! It ii by conflict the child of God obtains more and more of the blessings laid

up for him in Christ. The Word of the Lord is to him what it was to Israel of old : "Go
ye up and possess the land ; " " There remaint'th yet very much land to be possessed.'

Oh, what blessings are laid up for us in Christ 1 Why do we not enter into our inherit-

ance ? God has indeed " blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in

Christ," but have we possessed them 1 Have we drunk deep of these wells of living

waters? Are our souls living upon the riches that are hid in Christ for us? Why do

we not possess the land which Jesus has won for us ? Because, dear reader, there is no

conflict. We must fight to enjoy. We must know what it is, hour after hour, to engage

in conflict—yes, in a bloody conflict—with the world, the flesh, and the devil. We must
grapple hour after hour with flesh and blood—with " the lust of the eye, and the pride

of life." We must know keenly what it is to pluck out a right eye, and cut off a riylit

hand or a right foot. We must know the struggle with sloth and indulgence, with

natural inclinations and desires, with unholy dispositions, and harsh tempers, and

unkind words, and a fault-finding -spirit. Have we entered into, are we daily engaged in,

a conflict like this? Ah, you will never be a "disciple indeed" unless you know some-

thing of this agony. It is throuuh conflict, through warring a good warfare, that God
opens the floodgates of the soul for all the treasures of his grace to flow in. You may
know them and talk about them ; but have you possessed the good land? Is it not

true that " there remaineth yet "—yes, yet after all these years of Christian disciple-

ship—" very much land to be possessed " ? Oh ! no warfare, no conflict, no struggle
;

then no deep joy, no sweet peace, no uplifting communion with God, no realized

sweetness of the Word, no real growth in grace, no likeness to Christ. Jabez's coast

would never have been enlarged without a deadly struggle with the foe. There will be

lio enlargement of coast with you. Christian, without this. It is tlius we see it in the

Lord's address to the seven Churches. Every promise is made there not to the Chris-

tian as such, not to the disciple, but " to him that overcomeih." They are made to the
" disciple indeed

"—to the one who knows something not only of what it is to fight,

but to win. Yes, Christian, your soul has been saved by Christ's finished work ; but

every inch of the ground beyond must be fought for. You will pass into God's presence

a naked soul—just saved. Where are the laurels you have won? Where Is the

ground around you bedewed with your tears from struggling in prayer? Where is

the inward struggle against indolence and sloth, against yielding to natural inclination,

against a censorious spirit, against some unkind word at your fireside, against some
light or frivolous thought? Where is the holy anxiety to redeem time for God?
Where is the agony and bloody sweat against temptation and sin ? Where is the soul's

inward yearning after GJod ? Where is the surrender to him hour after hour—the full

consecration of self and all things to his glory ? Oh, this is the warfare with the foe

;

and the man who knows something of this alone knows what it is to have " enlarge-

ment of coast." Precious prayer 1 Lord, " enlarge my coast"! Make iriore room in

my heart, in my life, for thee I I am so narrow, so cramped, so straitened, so wretchedly
little I Oh, enlarge this straitened soul of mine ! Make more room for thyself in me
and in everything about me I Yes, in my time, my pleasures, my duties, my cares,

my aims, my household, my children, my servants,—in all make more room for thyself 1

Come, Lord Jesus, " enlarge my coast." And do it nmo I Let me not wait another
day, another hour. Keader, are you ready for this? Will you to-day make this

your prayer? Believe it, you will not be a stranger to the joy of the Lord any.
longer if you will. Oh, make this your prayer and your aim ! " Go ye up and
possess the land," for " there remaineth yet very much land to be possessed."

III. What is the next petition ? " That thine hand might be with me." The hand
of God is the presence of God. But it is more. It is God in activity. It is God in

life and power. It ia the psalmist's holy longing :
" My soul thirsteth for God, for

the living God." The hand of God is God in power on our behalf. What was the
hand of Jesus ? What mighty works were done by it I It touched the leper, and all

disease fled. It touched the dead, and made it start into life again. It was laid on
a sinking disciple, and held him amid the boiling water-floods. It was laid on a loving
disciple who had fallen prostrate before the glory of the Son of man, and it raised him
to his feet again, and enabled him to stand in tho midst uf all the unveiled glories o(
tlte Apocalypse. Oh, the hand of the God-mau Jesus, what power there was in it I
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Thus Jabez prays, " That thine hand may be with me." Thus the child of God may
ever pray. It is just what we need—him with us in all his glorious power; him to

put away our leprous sin ; him to raise our dead souls to life ; him to uphold our
sinking souls amid the storms and tempests of life ; him to raise us out of the dust of

grovelling earthliness, and make us look into the glory before us ; him to bless us ; him
to do all. " That thine hand may be with me." Reader, it is just what you need—

a

living Jesus at your side from day to day, and hour to hour.

IV. Mark the concluding petition: "That thou wouldest keep me fboh etil, that it

may not grieve me." Observe, reader, it is not a prayer to be kept from evil. It is a
prayer to be kept from the effects of evil. " That it may not grieve me." " Have we
received good at the hand of the Lord, and shall we not receive evil ? " " Shall there

be evil in a city, and I have not done it ? " The Christian cannot pray to be delivered

from evil. He will have sorrow and suffering and trial here. The eye must often

weep over sin ; the heart must often mourn over its depravity. Temptation must be
constantly endured. But this the soul may pray for—that the sin within us and the

temptations around us may not grieve or hurt the soul. This he may pray for—that

his evil heart may not diaw him from God ; that an evil nature may not be yielded to

;

that an evil spirit may not deaden his soul, and leave him cold and heartless to the

Saviour and his glory. There is no exemption from evil here. It is in us and around
us on every side. But, blessed be God, we have One dwelling within us, even the Holy
Spirit, and through his mighty working evil may be turned into a blessing. It is for

this we may pray, we must pray. Your danger is not in possessing an evil heart, but
in yielding to it. Your danger is not being on the verge of a precipice, but in being
unwatchful there. Oh, pray this prayer. Christian reader!—W.

Vers. 31—43.

—

The Simeonites. This tribe is classed with that of Judah, as their

possessions were partly taken out of their extensive territory (see Josh, xix. 1). As
Simeon had only a limited portion of the land of Judah, they were forced to seek
accommodation elsewhere. In consequence of their sloth or cowardice, some of the
cities within their allotted territory were only nominally theirs, and were never taken
from the Philistines till David's time, when, the Simeonites having forfeited all claim
to them, he transferred them to the tribe of Judah (see 1 Sam. xxvii. 6). Let us learn

two lessons from this tribe—^first, with reference to this transfer, and second, with
reference to the sad results that followed the supineness or cowardice which cha-
racterized it. 1. We learn from Gen. xlix. 5—7 that cruelty characterized this son of

Jacob, and that righteous retribution followed. Also we see how one sin begets another.

Cruelty has in its train cowardice. True bravery and magnanimity is the result of

a nature ennobled by Divine grace. Wherever we find cruelty, there we may be certain

to find cowardice and supineness. One strengthened grace strengthens every other

in the man. One indulged sin weakens every grace, and begets sins which bear that

sin's " image and superscription " at every turn and throughout many generations.

Simeon's descendants, though not personally guilty of their father's sin, have the

brand upon them. Their sins are but the outward ripple on the stream where their

father cast in the first stone of crime. Thus Simeon's sin lived in his generations.

Thus men live long after they are dead. All true living influence begins to be potent

after we have disappeared from the scene. How solemn, then, how awfully responsible,

is each one's life ! ii. Now look at the sad results of their supineness. Inasmuch as they

did not fight the Philistines and gain possession of their cities, David took them from
them and allotted them to Judah. What a remarkable confirmation of our Lord's

words, " To him that hath [Judah] shall more be given ; and from him that hath not

[Simeon] even that he hath shall be taken away "! See another consequence of this

supineness. They sought larger territory, and found it in the pastures of Gfederah.

For a time all seemed bright and prosperous. But. soon they were attacked by foes,

and had to fly to Mount Seir. This would have been unnecessary had they been

valiant, fought the Philistines, and become possessed in reaiity of what they had only

nominal possession before. Reader, learn the solemn warning. " Fight the good fight

of faitl., lay hold on eternal life ;
" " Make your calling and election sure." Make that

nominal possession of Christ—that profession of religion you wear—a reality, a tiue

*nd living pus^ession. Thus will you, too, save yourself Irom similar results, and wiU
ra»p your reward.—^W.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER V.

Vers. 1—10.—Thk Sons of Ebubem. The
tribe of Eeuben is now taken third in

Older by the compiler, though Eeuben
WEU3 the first of all the sons of Israel.

The diatinct stateraunts of vers. 1 and 2,

respecting the degradation of Reuben and
hid loss of the rights of primogeniture,

are not to be undev&iood, however, as men-
tioned in any way to account for his stand-

ing third here. That Judah takia in any
genealogy the first piace needs no other

apolugy than that contained in ihis passage,
" Juilah pievailed above his brethren, and
of him caiue the cliief ruler" (i.e. David,

and in him " David's grc ater Son and
Lord "). And that Simeon is taken immedi-
ately after Judali was natural enough, both
because the second place belunged to him,
and because his tribe, in journeying, in

lettlement, and in acknowledged friendship,

was so nearly related to that of Judah. It is

as an important historical fact, a lesson and
Stern memento of crime, thut -the lule of

Beuben is here as elsewhere told. Indeed,

in the remarkably exalting language applied
to Keuben (Gen. xlix. 3) by the dying father

in those " blessings " of his sons which
were so marvel ously living with prophecy,

that " blessing " seemed weighted with hard
reality, and may really caj-ry this ujeaning:
" O Eeuben I Ihough thou art my firstborn,

though my uiight iuid the beginning of my
strength, though the excellency of dignity

and the excellency of power," yet, because

of thy boiling IxhA (Gen. xxxv. 22) « thou
ahalt not excel." In that endowing charter

of the patriarch's death-bed, the bu-tliright

of Eeuben i=i not in so many words given to

Joseph and his sons, but what is given to

Joseph is so abundant above the lot of all

the others, tliat we find no dilUculty in ac-

cepting the formal statement of tlie fact

here first found in tins passage. The large

measure of promise meted to Jud.ih (Geu.
xlii. 8—12) rests, no doubt, upon the
title already referred to. There would seem
to be also a righteous moral reasun in Joseph
alter all becoming heir to the birthright,

inasmuch as he was the eldest child of her
who was Isniel's real love, and who, but for

deceijtion aud sharp ]iriictiec, would have
been hia first wile. How he remtmbered
her, and with what determined praeticiil

ciinsiquence, the affecting passage, Gen.
xlviii. 1—7, 16, 21, 22, sufficiently reveals;
yet cninp. Deut. xxi. 15— 17. The meaning
of the last clause of ver. 1 is evidently that,
thouyh thus Keuben was the nai.uial first-

born, and Joseph had really the birthright.

the registration did not proceed hi this

instance (probably partly for the very reason

of the ambiguity) by the order of Urtlinglit,

but everything yielded to the special call for

precedence on the part of Judah (ver. 2).

Ver. 3.—The fuur sons of Eenlien here

given are first enumerated in Gen. xlvi. 9;

then in Exod. vi. 14 ; and again in Numb,
xxvi. 5—7, where are also found the corre-

sponding chief families of the tribe, the

total of their tighting numbers amounting to

43,7:10, compared with 40,500 at the time of

the Sinai census (Numb. ii. 11), a diminution

due to the plague for the idolatry of Baal-

peor (Numb. xxv. 9).

Vers. 4—ti.—Frum which of the four sons

of Eeuben the line came in which Joel

would appear, we do not know. Junius
and Treincllius say Hanoch, oti ers Curmi,
while the Sjriao Version has Carnii viae

Joel. It is to be remarked that in Numb.
xxvi. 8—10 a line of descent through Paliii

is given, but reaching only to the second
generation. Seerah in the present list will

be only uinth at furthest from Ecu! ea, so

that it is evident (hat it is a very fnigmentiiry

genealogy, whether the hiatus be only one,

viz. between Reuben's son (whichever it

may be in question) a:id Joel, or whether
both there and eLewhere also. Of none of

the eight persons beginning with Joel and
ending with Eeerah is anything else known,
unless: either Shemalah or Shimei may be

identical with the Sheraa of ver. 8, in which
case it might be also that the Juel of ver. 8

is identical with that of ver. 4. In this

passage and ch. viii. HO Baal appears as the
name of a man. In this passige, aud in

ver. 26 and 2 Chron. xxviii. 20, we have
a ililferent form in each part of the word,
of the Tiiilath-pU, ser of 2 Kings xv. 20

;

xvi. 7. These slight differences in the
po. ition of the radicals, with the introdmtion
or omission of the s, malio ns many as four
diii'eivnt readings in the Hebrew. Tiglath-
pileser, the second Assyrian king who came
into coufliet with the Israelites, leigned
ahaut B.C. 747-727. Gesenius thinks that
Ihe former half of the word is the same as
Diglath, i.q. Tigris; and that tie latter, a
root ocouriing also in the name Nah -pola-
earis, is from an Assyriaii verb meaning " to
guard." He translates the word as '''Lord
ot the Tigris." The Assyrian reproduct on
of the name is riyuUi-yal-tfi m ^Siuitirs
'Bible Dictionary'), or Takulti-paUara
Q Speaker's Commentary,' in Uk.). 'I'ne Cap-
tiviiy is simken of further in the last veise
of this chapter and in 2 Kings xv. 27—31.
The Septuag.ut reads vers. 4 and 5 differ-
ently: "The sons of Joel, Semei and Banmt
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his son ; and the sons of Gog the -son of
Semei," etc., and this in all three editions

—

Vatican, Alexandrine, and Aldine.
Vers. 7, 8.—Of Jeiel, Zeehariah, Bela, and

Azaz nothing further la known. Bhema and
Joel may be those of ver. 4, as above. The
expression, his brethren, t.e. the brethren of
Beerah, must be read generally. The inti-

mation, when the genealogy of their gene-
rations was reckoned, is probably explained
by the contents of ver. 17 (of which here-
after). Aroer O.phj?. or ipnj;); a place

east of the Jordan, overhanging the torrent
of Arnon, which was a boundary between
Mnab and the Amorites, and afterwards
between Moab and Reuben. There is

little doubt that Burckhanlt has identiRed
the ruins of Aroer (see Numb, xxxii. 38

;

Dent. ii. 24, 36 ; iii. 8, 12, 16 ; Josh. xii. 1,

2; xiii. 9, 16; Judg. xi. 13, 26, where note
transposition of letters in the Hebrew ; 2
Kin^s X. 33). iMoab seems to have regained
it later (Jer. xlviii. 1—47 ; see interesting

arts. " Arnon" and " Aroer," Smith's ' Bible
Dictionary '). Nobo and Baal-meon are also
mentioned together in Numb, xxxii. 38;
and Baal-meon with Moab in Ezek. xxv. 9.

This Nebo, the toion, is distinct from Mount
Nebo. It is remarkable that it is not men-
tioned, unless under one of the "ehiinged"
names (Numb, xxxii. 38), in the list of the
towns of Eeuben (Josh. xiii. 15—23). Nebo
was the name of a heathen deity, known
among the Chaldeans (Isa. xlvi. 1), Baby-
lonians, and Assyrians ; and this constituted
one reason, if not the reason, for changing
its name when it had been aiSxed to the
Moabite city.

Ver. 9.—Keil and others refer this verse
to the people of Bela; yet others apply it

to Joel. It would seem nearest the facts to

apply it to the main subject of the para-
graph—Beuben. Gilead (Dent. iii. 12—16)
bad for its boundaries, on the north Bashan,
on the south Moab, on the east the Arabian
deseit. Its situation evidently exposed it

to Assyrian invasion and frequent en-
counter with desert tribes (Josh. xvii. 1

;

Numb. xxvi. 29, 80).

Ver. 10.—Among such conflicts, one with
a people descended presumably from Hagar
or Islimnel (though ch. xxvii. 30, 31, and Ps.

Ixxxiii. Care somewhat needlessly interpreted

to he opposed to this) is here alluded to. It

takes us to tlie time of Saul, and from that

time up to the time of " the Captivity" (ver.

22) the victorious Beubenites, Gadites, and
people of the halt-tribe Manasseh had the

benefit of enlarged domain at their expen.se

:

" They dwelt in their steads," after seizing

great spoil. It is exceedingly likely that

we have the perpetuation of the r.ame Haga-
renes in the Agrsaei (modern Hejer) of Strabo,

svi. 767 ; Pliny, ' Hist. Nat.,' ?i 32 ; Diony-

sius, 'Perieg.,* 956: Ft. t. 2 (see art.

"Hagarenes" in Smith's ' Bible Dictionary ').

Vers, 11—17.—The tribe of Gad is taken
next, and occupies but few lines. Gad was
born seventh in order of all the sons of Jacob
(Gen. XXX. 9—12), and fiist of tjie children
of Leah's maid Zilpah. The compiler seems
to pass easily on to Gad, from the mere cir-

cumstance of the name of the tribe being so
constantly linked with that preceding, in
the matter of local settlement on the east of
Jordan, after the journeyings of the wilder-
ness (Josh. xiii. 7, 8). The geography in
vers. 11 and 16 offers very little difficulty.

Compared with the time of the first settlin.,'

of the Gadites (Dent. iii. 10—13; Josh.
xiii. 25, 30), it is evident that they bad
pushed their borders further to the mirth,
trenching somewhat upon the lot of the half-

tribe Manasseh, as they also in turn ex-
tended their limits northward to Hermim
(ver. 23). This reconciles Josh. xiii. 30
with the present passage. Salcah, or (Au-
thorized Version) Saleliah (Dent. iii. 10;
Josh. xiii. 11), is probably to be identified

as the modem Sulhhad, at the extreme
eastern point of the plain Sauran, which
is bordered by the desert. " In Gilead in

Babhan" may be read, with some, as two
co-ordinate places, separating them by a
stop; or may point to a time when Basban
included the upper half of Gilead. Sharon,
which Keil, quoting Eeland, ' Pal. 111.,' 370,
would make the will-known Sharon of

Carmel and the Mediterranean, is, though
unmentioned elsewhere, probably di&tin-

guished sufSciently from it by the absence
of the article, which is invariably prefi xed
to the other. Stanley's suggestion ('Sinai
and Palestine,' edit. 1866, pp. 484, 485,

260) would seem exceedingly apt, tliat it is

one in fact, as one in derivation and mean-
ing, with the Mishor (i.e. "level lands,"

"table-land") of Gilead and Bashan.
With this explanation, however, the term
"suburbs" does not so well agree. Upon
the other side, distant as the well-known
Sharon is, a link of connection might be
found with it, in that the other Manasseh
half-tribe stretched into its plains; and in

that case the last word of the verse, nniNy.'.n,

might mean (Josh. xvii. 9) " the outgoings "

of the land or regions in question to the
" sea "-coast.

Ver. 12.—The four proper names in this

verse are not known in connection with the
same persons elsewhere. The Septuagint
translates Shaphat as" the sciibe," applying
the description to the foregoing JaanaL

Ver. 13.—And their brethren. This
chapter (see ver. 7) seems to introduce the

use of this word, which mubt be undcrstond

generically. The seven persons are nowbora
else mentioned.
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Vers. 14, 15.—These are the children of

Abihail; i.e. the Beven "brethren" of the
preceding verse. A rapid line of descent,

or rather of ascent, consisting of ten genera-
tions, from Abihail to Guui, here follows.

The division between these verses has un-
fortunately cut in half one name, i.e.

Bnzaki. The translators of the Septuagint
saw that the two verses composed one line

of ascent, but instead of piecing " Aki " to
" Bviz," translated it as " brother." Though
tliis line 'takes us some way back, we find

nowhere else any clue or identification of

any of those ten persons. Of the twenty-
one persons in all, therefore, named as
belonging to the tribe of Gad, nothing else

is known ; and we liave nothing to guide us
to connect them with ahy one rather than
another of the original " sons of Gad " (Gen.
xlvi. 16 ; Numb. xvi. 15—18).

Ver. 17.—The very form of the language
of this verse would indicate that two genea-
logies are intended. This quite tallies

with the fact thiit there were two chroniclet,

one for ea'-h division of the nation, f.f. "the
chronicles of the kings of Judah" (2 Kings
XV. 6) and "the chronicles of the kings of

Israel" (2 Kings xv. 11), in which same
chapter both Jeroboam (II.) of Israel and
Jotham of Judah are spoken of, the latter

beginning to reign in Judah some twenty
years (the exact chronology is very confused
here) after the death of the former. Al-
though presumably it would be an object of
closer interest with Israel than with Judah
to effect the registration of the Gadite
genealogy, yet it was most just that Judah
should do M as well. This would both
vindicate Judah's own right place and be a
happy omen of the continued predominance
of her position compared with that of Israel.

Independently of the question of effecting

the actual registration, however, it is quite
possible that, so long as history ran by the
side of history, Israel would gather and
keep all it could of Judah, and Judah all it

could of Israel.

Vers. 18—22.—These verses appear to be
the fuller development of the war in Saul's
time, mentioned in ver. 10—the account
apparently there delayed till the genealogy
of the tribe of Gad had been given, and
which still seems premature till the con-
tents of vers. 23 and 21 should have been
given.

Ver. 19.—The name of Nodah we have
not elsewhere ; but those of "Jetur and Ne-
phish are names from the very origin of the
tribe of Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 13—16; ch. i.

29—31). It would be possible to consider
them here as in apposition with the descrip-

tion, the Eagarltes (respecting whom see

note on ver. 10) ; but they may more
probably be regarded as favovirite names,

still repeated in the doscandants of the tribe.

The people of Nephish have not made their

mark deep on the page of ethnographic
history ; but the penplo of Jetur have done
so. Their stinted territory appears in^ the
name Itursea (Luku iii. 1). Their people
reappear also (Josephus, ' Ant.,' xiii. c. 11, §
3 ; Strabo, xvi. 51 8, 520). Nor is it an un-
noticeable contribution to the truth of our
history here to put, side by side with the
description of the qualities and of the arms
and weapons of warfare of the Manassites
and their helpers of Keuben and Gad (ver.

18), those of the Itureeans, their antagonists

{ Virgil, ' Georg.,' ii. 448 ; Cicero, ' Phil.,' it

44 ; Lucan, ' Pharsalia,' vii. 230 ; see Smith's
• Bible Dictionary,' i. 905).

Ver. 21.—Of men ; literally, of the eoul, i.a

life of men (comp. 2 Kings vii. 7 with Jer.

xliv. 7, in illustration of the twofold appli-

cation of U'o:; see also Numb. zxxi. 19,

28,32- 35).

Vers. 28, 24.—"The half-tribe of Ma-
nasseh" is here very briefly treated of.

Manasseh and his brother Bphraim stand
in the place of Joseph, both the children of
JosepI 's Egyptian wife, Asenath, and born
before the famine. Though Manasseh was
the elder, Jacob gave the chief blessing
(Gen. xlviii. 10—22) to Ephraim. The
Manassites were descended from Manasseh
tlirough his son Machir, bom of a Syrian
concubine (Septuagiut, Gen. xlvi. 20 ; L 23

;

Numb. xxvi. 28—34 ; Josh. xvii. 1—3 ; ch.

vii. 14, 15). Machir evidently was epei

gregis (though apparently not the only son,
for see Asriel, or Asliriel, in above refer-

ences), and is repeatedly mentioned with
his son Gilead. It is probable that the
division of the tribe was determined partly
according to the energy of those who com-
posed it at the time of division—^the more
warlike being more adapted to the east of
Jordan. Nevertheless Machir is distmctly
mentioned westward, as well as with Gilead
eastward (comp. Judg. y. 14—17; Josh. xiii.

29—31). (For the further prosecution of
this part of the subject, see Exposition, ch.
vii. 14—19.)

Ver. 23.—Baal-hermon, etc. These three
names need scarcely be read as different
names for exoctly the same region, but as
designating diflVrent sides or heights of
what was casenliully one and the same well-
known mountain district, with which would
agree Ps. xliii. 6, "Therefore will I re-

member thee from the land of Jordan and
of the Hermonites, from the hill Mizar."
So Deut. iii. 8—10 tells us that Hermon
was called Birion by the Sidonians ; Shenir,
i.q. Senir (,1K)?, exactly the same word in the

Hebrew text in all the four places of its

occurrence—Cant. iv. 8 ; Ezek. xxvii. 5), by
the Amorites. And the suggestion of Grave
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is likely enough, that liaal-hermon was the
Phoeuioian cast of the name. If any point

were to be gained by reading the names,
however, as intended to cover exactly the
Bame tract, it may be noted (1) that the

Hebrew conjunction will perfectly admit of

being translated " even ; " and (2) that the

order of the names, going from the foreign

to the native Hermou itself, would so far

favour it.

Ver. 24.—Epher ; same root with Ophrah
(Judg. vi. 11, 15). Of the seven heads of this

half-tribe here quoted, no individual mention

is made elsewhere. Ch. xii. 19—22 con-

firms their renown for valour.

Vers. 25, 26.—The " transgressors " here

described include manifestly not this half-

tribe Manasseh alone, but the other tribes

of Israel of whom this chapter has treated.

Ver. 25.—And they went a whoring
(iji»i)j ao 2 Ohron. xxi. 11, 13. This verb,

in one form of its root or another, occurs

as many as ninety-seven times in the Penta-

teuch, Judges, Joshua, Psalms, Proverbs;

and prophets, for only twice in Kings and
four times in Ohvonicles, in aU the rest of

the Old Testament writings.

Ver. 26.—Pul and Tilgath-pilneser. These

two were chosen ministers of God's will. If

not ministers of himself. We can identify

the date of this punishment which befell

the transgressing Israelites east of the

Jordan. The visit of the former, in the

reign of Menahem (2 Kings xv. 15—20),

may be interpreted and might have operated

as a lesson and a warning. He was

bought off with a thousand talents of

silver. It seems to be said with signifi-

cance, " So the king of Assyria turned back,

and stayed not there in the land." It was

in the reign of Pekah, the usurping suc-

cessor of Menahem's son Pekahiah, that the

completer punishment fell, and Tilgath-

pilneser effected the captivity spoken of

here and in 2 Kings xv. 27—29. The
name Pul cannot, it would appear, be a

pure Assyrian name, and there is reason to

think it may be identified with Vvl-lush

(grandson of the Shalmaneser who warred

with Benliadad, ete.), a name found on

Assyrian monuments, and belonging to a

king who reigned at Galah, B.C. 800—750

(see art. " Pul," Smith's ' Bible Dictionary').

Tilgoth-pilneiier (see notes on ver. 6) was

probably the founder of the lower dynasty

of Assyria, and first king of the new empire.

His first invasion was one chiefly of Israel

and Samaria (2 Kings xv. 29; Isa. iz. 1).

His second was of a much more significant

character. Called in to aid Juilah under
Ahaz against Pekah of Israel and Rezin of

Syria in alliance, lie both conquered these

latter and brought into vassalage Judah
itself (2 Kings xv. 37; xvi. 9, 10; 2 Ohron.

xxviii. 6—8; Isa. ix. 1). Halah; Habov;
Hara; Gozan. This enumeration exceeds

that of 2 Kings xvii. 6 by the addition of

Hara, important as helping with consistent

witness to the antiquity of the region

described. SaUih (not the "Galah" of

Gen. X. 11) is believed to be identifiable

with Chalcitia, its verbal resemblance to

which comes out » little more evidently

in its Hebrew form (n^n). A trace of it

possibly remains in the name of a hill,

Gla, on the Khabour, i.q. Bdbor of this

passage, an important tributary of tho

Euphrates, and not the " Chebar " of

Bzekiel. This name Khahour is found iu

an Assyrian inscription dating upwards

of eight centuries before Christ. The
mention of Habor in 2 Kings xvii. 6 and
xviii. 11 is, in the Authorized Version, made
to convey the Impression of a place " by "

the " river of Gozan," instead of being, what

the Hebrew says, "the river of Gozan."

Here, on the other hand, Gor.an is, in the

Authorized Version, incorrectly translated

as a river itself, instead of the region of a

river. It is, according to the testimony of

Layard (' Nineveh and Babylon,' pp. 270—
312), a remarkably fertile tract, being the

Gauzanitis of Ptolemy, and substantially

the Mygdonia of Polybius and Strabo.

Hara; rcjn, with little doubt, the same

as )"in, Haran, or Charran (Gen. xi. 31),

the ancient adopted home of Abraham, in

IPadan-aram, in Mesopotamia, on the Belik,

a small tributary of the Euphrates. It is

the Greek Carrhse of Strabo and Polybius.

Tliese four names purport to give us, pro-

bably in brief, the information that those

of the Captivity here alluded to were

divided—some to settle at Halab on one

river, some in Hara on another, and the

rest in the district called Gauzartitit. The
region called Halah and that called Gau-
zanitis, however, were both watered by the

Khabour, and therefore the insertion of the

name Haran where it is ireerted occasions

some difSculty.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 25.— TOe end of idolatry. Notwithstanding the exceeding brevity of style of

the genealogical portion of Chronicles, it is not entirely without reflections of a moral

and religious kind. Few they certainly are ; bui, when they do occur, they are of a

rery pronounced iort. Thii chapter has spoken of the Keubenites, the Gadites, and
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tlie half-tribe of ManasseK, and lias spanned their history, though with many a gap in

it, from the first up to their captivity. This last event api roached, is not to be
recorded, however, without a previous and very distinct notification of what led to it.

These causes, we w>'ll know, were the same with all the other tribes who were also

taken into captivity, and in other parts of these genealogies corresponding allusion is

made to the Captivity in respect of the other tribes as well. But the statements before

us, for whatever reason now attached to the above-mentioned two tribes and a half,

are emphatic. They invite us to take the opportunity of lingering awhile, and of

asking what it is in tlieir twofold shape tliey coiitnin and suggest. The brevity of the

solemn imlictmeiit will be helpful to us, and when we have jmrposely departed awhile
from that brevity it will be convenient to return to it again. Up and down the
history of these two and a half tribes and of all the other tribes, the mournlul facts, the
miserable facts, are but too apparent during the successions of many generations. Yet
we have the indictment almost formally drawn up (2 Kings vii. 7—17), and though but
a summary, yet it reads with a fearful fulness and directness. The pointedness and
exactness of the counts of the charge are such as to bespeak only too certainly theil

fidelity to facts. It seems neci-ssary only in briefest outline to rehearse them. "They
feared other gods; walked in the statutes of the heathen, and of the kings of Israel,

which they had made ; did secretly those things not right against the Lord their God

;

built them high places in all their cities—from the tower of the watchman to the
fenced city; set u|i images and groves in every hill, under every green tree; burnt
incense in all the high ]ilaces as did the heathen ; wrought wicked things to provoke
the Lord to anger; served idols, whereof the Lord .said 'Ye shall not do this;' would
not hear ; hardened their necks ; rejected his statutes and his covenant with their fathers,

»na his testimony ; followed vanity ; became vain ; went after the heathen ; left all the
commandments of the Lord; made molten images, even two calves; worshipped all the
host of heaven ; served Baal ; caused their sons and their daughters to pass through
the fire ; used divinations and enchantments ; sold themselves to do evil." It is to t«
observed, then, that this thick succession of allegations of sin laid at the door of a
people who might have been so blessed, is what underlies the two concise statements
of the text, "They transgressed against the God of thtir fathers, and went a-whoring
after the gods of the people of the land, whom God destroyed before them." And thess
two statements desciibe one sin, the name of wliich is idolatry. We may inquire
here

—

I. In what the sin of idolatbt consists. D. scribed briefly, it consists in per-
mitting the creature-sense of dependence, of disposition, to follow, of affection, and the
creature-duty oi service, to become supremely attached to any object lower than the
highest. Among all matters of jiossession and of material acquisition around us, that
niiiy be an admirable modesty and a moderation to be imitated which should exhibit
a man, not grasping the utmost possible of attainment, not straining for the hi-hest
which might possibly be touched. But there are tendencies of affection, of obedience,
ol practical service, belonsing to us as creatures, and which are bound to find their
end in God alone, in none beneath him. True nature, the simplest dictates of grati-
tude, reason itself, when unobstructed, proclaim the inherent right to these to lie in
the Creator himself. He is the idolater who in these circumstances leaves the One
absolute Hi;;hest and Best, in order to lean upon, to waste aSection upon, to serve
systematically, the lower. Once make this concession, once sacrifice this highest
dictate of an intelligent nature, and the heirt and life are laid wide open to every
distraction, to the incursion of every disorder. The indictment already quoted above is
the sufficient commentary, the ample illustration hereof.

II. What it is in HniiAN naturk which seems in all ages to have made it bo
iiKADY A VICTIM TO THE SIN OF IDOLATUY. When the nature of the sin of idolatry
is barely stated, as a seeming preference for the lower and the insecure and the
temporary in comparison of the opposites of these, it seems almost incredible that it
should have had, should still have, so wide a sway. It were to have been Buppt«ad
that men would know and would choose in the long run the best for themselves. One
consideration by itself is sufficient to explain this; for idolatry is human nature's "profegf
against liviny and walking byfaith I It is the old battle, the battle also ever new oif

leuBC agamst faith. And ti uo as it is that laith is not less really a princijile of buraae
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nature than sense a part of it, the principle has too STPneially been the party in the
conflict compellfd to succumb. Men, till they have been divinely renewed, ajijirar

always to have found the exercise of faith, in its higher domains, their "slranc;e wurk."
They have not repudiated it in their own human relations ; they have testified to the

existence of the germ of it in themselves ; that germ lias not refused to show life and
growth in human evil and while it could raise its head at all in earthly atmosphere,
but it undoubtedly has seemed smitten and blighted in proportion as the atmosphere
offered it has been most pure and nearest heaven. Idolatry evidently fights ai.'ainst

faith in two of its highest functions. 1. As that which oilers to reveal to an inner

eye rather than display to tlje bodily eye. 2. And as that which whispers ever,
" Wait, wait," expectant of a future, possibly even a distant future, in place of seizing

the grutification of the present hour. It is against these same things that an unre-
generate human nature ever opposes itself. Those vast spheres of life, that tremendous
foiiie of life which the bodily eye cannot see, and that power which gives to distance

nearness, to the far, far-off future the name of " now," are the aversion of sense, the
delights of faith, 'i'he Israelites' idolatry in grosser form brink's out, from the very first

instances in which the charge of it was fixed upon them, these as the plain rather

than deep or mysterinus causes of it. A more developed world's i^lolatry, a «iser

world's idolatry, a far subtler world's idolntry, needs not to go in quest of any deeper,

remoter sources. These are deep enough and too incontistable.

III. What considerations of special arobavatiom abb instanced hebb. 1. The
hosts of the people " transi^ressed against the God of their fathers." The sin of their

idolatry was, therefore, heightened iiy the fact that it was agains-t: (1) One long known
to them as a nation; (2) One entitled to their more scrupulous veneration for the
honour and the love they owed their own fathers

; (3) One of whom those fathers had
oft told them "the wondrous works he had wrought" on their behalf. The history

of their own God, which began for them with Abraham, which received so striking an
impulse in Joseph, which was the talk of the whole earth from the deliverance from
Egypt and the passage of the Red Sea, which glittered again with event and circum-
stance and miracle in the journeyings of the wilderness, and which shone bright as the

noonday sun in the ghiridus reigns of David and Solomon ;—was this a hisiory which
could [lermit them to transgress idolatrously against him who had invested them with
all that was greatest and most merciful and fullest of glory? 2. While the people

thus forsook their own God and the God of their lathers, for whom, for what was it

they thus acted? It was to supersede him (1) by the very gods of the people of

the land, whom they superseded, and of whose land they took possession
; (2) by the

very gods of the people whom their own God alone had driven out and had destroyed

before them, and from their vengeance had salely preserved them. Privilege, mercy,
and warning they flagrantly set at nought. They forfeited, without the pretence of an

'

excuse, exalted place, distinguishing honour. Unprovoked, untempted except of their

own evil heart and lusts, they forsook the true God and their true and mighty Friend

in order to go with an unholy love, with a self-ruining service, after false gods. Such
rebellion was indeed "the sin of witchcraft," such "stubbornness was iniquity and
idolatry." And to a people so long led and loved of the Lord, so well fed ami securely

kept, that rebellion and stubbornness brought what they ever must bring to those

who yield to them, the loss of their very highest good, the forfeiting of theii grandest

privileges, and the dread eclipse of Divine favour and presence.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.

—

Judah's pre-eminence. The tribe of Judah holds the first and most promi-
nent place in these genealogies. Reuben was the fiistborn, and Joseph had the birth-

right ; but precedence was given to Judah. This was foretold in the remarkabie
language in which old Jacob, upon his dying bed, spoke of this one of his sous and the

tribe of which he was the progenitor.

I. The tbibe of Judah took precedence of all. When the tribes were numbered
under Moses, that of Judah was found to exceed all the others in number. When the

Israelites were organized for the war against the Canaanites, Judah was divinel;
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appointed So be the vanguard of the army. A similar precedence is accorded to th«

tribe of Judah in this Book of Chronicles.

II. From thr tribe of Judah bprano David and the botal house. Of Israel

the Lord chose Judah, and of that tribe the family of Jesse, and of that family tlie

youthful David. The great King of Lsrael and his glorious son shed a splendour upon
the national annals. And when the separation of the kingdoms came about, the

kingdom of Judah was distinguished in many ways, both civil and religious, above the

sister kingdom of Northern Palestine.

III. The greatest distinction and privilege of Judah was this : from this tribb
SPBANQ THE M ESSIAH. Jesus, the Son of David, was a,descendant from Judah. This
was the true "Lion of the tribe of Judah."
Practical lessons. 1. Mark the hand of God in family history. Providence

raisis up one house and sets down another. Families are sometimes selected to fulfil

high purposes; and when they are found faithful to their vocation honour is put upon
them by him who says, " Them that honour me I will honour." 2. Bemeraber your
accountability to God for family advantages. If God has given much, he will require

the more.—T.

Vers. 18—22.— Victors and vanquished. The two tribes and a half who occupied

the province east of the Jordan were naturally regarded with hostility or jealousy by
their Arab neighbours. Conflicts arose, having reference especially to the possession of

tlie rich pasture-lauds. In the time of Saul, and apparently under a later king, there

was war between the trans-Jordan!c tribes and the Hagarites, an Ishmaelitish race.

These verses record the war and its result, namely, the defeat of the Hagarites and
the possession of the land by the Israelites until the time of the Captivity. Observe

—

I. The isstrumestality of the victory. The warriors engaged on behalf of

Israel were numerous, amounting to forty-four thousand men. They were not 3nly

niirnerous, but valiaut, well armed, and trained to fight.

II. The explanation of victory. The chronicler gives this account of the matter:
'•' The war was of God ;

" " They cried to God in the battle, and he was entreated of

them." All strength and valour are from God, and in this respect we are justified in

ascribing victory unto him. It is not, however, every just cause that triumphs, and
di leat is sometimes the lot of the innocent and those who contend for their rights and
liberty. It is a consolation to know that, in any case, what happens is permitted by
rjovidence aud is overruled by Providence for good. The King of Sweden, before the

great battle of Lutzen, prayed, "Jesus, vouchsafe this day to be my strong Helper, and
give me courage to fight for the honour of thy Name !

"

III. The fruits of victory. There were immediate fruits in the vast spoil and
booty taken by the conquerors (ver. 31), and abiding fruits ia the lands wMch the

tribes won and possessed and inhabited for generations.

Practical lessons. 1. Trace the hand of God even in human wars. 2. Con-
cerning wars ill which both parties profess to fight for justice, let nations accustom
tliemselves deliberately to ask, "Is the war of God?" If men would be guided by
the answer to this question, many wars would be checked and prevented, and the

blessings of peace would oftener be securud.—T.

Vers. 25, 26.

—

Judgment and retribution. History is something more than a mere
record of events. Chronicles, strictly speaking, are the materials only of history. But
this book contains, again and again, the Divine philosophy of history. It exhibits the

action of the moral, the righteous liuler of Israel and of mankind. In the history of

the trans-Jordanic tribes we have an illustration of the working of great principles of

Divine government.
I. The occasion and reason of the Divine displeasubb. Surrounded by heathen,

they themselves largely lapsed into heathenism. 'J'his was all the more discreditable

in them because they forsook Jehovah, the God of their fathers, who had done great

tilings for their nation, and because they attached themselves to the worship of the

tleiiies of the very people over whom their God had given them victory and rule.

Accordingly their conduct is represented as spiritual fornication, or adultery.

II. Tub instbumknts of tub Divine uispleasube. Under Divine providence, Pul
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was permitted to make war upon the idolatrous tribes and lay them under tribute,

and afterwards Tilgath-pilneser.was permitted to carry the people away captive into

Assyria. God always has instruments to effect his purposes ; eyen the wicked ara

used by him to chasten and punish the disobedient and rebellious.

III. The consequences of the Divine displbastjhb. It would be an interesting

subject of inquiry why God thus chastened his chosen people again and again by way
of captivity. This we know, that the exile in the East was the means of confirming

the Hebrews in their monotheism, and that never again did they lapse into idolatry.

Practical lessons. 1. As to sin, we are taught that its root, its essence, is in

departing from God. 2. As to the Divine government, we are taught that God " will

not clear the guilty," and that " the way of transgressors is hard." 3. And we have

suggested to us the mercy of God in his provision of reconciliation and acceptance

upon repentance, faith, and return to himself.—T.

Vers. 1—17.

—

The three threads of destiny. "That is my destiny" is the creed of

a foolish fatalism or else the half-hearted excuse of a soul sadly conscious of sin and
failure. The full truth respecting a man's or a nation's destiny is that it depends on

three factors—circumstance, the Divine will, and character. This is well illustrated here.

I. CiBCCMSTANCB. Mention is made of the birthright (ver. 1). Usually the eldest son

enjoyed this, and, with this, dominion and a double share in the division of the estate.

Through all the tribes of Israel, for succeeding generations, the authority and the pos-

sessions of individual men depended on their birth—whose children tliey were and
whether they were the firstborn or not. In the case of Joseph's sons (ver. 1), Manasseh

end Ephraim had the headship of a most powerful tribe, because they were the sons of

the estimable and beloved sons of Joseph. " The sons of Reuben " (ver. 3) took their

share of honour and estate, whatever may have been left them by their father, etc.

So with us in every age and land. What our fortune and future will be, in what society

we shall move, what consideration we shall enjoy, etc.,—this depends largely on what

men call " the accident of bivth," the parentage from which we spring, on the circum-

stances in which we enter the world and in which we pass our earlier years. Circum-

stance is one thread of destiny. The fact is a reason why we should not pride ourselves

on our good position ; also why we should not despise others in positions much lower

than our own.
II. The Divine will. " Judah prevailed above his brethren, and of him came the

chief ruler" (ver. 2). And how came Judah to prevail? Was it not chiefly, if not

wholly, by the distinguishing grace of God ? He chose David to be the ruler, to be

King of Israel, to be the ancestor of the Messiah (see Gen. xlix. 8: Judg. i. 1, 2 ; ch.

xxviii. 4). Our heritage here is, in part, chosen for us of God (Ps. xlvii. 4). He
determines our portion by (1) the mental faculties and moral dispositions with which

he endows us; (2) the providential openings he provides for us; (3) the direct Divine

promptings with which he inspires us. And since God has so much to do with our

fortunes in this world, we should ( I) be humble in prosperity
; (2) be contented in low-

liness
; (3) be submissive in adversity.

III. Chaeacter. Reuben might have had a far more honourable and influential

position than he and his posterity enjoyed. Circumstances favoured it; God would

have been willing to sanction it. But he forfeited it by his. sin (ver. 1). His shameful

incontinence lowered the level of his fortunes and of those of his children. Had he

been a bettor man he would have held a larger share of prominence and power.

Character is a strong thread in the cord of human destiny. What we shall be in the

world, to what we shall rise, and what heritage we shall leave to our children,—all this

depends in very large part indeed on the character we form in youth ; (1) purity,

(2) sobriety, (3) honesty, (4) diligence, (5) sagacity, (6) courage, (7) civility (pleasant-

ness of address),—these are the constituents of success. When these are absent, life

must be a failure ; when present, it is almost certain to be a success. But there is one

thing not to be overlooked, viz. that we may make sure and must make sure of the

destiny of the good and holy—" the heritage of them that fear God's Name." Apart

from this, success is short-lived and superficial. With this, temporal misfortunes may
be calmly borne, for beyond is an everla.sting portion which will make these soon to be

forgotten.—0.
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Vers. 18—26.

—

Devotion, declension, and doom. In this brief story we have a pain-

fully characteristic piece of human history—first, spiritunl soundness ; then consequent

prosperity ; then laxity and sin ; then punishment and disaster. We trace the steps.

L A COMMENCEMENT IN MOBAL AND spiRiTCAL SOUNDNESS. These two tribes and a

half were brave and godly men : " valiant men " (vcr. 18) ;
godly men also, for they

" cried to God in the battle, and . . . they put their trust in him " (ver. 20) ; and it is

clear that they were acting so much under the direction and in the snrvice of Jehovah

tliat it could be said of tlnir stiu;_'gle " the war was of God " (ver. 22). It is possible

that a war of the same kind, a struggle between contending armies, may now be "of
God," and that godly soldiers may cry, with genuine and acceptable devotion, for Divine

succour. But suoh enjiagements are rare. The illustration of this truth is found now
in other fields: (1) in the battle of life; (2) in the struggle against particular evils,

such as drunl<enness, impurity, etc.
; (3) in the great missionary campaign. Here are

three princijial virtues in all moral and spiritual warfare—valour (ver. 18), prayer

(ver. 20), and trust in his Word (ver. 20).

II. Consequent success at the hand of God. " They were helped against them,
and the Hai^arites were delivered into their hand," etc. (ver. 20). Beside the security

and joy of victory came possessions (ver. 21) and • home (vers. 22, 23). Those who,
in the battles they fight under God, strive in accordance with his will, manfully,
prayerfully, and expectantly, will certainly be rewHrded with (1) tiie j'ly of victory, (2)
increase of power and spiritual wealth, and (3) the apfiroval and reward of the Divine
Captain. Too often—alas for human infiunity!— comes

—

III. Spiritual declension. " They tran.sgie.^sed against the God of their fathers,"

etc. (ver. 25). Their comfortable prosperity led to free intercourse with un<!;odly

neighbours, and this to laxity of thouuht and word, and this, ultimately, to defection

and rank disobedience. So is it only too often in the history of men, of Churches, of

nations. Their early piety leads to an enjoyable prosperity; this leads to intimate
association and intercourse with those less devout and pure; and this to contamination
and corruj'tion. It is the course which humanity has taken in every dispensation, in

every land, in every Church ; not necessarily, but with a lamentable frequency. So
common is the case that all prosperous piety may well hear a loud voice bidding it

Beware ! Spiritual declension is unpercuived in its beginning ; spreads through the
soul—through the ranks—with perilous subtlety; grows with gathering rapidity; is

increasingly hard to overcome ; is fatal in its final issues. It leads to

—

IV. A miserable doom. It ended, in the case of these Israelites, in defeat and exile—in national destruction (ver. 26). It ends, with us : 1. In utter defeat and failure ; so
that the purpose of our life, whether individual or collective, is wholly thwarted. 2.

In spiritual exile ; in disastrous separation from God. He is no longer with us as he
once was ; he is no longer in us. We live apart from him in a far country. 3. In
saddest disappointment. The Master is grieved that his Church (his disciple) hag
fallen from its (his) high estate ; the good and wise grieve over one more deplorable
detection.—C.

Vers. 1

—

S.— Beuhen. Beuben was the eldest son of Jacob. The birthright which
was his, included dominion and a double portion; both of these were forfeited hy
sin (see Gen. xlix. 3, 4) and were transferred to Joseph. But as Joseph's posterity
was nut mentioned first, the historian explains by saying that the genealoicy was
not to be reckoned by birthright, as the superior honour and privilege had been pre-
viously conferred on Judah. This tribe had the pre-eminence over all the tribes, not on
account of Judah himselt, but because Christ, "the chief Huler" (see ver. 2), was to
come out of it. Keuben's sin comes in here as a parenthesis. God will brand sin
w herever he sees it. It is no trifle with him, nor does he ever forget it. Duly one thin"
can blot it out—the bloud of ihe Lamb. We may forget it, but h^e will make it to come
in as 2k parenthesis in our own life or in that of our posterity, that we may learn what
an evil and bitter thing it is, and that he will not trifle with it. But these fruits of
sin, these parentheses, how they come in ages after, marrin? the brightest escutcheon
hindering our blessing, and tarnisliing God's glory I The curse of our crime is handed
down through generations, and the innocent child is humihated and thrown back ana
its fairest prospects blighted. Again we have Christ brought before us, at the opening
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of this chapter, in the prominence given to the tribe of Judah. The natural biithriuht
is set aside. It is so always. Nature's order is reversed in the kingdom of God.
" The last shall be first, and the first shall be last." This is the law of God's kingdom.
Man's rejected is God's chosen. Gnice, and not nature, takes the lead. Ijittle did
];euben's posterity judge of the chief reason why he was set aside. Little did Judah's
posterity know tlie c/u'e/' reason for his pre-eminence. God was putting down one and
raising up another with reference to the future manifestation and glory of his dear Son.
To human eye this did not appear. Thus was God workiiig behind the scenes, working
out tlie counsels of his own will, and all with a view to the glory of Christ. So it is

now. We see the sin of man as in Reuben ; we see the counterworking of Satan, crossing,

to all human apponranoe, the purposes of God ; but behind all God is working. God
is raising up one and putting down another, and all with reference to the advancement
of the kingilom and glory of his dear Son. It does not appear so to our short-sighted

judgment, but we are no judges of God's ways and thouylits : " His ways are nut our

ways, nor his thoughts our thoughts." Behind every little event in your daily life God
is working. And he is never moie really cairying out his purposes of wisdom and grace

und love than when those events seem to run counter to this end. Judge of God's ways
iy the opposite. The more apparently opposed the more really he is there.—W.

Vers. 18—24.

—

Heuben, Gad, and Martasseh: their valour. We have first a descrip-

tion of the men brought before us. They were " valiant men, men able to bear buckler

and sword, and to shoot with bow, and skilful in war." Such are God's children to be

at all times. They are not to rest in their Christianity, not to sit down and fold their

hands because they are saved. No ; they are to " fight the good fijiht of faith," to " war
a good warfare," to " put on the whole armour of God," to be " good soldieis of Jesus

Ohriat." In order to be " good soldiers " they must be " valiant " for the truth ; they

must be " able " men, endued with the power of the Holy Spirit. They must be men
able to bear " buckler and sword, and to shoot with bow, and skilful in war." They
must be men trained of Goii's Holy Spirit, men "able" to use all the spiritual weipjns

of truth in the armoury of God. They must be " able to shout with how "—to send home
some pointed arrow of truth to some heart and conscience by word and by deed. They
must be " able to bear the sword "— to use the Word of God, the " sword of the Spirit,"

with power. So that the " sword " and the " bow " may be said to take in the iiear and

the distant—the "sword" the hand-to-hand conflict; the bow the distant weapon, the

arrow well aimed. The different aspects of truth, the different Kat/s of using it, tlie

different attitudes which the Christian is to take with regard to the enemy,—these

are the points of instruction shadowed forth by this variety of weapon. He is to

be taught of God's Spirit, disciplined by prayer, by meditation, by the reading of the

Word, by dependence on God, yea, and by his own defeats and failures, his sorrows

and sins, so as to be "skilful in war." And observe that this spiritual warfare

is to be no mere head-knaviiedge, no mere talk, no hollow profession. It is a real

thing. Mark it here—" they went out to the war ;
" " they made war ;

'' " they were

helped against" the enemy in the war; they conquered in the war (vers. 18—20).

Here are the four stages of Christian warfare in all its reality—they " went out ;
" they

" made ; " they were " helped
; " they conquered. And why did they conquer ? What

was the secret of their victory ? Was it their " valour," their " sword," their " bow,"

their "buckler," their "skill"? Ah, no! All would have been in vain if it had

depended on these. " The Hagarites were delivered into their hand, . . . for they critd

to Ood in the battle." " Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in

vain." " If it had not been the Lord who was on our side, now may Israel say ; if it

had not been the Lord who was on our side, when men ruse up against us : then tliey had

swallowed us up quick, when their wrath was kindled against us : then the waters liad

overwhelmed us, the stream had gone over our soul : then the proud waters had gone

over our soul. Blessed be the Lord, who hath not given us as a i)rey to their teeth " (Ps.

oxxiv. 1—6). Nor were the Reubenites conquerors only. " They took away their cattle

;

of their camels fifty thousand, and of sheep two hundred and fifty thousand, and of asses

two thousand, of men an hundred thousand." What a victory, and what abundance A
spoil 1 Yes; the Lord's battles are always sure things—sure victory and suie spuil.

He giveth great victory ; he enables us to Tarry away rich blessings from the spiritual
-
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conflict. It is no mere winning with the Christian. It is a glorious warfare and an
equally glorious victory. " In all these things," says the apostle, " we are more than

conquerors through him that loved us." We do indeed " war a good warfare." There
are " Hagarites " all round you and within you. Be " skilful in war :

" gird the
" buckler," the " bow," and the " sword " of truth close to your souls. " Oo out to

the war ; " " make war." " Cry to God " in the battle. " Put your trust in him."
" Your labour in the Lord is not in vain." So shall you be a conqueror; so shall you
carry away great spoil ; so shall " many fall down slain " by you. Be a " valiant

"

man ; so shall you be " more than conqueror " in everything that is against you.

And remember, it is not your battle, but God's. Mark what is said :
" There fell down

many slain, because the war was of Ood." Yes ; the war is of Gh)d. He cannot look

upon sin. He has no part in this world. It is all in spirit contrary to him. He
would have you not " conformed " to it but " <;ansformed." " This is not your rest.

Arise ye, and depart." He has better things in store for you. Everything here is too

poor for the King's sons. You are waiting lor the gold and the jewels and the crowns
of the celestial city. "Arise ye, and depart." This war, this discipline, this struggle

with sin, those defeats, those humiliations, those hot scalding tears, those bleeding

hearts, those mysteries and baffling enigmas making you cry out, " What does it all

mean ? "—it is all of God. This warfare is fitting you for the glory. It is making
you to know yourself and to know Jesus. It is brightening your crown ; it is tuning
your golden harp ; it is weaving your starlit diadem. Yes ; " the war is of God."
Oh, if you could only see it I If you could only look at it. Just for a moment, from
yonder lieight of glory, how it would all seem right then I If you could only look at

it through the tearless eye, up on the height, out of the smoke and din and roar of

the battle in the plain, how it would all be right 1 Yes ; " the war is of God." Then
war a yood warfare. The Captain of your salvation will soon be here to reward you
with the crown. " Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life."

Mark the elements of this great victory :
" They cried to God in the battle, and he

was entreated of them ; because they put their trust in him." " When Moses held
up his hand, . . . Israel prevailed." Bo here. Not prayer without trust—that is

unbelief. Not trust without prayer—that is presumption. Prayer and trust—that
is victory.—W.

Vers. 25, 26.

—

Reuben'sfall. We now come to the/aB of the very people who, only
a few verses before, had been so conspicuous for prayer and faith and victory. And
what was the cause of it? "They went a-whoring after the gods of the people of the

land." The world around; the pleasure-seeking, self-seeking world; the attractive,

smiling, seducing world ;

—

this drew them aside, this stole their hearts from God. What
the Hayarites had failed to do, the " gods of tlie people of the land " did. Satan comes
to God's people in one of two forms—either as a " roaring lion " or as an " angel of

light." Where he cannot succeed in one way he will try the other. He came as a
" roaring lion " in the form of the " Hagarites," but he failed. He then came as an
" angel of light " in the " gods of the people of the land ;

" thus they/eK. It is the same
always. Behold it in the case of good King Hezekiah. Satan tried him as a " roaring
lion " in the person of Sennacherib and his threatening letter. Uezekiah threw him-
self on God, and triumphed. Satan next came as an "angel of light" in the form of
the " letters and & present from Merodach-baladan, King of Babylon." Hezekiah saw
not the hook beneath the gilded bait ; thus he fell (Isa. xxxix. .1). And what is the
commentary of the Holy Spirit on this ? " Howbeit in the business of the ambassa-
dors of the princes of Babylon, who sent unto him to inquire of the wonder that was
done in the land, Ood left him, to try him." Why ? Only in mercy and love, " that he
might know all that was in his heart" (2 Chron. xxxii. 31). Ahl when God leaves a
man, even for a moment, there is no foreseeing to what a depth he will fall. " God Itft

him"—solemn words!—"that he might know all that was in his heart." How
little we know what a serpent-coil of evil is hidden in our hearts 1 " He that trusteth
in his own heart is a fool." "Out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders,
adulteries," etc. What a filthy stream ! Who would trust it? Who would look into

it for good? None but the fool. Trust only Jesua. Trust a Saviour's proniiue,

Saviour'* love, a Saviour's power, but never trust your heart. Uhiistiuu rcuuur, le«i

a
le«m
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the lesson. And where are these people of God seen next ? " And the God of Israel

stirred up the spirit of Pul King of Assyria, and the spirit of Tilgath-pilneser King
of Assyria, and he carried them away, even the Roubenites, and the Gadites, and
the haif-trihe of Manasseh, and brought them unto Halah, and Hahor, and Hara, and
to the river Gozan, unto this day." God will chastise. His people must know the

bitterness of their sin. And what strange places the sins of God's people have brought
them into I Some have gone back into the world ; some are seen walking no more with
Jesus ; some are buried in different forms of error ; some are seen hankering after

the world and its vanities with a fervour and anxiety of which the world itself would
be ashamed; some are seen with marks and shadows in their Christian character,

that have proved and are proving a sad stumbling-block to others. Yes; these are

"Halah" and "Habor" and "Hara," into which their great enemy has brought
them. They have been "carried away." Aud what lias done it? Let the prophet

answer :
" But we are all as an unclean thing, and all our righteousnesses are as filthy

rags: and we all do fade as a leaf; and our iniquities, like the wind, have taken us

away." Christian reader, learn the solemn lesson. Know your heart, but only to dis-

trust it. Trust only in Jesus. Abide in him. Only thus can you be safe.—W.
»

Ver. 1.

—

Instability. For the earlier references to Reuben, see Gen. xxix. 32 ; xxxv.

22 ; xlix. 3, 4 ; comp. xlviii. 15, 22. The joy Leah felt at Reuben's birth was not

maintained as his character and disposition unfolded. The weakness of his character

is fixed in a sentence by his father, "Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel."

Evidently the one act of sin to which Jacob referred in illustration did but seal the

impression which Jacob previously had of his firftborn son. This subject may be

effectively introduced by a picture of the aged Jacob spending his faiUng strength in

prophetic messages to his children. These were evidently based on paternal observa-

tion of their characteristic qualities, but they involve the seer's power to discern how
those qualities affect the future developments of each tribe. Compare Moses' prophecy
concerning Reuben (Deut. xxxiii. 6). The figure of the water (unstable as water) is

that of water boiling over, or swelling in flood, or driven up in storm ; and includes

sudden passion, violent impulses, lack of self-restraint, as well as uncertainty, unsteadi-

ness. The general lessons to be learned from this recalling of Reuben to mind may be

thus set forth.

I. Each man has his fbovidenttal place. It is by no accident that men have
their places in families as firstborn or younger sons, or that they belong to families of

particular rank and class. These are all in the Divine arrangement. They fit into the

precise endowments and possibilities of the individual, and the Divine method of his

testing ami culture by trial. Reuben was the firstborn, and in the faithful keeping of

that place lay all the noble possibilities of his life. A man may come to occupy other

places, and after failure may recover, position and influence to some extent; but it

should ever be deeply impressed upon us that our highest hopes and best possibilities

of service to God and to our race must always depend on our recognizing, keeping, and
worthily filling, our providential place.

II. Keeping the providential place depends on character, not oibcumstance.

Illustrate that the firstborn of a family often loses his place, and one of the younger
members becomes practically the family head, the one on whom all depend. This may
occur through such circumstances as the removal of the firstborn to a distance, but

more often it is due to failure in the unfolding of character. Time shows that the

firstborn cannot be relied on, cannot carry the family burden or help to realize the

family hope. So, apart from all the plpttings of Jacob, Esau, by reason of failure in

character, failed from the family headship; and Reuben proves himself unfitted by his

untamed impulsiveness for the place of influence and authority. The birthright is not

taken away from a man, but the man loses it himself, or the providential workings shift

all the honour and responsibility and dignity of it on to the worthy shoulders. It is

largely true that a man wins and keeps what he deserves.

III. The one thing that makes men miss opportdnitt and place ib instability.

They cannot be " steadfast, unmovable." So much of men's failure is not open and

manifest wrong. Some of the saddest failures in life are of men who are morallf good,

but weak ; men who cannot reach " patient continuance in well-doing." The Apostl*
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James deals vigorously with this kind of failure, using the illustration of " water " ot

the "sea-wave" (Jas. i. 6—b). Instability may take a milder form, as "uncertainty,"
"inability to decide," " wavering;" or an intenser form, as is illustrated in Reuben:
then it is "unchecked impulse," "tendency to passion," "failure to restrain one's self

by righteous principle." But each form of the evil suffices to lose a man his place,^

Compare the Evangelist Mark. " Not one great action, not cue judge, prophet, cr

leader, from the tribe of Reuben is ever mentioned in history."

IV. Exactly what Christian prikciplb does for men is to give them sTRENara
AND COKTINUANCE. Its work is to give the soul rootage, as it were, in God, so that the
growth may be steadily upward and outward. It finds a foundation on which the
whole building of character, fitly framed together, may grow into a holy te.mple. Its

message is, " Be ye steadfast, unmovable," etc. (1 Cor. xv. 58) ; and its models are the
heroic mariyrs who, strong in God, stand fast, and, having done all, stand—R. T.

Ver. 2.

—

Birthrights and supremacies. A significant fact of the early history of the
patriarchs is here brought to remembrance. It is one so curious as to carry suggestions
and lessons lor all the ages, and so is recorded for our instruction. By providential
arrangement the tribal birthright was Reuben's ; he, however, lost it through his wrong-
doing, and his father shifted it from the eldest son of his first wife to the eldest son of

his second but really his own chosen wile—from Reuben to Joseph. Man's adjust-
ments of the Divine order are not always sealed by God. Jacob's were not in this case.

'

As the years passed on, Judah came to the front, ultimately giiined the sovereignty, and
from tliis tribe came the permanent Davidic dynasty. Joseph, represented by the tribe

of Ephraim, struggled, age afterage, to keep the birthright place, but in vain ; and in

the conflict of the two tribes we may find illustration of the hopelessness of pressing

mere human adjustments against the providential order. Neither the individual nor
the ccmmunity may ever hope to " resist God and prosper." It is ever ill work " run-
ning upon the bosses of Jehovah's buckler."

I. Man cannot readjust the Divine ordbb. Yet that is exactly what we, in our
self-will, are ever striving to do. Even when we know what is God's will, we try to

get it twisted about so that it may at least seem to conform to our will. This is a very
common but very subtle form of, Christian error and sin. We know what we wish or

want, so we deceive ourselves into the idea that this is what God wishes or wants for

us, and fail in that simple openness to Divine lead which is the right spirit to cherish.

Scripture illustrations may be found in Rebekah, whose will was to gain the birthriglit

and blessing for her favourite son, so she took the Divine order into her own adjustment,

and won those things for him by deceptions which, very properly, brought heavy penal-

ties on her and on him. Or in Balaam, who professed to do exactly what God wi.-hed

him to do, and yet evidently did what he himself planned to do, forcing from God that

fatal " Go." Or in Saul, who could not simply wait God's time and the arrival of his

prophet, but, arranging the Divine order according to his own self-will, must himself
offer the sacrifice. The forms in which nowadays men take the ordering of their lives

into their own hands may be illustrated, and, as a contrast, mention may be made of

David, who, though tem|ited to slay King Saul, would not interfere with the Divine
order, though ho might easily have seemed to himself to have been only fulfilling the
Divine promise. We must wait for God as well as on him.

II. Man finds his true good in kollowino the Divikb order. Not in the
helplessly passive way of poor aged Eli, but in an active and loyal way, we may say,
"It is the Lord; let him do what seoraeth hira good." Eeble expresses the right
state (if mind for the child of God, in his picture of the man sanctified by affliction,
" wishing, no longer strugglin;,', to be free." The Divine order for our life may ditfer

wholly from the order of our own plannings. It may even seem to flesh and blooii

painful and humiliating. Still let life unfold, and it proves the way of best blessing for

us and for others through us. Let eternity unfold, and we sing through all the ao-es of
the " good wny whereiu the Lord our God led us." David shows us the attitude to

which the Divine order is revealed. " The meek will he guide in judgment, and the
meek will ho teach his way."

III. Following the Divine order mat lead a man to higher things thau
018 BIRTH PBOMISKD. Illustrate from Judah, and from oases of men born in the di».
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abilities of poverty, or of tlie weakness of hereditary disease, who have heen led in

God's providence to high I'lace, powers, and usefulneaa. Let us find our faculty and
endowment. It is the key to God's purpose in our life ; let us develop it. Life will

then bring to us its best. Let us but follow on along the line of our Divine endow-
ment, and even the " least may become the first."—R. T.

Vers. 18—22.

—

Man's power and OodPa power in war. It was a characteristic feature

of Jewish thought, and it was a fitting expression of the theocratic principle, that God
was recognized as directly concerned in and related to every event, and in such a way
as made him, in a very real and deep sense, the cause of the event. The observation of

this peculiarity is necessary to the understanding of the Old Testament Scriptures, and
it alone explains some of the Scripture difficulties, especially those which seem to

assert that God is the author of evil, that he hardened Pharaoh's heart, sent an evil

spirit to Saul, and a lying spirit into the prophets, etc. Still, admitting this general

feature, there appears to be an unusual positiveness and strength about the assertions in

this passage, that " the war was of God ; " that " they cried to God in the battle, and
he was entreated of them ; because they put their trust in him." Probably the his-

torical reference is to the " great war in the time of Saul between the trans-Jordanic

Israelites and the Hagartnes, who then occupied the rich tract north and north-east of

Gilead, known as the Uauran at the present day." A study of the map will impress

the importance of the subjection of this district to the security of the trans-Jordanio

tribes. The Hagarenes were " noted for their thievish habits, and were regarded as

savage and warlike." We note, from these verses, that the difficulty of putting rightly

together man's working and God's strengthening finds constant and ever-varied illus-

tration in Holy Scripture, coming up to view in very unlikely places. Here the

instance is a striking one, because, in the common and less thoughtful estimate of men,
war is precisely the thing in which God is not wanted ; in which the whole foreground

is occupied with man's armies, man's weapons, man's skill, and man's energies, and
there is plainly no room for God. The instance is an impressive one, becausB in such
unusual circumstances we are called to learn the lesson of trust, and to see that man
only achieves a true success when he is strong in Ood. Even in his wars man should

find the principle working that is so skilfully expressed by the apostle in relation to

the personal life : " Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling ; for it is

Gdd who worketh in you both to will and to do of his good pleasure " (Phil. ii. 12, 13 ; see

the form in the Revised Version). The possibility of uniting energy and trust in war-
times may be illustrated in the soldiers of Gustavus Adolphus and of CromwelL

I. Man's own work in war. It is usually entered upon for reasons of state. The
times bring round to some men the spirit of conquest. Nations undertake wars to

secure their boundaries, to repress the encroachments of neighbours, etc. ; and even in

sacred wars, such aa the Crusades, the real object is the securing of some human
sovereignty, such as was claimed by the pope. War is the great sphere for the exercise

of man's trained physical powers. And it is usual for success in war to follow the

greatest army and the highest efficiency. So it is of all human things the most
intensely human.

II. Man's trust in God in war. If the object of the war he -right, man need never

separate God from it. And, to impress this. Scripture shows us God fighting with and

by means of armies ; even saying distinctly, " the war was of God." We have not to

decide the right in historical cases, which demand a fuller basis of judgment and

taore complete knowledge than we possess ; but we must decide the right of any wars

which we sanction, and only when assured of the right can we trust God for success.

III. God's work through man in wab. None can read the story of the race

without seeing that God has used war as one of the severer agents in his providential

workings for the sum total of good. And no man can read aright the " signs of his

times " without finding God in battle-fields, " making the wrath of man praise him."

Impress for all right spheres of human life the practical compatibility of trust and

toa.—B,. T.

Ver. 25.

—

T%e tin of idolatry and its Judgments. In the Divine wisdom it had been

planned that the idolatrous Canaanites should be wholly dispossessed, so that no rem-

I. OHBONI0L:e:B. W
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nants of the race should exert an evil influence on God's people when settled in their

lands. Such a plan distinctly intimates the Divine sense of the peril in which the con-

tact of idolatry would place an imsophisticated people. And such the Israelites were,

for though their fathers had known Egyptian idolatry, the race that entered Canaan

had heen entirely isolated in the desert districts. They failed to carry out fully the

Divine plan. Some of the Canaanites were left unconquered throiigh the hurry of the

tribes to locate themselves on their allotted lands. Some were left because the people

had not faith in God enough to conquer them. And these remnants became a snare

and a trap to the simple people, who were easily fascinated by ceremonial and licence.

We learn

—

L The temptation of idolatbt. From the standpoint of our spiritual Christianity,

we sometimes wonder how any one can be attracted by the helpless and often hideoui

idols of heathen nations, or deceived by the claims of their priests ; and yet the appeal

of idolatry being to certain marked features of human nature, a little searching migh t

show idolatry, in a skilful disguise, even imperilling our spiritual Christianity, and it

is not quite certain that any of us could claim the right to " cast the first stone." To
what in man does idolatry make its appeal ? 1. To the senstwus element. We want
everything brought within the sphere of the senses, and we only consider that we
know what the senses can apprehend. So it is ever attractive to man to offer him his

God as within the grasp of his senses. He will delude himself into the idea that the

sense-form only helps him to realize the spiritual and invisible Being, the great Spirit,

but almost inevitably the sense-hold becomes a slavery, and the thing seen is accepted

as the reality. 2. To the cesthetic element, or taste, the love of the beautiful. A
spiritual and invisible God asks from his creatures a spiritual and invisible worship,

with a material expression held within careful limitations. A God within sense-limits

only asks sense-service, and man satisfies himself with making it ornate, elaborate, and
the perfection of taste, according to the sentiment of the age. Illustrate from refined

Greek humanism. 3. To the active element. Idolatry has something for its votaries to

do, many prayers to say, pilgrimages to take, sacrifices to bring, etc., good works by
which to win favour. 4. To the sensual element. All idolatrous systems are more or

less immoral, and give licence to the bodily lusts and passions. The purity cf the

claims of spiritual religion constitute, for man as he is, one of its chief disabilities.

Show how Canaanite idolatry illustrates these, in its influence on the Israelites.

II. The sin of idolatry. Take the case of nations outside the covenant ; what may
be known of God by them declares him as above his creation, and naturally claiming
first and sole allegiance (see St. Paul's speech at Athens, and Rom. i.). Take the casp

of the nation within the coTenant ; a special aggravation is its sin against light and
against its own pledge. Idolatry is a rash sin, for it sins against the basis command-
ment, which requires us to love God first. Its sinful character is sufficiently revealed

and declared in its corrupting and debasing influence. It " brings forth death."

m. The judgment op idolatry. This is always spiritual; seen in the dete-

rioration of the nations that serve idols. It is usually also material, and is seen in the

mental, moral, and governmental slavery of the nations where idol-gods are sought.

Divine judgments often—we can hardly say always—take their character from the sing

which they judge. This the idea of Dante's ' Inferno.' Close by pressing St. John'i
counsel, " Little children, keep yourselves from idols."—B, T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VI.

Vers.!—3.—The tribe of Leviis now taken.
The first three verses prepare the way for

running rapidly down the line of high priest

descent, from Aaron's son Eleazar to Jehoza-
dafc, who is reached at the twenty-fifth name
from Levi,thougli not necessarily the twenty-
firth generation, as there uppear(vei8. U—13)

to be some omissioni. Kor are all thenamei
which are given those of high priesta, for
the genealogy of Jehozadak did not always
pass though such.

Ver.l.—This verse gives thetbreebranchei
of Levi,and is in agreement with the enumera-
tion of them in Gen. xlvi. II andExod. vi. 16,
viz. Gershon, Kohath, and Merari. We have
not the third parallel passage in the place ot
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mention of the other tribes (Nnmb. i. 47

—

54), but it is cniupensated for somewhat later

(Numb. iii. 14—20).
Ver. 2.—The second eon, Eohath, rather

K^aih (nnp, Hebrew, and to Septuagint and

Vulgate), is at once singled out, in order to

get at the priest line. He was one of the
travellers with Jacob into Bsypt, was pro-
bably about twenty years the junior of
Joseph, lived thirty years after his death, and
attained tlie age of oub hundred and thirty-

threeyears,after a residence in Egypt of about
0D9 hundred and fifteen years in all. The
Kohathltes are expressly mentioned in their

sacred duties in the time of David (ch. xv.
5—8), anJ in tlie time of Hezekinh (2 Chron.
xxix. 12—14). Tlie four sons of Kohath are

next instanced, in order to get another step

nearer tlie clear beginning of the priest line.

This is done in the person of the oldest

brother, Amram, who became father of Aurun
and Moses and Miriam.

Ver. 3.—Once more, Aaron is singled out,

and Eleazar, the third of his four sons, fixes

tlie exact channel of descent required.

Ver. 4.—Eleazar. From this name inclusive

follow the twenty-two, which terminate with
Jehozadak, whoindeed never attained himself
to the office of high priest, but was son of

Geraiah, last high priest before the Captivity,

and fatherofJeshua,high priest,who returned
with Zerubbabel from the Captivity. It has
been pointed out by Lord A. 0. Hervey that

the name Jehozadak is of the same meaning
with Zedekiah, the last king before the

Captivity ; and that Jeshua is the same in

meaning with Josliua, the leader of the tribes

Into Canaan. The two elder brothers of

Eleazar, viz. Nadab and Abihu, died without

issue (Lev. i 1 ; Numb. iii. 4, 32 ; xx. 28 ;

ch. xxiv. 1—3). It is somewhat obscurely

said that the sacred oflSce remained in the

family of Eleazar till, in the person of Eli,

it passed awhile into that of Ithamar, liis

brother (1 Kings ii. 26, 27 ; Josepbus, viii. 1,

§ 3), to be recovered again in the Zadok of

our ver. 9 (ch. xxiv. 3, 4). Phinehas; a
memorable man (Numb. xxv. 7—13 ; Josh,

xxii. 10—33 ; Judg. xi. 28 ; Ps. cvi. 30, 31

;

which Grove well compares with Gen. xv. 6

;

Bom. iv. 3). Abishua; only mentioned in

this chapter and Ezra vii. 1—5. Joaephus

(viii. 1, § 3) asserts that he it was who was
succeeded in the high priesthood, not by
anyone of his own descendants, but by Eli,

ti 1 Zadok, in the time of David, all the

inicivenlng members of the Eleazar family

bein" pWvate individuals. But no reliance

can be placed On this assertion, for see

Josophus again (v. 11, § 5).

Vers. 5—7.—Of the five succeeding names,

Bukki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth, Amariah, it

may be said that they reappear in the list

of E^ra vii., but (hat little or nothing else is

known ofthem. Lightfoot (' Temple Service,'

iv. § 1) supposes that the change of priest-

hood family to Ithamar took place after

Meraioth. But it is just as probable that

the gap between Abishua and Eli, or pos-

sibly even between Phinehas and Eli, was
filled by holders of the high priest office

unknown by name to us.

Ver. 8.—Ahitub. With this name begins
the light agai'1. Ahitub, Zadok, Ahimaaz,
and Azariah are of frequent mention in the
Books of Samuel and Kings. Ahitub, here
and elsewliere plainly given as father of Za-
dok, seems to be given as father of Meraioth
in ch. ix. 11 and Neh. xi. 11, and grandfather
of Zadok; and in both passages is termed
" ruler of the house of God "—an expression
probably equivalent to high priest, as Aza-
riah, high priest in the reign of Hezekiah, is

also so described (2 Chron. xxxi. 13). The
recurrence of the two names Ahitub and
Zadok in vers. 11 and 12 is very possibly the
result of some error ; and it is in favour of such
a supposition, in some form of it, at all events,

that in that place, where, including Sballum
(or MeshuUam), only three steps are found,

several more seem to be required—the pe-

riod one of some one hundred and , eighty

years, and filled in the list of Judah's kings
by as many as nine in succession. On the

other hand, it is open to question whether
the recurrence of the names Ahitub and
Zadok be not legitimate. And this may
then be the solution of ch. ix. 11 and Neh. xi.

11, as above, with their insertion of Meraioth
—still other names beingabsent which would
make up the requisite number of generations.

Zadok. The earliest glimpse we get of him
is in ch. xii. 28, where he is introduced as
" a young man mighty of valour," who now
casts in his lot with David at Hebron, on
Saul's death. In 2 Sam. xv. 24, 29, 35, we
find him and Abiathar the recognized priests.

In 1 Kings i. 7, 8, we find him true to David
when Abiathar joined Adonijah—the pun-
ishment of the latter and the reward of the

former being recorded in 1 Kings ii. 27, 35,

respectively. Up to that time it is evident

that Abiathar had precedence in rank over

Zadok. His death is not recorded, but it

must be assigned to a date previous to the

dedication of the temple, from the aeoonnt

of which (1 Kings viii.) his name is entirely

absent. The last allusions to him are in 1

Kings iv. 2, 4 ; in the latter of which verses

(specially coupled as the name is with tlie

deposed Abiathar) the notice is probably as

merely historical as it certainly is in the

former. This same verse states that Aza-
riah was " the priest," and that he was son,

i.q. grandson, of Zadok, proving, with very

little doubt, that the explanatory paren-

thesis of our ver. 10 should follow the

Azariah mentioned in Hxe ^evioitt verse.
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Ver. 9—Ahimaaz. The first important
notice of him ib found in 2 Sam. xv. 36, and
thi- laat in 2 Smui. xix. 29. He is not to bo
idtsntilied with Snlomon's " officer " ii> Naph-
tali (1 Kings iv. 15). Azariah. As above
said, it is abnoat without a doubt after this

Azariah (1 Kings iv. 2) that the parenthe-

tical com ment of next verse should be read.

Again, tliis Azaiiah must not be identified

with liim of the time of King Uzziali (2
Chron. xxvi. 17, 20), who must have bein
inaily a century later, and was conteiuporary

with Isaiah, Jnel, iind Amos.
Ver. to.—Of Johanan and Azariah, his son,

nothing can be found with any cirtidnty.

It is pres'jmable that they were pritBts in

the reigns of Abijah and Asa.
Ver. 11.—Amariah. High priest in the

reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xix. 11 ; see

Smith's 'Bilde Dictionary,' sub i;oce, 2). A
step ascertainable as this helps to keep the
line and chronology steady amid Buirouuding
obscurity.

Ver. 12.—(See above on ver. 8.)

Ver. 13.—Shallum, called in oh. Ix. 11

and Neh. xi. II Meshullam. Tliere are at

fewest fifteen, persons of this name. The
present is named as anoestorof Ezra (Ezra vii.

2). Hilkiah. There are seven persons of

this name. The present was the ceh brated
one of them all; and frum three chief circum-
stances : (1) lor the finding of the " book of

the Law in tlie house of tho Lord " (2 Kinjis
xxii. 8) ; (2) the zealous spirit with which
ho joined in the reformation under Josiah
(2 Kings xxii. 14—20 ; xxiii. 4—27) ; (3) the
observance in his higlj priesthood of the
Passover, in the eighteenth year of Josiah'a
reign (2 Chron. xxxv. 1— 1 9).

Ver. 14.—Azariah. The third oeonrrence
of this name in this list. This person ia

found again in Ezra ii. 1, but is wanting in
Neh. xi. 11. Beraiah ; found also in Neh.
xi. 11, in a list which omits the preceding
Azariah, and in Ezra vii. 1. The end of
his higli priesthood aad of himself is re-

corded with that of Zephaniah (2 Kings
XXV. 18, 21), and (not the Seraiah, "tAe
quiet prince," of Jer. li. 59—64) he is also

spoken of in Jer. lii. 24—27. He was high
priest in the time of Zedekiah.

Ver. 15.—Jehozadak. He did not share
the violent end of his father, nor did he
attain his father's high priest office, but
lived to the end a captive (see note on
ver. 4). Where this name occurs in Haggai
and Zechariah, it is the same in the Heljrew
as heie, though Englished in the Autliorized
Vereiou as Josi decli. Whi re it occurs in
Ezra and Nehemiuh, the shorter form of
Jozadak is found iu the Hebrew as in the
Autlioiized Version.

Vers. 16—10.—These verses have a re-

BiiutueKtioo of iho thtee sous of hen, and

diifer from the enumeration of ver. 1, in

being followed by the sous of each of

these three, and afterwards by tlie line of

descendants from each, instead of by the

sons of only oue, Kohath, and hi» de.-cend-

ant in only one stem, the high priest stem,

and with only one object. All these names
agree with Exod vi. 17—19 and Numb,
iii. 17—20 (eomp. also Numli. iii. 21—
oG with xxvi. 57—60), with tlie trifling

e.'ieeptions already alluded to, in the Hebrew
spelling of Gershora and the Authorized
Version spelling of Bhimei and the Autho-
rized Version Mahali of Exod. vi. 19. The
latter half of ver. 19, according to the
Hebrew, should rather refer to what has
preceded, and be a " subscription," though
it might best suit the connection to regard
it as introducing what was to follow, and
as being a "superscriphon." Ucrtheau
hnlils svith the former of these views, Keil
with the latti r.

Vers. 20, 21.—(A) These verses appa-
rently give seven lineal descemlants of

Gersliom, tlirough his elde.^t son Libni. The
question is whether this list of seven ia

part of the longer list of thirteen from
Gershom (vers. 39—43). terminating with
Asaph; and it seems impossible to deci:le

the question satisfactorily. From the oc-

currence of the name Shimei in tliia latter,

though in the wrong place, viz. after

Jahath in the descending order, instead of

befoio him, some think, Keil and Zockler
among them, that it is a line from Shiuiei,

the lirother of Libui, and second son of

Gershom. If this be so, the occurrence of

three names, the same ami in the same
order, is a tiling to be remarked, though
possible enough in itself. But if not, then
either the names Joah, Iddo, Jeaterai, in the
former list, must lie interchangeable with
Elhan, Adaiah, Eihni, respectively in. the
latter (a tiling which the similarity of the
Hebrew letters might render credible),

while the !~himei of ver. 42 is oniilted from
ver. 20, and the Libni of ver. 20 from ver.

43 ; or the one list must pick up some links
and have others, and the other do likewise,

whilst those taken the same by lioth are in

the minority. This last supposition may
be the more piob.ible. though not free from
difficulty. Zimmah. Beside the uncertainty
of the identity of this Zlniniah with the
same name in ver. 42, it is very reniaiknble
that we find a Zimmah, ahofather of a Juah,
in 2 Chron. xxix. 12 ; also in tiiis same
passngo we find three other reproductions
of a similar kind—/a(fter and son—of what
have first been found in this sixth chapter,
viz. "Mahath, son of Amasai" (ver. 35);
"Joel, son of Azariah" (ver. 36) ;

" Kish, son
of Abdi " (ver. 44). It seems as thongi i I ho
individual deseeudaat was quoted in ihetM
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Inotanoei by the name of the ancestor at a
certain point.

Vers. 22—28.—(B) These verses give

descendants, probably twenty-one in uum-
bsT, from Levi, through his seoond son,

Kohath, to Joel, eldest son of Samuel and
(ver. 33) father of Ueman, The desceml-
ants of Holiath througli his eldest son,

Amram, have been given from vers. 3—15.

But the descendants now to be spoken of

are through another son, here oalleil Ara-
minadab, a name not appearing among the

four of ver. 2, but apparently standing for

the Izhar of that verse. For lie is said to

have a son Korah, by whom, indeed, the

genealogy moves on, while in vers. 37, 38,

and Numb. zvi. 1, Korah is said to be the

on of Izhar. Without the occurrence of

this olne, we should have been at a loss to

tell who Amminadab was, as we are now at

a los3 to explain the unexplained sub.4i-

tution of this new name. The Vatioau
Septuagint has Amminadab, while the

Alexandrine has altered to Izhar, probably

deeming the other name a mere error.

Vers. 22, 23.—Korah (comp. Numb. xvi.

27, 32, 33, with xxvi. 9—11). From Exod.
VL 24 we also learn that the three next

in lineal succession to Korah, were Aasir,

Elkanah.and Ebia3aph,or Abiasapli ; though
Elkauah and Assir are omitted from ver. 37,

in the ascending line.

Vers. 24—28.—Tahath. From this name
onwards to the end of ver. 28 we must have

recourse to the reversed list of vera. 33—37,

in order to make out our way. Even then

we shall scarcely have a chain of all the

links; e.g. there is no evidence here (as

there is in the case of Amminadab above)

that Uriel and Zephaniah designate the same
person. The lists may be brought, how-
ever, into pretty close liarmony without any
violent suppositions or substitutions, thus

:

Tahath, TTriel, Zephaniah, Uzziah (i.q. Aza-
riah), Shaul (i.q. Joel), Elkanah, Amasai,

Ahimoth (i.q. Maliath), Elkanah Zophai (i.q.

Zuph), Nahath (i..q. Toah, Toliu, 1 Bam. i. 1),

Eliab (i.q. Eliel, Elinu, 1 Sam. i. 1), Jero-

ham, Elkanah, Samuel (i.q. Shemuel), Joel

(1 Sam. viii. 2, which distinctly gives Joel

as firstborn son, and supplies the explaiia-

tiou of the Vashni liere by expressly men-

tioning Ahiah as " his seoond " son).

Vers. 29, 30.—(0) In ver. 19 the two sons

of Merari, viz. Mahli and Mushi, are given.

Here one of thi m, Mahli, is repeated, with

six descendants, of no one of whom have

we any other information. From compari-

son of Numb. iii. 20 and xxvi. 58 there can

be no doubt that Mahli and Muslii were

brothers, each of whom founded a family.

The descending line of Mushi, unalluded to

here, comes to the surface in vers. 44—47.

Yen- SI—-18.—In the early verges of thia

ection we may notice, if not the first

beginning, yet some of the earliest crystal-

lization of the forms of religams services.

It was given to David tu settle the ark after

its travels through the wilderness, its

sojourn in vai ious places since then, doubt-
less always within the care of some Levitical

family (except when taken by enemies,
1 Sam. iv. 11 ; v., vi.), and in especial its pro-
longed twenty years' sojourn at Kiijath-
jearira (1 Sam. vii. 1, 2; 2 Sam. vi. 1—19;
ch. xiii. 3—14 ; xv. 1—3 ; xvii. 5). It now
had rest, though its place of rest was only
within "curtains" (2 Sam. vii. 2; ch. xvii.

1), i.e. in a special separate tent prepared
for it by David, which tent was probably
the suggestion, and as it were the nucleus, of
the coming grand temple itself—the house
of God. The event was naturally one of

great joy and thanksgiving, of which David
himself was the chief leader (2 Sam. vi.

17—21; oh. xvi. 1—3); but it appears also
that it furnished the occasion of appointing
fixed oh' >ir conductors, leaders of tlii; service

of song" (oh. xvi. 4—7, 37, 41,42 ; xxv. 1—7).
Ver. 32.—Instances full of illustration

of this ministering . . . with singing and
waiting on their office are found in 2 (Jhrou.

T. 12 ; xxix. 26—31 ; xxxv. 15, 16.

Ver. 33.—We have now the name and
pedigree of each of the three chief singers

or musicians (their duty was botn vocal and
instrumental) of David's appointment, be-

ginning, according to the analogy of ver. 2,

supra, with Heman, the descendant of
Kohath, instead of Asaph from Gershom.
So the place of Heman was still the place
of honour, in the centre, with Asaph on the
right and Ethan on the left (vers. 39, 44).

Heman is the twenty-first according to this

list (vers. 33—38) after Levi, but the genea-
logy is indiatinct (see above, vers. 22—28)
between Shemuel and Assir, and according
to Hervey (' Genealo;<ies of our Lord,' p. 214),

Heman comes fourteenth after Levi. This
Heman is to be distingui.ihed from Heman
the "son of Zerah" (ch. ii. 6), and with but
little dpubt, therefore, from Heman the
Ezraliite (Zerahite) of Ps. Ixxxviii. On
the other hand, a theory has been suggested
by Lord Arthur 0. Hervey which might
reconcile the two. He supposes th.tt if

Heman the Kohathite (or his fatlier) had
married an heiress of the house of Zerah
he might have become reckoned in the line

of Zerah as well as in that of Kohath.
Ver. 39.—Asaph is called brother of

Heman, either as brother in office or gene-

rally as relaiive in the degree of cousin by
many removes. He stands fourteenth in line

of descent after Levi, while Ethan (ver. 44)
stands thirteenth. If the line of Heman
(as given in vers. 33—38) were correct, it

would force on ua the ooavictioa that there
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are Beyeral omissions in these two lines ; bnt
if these are correct, we must conclude that

there are unwarranted additions in the
other. On the names of Asaph's ancestors,

see notes on vers. 20, 21. From 2 Chron.
xxix. 30 it seems plain that Asaph was him-
self a composer of psalms, and not simply
eitlier the musician or rehearser of those of

David.

Ver. 44.—Sthan. This passage and ch.

XV. 19 are the leading passages for this nnme
Ethan. But in succeeding references (and
they are not a few) to the three chief leaders

of song, the name appears as Jeduthun;
unless, as seems scarcely credible, two differ-

ent persons are designated. The occasion

and significance of the alteration of the

name are not stated, however, and elude
detection so far. In 2 Chron. xxxv. 15 the

title of '' king's seer " (nin) is added to

the name Jeduthun, which is variously spelt

(pnn' ;
ymrv, ; )inT.). This arrangement of

chief singers, one from each of the three

branches of Levi's family, lasted unbroken
to Josiah's reign (2 Chron. xxxv. 13); and
ttie representatives of Jeduthun, at all

events, are mentioned in the time of Nehe-
miah (Neh. xi. 17, 18). KisM. Tlie most
frequent form of this name is Kish (ss'^p.,

equivalent to the Vulgate Cis), if, indeed,

the form of this verse and that of oh. xv. 17,

Kushaiah (vi;»ip)i"" °°'' merely the fruit of

a corrupt text.

Ver. 48.—The all manner of service, from
that of the three " leaders of song " on their

« cymbals of brass " (ch. xv. 19) down
through the other Levitical grades, is fully

illustrated in many places (ch. xv. 18—^24

;

xvi. 37—42; xxiii. 2—32; xxv. 1—8;
xxvi. 1—26).

Vers. 49—53.—These verses allude to the

more special functions of " Aaron and his

sons," as they are here called, i.e. his lineal

descendants (vers. 4—15; Ezra vii. 2—5),

whose names, stopping at Ahimaaz, the

eleventh generation, are the same with those

of vers. 3—8. The manifest inference is

that the present enumeration, stopping with
the name of one contemporary with David
(2 Sam. XV. 27), was borrowed from tables

of the date of David, and not of the date of

the Captivity (ver. 15).

Ver. 49.—The altar of the burnt offering

(Lev. i. 3—17). The altar of incense (Exod.

xxv. 6; XXX. 1—7, 7—9, 34—38; Lev.

xvi. 12). Most holy (Lev. xvi. 12, 14,

15, 17, 20). An atonement for Israel (Lev.

xvi. 3—10; xxiii. 26—32; Numb. xxix.

7—11).
Ver. 50.—Eleazar. The third son of Aaron

(by Elisheba, daughter of Amminadiib, and
descended from Judah through Pharez) is

the son whose descendants are givttu here,

inasmuch as he ttm appointed chief of the

Levites (Numb. iii. 32); ministered as •
priest with his brother Ithamar, even before

the death of Aaron ; and succeeded him as

high priest (Numb. ix. 28). It was in

Eleazar's family that the high priesthood

remained (as above) till the time of Eli,

who was descended from Ithamar, and it

returned again to the line of Eleazar in

Zadok, fulfilling the intimation of 1 Sam.
ii. 30.

Vers. 54—81.—The writer returns upon
his steps to give the cities and dwelling-

places of the Levites, beginning with the

priestly members of the Kohathite line

(vers. 54—61), then taking those of the

Gershomite (ver. 62) and Merarite lines

(vers. 63—65) in order; and again in the

same order disposing of the members not
priestly (vers. 66—70; 71—76; 77—81) of

the same three branches.

Vers. 54—61, 64—70.—And these are
their dwellings according to their enclo-

sures in their territories. oniTD means the

lettlemenU of whatever people in question,
surrounded and protected by whatever fence
or defence custi imary. For theirs was the
lot is more intelligible with the addition

of the word " first," supplied in Josh. xxxi.

10, i.e. thein was the first lot. The whole
drift of the present passage, with the re-

mainder of the chapter, is made entirely

plain by Numb. xxxv. 1—8 and Josh. xxi.
1—10. But the omission and the alteration

of individual names of places occasion some
delay. Our ver. 55 is given somewhat
more fully in Josh. xxi. 11 ; our ver. 56 is

identical with Josh. xxi. 12 ; and our vers.

57—60 correspond substanlially with Josh.
xxi. 13—19, but from this latter source we
are glad to supply the two names Juttah
and Gibeon, without which we cannot add up
correctly the thirteen cities of ver. 60. Also
in Joshua, our HUen, Ashan, and Alemeth
appear as Holon,Aiii, and Almon respectively,

although ia regard to the intermediate name
of these three the places cannot be accepted
as identical, for they are mentioned side by
side in Josh. xix. 7 and in ch. iv. 32, but we
must admit an error involved. Ver. 56
(see Josh. xiv. 14; xxi. 12). Ver. 61 seems
to be an anticipation of vers. 66—^70, with
which verses, if we incorporate it, we shall
obtain substantially the same results as are
found in Josh. xxL 5, 20—26; but again we
are glad of the latter source to supply for us
the two places, Eltekeh and Gibbethon, ne-
cessary to enable us to count up the ten cities

of our ver. 61, while our Jokmeam, Aner,
and Bileam appear as probably the corrected
readings of Kibzaim, Tanach, and Oath-
rimmon respectively in Joshua. The sons of

Kohath . . . left (ver. 61), the residue (Autho-
lized Version, ver 66), the r«auumt (ver. 70^
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point (as above) to the non-priestly de-
scendants in the Kohath line. Summing
up, we Bee that the Kohathite priests had
thirteen cities from the allotments of Judah
and Simeon and Benjamin, and the Ko-
hathite non-priests had ten, from Ephraim,
Dan, and West Manasseh. One might de-
tect in all this some germ of the more
modem parochial system, so far at least as
regards the distributed residence of a clerical

and ministerial order, though not with
sacred buildings similarly distributed.

Ver. 62.—The twenty-three cities that
belonged to the sons of Kohath are now
followed by the thirteen due to the sons of
Gershom, teken from the tribes of Issachar,

Asher, Naphtali, and half Manasseh. The
fact only is stated here, the details being
supplied in vers. 71—76. And it is easily to

be seen that, as from the most important
tribes were levied the cities for Levites first

in precedence, so the same principle is

observed to the end.

Ver. 63.—The distribution of cities to the
third branch of Levi's family, that of Herari,
now follows. They are selected, four from
each of the tribes of Keuben, Gad, Zebulun
(Josh. xxi. 7, 34—40).

Ver. 71.—Qolan was one of the three cities

of refuge east of the Jordan (Josh. xx. 8), the

other two being Bezer, of the tribe of

Beuben, and Ramoth in (jilead, of the tribe

of Gad. Ashtaroth, in its previous history,

had been closely connected with Og King
of Bashan (Dent. i. 4 ; Josh. ix. 9, 10 ; xii.

4, 5 ; xiii. 12). It is called Beeshterah in

Josh. xxi. 27.

Ver. 72.—Kedesh. There were three

places of this name. 1. Kedesh, at the

extreme south of Judah (Josh. xv. 23 ; six.

20, 21), perhaps the same with Kadesh-
barnea (Josh. xv. 3). 2. The Kedesh of this

verse, perhaps the same with the Kedesh of

Josh. xii. 22; it is called Kiuhon in Josh.

xxi. 28. 8. The Kedesh of ver. 76, i.e.

Kedesh in Galilee, one of the cities ofrefuge
in the tribe of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 37 ; xx.
7; xxi. 32; Judg. iv. 6—10). Daberath
(Authorized Version, Dabareh, Josh. ixL
28); mentioned as on the boimdary of
Zebulun in Josh. xix. 12.

Ver. 73.—Eamoth; called in Josh. xxi.
28, 29, Jarmutb ; a place of which nothing
else is known, but possibly one with Eemeth
(Josh. xix. 21). Anem; probably the En-
gannim of Josh. xix. 21 and xxi. 29, and per-
haps a contraction of the name.

Vers. 74—76.—Mashal, Hukok, Hammon,
Kirjathaim, are found as Mishal, Helkath,
Hammoth-dor, Kartan, in Josh. xxi. 30, 31,
32; xix. 35.

Ver. 77.—Unto the rest of the ohildren of
llerari Since none have yet been spoken
of as having received their cities, we find
the explanation of these words in their
order in Josh. xxi. 34, " Unto the families
of the children of Merari, the rest of the
Levites." To our list here, Jokneam and
Kartah (^Josh. xxi. 34) need to be supplied,
and Bimmon and Tabor here appear (Josh,
xxi. 35), there as Dimnah and Nahalal.

Ver. 78.—Bezer. The full description of
the place is " Bezer in the wilderness, in the
land of the Mishor" (Deuf. iv. 43), and
" Bezer in the wilderness, in the Mishor,"
i.e. " the plain," or as some, " the downs "

(Josh. XX. 8). This, as mentioned above,
was one of the three cities of refuge east of

the Jordan. Jahzah (Authorized Version,
Josh. xxi. 36, Jahazah).

Ver. 79.—The two names of this verse,

with the two of the preceding, i.e. all the
four names of the cities of Reuben, are
absent from their proper place in the list in
Josh. xxi. in the Hebrew Textus Beceptus
and the Vulgate, though found in Jish.

xiii 18.

HOMILIES BY VAEIODS AUTH0E3.

Vers. 10, 15.

—

Two high priests. Among. the sons of Levi the family of Aaron
was the most oonspiouous, inasmuch as the Lord selected this family for the priestly

office. The high priest was always of Aaronic blood. And the succession of high

priests could no more be omitted from the chronicles of Israel than the succession of

popes from those of Rome or the series of Archbishops of Canterbury from those

of England. We select two high priests for special notice.

I. The high pbiesthood in national prospebitt. Azariah executed this very

important office during that part of the reign of fciolomon which saw the dedication of

the magnificent first temple. This was the very culmination of the splendour of the

Hebrew monarchy, and the office and duties of the national pontiff would be encom-

passed with peculiar glory. As the religious representative of the nation, Azariah

had sacred functions to discharge, especially on the day of atonement, when the siua

belonging to the people's prosperity were brought and confessed before the Lord, and

&youir shown to the sacrificing and rspentaat nation.
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n. Tjik high priesthood nf natiouai, advbrritt. Jehozadak, m in the suc-

cession, nominally filled the same office when the Jews were carried into captivity.

He shared the lot, the exile, of his conntrymen. It was well that he should go with

the others and rather share the fate of the nation, than remain in Jerusalem to fulfil

the form of his office. Where the nation was, it became its religious head to be also.

III. The conjunction of these two high priests teaches a valuable lesson.

Ministers of religion shuuld dwell among the people, partake their lot, interest them-

selves in their concerns, and bo their leaders in praise, in obedience, in submission.

Touched, like their Master, with the feeling of the people's infirmities, they are thus

able to " rejoice with those who do rejoice, and weep with those who weep." In such

sympathy lies their true, their spiritual and legitimate, strength. Not as lords over

God's heritage, but as shepherds, sharing the lot of their flock, may they follow Christ,

serve the people, and do the will of God.—T.

Ver. 31.—" The service of song." The ministry of psalmody. In Its definite organiza-

tion, was instituted by David. The occasion of this was when the ark was placed, as

in a resting-place, in the tabernacle of the congregation. The arrangements then made
were the germ of the more elaborate temple service under Solomon. Prom the tirne of

David, " the sweet singer of Israel," " the service of song in the house of the Lord "

occupied an important position in the religious observances of Israel To justify this,

consider that

—

L Singing is the natural expression of emotion. The outburst of joy, the
fervour and rapture of love, the pathos of sorrow, find their form and utterance in song.

II. Man's nature makes song the suitable expression of religious feeling.
The highest form of human feeling impels to the expression vocally appropriate.

Psalmody, especially choral and congregational psalmody, forms the most inspiriting

vehicle of religious gratitude, adoration, and praise.

III. Scripture history records several developments of psalmodt. The
lyric outbursts of joy which took place when the Lord confounded I'haraoh and
delivered his chosen people, were the first recorded instances. But David himself was
the true leader of psalmody, both Hebrew and Christian. Christ and his disciples
" sang an hymn," and Paul and Silas sang praises at midnight in the gaol of Philippi.

The early Christians were accustomed to sing God's praises in their social assemblies.

IV. SOBIPTUEE REPRESENTS THE SERVICE OP SONG AS ACCEPTABLE TO GoD. Pre-

suming that the service, the homage, the love, are sincere, the inspired writers summon
all God's people to join in thus celebrating his praises. " Sing ye praises ; praise God,
all ye people," is the admonition of the psalmist; and the apostle thus directs us:
" Is any merry ? let him sing psalms."

V. Scripture sanctions the consbceation to kalmodt or labous, art, and
DEVOTION. AVe find that, under the old dispensation, there was a regular ministry
consecrated to " the service of song." It would be strange if it were lawful to spend time,
money, strength, skill, upon exercises intended to give pleasure to men, and at the
same time unlawful to offer aught to God save that which cost us nothing. God will
have our best ; and when we have offered this, of his own have we given him.

VI. SCRIPTORB reminds U8 THAT THE EFFICACY AND AOCEFTABLBNESS OF THE
SBBVIOE OF BONG DEPEND UPON THE WORSHIPPER'S SPIBITOALITT AND SINCERITY. The
f(irm without the substance, the art without the spirit, the song without the love and
faiih it should express,—these are vain and worthless. Let us offer acceptable sacrifices,

the fruit of our lips, giving thanks unto his Name.—T.

Ver. 32.—" Waiting on their office." The Levites were the ministers of the tabemacl*
and the temple, whose business it was, in subordination to the priests, to attend to the
appointed services, sacrifices, ceremonies, and festivals. Of tliese, certain families were
Selected for the conduct of the musical part of the religious services. David, hiiiisell

a poet and a musician, set apart these families; the members of which, from hi> tiinr

forward, were tiained lor "the service of song in the house of the Lord." -Ciotheil in
white garments, some performed upon cymbals, psalteries, harps, and other instruments
of music; whilst others lifted up their voices, and sang the praises of him who is
" good, and whose mercy eadureth for ever." It is recorded that, upon oartain great
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occasions in Jewish history, as, for example, when Solomon dedicated his temple, when
Hezekiah cleansed the same building and restored the dignity of its services, Mud when
Josiah observed a solemn Passover^ those musiciil attendants took a prominent part
and rendered an eifective service in the sacred solemnities that were observed (2 Chron,
V. 12; xxix. 27—30; xxxv. 15). Perhaps notliing at once more simple and more
significant can be said of any men or any class of men than is here said in description
and to the credit of the families of Heman, Asaph, and Jeduthun : " They waited on
their office according to their order." The langiiajre may fairly be taken as applicable
to all true servants of God, to all true friends and followers of Christ.

I. Peovidence appoints for every one op us an office to fill, a service to
RENDER. 1. Mark the divinity apparent in every human life. It is only within linuts
that we choose or that others choose for us. " The steps of a good man are ordered
by the Lord." "Our times are in his hands." 2. Mark the individuality of every
man's Tocation. The Levites did not perform the priests' service ; and amongst the
Levites ajl were not appointed to "the service of song." So is it with us aud our
several positions in the Church and in the world. Nothing is weaker and more foolish
than to say, " How well I could fill the position and do the work of my neighbour 1

"

It is your duty to which you must look, that there may be no lack of service through
your failnre.

II. God expects us to render our appointed service upon a proper system
AND IN AN ORDERLY WAT. The Levites had their regulations to which they were
obedient. And the same is true of us all. " Order is Heaven's first law." We have
not only a duty to fulfil—we have to fulfil it at the right time and place. Qualities
necessary for efficiency in ordinary business or professional life are requisite in the
service of God. Take these three : 1. Diligence. 2. Method. 3. Perseverance.
Without these it is scarcely possible to glorify God in a practical and active life.

Without these we shall lose our self-respect, and we shall lose our influence over our
fellow-men. ^

III. For such berviob we abb responsible to the Divinb Lord and Judoe.
1. The watchful eye of God is always upon us. 2. By providential appointment,
careful fidelity makes its mal-k upon our character. 3. " We must all of us appear
before the judgment-seat." " The fire shall try every man's work, of what sort it is."

IV. In our endeavours to render such service, we have a model AifD A
MOTIVE IN OUR LoRD Jesus Christ. 1. Consider how Christ " waited upon his

office." He came to do the will of God. " He took upon him the foim of a servant."

He was found faithful. It was only when he could say, " It is finished I " that he
consented to die. In life and in death it was his meat and drink to do his Father's
will. Thus he left us an example. 2. Consider that his humiliation, his cross, are

the inspiration of the service and obedience of his people. It is the love of Christ which
constraineth us. Do not suppose that Divine love cannot work according to the
principles of human order and system ; these are the machinery, but that is the
motive.

Appuoatton. We have here a rebuke to the irreligious, and a summons to a better

life. We have also an admonition and encouragement to those who are endeavouring
to serve their Saviour, and glorify their God.—T.

Vers. 48, 49.

—

Levites and priestB, These two verses contain a brief account of the
offices of the two orders of ministry in the Jewish Church.

I. Lessons peculiar to the old covenant. Notliing was more prominent or

important in Israel than the provision alluded to in this passage. We are reminded:
1. That amongst the chosen people there was a consecrated tribe, and within this a
consecrated family. 2. That thus a provision was made for perpetual tem])le worship

and appointed sacrifices. 3. That, in obedience to these prescribed ordinances, Israel

abode beneath the favour of Jehovah.

II. Lessons generally applicable to the relioious life. 1. Order and decency

are becoming in the service of a righteous and holy God. It is possible to regard the

form and neglect the substance, but it is also possible to despise the form and so to

lose the substance. 2. In the service of God, the most menial office is honourable,

whilst the loftiest office can never \)e executed b^ maa otherwise than imperfectly and
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unworthily. 3. Under the Christian dispensation, all believers are ministers and
priests, daily serving in God's spiritual temple, and offering, through the Divine

Mediator and Intercessor, spiritual and acceptable sacrifices. Every family and ever"

individual has an appointed office and ministration.—T.

Ver. 57.

—

The city of refuge. Hebron was one of the six cities of refu<ie, which were
provided to shelter the inanslayer from the wrath of the avenger of blocd, and thus to

check the savage lawlessness of a warlike people in a primitive state of society. They
are, in one passage of the New Testament, regarded as emblematical of the provision

made in Christ for the security of the penitent and returning sinner. There ia

suggested

—

I. A CASK OF NEED AND DANGER. The cause of the peril and alarm is sin. And
the righteous Law and retributive government of God render the case of the sinner

one serious in itself and its issues. This appears from the gospel admonitions to

repentance.

II. A PBOvisioN OF MERCT AND WISDOM. As the city of refugo was appointed for the

innocent manslayer's escape from vengeance and death, so the guilty sinner is the object

of the Divine compassion which has provided in Christ a safe and eternal shelter. In
the Divine Redeemer is refuge from sin and condemnation, is the favour and life of

God.
III. An action of faith and enebqt. The city was of no use except the

imperilled Israelite fled unto it for safety. So with Christ, whose almighty sufficiency

avails for those, and those only, who accept him and shelter themselves in his riven
side. They are saved who have " fled for refuge to the hope set before them in the
gospel."

IV. A OrVINBLT PLEDQED SECURITY FOR THOSE WHO ARE IN ChBIST. The Jewish
Law assured of safety those who made use of the provision for refu<je. And the Divine
word and faithfulness are pledged to those who confide in Christ, that they shall never
perish, but shall have eternal life.

v. A TRUE GOSPEL. It is the office of the Church of the Redeemer both to warn
sinners of the danger to which they are exposed and to point them to the one only
Refuge provided by Divine wisdom for their security and peace. It is a refuge accessible

to all and sufficient for all, and there is no reason in the heart of God why any poor
sinner should remain outside this refuge and spiritually perish.—^T.

Vers. 1

—

ZO.—Lessonsfrom lists ; or,a sermon in names. Here is a number ofnames

;

they belong to men of varied characters and different careers, though all of them were
children of privilege, most of them in a high degree. We learn

—

I. That there is a vast diffebbncb in the life and character op privi-
leged MEN. We might suppose that men who have come under the same class of
influences would be much like one another in spirit and behaviour. But such a suppo-
sition would be a great mistake. It is true that there is much of human nature in us
all, and that the best men have their failings while the worst have their redeeming
points ; but it remains true that between man and man, having the same advantages,
there is often a great gulf found. In the same list of names of the sons of Levi we have
Moses and Samuel, who were holy among the holy, and also the sons of Samuel, who
accepted bribes and perverted judgment (vers. 3, 28). It is pninful to think that, while
ainong the children of privilege may be found some that are like God himself in their
spirit and their life, there are others in whose heart the basest passions dwell, and whose
lives are pestilent and shameful. It is sadly possible for those that are " exalted to
heaven " in privilege to be " cast down to hell " in guilt and condemnation.

II- That there is a close intermingling of good and bad upon the earth.
This is a list of men belonging to different generations, but we are reminded by contrast
of the truth that good and bad are contemporaneous and closely intermingled. Here
the wheat and the tares grow together. Dwelling beneath the same roof, sitting down
to the same hearth and table, working in the same shop, wiil'ui;; at the same desk,
walking the same street, are the holy and the profane, tl c ]i',i\. and the unclean, the
generous and the selfish, the wise and the foolish. 1. What a reason for watchfulnejf
and prayer! 2. What opportunity for usefulnesal
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III. That our becobd wili, be wki'Itbd in the book op God as well as in
THK LIVES OF MEN. Not much is written in the Book of God respecting most of

these ; we know nothing of them but their names. A deeper obscurity than this will

be our portion ; not even our names will go down one century, certainly they will not
descend to thirty centuries. We need not regret that ; but we shall do well to remem-
ber: 1. That not only our names but our actions are written in some imperishable
record in God's unerasible handwriting. 2. That our lives are written and are repeated

in the hearts and lives of men whom we have influenced. Fame is rare enough and
vain enough. Lasting work, abiding influence, is common enough and serious

enough.—0.

Ver. 31.

—

" The service of song in the house of the Lord." The " house of the Lord "

is the place whither we go primarily to worship him. So, at least, it should be. We
may have learnt to go thither in order to enjoy sacred oratory or even for some less

honourable purpose. The primary end of service in the sanctuary is the worship of

God ; and the service of song should be regarded as one most important feature of

public worship. In sacred song we present uurselves to God in every attitude which our

souls can assume toward him, and if we went and sang together with the heart as well

as with the voice, and then returned, we should have rendered an acceptable ofl'ering

and gained a valuable blessing. If " the service of song in tlie house of the Lord " be

perfect, or as perfect as it' is possible to make it, there will be

—

I. An approach to God in evert vakiety of spiRiTnAL access. In our hymns

:

1. We shall adore him, as when we sing, " Great God, how infinite art thou !

" etc., or

" My God, how wonderful thou art
! " etc. 2. We shall praise and bless him, as when

we sing, " Oh for a thousand tongues to sing," etc. 3. We shall corfess our ain to him,

as when we sing, " Oppressed with sin and woe," etc. 4. We shall make supplication

to him; for there is no essential distinction between "praise" and "prayer." In the

latter we frequently bless God for his mercies, while in the former we often supplicate

him for his blessing, as when we sing, " Guide me, thou great Jehovah," etc. 5. We
shall reconsecrate ourselves to him, as when we sing, " My Saviour, I am thine," etc.,

or " Lord, in the strength of grace," etc. 6. We shall intercede with him on behalf of

others, as when we sing, " Spirit of the living God," etc.

IL A sacred sdmmons, as in his holy presence, to fidelity and devotion.

We shall call upon ourselves and one another to illustrate our truest and highest con-

victions as Christian men and the soldiers of Christ, as when we sing, " Stand up,

stand up for Jesus 1 " etc., or " Ye servants of the Lord," etc. We shall have holy and

elevating fellowship with the whole Church of Christ, as when we sing, " Come, let us

join our friends above," etc.

III. SpnuTUAL as well as vocal participation. Our service of song will be only

a hollow sound, unmusical in the Master's ear, if we rise no higher than the harmony
of blending voices. There must be living, spiritual sympathy. All souls must join

together as well as all tongues. In this great matter of the service of song, as in all

other things, " the Lord looketh upon the heart." We must " make melody in our

hearts " unto him, or the sound of our song will rise no higher than the roof of our

building ; it will not reach his throne.

IV. Universal participation. Choral singing may find its place in the new dis-

pensation as it did in the old; but it must take the "lower room." Congregational

psalmody is the desideratum, the perfect thing, the standard at which to aim. " Jiuery

creature in heaven and on the earth " did John hear saying, " Blessing, and honour,

and glory," etc. (Rev. v. 13) ; " A great multitude, which no man could number . . .

stood . . . and cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our God," etc. (Rev. vii. 9, 10).

Let the Church on earth anticipate the Church in heaven, by every voice, the voice of

a great multitude, being heard in the accents of praise, participating in " the service of

song in the house of the Lord." This will be : 1. A source of joy to each participant.

2. A service to fellow-worshippers. 3. An acceptable offering to the Saviour.—0.

Vers. 32—81.

—

Religious culture. The promised land was to be a well-cultivated

country in more ways than one. Not only was its soil to be well tilled, but its popu-

lation was to be well trained. Harvests of grain were to be gathered from its fields,
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and fruits of holiness were to be seen in the lives of its sons and daughters. Excellent

and ample provision was made for this religious culture. It was to ha, as it should be

everywhere and always

—

I. Attractive in featukb. The tabernacle service (ver. 32), and subsequently

the temple service, was made inviting and enjo> able with sacred song (ver. 32). The
singers sang the praises of Jehovah, and care was taken that they should not be absent

from their post. Music, pleasant and attractive, was to make the heart more glad

when the Israelites were summoned to go up to the house of the Lord. We are not

only at liberty, but are under obligation, to draw as large a company as we can attract

to the sanctuary by making its services agreeable and inviting. Good reading, good

singing, appropriate prayer, simple and short enough to be entered into by the people,

earnest and faithful exiiortation, provision for all bodily needs,—these are rightful and

desirable things ; they should be religiously provided.

II. Well obganized. " They waited on their office according to their order " (ver.

32). Every necessary arrangement was made that, when one course had concluded,

another should begin : the temple would never be without those who were wanted to

take up what others were lay in.; down. Things must not be left to the impulse of the

hour or to ha|ipen as they may ; everything is to be carefully and systematically

arranged in the service of Grod, in the culture of the soul.

III. Varied in manner of service. " The Levites . . . were appointed unto all

manner of service," etc. (ver. 48). .These were (1) of many kinds; and they were probably

(2) of many degrees of importance. Certainly there were many that were menial, and
there must have been some that were valuable and high. The priests, we know, had
nearer access to God, and engaged in the more sacred offices (ver. 49). In the Church
of Christ there must be these vaiieties in kind and in degree. We can only cover the

whole ground of sacred service, of religious culture, by dividing the work into many
parts, and by some taking higher while others take lower posts. Let us feel that

(1) any work done for God "and at his bidding is highly honourable; (2) those who are

apportioned to the simpler offices are least burdened with re.sponsibility
; (3) they who

undertake the most sacred functions have especial need of human devotedness and
Divine direction.

IV. Based on popular intelligence. Here we have the cities through which the

Levites were distributed. They were to be scattered throughout the land, to be mingled
with every tribe, in order that they might impart religious instruction to all (Ueut.

xxxiii. 10; and see 2 Chron. xvii. 9; xxx. 22; xxxv. 3). It was their function to
" teach the good knowledge of the Lord," to make known and understood the Law of

God. The service of Jehovah was to rest on popular intelligence. Ignorance is not the

mother of devotion ; it is the fruitful parent of superstition and folly. Religion builds on
knowledge, thrives on intelligence. It is the aim of those who wish for a land well culti-

vated for God that in every town and every smallest village the instructor in Christian

truth shall be found: 1. Malcing known the will of God in Christ Jesus. 2. Inter-

preting and explaining, so far as may be, the mind of the Divine Master. 3. Enforcing
his will by earnest words, and by a blameless, beautiful life.—G.

Vers. 31—48.

—

Priesthood and service. In the rather lengthy genealogy of the priest-

hood in this chapter, there is much instruction. The children of God have each their

appointed service in the vineyard of the Lord. We have here four kinds of service

—

(i) The service of rest (ver. 31); (2) the service of song (ver. 31); (3) the service

of waiting (vers. 32, 33) ; (4) «Ae service of work (ver. 48). This is the Divine order

of every believer's service.

I. The service of rest. Christ Jesus, the true Ark, rests in his own finished work
on the cross. " This man, after he had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down
on the right hand of the throne of God." His people find their rest also in that finished

work. "We which have believed do enter into rest." This is the first in the Diviua
order. There can be no service of song till we know the service of rest. You cannot
praise God till you know your sins are forgiven. You have nothing to praise him for.

This, then, is the first service in which you are called to engage—the service of rest.

Rest in Jesus, rest in his finished work for your soul, rest in his full and fr«e and ever*
lasting salvation. Reader, have you thus found rest in Christ ?
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II. The SEnvicB of sono. After tlie service of rest, you can enter on the service of
song. And what is that song? "There is therefore now no condemnation to them
tiiat are in Christ Jesus ; " " Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in
his own blood, and hath made us Isings and priests unto God and his Father ; to him
he glory and domiuion for ever and over. Amen;" "Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and
blcsBiiig." These are some of the notes in that service of song which they can sing
who have entered on the service of rest.. Eeader, can you sing thorn ?

III. Next is THE SERVICE OF WAITING; for "They also serve who only stand and
wait." Lideed, it is one of the highest services in which the redeemed soul can
engage. What is this service of waiting? It ia that spirit that waits upon God
coiitiimally, in each day and each hour looldnx up and saying, " Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?" It is renouncing our own will, our own way, our own inclination, our
own pleasure, and as " the eyes of servants look unto the hand of their masters, and
as the eyes of a maiden unto the hand of her mistress, bo our eyes wait upon the
Lord our God." The cloud may tarry long, but wait for it. Waiting time is not only
never lost time, but it is most blessed discipline for the soul. "For the vision is yet
for an ai'pointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not lie : though it tarry, wait
for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry "(Hab. ii. 3). Beader, are you
waitiijg tlius upon Gud ?

IV. Lastly, we. have the service of work. Mark what is said of this: "Their
brethren also the Levites were aiipointed unto ail manner of service of the tabernacle

of the house of God " (ver. 48). Yes, " all manner of service." There are all kinds of
work in the great spiritual temple of God, and work /or all. And this work may be
of the very humblest kind. One day the disciples may be summoned to hold converse
with Moses and Ellas, and to behold their Saviour transfigured. What a privilegel

some will say. A few days afterwards they are sent to unloose a colt and foal—to do
what had all the appearance of an act of robbery I Yet it is the same Master who
sends on both errands. Some of the eminent ones of Israel, while passing through

.

the wilderness with the tabernacle, had to spend whole years in takiui; care of pins,

others in taking care of curtains, some of boards, and bars, and pillars, and sockets

(Numb. iii.). Yet all was God's work. It was to the Lord they did it, not to man.
Look not at the work, but at the Master. It is the Master that makes the meanest
service grand and noble. " Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the Lord, and not

unto men ; knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the inheritance

:

for ye serve the Lord Christ." This makes the " cup of cold water" grand. Jesus I

— this makes a tattered thought glorious. Jesus 1—this ennobles every work, makes
the meanest hononrable, the smallest great. And the mightiest work that has not

this motive is liLihter than the small dust of the balance. Reader, never forget the

Spirit's order' of service : resting, praising, waiting, working.—W.
Vers. 14, 15.

—

A vntness in a man's name. In the midst of a long list of names the

compiler of this record stops, as if one name set him thinking. The name was one

with a significant meaning; yet it was one that seemed very strange when taken in the

light of the man's history. This name, Jehozadak, meant " Jehovah is righteous
;

"

but the man who bore it "went into captivity, when the Lord carried away Judah and

Jerusalem." " It has been noted as remarkable that the heads of both the priestly and

the royal stock carried to Babylon should have had names (Zedekiah and Jehozadak)

composed of the same elements, and assertive of the 'justice of God,' which their

sufferings showed forth so signally."

1. The witness of a significant name. This was a singular recurrence to the

ways of an older time, when children's names were given as embodying circumstances

of birth, feelings of parents, -etc., and when names were changed to express new
relations of the lile. In those earlier times names became elements of Divine revela-

tions and agents of Divine witness and teaching. Ab-r$-ham taught men by his name,

and so did Is-ra-el. Other instances of revival of this witness by names may be Ibund

in the prophetic names given by the later prophets to their children, such as Immanuel,

Shear-jashub, and Maher-shalal-hash-baz. It is interesting to add that, among the

glories of the future held out before the faithful, is this, " And I will give him a nea
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name" So Jehozadak had his mission in his name. Down into captivity he went,

but in all his intercourse with the humbled and captive people, he pleaded with hi»

name, saying, " Jehovah is righteous." And so we may learn that the least thing

about us, a matter as seemingly unimportant as our name, may be taken up into God's

service, and used by him. Therefore we " present our bodie»" (our entire selves) " a
living sacrifice."

II. The possible contbast between a man's name (ob the promise of a uan'b
birth) and his circumstances. It looked to be a most unlikely thinj that a man
whose very name declared that " Jehovah was righteous " would ever go into captivity,

and be remarkable for a suffering and humilinted life. And yet this is the contrast

often observed. It puzzled Asaph and the writer of Job and the writer of Ecclesiastes,

in the olden time. It puzzles God's people still. Men born in sunshine spend lives

in the ever-deepening shadows ; and sufferers for life, lying in their sick-beds, are the

noblest of all witnesses that " Jehovah is righteous." Illustrate by the exquisite

reference in the life of Dr. Arnold of Rugby, to the beautiful witness for God made
through long years by his invalid sister. Can there be Jehovah's righteousness seen

even in the sufferings which come upon men as the natural fruitage of their own
wrong-doings? for that is precisely the case with Israel crushed under the Babylo-
nian tyranny. The presence of Jehozadak and Zedekiah among the cajitives declared

that there can be. Look below the train of causes of which captivity seems the

natural effect, and we may see God's purposes being accomplished, God's laws being
vindicated, and God's Judgments being executed. Ever we may turn away from the

mere course of history and details of events, and watch the " Judge of all the earth

doing right." If, however, the suffering of the good troubles us, we may find rest in

an appeal to the great case—our Lord suffered. He was not merely "smitten of God
and afflicted." There was Divine righteousness in the affliction. He was man's Sin-

bearer, and judged for others. Here is a firm foundation-truth, then, which no earthly

appearances or strange human experiences can shake. Proclaim it once again, and
proclaim it ever—" Jehovah is righteous."—K. T.

Vers. 31, 32.

—

The ministry of tong. To King David is traced the ordering and
arranging of the service of song in connection with Divine worship, but we are hardly
justified in regarding him as the originator of sacred music and song. Miriam's chant,

and the songs of Moses, Deborah, Hannah, etc., indicate previous culture of both the

gifts of poetry and of music, and the relation in which Isoth stood to public acts of

worship. In the earlier Mosaic system there was the clanging of cymbals and blowing
of trumpets on special occasions, but probably the connection of intelligent words of

trust and praise with the musical chant, in which the worshippers may unite, led by a
trained choir, must be traced to David. It is one of his great achievements that he
helped to make. Divine worship more interesting and attractive, lifting it from the

sacrifice of things to the sacrifice of praise, the utterance to God of thankful, trustful,

and loving feelings ; man offering to God the sacrifice of bis own emotions, and finding

such sacrifice accounted a "sweet savour." It will at once be recognized that the

poeticcU and m.usical . endowments of David prepared him to serve his God and his

fellows in this particular ministry. And his own practice and culture of the gifts

enlarged his preparation, and so his fitness for the work, when the providential time
for it came. The service of song was commenced in the new tabernacle erected by
David on Mount Zion, but probably not until after the ark was restored and made to

rest within it ; and the service was greatly extended and elaborated to fit in with the
more gorgeous surroundings of Solomon's temple. Many of the psalms were composed
for use in the public worship, and are arranged for solo and chorus, or for answering
choruses. " David put the musical part of the service under the direction of Asaph.
Distinctions are made between the different kinds of instruments for which different

psalms were suited, indicating that bands composed of stringed instruments, and other

bands composed of wind instruments, were employed. We have also notices of trained

men and women singers. Tlie singing was managed by responses, or by solo and
chorus, many of the psalms lending tiiemselves readily to these forms of music."
Taking the references in these verges as suggestive of a general truth, we dwell on

—

L Tas rACT THAT soKQ is a Divine gift. Apiong the pagans it was »o recognize^.
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as it was also in David's timo. It is singular to find how small a place poetry and
music took in the apostolic Church. The power of song is found characteristic of

individuals, and it often follows in family lines, as is illustrated in the cases of Asaph
and Heman. It becomes, for the individual, the entrusted talent, the inspired gift, the
faculty which is to be put out to the Lord's use, the speciality which gives a man his

niche and his work.
II. Such a gift mat be consecrated to the Divine sbrvioe. It has its distinctly

fitting place in relation to public service ; and the modern developments of worship
give it a most prominent and important place. This is true of all forms that public
worship takes, and may be precisely illustrated in relation to each form. The impor-
tance of song as attracting to the house of God, as interesting and spiritually benefiting

those engaged in worship, and as finding audible expression for devout feeling, should
be fully enforced. It therefore becomes the duty of all who have the gift to lay it on
the altar of God's service in the sanctuary.

III. Such a gift mat be used fob the comfort and help of others. There is a
sphere for the ministry of song in our homes, in society, at sick-beds, in visiting the

poor, and among the children. Illustrate by references to Philip Phillips, the singing

pilgrim, and to" Ira Sankey, the companion of D. L. Moody.
iV. Such a gift mat be trained and set in order fob the most efficient

SERVICE, both in public worship and in private spheres. We are responsible to God
for faithful and wise use of such a gift, and for the efScient culture of it. Impress
on all who have the endowment the duty of using it for all gracious and loving

and helpful ends in all the spheres where they may be set.—R. T.

Ver. 48.

—

The honourdbleness of lesser service. It is a familiar thought to the
Christian that what is done to others is really done unto Christ. Upon it rests our
Divine Master's observation, and to it he gives his Divine approval. And we are

permitted even to consider that such approval may rest upon so small and so simple a
thing as the offering of " a cup of water." We have the corresponding teaching from
the older dispensation suggested in this verse. What was done in the old tabernacle

service was done unto God, and was accepted of him. Common work, porters' work,

scavengers' work, all the wide circle of commonplace Levites' work, servants' work,

was as truly service to God as the offerings of priests and the chantings of the singers.

Two things may be fully opened and contrasted.

I. Man's estimate of the gbeat and small. To him the great is that which
makes a large figure to the eye, and man has in every age a set of arbitrary standards

by which he judges the great and small.

II. God's estimate. To him its mere world figure and relation are of little signifi-

cance. Things are judged according to their capacity for expressing character, quality,

principle, virtue. "To God a thing is miserably small that can offer no sphere for the

utterance of a soul's love, and loyalty, and obedience, and unselfishness, and trust. So
often to God man's high things are low, man's first things are last. Nothing has

character in itself. It gains character only by the spirit in which it is done. Then we
ask what spirit is it which can give greatness or littleness to our human actions. There

are certainly these two : (1) loyalty to God and the right ; and (2) service to others.

St. Paul argues that the " lesser services " have the honourable stamp of superior

necessity and usefulness. Porters' work in the temple bore directly on decency and

cleanliness, and cultivated the idea of the pure and the orderly in God's worship. As
well do without priests as without Levites. " Careful less to please thee much than to

serve thee perfectly."—R. T.

Ver. 49.

—

The constant worh of atonement. It is only to the atonements of the

Mosaic system and the general truths which they suggest that we propose here to

direct attention. The subject of the Divine atonement for sin is too large and many-

sided for efficient treatment in any one homily or sermon ; and yet there is the danger

of producing an imperfect or erroneous impression when any piece or portion of the

great subject is isolated for consideration. The word " atonement " in the Old Testa-

ment means a " covering over," and " hiding from view ;
" and it is applied to some

sacrifice whose acceptableoess covers over and hides ixo^i view the uuw«rthiness swid
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transgression of him wlio brings it, or to some act, such as that of Phinehas, which,

because it vindicates the Divim- honour. Law, and righteousness. Is reizuvded as covering

over iniquity, and making possible the pardon of tlie transgressors. But some changes

passed in the connotation of the term, so that the New Testament Greek equivalcn*

became the word " reconciliation," which appears to regard the word as at-one-menti

hut does not carry over the idea of covering transgression by a sacrifice or a loyal act.

The appointment of Aaron and his sons lor this particular work emphasizes the fact

that, under the older dispensation, there was constant need for atonement. Every indi-

vidual needed tliat it shouhl be made for him again and again, and every year a great

public atonement was made for the sins of the people. The reason appears to be this :

every fresh act of wiliulness and sin imperilled the standing of the individual and
the nation as within the Divine covenant, and brought down upon them all the penal-

ties of the broken covenant—penalties involving even the suirender of life. It would
help greatly to clearness of view if we recognized that atonement always bears relation

to man's standing bi/ore Ood, and not to man's personaL cleanness or cleansing. The
constant atonement covered the sin which broke the covenant-relations, and restored,

for the individual and the nation, the old covenant-conditions. The daily burnt offer-

ing was a daily atonement, or vindicatory act, which covered the people's sin and set

tliem again in full covenant-standing. The private burnt offerings did the same thing

for the individual. And the "day of atonement " did it, in a sublime way, as a grand

national spectacle, for the due impression of the entire nation. As carried over into

Christianity, and gaining its moral and spiritual aspects, we must duly conserve the

features illustrated in the Old Testament atonements. These are: 1. Man's lost

standing with Ood by reason of his transgressions. This is fully argued by St. I'aul m
the earlier chapters of the Epistle to the Romans. Beyond and besides other effects of

human sin, this must be fully recognized—it sets us all out of our true standijig with

God, out of the covenant-relation which is conditioned by our obedience and faithful-

ness. 2. Man's standing recovered on the ground o/ something offered to Ood that is

infinitely acceptable to him. In Judaic symbol, the spotlessly pure and absolutely

complete animal presented entire. In Christian history, the offering of the person of

the Son of God and Son of man, the Lamb without blemish or spot, on the altar of the

Divine will. 3. The full acceptance of the atoning sacrifice, by the offerer, as the repre-

sentationto Ood of his own will and purpose. This declared the sincerity of a Mosaic

atonement ; tliis makes Christ's offering to be for us. There is, however, for us no need

of a constantly renewed atonement. 1'he writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews argues

this from the surpassing dignity and worth of the atonement offered by Christ, and

from the relation in which he, the Divine Son and Divine man, stands both to Gud and

to us. But that one sacrifice is our constant daily pledge to God that we will keep in

the covenant of holy service to him. Every morning to name Christ's Name is to do,

in effect, what the Jew did every morning by sharing in the burnt offering. It is to

declare our standing within the new covenant, and to pledge ourselves afresh that we
will be true and faithful to all its responsibilities and claims.—B. T.

Ver. 54.

—

Carnal provisions for spiritual men. The references here made to the

provisions for the support of the priests, and the allotment of cities for their residence,

are designed to confirm their claim for reinstatement in tlieir properties on the return

from the Captivity. Priests and Levites had a right to this independent support by
the appointment of God and the good will of the people they served. Levi had no
proper tribal allotment. This tribe was separated for the religious service of the whole
nation. Its material sustenance was made dependent on the people it served, and each
tribe gave up certain of its towns for the habitation of Levitical families, and certain

lands to provide them with necessary fond. So we have introduced for consideration,

the dependence of relii,'iou8 teachers on those they serve in spiritual things for the due
supply of their material wants—a subject to which St. Paul gives carelul considera-

tion, urging that they who " preach the gospel " may reasonably expect to " live of

the gospel." Those engaged in spiritual ministrations properly expect to receiva

carnal ministrations.

I. The Divine designation of men to spiritual work. Seen in Aaron and his

descendants, in the prophets, in the Lord Jesus Christ himself, in apostles, and
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equally in the Christian Church. A designation recognized in (1) the demand for $uch
work ; (2) the Divine endotoment ofmen/or such work ; and (3) the call of men to under-
take such work, by the inward impulses of the Holy Spirit, by the leadings of Divine
providence, and by the recognition of fitness on tiie part of our fellow-men. Spiritual

work has in every age formed a sphere of its own, and those engaged in it have been
wisely separated from common business responsibilities. Good reasons are found in (1)
the absorbing chtiracter of spiritual duties; (2) the prolonged and continuous prepara-
tions which such duties demand

; (3) the relation of efficient spiritual work to personal

soul-culture
; (4) the exigencies of human life making demands on spiritual men at all

hours and seasons
; (5) and the tendency of thorough occupation with spiritual tilings

to unfit men for the stress and toil necesfiary to achieve success in business life. Some
forms of spiritual work (as Sunday school, visiting, etc.) are found compatible with a
life amid ordinary carnal scenes ; but it is well that some should leave " serving tables,"

and give themselves " to the Word and prayer."

II. Such designation to spirituai. work does not relieve men from oaknal
KECEBSiTiEB. The wholc circle of personal and family needs remains; and God has
never seen fit to employ any miraculous means for the supply of such needs for Levites,

prophets, or apostles. The exception seems to be Elijah. But even God's own Son, the

world's spiritual Redeemer, might not make stones bread, though he felt hunger, thirst,

weariness, and want.

III. The BESPONsiBiLiTr bests on men to arbanob the cabnal provisions.

God sends us back on two principles : (1) brotherhoud ; (2) gratitude for blessing

received. Each should find for the other what that other lacked. Those who are con-

stantly receiving spiritual blessings are bound to acknowledge them by kindly and
thoughtful gifts and provisions. Such should ever be arranged on liberal and generous

scales, and such provision is sure to prove a means of grace to those who provide.

St. Paul's teaching and example on this matter are opposed. He distinctly claimed

full temporal support for all Christian teachers ; and he refused such aid in his own
case for such sufficient reasons as make bis case an exception that proves the rule.

Show wherein lies the distinction between the spiritual and the carnal, and carefully

urge that it must not be unduly pressed, or the spiritual man will exaggerate his

separateness, and the carnal man will feel freed from all claim to be spiritual. The
carnal man is to become spiritual, learning how to be " in the world, and not of it

;

"

and aid in attaining this the spiritual man is called to provide. So there is to be

mutual helpfulness.

—

H, T.

Vers. 57, 67.

—

The doctrinal witntuo/the refuge cities. (See Exod. xxi. 13 ; Numb.
XXXV. 6, 11, 14 ; Deut. six. 1—10 ; Josh, xx.) The severity of the Mosaic laws and
institutions has often been dwelt on, but a careful estimate of the prevailing sentiments

of surrounding nations, in those early times, would rather impress us with the mer-

eifulnesB of Judaism, and the ways in which customs which pressed with undue
severity on individual rights dnd liberties were toned and modified, in the East two
things are familiar which appear strange and unworthy to us : (1) irresponsible govern-

ments, usually involving tyrannous dealings; and (2) a very light estimate of the

value of human life. The mercifulness of Judaism is plainly seen in the Mosaic

appointment of the refuge cities. The laws relating to murder are clearly defined,

and the different forms of the crime are duly recognized. Premeditated murder is

distinguished from unintentional homicide, and the man who accidentally kills another

is secured until he can prove the circumstances of the accident. But in the arrange

ment made for him Moses wisely retains the older sentiment of justice, which called

upon the nearest relative of a slain man to act as his blood-aoenyer, or goU. Amongst

the other nations, as the Arab tribes of the present day, " any bloodshed whatever,

whether wilful or accidental, laid the homicide open to the duteous revenge of the

relatives and lamily of the slain person, who again in their turn were then similarly

watched and hunted by the opposite party, viiitil a family war of extermination had

legally settled itself from generation to generation, without the least prospect of a

peaceful termination." Moses allowed the goel still to pursue ; but the homicide had

his chance of escape. Cities conveniently situated on both the west and east of Jordan

were made refuge cities, and the roads to them were kept clear. Once within the galea

I. OHBONIC<'..I8,
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a calm consideration of the circumstances was assured ; and only if proved guilty ot

wilful murder could the man be delivered up to the ^oeZ-avenger.

I. Ths social working of the BEFuaE SYSTEM. Its influence may be shown in

:

1. Its cultivation of a worthier sense ot Justice. 2. Its teaching as to the relation of

motive to crime, such motive giving the act of crime its serious quality. 3. Its

tendency to relieve the individual from the thought of executing his own vengeance.

4. Its claim to have a fixed authority for the settling of all social laws, and
their vindication by due punishments. A worthy and strongly enforced legislative

system lies at the very foundation of the peaceful order and stable progress of every

nation. The element of personal passion must be removed if punishment is to be
wisely administered ; men must be willing to put aside their own avengings if social

order is to be secured. Nations need to be very careful to secure purity in the adminis-

tration of justice.

IL The beliqious buooestions of the befuoe system. These will differ accord-

ing to the school of thought to which the preacher may belong. From the evangelical

standpoint, the city of refuge symbolizes Christ. The avenger represents the law-

penalty under which the sinner comes, which seeks his death. There is made by Christ

Jesus a free and open road to himself, the Befuge. But the sinner must himself arise

and flee, running into the shelter of the ever-opened gates. When " in Christ," if a
due examination be made of his sins, the all-sufiBcing answer which secures eternal

safety is this : " Jesus has already borne the penalty of them all, and the Law cannot
revive its satisfied claim." There is " no condemnation " for those who have " fled for

refuge to lay hold of the hope set before them in the gospel."

More generally treated, we may learn : 1. The Divine righteouinen in affixing a
natural and necessary penalty to every act of sin. 2. The fallen state of man, in that
lie so readily makes holy avenging into passionate revenging. 3. The mercifulness

uf the Divine administration, in that God puts man's passions under wise restraints

;

and secures the fair, considerate, and honourable treatment even of the sinner.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB VII.

Ver. 1.—^The great tribes of Judah and
Levi being now passed, as well as the minor
ones of Simeon, Beuben, and Gad, we reach
the son's of Issachar, Issachar was Jacob's
fifth son by Leah (Gen. xxxv. 23). In the
list of Gen. xlvi. 13 our Foah {nfsi) ap-

pears differently spelt a* Pbuvah (n^Q),

and Jashnb is found as Job, which is cor-

rected by the Samaritan Codex to Jashub,
and this reading the Septuagint follows,

la the other parallel passage (Numb. xxvi.

23) the Fhuvnh form obtains, but the other
names are the same as here. Tola, Wa
read (Judg. x. 1, 2) of another person of
this name, who judged Israel twenty-three
years, at Shamir, in Mount Kphraim, and
who is called " the son of Puali, the son of
Dodo, a man of Issachar." This is a good
instance of how the use of the same names,
though in different order, clung to a tribe

or family through long periods.

Ver. 2.—The six sons of Tola given here
are stated to be the six heads of the house
at the time of the cem»t of David (2 Sam.
xxiv. 1—17). The verse further states

that the Tolaites had grown to number at

that time twenty-two tho'uand six hundred,

and as this fact Is not stated elsewhere, it is
pretty clear proof that the compiler iiad
other sources of information in addition to
those possessed by ns.

Ver. 3.—Five. The name of Izrahiah's
sons count up only four ; but if, with four
of Kennicott's manuscripts, the words, and
the sons of Izrahiah, should be omitted, the
five will count ri{,'ht for sons of Uzzi, and
the little clause beginning this verse will
correspond exactly with that beginning ver.
2. The Syriac, however, does not omit
•• and the sons of Izrahiah ; " but alters the
numeral " five " to " four."

Vers. 4, 5.—The meaning of these verses,
especially of the former of them, is not quite
evident. This seems to say that as the
Tolaites were in David's time twenty-two
thousand six hundred, so the Uzzites taken
from among them (or the " sons of Izrahiah,"
as the case may be) numbered thirty-six
thousand additional. But were not the
Uzzites included in the Tolaites? and did
not the figure thirty-six thousand enibrace
tlie accumulated numbers, whilst the balance
of fifty-one thousand necessary to make up
the eighty-seven thousand of ver. 5, was
drawn from all the other branches of the
Issachar tribe? This is not thu view.howBver
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generally taken, and if the numbers of veri.

2 and 4 are distinct, the balance needful
for Ter. 5 will, of course, be twenty-eiglit
thousand four hundred. It cannot be denied
that this view is favoured by th« speeial
description applied to these Uzzites, or
[zrahiahites, as bands of soldiers for war

;

their disposition and their training oon-
stituting possibly the reason of their being
singled out for further description from
•mong the sons of Tola. The statement of
the total number of the tribe of Issachar in
David's time is wonderfully corroborated
by the two censuses of Moses—Numb. L 28,
29, fifty-four thousand four hundred; and
Numb. xxvi. 23—25, sixty-four thousand
three hundred. The total of Issachar, four
score and seven thousand, is a good propor-

tion of the aggregate total of all the tribes,

given (2 Sam. xziv. 8, 9) as eight hundred
thousand. Grove, however, adds all the
above numbers, and makes tliereby Issacliar'f

total (see Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' i.

901 i) one hundred and forty -live thousand
six hundred, which seems disfavoured by
the numbers at tiie second census of Moses.
At the time of this census Issiachar came
third of all the tribes, only Judah and Dan
taking precedence. The bands of soldiers

for war. This expression culminates in

the word (ann:) " bands," which is applied

(Qen. xlix. 19) to Gad, and almost invari-

ably to the irregular but special bodies of

fighting men of the nations round (Autho-
rized Version, ch. xii. 23 is incorreut, the

Hebrew'word being different). The examples
are too numerous to quote, but some of the

more important instances are 2 Kings vi.

23 ; xiii. 20 ; xxiv. 2 ; Hosea vi. 9 ; vii. 1.

Ver. 6.—The sons of Benjamin; Bela, and
Becher, and Jediael, three. We liave four

passages for our authorities ss to the sons

of Benjamin, and it is not altogether easy

to bring them into verbal harmony. They
are Gen. xlvi. 21 ; Numb. xxvi. 38—41 ; tUe

present passage ; and ch. viii. Our present

passage mentions three sons, aa though they

were all, and immudiately proceeds to their

posterity. The list in Genesis mentions

ten, of whom, however, wa know (Numb,
xxvi. 40 ; ch. viii. 3, 4) that three, Naaman,
Ard, and Gera, were grandsons, being sons

of Bela, under which oircuinstances the

order in which the two former stand in

Genesis is remarkable. Again, while Becher

is given as the second son in both Genesis

and onr present place, he is not mentioned

in Numb. xxvi. 38—41 and in ch. viii. 1.

Ashbel, who in Genesis is given as the

third, is expressly called the second son.

Among the Ephraimites, however (Numb.
xxvi. 35), a Becher, with his descendants

the Bachrites, is mvntioued, and it is not

improbable that, by marriage, the family

were at Ihat time, for manifost reasons of
inheritance and possession, reckoned in this
tribe, though by blood of the tribe of
Bejijamin. This subject is skilfully dis-
cussed by Lord A. 0. Hervey (Smith's
' Bible Dictionary,' i. 175). Lastly, Jediael
of this passage and ver. 10 is not found in
Genesis, in Numbers, or in our ch. viii. This
name seems to have superseded in our
passage the name Ashbel in Genesis, though
it is impossible to speak certainly. It cannot
be supposed to designate tlie same person,
but rather a descendant in the same branch,
whose family had come to importance "in
the days of David."

Ver. 7.—And the sons of Bela. The first

anil last of the five (descendanU or heads of
familiee) here given, viz. Ezh.n and Iri, are
not found in previous places among Beuja-
mite families, but are found (Gen. xlvi. 16;
Numb. xxvi. 16) among Gadite fumilies.

It would seem that by David's time they
had become in sopie aspects r.inked among
the Benjamites, though not originally of
them.

Ver. 8.—Joash. This name, of which
nothing else is known, is spelt with an
ayin, not with an aleph, as are the names
of the seven other persons called (Autho-
rized Version) Joiiah. Jerimoth. This name
is spelt with a tsere, and not, as the Jerimoth
of ver. 7, with khirik. All the names of
this verse must be regardud as those of
heads of families, and not the literal sons
of Becher.

Ver. 10.—Bilhan ; Jensh. Both of tliese,

as well as the name Bela, are of Edomitish
origin (Gen. xxxvi. 5, 18, 27, 32>

Ver. 12.—Shnppim . . . and Huppim.
These two, called (Numb, xxxvi. 3i))

" Sliuphara and Hupham," and ch. viii. 5
" Shephuj)han and Huram," are mentioned
(Gen. xlvi. 21) as among those who went
down with Jacob into Egypt, are called
" M-uppim and Huppim," and are described
as "sons of Benjamin." They are here
described as sons of Iri, or Ir, which would
make them great-grandsons of Benjamin,
a thing impossible. Hushim, the sons of
Aher. Nothing can be said with confidence
of either of tiiese names. The Hushim of
Gen. xlvi. 23 (called Shulmm, Nnmb. ixvi.

42) are expressly given as a f.,iialy of Dan,
while the Hushim of ch. \\\i. 8, 11, is

manifestly the name, not of a family, but of

an individual, and that a woman. Bertheau
takes the opportunity of urging, in connec-
tion with this name, that Van is not entirely

omitted in our work of Chroniules I But
his foundation is surely far too slender to

build upon. Bertheau and Zockler (in

Lange, ' Alt. Test.') would translate ihn

"another," or "the other," iustanuing not
very pertinently, Ezra ii. 31, and referring
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the allusion to Dan. He also thinks that
this is eorriibmated by the exprtssion, " the
sons of Bilhali," in tlie next verse.

Ver. 13.—The sons of Naphtali. In an
ordi r quite dilFerent from the otherwise
I'arallul piiasaws (Gen. xlvi. 24; Numb,
xxvi. 4a—50j, tlie tribe of Naphtali is taken.
Najilituli was tlie stcond son of Baehel's
hHiiduiaid liilhab, anil in order of birth the
fifth Biiu of Jatob, and was of course more
closely allied lo i an, Ephraim, and Benja-
min. Tilt family was distinguislied for its

s)iirit thruufjhout its history. At the Sinai
census it numbered filty-tliree thoutaud four
hundred Hgntiugmeii (Numb. i. 42, 43); but
at tlie close of the wanderings through the
wilderness its numbers had become only
forty-five thousand four hundred. Its ter-

ritory in the north, largely mountainous,
bounded by Asher, Zeljulun, and Manasseh,
wa^ bonieof the finest, and covered tiie district

afterwards oallid Galilee, "the cradle of the
Christan faitii, the native place of most of
tie api>stles, and the home of our Lord"
(Grove). The sliijht difierence in the spell-

ing of Jahziel in Genesis, and of ShaUum in
Nuiubers, may be noticed. The following
are interesting references to Naphtali in one
or another portion of its history:—Deut.
xxxiii. 23 ; Jo.-.h. xx. 7 ; xxi. 32 ; Judg. i. 33

;

V 18; ch. xxvii. 19; Ezek. xlviii. 3, 4, 34;
Matt. iv. 15 ; Kev. vii. 6. It played a con-
sidtrable and prominent part also in the

confliets with Titus and Vespasian, when
the days of Jerusalem were numbered.

Ver. 14.—The sons of Uanasseh. The
tribe of Manasseh has been partly treated

of in ch. V. 23—26, viz. tlioso of the tribe

who inhabited Gilead and Bashan. Here
those who inhabited this side Jordan are

treated of. And it is very difficult to give
any coherent account of the differences of

tliis passage when compared with Numb,
xxvi. 28—34 and Josh. xvii. 1—4. In these
places six himilies, or bends of families, are

noted to imly two, or at most three here, viz.

Ashriel, Shemida, and perhaps Ahiezei (iq.

Jeezer, Numb. xxvi. 30 ; comp. with Josh,
xvii. 2). The opening clause of this verse

also is unmanageable as it stands. One
way of reducing it to coherence would be to

supply the words " his wife " between whom
and bare, the similarity of ihe Hebrew letters

of which to those of the U( brew for "whnm "

might possibly accciuut for the loss of it.

The imrenthc SIS about the cmieubiiie would
then road witli eniphasi:^. But there is uot
the slightest reason to suppose there was
such a wife. Anoiher way would lie to read

thi' couculiine as Ihe molher of Ashiiel, and
prefix a conjunction, "and," to Ihe second
" bare

; " i.e. "and she bare," or, " she bare also

Miichii." But it seems pretly plain from
Numbers aud Joshua that Ashriel wai not

strictly a son, but only descendant ol

Manasseh ; and, further, the irresistible

impression is that Machir was the only son,

str.ctly speaking (see especially Gen. 1. 23).

The position of Ashriel in our present pas-

sage, first, is also very unsatisfactory in face

of Gen. 1. 23 and the other references already

given.

Ver. 15.—Uaaohah. Of this Maachah,
one among ten of the same name, nothing
else is known. The Poshito Syriae makes
her the mother Instead of wife of Macliir.

The distinct mention of the marriage of a
Manassite to a Benjamite woman is to be
noticed. Zelophehad. The meaning of the

preceding words, and the name of the seoond,

is unintelligible. Zelophehad was son of

Hephon, who was (through Gilead and
Machir) great-grandson of Manasseh (Josh,

xvii. 3). The number and names and wise

appeal and success uf the daughters here
spoken of, are given in Josh. xvii. 3—6

;

Numb. xxvi. 33 ; xxvii. 1—11 ; xxxvi. 5—12.
Ver. 17.—Bedan. While all the names of

the preceding verse are strange to us, this

name exciti s much interest, as possibly to be
idenlified with the Bedan (1 Sam. xii. 11)

who is placed after Jerubbaal (t.g. Gideon),
and iHiibre Jephthah and Samuel. Who in

the Book of Judges is to answer to this

Bedan of the Book of Samuel it is impossible

to Buy. See Bishop Cotton's exeelleut ^hort

article (Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' i. 177).

These were the sons of Oilead (see ver. 14).

The name Gilead surpassed the name
Machir, and even rivalled that of Manasseh
itself.

Ver. 18.—Abiezer. He is the nephew,
then, of Gilead, and grandson of Slachur.

Gideon sprang from him (Judg. vi. 11 ; viii.

32). The name of the mother, Hammoleketh,
is compounded of the article and Moleketh,
or Mcleketh, a Chuldee form, found several

times in the Book of Jereminb, of the word
for "queen." Of Ishod and Mahalah nothing
is known, but tlie latter name is identical

with Mahlah, one of the five daughters of
Zelophehad.

Ver. 19.—Shemidah. Josh. xvii. 2 tells

us that the descendants of Shemida obtained
their inheritance among the male children
of Manasseh ; and Numb. xxvi. 32 places
him in the Gilead family. Of Ahian, likhi,
Aniam, nothing else is known. Shechem.
If this name is rightly placed under Shemi-
dah, it must be concluded from Josh. xvii. 2
and Nunib. xxvi. 31" that it is a dilfeient
Shecliem from the one there found. This
Ittlter was also a Manassite, belonged to the
family of Gilead, iiud was head of a family
named Shechemites alter him. His de-
scendants are spoken of as the " sons of
Sheohi ui " in the above passage of Joshua.

Vers. 20-27.—The chief difficulty of this
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passkze lies in recoticiling the pointa of

chronology whifb it fories to the surface.

Vera. 20, 21, purport to contain the line of

descent from Ephraim through his son Sliu-

tbelah to the seventh !;eDcrutioa, viz. to

another Shuthclah. The remaining two
names, Ezer and Elead, may periiaps be two
brothers of the first Shuthelah, i.e. own sons

of Ephiaim. If it be so, these two must not

be Buppo.-ed to correspond with Becher and
Tahan, called "sous of Ephiaim" in Numb:
xxvi. 35; for it is eviJent that tliey were
generations succeeding Shutbel.ih. Now,
Ephraim was born in Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 20),

so that, on the above showing, the actual

sons of Ephraim must ' liave made some
incursion from Egypt into the territories of

the settleil or possibly aboriginal inlmbit-

ants of Gath, and met tlie fate over which
Ephraim so mourned. Such cxcuisions on
the part of the Israelites out of Eg> pt have
very little collateral evidence. But tliere

would seem to be no impossibility in the

matter, oonsiilering Gen. 1. 13—23. Next,
veis. 23—27 seem to say that in his soriow

Epliraim baa anotlier son, whom he names
Beriah, and of whose line in the ninth de-

icent comes Josliua, the son of Nun. Tbii

also is very doubtful. It may very possibly

be that the parentliesis continues to the end
of ver. 23 or 24, and that vera. 25—27 carry

on the generations from ver. 21. Meantime
welcome li^ht breaks in at the stage (ver.

26) at vhich Ammihud and Elishama are

mentioned. For we find these immediate
ancestors of the great Joshua repeatedly

mentioned at the period of the Exodus
(Numb. 1.10; ii. 18; vii. 48, etc.) ; yet none
of these places assist us to say that he did

or did not come through Beriah. It is

impossible to solve with any certainty the

involvi d question of chronology and genea-

logy presented by this section. The passage

is evidently mutilated and corrupt, though

vindicating a high antiquity. A, very original

presentation of the whole section, as inge-

nious as it is conjectural, by Lonl A.U. Her-

vey, may be found in the art. " Shuthelah,"

Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' iii. 1304. It

is well worthy of attention that a great point

is made in bringing Joshua to the place of

the eighth generation from Joseph, in near

analogy with the numbers in so many
other known cases, of tlie generations that

intervened from the descent into Egypt to

the entrance into Canaan. There also may
be found the most and best that can be said

against the literal reading of what is here

written respecting tiie men of Gath and the

cattle.

Ver. 21.—Because they—i.e. tlie men of

Ephraim—came down to take away their

cattle. This certainly may be translatid,

whtn they (i.e. the men of Gath) came down

(i.e. into Goshen) to plunder their cattle (i.e

the cattle of Ephraim).
Ver. 24.—His daughter. If the literal

interpretation of this whole section be ac-
cepted, according to which both Ejihniim
and Buriali must have p.isseil their lifetime

in Egypt, the "daughter," strictly so called,

of either the one or the oiher could not
have been the founder of the pliices lieie

mentioned. The word "daughter" must,
therefore, represent simply a female i le.scend-

ant. (For other references to Ueth-lioron,

see Josh. x. 10, 11; xvi. 3, 5; iviii. 13, 14;
xxi. 20-22.)

Ver. 2.5.—Of the names Eephah and Ee-
sheph nothing else is known.

Ver. 27.—Kon. The same as Nun (Numb,
xiii. 8, 16).

Ver. 28.—Naaran. This place is probably
the same with the Naarath or Naar.ib of

Josh. xvi. 7 ; though here it is said to be an
eastward limit, and there its description

might rather seem that of > southward
limit. Gaza. 'I'his name can scarcely de-

signate the well-known Gaza, assigned to

Judah (Josh. xv. 47; Judg. i. 18), but ^o

largely the prey of the Philistines (Judg.
iu. 3 ; xvi. 21 ; 1 Sam. vi. 17).

Ver. 29.—The places mentioned in this

Terse were assigned to Manasseh. Beth-
ahean was on the west of Jordan, and waa
within the borders of Issachar (Josli. xvii.

11—13; 1 Kings iv. 11, 12). Dor waa
witliin the borders of Asher (Josh. xi. 1, 2 ;

xii. 23 ; xvii. 11 ; Judg. i. 27, 28). Taanach.
This place also lay within the borders of

Issachar or Asher (Josh. xvii. 11,12; xxi.

25 ; Judg. T. 19). Uegiddo. This place ia

constantly coupled with the preeeiling. It

lav on the south of the plain of Esdraelon
(Josh. xii. 21 ; xvii. 12; Judg. L 27 ; 1 Kings
iv. 12).

Ver. 30.—The same four sons and one
daughter of Asher are found in Gen. xlvi.

17 ; but the name of the second son is want-
ing to the list of familitt deseeiiHed from
Asher of Numb. xxvi. 44—47, and the name
of the daugiiter is given by itself, and not

as furnishing a family.

Ver. 31.—These iwo grandsons are also

found in the above lists of both Genesis and
Numbers ; but nothing is found thi re to

explain the name Birzavlth, which the Keri

spells with yod, the Kethiv wilh vau. With
the former spelling its signification would
be the " well of olives," and would point to

its being the name of a [ilace rather than of

a person, and, as some think, that person a

woman (Ge enius, ' Thes.,' 23'J). (for in-

stances of the expression "fiituer" of a
place, see ch. ii. 51, 52 ; iv. 4, 5.)

V. r. 32.—Japhlet. This son of Ilelier,

not otherwise known, caunot be identified

with the "Japhletitu" of Josh. xvi. 8
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(himself an enigma), on the south boundary
of Ephialm, between the nether Beth-horon
and Ataroth. Shomer ; i.q. Shamer of ver. 34.

Ver. 33.—Nothing, except what follows

in the next verses, is known of the three

sons of Japhlet given in this verse. In
tliem we reach the fourth generation from
Asher. The generations then travel for-

ward through Helem, presumably a third

bi'other of Japhlut, passing the sons of

Shamer, or Shomer, presumably Japhlet'B

lecond brother.

Vers. 31, 35.—^Ahi, It seems impossible

to decide with certainty whether this is the
name of a person or whether, with the vau,
which otherwise begins the next word, it

should not be translated " his brother," i.e.

the brother of Japhlet. In ver. 32 the
names of three brothers are given, sons of

Heber, vix. Japhlet, Shomer, and Hotham.
Now, the name Helem, in ver. 35, is sup-
posed to point to this Hotham. If it be so,

it would so far be an argument that Abi, in

ver. 31, should be translated " his brother,"

in correspondence with the undoubted " Us
brother" of ver. 35. Of no one of the
namei in these verses is anything further
known.

Vers. 36—88.—Vers. 36 and 37 purport to

giro us eleven sons of Zophah, son of Helem,
and grandson of Heber, and these bring us
to the lixth generation from Asher; and
again (ver. 38), we reach the seventh in

descent from Asher, in the three sons of
Jether, or Ithran, tlie tenth son of Zophah.

Ver. 39.—TJlla. Whether in this verse we
get to the eighth generation depends on who
may be meant by UUa. It is impossible to

answer the question. The anggestion baa
been made that the name may, by aome
great error of copyists, stand for either

Zophah's last son Beera, or, by happier con-

jecture, Jether's last son, Ara. But neither

professes to be anything better than mere
conjecture.

Ver. 40.—Twenty and aiz thousand. The
number of Asheritea, " of twenty yeara old

and upwards, able to go forth to war,"
•given in Numb. i. 40, 41, was forty-one

thousand five hundred. Forty years later

(Numb. xxvi. 44—47; comp. ver. 2) the
number was fifty-three thousand four hun-
dred. But it is supposed that the twentv-
aix thousand of this verse may refer only
to a portion of the tribe, i'.e. to the large

and distinguished family of Heber. It is

to be noticed that the name of the tribe of

Asher ia not found in the list of the " chief

rulers " lower down in this book (ch. xxvii.

16—22). The tone also in which reference

is made to Asher and Manasseh and Zebu-
lun coming to Jerusalem to Hezekiah's
Passover (2 Chron. xxx. 11) is very notice-

able. This tribe, with Simeon, gave no
judge to the nation, and of all the tribes

west of the Jordan they stand by themselves
in this respect There is an ancient legend
that the parents of St. Paul lived within
the territories of Asher, at the place called

Ahlab in Judg. L 31, otherwise Giscala, or

Gush Chaleb. Against the uncertainty of

the legend we may gratefully remember the
certainty of the history of the " Anna, . . .

daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser "

(Luke iL 36>

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 22.

—

Mourning and consolation. There is much obscurity about this passage,
as recording an historical incident. But, though it is not easy tu decide who the per-
sons referred to were and at what time they lived, the incident is a witness to the
community of human nature, both in the bitterness of the earthly lot and in the con-
solations with which it abounds. We have here brought before us—

I. Bereavement. From the first it has been the fate of men to endure this sorrow,
for our days on earth are as a shadow, and death takes away from us all in turn the
joys of our hearts, the desire of our eyes, the objects of our hopes. And it is to be
observed that the sudden and violent death of our beloved ones is peculiarly distressing.

When the young are cut down by wicked hands, in tumult or in war, the shock to
survivors is especially painful.

II. MouBNiNO. Lamentation for our dead is natural and right. " Jesus wept " at
Lazarus's grave. There is such a thing as sanctified sorrow.

" In certain cases, even
poignant grief and prolonged mourning are excusable. " The heart knoweth his own
bitterness." The parent weeps for the children because they are not.

III. Sympathy and consolation. Those who are near akin or intimate friends are
expected to ofier their affectionate condolence to the bereaved in the hour of sorrow and
desolation. This is the obligation of friendship and its privilege also. Helpful and
consolatory is true sympathy; for who would wish to bear his heaviest burden alone?
Yet the most profitable ministrations in bereavement are those by which the heart of
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the bereaved is directed to take refuge in the fatherly wisdom and love of Gkid, and
in the tender sympathy of that High Priest who " in all our aifliotions ... is afflicted,"

and who it " touched with the feeling of our infirmities."—T.

Ver. 24.

—

A famous woman. We know nothing else of Sherah than is recorded in

this verse. Whether she did herself build or enlarge and fortify these towns, or

whether this was the work of her descendants, is not easy to decide. The fact, in any
case, is of interest for us, that her name should be put upon record in this passage, and
should be associated with great works.

I. A WOMAN MAY BE SELECTED BY PbOVIDENOE TO FULFII. SOME VAST SE8ISN.

History records great feats of feminine valour ; for women have defended castles and
cities by their heroism, and delivered nations, by personal bravery and by the
enthusiastic support they have commanded. Some nations, as e.g. our own, number
among their sovereigns queens of singular sagacity and statesmansliip. In art and in

literature, and even in science, women have, in our own times, won for themselvei

a high position and a wide renown.
II. The wobk of noble women is especially to build. If not cities, societies

and families have again and again been built up in strength and stateliness and ser-

viceableness through feminine wisdom, sympathy, and devotedncss. A gifted and
fascinating woman has often been the architect of fortune, and, as the centre and
inspiration of intellectual and social life, has not only laid the foundations, but reared

the edifice of political and social power.

III. A GIFTED woman's wobthibst wobk IS WOBK FOB GoD. How many such shine

from the pages of inspiration I Sarah, Miriam, Ruth, Hannah, Esther, in the Old Test*-

ment; the Maries, Priscilla, Dorcas, Lydia, in the New Testament, may serve as

examples. No work is so congenial to the female character, so truly graceful and
ornamental to the feminine life, as work for Christ.

IV. A WOMAN WHO SEBVES THE LOBD AND LEAVES AN EXAMPLE OF PIETY AND tJSE-

FULNESB IS WOBTHY OP BEING HELD IN LASTING BBMEMBBANCB. If the inspired Writer

thought well to record the name of the builder of Beth-lioron, surely the memory of the

noblewomen of our Lord's spiritual kingdom should never fade.—T.

Vers. 1—19.—" The old order changeth." It is a significant fact that, in this enumera-
tion of names and these references to ancient times, the only complimentary epithets

used relate to military aflairs. " Their brethren among all the families of Issachar were

valiant men of might " (ver. 5) ;
" The sons of Bela . . . mighty men of valour" (ver.

7) ; " The sons of Becher . . . mighty men of valour " (vers. 8, 9 ; see ver. 11). We
have here an illustration of the fact

—

I. That militaby valoue fobmbd a labgb pabt of ancient viETin!. The
history of the ancient peoples, Egyptians, Assyrians, Greek, Romans, etc., proves this

statement with only too monotonous a repetition. The history of the Jews, the ancient

people of God, adds one more note of confirmation. We might have supposed it would

be otherwise ; we might have judged that they would constitute the one exception to

the rule. But, so doing, we should have erred. War involves certain most painful

incidents, but it is not absolutely and intrinsically wrong. The simple fact that God
sanctioned it in many instances, that he commrmded his people to engage in it, and

that he desired to he inquired of and supplicated in regard to it, distinctly settles that

point. 1. It has to be remembered that war does call out the heroic virtues of (1)

patient endurance, (2) implicit trust in a faithful leader, (3) courageous daring of

utmost danger, and consequent (4) readiness to resign that which is most precious at

the call of duty, on behalf of country or in obedience to what seems to be the will of

God. 2. It has to be remembered that men have engaged in it without any conscious

departure from the obligations they were under to their kind ; therefore without any

sense of its evil, and therefore without any injury to their conscience and character.

The idea that all warfare is positively wrong is a modern sentiment. With quite as

clear a conscience armies have gone out to battle as merchants have left home to traffic,

or travellers to explore, or even missionaries to evangelize. Other thoughts are in our

minds, other feelings in our hearts, because we have learnt

—

II. That human life is now to be begabdbd as a veby sacbed thing. At the
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feet of Christ we have learnt that one human soul is a thing of inestimable worth.

Hence we have come to prize, as most precious, one human life; and hence we have learnt

to shrink from voluntiirily taking it away. That which God only can give or renew,

from which he requires so much, and on which such great and lasting issues hang,

—

this is something to be reverently treated. And we have been led to regard with aversion,

with deep repugnance, that ruthless system, war, which mows down human bodies

without remorse, and which counts amongst its triumphs the nujuber of the slain. We
gratefully recognize the fact that, under the beneficent reign of the I'rince of peace, we
are arriving at the conclusion

—

III. That the wobthiest TRroMPHS wb can win abb those we gain in peaceful
CONTESTS. 1. In the struggle we maintain against the enemies within us : the privation

we inflict on ourselves in foregoing things which are evil and injurious, the perseverance

with which we contend against recurring passions that will not be soon silenced and
slain. 2. In the war which we wage against the adversaries of God and man: the

hardship we suffer (2 Tim. ii. 3), the risk we run (danger sometimes ending in death
itself, as many a missionary chronicle will tell), tlie loyalty we show to our great

Captain, the faith we exercise in the overruling mind and the conquering arm of our
redeeming God.—C.

Vers. 20—24.

—

Divine compensations. We have, in brief, a story of family life which
still has its interest and application to us in our domestic velaiions. We gather

—

I. That gbibvous affliction sometimes falls on a human home with oveb-
WHELMiNo SUDDENNESS. Several sons of one " house " were slain in one day. Which-
ever party was the aggressor, and whether the Israelites were guilty or unfortunate,

the blow fell with terrible effect on the elders of the family. " Ephrairo their father

mourned many days " (ver. 22). " Misfortunes never come alone " is only a hasty and
false generalization : they generally do come alone. It is far truer to say, " One by one
our soriuws meet us." For usually God tempers our griefs by sending them singly

and with more or less of interval as also of preparation. More often than not the evil

which awaits us " casts its shadow before it," and we prepare our hearts for the coming
trouble. But sometimes it is otherwise. Occasionally, awful, aggravated, multiplied

sorrows surge around us, and all the waves and billows of distress go over us without
forewarning ; from the height of prosperity and joy we go down, in one bitter hour, to the

dark depth of loss and woe. No man can tell what tragedy is at hand for himself and
his house. The holiest, the most beloved of God, may be standing, at any moment,
in immediate peril of an almost unendurable calamity.

II. That God has mekciful compensations in stoeb fok his stricken childbbn.
He wounds that he may heal ; and that, as he heals, he may bless and save. It may be
that he will send : 1. Human sympathy, Ephraim's " brethren came to comfort him."
Though the sympathy of human hearts cannot " do " anything for us, as men of coarse

minds say, it can and does introduce into our hearts a soothing balm which is very
precious to sensitive and responsive souls. It is seldom wasted ; it is generally appre-
ciated, and is often most highly esteemed. Or God may provide": 2, That which replaces

the loss. To the bereaved Ephraim he gave "another child, whose name, Beriah, was
pathetically suggestive of this sad breach, but whose presence in the home must have
gone no small way to repair it. And now it often happens that, instead of the child

that is taken, comes the infant who is sent to fill its parents' hearts as well as its mother's
arms; or instead of the fortune that is' lost the competency that is gained. Or God
may send : 3. Home other compensating yi/t. From this stricken house he took away
some parental love by the death of sons, but he gave a large measure of parental joy by
the enterprising spirit of a daughter (ver. 24). It may be well for us that God should
exchange one source of happiness for another. Long-continued enjoyment of pne satis-

faction often begets a false and guilty notion of independence, and even right of

possession in the human heart. So God withdraws his gift which is ceasing to be a
blessing ; but he gives in place of it some other goad which will work no evil to the
soul, 4. Spiritual acquisition. When Ephraim was " mourning many days," his heart
was tender, his mind docile, his soul receptive. Then, we may venture to say, he looked
up to God with special earnestness, with filial submission, with peculiar devotion.

Great sorrows, sweeping away earthly satisfactions and revealing our own helplessness,
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make the aid and arm of man seem but feebleness and oast us back on God. Then we
hide in him ; tlien we find that he is the Rel'ujre and the Strength of liis people , the true

Dwelling-place of the human soul in all generations. In great and deep afBiction, as

at no other time, we (1) see the meaning and feel the force of sacred truths
; (2) come

into close fellowship with the Father, the Friend, the Comforter of the human spirit

;

(3) realize the littleness of earthly life and the preciousness of the heritage which is

beyond. Bereft of human wealth, we »re " rich towards God."—0.

Ver. 87.

—

Joshta and Jems : rtsemblance and contrast. The identity of the names

—

the one being the Greek form of the other—has led the Church to look on the Hebrew
captain as a type of the Saviour oi the world. (For confirmation, see Heb. iv. 8.)

There are certain resemblances, though the contrasts are as stiiking if not as numerous.

I. Resemblances between Joshua and Jesus. 1. 'i'hey both bore the same name.
2. They both brought to the people of God deliverance from the enemies of God. 3.

They were both obedient to " him that sent them," and wrought out the work which
he gave them to do, 4. They both led (or, lead) the people of God into the promised
land. 5. They both bpgan their earthly life in obscurity, and rose (or, have risen) to the

highest point of human honour.

il. CONTBASTB BETWEEN THE HUMAN CAPTAIN AND THE DiVINB DELIVERER. 1.

Joshua was engaged in the work of his life' for (at least) thirty years; the Lord for (at

most) three. 2. Joshua fought with carnal weapons, and won victories with sword of

steel; Christ fought only with spiritual weapons, and his conquest is the triumph of

truth and grace, 3. Joshua had good reason to fear that by his death his life-work

would be undone ; the Saviour had the best reason to know that by his death his life-

work would be sealed and crowned. 4. Joshua led a nation into a land which would
prove a temporary inheritance ; the redeeming Lord leads the human race " into ever-

lasting habitations," into the one city which is eternal. Better the humblest post

amongst the followers of Jesua than the proudest place in the ranks of Joshua.—0.

Ch. yii., viii.

—

Genealogies ; Issachar, Naphtali, Ephraim, Asher, Benjamin. Two
conspicuous features are presented in these chapters—genealogy and warfare. Only
those are numbered who were foimd in the registers, arjd tliese are all soldiers and
" mighty men of valour." They are described in the seventh cliapter (vers. 11—40) as

"fit to go out for war " and " apt to the war." Thus it is with all God's people. They
are of the genealogy. They are " born again," " not of flesh, nor of blood, nor of the

will of man, but of God," Tlieir names are in the register, too, not in the earthly book
—the baptismal register only, of which these earthly registers of Israel may be con-

sidered as figures—but in the "Lamb's book of life." They know their genealogy,

they can trace their pedigree. Tiiey are " sons and daughters of the Lord God
Almighty." Christ is their elder Brother. And they are all " soldiers." Tliey were

redeemed for this end, that they should be "good soldiers of Jesus Christ," and " war a

good warfare." But how are they to become "valiant," "apt," "fit"? By the disci-

pline of the Holy Spirit, by the afflictions and trials and sufferings of the way, which

often make the heart to bleed and the eye to weep. We are told that Solomon had

"(Sighteen thousand stoue-squarers " in preparing the stones in Lebanon for the temple

on Zion, God has many more than these in preparing his "living stones" in this

Lebanon-world for the glorious temple on Mount Zion. We have an instance of this

spiritual discipline in this chapter (vii. 21—23). It seems to have been an episode in

Egypt before Israel had left it, The patriarch Ephraim was then alive, and at a very

advanced age. The men of Gath came suddenly down upon the family of Ephraim
(for they, not Ephraim, were the aggressors, if we substitute the word " when " in ver.

2X for " because," the correct rendering) for the purpose of plundering their flocks.

Ephraim's sons were slain. The aged father was deeply afflicted. In accordance with

Eastern custom (see Job ii. 11 ; John xi. 19), distant relatives came to offer their con-

dolences. So deeply did the bereavement weigh upon the aged father that he per-

petuated the memory of his sorrow by calling his next son " Beriali, because it went

evil with his house." So suddenly do calamities overtake us here! We know not

what a day may bring lorth. The postman's knock may dash the fairest scheipes to

pieces aud drape our landscape in gloom. Ok. what is there sure here t Nothiug but
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Christ. And, like tlio mother of Jabez and Ephraim here, our sorrows come, and we, in

our unbelief and sliort-sightedness, look at our sorrows and see nothing else. We see not

the how of mercy spanning the cloud—the love that is behind—and so we hang ouf
heads in sorrow, and we writ^" Jabez" on this and "Beriah" on that. Oh that we
could trust that love more in darkness as well as in light 1—W.

Vers. 2—5.

—

The Divine gift of physical strength. It is remarked as being the
peculiar trust and endowment of some men that they were lodily strong. They are

spoken of as " valiant men of might." In the line of this endowment came their life-

missinn, and in the use of this trust they would be finally judged. On St. Paul's

principle that the " body is for the Lord, and the Lord for the body," we are delivered

Nfrom sentimental undervaluing of our physical frame, and consequent neglect of its

culture into health and vigour, or monastic efforts to humble it into a due subjection to

the spirit. In view of the relations between bodily strength and religious life, we ought
to regard health, vigour, energy of frame, as great gifts from God and, as all Divine
gifts are, great and responsible trusts. In the older times physical strength found its

readiest sphere in armies and wars. So the vigour indicated in these verses took the

form of valour. The modem sentiments concerning peace and war materially differ

from those of earlier ages. The modern admiration of peace and horror of offensive

war befit a condition of advanced civilization and the tolerably complete division of

the earth's habitable countries among the different races and nations. Still, we must
fully recognize that war has had its important place in the ordering and training of

the world. It has often proved to he the best judgment on, and corrective of, serious

moral evils ; and so there has always been a place and a work for the " mighty man of

valour." On Joubert's princijile, "Force till risht is ready," the physical restraints of

social order must come before the intellectual and moral ones ; and in such early times and
first stages of national development, physical strength, warlike skill, power of command,
and valour, are properly recognized as Divine gifts, and they are as truly such as are

the gifts of statesmanship, diplomacy, and arbitration in quieter, more developed, more
civilized times. The laws that regulate the use of all our bodily gifts may be effectively

illustrated in relation to this one of valour. It may be pointed out: 1. That it may
never be used for schemes of personal aggrandizement. 2. That it may not be pro-

strated to any evil uses, of tyranny or passion. 3. That it is for use in all ways of
loyalty, obedience, brotherhood, and piety. And there is still the place and the work
for the gift of physical strength, though not so much call for it in armies and battle-

fields. Great things have been done for humanity by the physical endurance of

explorers and travellers, such as Livingstone and Stanley and the members of Arctic

expeditions. Great things are done in the saving of life by strong-armed and brave-

hearted sailors in our lifeboats, and by firemen in our great cities. Still the demand for

manual labour and bodily strength is made, in field and workshop and yard. And
though so large a proportion of modern toil is mental rather than bodily, and conse-

quently physical vigour is unduly despised, it remains true that the man of mind
imperils his mind by failure to culture his body into strength. It remains true for the

intellectual nineteenth century, as for every other, that bodily strength is a gracious

Divine gift, which should be treasured, kept, cultured, exercised, and put to all noble

and holy uses. Appeal, especially from the Christian standpoint, that Christ expects

faithfulness to the whole trust which he commits to us; and holds us responsible for the

measure of bodily health and energy we maintain, as well as for the culture of character,

mind, and soul which we may gain. "Body, soul, and spirit" together make the

living sacrifice, which is our " reasonable service."—B. T.

Ver. 15.— Woman's rights in ancient times. The condition and the disabilities of

Eastern women should be explained, described, and duly contrasted with the position

won by women in all Christian countries. Especially deal with their secluded lives in

their harems, or private apartments ; the utter neglect of their education and culture

;

their disadvantages in never going out into society ; and their utterly dependent position,

involving the crushing of their personal wills, or the leaving them undeveloped and
nnexprcised. And j-ct among them some women made for themselves spheres, by force

of their charbutcr and abiUty. Give Bible illustrations, such as Sarah, Bebekah,
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Moses' mother, Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, Jezebel, Athaliah, etc. Always women
have found spheres among the' children and dependents, but sometimes wider and
public spheres have opened to them. Women have little recognized legal or public
rights in the East. Woman has no standing apart from her husband, and this makes
the lot of the Eastern widow so inexpressibly sad. The name Zelophehad recalls a
remarkable exception—a case in which women, having no male protector, succeeded in

securing and maintaining their own rights ; and the story is detailed in the Scripture

as affording important instructive features. Compare the modern assertion of woman's
legal and governmental rights, and tell how modern legislation has aided in removing
women's disabilities. This Zelophehad was a descendant of Manasseh, who died during
the wilderness wanderings, leaving no sons, only five daughters, who, by the custom of

the time, would be treated as unable to inherit his estates. These five daughters
appealed to Moses (Numb, xxvii. I—7), on thu ground, that their father had not died

under any such judgment as disabled his children, and they asked to be authorized to

stand as his heirs. The matter was a new and difficult one, and Moses took it directly

to God, and by Divine direction establislied the new rule that when there were no sons
the daughters might claim the rights of heirs. A remarkable illustration of the wise

adjustment of law in its practical application to new and unanticipated cases. Bishop
Wordsworth says, " It seems to have been God's design in the Levitical dispensation

to elevate woman from the degradation into which she had fallen, and to prepare her

gradually for that state of dignity and grace to which she is now advanced in the gospel

by the incarnation of the Son of God, the Seed of the woman."
I. Woman's place in family life. There she properly takes a headship, bearing

rule over bott children and dependents. Illustrate by the interesting picture of th«
" virtuous woman and wife " given in the Book of Proverbs. If the woman be but a,

member of the family and not the head, still there is the due and honourable place

of fhildhood, sisterhood, and friendship. No woman lacks a sphere of kindly useful

service save the woman who wants none, because life is for her a mere low self-sphere.

Plead for the nobility of womanly duties and relations in the home. Martha and Mary
could even prove ministers 'to the bodily needs of a Friend who was the world's

Saviour; many a woman since has "entertained angels unawares."

II. Woman's place in public life. Home, in most cases, provides ample and
satisfying spheres. But for women who are free from family ties suitable public

spheres are found among other women, among the suffering, the poor, and the children

;

and where there is endowment literature finds work for woman. These spheres are

daily enlarging. They should be fully detailed, and an earnest plea should be made
against the wasting of woman's powers when such broad spheres claim her abilities and
energies, and on them she may enter into the joy of " serving Christ."—E. T.

Vers. 21, 22.

—

Common family sorrows. In these verges is given a very touching

episode, and yet it is a very commonplace incident that is narrated. A father gains

the news that his sons have been attacked by foes and killed, and, as the poor father

sits stricken with the great sorrow, his brethren, his relatives, come to mourn with him
and to comfort him. Children are an anxiety and care, all through our relations with

them, wten " about us " in the frailties of their childhood, and when away from us in the

wilfulnesses of their young manhood. Sick-scenes and death-scenes are familiar to most

parents, and few human homes last long unbroken. Nor is the comforting of loving

friends other than a commonplace and yet most gracious fact of our modern life. Still, the

thrill of hand and tear-filled eye and sympathetic word bring relief and rest to burdened

and bereaved hearts. Life repeats itself over and over again, and tells its tale of grief

and loss concerning one family after another. So it was in the olden times. Ephraim

mourns the loss of his children, and his brethren come to comfort him ; and thus it is seen

that/anw7^ life becomes a moral training for us all ; and a.s-the experiences of sickness,

sorrow, and loss go round to one after another, we all come under the great Father's

sanctifying, and find out how " good it is even to be afBicted."

I. The loss of childken. Here especially the greater loss of their death rather

than the loss by removal, which never quite quenches hope. Such loss comes at

various stages, and we never know at which of their ages the stroke falls lightest. It

eomes in various ways, slowly or suddenly, and we never can tell which way seemed
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to crush ue most. The reaper cuts the "bearfled <rram" and the "flowers;" beautiful

infants fly away, bright childhood fades, and bloominj; youth is smitten; and all we
can say about it we say after Jacob, " If I am bereaved of my children, I am bereaved,"

On this we may dwell somewhat more fully.

II. The parental grief at the loss of children. "Ephraim mourned many-

days.'' Such grief is well illustrated in David's wailing over Absalom, Elijah's friend's

grief over her dead cliild, and the poor Nain widow going out to bury her only son. The
Eastern thought about the cldldren helps to explain the intensity of their grief.

Easterns conceived of their own earthly existence as continued in their children—they

had a kind of immortality in tlieh- children, and they pleased theniselves with the idea

that their descendants would reach higher dignity and place than they had done. So

for their children to die was a plucking down of lofty imaginations, an uprooting of

carefully raised hopes. And so it is in measure for iis, as may be most tenderly illus-

trated in the case of the talented young HnUani, whose early death Tennyson deplores

in his " In Memoriam."
III. The family bonds sanctified in the loss of children. Such points as these

may be unfolded and illustrated. Il rightly, piously borne, the death of children may
be used: 1. To the producing of a hallowing tenderness of failing on all the members.

2. To a solemnizing estimate of the relative interests of this brief life and the coming

eternal one. 3. To the self-denying efforts of each member to comfort the others, often

involving most precious lessons in self-restraint. 4. To the reknitting of the family

bonds. One member of a home realized as being away in the heavenly brings won-

drously near and makes affectingly real all that belongs to the " unseen and eternal."

And in family griels we are "comforted, in order that we may be able to comfort them

that are in any affliction, through the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted ot

God,"—E. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VIII.

This chapter carries us back to the tribe

of Benjamin, partly dealt with already (oh.

vii. 6—12), The tribe is reverted to for the

same kind of reason that called for our

ch. iii. David was so important a character

in the Judah trilie. And Saul, with whom
the resume of Chronicle-history begins (oh.

viii. 33 ; ix. 39 ; x.), belongs to the Benja-

min tribe. Thus the genealogy of this tribe

forms the porch to the history containLd iu

this work, and the forty verses of thio chapter

rehearse the sons and chief men of Benjamin,

with a view to bring into promiuenoe the

Btock of Saul.

Vers. 1, 2.—These verses give five sons to

Benjamin. Of the non-appearance of Bccher
here (oh. vii. 6) and Ihe appearance of
Aghbel in his plaoo, also of tlie non-appear-
ance here of Jediuel (oh. vii. 6) and the
appeiirance of Aharah (i.q. Ahmm, Numb,
xxvi. 38) iu his (jluce, notice has been taken
on oh. vii. 6— 12. Of the two additions to

thi' eons of Benjamin hero, viz Nohah and
Bapha, nothing is known elsewhere

; yet it

may bo jio.-.sible to count five families from
Nuiub. xxvi. ;-is, 39.

Ver0. 3—5.—Nine sons are here assigned

to Bela. Genesis (xlvi. 41) only finds us
clearly three of them, and these in Tery
different order, viz. Gera, Naaman, and
Arel ; and Numbers (xxvi. 39, 40) finds us
only three, viz. Ard, Naaman, and SUupham.
Yet our Huram may correspond with Hu-
pham, and then the four pairs of names

—

Shephuphan and Huram, Slmphnm and
HupLam, Siiuppira and Huppim, and Mup-
pini and Huppim—mny be interpreted as

designating one and the same couple of

persons. The recurrence of the name Gera
in ver. 5, so close upon the same name in

ver 3, would of course be mure remarkable,
and point inevitably to the disordered state

of the text, if it weie necessary to suppose
that these nine persons were really brothers,

as well as called sons of Bela,

Vers. 6, 7.—Ehud. We are brought to a
halt again by the sudden introduction of

this name. Even if it stand for Abihud
(ver. 3) or for Ahoah (ver. 4), why is it

changed in go short an interval ? It is

impiisbible to establish order in these verses

ex( ei)t by most gratuitous conjecture. But
it may he supposed that the verses say that
Eluid's people unce belonged to Manahath,
that the heads of them removed them to

Geba (Josh, xviii. 24), and that he himself
(query, Ehud? but coniminly read Gero)
removed them, aud also K aaman, and Ahiah,
and Gera (which look very much lik« th«
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Naaraan, Ahoah, and Gera of vers. 4, 5) ; and
finally tliat after the removing "he" had
two freah sons, TTzza and AMhnd.

Ver. 8.—Shaharaim. It haa been proposed,

in the utter obscurity iiere, to add thia name
ai a third to Uzza and Ahihud. This may
be a way out, but if so, instead of repeating
" and Sliahuraim," it might be moio natural

to keap the former enigmatic nominalive
and object to begat, whether Ehud or Gera.
There can be little doubt that a copyist's

error has given us them (nril<) in place of

riN, in the latter part of this verse, before

the names of the wives. The sentence then
•would translate, " after his sending away
[whether by divorce or not] Hushim and
Baara his wives."

Vers. 9—11.—These verses give seven un-
known sons of Ehud, Gera, or Shabaraim,
as the case may be, by the wife Hodesh,
whom one would have been glad to identify

with Baara, and two unknown sons of the
wife Hushim.

Vers. 12—28.—One of the sons of thia laat-

named wife, Huahim, was named Jilpaal.

From ver. 12 to ver. 28 we have a numerous
list of his descendants, evidently, in d'.lfer'ent

degrees of relationship, but with the thread
picked up apparently several timea, in the
persons of the first-mentioned "som," viz.

the five, Eber, Misham, Shamed, 4eriah,

Shema (see vers. 16, 18, 21, 25, 27).

Ver. 12.—Ono and Iiod. These places are

not mentioned in Joshua as originally as-

signed to Benjamin. Tliey were obtained

or '• built " afterwards. They aie first men-
tioned in tliis passage, afterwards in Ezra ii.

33; Nell. vi. 2; vii.37; xi. 36. iodis, with
little doubt, the Lydda of Acta ix. 82.

Ver. 13.—Aijalou. A similar kind of his-

tory belongs to tbis place. It waa assigned

to Dan (Josh. xix. 40—48). Unsubdued by
them (Judg. i. 34—36), the Ephraimites
possessed it awhile (ch. vi. 47—49), until it

came to be more like the common property

or care of Benjamin and Judah, situated as

it was on their boundary line (1 Sam. xiv.

31 ; 2 Cliron. li. 10 ; xxviii. 18).

Ver. 28.—These dwelt in Jerusalem (Josh.

xviii. 28 ; ch. ix. 2—9 ; Neh. xi. 1—4).

Vers. 29—40.—These verses are occupied

with tire immediate ancestors and posterity

of Saul. And apparently the same account,

minus some of its deficiencies, is repeated

in the next chapter, vers. 35—44. The two
may be taken together here, and the latter

will help the interpretation of the former.

Ver. 29.—The father—i.e. the chief—of

Gibeon. (For Oibeon, see Joah. ix. 3, 7—18;

X. 2; xi. 19; Neh. vii. iJ5; iii. 7.) The
father of Gibeon (ch. ix. 35) waa Jehiel

(Sn'v:' ; Ohethiv spells with vau; not 'PN'n'.,

eh, XV. 24). Of Jehiel by thia name we do

not elsewhere read. And even if it were on

otiier grounds possible to identify the person

witli the Abiel of 1 Sam. ix. 1 and xiv. 51, it

is not possible to identify the names. Com-
pare the similar remarkable omission of the

name of the "father of Gibea" (ch. ii. 49),

an omission to be filled very possibly by
this same name Jeliiel.

Vers. 30, 31.—These verses contain the

names of eight suns of Jeliiel instead of the

ten of oh. ix. 36, 37. Both of the missing
names, however (viz. Ner after Baal, and
Mihloth after Zacher), are introduced in

verses immediately succeeding, where tlieir

sons are spoken of. One name, Zuoher, also

is spelt as Zecbariali in ch. ix. 37. Both
these passagea agree in repreaentlng Ner as

the grandfather of Saul. Not so the two
passages in Samuel (ix. 1 ; xiv. 51), the first

of which writes Abiel in the place of the
grandfather instead of great-grandfather,

which, however, need occasion little diffi-

culty ; and the second of which would
certainly allow Ner to be grandfather to

Saul, but seems to call him uncle. Even
then, if we accept what the passage allows,

it is somewhat remarkable that in the next
verse Ner should be signalized as father of

Abner rather than ot Kish—a difficulty,

however, much less considerable if we accept

the suggestion (see 'Speaker's Oommentary,'
in loc.) to translate ver. 51 thia, by the sub-

stitution of the word" sons'' for "son:"
" And Kish the father of Saul, and Ner the
father of Abner, were sons of Abiel." It

must De remembered at the same time that
this is not equivuleut to saying that tliey

were necehsarily brothers, but only descend
ants of the chief of the family, of the
Demarch or Phylarch under mention in the
genealogy.

Vers. 33, 34.—The number of Saul's
children was certainly nine. In addition to

the four (1 Sam. xxxi. 2) mentioned here,

there was Ishui, probably standing second
(1 Sam. xiv. 49), and there were two
daughters, Merab and Miohul (1 Sam. xiv.

49), and there were two sons by Kizpah (2
Sam. xxi. 8), named Armoui and Alephi-

boaUeth. Esh-baal; the same with IMo-
theth (2 Sum. ii. 8 ; iii. 7—14 ; iv. 4—12).
Merib-baal; the same with Mephibosheth

(2 Sam. ix. 12). Micah is, therefore, tLe
great-grandson of Saul.

Ver. 35.—Tarea ; spelt Tahrea in ver. 41
of next chapter. Ahuz, the last of the four
names coutdued in this verse, is suppl.ed in

itahi's, Autliorized Version, next cli.ipier,

ver. 41.

Ver. 36.—Jehoadah. The parallel passage
in next cbapier (ver. i'Z) has Jatah; Viut

some manuscripts have Jahdah (my ), which

comes very near our Jelioadah (njvin^').

Zimri It is possible that this Zimri tuay
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rightly be identified with the usurper Zimri
of 1 Kings xvi. 9—20.

Ver. 37.—Sapha. This name appears as
Rephaiah in next chapter (ver. 43).

Vers. 38—40.—The genealogy runs on
from Micah to Ulam with nothing special to

remark upon. Ulam is twelfth from Saul,
\i hile bis " sons and sous' sons " (ver. 40)
are spol^en of. The time of Hezekiah must

be reached, therefore, who was thirteenth
from David. The table of next cFiapter

stops with the name Azel (ix. 44), and
wears the appearance of liaving just missed
the last two verses of this chapter.'

Ver. 39. —The name Ulam is found also
among the descendants of Gilead, grandiion

Manaseeh ^oh. vii. 17).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1

—

iQ.— Readings between the lines. " Reading between the lines," or extracting
fnim these tables some moral truths which, if they do not contain, they may fairly

suggest, we gather

—

I. That ALLiAUCBa often end in bntanolements and entail dnconsidebbd con-
sequences. Shaharaim went into Moab and there married a Moabitess, having children

of her (ver. 8). The names of his sons (ver. 9) were Moabitish—Mesha (see 2 Kings
iii. 4), Malcham (an idol of Moab ; see 1 Kings xi. 33 and Jer. ilix. 1, 2). This fact

points clearly to the evil influence under which his children came through this matri-
monial alliance. If we " make affinity " with those who are not of like mind and like

principles with ourselves, we must be prepared for serious spiritual consequences.

II. That human activitt may hate very lono besults. Shamed, the son of

Elpaal, built two cities ; one of them was Lod (ver. 12). This is identical with the
Lydda of our New Testament (Acts ix. 32), and with the modern Ludd. Here we have
an instance of the results of one man's activity being witnessed more than thirty

centuries ai'ter he has been gathered to his lathers. Who can say how far down the

stream of time oar influence will go ? . It may be visible to the eye of men for genera-
tions ; it viill be apparent to the eye of Grod to the end uf time.

"Our echoes roll from soul to soul.

And live for ever and for ever."

III. That violence is a bad foundation of best and poweb. In ver. 13 we learn

that, by a noteworthy coincidence, Beriah with Shcma "drove away the inhabitants of

Qath." In the prc\ ious chapter (ver. 21) we read that the inhabitants of Gath slew
the pons of Ephraim. Truly " they that take the sword shall perish with the sword."

Violence seizes on a neighbour's land, and by violence is itself dispossessed. That which
we gain by mere physical force we must be prepared to part with to the next comer
who is stronger than we. The history of the world has, ill a large and painful degree,

been the record of unlawful seizure and reluctant forfeiture of lands and goods. How
much wiser and better to secure by honourable and worthy means that which " no
man taketh away " from us, treasure which we shall carry with us whithersoever we
go, which time itself cannot steal, and death cannot hold in its grasp!

IV. That it is wise to stamp bad thinos with an evil name. Eshrbaal (ver. 33)
is the Ishbosheth of 2 Sam. xi. 21 ; while Merib-baal (ver. 34) is the Mephibosheth
of 2 Sam. iv. 4. In these two cases Baal is turned into Bosheth, which signifies shame.

Thus, by a simple name, the heathen deity was branded with public reprobation. The
evil thing was made to seem the ugly and ofifensive thing it was. Nothing can«be more

J
eiilous to the community than the wrapjiing up of a sin in some pleasant euphemism

;

e.g. if a daughter has been sinful she should not be called " unfortunate." Vice does not

lose half its evil by losing all its grossness. If we label sin with a name that passes

r.urrent in society, we are co-workers with the tempter himself. Speak of sin in terms
that will bring it into disrepute and reprobation.

V. That faithful bemembbance in the day of poweb is an excellent qeacb.
The line of Jonathan is traced to many generations (ver. 34, etc.). Is not the hand of

David here? Is this not a sign that his vow (1 Sam. xx. 15) was honourably fulfilled ?

AVhat we promise as we are rising wc should scrupulously discharge when we have
attained ihe summit of our desires. Many are profuse in promises when the day of

performance is dls'ant, but very forgetful of their vowi wheu the hour has come Ui
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redeem them. It is the mark of a true man to carry out with generous fulness all that

he undertook when he was a long way from the goal and the prize.

VI. That the thought of a worthy ancestry is an honourable inducement to
WEU.-D0ING. " These dwelt in Jerusalem " (vers. 28, 32). When tlie captives returned

from Babylon there was a lack of men to populate the sacred city. In the country were
inviting fields waitin.s; for cultivation, while in the city was danger to be dared and civic

duty to be discharged. So that " the people blessed all the men that willingly offered

themselves to dwell at Jerusalem" (Neh. xi. 2). The fact that their ancestors dwelt

in the city would probably operate as a powerful inducement to lead many to offer

themselves as citizens, and these would thus be led to serve their country in a very

serious crisis. The knowledge of the honourable position taken by our ancestry is a

very lawful motive to obedience and aspiration. We should, indeed, range ourselves on
the right side, and do the noblest deeds because our God, our Saviour, summons us to

his side and to the service of our race. But there are many subsidiary motives by which
we may be impelled. And among these is the consideration of the part and place our

fathers took in their day. We may well be inspired by the thought of their fidelity, their

courage, their piety, their usefulness. We do well to cherish the ambition to be worthy
of our sires, to maintain and magnify an honourable name, not only to be "the
children of our Father who is in heaven," but the children of our earthly ancestors who
dwelt in the city of God and wrought his work in the world.—0.

Ver. 34-.

—

Poor Mephibosheth I The name Merih-haal, or Mephibosheth, recalls the

story of one who was unfortunate from his birth to his grave; one on whom the

burdens and disabilities of life pressed very heavily. And it reminds us that we find

similar cases within the sphere of our personal experiences. There are always among
us the lifeloHg victims of accidents ; the bearers for weary years of congenital defects

;

those heavily weighted Vvith frailty of the vital organs ; the victims of incurable disease

;

the blind, deaf and dumb, idiot, lame, etc. Of all such we may regard Mephibosheth

as a type, and with the class before our minds so typified, we may learn some lessons of

practical importance and permanent application. The outline of the story of Mephi-

bosheth is as follows :—He was the son 't Oavid's friend Jonathan, and, at the time of

the catastrophe at Gilboa, when his fatlioi was slain, he was only five years old. In the

excitement and alarm of the defeat, his nurse caught up the child to flee away with him,

but she stumbled and fell, and caused thereby the child's incurable lameness. Mephi-

bosheth grew up a weak and helpless cripple. The family estates were secured to him,

but his afiiiction put hira sadly in the power of his bailiff and manager, Ziba, who was of

a self-seeking and treacherous disposition. By Ziba's schemings and misrepresentations,

Mephibosheth fell under the displeasure of David at the time of the Absalomic rebellion,

and, though explanations were eventually made, the scheming servant was allowed to

retain the advantages he had gained. The affliction of Mephibosheth had its influence

upon his character. He was of a gentle, retiring disposition, too ready to let others ride

over him, but capable of warm affections, faithful to those he loved and from whom he

had received kindnesses, and in the difficult circumstances of his life able to manifest

great magnanimity of spirit (see 2 Sam. iv. 5 ; ix. ; xvi. 1

—

i ; lii. 24—30 ; xii. 7).

In the different recorded passages of his life these points find illustration.

I. The importance of bbcurino health and vigour in the time of childhood.

The relation of robust childhood to energy, happiness, and success in the years of

maturity is becoming every day better understood and more fully realized. The con-

ditions of civilized lite put infancy under much disability, and much motherhood is

concerned in the mastery of those disabilities, and the strong growing of the young life.

Perils come out of hereditary taints, infantile diseases, and, as in Mephibosheth's case,

the accidents, or ignorance, or carelessness of nurses. It is not, therefore, a little thing

that mothers and all having to do with young chilHren should be skilled in their work

and trained into efficiency ; and this duty we urge in faithfulness to the groat Father,

who gives this trust of his young children to the mothers. And no nobler or more

responsible earthly work is committed to any one than this watching and culturing of

the children.

II. The influence which frailty in cHn.DHOOD mat havK upon character. The

relation between our bodily frame and oui- moral character is fully recognized, though
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it is too subtle for us precisely and adequately to trace. Scripture admits it when it

says of God, " He knowetli our frame." There is ft kind of harmony between the
two, so that streng;th in one is matched by a kind of strength in the other, and frailty

in the one is matched by a kind of Weakness in the other. This is seen in Timothy.
He evidently had a weak and sickly bodily organization, and it was matched by
a shrinking, retiring disposition, which St. Paul earnestly urged him to overcome,
" endnring hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ." The secret of frttfulness in
after life, of sMsp/ctoMsness, despondency, absence of perseverance, and lack of proper
self-reliance, may be found in the frailties of the childhood stages. And oftentimes even
the bodily pamperings and self-indulgences and failure to hold the passions under wist
restraints, which are degrading features of the permanent character, find their true
genesis in the unnourished early life. This is a subject of practical bearing on the
moral and spiritual well-being of the race, and deserves to be thorouglily thought out, and
presented in careful and impressive detail. It becomes a consideration full of solemnity
for'all who deal with childien, that the men and women may as plainly bear on their

charat-teis the marks of the neglect or error of mother and nurse, as Mephibosheth bore
for his life the consequences of his childish fall.

III. The disabilities of feailtt and deformity in the important cbises of life.
As seen in Mepliibosheth's inability to show his real feeling to David when the rebellion

tested David's friends. His frailty put him into Ziba's liands. So it is found, again
and again, that a man's poor constitution, or his lameness, or his partial deafness, or his

duGoient eyesight, or his passionate temper, come up against him, and close door after

duur which otherwise he might hopefully enter. And while this thought should make
UB very considerate and gentle with any who thus spend life under infirmities, it should
also serve to impress the one lesson we are learning from Mephibosheth's life, viz. that
too much care cannot be shown in dealing with the young, tender, imperilled life of our
children. All tliis man's troubles were the fruitage of the fall in his childhood.

IV. The MBAsunE of mastery over frailty gained by a sincere piety ; or, to put
it in Christian form, by a full consecration of heart and lile to Christ. This is seen in
Mephibosheth, whose piety finds expression in his submission under wrong. It is well
illustrated in the life of Calvin, Melanclhon, or Baxter, and in such frail men as Henry
Martyii. The young man who was thought too weak-bodied to go as a missionary,
nobly urged that " he wanted to give his very weakness to Christ." The history of
Christ's Church most encouragingly records that God has ever found gracious ways in
which feeble instruments might do his noblest works.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX.

Ver. 1.—So all Israel were reckoned by
genealogies. The Hebrew verb (wrpfin)

is eufficiently satitified by the rendering

tcrre enroUed, or were registered. The book

of the kings of Israel and Judah. The
book referred to is often styled " The book
of the kings of Israel " (2 Chron. xx. 34 ;

xxxiii. 18); and it is more probable that

that is the intended title here, and that the

words should follow thus ; And Judah were
carried captive to Babylon because of their

transgresBions. 'I'his the Alusnretic accent-

ing dictates, though the Septuugint, Vulgate,

Bud Lulher have our Authorized Version

order. The inconvenience to ceitain of not

beiug able to fiud their registers is alluded

to in Ezra ii. 59.

Ver. 2.—Now the first inhabitants that

dwelt in their possessions, in their cities.

Authorities are very divided •• to whethw

this expression describes inhabitants of the
land before the Captivity or suhsequent to
it. Almost all the older authorities, and
Eeil amongst those of more modern date,

take tlie former position ; Movers, Bertbeau,
and others take the latter, as also Canon
Bawlinson ('Speaker's Commentary,' iii.

157, 211). It must be admitted that there
is some obscurity, and whiih accounts for

the contrariety of opinion. But obscurity

and contrariety nutwitlistauding, a com-
parison of vers. 2 and 3 with Neh. xi. 1—

4

produces two impressions almost irresistible,

viz. that the difficulty is occasioned by some
comparatively slight corruption or mutila-
tion in our ver. 2 ; and that, whatever tlie

reference is in Neh. xi. 1—4 (and there ia

no ambiguity there), that it is in the present
passage. The fourfold classification intends
the Israel peopU (Isa. xxiv. 2 ; Uos. iv. 9),

the priests, the Levites, the Netbinims, t.«.

those given as helpers cf lUe ^ r.usu, bund-
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men of the temple (Numb. viii. 18, 19;
xxxi. 47; Ezra ii. 40—48; viii. 17, 20).
Nut before tho time of the return doi'S the
name Nctliiuim e^em to have crystallized
upon this class of helpers, the explanation
of wliioli may possibly be that their numlieri
and their services then became so much
more necessary. To this classification is

added in Neh. xi. 3, "And the children of
Solonion'a servants " (Ezra li. 55).

Ver. 3.—And of the children of Ephraim,
•nd Manasseh. These ^ords are not found
in Neh. xi. 4.

Ver. 4.—This verse contains a short list,

witli many links wanting, of descendants of
Juduli tiirougii Fbarez, six in number, and
in reverse order. A similar list as regards
its extreme terms is thut which we find In

Neh. xi. 4, but only three (TTthal, Imri,
Pharez) of the six names here can be con-
sidered identical with u likenumber(.it/iaiaA,
Amjiriah, Perez) out of the seven found there.

Neh. xi. 6 adds, " The number of the som
of Perez thai dwelt at Jenualem four hundred
three score and eight valiant men,"

Ver. 5.—The Shilonites. These are the
descendants of Shelah, youngest son of
Jmlah. In place of the one name Aaaiah
here, Nchemiah (xi. 7) givea a list of seven,
among which Maassiah is found, answering
to our Asaiah.

Ver. 6.—No corresponding list whatever
is found in NeUemiah, but in xi. 24 mention
is made of " PeOiahiah the son of Meahezabeel,

of the children of Zerah." Zera was twin
brotlier of Phiirez (Gen. xxxviil. 30).

Vers. 7—9.—The corresponding passage
(Neh. xi. 7, 8) varies much in the names
given, and adds up the number of Benjamite
chief men to nine huudred and twenty-
eight, instead of nine hundred and fifty-six.

Ver. 10.—This verse is correct in not
calling (as does Neh. xi. 10) Jedaiah the
son of Jehoiarib, or as it is there written

Joiarib. The origin of the names of these
three priest families is found in ch. zxiv.

7,17.
Vers. 11—13.—This list resembles much

more closely that of Nuh. xi. 11—14. The
one thousand and seven hundred and three

score of this passage is not reached by five

hundred and sixty-eight, when the numbers
of Neh. xi. 12—14 are all added together.

The name Azariah (in Nehemiah appearing,
piobably simply by copyist's error, as

Seraiah), here described as mler of the

house of God, probably points to the h'gh
priest Miashib, who held that office in the

time of Nehemiah, and was descended from
Seraiah (ch. vi. 14). The ins and outs of-

the lists of these verses confirm the suppo-
sition that the way in which dilfereuoeB

in the other lists occur are easily to be

accounted for, in one compiler h»viu^

selected some of the names of the whole
line of genealogy, and unnther others,

though in eiich several case aoconling to

reasons often unknown by us. Thus,
between Jeroham and Fashur the table of

Nehemiah supplies three additional links

in the names Pelaliah, Amzi, Zechariah

;

while in our very next ver»e, for the three

between Maasiai (AmasUai) and Meshille-

mith, Nehemiah has only two names, and
neither of those two (Azareel, Ahasai) the
same as found here.

Vers. 14—16.—Tho corresponding account
of these Li-vites (Neh. xi. 15—18) has some
additional details—as, for instance, that the

number of " the Levitea in the holy city

were two hundred four score and four j

"

that two "of the chief of the Levites,

Shabbetbai and Jnzab:id," not given here,
" had the oversight of the outward business
of the house of God; "that" Mattaniiih . . .

was the principal to begin the thanksgiving
in prayer ; " and that Bakbukiah (here
called Bakbakkar) was "tlie second among
his brethren." Ha^habiah is also stated to

be " the son of Bunni." The Netophathites.
The town Netophah was either locally near
Bethlehem, or in some way closely related

to it (ch. ii. 54 ; Neh. vii. 26). It is not
directly mentioned, though existing long
before, till the accounts of those who re-

turned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezra
ii. 22). Interesting facts respecting its

people are found in ch. xxvii. 13, 15 ; Neh.
xii. 28. Thouj^h our Authorized Version
has the name here in the plural, it is not so

in the Hebrew, nor ig it there accompatded
by the article.

Ver. 17.—The porters here are those who
had charj^e of tire entrances to the sanctuary.

The word employed (ly.B') is used, however,

generally of gate or door keepers (2 Sam.
xvii. 26 ; John x. 3 ; Mark xiii. 3, 4 ; John
xviii. 16). Their number, stated in ver 22
as two hundred and twelve, is probably
corrected in Neh. xi. 19 to one hundred and
seventy-two, made up of twenty-four for

every week (ch. xxvi. 17, 18), " entering

on the sabbath" upon their work (2 Kmgs
xi. 5; 2 Chron. xxiii. 4), in rotation for

even weeks, and the four "chief warders."
For the five porters here mentioned there

are only two mentioned in Neh. xi. 19, and
neither of tho^e Shallam, the chief. But
see also Ezra ii. 42 ; Neh. vii. 45.

Ver. 18.— Hitherto (so John y. 17).

The reference must be to Shallum, for

see vers. 24—26 and Ezek. xlvi. 1—3. The
meaning of the remaining sentence of this

verse is, " These were the gate-keepers for

the Levite encampments side," or what, in

later temple timed, answered to it.

Ver. 19.—Shallum. Marked as a different

person firoQi the torifier of the same name, by
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the deaorlptioD son of kore.eto. The pedigree
here giveii enables ub to identify the per-
son intended as Shelemiab or Meahelemiah.
(comp oh. vi 23, 27 ; xxvi. 1, 14). Keepers
of the gates of the tabemaole ... of the
entry. These are descriptions of " service,"

not synonymous with those of vers. 17 and
18, where the words Dny^B»ni and ijjtyg

are found, in place of those used here, viz.

hnuh D-EBn npfe" and nbari •Tpis'. They
designate the care of the inner entrances of
the sacred building. Their fathert were
keepert of the entrance to (he taberiidele,

Ba these to the inrter doort (margin,
" thresholds ") of the temple. So the follow-
ing verse points the times of " the fathers."

Ver. 21.—Zeohariah (see oh. xxvi. 1, 2,

11, 14).

Ver. 22.—The seer. It is to be noticed
that the compiler of Chronicles uses else-

where, as here, the "aforetime" name of
the prophet, according to 1 Sam. ix. 9. Note
in tliis verse the linking together of the
names of David and Samuel, to the ignoring
of that of Saul. In their set office. Keil
would translate, "Upon their fidelity, i.e.

because they had been found faithful."

But our margin translates happily, "in
th( ir trust," which will include, in part,

the thought of Eeil, and will suit our
Tur. 26.

Vers. 23—26.—(See above and ch. xxvi.
12- 19.) For tho chief porters, Bertheau
suggests, Eta an antilogous expression,
irriiaTtiyo! ToS iepov (Luke xxii. S2). The
chambers. We have the account of Solo-

mon's building of these in 1 Kings vi. 5^
lU, 16, 19 ; it is scarcely likely that the
" chamber of mattresses " of 2 Kings xi. 2
was one of these, though the language of

the following vorse looks that way (comp.
a'so Ezek. xlvL 5—11). And treasuries.

Tliese were store-houses (nnj;iNn) for gold,

silver, as pertaining to the temple, though
of corn, etc., in other connections (1 Kings
vii. 51 ; 2 Kings xii. 18; 2 Chron. t. 1 ; en.

xxvii. 25).

Ver. 28.—^Chat they should bring them in

by tale and by tale carry them out. That

is, that they should scmpnlonsly numbei
them.

Vers. 29, 30.—The vessels and othef

things required for the daily sacrificial

service are here spoken of; the verses

receive abundant illustration from varioui

Old Testament passages (Exod. zxv. 6;
XXX. 23—38 ; Lev. ii. 1—7, etc.).

Ver. 81.—Mattithiah. The ubiquitous

Shallum, that designates the family, not

the individual, is probably here quoted,

Mattithiah being' at the time in question

the representative son. The things that

were made in the pans. The word here

employed (Q'pnnn) is not found elsewhere,

but other derivatives of the same root are

ofteu found (Lev. ii. 5; vi. 21; vii. 9; ch.

xxiii. 29 ; Ezek. iv. 3).

Ver. 32.—The shewbread (^^^pD); literally,

a pile, and heuce applied to the cakes, which
were piled in two rows (Lev. xxiv. 5—8)
" on the pure table before the Lord."

Ver. 33.—Translate, And these singers,

chief of the fathers of the Levites, in the cham-
bers were free. The word " free " is surely

sulHoiently explained by the following sen-

tence, in connection with Ezra vii. 24 ; Neh.
xi. 23. It is more doubtful whether the

expression, " these singers," refers to names,
which now should have been inserted but
are lost, or possibly to ver. 16, ante ; the

idiom would prefer tlie former. They were
employed in that work day and night;
literally, for by day and by night on them, in

the work. If we were to suppose the eheih

before the " work " an error for fee, the trans-

lation would be easy and free from all doubt,

for by day and by night, the work devolved

upon litem. Anyway, the substance of the

sense is obvious.

Ver. 34.—This verse can scarcely be other

than a closing general comment respecting

all the chief fathers of the Levites, who have
been spoken of (ch. viii. 28); audit purports
to say that the same order and principle

obtained in the offices referred to from gene-
ration to generation of families.

Vers. 35—44.—(See last ohapter, vera. 29
—40.)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 11.—" J%e rvler of the house of Ood." Whether this Azariah.was the high priest

or the " second priest " does not seem certain. But the office here ascribed to him is

evidently one of great importance, and is suggestive of memorable truths with regard
to God's spiritual temple and kingdom.

I. Tub tbub " house op God " is spibitual. The temple at Jerusalem was the
emblem of the spiritual house which no man has built—the Church of the Divine
Redeemer and Lord. This is composed of faithful and holy natures, as of " lively

stones."

l\. TijiB "jjousa OF Gop'' ;s obdeepd and govebned accobdino io PtviM*
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WISDOM. This is suggested by the word " ruler." " Order is Heaven's first law," and
this law is certainly not violated in his most precious and beluved work. God's own
wisdom is displayed in his own temple.

III. God's own Son is the Euleb in his own house. No earthly sovereign or

ecclesiastical pontiff is the head of the spiritual society in which God's Spirit ever

dwells. Christ is the King, the Lord, the Priest ; " the Head over all things to his

Church."
IV. All human bulebs aee subject and subordinate to the Divinb Lobd.

Bishops are overseers, and presbyters are pastors ; but they are not lords over God's

heritage. They have only authority to declare his will, and to execute his commands

;

and this trust they fulfil, not for their own honour, but for the order and prosperity of

God's house.—T.

Ver. 13.

—

" Very able men." In this Book of Chronicles praise is accorded, not only

to great warriors, but also to scholars and ministers of religion. In this passage

priests are described in language which would seem more appropriate to soldiers. They
are termed " mighty men of valour," or valiant heroes, paraphrased in our version as
" very able men " for the service of the house of the Lord. The employment of persons

BO highly qualified to render such service is very suggestive.

I. God can make use op the fefblest and humblest instbuments in the
accomplishment of his pueposes. This should be remarked, lest any persons should

consider themselves disqualified from serving God because, in their own judgment, not

justly worthy to be termed " very able " or effective labourers.

II. No ability is too good, OB EVEN GOOD ENOUGH, FOE God'S SEBVICE. If

responsible posts, influential professions, call for the services of men highly endowed
and thoroughly furnished, shall we say that anything is good enough for the work of

God ? Bemembering the honour of serving him, the difiBculties peculiar to his service,

let us rather seek to offer to him the best. There is abundant scope for intellectual

vigour, mental acquisitions, tender sympathy, unsparing labours, and all other precious

gifts, in the service of our redeeming God.

III. Therefore, the bteono and gifted should be especially summoned to

ENTBE upon the wobk OF Cheist ; to come up " to the help of the Lord against the

mighty." There is room for others ; there is room for all ; why not for such ? If the

temple ministrations offered scope for "very able men," what need is there for wise

master-builders, capable pastors, stout-hearted labourers, valiant soldiers, in the work

which is dear to the heart of God, and which has been commenced by the grace of the

Divine Redeemer 1 To one and to all we would say, " The Lord has need of you."—T.

Vers. 26—32.

—

Ministers of the samctuary. The arrangements for the service of the

Levites in the Lord's house seem to have been made, or at all events settled, by Samuel

and by David. The same arrangements, substantially, were adopted by Solomon, in

connection with the first temple, and by Ezra and Nehemiah it the second temple

erected by Zerubbabel. For the custody of the holy house, four chief warders were

appointed, under whom were a hundred and sixty-eight porters, who, in turn, fulfilled

their important and sacred office. These attendanlis had their homes in certain villages

in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. A course of twenty-four of them seem to have

attended the sanctuary every week, commencing with the sabbath, and the turn of

each course would come round once in seven weeks.

I. Obseevb the variety and unity op the Lbvitical bbevioe. 1. The variety.

Some were entrusted with the duty of opening and closing the doors. Others had

charge of the treasury, where coin, sacred vessels and vestments, etc., were kept in

security. Others had the custody of the various vessels and instruments used in sacri-

ficial services. Others made ready the sacrifices, manufactured the incense, or prepared

the sacred cakes and shewbread. 2. The unify. One God appointed them all, by the

same law and ordinance, to their several ministries. One sanctuary occupied their

attention and called forth their activity. One nation and people were served by all the

ministrations of the priests and Levites. One object was before them all—to serve

Jeliovah, to obey his Law, to seek his favour.

II. KkMAEK THJt STEIKING FIQUBB WHICH WK EATS IN THBSB MINISTBATIOHS 0*
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THE Chubob of the liV tNO AND DiviNB Christ. 1. There are " diversities of gifts
"

and trusts and serrices. According to the ability and opportunity is the oocupatiun.

2. Beneath all these diversities there is an admirable unity. It is " the one Spirit " who
qualifies and appoints all. There is one body, one temple, one brotherhood. And then
is one aim—the service and glory of the one God and Saviour.

Practical I/ESSONS. 1. Let each Christian fulfil his own vocation. 2. And, at the

same time, regard with sympathy and affection his fellow-workers in the same service.

3. And ever look to the one end—the service of his redeeming God.—^T.

Ver. 1.
—" The far cotrntry." The text speaks of those who were " carried away to

Babylon for their transgression." In every age and land tin means exile. It is a
fruitful source of division, of painful and hurtful separation. Sin, which is "the trans-

gression of the Law," makes us go out into " a far country." It takes us

—

I. To A STATE OP SEPARATION FROM GoD (Isa. lix. 2) : from his conscious presence,

his favour, his likeness, his dwelling-place.

II. Fab from a trite, an ideal manhood. We siuk a long way below the level

of a pure, holy, estimable humanity.

III. Into the dbeabt region of restlessness, misery, despair.

IV. To " the fab country " of indiffebenoe, heabtlbssness (" past fieeling,"

Bph. iv. 19), UTTER unbelief.

V. To " THE OUTER DARKNESS " OF FINAL EXILK FROM THE CITY OF Gk)D.—0.

Vers. 11—13.

—

Authority and ability in the service of Ood. Azariah was " the

iiiler of the house of God" (ver. 11) ; concerning a thousand seven hundred and sixty

it is said that were " very able men for the work of the service of the house of God "

(ver. 13). Here we have high authority and eminent ability in the service of the

Lord,

I. Authority in sacred service. Our Saviour did not establish a hierarchy in the
Christian Church. The apostolate was obviously a temporary institution. We read

of " elders that rule well " (1 Tim. v. 17), and the Hebrew Clmstians were charged to
" obey them that had the rule over them " (Heb. xiii. 17). There was, as there is now,
a place in the Church for authority on the one hand and for loyalty on the other.

There are, as there ever will be, those who direct, control, organize, appoint, remove.

On the part of such there should be : 1. A sense of deep respoiisibihty ; for on their

decision and direction great things depend. 2. A constant appeal for Divine guidance.

In the affairs of his kingdom surely the Divine Sovereign should be continually con-

sulted by those who s|ieak in his Name. 3. Great carefulness to act in harmony with
his revealed will, so that they may not, while professing to work for God, be simply

imposing their own fallible judgment on other minds. 4. The cultivation of humility,

lest tliey should aspire to " have_dominion over the faith" of men, instead of walking
humbly with God, and sewing in love like that Son of man who "came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister."

II. Ability in sacred service. (Ver. 13.) The ability which these priests displayed

in the service of the sanctuary was of a somewhat different order from that which is now
required in the service of man in the Church of Christ. But it was inspired by the
same Divine Being, and it aimed at the same end—the spiritual well-being of the nation.

We remark concerning ability in sacred service: 1. That it is, in large part, the gift

of God. " Very able men " are " what they are by the grace of God." Their con-

spicuous ability is his endowment. From the Author of their being come the faculties

(memory, imagination, judgment, reason, enthusiasm, strength, will, etc.) which distin-

guish them from their fellows. They owe their eminence to the supreme hand that

raises acd levels all things. Therefore (1) let those who possess nniarkable ability

wear tlieir honours meekly, remembering whence ihey came; and therefore (2) let not

those who lack it be envious of those who enjoy it, for then their " eye would be evil

"

because God is good. 2. That it is, in large part, the product of human effort. The
greatest "abilities " will come to no lipeness and bear no fruit without human industry,

patience, effort. Many who have it in tlum to do great things go to the gra\ e liavmg
lived useless, wasted lives. Theiefore (1) let those who are gift^ of God see to it that

^|iev tr^in^ mature, aad use the capacities the^ have of him ; aud {2) let those wtfp
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receive th« benefit of such ability honour tbe human while they blesa the Divine
Author of it. 3. That it is a uift for the use of which its possessors should feel a large

measure of responsibility. Who shall measure the vastiiess of the influence for "ood
or evil which one man of great ability may exert, if we take into account not only the

direct but all the indirect results of his action ? 4. That the approval and award of the

Master depend, not on ability, but on faithfulness. They who have served God with
special powers will have the ^ratification of seeing peculiarly large results ; but whither
our talents be few or many, if we be faithful at our post, wo shall all share the " Well
done " of the righteous Judge.—0.

Vers. 14—34.

—

Aspects of Christian work. In the servi.j of the sanctuary there

were many offices to be filled, various duties to be discharged. These will bring to our
remembrance three aspects of our Christian service.

I. That lowly labour in the service of the Savioub la honourable work.
The woi k of the Nethinims (ver. 2) was not to be despised ; they did work which was
comparatively menial, but it was work that needed to be done for God, and was accepted
by him. Of the Levitos, some " had the charge of the ministering vessels " (ver. 28)

;

others of " the fine flour, and the wine, and the oil, and the frankincense, and the

spices " (vers. 29, .30) ; one of them was placed " over the things that were made in

the pans " (ver. 31). These offices were humble enough, but they were not counted
dishonourable by those who rendered them, and they were esteemed worthy of record

in the sacred chronicle. In the cause of Christ and of man there are many duties th«t

are demanded of us, which, to the eye of impiety, may seem servile and mean. 1%
however, we are looking at things with the eye of faith and filial love, they will not

wear this aspect. Loyalty counts nothing too mean to be rendered to its sovereign

;

love nothing too trivial to be ofi'ered to its friend. Our loyalty to the heavenly

Klig, our love to our Divine Prifnd, should make us not only willing but eager to

take any part and do any work in his sacred service.

II. That a post oir trust is one op special honour. It is very noticeable that

so much is said about the porters that kept the gates: "the work of the servioe" is

markedly referred to as " keeping the gates of the tabernacle ; " these " over the host
of the Lord," were " keepers of the entry " (ver. 19 ; see vers. 21—24). We read also

that "four chief porters . . . were over the chambers and treasuries" (ver. 26).

Special provision was made for their entertainment (ver. 27). These actions were

simple, mechanical—it might be thought lowly, if not menial. But they were places

of trust. It was important that none should be admitted to the holy places but those

who had the right of entrance. These men had the purity of the sacred courts at their

command ; they were trusted to see that these were not profaned by unhallowed feet.

When we are trusted by our fellows or by our Master to do anything, whether it be

in itself serious or slight, we should feel that we are being honoured, and we should

put forth all our vigilance, strength, vigour, to prove ourselves worthy of the confidence

placed in us. Nothing should make so strong an appeal to our undivided energies as

being trusted to see that something is done well in the service of our Saviour.

IIL That constanot is a vert valuable virtctb in Christian servio*. The
singers " were employed in that work day and night " (ver. 33). It was pleasing tO

the ear of Jehovah to hear ceaseless strains of holy song in the house of the Lord. It

is pleasing to the heart of the ascended Saviour to witness spiritual constancy in those

that bear his name and profess to be his disciples. He has ordained us that " our

fruit should remain " (John xv. 16). He wishes that we should " continue in his love "

(John XV. 9). We are to continue in the doctrine of Christ (Acts xiv. 22 ; 1 Tim. iv.

16 ; Col. i. 23), and in brotherly love (Heb. xiii. 1). The secret of constancy in the

various graces of Christian character is abiding in Christ himself (John xv. 1—7).

Abiding in him—our spirit trusting, resting, rejoicing, hoping in him—our life will

not flicker or expire ; it will shine, like the lamp in the holy place, like the song in the

sanctuary, " day and night," steadily, serenely, abidingly, in the presence of God.—G.

Ver. 20.—" Ood with us." " The Lord was with him." These words frequently occur

fn the sacred Scriptures. Of many of the worthies of ancient time is God's favouring

presence stated—of Abraham (Gen. xxvL 24), of Jacob (Gen. xxviil 16), of Jos«;p^
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(Gen, xxxix. 2), of Samnel (1 Sam. iu. 19), of David (I Sam. Jtviii. 14), etc. Then
is evidently something more in the words than

—

I. The obvious sense in vthioh God is constantlt present with evebt one.

The omnipresent One cannot be separated, in space, from any of his creatures. " He
Is not far from every one of us ; for in him we live, and move, and have our being "

(Acts XTU. 27, 28).

•Awake, asleep, at home, abroad,

We are surrounded still with God."

(See Ps. czxziz.) We shall fail to find in the text its chief significance if we do not

II. The deeper sense in which God is willinq to be meab tj8 all. He is

ready to be with us : 1. With his favouring presence ; as a loving friend is, in sweet

fellowship with his friend. 2. With his sympathizing presence ; as the patient mother
is with her sick or sufiering child, taking his hand to assure him of her closeness to

him and tender care for him. 3. With his encouraging presence ; as a teacher is with
his pupil, animating him to do his best in the trial-hour. 4. With his guiding and
guardian presence ; as the father leads his child on in the darkness, at once showing
the way and defending from the unknown perils in the path. If we yield ourselves to

God in the time of our youth, and determine to walk with Christ along the path of life,

then bis gracious presence will attend us at every step, he vrill be with us to our journey's

end, and will finally take us to be with him in the eternal home.—C.

Vera. 1—44.

—

Genealogy of the returned exiles. This chapter records the genealogies
of Israel when, as exiles, they had returned from Babylon. Almost all the names
recur iu Nehemiah (xL). God's peoplemay be scattered and downtrodden and degraded
in strange lands, but he has his eye on each, and their names are in the book of life.

Not one shall be missing when the Lord shall gather his own again in that land where
they shall return to go no more out. The servants of God had each their work appor-

tioned. Some had the charge of pans ; some bad to number the vessels ; some to carry

them ii: and out. Some were porters at the door of the house of Gud; some pcrters at

the king's gate ; some " keepers of the entry ; " some to oversee the vessels ; some
makers of " the ointment of the spices

;
" and some had the more exalted ofiice of rulers of

the house of God. Thus the occupation of each was widely different, but each one had his

place in the vineyard, some exalted, some humble. Oh to be able to say, in whatever
position of life God may place us, " Lord, what wilt thou have nie to do? " Let each
one fill his post, however humble it may be, and "do it heartily as unto the Lord."
The reward will be given, not according to the dignity of the post, but according to

the faithfulness of the servant " Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee

a crown of life." There is one service in this list which is worthy of note. It is that
of the Levites who were singers. They were free because they were in the chambers
of the house of God, and their work was to praise day and night (ver. 33). Surely

?
raise is for all times, and is associated with freedom in the highest sense of the word,
'he soul that has been " made free " can sing ; and praise, unlike prayer, will never

end. " I will bless the Lord at all times : his praise shall continually be in my mouth."
None can praise but those whom " th« truth " has made " firee," and they can sing,
like Paul and Silas, even in a dungeon. These are the true Levites. They are indeed
in " the chambers "—the secret places of God's love. 'The service of praise is indeed
" upon them " (margin). They must praise. They cannot do otherunse. They know
Jesus. They see him. And they look forward to that time when they shall praise
him " as they ought." God hasten that glorious time, when heaven and earth shall be
Tocal with praise, and Jesus shall be the OI:gect of it for ever I'-^W.

Ver. 2.

—

Returned captives. The allusion made here to those who were theirs* t»
reoccupy their ancestral possessions in the Holy Land, may serve to introduce the
subject of the returned captives, and may set us upon learning the permanent lessons
of their restoration. Some account may be given of the moral and religious condition
of the Jewish people while in Babylon ; of the literary, national, and religious influences
•xerted upon them by the associations of their captivity ; of their measure of fitnesit
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for restoration when the providential time came ; and of the historical circumstances
which led up. to their release. For these topics valuable help may be gained from
Stanley's ' Jewish Church,' vol. iii. We only note one or two points which might be
missed or nnder-estimatedl 1. The work of the prophets of the Captivity, in distinctly

connecting national sufferings with national sins, and so producing a national repentance
and a heart-return to Jehovah. 2. The iafluence exerted by the association of
Babylonian idolatry with Babylonian tyranny ; a similar influence to that exerted by
the Egyptian experiences on the first fathers of their race. They were made to feel that
idolatry could never assure national liberty; it is never anything but an engine of

human tyranny—man's way of mastering and managing the bodies and minds of his
fellow-men. The Jews have been, ever since the Captivity, the most strictly monotheistic
race on the face of the earth. 3. The sympathy with the Jewish people which Cyrus,
as a monotheist, was likely to feel. 4. And the limited and almost disappointing
character of the first party to return. It was but a company representative of a national

return. The majority of the Jews, having become settled and prosperous in the land
of their exile, preferred to remain behind; only 42,360, attended by 7337 servants,

were found willing; to return to their native land. That company started under the
leadership of Zerubbabel, the head of the house of Judah, and grandson of King
Jehoiachin. The chief effects of the Captivity upon the Jews have been thus summa-
rized : (1) The old tendency to idolatry had been eradicated

; (2) there had sprung
up a deep reverence for the letter of the Law, and for their great lawgiver, Moses

;

(3) the love of agriculture had declined, and had given place to a taste for commerce
and trade; (4) the vernacular language had undergone a change, the old Hebrew
guying place to the Ghaldee. Fixing our attention on the first returning company,
we note

—

I. They had returned to loyalty. That is, to their full allegiance to Jehovah,
their one, immediate, invisible, spiritual King. This heart-return and national

return was the essential preparation for their restoration ; as we know that repentance,

confession, conversion, and heart-return to God must ever precede the assurance of

Divine forgiveness and acceptance. The sanctified influences of the Captivity bore
directly upon bowing the people down in penitence and winning them to full allegiance

to their God. So it may be impressively urged that Divine blessings are always held

back until we are ready to receive them, and the great readiness is full openness to

God, hearty loyalty to him.
II. They now eetubned to privilege. Explain their sentiment about their

beloved land, as showing what a privilege they esteemed it to be only to go and dwell

in it. They also iad the privilege of comparative national liberty and independence.

They might enjoy their family possessions. They might renew the Jehovah-worship.

God would do great things for his loyal people whereof they might be glad.

III. They fownd that betden to privilege meant return to duty. A con-
nection that is universally preserved and constantly repeated. Privilege never stands

alone. No man can ever get it as an isolated and distinct thing. Besponsihility and
duty are always linked with it; and whoever will have privilege must have these

things with it. The " returned captives " found that they were called to rebuild their

city, retill their lands, restore their ceremonial worship, reorganize their governmental

and social systems, secure their defence from external foes, raise again their demolished

walls, and erect a new temple upon the ruins of the old. And, beyond such material

things, they were bound to " occupy for God," they were to present such a model
"state" as would effectively witness to all surrounding nations, and to all succeeding

generations, of God's high claims, God's infinite justice, God's triumphing mercy, and
God's sure faithfulness alike to his threatenings and to his promises. The forms in

which, for us, duty follows privilege may be illustrated. Position brings influence,

wealth biings power, learning bring? claims, gifts bring spheres, piet^ brings the call

to witness, etc.

Application may be made to God's restorations from the sicknesses and calamities

of life. When God brings us up agiiin out ol any " depths," we should feel as did

David, " Before I was afflicted I went astray : bui now have I kept thy Word." If wa
thought aright we should daily regard ourselves as urged to all holy endeaveur by tbi

pr^sBuio of th* feeling that we are God'a " restored ones,"—-B. T«
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Ver. 13.

—

Btrongfor God's service. Of certain men, otherwise unknown, this 18 th«
permanent historical record, " They were very able men for the work of the service of
the houife of Ood." It is a description full of interest, and reminds us that

—

I. God gives to men the needed gifts fob his wokk. For all his work in the
world ; but here we are specially reminded of his work in the Church and in Divine
service. In older times we find Moses with the genius for order and rule, and Bezaleel

with the genius for decoration, and Joshua with the genius for war, and David with
the genius for song ; and so on through each age we may go, marking the men endowed
with gifts for pious services. Each apostle has his gift. Reformers, leaders, teachers,

rise for their specific work in each age—Augustine, Anselm, Bernard, Luther, Calvin,

Pascal, Whitefield, etc. Ever and again God gives us " very able men for the work of

the service of his house." And the greafer and more prominent instances only affirm

and assure the general truth that for all his work, be it greater or smaller in man's
esteem, God ever finds the men and endows with the gifts, and each may become, by
the faithful culture of his gift, a " very able man " for God's service. If he may he
ought.

n. The gift is often unrecognized by him who has it. And so the Church loses

much of the service she needs. Especially apply to the ministerial endowment. It is

usually found associated with a modest and retiring disposition, and in self-diffidence

many fail to believe in their own powers. And jiowers often lie dormant and unrecog-
nized until circumstances of life secure their development. Men are often surprised

by the discovery of hitherto unknown faculties. The men who push are seldom the
men of real power. But the modesty of the highly endowed often prevents their

gaining their due place and sphere. As an instance of unrecognized gifts, reference

may be made to Dr. Guthrie, who, thoiigh so successful as a writer, only began to

write for the press when he had reached middle life. We need a worthier apprehension
of the truth that tvery renewed man is also an endowed man. In the light of it we
may urge on each individual the duty of discovering his gift, and so cultivating and
usiL, it that he may prove a " very able man " for the work of the Lord. Exactly
what Christ's Church needs is "very able men," by endowment and culture, in all her

departments of service; and we should liave the faith that the endowments are given
us, and we must secure the recognition and culture of them.

III. The Church should dis(!ern the men with the gifts. Compare the intense

expression of Moses, " Would God that all the Lord's people were prophets I

"

SoiMethuea jealousies of order and office blind our eyes so that we cannot see the gifts

of others. Sometimes desire for Hie exclusive honour of place and work makes us
wilfully put other men down. Sometimes the presentation of the gift informs which
apfiear to MS strange, leads to our making a false and unworthy estimate of the gift.

The Church has ofien grievously erred in casting out from her midst " very able men
for God's service." They who watch for Divine endowments nfUst be willing to

recognize them in the great variety of forms in which they come to men. And all we
really need to be assured of is the Divine stamp upon them. To refuse the men whom
God has gifted is to be " found fighting against God."

Press tlie respon ibility of all who are in Church offices which bring them into imme-
diate contact with the people or the children. They should be ever looking for the
" signs of jKJwer," and leading out those who may become " very able men for God's
work." And then press the responsibility that rests on the men who are found and
proved strong, able for God's work. Having " put their hand to the plough, they must
not draw back." Life for them is full of noblest possibilities. They must be " faithful

unto death," and win " the crown of life."—R. T,

Ver. 1 9, etc.

—

God's door-keepert. Some were appointed to serve as " keepers of the
gates," and some as " keepers of the entry," and one man was "porter of the door
of tlie tabernacle of the congregation." David recognized an attraciiveiiess in such
offices Ipecause they stcured constant presence in the lioly couits. He says, " 1 had
rather be a door-keeper in the house of my God, than to dwell in the teuts of

wickedness."

I. Lowly services are asked at our hands. Common life in the family, tba

business, and society has its many lowly services and its few great one.s. And is
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religious life the same is true. Of most of us Gnd asks that we will do little things for

him well. What a gracious lesson in doinp; cheerfully lowly work our Lord <rave ii3

when ho laid aside his garments, took a towel, girded himself, and bet:;an to wash the
disci i>les' feetl " He that would be greatest among you let him be your servant."

IJ, Lowly bbrvices ahb necessary to the (Jbnbbai. wbll-beino. Illustrate from
church offices. The organ-blower's is a very humble office, but most necessary and
useful. The verger, door-keeper, cleaner, etc., are but in humble plaoes and duties,

and yet the comfort of " priest and people '' depend on their lowly work. So in all

good enterprises there is a groat deal of mechanical and insignificant work demanded,
but the efficient doing of them bears directly on the entire success. Standing quite
alone, the humble duty seems scarce worth the doin^, but when it is seen fitting into

its place in the great whole, its real importance and dignity are recognized. Illustra-

tions may be found in the importance of the lesser parts of a great machine or work of

mechanical construction. A fine tower once iell in ruins to the surprise of all, until

the builder confessed that he had neglected the little jron ties—insignificant things

—

that^held the stones together. No man ever gains a worthy apprehension of life until

he fully and finally settles with himself that he will thnik nothing small, and treat

nothing as smaZi, since "all things have their necessary use«,"and God asks for "faith-

fulness in that which is least."

III. Lowly services find spheres fob the expression of oharaotbb. And the
best; for men are less sophisticated, more sim[)le and more genuine in them. If we
would know what a man really is, we must not watch him merely on " show days,"

but rather see him in the private scenes of home and business. We put on character-

garments for public scenes, jjist as we do outer coats for the streets. When " taken
at unawares " we express what our character really is.

IV. Lowly services oei'en become the most efficient tests of character. The
necessity for personal attentions to the poor wounded man on the road to Jericho,

tested and proved the selfishness of priest and Levite, as a call for some high and
honourable service would not have done. And similar calls are made on us. We
want to do the great things, and show off the blossoms of fine character which we Lave
carefully stuck on. And God, in his providences, only provides humble spheres,

unobserved places, and lowly work, which will let the fine pretences alone to wither

and fall off, and only test and culture the real and the worthy and the true. Who of

us can review our lives, and fail to see the places where, again and again, we were
" weighed in the balances and found wanting " when we were asked to take some
humble place of service or do some little thing for Jesus' sake ? Still we are so

unwilling to take the lowest rooms, even though Christ taught us that he looks among
the people there to find the right-hearted, the worthy, whom he may bid " Go up
higher." In respect of the power to hold and exhibit character, the little things often

have more capacity than the big.

V. Lowly services fit is' with greater ones to perfect the whole of seevice.

Door-keepers fit in with porters, and sacrificers, ami singers, and priests, to make the

whole of temple service. And the least piece lost from the whole mars the beauty of

the perfect service. What God asks \s faithfulness, and he can find it in the "least

things." Remember George Herbert's familiar verse, " Who sweeps a room," etc.

—E.T.

Ver. 22.

—

SamueVi life-work. The assertion made in this Terse, that Samuel was

concerned in the organization of the tabernacle service, comes upon us with surprise.

We are to suppose that he provided for the reformation of the ritual and ministrations

in the tabernacle after the confusions in the days of the judges ; though this state-

ment is not found in any other place in the Old Testament. " Samuel the seer was

Eealous for the external ordinances of God's house, and the precursor of David in this

respect." We have side hints given us in the Scriptures of work done by great and

good men which is not detailed so as to becotiie a part of history. We nee I noi assume

that the whole of any man's story is preserved ; only such parts as are likely to iprcve

permanently interesting and instructive. An instance may be found in the case of

David. His public life of incident pushes back out of sight his valuable labours in

tonnection with the sanctuary order »nd worship. So the worthy estimating of any
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human life is a difficult, nearly an impossible thing, seeing that we have not th«

whole before us, nor can we fairly judge the relative value of the parts. Full estimates

of human lives must be left to Gk)d and the future. It is full of instructive signifi-

cance that, as the generations pass, wholly different estimates are taken of historic

characters, as other and fuller information concerning them comes to light. This may
be illustrated in the cases of Lord Bacon, whose moral character recent writers are able

to clear, and Protector Cromwell, whose portraiture Carlyle has at last succeeded ia

worthily drawing. Apply these thoughts to Samuel, and estimate

—

I. His kkown work as a judge. He belongs to the class so called, and was a
deliverer and a magistrate, combining the offices which were characteristic of this

order of men. In his deliverings grandly loyal to Jehovah. In his magistracy pure-

handed and abidingly faithful to men. Everywhere and in everything making
character, piety, and integrity tell for good,

II. His unknown woek as a religious bbformeb. Explain the influences upon
a national religion of such changes and troubles as marked the time of the judges.

Such conditions do not imperil personal piety, they rather intensify it, as may be seen
in the story of the persecuted Christians in Madagascar; but they do imperil the order

and ceremonial of religion, and especially in such a case as that of Israel, in which the
religion was centralized on ooe spot, and to it all the worshippers had to come at fixed

intervals. Samuel would not only have to restore the tabernacle system and services,

bat also to revive the religious spirit of the people ; and to this, doubtless, his earnest

attention was directed in bis regular circuits for the administration of justice.

III. His assumed work as the foundhb or the schools op the prophets. For on
thisi part of his work we have no certain information. " In his time we first hear of

what in modern phraseology are called the ' schools of the prophets.' Their imme-
diate mission consisted in uttering religious hymns or songs, accompanied by musical
instruments—psaltery, tabret, pipe and harp, and cymbals. In them the characteristic

element was that the silent seer of visions found an articulate voice, gushing forth in a
rhythmical flow, which at once riveted the attention of the hearer. These or such as

these were the gifts which under Samuel were now organized, if one may so say, into

a system. From them went forth an influence which awed and inspired even the
wild and reckless soldiers of that lawless age. Amongst them we find the first authors
distinctly named, in Hebrew literature, of actual books which descended to later gene-
rations. Thither, in that age of change and dissolution, Samuel gathered round him
all that was generous and devout in the people ol God."

Learn to estimate aright men's secondary influence and work, for in this God may
judge otherwise than we are wont to do, and put our last first.—B. T.

Vers. 23—34.

—

The importance of order in God's worship. The point of interest in

these verses is the extreme care given to securing quietness, regularity, order, and duo
solemnity in God's worship. A point emphasized by the apostle in his counsel to the
early Christian Church, " Let all things be done decently and in order." The order of

God's house has this for its special mission, that it declares, realizes, and illustrates the
Divine order in creation, providence, and redemption. " Order is Heaven's first law ;

"

and it is the necessary attendant on truth, purity, almightiness, and the eternally
right. So if man, in any of his spheres, can present a worthy picture or shadow of

the Divine, one of its essential features must be orderliness, and such orderliness will

prove to be witness and poiWer.

I. Order regarded as a sign of obbdienob. Since it is God's will that everything
should have its fitting place and be in that place, our setting things right becomes
a sign of our true-hearted obedience to him ; and the securing of order gains moral
quality, and becomes an agency in the culture of character.

II. Order reqaeded as a sign of sympathy of feeling with God. Not merely
have we to concern ourselves with it as our duty, but, from a higher standpoint of

kinness with God and fellowship with his mind, we want what he wants, we love what
he loves, and we try to get our works in full harmony with his. We would have
heaven and earth ring together the same sweet note.

III. Order eegabdkd as our witness against the disorder of sin. If we
Jiave rightly caught the redemptive spirit, then we shall be oppressed aud trpubled by
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the disorders caused by sin, whatever forms they may take, and we shall ever be
striving to reach them that we may set them straight. Therefore Christians enter as
remedial and recovering forces into all family life, social life, business life, and national
life ; everywhere seeking to get things out of the disorders of evil, and set in the eternal

order of righteousness. And in Christ's Church and Christ's worship the devoutness,
regularity, and beauty of a gracious order should make a striking contrast with th«
restless, anxious, disordered world around. Men should find heart-rest in God's
sanctuary.

IV. Obdeb beqarded as a mobal fobok in the wobld. For what does it plead
and work ? For (i) stillness ; (2)forethought j (3) grace ofform ; (4) due relations of

office. But under ordinary human conditions even " order " has its perils. It may
come to be sought for its own sake and not merely for its uses. It may come to
supersede " life " and even to crush " life " out, as has been proved in the over-elabora-

tion of Church ceremonial. Two things are essential to true and worthy human
worship. They are fully compatible one with the other. The culture of each may
run along with the culture of the other. Nothing can supersede " life

; " but order

may be fully developed so that it may worthily express " life."—^R. T.

Vers. 28—32.

—

Every man to his own office. The distribution of gifts is constantly

recognized, and on this we have much apostolic teaching. But the answering distri-

bution of offices requires to be more fully apprehended. The power and the place are

divinely fitted together ; and in the economy of the Divine administration we may be
sure there are no more powers given than there are places in which the powers may
find exercise. It follows upon this that each man is bound to realize his power,
discover his place, fit into it faithfully, and interfere with no other man's work. The
way in which one man's gifts and work may fit into another man's is often an
insoluble puzzle to us, but is quite plain in the plan of Divine forethought, and will

be discovered when we can read final issues. Each man stands right before God when
he clearly sees his work and says, " This one thing I do." The following points have
been, in part, presented in previous outlines ; they should be dealt with now in the

light of the above topic, " Every man to his own ofiice
: "

—

L God has both gifts and spheres fob their exercise. That he has gifts we
know, but we too readily assume that the spheres are human arrangements.

II. God's providences tend towards secubino the proper relation of gifts and
8PHBBB8. A north-country proverb tersely expresses this, " The tools will come to

the hands that can use them." Every man, sooner or later, gains his providential

opportunity, when he may do what he can do.

III. Man's wilfulness sbbiouslt mingles the gifts and the sphbbes. By some
men's failing to recognize their gifts ; by others prostrating their Divine gifts to base

and selfish uses; by some, when they know their gifts, refusing to occupy their

spheres ; and by the forcing of too many into certain particular spheres for which an

undue preference is shown. What we need in Christ's Church and work is a wise

subdivision of labour and more earnest endeavour to do faithfully and well our little

piece. And in just this our Lord and Master set us his own holy example.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER X.

It is evident that the compiler of the

Chronicles intended its history proper to

begin substantially with the reign of David.

Strictly, however, it opens with the last

mournful chapter of the career of Saul and

his sons, or of three out of the four (oh. ix.

89) of them. The mention of Saul had

been prepared for by the short preamble of

his pedigree and family ; and,in like manner,

the way is paved for the introduction of the

reign and deeds of David by the brief and

affecting narration of the end of his prede-

cessor on the throne. The last chapter of

the First Book of Samuel occupies itself

with the same subject and covers the same

ground. Our present chapter compared

with that ii (ufScisnt to convince us that

both were drawn frsim some common soiree
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or iources. It is not possible to suppose

that the writer of Chronioles merely copied

from the Bonk of Samuel. The difforences

are very slight, but they are such as pro-

duce a diiferent conviction, and arc not con-

sistent »ith the ussumptioa of being mere

alterations and adilitioiis upon what is read

in the other work. The last two verses of

this chapter form the distiuctive feature of

it, compared with the parallel of 1 Sam. xxxi.

Thi- appropriateness of these two verses, as

bridging over the history from Saul to

David, is evident, and is but another inci-

dental indication of the thorough unity of

purpose of the compiler. They may even be

viewed as tacitly compensating for the abrupt

introduction, at the commencement of the

chapter, of tlie battle with the I'hilistiues,

and the slaugliter on Mount Gilboa.

Ver. 1.—No aliruptmss marks this narra-

tion in 1 Sam. xxxi. On the contrary, it is

there the natnral conclu.iion of the wars
between the Philistines and Saul. This
engiigement took [il.ice (1 Sam. xxviii. 4;
xxix. 1, 11) on the pliiins of Jizreel. The
name Jezreel marks eitlier the cily (Josh,

iix. 18; 1 Kings xxi. 1, 11), or the cele-

lirated valley or plain called in later times

E^draelon, the Greek form of the word.

The plain in its largest proportions may be
said to have been bouuded by the Meiiiter-

ranean (although it is called the pl.iin of

Accho, \\ here it abuts on that sea) and the

Jordan, and by the Samaria and Carmel
ranges on the south and south-west, and
those of Galilee on the north and north-

east. While called a "plain" and "tiie

great plain" in Judg. i. 8, its name in the

Old Testament is " valley." It lay like a
scdene triangle, with its apex in tlio direc-

tion of the Mediterranean, opening into the

above-mentioned plain of Accho, and its

sides going from right to left, about fifteen,

twelve, and eighteen miles long respectively.

•The allusions to it in Old Test'-ment history

are fnqnent. Its exceeding richness is now
turned into desolation unexceeded. Megiddo
(Josh. xii. 21 ; Ju ig. i. 27), the city, centre

of a smalhir valley called by tlie same name
(oil. vii. 29; Judg. v. 19), was situated

within it, in the direction of Carmel. (For
very full and interesting accuunt of the
Jezreel witli which we have hero to do, and
of Esdraelon, see St iidey's 'Sinai and
Palestine,' pp. 336—35ti, edit. 1866.) Mount
Gilboa identi8(.s for us the exact battli -field

of tho text. It is the same with that on
which (irideon triumphed (Judg. vii. 1, 8).

It is in the lot of Isa-.ioliar, flanked by the

Little Hermon ridge on the north-east,

and by Gilboa on the south-east, a mountain

range of ten miles long, about six hundred
feet hi'^h, and mentioned only in the melan-

choly connection of this history. The flight

of the men of Israel and of Saul was from
the plain back to their position on Mount
Gdboa, where they were pur.-.utd, overtaken,

an I slain. The modern n.ime of the town
Jezreel is Zerin, the depraved aliasei of

which appear as Oerin and Zazzin (Kobin-
sou's 'Bibl. Res.,' iii.. 162— 165, 3rd edit.),

an 1 Jezieel, Shunem, and Beth-sliean are

the three most conspicuous places in thia

part of the whole plain of Esdraelon.

Ver. 2.— Followed hard after. The
Hebrew verb implies all this and rather

more, viz. tliut they made the pursuit of

Saul and his sons their one special object.

Luther's " Hingen sieh au Saul" exprtgses
this forcibly. Abinadab ; or Ishui (see ch.

viii. 33 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 49). The sans of Sanl,

Omit the article, which is not present in the
Hebrew text. The fourth son, notwithstand-

ing our ver 6, survived (2 Sam. ii. 8—15).

Ver. 3.—The archers hit him. The literal

translation would be, the ehootert, mert with

the buw, found him. The context makes it

plain that the meaning is that the arrows

of tlie pursuers rather than the pursuers

themselves " found " him, and these mails

him argue all the rest. To this our Autho-
rized Version has jumped by the one word
" hit " him. It is evident from ver, 8 that

the Philistines did not find the body of

Saul to recognize it till next day. And he
was wounded of the archers. The radical

meaning of the verb (hr\) is rather "to

twist " (forquere') or " be twisted," "writhe "

(torqueri). And the meaning here is in

harmony vrith it, that Saul trembled from
fear or writhed with the pain already in-

flicted of the arrows. Hence the parallel

passage couples with this same verb, the

adverb "|i<D.

Ver. i.—And abuse me. The main idea

of the Hithp. of the verb here used is to

mtiufy the thirst of lust or cruelty. Saul
probably feared not the abuse of mocking
only, but that of torture. In the corre-

sponding passage this verb is preceded by
the clanse, and thrust me through. His
armour-bearer would not. He refused the

request or bidding of Saul, no doubt mtunly
in respect of the fact that Saul was still

" the anointed." We have a full description

of both the loose arms and of the armour of

the body in the case of the Philistine Goliath

(1 Sam. xvii. 4—7). It is one of the world's

surprising facts that the making of arms
and armour, and the acquiring of skill in

the using of them, should, as in fact all

history attests, date from so early a period
(Uen. xxxi. 26; xxxiv. 25). As compared
with the history and the fragmentary re-

mains of classical antiquity, those of Scrip*
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ture are remarkably scanty on tliis subject.
Tlie sword is the earliest mcutiomiJ ia
Scripture, cairied in a eheath (I Sum. xvii.

51 ; 2 Sam. xx. 8; oh. xxi. 27) ; t oiigh Ihe
Hebrew word is here different from that
used in Samuel. It was slung by a girdle

(1 Sam. XXV. 13), rested on hips or thigh
(2Sam XX. 8; Judg iii. 16; Ps. xlv. 3), aud
was sometimes " two-edged" (Ju.lg. iii. 16 ;

Ps. cxlix. 6). Then follows the spear in
several varieties, aa in 1 Sam. xvii. 7 ; oli.

xi. 11 ; XX. 6; ixiii. 9. Again aa a javelin
(Josh. viii. 14—25; Job xxix. 23; 1 Sam.
xvii. 6, wljere in the Authorized Version it is

cdled target, or gorget). Again as a laitcet

(1 Kings xviii. 28 ; oh. iii. 8, 24 ; 2 Chron.
xi. 12; Neh. iv. 13; Ezek. xxxix. 9). In
addition to these three chief varieties of
pear—the spear proper, the javelin, and the
lancet—there is mentionof two other weapons
used at all events aa the dart of a lijcht

kind would be used, in 2 Chr.on. xxiii. 10,

and elsewhere, and in 2 Sam. viii. 14, re-

spectively. After sword and spear rank the
bow and arrow (Gen. xxi. 20; 1 Sam. xxxi.
3 ; ch. viii. 40 ; xii. 2 ; fa. Ixviii. 9 ; oxx. 4

;

Job vi. 4) And lastly, the sling (Judg. xx.

IG; 1 Sam. xxv. 29; 2 Kings iii. 25 j, and
a very strong weapon of the sarue kind
mentioned in 2 Clirou. xxvi. 15. The chief
articles worn aa bodily armour were the
breastplate (1 Sam. xvii. 5, 38) ; the sojne-

\that obscure habergeon, mentioned only
twice, in no connection then of battle (Exod.
x.'iviii. 32 ; xxxix. 23), the original name of

which, tacharah, is found on Egyptian p.ipyri

of the idneteenlh dynasty,—it seems to have
been a species of doublet or corselet; the
helmet (1 Sam. xvii. 5; ch. xxvi. 14; Kzek.
xxvii. 10); greaves (1 Sam. xvii. 6); two
kinds of shield (1 Sam. xvii. 7, 41, com-
pared with 1 Kings x. 16; 2 Olirou. ix. 1.5);

and lastly the article mentioned in 2 Sam.
viii. 7 ; ch. xviii. 7 ; 2 Kings xi. 10 ; 2 Chron.
xxiii. 9; Cant. iv. 4; Jer. li. 11; Ezek.

xxvii. 11 ; and of which we can say nothing
certainly bearing upon its nature or its

use, except that it was made of gold.

Armour-bearers, then, tlie first distinct men-
tion of whom we find in Judg. ix. 54, may
well have been a necessity for kings and for

the great. Joab had ten (2 Sam. xviii. 15).

The word is not expressed aa a compound in

Hebrew, but as " one carrying (Q'''3) ai ma."

Ver. 5.—ind died. The parallel (1 Sam.
xxxi. 5) adds " with him."

Ver. 6.—All his house. In place of these

words, the parallel (1 Sam. xxxi. 6) has,

"And his armour-bearer, and all his men,

that same day together." This reiding

avoids the ambiguity referred tj already

(ver, 2). In either passage the moral is

pVain, t'.at the end and ruin of Saul's

family a» a whole h»4 a^rrived, rather tuan

liternlly that tlie whole, including every
murulicr, of that family liad iiuii.-.hed.

Vrr. 7.—In the valley. In place of these
words, the paiallel (1 Sam. xxxi. 7) has,
" On the otii«r bide of the valley, and ... on
the oihi:r side Jordan." We havu here a clear
instance of the desire of the compiler of
Chronicles to compress his narrative, while
the fidelity of the parallel narrative is testi-
fied in the naturahiess of its statements,
amounting to this, that, quick as the iiitel-

li^rnce or report could reach all those
Israelite.s who WL're at all within the ran^a
of the victorious Philistines, they hastened
to vaoatu their abodes.

Ver. 8.—And his sons. The parallel

(1 Sam. xxxi. 8) says explicitly, "And his
three sons."

Ver. 9.—And when they had stripped Mm,
they took his head, and his armour. Some
comparing this with the parallel (1 Sam.
xxxi. 9), " They cut off his head, and stripped
off his armour," say " our author " leaves the
beheading unmeutioned! It is certainly
sufficiently implied. To carry tidings unto
their idols. This sentence is mure clearly
explained, and brought into rather unex-
pected and perhaps unwished accord with
tJie most modurn of our ecclesiastical habits,
when in the paraUid as above, wu find " to
publish it in tie house of their idols " as the
form of expression.

Ver. 10.—The house of their godj. In
place of this general designation, the
parallel (1 Sam. xxxi. 10) designates the
house more exactly as " the house of
Ashtaroth" (Uen. xiv. 5; the Phcenician
female deity, as B.ial was their male d. ity.

The Greek form of the name is Astarte.
See also Cic, ' i)e. Nat. Deo.,' iii. 23). And
fastened his head in the temple of Dagon.
The parallel, as above, gives u.s, " And
fastened his body to the wall of Beth-shau "

(will h account is corioborated in 2 Sam.
xxi. 12—14), and does not say what further
was done with the head. It is no doubt
remarkable that one hiotorian puts on
record the one fact and the other the other;
and it is one of the clearer indications that
both took from some common sources. It

is perhaps something to be remarked also
that, while the historian in Samuel says
nothing further about the head (though
allusion to it is probably included in the
" body " and the " bones," the further
account of which is given in vers. 12, 13, as
well as in 2 Sam. xxi. 12— 14), the compiler
of Chronicles does revert to mention ot

"the body of Saul," ver. 12, infra, though
without any corresponding naming of
Betli-shan. Berthenu finds little diflioulty

in the question, by simply supposing that
the omission in Chronicles is another in-

stance of the desire to compress: w]iile
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others Buppose corruption in our text, or, as

Thenius and Ewald, the loss of a sentence

to our text. After all said, the omission in

Samuel of the fate of the head would seem
to be fully as remarkable as the omission,

so far as this verse is concerned, in

Chronicles of the fate of the body. It is

reasonable to suppose that the head and
trunk of the body of Saul were brought
together again, or it were likely some allu-

sion to the contrary would have transpired

in the following verses of this chapter or in

2 Sam. xxi. 12—14. With regard to the act

of the Philistines in dedicating the armour
of Saul, and fixing his head in the temple of

Dagon, as though trophies, the custom was
both ancient and not uncommon (Judg.
xvi. 21—30 ; 1 Sam. v. 1—5 ; xxi. 9). The
house of Dagon (Josh. xv. 41 ; xix. 27) here

spoken of was that at Ashdod (Josh. xv. 47),

between Gaza and Joppa. Though belong-

ing to Judah's lot, it was never subdued
by Israel, and remained throughout their

history one of their worst foes. It is the

Azotus of Acts viii. 40. There was another

Dagon temple at GaZa (Judg. xvi. 21—31).

Dagon's representation was the figure of a
man, as to head, hands, and bust, but for

the rest that of a fish, which was a symbol
of fruitfulness. As Ashdod was situate on
the extreme west of Palestine, so Beth-shan
—generally written Beth-shean, a city of

Manasseh (ch. vii. 29), though within the

borders of Issachar (Josh. xvii. 11), from
which the Canaanites were not expelled

(Judg. i. 27)—was on the extreme east near

the Jordan. It was afterwards called

Seythopolis. Considering the distance these

were apart, and their contrary directions,

we may suppose that some suggestion was
intended by the fixing the head in the one
place and the body in the other.

Ver. 12.—Jabesh. This is the only place

where "Jabesh" is used as an abbreviation

for Jabesh-gilead, of which it was the chief

city. Gilead comprised the lots of Beuben
and Gad (Numb, xxxii. 1—5, 25—32,
39—41) and of half Manasseh (ch. xxvii.

21). Saul had on a celebrated occasion

(1 Sam. xi. 1—13) befriended the people

of Jabesh-gilead, coming to their rescue

against Nahath the Ammonite, of which
kindness they are now mindful, show that
rarest of virtues, gratitude to u fallen

monarch, and are further on (2 Sam. ii. 5)
commended for it by David. This verse

docs not tell us, as the parallel (1 Sam.
xxxi. 12) does, of the first burning of the
bodies, and then of the burying of the
calcined bones. The silence is very remark-
able. It does name the kind of tree, the
"oak" or "terebinth." The word for the

tree, however, in both passages is of doubt-
ful and perhaps only generio signification.

The several Hebrew words translated in
various places as "oak," all share a common
root, significant of the idea of strength. Dr.
Thomson ('The Land and the Book,' pp.
243, 244) says that tlie country owns still

to an abundance of oaks of very fine growth
in some cases, and that these are exceed-
ingly more plentiful and altogether a
stronger tree .than the " terebinth." The
different names, though all connected with
one root, referred to are probably owing to
the large variety of oaks. With the state-

ment of the burying of the bones under a
tree, and the fasting of seven days on the
part of these brave and grateful men of
Jabesh-gilead, the parallel account comes
to its end.

Yer. 13.—So Sanl died for his trans-
gression. (For this transgression and the
stress laid upon it and its predicted con-
sequences, see 1 Sam. xv. 1—9, 11, 14;
xxviii. 18.) For asking ... of ... a familiar
spirit (1 Sam. xxviii. 7—24).

Ver. 14.—And inquired not of the lord.
Saul seems to have, in point of fact, inquired
in s<mie sense (1 Sam. xiv. 37 ; xxviii. 5, 6,

15). But the probable meaning is that he
did not inquire in the first instance (see
vers. 3, 4); and when he did inquire, he
did not await the reply solL4y and ex-
clusively of Jehovah. Therefore he slew
bim (so see ch. ii. 3). David the son of
Jesse. The compiler, having heretofore
given so scrupulously wiiatever of genealogi-
cal fact he could, is now careful to use it
And he identifies the future chief hero of
his history as him who had abeady been
instanced (ch. ii. 15), " son of Jesse."

HOMILETICa.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The epitaph, a leacon-warning. So far as this work is concerned,
Saul is introduced to us, and takes " for ever " his farewell of us, in this one and the
same chapter. We know him, however, well elsewhere. On the background of a
bright sky, we are at once prepared to say, his figure stands out, and ever will stand
out, dark in appearance, of somewhat commanding proportions, with the bearing of

no altogether ordinary man—a striking figure, indeed, but one that strikes fear and a
chill feeling throughout one, rather than one that inspires reverence, emulation, love.

It couaot be said of bim or of bis career that they lack incident or dramatic effect;.
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On the contrary, they were born in these and abound in them. Saul and his career

were remarkably differenced from anything which could be called commonplace. And
while the world contiuues, they must needs stand among the foremost examples fot

impressiveness, of grand opportunity and splendid prospects grievously missed and dis-

honoured. Our chapter is itself but a summary, the concluding snatch of a strange,

eventful, solemn life, to the condemning faults of which, in its course, the present text

points. And we, following a similar plan, will pass beneath our eye, in brief summary,
the prominent facts, the moral qualities, and the opportunities of Saul ; the troubled

current on which they are hurried along, the dark abyss in which at last they are lost.

Let us notice

—

I. SaDL'S summons from OBSCUBITT to the SEKVIOE of his country and the FULIi

GLARE OP DAY. What we have to notice, especially about this, is that undoubtedly
it was the doing of an upper power, of a special providence, of no purpose nor seeking of

the man who was thus elevated, nor even of the contrivance of others. It was some-
thing outside of the individual life and outside the national life. No calculation of

coincidence could count upon it nor account for it. In the presence of it, the man who
disbelieves Providence and providences, and special and particular providences, because

they make too large a demand on his fund of belief, prefers parsimoniously to spare

expenditure in one direction, in order to lavish unscrupulous, disproportionate outlay iu

another. What he can believe, this he drains to the dregs in one of its resources,

because he will not draw a fair measure of it from another. Of him it may well

be said that the heart that refuses a healthy faith is that which grows the most
abundant crop of credulity. The kingdom of God's people—only known as yet for a

kingdom, inasmuch as he himself was its King—has reached one of its great crises.

Moses foresaw it, and, strange to say, foreshadowed and sketched the legislation adapted

to it. The special ministers, coiisisting of individual and local judges, have had their

day. The majority of the nation dawns consciously upon it. The nation compares its

composite, federal, fraternal constitution with the unity and cohesion of other nations,

foes around ; and, blessed though it is in comparison of them, yet deliberately estimates

the balance as unfavourable to itself. Nay, Samuel himself, at this time by a moral

force and growth the one judge and prophet of nearly the whole people, seems raised

up at the moment to suggest that that embodiment of authority in one person

—

" a

king that might judge us, and go out before us, and fight our battles "—was quite within

the range of possibiUty in the midst of themselves. In fact, the national voice, in a

remarkable way and with a remarkable unanimity, had pronounced for this. But no

man, no name even, was before them for king. They express no wish, ask no choice,

solicit no help nor advice from Samuel on this particular point, but seem to leave it

entirely with him (1 Sam. viii. 22), and he leaves it entirely with God. Saul, however,

a young man whose only known distinction at present is of talluess and bodily " goodli-

ness," by a little chain of circumstances as uncertain from one to another as they

were trivial in themselves, finds himself in the presence of Samuel, the seer of the

tribes. The supreme Seer of the nation, God himself, has already instructed Samuel

;

and the issue is that Saul, " of the smallest of the tribes of Israel," his " family the

least of all the families of the tribe of Benjamin " (1 Sam. ix. 21), is called to be king

over all God's people ! This was " the Lord's doing, and marvellous was it in the

eyes " of Saul, at all events, as we are expressly told.

II. Saul's convebsion. It was a conversion of the old day, of the old Church, also

of the old yet ever new Spirit. How stirred the heart, the thoughts, the amazement

of Saul at the new future which had been so suddenly presented before him ! We may
well understand that he could not, did not, take it in all at once. But his heart wa»

to know a greater stirring, a deeper moving. "God gave him another heart" before

ever he got back to his earthly lather's house again. " The Spirit of God came upon

him" (1 Sam. x. 9, 10). The great facts of conversion for the old day, for the old

Chu»ch, and for all time are intrinsically the same, and are two

—

Ood's gift of another

heart and of his Spirit therewith. And what transporting experience that must have

been for him, when "all the signs'' which had been given him by Samuel " camo to

pass
; " and when " he prophesied " among the company of prophets that met him ; and

when, at his formal anointing, " all the people shouted, God save the king I
" and

when', at the close of thi^t solemn d*y, he wept to Gibeah, «nd " there went with him a
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band of men, whose hearts God had touched," also I Could there have been a mora
striking, a fuller, a richer beginning of a new religious life, and one shaped to highest

ends? Who could ever lose the memory, the impressions, the force of hallowed

resolutions belonging to such a time?
in. The fact of the great octbr opportunities which the position of Saul

AND the providence OF GoD COMBINED TO PROFFER TO Saul. Outer Opportunity is

not everything, and indeed it is nut anything where inner fitness and intrinsic gift and
the spirit of a mission may not be present. But otherwise, outer opportunity is matter

of great advantas;e. As the plant must flower and the tree must fruit, in order to

develop to the highest advantage, so thought and purpose, feeling and love, and all

life of man, crave the help of some outer opportunity. They find expression thereby,

and, in finding expression, unfailingly develop power and quality. God, no doubt,

measures oppurtunity justly, wisely, kindly to us all. And where any child of his

may find or fancy he finds himself cramped and stinted in such respect, there may be

overpoweringly jiood reasons for it, of a kind difficult for ua to trace wiih any dugmatic
aesurance at present ; and there may be found overwhelmingly ample compensation for

it later on in life, or when the span of the present life is passed. Yet can there be little

doubt that, so far as the present life taken by itself is concerned, many a beautiful soul

pines away for want of outer opportunity of action and of exhibition ? many a mighty
courage dwarfs its growth ? many a great heart mfolds its rich powers and qualities,

iLttead of M/il'olding tliem? An old Roman exile poet, who exchanged sunny Rome
for the forbidding Pontus, and who shivered as he wrote it, said, " What am I to do
alone ? How can I utilize enforced idleness ? How speed the day unhallowed by work ?

When disa|ipointment is my only pay, when to dance in the dark is my mocking de.-tiny,

when to write a poem that can find no reader is my fate,—then I learn how much the
speaker depends on the hearer, and the fostering of virtue depends on the awarding of
praii^e, and how immense the stimulus of glory's opportunity." This old heathen seized

and put into most effective poetry some of life's most affecting fact.i. Now, to the
unbroken length of Saul's public life, an uninterrupted series of inspiring opportunity
was undeniably proffered, both of God and man. Zeal that knew no boujads, enthusiaim
that threatened to consume intelligent devotion that should disdain and fling even to

an infinite distance all the petty interferences of the brood of envy and jealousy and
suspicion's spawn,

—

these were the legitimate expectations of a whole world, from the
grand sphere of opportunity in the midst of which Saul presided. Some of them he
realized, and he began well, and did " awhile run well."

IV. Some of the leading indications of Saul's qualities op character. For
instance, before his call, we find him the faithful, trusted, considerate son (1 Sam. ii. 5).

The very tone of his recorded conversation with his servant (1 Sam. ix. 6—10) impresses
ua favourably, as aflable, respectful, and open to suggestion and to reply. The master,
especially if a young man, who knows how to unite such qualities as these in his

treatment of his servants, may well beget the prepossessions of the very best judges

—

for the virtue is rare. Then at the time of his private call and the first communications
made to him by Samuel, he does not disappoint us for modesty, retiringness, unostenta-
tious reticence and guardedncss of the tongue. No boastful wnd was on his lip, no eager
ambition grasped at what lay before him ; the opposite of even family vain-glory seems
to have characterized him (1 Sam. ix. 21 ; x. 16). At the time of his public call and
Divine election from among the tribes, he would fain hide from the honour, and decline
the exalted responsibility about to be laid upon him (1 Sam. x. 21—24), And he
crowned the day with an instance of self-mastery, temperateness, forbearance (1 Sam.
X. 27, compared with xi. 12, 13). The promptness of righteous indignation and
zeal of resolution were very conspicuous in the dashing engagement by which he
delivered those of Jabesh-gilead in the hour of the Ammonites' power (1 Sam. xi. 4

—

11), and they were witnessed to by the aid and effectual blessing of the "Spirit of God."
The events of that day also were crowned with renewed consecration, with sacrifices of
thanksgiving, and with a sacred and general joy on the part of " Saul and all the men
of Israel." Yet from this point all went amiss. The strange reversal of all that Saul
had formerly seemed began with the unwarrantable impatience and unpardonable
presumption which found him anticipatiug Samuel and sacrificing to the Lord in
GUgal. T^is was, no (Joubt, the self-willed |)resum|)tio;i on which i4s whoje career w^*
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now wrecked. It was succeeded by fault after fault of wayward " rebellion," and of

wilful " stubbornness " (1 Sam. xv. 23), of alleged " fear of the people " and craving to

be " honoured " before them (1 Sam. xv. 24, 30), till the ominous knell is beard, and
his conversion " by the Spirit of the Lord " is reversedj when " the Spirit of the Lord
departed " from him (1 Bam. xvi. 14). The sequel is too well known. Jealousy of

his successor, fierce fits of passion and fits of brief repentance, outbursts of short-lived

affection a id visitations of remorse, unattended by any single symptom of real refor-

mation, argued tlie torn, distracted, disonlered spirit within. He is brave in war ; he is

cowardly in the massacre of the priests ; he is high in siirit and high-handed ; he is mor-
bidly sensitive to disgrace. He seals the Spirit's departure and final forsaking of him
when, with a formal, faithless, professional inquiry of the Lord, he really makes his inquiry

of the witch, and fills up the measure of his iniquities. It is hard to say whether the
manner of his death (on the field of flight rather than of battle) expressed most aptly

bis better or worse quality, but anyway it was not altogether deficient in self-devotion

or spirit, such as the circumstances would allow. Yet what a commentary the barest

facts now utter lorth ! He who had often conquered the Philistines and other hostile

nations, with little of material help, fell before them, because he had guiltily forfeited the

Divine help. He had presumed on himself—it brings him to make an end of himself 1

As repentance had been the stranger of his company, so now despair is the bosom friend

he hugs. And trace as best we may the course he ran, his character, and the end of

a life which bad opened in providence so abundant and so encouraging, the skilled pen
of Scripture guides our last thought, and reveals the just conclusion of the whole matter

:

" Saul died for his transgressions which he committed against the Lord, even against

the Word of the Lord, which he kept not, and also for asking ... of ... a familiar

spirit, to inquire thereof, and he inquired not of the Lord "—this low-lying epitaph, a
beacon of warning set up aloft to all time.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 6, 13.—" The mighty fallen I " The death of Saul and Jonathan, upon the
heights of Gilboa, is one of the grandest and most awful episodes in Hebrew history.

Behold the chosen of God, the hero and the idol of Israel, wounded by the archers,

supplicating death from his armour-bearer, falling in despair upon his sword ! Princes

and warriors, " swifter than eagles, stronger than lions ;
" Saul and Jonathan " are slain

in the high places." " The shields of the ruighty are vilely cast away 1 " The king's

sons and his body-guards and the flower of his army perish with him on this awful
day. " How are the mighty fallen I " But let us turn from the dramatic, the tragic

side of this incident, to ponder its spiritual lessons.

I. Saul's appalling fate reminds us of great powers misused. The gigantic stature

ana amazing strength of the son of Kish naturally impressed all beholders, and con-
ciliated—almost commanded—the respect and confidence of the people. But he was
more than an athlete, he was a general who had delivered his country and gained

many victories over his enemies. He appears to have possessed great qualities, not

only of body, but of mind. All this gave Saul great advantages. If he had but used

these aright, he would have retained the regard of his subjects and the allegiance of

the brave, and he might have lived to old age, in possession of the dignity and power of

kingship. But his moody, wilful sjiirit gave a wrong bias to his energies. His was a
wonderful Ijut a wasted life. The valour and skill which had defeated the Philistines

in his early days might have defeated them now. But Saul was not the same man as

of old. Even so many, whom God has richly endowed witn gifts of body and of mind,
liave proved themselves unworthy of these gifts, have misused them in such manner
that it had been better for them that they had never been born. To whom God has

given much, of them he requires the more.

II. We observe here A lofty vocation ill ttnderstood and ill fulfilled. Saul

was the first of Israel's kinga. Anointed by Samuel, chosen by lot, elected by the

acclamation of the people, he entered upon the kingly office with every omen and ivery

lirospect of success. Called to be, not, like one of the judges, the chief of a tribe or

-> temporary deliverer, but the ruler of a nation and a king for life, Saul might have
L 0HB0NI0LE8. K
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raised his people to independence and to power. But he was disobedient to the voica

of the seer, he was unfaithful to the cause of the God who raised him to enjinence and
invested him with theocratic authority ; and he reaped the bitter harvest of disobe-

dience and unfaithfulness. To some position, with some vocation, the Author of our

life has called each one of us. Not only kings and rulers, pastors and Church officers,

but all Christians, in every station of life, have committed to them a peculiar and
sacred trust. Let each ask—How is this trust fulfilled ?

III. There is exemplified. here the possibility of teub beligion beino known and
TBT forsaken. In his early life, Saul had put within him another heart, and became
another man. But there are signs that he came under heathen influences. Certaiul/

one of the last acts of his life was indicative of superstition, when he sought unto the

witch of Endor, instead of looking to Jehovah for counsel and encouragement. He
" inquired not of the Lord." It was a grievous defection ; he, whose religious life

commenced so brightly under the guidance of Samuel, came to grovel before an ignorant

necromancer 1 A lesson this of human instabilty, frailty, and fickleness. "Let him
that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he falll" Alasl how often has the bright

promise of youth been clouded in maturer years, and the sun which rose in splendour

sunk beneath the gloomy clouds I It is a solemn warning which none should disregard.

IV. We are informed that the fall of this fibst King of Isbael was a Divine
JUDGMENT. " Saul died for his transgression whish he committed against the Lord."

We are seldom at liberty authoritatively and confidently to pronounce calamity a

judgment from the Lord. But in the case before us we are expressly warranted in

doing so. Saul had violated the Divine Law. He had directed sacrifice to be offered

without the permission of the prophet. He had spared Agag, and appropriated the

spoil. He had displayed, again and again, a rebellious and ungodly disposition ; had
given way to impulses of an;;er, envy, jealousy, and fear. He had too often despised

God's Word, persecuted God's servants, trusted in himself, and forgotten that Jehovah
iad called him to be the leader of his people in righteousness. Now at length the

long-delayed retribution came upon the guilty monarch. " The Lord slew him." A
warning to the impenitent, this terrible fate of Saul should summon the sinner to

repentance, and (thank God 1) to " repentance unto life."—T.

Vers. 1—10.— Understanding the end. The psalmist (Ps. Ixxiii.) was much perplexed
and perturbed in spirit " when he saw the prosperity of the wicked." He was disposed

to think that he had "cleansed his heart in vain," and in vain " washed his hands in

innocency " (Ps. Ixxiii. 1 3). But on further and deeper thought, he arrived at a sound con-

clusion. When he " went into the sanctuary of God," i.e. when he looked at the matter
in the light of Divine truth, then he " understood their end." If any one should wonder
at Saul's continued prosperity, should wonder where Ood was that a man whose hands
were so stained with blood should so long be seated on a throne, he would only have to

wait and see the end to know that " verily there is a God that judgeth in the earth."

We learn from these verses—
I. That we cannot tell whether human life wili. prove to be enviable

TILL it is concluded. The ancients said, "Call no man happy till he is dead." The
epigram was the outcome of the fact, finding frequent illustration, that men who were
supposed to he most enviable proved, after all, to be those with whom few would willingly

exchange conditions. In the heyday of Saul's power and prominence there must have
been many Israelites who wished that such happy fortune had been theirs ; that the
kingly lot had fallen on their tribe, on their family, on themselves (1 Sam. x. 20, 21).

But who, now, would wish to have been the first King of Israel, to have run his

checkered course, to have been driven to such sad and guilty shifts, and to have
terminated a career in such ruinous dishonour as that which closed his clouded life?

To be miserably beaten, to be utterly routed in battle (ver. 3), to be driven to suicide in

order to avoid the worst abuses (ver. 4), to know, before he died, that his house was
perishing with him (ver. 5), to be dishonoured by the enemy after death (ver. 9), tu

have his body taken and exposed in the temple of an idol (ver. 10),—all this was the

last extreme of humiliation and disaster. Envy not those whose outward career seems
enviable. Who knows what miseries are within; what r.adncss reclines at the royal

hearth ; what wretchedness reposes under the princely roo( ; what jealousy drives in the
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gilded chariot ; what insatiable hatred or inappeasable remorse gits down to the sump-
tuous meal ? Who knows in what black clouds of calamity the sun of human greatness

' will set ? Who can tell whether the end will not, like Saul's, be such an end that all

the brightness and the excellency that went before will be utterly eclipsed, and that
all men will join to say, " What a miserable man was he 1

"

II. That one man's sin involves many hen's suppbrino. Because Saul had
sinned, " the men of Israel fled, . . . and fell down slain " (ver. 1). Because their faulty
king had fallen, " the men of Israel . . . forsook their cities . . . and the Philistines

came and dwelt in them " (ver. 7). Sinful sovereigns have entailed heavy penalties on
suffering nations. But it is not kings only that cause human hearts to bleed, and that
fill human lives with trouble and distress. How many thousands of homes are the
abodes of sorrow, of keen disappointment, of cruel suffering, of dark foreboding, because
one soul has forsaken God and made shipwreck of a good conscience!

III. That outward fortune is no safe critebion op human ohaeaotbb.
Jonathan perished on the same field with Saul ; the brave and generous son with his

jealous and murderous father! "Judge not according to the appearance, but judge
righteous judgment" (John vii. 24).

IV. That men sometimes tacitly confess their own folly. " They sent ... to

carry lidiugs unto their idols " (ver. 9)

—

to inform their gods I Surely they were thus
condemning their own idolatry. How often do we condemn ourselves 1—0.

Vers. 11—14.

—

The moral of misfortune. The setting of the sun of the first King
of Israel in such dark clouds has its truth to tell as well as its shadows to throw. We
may learn

—

I. That our worst misfoktunes BuiNa out the best feelings of oub friends.
" When all Jabesh-gilead heard," etc. (vers. 11, 12). Saul, in his earlier and better

days, had risen to the heiglit of a noble opportunity and delivered this city from
impending ruin by an act of great energy and courage (1 Sam. xi.). And when the last

misfovtuue had befallen their deliverer, and the worst indignities were practised on his

dead body, the men of Jabe>h-gilead remembered what they owed him, gave free play to

their gratitude, summonediip their courage, and rescued his dishonoured remains from
the hands of the insolent enemy. It was worthily done ; their best traits were drawa
out by the dire calamity of their friend. So it is always and everywhere. It is one of
the mitigations of our misery that the kindest and most generous feelings are then
displayed toward us by those who love us. Sickness, loss, disappointment, bereave-

ment, the larger and deeper sorrows of human life, evoke all that is most tender, gracious,

and Christ-like in the human soul. In truth, we do not know the depth of the affection

with which our kindred and our friends are loving us until some saddening experience

calls out all the lattnt sympathy that lies within their hearts. Better things as well

as worse things than we ordinarily suppose reside within us ; when the occasion comes
they rise to the surface and show themselves to the eyes of men. The crushing blow
which strikes us to the ground is one of these occasions. Then human love conies forth

to render its truest and choicest ministry. ,

II. That transgression will certainly be overtaken by penalty in dub
TIME. " Saul died for his transgression " (ver. 13). K( tribution may have seemed tardy

;

it may have seemed to Saul as if he would " escape the judgment of God." Days,

months, years, passed by anil the blow fell not. The thought of his heart may have

been, "I am safe now; the wrath of God would have descended if it were coming; I

am secure ; my mountain stands strong." But if he thus thought he was mistaken.

Penalty was on its way, " leaden-footed but iron-handed," slow of step but sure of

stroke, and the days of his life and of his power were numbered. His transgression

was twofold. 1. Disobedience : he " kept not the word of the Lord " (ver.' 13). 2.

Departure from God : he " inquired not of the Lord," but he " asked counsel of one

that had a familiar spirit " (vers. 13, 14). Instead of resorting to God through hia

prophet, " as he did aforetime," he had recourse to the forbidden and dangerous arts of

necromancy, thus forsaking the Lord, and putting his trust in a miserable and delusive

system of imposture. His punishment, like his sin, was twofold. 1. His own death

:

the Lord "slew him." 2. The overthrow of all his hopes and plans: "he turned

the kingdom unto David "(ver. 14). Our transgression and our penalty often take
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these two forms. (1) First come disobedience and departure. We do not the things

wliich God enjoins; neglecting that which, above all things, is his will concerning us

(John vi. 39, 40). We depart from his side and ids service, seelsing our well-being in

other sources of joy (Jer. ii. 13). (2) Then come death and overtlirow. Our soul dies

;

its finer feelings disappear, its truer thoughts give place to false •imaginings, its better

hopes die down, its wiser aspirations sink and are lost ; the shadows of spiritual death

fall upon us. And with our own destruction comes the dispersion of our plans and
expectations : the " kingdom is turned away ; " the " wood, hay, and stubble " of a faUe
life are consumed in the fires of Grorl. Our life-work is overthrown and lost. The tower

we took so long to build is in the dust.—0.

Ver. 14 (with ver. 4).

—

Divine and human agency. In the last verse of this chapter

that event is ascribed to the hand of God which, in the fourth verse, is accounted for

by the act of Saul. "He [the Lord] slew him" (ver. 14). "So Saul took a swurd,"

etc. (ver. 4). As both statements are true, there must be a consistency between them.
Evidently the one result was due to more than one agency. The Lord had something
to do with Saul's death ; Saul also had much to do with it himself. We may see

—

I. Saul's agency in bringing about his end. He contributed to the final result

by : 1. Acting in such wise as to make his death due to his folly. 2. Taking, generally,

those steps which led to the final catastrophe. 3. Patting into play the physical causes

which immediately effected it. He would not have died at the time and in the way he
did, had he not been personally responsible in these three ways.

II. God's Divine agency in deteumining the issue. 1. It was in accordance
with his Divine desire. He desires that righteousness should be fully vindicated,

sin attended with its penalty as well as integrity with its reward, by the eventa whicli

happen on the earth. Saul's death was desirable from the standiioint of the supreme
Judge. 2. He permitted it to occur. He saw no reason to interpose so that It should
not be the last link in the chain of circumstances then being forged. 3. He so

ordered events that this should be the issue. So far as he did touch the ahain of

human affairs with his intervening hand, he so touched it that this occurrence would
take place. In some measure it was due, positively, to the outworking of his Divine

hand. In regard to the great subject of Divine and human agency co-operating, as

they do, to produce one result, we conclude : 1. That God might work out his desij;ns

by direct volition, but docs use human instrumentality. 2. That what may seem to

us, at the time, to be solely due to our agency may be the accomplishment of his pur-

pose. His permitting, conlroUing, directing hand maybe found to be much nearer than

we think, to have had a much larger share in the issue than we imagine. 3. That if

the hand of God is in such events as this, we may he sure that it is prrsent in things

of anothw and higher order. If it could be said concerning a suicide, " the Lord slew

him," how much more may it be said coneirning desirable, admirable, useful achievements,

that God brings them about ? If the evil which happens to the city come of him (Amos
iii. 6), much more shall we say that he who builds all things is God(Heb. iii.4)? There-
fore: (1) Ltt the perverse and impenitent beware. Tiie oh.-ervant eye of the Holy and
the Just One is on them and upon their lives, and his retributive hand may show itself

at any point in their career. (2) Let the righteous take heart and hope. God is with
them; he is working lor them and in them and through them. He will sanctify and
use their efforts for the outworking of his own gracious end, for the establishment of

his holy kingdom.—0.

Ver. 4.

—

A great might-have-been : Saul, King of Israel. "So, Saul took a sword,
and fell upon it." It is useful to study achievements for inspiration, and failures for

warning. Here we have a threat " might-have-been," or one of those cases in which
everything conspired to make a noble future possible, and yet, through unfortunate
misdirection, life ended darklj', and all better success of earlier stages was clouded by
adversity and failure. It is not death in battle, nor even d Iiat, wliich makes us lament
him. Nelson died in battle, but in glory as well. And defeat is an incident that all

armies may experience. It is that it is a dark close to a darker history. That begin-
ning brightly, clouds gathered over Ids life, and deepened until they closed in night.

Conuder—(1) This might-have-bten ; and (2) its leaeons to u*.
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I. This might-have-been. If ever a life liad fair opening and opportunity, it was
Saul's. 1. Every personal advantage that could be desired was his. Good looks above
all in Israel ; immense strength of bodily frame ; mental qualities to matoli ; wisdom
and courage suitable for a king ;—qualities that gained for him tlie regard of Israel and
the reverence of David, and, what is very noteworthy, the affection of Samuel. Then
his circumstances were of that sort that most persons would envy him. He came of

one of the wealthiest families in all the south country. He was so naturally selected for

king that there was no difficulty in securing allegiance of people. A few murmur, as

was to be expected from such as were themselves candidates for the throne or backed
such as were. But the support of Samuel, and the success of first expedition against

Ammon, stilled all murmurs through the land. None disputed his title to the throne.

2. Opportunity favoured him. His election proved the wahing of Israel. The same
energy which craved a leader inspired willingness to follow. Samuel's influence was
exerted on his behalf. That meant backing of mightiest in land. Nor was it formal

only. Samuel protested against wish of Israel to have a king. But protesting against

the general wish for a king, he did not proceed to protest against the particular choice.

So far from disapprovirig of Saul, he loved him, and, when he could do no more, he
mourned with the sorrow of a saint and patriot over Saul's failure. Then he found the

grandest service available. There were Abner, David, Jonathan, the worthies foil.wing
David, all ready to aid ; and, above all, Grod ready to help him. Besides room fur

him, there was need for him. Israel was in low water. So everything conspired to

create a grand opportunity. 3. And no thing in character made grand life impossible.

He comes before us with many qualities which engage respect. (1) There is modesty,

which accepts greatness as a charge rather than eagerly covets it. (2) Generosity,

which tolerates with brave wisdom the disaffection of minority. (3) Courage, that suits

his calling and his country's needs. (4) Kindliness of heart. One must not overlook

this quality ; the more so as he sins so deeply in the opposite direction. But he " loved

David greatly ; " suggesting that he was capable of great affections, and, but for bias,

might have been remembered as like father of his noble son. Then there was some
working of piety in him ; not much, but still apparently some. He had a sensitive

nature, which occasionally, in higher moments, admitting play of Spirit of God on it,

made him prophesy in an exalted strain. Though, in other moments, same sensitiveness

lays him open to influences of spirit not of God. But there is susceptibility. Everything
thus seems to' concur to make life not only moderate but brilliant success. JPcnier,

opportunity, circumstances, advantages, natural endowment,—all in favour. And viod,

always waiting to make best of us, sought to make the best of him. And if he had
but walked with God, what service he might have rendered, and what joy in life have

won ! But, alas 1 amidst all these supreme advantages and natural probabilities of

success, there is one defect of character which mars everything. There is a wilful-

ness, which is left unrestrained ; a habit of choosing his own path and keeping to it

;

impatience of any restraint of religion or duty. If Samuel comes not in time, no
reverence for sanctity of priestly office will prevent his assuming its functions. If God
prescribes utter destruction of Amalek, he will carry out precept, excepting where he

thinks it better to disobey it, saving cattle, oxen {i.e. the best of spoil), and Agag.

David becomes, by service he renders, a possible rival. His existence, therefore, Saul

will not tolerate. Self-will, declining (1) the restraints of religion, and (2) those of

conscience, early appears in him. He is never humbly obedient, but picks and chooses

what part of precept he likes, stopping short of a whole obedience. Always feeling at

liberty to revise and moderate the requirements of God, he thus comes short, through wil-

fulness, of God's requirements. The self-will that declines to serve heartily soon ceases

to serve at all. And after he has wrought great deliverances and secured independence

of Israel, a long, dark period ensues, unrelieved by nobler quality—one in which his path

is downward. The very energy which, restrained and ordered, would have been of vast

service, unrestrained, becomes terror to his friends. That firmness of nerve-formation

which, consecrated, would have lain his nature open to God, unconsecrated lays him open

to invasion of evil spirit, to madness and fury. His action is disapproved by his best

friends, by Jonathan, by nation, by his own heart. And wasting powers of nature in

following David, he sinks lower aiid lower, till eve of last battle finds him in sheer

despair. There is something terrible in hopelessness with which he addresses ghost of
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Samuel : " God is departed From me, and answereth me no more, . . . therefore I have

called thee, that thou mayest make known unto me what I shall do." Something

touching in way in which, to the end, he believes in Samuel, and longs to hear again

something from his lips, and prefers to hear his doom from him if he has to hear it at

all. And disobedience leading to despair, the two soon lead to destruction. Oh
what a loss was absence of David on that battle-day ! Just for want of him, with his

heroic following, fate of battle adverse. And there is deplorable defeat where there

would have been grandest victory. All that Saul got by opposing David was a sadder

life, a shorter reign, a darker fate. And, instead of his ranking with great heroes that

have wrought deliverance in the earth, he stands a majestic, melancholy might-have-

been, and nothing more. A truncated life ; a casting spoilt in the moulding. The
mere possibility of such a thing should rouse solicitude in all our hearts.

II. What lessons emerge from this ? This is the second point I have to dwell

on. 1. Likelihoods are not certainties. Your career may have every prospect of being

honourable, useful, happy. But probability is not certainty. Whether probability

realized will depend altotjether and exclusively on degree offaithfulness you manifest.

2. Danger of self-will. " Our wills are ours to make them Thine," says poet, nobly
uttering grand philosophy of life. But reservation of some thing from God is one of

the commonest temptations. We say, "We will do much, but not this. We will

sacrifice much, but not this. We will follow, but will choose our own time and our
own way." Especially are we liable to be deflected from path of duty when wayward-
ness of will strengthened by some strong passion—greed, revenge, dislike. Let us
beware of this self-will. It has a look of force and energy ; hut it really destroys loth.

It changes the may-be into the might-have-been. We cannot be Christ's disciples unless

we deny self and follow him. Self-will never is allowed in any soul without conse-

quences of saddest kind. Therefore : 3. Let us take our Savour as entire Master. Give
him absolute control. Withhold nothing. The more consecrated we are, the more
glorified we shall be. Man keeps back nothing from Christ save to his own hurt.

Yoi; give up nothing but to your profit. Don't let our lives be mere might-have-beens.

Bu't keep faithfully to the path of duty as shown by Christ, and then, although men
of grandest early advantages and powers make grievous shipwreck, you, with no
advantages and no special power, will find that " that which concerneth you God will

perfect."—G.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

A deed of honour. "And when all Jabesh-gilead heard all that the

Philistines had done to Saul, they arose, all the valiant men, and took away the body
of Saul, and the bodies of his sons, and brought them to Jabesh, and buried their bones

under the oak iu Jabesh, and fasted seven days." It is well to study deeds of honour.

Honour is integrity, gratitude, or courage in its finest bloom. If we aim no higher

than the fulfilment of our legal obligations, our action will be apt to droop beneath that

meagre level. Courage is an essential quality of faith. Gratitude a fine grace, which
fosters the growth of every other. So that to aim at honourable action is essential if

we would live a worthy life. Sometimes a Falstaff gives us a philosophy of honour,
sounding very shrewd, but really very shallow. Sometimes Judas is followed in his

example of cynical criticism, and we begin to ask, Oui hono ? " To what purpose is this

waste ? " Mary's anointing of the Saviour " for his burial ; " the honour done here, at

great risk, to the dead'Saul ; the honour done David, when men cut their way through
a host to bring him a draught of water from the well of Bethlehem ;—are above such
critics. They see no use in such activities. They believe in money and in power, in

avoiding injuries and gathering comforts. But fine enthusiasms, high devotion, costly
tributes of affection, they cannot understand. But some can. The writer of the Book
of Samuel could see a beauty in this act of Jabesh-gilead, and relates it as something
that gives a little relief to the darkness of the field of Gilboa. The author of the
Chronicles felt it worth recording. David blessed them for their courage and their

gratitude. It is worth our while simply to ponder the noble deed. To make this

victory as crushing in its humiliation for Israel as proud for the cities of the Philistines,

Saul's head is put in the temple of Dagon, and his body, dismembered, is hung insult-

inj;ly on the walls of Beth-shan. Jabesh-gilead was a city about six miles to the east,

as Beth-shan was about six miles to the west of Jordan. It had owed to the energy of
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Saul, immediately on his accession to the kingdom, that it was saved from the cruel
fate which Nahash the Ammonite intended and seemed able to inflict. When shame,
grief, a tender memory of the service rendered by Saul in the days of his youth rise

up within them, they resolve that, whatever risk has to be faced, whatever dangerous
eminence their very success may make for them, they will do honour to the dead. If

they cannot save his life, they can risk their own to give him a worthy burial. And so,

not tarrying, they rise up by night, and by the morning the dead bodies of Saul and his

heroic sons are in a fiiendly city. All the honour that can be shown is given in the
decent burial and the week of fasting. The poor, spiteful triumph of the Philistines is

curtailed, and the nation, beginning to sink in despondency, wakes up to feel there are
still heroic spirits in its midst, that can beard the enemy even when flushed with victory.

Several things are noteworthy here.

I. Death is not altoqetheb loss. It ended Saul's life, but it increased his

influence. Yesterday criticized, censured, object of apprehension ; to-day he is revered
even in his deepest failure. All now is forgotten of visitations of evil spirit, envy of

David, unfortunate division which lost them the help of David in this time of their

nation's need. Instead of which they remember him as he delivered Gibeon and con-
quered the Philistines ; how sometimes he prophesied; how no family in the land had
shown itself more brave than his ; how, when he was really himself, none was manlier
or more generous. And now Saul, dead, takes his place once more in the heart of a
nation's love. And as David forgot all his injuries to celebrate his praise, so Jabesh-
gilead forgets her weakness and the absence of all help, to rise and do him honoui;

Mark Antony spoke wrongly when he said

—

" The evil that men do lives after them

;

The good is oft interred with their bonea."

It is the good men do lives after Ihem, and all their faults are buried in their graves.

Remember the canonizing touch of death; how it rounds off the memory of the life,

softens ill feeling, lets the better nature have its proper influence over others.

II, Deeds of kindly sekvicb ake long rbmembbbbd. It is nearly forty years

since Saul had saved Jabesh-gilead from the hand of Nahash. Most of those then

saved from the ignominy and mutilation which were to be the terms of capitulation,

had died. It was another generation that had risen, and you would hardly have been
surprised if they had felt no particular gratitude for so remote a favour. But with all

its defects, human nature is not so void of finer feelings as some would paint it. In
estimating the deficiency of gratitude, it has to be remembered how exaggerated some-

times are our estimates of service rendered, and how we expect shillings' worth of

service to be requited by pounds' worth of gratitude. We must remember, too, how
often the service is mixed with disservice ; the graciousness of the act of help destroyed

in the way of rendering it ; a gift is accompanied with a scold, or with a threat, or wiih

an intimation of the reluctance with which it is done, or with a degree of patronage that

humiliates the receiver. In such cases grateful return is hardly due. The persons

rendering help have taken out their payment for it in self-complacency or superiority.

But when these faults do not mar the graciousness of help, is gratitude so raie?

Kindly natures, whose experience is most large, are never found complaining of ingrati-

tude. They rather agree with the poet, who reports that the gratitude of men had oftener

left him mourning. The true benefactors of a nation, what gratitude invests their

memory I The kindly natured have a reward which they at least feel far surpassing all

their merits. If in an humble position, love flows forth toward them for their modest

ofiBoes of neighbourly afi'ection, they are honoured by the confidence of men, and their

character is that which their fellows copy. If in somewhat higher position, how does

the reverence and kindly feeling of a whole city invest the life of honourable kindness I

Here this distant act of Saul's is remembered. And a sort of service which one would

fancy would follow with soothing influence the spirit of the dead, is the beautiful fruit

of their grateful recollection. Nor is this the only fruit ; for you will observe that, in

the subsequent history, the house of Saul has nowhere more devoted adherents than the

inhabilants of Gilead. Do not fear your good will ever be unrequited. Say neither to

God nor man," Thou art a hard master, and therefore I bury my talent in the earth ;

"

for the world is froward to the froward, honourable to the honourable, grateful to the
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good ; a sort of mirror, in which we find the face we bring to it. With this difference,

however, that God working on the side of all that is good, the reward of any goodness

is always vastly larger than the retribution of any ill. Covet the beautiful rewards of

kindness. Scores of years after they have been rendered they will return with a
blessing into your bosom.

III. A DEED OF HUNODB ALWAYS BBABB SOME FRUITS OF GEANB ADVANTAOK.
Judas thought there was no reply possible to his question of cynical utilitarianism.

And some like bira in Jabesh doubtless asked, Cui hono f and protested that the project

was rash ; that the dead were not bettered by any attentions shown them ; that they

should rather look after the substantial advantages of their wives and families than
risk their lives in sentimental expeditions. But if some argued thus, the event might
convince even such that the project was not quite so unwise as it seemed. What were
the results? They were at least these. 1. An increase of thtir own self-respect. Self-

respect is as valuable as self-esteem is weakening. It is a force daily lifting men higher

in purpose and in action, a restraint on what is unworthy, a stimulus to all that is good.

These people had approval of their own hearts. Their act saved them from self-con-

tempt ; set a pattern for them which they would copy and excel. Kever lower yourself

in your own esteem, nor do that for which you will have to excuse yourself to your-

self. Your deeds of honour will raise your self-respect, and by doing so will raise your
whole future character. 8. It had another result in the good estiem in which all Israel

held them. All the tribes honoured them for their faithfulness ; David solemnly blessed

them for their nobility ; a kindly reverence moved all hearts towards them, and an
enduring fame. Even the Judases can appreciate such an advantage, only they stickle

always at the way that leads to it, because the fame cannot be guaranteed beforehand.

We are members one of another. So act that the esteem of your fellows shall be
yours. Only second to God's approval is that of your fellow-men. 3. This act inspired

Israel with fresh power to resist the Philistines. The spirit and success of this act

took the gilding olf the great victory ; made the Philistines fed that the end was not
quite so absolute as they had thought. The inspiration of tlie noble deed crept into

innumerable hearts ; invigorated aud nerved them for the task of undoing the mischief

wrought
;
permitted the feeble to breathe more freely, and the biave to make their

plans for further struggle. Such are some—not by any means all—of the services ot

this deed of honour. Are they not very high and noble ? " Go and do thou likewise,"

In your action towards your Saviour, do all that honour bids yon ; and in your action

towards ycui fellow-men, let honour rather than advantage be the princiiJe of all your
actions.—G.

Vera. 13, U.—'The danger cf spiritualism. "So Saul died for his transgression

which he committed against the Lord, even against the word of the Lord, which he
kept not, and also for ashin:/ counsel of one that liad a familiar spirit, to inquire of
it ; and inquired not of the Lord." Consider not the many aud grievous faults

of Saul, but one, and that his last. In modern language, the witch of Endor
was a " medium," and Saul's act simply one of those acts of consulting the dead
which many believe to be at once practicable and proper. It is not part of
my province to defend what some deem the severity of the Mosaic laws against

all manner of witchcraft in all its forms. I only remark that a defence of the law
which inflicted death upon such might be made by men of tenderest charity; that

such would only need to indicate the universal tendency of magic to become " the

black art "— a means of revenge, prolific in murder and in crime—to justify the severest

measures necessary to repress it. It is easy for the sorcerer to destroy, difficult for him
to save life. So in all ages and lands, from the astrologers of Europe, in the Middle
Ages, down to the Obea-men of the West Indies to-day, the sorcerers have been the

instruments of revenge at once ready to commit and able to conceal the greatest crimes.

Even the English law, with its nineteenth-century indiffereutism, finds it necessary

to punish the common and vulgar forms of fortune-telling. I prefer to take not the
forensic but the personal side of this question ; and to deal with it, not in its darker
phases, in which it would appear as a superstition, enslaving the mind, tempting to by
oifering facilities for crime, investing life with awful horrors, but rather in the lighter

form, iu which it seems harmless, in which a few years ago in this country and America
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it was somewhat fasbionaWe, in which it might even seem to be a means of grace,

furnishing some proof of the existence of the soul after death to a gainsaying and
materialistic age. I would make two or three preliminary observations. 1. That in

the nature of things one would expect a great deal of deception to be practised in con-

nection with spiritualism. Even if a large substratum of fact is in it, yet there will

always be a temptation to guess when the oracle provokes by its silence—a reluctance to

be caught at a loss ; and the teiidency to eke out the oracles by guesses will be all the

greater when (as usually happens) it would be impossible to convict immediately of

error. 2. That we are at a loss in this matter from not knowing exactly how many senses

we have. To the five commonly recognized, one has been added—a sense of heat and cold.

But probably we have a great many more senses than six : powers of perception, too

subtle to be tabulated, but, in some natures of fine sensibility, quite strong enough to

perceive by direct and natural but subtle apprehension what lies outside of the know-
ledge of the five liomely senses that are merely the strong, rough ones, common to us

all, 3. That whatever be the explanation (and probably a simple scientific one is

possible), the existence and practices of clairvoyants in every age and country, and
tlie record of undoubted wonders done by them, make it almost impossible to doubt
that some persons in some circumstances can perceive more than comes within the range

of ordinary perception. Prom Apollonlus of Tyana down to Swedenborg ; from the

Delphic oracle, which told what Oroesus was doing on a certain day, several hundreds
of miles away, to the instances of second sight still at least supposed to exist in the

Scottish Highlands,—'you get strange facts, too numerous to be met by a universal denial,

for which we should, if possible, find some explanation consistent with natural science.

But the more of truth there is in the claim of power to reveal the distant or the future,

the less, in my judgment, will any wise man have to do with such practices. I therefore

urge on many grounds the danger and wrong of spiritualism. Perhaps the following

heads may sum up what is material on this matter i

—

I. Wb do hot need ant BnPBRNATUEAIi HELP BEYOND THAT OV GoD. For
ordinary life the ordinary senses and faculties of man suffice. Foi all wurk it is a mis-

take if the tool be too fine, as well as if it is too coarse. Finer faculties than we have

would be too fine for the work of life ; would be a aouroa, not of strength, but only of

pain and torment. That knowledge of the unseen and future,^ which we always crave

for, would have been given us had it been good for us. But God has concluded that, as

regards the unknowable, faith is better than sight, and, as regards the future, hope

is better than foreknowledge. For common life, common sense is requisite and is suffi-

cient, especially as we all have within reach aids of grace and enlightenment, that will

make our steps safe, if it do not altogether satisfy onr curiosity. If we pray to God
for guidance, he will answer that prayer, not in some strange and supernatural way, but

by calming our over-anxiety, by fortifying our judgment, by presenting in clear light

the determining considerations which shouldweigh with ns, by restraining the temptation

thiit might mislead us, by ordering our circumstances so that the only open path is the

path of wisdom and of duty. More than this no one needs, and the imagination that

the knowledge of the concealed would benefit us is misleading and worrying. Beyond
that of God we need no supernatural help or light.

II. Such light is useless as well. There are some things not essential but still

•oothing, comforting, and helpful. But the knowledge of the concealed is not only not

essential^t is useless in any shape in which it can come to us. And that for one

reason

—

It is never capable of being verified. You are at the mercy of any " tricksy

sprite" that likes to play with your solicitude. If ghosts are free to report themselves,

any one of tliem could simulate Samuel, and, instead of the sober oracle you expect,

could give you something with just that shade of error in it that would make it

fatally seductive. You cannot apply rule-and-compass argument or faculty to the

verification of the message. You must " trust them all or not at all." You cannot

prove ,tlie spirits in any of the matters on which you seek their light. I say therefore

it is valueless. Such oracles are unsij^ned cheques, which you cannot treat as money.

Seeking to escape from the painful necessity of relying on your own judgment, you

(like Boman Catholics) have still to rely on your private judgment on the most momen-
tous question of the whole, viz. whether they are worthy to be your guides. Therefore

" pick no locks
; " be content to be in the dark where God has lelt you in the dark. It
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will be safer for you to travel the unknown road by God's moonlight or starlight, than
to have a blazing gleam thrown round you, which cornea you know not whence and
leads you know not whither.

III. There is manifold injdbt ih having kecourse to such. 1. T^ere is injury
to the tody. There are few whose nervous systems can stand either real or imaginary
communion with the unseen world. Converse with fellow men and women has no
exciting element; but spirits either find or leave the nerves unstrung;. Fancy
takes reason's throne. Man lives in two worlds, instead of in one bright with the
presence of God and man. There can hardly be enjoyment of the friendship

without solicitude as to the enmity of the spirits ; so that calmness of nerve
and that fine physical health which furthers all good growth is generally seriously

impaired. 2. There is injury to the mind. The proper self-reliance which dignifies

and develops man is interfered with by this reference of all things to a mysterious
oracle. The faculties grow strong by being trusted. Judgment inspired and bright-

ened by God, the more it is used the more it grows. Subordinate it to mysterious
oracles, and the whole mental enerjjy deteriorates and slackens. Above all : 3. The
soul suffers, We cannot well have two guides—two oracles. We can leave God, and
be guided by the dubious light which mediums' may find for ns ; or we may leave them,
and take God's light and God's darkness as he sees fit to give it ; but we cannot very
well have both. Even the devoutest we imagine will find the simplicity of their

dependence on God somewhat impaired by resorting to other guides; and their simple
acceptance of the Saviour's teaching impaired by their sitting at the feet of those

whose suggestions do not always concur with his. So the writer speaks of Saul's act

as of a backsliding, pointing the despair into which he had sunk. Keep your heart
free of all that enfeebles it and of all that divides it from the Lord. Poor Saul got
nothing but a deeper despair that drove him to his doom. Take Isaiah's exhortation,

therefore, to the spiritualists of his day :
" When they shall say unto you, Seek unto

them that have familiar spirits, . . . should not a people seek unto their God ? " (Isa.

viii. 19).—G-.

Vers. 2, 14.

—

Saul and David. The portion of the Book of Chronicles referring

more particularly to the genealogy of Israel ends with the thirty-fourth verse of the
ninth chapter. With the following verse commences the real history of the people.

The history of » nation is the history of its head or king; and we commence that

history with the history of Saul and David. They both appear on the scene in the
following verses. We must not forget, in reading this history, that these two personages

are representative characters. They are eminently typical. In Saul we must not omit
to see the head of the great world-power, or that which is antagonistic to the kingdom
of the Son of God. In David, likewise, we must see One greater than David, even the

true David, the Lord Jesus Christ. Saul and David are from beginning to end in
opposition. Saul's history comes ^rs<. He is the people's choice, the man of the world.

His entire course is enmity against David. Hatred, opposition, and bitter persecution

are the results of this enmity. The end of the world-power, as represented in him,
is defeat and failure, ruin and death. Thus will this world's rule end also. Never-
theless, all this opposition and enmity are most needful to David and his few faithful

followers. It disci(ilined and trained him for the kingdom for which he had been
anointed of God. So this world's misrule and enmity are most needful for the Lord's
anointed ones. David and his followers under Saul were strangers and pilgrims indeed.

So Christ and his people are now. But their time is at hand when the weeds of

sorrow shall be exchanged for the laurels of victory. I said Saul's history comes ^rs*.

It is always so. Whether in the history of individuals or nations, whether in nature
or in grace, in everything the dark background comes first, and then the lines of the
picture of grace can he seen. The tenth chapter of this book is man at his best estate.

It is the dark background. One chapter is enough for it. The eleventh chapter

. begins with the God-man, David, who is the type in it of a " Greater than David." It

goes on unfolding chapter after chapter. It has not ended yet, for in the history of

David's Son—the Lord Jesus Christ—it is still going on. The chapters are still

unfolding him, and will throughout eternity, for he is "the everlasting God," the " I

•m that I am," " which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty."—W.
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Ver. 4.

—

Saul'i character. Saul was not an atheist. He was a religioua man in hil

way. This chapter shows it. Saul calls (he Philistines the " uncircutncised ones."

Circumcision distinguished Mm, and he evidently pridud himself on it. It had placed

bim on a pedestal so that he could look on all others and exclaim, " Stand aside ; for I

am holier than thou." Thus he had the "form of godliness;" but -where was the
"power" f Was there one iota of what circumcision was intended to represent about
him? None. He rested in the ordinance. The meaning of that ordinance had in

him no adequate expression. Are there not many now who pride themselves on bap-
tism? But what has baptism in them in its true meaning? Are they dead and buried

with Christ? Are they risen with Christ? Are they alive unto God and dead indeed
unto sin? Where is the crucifixion of them to the world and the world unto them,

which baptism signifies? Alas ! they have none of it. Tliey may look with disdain

upon the" unbapti zed "ones, as Saul did upon the" uncircuracised" ones; but well would
it have been for him, and well would it be for them also, if they had never had it.—W.

Ver. 13.

—

SauPs sin. What was Saul's sin for which he was slain ? He followed

God just so far as suited his convenience ; when it interfered in any way with his own
interests he cast him off. He destroyed the Amalekites—so far he obeyed God's word,

because he had no interest in doing otherwise ; but he saved Agag and part of the cattle

and the chief things of the Amalekites, because they were of advantage to himself.

This is the sin of this day. We serve God so far as it does not interfere with personal

advantage, present or future; but when God comes in and demands a full surrender at

any ccst, we cast him off. Self-interest and advantage are our god in reality, though
it may he very convenient to us, and even help us to the attainment of our ends, to

acknowledge Jesus Christ. But Saul committed a twofold sin against God. He sought

in a time of perplexity to know God's will. The Lord was silent. He was left in

darkness. Probably it was only in form that he sought God. God had given his will

in the matter of Agag, and he had refused to act upon it. If we go deliberately

against God's will in any matter, we must expect God to be silent. It is the

punishment for our sin. Instead of repenting and again seeking God, he had recourse

to a witch. This was forbidden by the Law, and Saul knew it. It mattered not. It

was for his advantage ; and Saul, true to his character, cared little for the law or any-
thing else when it stood in his way. Nay, worse than all, he had put down necromancy.

He had issued penalties of death upon it, and now he is actually seeking it himself!

What tremendous inconsistency ! Ah, but Saul would do as King of Israel what he

would not do as an individual. He could carry out God's will when it did not interfere

with himself in any way ; but when it did, he would trample it under his feet. It is

*;he picture of thousands.—W.
Vers. 13, 14.

—

Saul's death. As we look at the account of Saul's death (vers. 2—4),

how natural it seems—-just in the ordinary course of battle I No eye looking at it

could put any other interpretation upon it. But mark the Divine testimony-—" God
slew him." The battle and the archers and all the second causes are simply but the

drapery, behind which the Divine hand was carrying out its purposes of removing Saul

to set up David. Thus must we look at everything that passes before the eye. It is

the province of faith to look behind all the drapery and see the Divine hanil. To this

moral elevation none can reach but they who are habitually in communion with God.

Not the "archers," not the armour-bearer's " sword"—not these, but " God slew him,"

and " turned the kingdom unto David." And observe the identification of the Lord's

word here with the Lord himself. To sin against the Word is the same as to sin

against God. So it is said of Jonah when he disobeyed the Lord's Word, " he rose up

to flee from the presence of the Lord." Let us ever learn that the Lord's Word is God
himself, and the despite done to one is done to the other.—W.

Ver. 2.

—

Innocent sharing in calamity. The judgment that came upon King Saul

could not be limited to him; it included his sons, his family, his dynasty. Saul's sin

was distinctly personal. He committed acts of wilfulness ; he failed in the complete-

ness of his obedience (1 Sam. xiii. 8—14 ; xv. 8, 9). And yet his sin could not be

personal only—no man can secure that his sin shall be, while he comes into relationj
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with others. Saul's sin must also be official—the itiiqtiity of the representative person,

the king ; and relalional—the iniquity of the father, the head of a family. So far as a

man's sin starts a train of consequences, he cannot limit the disabilities to his own
sufferino;, and he may not wonder if the resultant calamities should strike him through

the sufferin:^ of those most dear to him. To our feeling the exceeding bitterness of the

consequences of wilful sin lies in the fact of their involving others, and those whom we
would most anxiously spare.

I. The innocent do not shake in the guilt. Distinguish between the guili and
the calamity that follows on it. The guilt can rest only on the man who does the

wilful and guilty act, because an actinn is only guilty action when it is wilfully done

against light and knowledge. So, depending on the will, it belongs exclusively to the

individual. King Saul was guilty before God, but his sons were not, save as they may
have personally accepted and approved their father's acts, and so maile themselves

individually responsible. This way of becoming sharers in guilt is tau;ht by St. Paul

in Rom. i. 22. He comes under the Divine judgment who has pleasure in them that

do evil things, as well as those who actually do the evil.

II. The innocent mat share in the calamity that follows on sin. This may
be illustrated from the family sphere—a father's wi ong-doing breaks up the home, etc.

;

or from the social spheres—neglect of sanitary laws on the part of local governments
involve the innocent citizens in disease and pla.;ue; or from the national spheres—

a

king's wrong-doing brings war, and battle and siege are calamities for women and

.

children as well as for soldiers.

III. The innocent must share in the calamitt that follows on sin. For

this is precisely the condition under which God has set mankind. It follows, of

necessity, upon that fact of the " solidarity of the race," which modern writers are

now setting in prominence, but which St. Paul taught as one of the basis-principles of

Christianity long years ago. See his speech at Athens and the Epistle to the Eomans.
Illustrate by the figure of " many members in one body." One limb or organ, diseased,

gives pain and weakness in other organs that are not diseased. Men are, in actual

life, as vitally related as parts of the body, and it one member sins the other members
suffer with it.

IV. The innocent sharino in oalamitt has a moral mission. It is one of

warning. We only feel the real evil of sin through the pressure of the troubles that

follow upon it. But it becomes an effective warning that we must drag others down
with our sin ; and we can never be sure who will be the chief sufferer—it may possibly

be our dearest and best.

V. The innoobnt sharino in calamity has a becovebins and bedemptivb power.
It awakens to a sense of sin, recovering us from the delusions of self-will. It binds

men together in a brotherhood of helpfulness ; seeking to relieve from burdens of

suffering, they are led to see that suffering must be dealt with at its root, which is sin.

Lead up to the fact of the Lord Jesus Christ, the innocent member of the human
race, the spotless and perfectly obedient Son of God, suffering in, with, and /or a guilty

world. It is precisely this which is the fullest and most effective revelation of the

guilt of mankind. Yet it is precisely this which is the great recovering and redemp-
tive power. " He was wounded for our transsressions," and " by his stripes we are

healed,"—E. T.

Vers. 3—6, 13.

—

The end of self-will. In dwelling on the sad circumstances of King
Saul's death, we are led to review the life which ended so miserably, and to endeavour
to find the root of evil, in disposition or in conduct, which bore at last such fruitage.

The actual incidents of Saul's career should be recalled.

I, The hopefulness of his introduction to us. In his expedition to seek the lost

asses, in his anointing at Kamah, in his election by lot at Mizpeh, in the confirma-

tiou of his kingship at Gilgal, and in the first actions of his government, there are the
signs of a hopeful reign. Especially may be noted and illustrated his modesty—in

shrinking from the responsibility of kingship ; his loyalty to duty—where the will of

God and the people was made plain to him ; his openness to religious influences—as

St en in his catching the prophetic impulse; and his generosity—shown in refusing to

take vengeaoce on those who disputed his authority. Many a man has begun well. Ko
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man knows himself nntil he has borne the stress of middle lift, and its responsibilities,

testings, and temptations.

II. The pebil of the otbe-dbvelopbd body. For this he was chosen and admired

;

in accordance with the admiration of physical mze and strength which is common to all

people who retain tribal notions. But there is also the peril of the bodily growth being

st.rutiger than the mental, and the overgrowth of body often involves moral weakness.

And these may 6nd expression in a stubbornness of self-will, which, by indulgence,

may become mania. The self-will of moral weakness should be carefully distinguished

from the self-reliance, power of rule, and masterfulness, which are as clearly the signs

of mental and moral strength.

HI. The test of the new tkust of kingship. The ofBce was quite a new one ; the

only previous instance was the forced kingship of Abimelech. Saul had really no
model on which to order his conduct. Exactly what kingship could be in a country

where Jehovah himself was the sole sovereign Lord, he had to find out. So tliat,

beyond the ordinary testings of any new and untried situations, Saul was tried by the

uniqueness of the position in which he was placed. Exactly the point at which he
might fail was this—he might practically claim independence for an office which was
iiLveitheless strictly a conditioned and a dependent office. He could be Jehovah's

prince and viceroy; he would be teiupted to claim personal and independent kingly

rights. So the trust of the office tusted his toill, proved whether he was fully and
sincerely loyal to God. This piece of Saul's life brought him into the conflict of the

seen and the unseen, which every man must enter. Would he, even with all the fasci-

nations and interest of the " seen," be true to God, the unseen? Would he be strictly

and wholly obedient to the Divine commands and the Divine leadings? Not character

only, but the very root-principle of Saul's being, was tested. Compare the searching

tests of Abraham's faith and Job's patient submission. Saul failed under the testing

;

so we have to consider—

IV. The conditions or the growth of self-will. Apparent success in the

earlier efforts of wilfulness encourages the self-oonfideiice. But, in view of Saul's

case, we may especially dwell on the influence of rejecting early Divine warnings, and
refusing to be humbled under reproofs of earlier sins and failures. This involves the

hardening of the heart, as may be illustrated in tiie case of Pharaoh.

V. Self-will, in the end, beings both self and others to ruin. It can n^ver

have more than a certain length of tether. No man can long " resist God and prosper."

Saul's later days fully illustrate the inward miseries and outward ruin of self-will;

the " death " which tins sin, " when it is finished, surely brings forth." Distinguish

between the self-strength which God may use, and the self-will which severs a man
wholly from God. Whatever may be our station or our office, there is one condition

of success, and only one—we must " ftar God, and keep his commandments."—B. T.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

The time for returning kindness is sure to com*. Kecall the deliver-

ance which, very early in iiis kingship, Saul had wrought for the men of Jabesh-

gilead (1 Sam. xi.). It seemed most unlikely that those rescued citizens would ever

be able to do anything for Saul which would publicly testify their gratitude ; and yet

time passed on, and presently brought them their golden opportunity. When the

stripped and dismembered bodies of Saul and his sons hung in front of the gates of

Beth-shan, the men of Jabesh-gilead felt they could at least stop such dishonouring of

the dead ; so they made a sudden foray in the dead of night, seized the bodies, gave

them honourable burning, and burial under a tree (1 Sam. xxxi. 11—13). We may
learn from this incident that

—

I. We can help others in thbib extremities. For precisely this we are knit

together iu the human brotherhood; and there are no possible forms of human need and

trouble for which there are not human alleviations ; and these are at our command.
II. QoicKNESS TO HELP OTHERS IS CHAEACTBRisTiCALLy CHRISTIAN. Sensitiveness

to human suffering, and sense of personal responsibility in relation to its relief, are

necessary features of Christian charaeter, and essential elements of true Christ^likeness.

" Himself bare our infirmities and carried our sorrows." We are to *' bear one another's

burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ."

UL MqMOUY of HELP RECElVjiD SHOULD BS LOVINOLX OBEBISHED. lugratltttde U
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a sin of peculiar baseness. There may be long delay ere gratitude can find its opijor-

tunity, but it should be well nourished and kept for its occasion.

IV. Time bbinos bound the opportcnitt foe all who keep the will. Illus-

trate from incident of text, and from the care of our parents. We seem unable to show
our gratitude for the hallowing care of our childhood ; but their helpless old age comes,

and we get our opportunity. Lead on to that sense of indebtedness we should feel to

Christ for his redeeming work ; and to the duty of keeping ever watchful of oppor-

tunities for serving him—as we may do, by serving some of the least of hia brethren.

See McCheyne's hymn, " When this passing world is done," etc.—R. T.

Ver. 14.

—

Judgments come through men, but they are from the Lord. This topic is

suiigested by the expression, " Therefore he slew him." This passage gives the reason

for the death of Saul, as viewed from a later standpoint ; a moral is pointed from it

that might serve as a warning to the returned captives of Babylon. Saul came under
judgment, and we must see that it was Divine judgment. It may be well to form a

careful estimate of Saul's character and reign, so that the Divine dealings with him
may be worthily apprehended. " It is impossible not to recognize elements of good in

him. David's lament does but express the national admiration for one, who, in his best

days, must have been both prudent in counsel and mighty in war. We cannot fail to

see the evil taint of self-will making sinister marks across the entire record and utterly
^

darkening the closing chapters." There is little but warning to be gathered from the

story of King Saul ; but we should receive those warnings humbly, for " let him that

thinketh he staiideth take heed lest he fall."

I. God's judgments find eakthlt spheres. One of the great objects for the sake

of which the Old Testament histories are preserved to us is to convince us that God
visits sins now, and lets his judgments be executed here on earth. Judgment, in Saul's

case, came on a battle-field ; it may come on a sick-bed or a ruined home. Our
tendency is to call earthly troubles accidents, and to shift the idea of Divine judg-

ment into the world that is to come. We think that God will judge, condemn, and
execute his judgments there, and so we too easily separate him from the calamities

of our life. It is to be impressively apprehended that Saul had his judgment in this

sphere. No man can be sure of postponing the Divine judgment to the next life.

Whosoever " transgiesseth " lies under this exceeding peril ; the Divine indignation ia

over him now, and he has no security as to how or when it will fall.

II. God's judgments find human agents. This needs to be set forth so as to

correct a common fallacy and self-deception. Men may be willing to admit that fire

and tempest, famine and pestilence, are executive agents of God, and work out his

judgments, but they are less willing to see that their fellow-men, even in doing wrong,

may be used by God as his executioners. Even the Philistines, in their violence and
wilfulness, became the executors of the Divine wrath on Saul. See how much larger

and more comprehensive a view of the Divine administration this gives ; and it may
afford some very humbling revelations of some misunderstood passages of our lives.

Maybe we thought ourselves only wronged by men ; through the wrong we were
punished by God.

III. The earthly and the human judgments must not hide the Divine in
them. As we see things, the Pldlistines defeated Saul and he ultimately slew himself.

But we must not thus obscure the Divine. The deeper truth is that Ood slew him. So
of the incideuts of our lives; nothing should hide the Divine meaning of them.

IV. The earthly and the human should not be allowed to confuse our
views of the future and eternal judgment. No judgment, limited to the earthly
siiheres, can be properly saiu to exhaust the Divine sentence. God wants the next life

for the adequate vindications of his righteousness. The fact of a man's having suffered

in this life gives him no security aga'inst judgment to come.
V. T'hb earthly and the human find thbib complete mission, not in thk

BUFKEBBR, BUT IN THE WARNING OF THOSE WHO MAT HEAR OF THE JUDGMENT.
This is illustrated in the preservation of the records of the Flood, the destruction of

Sodom, the ruin of Balaam, the miserable end of Saul, etc. Deal with our Lord's
teachings concerning " calamity." Distinguish "calamity" from "judgment." We
call a thing a judgmeui wi.cu we can connect together—as in Saul's case—the sin aod
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the suffering. Otherwise we say, " It is a calamity, and it may be a judgment." Plead

for a real and practical belief in God's present rule, and solemn vindicationa of his will

and authority, both in national and individual spherei.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTBB XI.

Ver. 1.—^Upon the death of Saul, Ahner,
for a wliile espousing the cause of Ishbo-

Bheth, the only surviving son of Saul,
" made him king over " a large proportion

of the people, exclusive of Judah (2 Sam. it.

8—10). Already David had been anointed

at Hebron by " the men of Judah, king over

the house of Judah" (2 Sam. ii. 1—4).
And David continued " king in Hebron over

tlie house of Judah seven years and six

months" (2 Sam. ii. 11; v. 5; 1 Kings ii.

11 ; ch. iii. 4). Notice the agreement of

this date with the account of the six eons

born to David in Hebron (2 Sam. iii. 2—5).

The explanation of the chronology for Ish-

bosheth affecting this period is not easy.

It is said that he reigned over Israel " two
years " (2 Sam. ii. 10). Where was the

clilference of five and a half years lost? Our
first verse here, with its apparently em-
pliatio then (comp. 2 Sam. v. 1), would
seem to make it very unlikely that it was
lost between the death of Ishbosheth and
the kingsliip of David over "all the tribes

of Israel" together with Judah. On the

other hand, the interval in question might
find its account in the "long war (2 Sam.
iii. 1, 6, 17—21) between the house of Saul

and the house of David." There is, how-
ever, still possible the supposition that the

li storian intends to give the intrinsically

correct facta of the case, and means tliat,

what with delay before getting the adhesion

of the people to Ishbosheth, and what with

the early decay of his sovereign power, he
could not be said to have reigned more than

iwo years. This verse, then, shows tliat the

history proper of Chronicles purports to

begin from the time of David's rule over the

entire and united people, at the exact date

of seven and a half years after Saul's death,

while no mention is here made of his

intermediate partial rule over Judah, or of

Ishbosheth's temporary rule over Benjamin

and Israel. All Israel ; i.e. " all the tribes

of Israel" (2 Sam. v. 1), by thuir represen-

tatives, " the elders of Israel " (2 Sam. iii.

17 ; V. 3 ; as well as our ver. 3). The first

nine veries of this chapter cover the same
ground as the first ten verses of 2 Sam. v.

Unto Hebron. We learn how David came
to be here from 2 Sam. ii. 1. " And it came
to pass after this" (i.e. after David's

"lamentation over Saui and Jonathan")

" that David inquhed of the Lord, saying,

Shall I go up into any of the cities of

Judah ? And the Lord said unto him, Go
up. And David said, Whither shall I go
up ? And he said, Unto Hebron." Hebron
was the " earliest seat of civilized life, not

of Judah only, but of all Palestine." It and
Bethlehem are two of the most special

memorials of David. An interesting skel( h
of the topography and natural features of

thid place, and a succinct Biblical history of

it in Stanley's ' Sinai and Palestine,' p. 10

1

(edit. 186t)), from which comes the following
quotation :— " Hebron, according to the
Jewish tradition, was the primeval city of

the vine. Its name indicates community or

society. It was the ancient city of Ephron
the Hittite, in whose gate he and the elders

received the ofier of Abraham, when as yet
no other fixed habitation of man was known
in central Palestine. It was the first home
of Abraham and the patriarchs ; their own
permanent resting-place when they were
gradually exchanging the pastoral for the

agricultural life. In its neighbourhood can
be traced, by a continuous tradition, the site

of the venerable tree under which Abraham
pitched his tent, and of the double cavern
in which he and his family were deposited
and perhaps still remain. It was the city

of Arba, the old Oanaanite chief, with liis

three giant sons, under whose walls the
trembling spies stole through the land by
the adjacent valley of Eshool. Here Caleb
chose his portion when, at the head of his

valiant tribe, he drove out the old inhabit-

ants, and called the whole surrounding
territory after his own name ; and here tlio

tribe of Judah always rallied, when it

asserted its independent existence against
the rest of the Israelite nation. It needs
but few words to give the secret of this

early selection, of this long continuance of

the metropolitan city of Judah. Eveiy
traveller from the desert must have been
struck by the sight of that pleasant vale,

with its orchards and vineyards ami
numberless wells, and we must add, in

earlier times, the groves of terebinths and
oaks which then attracted from far the eyo
of the wandering tribes. This fertility was
in part owing to its elevation into the cooltr

and the more watered region above the dry
and withered valleys of the rest of Judaja
—and commauding this fertile valley, rose

Hebron, on its cref^*^ hill." Behold, we
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are thy bone and thy flesh. This U a
figurative expressioa, the pedigree and
lineage of wluch it is interesting to note
(see 2 Sam. xix. 12; Judg. ix, 2; Gen.
xxix. 14; ii. 23). The highest service to

whicli it was promoted may be said to be
reached, however, in Eph. v. 30.

Ver. 2.—Thou shalt feed my people Israel

(so 2 Sam. v. 2; vii. 7; Ps. Ixxviii. 71).

Tlius to the servant is condescendingly
vouchsafed the same description as the
Master takes through the Spirit for himself
—to the under-shepherd the same as the
Chief Shepherd acknowledges; note same
psalm, ver. 72 ; Ps. xxUL 1—1 ; o. 3 ; 1 Pel
v. 4.

Ver. 8.—Hade a covenant . . . before the
Lord. A forcible use of this phrase occurs
in Judg. xi. 11. It implies that the engage-
ment was ratified in the presence of a holy
place, a holy vessel of the sanctuary, or a
holy person (1 Sam. xxi. 6, 7 ; Josh, xviii.

8 ; Lev. i. 5). Whether the tabernacle was
now at Heljrou is doubtful, but the two
priests, Abiathar and Zadok, were. They
anointed David. The first time of David's
being anointed (1 Sam. xvi. 1, 13) Samuel
the prophet ofSciated. The second time
(2 Sam. ii. 4) was when the "men of
Judah" anointed him king over "the house
of Judah." This third time when David
was anointed king over the united people,

it was at all events at the special instance

of " all the elders of Israel," although who
officiated on these two last occasions is not
mentioned. According to the word of the
Lord by Samuel. The sentence marks the
complete fulfilment of what had been fore-

shadowed in 1 Sam. xvi. 12, 13; and it may
probably have been the more carefully

introduced by the compiler of Chronicles,

in consideration of the absence from his

own work of previous details and of the
previous anointings of David.

Ver. 4.—Jerusalem, which is Jebus. This
ancient name of Jerusalem, of Canaanitish
date, is found only once beside, viz. in

Judg. xix. 10, 11; the Gentile form of the

noun, however, Jebusi, is of more frequent
occurrence, and sometimes it is found even
as the name of the city (Josh. xv. 8, 63;
xviii. 16, 28). The derivation and meaning
of the word are unascertained. Gesenius
explains it to mean " a place dry or down-
tiodden like a threshing-floor."

Ver. 5—Thou shalt not come hither.

I lie inhabitants of Jebus added something
beside (2 Sam. v. 6). They had said,

" Except thou take away the blind and the

lame, thou shalt not come in hither: think-

ing, David cannot come in hither." The
castle of Zion. This fort became the site

of the temple. It is the Aera of Josephus,

and to different &om the modern Zion. It

was the eastern hill in the city, was the
second highest elevation in the city, and up
to the time of the destruction of the city

of Jerusalem was uniformly named Zion,

though from the time of Con stantine it has
been used for the name of the western hill,

the site of Jerusalem. There is but little

doubt of the identity of the hill of M oriah
with the hill of Zion, though no individual
passage of Scripture asserts it. The passage
before us, however, with its parallel, tells us
plainly enough that the city of David, and
that which became the sacred hill of Zion
are one ; and many passages in the Psalms
and the prophets both confirm this and
point out the difference between Zion and
Jerusalem.

Ver. 6.—The name and fresh glory of

Joab, as given here, are not given in 2 Sam.
V. 3—10 ; and we could suppose that they
were purposely withheld there. It is true
that Joab already held high office, probably
the first place as captain of David's men,
but Bertheau's objection to the statemeutu
of this verse on such grounds easily yields

to the considerations—first, that there can
be no doubt Joab had fallen into disfavour
with David and others, upon his slaying of
Abner (2 Sam. iii. 26—29, 36, 37); and
further, that this was a great occasion,

exceedingly favourable for evoking any very
special ability of younger or unknown men,
at present lost under tlie shadow of larger
growths. The advantage which Joab
gained now was one that confirmed his

position and increased largely his influence;

and an indication that he was not slow to
avail himself of it is probably to be traced
in the eighth verse, where it is said while
"David built . . . even from Millo round
about, . . . Joab repaired the rest of the
city."

Ver. 8.—Millo. There is great uncertainty
as to the derivation and the meaning of
this word. It is probably not really of
Hebrew extraction, but of the oldest

Canaanitish origin. In the Hebrew it in

always used with the article, and would
presumably come from the Hebrew rool
" to fill." Josephus seems to use, an

synonymous expression for "David's wali

round Millo," this, viz. " buildings round
about the lower city" ('Jud. Ant.,' iii. 2
compared with 5; 'Wars,' vi. 1, where he
identifies those " buildings," etc., with .4cra)

As the name of a family, it is mentioned h
connection with Shechem, known specially

as a place of the Canaanites (Judg. ix. 6,

20). The Septuagint represents it by the

word 71 tiKpa. In the remarkable passage,
2 Kings xii. 20, the word "Silla" is even
a greater enigma, which, however, may
designate the "steps from the city nj

David" (Neh. iii. 15), or "the eaiueway oj
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going up" to the west of the temple (ch.

xxii. Iti). The liktliest view of Millo is

that it was a very strong point of fortifi-

cation in the surrounding defences of the
hill of Zion (1 Kings ix. 24; xi. 27). In
2 Ohron, xxxii. 5 the otherwise unvarying
translation (^ &/tpa) of the Septuagint is

Bupersrrled by rh ai/dAriiiiia, a word itself of
doubtful signification. For while some
would render it by the word " foundation,"
Sclileusner translates it "height." Grove
(in Smith's 'Bible Dictionary,' ii. 367)
puts it in " the neighbourhood of the
Tyropsean valley at the foot of Zion."
Some clue may lie in the word " inward,"
applied to the building by David. Does it

imply a covering by edifices of the space, or

some portion of it, that lay between Zion
and the rest of the city ? (See also Keil on
Kings, vol. ii. 163.)

Vers. 10—25.—This list of chiefs of

David's " mighty men " finds a more appro-

priate position where it is placed here, than
where it is found, after the close of the very

dying speech of Ddvid, in 2 Sam. xxiii.

8—2;i. It plainly belongs to the time of

the establisliment of David's sway over the

whole people. The different position of

the lint here is itself an indication of some
force, that the writers of the work of

Samuel and of Chronicles availed them-
selves independently of the common source,

and that the latter did not take through
the former.

Ver. 11.—This is the number. The
Hebrew has, " These are the number." The
sentence should probably be, "These are

the names " (2 Sam. xxiii. 8). Jashobeam.
In the parallel passage, this name is sup-

plied by the words " The Tachmonite,

na^a z^\ Authorized Version, "that sat

in ithe seat " (see the previous verse), pro-

bably in error for our VPK'; (see Kenni-

cott's 'Dissert.,' 82). His immediate pater-

nal ancestor seems to have been Zabdiel

(ch. xxvii. 2). 'I'he only other notices of

him are in ch. xii. 6; xxvii. 2, in which
latter passage he is mentioned as " over the

first course for the first month, . . . and in his

course were twenty and four thousand." The

chief of the captains. The Authorized

Version follows the Keri (which is distin-

guished from the Chethiv by a yod in place

of a van), and translates captains. It seems

better (vers. 15, 25; ch. xii. 4, 18; xxvii. 6)

to abide by the Chethiv, and translate " the

chief of the thirty." He lifted up his spear.

Notice the probable error
_
in Samuel,

occasioned by some similetrity in the Hebrew
litters, " The same was Adino the Bznite."

The number of Jashobeam's victims is stated

at "eight hundred" in the parallel passage

('i Sam. xxiii. 8). (For analogous idioms,

una lixod. vii. 20 ; xx. 25 ; Deut. xxvii. 5

;

I, cmWNICLBB.

Josh. viii. 31 ; Ps, xli. 9 ; Ixxiv. 5 ; Isa. il.

4 ; Ezek. xxvi. 28.)

Ver, 12.—£leazar. Perhaps the same as

Azareel in the list at ch. xii. 6, in which
Jashobeam is also found. Dodo. This name
is found in three forms, the Chethiv being
Dodi ; the Keri, Dodo ; and Dodai being
found in ch. xxvii. 4. He is mentioned in ch.

xxvii. 4 as " over the couise of the second

month ... in his course likewise twenty
and four thousand." The Ahohite. In the
parallel passage (2 Sam. xxiii, 9), for 'nirmn

here, we find 'nin_N-]3. Ahohite is the

patronymic of the Ahoah, who (ch. viii.
,

4) was given among the sons of Bela,

the firstborn of Benjamin. The three

mighties. Who is the third? We have
heie but two—Jashobeam and Eleazai. The
parallel passage supplies the omission by
the name of Shammah the Haraiite (2 Sam.
xxiii. 11, 33; comp. our ver. 27). And a
careful comparison of the passages suggests

how the oiai»sion came about, and that it

was but part of a larger omission. Between
the sentences, "and there the Fliilistines

were gathered together to battle," and
" where was a parcel of ground full of

barley " (in our next verse, 13) there is an
hiatus of two verses (viz. those found in 2

Sam. xxiii. as latter half of ver. 9, ver. 10,

and former half of ver. 11), and this hiatus

was occasioned probably by the recurrence

of the expression, " and the Philistines were
gathered together," in the remaining half

of ver. 11 (see Kennicott's Bible, and
' Speaker's Commentary,' t» Zoe.).

Ver.l3.—Pas-dammim. This wora,D'B'i Dsn,

appears in 1 Sam. xvii. 1 as wm dsh, and

is supposed to mean, in either form, " the

boundary of blood;" it was the scene of

frequent confiicts with the Philistines, and
was the spot where they were encamped at

the time of Goliath's challenge to Israel.

It was near Bhocoh, or Socoh, in Judali,

some fourteen miles south-west of Jerusa-

lem. Full of barley. The Authorized Ver-

sion reading in the parallel passage (2 Sam.
xxiii. 11) is "full of lentiles," the Hebrew
for " barley " ia niy?', for " lentiles " D'a'is..

Possibly the words should be the same, one
being here spelt, by accident, wrongly for

the other (so Kennicott). The first Bible

mention of "barley" occurs in Exod. ix.

31, 32, from which verses we learn that it,

together with "flax," was an earlier crop

than " rye " and " wheat." It was not only

used for food for man (Numb. v. 15 ; Judg.

vii. 13; Ezek. iy. 12), but also for horses

(1 Kings iv. 28). That it was nevertheless

of the less-valued grain, we have significant

indications, in its being prescribed for the

"jealousy offering" (Numb. v. 15, comp.

with Lev. ii. 1), and in its being part of the
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puTohase price of the adulteresB (Hos. UL
2). Its derivation in the Hebrew, from a ver-

bal root signifying " to bristle," is in notice-

able analogy with the Latin hordeum, from
horreo. Gesenius's observation, that the
singular of the word given above in the
Hebrew marks the " growing crop," and the
plural the " grain " itself,' seems hardly c*r-

roborated by this single passage at all

events. The lentile, on the other hand, was
a species of bean, and used much for soup,
of which Egyptian tomb-paintings furnish
illustration (Gen. xxv. 29—34 ; 2 Sam. xvii.

28 ; Ezek. Iv. 9). Sonnini, in his ' Travels

'

(translation of Hunter, iii. 288), tells us
that still the Egyptian poor eat lentile-bread,

but, what is mote apropos of this passage,
that in making it they prefer to mix a little

"barley" with it. This apparent discre-

pancy between the parallel accounts not only
counts in itself for very little, but may
easily be surmounted by supposing that,
though it be written that the- "parcel"
of ground was " full of lentiles," and again
"full of barley," the description may only
amount to this, that such parcels were in
close juxtaposition. But if not, our allu-
sion above to the possible error in the
Hebrew words will sufSoiently explain the
variation.

Ver. 14.—This, as well as the latter half
of the preceding verse, belongs to the ac-
count of Shammah the Hararite (2 Sam.
xxiii. 11), and in the parallel the verbs are
accordingly in the singular number. lu
that same place Shammah is called the
" son of Agee," which probably answers to
the "Shage" of the present chapter (ver.

34), where our reading should rather be,
" Jonathan the son of Shammah the sou of
Shage, the Hararite." The word " Hararite "

designates, according to Gesenius, " one
from the hill-country," i.e. the hill-countiy
of Judah or Ephraim, and would be equiva-
lent with us to such a description as " the
mountaineer."

Ver. 15.—Three of the thirty. The Oiirtg
here alluded to have not been mentioned
either in the Book of Samuel or here, except
by implication of our ver. H, where we
might imagine the sense to be, " Now these
are the names of the mighty men, in number
thirty, whom David had, viz. Jashobeam, an
Hachmonite, the chiefof the thirty." Nor are
we told in either place who were the "three"
here spoken of. The article is absent in
both places, or it would be convenient and
natural to suppose that the three just men-
tioned are those intended, which cannot,
however,be taken for granted. The language
of vers. 20—22, 25, might rather indicate
that the three mentioned in those verses are
those in question. The repeated uncertainty

(a which we are left on matter* to which no

intrinsic diflSculty adheres seems evidence oi

injured manuscripts rather than of anything
else. To the rook to David. This is the

right reading, iij"^i« nsD"^?.: i°<i ^^^^ i"

the parallel passage (" to David in the harvest-

time ") is not correct, 1.1J"^N Tip;-'?!*. The
cave of Adullam. Adullam, evidently a place
of great antiquity (Gen. xxxviii. 1, 12, 20), is

mentioned in Josh. xii. 15 ; xv. 35 ; it was
the seat then of a Canaanite king. It

afterwards lay in Judah, in that lowland
(called often the Shephelah) that ran from
Joppa to Gaza, near the Mediterranean Sea.
It kept name and fame to the last (2 Chrou.
li. 7 ; Neh. xi. 30). The " rook " marks the
limestone cliffs of the region (Stanley's
' Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 254—259, edit.

1866). We read of it, as David's refuge (1
Sam xxii. 1, 2). From our present passage,
and its parallel we should have concluded
that it could not have been far from Bethle-
hem, In this sense Dr. Thomson (' The Land
and the Book,' pp. 606, 607) refers to the tra-

dition that fixes the cave at a spot now
called Khureitun, between Bethlehem and
the Dead Sea, and says, " Leaving our horses
in charge of wild Arabs, and taking one Arab
for a guide, we started for the cave, having
a fearful gorge below, gigantic cliffs above,
and the path winding along a shelf of the
rock, narrow enough to make the nervous
among us shudder. At length from a great
rock, hanging on the edge of this shelf,

we sprang by a long leap into alow window,
which opened into the perpendicular face of

the cliff. We were then within the hold of
David, and creeping half-doubled through a
narrow crevice for a few rods, we stood
beneath the dark vault of the first grand
chamber of this mysterious and oppressive
cavern. Our whole collection of lights did
little more than make the damp daikness
visible. After groping about as long as we
had time to spare, we returned to the light
of day, fully convinced that, with David and
his lion-hearted followers inside, all the
strength of Israel under Saul could not have
forced an entrance, and would not even have
attempted it." The host. For this word
"host" (npno) the parallel (2 Sam. xxiii.

13) has the " life of the Philistines " (but
the Authorized Version, the "troop of"),
t.e. the beasts and cattle of the Philistines.
So also the Syriao Version translates. The
Septuagint shows in this place irapeii$o\-ti,

and in Samuel rdy/xa. The valley of Eephaim.
The situation of this notable valley is not
certain. Yet there can be little doubt, in
spite of Fiirst (' Handwortbuch,' ii. 383),
who supposes a situation north-west of
Jerusalem, that it must be near Bethlehem,
and therefore south-west of the city. The
word ewployed here far "valley" (pm
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ihould mark an enclosed one. Sephaim
means "giants." Hence our Authorized
Version, " The valley of Htnnom westward,
which is at the end of the valley of the
giants northward " (Josh. xv. 8 ; xviii. 16

;

also 2 Sam. v. 18 ; oomp. with our present
passage; and 2 Sam. t. 22 comp. with ch.

xiv. 9).

Ver. 16.—David was then in the hold.

This statement may, perhaps, suflBciently

identify this occasion with that of 2 Sam. v.

17, 18; where it is expressly said that "David
went down to the hold" (rrjisp being the

word found there as here). Garrison. The
Hebrew here says " ofiScer " (2'X5)> '"^' *be

parallel passage has "garrison" (3i'n); yet,

according to Gesenius (' Thes.,' 903), the
former word has both meanings. He is

right, certainly, if he means that it has
received both translations, for see 1 Kings
iv. 19 for the one, and our present passage
supplies the other (1 Sam. x. 5 ; xiii. 3).

Ver. 17.—The well of Bethlehem ... at
the gate. Nothing else is known of this

well. No trace of it exists now, according
to Dr. Eobinson (' Bibl. Ees.,' i. 473). The
traditional well is half a mile distant, to the
north of the town, and ooubists of a group
of three cisterns, while the present town is

sujjplied with water by an aqueduct.
Ver. 18.—David . . . poured it out to the

Lord. This was done after the nature of a
libation (1 Sam. vii. 6; Judg. vi. 20; Exod.
XXX. 9 ; Gen. xxxv. 14).

Ver. 19.—My God forbid it me. Compare
the Hebrew of this with that of the ex-
pression in the parallel (2 Sara, xxiii 17),
where mn< is found in the place of our
'r'^ND. It is probable that the preposition

i,.<iii,i is lost from before " Jehovah." Shall

I drink the blood, etc. ? i.e. the water which
has been obtained at the imminent peril of
the life of these three brave men (comp.
Gen. iv. 10, 11 ; ix. 4—6 ; John vi. 53, 54);

Ver. 20.—^Ahishai . . . was chief of ths
three. It is remarkable that again the
name of one of the three is wanting, even
if we take Benaiah of ver. 22 for the second.

Ver. 21.—Than the two. The Hebrew
(D'jS'S) cannot be thus translated, but poa-

possibly the words may mark the second $et

of three.

Yer. 22.—^Benaiah. His father Jehoiada
WBf chief priest (ch. xxvii. 5). Benaiah
was, therefore, a Levite by tribe, though
Kabzeel (Josh. zv. 21) was in Judah far

Bouth. He was "captain of the host for

tlie third month . . . and in his course were
twenty and four thousand " (ch. xxvii. 5>.

When in our ver. 25 it is said that " David
set him over his guard," the allusion probably
is to his unifurm and prolonged command of

•'ttie CUeyetiUites and Pelethjl**" (2 Si^m.

viii. 18; xx. 23; 1 Kings i. 38; oh. xviii. 17)
His fidelity and influence remained into

Solomon's time (1 Kings i. 8, 10, 32, 88, 44

;

ii. 35; iv. 4).

Ver. 23.—Five cubits high. This height
is not given in the parallel passage; it

means seven feet six inches. A spear like

a weaver's beam (so 1 Sam. xvii. 7 ; 2 Sam.
xxi. 19).

Ver. 24.—The name. There is no article

in the Hebj ew.
Ver. 25.—Over his guard. If the reference

is not as above (see ver. 22), the margin of
the parallel (2 Sam. xxiii. 23) may be fol-

lowed, which would translate " guard " as
council. Tills Gesenius adopts, anil trans-
lates " privy council." There seems, how-
ever, no necessity for this, with the references
before us above given (2 Sam. viii. 18, etc.,

to which may be added ch. xxvii. 6, which
shows Benaiah to be captain of the third
division).

Vers. 26—41.—These verses correspond
with vers. 24—39 in 2 Sam. xxiii., and with
them the subject ends there, though not here.
The list announced here as comprising " the
valiant men of the armies," is unannounced
there, but, beginning with the same name,
Asahel, it calls him "one of the thirty," and
suggests the inference timt those who follow
will make up the rest. The number that fol-

lows (coinciding in this respect strictly with
our list here) is itself thirty, which, though
one too many, may be considered satisfac-

torily accounted for in the fact of the untimely
death of Asahel, already recorded (2 Sam.
ii. 23). Considering the exact crisis at which
he died, it is very likely that his place should
be compensated for, although his name were
unremoved from the honourable list. Amid
the difficulties that develop themselves in
the contents of these lists, when compared, the
comparison of them aids the conviction that,

80 far as they go together, they do stand
for " the thirty " spoken of in both places,

and that a sentence or two here and there,

now lost or corrupted beyond recognition,

would clear up the whole subject. The
comparison also seems to make it clear that
the compiler of Chronicles, meaning to go
beyond an enumeration of the thirty, no-
where speaks of thirty after ver. 25. On
the other hand, the writer of the account in
Samuel carefully sums up all (ver. 39) in
the words, "thirty and seven in all"—an
addition which means either the actual

thirty-one given and the two sets of three
each; or the thirty, with the two sets of

three each and Joab over all. Our present
chapter, however, goes on to the number
forty-eight in all, vers. 41—47, adding six-

teen to the thirty-two which precede. Beside
some minor difftreuces, it must be said that

at feweat thi^ uamei, Mepher, Aiiiait, and
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Mibhar, in Chroniclea, resist identification

with tliose tliat should (from position) cor-

respoTid with them in the list of Samuel and
with any others. And the same thing may
he said of the same number in the list of

Samuel {Klika, Eliam, Bani) when compared
with the list now before us. The points of

contact and clearest ideutiiication are, there-

fore, in so great a majority and are so uni-

foimly distributed that, although it is left

hnril to decide the causes of them, these
diffeiences caunut throw any discredit upon
the list aa a whole. Perhaps the most
probable suggestion to be oilerrd is that

the knowledge of the writer of the Book of

Samuel enabled him to supersede the names
of such as were soon lost to their brave
career by death by other names; or, re.->tirig

on the same fundamental reason, there may
have been two different editions of the list,

to one of which the writer of Samuel was
indebled, aud to the other the compiler of
Chroniclea.

Ver. 27.—Harorite. The parallel paasage
has Harorlite. the local identification of
Shammoth, as from Sarod, known for ita

spring (Judg. vii. 1), by which Gideon en-
camped, wh<ire also the army was tested by
its mode of drinking. Borne think it the
same with the fountain of Jezreel (1 Sam.
xxix. 1). Izrahite aeema to have been the

family distinction of Shammoth (ch. xxvii.

8), from Zerah son of Judah. He is the
fifth captain. In the parallel hia name ia

followed by Elika, who is also called " the
Harodite." Helez the Pelonite. Though the
parallel place baa Palfite, the present form
probably should hold its own. Helez is the
seventh captain of division, and said to

belong to the " aona of Ephraim " (see ch.

xxvii. 10, and Septuagint in all three

Ver. 29.—Sibbecai; Ilai Both of these
names are conceivably reconcilable with
the Mebunnai and Zalmon of the parallel

place, through the very possible mistake
and substitution of one Hebrew character
for another. Sibbecai waa the eighth cap-
tain ; he was of the family of Zerah, and
of the town of Hushah (oh. iv. 4).

Ver. 34.—The sons of Hashem the Gizonite.

This sentence is unmanageable aa it stands,

and ia insufficiently assisted from iti

parallel. But if from this latter we take
the suggestion of the preposition "from"
(Authorized Version) before "the Bona"
(which, however, is not in the Hebrew),
and from the Alexandrian Septuagint, the
iuggeation of the name Gouni (»:i-i), (junt,

(ch. V. 15) in the place of Gizonite Ci^),

we ahould obtain a coherent reaillng. But
this would be mere conjecture auggested
by the Septuagint, and "the Gizonite"
u|fei'8 the difficulty of the prewnM of

the article, which would not enbsiet with
the pruper name Guni. Were it not that

the word <;? is found in both passages all

difficulty would disapi^ear with its disap-

pearance. The remainder of this verse, in

relation to vers. 32 and 33 of the parallo],

illustrates opportunely the uncertainties of

the text. For, aa seen above, Jonathan
is the grandson of Shage (Agee, 2 Sam.
xxiii. 11), and son of Shammuh, while (2

Chron. xxiii. 32, 33) the parallel reads

"Jonathan," with no connective word
"son" at all, yet supplies the right name,
"Shammah the Hararite" for the bther,
and omits all mention of Shage.

Ver. 35.—Sacar . . . Eliphal . . . Ur.

For these three names the parallel shows
Sharar, Eliphelet, and Ahasbai respectively

Ver. 36.— Hepher the Mecherathita
Although this name is not found in the
parallel passage, it is tolerably plain that
the niche for it is left before the words
(ver. 34), "the son of the Maachathite,"
which last word answers to our Mtchera-
thite. Ahijah the Pelonite. This name
cannot be identified with the " Eliam the
son of Ahithophel the GUonite," which
answers to it in the parallel.

Ver. 37.—Hezro appears as Sezrai in

Samuel. (For Caimel, which lay south oi

Hebron, see Josh. xv. 55.) Naarai the son
of Ezbai. The differences between these
words and those of the parallel (ver. 35),
" Paarai the Arbite," or Arab (Josh. xv.
52), are not formidable to reconcile.

Ver. 38.—Joel. This name is also easily

to be reconciled with tlie Iijal of the paniUel
passage (ver. 36), though there ia nothing
to evidence which should stand. MiLhar
the son of Haggeri. For this we have in
the parallel place (ver. ii6) the names
" Baid the Gadile;" but before these comes
the last word of the previous clause, "of
Zobah." When these three words are com-
pared with the three of our present passage,
it is very possible to bring them into har-
mony ('Speaker's Commentary,' in loo.).

Zobah waa a district of Syria in the time
of Israel's first three kings, stretching
north-east and east towards the Euphratei
(1 Sam. xiv. 47 ; 2 Sam. viii. 7).

Ver. 39.—Zelek the Ammonite, . . , the
Berothite. Among David's great.men were
evidently numbered some foreigners, whose
admiration and fidelity he must have won.
Hence the mention (ver. 38) of Zobah, and
here of the Ammonite (2 Stun. viii. 12.'

xii. 26—31), the Beerotkite (Beeroth, origin-
ally a Hivite city. Josh. ix. 17, fell to the
lot of Benjamin, Josh, xviii. 25; to it
belonging Rimmon and his two eons, Eeehab
and Baanah. possibly native Oanaanitea, the
murderers of Ishbosheth, as aboveX and (ver
41) the Hiltile. The armour-bearer Tr
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be made armour-bearer wai a sign of honour
and attachment (1 gam. xvi. 21 ; 2 Sam.
xvlii. 15).

Ver. 40.—The Ithrite. One of the familie*

of Kirjath-jearim (oh. il. 53). Other similar

colonists from Kirjath-jearim, and descended
from Shobal, were the Puthite, the Shuma-
thite, and the Izrahite. With this verse

we count up, including the dropped-out
Elilfa, the names of " thirty mighty men."
And we may understand Samuel's thirty-

seven to consist of these, increased by
Vriah and the two parties of three each.

Ver. 41—47.— These verses are assisted

by no parallel, either in the Book of Samuel
or elsewhere. Of the sixteen names which
they contain, not a few are to be found else-

where, yet not as designating the same
persons. Also, while the Beubenite and the
Gentile nouns Ashterathite and Aroerite are
at once recognized, the Mithniie, Tizite,

Mahavite, and Mesohaite are not traceable

elsewhere, the plural form of the last but
one being an additional source of obscurity.

Ver. 42.—XMrty with him. The Hebrew

preposition here trand&ted " with " appears

thus, V^V,l.> and will naturally translate

"and in addition to him." As he was a

captain, this addendum may probably refer

to those over whom he was captain, and
whom he brought in his train, and who
were possibly themselves officers. As the

writer of Chronicles indicates no difference,

nor any sense of a change of persons enume-
rated, when he has reached (ver. 41) Uriah
the Hittite, it would all the rather be con-

sistent with his own superscription wlien

(ver. 26) he proposes to set forth simply
"the valiant men of the armies" without

confining their number to the " thirty."

Ver. 44.—The Ashterathite. Ashteroth
was in East Manasseh (ch. vi. 71). The
Aroerite. Aroer lay east of the Jordan
(Josh. xiii. 16, 25).

Ver, 46.—The Mahavite. It has been
suggested that this word may stand for

Mahanite, from Mahanaim.
Ver. 47.—The Mesohaite. This name is

entirely unknown, unlesa it may be the

same as Mezobah.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 2.— The vicarious aspects of human life twofold—toward man and toward
Qod. In this verse two leading and very important phases of human life are brought
to our remembrance. They may seem of unequal importance, the second being
of higher character than the first. Yet, perhaps, they are more closely connected and
even interwoven with one another than first thoughts might suppose. And so far-

reaching and widespread are the issues of both, that it is needless to insist on much
comparison between them to the prejudice of the former. The lesson, also, of both of

them, charged though it is with serious responsibility, is, on the whole, of a cheerfnl,

elevating kind. We might do well to separate them sometimes in our private medita-
tion, simply in order to fix a more specific attention upon each. But it is not without
valuable suggestion that they stand together here, nor shall they be divorced in the

present consideration of them. They remind us

—

I, Of the vicarious principle that enters so largely into human life, pbk-
VADiNO IT, ALMOST LEAVBNUia IT, IN men's MUTUAL RELATIONS. In the illustration of

it now before us, it shows itself in the shape and the fact of one enjoying royal name
and place, wealth and ease and dignity, while another incurs the risk and does the

work—without pay—of that place. The life that was lived as between Saul and
David would no doubt produce many instances and furms of this, but the one men-
tioned in this verse, and mentioned as it would appear by many consentient voices at

the same time, is enough to tell the tale. Those instances commenced from the time

that Da'^id challenged, defied, and successfully overcame Goliath, the Philistine

champioa. But as time went on, they became systematized and almost the rule,

rather than merely matter of frequent occurrence. The general fact is patent. It

grows in the structure, it runs throughout and across the texture of human life and
society. It is a phenomenon, often merely as such inviting, often provoking, the

deep thoughtful study of those who are but onlookers at any time. But again, it is

as a personal keen experience that it most commonly opens the eyes and wakens the

achirtg inquiry of those who have first suffered many a pang and rafiping mortification.

The real inventor is often a very different man from the nominal one, the real work-

man another than he who carries off the praise. The hand of one takes the gain of

what was wrought by the brain of another; and the smile of one has for its

correlatiye the bleeding heart of another. 3'he temples of the fortune aud wealth



and splendour of the vely few are built on the excessive toil and wrecked health of

vast numbers. And even in the natural order of things, the fame of the great rests on

the substructure of millions of lives of the humble obscure, whose industry, honesty,

endurance, are the stai.le and the strength of the whole community, and whose head

and heart are often of the most superior. The edifice that towers the highest, in fact,

must rest on the broadest base. These considerations may guide us to the following

conclusions upon the general subject, suggested by the particular instance so naively

expressed now before us:—1. There is, beyond doubt, a vast amount of gratuitous,

unjust, cruel, vicarious suffering in the world, and found in men's mutual relations.

2. There is also, beyond doubt, a vast amount of vicarious joy and advantage. Tho.

striving, the toil, the genius, the self-sacrifice of one often serve, not the private selfish

advantage of some one other, but to a most beneficent degree they serve the advantage

and help the joy of very many others. 3. Whether it he in the matter of suffering or of

advantage and joy, this presence is by no means all due to the action, and mournful

action, of human selfishness, error, greed. There is Divine design in it. Divine use for

it. It is one of the strongest of the cohesive forces that contribute to hold together

the conglomerate mass and yet very various fellowship of humanity. The enPmgh-
ment that results from this unequal syslem of exchange and substitution (the particular

instances of which are so intricate, often so inscrutable, apparently untoward) consti-

tutes probably one of the most ubiquitous and unresting of the mutual attachments
and attractions of human society. 4. Even within the experience of the very indi-

vidual at whose expense awhile the vicariousness seems to take effect, there are net

unfrequently large redeeming and compensating considerations. As for instance here :

(1) David had the opportunity given to him of learning, learning well, the professiou

of a king, learning it practically, " even when Saul was king " in reality. If he were
doing work and encountering risk, which formally did not belong to him, he was
deiiving untold advantages and the facilities of experience. (2) He was being divinely

permitted io mark himself out for the dignity when it should become vacant, in the

eyes of all those with whom, ere long, the decision and gift of it would, under Gk)d,

rest. How many men, in how many directions, would value just the corresponding

opportunity above all things 1 How much would it be worth to one! (3) Even during

learning, education, and possibly much suffering, David w as evidently, to the eye that

could see deepest, to the heart that should beat truest, receiving the decoration of real

honour. To a great mind, to a pure heart, it is sometimes the highest investment of

honour which could be conferred, to be the one divinely selected to do the work, while

others take the pay. This is not of man, nor by man, but God's own chosen children

recognize and value above everything else what are also his chosen methods of reward.

II. Of the vicarious pbikciple that bnteks so largely into human like, in

ITS MOST direct Divinb belations. Tlie latter part of the verse before us is ol the

highest and most precious significance to every Christian man, and cettaiuly iiot least

so to the Christian pastor and minister. " The Lord thy God said unto thee. Thou
shalt feed my people Israel, and thou shalt be ruler over my people Israel." Every
servant of God from the first was set to be a witness of God and a witness for God, by
word and deed before the world. And every Christian is calkd to be a witness of Jesus
Christ and his truth, and a witness for these before the world, in all he says and does.
We object to such an appellation as " vicar of Christ," or " viceroy " of Christ, on
behalf of the pope or of any other one man exclusively of others. But the description
of the latter part of this verse applies accurately to all the pastors—the under-shepherds
of Christ's fold and flocks—and by inference, in their measure and degree, to all hii
people whomsoever. All of these have something to say, have much to do, "in the
stead of Christ." Nor should they repine when they may be called to bear and snffei
in the Name and for the sake of Christ. The fact before us is just simply this, that
David was entrusted by God and on behalf of God with a great work, which was and
could be only the work of God himself in the last resort. The people are emphatically
hit; none could provide the food but he (Ps. xxiii. 1); none could find the wisdom to
mle, "the wisdom profitable to direct," the gift to "rule" but he. And he said,
nevertheless, " Thou shalt feed . . . thou shalt be ruler over my people Israel." Out of
the one simple but great fact before us we may select some special phases of it. 1. It
is a very elertting reality of human life and work that it is not altogether shut off tq
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a druklgery peouliaf to itself, but that it is dignified by being called to similat *ork
with that of Christ. The power, the wisdom, the love, the very thought of that work
must first come from heavenly source, and be sustained by streams from the heavenly
source; but then these should often betray their heavenly origin, and the human worker
flash out tokens of the indwelling of Divine principle, gift, grace. It had been quite
possible to suppose a hard-and-fast line drawn between the humblest of the Divine
work amid men and the very highest of the human. But it is not so. It is far

otherwise. And so soon as ever the clear pattern was shown on earth by Jesus him-
self, of what was to be and to be done, not a very few and a very picked band, but
every one of his wide Church, was called to do similar work—yes, to do it and to bear
the burden of it, and that not with eye-service as to men, but " as the servants of
Christ." 2. It is a very elevating and encouraging fact in the renewed life of
humanity that with such solemn responsibility attaching to it in work to be done, no
less than Godlike in character, no less than Christ-like in exeeution, it is work not
severed from Divine co-operation. Let us call it vicarious. Let us the rather prize it

as such, and " love to have it so." Yet is it not the cold vicariousness of so large a
proportion of our earthly labour—unwarmed by the presence, by the help, by the
smile, by the reward of at least acknowledgment at the hands of those for whom we
both do and bear much. No, indeed. It is work of co-operation, where in those
co-operating extremes meet—the weakness, the poverty, the ignorance, the finiteness

of us men, with the omnipotence, the wealth, the knowledge, and the inflniteness of
God the Father ; of Christ, the Shepherd of the sheep ; of the Spirit of all grace and
light. None work for God but his Spirit is with them. None work for Jesus but
" lo, he is present in the midst " of their smallest group. Therefore it is plain that
God does not so honour us as simply to devolve his work in Christ upon us, but rather

to involve us in his doing, and lift us up into his sphere of work. The co-operating of

Christ by his Spirit with his servants, when their work and their suffering shall seem
most vicarious, is therefore a grand and most noteworthy fact as compared with our
labour-relations and our sufifering-relations, as fellow-creatures, to one another. 3. Over
and above all other elevating and cheering thoughts suggested by this fact of God's
calling us to work for him, and yet uniting himself with us therein, there remains
such a one as this. It is a token of a certain harmony of plan and thought between
human society and the perfection of that above. It is some " shadow of things to

come." It is some foreshadowing of Divine goodness. The condescension and the
grace are some indications of what shall be. They are not mere fictitious, tempting,

beguiling persuasions of the way, for the " pilgrims of the night ;
" but they are

rather snatches and earnests of the temper prevailing in the " city yet to come." It

is a large and far from ignoble principle, the vicarious principle—cost what it may of

smart, occasionally or systematically, among ourselves. But it is an indefinite exten-

sion, an immense expansion, it is a very glorification of the principle, when Christ

enters on a similar footing and makes the circle henceforth a sacred circle. After

doing and suffering all which he has done, "even unto death," for his people, he
not simply hallows by his own example the summons to us to work and to suffer for
our fellow-creatures and for him, but also favours therein the thought, in its very

highest development, of our being "one with him, even as he is one with " the eternal

Father. In a word, to work or to suffer in the stead of Christ is some earnest of enter-

ing in due time the society of which he is the Head.

Vers. 3—10.

—

The throne of Justice and security. These verses are morally and
essentially connected with one another. They speak of one thing—the " making of

David king." And we may notice in them

—

I. The form that represented this. The most ancient Scriptures enrich us with

the knowledge of the very earliest customs of men. Many of these may be obsolete.

But two things are remarkable respecting them, viz. (1) how some of them remain,

and with but slightly altered dress
; (2) how those that do not remain often embodied

some principle to which all growth of time has shown a growing importance to

belong. These earliest customs of men, recorded in Scripture, seem, further, not only

to have embodied certain principles, but passed, as they often were, beneath the eye of

God, we may feel that they did something more—they enshrined with a real sacrednesi
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and investecl with a spccinl hniiour the principle that was to last and to gain in signifi-

cance when the outei- shell of custom oi- form was withered to nothing. The ceremony
which set forth the making of a king of Israel was that of anointing. This was the

third time David had been anointed. But these successive acts of anointing were not
vain repetitions. The first was his private anointing, by Samuel, according to God's

word and according to God's private call (1 Ram. xvi. 1, 12, 13). 1'he second was
when David became king over Judah, and when the call and the willing consent of

his^ fellow-men, and of those up to this time his fellow-citizens, were added to the

Divine appointment (2 Sam. ii. 4). And the third was on the occasion before us, when
the beads of the whole people, with hearty unanimity, added the sanction of their

presence and consent. Now, therefore, the anointing was finally performed. It was a
ceremony, but not one destitute of meaning and of usefulness. It n)arked David to

the eyes of all the nation as their " feeder and ruler," appointed of God, accepted of

themselves. And it reminded himself of the solemn responsibility laid upon him to

fulfil his duty to men as under the commands of God.
II. The condition precedent to it. "David made a covenant with them . . . Isefore

the Lord." Beyond doubt, the choice and the call and the ordination of David were

all of God. Beyond doubt, nothing could be safer or better fur all the people than to

accept his deed and appointment unquestioningly. But there are ever an earthly

order and a visible sign of soriM kind for us men, answering to the Divine will. These

God does not only permit, but, as we believe, he enjoins them. It is another indication

of the fact that God would ever be lifting our level nearer his own. The exact matter

of the coTonant is not here given us, nor in fact in any of the parallel plnces. Yet

with very little hesitation we may say that we hear the echoes of it from the death-

bed of David (2 Sam. xxiii. 2—5). It consisted of a solemn mutual engagement—he
" to rule just, ruling in the fear of God ;

" they to follow and obey. God's covenants

with man at any and every time are of the nature of free promises of mercy and grace,

but of what in their very nature require the loving acce|)tance and use of them to

impart availingness to them and to keep them availing, and this is the only kind of

condition attaching to them—no meritorious condition. But in the fact of this

covenant being made, and in the fact of its being so explicitly recorded, we have an

evidence of God's condescending attention to our mutunl relations. Though he it is

who with sovereign right elects and with the right of a sovereign voice calls one and

another to pre-eminent place and authority over us, yet he bids us see and watch the

thing that is transpiring, and insist upon the right and just being done, and he submits

his own choice to the verdict of the conscience of his people. We have a great

ecclesiastical principle, in Embryo, as we might suppose, an instance of God's royal

congt d'ilire, entrusted to the elders of all Israel, and not formally put into effect by

these until his own chosen one has entered into a covenant with them.

III. The moral suppokts necessary to this king-making. Remarkable, and in

some respects even unique, as was the raising of David to be king, in this final appoint-

ment and anointing of him, yet it follows the lines of any other high appointment to

command of one man amongst his fellow-men. He is not really and for ever to be

hedged in as a divinity, nor of divinity, except as this highest power works by human
agency. The higher such a position is, the more necessary is it that it be not arti-

ficially dissevered from the aid, the approval, the moral influence of others. The
exalted individual's temptation to forget this, and even to override It, has very often

been unceremoniously enough called to account and fiercely rebuked. The hierarchy

that obtains in human society, in the human family, may be accepted as an incon-

testible fact, and, therefore so far forth as autiiorized of nature. But neither ought

this to be strained or exaggerated. Much less are we to create, favour, or permit

violent gaps between rank and rank, class and class. The most insensible gradations

from rank to rank and class to class make the strongest, safest society. History proves,

by instances almost innumerable, that to disbelieve and affront this principle is disaster,

but to set it at nought and defy it is to court destruction, and that without remedy.

We must not overlook the significance of the expression that " the chief of the

mighty men whom David had " neither held themselves alpof from him nor were held

at a distance by him in his new greatness. They stood near the throne. 'They helped

to uphold it» dignity and the authority of him who sat upon it, There is really no
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ueh thing as actual irresponsibility between man and man. None is so strong as to

be able to boast himself independent of the help, the love, the good opinion of his

fc'llow-men. Conscience only can claim for itself the prerogative of freedom to do and
speak OS though irresponsible to man, but even these noblest displays of human
power and virtue do not practically deliver from the consequences and the patent fact

of responsibility; while in all inferior attempts the power is weakness, and the

travestie of the virtue is the licence of vice. But no, David's mighty men strenuously

held by him, and they were in turn seconded by the entire of an enthusiastic and
faithful people. Their one combined aim was to put stability into his kinjfdom and
to make him a strong and prosperous king. And it was all " according to the word of

the Lord conceniinn- Israel." Hfippy king! happy people! David had not to pay the

very common penalty of exaltedness and empire. The people were a willing people in

the day of his power. Would that it may last, last to the end—must have been the

ardent wish of every patriot that day—the humble prayer of every earnest, spiritual

Israelite I

Vers. 15—19.

—

The bravery of DavicPt three mighty men, and the letter Iravtry of
himself. The graphic narrative of these verses needs no interpretation in the sense

of either criticism or explanation. It otfers itself, as it were, exclusively to the use of

instruction, and to the illustration of the possibilities of human character. In doing so,

it brings to view something of the weakness, much of the strength, and not least what
is of the Divine in that character. Lessons manifestly present themselves from the

consideration of the conduct of the three brave warriors in the first instance, and then
of that of Uavid by himself. Let us notice

—

I. The conduct of the thkeb warriobs. 1, Their courage. It was, perhaps, the

least part of their excellence at this time. They were trained to dreds of dash and
daring. They took pi'ide in these. They were, by natural constitution and tempera-
ment, and now by some training and practice, predisposed to them. Their courage,

therefore, must be somewhat the less reckoned to their praise, as containing but small

measure of effort of any moral element. Possibly we ought even to deduct some litile

from it, as laying itself open in a degree to the charge of recklessness, on an occasion

which was not one of absolute necessity in one aspect, nor of any moral necessity in

another. Yet, nevertheless, if we cannot but admire the self-risking bravery, we shall

ni^t do wrong in crediting it with some intrinsic claim to commendation. For, to

say the very least, bow well it contrasts with the carefulness, the cautiousness, the

lingeringness of cold self-calculation! And how well it illustrates how quality

resides still in human nature which on occasion—if only the occasion be an altogether

worthy one—can achieve very great things! 2. Their utter unselfishness. At all events,

there is not the slightest trace of selfishness in what they did. They ran not for a prize

of honour or money. They expect no crown, no garland, for their achievement if they
shall be successful. The pleasure of ministering to a master they serve and love is

the only reward they appear to contemplate. 3. Their spontaneous service. They wait
for no command, nor even for a request. They do not so much as hear a wish, so

uttered that they could interpret it into the nature of an intended hint or suggestion.

They ooerhear only, and what they overhear is the sighing out of a wish. And
probably it was the naturalness and the homeliness of it which helped much to move
them—the deep-drawn breath and the utterance of heart which was recognizable in it,

though the expression but of a bodily appetite. What chords, strange* to say, one
sentence, one tone, of nature's own voice will have efficacy to wake in the hearts of

others, and, to the testimony of human goodness be it said, not least so when the voice

is a voice of want !
" Gud loves a cheerful giver," a willing workman, an obedient

servant ; rarely indeed does he behold more than this. For we cannot anticipate his

command, nor run before his thought, nor be freer than his will. Yet let us feel it

thus, not as from man to Grod, but as from man to man. If it l)e part of his glory

and not the least of the tokens of his pitiful mercy to us feeble, faltering, limping full

oft, that he take the will for the deed, and accept the thought for the act, how well

must the sight suit him as some sign of nature's return, when he may see the deed of

any one of us to a brother or sister, " swift to the thought or wish divined, swift to tht

Bigh o'wbeard."
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II. The conduct of David. And we note that it is marked : 1. By a mistafee of

the tongue. We may allow that there was everything that there could be under the

circumstances to palliate the mistake of a great man and a good man. But for that

very reason let it be the more closely scanned. The facts we] e simply these. Here ia

& man whoee slightest word will be likely to go further far than the entreaty and the

argument and the urgent, plaintive expostulation of others. His position, his character,

ihe known character of those now around him, the crisis of the hour, which witnessed

such flush of military excitement in the royal camp, all argue this. Then that was
the greater reason why, amid many a thought within, and the glowing of feeling, a

special guard be put on the tongue. Yet the wish itself was an innocent wish, the

outcome of a most innocent appetite, universally allowed to be at the same time an
imperious appetite—innocent if gratified, agonizing if denied. Even Jesus, and on the

cross, said, " I thirst." But David's was not a cry of meie thirst. It was not merely
a sigh for the relief of thirst. If the thirst had been severer the evident probability

ia that it would not have been the water of Bethleliem's gate, but some nearer and
some more possible, which would have been invoked. Or, again, we may not grudge
to take into account the praiseworthy class of feelings on which David's mention of

Betlileliem's well drew. Home, and youth, and memory, and affectionate associations

all contributed to it. Tet the " whole array " and complete circle of explanation and
palliation constitute the happier condition for decisively settling the problem. These all,

we are reminded, must under certain circumstances be " Mown away." They all must
yield to facts. They only garland the victim if allowed to remain. It seemed harsh
when once Jesus, of gentlest lip, said, "For every idle word that men shall speak " they
shall be brought to judgment, and shall give account. How often, how genuinely, that

lias struck men, and good men, as " a hard saying "
! But, after all, what is there like

/acts fur "bringing men to judgment"? And the fact here is that "the word,"
inopportunely sighed out with ever so much feeling, on the part of a good man and a

great man, who hadn't a wish or an idea of doing harm, produced effects immediately,
at the very thought of which but a few hours after he himself shuddered aj;ain. It

teaches us, great and small, how great is the peril of the tongue, and that the more
pensive, tender, pathetic tone may be the more mischievous one. Born of the heart, it

knows and exerts its energy to touch heart again, and its sphere is amid material

the most dangerous because the most explosive. 2. By a noble, practical acknow-
ledgment of the mistake. David shuc^ered to think of the narrow risk which had been
just challenged, and, though it was now safely escaped, he refused to drink that

water. How soon, by the way, mind can conquer body, conscience can master
appetite, deep moral and religious feeling put to flight sentiment, and the flash of

conviction scathe like lightning a whole host of excuses ! This acknowledgment of

mistake on the part of David was all the more noble: (1) Because it was practical. "He
would not drink of it. . . . My God forbid it me, that I should do this thing . . . drink

the blood of these men that have put their lives in jeopardy ; for with the jeopardy of

their lives they brought it." David does not underrate the moral aspects of what had
been taking place, and which was distinctly due to himself. He does not allow the

plea that, as the mischief has been done, the only thing now left was to make the best

of it. There was great moral honesty in this, loyal and even severe fidelity to

conscience and its upbraidings, when he at once determines that he can take no
advantage qi enjoyment or of use from that water. And from the midst of error

there rises up with fragrance a pure testimony to the moral feeling and moral principle

of the wrong-doer. The recovery and return from their mistakes of those who essen-

tially desire and foUew after the right and good, wonderfully contrast sometimes with
the corresponding sequel in the case of others. (2) Because it had to run the gauntlet

of some of the most painful of all kinds of misunderstanding. It lay itself open to a

suspicion of ungratefulness, that would seem the greater in proportion to the greatness

of the eflForts which had been made and the risk rim. The appearance of ingratitude

at such an untimely Juncture, in presence of such devotion, was the appearance which
a keen and noble sensibility would shrink from above everything else. How much
man will do at one time to save appearances, at an^ ther to court appearances ! but what
a test of principle, of resolution, of moral bravery, it is when sometimes a man is called

cn to wi ot naught appearances, and confide himself to right alone and to present
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conviction alone. (3) And lastly, because of tte homage which David paid to a
princiiile distinctly religious as well as moral. David did not throw the water away,
he did not give it to another, he did not beg the heroes avail themselves of it, but he
"poured it out to the Lord." This was, no doubt, from his point of view and for his

time of day an act of religion. That which was sacred with human life owns to one
sovereign Proprietor alone. To him David took it, with faith in his existence, witii

faith in his watclifiil notice and oversight, with faith in his rewarding providence. It

may be considered, indeed, open to possibility that David was permitted to feel in his

own act the meaning of the blood of sacrifice. This, for the benefit of whomsoever it

may be, must be poured out before the Lord God himself, if it is to have anything of

the efficacy of expiation and atonement. While for a moment we should think of it in

this aspect, we may be taught, both for David and for ourselves, that he who sacrifices

to his God the thing he might most desire, shall find iu the very midst of that sacrifice

the principle, the earnest, the assured hope of life itself.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTH0B8.

Ver. 2.

—

A true leader. David's life was made up of several successive stages ; and,

as we read his bingrajihy and so trace his course, we see clearly—what at th' time he
could not see—how one position, one experience, prepared for the next. His youth was
a preparation for his manhood, his court life for the throne, exile for power, rule over

Judah for sway over united Israel. The seven years during which Saul's son ruled

over the other tribes were the years of David's reisn over Judah. At the close of this

period, upon the death of Ishbosheth, the elders of all Israel came to David at Hebron
and offered him the crown. I'his was the occasion upon which they made the acknow-
ledgment, " Even when Saul was king, thou wast he that leddest out and broughtcst

iu Israel." This was a recognition of the inborn qualities of true leadership, called

foith by circumstances, and cultivated by responsibility and action.

I. Human society is, according to the appointment of Divine providence,

coMvosED OF THE LEADERS AND THE LED. Whilst in government there is much whicli

is artificial, there is a natural foundation for-the relationships which subsist. Parents

direct the course of their children ; elder brothers to some extent that of the younger
;

the capable, the self-confident, the experienced, are the natural leaders of the timid and
iubmissive. In all human communities there are born leaders of men. If all distinc-

tions were abolished to-day, to-morrow they would be revived in other forms. There

is doubtless injustice in many political and social arrangements ; but whilst the unjust

acquisition and use of authority is of man, the principle of authority is from God.

II. Leadership often calls out great qualities. The fact of a man being placed

in a position of influence and authority is sure, if he be capable and strong and under the

domination of high principle, to elicit his best and most useful qualities. Especially will

such a position foster habits of sound judgment and quick decision, habits of self-control

and self-reliance, a just discernment of character, and aptness in recognizing ability

and trustworthiness in others. Thus it is that a high position is fitted to lead to one

yet higher (see this admirably shown in Henry Taylor's ' Philip van Artevelde ').

It was leadership which made of the shepherd son of Jesse the warrior and King of

Israel. As iu other departments of life, so here, exercise promotes strength and

development. Let none shrink from the responsibility of guiding others when Provi-

dence calls him to this work ; strength and wisdom shall he " as his day."

III. It is fob the advantage of those who aek led when a suitable and
CAPABLE LEADER IS PROVIDED BY THE DiviNE BuLEB. The powcr of " use and wont "

is very strong. When men have been accustomed to be well led, their confidence in

their leader grows with rapidity, and their attachment is consolidated by time. When
the throne was vacant, the eyes of all Israel were turned to David. Their experience

of his ability and valour, his designation by God's prophet, were the indications to

them that the son of Jesse was the right man to rule over them. Events proved that

they were not mistaken. The sway of David made the chosen people one great nation,

and fitted them for the work appointed for them by the theocratic governor. There

is in this passage a lesson specially suitable to young men of ability, education, anu
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position. For such God in his providence has assuredly a work to do. It is for them
quietly and patiently to await the indications of Divine providence, in the persuasion

that faithfulness and diligence in present duty are the best preparation for future responsi-

bilities. It is God's prerogative to train the workman and to provide the work.—T.

Ver. 3.

—

David's accession. With this chapter commences another part of this Book
of Chronicles, which, from this point onwards, is occupied with the reign, the character,

and the exploits of David, King of Judah and Israel. His accession, related in this

verse, occupies accordingly a position of interest and significance iu the narrative. The
point especially deserving notice in the language of this verse is the combination of

Divine and human agency in the nomination of David to the throne. This combina-
tion, especially apparent in the history of theociatic Israel, is really disceruible by the
reflecting mind in all the events of life and history. Observe

—

I. The human agekct which led to David's accession to the throne. To many eyes

no other than human agency was visible. 1. ffis own character and services marked
David out as the one only ruler whom Israel could select and trust. Born a shepherd,
he had yet within him the heart and the future of a king. 2. A popular election

effected his elevation. It was the wish of "all Israel" that David should take the

responsibilities of rule. In his election the old adage was verified

—

Vox populi vox
Dei. 3. A senatorial requisition sanctioned and enforced the popular nomination.
" All the elders of Israel " came to David, to express the general feeling and to prefer

formally the national request. The appointment of the king was not the work of a

moment of enthusiasm, was not the caprice of a mob; it was the deliberate act of the

wisest and the noblest in the land.

IL The Divine cause of David's appointment to the throne. This may not have
been apparent to all, but it is acknowledged with justice by the sacred historian. 1.

A Divine prediction led to David's aaession. The language of the people is very
noticeable :

" The Lord thy God said unto thee, Thou shalt feed my people Israel, and
thou shalt be ruler over my people Israel." 2. A prophetic desiynation foreshadowed
it. The a])pointmont, so we read, was made "according to the word of the Lord by
Samuel." 'ihe same inspired seer who anointed Saul was directed to nominate his

immediate successor, 3. A religious covenant ratified the nomination of David, When
he " made a covenant with them in Hebron before the Lord," he acted in accordance

with his religious convictions, but he acted also in a manner harmonizing with the

theocratic position of Israel. Church and state were not merely allied, they were
identical. Nothing more natural than that a sacred ceremony should accompany the

public and political act. There is no trace of selfish ambition on David's part. He
acknowledged the tremendous responsibilities of reigning. And in the sight of Jehovah
his subjects undertook to co-operate with the monarch in seeking the general good.

Pkactioal LESSONS of great value are suggested by this passage. 1. In all human
history and biography there is a blending of the human and the Divine. Worldly men
are in danger of looking only to " second causes

;
" possibly religious men may some-

times overlook these in an exclusive regard to the one great Divine Agent. We
should seek the Divine in the human. 2. Elevation to great power involves great

responsibility. A man who can think only of his own pleasure or magnificence, when
Providence raises him to an exalted station, is not merely irreligious, he is unreasonable

and unreflecting. 3. Social and political duties can only be discharged aright when
fulfilled in a devout and prayerful spirit.' The more responsible our position, the

greater our need of a sincere confidence in the supreme Lord who is the supreme
Guide of man.—T.

Ver. 7.—" The city ofDavid" Hitherto the city which crowned the height overlook-

ing the Kedron valley was known as Jebus, and was held by the " people of the land."

But from this time forth it was known as " the city of David," and its stronghold, Zion,

with Millo and the adjacent quarters, constituted the famous and historical capital

of the united kingdom—Jerusalem. Observe the significant name here given to it.

Jerusalem was called " the city of David " because it was

—

I. Tbb tbopht of David's yaloub. It was his prowess and that of his oaptaiui

Joab, that wrested the stronghoH from the hands of the heathen.
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IL The structure of David's seoal uaonifiobnob ani» warlike strategy.
Probably before this time it was nothing but a primitive fortress, strongly placed upon
rocky heights. But David " built the city round about," and " Joab repaired the rest

of tlie city." Hencefirth " Jerusalem was a city compact together."

III. The scene OJf David's reign. Hebron was too far south to be a suitable

capital for the united kingdom. Nature made Jerusalem for a metropolis. Here the

king lived and ruled, prosiieiod, sinned, suffered, and died.

IV. The seat of David's line. His son Solomon and the successive occupants
of the throne of Judah held sway in this city, and some of them added to its splendour

and its Btruigth. Amidst its varying fortunes, its sieves, its dismantlements, its

rabuildings, its festivities, Jerusalem retained the imperishable interest conferred by its

aasDciation vvith the great founder of the Hebrew monarchy and dynasty. It was itself

A memorial of it» f iiinder's name and life.

V. The scene or the ministry and of tub sepulture of David's Sow and
Lord. Many uf our Saviour's miracles were perl'urraed, many of Christ's discourses

were delivered, in Jerusalem. It was over this city that Jesus wept ; it was this city

that Jesus rutered in his lowly triumph ; it was in this city that he died, for " it could

not be that a pniihet perish out of Jerusalem;" and alter our Lord's ascension, when
his apostles preaclied his gospel, they were instructed to do so, "beginning at Jerusalem."

VI. In its DESOLATlflN AND DESTRUCTION IT FURNISHED AN EXAMPLE OF RETRI-

BUTIVE JUSTICE EXiicuTED ON David's POSTERITY. David's nation rejected Diivi.l's

Lord, and, according to his own prediction, their unbelief involved their metropolis in

ruia.

"It moves me, Eomans

I

It confoiiTids the couiisel of my tirm p' ilosophy,

That ruin's merciless plough^liure should p.<s6 o'er

And barren sa.t be sown on yon proud uity I

"

T.

or. 9.

—

David'n greatness. From the time that the king began to reign over all tlie

tribes of Israel his fortunes began to improve. Dark days bad he gone through before

;

now the sun of prosperity blazed upon his path.

L The elements of David's greatness. It consisted: 1. In warlike achieve-

menti. lie was a man of war from his youth, and his manhood was occupied with the

defence of his kingdom and the defeat of his foes. 2. In tlie valour of his captains,
" Mighty men of valour" gathered around him, and contributed to his power and his

fame. 3. In the prosperity of his people. That David's reii^n was an era of material

prosperity is evident enough. If nothing else proved it, it would be established by the

munificent offerings which the princes and the people presented at the close of David's

reign towards the temple fund. 4. In the prevalence of reliyion. This appears from

the establishment upon a grander scale of the Levitical and priestly orders, with the

services, sacrifices, and festivals connected with the house of Gud. David's own
psalms, sung as they were by the Levitical choirs, at once evidenced and furthered the

prosperity of true religion.

II. The growth of David's greatness. He " waxed greater and greater." His

career was one of coutiuually advancing prosperity. As with most men favourably

circumstanced, so in his case, success and prosperity were the cause of their own
increase. " He went growing and growing."

III. The explanation of David's greatness. " The Lord of hosts was with him."

Cui adhceres, prseest 1 the Lord God may better say than any earthly prince. He to

whom I attach mjself, lie shall prosper. "The Lord of hosts was with David:" 1. To
give him regal qualities. 2. Tosunxiund him with prudent counsellors, devoted friend.-i,

and faithful serv ants. 3. To give him favour with the peoiile. 4. To reveal himself to

his heart, as the Subject of praise, the Law of righteousness, the Lord of life.

Lessons. 1. It is within the power of all Christians, by the use of the means of

grace, to grow constantly in true excellence. 2. Only by the presence and aid of the

Most High can we be justilJed in looking for progress and true prosperity.—T.

Ver. U.

—

Ui(jUy mm. Great epochs and great leader* «aU forth great men. In
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most nations' histories there are periods when greatness seems to spring forth sponta-

neously, and to display itself in all the departments of human activity. David had the

power—distinctive of true leadership—of evoking, as it were, capable,
_
valiant, and

devoted followers. In his day and in the early periods of many nations, warlike

qualities were needed, and the recommendations of physical strength and courage were

the highest of all. In more settled states of society and more civilized communities^ gi fts

of mind are more prized than those of body. The qualities that are developed among
nations are for the most part those which are demanded by the necessities of the times.

I. EXTBAORDINAKY GIFTS OP BODY AND OF MIND ABB AH FROM GrOD. This il

indeed true of all gifts. " We are his offspring." " In him we live, and move, and have

our being." Yet how often is this truth forgotten in the presence of splendid endow-

ments of strength and skill, genius and influence 1 Men take the praise to themsilves

for the powers which God has conferred, for the achievements which he has enabled them
to accomplish. But it should ever be remembered that all human might is but a slight

and evanescent glimmer of his glory.

II. EXTRAOHDINART GIFTS SHOULD BE EMPLOYKD IN God's SEEVIOK. There U a

notion that high station and great genius absolve men from allegiance to the ordinary

laws of morality and religion. What is regarded as proper for the multitude is some-
times deemed inapplicable to the exalted few. There can be no greater error. Great

men have great power for good or for evil, and in their case it is pre-eminently of impor-
tance that the " five talents " should be employed in the service of the Divine Lord, who
has a rightful claim to their consecration. " Spirits are not finely touched but to fine

issues."

III. EXTBAORDINAKT GIFTS MUST BB ACCOUNTED FOB TO THEIE GiVER. There is

nothing in the fact of their unusual number or magnitude that absolves from that

responsibility which characterizes all moral and accountable natures. The Divine

Judge will doubtless require a strict account at last. There is no principle more pro-

minent in Christian teaching than this : " To whom much is given, of them much wiU
be required."

Conclusion. 1. Let those amply endowed with natural gifts beware of pride. There

is nothing so unreasonable, nothing so spiritually disastrous, as is this sin. 2. Let such
" great ones " remember to render to Heaven grateful acknowledgments, for to Heaven
such acknowledgments are assuredly due. "What hast thou that thou didst not

receive? Who bath made thee to differ ? "—T.

Ver. 14.

—

A great deliverance. David, by the force of his character and the prowess

of his arms, gathered around him many able, valiant men, who were a strength to him-
self and a protection to his kingdom. Of the thirty heroes most famous and mighty,
some are recorded to have wrought great and memorable exploits. The passage before

us relates a feat of arms performed probably by Shamraah, one of these mighty men of

valour. He attacked the Philistines, who were stationed in a field of barley or lentiles,

routed and slew the enemy, and secured a victory for Israel. It is observable that,

whilst the valour of the hero is celebrated, by which a defeat was turned into a victory,

the result is ascribed to Jehovah, God of hosts : " The Lord saved them by a great

deliverance." This deliverance may be regarded as symbolical of that yet greater

salvation which our redeeming and merciful God has wrought on behalf, not of Israel

only, but of mankind—a spiritual and everlasting deliverance.

I. The Lobd is the Author of this salvation. 1. Eia mind designed it. The
gospel is the good news of Divine compassion, and the expression of Divine wisdom. It

bears the impress of his character. It witnesses to his attributes. It is his supreme
word to the children of men. 2. His Son achieved it. The battle was fought when
Jesus lived, was won when Jesus died. He is the Hero who girds his sword upon his
thigh, and goes forth, conquering and to conquer. 3. His Spirit applies it. The
deliverance has to be effected, not only /or but in every ransomed and Sftved one who
experiences the Saviour's interposition and shares his conquest.

II. This salvation is obeat, beyond au. comparison, beyond all pbaise. 1.

To understand the magnitude of the salvation, consider/rom what the redeemed of the
Lord are saved. Israel had been saved from the bondage of Egypt, and in this book it

appears they were repeatedly saved from the thraldom of the Philistines. From bow
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much worse a slavery—a captivity—are men redeemed by the grace of God our Saviour,
wliioh appeared in Christ ! The gospel announces release from the bonds of sin and
the yoke of Satan. 2. Consider at what a cost we are redeemed. " Not with cor-
ruptible things, such as silver and gold, but with the precious blood of Christ." 3. Con-
sider the nature of the safety—the salvation—which Christ secures for his people. It
is not merely a deliverance from sin and death ; it is a conferring of happiness, dignity,
and joy ; it is the impartation of the Divine favour, the bestowal of the Divine Spirit.

4. Consider its final, eternal character. It is a deliverance extending through time and
into eternity, a salvation from which there is no return to bondage. 5. Consider for
how great a multitude it is obtained. Many of all nations enjoy its benefits, and at
last "a great multitude which no man can number" shall join in the everlasting
anthem ascribing salvation to God and the Lamb.

Practical lessons. 1. A great deliverance calls for great gratitude and great
devotion from those who experience its blessings. 2. A great deliverance published is

a great opportunity for the enslaved and oppressed. It is their privilege to accept the
remission and the liberty proclaimed.—T.

Vers. 16—19.—2%« well of Bethlehem. This is one of the most touching and poetical

incidents in the romantic life of the son of Jesse. It exhibits him in a light in which
we cannot but discern both his amiability and his piety.

I. David's desire. He was, with his faithful band of valiant followers, in the strong-
hold upon the borders of the Philistine territory. The enemy were in possession of his

native vale, the scene of his boyish happiness and youthful exploits. It was a position

of danger and of privation^this which he occupied at this time. How natural, how
human, his desire for a draught of the bright, cool water from the spring that gushed
from the hillside near his father's fields ! It was a longing for home, it was a clinging

to the associations of childhood, it was the unchanged heart, that prompted the desire

that found utterance in his words, " Oh that one would give me," etc.

!

II. The peat of the heroes. The men David had around him were men ready
foT any daring exploit—bold, fearless, and prompt. Yet they had tender hearts, that
could sympatliize with such a wish as that their chief expressed. It was a gallant and
heroic feat, this which they performed, in breaking through the ranks of the Philis-

tines, and bringing to David the draught of water his soul desired from the dear
well at Bethlehem.

III. The self-sacrifioino and pious act of thb leader. David appreciated the

faithfulness, the sympathy, the bravery, of the noble three. He could not drink the

water, for it seemed to him like the life-blood of the heroes. It was too precious for

any but for Jehovah. Accordingly be poured it out in a pious libation before the Lord,
giving his best to God.

Lessons. L The sacredness and beauty of human feeling. The associations of

childhood and of home are precious, and it is no sia;n of weakness to cherish them.
2. The beauty of self-sacrifice. What more admirable than the willingness to run all

risks to serve, to make happy, those whom we honour and love? 3. The supremacy
of the Divine claims. God has a right to our hearts and to all that is dear to them.
Withhold not from him his own.—T.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Popular and royail wisdom. All Israel now gave thrir adhesion to the

person and house of David. The kingdom was knit together under.one strong, wise

leader (ver. 1). In the act by which the national acceptance of David was declared and
ratified we have a suggestive instance of—

I. The wisdom of the community. All Israel: 1. Made their choice with dis-

cernment. The nation did not act precipitately, blindly, with a rash and ruinous

impulsiveness. It had good reason for what it did. It elected to elevate David to the

supreme post because (1) he could claim very close relationship :
" We are thy bone

and thy flesh;" a fact which ensured his deep interest and patriotism; (2) he had
rendered valuable service in past days : " Thou wast he that leldest out and broughtest

in Israel" (ver. 2); (3) Divine designation: " The Lord thy God said unto thee," etc.

(ver. 2) ;—three excellent reasons for their procedure. 2. Acted afterwar.ls with wise

precaution. Instead of trusting absolutely to the lasting rirtue of a good man, tbsy
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bound him to royal fidelity with • solemn pledge : they met the king in Hebron, and
" he made a covenant with them . . . before the Lord " (ver. 8). This was most wise

;

they did not then know for a certainty what manner of monarch David would prove.

It would have been blind and foolish on their part, in the last degree, to have committed
themselves absolutely and without any guarantee into the new king's hands. Here are

lessons for all communities (nations, societies, Churches, etc.) for all time, (1) Think
wdl before taking an important step which involves large issues. (2) Choose for a
leader the man who is likely to cherish a real and living interest in the well-being ot

the community. (3) Prefer the man who has given assurance, by past action, of integrity

and ill ility. (4) Makemuchof Divine indications. (5) Have a distinct understanding,

ranlully and solemnly ratified, before actually entering on the new relationship. Let
tlieru he no possible mistake on either side as to what is expected.

11. '1 HE WISDOM OF THE EiNO. David did'two wise things on this occasion. 1. He
commenced his reign over united Israel by an act of courage and patriotism (vers. 4, 5).

2. He gave prominence and power to the man who earned them by his merit (ver. 6).

Here are two lessons for leaders of all times. (1) Strive to start well. To make a
favourable commencement of a ministry, or of a government or office of any kind, is not

everything; but it is much. It is a great step toward a real success; therefore, in

beginning a new work with new workers, put forth the utmost energy and start

promisingly. (2) Show favour to the deserving. Let not kinship, nor friendship, nor

the commendations of others, but personal merit shown in the face of duty and diffi-

culty, be the condition of honour. Let the prize be to him who has won it. Partiality

will soon destroy confidence and wear away affection. Impartiality will secure respect

and love. Then as " David dwelt in the castle," will the wise leader of the com-
munity dwell in the stronghold of the esteem and affectiou of the Church or the
community.—0.

Ver. 9.

—

God's enlarging pretence. If QoA is with us in the sense in which he was
" with " David, we also shall " wax greater and greater."

I. How God's fbesekoe feoved an eklaboement to the eiko. It resulted in

:

1. An increa^ein his territory. God prospered him in war; his enemies were beaten;
his doniinion was enlarged, so much so that the prophecy of Gen. xv. 18—21 was ful-

filled. 2. The growth of power and influence in his royal person. David became more
and more established in the regard, the confidence, and the affection of Israel. The
whole nation came to yield him a full and unhesitating allegiance. 3. The rise of

national power and influence over neighbouring nations. The kingdom of Israel had
been little or nothing to the surrounding peoples. Kow, however, it acquired considera-

tion. The potentates of the East were glad to make treaties, to be on amicable terms
with it. 4. The enlargement of his spiritual nature. We cannot say that David's

spiritual course was " the path of the just, shining brighter and brighter unto the per-

fect day." It certainly suffered temporary eclipse, even if it did not, after a certain

period, steadily decline. But we may indulge the belief that, lor some time after his

elevation to supreme power, it was not only in circumstance but in soul that h* " waxed
greater and greater."

II. How God's fbesenoe is as enlaboement to oubbeltes. If God be with us,

with his Divine favour, with his providing and protecting care, with his Spirit's influ-

ence, it may be that he will give us enlargement in the shape of: 1. Temporal pros-

perity. He may "set our feet in a large room " (l^s. xxxi. 8). We may be made by
him to " wax greater and greater " (see 1 Tim. iv. 8). It is certiun God will grant us
im rease in : 2. Our views. We shall see, know, understand, more and more of him-
selr, of ourselves, of the meaning and the capacity of our human life, of his holy will

as revealed in bis Word. 3. Our affections. He will " enlarge our heart " (Ps. cxix.

Si). We bhall embrace more in our kindly sympathies. Our purer, nobler, more
generous feeling will flow forth to all those who are the most necessitous—to the " little

ones " of Christ, to " them that are afar off." 4, Our influence. We shall become more
of a blessing to those with whom we have to do. As God teaches us, disciplines us,

ennobles its, we shall have a gathering and growing power over our kindred, our asso-

ciates, our neighbours. 5. Our hopes. These will be gradually withdrawn froui the small

cimle of time, and reach forth into the vast amplitude of eternitj; and they will
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become ever higher and nobler m immortal life presenU itself to ns less as a mere end-
less enjoyment and more as a ceaseless serrice.—-0.

Vers. 10—14, 20

—

H.—The moral of the mighty men. We may learn from this record

of gallant exploits and of the names of David's mighty men^
I. That no man, howbveb obgat and wisb, can dispense with thb oo-opeba-

TiON OF OTHERS. Davld's clevation to the throne was largely due to his own character

and to his own deeds. That was noble and winning ; these were great and worthy. But
he could not and would not have become king over all Israel, had not these mighty men
" strengthened themselves with him ... to make him king " (ver. 10). And though
the power and glory of his long reign were, to a great extent, the product of the king's

own wisdom, valour, and loyal i y to Jehovah, yet the deeds of his mighty men had much
to do with the triumphs he won and the power he wielded. No Christian leader can
accomplish great things without an active following on the part of brave and true men,
who " strengthen themselves with him." Around the illustrious men whose names are

household words and who wrought great things for Christ and for the world, there were
gathered others, less in moral and spiritual stature than they, whose names were
unwritten or have faded from view, but whose co-operation ensured success. All who
would accomplish much must know how to surround themselves with others who will

second their work and sustain their hands.

II. That men may serve a good cacsk animated bt tabious motives. It is

impossible to suppose that all those who " strengthened themselves with David . . .

according to the word of the Lord " (ver. 10) took their part, then and afterwards, solely

on the ground that they were thus carrying out the Divine will. Doubtless they had
their personal ambitions. The court at Jerusalem was not without its rivalries and
jealousies. The mighty men were no doubt stirred to more daring deeds because they
hoped to " have a name among the three " (vers. 20, 24), if not the " first three " (ver. 21)

;

or among " the thirty " (ver. 25), if not the three ; or to be counted among " the valiant

men of the armies " (ver. 26). In our Christian warfare we should be actuated by the

very highest considerations—by the love of Christ and the love of man. We may also

be afifeoted, may let our zeal burn more steadily and brightly, by considerations less

lofty than these—^by the desire to gain the approval of our leaders, by the hope of a
large reward, etc.

ni. That men mat dedicate theib PHVsicAii prowess to the service of God
AND OP THEIR KIND. The Worthies whose deeds are here recorded were rendering a

not unimpoitant service to their race. The reign of David had a certain serious bearing

on the whole plan of Providence. It was, perhaps, an essential link in the whole
redemptive chain. In this light the exploits of these heroes, who helped to place David
in regal power and to sustain him on the throne of Israel, formed a contribution to the

work of God and the redemption of man. The tendency of our nature is to over-

estimate such brilliant feats as those of this chapter (vers. 11—14, 20, 22, 23). But
it is possible, by a reaction of thought, to under-estiniate them, and even to deny them
a place in the account of honourable service. Physical prowess has served and yet may
serve the cause of truth, righteousness; wisdom.

IV. That usually in othbe ways than thbsk God asks and accepts oub
bbbvioe. Now, in these Christian times, it is (1) by moral rather than by physical

courage ; (2) in obscurity rather than in distinction ; (3) with the sword of the Spirit

rather than with the sword of steel, that we are to win victories and render service to

our Lord.—0.

Vers. 15

—

W.-r-A royal afterthought. This is a beautiful and touching episode in

the military career of David. It brings out both the weakness and the strength of the

Hebrew monarch.
I. The kino's momentary inoonsidbbatenms. (Ver. 17.) David was not by any

means thoughtless of his subjects. He was not made of the hard mateiial of which

some celebrated adventurers have been composed, which made them utterly heedless of

the losses and sufferings of their followers. He had a warm and generous heart. But

on this occasion he was betrayed into an inconsiderate act. When his thirst could not

possibly be allayed without placing the lives of his men in the most imminent risk, h
I. QBBONIOLXS. „
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should have borne it in silence rather than have uttered his wish for water. He should
hafe remembered that the wish of a sovereign would probably be interpreted as a
command, or be seized upon as an occasion for distinction or a means of securing a large

reward. To such default all men are liable. It requires unceasing prayer and sleepless

vigilance to avoid being surprised and " overtaken in a fault."

IL The devoted lotalty of his followers. (Ver. 18.) Three of his mighty
men no sooner heard his utterance of strong desire than they set out to gratify it.

Daring the utmost danger, their life in their hand, they " brake through the host of the
I'hilistines, and drew water out of the well." David had the rare faculty of attaching

men to himself with enthusiastic devotion. He won, not only the fidelity, but the eager

iiad loving devotion of his servants. Surely his " greater Son," the Prince of Peace, is

lar more worthy of the unhesitating, uncalculating devotion of his subjects. Surely
they should eagerly watch his eye, should spring to do his bidding, should joyfully run
greatest risks and make largest sacrifices to fulfil the good pleasure of his will.

III. The bedbemino aftebthought. (Vers. 18, 19.) 1. David disallowed his own
selfishness. It is our habit to cover our wrong deeds with plausible pretexts. Our
ingenuity is generally equal to the discovery of reasons which will extenuate or justify

our errors and our sins. David might have done the same had he been less worthy than
he was. But he took the nobler course. He rebuked himself and disallowed his deed.

He shrank from the act of profiting by his own inconsiderateness. God forbid . .

.

shall I drink the blood of these men," etc. ? Well would it have been for this oppressed
world of ours if its kings and rulers had always shrunk thus from " drinking the blood "

of the people. In itself it is doubtless better not to err than to err and afterwards to

withdraw, but it is difficult for us not to be glad that David was guilty of this momen-
tary thoughtlessness, inasmuch as it was directly followed by this noble and most honour-
able afterthought, that he would not gratify his taste through an act which had imperilled

the lives of his followers. It was the readiest and most practical way of rebuking him-
self. 2. He rose into the region of self-denial and devotion. He " poured it out to ths
Lord." He made it quite impossible for him to drink, and, at the same time, he ofiered

an oblation unto the Lord. Seldom does so unpromising a commencement issue in so

excellent an ending. But for the profoundly religious character of David, it would not
have done so. We Jearn that : (1) Deep-seated principles of piety and virtue should correct

a mistake into which we may be surprised. (2) That self-denial and devotion are tnier

triumphs ti.an military conquests. We do not think much of Jashobeam's exploit

(ver. 11), but we shall never forget this penitential, self-sacrificing deed of David.-—C,

Vera. 1—3.

—

The promise fulfilled. "They anointed David king over Israel,

according to the word of the Lord by Samuel." David had a great promise given
him. It was given him early in his life to inspire the noble purpose, and to make
possible the necessary patience. Tfou and I have great promises, given us, not when in

sight of the longed-for good, but when it is yet distant and far away. Such promises
are our morning stars, as they were David's. Often, however, to David the fulfilment

of its promise seemed an impossibility. Often to us the obstacles to the fulfilment of

our promises ' seem many and insuperable. It is worth while to linger and to

observe how calmly and straight God's providence marched onward to the fulfilment

of its promise in his case, and to gather thence some deepening of our confidence that
it will march straight on to the complete fulfilment of every word on which he has
caused us to hope. I confine myself to this one point, not dwelling on some important
points likewise suggested here. Others may mark this to indicate the fact that
ultimately the people are the source of all power in the state; or may single out the
word "covenant" here, and dwell on the fact that David is the first example in history
of a constitutional monarchy. We look above and beyond these things, to a Divine
Giver fulfilling a long-despaired-of promise. That the precedent may have all its

weight of consolation for the despairing inheritors of God's promises, let us mark
successively—(1) The seeming impossibility of this promise being fulfilled; and (2)
»fc blessed and completefulfilment.

I. Obseevb the seeming impossibility of David's promise being fulfillbd. Not
many arguments are usually needed to drive us to despair. Many of us when all is

bviu;btest cannot believe the good word spoken to us. How much more David might
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have concluded that the fulfilment of this promise was utterly outside the reach of all

possibility! Look at the arguments of despair with which Satan could assail him, 1.

There wat already a monarch established in his throne. The choice of the whole
people. And at the time the promise was made to David everything indicated he was
the worthy choice of Israel. He had the hold which popular election, Divine approval,

a generous disposition, great physical courage and prowess, great natural kingliness,

conspired to give him. Nor had' he any lack of heirs. There were three conspicuous
sons—Jonathan, Abinadab, Melohi-shua, all worthy to succeed him. One of them, by
his noble generosity and kindness, which blended with the noblest martial qualities,

made him the darling and pride of the nation. There were other sons and grandsons.

How was it possible that all these should be superseded and he made kina;? I'.spocially

impossible would this seem when he remembered that : 2. He did not belong to a tribe

whose rvlership would be acceptable to Israel, arid did not even belong to the chief

family of that tribe. Ephraim aspired to be the leading tribe of Israel. Her land
centrally situate, she had been, from the days of Joseph downward, the leading tribe.

They might as their first king accept a man of Benjamin, not caring to press their

claims when they were securing one from a tribe always in friendliest alliance with
their own, and too small to dream of rivalling them in importance. But would
Ephraim ever admit Judah her rival to give Israel a king ? And even if they were
willing, would the great families of Jiulah accept that of Jesse as the royal house,

when the family of Caleb was still found in Hebron ? Yea, if they were willing,

would his own family be ? Thei-e were his brothers, great in warlike force ; the eldest

sufficiently kingly for Samuel to deem him the chosen of the Lord. There was his

uncle Joab, probably no older than himself, and his brothers, all of them capable of

ambition. Why should he be the one? Diil his pride or legitimate complacency
venture to go back to the great day at ICphes-dammim when he slew Goliath '/ There
was Bleazar, who in the same conflict had supported David and won a great renown,

and Jasliobeam, who " slew three hundred at one time," and half a score of others who
had done deeds of romantic fame. So that even before the enmity of Saul broke out

there was enough to make David despair of his ever seeing the promise fulfilled. Then
next; 3. Saul with all his forces sets himself to destroy David. The insanity that

overtook Saul seemed to leave David no hope. The enmity so persistent; the wh<jle

soldiery of the kingdom available and em ployed to seize and destroy him ; the land a

little land—not much larger than Yorkshire;—what chance was there of surviving

such a pursuit? The only defenders he could find were tlie rabble of outlawed people or

men of broken character and fortunes, who could not lose by any change, but possibly

might gain. Should he meet Saul in battle, his name would have a stigma of rebellion

fatal to all kingly hopes. Should he avoid a battle, it was hard to see by what other

means he could avoid the certain fcite which seemed awaiting him. And when year

after year this lasted, and David was " Irunted like a partridge on the mountains," how
inevitably would all hope of the fulfilment of God's promise fade from his soul 1 And
yet the greatest difficulty of all remains to be noted. At last he cuts the knot of

suspense, and, giving up all hope of the crown, he seeks to secure his lif , and actually:

4. Be enlists in the service of the enemies of Israel. We know not with what reserva-

tions he enters the service of Achish, whether he had intended the treason of fighting

against Israel, or the treason of siding with Israel against the Philistines after receiving

their hospitality and pledging faithiulness to them. Despair was working its usual

folly and recklessness; and he had put himself in one of those false positions which

are above all things to be avoided. And doing so, he not only abandoned for ever all

thought of being king, but seemed to make the throne impossible. But even here God
steps in, and, by raising up opposition on the part of the lords of the Philistines,

saves him from the shame which would have dishonoured him whether he had fought

atjainst Isriael or Israel's enemies. But put all these together: the settledness of tlie

dynast}' of Saul; the disadvantages of David's birth; the persecutions of Saul ; his own
break-down in faith;—and would you in his circumstances have been ever able to hope

for the fulfilment of this great promise ? Would you not rather have looked back on it

as the dream of a friendly nature and as nothing more? Are there more impediments

to-day in the way of God's promise to you being fulfilled than studded the way to

the fuL&lment of these ? Yet observe, spite of all these impossibilities—
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II. The complete and blessed fulfilment of all God's phomises. Consider how
many things so to this. 1. 'I'here is the opportunity for malting himself known to all

Israel. 2. Then, by marvellous pruvideiitial deliverances and by restraints on the

heart of Saul, every effort to destroy David is fru.-trate. 3. Tiien, God saves him from

himself, from the complications of his own despair, by keeping him entirely out of

the war between Saul and the Philistines. 4. Then, Saul and his three sons fall

together at Gilboa, and the only son of Saul remaining is one without any of the

strength requisite for kingship. The house of Judah accepts him as the ruler fittest to

secure them from the Philistines, one whose very name is itself worth an army. And
Benjamin, nearest to the Philistines, is glad to do the same. Then, while the conflict

with Ishbosheth has the minimum of slaughter that could be found in civil war, it

daily made the eminence of David more conspicuous. And so it happens that, with-

out any effort, toil, or solicitude on God's part, all things are brought round so perfectly

that at last all the tribes of Israel come and invite him to be king. Aud that at the

right time, viz. as soon as he was fit for such a post. He reached it and held it forty

years in the richest manner ; his kingdom reaching dimensions and prosperity hitherto

never dreamed of, and being transmitted to a long line of descendants, seventeen

generations holding the throne before the Captivity broke the line. And even so, what
is impossible with man ever proves to be possible with God. And the promise made
to you—of pardon of your repented sins, or of grace to conquer itidwelling evil, or of

answer to your prayer, or of perseverance to the end, or of daily bread, or of help in

every time of trouble—however impossible its fulfilment may seem, will be peifvxtly,

easily, richly fulfilled by him whose love and power know none of the limits within

which we have to work—G.

Ver. 10—ch. xii, 40.

—

Hie groups of heroes. "These are the chief of the mighty men
whom David had." This roll of ancient chivalry is worthy of a little notice. Men of

valour consecrating that valour to service of David and their country, emulating each

other's deeds and all abounding in service to their land, their numbers, association,

prowess, has charmed many a reader and inspired through many generations a grand
succession of heroic souls. As courage is a constant requisite in all directions, let ui

study this singular group of valiant men, and observe how

—

I. Heroes collect about a bebo. There are few qualities which are not moie or

less contagious. Corruption corrupts, and strength invigorates others. Honour sets

its fashion, and vice finds many to copy it. The bad man has to answer, not only for

the harm he does, but for the harm that he leads others to do. The good man has

the reward of his service, which is great, but of his example as well, which
is greater still. Here we see that one hero makes a multitude. After one man
has fought and slain a gigantic foe, Benaiah can do the same. And Jashobeam and
Eleazar can do their marvellous deeds, slaying foes by hundreds who come against

them. The nobility of David's nature attracts and elevates kindred spirits. It attracts

them j for even when an outcast and exile, they collect about him (see ch. xii.) in the

cave of Adullam aud in the laud of the Philistines. All Saul's authority as king and
kinsman does not prevent many of the bravest of the Benjamites attaching themselves

to David, even In Saul's lifetime. A Moabite, and an Ammonite were among his chief

captains; a Hittite, one of his thirty knights; from beyond Jordan many gather to

liim; and later on, from every tribe of Israel some are attracted to his standard. There
is such an attraction about every great souL The law of gravitation, I suppose, is true

of souls, that they attract each other in the ratio of their masses; and if a nature

be tenfold grander than another, it haa tenfold more attraction. Great men cannot
help attracting, and men less great from feeling the force of that attraction. And
when the greatness is the rounded greatness iu which generosity of nature meets with
ocurage and with wisdom, there is no bound to the attraction exercised and the

devotiou yielded. If God has made you a kingly spirit, you need not be over-solicitous

about the recognition of your claims. He whom God makes to be nia.-.ter is master by
a law of gravitation, and finds his level as naturally as material things find theirs.

Impatience to reach jomi throne only delays it. Be stdl, and if Goil means you to

rule, there is nothing more certain than that you will. Meanwhile, as perhaps you have
not that part to play, attach yourself as a learner and a follower to him whom yuu
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find better and wiser than yourself, and, sitting at his feet, you will, in the practice of

obedience, learn the secret of command. David not only attracts, howf ver, but elevates

Beneath the kindling ins|iiiation of his valour all hearts grow brave. Courage seems-

go easy and fear so shameful that, with him as leader, each man is twice, ay, sometime!-

many times himself. A Bruce, a Cromwell, a Nelson, or a Wellington, will never lack

brave following. "As iron sharpeneth iron, so does a man the countenance of hit

friend." Valour in one makes many valiant. King Arthur had his knights of the

Round Table, and David had his, and all brave men have theirs. Such a fact is

worthy of notice, for we are apt to think evil a stronger thing than good ; thi! fact

being that good is the most omnipotent thing on earth, kindling similar j;uodnes» in

others' lives. Be brave and good, and you will not long be without companions.
II. A WISE KINO CHOOSES BBAVE MEN FOR CAPTAINS. He did SO because he recog-

nized the validity of the principle we have just been considering. His valour infused

into the captains; theirs would be infnsed into the men. In war an army wants brave

leaders, not figure-heads. " Take the kings away every man out of his place, and put

captains in their room," said the sensible military critics of Benhadad, who had made
his first invasion of Israel with thirty-two kings as leaders of his troops. But it is not

only in military matters, but in all others that courage is wanted. From the teacher of

a Sunday school to a prime minister, from a minister of religion to a town councillor,

whoever is at the head of his fellows should be brave ; wise as well, but brave. Prudence
without some daring and enterprise will so shrink from difficulties and risks that it will

take ofttimes the most dangerous course of all—doing nothing. There is always at hand,
available for whoever can use it, abundance of power to work reforms, to render needed
service to mankind, if only there be leaders for it. Are you in a position of influence of

any sort, in Church or state, with few or many ? Eemember that David would have none
but heroic men for leaders, and if you have not courage to lead men forward, you should
give place to those who have. Happy the village Church, the Sunday school, the school

board, the town council, the land, whose leaders have brave hearts that do not slacken

with languor or shrink from danger! With such leading, the community, like Israel,

will find safety, prosperity, blessing, in richer measure than languid hearts ever dare to

dream of.—Q.

Ver. 22.—" Benaiah, (he ton ofJehoiada* " Benaiah the Hon of Jehoiada, the son of
a valiant man of Kabzeel, who bad done many acts ; he slew two lionlike men of Moab

:

also he went down and slew a lion in a pit in a snowy day. And he slew an Egyptian,
a man of great.stature, five cubits high ; and in the Egyptian's hand was a spear like

a weaver's beam ; and he went down to him with a staff, and plucked the spear out of

the Egyptian's hand, and slew him with his own spear." I venture to treat of this hero,

although far removed from any nineteenth-century characteristics. He was apriett,

son of a high priest, yet a warrior. To find one like him in office and quality one has
to go back to the fighting bishops of the Middle Ages. We do not read of his minister-

ing at the altar. Yet we must not, therefore, imagine him some degenerate son of

Aaron, affording warning rather than example. For there is something savoury in hia

brief story, which occurs twice in the Bible, and just because of its unusual combina-
tions of characteristics it is worth our lingering on it. Let me urge some simple lessons

which may be of use, at least to the more combative of our readers. Observe

—

I. That uanliness is a obeat desideratum in a priesthood. To make a true

priest of tiod, the first and greatest thing required is godliness, and the second is like

unto it—manliness ; and on these two qualities hang all effective discharge of priestly

duties. It may be objected that this remark does not necessarily spring from Benaiah,

who, though of the tribe of Levi, might be an exception to rather than a specimen of the

priestly order. And I should admit the relevancy of the remark were it not that the

tribe of Levi seems, in Egypt, to have been conspicuous for its courage and leading

qualities (for otherwise the eminence of Aaron bel'ore Moses received his commission
would be inexplicable) ; that the tribe of Levi was called pre-eminently " the host,"

during all the encampments in the wilderness ; that in David's time the tribe of Levi

seems to have afforded one of the monthly army corps of twenty-four thousand men
(ch. xxvii. 5) ; that from the days of Phinehas to those of the Maccabees, and even

mWf the priesthood furnished many of Israel's noblest warriors; so that, without
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I'ressing or Btraining anything, we have the fact clear that the manliness of the tribe

01' the Levites was one reason of its selection for the priesthood, or at least one charac-

teristic of it. There is a vulgar manliness, loud, hlatant, coarse, unfamiliar wiih any of

the finer questionings or feelings of the soul. Far from all priestly work be such. But
the noblest manliness is not coarse. It blends gentleness with courage, is a thing of

force of spirit rather than of bodily strength, marked by vigour and truth, daring rather

than any braggart delight in blows. And it should be remembeied that weak and
feeble spirits are nowhere more out of place than in the Christian ministry. To make a

true minister of the gospel of Jesus Christ you want essentially, as the raw material out
of which God makes him

—

manliness. Courage to avow the faith when all may be deny-
ing it ; to stand alune ; to resist all seduction to smother doubt and to repeat hearsay

;

to dare to do right ; to have the inspiring power which nerves others to dare it as well

;

to rebuke ; to warn ; to count and accept the cost of faithfulness to principles ; to be.'/i

leader and commander to the people ;—for these things is manliness not needed ? ia

courage not supremely requisite ? Peter said, " Add to your faith manliness " (" vitfu «
"

in the Latin sense, not in the English). Clirist said of Peter, " Thou art a rock, s^A on
this rock I will build my Church." In Heb. xi. you could almost substitute the «ord
"courage" for the word "faith," so constantly and inseparably are they iinitcd. The
great names of the Church are no less illustrious for courage than for sjiiritual insight.

Paul, Athanasius standing "alone against the world," Luther, Calvin, Knox, Wesley,
Carey, Williams, Livingstone

;
you have just to go over the great names of the Church's

history to see that the names of those greatly good have been those pre-eminently of

men greatly brave as well. Whatever your work, Christian, if you would be a true

priest of God you must be brave. " Put on thy strength, Zion." Religion never
enervates when it is the real thing, but uses and increases all the braver qualities of the

spirit. Faith is a fight in all directions. We have sometirats fosteied a piety too

sentimental, phrasy, and self-conscious. From the manliness which God approved in

in the old priesthood, and which Benaiah had in prime fulness, learn that godliness and
manliness should meet to make a thorough character. Observe (what, indeed, flows

from this)

—

II. That the combative quality m man, while it needs hallowino, admits
OF IT. Man is very largely a fighting animal. His modes of attack come almost aa

instinctively as the various modes of assault used by the lower animals. The taste for

conflict distinguishing all men, true religion does not destroy, but seeks to hallow it.

The mental analyst will tell you that he needs some admixture of the combative
element to produce some of the finest qualities of nature. It is that whicli gives hard-

ness and a staying power to the man. There is no decision of character v?sthout it.

We need the power of standing up against our enemies to stand up against ourselves.

There is no pertinacity of purpose without it. He who has not a little of the com-
bative element soon gives in. There is no conquest of difiiculties without it. We
shrink from every trouble, say a lion is in the street, if there is nothing of this quality

in us. So that the combative quality is not one of nature's mistakes th'it grace ha?
just to weed out, but something it has to hallow ; an edged tool, in learning the uses

of which we often cut our fingers, but something not on that account to be thrown
away. It may be hallowed, but it needs a good deal of effort to secure a thorough
hallowing of it. It is apt to be a reckless quality, striking wildly; the weapon of

the passions rather than of the reason ; used by and intensifying animosity ; the

source of strife and confusion, and the " every evil work " which attend thorn—shedding
blood, devastating kingdoms, burdening conscience with guilt, running riotous in its

wrong. When rightly used,Jone of the grandest blessings of life ; when ill used, one of its

great curses. If so valuable hallowed, so mischievous unhallowed, the question rises

—

When is it hallowed, and truly and divinely used ? And I think Benaiah's case gives

US, somewhat roughly, perhaps, but clearly, the true answer to the question. It is used
rightly and hallowed when directed against the enemies of the public good. Sometimes
against an Egyptian host mustered to battle, sometimes against the Moabites, and
sometimes against the wild beasts. An evangelical generalization might not be far out

of it which stated it that the combative clement is wisely employed when it operates

against whatever injures our own character or our neighbour's well-being. The man
fights foolishly who does not begin the conflict by fighting with himself. It were vain
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to fight against Egyptians «nd MoaWtea, and then give in and let some lion destroy lh«

power so valuable—power which might have done such splendid service. To say " No"
to our own weaknesses, to protect the interests of others, to oppose whatever by iti

fiklBehood, sin, or mischief threatens the true well-being of our friends and neighbours.

Oh, how much there is that needs fighting 1 how much of evil in oiir own hearts I

how much ia the world 1 How much of evil is daily assailing and destroying the hap-
piness and well-being of multitudes, but for want of brave hearts that think of more
than merely getting to heaven themselves, and that are willing to make some sacrifice

of comfort and ease and to risk what is dearer than either! " Fight the good fight of

faith ; lay hold on eternal life
; " and oppose whatever harms your brethren.

III. That thbbb abb a good many diffebbnt kinds of enemies to be tackled
IN THE COURSE OF OUR LIFE. Sometimes Egyptians ; sometimes Moabites ; sometimes

lions; sometimes some other foe, like the Philistines encamped round Bethlehem, through
whom Benaiah and two others broke to fetch David a draught of water from its well.

Yes J there is more than one or two or even three sorts of enemies against which we have
here to fight. Now it is a subtle whisper that denies there is any Providence here or

heaven hereafter ; now it is some passion that, rising up within us, clamours for mastery
over the reason and duty; now it is greed, which makes the fingers stick to the money
they should part with ; now it is one of what are called the minor faults, but which yet
are capable of inflicting much pain and injury that needs to be put down ; now it is

tfie ignorance of the children of the people; now it is their vices, their drunkenness;

now it is the system which is permitted to increase the wealth of individuals at the

expense of corrupting the life of the people. Oh for a few Benaiahs, that in conflict

with such evils will put forth a noble strength. Let us not live a merely private life.

Rise and assail the foe which is injuring society, beginning, I must say again, with the

enemies that fight in your own heart—unbelief in Christ, unwillingness to follow him,
indulgence of your own weakness. There are too many Reubens in every age who,
when great issues are being fought out big with bliss or woe to generations, "abide"
ignobly " among the bleating of the sheep." Keener interest in all efforts of philan-

thropy and politics to further human well-being, is what is required at our hand.

Lastly, observe that

—

IV. In all fiqhtino, the soul is the main thing. Doubtless Benaiah had great

muscular strength, but that was but a little of his equipment. The splendid audacity

that engaged with the Egyptian, meaning to kill him with his own spear. The fine

superiority to thought of consequences to himself of engaging with that hungry lion on
a winter's day, in close quarters, where neither could escape the other. It was that hrave

spirit in him which, never shrinking from attempts that seemed impossible, nor kept

back by the discretion that seeks to save its skin, wrought its grand marvels. Oh,
how little of this grand courage marks us I How much solicitude we have about our

name, our peace, what people may think of us, our money, the chance of failing! In
this world the timid don't always go most safely. It is the brave heart that comes best

out of all its confiicts. Pluck up a little strength, and call to God for more, and venture

bravely wherever duty calls you, and, like Benaiah, you will find fame, safety, nseful-

ness, attendant on your steps.—Cr.

Vers. 1—4.

—

David's anointing. This chapter properly follows the twelfth chapter.

The union of heart to make David king is taken up at the commencement of this

eleventh chapter. This event happened on the death of Ishbosheth (see 2 Sam. v.

1—3). The repeated anointings in the presence of the heads of the kingdom seem to

have been necessary to the general acknowledgment of the sovereign by the nation.

In 2?avid we are to see Christ. In the " oneness of heart " to make him king (see

ch. xii. 38), we see that love to Christ which constitutes all true subjects of the

Saviour. It was simply love to himself which drew all these heroes around David.

At his yearning for the water of the well of Bethlehem, it was this love that made
them brave all danger, and, at the risk of their lives, " break through the host of the

Philistines." In all this we see the personal love of the Lord's people to their King,

Jesus. Love is the mighty bond—love to himself, love that will brave all dangers,

love that will lay down its life for him—the reflection of his own shed abroad in their

hearts. And the object oi this great gathering was one, even as their hearts were one,
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Tiz. to make David king. Thns is it also tVie one desire of all the followers of Christ

—that he shall be King. They would cast every crown at his feet and say, " Thou
art worthy," and thoy long for the time when he shall be " King of kings and Lord of

lords." But while they were "of one heart" to make David king, he, on his part,

made a coTenant'with them. In this covenant he made himself over to them as their

leader and captain, and that they should partake of the reward of his victories and of

his glory. All this would be included in that covenant. In this, again, we see Christ,

our true David, engaging to his faithful people all covenant blessings, "I will give

unto you the sure mercies of David." His own wondrous love has bound them to him-

self, and that same love ensures to them, in a covenant that nothing can set aside,

every spiritual and temporal blessing. " He hath blessed us with all spiritual blesaingi

in heavenly places in Christ."—W.
Vers. 4—9.

—

Capture of Jeruaahm. David and all Israel with him went to Jeruia-

lera, then called Jebus, and in the possession of the Jebusites. But they would have

none of him. David, however, took the castle of Zion, and Joab subsequently

captured the city, and was rewarded for his bravery by promotion to the chief military

rank. We have seen the anointed king and his subjects, and now we are presented to

the royal residence. In all this Christ is again shadowed forth. We have seen the

anointed King Jesus and those who are his faithful ones. He has gone into " the far

country to receive for himself a kingdom and to return;" and his people shall share

in his glory when he shall return. " I go," he said, " to prepare a plafce for you : and
if I go and prepare a jilace for you, I will come again, and receive you unto myself;

that where I am, there ye may be also." He has purchased Zion for his loved onea

with his own precious blood, and they shall reign with him in his glory.—W.

Vers. 10—25.

—

David's mighty men. Among the elders of Israel (ver. 3) who came
tf) anoint David king, there were niighty men of valour, who had in various ways
disiinguished themselves. These are referred to in these verses, and also in 2 Sam.
xxiii. 8—24. David formed a military staff out of this "great host" that had
gathered around liim. The " mighty men," or " champions," of this staff were divided

into three classes. The highest was Jashobeam, the son of Hachmoni ; the second,

Kleazar the son of Dodo, the Ahohite ; the third, Shammah the son of Agee, the

Hararite. These were of the first class or highest rank. In the second class were

first Abishai the brother of Joab, the son of Zeruiah ; the second, Betiaiah the son of

Jehoiada; the third, Asahel the brother of Joab. These were of the second rank.

The third class were the thirty men enumerated in these chapters, of whom Asahel was
the chief. There are thirty-one mentioned in the list, including Asahel, which,

including the six of the two superior ranks, make thirty-seven. The first name in the

chief rank, Jashobeam, was an ofSce, or " seat" (2 Sam. xxiii. 8) Adino the Eznite

is said to have filled this office under Joab. The one who filled this seat was president

of war. The three chief men who composed the ranks of each of the first two classes

were chosen for their valour, and the remarkable maimer in which they had distin-

guished themselves at the time when David was Saul's general against the Philistines.

'The two chapters give in detail the account of the exploits performed by Jashobeam,
Bleazar, Shammah, Abiahai, Benaiflh, and Asahel. These were the men who had so

distinguished themselves uniler David when acting as Saul's general. Adino the

Eznite is represented as sitting in Jashobeam's sent—-probubly acting for him as the
president of the council of war. Jashobeam is said to have s ain eight hundred men
with "his own spear." The Philistines gathered together against David in a field of

barley, or lentiles. There Bleazar met them, and fought " till his hand was weary,"

•nd it " clave unto the sword." The same battle was continued by Shammah after

the exhaustion of Eleazar, and he, by his valour, preserved the field. To these two
the Lord gave a great victory, and "the peojile returned after them only to spoil."

These were the exploits of the three chief men of David's first rank. In his se^cond

rank, Abishai the brother of Joab slew with his own spear three hundred men.
Benaiah the son of Jehoiada slew at one time two Moabitish giants ; at another time,

when snow covered the ground, he slew a lion in a pit ; and at another an Egyptian
giant with his own spear. Asahel, the third of the second rank, and brother also of
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Joab, ig merely described as one of the valiant men. This " great host " had gathered
to David in the cave of AduUam, situate within a few miles of Bethlehem. Drawn
thither by personal attachment to himself, they preferred rejection and clanger and
every hardship of life. Let us learn a few spiritual lessons from this narrative. All
those who are drawn around the true David, the Lord Jesus, are not only Christians
but warriors. ' They are to be heroes in the Lord's service—to " fight the good fight of

faith." And as with these "mighty men," according to their individual prowess will

they be rewarded in the day of the true David's glory. Many of the noble acts of

valour which distinguished these " mighty men " were done in secret, and on their

own special ground, never heard of till now, and on this account were they chosen as

David's " mighty men " now. Those who are fit to fight the Lord's battles in public
tre those who have conquered in secret, on their own home ground, and where no eye
hM seen but God's, The man who knows not, like Duvid himself, what it is to

have killed the " lion and the bear " in secret is not fit to stand in the public arena to

contend with Goliath of Gath. Here we have the election of David to the throne by
God, even while Saul was reigning. Just so is it now. The prince of this world
reigns, but Jesus is God's chosen One. " Why do the heathen rage, and the people
imagine a vain thing? The Idngs of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take
counsel together, against the Lord, and against his Anointed. . . . Yet have I set my
King upon my holy hill of Zion." The anointing of David by God is brought before

us in 1 Sam. xvi. 12, 13. The election and anointing of David by the people is

recorded in the chapter we are now considering. In these two passages we have the
election of Jesus and his anointing by Ood shadowed forth in those of David, even
while as yet the world's king was reigning. In the mean time David, thus cho.sen and
anointed of God, is rejected and cast out by the people of God and by the Gentiles.

This is shadowed forth in the rejection by Saul and by Achish, King of Gath (1 Sam.
xxi, 10—J.5). Thus Jesus, the Chosen and Anointed of God, has been rejected by
Jews and Gentiles. "Away with him!" "Crucify him I" was the united cry of

both. The rejected king David takes refuge in the cave of Adidlam, and there "a
great host as the host of God" gather round him, drawn to him by devoted love, and
preferring to be identified with him in his rejection than to be in honour laraaer Saul.

How fully we see Christ in all this! As the rejected One, Jesus is now hiding from
the view of the world, like David in the cave of Adullam. He has ascended on high,

as the Ciiosen and Anointed of God. He is Kmi, "set upon his holy hill of Zion." And
now "a great host, as the host of God," is being gathered out of this world, "a
multitude which no man can number," drawn around this rejected One—drawn by his

love, and preferring rejection with him to "enjoying the pleasures of sin for a season."

The prince of this world is ruling still ; but though in the world, his people are not of

the world. Saul is not their king, but David ; not Satan, but Jesus. " He is precious"

to them—the " chief of ten thousand, the altogether lovely." And just as there was
great joy in this outgathered host of David (ch, xii. 40), so there is joy among the

people of God. Jesus is their joy. He is coming to reign. They know it. And the

joy which David's outgathered ones had in him was indeed only a faint shadow of

that joy which is theirs, for they have " his joy fulfilled in themselves." And what
was the character of those who were drawn to David as the rejected one in the cave of

Adullam ? " And every one that was in distress, and every one that was in debt, and
every one that was bitter of soul, gathered themselves unto him ; and he became a

captain over them." Could any passage more accurately describe those who flocked

round the standard of the Lord Jesus when on earth ? " Publicans and harlots,

sinners," those out of whom had been cast seven devils, the broken in heart, the out-

cast, tbe blind and deaf and dumb, the naked and hungry and wretched,—such were

those who were drawn to the true David when on earth—drawn by his love, and, with

his love constraining them, content to " count all things as dung that they mi;;ht win

Christ, and be found in him." And such are they still who are drawn to the world's

rejected One. They are in "distress"—they have nothing, and are full of want.

Wearied with the mockery of a world that has ever cheated them, they have ca«t

themselves, weary and heavy laden, on Jesus. Again and again they have uttered the

cry, " Lord, to whom shall we go ? thou hast the words of eternal life." They are

"in if«&("—dnbtom to a broken Law, with the sword of Divioe wrath banging over
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tTieir heads on arcountof guilt and sin. They are "bitter of son!;" for sin has wounded
them, the world has wounded them, Satan has pierced them through and through. They
had " no hope, and were without God in the world." They were " hateful and hating

one another." They were " dead in trespasses and sins." Drawn to Jesus by his love,

he is now their " All in all." He has risen from the dead and has ascended on high.

He has " become a Captain over them "—the " Captain of their salvation, made perfect

through sufferings." The host thus gathering round the true David is indeed " the

host of God." It is increasing and shall increase till it becomes " a multitude that no
man can number," which shall come with Jesus when he shall return in glory, and
shall reign with him, " Kinj; of kings and Lord of lords." There is one very precious

word in this narrative, "And David went on going and growing: for the Lord of hosts

was with him " (see margin, 2 Sam. v. 10. and ver. 9 of this chapter). What a word
for each of us—"going and growing"! Yes; they are inseparable! In your "walk"
with God you must "grow." Oh, how many are in the way to heaven, but stand-
ing still! Header, are you growing? Are you "walking" with God? then you
must grow ; but not otherwise. Less each day in your own eyes, but more in his.

Growth in grace is a going down—a reversal—to ourselves. Christ's glory so rises till

the soul is lost in it. " Going and growing "
I And what was the secret of it ? Not

David's natural prowess ; not the numbers who were daily flocking to his standard.

No ; none of these : " for the Lord of hosts was with him." Yes ; God's presence

—

abiding in Jesus—is the secret of all " going " and the secret of all " growing." None
without it.—W.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Oo^» providences fulfil Ood's promises. The fact is brought promi-
nently before us in these verses that eventually, after long waiting and much trial of

faith and patience, the promised throne was secured for David, and that in a most hope-
ful way, by the good will of the people and the providential removal of all possible

rivals. It has been said that " They who wait on providence will never want a provi-

dence on which to wait." But we must guard against making providence something
operating distinct from God. It is really the living Ood working in the sphere of

material things for the highest good of his people.

I. (3od's pbomise op the throne to David. It had been made long years before,

when David was but a youth (1 Sam. xvi. 13). It was made by the significant act

of anointment, and by the inward witness of God's Spirit. But it was not accom-
panied with any assurance of immediate fulfilment. God's promises still may serve

for years unto the culture of our dependence and trust, until he finds the fitting

time for their realization. The Christian man now has the promise of the " inherit-

ance undefiled," but only the promise
;
yet to him " faith is the substance of things

hoped for."

II. When the promise was given the fulfilment seemed most unlikely.
Another king was actually seated on the throne. There were no outward signs of weak-
ness in his rule ; no perilous dissatisfactions among the people ; and he was a strong,

hale man, and likely to live and rule for many years. Moreover, this King Saul had
a family, and, in the natural order of things, it would he expected that they should

succeed him on the throne. And, as time advanced, Saul's enmity against David could

not fail to create such party feeling as would greatly hinder, if not absolutely prevent,

his ever securing the full allegiance of the nation. Taking these things fully into

account, any one, looking on from his youth-time to David's future, would say that it

was of all possible things the most unlikely that he should ever occupy the royal

throne. But one has skilfully said that "the unexpected is the thing that happens,"

and the seemingly impossible often becomes the fact. A man who holds fast God's

promises need never be troubled by disadvantageous appearances. Following the Divine

lead, a man's way unfolds step by step.

III. Though he held fast the promise, David never forced its fulfilment;
herein setting us a most noble and pious example. He never tried to make a national

party ; he never pressed himself into high court positions ; he never resisted the enmity

of Saul ; when his enemy was actually in his power, and a spear-thrust appeared to be

the step on to the throne, he would not take matters into his own hands (1 Sam. xxvi.

8—11^ And even when Saul was dead, David did not press forward or attempt to
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bciize the full kingdom. It may be urged that this was gooA policy, but it was really

something far deeper—it was that true piety, which finds its best expression in waiting

on God and waiting for him. A common Christian sin is saying we trust God, yet

taking life into our own hands.

IV. God makes his providenoks bventuallt work out his peomisbs. We may
conceive of all things and all events as under his control ; and the hearts of all men
are in his hands. He is the Divine Master of all man's wilfulnesses. The long ages are

his to work in. He can not only use forces, but fit forces together, and compel them to

serve his ends. Perhaps the greatest marvel of human life is the way in which thing)

unfold, and seemingly impossible issues are reached. In St. Paul's thought, "All
things work together for good." Full illustration is found in the events which led

David to his throne. What, then, becomes the duty of the child of the Divine promises ?

Simply this—^let him do the right, so far as he knows it, and in dependence on God's

strength, day by day ; and let him rest assured that the faithful Promise-keeper will

find the fittings, and lead on to the final issues,—^B. T.

Yer. 6.

—

J[oaibrthe military statesman. Though this man, Joab, is introduced to us
before (2 Sam. ii. 13, 26, etc.), yet, in order of time, this passage is his first appear-

ance, and only here have we the account of his prowess in taking Jebus, and his part in

the building of the city of David. He probably had been chief captain of David's band
of outlaws, but on this occasion he gained the position of general of the national army,
and he became subsequently the great military statesman of the kingdom, and the

chief king's counsellor. Probably he may be regarded as the man who exercised most
influence over the king, and the careful review of their relations produces a deep impres-

sion that the influence was seldom a good one. He became David's master, and under
his bondage David vainly writhed and struggled in his later years.

L JoAB HIMSELF. The incidents by which he is made known to us are mainly the

following :—1. Abner's killing of Asahel, Joab's brother (2 Sam. ii. 12—32), filled Joab
with purposes of revenge. 2. Joab treacherously slew Abner (2 Sam. iii. 6—39), and
David felt himself too weak to do more than denounce the murder ; he dare not
punish the murderer. 3. Joab took a leading part in the wars of the reign, especially

distinguishing himself against the Ammonites (2 Sam. x. 6—14). 4. Joab connived
at David's sin in the matter of Bathsheba, and so gained the power over him which he
so humiliatingly used afterwards. 5. Joab was faithful in the time of Absalom's rebel-

lion. 6. He directly and insultingly disobeyed his king and lord in slaying Absalom.
7. He showed his mastery and his control of the army by killing Amasa, who had been
appointed chief general in his stead. 8. He properly remonstrated with David against

his self-willed scheme of taking a census. 9. But after David's death he took the part

of Adonijah, and was condemned by Solomon. He was strictly a man of the world,

brave, daring, manly, generous, and persevering, but masterful, impatient of what he
thought David's hesitancy and weakness ; a man who saw clearly an end to be aimed
at, and was in no way particular about the choice of means by which to reach it. He
was unscrupulous, having no quick sensitiveness of conscience to that which is wrong.
He ordered his life by the rule of the expedient, not the rule of the right, and was
heedless of the claims of others if they stood in his way. A man who was a type of

a class still to be found in business and social spheres, who are all for self, and do not

mind who they trample down as they go up. " His character was ambitious, daring,

unscrupulous, yet with an occasional show of piety " (2 Sam. x. 12). Wordsworth says,
" Joab is the personification of worldly policy and secular expediency, and temporal
ambition eager for its own personal aggrandizement, and especially for the maintenance
of its own political ascendancy, and practising on the weaknesses of princes for its own
self-interests; but at last the victim of its own Machiavellian shrewdness."

II. Joab's influence on David. Sometimes it was good. He skilfully aided in the
restoration of the banished Absalom ; and he properly roused the king from the exces-

sive grief he felt at the death of his favourite son. Again and again, with statesman-

like genius, he enabled David promptly to seize the occasions that promised success

;

and he had religion enough, or insight enough, to see where David was wrong in the
matter of the census. But, as a whole, Joab's infiuence was had. His unscrupuloua-

nesB led David into crimes, and his masterfulness prevented David from proper!/
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punishing crimes. When conflict came between state necessity and religious duty,

Joab gained the victory for mere policy, and so made David act in ways that were

imworlhy of one who was only Jehovah's vice,a;erent. It is never good for us to come
into the power of any fellow-man. We should be ever in Ood's lead, but refuse any
fellow-man's bonds. And no undue influence exerted by a fellow-man can evei; relieve

our responsibility before God. Craft, guile, policy, are no forces of blessing in any
human spheres.—R. T.

Ver. 9.

—

Success is guaranteed if God be with «». It is stated that David " waxed
greater and greater," but we are not left in any uncertainty as to the real source of his

pros] leri ties. We are not permitted to limitour vision to merely favourable circumstances

or unusual lalents. The secret will go into a sentence: "The Lord of hosts was with

him." The introduction may be an account of tlie importance to David of securing

the naturally impregnable city of Jebus for his capital ; and of the energy with which
both he and Joab set about fortifying and building and firmly consolidating the king-

dom. There was an abundance of human energy.

I. The open and apparent reasons for human sttccess. We can so easily see—or

fancy that we see—how they are due to human forces, such as exceptional talents

;

marvellous energy, such as that of the tradesman in Chicago, who raised a hut of the

8inge(i lugs from his burnt warehouse, and put on it this sign, " All gone, save wife,

children, and energy ; " or a perseverance that will not yield to any hindrances or diffi-

culties, that glories in triumphing over obstacles. Sometimes we say that success is

due to a happy combination of circumstances, or good luck. And it does seem as if

circumstances could favour individuals. Asaph, in the olden time, puzzled over the

prosi'crity that seems to come so freely to bad men. And we may, with perfect pro-

priety and full consistency with right religious feelings, recognize that human success

is, as a rule, the appropriate reward of talent, and faculty, and perseverance, and good
judgment. Success cannot be guaranteed as' the response to these ; but it is their ordi-

nary and natural result, the proper issue toward which they tend. And even from our
Christian standpoint, we properly urfre a careful attention to all those ordinary condi-

tions on which the prosperity of life depends. It is quite true that " the blessing of the

Lord maketh rich
;
" but it is also true that the blessing comes as a gracious using and

fanctifying of all right and worthy human endeavour. God will give his best to no
man uvless the man will do his hest. God blesses no man's idleness and no man's
thoughtlessness. We may lay on God's altar for acceptance only our best possible.

II. The secret and eeai. reasons for human success. I. Divine permistioTi.

God may withhold success. He may know that, in particular cases, it would not

be the best thing ; so " if the Lord will" must tone our very desire to win earthly pros-

perities. 2. Divine presence and blessing. " The Lord of hosts was with him," not
only in the sense of giving his presence and gracious help, but in the further sense of

approving his schemes and aiding in their accomplishment. Of the first kind of Divine
presence we may be always assured. Of the second kind we can be assured only when
we so fuUy hold ourselves open to the Divine love and lead that what we plan and
piirpose is only and exactly what the Lord would have us do. Still, we must realize

that, for us, our true life-sncoess may not be that which we fashion for ourselves ; it can
only be that which God fashions for us. We may be a long time finding out what
God's success for us is. And it is so often difficult for us to read it aright and under-
stand it wortliily, because it often has this subtlety in it—God holds within it a
design of personal culture, and that he counts to be the very highest form of life-

success. The great thiug to win is tha " holiness, without which no man shall see the
Lord."—B. T.

Vers. 17—19.

—

David's drink offering. This incident is narrated also in 2 Sam.
xxiii. 13—17. The "hold" that is mentioned is probably the frontier fortress of

Adullam, on the Philistine border, " which, from its strength and position and the
neighbourhood of the caverns, was judged by David to be the best place of defence

against the invasions of the Philistines." Robinson says, " There is no well of living

water in or near the town of BeLhlehem." "There is, however, a cistern of 'deep,

clear, cool water/ called \>j the monks David's well, about three-quarters of » inils to
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the north of Bethlehem. Possibly the old well has been filled up since the town was
iupplied with water by the aqueduct." Josephus speaks of the well as being near the
gate. David would not drink of the water when it was brought him, for this reason

—

he looked upon it, not as water, but as blood, seeing that it had been procured at the
hazard* of men's lives; and, knowing that it was forbidden by the Law to drink blood
(Lev. xvii. 11, I'A), he poured it out upon the ground as a solemn offering unto the
Lord, and as a thanksgiving for the preservation of their lives.

L David's home feelings. In him there was strong family affection. This is seen
in his relations with his grown-up sons. There was also strong attachment to his early
home, the ] lace of his youthful associations. Strong home feeling is usually found in

the inhabitants of hilly and mountainous countries ; as may be illustrated from the

mal-du-pays, the characteristic sickness of the Swiss when away from their mountains.
It doos not appear that David did more than give utterance to a suddenly conceived
wish. It was an impulsive utterance, which he did not mean should be taken as a com-
niani. Herein is given us a lesson on the importance of guarding carefully our speech,
Tvatching the door of our lips. He is not wise who utters all he feels. It is a great
grace to be enabled to keep silence.

II. The devotion of David's followers. This is one of the most interesting

features of the incident. It brings to view the relations between David and his men,
and helps us to realize the fascination which David exerted. Some men have this power
over their fellows—a gracious power, if they use it to lead their fellow-men to higher and
holier things; a fatal power, if they make it the means of dragging others down to their

own doom. It may be pointed out that special gifts ensure this kind of leadership.

Of these, grace of body, generosity of disposition, a shill of getting on others' level, an
absence of self-assertive pride, and a winning geniality of manner, are important. If

God gives grace of natural disposition, such as wins for us general favour, let ns remem-
ber that this brings its holy burden of responsibility.

III. The prowess in which devotion found bxpbbssion. Estimate it from a mili-

tary point of view. It could but be regarded as a " foolhardy " enterprise ; and yet the
very suddenness and dash of it almost guaranteed its success. To gratify a wish these
Tien would imperil their lives.

IV. The pious estimate of the valitb of life. This tended to bind David's
followers yet more closely to him. Such considerateness for them showed his loving
and thonghtful and pious character. It was worth while serving one who cared for

them so tenderly. Compare Wellington's personal interest in his soldiers, and the
personal enthusiasm which he created. The sense of the value of human life is the
very foundation of social morality, it stays man's hand from being lifted up against his
fellow-man. And respect for man's best treasure—his life—finds varied expression in

respect for all his other treasures and possessions. We will not injure him, in his life,

nor in taking anything that is his. Lead on to show how the value of life is enhanced
when we add to it two considerations—(1) Man't immortality ; (2) mmn,'$ lalvation,

through k sacrifice of infinite value.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER xn.
Thli chapter is retrospective, and the

contents of it are not found elsewhere. It

ie occupied, first (vera. 1—22), with the

names and some accounts of those who had
come to the help of David in three great

crises in time past, to join themselveg to

him and his cause. And afterwards (vers.

23—40), with an enumeration of those

representatives from the tribes who came
(oh. XL 1, 3) to support the proceedings of

the occasion when ho was being made king
of the whole people. Thus the chapter
would divide really into four parts, to which
the following sections will be found suiH-

ciently to answer: vii. vers. 1—^7; 8—18
19—22; 23—40.

Ver. 1.—To ZiMag. The occasion referred
to is evidently that recorded in 1 Sam. xxvii.
1, 2, 6, 7; XXX. 1, 26; and generally in
those and the intermediate chapters. David
stayed at Ziklag a year and four months,
a period which closed for him with the deat 1

1

of Saul. Ziklag, in Joshua's original allot-
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ment, was the poBsession of Simeon (Josh,

xix. 5). It was situated south of Judah,
and came into the hnnds of Judah when
Achish made it a gift to David for a resi-

dence (1 Sam. zxvii. 5—7). The site of it

has not been identified in later times. It

witnessed one of the narrowt st and most
remarkable of the esoapes of David, ou an
occasion which brought danger, not so much
from acknowledged foes, as from the mad-
dened grief and despair of his own friends

and people (1 Sam. xxx. 3—6). The whole
scene of the broken-hearted grief of David
and his people, when, un discovering the

successful raid of the Amalekites upon
Ziklag, "they lifted up their voice and
wept, until they had no more power to weep,"
is one of the most dramatic on record. The
rapid reverse to good fortune, when David
turns away their heedless anger against

himself and proposal to stone him, by
pursuing and overcoming the enemy, and
recovering their captives and their goodg
near the brook Besor, completes the effeo-

tivenesB of the scene. The middle voice

form of expression in this verse, kept him-
self close, means to say that David was, by
fear of Saul and by force of his enemies,

more or less hemmed up in Ziklag.

Ver. 2.—Of Saul's brethren of Benjamin.

It would be better to read these words as the

commencement of the next verse. Promi-
nence is given to tite fact tliat this set of

helpers of David, counting in all twenty-

three, comprised Benjamites—men of the

same tribe with Saul (ver. 29). They had
seen and been impressed by the wrongness
and cruelty of Saul, and found then i selves

unable to keep in sympathy with him. Of
such were Eleazar, Ilai, and Ithai, men-
tioned in the preceding chapter (xi. 12,

29, 31, respectively). The Benjamites were
noted both for their nse of the bow, and of

their own left hand (Judg. iii. 15, 21 ; xx.

15, 16 ; oh. viii. 39,40; 2 Cbron. xiv. 8).

Yer. 3.—^Ihe sons of Shemaah the Gibea-

thite. The Peshito-Syriao ha« ija instoRd of

'33. This has the effect of making Joash

the son of Ahiezer, and it makes Shemaah a

third name in the list. Tliis name has in the

Hebrew the form for the article before it,

and should appear in our version either as
" Has-Shemaah," or " the Shemaah." The
name, togetlier with that of Azmaveth, is

found in ch. viii. 13, 36, as belonging to

the Benjamite tribe. The name Jeziel is

omitted in the Syrian Version, and the two
names Felet and Berachah appear as sons

of Azmaveth (ch. xi. 33; 2 Sam. xxiii. 31,

where the Baharmite means the Baharumite,

i.e. the man of BahuHm, in Beiijamin). The

Antothite ; that is, native of Anatboth. The
place is not gi vin in Josh, xviii. ; but it was

» " priest*' city " wilh " suburbs," belonging

to Benjamin (oh. xi. 28; Josh. zzi. 18;
1 Kings ii. 26; Jer. i. 1 ; xxix. 27).

Ver. 4.—Among the thirty, and over ths
thirty. Yet tbe name of Ismaiah does not

appear in the list of the preceding chapter,
nor in its parallel; nor is it possible to

Identify it with any that does appear there.

The suggested explanation is that he was
in the first edition of that list, and died
early. The expression, " among the thirty,

and over the thirty," may possibly mean
that, from distinction as one of them, he was
promoted above them to be leader of them.
Josabad the Oederathite. The name should
be spelt Jozabad. The Gederah here sug-
gested cannot to all appearance be that of

Josh. XV. 36, in the Shephelah of Judah,
as Jozabad was a Benjamite. If otherwise,

it must be supposed to have come in some
way into the possession of Benjamin,

Ver. 5.—Jerimoth. This name is found
also among Benjamites (ch. vii. 8). Bealiah.

This name comprises both the wonl Baal,
and Jah I Haruphite. The Masoretio word
is 'snnn (Neh. vii. 31). Tlie sons of Hariph

(Neh. vii. 24) may have belonged to the
tribe of Btnjamin.

Ver. 6.—Jashobeam. Possibly the same
with him of ch. xi. 11 ; xxvii. 2. Eorhites.

Some authorities are as positive that this

name designates Levitic Korahiles, as others

are sceptical about it. Bertheau 'Tjilaing

the name as meaning descendants of ifor&h
of Judah (ch. ii. 43). Other:^ surmise \JLiA

• Benjamite Korah, otherwise unknown to

us, is pointed to. Tliero does not seem any
intrinsic difficulty in supposing that these

were some of the Levite Korahiles, who^e
proper and allotted abode was in Benjamin.
or perhaps in Judah.

Ver. 7.—Of Gedor. The place apparently
here spoken of (yet see oh. viii. 3i ; ix. 37)
is unknown, and it is to be observed that in

the Hebrew the article precedes the word
("inan). If it be the Gedor in Judah (en.

iv. 4), it is to be noted still that Jeroham is

a name of a Benjamite (oh. viii. 27).

Ver. 8.—As ver. 1 is introdueed by the
description of those who came together " to

David to Ziklag" at a certain time, so it

seems evident that this verse introduces the
mention of certain others who befriended

David at another time, by coming to him
into the hold to the wilderness. These
others were Gadites in part, and tbe luM
none more likely than that of AduUam
(ver. 16 of last chapter), although the word

here employed (^i'P^) for "hold" is a

different form of tho word (nn«p) found

botli there and in the parallel (2 Sam. xxiii.

I 14). There is, bowever, nothin,i; to negative

I the choice of other spots and occasions
I (1 Sam. xxii. 5 ; xxiii. 14. 19, %4, 29, Aulho-
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rized Version; xxiv. 1, Authorized Yersion).
This graphic description of the military

and indeed native qualities of these Gadites,
is in harmoDy \rith many other glimpses
we get of them and their character (oh. t.

19-22; 2Sam. i23; ii. 18).

Vers. 9—13.—^The eleven names of these
verses are all known eUewhere, but none of
them as designating the same persons.

Yer. 14.—One of the least was over an
hnndied. This, evidently an incorrect trans-

Iniion, is easily superseded by the correct
lit! ml version. One to a hundred the little one,

and the great one one to a thousand. The
preposition lamed prefixed to the two
numerals, " hundred " and " thousand," will

lignify either that the "little one was a»
good as a hundred, and the great one at
good as a thousand;" or that the "little

one was rare as one of a hundred, and the
great one rare as one of a thousand."

Ver. 15.—In the first month. This corre-

sponds with our end of March. The interest-

ing incident of this verse is unrecorded in

detail elsewhere (Josh. iii. 15 ; Jer. xii. 5

;

xlix.19; 1.44).

Ver. 16.— In addition to th« Gadites,
ume others of Benjamin asA Jadah join
David.

Ver. 17.—The solemn tone of David'i
lan<^age recorded here, and the beautiful
|iHthos and religious appeal of the last two
sentonees of the verse, bespeak sufferings

am) disappointments experienced by David
heietofore through deceptioiL It is, how-
ever, noticeable that there is no direct

testimony of anything of this kind, least

of all of any flagrant instance of it, on the
part of such detachments of friends as had
come to him; and that, though they had
occasionally been contributed from sources
not the most desirable (1 Sam. xxii. 2).

Ver. 18.—The response of the band, by
the mouth of Amasai was worthy of the
character oftheappeal that David made,both
in its heartiness and its high tone. Amasai.
Possibly the same with Amasa (ch. ii. 17),

the son of Abigail (David's sister), wife of
Jether (2 Sam. xvii. 25; xviii. 6; xix. 13;
XX. 10). Ewald discusses this point (' Gen.
Int.,' ii. 541). He was made captain of the
host by Absalom, afterwards by David, and
Joab put an end to his life. The Spirit

(see Numb. xi. 26; Keh. ix. 30), The more
literal translation of the verb oame upon
is clothed. Most interesting and instructive

is the subject of the gradually developing
manifestation of the agency of the eternal

Spirit from the beginning of the world.

Through the ascending illustrations of his

natural work in creation (Gen. i. 2), his

relation to human bodily life (Geu. ii. 7;
Job xxvii. 3), his intellectual work of vari.iis

kuids (Gen. xli. 38 ; Exod. xxviiL 3 ; N umb.

xx!t. 2 ; Jndg. ix. 29), we are led on to hit
highest spiritual functions.

Yer. 19.—^And there fell ... of Uanasseh
to David. Of this use of -hy ^pi there are

many other examples (2 Chron. xv. 9 ; Jer.
xxxvii. 14; xxxix. 9). The phrase does
not correspond with our own idiom of " fall-

ing to " one's lot, but with that of " falling

away" from the service or love of one to
another, t.e. deserting. The occasion here
spoken of is described in full in 1 Sam.
xxix. 2—11.

Yer. 20.—Although those of Manasseh
'

who wished to ally themselves with David
did not—most providentially for David and
his Ziklag people—have the opportunity of
aiding him when, on the eve of Gilboa, he
was about to aid Achisli the prince of the
Philistines against the Israelites and Saul,
yet their help must have come in useful
when, on his return " to Ziklag on the third
day," he found what the Amalekites had
done, and pursued them (1 Sam. xxx. 1—6,
1 1—25). Seven is the number also of Eastern
Manasseh mentioned in ch. v. 24. Nothing
is now said of the men belonging to them
joining with them. Jozabad. One manu-
script quoted by Kennicott has for this name
on its first occurrence Jocbabar. It is scarcely
likely that the same name should appear
twice in this short list, without some quali-
fying mark being put to one of the two.
Nothing else is known of these seven cap-
tains of the thousands of Manasseh.

Ver. 21.—The band. The band referred
to is evidently that of Amalek in 1 Sam.
xxx. 8, 9. Were oaptsiins; better, became
captains.

Ver. 22.—The host of God. A forcible

comment on the metaphorical use of this
phrase is found in 1 Sam. xiv. 15; Authorized
Version, " a very great trembling " is the
translation of Hebrew " trembling of God."
The for with which this verse commencei
probably explains the call there was for

many and able " captains " for a boat
becoming daily larger.

Yer. 23.—The bands; rather, the chief
men, or captains, by one or the other of which
words this same term has been several times
hitherto rendered in the immediate context
(yet see Judg. ix. 37, 44, and v. 30 for yet
a third signification). There follow (vers.

24—37) the numbers of each tribe (the full

thirteen being enumerated) who " came with
a perfect heart to Hebron, to make David
king over all Israel." The large numbers
of some of the joyful pilgrims to Hebron, as
for instance of the trans-Jordanic tribes, the
very small number that came of the tribe

of Judah (in fact, lowest but one, t.e.

Benjamin, and yet nearest home), and of

some others, help to invest with doubt the
nuiuuxuLi of tiiis passage, although it is not
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at all difficult to Bngpfeet some very passable
explanations of tiiese phenomena. Thisdoubt
ii not lessened by the total, whioli,according
to this list, must make a figure between three
hundred and forty thousand and three hun-
dred and fitty thousand men. To the host

hav» to be added, as we are expressly told,

the " asses, camels, mules, and oxen," which
carried the " bread, meat, meal, cakes of ii:j;3

and bunches of raisins, and wine, and oil,

and oxen, and sheep in abundance," for the
coiisuinptiou of the host during their "three
days' " stay " with David," and theirjourneys
to and fro. In the presence of such num-
bers, and the celebration of such an occasion,

Hebron must indeed have beheld the rtfleo-

tion of its own probable meaning, of the
"fellowship" or "community" of society.

To turn the kingdom of Saul to him (so ch.

X. 14). The phrase is not a common one.

Acoording to the word of the Lord (so eh.

xi. 3; 1 Sam xvi 1, 12, 13>
Vers. 24, 25.—^David had already found

friends and adherents in these two southern
tribes ofJudah and Simeon.

Ver. 27.—Jehoiada. He was probably the
father of Benaiah (see ch. xi. 22 ; zviii. 17

;

xxvii 5; 2 Sam. viii. 18). The Aaronites.

This is, ofcourse, equivalent to saying " the
priests," i.e. the priestly troops, of whom
Jehoiada was leader.

Ver. 28.—Zadok. This is the first men-
tion of Zadok. He was, no doubt, the chief
priest, son of Ahitub, of 2 Sam. viii. 17;
1 Kings i. 8 ; ch. xxiv. 3; xxix. 22. He is

leader of the Lemtes.

Ver. 29.—Had kept the ward ; lather, had
kept on the side of; the Hebrew, niDB'p nnpt!';

Vulgate, adhue tequehatur. The proposed
translation of nriny! by " still " (' Speaker's

Commentary,' in too.) is very doubtful.
The for hitherto of this verse expltdns the
reason of the comparatively smaU number
of the Benjamites.

Ver. 31.

—

Wett M>inaiwaIi iabant treated of.

Ver. 32.—Had nnderstanding of the times

(2 Chron. ii. 12; Bsth. i. 13; Job xxiv.

1). Compare Tacitus, "gnarus temporuiu "

(' Agricola,' § 6). This verse does not tell the
number of the "children," but only of the
"heads" of Issaohar. It is possible tliat

the number has slipped out. The descrip-
tion of the characteristics of Issaohar here
seems an advance upon that of Gen. zlix.

14, 15.

Ver. 33.—Not of double heart. This
phrase should be Qonnected closely with the
preceding clause, of which it is the termi-
nation, the sense being that they were the
men to face battle with no doubtful heart.

Vers. 34—36.—Naphtali, Dan, and Asher
all show to advantage, in nnmber at all

events.

Ver. 37.
—

^The east of Jordan group muster
a high nnmber, and of well-equipped men.

Ver. 39.—The supplies for eating and
drinking were no doubt found chiefly in
kind. To sum the number of the men here
described, we should require to allow for
those of Issaohar and of the Aaronites and
Zadokites added to the Levites (vers. 26—

•

28). That grand total will not amount to

the six hundred thousand of Exod. xii. 37.

Ver. 40.—Moreover, they that were nigh
them. The meaning is that not only the
"brethren" ofJudah and ofthe nearer neigh-
bourhood of Hebron joined to entertain and
to show hospitality to the immense throngs
of visitors, but that others did so in ever-
widening circles, even as far as the remoter
Issaohar, Zebulun, and Naphtali. Tor there
was joy in Israel. The joy must have been
largely enhanced by the national conscious-
ness of divided rule coming to an end, and
of the cloud and frown of the Divine coun-
tei lance having cleared mercifully away. All
now could join to show loyalty and to feel

it towards one king, of whom they had
reason to believe that he was the chosen of
God as of themselvea.

H0MILETIC8.

Ver. n.—The tutpMon that has peneer to propitiate favour. There is very great
distinction to be drawn between suspicion and suspiciousnesa. The latter describes the
character, expresses a characteristic, and reveals a tendency or bias that can find no
admirer, unless it be a man of taste the most vitiated and unlovely. The former may be
easily enough the necessity of accident or circumstance. It may possibly mark out tin,
person who on occasion manifests it as deserving and plaintively claiming sympathy
and help. The fact of its being betrayed rather tlian stifled, and the manner in which
it expresses itself when it does so, may set up additional pleas for kindly interpretation
and go some way further than merely to extenuate it. Habitual suspiciousness, then'
most be either the result of the badness of inborn quality—into the mysteries of which
suggestion this is not the place to enter—or the outgrowth of a life and of circum-
stance in nothing more unhappily placed than in producing this as their natural fruit.
While o£ the Buspicion that may avail even to ingratiate a man with the best of hia
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fellows, silently beseech kindness and fidelity and propitiate favour, we have a tduohing
example in the history of the text. Notice the explaining, justifying, and redeeming
features of this suspicion,

I. The saspicioN to which David gives expression arose in the midst o7
CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH INVOLVED THE QUESTION OF LIFE OR DEATH. This question

of life or death was that which actually caused the suspicion. He who felt it and spoke
it was in supreme danger. The disposition of frankness, generosity, foigivinguess, must
be brought to think, calculate, be cautious under certain circumstances. If otherwise,

that disposition is no longer entitled to its old honourable titles, but to titles of far less

repute, not lovely, not of good report—such as recklessness, or at least heedlessness.

The very perfection of the former will be tarnished if they are not answerable to certain

kinds of consideration. Forgivingness in itself is ever one of the noblest dispositions,

but it is not under all conceivable circumstances to be exercised and to become /or;/jwe-

ness. The highest teaching, that of the New Testament and of Jesus, runs counter to

this, and the sternest and deepest facts of human condition in the presence of God,
and placed under the light of Christ's atonement, disown it. For then forgiveness

would both come of indifferent and insuBicient estimate of the just and the right, and
would be adapted to give fearful encouragement and incentive to the same. So in the

same way, confidence is not to be reposed with an equal unhesitatingness in all cases,

just because confidiagness is an engaging quality and graces the character, while sus-

picion does the reverse. In the higher moral aspects and relations of our merely human
life we constantly recognize this as a principle. And in the highest spiritual aspects

and relations of our life its illustrations are inevitable and are arresting even to the

point of admiration. There is a sense in which the supreme issues of life or death have
been felt by the holiest men who have lived to warrant the expression, for the moment,
of some doubt, until the tremblingness of the human heart and the feebleness of the

human hand have really felt the force of the Divine presence and the comfort of the

Shepherd's " crook and staff." Many of the supreme facts of our present life, if not all

o! tliem, bring us very near indeed to those of our spiritual " unseen " life. But even
far within these limits human hearts ask large things of one another, and invoke an
immensity of trust and repose an immensity of trust not nnfrequently where it is little

recognized, little honoured. One walks out with his life in his hand and a weight on
his heart almost intolerable, to meet another whose mirth it may be to make misoliief,

and to hear his sentence and reotiive his destiny to all human intents from light lip ami
unthinking heart. This sobers human trust and checks the luxuriant growth of

mutual confidence, and justifies David when he prefers to express, rather than seem to

disdain, his already hard-bought experience of human compassions and " tender mercies,"

and finally, sometimes turns the action of suspicion toward men into the virtue of deeper

trust toward God.
II. The SUSPICION to which David gives expression was not one that grew

OUT OF A HEART THAT KNEW IT BECAUSE ITSELF DID THE DEEDS OF IT AND SCENTED
ITS OWN REWARD, BUT FROM ONE CONSCIOUS OF INTEGRITY. David directly appeals

to Heaven in attestation of his not having earned any faithless treatment at the hands

of Saul, and of any such as might possibly be emissaries of Saul. It is a great thing to

be able to make such an appeal honestly and with the firmness that comes of the inner

answer of a good conscience. It would have been very different, it was very different,

with Jacob. When, after an absence of twenty-one years from his father's house, he
must now return and meet Esau, he met him with ill-suppressed suspicion and very

natural distrust, and the worst misery of which was that they were self-inflicted and
richly merited. A similar proneness to suspicion, a similar distrust of every unwonted
whisper of the winds of providence, or unwonted sign of a fellow-creature's counten-

&nce or tone of his voice, evidently dogged the steps and days and very hours of those

of Joseph's brethren who had been "verily guilty concerning" him. For all such

suspicion there is no redeeming word to be spoken, except that it is of that retribution

which, partial though its manifestations be at present, helps to establish thoughtful

men's faith in the great throne of righteousness, justice, and judgment. But far other-

wise is it now with David's suspicion. " If," says he, " ye be come to betray me to mine
enemies"—there was the fear and the mistrust and the suspicinn—"seeing tliere is no

wrong in mine hands "—there is the/earless assertion of innocence—" the God of our

S, CBBOKiaiiies, )i
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fathers look thereon, and rebuke it." So does this sort of suspicion issue, in appealing

to the omniscience of God, in leaving the matter of avenging and rebuking to God, and
in committing his own cause and himself to the care and love of him that judgeth
righteously.

III. The buspioion to which David gives expression was one born of a heart
THAT nevertheless TBARNED TO TRUST, TO BEPOSB CONPIDBNCB, TO LOVE WITH
THOROUGH UNION. David any way incurs the risk of going forth to meet these voluu-

teers. It would have been madness to do so had Saul himself been in the company.
When Saul was most in David's hand and within his power, it is noticeable that, with
all his generous and God-taught sparing of him, David does not neglect the manifestly

necessary precaution as to himself and his own safety. The oft-aimed javelin, though
it had missed its literal aim, had not missed mark altogether. It had fixed what might
sometimes, what under other circumstances often has been worse than any javelin in

the breast or heart, viz. a lifelong cause for caution and distrust. But let there be any
justifiable doubt, any reasonable ground for hope in fair play and sincerity, and it is not
David's heart that will be slow to respond to it, hazard its genuineness, and welcome
its approach. What an honest speech his is ! Nothing disguised, he acknowledg's he
needed " help." "To help me" is his humble confession, untinged by haughtiness.

And nothing affected, warrior though he was, good with every weapon, the sling aud
stone upward, yet his heart's deepest desire is peace : " If ye be come peaceably."

And nothing ungenuine; his own individuality is not sheltered under the cloak or

behind the bulk of a big-sounding '' cause " or " principle," or other professed issue at

stake. No ; he says, " If ye be come unto me." But what then ? what of all this ?

Why, " Mine heart shall be Isnit unto you," my heart shall be one with you. There is

no offer to make any other bargnin. There is no condition of any sufficient credentials,

iind such as will bear searching and microscopic examination. He takes an honest
face, an honest tone, an open offer, a loving heart, one that is prepared to trust and
longs to trust—suspicion its strange and unwelcome work. And this constitutes for

him the inner gift and discernment, to recognize their counterparts in others. And
his gladdened ear hears the cheers of his own catchword, " peace," twice re-echoed for

himself, and again " one cheer " for his " helpers." While God's Name and praise and
faithful promise close the matter of the dialogue : " Thy God helpeth thee." Happj if

every beginning of suspicion ended with such confidence I

Ver. 18.

—

Tlie Spirit that taught to speak and taught to hear aright. The words of
Amasai, the uttering of which is especially ascribed to the impulse of the Spirit, must
be worthy of some particular notice. They may be depended upon for containing and
being ready to convey some instructive lessons or illustrations of important principle.
The caution or suspicion of David at a moment of such uncertainty for him has been
accounted for and justified. Amasai's answer that moment to the doubting languatre
and bearing of David should properly decide all either one way or the other, if he is to
be depended on to speak truth and without dissembling. But how did David know
this ? Could he unerringly read the signs and trust his own power to discern ? There
are moments when honesty and truth may be said to be unable to do anythin" else
than recognize honesty and truth ; they know their own face as a man knows his own
face in a mirror. Tone also tells the truth, that mere words may not be depended upon
to tell, and certainly tone aud look and manner all added are very reliable witnesses one
way or the other, witnesses of sincerity or insincerity. Any way, it is scarcely open to
us in any fairness to sup])ose that David would, by carelessness or by self-CDufidence,
lose the second moment the very advantages which his caution and venial suspicion
show that he was iu quest of the former moment. So we may suppose at all evuiit.s

that the same Spirit who taught Amasai to speak aright taught David to hear ari_'i>t.

At the same time, that Spirit himself seldom moves without signs accompanyini' ai.d
following. Some evidences of this may be observable as wo proceed. Notice—

I. SOMB EVIDENCES OP SINCERITY STAMPED ON THE ANSWER OF AmaSAI. 1. Tfs
promptnet': There was no hesitation, no casting about for words, no lingering to con-
trive safe words. A falsehood is often boldly spoken, and the tongue of insincerity is

practised in glihness and s.nootlmess. But this will generally be in p.iths alreudy woil
liHuWB, voA not M now, when perhaps the l^st thing to hay^ buen pxpfoted from ta«
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lip of David was tlie boldness that was required for the outspeaking of suspicion. 2,

Its unqualified frankness. No limping sentence, no lame engagement, no offer nor
attempt at contract or bargain, but uncompromising self-surrender: "Thine are we,
David, and on thy side, thou son of Jesse." Such is the style of these men and of

zealous fidelity of service, 3. The absence of the sUghtefit appearance offeeling offended.

There might have seemed room in such a case, some plausible room, for betraying a
sense of affrontedness. Honest men come up to offer their allegiance, love, and very
life, and they are met with question sceptical of their honesty. This was a growingly-,

good sign of their sincerity, for the affronted man often enough knows, as often as any
bystander, that there is no affront ; that that which may sound like affront or look

like it is the necessity of wisdom and of the position, and he betrays himself in seeing

the affront—betrays that he wishes to take it. 4. ITie discrimination shown in the

selection of one word used in this reply. " Peace " is the key-word of their reply.

David had said—^had happened to say—no, had designed to say, " If ye be come
pekceably unto me to help me." Everything lay really in that word "peaceably."

And the men questioned, perceived, and felt it, and Amasai, led by the Spirit, answers
both to the spirit and to the letter of the somewhat plaintive melancholy "if" of

David. "Peace" is the burden of his response. 5. The heart and earnestness throvm
into the reply, " Peace, peace be unto thee, and peace be to thine helpers." David's was
a question of peace for himself, and of help for himself. But such is the confidence in

their cause and in themselves as honest men, that those who come to him engage and
assure " Peace, peace " for him and for those who should help him. Tliis looks like

men thoroughly conversant with their subject and thoroughly confident in it. They
seem to want to say that there is no stint of peace ; their persuasion of it is such that

they are sure it is "enough" for him and "enough for all." 6. 'Ihe pitty and right

sound practical theology thrown into it. The answer does riot " heal sli^rhtly." It

does not promise " peace " from a barren source. It does not rest its own confidence

on man. " For thy God helpeth thee " is the assigned ground of Amasai's confidence,

that peace dawning splendidly and surely now for David and for his cause. These
men themselves had done right to wait till they were sure that the call was of God,

and that God was with David, and that the cause of David was the cause of God.
And as soon as they were convinced of this they came to David. And they came to

help, nerve, and brace up his own faith, while they would say to him, "If God be

with thee, who can be against thee ? " " If God be with thee, what but peace can
attend thy steps and those of all thy helpers?"

J I. Some evidence of a good tbustpul heart in David. 1. He also makes no
delay. He receives them who had answered so well and so much to the point. He
receives them " graciously." And became then and there a feeble, humble, but real

type of him who " receives graciously " all who humbly and with the spirit of self-

surrender and faithful service come to him. 2, He heartily trusts. As they had with

heart replied to him, and with enthusiasm proffered to join him and his cause, he

throws at once to the winds the last symptom of a suspicion, and reposes a hearty trust

in the new-comers. " He made them captains of the band." There were trust and
promotion at the same time. It is not one of the least interesting parts of the study

of the manner of Jesus' miracles to observe how against those occasions on which lor

some good reason he saw fit to keep even an earnest supplicant wnitin^r, there wi'-e

others in which alike with signal promptness he blessed them, and wiili Ki;:i].il iru.-i

and condesceiisicin called them to his service. It now needed no condescensiim im the

part of David, but it did need trust, and he finally acquits himself herein of any

suspicion of possessing a heart that loves suspicion.

Ver. 40.

—

The earnest of human joy. When the joy of a vast number of people

finds expression in unison it must needs be exceedingly impressive. Were it possible tn

hear at once that consentaneous volume of sound of gladness, it would he nothing less

than ovei'powering in its effect. Or, if it were possible to see at a glance nil the si. iis

and all the manifestations of the sparkling gladness, no scene of outer nature could be

supposed so dazzling, so bewildering. But in the known harmonious juy of a vast

multitude of people, it is nut the mere effect upon our sense of I he expression of it of

the manifestation of it that would invest it with its most real and in iac;t moat solemo
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force. This would rather be due to the suggestions tliickly, richly clustering round

about it. Whence it grew, what it had intrinsically in it, and to what it was
promising to grow, would assuredly be some of the first of the thought which we
should thereupon think. And these deeper, less visible feeders of our own joy would

prove the more lasting and the more significant account of the deep feeling wrought

within us. The point of Scripture narrative at which we are now arrived reveals to

us a whole nation in the crisis of its joy. There are peculiarities about that joy very

possibly of a merely temporary character, but there are others that are good for study,

as permanent in their nature and as having the efficacy of principles. Let us take note—
I. Of some or the causes of this "jot in Isbabl." The nearer causes are

not doubtful. For : 1. The people were glad to have reached the termination of a period

harassed by suspense. For some years now they had not lived under any certain

satisfactory rule. If their armies bad gone out best equipped and full of courage in

their cause, they were still not confideut that the cause was a safe one, a right one,

one that would command the presence among them of the supreme Leader of their

hosts, who taught their hands to war and their fingers to fight. And if they were

awhile at peace at home, they had no guarantee that the time of peace was one of

growth and sound healthy prosperity. The family, the business establishment, is ever

in uncertainty, and there is an absence of satisfaction if the parent or the master is

all uncertain in habit, in character, in principle. 2. They were glad to have a king
who was introduced to them under far different and far better auspices than ever their

former king had been. Some years had now elapsed since Saul took office, and
though he was anointed by Divine command, yet the distinct announcement was
made of a deep disapproval in one sense on the part of the only real King. Under
dark omens their visible monarchy opened upon Israel. And the thoughtful and
deeper-seeing of the wise and good, the "Israelites indeed" among them, will have
early wakened to the process that was going on, and to that fulfilment of Divine fore-

bodings that was transpiring in the overcast periods of Saul's defection. But now part

of their punishment had already fallen, and for a time they had reason to think that
fairer things were before them. They with reason thought that the king of their own
enthusiastic choice this day was also " the man after God's own heart." They knew
he was not an untried man. They knew rather how tried he had been and also how
he had been tried, and how he had borne and acquitted himself in the trial, so as to

command the growing honour, esteem, and love of all the people. How tremendous the
difference and the consequences of the diff'erenoe between a good leader, parent, teacher,

master, ruler, and a bad or indifferent onel No man is so obscure, so stripped of all

surroundings, as to be absolutely bereft of influence and " to live to himself" alone, but
they whose very life-place and life-business are to " lead " or " shepherd " in any way
are in the very opposite extreme of such a supposition, and the consequences of just
what they are, what they say, .what they do, are incalculable in momentousness and
in responsibility. And an unwilling people show now that they had become very
fully alive to this fact. 3. All Israel were glad because all Israel were now
again one and at one in the matter of their king and leader. One tabernacle and one
court, one palace, one king, one administration of justice, now again they can call
theirs. They do not feel the humiliation, the disgrace, the practical disadvantage of
the contrary of these. One of the keenest reproaches which the enemies of Israel must
have often flung in their face was their divided state under so much of Saul's nominal
kingship and for a few years subsequently.

II. Op bomb of the deeper elements pixinq the chabactbb op this jot. One
of these did no doubt at this time play a considerable part, though the people were
largely unconscious of it. For: 1. Even the mistaken aspiration and that which was
counted to them as a sin, to have a visible king, did for all that mark an aspiration,
and this also was counted to thern and counted for good bo far as ever they permitted
it. The very language in which they originally worded their desire was remarkable,
in this respect, though somewhat less so in that they quoted as some precedent the
fashion of surrounding nations—no models for them. " Make us a king to judge us
. . . that we also may be like all the nations; and that our king may judge us, and
go out before us, and fight our battles " (1 Sam. viii. 5—20). The large multitude ol
jieople in different tribes sharply outlined^ and in familieg surpiisingly registered, were
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feeling for something the reverse of classification—the oneness of national life. And
at present they found the spiritual effort by itself severe. They craved some embodi-
ment of the ideas and feelings which were now strongly working within them. And
their sin in desiring in aid hereof a visible judge, warrior, king, was in kind but like

the sin of all those who do not rise to their opportunity and who do live below their

time of day, their light, their revelation. God is ever, by providence and by word,

pronouncing our human nature to be capable of doing better things than it does, and
of rising to higher things than it consents to acknowledge by corresponding effort.

However on the lower level this people may be beheld, and beheld with some
sympathy, as they now yearned for a closer brotherhood, a more homogeneous develop-

ment of national life, a semblance still of the perfect model, of which, however strangely,

they "judged themselves unworthy." They took, or certainly seemed to themselves

to take, a great step in advance in this respect when to-day they not only rejoiced

around a king, one of their own choice and of God's distinctest choica as well, but

when all of them were united thus to rejoice. There were no longer two kings, one
nominal, the other real, nor a people divided into two at least, and an army in two
camps, but when ^' all Israel " felt and showed and spoke the great joy with heartfelt,

spontaneona unanimity. 2. Akin to this, less acknowledged but not less potent

stimulus of a united nation's joy, may be ranged the various life, and character, and
age, and condition, all faiily represented, which swelled the bulk of it. All classes of

citizen life, and the priest and the warrior; all conditions of the life of that time, and
the rich and the poor; all ages of lifetime, the man laden with memories and the

young man, the strong and the weak ;—^none were shut out from this joy. And thus

this multifarious composition of it helped to fix the joy.

III. Of some op the LASTiNa suggestions op it. 1. May it not justly suggest

the thought of the fulness and special bliss there is about unselfish joy. Our individual

joy is otten tainted with selfishness, or self-regard only. Our domestic joy is not

unfrequently tarnished by it. Most of the organizations of which we form parts are

open to fostering in some degree the same partial fellowship of joy. But a general

national joy largely escapes this snare of partial measure. 2. Does it not opportunely

suggest the large reserve of capacity of joy there must be at present in human
nature? We have just enough, we may be thankful to believe, to supply to us the

requisite light and heat in the history of most men, but there is more cloud and
darkness, more rain and cold, than there is of the real experience and outburst of joy.

We have no right to be unthankful for what our inner sky is, and for the amount of

peace and serenity, warming betimes into cheerfulness and into genialness, granted to

us. But where the most and the best of these are true, we can never mistake them
for the surrender of our powers, susceptibility, and very self to the amplitude of joy,

of which they are capable even here. But least of all is it common to find the

maximum of joy spread at the same time over the maximum of people. 3. And
does it not betoken something of the rapture of expectant humanity—humanity
perfected, redeemed, sanctified? God is full of joy. We cannot dare to form an idea

of him antagonistic to such a principle. " Fallen short of his glory," as we now are,

we have become almost too complacently reconciled to the forfeit paid, to the present

toned-down temper of life, to its present strong admixture of sorrow, woe, darkness,

and we may detect ourselves sometimes thinking this to ba the essential condition

instead of the severe rebuke rising gradually into the beneficial discipline of life. But
no ; " we look for new heavens and a new earth," in which, as surely as " righteousness

shall dwell," so surely shall joy reign for ever and ever. How universal, how impartial,

how perfect in all highest elements of it, will be that harmony of human joy, when the

kingdoms of this world shall have all merged in the kingdom of the one great King,

eternal, immortal, invisible, and he shall have become the Chosen of all nations, of

every tribe and fiEunily
—"great David's greater Son"!

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 8—16.

—

The Oadites. Like gathers to like—the brave to the brave, the good ta

the good. It ia human nature at its beat which recognizes and rejoicM In N(«riorit|;
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IJomage nnd oVierlience should be freely rendered where they are justly claimed and

truly duaerved. Observe the qualities and exploits of these sons of Gad who gathered

to D;i\ id and offered him their swords. They were men of might, bold as lions, swift

as engle.s ; men skilful in the use of their weapons, apt for war, brave in (ianger, " good

at need ;

" men whoso deeds were in the lips of a nation, memorable and unfor,:;otten.

We iiiiiy discern in the qualities of these valiant Gadites the qualities which (mutatis

mu'uniiis) should characterize Christiang as the soldiers of Christ and combatants in

ti.e " liijly war."

I. The soldiers of the ckoss ark dkvotkdi^t attaciikd to their Commandeb.
A^ tlje Gadiles "separated themselves unto David," so Curistians are drav.n by tlie

1 iviue Spirit to the standard of ImmanueL It is distinctive of Christianity that it

iavolves personal attachment and allegiance to the Redeemer. Christ is " the Captain

of our salvation." To him we owe our loyalty; at hia summons we draw the spiritual

8word ; in his cause we fight.

II. The boldiebs of thb oboss ask diyiiielt qualified roB ths oohfliot.

Their heavenly Leader alike provides them with weapons and breathes courage into

their souls. When he enlists them in his spiritual host, he disciplines and trains

them for the warfare. He imparts those moral qualities of endurance and boldness,

promptness and devotion, by which alone they can be qualified to " fight the good fight

of faith."

III. Thb boldiebs op the cross are expected, by Diydjb aid, to achievb
OBEAT KXPLOITB. The enemy is indeed formidable, his opposition is fierce. "We
wrestle with principalities and powers." Within and without we encounter a foe

whose craft and power we must not under-estimate. Yet have the soldiers of Christ

no reason for discouragement. The weapons of their warfare, though not carnal, are

mighty. Their Leader has conquered, and has taken his seat upon his victorious throne

;

and thence he inspirits, directs, and helps them. The giant forms and mighty forces

of error and ignorance, of superstition and infidelity, of vice, crime, and sin, are all

destined to give way before the onset of tlie spiritual forces of Immanuel. It is a " holy
war " to which Christians are summoned. Certain victory awaits the faithful combatant.
CoNOLUDmo XFrEAL. Christ calls upon every hearer of the gospel to enlist under

his l^anner.

" The Son of God goes forth to war,
A kingly crown to gain

;

His blood-red banner streams afar i

Who follows in his train t

"

T.

Ver. 18.

—

Loyalty. It was the suspicion and the adjuration of David that called

forth this passionate language of devotion and loyalty on the part of Amasai, the
spokesman of the men of Benjamin and Judah. When these men came forward,
offering their swords to the valiant son of Jesse, he appears to have suspected them of

treacherous designs. If language could prove their sincerity, the language recorded in
the text must have had this effect :

" Thine are we, David, and on thy side, . . . peace be
unto thee, and ... to thine helpers ; for thy God helpeth thee." It is remarkable that
this utterance is declared to have been prompted by " the Sjiirit," i.e. of God himself,
who is the Author of truth, sincerity, and fidelity. If we take this language as appro-
priate, when addressed by Christians to theii Divine Lord, it brings before our minds
the nature and obligation of Christian loyalty.

I. Christians recobnizb in tkeir Savioub the " Help of the Lord." This in
the literal meaning of the name "Jesus," ».«. "the Help or Salvation of Jehovah."
David's Son and David's Lord is " mighty to save ;

" in him the Lord has indeed " laid
help upon One who is mighty."

II. Christians acknowledge the royal atti'hority of Christ. He wag King,
even when here upon earth in his humiliation, even when crowned with thorns, wbou
his sceptre was a reed, when he wore the purple rolie laid over his shoulders in mw kci )'.

How much more manifestly is he King, now that he is in glory 1 Every loyal sulijcct
of the Lord Christ delights to acknowledge hi.s sovereignty, to do him homage to ofl«r
)u[u tribute, to obey bi« will

'



in. Christians opfkb to Christ Their hearts anb their siCHVirR. " Thiiu
ace we." Such is the exclamation of the true soldiers of the cms.-f. \Vu are liis by
every bond. He has a right to our love, our life, our all. Let hiiii be eiiLluaiKid in

our spirits; let him rule in our life; let his love inspire our devotion ; let bia law
direct our active service.

IV. Christians desire and prat fob the prosperity of Christ's cause.
" Peace," said the Benjamite to David, " Peace be unto thee, and ... to thine help is!"

If our hearts are given to Christ, nothing will be so dear to us as the progress uf his

kingdom, the prosperity of his cause, the honour of his gracious Name. " I'ray for the

peace of Jerusalem." " Prayer also shall be made for him continually, aud daily shall

he be praised."—T.

Ver. 22.

—

A great work needs great help. The way in which David was prepared
for the sovereignty over Israel is very remarkable. He himself was disci] lined by
adversity for days of power and prosperity. And the people were gravlually, during
the later years of Saul's life and reign, made ready for the transfer of their allegiance

to his nobler successor. His life as an outlaw was one of many dangers and perplexities

and straits. But during this period many able and valiant men became acquainted
with the daring and sagacious chief, learned to trust in liiin, attached themselves to

his camp, and qualified themselves for posts of honour and authority in the kingd.im
that was to be founded by the son of Jesse. It was " at tliat time," that, " day by day,
there came to David to help him, until it was a great host [or, ' camp '], like the camp
of God."

I. In accomplishing a great work. Providence makes use of an individual
AS THE CENTRE OF INFLUENCE AND AS THE LEADER OF OTHERS. Israel WaS tO be
consolidated into a mighty nation, and God chose David to do the* work. He qualified

him by his Sjiirit; gave him valour and prudence and the power of aitracling others

and attaching them to himself. And when God would restore humanity to its intended
purpose, and establish his kingdom upon earth, he " set his King upon his holy hill of

Zion." He chose to accomplish the great end by means of the Son of man, David's Son
and David's Lord.

II. God gathers men around this individual by the attraction of sympathy
AND FELLOWSHIP. David's fellow-countrymen recognized in him the qualifications

necessary for a leader, a commander, a king. The valiant and capable, the flower of
the youth, were drawn to him by the bonds of a mighty attraction. He could never
have done the work entrusted to him if he had been left alone. But he found
lieutenants, counsellors, friends, with whose help everything became possible which
was possible to man. This was an emblem of the power which Christy possesses to

attach men's souls to himself. " I," said he, " if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto
myself." It was so at the beginning. The apostles were Christ's lieutenants and captains

in his holy war. The early history of the Church tells how ca[iable and devoted men
were raised up, to teach and preach, to organize and administer, to write and expound,
to suffer, to witness, and to die. And from that time there has never been an era in which
noble, brave, self-denying men have not been drawn to the Saviour by the magnetism
of the Spirit's influence, and qualified to render service to the Church and to its

Lord.

III. These helpers come successively and constantly, ab need requirbb.

David's confederates came in successive bands, as emergencies arose in which they

were needed. His heart must have been chei'red as they came, unexpectedly and yet

most welcome, " day by day." A gradual and constant accession was thus made to his

following, and to his power to rule when the right time came. It is the same in the

kingdom of Christ, which " cometh not with observation," but the history of which is,

nevertheless, one of incessant progress. In many ways God is bringing souls to the

camp of his Son. And his warriors shall be numerous as the dewdrops of the morning,

as the stars in the heavenly host of God.

IV. By the agency of numerous and mighty helpers the great work is to be
accomplished. The preparatinns made, according to the text, issued in the establish-

ment of a throne and dominion. And Christ's kingdom is to come on earth, not by
to* agency of angels or by th« instrumentality of miracles, but by the con8«CT»ted
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adhesloB of devoted, fearless, and self-denying spirits. In every congregation may
many come, day by day, to Christ, to help him in his kingdom and his warfare 1—T.

Ver. 32.

—

Men of understanding. The position of Issacbar among the tribei was

one central and desirable. Some of the richest land in Palestine fell to their lot,

and they seem to have enjnyed material prosperity. The strong ass crnuched between

burdens is emblematical alike of plenty and of toil. How to connect Issachar's pros-

perity in husbandry with the characteristics of the text is by no means easy, perhaps

not possible. But it is high praise which the chronicler accords to this tribe, or to " the

heads " or leaders among them—they were " men that had understanding of the times,

to know what Israel ought to do."

I. The Giver of wisdom is Gtod. He is " the Father of lights." " If any man lack

wisdom, let him ask of Grod." From him alone counsel and guidance proceed. By his

Spirit he enlightens men. Hence the reasonableness and the importance of prayer.

II. The means of gaining wisdom abe within men's beach. No doubt there are

certain natural qualifications
; yet these may either be left undeveloped, or may be

.cultivated. Observation, conversation with the learned, the wise, and the experienced,

reading, practical conduct of affairs,— all these are means of acquiring wisdom. Nor
must we overlook one potent agency—" Years, that bring the philosophic mind."

m. Pbactical life is the great sphere of wisdom. The text alludes to present

necessities. Issachar had " understanding of the times." True wisdom does not lie in

comprehending past states of society, so much as in realizing the characteristics and
needs of our own days. The text alludes also to action. Historical and scientific and
speculative knowledge are all good. But knowledge reduced to practice is wisdom.
What Israel ought to do ; this was what the wise men of this tribe were competent to

decide. We may set aside all the explanations of this passage which represent the

men of Issachar as versed in astronomy, chronology, or other studies. There can be no
doubt the reference is to political sagacity, military promptness, and practical habits.

These men recognized in David a faculty for ruling, strongly, justly, and religiously

;

and accordingly they were forward to give in their adhesion to the son of Jesse, td

repair to Hebron, and take part in the election and installation of the new king.

Lessons. 1. Remember that we are made for action; knowledge is valuable as

qualifying for practical life. 2. Wisdom, qualifying for the duties of our several

stations, is within all men's reach. 3. Statesmen especially should make it their study
to know what the nation ought to do.—T.

Ver. 33.—" Singleness of heart." Several of the tribes who joined in electing David
king are characterized by the chronicler in a few graphic words. It was good testimony
which was borne to the warriors of Zebulun, that " they were not of double heart."

Not in war only, but in all the affairs of life, and especially in religion, it is a weakness
to be double-hearted ; it is strength to have a single heart—to be, as in the Hebrew,
" withont a heart and heart."

I. Dbscbibk the chabaoteb and position of the doublb-heartbd. 1. Those
may be assigned to this class who are undecided whether to serve Ood or the world.

As a matter of fact, those who are in such a state of mind are decided, for the present,

against God. "He that is not with me is aorainst me." It is a pitiable, we,ik,

unhappy condition, and none should remain in it for a single day. " If the Lord be
God, serve him ; but if Baal, then serve him." 2. Those also may be termed donble-
hearted who are attempting to serve both Ood and the world. There are misguided
persons who flatter themselves that they can rank with both the opposing forces.

Christ has spoken very plainly upon this matter, saying, " Ye cannot serve God and
mammon;" "No ruan can serve two masters, for. . . he will love the one and hate ths
other." 3. There are those who profess to serve Ood, hut, in reality ami in their heart

of hearts, are seroing the world. These profess a single eye to God's glory ; but in
truth they are ever iseeking, as the great aim of their life, their own glory, or wealth,
or pleasure, or ease. These are hypociites; against such the censiu'e and condemaa-
tion of Christ are stern and unmistakable.

II. Dbsobibb the guilt and mischief of doitblb-heartednkbs. 1. It is dis-

hcmowing fo Qod, who h»a • just claim upon • perfect allegiance and lemcQ. hj
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every claim we are his, and liis only, and to withhold from him aught that Is ours ii

an infringement upon his rights. His demand is a just and unvarying one: "My
son, give me thine heart." 2. It is evidence of ingratitude towards GhriU. When the
Lord Jesus undertook our redemption, he did not leave his work half finished, for he
did not undertake it with half a heart, with a divided purpose, a distracted love. Shall

we give a divided heart to him who gave himself for us? 3. It is disastrous in its

effect upon those who witness its exhibition. How many young minds have heen preju-

diced against religion hy the double-heartedness of its professors ! And what mis-

chief has been wrought in society by such a spectacle 1 How often has it shaken
the confidence and deterred the progress of inquirers into Christianity 1 4. It

is deteriorating to the character of those who are tempted into it. What more con-
temptible than vacillation ? "A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways."
The longer the habit is persevered in, the more mischievous are its consequences to its

victim. He cannot but sink in his own esteem and lose the strength which is

imparted by self-respect.

Lessons. 1. Remind those of double heart of the fearful danger to which this sin

exposes them. 2. Warn Christians against the temptations of sin and the world.

3. Encourage the young to give their whole heart to their God and Saviour,—T.

Ver. 38.— Union. Too often the counsels of Israel were divided, and their true

interest frustrated by party spirit, by envy, by faction. The occasion before us was
one of national harmony and co-operation. To make David king the people were of

one heart. A lesson this as to the spirit and the attitude becoming in the Church of

Christ.

I. The foundation of Chbistian unitt. The unity to bo desired is not nominal
or formal, but real. This unity consists of: 1. Submission to one Lord. As Israel

did homage and rendered .obedience to one kinj, IDavid, so we, as Christians, are

bound to be subject to the authority of our rightful Prince, even Christ, David's Son
and David's Lord. 2. Acknowledgment of one faith. The unity of the faith is reaL

All who are Christ's receive the truth of Christ, and hold it fast for his sake. A
common principle, a common sympathy, a common aim, impart unity to those who
cherish them. 3. Heception of one haptism. The same S[)irit descends, in copious

fchowers, upon all the followers of Jesus Christ, making them partakers of the same
purity and the same spiritual life.

IL The proofs and signs of ttnitt. Unity consists in one attitude towards

Heaven, but it declares itself by certain palpable manifestations amongst; Christians.

Especially mutual love, confidence, and helpfulness, and common sacrifices of prayer

and praise, and common labours for the world's enlightenment and salvation.

HI. The blessed besults of unitt. These are : 1. Happiness. Discord is fruitful

of misery; harmony of felicity and joy. A united Church is a happy Church.

2. Strength, L'union fait la force. Israel under David was powerful, because all

were of one mind and heart. So in the Church of the living God, A united Church
is a strong Church. Its enemies cannot reproach or despise it. 3. Efficiency. Christ,

the great Head and High Priest of the Church, saw this. Hence the language of his

prayer : " That they all may be one . . . that the world may know that thou hast

sent me." Oh that the whole world were " of one heart " in acknowledging Jesu* as

King of kings, in crowning him Lord of all !—T.

Ver. 40.

—

" Joy in Israel." After the reign of Saul, with all its caprice, violence,

and irreligiousness, it was with something more than a feeling of relief that Israel

welcomed the accession of his successor. The unity of the people was manifested in

the large and representative assembly that gathered together at Hebron, and the

cordial sympathy of the absent in the presents and tribute forwarded from all parts

of the land. The feasting was prolonged for three days ; for the tables were abun-

dantly furnished by the contributions of the several tribes, even from those in the

northern districts of Palestine. Let us regard the " joy in Israel " as emblematic of

that which pervades Christendom in the acknowledgment of Christ's Divine aod regal

authority.

J, The oooAsioN of this joy. It is the sovereignty of the Messiali. " I h»T« wt my
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Klrg upon my holy hill of Zion." Christ is the rightful King of humauity. He is the

acknowledged and actual King of his ransomed Church. " He shall roigu until he halh
put every enemy under his feet." Surely a race, distracted by lawlessness and
rebellion, may well rejoice when assured that a King so mighty and so wise ascends

his lightful throne.

II. The subjects of this joy. " Let Israel be glad." They who own Jesus as King
are the proper persons to offer the saciifices of rejoicing. How many are the admoni-
tions we find in Scripture to rejoice in the reign of iuimanuid !

" Let all the children of

Jiidah be joyful in their king 1 " With shouts of acclaim and songs of v.clcome do
Christ's people exalt him to tiie throne of their loyal luajts.

III. The manifestations of this joy. Joy is not wont to be silent. The elders and
chiefcaptains of Israel held high festival because David accepted the crown. And Christ's

true subjects cannot do other than speak forth his praise and celebrate his exploits.

IV. The EES0LT8 of this joy. If we feel the gladness which Christ's kingship is

fitted to awaksn, wt shall find it easy to submit and to obey ; we shall learn that
" the joy of the Lord is our strength

;
" we shall have some earnest of the higher and

immortal joy which shall fill the courts of heaven.

Lessons. 1. A rebuke to gloomy Christians. Tour faith, if you have any, must be
feeble indeed if joy is a strange emotion to your heart. 2. An encouragement to

rejoicing Christians to turn theii joy into motive power, that they may aid in the

culture of holiness and in the achievements of Christian service.—T.

Vers. 1—^15, 19—22.

—

The service of the supreme King, In the attitude of David
and in the services rendered to him at this juncture in his history we have hints as to

our true bearing toward the King of kings at all times.

I. That wb mat sometimes serve God best by patient waiting. For some years

after David knew that he was to be King of Israel, he hdd to " bide his time." His
duty was to " keep himself close " (ver. 1). Any positive effort to acquire the royal

seat would have been premature ; it would have been disloyal, and would only have
defeated bis own end. There are times when we have to wait for opportunity to offer

(e.g. the missionaries of Madagascar until the death of the cruel Banavalona). Patience

as well as zeal is a factor in the service of the Supreme. " All things come to him who
knows how to wait." Our eagerness must not run into impatience; activity should

be early, but not premature.

II. That in the active service of God wb should employ all our atailablb
BESOUBOBS. The men of Benjamin " could use both the right hand and the left," etc.

(ver. 2). " Of the Gadites there separated themselves . . . men of might, and men of war,

fit for the hattle, that could handle shield and buckler," etc. (ver. 8). These soldiers of the

army of David were men that were thoroughly and perfectly equipped for their work.
No mere " food for powder " were they ; they were trained and skilled, competent to do
all that was possible in the military achievements of the age. As soldiers in the nobler

spiritual campaign for which we have enlisted, we are to be masters of the art of war;
we are to be able to do all that is possible to skilled and faithful men. To be this we
must : 1. Serve with all our spiritual faculties ; cultivate strength and speed, be as the

lion for one and as the roe for the other ; we must summon all our mental and moral
capabilities to the work—memory, reflection, reason, imagination, emotion, etc. ; we
must employ argument, wit, illustration, remonstrance, entreaty, etc. 2. Turn our
physical as well as our spiritual faculties to account. 3. Know how to defend as well

as 10 attack, how to use shield as well as sword (ver. 8). 4. Lay hold on favourable

occasion (vers. 15, 19—^21). And in thus putting out all our talents (Matt. xxv.
14—30) we must remember that (1) only patient continuance in holy effort will

make us skilful and serviceable ; the Benjamitos must have had to go through much
discipline hefore they could shoot as well with one hand as with the other. We must
not be daunted or discouraged by the crudeness or even the clumsiness of our first

attempts. (2) Faithful service will make its mark on ourselves as well as others

(ver. 8); we shall acquire the lion-face, the countenance which will say, without
words, " Let no man trouble me ; for I bear in my body the marks of the Lord Jesus."

Thus will the strength of our soul pass into our eye, and body »nd spirit will be alliei

iii» oauM of the King.
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in. That wb must be bsadt to tak« the pi^aob fob which God has fittbb wb.
" Of the sons of Gad, one of the least was over an hundred, and the greatest over a
thousand " (ver. 14). It is in our human nature to covet the highest place ; but we are to

learn of Christ—of his example and of his Word—to take with cheerfulness the humbler
seat. And we may do this, not only because it is essentially Christian, but also because

(1) it is right and reasonable that they who have the greater qualifications should
occupy the more responsible posts ; and because (2) it will contribute to our own peace

and joy of heart to have as much aa, hut no more than, we are able to execute placed

in our hands.

IV. That the OAtjSB of God n one that oathees btbbngth bt continual
ACCESSION. (Ver. 22.) There may come times in the history of the great spiritual

struggle in which the Church is occupied when large accessions are made to the ranks of

God. But this triumph has been preceded by long, incessant toil ; moreover, it is

not the rule, but the exception. " The kingdom of God cometh not with observation ;

"

it is " day by day " that souls come in, until the army of the great King is made and
the " host of God " is complete.—0.

Vers. 16—18.

—

The offer of the upright, etc. These verses suggest—
I. The offeb of the ukiight. (Ver. 17.) David made this offer to the men of

Benjamin and Judah in good faith. He did not mean one thing in the moment of

danger, and another in the hour of security. He fully intended the thing he said ; he
was prepared, in the event of this band of men coming over to his side, to regard them
with perfect favour and to give them a good place in his ranks. The maintenance of

all our social activities depends on trustworthiness between man and man ; therefore

on honesty of thought and integrity of word and deed in ordinary as well as extra-

ordinary occasions. When uprightness is gone and confidence undermined, all security

has vanished and everything is in confusion. The engagements of daily life, of trade

and commerce, of all human industry, restou morality and ultimately on religion.

II. The resoueob of the devout. (Ver. 17.) When David " went out to meet

"

those men, he placed himself (as I read the story) in their power. He made them an
ofi'or which they might accept or not. Accepting it, they would reinforce his army and
streuyllien his position; refusing it, they might avail themselves of his venture and
get him into their power. This latter alternative he vigorously deprecates; but if

they should abuse his confidence ho has one resource—the appeal to God. " If ye be
come to betray me to mine enemies . . . the God of our fathers . . . rebuke it." In the

last extremity the devout man can fall back on Divine interposition: "Our God
whom w(i serve is able to deliver us . . . and he will deliver us " (Dan. iii. 17). Things
can never be so bad with the servants of righteousness but they have one valuable

resource—the appeal to God, his rebuke of the guilty, his succour of the upright. But
it is only those who can say, "Seeing there is no wrong in mine hands," who have a
consciousness of rectitude and reconciliation, that have this refuge in the hour of need.

III. The decision, invocation, and acquisition of the wise. (Ver. 18.) 1. The
decision of the wise. Those who know what it is best to do will join themselves, not to

the cause of the man who has forsaken God and whom he has forsaken—the party of

Saul, but to the side of him who serves God and whom he helps—the party of David.

He whom " his God helpeth " is the champion to whom we should attach ourselves and
our interests. 2. The invocation of the wise. " Peace, peace be unto thee and . . . unto

thine helpets." The thoughtless and "shallow-hearted" may wish for their friends the

cup of pleasure, or a sceptre of power, or a wreath of glory ; the wiser heart desires

peace. There is no blessing so true, profound, abiding, as peace of mind, rest of heart,

stillness of soul in God. 3 And this is the acquisition of the wise. " Peace be unto

thee, . . . for thy God helpeth thee." If God be the Helper of our soul, as he is ready to

he, as he will be to those who earnestly and perseveringly seek his aid ; if he grant the

h Ipful influence of his illumining, renewing, sanctifying,- comforting Spirit, there will

be peace, " great peace "—the " peace which passeth understanding," the peace of Christ

iiiiuaelf (John xiv. 27).—0.

Vers. 23—31, 33—iO.
—" Joy in (the) Israel (of GocT)." A right joyous Bcene wag

\ujti. desRi'ibed in the concluding verses of this chapter. Nsver, probably, ia the three
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and thirty years of his suhsequent life did PavJd sit down to his tahle in the royal

palace at Jerusalem with so much gladness of heart as he did this day at Hebron.
Never, probably, did the thousands of Israel gather at such a jubilant assembly as

when they met " to make David king," and were with him " three days eating and
drinking (vers. 38, 39). The event justified their joy. They had every promise of

national peace, prosperity, security. They were on the eve of a new era, in which their

race would take a position and enjoy a heritage to which it had long looked forward,

which had been long delayed, but which should now meet and crown their brightest

hopes. They had four elements of strength ; four sources, therefore, of satisfaction. 1.

Large numbers. (Vers.24—37.) "Six thousand eight hundred;" ".seven thousand one
hundred," etc.—in all more than three hundred and thirty thousand. 2. Discipline

and equipment. The bands were "ready armed" (vers. 23, 24, 37, 38); many were
"miglity men of valour" (ver. 30); many were "expert in war " (vers. 33, 35, 36).

3. Enthusiasm. " They were not of double heart ; " they were undivided, single-

minded, thorough (vers. 33, 38). 4. Wisdom. For they were doing the right thing for

their country's welfare; they were acting "according to the word of the Lord" (ver.

23). Here was the strongest of all reasons for congratulation and joy, the surest pledge
of national prosperity. That there may be "joy in the Israel of God," in the Christian

Church, that there may be a sense of assured victory and of security, there need be
these four elements of strength ; they are all of value, though not of equal worth,

I. Theeb is steekoth in numbers in the cause op Christ. A great multitude
of men may be of very little account ; a miscellaneous assembly is not an army.
Nevertheless, it is better that the people of the Lord should be counted by thousands
rather than by hundreds. There is more heart to praise God when the church is filled

than when it is scantily attended. Many labourers are better than few in the harveat-

field of Christian toil (Matt. ix. 37, 38).

II. There is oreateb strbnqth or discipline and oonsbqubnt pbeparednebs.
Ten men well armed and " expert in war " will do more than ten times their number
unarmed or ill armed and without knowledge of the way to strike ; this is true in

moral as well as in material contests, in Christian effort as well as in the " science of

war." Christ has need, not only of those who, untrained, do the best they can at the

moment, but of those also who, by careful discipline of mind and heart, have " bought
up the opportunity," and can do well—can speak nobly, can devise skilfully, can

execute admirably in the day of conflict.

III. There is equal strbnoth in enthusiasm. Not to "have a heart and a

heart" (ver. 33, margin), but to be of one undivided mind, one fixed, ardent, resolute

soul; to he fired by an earnest purpose ; to be eager for the work ; to be inspired by
an impelling, exalting devotion to the great King;—this is the source of power; this

will carry everything before it. And yet is there one other element of more essential

moment still.

IV. The greatest source of btrength and becuritt is in a wise obedience.
Everything will fivil, however large the number, careful the culture, fervent the spirit,

if there be not the "doing of the will of the Father who is in heaven"—if the command-
ment of ChriBt be disregarded. " Should it be according to his mind," it will be well

;

otherwise the briglitest hopes will disappear in the darkness. In all our projects,

methods, enterprises for the extension of his kingdom, we must proceed " according to

the Word of the Lord " (ver. 23). Then will the issue be like that at Hebron on this

gladsome occasion. We do not feast now as then, "three days eating and drinking,"

but we have, or may have, our joyous times, when the work and the will of the Lord
are done, when a sense of unity and security is in the soul, and we look forward to a
bright and victorious future in the service of the Son of David.—0,

Ver. 32.

—

Spiritual sagacity. It is a very high encomium which the sacred writer

passes on these " children of Issachar," that they were men " that had understanding
of the times, to know wliat Israel ought to do." They were men that had insight,

who could see beneath the surface, who could look on beyond the events of the hour

—

men of sagacity and penetration. Such men are always needed.

I, The sagacity that was needed then. What was most urgently required of the
leaders of the tribes in those early times was : 1. AVhich dynasty to support—whetbof
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the house of Saul or that of David. When so much hung on the will of the reianing

monarch, that was a vital question. 2. What steps to take to establish the national

unity. In presence of the unconquered Philistines and of other neighbouring powers,

this unity of Israel was of immense, indeed of essential, importance. 3. What attitude

to assume toward the national enemies—whether of submission, compromise, or unmiti-
gated hostility. 4. What position to take up respecting non-Mosaic usages—whether
to permit the adoption of any social, political, religious customs by Israel, or to abide

with strict severity by the letter of the Sinaitio commandment. Such were the
questions which then demanded a practical answer, and concernina which the men of

Issachar " had understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do."

II. The sagacity that is nboessaby kow. Those men of God, those servants of

Jesus Christ, who can be said to deserve this eulogy are they who have the sagacity

to discern: 1. What special peiils are threatening the integrity or progress of the

Church of Christ, and how they shall be averted. 2. What particular aspect of

Christian truth needs to bo insisted on and enforced at the hour to which the Church
has come. 3. How to present the old and everlasting truth in the language, and how
to accommodate the forms of Christian worship to the tastes, of the time without com-
promise and unfaithfulness. 4. What ia the next citadel of error or evil which the

tribes of Christian Israel shall attack. 5. How to apply Christian ethics to the

domestic, social, commercial, political questions of the hour. 6. What is the relation

which the Church of Christ shall assume or resume to the state—whether of govern-

ment, alliance, or independence and separation. 7. What form the unity of the Church
shall take—whether organic and visible or spiritual and invisible. 8. What are the

best remedial measures that can be taken for the elevation of the ignorant and
immoral, and for the ingathering of the heathen into the fold of Christ.—0.

Vers. 1—22.

—

David's mighty men: the Oadites, Benjamites, and Judah. This
chapter contains three lists of those who joined the standard while he yet kept himself

close because of the jealousy of Sa,ul. While he was in the Philistine town of Ziklag
these joined him in rapid succession, and they afterwards contributed so much to the

glory of his reign. Preferring the exile and reproach of David to the honour of the

court of Saul they gave up all for love to him. Vers. 1—15 give us the first list

;

vers. 16—22 the second list ; vers. 23—40 the third list. The children of Benjamin
joining his standard must have been peculiarly grateful to David. These were of thi

kindred of Saul, and included probably many of his relatives. They could only have
joined David's standard under the influence of the Spirit of God, perceiving the evideui

withdrawal of God's favours from Saul and his favour to David. It was a public am'
emphatic protest by those who had means of knowing David better than others of thi

excellence of his character and the grievous wrong done by outlawing one who hai,

rendered such eminent services. We see how David was naturally suspicious of thest

Benjamites joining him. In order to remove David's suspicion of their being traitor.--

from the house of Saul, they had probably asked the children of Juiiah to accompany
them (vers. 16—18). The Spirit of God, speaking through Amasai, removed all fears

David's confidence in God in an extremity which might have been fatal to his life anu
the existence of his kingdom, is instructive. He casts himself upon God. A " good

conscience " enables him to do this, " seeing there is no wrong in mine hands." Will

a " good conscience " towards God, men may never fear in any emergency, howevei
trying. The Spirit of the Lord will always lead the way. Though the cloud ma)
hang very long and look very dark, the result is as certaiu as the most certivin thui:

in the world. To such a soul there will be one final issue^"j)eao9 peace" (ver. 18) ;

yes, " perfect peace " (Isa. xxvi. 3) to all such.—W.
Ver. 18.

—

David^t migjity men: motive/or service. Let us now glance at the motive
of these noble men who joined David's standard. Despising the cuurt of Haul and all

its honours, they were drawn to David. His exile and reproach were ilear(r to theni

than it alL And why ? Instructed by the Spirit of God, they recognized the Lord's

anointed. They looked not at the present, hut forward to that hour when the king

should reign. For this they counted all the honours of Saul as worthless. They
estceiijod David's reproach because thejr had reajject to hia future glory, iJeed I eaj
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what this teanhes ? The people of God now are gathered round Jesus, the rejected

One, the Exile fnim this world. They esteem the reproach of Christ, for they have
respect to the recompense of the reward. " Choosing rather to suffer afSiction with

the people of God than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season." They " know
whom they have believed." " The heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing."

The world has set itself against Christ. Yet they know, notwithstanding all this, that
" the Lord hath set his King on his holy hill of Zion." Jesus is that King. And liis

love has drawn them out from this world's ruler and god, and with joy they move
onward under the " Captain of their salvation."—W.

Vera. 23—40.

—

David's mighty men: description and character. What is the

character of these followers of David ? Are they mere followers ? Nay, in very deed
they are soldiers, warriors to the very death. They fight David's battles. They
stand in the breach, in the forefront. They "loved not their lives to the death,"

"warring a good warfare "in the service of him who loved them and attachment to

whom hau drawn them out. Mark their character: " men of valour; " '^ready armed ;

"

" expert in war ;
" " famous in the house of their fathers

; " not " double-hearted ; " of
" one heart ;" of " perfect heart; "men who could "keep rank; "who could use "all
instruments of war ;

" who "could use both hands ;" who were " swift as roes; " who
had " faces like lions

;
" and "men who had understanding of the times, to know what

Israel ought to do." Blessed and noble warriors gathered round the exiled David ! No
wonder it is called " a great host, like the host of God." It is such the true David
seeks now. These are the men who do honour to our exiled " King of kings and Lord
of lords." These are they who shall reign in glory with him ere long. They are men
who sit not down at ease because they are just saved from hell. They do not make
salvation from everlasting death their end, but their beginning—their motive, thtir

power, their strength for the fight. They know what the Spirit meant when he said,
" To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me on my throne." Thank God, we
have such men in the Church now, though very few. Header, are you one of them ?

Oh, rest not satisfied with being Just saved! Aim at these features. Be not of
" double heart." Aim at " one-heartedness "—at a perfect heart. Be " ready armed."

Be able to " keep rank," to walk with those who walk with God. Use " both
hands"—every affection, every desire, every aim, every pound. Let everything, little

and great, in your hourly history be consecrated to God. Have a " face like a lion
"

against all evil, and stand up for Christ. Be as " swift as a roe " for everything that

concerns your Saviour's glory and the blessing of others. " Bun swiftly " the race

set before you, "looking unto Jesus." And ask God that, when the Church is trembling,

and truth is failing, and hearts on all sides are quaking, and the true Israel of God
knoweth not what to do, you may have " understanding of the times, to know what
you ought to do."—W.

Vers. 16—18.

—

Friends in adversity. David appeared to have reached an extremity
when he was compelled to escape from Gath and find shelter in the cave, hold, oi

possible /or<ress of AduUam. His fortunes then seemed to be at their lowest, and at

first he must have felt utterly friendless and forsaken. Soon, however, his immediate
relatives heard where he was, and presently those discontented with Saul's rule gathered

to him. The verses on which we are now dwelling narrate an incident connected witn
this assembling of people round David, and the point of interest is that among thi ra

some Benjaniites came, who should properly have belonged to the party of Saul, and
David found it necessary to put their friendliness to some testing. The incident may
introduce the subject of human friendship. We note

—

I. Times of advkbsitt take away oub seeming fbiends. Many so-called friends

are but " fair-weather friends," sharers of our prosperity and success. Eeally friends

for the sake of what they can get by it. Illustration may be found in the parable of

the prodigal son. When his money was gone his friends had gone too.

II. Times of adversity find out the true among oub friends. The test shows
which are the faithful ones. They are not often the boastful and forward ones. Often

tliey are those whom we have almost neglected. The true brother i» " boru IV)f

adiersity," and only blosnoms out in the shady uigtt-timeB of calamity.
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III. Times of adversity subpeisb va with the friends thbt bkino to us. Beyond
proving who are our real friends, they actually bring us new and unexpected friends,

such as are really concerned for us and are full of earnest purpose to help us. Often
we say that it is worth while getting into trouble, if only for the sake of the friends

we find and prove.

IV. Times of advkbsitt, above all things else, prove the faithfulness of odb
BEST Friend ; he of whom it may truly be said, " He stioketh closer than a brother."

He is indeed the Example of the man in adversity ; and from his case we see how all

forsook him and fled, even St. John not venturini^ to plead for him. And so Paul at

the judgment-seat .vas alone, but he foimd the faithfulness of the best Friend: " Never-
theless the Lord stood by me."—R. T.

Vers. 22, 2S.—One increasing, another decreasing. So constant and so extensive

were the accessions to David's party, that any observer would have said, " It is evident
that Saul is going down and David is going up. This David is the man of the future."

When it is seen in which direction the tide is flowing, every one hurries to take advan-
tage of it, hoping to float on it to his own fortune. But this very common process,

which may be oi>served in the various spheres of life any day, is here connected with
the Divine purposes and promises. Silently, it may even be said naturally, the nation

was coming round to the acceptance of God's arrangement for it. Men may say that

the political change was sufficiently accounted for by political considerations. Scripture

shows us in all the outworkings of the Divine will (1 Sam. xvi. 13). The instance in

which the rising of one and the decline of another was piously and submissively accepted
by the declining one, is that of our Lord and John the Baptist. It is John himself

who, clearly seeing the preparatory character of his own work, and the permanent glory

of the mission of the Lamb of God, says, " He must increase, but I must decrease."

This success of one and failure of another, this success of one resting upon the very
failure of another, is one of the most ordinary facts of life. It may be painful and
oppressive, or it may become a cause of submissive joy, according to the side from
which we view it.

I. It will be painful to us if we are more concerned for self than fob God.
If a man limits his vision to his own immediate and personal interests, anything like

failure must be to him unmitigated distress. He knows no side whence relief can come.
Failure can take on no gracious shapes ; it can be nothing but miserable failure. Yet is

" success for self" the end of life? Can we isolate ourselves from the Divine plan for

ally Would it really be well foi; the individual if he could ? And may not God's great

plan for the whole involve, in its outworking, some disaldlities for the few?—especially

it' he counts the h'ghest good, the only real good, to be good of character, not of circum-

stances? If we are more anxious for God than for self, then it need never be hard for

us, at his bidding and under his lead, to step down into seeming failure, second places,

and disabilities. We may see others go on before us to places of honour, quietly

assured that our God knows they may serve him up there better than we could do.

II. It wn.L BE painful to us if we fail to eecognizb that one man's work
PRErARBS for another. And so that which seems low down, simple, and humble in

character, may be truly honourable and important, because of its preparatory character.

David was bumbled by God's refusal to allow him to build his temple; but David
couid propnre for, and so have a true part in, the success of Solomon. The same may
he sail! oi' .Jc.hn t'e Raptist. It did n^t matter that his particular mission failed \\\ivn

\\> iv.irk ua.-. il..ue, and it had prepared the way for the Messiah. Those who only du

!
ii|iMri;in wurk niuist fully acci^pt ihe fact that, in the world's eye, their lilV will seoui

U< ix; a failure; it may even be so to their own view, but God " seeth not; as man
sui'ili/' and has his gracious ways of settmg " last ones first."

HI. It wn,L BE PAIN'FUL to us if we fail to RKALIZE that REWARDS come FOR WHAT
A MAX IS, AND NOT MEHELT FOR WHAT UK DOES. Herein Divine rewards so materially

iliier IVnni liuiuau ones. Man can only recognize what is done, or atiMinud, and he

yives his rewards for achievement. God searches into the motiieand tlio character,

anil gives his rewards for what the man is proo^d to be in the doing. Succcs-i is not

necessary to the best character ; finer qualities gain expiessiun and culture in failure,

4isap]juintiiient, and trouble. BcsuUi mi^y b« readied uuder cimdumn* fhat iuvolve m
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noi.ility of character. It is still very largely true that "deep in the valleys rest, th*
Spirit's gilts most holy," and hea en may have its welcome rather for poor disabled

Lazarus at the gate than for prosperous and luxurious Dives on the silken conch at

the suuiptnous board. God sets some of us low down and keeps us there, because he
Tpats faithfulness far above success.

IV. It will be painful to trs if we refuse to admit that Divine juDOMBiprs
COME IN THE REMOVAL OF MEN FROM PLACES OF HONOUR AND TRUST ; aS WaS the Case

with King Saul. So now, God deals with his people ; sickness sets them aside from the

path of ambition. Their best efforts again and again end in failure. And true hearts

will not fail to see in such things Divine judgments ; solemn recognitions of failings in

motive and spirit; holy callings back to the humble and trustful reliances ; awakenings
to the conviction that a man prospers only " as his soul prospers." Then, when others

go on past us to wealth, position, and honour, when they increase and we decrease, may
we even rejoice? Yes; ifwe really care more for God than for self, and more for others than
for self. We should be ever ready to stand in the chiefest places, if God would have us
stand in them. But we should be quite as willing to stand down and let another take

our place, if God would set him up. The disabilities of life may involve our "decreas-

ing ;
" but the time must come when from our hands the tools and the wearons must

fall, and, empty handed, we pass into the eternal world. Then others must step into

our places, and it will be well for us if, when our works are burned up, we ourselves are

saved, " yet so as by fire." Of this we may be sure, if we failed to win or to keep
what we thought our right place in this world, in the nextQod will put us ju.^t where
we should be in view of what, in character and spirit, we have been able to win through
the failures or successes of our human life.—E. T.

Vers. 23—40.

—

The hearts of all men are in God's hands. When the proper time
came for the promise made to David to he fulfilled, no efforts were needed to secure the

throne. One difficulty after another faded away. One section after another of the

people came to offer their allegiance. And the signs of God's gracious moving of men's
h( arts towards David in due time were seen, in the devotion of themselves and their

wealth and property to his service. The men of might came, and offered him their

weapons, their skill, and their lives. The men of understanding came, and offered

hiui their counsel and powers of rule and magistracy. The men of wealth came, and
offered abundant provisions for the host thus gathering round David (ver. 40). Com-
pare the consecration of property in the early Pentecostal days. Often in life we are

marie to feel that the circumstances of life are in God'.g hands, and we recognize his

wonder-working in the removal of our difiiculties and the opening of our path ; but

even when we seem to be hindered by the action of our fellow-mon, we do not see that

their hearts are in God's hands, and that, in answer to our prayer and in fulfilment of

his purposes, he can move men's feelings and sway them as he may please. Yet this

is the fuller and truer view of life ; until we can worthily realize this we do not truly

say, "Our times are in thy hands." "He maketh the wrath of man praise him, and

the remainder of wrath he can restrain."

I. A man's HEART CONTROLS HI8 USE OF HIS THINGS. To the Divine view, " as a

man thinketh in his heart, so is he." By the term " heart " is included a man's plans,

purposes, and feelings. It may stand for his disposition. Then illustrate how all

conduct, relations, and uses ofproperty, etc., are toned by the heart of the covetous, the

selfish, the prejudiced, the envious, the suspicious, or the unforgiving man. It is

hopeless work to try and change the fixed habits of any man's life. Our hope lies in

change of heart, and that uill ensure the needed change in the outward relations.

Therefore our Lord proposes, in his redemptive work, to recover and set right the very
heart of men. His law is thus expressed :

" Ye must be born again."

II. A man's HEART IS OPEN TO DiviNB INFLUENCES. We often feel how difficult

it is, as we say, to get ut a man. Do what we will, we seem to be outside him. Now,
the heart is just the sphere that is always open to Divine influence. It may please

God to withdraw and hold himself aloof from a man ; but if he pleases to' enter, no
man can shut his heart's door against him. He may enter for conviction ai.d for

judgment, as well as for persuasion and guidance. If men's attitude towards us is a

vuse of trouble, we may be coiuforted b^ the iissuriince th^t the M^^ster of all humito
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hearts, who is our God, permits it only as long as he pleases, and will change it when
he thinks hest. With this assurance, no wrong-doing of our fellow-men need unduly
distress us.

III. A MAN IS RESPONSIBLE FOB HIS DEALINS WITH God'S INWARD LBADINaS. This,
indeed, is his deepest responsibility. He has an inward voice ; he is bound to heed it

above all. He has Divine impulses ; does he crush them or follow them ? Heart-
hardening chiefly comes in one way, by resisting the Divine lead ; or, in New Testa-
ment phraseology, "quenching the Spirit;" "resisting the Holy Ghost." Divine
impulses may be (1)" resisted

; (2) covered over with self-interests
; (3) neglected ; or

(4) watched for ; and (5) followed.

IV. Heart-impulses, duly followed, find expression in conduct ; as all these
men came, bringing themselves and all they had to David, when they were under
Divine constrainings. So we shall be ready to give self and wealth to all holy uses, if

we are inwardly moved of God. Illustrate from the Lord Jesus : " The zeal of thine
house hath eaten me up." St. Paul's " The love of Christ constraineth us." Learn
what is the sphere of our prayer for others—viz. that God would move their hearts

;

and what is our hope in doing Christian work, it is " touched hearts."—B. T.

Ver. 32.—" Understanding of the times." It is remarked as peculiarly the charac-
teristic of the men of Issaohar, that they had " understanding of the times, to know
what Israel ought to do." We should call them " men of political sagacity." " They
excelled in moral and political prudence and wisdom, so as to know what, in any
season of emergency, the particular posture of affairs required to .be done." We are

to understand that these wise men approved of the elevation of David to the throne.

The whole of human capacity is for Divine uses. Every faculty and power should be
laid on the Divine altar. Some powers are natural, others are developed by the circum-

stances and experiences of life ; but all may be and should be cultivated into the

highest practical efficiency. No man has the right to withhold from the service of his

fellow-men, and so from the service of God, any talent, faculty, capacity, or power of

influence that he may possess. Among the Divine trusts are the gifts and insight of

the statesman, and these find spheres in the lesser scenes of local government and
social order, as well as in the state. Men are fitted in the lesser places for the greater.

And their influence in every sphere bears directly on the moral and social, and often

also upon the religious, good of the people. The work of the statesman may be thus

defined, and each point may be illustrated from times and men taken from ancient and
modern history. 1. To see below the surface-appearances and the loud outcries of

partisans, what is the real want of the times. 2. To devise the schemes which will

hopefully meet both the present necessity and demands, and also provide for possible,

but at present unforeseen, developments. 3. To choose the time for action which may
prove most efiicient, and to wisely delay, even at tlie peril of being misrepresented.

i. To estimate fairly the wholes, not the parts, of a subject ; and so to act for all parties

and above party. Such men are raised up in every age. Their service fits into the

Divine plan for the race. This gift is also from the Lord, and what the world so

greatly needs is its use in fall loyalty to him.—E. T.

Vers. 33

—

SS.—Single-mindedness. Two significant expressions are used : (1) " They
were not of double heart ; " (2) " Came with a perfect heart." Scripture ever makes

much of sincerity, whole-heartedness. The prophet complains of the people that
" their heart is divided." This is a most searching reproach, " They feared the Lord,

and served other gods." Our Lord pleaded with men on the impossibility of " serving

God and Mammon." And the Apostle James has severe reproaches for the " double-

minded man." Practical life supports Scripture in its commendation of single-minded-

ness. The men who do one thing, and put their hearts into the doing, are the men of

influence and success ; the kind of men we are always looking for in every department

of life ; the good servants and the good masters in every sphere. Those who under-

take too much, and are ever skipping from one thing to another, make nothing

successful, and fail to win and hold our confidence. The point of excellence in the

men introduced in these verses is that " they would set the battle in array with no

double heart
; " and, in respect of allegiance to David, never permitted the slightest

x. chronicles. •
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suspicion of their integrity to arise. The word " perfect " is often used in Scripture

as the equivalent of "whale," "entire," "complete." "Mark the perfect man;"
" Be ye therefore perfect ;

" ' As many as be perfect."

L SiNQLE-MINDEDNESS IB A GKEAT SECRET OF SUCCESS IN LIFK. More BO HOW than

erer it was, seeing that advanced civilization demands division of labour, and a man
can only hope to reach efiBciency in one department. Remarkable instances of success

achieved on single lines and in particular departments are constantly being given.

In science men gain the power of efficiency and exactness by keeping to one branch

of a subject ; and whatever may be the line in which a young man begins his business

01 studious life, he should be encouraged to keep on in it and achieve success in it.

The law of triumph is—This one thing ; and this earnestly.

II. SlKGLE-MINDEDNESS IS THE COKDITION OF ACCEPTANCE WITH GoD. Illustrate by
Elijah's appeal, " How long halt ye between two opinions? " Or, " How long will ye
be like a restless bird, hopping from twig to twig ? " Or from Balaam, who wanted to

obey God, but wanted also the offered rewards. Or from Ananias and Sapphira, who
wanted the credit of unusually devoted disciples, but wanted also to keep their pro-

perty. Sincerity assures the Divine regard. This is the first condition of acceptance.

Recognizing this, David prayed, " Search me, God, and know my heart : try me, and
know my thoughts : and see if there be any wicked way in me." And the apostle has
a striking Greek term for the proper attitude of a Christian : he is one who does not

fear to be judged standing out in the sunlight (fiilikrineis). But this sincerity costs

the earnest man his gravest anxieties, because (1) of the peril of self-deception ; (2)

the subtleties of the temptations offered hy the self; and (3) the constant discovery of

mixed motives even in the holiest things.

Impress that the unity of our whole being in the love and service of One so worthy,

and able so thoroughly to absorb all, as the Lord Jesus Christ, ensures this single-

mindedness as nothing else can. It should not be difficult for any of us to be wholly

his, and accept our life as the sphere of a single-minded and sincere obedience to him.

Remember Wellington's answer to the officer who attempted to argue a point viith

him, " Sir, we do not wish you to argue, but to obey." He had one thing to do,

—

enough if he did it well. Compare St. Paul's " To me to live is Christ."—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTKB xnr.

The opening veisea of this chapter explain

•nd amplify the compressed announcement

of 2 Sam. vi, 1, "Again, David gathered

together all the chosen of Israel, thirty thou-

sand." And the remaining verses (6—14)

cover the same ground as 2 Sam. vi. 2—11.

Ver. 1.—There can be little doubt that

the captains of thousands and hundreds . . .

with every leader, here epoken of, represented

what had become by this time a confirmed
institution, although in embryo, dating from
the time of Moses at least (Numb. xxxi. 11

;

Deut. i. 15; Judg. xx. 7; 2 Chron. xx. 21).

Yer. 2.—Left in all the laud. Some think

that this phrase points to the destruction

that had been widespread by the Philistines.

Yer. 3.—^Let us bring again the ark. It

had been removed from Bhiloh (Josh, xviii.

1) at the instance of " the elders of Israel "

to their camp, when they were hard pressed

and smitten by the Philistines (1 Sam. iv.

1—4); there it was taken by the Philistines

(1 Sam. It. 11, 22), and hurried from Ashdod
to Ekron and on to Bethshemesh (1 Sam. t. 1,

S, 8, 10 ; vi. 9—13). For we inquired not at
it in the days of Saul. The allusion may
be considered delicately worded, but an
inexpressible pathos and unmeasured con-
demnation must be imagined as clinging to

this sentence, illustrated further by 1 Sam.
vii. 2; xxviii, 6, 15, 16 ; oh. x, 14.

Yer. 5.—All Israel. The parallel gives
the number as thirty thousand men (2 Sam.
vi. 1, 2). Shihor of Egypt. According to

Gesenius, this Shihor is from root "inti'' mean-
ing " to be turbid " or " black " (so Latin
melo, from the Greek ; Yirgil, ' Georg.,' iv.

278, 291; Catullus, Ixvii. 33). There can
sm'ely be little doubt that it is the river
Nile which is here spoken of, after compari-
son of the following passages :—Josh. xiii.

3 ; Isa. xxiiL 3 ; Jer. ii. 18. Though others,
quoting Josh. xiii. 3 and xix. 26, and inter-
preting Shihor generioally as applicable to
any dark, turbid stream, make it the modem
Wady el-Arish. However, the parallel, 1
Kings viii. 65, does not necessarily dissever
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the hn from ira of Egypt (Gen. xt. 18),

but rather tends to identify them. ' The
entering of Hemath ; i.e. the way to Hamath
(Hebrew, npn; Numb, xxxiv. 7, 8). Hamath
was one of the great cities of the Orontes
valley, in Upper Syria, which formed the
boundary in especial of the empire of Solo-

mon. This valley is watered by the Oroiitea,

the river of Antiocb, a river remarkable for

its abundant spring (situate immediately
north of the source of the Leontes), which
won for it the name, among all the other
springs of Syria, of "The Spring," and
remarkable for " the length of its course, the
volume of its waters, and the rich vegetation

of its banks." It is the one of the four rivers

which take their rise beneath the heights of

the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon which be-

comes really worthy of the name of river, the

other three, viz. the Jordan, the Leontes or

modern Litany of Phoenicia, and the Abana
or modern Barada of Damascus, more re-

sembling the nature of the mountain strearu.

This river was to the ancient Romans " the

representative of Syria, as the Thames might
be said to be of England, and in later times

the region formed ttie chief point of cnntact

between this part of Asia and the West"
(Stanley's * Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 414,

e,/, edit. 1866). The kingdom of Hamath
comprised the tract of this valley of the
Orontes, skirted by the hills separating the

Leontes from the Orontes, and extending

to the Pass of Daphne belovir Antioch.

Riblah (Numb, xxxiv. 11 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 33)

lies on the east bank of the Orontes, thirty-

fl^e miles north-east of Baal-bek, or Baal-

gad. The people of Hamath were of the

race of Ham, of the descendants of Canaan
(Gen. z. IS), and are not to be reckoned m
of Phoenician origin.

Ver. 6.—To Baalah, that is, to Eiijath-

jeaiim (see Josh. xv. 9—11 ; 1 Sam. iv.—vii.;

2 Sam. vL 2 ; where the name is spelt with

a final yod instead of he). A third name of

this same place, Kirjath-liaai, is found in

Josh. XV. 60 ; xviii. 14. Probably the present

'Arma, • ruin ((.g. Kirjath-arim, Ezra ii.

25) on the brink of the valley of Sorek,

may be the place (see Condor's 'Bible

Handbook,' p. 419, 2nd edit.). We read in

Josh. ix. 17—27 how the men of Kirjath-

jearim had been made by Joshua " hewers of

wood and drawers of water for the congrega-

tion, and for the altar of the Lord." HitUer

to this Kirjath-jearim the ark had been

conveyed from Bethshemesh (I Sam. vii. 1,

2), and here it " abode " long time, « for it

w«8 twenty years." Perhaps the word
" abode " in this passage may be equivalent

to abode unmoved (1 Sam. xiv. 18, 19). For

though the chronology from the death of

Eli, through the remainder of Samuel's

oueerand of Saul's, seems almoat hopelessly

uncertain, yet it would appear certain that
the interval exceeded twenty years, to the
time that David now takes in hand to bring
home, as it were, the ark. The ark of Qod,
the Lord. Though the Authorized Version
of this passage is better and clearer than
that of the parallel (2 Sam. vi. 2), yet it is

left somewhat obscure. The comma should
follow the name God.' Jehuvah sitting upon
the cherubim then follows as a clause in
apposition, while the last three words (as
the name is called, rather than whose name)
state that clause to contain " the Name of

the Lord " (Dent. x. 8 ; xxxi. 9 ; 1 Sam. iv.

4; V. 3; vi. 8). Berlheau, following The-
nius, proposes to change the Hehruw Dg
into DB'. But there are abundant objections

to this.

Ver. 7.—They carried; the Authorized
Version of the parallel " tliey set." But the

verb is the Hiph. of a^n, a word carrying more
of majesty in its use (Deut. xxxiii. 26 ; Job
XXX. 22 ; Ps. xviii. 1 1 ; Ixviii. 38 ; Isa. xix. 1),

A new cart. The stress laid on the newness
of this cart, the term being twice repeated in

the paralhl passage, may juotly remind of

Mark xi. 2; Matt, xxvii. 60 (see 'Speaker'*
Commentary ' on 2 Bam. vi. 3). The house
of Abinadab. There is no mention of Abiua-
dab that would indicate that he still lived,

even when twenty years before, the ark was
placed in his house. Eleazar was his eldest

son (1 Sam. vii. 1), and was " sanctified to

keep the ark of the Lord." Uzza and Ahio
were possibly sons of Eleazar, and not sons
of Abinadab, and Eleazar's younger brothers.

The Septuagint translates Ahio, and accord-

ingly reads, " Uzza and his brethren diave
the cart."

Ver. 8.—^Played before God. The Hebrew
word is the Piel of pnfe', the rootofwhich, from

the simplest meaning of " to laugh " (and
with the two appropriate prepositions used
for laugliing with an expression of derision

or contempt), through the two further

meanings of "sporting" and "jesting,"

passes to the signification of "dancing"
(1 Sam. xviii. 7 ; Jer. xxxi. 4). Its deep-

est idea seems to be " to make merry," and
to savour of the very same ambiguity
attaching to that idiom with ourselves.

The parallel of this passage exhibits "be-
fore the Lord." With all their might. Bee
the evident mi&take of the parallel (" on all

manner of instruments made of £rwood,"
literally, with all firwoods) through similar-

ity of the Hebrew characters. Cymbals and
. . . tiumpets. Of the five names of musical

instruments, the same in number in both
passages, the first three are the same in the

Hebrew, but these lasttwoarediffereutwords,

nnsinai n;piSxp3i here for d'^x^mi D'ji^ymav

A vciiation' of this particular kind aguQ
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indicates with some decisiveness the different

character and the number of the sources

from which the writers of the Books of

Samnel and those of Chronicles took.

Ver. 9.—The threshingfloor of Chidon.

For Chidon, the parallel place has Naehon

;

possibly these are two names of the same
place, or one form is a corruption of the

other ; but there is nothing to determine for

us which. Owing to the meaning of

Naohou being "prepared," the version of

Aquila is " to the prepared threshingfloor,"

with which the Jonathan Targum agrees,

and (for this Chronicles passage) the Joseph

Targum gives jpno nns*. The threshing-

floor was a ohrculoT plot of hard ground, from

fifty to one hundred feet in diameter, on
which the oxen trampled out the grain.

Thresliingfloors evidently often became
landmarks, and helped to designate places

(Gen. 1. 10 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16). The oxen
stumbled. In theparallelplacetheAuthorized

Version renders "shook it." The Hebrew
verb is the same (opai) in both places. Its

elementary meanings are "to strike" and "to

throw down." Perhaps the meaning is near

the Vulgate rendering, oalcitrdbant, and
equivalent to the rendering, became restive.

Ver. 10.—There seems some little uncer-

teinty as to why Uzza was to blame in a
desire that would appear both praiseworthy

and instinctive, to steady the ark or save it

from actually falling. tJzza was probably

not a priest or Levite, and it is so distinctly

naid his sin consisted in putting his hand to

the ark, that perhaps the direction of Numb.
IV. 15 may be sufficient account of the

•natter. ^)ecial injunction had been given

(Exod. XXV. 14, 15) that the poles with which
to bear it should not be te,ken out of the

rings, but be always stationary there. If

we suppose that it was not a question of the
ark being absolutely overthrown, but simply
of its riding unsteadily, his presumptuous-
ness would not have the further defence of

an instinctive impulse.

Ver. 11.—Displeased. The Hebrew root.

(jrtn) betokens a mixture of anger and grief.

It is the word used of Jonali (iv. 1, 9), and
perhaps our English word "vexed" or

"hurV' would convey its meaning. Had
made a breach ; literally, had broken forlh

a breaking forth on Vzza ; i.e. had fiercely

broken forth on Uzza. There are many
exactly analogous uses of both verb and
noun in the Hebrew. To this day. This
phrase, also found in the parallel place,

indicates the lapse of time from the historical

point of time to the point of record.

Ver. 13.—Obed-edom the Gittite. That
Obed-edom is called " the Gittite," i.e. of

Gath-rimmon, a Levite city of Dan (Josh.
xxi. 21), might probably indicate that there

was another Obed-edom, from whom to dis-

tinguish him. Such a one would appear
readily to offer in the name of Obed-edom,
Bon of Jeduthun, a " Merarite Levite " (ch.

'

XV. 18—24 ; xvi. 5, 38 ; xxvi. 4—15). But
the difficulty occurs that an expression in

this last quotation seems to identify him
with the Obed-edom of 2 Sam. vL 11 ; and
the last sentence of our next verse. If they
are one and the same, it has been suggested
that marriage might account for the Merarite
living in a Kohathite city (see ' Speaker'*
Commentary ' on 2 Sam. vi. 10),

EOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—14.

—

The chapter of reverse ; or, the good enterprise ofac, ood man Overthrown

in a day. Before viewing this chapter in any detail, there is a general impression which

it makes, and' thai, though general, yet not vague, but of a commanding sort. Here is,

io to put it, a certain day in a man's life, an important day, one looked for and conse-

crated to high end. It rose bright and its joy spread. With intense activity the work
is set about, and it is at all events designed and superintended by a good man, though
it is not possible that he should, in his own person, carry out every detail of it. That
great day ended in disappointment and disaster. And though the proximate cause of

this reverse of all that was intended, hoped, and prayed for is plainly enough told, the

providence that permitted it in place of preventing it seems obscure. Such days happen
in not a few lives, not least in the lives of men in exalted and responsible position.

They produce sometimes a wonnded spirit, a sense of aggravation and of intense disap-

pointment and grief. Large thought, large care, large love, seem, to have been thrown
away and rebuffed. And though fault may have been, yet that fault, the fault of a mere
subordinate, visits its worst effects upon the chief persons involved in the enterprise,

or on a whole community, or upon both. It may throw some light on such disappoint-

ments and catastrophes in our own experience or under our own immediate observation

if we view them at a little greater distance and as they befell others. Notice, then

—

I. The bnteepkisb itself and the natuee op it. It is to bring again the ark to

gome place of right, of honour, of influence. 1. To bring it back to the royal city was
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only to give it (1) the place tLat belonfced to it of right; (2) the plnoe that for honour
it meriteil

; (3) tlie place whe'o it would be likely to be most influential. Even the ark
out of sight was only too liable to ,be proportionately out of mind. There is, therefore,

nothing of the nature of a mere empty demonstrativeness in the activity of David and
his people. Of national, historic, and revealed sanction, what they sought to do ttiat

diiy was the proper thing to do. Again, it was something more than merely the

becoming thing to do. 2. It was a holy thought and a holy deed. For the ark was a

symbol of the higljest kind; it spoke to all who knew of it of the Divine presence.

To bring such a remembrancer into the midst of the nation and to its inetrop')lis was
to put it also at its moral centre, and where it would radiate forth innumerable rays of

light and truth and warmth. Here placed, it taught (1) how God must not be regarded

as a God far off, but as one nigh at hand
;
('2) how God wills to be in the constant sight

and constant regard of his people, though in veiled majesty
; (3) how God would be

known, even by synibol and emblem (though not by image), rather than as merely
working through second causes and inexplicable influences. The ark ought to be where
it can be "inquired at" or "sought to" in whatever may be the ordained ways. Once
more, the ark was not only the depository of law and commandment, the stones of

Sinai and the strict impartiality of ancient covenant, but its chiefest and most con-

spicuous accessory was all of mercy, and mercy ever accessible. 3. It was a course

toniiiiig to the higher health of all to bring that ark back. Not mere addition to

ecclesiastical pomp and furniture and display, nor to a pervading and penetrating sense

of the awful and the infinite in contact with human life, it brought in benigner

influences 'as well. Hope for the sinner
;
pardon for the penitent ; soothing to save

from despair; bright and happy thoughts of the supreme Father. That mercy-seat

and overshadowing cherubim served to break up into welcome radiancy what would
otherwise be the insufferable blaze of the eternal Light himself. It is like an infinite

nature parting itself into those attributes by which alone partial and finite creatures

like ourselves can in any wise lay hold upon it with comfort. Mere soothing, mere
comforting, mere subduing influences will not necessarily minister to the higher educa-

tion of either individual or community, but such influences as these must do so. And
the known and offered mercy of God, just so fenced as it is, must be all pure gain to

those who look to it and live in it.

II. The failube and the peculiab cikcumstanoes of it. Though to the eye

that looks on the outside only it might then have seemed, and may now seem, that it

was not altogether necessary that failure should have been allowed to be the result ot

the day and of what happened upon it, yet: 1. As matter of fact, this was the verdict,

very decisively pronounced by the person who bore the principal part in the trans-

action, and apparently no objection, no remonstrance is made by any otheis, and they

were many, involved in the loss. That the outer reason was not very patent, and the

obstacle not very physical, may make the difficulty the worse. Neroous complaints

may be largely compounded of fancies—these their chiefest ingredients—yet they are,

as matter of fact, not a whit the less real ; they are the stubbornest to hold their own,

and most indocile to argument or to persuasion. Much more are conscientious com-
plaints untractable, and justly so. Force will not drive them, persuasion will not

conquer or stifle them, their reason is deep-hidden within themselves. And something

of this kind must have been at the heart of the matter when David found himself so

appalled and so stricken by a certain kind of impression which he received upon the

death of one person—an event which must have been, in all ordinary aspects, one of

the commonest sights for David. That the failure, therefore, arose from the unseen

and the intangible forces that were set active confessedly by the death of one man
made by no means a less real, less serious obstacle, but rather the reverse. 2. The

failure was very unexpected. It certainly was very unexpected as matter of fact. But
it was also unexpected in the further degree that, if it had been thought of—if it had
entered into the passing stream of thinking of any one, it would have been at once carried

out of the current and surrendered itself to the nearest eddying. For (1) nothing in the

object at heart would have warranted the gratuitous conjecture of ill omen
; (2) nothing

in the necessities or likely perils of circumstances would have suggested the conjecture

;

and (3) nothing (so far as was known) done, or neglected in the preparations, would have

bespoken failure in the judgment of a calm, sympathizing, kindly bystander. Little
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indeed, then, was there to prepare for such a falling through of the very cherished

hopes and the earnest deeds of that day. 3. 'J'he failure was of a sort to have many
and wide effects and also cross-effects. How mush thinking of friend and foe would be
stirred ! How many tongues of friend and foe would allow themselves licence ! How
would the matter be viewed from one point and another 1 Its relation to the king and
what he had so fervently desired—to the people and their recent union under one king,

would he eagerly scanned. The ill omen would be quickly discerned by those whn
wished ill to David or to Israel. And many a sincere heart would share the pain ami
anxious doubt and the fear of David himself. There can be no doubt that the greatej

the previous interest and enthusiasm in the undertaking, and pious zeal towards it, so

much severer now the stroke and the shock to all concerned.
II. The possible uses and explanation op the failure. In default of being

able to assign any one positive reason for the disappointment of this day, and for the
fact that it fell heavy on those apparently free from blame and inspired with all good
feeling and purpose it is ever open to us to notice results. We may reverently track

consequences of Divine judgments and providence, and thence gather something of their

origin, even where it would be most irreverent to dogmatize on these causes, to chal-

lenge the equity or to criticise the disposition of them. The deepest sorrows, the

bitterest griefs, the keenest strokes which fall upon the humble and the wise, are ever

found to lead to conduct similar to this in our actual life. When the severest has
passed, and we are recovered but a little from the shock, we begin to cast about to

inquire with solemn self-searchings what hidden fault there was in ourselves, to what
great,dano;er ne were drawing near, heedless and unwitting, and at least what residuum
of good we may derive out of so much evil and suffering. This is right conduct pei-

Bonally, and to follow the lines of such a practical analogy may help us see our way
through many a deep thicket of the world's dark history. We never do right when we
would " do wrong that good might come." But God ever does right and kindness when
he directs trouble upon us, upon our very head, into our very heart, that good may come
of it. It is his to chasten, and he chastens for our profit. And thus, when we have
seen Uzza, the rash offender, suffer what must have been the just reward of his deeds,

and he is passed away, we can but return to ask what lesson the deep and widespread
disappointment had for all the rest, high and low. In what significant moral sense of

this kind did this disaster find its root? And the answer is of this kind. 1. It may
very possibly have been that outward zeal exceeded discretion and sincere piety.

2. It may have been that David and those high ecclesiastical officers with whom lay

the ultimate responsibility had not given sufficiently careful instruction to those who
only served, and had neglected to copy the well known minuteness and accuracy of

their old and revered Law. If so, they had failed of their duty in very high and sig-

nificant respects. 3. It is certain that, for sanctified uses, this event must have
deepened the solemn fear and respect toward the ark and him of whom it told

throughout all the people far and wide who had lost some of that essential reverence

for it during its long absence. 4. The disaster and disappointment were not a final loss.

The delay of " three months " taught fear, raised hope, chastised self-trust, and helped

educate to religion a whole people and their priests and king.

Vers. 1, 2, 4.

—

The rule that makes a willing people. These verses discover to us the

first, or some of the first, things which David did on finding himself now ruler over an
entire and united people. And they serve to illustrate in particular, not merely the

good and wise thing which he did, of which we shall speak hereafter, but the good and
wise manner in which he set about doing it. Many a promising career has been spoilt

by neglecting to observe the method which David now pursued, and diligently pur-

sued, when the career that Providence may have opened has been of the same nature,

namely, that of ruler or leader of men. Notice

—

I. The hiqh estimate set upon national and religious harmony. The ruler

now evidently bids for no mere outer form of this, but for the presence of the deep,

genuine spirit of it in his people. The caiitains and all the leaders and all the congre-

gation—if all these uill think, and love, and determine, and do the same things, he
will be satisfied, and his heart will rejoice. Tliough possibl3- he might have been in

policy compelled to take less tlian this and effect or at least accept a compromise, it ii
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thl8 for which he makes his first bid, and that a sincere and hearty hid. The mere
acknowledgment of so great a principle was a happy inauguration of his own kingship

and a favourable omen for his reign. He bad learnt not a little of the intrinsic ralue

of this harmony in previous afiSiction of his own, in observation of how things had
gone in the notorious absence of it with Saul, and partly in his own experience while

he ruled over only a portion of the people. And having now gained the opportunity,

he seizes it almost eagerly, he sanctifies it by an immediate practical honouring of it,

and does his best not to lose early or needlessly so great and splendid an offer of Pro-
vidence. Who can estimate the value of the act of a man already known as a good
man, and occupying the place of a great man, when he thus sees the opportunity of

advertising before a whole nation (not the individual quality of individual character,

which haply might claim retirement for its perfection, best blossom in the dark and be
" bom to blush unseen," but) that intrinsically good and Heaven-born principle which
the arbitrary disposition and the despot would have made it their first endeavour to

trample under foot-and hide out of the way? The man who stamps a beneficent prin-

ciple of this kind with royal approbation—with that most royal kind of approbation

which belongs to exalted and wide moral influence—is one of the very chiefest of the
bi:!nefactors of his kind, and honours his own nature and its Author at the same time.

His deed is one of the best in kind, most multifarious in good effect, and most far-

reaching in place and time. Ttie fashion of the selfish, the haughty, the arbitrary, is

the contrary—to smother with jealous fear for themselves and their supposed influence

the growth of opinion and private judgment the co-operation and the sympathy of the

many, while they love their obedience best when it is the blindest.

II. The eational way taken to obtain that hakmony. This was shown in two
degrees. David is not a leveller. He knows well the principle of hierarchy, which
nature itself illustrates in every direction, but nowhere more than in the gift and
circumstance of man. These distinctions he does not affect to ignore or to despise.

So (1) he consults the judgment of the captains and every leader, who themsdves
formed a very " congregation of Israel" round about him ; and (2) tests the willinghood,

or professes to do so, of the " brethren " and " the priests and Levites " " everywhere . . .

in all the land of Israel." There is no doing even the best and most religious thing

altogether over the heads of the great people themselves. The principle of proxy in

religion is nobly and opportunely here dishonoured. A religious people can alone con-
stitute a religious nation. Willinghood in religion alone adequately attests tha reality

of its nature. This ruler David yields of his own accord what not a few, even of

enlightened, civilized, modern times, would think it a great deal to yield—the pride of

commanding, the pride of personal authority, the pride of bearing down any possible

little difference or contrariety of opinion that might be expressed—in order to attain the

end, and an end in itself supremely desirable. How often that end—the end answering
exactly to that description, that it is supremely desirable—gets overlooked and
suffers loss or absolute eclipse because of the eager, jealous, unlovely fray of personal,

class, or priestly feeling 1 When we act thus we court defeat for our cause, though it

be the highest ; and to the great foe against whom we should show front so united we
show instead the joints in our harness and armour and the weak places of ourselves.

When we act thus it is not the resistlessness of the force of co-operation that we are

likely to get, for it is not this that we are honestly seeking. We are seeking self first.

The confidence that we do not give, or offer to give, we do not get off'ered in return, nor

get it at all. We are poor, weak, uncertain. There is not constitution in us, nor the

health and soundness of constitutionalism. Great is the gulf between that people of

whatsoever sort and the ruler, the first principle of the latter of whom is that he must
rule with unquestioned and inelastic command, and they obey with unquestioning and
blind obedience. Nations and communities and families have, in numbers that cannot

be numbered, suffered wreck irretrievable from this one cause, and yet the forcible and
innumerable warnings do not seem as yet to have secured a thorough mastery of the

lesson on the part of the world. But at all events one clear, noble, loving eiemplifica-.

tion of the very opposite is furnished to us by the prudent and sympathetic conduct of

David in the narrative before us. He determines on ascertaining whether it is not

possible to have the entire approval of the nation and the hearty co-operation of all.

And he takes the right method to evoke these. The effect is that which has rarely
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failed to be the effect under any fairly analogous circumstances, that a splendid exampls

of national and religious willinghood and harmonious consent is brought to view—

a

common glory of ruler and people and a universal source of instruction to the world.

" All the congiegatioQ said that they would do so : for the thing was right in the eyes

of all the people."

Ver. 3.

—

Religious resolution based on regretful memories. David certainly wishes

to make a contrast, and a decided one, between the days and the administration of Saul

and those of himself; for it was ripe time, both that such contrast should be made, and
made patent to all the nation. Yet, as we have read what he says and does, we do not

take the impression that he desires to make that contrast ostentatiously, invidiously, or

with any degree of triumphant antipathy toward his predecessor. What he does desire

is to make it effective and r^al. Indeed, though we cannot hold David responsible for

the way in which things went in the days of Saul, and for the neglect and dishonour

shown to the ark as well as to not a few other of the observances of religion, yet his

tone' falls on our ear with something of the sound of self-reproach. And although it is

impossible that he could in deep earnest have held himself responsible for those things

—to profess it could have amounted to mere affectation—yet for all this we observe that

he now speaks as though he would voluntarily include himself in his measure amongst
the number of those involved in the fault and certainly in the disastrous consequences

of it. He classes himself and those whom he is exhorting in the one common number
of those who, let the causes be what they might, had long lived in neglect of some ot

the highest exercises and privileges of their religion. May we not justly set this down
again to the forgiving temper and delicate feeling and refined nobility of spirit in

David, to which his treatment of Saul had already oftsn borne witness while Saul yet
lived and though he was his bitterest foe? Therefore is it that David now abstains

from making any needless, any pi'ofuse references to the chief causes of the irreligion of

the past reign. He does not at all enlarge upon the conduct of the arch offender, •

though in the necessity of things he mentions his name. Two simplest sentences t«r

the tale of what weighs deeply on his heart : " Let us bring again the ark of our Goc

to us : for we inquired not at it in the days of Saul." Let us notice

—

L The BESOLVB upon immediate amendment, and the immediate PEOOLAMATIOi>

OF IT. We cannot doubt that the mind of David was made up, that his resolution wa."

formed. He is no sooner king of the whole people than he acknowledges the necessitj

of the presence and the ark of the Grod of the whole people. " Arise, Lord, into thy
rest, thou and the ark of thy strength :" this is his heart's earnest prayer. And he
does not merely "in secret" pray, but takes the responsibility of exhortation. He does

not smother his convictions, nor utter them with bated breath, nor hope others will

take them up and work them out while lie slumbers ; but he has the courage of his

convictions, and as it were in the audience of the whole per.ple, he rouses their sense

of duty and calls them to a practical, even though tardy, repentance. Clear duty is

always to be honoured by prompt attention to it and by prompt summons of others to

it. And it is to be observed with painful consequence that it is clear interest, clear

policy, clear present gain, that too often wins this prompt attention, rather than clear

duty in those very highest forms of it which the pure acts of religion involve.

First then, the own prompt thought of David, and secondly,his unshrinking call to others,

bespoke a genuine religion in this matter in him. He is baulked by no shamefacedness,
by no timidiiy of such as sometimes seem to think that their religion requires apolo-
gizing foi-, and that they may rule it rather than be implicitly ruled by it. But David
betrays the real spirit of thorough amendment, and, though the waters of repentance
should need to run deep and very deep, they will safely bear a man through them.

II. The faithful presence of one of the greatest helps to the amendment of
PRACTICAL REPENTANCE, namely, a frank admission and public confession of the exact
facts of the case. Nothing is a surer deterrent for a repentance that might be than an
unwilling facing of the exact state of things. Nothing augurs more surely that the
repentance will die off with the transitoriness of a " morning cloud" than that it b»
unaccompanied by an uncompromising confession, or be accompanied with but a feeble,

partial confession. But the assertion now made without fear of contradiction is of the
most unequirocal: " We did not inquire at it in the days of SauL" As though in oui
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own days a man highly placed and of authority says of himself, and involves a large

number of others in the assertion, while he looks them steadfastly in the face, " We
were never on our knees ; " " We forgot to pray ; " " We lived long, perilous, anxious
years without prayer." To tell myself honestly my own greatest sin, and make con-

fession thereof to one's own soul argues two things—(1) some of the truest courage

;

(2) the likeliest, surest evidence of genuine conversion. However that sin was to be

shared, and whoever might be justly charged with being chiefly answerable for it, the

nation Israel coull not be brought in guilty of a greater or more suicidal sin than that

of neglecting " to inquire at the ark." Well may we imagine that unmeasured pathos,

sincerest self condemnation, underlie this confession, " For we inquired not at it in the

days of Saul."

III. The entire absence of any apparent disposition to explain awat the sin.

No excuse is suggested, no palliation is hinted. The bare fact announced seemed as

though to make each one who heard, as well as him who had spoken, hold his breath.

There is no offer on the part of David to point to what, so far as fact was concerned, he
might justly have pointed:^the clear, bad example of Saul, and the distracted, divided,

worried nation, chief thanks to Saul. Adam, as the most natural thing in the world,

early in the world as he was, attempted to push his sin a step further, though to fix it

on Eve ; and Eve acted after an exactly similar type. But David seems now to teach

how convinced, utterly, he is that no such subterfuge can be anything but the subter-

fuge of an hour. He seems to know well what Bzekiel declared with such unsparing

directness, none should elude it, " The soul that sinneth, it shall die." Were there a

hundred manifest explanations, a hundred plausible excuses of the fact that Israel for

a generation or for one year does " not inquire at the ark," not all these will for one
moment deliver Israel from its own inevitable loss, all the worse because seZ/'-infiicted,

all the more cruel because ushered in by high precedents. And let there be a sin

attaching to any one of us, a favourite, a besetting sin ; and It- 1 us be able to give a
hundred explanations and a hundred palliations of it. These hinder our confession,

but do not help our soul ; they hinder our estimate of our own sin, but lessen not its

malignant nature; they hinder our likely breaking free, for ever free, but do not com-
pensate for our not being free.

IV. The illustration presented of the duty of bkbakiko away the earliest
POSSIBLE FROM cuMPLiciTY WITH OTHER men's SINS. Whatever was David's share in

the sin and the loss of the nation that had not for so long a time " inquired at the ark,"

now there comes for him the time when he has to consider the position he holds with
regard to the matter, no longer as a private citizen and as an individual man, but as

successor to Saul, and first man in the realm. It is found by some one of the hardest

things, not simply to break down their own habits, but to break through others' prece-

dents. Any number of anomalies are condoned and are still permitted to exist because

they have existed, and perhaps existed long. But the anomalies of sin against God and
sin against man can never be justly condoned on this principle, come'they recommended
by any number, any length, any kind of precedents. In notliing, perhaps, is the force

of procedents more willingly lelt, more tamely succumbed to, than in matters of religion

and leligious significance. And it is here that they should least of all be honoured

thus. " To the Law and to the testimony " must they he brought. The ark has been

neglected; the Bible has been unstudied, unmeditated; the closet of prayer has been

unfrequented. It has got fashionable " to forsake the assembling of ourselves together;

"

and it is considered wit to level gibe and sarcasm against God's great ordinance of

preaching. To break through all this and subvert it, and begin afresh before the eye

of man requires strong conviction, real religion, great courage. David frees himself

with few enough words at the expense of his predecessor from any complicity with his

career. He sees the steps that may be retraced, the evil courses that may be reformed,

and the mischief that may be repaired, and he gives himself no rest till the great task

is begun and concluded. With him in this matter to see is to conquer.

Ver. 12.

—

A mortifying stumble sanctified. On the threshold of his reign David desired

to do an act especially right, and on the threshold it seems that he is destined to encounter

in that verv attempt failure and keenest disappointment. With enthusiastic faith in

the aik, it is his heart's first ^nd deepest desire to bring it again home—at least to soma
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place more like permanence and honour. And in the bringing of it, through no apparent

fault of Ms own, the enterprise fails, disastrously and fatally. This issue ho must feel

equivalent to a personal and very severe rebuff. Yet there is scarcely room to doubt that

honest motive, religious feeling and principle, and an ardent faith dictated his desire and

attempt. And as little room is there apparently to doubt that David reckoned on the

helpful protection of Providence against whatever could be called accident, and from his

heart prayed for it. Ihe facts, however, of that day's journey and work we know; and

they stand in painful contrast to what we had hoped. All the circumstances we do not

know, and there may be explanations not given us which would easily mitigate our

surprise and account for what happened. It may be that David did omit to give the

most proper directions, and to urge the needful cautions, and to implore solemnly the

Divine blessing. He may have been a little too confident of the mere act itself, a little

too trustful in the good intentions of himself, and a little too uplifted because of the

unanimous sentiment of all whom he had consulted. A stumble over the threshold

may be very mortifying, very humbling, but no doubt it has often saved infinitely

worse calamity further on. The very badness of an omen may turn confidence into

care, and will work well for a cause, if it call special attention to some fact, or principle,

or aspect of the whole matter liable to be overlooked or insufBciently regarded. Perhaps
in the present instance, did we but know all, this might sufficiently explain all that at

first looks hard on David and an ill encouragement for his pious zeal. Passing, there-

fore, interesting but uncertain conjecture, it is open to us to study some of the known
and ascertained results of that same day and that same bitter experience of David.
The passage before us proclaims plainly some of these, and proffers a leading illustration

of tl e principle of present loss compensated by spiritual results. Notice

—

I. The birth or a deep keligious feeling of feab of God in David. " He
was afraid of God that day." David was not like a very young man ; still less was
he like a very young man with little knowledge, and who had been stinted of oppor-
tunity of gaining experience. Much of this he had already accumulated, and especially

of the kind that had brought lessons of God and his providence near to him. There
is not a little evidence going to indicate that David had a certain predisposition to

religious thought and feeling. There is a wonderful absence of indication of the con-

trary. His mind had largely opened to Divine manifestation, his thoughts frequently

roved among the thoughts and ways of God. Dangers and actual sufferings and fears

had often brought him into near converse with the kindness and watchfulness of the
" chief Shepherd," of whom he knew how to speak so welL Perhaps it had never

struck him (and perhaps it would have never struck us except for this incident) that

there remained for him something especial to learn of God in a very different kind of

direction from all before. His impressions of God were all most grateful, as well they

might be. He had found God a " Sun and a Shield "—Light, Warmth, and Protection,

He had found God one who " had lifted him up on high," and " had not suffered him to

be cast down," nor " his foes to rejoice over him." He had been in earthly trial and per-

secution much, but in heavenly favour more, and in a wonderful assurance of all that

gave him " boldness of access " to God. And he had not yet learned the other side

—

not, indeed, of the benevolent character and beneficent working of God—but the other

side of himself, which might greatly need another sort of manifestation of the Divine

power. Though he had often seen God's justice and his anger, and had said, " God is

angry with the wicked every day," he had never felt these, nor had dreamed that he was
suclf that the time might come that he would have to feel them, and his experience

become enlarged by so much as this, " My flesh trembleth for fear of thee, and I am
afraid of thy judgments" (Ps. cxix. 120). To know a fear of God is one of two things

for the child of God. It is either to know the fear of one's own sin in honest earnest

,

or to catch one humbling, overwhelming sight of the contrast between the finite and
eiTing nature of the creature man and the infinite perfection of God. As Adam first "was
afraid ;" as Jacob " was afraid " when he woke from that transporting dream ; as Peter

was afraid in the presence of the mighty Master of miracle ; so was David now " afraid

of God." There were slight differences of detail in each case, and differences ofform,

but the fundamental facts were identical, and they were two in one—a siniul creature

geizing a moment's real idea of the all-holy Almighty 1 And this was the birth of a deep

religious feeling in David which he never forgot, and which no doubt served the rest of

bit life many a valuable end.
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n. COBBECTBR AND FTTLLKB KNOVrLEDOB OF GoD, WHILE IT INTBEP0SE8 DBLAT,
DOES NOT INVOLVE DBSPAIB, BUT DOES ENSURE A. MORE EXALTED ESTIMATE OF WHAT
IT IS TO ENTERTAIN HIM. The atk, with the mercy-seat upon it and the overshadowing
cherubim, symbolized the Divine presence, and was, when locateil in the sanctuary in

its proper place, unseen except by the high priest. In it centred the reverential feel-

ing of the people. It is exceedingly likely that something of the deep mysterious awe
with which it was associated was lowered and impaired by its history, when taken by
the Philistines and lost to its own peojile. David himself may have been among the

number of those whose higher sense sufTered some depreciation. He reverenced the ark

and prized it; he thought it a necessity to the well-beirig of the nation, and ardently

longed " to bring it to himself to the city of David." But something of this was form
and the worship of form. Something of it was reliance on " means of grace," rather

than vital dependence on the grace itself. Even David's time was too late to let this in

David's own self be " winked at "—or in the self of any true Israelite. The Bible that

Is possessed must be intelligently used ; it is not to be lowered to the place of a talis-

man. The God who is worshipped must be worshipped " in Spirit and in truth"—he
" seeketh such to worship him." And what David had thought could be sufficiently

well done in a day or two, he learns will take "three mouths'" preparation. During
all this time his estimate of what it was to have and to entertain the Divine represen-

tation was beinw raised. How many a time did he speak in this wise to himself, " How
shall I bring the ark of God homo to me ? " And the very process of thought that was
going on within him, the mingled perplexity, disappointment, humiliation, all wakened
by an unusual fear, were at the same time raising his estimate of the guest he fain would
welcome, and fitting him to entertain that guest. In this instance fear supplied the

missing link, fear held the key-stone position, fear wakened the things that " were ready

to die," unsuspectedly as the danger lurked. The theology must needs be radically

weak that omits the justice of God, the integrity of man ; the judgment of God, the

fear of man. But the correcter and fuller knowledge of the Divine nature and relation-

ship to man, which confessedly is most adapted to waken fear, to quicken it, to keep it

a steady and strong force in our life, is not that which will permanently discourage, dis-

appoint, or occasion desponding. It will interpose delay, it will occasion heart-searching,

it will promote a wholesome self-renunciation. But thereupon it is provided thnt,

long ere despair is touched, a ransom will be found, and a triumphant entrance for the
ark nuire prized than ever. " Mercy and truth are met together, righteousness and peaee
have kissed each other."

Ver. 14.

—

Responsible service outvied hy abounding reward. A certain amount of

obscurity hangs over the name of Obed-edom, as has been already seen. And supposing
that slight amount of obscurity removed or to count for little, it remains to take note of

the fact that the signification of the name Obed-edom

—

seroant to Edom—lends sonbe

additional interest to the circumstance of the ark's entertainment for a space of three

months at his house. It reminds one of some two or three occasions in the time of our
Saviour and in the first history of the apostles, when those who did not bear the name
of Israel did seem to do works better than those of Israel, and to carry a truer heart

within them, and received a signal and gracious reward. But on whatever occasion

and in whatever way he or the ftimily of which he came became possessed of the name,
tiiere is little doiibt that this Obed-edom was a Levite, of the Kohathite family. And
as his house would appear to have been near the scene of the judgment that befoU Uzza,
while the ark was now on its way from the house of Abinadab, the Levite of Kirjath-

jearira^it the rather invited David to place it there awhile under his care. David is now
the victim of panic. Whether the panic were more the offspring of good or bad quality,

and had in it preponderance of good element or otherwise, certain it is that it lost David
for three months the possession of the ark, where he would fain have it. Again he must
have lived on mercy, aud had to rest his hope again on this—that the will be taken for

the deed. It was a shadow of how it would be later on with the building of the glorious

temple. But equally certain was another thing—that what David lost of honour, privi-

lege, reward, another obtained : "The ark oT P'^d remained with the family of Obed-
edom in his house three months. And the Lord blessed the house of Obed-edom, and all

that he had." We have here a kind of leading instance of responsible trust transferred;
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lost by one it is gained by another, it is worthily fulfilled, it U bountifully rewarded

Notice

—

I. The arduous tkust op the first man in the kingdom has comb bt cibcdm-

STANCES, WHATEVER THEY MAT BE, TO BE FORFEITED, EITHER TEMPORARILY OR ALTO-

GETHER, TO ONE OF THE HUMBLEST. Very muoh of human life and circumstance often

seems to go by chance, often seems to be most arbitrary, often seems to those who
most implicitly strive to believe in providence very unlike the work of an all-wise

and beneficent providence. But sometimes we seem more able to get a clue which
helps to strengthen, refresh, renew an implicit faith. The mere glimpse of such an
explanation does at the same time rebuke our former doubt and failing faith. Have
we not help here also? All David's position, all his holy enthusiasm, all his good
intention, do not sufiice, it appears, to compensate the absence of some certain, real,

moral quality. David had much of the noble, the brave, the forgiving, the generous,

about him. But more than once he lets himself down for the want of a calm, unsparing
faithfulness with himself. And for want of this, one of the grandest prizes, one of

the greatest opportunities, now slips from bis fingers. One of the strongest forms of

human weakness will be found to consist in want of continuity of moral effort. One
of the great victorious forces, despite of all human weakness, will be found in the
reverse of this—"patient continuance," undespairing tenacity, the importunity which
enlists time on its side. This present in one who seems to have no outer advantage of

position or grace or other gift will avail more than a score of other gifts of fortune and
gifts of character, if this be absent or inconspicuous. Surprising dash is in the long
run conquered, for it is exactly for every matter of long run that dash has little

persuasion. The lowliest humility of person, place, character, which has power to

wait, to endure, to continue, has a career before it which, without one ambitious
endeavour or thought, gets borne on irresistibly to the highest goal. But the other

styw may break down irremediably in a moment. We should not need always to

wonder so much when " the mighty are put down from their seats and they of low
degree are exalted," if we would just see that the reverse that thus happens is empha-
tically not that of chance or reckless caprice, but a result of that which God most
regards, the presence of some deep-lying, significant moral qiiality, or the want of it.

The unnoticed working of this truth is not equivalent to any uncertainty in the

working of it. And the invisible working of it, even when most invisible to man, is

no stealthy indication of the indefensibleness of it when God should once arise to

reveal and vindicate all. And he it is who is Arbiter of providence. Meantime man-
kind is ever being offered openly enough its own lesson.

II. A TRUST or THE HIGHEST RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AT HOME IN LOWLY LODGING.

The history of real greatness, of genuine goodness, and emphatically of God's Church, is

a continuous illustration of this very thing. The palace has seldom enough been, either

of human endeavour or Divine decree, the nursery of the only real thing fit to be called

greatness. Abundant privilege, knowledge, opportunity, have not been the seed-bed
of signal and bright displays of goodness. The places where these grow are not here.

Nay, these two things may be said—that it is impossible to calculate or to foresee where
they vnll be found ; and that it is the least correct account of them to say that they
" grow." They at all events " are born." " The Spirit bloweth where it listeth," and
we ofttimes are startled to hear the sound of it, and are envious that the pinion is

heard so fleet and so strong as it passes our own ear or our own abode in order to light

upon the head or the roof of some very humble neighbour. No lodging was too

humble for Jesus from birth to death, from stable and manger to that cross upon
which he " had not where to lay his head." And the nearest approaches to the God-
like visitation in heart and home of man have been in the humble heart, the lowlj
home, the meek spirit, the Church that " the world knoweth not." Whoever this

Obed-edom was, up to this time his name was not inscribed on any roll of fame. And
had it not been for his being ready to entertain that ark without the self-depreciation

of Moses when he wanted to evade responsibility ; without the panic of David when
he thought of his own safety rather than of the honour and safe hcmsing of that very
ark ; without the unmannerly prayer of the stricken Peter, "Depart from me," when
he feared his Saviour more than his sin,—his name would never have been where it finds

now its chiefest glory, nor his home one of the veritable oases of the world's desert.
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Verily the ark of God, the presence of God, the secret of God, the Spirit of God, the
Church of God, are all of and with the humble and ungrasping and unexjiectant heart.

That kind of heart God surprises and makes it his home.
HI. High religious trust faithfully met and fulfilled brings fullest,

RICHEST blessing. It is well to note the great stress laid upon the shower of blessing

that descended upon the house of Obed-edom and himsell, " and all that he had." It

were well if it were not too much considered old-fashioned to think, to say, heartily to

believe, that God's blessing does go with hospitality shown to his servants, liberality

shown to his Church, honour shown to his Word. The history before us tails us the
old-day fact plainly. It is not obsolete as a principle. Let the conditions be seen
again, and the results will be seen again. If, indeed, a man give wealth and render
honour, hoping to receive for it in another way what he would regard as a very ample
equivalent, this should earn for itself but the name of another form of simony, and
evoke again the just anathema, " Thy money perish with thee . . . thou hast neither

part nor lot in the matter . . . thy heart is not right in the sight of God." Therefore
we cannot say, and would not say, " Let the experiment be but tried, and await with
confidence the result." For so soon as ever it be regarded as experiment, and take the
least semblance of any of the shapes of calculation, the Spirit has gone—the greater

Spirit has sped his flight far enougli distant. But when this thing genuinely appears
in heart or home, and honour is first shown to God, service first shown to Christ, and the
ear listens first of all sounds for the whisper of the Spirit—then three months' sojouiu

of all Divine token is none too much condescension for the majesty of Heaven to deign,

and perennial blessing upon the family, the business, and all unto which the hand may
be set, none too great bounty for the Giver of all to bestow. That house is full of fra-

grance ; the perfume spreads grateful abroad. More and still more of gift is not grasp
ingly, selfishly, anxiously sought. It comes, and the earth yields her proplietic fuf)

increase. Little enough is said of what reverence, what care, what holy lear, Obed-
edom and family showed the ark. These are to be supposed. But enough is said of

how well God pays his faithful steward.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTH0E3.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Revival of religion. The resolve to fetch back the ark of God was a
sign of reviving interest in religion, of a more lively desire for the Divine favour, and of

a deeper sense of the importance of observing religious ordinances. As the symbol of

the Divine presence, as the depository of mementos and pledges of Jehovah's authority

and mercy, the ark was held sacred by the Hebrew people. Its proper position was in

the most holy place of the tabernacle. It was justly felt to be a national calamity
when the ark was taken by the Philistines in battle. That it was allowed to remain
after its restoration at Kirjath-jearim for seventy years was culpable negligence, which
was significant of religious indifierence. The newly elected king was acting rightly as

the human head of the theocratic kingdom in advising that the almost forgotten ark
should be brought up with joyful solemnities to Jerusalem. His resolution,.supported

by the sympathy and co-operation of the people, was indicative of a revival of religion.

The incident suggests several highly important lessons.

I. National ibbbligion entails national calamities. It is always unjustifiable

to attribute specified individual instances of calamity to the intentional interposition of

a retributive Providence. At the same time, the world is under a righteous Ruler, and
communities as well as individuals are subject to his sway. National vices and crimes

have unquestionably a tendency to produce national troubles and disasters. Sin cannot

go unpunished ; a nation suffers when a nation errs.

II. Kepentance is a national duty. It a people in its corporate capacity can err,

why can it not in the same capacity repent ? David reminded the chiefs that, as a
people, Israel had not inquired at the ark in the days of Sanl. Thus he quickened the

conscience of the community. Insensibility to sin is of all sins the worst. To recognize

and confess, to mourn and to forsake sin, is the indispensable condition of acceptance

and of reformation. " If we confess our sins, he is faithful," etc.

TIL In a great mor^l oeibis it becomes the bepbesbntatives of natio^i to
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CONSULT WITH A VIEW TO UNITED KEVIVAL. David Consulted every leader and referred

the matter to all the congregatiun. In a theocracy, no doubt, action was possible which

would be impracticable m a nation where gr.at diversity of opinion and praciioe

prevails. But how obviously appropriate is it that religious societies and their leaders

—the devout, the wise, the experienced—should take counsel with a view to religioiu

revival and reform 1

IV. General counsels of reformation should issue in practical action. The
people were not brought together merely to "talk over" the existing state of things.

They were summoned under the kini^'s leadership to act, and they did act. (What are

called " lesolutions" at religious meetings are oflen misnamed; it is sometimes the

case that those who pass them never dream of exeitidg themselves to carry them into

effect.) If religion is to be revived and the land to be purged of iniquity, if ihe favour

of God is to be recovered and the honour of God to be sought, it must ba by united

effort and action. Each godly person must ask, " What can I do towards such an end?"
True acknowledgment of God is not merely verbal, it is practical. When all the

people, repenting of sin, turn unto the Lord, he too will turn them again unto himself,

and they shall be saved.—T.

Ver. 4.

—

Politics and morals. David no sooner set before the people their duty
with regard to the ark than they immediately resolved to act in accordance with his

counsel. The chronicler explains why they did so; he tells us, in language remark-
ably dignified and simple : " For the thing was right in the eyes of all the people."

I. A nation sometimes neglects to do what is bight through inattention.

The ark seems to have been overlooked during the 3'ears it remained at Kirjath-

jearim: "We inquired not at it in the days of Saul." It is singular that nations

sometimes connive at great national sins, that national conscience seems to slumber.

How otherwise can we account for the prevalence of war, of slavery, of cruelty to

prisoners, and other evils, which have disgraced civil and Christian communities ?

IL It is a happt thing when tub question is put to a nation—What is

RIGHT? It is too common to ask the people—What is customary and in accordance

with precedents ? What is expedient ? What will contribute to national fame ? But
nations as well as individuals are under the government of a righteous moral Ruler and

King. And there is one question which those who would elevate and guide a nation

should ever raise—What is right f

III. Thb national conscience sometimes cordially responds to the revela-

tion or RIGHT. Let not the multitude be flattered ; they are prone to bow before the

furious gust of passion; yet, when the impulse of prejudice or anger is past, they

are capable of proving themselves amenable to higher motives. Great acts of justice

and self-sacrifice have, in such cases, been performed by a morally awakened society.

If " the thing be right in the eyes of all the people," then there may be witnessed

magnificent displays of heroism and unselfishness. Then is the adage true, Vox populi

m>x Dei.

IV. National consciknob only fulfils its part when it leads to national

ACTION. " All the congregation said that they would do so." Peeling must lead to

corresponding achievement, or it is mere worthless sentimentality. A people's

protest is good, but a people's action is better still.

Lessons. 1. Let those who would forward a great movement appeal to the people

at large, and seek to enlist the national judgment and conscience on their side. 2. Let

nations that would enjoy the Divine favour seek it by doing the Divine will, by
pursuing " the thing that right is."—T,

Yer, 8.

—

Edy mirth. To some minds the two ideas, holiness and mirthjdo not seem

to harmonize. Whether because goodness is sometimes associated with austerity, and

religious observances with dulness, or because math is sometimes associated with

sensual indulgence and profanity ; the fact is that to many minds there appears a

mutual repugnance between the two.

I. Wk have herb a SUITABLE AND INSPIRITING OCCASION OP HOLT MIBTH. General

rejoicing should not take place only when temporal deliverances or material prosperity

have been experienced. When God shows his mercy towards a people, in conferring
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upon them spiritual privileges, then should they show forth his praise, and make a

joyful noise unto the Lord.

II. Thk xsmas of all classes in holt uirth. King, priests, and people rejoiced

together, and if all orders and ranks are alike indebted to God's goodness, all should
alike join in his service and praise. Widespread is the beneficence of the heavenly
Father; let all the children give thanks, and be joyful before the Lord the King.

III. Holt mibth finds an appropriate expression in conjoined and cordial
SERVICES of 1(17810 AND BONO. Such Utterance of mirth is natural, is in accordance
with the constitution God our Maker has given us. It is scriptural, for both under
the old covenant and the now, vocal praise w as practised by the saints of God. It is

acceptable: "With such sacrifices God is well pleased." It is an anticipation of

heaven, where the praises of the redeeming God are universal and perpetual.

Lessons. 1. Discourage a severe, morose piety. 2. Let songs of rejoicing abound
in Christian homes and Churches. 3. Let the young be trained to associate happiness

with religion—to take pleasure in " the service of song in the house of the Lord."—T.

Ver. 10.

—

Seventy ofjudgment. To understand this narrative it is necessary to bear

in mind the character of the older dispensation. It was an economy in which persons,

things, and places were set apart as holy, doubtless in order to instil into the minds
of the people ideas of spiritual purity and consecration. 'I'he ark was a holy thing,

in a sense in which nothing material is holy under the Christian dispensation. But
there are principles which underlie these ceremonial appointments and provisions,

which are deserving of our serious and discriminating attention.

I. The HISTORICAL incident. The chronicler here relates: 1. A serious offence.

When Uzza put forth his hand and touched the ark, though he did so only for the

security of the sacred chest, he incurred the Divine displeasure. His act was one of

uffieioustiess; it was not his business to interfere with the apparatus of Divine worship.

He was guilty of irreverence; for he showed that he did not stand in awe of the

symbol of the Divine presence. And we may discern even profanity in his conduct

;

it was only for the chosen tribe to minister in connection with the sanctuary and what
it contained, and although the ark was in transit to its resting-place, its safe conduct
should have been left to the Levites. 2. A se,y6ie punishment. "The Lord smote
him . , . thwe he died before God." The penalty seems at first view disproportionate.

Yet it was both what might have been anticipated and what was necessary to produce
a wholesome impression. That it did produce awe and trembling there can be no
question. The severe judgment tempered the national rejoicing and even altered the

purpose of the king as to the residence of the ark of the Lord.

U. The hobal lesson. As we read this narrative we are impressed with the
general lesson of: 1. God's displeasure with disobedience. The Scriptures are full of

lessons illustrating this principle ; they begin on its first page and continue to its last.

There is a more special lesson, viz. : 2. That unspirittml men should not meddle mth
spiritual things. In Christian Churches it is of the highest importance that men
actuated by carnal and worldly motives should not be allowed to intrude and to

influence their affairs. Let those be clean who bear the vessels of the Lord. The
profane cannot with impunity discharge sacred functions.

Lessons. 1. Let God and all that is his be regarded with reverence. 2. Let sinners

. spared by Divine mercy adore the forbearance and loving-kindness of the Lord, and
" seek him whilst he may be found, and call upon him whilst ho is near."—T.

Ver. 14.

—

Household blessing. " Prosperity," says Lord Bacon, "is the blessing of the

old covenant, adversity of the new." Certainly Old Testament Scripture^ abounds in

instances of temporal abundance, fertility, and happiness, represented as proofs of the

favour of the Most High. In the text Ohed-edom is recorded to have received the ark

into his house, and with it to have received an abundant blessmg upon himself and
upon all that pertained to him.

L Ths obouno of BLESsiNa. Apparently this was, in the case before us, a regard

for what was God's. But this was doubtless an expression of regard for God himself.

The Divine Searcher of hearts and Judge of all sanctions this principle ; and althou^'h

we can give nothing, save our hearts, to God, we can give to his people much that ia
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acceptable to him. Our Lord Jesus often puts this motive before his disciplei. What
we do we are to do for his sake ; and wbat we do to his people we are deemed to do
for him. Still, as in the olden days, God honours those that honour bim.
n. The siqns and tokens of blessinq. Whom Gud blesses he blesses in them-

selves—in their own persons. He enriches them with spiritual knowle(^e ; he reveals

to them his favour ; he fits them for his service. He bestows upon them relative bless-

ings. As God blessed the house of Obed-edom, so there is no more delightful way in

which he reveals his favour to his people than by visiting in mercy those most dear t«

them—encompassing them with the protection of his providence, and bringing them
to a knowledge of his grace and luve. He blesses them in their possessions ; some-
times, according to the Hebrew saying, " in their basket and their store," but always
by granting them grace to make a sanctified use of all they have. Let all unite in the
prayer, " God be merciful imto us, and blets us, and cause his face to shine upon
UBl"—T.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Piety and policy. As King of Israel, David made on excellent begin-
ning; he commenced his reign by an act in which piety and policy were hafipily
united. His action was : 1. Indicative of the piety which was characteristic of him.
We who know Uavid so well from his psalms, as well as from the Biblical history of
his life, are not surprised that, when anointed king over all Israel, his first thoughts
were directed to the service of God. With many monarchs this would have been the
last consideration. But it was deepest and uppermost with David. He felt, and most
truly, that he owed his elevation to the distinguishing goodness of Jehovah, and when
he had reached the height of his ambition he was not going to forget the hand that
had lifted him up. Piuty was a vein that ran straight through the life, because right
through the character of the king. 2. Politic in all particulars. He acted : (1) W ith

sound constitutionalism. Instead of deciding and decreeing absolutely, he "consulted,"
vti., he "said imto all the congregation of Israel," etc. (vers. -l, 2). 'Ibis was "the
manner of the kiiiiidom " (see Judg. xx. 7 ; 1 Kings xii. 6 ; 2 Chron. xx. 21). It was
an act likely to impiess the nation very favourably. (2) With consideration toward
the sacred tribe. " Let us send ... to the priests and Levites," etc. They would
naturally expect that special reference would be maiie to tliem, and they would be
gratified by the royal attention. (3) With regard to the general wishes of the people.

A.11 that could come to such a ceremony would like to be present ; all were to be
mvited: "Our brethren everywhere" were to gather together (ver. 2); "David gathered
ill Israel together " (ver. 5). (4) With tenderness toward the fallen house. He did

lot reproach iSaul with the negluct with which he might have been justly charged ; he
gracefully included himself in whatever condeunmtion was implied: " For we inquired

Qot at it in the days of Saul " (ver. 3). (5) Reserving one point which must be final

md supreme. Their wishes were consulted and should be carried out, but subject ta

5ne condition—the approval of God himself :
" And that it be of the Lord our God."

[6) With personal participation and co-operation. He did not send up and fetch the

irk ; he " went up, and all Israel " with hiui (ver. 6).

I. Policy without piety is a pook and vain thing. It seems clever or even
brilliant to those who imitate and practise it ; but it is contemned of God, disregarded

by the wise and good, and certain to come to an ignoniiuious end. It works in the

i;iound, and then sports iu the sun for its little hour, and then it falls utterly to pieces

,ind cannot be lifted up again.

II. Piety without policy is a defective thino. A reverent spirit and a pious
purpose are admiiable things, but if they are dissociated from discretion, and proceeil

on their way without regard to the claims, wants, and wishes of men, they will
commonly, if not always, fail to secure the obj. ot they have in view.

III. Piety and policy together are a benignant power. Let good men be
frudent as well as reverent, disereet and considerate as well as godlj' and zealous; le;

the cause of God be championed and conducted by those who have a knuwled"e ul
" what is in man" and what are tht oomlitions under which they work in haruTouy
and then will the goal be reached and the prize be won.—0.

Ver». 7—13.— 27ie imperfections of human service. We cannot read this story «{
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the first attempt to bring the ark to the capital without being impressed, if not
depressed, with a sense of the weakness and imperfection characterizing our human
service. We learn

—

I. That a slight departukb from the Divinb will mat lead to serious
CON8BQUBN0E8. David, in a moment of thoughtlessness or presumption, decreed that

the ark of God should be " made to ride " (ver. 7, marginal reading) " in a new cart."

This was not the way prescribed in " the Book of the Law of the Lord " (see Numb.
iv. 15). This irregularity led to the act of Uzza (ver. 9), and this to the stroke of

Divine wrath which so sadly and seriously interrupted the day's proceedings (vers.

10—13). We are not now called upon to conform our ritual to any prescribed order.

The commandment of Christ does not go into the details of outward observance. But
it is nevertheless true that any actual departure from his will, though it may seem to

bo but slight, may lead on and down to a most serious breach. This may apply to his

revealed will in regard to (1) the temper and spirit we should cherish, (2) the attitude

we should assume, (3) the relations we should enter upon, in our various spheres.

II. That itis a matter of great moment to know our place in the sphere of
THE SAORED, AND TO KEEP IT. Uzza was not entitled to lay his hand on the ark of

God ; he exceeded his right ; be intruded into a position for which he was not qualified,

and he paid for his presumption the last penalty of sudrlen death at the hand of God.
Those who now attempt a work for which God did not design them and to which
Christ does not summon them, whether that of the Christian ministry, of missions, or

any other sacred calling, will find that they have committed themselves to duties and
responsibilities, the faulty and (perhaps) mechanical, the uncongenial and therefore

unspiritual discharge of which will redound to their own serious if not mortal injury.

We must take care to keep within the sphere for which our Lord designed us, in the
realm of the sacred as well as the secular.

III. That our bright and holt jots mat be most uitexpeotbdlt dashed. The
eighth verse gives us a picture of a company of men in the full enjoyment of sacred

pleasure; they were exulting before God in the act of service they were rendering.

Sacred joy had reached its very summit, and in the very midst of it, without a
moment's interval of preparation, there occurred the transgression and the punishment.
Song was turned intd lamentation, dancing into weeping, gladness into perplexity and
sorrow, day into night. So may it be with us at any hour in this lower earthly

sphere. We cannot reckon on the continuance of any present good. Even our joy in

God, our delight in his service, may suffer sudden and sad eclipse, and our noon of

devout exultation descend at once into the midnight of discomfiture and grief.

IV. That good men mat be much perplexed at Divine disposals. We read that

David was " displeased " (ver. 11), and also that be was " afraid " (ver. 12). We also

often find ourselves both perplexed and alarmed at the dealings of God with us. God's
way is often " in the sea, his path in the great waters, and his footsteps are not known."
He is sometimes "terrible in his doings toward the children of men." Why he lets

the assassin do his deadly work so well, the storm wreck tbe vessel which is carrying

missionaries to their post, the father of the family catch the fatal fever, the irreplace-

able minister perish in the railway accident, etc., we do not know and cannot think.

Our hearts are saddened, perplexed, troubled, awed. Let us feel that we are but very

little children trying to understand a Divine Father, whose wisdom and love must be
i.afathomably deep, must go down far lower than our poor plummet will sound.
" Blessed are they who do not see, and yet believe." We " walk by faith, not by
sight."—0.

Vers. 13, 14.

—

Superttitious error and rdigious truth. We must take care to read

these verses Intelligently, or we may misread them altogether. It is possible to draw
from them a conclusion which is not in accordance with the mind of God. There is

—

I. A superstitious error against which to guard. It would be a great mistake

to suppose that the mere fact of the presence of the ark in the house ensured prosperity;

or that, similarly, the mere presence of sacred rites or persons wiU now commsmd the

favouring regard of God. That there was something more than this in the case of

Obed-edom is proved by the facts: 1. That the presence of the ark in the midst of the

Philistines proved to be disastrous (1 Sam. v.). 2. That the presence of the ark in

I. ohbonicles. 9
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the camp of the Israelites proved to be fruitless of help (1 Sam. iv.). 3. That the »rk

was nothing more in itself than a box of wood, and, apart from God's determination to

bless, could not possibly effect anything at all. 4. That to trust in a thing manu-
factured of man and not in the living God himself would partaka of the idolatrous (see

2 Kings xviii. 4). If we cherish the idea tliat, because we are connected by blood (or

in any other way) with saored persons, or that because we have much to do officially

with sacred things, wiih the utterance of sacred words, or the performance of sacred

rites, or the care of sacred buildings, therefore it will be well with us in the books of

leaven, we are only harbouring a fiction, we are leaning on a brittle reed, we are

building the house of our hope upon the sand.

II. The religious tedth to be received anb welcomed. God blessed the house
of Obed-edom because he cheerfully and reverently made room for the sacred chest.

His act was one of simple piety, rendered in tm hour of need and offered devoutly,
intelligently unto God ; therefore God " blessed the house of Obeii-edorn, and all that he
had." It was the mark of God's approval of a service rightly and worthily rendered.

The truth for us to gather is that Ood's abidingfavour is the one sure source of blessed-

ness. If God be "with us," i.e. for us, on our side, who or what can be against us?
" The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." Those who, in constructing their

life, leave God's favour out of the account, make a fundamental and fatal error. Those
who go on the principle that his Divine favour will secure true prosperity are pro-

ceeding along the lines of truth. Let every man be discontented and disturbed in soul

until he has first made sure of the abiding approval of the Most High. Till then it

will be wrong with him and with all that he has; when that is gained, all is well with
him and his. But how is this approval to be secured ? 1. By doing the one thing

which God demands of all his children now. This, first of all and most of all, is the

work or the will of God, that we " believe on the Name of his Son Jesus Christ," etc.

(see John vi. 29 ; 1 John iii. 23). The acceptance of Christ as our pei sonal Saviour and
Lord is the way to secure the abiding favour of the Father of all. Having thus gained
his Divine regard, we must continue therein. 2. By striving to be and to do all those

things in all our relations which are pleasing in his sight (see Phil. iv. 8; Col. iii. 17,

23). Among many other ways of pleasing Christ, we may win his approving smile

in the particular way suggested in the text. 3. By showing special attention to that

with which, and to those with whom, he is specially connected—his house and his

disciples.—0.

Vers. 1—8.

—

David and the ark. Now that David had been anointed king over

Irjael, his first act was to think of the ark. During the reign of Saul it had been
utterly neglected, and the people had become careless about the ordinances of Divine
worship. This was the thought ever uppermost in David's heart. The ark, the out-

ward symbol of the Divine presence, was everything to him. He could not live outside

the sunshine of God's favour. To him God was everything, and without him there was
nothing. What to him was all the popularity, the loyalty of those who rallied round

him to proclaim him king, the devotion of the many thousands of Israel, if the Lord
was not with him, the Centre and Source of all ? Nothing. We see what David's

estimate of God's presence was by the praises which he and all Israel offered on the

occasion of bringing up the ark (ver. 8). What had been of old a terror to the

Philistines (see 1 Sam. vi.) was the highest joy to the people of God, It is so always.

God's presence is to God's people their highest joy. To those who are out of Christ

what can it be but terror? Notice, again, how David adds to "if it seem good unto

you" the words "and it be of the Lord our God." A true Christian will never, in

any question, leave out the latter words. They must ever qualify all that precedes.—^W.

Vers. 7, 9—12.

—

Uzza and the ark. Since the ark was last heard of it had been in

Baalah, or Kirjath-jearim. For upwards of fifty years, since it had been in the hands
of the Philistines, it had been in the house of Abinadab of Gibeah, under the charge of

his two sons, Uzza and Ahio, who were Levites, and who had been consecrated for the

(ifice. For the purpose of removing the ark to Jerusalem it was set upon a new cart,

Ahio the son of Abinadab going before (2 Sam. vi. 4) and Uzza following. On the way
th^ o^en stumbled, and Uzza, feari4g the ark would f^ll off, laid hold of it For tbi«
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ho was instantly smitten of God, and " there he died hy the ark " (2 Sam. vii. 7),

"before God" (ver. 10). David was grieved at this, and, instead of proceeding
further and carrying the ark as he had intended to Jerusalem, he left it in the house
of Obed-edom the Gittite, where it remained three months (ver. 14). The setting of

the ark on a cart was a hasty and incuusiderate procedure, in direct violation of the
command of God (see Numb. iv. 14, 15 ; vii. 9 ; xviii. 3). Setting it upon a cart

instead of having it carried upon the shoulders may seem to be a very small mistake.

Touching it against an express command may seem to admit of extenuation, especially

as it seemed to be falling. To the eye of man the fault, under such circumstances,

may seem only to require a mitigated punishment. But it is not so with God. The
entire act betrayed a forgetfv Iness of the majesty and holiness of Jehovah's presence.

It was also a departure from the Word. Such departures from the Word, to us who
are accustomed to estimate evil by quantity and degree rather than by principle, may
seem li°:ht things; but God looks at the motive, the principle, the underlying
spirit.—W.

Vera. 13, 14.

—

The ark in the house of Obed-edom. The ark was In the house of

Obed-edom three months, and " the Lord blessed the house of Obed-edom, and all that

he had." Why was this? Obed-edom was a Levite. He had been prepared of God
to minister before it. None but a prepared heart can enjoy Christ. The ark was at

home with Obed-edom, and he with it. So it is always with Christ and his people.

But God not only blessed Obed-edom and his family ; the significant words are added,
" and all that he had." Everything went right with Obed-edom, in his house, his family,

his duties, his joys, and his sorrows, because the ark was there. What a lesson I Reader,
why do things not go right with you ? Because Christ has not his right place in your
heart, in your affections, in your home, in your duties, and in all you have. Let
Christ be in all, and then it cannot but be with you as it was with Ob«d-edom, " th«
Lord blessed his house, and all that he had."—W.

Vers. 1—3, 4.

—

Unity in religioiu enterpriset. The ark was the national religious

symbol. Its return was a matter of interest to the whole nation. So David mad« a
very earnest effort to unite the whole nation in the work of its restoration. It was
but a little thing that David, as the king, should order the ark to be fetched. It was
a great mark of respect and honour shown to Jehovah that the whole nation should
rise, as one man, and show its care of the Divine symbol. Eeligion has its private

spheres. It is strictly an individual and personal thing. Men cannot be saved in

masses; the regenerating grace of God only reaches them one by one. But while we
see this with the utmost distinctness, we must also admit that religion has its public
spheres, and that these are properly a care and anxiety to all sincere and earnest men.
We are not to "forsake the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some is."

Our Lord gave us his own example of reverent sharing in public worship. With much
suggestiveness the evangelist says, " Jesus, as his custom was, went into the synagogue "

(Luke iv. 16). The apostles afford the example of sharing together in worship and
work. And the best men in every age have fully recognized both the duty and the
moral yalue of public religion. It has been left to our times of luxurious self-

indulgence to find excuses for half-day attendance at the sanctuaries, which too often

grows into entire neglect of all public means of grace. Bishop Wordsworth notices, in

ver. 3, that " David, in his charitable spirit towards the memory of the departed king,

does not say that Saul, being possessed by an evil spirit, became indifferent and careless

to religion, and was given over to a reprobate mind ; but he speaks in general terms,

and takes a share of the blame to himself ; ' We troubled ourselves little about the
ark in the days of Saul.' Hero is a happy example of mildness and charity, joined
with piety and zeal."

L The uobal value of unity in religious entekpeisb and worship. The com-
plete circle of human culture cannot be reached and covered by a purely private

religious life. This is fiiUy illustrated in the case of hermits, nuns, and monks, who
have isolated themselves from their fellows for purposes of personal soul-culture. But
the results have never been the harmonious development of the whole nature. Soma
lid^ have been unduly culturedf others have buen neglected. la our commoner Ufa
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private culture can no better suffice. The side oifeeling becomes unhealthily exaggerated.

Certain necessary tilings in the religious life are only nourished by united and public

acts of devotion and worship. We only notice a few of the chief influences for good

exerted by such scenes. 1. They check the .self-centering, introspective habit, the

undue attention lo feeling. 5{. They take us out of ourselves by presenting to thought

matters of common rather than individual interest. 3. They sway us to higher ranges

offeeling than we could otherwise reach. 4. They culture reverence, and so counteract

the tendency of private devotion to nourish undue familiarity with God. 5. And
they provide peculiar help for those who, being weak in piety, are very dependent on

sympathy.
II. The powek that mat be given to one man to secueb such unity in entbb-

PBisE AND WORSHIP. Illustrated in David. So, now, a man may give the initiative, as

has been again and again illustrated in modern missions. Especially note Hudson
Taylor's starting of itinerant work in China. A man may give a leading example. A
man may use effort to secure efficiency and attractiveness in worship. Illustrate from
reformers of modern services—those who have improved Church singing, etc. Impress
how superior a. force the Church has and wields to that exerted, in Christian work, by
any number of private individuals.—R. T.

Ver. 8.

—

The joy of religion. The natural and fitting expression of the kingly and
national gladness in the restoration of the sacred ark was, " Playing before God with
all their might, and with singing, and with harps, and with psalteries, and with
timbrels, and with cymbals, and with trumpets." The three kinds of musical instru-

ments are here indicated—those producing sound by wind, by the vibration of strings,

and by the clanging together of metals. For a picturesque realization of the scene brought
before us in this verse, see Stanley's ' Jewish Church,' vol. ii. 74—76. The mission of

music and song is to find expression for man's gladness and joy. It is as natural to

sing as to laugh. Man has wonderfully developed the faculties of music and song, and
now it is one of our chief modes of expressing human emotions, and of relieving them
by expression. It is as truly one of the great forces for exciting and stirring emotion,

as is well shown when it is necessary to raise the martial spirit of a nation. Dr.

Horace Bushnell has a very striking paper on ' Religious Music,' in his volume ' Work
and Play,' in which he opens out and illustrates these two points : " The very wonder-
ful fact that God has hidden powers of music in things without life ; and that when
they are used, in right distinctions or properties of sound, they discourse what we know
—what meets, interprets, and works our feeling, as living and spiritual creatures."
" How carefully this (musical) part of the worship was ordered in the temple service of

Israel is known to every reader of the ancient Scriptures ; how exactly also the chorus

of singers and of players on instruments were arranged, one to answer to another in tha

deep wail of grief or penitence, the soft response of love, the lively sweep of festive

gladness, or all to flow together in choral multitudes of praise, that might even shake
the rock of Zion itself." " And if any one wishes to know what power there may be
in music, as an instrument of religion, let him ask what effect the songs of this one
singer (David) have had, melted into men's hearts, age after age, by music, and made
in that manner to be their consecrated and customary expressions of worship."

I. The reasonableness of jot in BELiaiON. We feel the reasonableness of the
songs and joy of Israel when redeemed from Egyptian bondage and delivered from
their raging foes. Much more is joy and song right and natural as our response for

redemption from penalty, and deliverance from evil. It can only be a distorted religion

that fits with melancholy. " The joy of the Lord is our strength ; " and with " joy we
draw water from the wells of salvation." Illustrate from the Old Testament point of

view ; David and the prophets give high examples. Illustrate from the New Testa-
ment point of view : apostles tell us if we " are merry, we should sing psalms ;

"

" Speaking to one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs." Modern religious

life makes music and song essential features, and these do much towards preserving a

healthy tone in our piety. This may be applied to private devotion; it is greatly

aided by hymn and song. It is the most attractive feature of public worship.

II. The hbipfulness op bono in expressing religious jot. What could David
have done else, or so well, in uttering his over-charged feelings ? Music at once soothe?
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and gives adequate expression. A man can put Ma very heart into a song, and ease

and quiet his intense emotions by so doing. Estimate the influence of song: it (1)
uplifts ; (2) brightens ; (3) aids feeling ; (4) comforts. Illustrate by the incidents and
influences connected with Paul Gerhardt's hymns. Then we should fully recognize

the importance of the gifts of song and music which have been granted to the Church,
and see that these are duly consecrated and cultivated. Beligioiis joy cannot be always
maintained, and yet true hearts may even find " songa in the nigJit " and in the prison.

—B.T.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

Warnings against irreverence. The incident here recalled to mind is

one full of difficulties. Uzza seems to have been struct dead for what was, in intention,

an act of consideration and care for the safety of the arls. To human view his sin does
not readily appear, and some explanations are necessary in making it clear. Uzza's
death was not, mainly, a judgment on Uzza, but a lesson, taught in a very solemn
manner, to David and the people. They had not been associated with the ark for a
long time, and so may have lost some of the due solemnity of feeling concerning it. By
the Mosaic rules, the avk was on no account to be touched by human hands. It would
not have needed any steadying if, in obedience to the Law, it had been carried by poles

on the priests' shoulders. So God permitted this one man's death to teach the solemn
lesson ofreverence. The sin was really David's in neglecting the due order and regulations,

but it pleased God that he should receive his warning through the suffering of another.

One tradition says that Uzza was struck by a lightning flash ; another represents his

death as occasioned by the withering of his hand and arm. " We cannot fully explain

this judgment from the side of Uzza. We must add that man, in life and in death,

may be used by God to teach his lessons and accomplish his work ; and Uzza, in his

sudden death, was God's appeal to a king (and to a nation) who had forgotten his holy
Law, and were ' following the devices and desires of their own hearts.' That which
was a judgment to Uzza was • merciful call to repentance and right-heartedness given

to king,and ppople."

I. Attention to forms mat express eevbrenck. Illustrate by the way in which
kneeling aids in securing the spirit of prayer. Herein lies the importance of care in

arranging the externals, the ceremonials, of Christian worship. The associations of

God's house should both secure and cultivate a due and becoming reverence.

II. The neglect of forms mat tend to nourish irreverence. Some pride them-
selves on freedom from forms. But while it is quite conceivable that overdone forms
may crush out spiritual life and feeling, it is even more likely that a despising of

religious forms may lead to undue familiarity with God's Name, and sanctuary, and
worship, and sacraments. If to some it may seem that undue attention to ritual is

replacing a true reverence by a mere formalism, to others it appears that the age is

singularly and perilously irreverent, and sorely needs again the warning of Uzza's death.

III. That which is done fob God must be done in God's way. A lesson which
every age and every individual needs to learn. David made the very common mistake
of trying to do God's work in Ms own way. He must be impressively showa that the

fully obedient spirit waits on God to know the how as well as the what. It not only
says, "What wouldst thou have me to do? "but also, "How wouldst thou have me
do it ? " To win willingness to take God's way is often, as with David, the issue of

humiliating failures ; and it is precisely the lesson which life-failures are designed to

teach,

IV. Bt solemn providences solemn lessons mat be impressed. Our Lord taught
us that we must not venture to convict public sufferers of special sins bringing on them
judgment (Luke xiii. 1— 5). God often teaches the mass of men by his dealings with
a few. The victims of so-called accident vicariously suffer for the good of others.

Illustrate by those who die of diseases caused by neglect of sanitary laws. They
awaken attention to existing evils, and are the means of saving men. Uzza really

saved the judgment that must have fallen on David and the nation if they had kept
on acting in this self-willed way.
Make .final appeal to modern feeling respecting worship. There are signs of the

danger of losing the worshipping idea, and overdoing the instruction idea, in our publio

services. We need recalling to a due reverence.—B. T.
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Ver. 14.~Ohed-edom''s hlessing. The subject introduced here is " God in the honoe,

God cherished in the home, and God blessing the home." God was pleased to teach

Israel by symbols, by incidents, by personal experiences, and by actions, as well as by
words. Here is giveu a picture of Obed-edom's home, and we see that God's cherished

presence is assured blessing for the heart and the home.
I. God's pkbsbncb with us can be qbanted and realized. Man can be, and know

that he is, the temple of the living God. The possibility of this is the assurance given

us in the incarnation of Christ. God can dwell with men ; for he has dwelt in the

" Man Christ Jesus."

II. God's presence with us. can be cherished. So David, fearing the Divine

removal, prays, " Take not thy Holy Spirit from me." We cherish the Divine indwelling

by (1) daily openness ; (2) dependence ; and (3) prayer ; but especially by daily follow-

ing, in simplicity and loyalty, the consequent inward Divine leadings. Compare George
Macdonald's sentence, " If any man will do the truth he knows, he shall know all the

truth he needs to know." God only stays with the obedient.

III. God's presence takes gbaciouslt helpful form in Christianitt, It is the

presence of Jesus Christ, and from the records of his earthly life we know what an
infinite charm and help that presence can be. Our Lord promised, " I will come to

him, and sup with him," and he left this last assurance, " Lo, I am with you alway,

even unto the end of the world."

IV. God's presence still ensures personal and family benedictions. It does

not ensure freedom from care, but it does our sanctification through the care. We
cannot be alone in any trouble. It brings a gracious actual reward of (1) soul-pros-

perity
; (2) family peace and success.

Plead for the recognition of God in the home, by maintaining the habit ol family
prayer. And show the mystery of grace in God's even using the incentive of promised

rewards of godliness, and giving Scripture examples of such rewards.>—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEE XIV.

The contents of this chapter belong to a

period of time subsequent to the taking of

the fort of Zion, and find their parallel in

2 Sam. V. H—25. But if found here in the

same order of place as there, they would

have followed upon oil. ix. 9 ; Keil attributes

this difference to the desire of uur compiler

to represent the bringing of the ark to

Jerusalem as David's first undertaking on

becoming king of the united people. Con-

sidering the contents of this chapter, and

remembering that it stands between the

unsuccessful attempt to bring home the ark

and the final successful bringing of it, it

would seem a far more natural thing to

suppose that this suggested its present order

;

for compare ch. xv. 1, 2. The parallel is

very close. As far as to the word " Elishua "

(ver. 5), there is no difference in the least

degree material, except that the word " con-

cubines " is found in Samuel, and preceding

the word "wives" of our ver. 3 (yet see

ch lii. 9). The two names Elpalet and

Sogah are also not found in the parallel,

but our compiler is consistent with himself;

for see ch. iii. 6, 7. Further, our ver. 12

states that the idols of the Philistines were
by David's command "burned with Are,"

while the Hebrew text of Samuel only states

that " David and his men removed them "

(DNW), where the Authorized Version in-

correctly translates " burned them."

Ver. 1.—The Kethiv abandons here the
invariable analogy of Chronicles, and reads
Hiram for "Huram," which latter form,
however, is replaced in the Keri. Besidi
this Hiram or Huram, the king, there was
another Hiram or Huram, the same king's
chief artificer, and whom he sent to the
help of Solomon (1 Kings viL 13, 40;
2 Chron. ii. 13; iv. 11, 16). The wiUing
aid which this king lent to David ou this

occasion, in supplying cedar timber and
workmen, was " the commencement of tliat

amity between the Tyrians and the Hebrews,
so mutually advantageous to the two nations,
the one agricultural and the other com-
mercial " (Milman's ' History of the Jews,'
i. 239). The meaning of the name Hiram
is probably " noble," or " liigh-bom." This
disposition, at all events, he seems to have
illustrated in his generous friendship to
David, Solomon, and their peopls. Very
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little to be lelied npon is known of him
outside Scripture, but his reign is Baid to

have extended from b.o. 1023—990.
Ver. 2.—Was lifted up. The passage in

Samuel reads mi, the Piel conjugation.

The present form ia obscure, riKM. It may
be considered either an irregular Niphal
third pers. fern. ; or Niphal infin. absolute

(2 Sam. xix. 43); or possibly even an
irregular Piel form, in which case the pro-

noun " he " will need to be supplied as the
subject. Supposing that any special connec-
tion subsists between this and the previous
verse, it is not necessary to consider it

remote. Then, as now, the building of a
house for one's self, much more the building
of a noble palace on the part of a king, is

an indication of feeling settled and " con-
firmed." It was a partial indication of the
" lifted-np kingdom " that the king should
have a palace of unwonted magnificence.
This must have weighed all the more in

the case of a nation which, not for its sacred
things, nor for its king, nor for its people,

had ever had as yet any adequate and
worthy housing.

Ver. 3.—^David took more wives. As
matter of course, we do not look in this con-
nection for any remarks to be made by the
writer condemnatory of David's enlarge-

ment of the harem, or of his having an
harem at all. Yet it is open to us to note
how, at a time when polygamy was " winked
at," and no sin was necessarily to lie on
this account at the door of David, yet by
this very thing he was undermining the
peace and unity of his own family, the
comfort of his declining years once and
again, and the very stability of his house
in the days of Solomon his son. The less

necessitated we are to regard David's poly-

gamy" in the light of individual sin, the

more emphatic in the light of history does

the tendency of the practice proclaim itself

as thoroughly and irredeemably bad.

Vers. 4—7.—The names of his children

which he had in Jerusalem. The names of

the children bom to David in Hebron are

given in ch. iii. 1—4. For a comparison of

tliis list with that of oh. iii. 5—9, see that

place. It will be observed that the present

list agrees with that of Samuel in respect

of eleven names, and with ch. iii. 5—8, so

far as number goes, with all thirteen.

Vers. 8—12.

—

An important victory over

tke Philislinei.

Ver. 8.—^DaTid . . . went ont against

tbxim. From a careful comparison of this

passage with the parallel and with 2 Sam.
xxiii. 12—14, it appears likely that the

meaning is that "David went out against

them" after having "gone down" first to

the " hold," probably at the " cave of

Adullam" (ch. li. 15—17> When it is

said that the Fhilistines went np to seek

David, the sequel makes it evident that they

did not seek him as friends. And it is to

be remembered thut the Philistines held
territory near Jerusalem at this time, and
to the north of it (1 Sam. xxxi. 7—^9).

Ver. 9.—Spread themselves. The root,

ists'a appears here for the tyoj of the parallel

place. So also again in ver. 13 of this

chapter. In the valley of Bephaim ; i.e. of

giants, though some translate "healers,"

and yet others "chiefs." Though not Oa-
naanites, they once held portions of Canaan,
Their origin is very uncertain. Kalisch
('Commentary on Old Testament,' p. 351)
thinks they were descendants of Japheth
(Gen. xiv. 5; xv. 20; Dent. ii. 9—11; iii.

11). The " valley " was south ofJerusalem,
but whether more south-east or south-west
is not certain ; probably tlie former (Josh.
XT. 8 ; xviii. 16 ; Isa. xvii. 5).

Ver. 10.—David inquired of God. The
" inquiring " was made, as matter of course,

through the high priest, and not merely, as

we should say, in private prayer (Judg. i. 1,

3 ; XX. 23, 27 ; 1 Sam. xxiii. 2, 4 ; xxx. 8

;

2 Sam. ii. 1). The directness of the Divine
answer was some echo of the old reply when
Judah was authorized to go up against the
Canaanites (Judg. i. 2).

Ver. 11.—Baal-perazim ; literally, ma$ttr

of breaches. Gesenius traces this meaning,
through the intermediate idea of " possessor,"

to that (in this case, tliat place'), which
" possesses," i.e. is the subject of such a
signal overwhelming as is here described,

the scene of overwhelming defeats, like the
irresistible rush of waters (Isa. xxviii. 21).

Ver. 12.—And whenthey had left their gods
there. The parallel translates more liter-

ally, "And there they left," as we might also

do here ; and goes on to read " their images,"
in place of "their gods" (2 Sam. v. 21).

These they burned with fire, according to

the command of Deut. vii. 5, 25.

Vers. 13—17.

—

Anot/ter vietory over Ike

Philistinea.

Ver. 13.—^In the valley ; i.e. the valley of
Bephaiin, as is expressly stated in the
parallel place, though left in no obscurity
here.

Ver. 14.—Go not np after them ; turn away
from them, and come upon them over against
the mulberry trees. The meaning of the
directions as here given is sufficiently

evident, yet it is somewhat more forcibly

expressed in the parallel place, " Thou shalt

not go up," i.e. " against the Philistines "

(see our tenth verse, and note the form of

David's inquiry) ; " but fetch a eompass
behind them." The mulberry trees were
evidently behind the Philistines. The
Hebrew word for the trees here spoken of

is D'^i^sn, and the correct rendering of it
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is probalily neither " mulberry " nor, as the

Septuagint and Vulgate translate, " pear "

trees. But judging from the probable

derivatioa (naa, to weep), they were trees

of the balsam species, and it seems that

this is as far as we can safely conjecture.

One of the latest authorities (see Conder's
* Handbook to the Bible,' p. 398, 2nd edit.)

pronounces it an " unknown species." The
tree, strange to say, is only mentioned here
and in the parallel place. A summary of

opinions as to the tree intended may be
found in Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' ii. 439,

and this is just sufficient to show that it is

not as yet identified with any semblance
of certainty. However, it is easy to under-
stand how the balsam species, from which
the exuding gum resembles " tears," might
cnmd by the name set forth in the present
Hebi'ew root.

Yer. 15.—^A sound of going. This i«

not a mere generic or longer form of ex-
pression to signify a sound itself. There
is significance in the word "going." The
sense of the Hebrew word would be
thrown out more emphatically by such a
rendering as, the sound of steps (literally,

stepping). When the motion of the agitated
leaves simulated the sound of steps, the
stepping of men, then David and his army
were to step forth to battle. Though the
root of the " stepping " spoken of as heard
in the trees is not identical with that of the
" going " repeated twice in the remainder
of the verse—Then thou shalt go out . . .

for God is gone forth—yet it does alliterate

to some extent with it, and rather creates

the impression that it was intended to do
so. However, the parallel place does not
sustain this impression, inasmuch as a
different word, " U'hou shalt bestir thyself,"

is there employed, in place of the first

occurrence of our supposed alliteration, in

the clause, " Thou shalt go out." There ia

something stirring to the imagination, and
probably it was felt so by David and his

men, in the signal unseen yet not unheard,

and in a sense not of earth, but midway
between earth and heaven. The very
various voices of the various trees, accord-

ing to the character of their foliage, may
well set poetry going, and startle or fascinate

imagination, as the case may be. The music
of one tree or grove is as different from that

of another as can be—listen to the difference

between the melancholy plaint so unceasing

of some plantation of firs, and the multi-

tudinous, silvery, rippling of but one white
poplar of good size. Presumably the sound
in the present case more resembled that of

the steady tramp of them that march.
Ver. 16.—Gibeon. The parallel reads

6eba. As Geba and Gibeon were both
situate very near to Jerusalem (on ihe
north), as well as near to one another, both
texts may be correct, and each mean what
it says. But Isa. xxviii. 21 confirms the
reading Gibeon. It is evident that Gibeon
was no appropriate resting-place for the
ark (ch. xiii. 3, 4; 2 Chron. i. 3). The
nearness of the Philistines' approach to the
city of Jerusalem marks tlieir daring on
the one hand, and the loud call now for the
merciful interposition of Jehovah on behalf

of his people. Gazer. Hebrew nnw, both

here and in the parallel because of the

accent. Else the name is Gezer (^JJ). It

was about two hours distant from Gibeon,
and to the north of it (Josh. x. 33 ; xii. 12

;

xxi. 21 ; Judg. i. 29 ; ch. xx. 4), oz " four
Eoman miles northward from Nioopolis
(' Onomaaticon ') ; now the large ruin of

Tell Jezar" (Gender's 'Handbook to tba
Bible,' p. 412).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

An important instance of the presence of the perceiving heart. There is

an obscurity about Hiram which certainly does not serve to diminish interest in him
and his place in this narrative. The obscurity referred to affects, not merely himself

and his reign, but rather what we now have to do with, the time, occasion, manner, of

his introduction to David, and the commencement of the warm friendship between the

two. This place, with the parallel, is the earliest scriptural mention of Hiram. Lafa r

allusion to him (I Kings v. 1) drops the significant testimony, " For Hiram was ever

a lover of David." This was in the time of Solomon, and goes some way to remind us

of other instances in which David won an ardent and generous affection from his

fellows. The power to evoke this some natures possess in a high degree. All, how-
ever, that we know for certain is that Hiram, hearing of the rising fame of David,' and
no doubt aware of very much that had led on and up to it, from the time of Goliath,

sent " messengers " to him. Their first messajjes consist presumably of hearty con-

gratulations, and then go on to give assurance of Hiram's readiness to help, Viy material

and by workmen, to build a worthy royal house for David. It is scarcely to be sup-

posed under these circumstances that Hiram had uot received intimation, more or leu
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direct, that David would be likely to be in want of these things. Yet, whatever
intimation Hiram had received, his response is large and gracious and full of free

wilL Something in this David saw, which perhaps no one else saw, but well worth

notice.

I. David saw that onk coNTiNtrous puepose of God was moving on. It was
one that affected " his people Israel." Israel he had chosen, Israel he had for his

peculiar people, in Israel he had a fixed purpose, to this already for long ages be had
held, and the ancient promise and covenant had been a growingly plain performing.

This continuity by itself riveted attention, and brought a doubting, tired spirit home
again to a strong peaceful faith, when any other circumstance, though it should seem
but a trivial one, served to remind of it. Ought we not to be herein reminded of such
things as these ?—1. That all God's purposes, yes, all those that affect us as individuals

only, are consistent, determined, marked by a faithful continuity in this respect, that

they do not cease, do not determine, till they have fulfilled their appointed part. This
may be less than we thought, if we thought at all, or it may be more. It may be
different from what we thought, if we thought at all ; and very certainly may be

different from what we wished, because we so readily wish without any sovereign

reason guiding our wish. But each little purpose, so to speak, of the Divine mind

—

little in our mistaken estimate—runs out to its end, and does not miss of the designed

end, 2. That assuredly there must very often be Divine purpose in what happens,

and as we think merely happens, in our experience. For the man who honestly

believes in a supreme Governor of his life, this must commend itself to reason. And
what seriousness, reverence, sacredness, dignity, and deep-drawn consolation would it

yield to any life, as fervently to believe this, so habitually to remember it ! 3. That
those purposes are upon a large scale. They affect the whole family in the individual,

the whole community in the family or the class, that may be visibly and proximately

the first affected, and so on, till the entire race shares in the advantage, and all the

long-drawn-out subsequent ages illustrate its beneficence, as was literally the case for

the whole world in the treatment and the checkered history of Israel. 4. That, beca\ise

of the large scale on which Divine purpose is schemed: (1) It may easily elude our

notice altogether if we are not very heedful. (2) It will present many difficulties,

many obscurities, many dark mysteries, all due to the incapacity of our finite intellects

to grasp the whole, to see the end from the beginning, and to be able to gaze all down
the long abyss of time. (3) For all this, some vivid personal incident will occasionally

be charged with suggestion and significance that will light up a vast area of human
life in a moment of time, and will display convincingly now Divine knowledge,

wisdom, purpose, are intersecting and traversing all the tangle and the labyrinth of fitful

human working! And it was a gleam of convincing light of this kind that now shone
in on David's mind.

II. David saw that cebtain Dtvink fbovtoential method was bbinq
OBSEBVED. In the firstplace, an individual human kingdom, a personal dynasty,is being
" lifted up" for " the sake of the beloved people and the settled purpose." Never was
there such a comment, such a clear criticism on the " Divine right of kings." Kings
and the right of kings, it would certainly seem to be here testified, are means to an
end, and then only is the right most Divine when used most divinely, and under most
solemn sense of responsibility. The " people Israel " are those here called " his people,"

i.e. the people of the Lord, the Lord God. The " people Israel " are those whom he
loves, are what he loves. It is not the " kingdom," nor the government, nor the land,

nor the national bent and genius, nor even the king himself merely as such, that he
loves, but the " people " Israel, " All is for their sakes," as St. Paul in later times
said. This kingdom of David, this dynasty which he represented, of which he was to

be such a brilliant exponent, were to count nothing in and of themselves. They were
for the sake of something else. But passing this greater general consideration, in the

eecorid place, David saw tokens of Divine providential method in the willing heart,

willing hand, willing speech, of a neighbouring king. The willingness and the generosity

may not have been altogether unknown, but when all the circumstances were combined,
and when we remember the exceptional position of Israel among nations that often

wondered at Israel's God, often envied Israel's unseen mighty protection and defence,

there could scarcely have been many precedents, scarcely many parallels, to be quoted.
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All the rather was David secretly in deepest heart convinced of the reality of Dirina
interposition, of providential forces at work. When we allow that Hiram fiud

received some " hints " and some intimation of the likely desire of David to build a

house worthy of his people and royal state, we have gone as far as we are warranted
in going. And to set against all the rest, if not against this also, we have here David's
evident language, and the evident meaning and drift of it. David "perceived " certain

things when Hiram " sent messengers, . . . and timber," or promise of it, and " masons and
carpenters," or promise of them, and these " to build him," forsooth, David, "a house."

He " perceived " tliat something unseen was here—a power, a hand, a person invisible,

at work. That all this kindness should have come upon him ; and that all this glory

should be about to come upon him, and the quondam shepherd-boy, and more recently

hunted refugee of mountain and cave and wildtrness, should be about to be magnifi-

cently mansioned,—was demonstration to him that a mighty and benignant providence

was at work ; that it was bent on its own old purpose, and advancing by its own new
methods as well. He found that Hiram's heart was in the hand of some One, nor did he
mistake whose hand that must be, even the hand of him who holds all hearts. And as

to that house that was to be, now at a glance he saw and spake it, "Except the Lord
build the house, they labour in vain that build." He was convinced that God was
building.

III. David kecognized most fdllt the principle ov what wb oau. eukah
INSTKUMENTALITT. He rccoguized it now in a twofold sense. It is the same twofold

sense we ever need to bear in mind and carry out in practice. 1. With deepest

humility, with' most unreserved confession, David pronounces himself, in all his grow-
ing power and likely splendour, the lervantoi God and his people, the instrument in the
mighty and the gooil hand of God, the authorized means to a great end. That is all.

That was honour for him, and honour enough. The Lord has confirmed " him king "

over Israel, and " his kingdom " is lifted up on high, not for his own sake, not for any
merit of his own, not for self-aggrandlzement, not to feed personal luxury, pride,

ambition, not for any most flattering, mysterioui reason, but for his people Israel

!

When we do remember that we are servants of God, we cannot too well remember this

—that it is this very relation we hold—of servants. We are to inquire for and to

do, and to speak his will, and to have the least possible of our own. 2. He " per-

ceives " that he is being made use of in order that he may fall in more than ever with
God's work and service. His humility is real, therefore it does not swamp his sense of

duty and responsibility. In one breath he admits himself only the instrument, hut one
divinely raised up, divinely fashioned, divinely called; and therefore he is both the

more stirred to duty and sustained by the strongest sense of support. The really

humble servant proves the really faithful servant. Happy David, that herein too the
Lord had given him an heart to perceive and understand [

Vers. 8—12.

—

The type of enmity on the alert,foiled hy watchfulnest and prayer.
Prom the conduct of our foe, not less than of the best friend, may we sometimes learo

lessons of supreme importance and interest. Feeling and action both own to

possibilities not seen on the surface, and seldom disturbed in their solemn depth.

They are, however, always liable to be evoked, and, when evoked by any of the forms
of enmity, they are almost sure to show in their own more intensified forms. It

cannot be maintained that enmity is a mightier impelling principle than love, that the

force of the one intrinsically surpasses that of the other ; the contrary of this is to be
maintained. But a very mighty force it is, and it has signal power to prevail in any
conflict where indifference, lax energy, or but a slightly diminished watchfulness
characterizes the object of it. Something of the skill of enmity and of its habit is set

before us here, and what is said suggests to thought much left unsaid. We have here

a little wayside picture of enmity. And we may observe in this aspect of the
history

—

L Signs or wATOHFtn. observation on the part of ah trnKEMimNO snemt. Men
like to be at their ease, and rapidly does the tendency grow. We like to rest on our
oars, and delicious awhile are sensation and thought. And these resting-times and
resting-places are not merely welcome ; they are necessities at certain intervals, they

are the appointed rewards of certain conflicts and victory, and they are the preparatioQ
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for fresh effort. On the other hand, life ia spent herein the presence of the foe, and one

of watchful observation—the children of light not so wise in their generation nor so

awake as he. Keen is the eye of enmity. It searches all round its own armoury for

the weapon fittest for its purpose, and all round its opponetit's armour to find the

joint of his harness. And now, nothing goes on with David and Israel but—the

Philistines know it, and take care to know it.

II. SiaNS OF ciECDMSPBCT AND FAB-SBBiNO OBSERVATION. The Philistines, whose

chief leader we are not here told, do no doubt take great care to be apprised of all that

is going on within the kingdom of Israel. And they can afford to let much pass without

any"counter moves on their part. They learn much, but it awakens no keen anxiety,

no special interest, no practical activity. But an unusual note is heard at last; it is

the note of warning ; they hear it as the note of opportunity sounded, and of oppor-

tunity that must not slip by. They cannot afford to be inactive now. It is a time

when, even if all depended on one throw, that throw must be ventured. They had

known David as a boy ; as a remarkable young man, but with a very doubtful future

;

as a persecuted refugee ; as a very rising man ; as king of part of a people ; but the

critical and vital point'was now at length, when they "heard that he was anointed

king over all Israel "—king over a united people, king over a people the whole of

whose resources were now available and could be wielded as by one arm, king over a

people of one mind and one enthusiastic heart. And this was what the wisdom of the

enemy was equal to—to see and act as though it saw that the hour of a united enemy
was the hour to strike, if haply it might break the power of that enemy at one stroke,

or otherwise, that it was the hour most to be feared for himself. One sang—

"And Satan trembles when he sees

The weakest saint upon his knees."

But there is another time when Satan trembles, and that is when he sees his enemy
united, and the ranks of his enemy held well together. That " trembling " would be
both more and more apparent but for the prompt and unequivocal activity he brings to

bear on the situation, while others were but " trembling."

IIL Signs of practical and very determined. RESOLunoir. Difficulty, danger,

critical responsibility, disarm many, but arm these Philistines. The courage, the

practical wisdom, is to be noted, though it be in a bad cause, in order that these may
be the rather learnt and copied for the good cause. These Philistines do not timidly
wait and put off a doubtful dangerous day ; they court the conflict ; they go " up to

seek David ; " they offer battle and give the challenge. Little time is lost before they
are " spread " in battle array and everything is ready for the decisive verdict.

Evident stress also is laid upon their unity. It is not only said that "all" the

Philistines went up to seek David, but it is written by the historian as though the
emphasis of a significant antithesis were intended. When the Philistines heard that

David was anointed king over " all " Israel, they " all " went to seek him.
IV. SlONS IN ALL THIS OF THE DERIVATION OF VERY MUCH OF HUMAN ENMITY. Strong

is the resemblance both of nature and of method between the hostility of human foe

and that exhibited by the source of all evil. It is abundantly well to note this resem-
blance, for could we persuade ourselves to see in our own malignant dispositions, ill will,

and hostility the features that are then striving only too successfully to take form of

the dark original of all evil, we should dread the presence in us, and dread few things

more. The short gratification of that which must be, under any circumstances, ruled

the lower side of our nature, would be then instinctively acknowledged too dearly

bought, when the eye, the lip, the thought, the strong force of purpose, and the hand
must all be lent to one in the background, so odious in himself, and so tyrannical as

soon as ever his hold is once yielded to. The shapes and methods assumed by human
enmity are in reality often nothing short of accurate copies of those of the great foe of

God and man. Surely it would act as a deterrent influence in many a mind not yet

gone too far, and in which it was not yet too late to interpose, if it were distinctly seen

that as much as love, goodness, and friendship are of God, so much are hate and all the
kinds of malignity, and in general enmity to a fellow-creature, of the devil. Let us

observe, on the other hand, in this portion of the history, the foil of David in the pre

sence of that enmity. 1. Evn it proof of a wakeful ear. Uaaj an opportunity is lost
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for want of " ear to hear." And some things the most essential to hear are crowded
out unheard because of the rush of sounds to the ear, hollow as ever sound could be.

But the wakefulness of an open ear is here, and the irreparable does not happen, and tha

disastrous stroke does not fall upon a whole kingdom and peo|ile ere yet the tidings of

the danger have reached the responsible persons. David might now have said, with

the prophet (Isa. 1. 4), " He wakeneth morning by morning, lie wakeneth mine ear

to hear as the learned." And how much depemls on this dailii ojiening of our ear,

and this opening of it in the morning, before the dangers of the daj's liie have opened

upon us, instead of that opening of it that may come perforce at evening, or in the

very night, or after some startling calamity, when all except the dead have no choice

but to hearl Though Jesus first warned us, and after him some of the most solemn
connection of all Scripture repeated the stiain, how much do we lose by altogether

under-estimating the message of the words, " He that hath ears to hear, let him hear"!
2. Here is proof of wakeful care. The enemy's daring front and adventurous

challenge scarcely anticipate David's firm front and readiness to accept the challenge.

His preparedness is quite as noticeable as their initiating energy. Some initiating

energies have much cause to repent of themselves, and court their own destruction;

and it proved so now for the Philistines. The victory does not often lie with those

that are "first in their own cause." David does not live every hour all in a tremble

of apprehension and suspicion, it is true ; but it is also true that he has wisely not

allowed himself to live forgetful, unheedful of the constant proximity of a constant foe.

He is not now caught napping. He is not found now lapped in luxury. He is not

betrayed as one living in a fool's paradise, lulled in false peace, mistaking security for

safety, choked by pride in the height and dignity of his position, and deceiving himself

as though he were the unassailable and unimpregnable itself. The sound of alarm
entered full sonorously into his ear, but no panic of alarm entered into his heart.

Does the " foe " seek him, and insolently and defiantly scan his proportions and his

armour? he dues not forget that old matter of Goliath and the sling and stone on the
one hand, nor is he the man, either by character or by the emergence of unguarded
position, to hide himself or to have a moment's inclination to hide himself, but he
" goes out to meet " the foe, well prepared to face him and, if God speak the word, to

encounter him also in actual conflict. Nor does he forget the spirit of the old confidence

and the. source whence he derived his own confidence. " Thou comest to me with a

sword, and with a spear, and with a shield ; but I come to thee in the Name of the Lord
of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, whom thou hast defied." 3. Lastly, here is

proof positive of prayer. David has shown the courage of the man and of the king
and of the commander of God's people and army. He presents himself and them in

front of the foe that courts the trial of battle. But before he lifts a hand, strikes a

blow, draws a sword, he asks of the Lord. He asks for knowledge of duty, " Shall I

go up?" He asks for warrant of the language which he m^y hold to liis own people

and to the defying foe. " Wilt thou deliver them into my hand ? " This last thing

he had been permitted to add in his forewarning to Goliath of what awaited him:
" This day will the Lord deliver thee into my hand ; and I will smite thee . . . that all

the earth may know that there is a God in Israel ... for the battle is the Lord's "

(1 Sam. xvii. 45—47). And he wishes to be able to do go again. There would be
great advantage in being able to use confident language on the matter on this occasion

also. God had occasionally permitted his own people to go to defeat (as he certainly

does for our discipline and for after advantage permit us often to find defeat awhile), so

that David might desire for bis own heart's sake to be assured that this was not going to

be the case now. But there was other reason why authority to speak on the matter of

victory certain would be great advantage. He announces it to the foe, and it comes
trae, and then strikes a deep, lasting residuum of terror and of reverence for the next

like occasion. He announces it to his own people, and it comes true ; and with what
confidence both towards their God and towards their king does it invest them in many
a future! Prayer brings blessing, prayer brings knowledge, prayer strengthens and
exhibits to just view that connection between himself and his weak creature and child,

which the condescending Hearer of prayer loves to acknowledge.

Vers. 13—17.

—

The faith that is content to leave self tn the haclcgrormd and
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unhesitatingly obey Qod. One of the most remarkable of the characteristics of Scriptur«

is its freedom from repetition and monotony, even when engaged on subjects that may
very closely resemble one another in their matter. In the present instance, the con-
nection, the subject, the time, all closely correspond with what has immediately preceded,

and the important event or issue is identical. Yet how greatly the scrne differs, and
with what exceedingly quickened interest do we read of this second appearance and
challenge of the Philistines 1 The general facts of the situation are still the same. The
courage and determination, however, of the Philistines in repeating their attack so

soon, and after so thorough and crushing a defeat, show well the stuff of which they

were made, and offer an additional touch to the picture. David on his part repeats his

inquiry addressed to One whom he had come to be well persuaded was " the God of

his salvation." From this point the course of events differs and pursues a new and
unwonted direction. David is divinely assured of victory over the enemy, but he is

directed not to go up in the face of that enemy. He is to go to some plantation of trees,

to await there a certain sound in them, to take that as the omen and sign that God is his

Leader and the Leader of his hosts to the battle, and then to make bis attack. Faith
and practical obedience follow on the part of David, and the enemy suffer a great defeat,

while David's fame sustains great advancement. Let us notice some special peculiHiities

that mark the ordering of this battle, and observe the probable lessons of them.
I. A DISTINCT LESSON OF PUTTING SELF INTO THE BACKQEOUND. As SUrely aS there

are cases innumerable when the active exercise of our best practical powers is the
appointed and expected test of our earnestness and reality, so surely are there some cases

when we are permitted, invited, nay, even commanded, to approve a dutiful spirit, in
" standing still to see." Vast is the difference between the man whose disposition it is

always " to stand still and see," and him who, when the command comes, can consent

to renounce the endeavour and the effort and the force of self, and so " stand still and
see." The one is the disposition of supineness and even slotli, the other calls for the
exercise of a very high measure of self-command and temperate restraint. The instance

before us is remarkable in this aspect on every account. It is a warrior, who is to lay
aside some of the most characteristic qualities of the warrior. He is not to foresee, not
to provide, not to prepare, for the battle ! It is a warrior, who was to the manner born,

and who has intrinsically not a few of the highest gifts of the warrior. It is a warrior

the very day before the battle, when desire and chivalry and courage are near their

height. It is a warrior also the day after an engagement ; he, together with his hosts,

is flushed with triumphant conflict, elated with success, and feeling that he is safe for

another decisive victory. Nature tells us of such a man and of such a host, that they
burn for the fray. The Divine word, however, told them now that they must count
themselves and their martial ardour and their very bravery as nothing. As little like

brave soldiers as possible, they are not so much as to confront their foes face to face,

but to steal unawares to the rearward of them. The battle is to be won, but it plainly

is not to be by the strength of human arm, nor by the force of human wisdom. It will

be won in a way to humble the pride of self, to cast self into the shade, most of all to

lower it in its own deep conviction, and to exalt the presence and power of another.

II. A DISTINCT INSTANCE OP THE FAITH AND OBEDIENCE THAT CONSENTED TO THAT
LESSON. " David therefore did as God commanded him." We have here a very simple
but very clear case of faith. The directions given to David were not merely contrary
to individual predilection and character, but they were contrary to the methods and
discernment of sense. David does neither disdain these in his mind nor practically

disregard them in his act on that account. By faith he goes to the trees ; by faith he
expects and waits for the appointed sign there ; faith pours a stream of confidence into

him when he hears that signal for battle and " the sound of going in the tops of the
trees,"—simulates perfectly for him " the going forth before him " of God to " smite the
host of the Philistines." To the temper of the typical warrior and general all this

would have been equally unnatural and trying but for the force of faith. There are

times when sense and unbelief, superstition and the love of the marvellous revel just

herein, that is to say, in a " sign." But this sign will be something very different

f)om one so simple as " the sound of going in the tops of the trees." This was no
miracle, except as faith had power to transmute it into the best form of miracle. Faith
can feed on what shall seem slender material, and can find richest enjoyment it what
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shall seem familiar trifles to gense. This is the grandeur of faith, when nothin? is

great, nothing little to it except as they bring the Invisible to sight, and make thingi

that are not as though they were. That faith then becomes the secret aid and pre-

cursor to obedience.

III. A DISTINCT GAIN OF EBSPEOT, FEAB, KEVEBENOB, FOB THE MAH WHO KBNOUNOBD
SELF AND ACCEPTED THE GUIDE OP FAITH. " The fame of David went out into all lands j

and the Lord brought the fear of him upon all nations." This was the direct consequence

of his having surrendered himself entirely into the hands of the great Commander
himself, the Lord of all hosts. How often had Saul used all earthly power and been

impatient to do so, so that he could not wait even for the right human agencyj But he

failed, and for every failure lessened his influence among those round him far and wide.

God made the victories of David marvellous, and therein made him marvellous, from

the time of Goliath up to the present moment. To trust self and self's well-nigh

superhuman exertions shall still leave a man an utter failure. To trust God and rigidly

follow his bidding will exalt a man, and will save him from his own liability to error

and inevitable loss of reputation thereby. From all this narrative we may be very

forcibly reminded of two things. 1. How God would teach us that it may be often

dangerous to go up direct against even the very worst of Ibes—our spiritual foes. 2.

That with these foea it is above all necessary to hare God himself to fight before us, for

us, with ui^

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.—" The Lord , . . confirmed him king." To many readers this p!ira?eology

seems simply the language of superstition, to be classed with similar language in which
primitive and heathen nations are wont to attribute the triumphs of their warriors and
the greatness of their kings to their tutelar and national deities. But believers in the
inspiration and authority of Holy Scripture will see in this declaration an assurance

of that wise and watchful care which God exercises over all men and all communities,
and which is, for wise purposes, so clearly and devoutly related and recorded in the
documents of Hebrew history.

I. The QUALIFICATIONS AND THE PREPARATION OF RULERS ARE FROM GoD. The
strength of character, wisdom and sagacity, firmess, justice, clemency, affabiUty,—all

qualities that make an able ruler of men, are the endowment of the supreme Lord. In
the case of David we observe peculiar gifts lavishly bestowed. The same providential

care Is to be recognized in the long and severe discipline by which the son of Jesse was
fitted for a throne. It was doubtless this preparatory training, combined with the sore

experience through which the nation had passed, which rendered David's accession so

popular.

IL The just exercise of cxviIi power is divinelt authorized. The Lord
having prepared David for the throne and the throne for him, the monarch proceeded

to fulfil his royal duties with the happy assurance that the hearts of his people were
subject to him, and with the knowledge that he was supported by faithful and powerful
allies. It cannot, indeed, be said that monarchy is the favourite form of government
with the Lord of all ; for when he gave Israel a king it was in condescension to their

infirmities. The/orm of government is of secondary importance, but the necessity of

civil rule is written upon the constitution of man and of society. Equity, impartiality,

righteousness,—these are the principles of all true moral rule, human and Divine. The
governor who is guided by personal ambition, who is the prey of petty prejudices, who
is given to intiigues, who rules by oppression, is no true king of men.

III. The CONSCIOUSNESS of a Divine commission gives power and obaob to the
EXERCISE or authority. "David perceived that the Lord had confirmed him king."
Thus his faith was strengthened and his courage was sustained. The man who, in the
fulfilment of life's duties, cannot see beyond his own purposes and plans, is for all hi<;h

intents enfeebled by this unworthy view of his life; whilst he who recognizes that he
is the "minister of God," is supported by this conviction, his aims are ennobled and
his influence is hallowed by it. Especially must this be the case with those whos*
influfuce and responsibility are unusually great.
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IV. Ir AUTHOBITT IS FBOM GoD, ACCOUNTABILITY IS TO GoD. Some rulers hava

been called to account by their fellow-potentates and some by their subjects. There is,

however, danger lest the powerful should forget their inevitable responsibility. At the

bar of God all kings must stand ; at his throne they too must sue lor mercy, when
there they take their places with their subjects, as before the highest and the final

tribunal. " Be wise now therefore, ye kings : be instructed, ye judges of the

earth."—T.

Vers. 9^11.—7%« Ood of battles. This is one of the many passages in the Old
Testament where God is represented as presiding over and prospering the military

expeditions of the Israelites. Rationalists see in such passages nothing more than

evidence that the Hebrews were a warlike people, and that they, like other nations,

attributed their successes in war to the intervention and favour of their Deity. But
those who believe in the inspiration and authority of Scripture cannot be satistied with

such an explanation. The text suggests some reflections which may cast light upon
this difGculty.

I. There is a general sbnsk in which Jehovah was and is the Lord of

HOSTS, THE God ov battles. It would be barbarous and absurd to suppose that the

benevolent Ruler of all prefers war in itself to peace, that he takes pleasure in the

carnage and agony, the bereavement and desolation, which are distinctive of war.

But as all strength and valour, all foresight, skill, and patience are his gifts, to

him must ultimately be traced the force, the generalship, by which victories are won.

II. There is a Divine providence which overrules the conflicts of the
nations. There can be do question that the course of human history has been, to a large

extent, governed by the wars which have occupied so much of the energy and have
consumed so much of the blood and the treasure of mankind. We have read of " the

fifteen decisive battles of the world." They who believe in the providential government
of the world at all can scarcely refuse to believe that the warfares of the nations have
been permitted and overruled for good by God. Great principles, even principles of

a moral kind, have sometimes been fought upon the field of battle. Civilization and
barbarism, slavery and freedom, brute force and enlightenment, have thus contended
together for the mastery and the victory.

III. There were special reasons wht God should have interested himself
IK the wars of the Jews. 1. The contests between Israel and Israel's enemies
were contests between a morally superior and certain morally inferior races. When
wars took place between the Israelites and the Canaanites or Philistines, it is pljiin to

every student of history that the victory of Israel was the victory of monotheism and
morality over idolatry and the most flagrant and disgusting vice. The cause of

Philistia was the cause of heathenism, cruelty, and pollution ; the cause of David was
that ofcomparative justice, purity, and spirituality. 2. The victories of Israel furthered

the best interests of mankind. Had Israel been subjugated or annihilated, the best

prospects of the human race would have been clouded with awlul daikness. The
independence and nationality of the Hebrews formed a distinct step forward in the
march of humanity. 3. The triumphs of David were a link in that chain which led to

the redemption of mankind. We cannot separate the Old Testament, historically or

religiously, from the New. The kingdom and the conquests of David have relation to

the kingdom and the conquests of him who was Son of David and Son of God.—T.

Ver. 12.

—

Hatred of idolatry. The conduct of David, in directing that the idols of

the Philistines should be " burned with fire," arose from the fervour of his religious

feelings and his contempt for idolatrous usages. It must always be borne in mind, in

reading of the wars between Israel and Philistia, that these, like other wars recorded

in Old Testament history, were more social and religious than political. Isolated from
surrounding nations, the people of Israel were providentially appointed to be witnesses

to the one true God. Hence their repugnance to and hatred of polytheism in aU its

offensive and degrading manifestations.

I. Idolatry is dishonourino to God. It is the substitution of God's work for him-
self. Idolaters " worship and serve the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed

fpr «ver." Wbetber adoration be paid to the handiwork of the ^reat Maker of all qi
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to the workmanship of men's own hands, God U robbed of ihe oeverence and aenricf

whiich are due to him alone.

II. Idolatry is unreasonable and vain. How strikingly is this portrayed in the

nundred and fifteenth psalm!—"They have mouths, but they speak not," etc.; "They
that make them are like unto them ; so is every one that trusteth in them." It is the

absurd and superstitious confidence that men have placed in idols which has rendered

religion the laughing-stock of the thoughtless and superficial.

in. Idolatry is degrading and debasing to those who practise it. History

abounds with proofs of this. The greater the hold which idolatry has over a nation,

and the more cruel, sensuous, and capricious are the deities worshijiped, the more
degraded is the moral condition of the community. We know well how sunk were
the Philistines and their neighbours, by reason of their religion, in the depths of vice

and sin.

IV. Idolatry is doomed to perish and to give place to a purer and nobles
FAITH. David's " rough and ready " method of dealing with the Philistine " gods "

was natural to his impulsive disposition. We are assured by inspired predictions

that the time shall come when the idolatrous peoples, illumined by the rays of the
gospel, shall of their own accord "cast their idols to the moles and to the bats." So far

from the abolition of idolatry being the precursor to universal irreligion, we have every
reason to believe that upon the ruins of heathenism shall be reared the stately and
holy temple of Christianity, in which an enlightened and regenerated race shall offer

unceasing adorations to the one God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the
Saviour of all men.—T.

Ver. 15.

—

"A sound ofgoing' In his frequent contests with the Philistines, David
was assured of the constant support and guidance of the God of hosts. The king
sought the honour of his God, and God prospered the exploits of his servant. On the
ocsasion referred to in this passage. Divine wisdom is said to have directed the strategy

of the army of Isiael, to have indicated the moment of assault, and to have assured the
warriors of certain victory. The signal was, strange to say, " a sound of going in

the tops of the mulberry trees." This incident has usually been regarded as indicative

of the tokens of the Divine presence accorded to such as are engaged in the spiritual

service of their God. We are reminded of

—

I. The powerlessness and insufficiency of men fob the spiritual conflict.
Christians have a warfare to wage against foes many and mighty, and for this warfare

their, native resources are inadequate, scanty, and feeble. If we know ourselves we
must needs look above, to the Strong for strength, to the Wise for wisdom.

II. The gracious tokens of a Divine presence and co-operation. The " sound
of going" told David that God was near—was on his side. God's people are never left

witliout indications of the Divine presence, and these assure them that they are not
alone, that the " Lord of hosts is with them." Sometimes by events in his providence,

sometimes by lessons from his Word, sometimes by the suggestions of his Spirit, he
gives his people to understand, in the hour of their need and helplessness, that he is on
their side.

III. The Divine signal fob his people's action. As we have not only to know
but also to do God's will, we need not only revelation of truth but summons to

practical service. God gives his soldiers the watchword, the signal to advance. Then
is the moment to " go forward," to repel and to defeat the foe. " If God be for us, who
can be against us ? " It is well that we should not run before the word is given ; yet
it will not do to tarry when he directs us to advance.

IV. The omen and presage of true victory. When the sound of going was heard
in the tree-tops, it was as the movement of angels' wings ; the mighty rushing was as
the tramp of the host of God, the earnest of victory to David's arms. If the Lord our
God goes forth with us to the spiritual war, we shall surely overcome. Ours shall be
the victory of faith, even that which overcometh the world.—T.

Ver. 17.

—

Fame and fear, David, notwithstanding his follies and sins, was "the
man after God's own heart." Devout, oheilient, diligent, courageous, he was eminently
adapted both to govern the nation, to lead the army, to promote .the revival of trm
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religion. Providence exalted him to a lofty position and enabled Mm to adoin the
BtatioD to which he was raised. Hence so large a part of the historical books of the

Old Testament are occupied with the events of his reign ; and hence he is so fre-

quently alluded to in the national annals, and so often quoted both by our Lord and
by his inspired apostles.

I. David's fame. It was the fame of: 1. A luecessfal warrior, A man of war
from his youth, be owed his throne to his valour and generalship. 2, A power/til

king. When he wielded the forces of a nation, God gave him victory over many
enemies. 3. A pious man. His steadfastness in worshipping the true God, his

liberality in providing for the services of the sanctuary, his habitual devotion, all were
well known, and stamped David as a truly religious man. 4. A sacred poet and
musician. It is as " the sweet singer of Israel " that he is held in lasting remembrance,
and remembered with gratitude both widespread and sincere.

II. David's feab. 1. His subjects held him in honour and had respect to his

righteous laws. 2. His officers and troops were devoted to his person and obeyed his

authoritative behests. 3. Traitors stood in awe of his vigour, promptness, and power,
4. His alliance was sought by neighbouring nations, who dreaded to have him as an
enemy, and who courted his friendship. 6. His foes feared him, for he defeated their

armies and held themselves in subjection and tribute.

Practical lessons. 1. All greatness is from God, to whom all praise is due. 2.

The great are responsible for the use of their power to him who is " King of kings and
Lord of lords."—!.

Vers. 1, 3—7.

—

The house and the homes wisdom andfolly. The first versa of this

chapter presents the character of David in a very different aspect from that of the
other verses in our text. His conduct in building himself a house was in contrast with
that in turning his home into a harem. We have, then—

I. Three thoughts oonobrning David's action. We judge : 1, That he was wise
iiii building himself a royal mansion. (Ver. 1.) It would be likely to give an aspect of

stability to his throne, and thus add to the security of his position. It was due to

his family that they should have the full benefit of his exaltation. It was wise to

make domestic life as attractive to himself and as honourable in the eyes of his people
as he could make it appear. By taking greatest pains, and even going outside the
limits of Israel to furnish himself with a " house of cedar," David was doing the wise
and right thing. 2. That he wasfoolish and wrong in multiplying the number of his

wives. (Ver. 3.) He departed from God's intention, if not from his positive precept, when
he " took more wives " at Jerusalem. He availed himself of his royal position to do
that which was unbecoming and inexpedient as well as at variance with national usage.

It was in accordance with the promptings of the flesh, but out of accord with the

teachings of his better judgment. 3. That his error outweighed his wisdom. Better

far the humble structure with one family dwelling therein in harmony and love, than
the imposing mansion wherein dwelt domestic jealousy and strife. David's after history

only too sadly proves that he laid the foundation of his worst troubles when he " took
more wives " to his royal palace and converted what would have been a happy home
into an intriguing harem. His folly outweighed his wisdom. We turn to regard—

II. The application op these thoughts to ourselves. And we conclude that
the wise Christian man will : 1. Spore no trouble to provide an inviting home. The
Christian home is the hope of the world. As it becomes more extensively the centre

and source of piety and purity, of righteousness and wisdom, so the kingdom of God
will come on the earth. Therefore let the Christian home have everything about it

that is attractive ; let it be strong and beautiful ; let all labour and care be expended
on it that it may have all possible things to please the pure eye and gratify the
cultivated taste. 2. Put all needful restraint on himself. He will not merely not
" take more wives "—refrain from that which is positively disallowed by the society

in which he moves—but guard himself against all indulgence which will injure his

influence at home or leave a stain on his reputation outside. 3. Remember that one
serious mistake may mar much good. -As David has certainly lost something of the

lustre with which his name would otherwise have shone, and now exerts somewhat
less of power than he would otherwMe have wielded, because he did not i.dhere to

L CHRONICLES. Q
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true domestic morality, so shall we inevitably and irrecoverably lose weight, influence,

usefulness, as well as peace and gladness of heart, if we make any one serious mistake

in the ordering of our life. This is true of the choice of our vocation, of the selection

of our friends, and (more especially) of the decision we make as to the lifelong alliance

of marriage. How many have cut their joy and usefulness in twain by one sad error

here I How needful in this respect, above most other matters, to act not on impulse

but conviction, to ask the guidance of the Divine Friend, to act as those who are

responsible for all the great choices of our life 1—C.

Ver. 2.

—

Sdfward, Qodward, manward. Here is—
I. Something on which David could conqbatulatk HiMSELr. He "perceived

that the Lord had confirmed him king ... his kingdom was lifted up on high."

He observed that the first success was being satisfactorily sustained, and that his posver

was being felt beyond the limits of his own land. We may congratulate -ourselves

when we have made a good beginning, whether of school life, or of apprenticeship, or

of management of a£fairs or official position, or of alliance with another, or of life

itself; but we have greater reason for congratulating ourselves when the first start

has settled down into lasting strength, has solidified and become an established success.

Too often the first brilliancy proves to be nothing more than the shooting blaze of the

rocket. It is well when it proves to be nothing less than the lasting light of the

beacon-fire. We have also reason to congratulate ourselves when success rises so high

as to attract the attention of those beyond our own circle ; we are then making our-

selves felt' as well as known; and while a wise man will care but little for the mere
breath of fame, a good man, if he be also a wise man, will care much that he is a power
and not a cypher in the world.

II. SoMETHiNO which TURNED David's THOUGHTS TO GoD. " David perceived that

the Lord had confirmed him." He had shown much statesmanlike ability since he had
been made king, and might have been, as we all are, under the temptation to attribute

his success to his own sagacity. But he did not yield to the enemy if thus assailed.

He let his prosperity direct his thoughts to him from whom cometh down every good
gift. So also shall we, if the spirit of Christ be in us. We shall let all things speak to

us of the Father, of his presence with us, his mindfulness of us, his love toward us, his

wisdom in all his dealing with us. And we shall not permit our prosperity to do that

which it has a tendency to do—elevate us in our own esteem, and hide the Divine

Author of all our mercies from the view of our soul. We shall see that it, with all

other experiences, turns our thoughts in reverential love to him.
HI. The tbdb aspect in which prosperitt should be viewed. " His kingdom

was lifted up on high, because of his people Israel," or "for his people Israel's sake"

(2 Sam. V. 12). David perceived that God had exalted him, not only nor chiefly that

he and his family might be distinguished, but that the nation might thereby be
blessed ; that he might confer on the people over whom he was to rule the unspeakable
blessings of a pious and upright reign. It is an admirable thing in rulers when they
" perceive " that they are lifted up for the sake of the people, and not for their own
sake. It is an equally desirable if not an equally important thing that all who
occupy posts of prouiinence and power—statesmen, magistrates, councillors, presidents,

ministers, secretaries, etc.— should perceive the same truth, should regard their

elevation in the same light. If God sends us prosperity, power, influence, it is not only
that we may rejoice therein ourselves, but it is also, and principally, that we may use
our opportunity to confer light, healing, help, hope, blessedness, on those who are less

favoured than we are, and whom we can reach with our ministering hand.—0.

Vers. 8—17.— 27»e spirituai campaign. Our Chrl8tia,n life is no holiday excursion
or exhilarating walk ; it is an earnest battle, or rather a protracted campaign. We
may be reminded here

—

I. That there ark notorious enemies with which evert Christian man
MUST expect to FIGHT. David knew well that he would have to fight the Philistines

before he could gain full possession of his throne. They were bent on disputing his

power, and it was inevitable that a series of engagements would take place between
the servants of Jehovah and these idolaters. "All the Philistines went up to seek
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David" (ver. 8V. When a man becomes the servant of the great King, he knows that

his spiritual adversaries will seek to slay him ; or, if he does not, he soon discovers

that no one is more certain to be assailed by temptations than he who has just entered

the army of the living God. 1. " The world " will come up against him—the various

hostile influences which breathe and move in unregenerate or unsanctified society.

2. " The fiesh " will assail him—all those impulses toward evil which are bom of the

lower appetites and passions. 3. " The devil " will seek to " devour " him—the " princi-

palities and powers," the spiritual forces which, though unseen, are strong opponents

in the field.

II. That hb must consult the will of God in the oondttct op the oahfaisn.

"David inquired of God" (ver. 10); "David inquired again, of God" (ver. 14);
" David did as God commanded him " (ver. 16). The King of Israel was far from

relying on his own generalship ; and when he had succeeded so well (vers. 11, 12), his

good fortune did not tempt him to presume ; he still inquired of God, and acted in

strict accordance with Divine direction. This spirit of inquiry and obedience must be

ours also. We must not lean on our own understanding, but ask for the guidance of

his Spirit, both for his direct illumination and for his help through the written Word

;

and when we have been victorious, we must see that the spirit of presumption ia not

admitted, but carefully excluded, and we must still inquire and obey.

III. That he should bees to inflict upon the eneut a complete defeat.

David not only smote the enemy (ver. 11), but he burnt their gods with fire (ver. 12).

And again he smote and pursued them "from Gibeon even to Gazer" (ver. 16). It

is our wisdom to extirpate our enemy; not only to stun but to slay the spiritual foe.

It must be war & outrance or it will prove to be nnsuccessful. Nothing can be mora
dangerous and unwise than to maintain a dubious and wavering contest with soma
besetting sin. We are to be conquerors, "more than conquerors," completely and
thoroughly successful, as generals who not only keep possession of their ground, but

drive the enemy before them and take possession of their camp, seizing or burning

their goods.

IV. That hb must be cautious ab well ab ooubageous. God did not allow

David to fight the Philistines when he would have had to engage them at a dis-

advantage. He instructed his servant to adopt a plan more suited to the occasion

(vers. 14, 15). We are not to expect victory from God if we are negligent of the

means we take to win it. If we are obviously unequal to the task under one let of

conditions, we must change them and place ourselves in more favourable ones.

V. That he must ascbibe the victoby to the Divinb abm. David said, " God
hath broken in," etc. (ver. 11). Our spirit, if not our language, must be that of the

psalmist, " Not unto us, Lord, not unto us," etc.—0.

Yers. 1, 2.

—

Eiram and David. The act of Hiram here in sending messengen te
David with timber and masons and carpenters to build a house for himself, shows
how David's influence had made itself felt far and near. We are furnished with the
reason of this influence (see ch. xi. 9). It was because " the Lord was with him."
Thus it ever is with the Christian : " The Lord is with him." Hence his influence.

Christ tn us is the mighty power for a holy life and for producing a permanent
impression. Men like Hiram will pay homage to this, however morally distant they may
be from conversion to God. And this is the power the true Christian should seek to

possess, and the influence he should wield. " And David perceived that the Lord had
confirmed him king over Israel, for his kingdom was lifted up on high, becaune of hie

people Israel." Observe the latter part of this passage. Kings are to remember vihi/

they are kings. It is on account of God's kingdom and God's people. When they
forget their relation to God, God's people, and God's work, they forget their true

mission in God's world. " By me kings reign." The subject should never forget the

relation in which he stands to God ; how much less should the king forget it I—W.
Vers. 8—12.

—

First tattle in the valley of Eephaim, No sooner was David
anointed than the Philistines were stirred up in opposition. This opposition arose,

doubtless, from the conviction that, if he were established on the throne, he would take
revenge on them for the national dishonour at the battle of Gilboa, in which Saul was
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slain. They therefore resolved, before his throne was consolidated, to accomplish hia

destruction. David's chariicteristic feature was, in every emergency of this kind, to

cast himself upon God and seek his guidance. The assurance of victory was clear

»nd unqualified :
" And the Lord said, . . Go up , for I will deliver them into thine

hand." The result of the battle was a great victory for Israel. Another feature in

David's character was to ascribe all victory to God, " Then David said,-Goi hath

broken in upon mine enemies by mine hand like the breaking forth of waters."

Observe, he calls himself the Lord's " hand." This is our true relation to God at all

times. Ourselves and all we have are but the "hand" to be put into God's hand
to use. Observe, too, that David burns the "gods" which the Philistines, in the

hurry and confusion of flight, had left behind, They were no temptation to him
to idolatry, but they might have been to some among his ranks; therefore every

vestige of idolatry shall be stamped out and every temptation removed. In all our
battles for the Lord, if we would have him with us and ensure success, every idol

must be stamped out and God alone exalted. It must be Christ and Christ alone in

every heart and before every eye.—W.

Vers. 13—17.

—

Second hattle in the valley of Rephaim. The utter discomfiture of

the Philistines and the victory of Israel had filled the former with alarm, and a second

attempt was made against Israel. David again cast himself upon the Lord. This
time the Jhode of attack by David was, at the command of God, to be varied. The
attiick was not forbidden, but, instead of advancing agamst the Philistines openly,

David was to strike off in such a direction as to turn their flank and to come upon
them from the front of the mulberry trees or baca bushes. An important spiritual

truth underlies this part of the narrative. In this second attack it would only have
been natural that David should have adopted the same mode as before, especially when
his plans had met with such success. But, however right and in every respect

preferable that course might have appeared, it was not God's way. God will have his

people entirely dependent upon Mmsflf, and not upon past experiences. The manna
gathered to-day will not do for to-moirow. It njust be gathered each day afresh.

'The successful way in the past may not be his way in the luture, and must never be
relied on. It is not past dealings or ways with us ; it is himself. The look of the soul

in every step must be upward. I must put nothing—not even God's ^asi ways with me
in life—between my soul and him. It must be God, and God alone, all the way. And
" the sound of going in the tops of the mulberry trees," an the sign of God's leading,

i.s not without meaning. It indicates still the upward look. The sign was to come
from above. There the eye and the ear too were to be directed. It was notliing in

its If, any more than any ordinance or means of grace. It was an "outward sign" of

an " inward " and deeper reality

—

Ood; " God is gone forth before thee to smite the

host of the Philistines." The breeze of wind moving the tops of the mulberry trees

was the vehicle of the Holy Spirit—God's presence going before, which is at all times

the Christian's safety, strength, and victory.—W.
Ver. 10.

—

Inquiring of God concerning common things. Explain the anxiety of

the situation in which David was placed, and show what he might have done. From
the point of view of the skilful general, he might have counted his forces, estimated

their strength, set them on vantage-ground, drawn out a plan of battle, and, swayed
by his own energy, he might liave led them on to victory. But then he would only

have acted as Saul had acted. He would have taken up the position of the inde-

pendent sovereign, rather than that of the prince and vicegerent of Jehovah. It was
important that, at the very outset of his kingly career, he should make it publicly and
distinctly known that he was king only as Jehovah's servant. He could not make this

known better than by " inquiring of the Lord " on the first occasion of national

anxiety. It is always of great importance that we start right. But it might be said

that this was only a business matter, and so quite within the jiower of David to

arrange, and he need not " inquire of God " at all about it. That sentiment is a

oommon, but a sadly mistaken one. It divides our life into two parts, the one of which
we can manage ourselves, but for the other we need the help of God. There can
really be no distinci of the " sacred " and the " secular." There can properly be
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no circle drawn round within which alone prayer can lie acceptable. Nothing interests

ns that does not interest our God. " In everything, by prayer and supplication, . . .

we may make known our requests unto him." This may be further enforced.

I. What is the God-bphbbb? The difficulties into which men get, and the subtle

self-seeking they manifest, when they try to make the God-sphere limited 4ad narrow.

The awakened and aiucere heart is prepared to say before God

—

" Take my body, spirit, soul

;

Only thou possesa the whole."

The Gotl-sphore is a man's whole life, his whole thought, his every interest Nlithing

is too great for Gud to compass ; nothing too small for him to use and glorify. The
things we count most common—air and sunshine and rain—are his. And the things

in our lives that seem most trivial fit into his great plan and should be referred to

him. Illustrate from the teachings of the Apostle James, that our very "journey-

ings," our very " buyings and sellings," must be made dependent on the Lord's will

(Jas. iv. 13—15). Modern sentiment tends to limit the sphere within which prayer

is appropriate; it is assumed that it should not deal with the material world, which
is under fixed law. But law is not something out beyond the control of God—or we
misname him ; for there is something greater than he. All laws are within the God-
sphere, so we may " inquire of God " about them.

II. What is God's claim within his sphere ? That everything shall be referred

to him, and in everything his counsel and direction shall be taken. Illustrate from
David's feeling of the claims of the theocracy. The entire life of the Israelitish

nation being the God-sphore, absolutely everything had to be referred to him, and he
recognized and fiunished all failures to meet his claim. By the mouth of his prophet
the claim is distinctly expressed :

" For all these things will I be inquired of by the

house of Israel, to do it for them." This claim may be shown in detailed application

to the circumstances of our lives. The kind of reference to God takes different forms
for different kinds of things-

Ill. The obbdibngb of mbn is bettbb tested bt this littlk thak bt the
GBEAT. Practical observation of life proves that it is harder to do little things in a
right spirit than to do great ones. Many a man stands well before mighty swords and
spears, and falls before a pebble slung by a youth. Few of us can stand the serious

testing of the commoner scenes and relations of our lives. Yet the Divine testings

come most frequently in connection with them ; and sometimes God even makes us do
nothing—wait ; and he watches to see whether, even concerning this, we will "inquire
of him.''-B. T.

Ver. 12.

—

Loyalty to the one God. It is noted that, in the excitement of thoir defeat

the Philistines left behind them their idol-images, and that, as a wise and prudent act

as well as a truly religious one, David had them all destroyed by fire. This at once
made a public testimony of their vanity and helplessness, and prevented their exerting

any evil influence on David's own people, whose history shows that they were very
sensitive to the attractions of idolatry. " The practice of carrying images of the gods
to battle was common among the nations of antiquity, and arose from the belief that

there was virtue in the images themselves, and that military success would be obtained

by means of them. A similar belief seems to have iuHuced the Israelites to carry the

ark of the covenant with them to battle in the days of Eli." Comparing this passage
with the answering one in 2 Sam. v. 21 , margin, we may assume that the images were
carried as trophies to Jerusalem, and, after being exhibited there, were destroyed by fire.

David's loyalty to the one God was shown in the vigorous destruction of these rival

gods. This, however, must not be confounded with religious persecution. David had
a recognized right to deal as he pleased with the spoils of battle ; and he was in no
way bound to recognize the sanctity which the Philistines might be pleased to attach

to their idol-figures. Distinguish between the destruction of idol-figures and the per-

secution of idol-worshippers. Man is not alone. He has often to act for ntliers, for th«

family, the class, or the nation. In this way David acted on this occasion. Show
what idol-gods may be about now, within reach of our children, etc. We do not call
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them idols, but they are such if they attract and draw away from God, or push him
out of his rightful place

—

-first in heart and lip and life.

I. Man may not interfbrk with his neighbour's religion. That is, not in any
physical way. He may by moral forces—^by argument, by persuasion, but not by
force, in either private spheres of social life or public spheres of law and magistracy.

And yet it has taken all the Christian ages to get this truth taught to men, and it is

only half learned yet. A modern preacher says, " What a blunder persecution for

religious convictions is! Has there ever been a disability put upon religious belief,

has there ever been a persecution short of absolute extermination, tliat has not

strengthened the faith it was n^eant to discourage ? Persecution drives men in upun
their convictions—makes them hold more firmly by their principles." Yet we must as

clearly see that we are held responsible for our neighbour's religion, so far as the use of

moral forces is concerned. The sense of this responsibility is the impulse of all

missionary labour. We must preach Christ's kingdom, and with all moral suasion
" compel them to come in."

II. Man may keep his neighboue'b religion from interfering with his. And
in resisting he may find it necessary to use physical forces. David would not have
been justified in going to Philistia and burning other people's idols. Had he done so,

he would have been very properly resisted. But when these idols were left behind, as

the spoil of the victors, he was quite justified in destroying them, and so preventing

them from becoming a snare to his people.

Apply to the agencies of moral and religious mischief in our day, such as evil

literature, self-indulgent pleasures, infidel maxims, etc. We are'bound in our loyalty

to God to keep these away—to take them and burn them, if need be, and so keep
them away from our children and our servants. We should realize that, if the day of

idolatrous images is passed, things—artistic things, symbolic things, literary things

—

may and often do become the most fascinating and degrading idol-forces.

—

R, T.

Ver. 15.

—

Signs and sounds of the Divine presence. The circumstances connected

with the second enterprise of the Philistines are more fully detailed ; and it seems th«

design of the chronicler to remind us that, in answer to prayer and dependence, God
may not only give a general approval, but also minute and careful directions, and euch

as may involve waiting on him and watching for the right situation and the right

moment. In some manifest and impressive way the Divine presence would be declared,

and the Divine will made known. Often God finds it necessary to teach his people

that he must be waited /or as well as waited on. A sound as of marching or stepping

would presently be heard ; it would be a rustling of the leaves of the baca trees, as if

a wind were passing through them ; and this would be the sign that the heavenly host

had come to assure the victory ; and immediately upon hearing this sign, David was to

act with vigour ; he was to " bestir himself," or be sharp. " The sound of a going in

the tops of the trees" had a double significance. It was the sound of the viewless

march of " the Lord going 'out before him to smite the host of the Philistines." It

was the sound of God going forth to smite their gods, even as he smote the gods of

Egypt (comp. Ps. xxix. 4).

I. The Divine presence responds to man's dependence and prayer. To his

dependence, which is the appropriate state of mind and feeling. To his prayer, which

is the appropriate mode of expressing the right feeling. That which shuts a man's door

against God is self-confidence. If a man fiels that he can " go the warfare at his own
charges," he does not need God, and God can but leave him alone to learn the lesson of

his own self-impotence. The assurance on which the dependent man may rest is this :

" To that man will I look, and with him will I dwell, who is humble, and contrite of

heart, and trembleth at my word." If we but win and maintain this right attitude,

then we may have perfect confidence that Ood is with us, although the confidence

may be more a matter of faith than of feeling. God was really with David, though
the sensible sign of his presence did not come until, when the wind was still, there was
that suggestive " sound of a going in the tops of the mulberry trees."

IL The Divine presence may be recognized only in results. It sometime!

seems right to God to make us go quite through our working-time only holding the

faith of his presence and help, and not in any way aided by sensible signs. Bui such
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faitli is a practical inspiration and strength. It is " the substance of things hoped for,

the evidence of things not seen." Sometimes the issues and results plainly show that

God was with us ; and the final issues of life will have this for the couTiction they

seal : " It was a good way wherein the Lord our Qod led us."

IIL The Divine presence may bb eecoqnized in conscious strenoth for duty.
This truth is effectively illustrated in St. Paul (2 Cor. xii. 7—9). He was taught to

see God with him just in this, that " strength was made perfect in his weakness." In
view of the practical character of our life, it is a more important thing to have strength

for doing than, without strength, mere comfort of feeling. And yet men yearn most
_

for sensible signs, and undervalue the inward strengthenings.

IV. The Divine presence may be indicated by aRAcious bions. As in the case of

our Lord at his baptism and at his transfiguration. Also in his great agony in

Gethsemane, there appeared an " angel from heaven, strengthening him." Oa several

occasions of St. Paul's life he was favoured with special visions. With the pious

servant of God we may say, " The best of all is that God is with us ; " but we may
also ask for the comforting sense of that presence through the aid of gracious signs.

And God will grant these, both for our own sakes and for the sake of others who may be

blessed through us. While watchful against extravagance and superstition, we ought
not to deny the truth of visions and signs and Divine communications granted nowa-
days to God's people. There might well be a fuller expectancy of direct dealings with
dependent and prayerful men, manifest Divine leading by inward impulse, and
providential direction, and signs plain enough to sensitive souls.—B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XV.

Ver. 1.—The contents of this verse and
the following verses up to the twenty-flfth

have no parallel in the Book of Samuel,
and excite suggestion respecting the dif-

ferent objects with which the compiler of

Olironioles wrote, as compared with those

of the author of the former work. They
also direct fresh attention to the sources

upon which they drew. The history of the

preparations made for the reception of the

ark, and for its safe and religious escort

into the city, is now proceeded with. These
preparations occupied the three months, or

part of the three months, spoken of in ch.

xiii. 14. The houses may have been both

bis own (ch. xiv. 1) and the buildings

referred to in oh. xi. 8 and 2 Sam. v. 9. The
old tent, or tabernacle, is repeatedly alluded

to, as in oh. xvi. 39 ; 2 Chron. i 3. It will be
remembered that the tabernacle established

by Joshua at Sbiloh remained there till the

time of Eli, and the ark within it (1 Sam.
iii 3). Afterwards we find it removed to

Nob, for there David ate the shewbread

(1 Sam. xxL 6). From thence, very possibly

after the savage slaughter of the priests by
the order of fk,ul, it was removed, and we
find it at Gibeon, according to the above refer-

ences. Here at Gibeon was an altar and
" high place," which, in the earlier time of

Solomon, formed the chief religious centre.

The wanderings of the ark already given

from Shiloh, through Philistia to Beth-she-

mesh, Kirjath-jearim, Perez-uzzah, now land

it in this tent in Jerusalem. It is no more
sheltered in the tabernacle. But the ta-

bernacle, as well as the ark, was ultimately
brought to the new-built temple of Solomon
(1 Kings viii. 4; ch. ix. 19 ; 2 Chron. i. 4).

Ver. 2.—This verse together with vera.

12—15 show that the severe lesson of the
destruction of Uzzah had been laid to heart,

and had made David supremely anxious to

take better counsel of the Law. Uzzah,
though possibly the son of a Levite, more
probably of a Hivite (Josh. ix. 7, 17), wag
not a priest, nor is there any sufficient

evidence that he was a Levite ; and most
distinct was the order of the Law (Numb.
i 51—53; iii. 29—32; iv. 15—20), that
"when the tabernacle setteth forward, the
Levites shall take it down; and when the

tabernacle is to be pitched, the Levites shall

set it up; and the stranger that cometh
nigh shall be put to death." Bo the sons

of Kohath are to come to bear the sanctuary
with all its sacred vessels, " but they shall

not touch any holy thing, lest they die."

Many things were allowed to be carried on
waggons under the charge of the Gerehonitea
and Merarites, but the strict contents of the
sanctuary were to be borne in • specified

manner by the Kohathites.
Ver. 3.—AU Israel ; t.e. as before, repre-

sentatives of all Israel. So ver. 25 decides

:

" The ehlers of Israel, and the captains over
thousands, went to bring up the ark of the
covenant of the Lord."

Vers. 4—11.—This classification of the
children of Aaron, as the special priests.
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and ofthe leviteg, iacoDStantly observed (cb.

xii. 26, 27 ; xxvii. 17). The mention of the
Bix repTesentatiTe Levitical families follows.

That of Kohsth (jer. 5) takes the lead,

because, though second in order of birth

(Gen. xlTi. 11 ; Eiod. vi. 16—19 ; ch. vi. 1—
80), its priestly importance gave it always
first rank. To the same head belonged also

three of the remaining five families, viz.

Hebron (ver. 9) and TJzziel (ver. 10), who were
brothers, as being both sons of Kohath
(Exorl. vi. 18") ; airl Elizaphan, who, though
eon of Uzzipl CBxod. vi. 22), had come to

tepreient a diitinct family (Numb. iii. 80).

T ,o ..ijier iwo lequired to complete the six

are Asaiah (ver. 6) of tlie house of Merari,
and Joel (ver. 7) of the house of Gershom.
The representatives, then, of these six

families, with the company of the brethren
belonging to each of them, and the two
priests Zadck and Abiathar (ver. 11), are
now summoned into the presence of David,
to receive a short but special charge.

Ver. 12.—Sanctify yourselves, both ye and
your brethren. Nothing of the appointed
observances of the Law are to be omit-
ted this time, as in the haste and want
of premeditation of the former occasion

(Exod. xii 22; xxviii.41; xl. l3;Lev. »iii.

12 ; XX, 7 ; xxi. 8 ; 2 Chron. v. 11 ; iiix. 16),

These "sanctifyings" consisted of different

observances, according to the person and the

occasion, but largely of ablutions of the

body, washing of the clothes, and keeping
separate from all natural and ceremonial

cauaes of uncleanniss in ordinary cases

of Levitical service. That ye may bring

up the ark. TIjo word here employed for

"bring" is not the same with the " carry"

of vers 1 (ind 2. But the following verses

(13—16) seem to intimate that, whatever the

exact reason for which Uzzah had been
peremptorily cut off, the Levites had aUo
been to blame in not sanctifying themselves

to carry the ark by its staves in the way
originally appointed.

Ver. 13.—This verse purports to say that

the Levites had been deficient in their duty
in the double sense of not Laving themselves

exclusively undertaken the removal of the

ark, end not having executed that removal
after the due order.

Ver. 1.5.—(So see Exod. xxv. 13—15;
Numb. iv. 15; vii. 9.) It is plain that from

the first stress was laid upon the rings and
the staves througli them by whioli the ark

was to be carried, as also the " table

of shittim wood " (Exod. xxv. 26—2K) and
the "altur" (Exod. xxvii. 4—7) and the
" altar of incense " (Exod. xxx. 4, 5). How-
ever, tliese rings and staves were not found

in the permanent furniture of the temple,

except onlf- for the ark.

Veit> 16, 17.—lo appoint their brethren to

be the singers. This was the first step

towards what we have already road in ch.

Ti. 31—39,44; ix. 33, 34 (where see notes).

Ver. 18.—Ben. This word is either

altogether an accidental interpolation, or

a remnant of some statement of the pa-
tronymic character re^iirding Zechariah.

Another indication of the state of tlie text

in tills verse is to be found in the probable

omission of the name Azaziah of ver. 21,

after Jeiel. It will be observed that no trace

of this word Ben is found in the repeated
libt of ver. 20.

Vers. 19—21.—The psalteries on Alamoth
(ver. 20), and harps on the Sheminith to excel

(ver. 21), are di scriptions the exact signifi-

cance of which is not yet satisfactorily

ascertained. Yet their oonneetion in a -

series of four divisions of musiail duty does
throw some light upon them. These four

verses manifestly purport to describe a
special part to be perfoimed by those of

whom they respectively speak. Gesenius
explains psalteries on Alamoth to mean such
instruments as savoured of virgin tone or

pitch, i.e. high as compared with the lower
pitch of men's voices. Tliis lower pitch

he considers intimated by the word "She-
BiitlSi," literally, the eighth, or octave. The
added expression, " to excel," need scarcely

be, with him, understood to mean " to take

the lead musically," but may be read

generally to mark their supassing quality.

Ver. 22.—For song. There is considerable

diversity of opinion as to the meaning of

this word. Some think its meaning to be
"in the carrying (x-.;'Q3)" i.e. of the ark.

Its exact position here seems not unfavourable

to such interpretatiim. On the other hand,
its position in ver. 27 seems conclusively to

point to the translation of the Septuagint
and of our Authorized Version in this place

as the correct one. Dr. Murphy, however,
to escape this, thinks " with the singers " in

ver. 27 to be a "copyist's inadvertent

repetition."

Ver. 23.—Berechiah and Elkanah. It

appears from the following verse tliat there

was also another couple of doorkeepers («.«,

persons to protect the openings of the ark,

that it should not be opened), viz. Obed-
edom and Jehiah.

Ver. 24.—Between these couples probably
went the seven priests blowing the trumpets
(Numb. X. 1—9). These trumpets were of

solid silver, of one piece, weie straight and
narrow, and had an expanded mouth. They
are found on the arch of Titus, and are
described by Joi-ephus. On the other hand,
the trumpet, more correctly rendered " cor-

net" (-ipiE*, ns distinguished from our

my.isn), which was used for proclaiming

the' jubilee, for announcing the new year
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for sentTTiel imd othPT fpeoial slgnali, OTid

fnr war, was Bliaped like a ram's horn, and
probably made of the same. The particular

appropriateness of the use of the former on
this occasion is manifest, in addition to the

fact that they were the appointed trumpets
for the journeying of the camp and a fortiori

of the ark itself at a time so essentially

religious as the present. Yet, as we learn

from ver. 28, the latter were used as well,

and ngmbalt, psalteries, and harpi. The
original number of the silver trumpets was
two only, and they were to be sounded
striotly by the anointed priests, sons of

Aaron, at sU events when their employment
was within tlie sanctuary. Their employ-
ment, however, grew far more general, and
we find (2 Cbron. t. 12) that their number
had risen to a hunrlred and twenty (so too

2 Chron. xiii. 12 ; Neh. xii 35) For Obed-

edom, the doorkeej^er, see eh. xvi 38 ; and
therewith note on ch. xiil. 14.

Ver. 26.—This verse with the following

four are parnlleled by 2 Sam. vl. 12—16
The contents of this verse in particular

reveal the intense anxiety and the trembling

fear and awe with which the sacred burden

was now again lifted. A world of meaning
and of feeling for all those present at least

underlay the expression, When Ood helped

the Levites that bare the ark (comp. 1

Sam. vi 14, 15 ; 2 Sam. vi. 13, 18). The
offering of seven bnllooks and seven rams
is thought by aome to be additional to

David's offering, when he had gone " six

paces" (2 Sam. vi 13). Much more probably,

however, the "six paces" meant, not six

footsteps, but six lengths that would make
some distance.

Ver. 27.—Several things in this verse

indicate a somewhat uncertain and unsteady
selection of particulars by the compiler

from his original sources. The natural

reading of the verse would seem to say that

David and all those Levites who bore the

ark, and the singers, and Chenaniah, all wore
the robe of byssus, while David had, in

additiiin, the ephod of linen. Yet it is

unlikely that all did wear the robe. Again,

the Hebrew text exhibits no preposition
^ before the singers, on the second occasion of

the occurrence of the expression in this veise.

Yet little sense can be found without a
preposition. The lobe was not distinctively

a priest's garment (1 Sara, xviil. 4 ; xxiv. 5,

12; 2 Sam. xiii. 8; Job i. 20; ii. 12), though
priests did wear it. The robe of byssus is

spoken of only here; 2 Chron. v. 12; and
Esth. viii. 15. Byssut, however, is spoken of

as material for otiier purposes in oh. iv 21

;

2 Chron. ii. 14; iii. 14; Esth. i. 6; Ezek.
xxvii. 16. Thee2;?iO(!,on the other hand, was
no doubt distinctively a high priest's giirment

(Exod. xxviii. 4—12), though we read of

Samuel wearing one (1 Sam. ii. 18, 28), and
of David doing tiie same, as on this occasion.

The fine linen (pa), in tlie fir^it clanse of

this verse, is not the same with that (ia)

in the last clause. The first clause of this

verse (which makes the last clause some-
what redundant) bears some resemblance
in letters to the fourteenth verse of 2 Chron.

vi. first clause, which means, "and David
danced with all his might," and the two
clauses exactly answer to one another in

position—another suggestion of aa uncer-

tain text here.

Ver. 28.—Making a noise. This descrip-

tion qualifies the cymbals alone, and should
rather appear in our translation as " noise-

making cymbals."

Ver. 29.—^Thus briefly is given by our
oompilsr what occupies five verses (2 Sam.
vi. 19, 20—23) in the Book of Samuel.
Neither of the words here rendered dancing
and playing (but which would be better

rendered "leaping and dancing") is the
same with those employed in 2 Sam. vi. 14,

16, where our Authorized Version rendering

is " dancing " and " leaping and dancing "

respectively. The word in both of those

verses that represents the dancing, does
correctly so represent, bnt is a somewhat
generic form, as it carries the idea of dancing
in a circle. The reason of Michal " des-

pising David in her heart" can only be

found in the unreason and the irreligion of

that heart itself. She was a type of not a
few, who despise devotion, enthusiasm, and
above all practical liberality and generosity,

on the part of any individual of their own
family, when these are shown to Christ and
his Church, and when they think they may
be a trifle the poorer for it, or when they

feel that the liberality and devotion of an-

other exposes their own "poverty " in botli

these respects.

HOMILETIC&

Vera. 1—29.—.4 chapter ofpractical repentance. There are few happier, and perhaps

no better, chapters in any one's life than the chapter of practical repentance. 'I'o have

to sorrow over the past and to undo it is, no doubt, the incident of a fallen nature and

of a frail, imperfect life. When once, however, the necessity has arisen, then to sorrow

no barren sorrow, but to add to it reparation, alteration, amendment, is at one and thr
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same time to fling a just, manly defiance at the merciless spirit of remorse and to pay
the merited homage to goodness and to God. The life of many a good man owns to

many a sin, many a folly, and, when he goes not so far as these, to many a great and to-

he-regietted mistake. But the most marked differences hetween the good man and the

bad are then to be seen. This goes from bad to worse, and the tangled victim ere very
long becomes the mournful and miserable sacrifice. That goes from bad with tear, with
striving, with prayer, toward the lost or awhile eclipsed good. The very mark of the
man made divinely wise is discerned in the repentance wherewith he repents, the

promptness of the sorrow and the fear inspired, the deliberateness and the thoroughness
of the amendment made or attempted. This chapter gives the history of such a
repentance and of its happy consequences. Notice

—

I. The excebdino fear and intense grief of first momknts of failure and
PtmiSHMENT HAD NOT BEEN SDFFEBED TO OVERWHELM AND TO PROSTRATE MIND AND
ENBEQT. Given a little time to recover nature's tone—some three months had by this

time passed—and something better than nature did also return. . A willing thought-
fulness supervened; deep searchings of the heart, of the written Word, and of what had
been actually done had their way ; and convictions just and right and wholesome were
formed. There is always one great model exhibited in Scripture of repentance. To Saul's

exceeding fear and intense and sudden visitation there needed some interval for recovery,

and such interval was granted. Even where it may be possible, it is not advisable to

act, when under the influence of the extremes of feeling, when the storm of mental
emotion is at its height. Butitisinfinitely hazardous to neglect the right timeof action;

»nd, so soon as the first intensity of feeling is passed, how many have waited prostrate

till all disposition to rouse to altered and improved action has also passed I

II. Frank, open, and even public confession of the ebbor that had been.
David now lays down the Law (vers. 2, 13) in the very act of confession of that Law
broken. He lays down the Law, but not out of his own lip—by distinct and emphatic
quotation of itself He now saw and read the Law exact, and he saw how far distant

the conduct for which he was in an eminent degree responsible, and of which he had
literally been part, had strayed from the letter and spirit of that exact Law, This i« ia

fact what still in deepest sense, and in the deepest hidings of our spiritual nature, pro-

duces conviction of the most spiritual kind—conviction of sin. When the eye of the
conscience can be gained for a moment to see this sight, and to notice the wide difference

between a holy perfect Law and the actual life, which should lie under its governance
but does not so, the Spirit of God has gained this end—our conviction.

HI. A confession that dobs not shelve the blame upon othbes, but accepts its

OWN full share. David quotes the Law that concerns the occasion (ver. 2). He
exhorts " the chief of the fathers of the Levites " to sanctify themselves and prepare in

all respects according to the Law for the great and holy work now before them (ver. 12).

He also does not shrink from addressing these pointedly, as those who were officially

and in their own persons to blame. But he does not finish his remonstrating and
warning sentence without distinctly including himself among those in fault, and super-

seding "ye" by "we" (ver. 13). There was never any bare verbal confession of sin

more open than that of Adam, but there was never any confession more worthless, for

he wished to lay all the essence of the sin on Eve. The same may be said of Eve, as

regards her tempter, the serpent. That kind of confession of sin is nothing worth. It

has no semblance of meritoriousness in it. No sacred virtue inheres in it. A double
depth of the heart's hardness, a double sluggishness of conscience, sleep, a double self-

deception is there. Short of this, however, there are not a few, whose it is to exhort
and warn others, who will largely forget in spirit, even when not in letter, to include
themselves in needful reproof and in united confession. Yet how often is the leader of

the flock doubly answerable, in reality doubly blamable, and in deep truth tenfold

called upon to make humblest and most penitent confession

!

IV. A EBMABKABMl AND SINCERE EBADINES8 ON THE PART OF ALL TO REPAIR WHAT
HAD BEEN AMISS. If we ofteu think too well of ourselves individually, and sometimes
speak too forgetfully of the inherent disease of human nature, yet we are frequently dis-

posed to underrate the effect of the word that is spoken in the Name of the Lord, of the
faithful appeal that is pointed plainly but lovingly to the consciences of those who have
been in error, and of the influence of our own repenting and confessing example. Vat
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three such incentives as these together, and they will rarely fail to flnd their converts of

some amongst a number. Moreover, great as is the contagion of evil, as seen when the
multitude will flock together to do evil, yet, on the other hand, correspondingly great is

the attraction of goodness. The multitude of those who worship, the multitude of

those who keep the holy day, the multitude of those who join to work in and for the
Lord's temple, literal or spiritual,—all these are facts as patent, hearing witness to the
affection that will subsist to the highest ends, within a multitude bent on good, as

other facts bear patent witness to the contagion that works in a multitude to do evil.

The happier aspect of the multitude is here before us. The shepherd-king is shepherd-
ing rightly, with truth to the Law, with careful warning for all as regards the past,

with a faithful rebuke of others, and loving confession of his own—and the whole
people concerned are as one man. They are of one heart, of one mind, and they proceed
to be of one deed.

V. A SIMILAR READINESS ALSO ON THE PART OF ALL TO ACCEPT THE EXACT PLACE AND
DUTY FOB WHICH THET WERE RESPECTIVELY MOST FITTED. TMs feature of the oocasion

is shadowed forth in all the careful and nice order of the proceedings from beginning to

end. But it is more than shadowed forth in the distinct emphasis of allusions, such as

those of vers. 16, 17, 22, 24, which point to the hierarchy, so to say, of office, of gift, of

grace. The Church of God as it is in perpetual quest of the brotherhood of humanity,
so is it,^aW^o8SM, perpetually contributing to reproduce the order, the very cosmos of

the world. One of the grandest evidences of the presence of the living Spirit of God in

any portion of the Church is the visible presence of order. St. Paul loved to lay stress

upon this :
" Let all things be done decently and in order ;

" " Peace ... as in all Churches
of the saints." That Church of living, modern times, that may first and best find all

its members awake, all ready for work, each falling into his assigned place without
pride or without envy, without murmur or without assumption, will first and best prove
the Divine presence and glory, and challenge a usefulness and "praise in the earth"
for Zion, hitherto unknown except by scantiest earnest. There are those who are born
teachers and leaders in the Church of Christ, and that Church provides the scene of

very various " skill." It is, perhaps, because, some or other forms of" skill " are wrongly
disbelieved, sceptically distrusted, or even disclaimed in some quarters in modern days,

that our presentations of the Church often seem to lack loveliness, to fail in finding

sphere for the gift of all and each, and what should be the most attractive possible

form of human society is shorn of any native grace. The light and fulness and the

grace and joy of God's Spirit can never be adequately entertained in any human organi-

zation, but, on that very account, much less may we circumscribe them within any
artificial lines of our own, making for commandments of the wealthy and beauty-loving

God the traditions of hard and poverty-stricken men. ^

VI. Most grateful omens of the Divine satispactios, afpbotal, blessing. It

is certain that God has never been slow to acknowledge the service that has been
humbly and faithfully done to him. And it is most noticeable that, after his severest

and largest chastisements, swift he will come again to receive and to welcome those who
have learnt to set their face again to him. How glad was Koah, when he came forth

from the ark to set foot upon a deluged desolate world, to find how the smoke of his

sacrifice ascended, acceptable to God, and so accepted by him, that the " Lord smelled

a sweet savour, and said in his heart," as we are told, but evidently said elsewhere as

well, the words of a reassuring gracious promise, on which the world's life has ever

since and safely hung ! Of God it may well be said, " He smites to heal." And so

now, when all is done reverently and in order, and the whole scene is sacred with
obedience and with practical repentance, God's " help" was given, and it was felt such
a comfort, such an encouragement, such a present performed blessing, that anon the whole
procession halts to offer " sacrifices of joy," and to " sing, yea, sing praises to the Lord."

It is observable that we are not told how the Lord " helped the Levites that bare the

ark," or in what signs and indications they recognized his helping presence. It may
have been that as they feared to lift, lest another fatal stroke of the invisible mighty
hand should descend, no such stroke fell, and the departing of fear was equivalent to a

very inrushing of joy and confidence. Their hands were stronger, their feet walked
more steadily, their shoulders rejoiced in their hallowed burden. They didn't stumble.

The inner peace and confidence that God's true and faithful children and servants know.
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eren early after they have needed the severest chastening, pervade a quickened and
sensitive state of mind, so as to produce convictions, experience, language, uuintelligibla

to the world, surpassing all its power to give, outliving all its power to take away.
VII. The outcome of truest ebpbntance, the pubbst service of God, the day

OF HOLIEST DELIGHT AKD WORSHIP, WILL OFTEN ENOUOH FQTD BOMB FOBM OF THE
WOBLD BEADT TO FLOUT IT. The wcll-known form on this occasion needs not to be
dwelt upon. But two things under it are well worthy of note and remembrance. 1.

That in the experience of that mortifying irritation or keen grief, as the case may be,

an honest retrospect will often show that we are wounded by the thorn we once put
to our own side. Moreover, the thorn to our spirit often originates with the flesh and
the lust of the flesh—what we once hailed as grati&cation to seuse, and never thought of

pursuing its probable or its possible working any deeper or further I 2. And that in

the many instances in which this is not so, we are but again sharers with the apostle,

and reminded of our need of an humiliating lesson of the flesh, lest we " be exalted
above measure ' by the blessed, the transporting " revelation of the Spirit."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.

—

A place for the ark. The ancient tabernacle remained at Gibeon, and wa«
there at the accession of Solomon. But the ark was brought up to Jerusalem. It was
natural and right that David, haying made a capital for his kingdom, should wish the

city his own right hand had won to be the metropolis of Israel, not only politically,

but also religiously. UntU the temple was built there were two centres of religion

—

the tabernacle at Gibeon and the ark in its tent in the city of David. The king was
not satisfied to have a stately and luxurious abode for himself; he wished that the ark

of God should be suitably housed. - Hence he caused to be prepared for the reception

of this sacred object an appropriate and magnificent tabernacle.

I. This was a sign of conoerh and eevbbbncb fob belioion. The ark was
associated with the memorable history of Israel, and especially with the giving of the

Law. It was cherished and honoured by the nation generally. We know the religious

beliefs of David too well to suspect him of superstition in his regard for the ark of the

covenant. He was well aware of the insufficiency of all things external, and of the

necessity of inward, spiritual religion. But he thought it right to treat everything

especially connected with religion with a decent respect. It is easy to detect superstition

in the manner in which many persons treat religious persons and things ; but it is too

possible and too frequent to commit a mistake of the opposite kind, and to treat them
with studied neglect and contempt.

II. It was a sign of devout honour for God himself. In honouring the ark,

David was honouring the God by whose command the ark had been originally con-

structed, and whose Law it was intended by God to contain and preserve. Similarly,

in honouring God's Word, God's day, God's Churches, God's ministers, we may be
honouring God himself " Them that honour me," saith he, " I will honour."

III. David's conduct evinced a concebn fob the beligioos welfare of his
SUBJECTS. He had the ark brought to Jerusalem because Jerusalem was becoming the

capital of the country, the centre of government, the meeting-place of multitudes, and
the home of many of the influential and educated. And the presence of the ark was
adapted to remind the population of the city of the presence of Jehovah, and of the
claims of his Law upon their hearts. David showed by this act that he desired to

recognize the supremacy of righteousness ; that he designed his government to be in

accordance with the revelations and dictates of the King of kings.

IV. Davids conduct ban example of the duty of making effort and baokificb
FOE THE CAUSE OF BBLiGioN. A carclcss and self-indulgent king would have said in his

heart, "Let the ark stay where it is; any place is good enough to accommodate a

religious symbol ; and the less religion is brought before the people, the better for tljem-

selves and for me." Not so David. He was willing to take thought, to pre|iare plans, to

expend money, to employ artificers, in order to do honour to the ark of the Most High.
Let us not deem it a hardship, but an honour, to do anything for the advancement of

religion and for the glory of God.—T.
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V«. 12.

—

"Sanctify yourselves." Taught by experience, David now employed in the
service of the sanctuary, to minister in connection with the arii, those whom the Lord
himself had set apart for this office ; he committed the business of brinuing up the ark

to the chief of the fathers of the Levites. But it was not enough that the right

persons should be employed ; it was important that the right persons should do their

work in a right way. The Levites were, accordingly, required to sanctify themselves.

We know from the Law that ceremonial purity was incumbent upon those who were
discharging sacred functions. We are reminded by this language that

—

L God is a holy God. Not only did Jehovah reveal himself as being holy in

words, but also in the laws he imposed and the regulations he prescribed. The Jewish
economy was largely designed to impress upon the minds of the Israelites the holy,

faultless, perfect character of God. And this lesson has been taught even more effeo-

tirtly to us in the character, life, and mediation of God's " holy child Jesus."

II. A HOLT God rbquikes holy servants. The priests and Levites were enjoined to

observe strict regulations as to their ceremonial purity, especially when about to engage

in the public service of the God of Israel. Holy works demand clean hands, and clean

hands need pure hearts. The ceremonial cleanness of the Levitical Law was the emblem
of spiritual purity. How holy should they be who " bear the vessels of the Lord "

I

III. Holt service is prompted by the graciods influences of the Holt Spirit.

Regeneration and sanctiflcation are the especial work of the Holy Ghost. His cleansing

influences are symbolized by the waters of baptism. God's servants all need the
" washing of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Ghost." There is appro-

priateness in the direction, "Sanctify yourselves;" for the means of grace are within

the reach of Christians, who may obtain the gift of the Spirit by asking that gift from
a merciful and liberal b'ather in heaven.—T.

Ver. 13.

—

" Due order." David explained the failure of the former attempt to bring

the ark to Jerusalem, by a reference to the neglect by himself and his people of the

regulations divinely prescribed and applicable to such a case. In directing the Levites

to prepare for their pmper service, he acl^nowledged that, when he had before purposed

to brinj; up the ark to its resting-place, he had acted thoughtlessly and profanely, and
had suffered in consequence. This lesson is inculcated by the text

—

Qoifs order is the

due order.

I. Religion does not consist in form. Even under the elder dispensation, in which
forms and ceremonies were prescribed in abundance, true religion did not consist in such
things. The psalmists and the prophets rose altogether above a merely sacrificial and
ceremonial religion. And under the new covenant, the letter, the form, sink into insig-

nificance, compared with the spiritual reality they are designed to express and to

promote. " God is a Spirit : and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and
ill truth." We, as Christians, serve him, not in the oldness of the letter, but in the

newness of the spirit.

II. TeT the manifestations op BELIGIOnS LIFE AND BBRVIOB ARE NOT LAWLESS AND
DISORDERLY. It would be a bad thing to substitute the form for the reality ; but it does

not follow that it is a good thing to have no form at all. It is the direction of an
inspired apostle : " Let all things be done decently and in order." Our worship should

be seemly and reverent ; our work should b« organized and systematic ; our liberality

should be upon principle.

III. Prescriptions as to order should be oabefullt obbebyed and obeyed. If,

for instance, it is found that the New Testament lays down certain principles of Church
government, prescribes certain ordinances or ministries, spiritual Christianity expects

that these will be reverently considered and observed. Obedience is required as homage
to the authority of the Lawgiver and Lord. We have no right to set our fancies and
preferences above Divine laws.

lY. Ubservancb of order becoubs oongeniaIi and east when inspired by
3RATEFUL LOVE. To a chUd of God, a friend of Christ, there is nothing harsh or

repugnant in compliance with Divine regulations in attention to " due order."—T.

Ver. 1.

—

How little and how much we may do for Ood. There is something in this

verse which, at first reading, painfully suggests the smallness of the effort made by
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David in the cause of God as compared with those which he made for his own conve-

nience; he "made him houses"—solid buildings more than one, for himself; he prepared

a place for the ark of God, and pitched for it a tent—one frail tahemacle for Jehovah.
Doubtless, under examination, all damaging reflection on the royal conduct will disap-

pear. David was probably justified in doing as much for himself; he was certainly

justified in doing no more, at that time, for the manifested presence of God. But the

fact of his building houses for himself and one tent for the Lord may well suggest

to us—
I. How tiTTLB, COMPAKATIVELY, WB DO FOB GoD. There are those who complain,

freely and sadly enough, that there are "so many claims" on their liberality. But it

would do us all good to estimate how small and trifling a proportion of all we have to

spend we devote directly to God and to his cause. It may seem large, sometimes, when
we look at it by itself; but when compared with all we have to give—all at our
command—it seems small and poor indeed. Let us reckon up and put down the

proportion we give to Christ, consciously and directly, of (1) the hours of all our time

;

(2) the thoughts of all our care and reflection
; (3) the strength of all our energy ; (4) the

money of all our funds ;—and we shall, in most cases, find that it is the bulk we
reserve for ourselves, and only the " small dust of the balance " that we dedicate to

God. We build ourselves houses and pitch a tent for the Lord. On the other hand,
we may consider

—

II. How MUCH, IN FACT AND TRUTH, WE MAT DO FOB HIM. For that which WO glvO

directly to Christ should be but a very small part of all that we present to him. We
should lay at his feet everything we have and are. 1. We dedicate ourselves and
lives to him when, by a sacred and living faith, we accept him for our Saviour. 2.

We endeavour to live, at every conscious moment, under his observant eye ; regulating

all our thoughts, controlling all our feelings, ordering all our words, choosing aU oui

courses, executing all our work, according to his will, and in the hope of giving him
pleasure. 3. We hold ourselves ready to lay down our life and surrender all our dearest

treasures at his Divine bidding.—0.

Vera, 2—15.

—

Three valuable virtues: rectification, admonition, obedience. W«
have

—

I. A ROYAL RECTIFICATION. We have the useful fiction in England that " the king
can do no wrong." It has been too often assumed by the potentates of the earth that

they could not be mistaken, and need not return on their way. David was not so foolish

and so faulty. He had the sense to see that he had erred in the way in which he had
carried out a good desire, and he was prepared openly and honourably to retrace his

steps. So he said to his courtiers, " No one ought to carry the ark of God," etc. (ver. 2),
with obvious reference to the transaction recorded in ch. xiii. And he " gathered all

Israel together to Jerusalem," and " assembling the children of Aaron and the Levites
"

(ver. 4), he spoke plainly of the departure from the Law of which he and others had
been guilty (vers. 12, 18). We certainly need not be ashamed " to come after the
king in the way of retractation. Where a monarch leads the way we may be content
to follow. There is no more certain indication of foolish and fatal obstinacy than the
refusal to admit an error. They who cling to their own mistakes and pertinaciously

justify them are sure to come to some great grief in time. But they who have the
humility and penetration to see that they are wrong, and also the courage to avow and
correct it, are sure to find themselves on the upward road. They may take a wrong
turn or two, but they move in the right direction, and, like David and the ark, will

reach Jerusalem in time.

II. A QRAoious ADMONITION. (Vcrs. 11—13.) There may have been some doubt as
to where the blame really lay, whether on the king or on the priests, or (as was probable
enough) on both. David, while he did not exonerate himself, evidently felt that the
priests and Levites were included in the condemnation : indeed, he addresses them and

'

admonishes them as delinquents :
" Because ye did it not at the first," etc. (ver. 13).

His words and their attitude together may suggest to us that admonition should be
graciously given and as graciously received. We should, on such occasions as this,

speak as those (1) who convey their message with reluctance and only on constraint

;

(2j who desire to spare feeling as much a« faithfulness will allow
; (3) who know th»t
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they have themselves reason to desire all possible elemency to be shown
; (4) who must

not shun to declare the whole counsel of God. And on such occasions we should, when
ourselves admonished, receive the admonition as those (1) who ore likely enough to

have erred
;
(S) who are prepared to be reproved by those who are in any position oi

authority; (3) who are ready to correct our mistake at the earliest opportunity.

III. A PROMPT OBEDIENCE. (Vers. 14, 15.) There seems to have been no hesitancy,

on the part of the priests and Levites ; they appear to have applied themselves at once,

with due zest, to the work which they had neglected before. They sanctified themselves
for it (ver. 14), and then they executed it (ver. 15), doing all things " as Moses
commanded, according to the word of the Lord." Like them, and like the prodigal

of the parable (Luke xv.), who said, " 1 will arise," and he arose, we should feel and
do, conclude and act, with no interval between of which the enemy can make use.

When we have taken due time for understanding, and have seen the way we should
take, then we should, like .the men of whom we read here, (1) at once make needful

preparations for action, and, (2) these made, carry our conclusions into effect. It

is an evil spirit of uncertainty and delay which often makes penitence to be unavailing
;

it is prompt, imhesitating obedience to the Word of the Lord which takes U8 to the
post of duty and then to the seat of honour and of joy.—0.

Vers. 16, 25, 26, 28.—Sacred Joy. In the bringing up of the ark from the house
of Obed-edom, the prevailing note is that of sacred joy. We learn

—

I. That holt obbdibnob is attended with sacred jot. The act was one of

obedience in two ways. It was so in spirit ; for though not commanded to take this

particular step, the Israelites were desired by God to show all possible honour to that

with which his service was connected. In removing the ark, therefore, to the capital,

David was acting conformably to the will of God. It was also obedient inform. This
time the error in the mode of conveying the sacred chest was avoided, and the Word
of the Lord strictly consulted. And the result was a large measure of sacred joy.

Gladness of heart filled the souls of king, priests, Levites, people. Everything waa
done, from beginiung to end, " with joy " (vers. 16, 25). Holy obedience will always
have the same effect upon the heart. If we serve the Lord with our whole heart,

endeavouring to do his will, both in spirit and in form, we shall have " gladness in our
heart more than in the time when their com and their wine increase."

IL That sacred jot utters itself well in sacred psalmodt. "David spake
... to appoint . . . the singers with instruments of music," etc. (ver. 16). Sacred
song often gives utterance to sorrow and distress, and there are plaintive strains, vocal

and instrumental, which are profoundly expressive and touching. But gladness and
song seem to be best associated. "Is any merry? let him sing psalms" (Jas. v. 13).

When our heart is glad in the Lord, we cannot do better than join in " psalms and
hymns 'and spiritu^ songs, singing and making melody in our heart to the Lord

"

(Bph. V. 19).

III. That sacred jot is suitablt accompanied with saceipicb. (Ver. 26.) The
ceremony would not have been complete without sacrifice. This was probably a burnt
offering or thank offering ; it was, at any rate, an offering taken from their " flocks and
herds " unto the Lord, and may suggest to us that now, when God wiU not take such
sacrifices at our hands, we should, in the time of our gladness, present such sacrifices

as those with which he is well pleased. We can " do good and communicate " (Heb. xiii.

16). Of our fulness we can contribute to the need of those who lack. Or from our
exchequer we can take that which will help to fill the treasury of the Lord,

IV. That sacred jot should prove to be a biefusive thino. David wished
to extend this rejoicing to all who would enter into it ; he made it as public as possible

;

so general was it that we read that " all Israel brought up the ark . . . with shouting,"

etc. (ver. 28 ; see 2 Sam. vi. 19). We may keep our griefs much to ourselves, not

inflicting them on others, much less parading them before others ; but we should

strive to make our friends and neighbours the sharers of our joy. This is true of all

gladness of heart, but it is peculiarly applicable to sacred joy. When our souls are

glad in him, our Father and Saviour, we should seek to make all whom we can reach

and influence partakers of " like precious faith " and hope and joy. Of the joy that

is not diffusive we may be suspicious. The joy that is Divine, that comes from Qod,
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and that is in God, will be after his own nature, bountiful, generous, communi-
cativew—0.

Vers. 16—29 (vers. 16, 25, 26, 28, see peceding homily).

—

The terviee of the Lord.

This passage is instrnctive, as conveying some valuable lessons, universally and
abidingly applicable, respecting our service of the Supreme. We learn

—

I. That we should chberpully rendeb such berviob as wb abb fitted to
BBIN8. In this ceremony the services rendered were manifold. Some (the chief of the

Levites) had the work of selection and appointment (vers. 16, 17) ; some took the part

of playing with cymbals (ver. 19) ; others with psalteries (ver. 20) ; others with harps

(ver. 21); others "did blow with the trumpets" (ver. 24); others acted as door-

keepers or custodians of the ark (vers. 23, 24) ; yet others ministered in sacred song
(vers. 22, 27). David himself danced and played before the Lord (ver. 29 ; 2 Sam,
vi. 14). As " all our springs are in God "—all the sources of our strength and joy-
so all our faculties may be devoted to his service ; " as well the singers as the players

on instruments" are to be engaged in worshipping him (see Ps. Ixxxvii. 7). Wo
have very varied talents, both in kind and in degree ; the only thing to be careful

about is that we do not hide any of them in the earth, but put them all out in the
service of Christ. Nothing can be less worthy of a Christian man than to disregard

the contribution of a neighbour because it is other or smaller than our own ; nothing
can be more needless than to be distressed because of the larger or loftier contribution

than our ovm : let each bring to the Lord of love and righteousness that which he
entrusted to his charge, and he shall " in no wise lose his reward."

II. That wb should all makb fittino preparation for the seevtcb wb ark
ABOUT to bender. The king who was careful to be dressed in a way that made him
most equal to his combat with the giant (1 Sam. xvii.), now sees to it that he is

suitably attired for the work before him ; the others who took part in the procession
were similarly careful. When we address ourselves to work for our Divine Master, we
should see that we are suitably equipped. We may look for help from God (as we
shall see presently), but we must not presumptuously neglect the conditions of success.

We are to be armed for our effort with bU appropriate weapons ; we are to be clothed,

not only with humility, but with knowledge, zeal, devotion, perseverance.

III. That wb mat beckon oh Divinb help if wb are doinq the work to
WHICH HE CALLS US. " God helped the Levites that bare the ark" (ver. 26). There
was nothing in the act in which they were engaged that was peculiarly trying to their

strength ; nevertheless they received help from Omnipotence to do their work. In God
is the source of all our strength ; there is nothing we can do purely " of ourselves

; " all

our sufficiency is of him. And if the Levites needed Divine help in bearing the burden
which they carried, how much more do we need it I and with what frequency and
earnestuess should we seek it, when we bear those burdens for him which require, not
some slight muscular exertion, but much mental, moral, and spiritual excellency I

IV. That we must not bb detained from the berviob of God by the per-
versity OF THE IRRELIGIOUS. Michal despised David for his godly zeal (ver. 29).
She lacked the devotedness of heart which her husband possessed, and therefore she
misjudged his action. Ungodliness cannot understand, cannot appreciate religious
earnestness ; it therefore disregards, and even despises it. We are not to be moved by
this consideration. David would not have omitted his service had he known before-
hand the reception which awaited him at the royal palace. We are not to be detained
from the active, enthusiastic service of our Lord and of our perishing brethren because
we are well aware that there will be those who, looking out Irom the window of their
own impiety or indifference, will regard us with cynical contempt. All of this will
weigh but as the small dust of the balance against the gratitude of tiiose we serve, and
the " well done " of the approving Lord.—0.

Vers. 1—15.

—

The bearers of the ark. In the account (2 Sam. vi. 11—^23) of the
bringing of the ark into Jerusalem, only the principal facts are recorded. In this
chapter we are presented with the religious aspect of this solemn act and the prepara-
tion David made for it. The motive for bringing the ark to Jerusalem was (see 2 Sam.
Ti. 12) that David had heard of the great blessing the ark had brought upon the house
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of Obed-edom during the time it had been there. David arranges that the ark should
be borne only by Levites, for them only had the Lord chosen to carry it. By this

arrangement it is expressly acknowledged that it was contrary to law to place it on a
cart. The heads of the priests and Levites are summoned to take the matter in hand
Kohath is first named, because Aaron was descended from Kohath, and because to the
Kohathites, on account of this near relation to the priests, there belonged the duty of

serving in that which was most holy, and in bearing the holiest vessels of the tabernacle.

The transport of the ark was the Kohathites' special work. These priests and six of
the Levites were commanded by David to consecr.ite themselves with their brethren

to bring up the ark. This consecration consisted of the removing of all that was
unclean, the washing of the body and clothes (Geu. xxxv. 2), the keeping aloof from
every defilement, and from touching unclean things. David reminds them (ver. 13)
that because God was not sought according to his Word, there came a breach. That
Word required that the aik on which Jehovah was enthroned should be carried by
Levites, and should be touched by no unholy person or one who was not a priest

(see Nurab. iv. 15). So the Levites, we are told, bare the ark on their shoulders with
staves, according to the Word of the Lord. From this portion of our chapter let us
learn three spiritual lessons. 1. It was because David' heard of the blessing the ark
had been to the house of Obed-edom that made him send for it. That ark was Ohriit.

Wherever he is in a heart, a family, a Church, or a nation, there a blessiug will bo
left. He came to bless (see Acts iii. 26) ; aiid none who receive him shall be without
that blesiing. But as jn the case of Obed-edom those who receive his blessing are

made the channel of blessing to others. They cannot be hid. David sends for the

ark because Obed-edom had been so blessed by it. 2. Those Levites who bore the
ark, though they had been from of old divinely appointed to this work, had again
to be consecrated. No touch of uncleanliness, or defilement of body or garment, must
come near it. So must it be now with all tliose who have to do with Christ. To be
Christians is not enough any more than it was to be Levites. They must be dean
Christians. There must be plenty of "washing," plenty of "keeping aloof from
things, and plenty of careful walking with all those who have to do with him. " Be ye
holy that bear the vessels of the Lord ;

" " Be ye holy, for I am holy." 3. It might
seem to human observation a very trifling difference between carrying the ark on a
cart or carriage, and carrying it on the shoulders with staves. But the great point

iff—What was the Lord's word ? It was this made the difference (ver. 15). So is it

now in everything. It is not what I think or what you think or what any man
thinks. It is, " VVhat saith the Word of the Lord ? " This is to settle every question.

And he would not have been a true Levite any more than that man could be a true

Christian who would for a moment hesitate to accept this decision as final.—W.

Vers. 16—24.

—

The singers and musical instruments accompanying the ark. David
gave also a further charge to the Levites to appoint singers and musical instruments

to accompany the ark. Three kinds of musical instruments are named (ver. 16)

:

the psalter, an oblong box with broad bottom and a somewhat convex sounding-

boardj over which strings of wire are stretched; harps or lutes, and the cymbal
or instrument provided with a small bell. These singers formed three choirs accord-

ing to the instrument they played. Henian, Asaph, and Ethan played brazen

cymbals ; Benaiah and the seven who followed played psalteries ; the last six played

lutes. The former three had cymbals to direct the song; while the rest had partly

psalteriee, partly lutes, in order to play the accompaniment to the singing. Cheaaniah
was captain of the Levites who had charge of the bearing of the ark because he was
instructed in what had to be observed with respect to it. The blowing of the silver

trumpets by the priests- rests on Numb. x. 1-^10, The procession was in all proba-

bility arranged thus : the singers and players in front in three divisions ; next Chenaniah,

captain of the bearers ; two doorkeepers ; the priests with the trumpets ; two door-

keepers ; the king, with the elders and captains of thousands. Observe the spiritual

lesson to be learned from this procession. The ark was to be accompanied by those

who could sing and shout for joy (see vers, 16, 28). So is it with those who have to

do with the true Ark—Christ. We have had first cleanness, and now we have joy.

These are inseparable. Not the Levite a» such, but the Levite washed and clean,

I, CHBlIflOI,E8. 5
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shouting for joy. Not the Christian as such, but the Christian cleansed, and holy.

Such only can truly he full of joy. It is joy from conscious union with Christ the
true Ark, and maintained in holiness of life.—W.

Vers. 25—29.

—

The clothing of the priests and Leviies. After the journey had been
accomplished, the hearers and those who had brought up the ark offered thank offerings

of seven bullocks and seven rams—a perfect offering, denoted by the number seven.

David and all the priests and Levites that accompanied the ark were clothed in white
linen. The outer garments corresponded with the cleanness, the holiness, and the joy.

So the white-robed multitude are represented as singing with palms in their hands,

indicating the holiness and the joy, round the true Ark, the Lord Jesus Christ, in

heaven. No wonder Michal should despise David. The heart of every one not experi-

mentally acquainted with the Lord Jesus will always do the same. " The natural

man understandeth not the things of the Spirit of God : . . . they are foolishness

unto him." The Michal-heart is everywhere around us. Oh the joy of knowing
Jesus 1—W.

Vers. 2, 12, 13.

—

Learning the lessons of God's Judgments. We are not left in »ny
doubt as to the national lesson intended to be taught by the Divine judgment on
Uzza. David came to see that " none ought to carry the ark of God but the Levites "

(comp. Numb. i. 50 ; iv. 15 ; vii. 9 ; x. 17). The judgment showed that God had not
been "sought after the due order;" and of this error and negject there is now the

honest confession, with due care in the new effort, to meet fully the Divine conditions

and requirements. "The 'due order' was that the ark should be borne on the

shoulders of the Kohathite Levites—not that it should be placed upon a cart, drawn by
oxen, and rudely shaken." Out of his first mistaken attempt David learned the

valuable, practical lesson that

—

" Evil is wrought for want of thought,

Am well as foi want of heart."

The incident suggests a general treatment of the teachings of God's judgments. Isaiah

expresses the attitude, of which David here gives us the example, when he says (Isa.

xxvi.), " In the way of thy judgments, Lord, have we waited for thee."

I. Judgment taught David respect fob God's Law and obdeb. It does not
appear that the full ceremonial of Mosaism had been preserved during Saul's reign, and
certainly there had been some neglect of the Scriptures ; but it is especially to he
observed that, in making a new tabernacle on Mount Zion, and fitting it up according

to his own ideas, David was in great peril of wilfulness, and of neglecting to consult

and to follow the Divine regulations. Such a judgment as that on Uzza was needed
to thoroughly arouse him to the importance of a precise and minute obedience. So we
too often say, "What does it matter, if the thing is done?" And we have, often

bitterly, to learn that God cares for the doing, and wants even the right things done
in the right way. Obedience in the very forms and order of Divine service tests the

deep feeling of God's worshippers. Apostles recognized the importance even of forms
when they enjoined, " Let all things be done decently and in order."

II. Judgment taught the need fob thoughtfulness and oabb. Haste is as
unfitting as self-will in matters of God's worship. Consideration ; duo attention to
precedents

;
personal preparation of spirit ; serious demeanour ;—all properly attend on

Divine service. God wants the signs and indications of real heart-feeling and deep
sincerity.

III. Judgment taught the duty of findmo fit instruments fob God's woek.
Holy duties should not be done by unsuitable hands. No common persons might touch
the sacred ark. The proper persons were the Levites, and a particular family of them.
Illustrate the need for a wiser selection of instruments in connection with the work
of the modern Church. Compare the apostolic injunctions, " Lay hands suddenly on
no man ; " " Let such first be proved."

IV. Judgment taught the eevbrent treatment op the symbols of Divine
PRESENCE. Without adopting strained ideas of sacramental virtue, we too may ham
this lesson. Swctitaries, sacraments, Bibles, etc., because of their sacred associatiuiu
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and suggestions, properly demand reverent treatment. Only shallow and self-satisfied

natures fail in revereace. A worthy sense of the infinite glory of the Unseen, Eternal,

and Divine, gains fitting expression in the reverent touch of all earth-symbols that

bring the Eternal near. There may be danger of stopping with the symbol, even ai

heathen stopped with the idol ; but the fact that danger lies in excess does not relieve

us from the claims of the symbolic, as set within wise limitations. There is danger of

overdoing forms. But there is also danger of an undue indi£ference to forms ; and this

kind of danger is seriously imperilling to some important features of the religious life.

This may bo practically illustrated in relation to long-received forms of doctrine, and
long-hallowed riiet and symbols. They who would sincerely honour God must not be
unmindful of the reverence that is due to his ark.—B. T.

Vers. 12—14.

—

Due preparation for Divine service. Not only was David on this

occasion careful to employ the proper persons, but he was anxious that they should be
properly prepared and fitted for their solemn duty. He commands them to " sanctify

themselves," that is, to go through the ceremonies by which the Mosaic priesthood

were prepared for ritual duties (see Lev. xi. 44 ; Numb. xi. 18 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 5, etc.).

God has ever shown anxiety over men's preparation-times. A long preparation-tima

may precede a very brief period of work, but the efficiency of the work always depends
on the preparation. Illustrate from the preparations for the first Passover ; from the

answer of our Lord's disciples, " Where wilt thou that we prepare for thee to eat the

Passover ? " from the actual experience of our Lord, who had thirty silent years, and
then a long spell of desert meditations ; from such cases as that of Moses, who had
forty years in the Horeb district, and of Saul, who was a long while in the deserts of

Arabia ; from such a case as that of Savonarola, who had many years of ^tudy and
prayer in the monastery before he commenced his brief eight years of public ministry.

In all ages, and now, the holiest and best men have deeply felt the need of times of

devout meditation and prayer and spiritual preparation, before engaging in Divine

service ; and such personal preparations are quite as important for worshippers as for

ministers. The neglect of them is the secret of the limited blessing that so often

attends the means of grace.

L Fbepabation-times abb iteoessabt. 1. Because of the solemnity attaching to

every form of Divine worship or work. 2. Because of God's reasonable demand that

everything we do for him shall be done with our best powers and oar whole heart,

therefore with due consideration and effort. 3. Because man is so absorbed in worldly

things, that he cannot at once disengage himself so as fittingly to attend to heavenly

and Divine things. 4. Because the hurry and bustle of life makes an agitation and
excitement of mind and feeling that are unsuited to religious occupations.

II. Pbbpaeation-times bbab dibeot belation to faithfulness. Because they

test our spirit when no eye is upon us, and there is none but God to take account of

our doings. It is an easy thing to be devout and attentive and particular when we
have all the surroundings of the great congregation ; but only God knows whether we
are really in tone for our work and our worship. He reckons faithfulness by our heart-

states, not merely by our life-actions.

III. Pbbpabation-timeb bbab dieectlt oh BPiBiTDAii PBOFiT. This is the other

side of the matter. Blessings come to us only as we are in moods to receive them.

There is a " set of the soul " towards heavenly and Divine things on which the

influence of teachings and holy surroundings entirely depends. When that " set of the

soul " is secured, the smallest and simplest "" means of grace " prove nourishing. And
we are in large measure responsible for securing it. The great things of God are

revealed unto " babes," unto the simple-minded and open-hearted and devoutly toned.

Our spiritual 'profit depends on ourselves,

IV. Pbbpaeation-times abb nbvbe WASTES TIMES. Though we are liable to regard

them as such, because they seem to have no tangible result, the issues of them we
cannot count and measure. But school-time is not wasted time, for it fits the boy for

life. Apprentice-time is not wasted time, for its issues are seen in vigorous and skilled

manhood. There never can be waste in efBciently getting ready ; and this is fully true

in relig'ous spheres.

Practical application of these points may b? made to thre« or £cur forms of moden
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religious life : e.g. prayer, almsgiving, worship, sacraments, Christian work. In i«l*»

tion to them all God's call to us is, " Sanctity yourselves for it."—B. T.

Vers. 16—24.

—

Music and song consecrated to Ood's service. For traces of singing

In connection with religious ceremonies, see Exod. xv. 21 ; Judg. v. 1 j ch. xiii. 8.

It seems to have been cultivated in the "schools of the prophets" (1 Sam. x. 6).

From the time of David's appointment of these Levites to this special department,

"the services of the tabernacle and the temple were regularly choral, and a. con-

siderable section of the Levites was trained in musical knowledge, and set apart to

conduct this part of the national worship." Reference may be made to the prejudices

of the Puritans, the Scotch, and some sections of the older Nonconformists to music

and song in Divine worship. Even Christian hymns have sometimes been introduced

with difficulty, and any elaboration of the musical part of Divine worship is, even now,

often regarded with anxiety. Such facts seem to us strange ; but they are adequately

explained by a wise estimate of the struggles and conflicts through which the Christian

Church has passed. The conflict has often been over some non-essential, and even

indifferent, matter ; but this was only the outward seeming. The conflict really con-

cerned vital principle. The trivial matter over which the fight seemed to wage gained

an undue importance thus, and the relics of its fictitious value linger long with conser-

vative-toned Christian people. Cultured Christian feeling may be safely left to decide

the appropriate and the inappropriate in Church music and song; and no precise

standards need be fixed for all classes of theChrislian community. Historical associa-

tions properly affect the ritual of some. And successive generations of witnesses for

the claims of spiritual life over ritual observance cannot fail to influence the practices of

others. Still the development of the heart of music has greatly tended to unite all

parties in the full dedication of this gilt to the service of the house of the Lord. As
this subject has been previously treated, a simple outline may here sufHoe,

I. Musio AND 60HQ SERVING GoD IN FAMILY BPHBBES. It is often made a gracious

power in the home. The home is a temple, and should always be thought of as a
sanctuary of the Lord, to which should be brought the best gifts.

II. MUSIO AKD 80NG SERVING GoD IN SPHEBE3 OF PRIVATE CHRISTIAN WORK. During

a recent period of distress in Manchester, some cultivated Christian ladies proved

how the otherwise closed doors of the sick and suffering poor could be opened by the

attractions of beautiful song.

III. MuBio AND 80NG SERVING GoD IN PDBLio Chuboh sebviobs. Show the impor-

tance of choirs in relation to the pathos and the pleasure of Christian worship.

IV. Music and song sebvinq God in special efforts to preach the gospel to
MASSES. As illustrated in the creation of hymns and tunes for evangelistic services,

and in recent revival movements.
Plead that the faculties and talents of music and song are for the Lord, and that

they cumo under this twofold law : (1) they must be laid on his altar of service

;

and (2) they must be cultured for efficient use.—E. T.

Ver. 29.

—

Intensity in religion is often mimnderstood. "One only incident tarnished

the brightness of this greatest day of David's life. Michal, his wife, iu the proud, we
may almost say conservative, spirit of the older dynasty^—not without a thought of

her father's fallen house—poured forth her contemptuous reproach on the king who
had descended to the dances and song of the Levitical procession." There are marked
differences iu the dispositions of men in relation to religion. The colder-natured are

apt to regard the impulsive as extravagant; and the warm-hearted and excitable too

readily conclude that the quieter-toned people are insincere. Explain the Eastern
ecstatic modes of expressing joy. In time of excitement, rhythmical movements, such
as dancing, afford gre^it relief. And such clanging of trumpet and cymb:ds was the

very thing to set the compimy upon daucing. Distinguish the natural movemeuta
and gestures of excited feeling from the ordered fashionable dancing with which we
are familiar. What lessons may be learned from Michal's inability to appreciate

David's religious intensity?

1. Religion finds different besponsk in diffeebnt individtjalb. We muit
n^t Ipok for Ihe same experiuuces and manifestations in all. Each ww's religious
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condnct will bear the plain impress of hia character and disposition. This maj
be applied to experiences of conversion-time, or the beizinniii^s of the Christian

life. As also to the lorms in which men stand related to pnblic worship and Christian

work. If we venture to make moulds for the necessary Christian life, we must take
care that they are large and general, with no fine lines of must-be peculiarities in them.
Christ gives a new lite, and sends each man forth to express it according to his own
genius and character.

II. Ebligion can find kxpbebsion theouoh all dispositions. So we may not,

even in thought, exempt any man from its gracious influence; and we may not be
anxious to have the natural dispositions of men changed. Men do not need to be
made other than they are. The all-sufficing change is the inward regeneration, the

renewal of the vital principle. We need not want to make the channel of the river

bend and turn in any other and, as we think, more graceful forms. Our anxiety
should concern the purity of the waters flowing down from the fountain-head, which
flll the stream. Preservation of the characteristic disposition is, however, quite con-
sistent with all due Christian culture, and this may sometimes so bring out to the
front the best in men, that they may seem other than they were.

III. Christian charity finds a free sphere fob evert man. Just in this

Michal failed. She had not charity enough to give David credit for the sincerity

which would have clothed his act with dignity. A man's ways may not be our ways,
may not even be such as we can approve ; but it should suffice for us if we can see in

them the signs of genoina religious life and feeling. Then we may wish him " God-
speed."

Application of a practical character may be carefully made to those morw enthusi-

astic and excited phases of religious life and association which are so marked a feature

of nineteenth-century Christianity. From the calmer, colder point of view, such as

Michal would take, there may seem in all these only a perilous fanaticism. The charity

that " hopeth all things " may at least enable us to say, in the spirit of our Lord,
" Forbid them not, for they that are not against him are on his part." And hia
dngdom has its on-coming in wondrous ways ; no man knoweth how.—K. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEE XVI.

Vers. 1—3.—These three verses rathor
belong to the close of the last chapter, and
they carry on the parallel of 2 Sam. vi. in
its vera. 17—19.

Ver. 1.—In the midst of the tent that
David had pitched for it. So ch. xv. 1 dis-

tinctly states that David had "pitched a
tent " for the ark, and evidently to be ready
for its arrival. On the other hand, there is

no menlion of any such tent having been got
in readiness in oh. xiii. or in 2 Sam. vi.

1—11, which give the account of the
attempt that disastrously failed. The ex-
pressions which are there used would rather
lead to the conclusion that David's intention
was to take the sacred structure into his
own home (2 Sam. vi. 9, 10; ch. xiii. IS,

13), for a while, at all events. The ^ntj

(tent) of the original designates, when In-
tended strictly, a haircloth covering, resting
on poles or plaiiljs (Exod. xxvi. 7, 11;
xxzvi. 14, 19). The first occasion of the
nee of the word is found in Gen. iv. 20.

The nab (booth) was made of leaves and

branches intrrwoven (Lev. x^iii. 84, 40,

42; Deut. xvi. 13). The |3^p (tabernacle)

was the dwelling-place or pavilion, which
owned to the ten inner curtains as well as the

outer covering and the framework (Exod.
XXV. 9; xxvi. 1, 12—15, etc.; xxxix. 32;
xl. 2, 29). The first oeourrenee of this

word is in the first of these last-quoted
references. Burnt sacrifloes and peaoe offer-

ings. The identical words of 2 Sam vi. 17,

18, where the Authorized Version translates
" burnt offerings and peace offerings." Th ese

were the two great sacrifices—the former
speaking of atonement (Lev. i. 3—9, etc.),

the latter of reconciliation effected and the
enjoyment of peace (Lev. iii. 1—5, etc.).

Neither here nor in the parallel place is

any mention made of the altar upon which
these sacrifices were offered.

Ver. 2.—He blessad the people in the
name of the Lord; i.e. reverently in the
Name of the Lord, and as vividly (on>ciou3

of being in his presence, he proiiomici'S

blessings upon the peo|ile, am! by short

ejaeulatory prayer and . holy wish further

begs for them those blessings which God
only can give. In the time of David and
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Solomon (1 Eingg viii. 14) tbe king realized

far more closely the idea of the paternal

relation to the people than had ever been
Bince the time of the patriarchs of the elder

days.

Ver. 3.—Bach little clflnse of this verse is

replete with interest. The royal giver, who
now dealt to every one of Israel, was, after

•11, but a channel; yes, and only one
clmnnel, through which the fulness and the
bounty of the royal Giver of every good and
perfect gift, of all good whatsoever, of all

things necessary to life and godliness, are

supplied to every one of his creature-sub-

jects. But it is highest honour, as servant
and instrument alone, to figure forth him
in any way. The second little clause tells

us either that women took a recognized place

on occasion of this joyous festival, or that the

hospitality of such an occasion did not
forget them and their homes. And the
following tliree little clauses require closer

examination. The word here translated
" loaf" in the expression loaf of bread is 133,

for which in this sense we may turn to

Exod. xsix. 23 ; Judg. viii 5; 1 Sam. ii. 36

;

X. 3; Prov. vi. 26; Jer. xxxvii. 21. The
oorresponding word, however, in the pa-

r.illel place is n^n (for which see Exod.

xxix. 2, 23; Lev.ii. 4; vii. 12, 13; viii. 26;
xxiv. 5; Numb. vi. 15, 19; xv. 20). The
essential meaning of the former word is a
circle, hence applied to the cake because of

its shape, and of the latter word perforation,

hence applie'.l to the cake because it was
perforated. A good piece of flesh. This is

the Authorized Version rendering of "IBB'N,

which occurs only in the parallel place and
here. The Vulgate translates assatura bu-

hulse carnis; the Septuagint, iirxapiTn. The
imagined derivation of the word from ns

(ox) and »'« (fire), or from IDE' (to bum),
seems to be what has led to these transla-

tions, helped, perhaps, by the apparent
convenience of adapting meat from the
sacrifice to the hread. But Gesenius,
Kodiger, Keil, and others prefer the deri»

vation isE' (to measure), and they would
render " a measure " of wine. And a flagon.

This is the Authorized Version rendering
of the original n^^m, found in the parallel

place as well as here, and also in the only
other places (two in number, and in the
plural) where it occurs (Cant. ii. 5 ; Hosea
iii. 1). But there is no doubt, or but little,

that the rendering sliould rather be "dried,
pressed cakes of raisins or grapes." It ig

then to be derived from the root ti'E'i} (to

press). The substantive has both masculine
and feminine form in plural. The Vulgate
translates similam frixam oUo, which means
• " baked 'Cake of flour end. oil;" and the

^eptUAginti \iytwai> &t6 riiyiyov in the

parallel places. But here the Septuagint
reads Uprov %va ipTOKsmuchv ko! i,jiop\Tiiv am

the whole account of the loaf^ the good piece

of flesh, and the flagon.

Vers. 4—7.—These verses contain a state-

ment of the arrangement David made of a
more permanent nature, but to date from
tills commencement, for the service of

thanksgiving by the Levites.

Ver. 4.—To minister; t.e. to officiate, as

we should say, in the service before the
ark. The verse seems to describe what
should be the essence of that service. It

was threefold—to record, to thank, and to

praise the Lord God of Israel. The word
here used for "record" is the Hiph. of

ipi^ (to remember), and is remarked npon
by Gesenius as a title strictly appropriate
to the character of the two psalms xxxviii
and Ixx., on the head of which it stands, as

meaning, "to make others remember" (see

also such passages as Exod. xx. 24 ; 2 Snm.
viii. 16; xviii. 18; xx. 24; Isa. xliiL 26;
Ixiii. 7). The minds of the people were to

be refreshed in this service and in their

very psalm of praise (so note in this sense
vers. 8, 9, 12, 21, etc.), by being reminded
or told, so far as the youngest of them
might be concerned, of God's marvellous
and merciful deeds for their forefathers of

manj*, many a generation. Then they were
to give intelligent and hearty thanks. And,
lastly, they were to offer to approach that
purest form of worship which consists in

adoring praise. One might imagine with
what zest they would have accepted, with
what fervour they would have added lip

and instrument of music to it—that one verse
which needed the revolution yet of nearly
another three thousand years, that it might
flow from the devotion of Addison.

" When all thy mercies, O my God,
My rising soul surveys.

Transported with the view Fm lost

In wonder, love, and praise."

Ver. 5.—Ohed-edom. No colon should
follow this name. And the first time of

the occurrence of the name Jeiel in this

verse should probably have shown the
Jaaziel of ch. xv. 18. The contents of this

verse put us, then, into possession of this

much, that Asaph presided (ch. vi. 39) at
this musical service, and that his instru-

ment was the cymbals (ch. xv. 19), with
which time was kept ; that Zeohariah was
next to him, and, with eight others formed
a band, who played on psalteries (or lutes)

and harps. If we may guide ourselves by
vers. 20, 21 of the preceding chapter, three

of these—viz. Mattithia, Jeiel, Obed-edom
—performed on the harp, the other six on
the psaltery, or lute.

Ver. 6.—Jahaziel. Probably the XUieser,
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who in eh. xt. 24 is coupled as priest with
Benaiah, should stand in the place of this

name or else vice versd.

Ver. 7.—The rendering should run. On
that day did David first commit to the hand

of Asaph and hi» brethren to render praitet

(o Jehovah ; i.e. after the following manner
and words. The word first marks the

solemn establishment of set public worship

in the metropolis.

Vers. 8—36.—These verses, then, provide

the form of praise which David wished to

be used on this, and probably in grateful

repetition on some succeeding occasions.

David makes selections from four psalms

already known ; for it cannot be supposed

that the verses we have here were the

original, and that they were afterwards

supplemented. The first fifteen verses

(viz. 8—22) are from Ps. cv. 1—15. The
next eleven verses (23—33) are from Ps.

xovi. 1—13 ; but a small portion of the first

and last of these verses is omitted. Our
thirty-fourth verse is identical with Ps.

cvii. 1 ; oxviii. 1 ; cxxxvi. 1 ; and forms the

larger part of Ps. cvi. 1. It is, in fact, a

doxology. And our thirty-fifth and thirty-

sixth verses consist of a short responsive

("and say ye") invocation, followed by
another doxology. These are taken from

Ps. cvi. 47, 48. Hereupon " all the people "

•re directed to find the final outburst of

praise to Jehovah, and " Amen." In the

first of iliese sele'-i ions (vers. 8—23) there is

no material variation from the language of

the psalm itself. Yet the original psalm

has Abraham, where our own thirteenth

verse reads Israel. And the original psalm

uses the third person, where our fifteenth

and nineteenth verses have the second per-

son. In the second selection it is worthy

of note that our ver. 29, " Come before him,"

probably preserves the ante-temple reading,

while Ps. xcvi. 8 was afterwards, to fit

temple times, altered into, " Come into his

courts." The arrangement of all the suc-

ceeding clauses does not exactly agree with

the arrangement of them found in the psalm,

as for instance in the latter half of our ver. 30

and in ver. 31, compared with the clauses of

vers. 10, 11 of the psalm. Again, one clause

of the tenth verse of the psalm, " He shall

judge the people righteously," is not found

in either alternative position open to it

through the inversion of clauses, in our vers.

80, 31. The rhythm and metre of the

psalm are,however, equally unexceptionable.

The whole of the twenty-nine verses of tliig

psalm of praise (vers. 8—36 inclusive) are

divided into portions of three verses each,

except the portion vers. 23—27 inclusive,

which consists of five verses. As regards

the matter of it, it may be remarked on as

breaking into two parts, in the first of

which (vers. 8—22) the people are reminded
of their past history and of the marvellous
providence which had governed their career

from Abraham to the time they were settled

in Canaan, but in the second (vers. 23—36)
their thought is enlarged, their sympathies
immensely widened, eo as to include all the

world, and their view is borne on to the

jnomentons reality oijudgment.
Vers. 8—10.—These verses are an ani-

mated invocation to thanks and praise.

Vers. 11—14.—The call to thanksgiving
and to the praise of adoration is now in

these verses succeeded by an earnest admo-
nition to practical seeking of the Lord, and
mindful obedience to him.

Vers. 14—22.—These verses rehearse the

ancient and blissful covenant which had
made Israel so to differ. These are called

mine anointed . . . my prophets, in harmony
with what we read in the splendid passage,

Bxod. xix. 3—6. The substitution in our

vers. 15, 19 of the second person pronoun
plural, in place of the third person of the
psalm, helps speak the reality of this occa-

sion and its dramatic correctness. The
literal original of our Authorized Version in

ver. 19, but few, even a few, is, men of num-
ber, i.e. men who could easily be numbered.

Vers. 23—3G.—The grandeur and unusual
comprehensiveness of the adoration and
homage here proclaimed, ai to be offered to

the omnipotent Buler of all nations, should

be well pondered. Our eye and ear may
have become too familiar with it, but when
put a little into relief, and referred to its

original time of day, it is fit to be ranked
among the strongest moral evidences of

inspiration in the word and the speaker.

Ver. 23.—This verse is composed of the
latter half of each of the first two versea of

the psalm (xcvi.).

Vers. 34—36.—These rerses, from the
first, forty-seventh, and forty-eighth of Ps.

cvi., must have suggested the sad inter-

mediate contents of that psalm, the signifi-

cant key-note of which is sounded in our
thirty-fifth verse. The suggestion in the

midst of the unbounded gladness of this day
is affecting, and must have been intended

for salutary lesson and timely warning. In
the midst of the fulness of praise and joy,

the people are led to prayer—say ye—and the
prayer is an humble petition for salvation,

union, and protection from every enemy.
God's treatment of his anointed people had
been on his part one continued protection

and one prolonged salvation. Yet they had
often neither prayed for these nor acknow-
ledged them. Now they are led again by
the hand, as it were, to the footstool of the

throne.

Vers. 37—43.—These verses give the now
new-ordaiiied distribution of priests and
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LevitCB, to minister and to attend to the

service of praise before the ark. And the

firsi of them may be considered to mark an
important stop in advance in the crystal-

lizing of the world's eoclesiaatical institu-

tions. Asaph and Ids brethren of song are

left there before the ark of the covenant . . .

to minister before the ark oontinually, as

every day's work required. A permanent
local ministry and chuir are thus established,

with a fixity of place on Zion, and regu-

larity of time that had been hitherto un-
attainable.

Ver. 38.—Obed-edom with their brethren.

Explanation is needi;d of the plural pronoun
" their." Either another name is wanted
with Obed-edom, or tacit reference is made
to " Asaph and his brethren," as though
the name Asaph had not been followed in

ita own place by the clause "and his

brethren." Keil draws attention to the

"threescore and two" of ch. xxvi. 8, in

connection with the three score and eight

of this place; and it has bein proposed to

make up this number by some of the sons

of Hosah, of our following verse and of

eh. xxvi. 11. In this case the name Hosah
might be the name missing before, "and
their brethren," Conjecture, however, has

not sufficient clue here to warrant it, and
the textual state of this verse must be
debited with the obscurity. Tbe ambiguity
respecting the name Obed-cdom has already

(ch. xiii. 14) been alluded to. Neglecting

this ambiguity, it may be repeated that

Obed-edom, . . . son of Jedi'^un (rs the Keri

of this passage is) was a iJerarite Levite,

while Obed-edom son of Jedutlinn (ch. xv.

25) wae of Gath-rimmon, a Gittite (2 Sam. vi.

10—12 ; Josh. xxi. 24), a Kohathite (ch. vi
66, 69), and • Eorhite (rh zxvi 1—5).

Ver. 89.—While those above-mentioned
were to officiate! before the ark on Zion, those
meniioned in this and following verses are
the officiating staff at Gibeon. It is now
brought into prominence that the ark and
tlie tabernacle are in two separate places.
The great ordinary sacrifices and services,
" all that is written in the Law of the Lord,"
are carefully observed on the original altar
(Exoil. xxxviii. 2) in the tabematV Other
and special sacrifices evidently were offered

in the presence of the ark. The tabernacle
erected in the wilderness was first stationed
at Shiloh (Josh, xviii. 1 ; 1 Sam. iv. 3, 4).

The occasion of its removal to Nob (1 Sam.
xxi. 1 ; xxii. 19) is not narrated. The
present passage first tells ns where it had
been since the slaughter of the priests at
Saul's command by Doeg the Edomite.
Some distinct statement, like that of oh. xxi.

29 and 2 Chrun. i. 3, might have been ex-
pected here. Zadok the priest is given (ch.

vi. 4—9) as in the line of Eleazar.
Ver. 40.—To offer burnt offerings ; i.e. the

customary morning and evening sacrifices.

Vers. 41, 42.—Comparingthese verses with
vers. 4—6 and 37—40, it may be supposed
that we are intended to understand that of
all who were set apart and who had been ex-
pressed by name (as e.g. ch. xv. 4—24), some
were now formally appointed to serve before
the ark, and some in the tabernacle at
Gibeon. The confusion existing in these
verses by the repetition of the preposition
with, and the proper names Heman and
Jeduthnn, betrays some corruptness of text.

The Septuagint does not show them in the
latter verse. The sons of Jeduthnn are
found in ch. xxv. 3.

Ver. 43.—(See 2 Sam. vl 19, 20.)

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—43.

—

The inanijuial services on Zion's height, typical. The greater fart of

the contents of this ohap'er must be viewed as borrowed matter—the appnipriating of

portions of sacred songs or psalms which already existed, to this individual occasion.

The stricter homiletic treatment, therefore, of our vers. 7—36 may be better found in

the portions of the psalms concerned, in their own proper place. But there are soma
larger aspects offered by the matter of this cliapter, which may be appropriately con-
idered in this place. And we may notice

—

I. First of all, thb gathering foeob of keligion. It has indeed already gathered

such force as to conquer for itself the place which it holds on this great day of David.

To this it has grown since the day of Seth and Enos, when' we read of it thus, " Then
began men to call on the Name of the Lord " (Gen. iv. 26). And though true it is that

we may not critically make any great doctrine or argument depend on the uncertain

exegesis of that one sentence, yet we know that the/ocfci, so far as we require them now,
were not distant from what the sentence says. The religion of mankind then, where
existent at all, was the pure, individual, essential principle. Heaven-given and reigning

in the hearts of a very few—this still and evermore of ubcessity its essence. Then, how-
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eyer, when men could be nnmbered only by the score, it was manifestly impossible for

religion to exhibit the "effects " which it does in the time of David. Nay, of ages after-

wards it were, of course, true to say the same thing, and to add this also, that when, m
far as numbers were concerned, it became possible, still it did not become fact. Through
all these ages, however, with all receding tides, and notwithstanding some extrdordinary

checks, religion never became utterly lost to gight. Once during those ages it showed a

number not exceeding eight, another time not fewer than seven thousand, and, for tlie

most part, what the number was, greater or less, God only knew—he alone could say.

Yet through good report and ill, through good times and bad, it was acquiring strength

unmeasured and immeasurable. It was insisting on its own vitality ; it was proving

the courage of its convictions ; its tone was of no uncertain kind ; its mien was ever of

the undaunted. In patriarchal succession of families, what pungent lessons religion many
a time taught and made itself known thereby ! In Egyptian times, amid temptation and
snare, what various knowledge and determination it was maturing ! In the wilderness,

how carefully by form, by sacrifice, by sign, by judgment, it was shaping individual

and national life. Amid the dangers and the glories of the people's settlement in the

land of promise, amid the achievements of judges and leaders and captains, and the
multitudinous strifes of little kings, its pronounced voice spoke the word and it was
done, or, if the voice was silent, the people were undone. All this time, measurable only
by thousands of years, it was betraying its existence, indicating its nature, betokening a
large store of sleeping strength, and anything but seeming to exhaust or to strain its own
energy. But now the principle of religion seems to have burst into full life. Its many
and outspreading branches hang down with ripe and golden fruit. Now it is the li^ht

and life, the joy and strength, the reverence and pride of a whole nation, from the highest

to the lowest. All business, all pleasure, all other thought or care, stand still to look,

or throng to join in a scene festive of festivity itself. The day itself is ablaze, not with
the ordinary light and heat of a splendid sun over Zion's heights, but with the service

and joy of religion in a hundred thousand hearts—^in " Jerusalem and all Judasa," but
culminating in Zion. And it is all because "In Judah God is known, his Name great

in Israel. In Salem also is his tabernacle, and his dwelling-place in Zion." Blessed
glimpse of what it will be for this world, when " God shall all renew," aid the joy
become universal.

II. ThK attainment of a OONSPlCTJOtTB AND FIXED HOME FOB BBLIOIOS. ThoUgh tho
world of mankind is some three thousand years old, religion had been as yet but a
wayfarer. It had never deserted men. Its spirit had influenced, guided, ruled their

ipirit; it had consoled their sorrows, heightened their joys ten thousand separate times

;

but it has not yet had an honoured dwelling-place, a worthy throne, a fiioi home. To
thif it has now come, and to this it has been brought up by the willing enthusiasm of

king and prophet, priest and people. There can be no doubt that its local habitation

exposes it to some danger, to some misunderstanding. The long process of ages has
been undoing, is still undoing the danger, correcting the misunderstanding. The city

then emphatically set on a hill has never been hidden. Ten thousand others, the

spiritual copies of it, have taken its name upon them, and have helped thereby to

prove practically that Zion's glory that day did not foreshadow the exdusiveness of an
individual place, but only the sure foundation and settled firmness of God's own
Church, and its exalted, commanding prominence. The typical lessons, therefore, of

the day on which David fixed the symbols and the services and the servants of a
true, revealed religion on Zion are not to the effect that religion itself is anything less

than a pure, silent, but mighty principle in the heart, but rather that it is to be the
avowed, conspicuous, and abiding principle of the life, and of the life of all. The
distribution of religion is emphatically not to be partial. The influences of it are

emphatically not to be intelligible only to an initiated few. The force of it is

emphatically not to expend itself invisibly, and exhaust itself according to individual

fickleness or frailty. It is to state its character, its quality, its very nature before all

the world, and under the blaze of publicity itself—a testimony for or against every
man to the eye or ear of whom it has become proclaimed. And in spite of one or two
temporary and superficial appearances to the contrary, these were the truths which
that day was proffering to teach. For a while, perhaps, it was " Zion's height alone ;

"

lome thought it was t« b« always " Zion't height alone
;
" but faithful history
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and imperious necessity have proved the contrary, and have proved that to have been

nevtr meanta

* Not now on Zion's height alone

Thy favoured worshipper may dwell.

• • • • •

" To thee, at last, in every clime

Bhall temples rise and praise be snng."

nX The elements or the bbligiodb jot op a nation's okandbst festival. These

are certainly not obscurely told here. They consist in thanks for all that is, and

adoring praise for him,. from whom all good is. The mind and memory have

been stirred up, and from their depth and their breadth come the testimonials of hii

boundless compassion, mighty deliverance, tenderest mercy, good gift and grace. The
heart knows the meaning, and, though often too insensible, now owns the joy. Happy
is that teacher of religion who, with Divine help and the Divine Spirit, can make
the mind and memory do this, some of their highest and most fruitful work. He will

be a useful teacher, preacher, pastor, guide of souls. Angels very likely may spring

at once to adoration's highest reach and strain direct. But we are permitted to rise

thither through the appeal to our nature of gratitude. The religious service and lan-

guage of this day is the reiteration of appeal to give thanks, while the ground for doing

so is simply and impressively told. This mingles a vein of pathos, of confession, of

dependent prayer ; and then acclamation and the praise not of thanksgiving, but of

adoration, fill every heart and tongue. Such is the worship for such as we have been,

when we get above. Such are the songs of heaven and its temple. Such the joy of

each and of all, who there recount with the fulness of gratitude dangers past, sin forgiven,

guilt cleansed away, salvation freely given, till the enraptured soul is lost in adoratios

and " glories in the praise " of Jehovah.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.

—

Sacrifice and blessing. The manner in which David celebrated the receptioM

of the ark into its appointed tent on the height of his city was thoroughly character-

istic. He acted as a king, and as a kind of royal mediator between the God of heaven
and the chosen people Israel.

I. He blessed the Loed in the name of the peoplb. For this was certainly the

significance of the sacrifices, burnt offerings, and peace offerings. In offering them, the

king was publicly acknowledging the authority of the supreme Lord, was publicly

adoring and praising him as the God of the nation, and was publicly seeking his favour

and countenance. Not that David offered these sacrifices with his own hands. What
he did by means of the priests, whom he directed, he is represented as doing himsell
It was a high day, a solemn and joyful festivity ; and it was becoming that the Lord
should be recognized, sought, and praised.

II. He blessed the PEOPLE IN the Name or THE Loud. Probably he pronounced a
solemn benediction, invoking the gracious regard of the God of Israel upon the chosen

nation. With the ark of the covenant in their possession, in the midst of their

metropolis, the people might well be encouraged to rejoice in the presence and favour

of him who is ever the Source of all good. It is • proof of David's policy that he took
this opportunity of feasting the assembled multitudes. This would no doubt create a
favourable impression upon all minds. Their spiritual privileges, and their happiness in

having a king so considerate and liberal as David to reign over them, would be associated

in their minds. They would connect their religion and their loyalty together, and
would cherish happy recollections of the solemnities of the day.—T.

Ver. 4.

—

Ministerial service. Althotigh the Levites were set apart for the service of

the Lord's house, even from the days of Moses, it is certain that the Levitical services

were more fully organized by David, and that from his time there was more of system
and more of efficiency ia their ministrationa. There is so marked a difference between
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the Jewish Church and the Christian Church, that we can only apply the general
principles of the former to the latter. Yet the text may well suggest to us that

—

I. PoBMO WORSHIP HAS 6CEIPTURAL AUTHORITY. Worship, to he acceptable, must
be from the heart. But out of the abundance of the heart the mouth will speak. It is

natural and appropriate that the sentiments and desires of the soul should find a vocal
utterance ; and it is also natural and appropriate that those who have the same tribute

to offer should join together and offer it in common. The Book of the Acts in the
New Testament sanctions such worship equally with these Books of Chronicles in the
Old.

II. Public worship should consist largely of thanksgiving and praise. Accord-
ing to the text, the Levites recorded and celebrated the glorious deeds of the Most
High, adored his attributes, gave thanks for his forgiving mercy, his bounty, and loving-

kindness. We do not want less prayer in our congregations, but we do want more
praise. " His mercy endiireth for ever

;

" and while his mercy endures his praises should
not cease.

III. Public worship should bk led by appointed ministers. Common sense may
teach us so much. If praise is to be sung, some musical leaders must conduct it. If the

Scriptures are to be read, some human voice must read them. If prayer is to be offered,

some one must pour forth the language of petition, in which others may join, whether
silently or audibly. If the gospel is to be heard by men, " bow shall they hear without
a preacher?" Scripture precedents abound for ministerial service.

IV. While public worship must be properly conducted, it must not be delegated
TO ANY functionaries OR OFFICIALS, WHOSE SERVICES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THAT
OF THE PEOPLE. Lcvites Under the old dispensation, pastors and teachers under the
new, may aid the devotions of the people, but their offering cannot be accepted in the

place of what God requires—a song, a prayer, from every heart. " Praise the Lord, all

ye people!" The Christian Church admits of no exclusive priesthood; all Christians

are priests unto God the Father, inasmuch as all offer to him sacrifioes of willing

obedience and grateful praise.

Conclusion. 1. A rebuke to the ungrateful and undevout, who, whilst they daily

receive God's mercies, acknowledge not the Giver. 2. A rebuke to the .foi-mal and
ceremonial, who excuse themselves from offering sacrifices of praise on the ground that

this " religious duty " is fulfilled by appointed officials. 3. A reminder and summons,
to which all sincere Christians will do well to take heed. Some s| iritunl ministry and
service may be fulfilled by every Christian; and it is a high honour to be permitted

to lead the praises and the supplications of the people of the Lord.—T.

Vers. 7—36.

—

A psalm. When the king had organized a choir of musicians, had
provided them with their instruments, had assigned them their duties and their main-
tenanpe, it remained for him to decide what they were to sing. He was himself " the

sweet psalmist of Israel." It is difficult for us to imagine what psalmody must have
been before the time of David. It is a grand vocation—that of putting words of praise

into the lips of worshippers. And it was a glorious burst of sacred song which pealed

from the heights of Jerusalem when the sublime odes of David were first rolled to

heaven upon the wings of the wind. What a revelation of God, what an inspiration

for man, what new life to the world, when the psalms were first wrought into shape by
the glowing heart and the glorious eloquence of David ! The later Levitical psalms

are perhaps more reflective and elaborate, but those composed by the lyrical sovereign of

Israel have at once the simplest piety, the profoundest feeling, and. the most vigorous

eloquence. The occasion of the composition, or, at all events, the first public rendering

of David's odes, was one worthy of such efforts. When the ark found a resting-place

in the city of David, when Jerusalem was consecrated by the public and regal recogni-

tion of the Divine Law, when the Levites solemnly addressed Jehovah in the name of

Israel,—then this magnificent psalm was sung, now in melodious recitative, and again

in resounding chorus, to the accompaniment of cymbal, of trumpet, and of harp. It

was a fitting inauguration of a series of sublime solemnities. When we examine the

structure of the psalm, we are surprised and filled with admiration at the appropriate-

ness, the beauty, the comprehensiveness of the composition. The psalm, as it ia

recorded in this place, agrees with what we find in the hundred and fifth, ninety-sixth,
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hiirnlr (1 and seventh, and hundred and sixth psalms. Taken as we here find it, it

contains

—

L An admonition and summons to praise the Lord. This i-i ncVlressof! to nature

(vers. 30—33), to mankind in general (ver. 28), especially to Israel (ver. 10).

II. A RECORD OF God's ooohness. And thi.s both to the patriarchs (vers. 15—18),

and to Israel as a nation, to whom that goodness had been displayed in the most
critical period of their hi.itory (ver.s. 19—22).

III. Pbaise of God's attributes and oharacteb. (Vers. 24—29, 34.) Never
had these been so devoutly and at the snme time so poetically celebrated as now and

here.

IV. Prayer for salvation. This petition (ver. 35) flows most naturally out oi

what precedes. In the register of Divine ac's, in the recounting of Divine attributes, a

foundation had been laid for this devout and urgent entreaty.

V. BLBSSiNa AND Amen. A glorious closing (ver. 36) to a glorious psalm. " All

the people " here concurred with, adopted as their own, the worship of the Levites.

The royal psalmist's heart must have beat high with sacred joy when his plans proved
successful, when his ministers rendered his compositions in a manner worthy of their

substance, and when the soul of a nation was raised into fellowship with God.—T.

Vers. 1— 3.

—

Hours vf elation. The path of human life lies, for the most part, along

the level of simple and ordinary experiences, amid scenes and circumstances that annoy
or dejiress but do not greatly grieve, or that please or gladden but do not excite to

tumultuous delights. Sometimes, however, that path leads down into deep valleys ot

profoundest sorrow; sometimes it leads up to the high hills of exhilarating joy.

Whether in the depth or upon the summit, we are in peculiar peril. We breathe an
unusual air and are in danger of losing control of our full spiritual faculties. Men are

sometimes overwhelmed by great sorrow or by supreme delight, and either lose their

niBiital balance altogether or commit actions which they never cease to regret. It

is a great thing to have a vent for our intenser feelings, a right channel through
which they may safely flow, or rather a sphere in which they may spend their strength,

to our own positive advantage and to the profit of others. Our text suggest» luch a
sphere for our energies in the hours of elation. We are reminded

—

I. That wb mat oo to God in self-presentation. In the midst of their rejoicing
" they offered burnt sacrifices before God " (ver. 1). The burnt offering was the type of

self-dedication unto God. As the offerer brought hi» victim to be wholly presented to

Jehovah, so we are invited to offer our whole selves unto the living God. Our intensest

joys attend our greatest mercies, and these may well lead us to renew our rows unto
our Redeemer, freely and gladly presenting ourselves, once more, to him whose we are.

II. That wb mat «o to God in thankful acknowledgment. " They offered

peace offerings " also : these are suggestive of the act of praise by which we. render

thanks to God for all his goodness to us. There can be no time so suitable for this as

the hour of elation, when unusual blessings have been conferred by him. We are bound
to recognize him as the Source and Spring of all our joy.

III. That we mat oo to Gob in unselmsh invocation. "When David had made
an end ... he blessed the people in the Naae of the Lord " (ver. 2), i.e. he invoked
the Divine blessing upon them. He doubtless used such words as these : " The Lord bless

you, and keep you : the Lord make his face shine upon you," etc. (Numb. vi. 24—26).

We have no power to impart blessedness by any direct volition of our own, but we can
express our earnest desire that men may be blessed ; and we can do one thing more and
better than that—we can solemnly and earnestly invoke the blessing of God to rest on
those whom we love and with whom we desire to share our own prosperity and joy.

IV. Wb can go out to our nbighboubs in generous kindness. David's good
feeling took the form of hospitality (ver. 3). He gave to every one then present, bread,

flesh, and wine, wherewith to find nourishment and pleasure. When God, in his pro-

vidence, sends ns prosperity, we should distribute freely to our poorer fellows. We may
distribute, as David did, of those things which furnish the table. We may let our
generosity take other, possibly better, forms than this ; we may spend our strength in

securing education for the ignorant, position for the unemployed, privilege foj the
gpiritually destitute, opportunity for the aspiring. If thus, iu dedicaUon, in thankt-
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giving, in invocation, in generosity, we escape from ourselves and go forth unto God
and man, we shall pass scathless through the pefiloug hour of elation, and be not only
unharmed by it but blessed in it.—0.

Vers. 4—7, 36—43.

—

Regular Divine lervioe. These verses may gnggest to ua whole-
some truths respecting the constant worship of God as distinguished from acts of

exceptional devotion.

L That devotion must hot bb allowed to evapobate is tbmpoeabt excitement.
David was wise in not sending the people home (ver. 43) until he had designed a plan

or arrangement in virtue of which the thankful spirit of the people should express it,-^elf

in ordinary and regular exercises (vers, 4—37). The time of revival, of exceptional

religious excitement, of spiritual ecstasy, may be very pleasant and promising, but it

will end in nothing or in positive evil, if those who prompt and lead it do not devise

measures by which it shall find due utterance in permanent institutions.

II. That sacred things must be entbusted to the chakge of capable and
RESPONSIBLE piiRsoNs. Huwever admirable the institution, it will not take care of itself.

Good things will soon wane and die if they be not taken charge of by living earnest

souls. David sought and found the best men to be engaged in the service of praise

(vers. 5, 6). In every part of Divine service, success can only be attained and main*
' tained by competent and responsible men taking the matter in hand. If we trust to

the intrinsic excellency ot the exercise, and allow negligence or favouritism to enter,

we may expect speedy, or, at any rate, certain decline and ultimate extinction. In
God's service let each post be assigned to that man whom he has made fittest for it, and
who will feel that he is personally accountable for the way in which it is kept.

HI. That inferior posts are not without a real importance in the service of
God. Much mention is made here (as elsewhere) of doorkeepers (vers. 38—43 ; see Ps.

Ixxxiv. 10). The doorkeepers of our sanctuaries are men of humble position ; never-

theless, they may contribute much by conscientious carefulness and Christian courtesy

to the comfort, peace of mind, and devoutness of spirit of the worshippers ; and thus

to the cause of God. Any position in the service of the Supreme, of a gracious and
almighty Eedeemer, is one which we do well to " magnify " in our esteem, that we may
do our duty therein faithfully, as unto the Lord as well as unto men.

IV. That peatee as well as praise must be included in Divine sebvicb.

Though there was to be daily service at Jerusalem for the future, there must also be
daily sacrifice at Gibeon (vers. 39, 40). The choir-master could not do the work of the

priest; there must be sacrifice as well as praise. We should multiply our service of

song and can Lardly go too far in sacred psalmody
;
yet we must never make light of

the prayer of confession, of the entreaty for Divine mercy, of our need to seek again the

pardoning love of God.
V. That one man mav lead, but all must paewoipatk in, thk sebviob of God.

David alone prepared and delivered the psalm. Asaph alone received it at the king'i

hand, and made the musical arrangements (vers. 5—7); but "all the people said, ^men,
and praised the Lord " (ver. 36). it is well sometimes that one mau should speak for

others, they following and participating in thought, and saying "Amen" at the end, in

token and utterance of their hearty assent. It is also well—perhaps better—that " all

the people " should utter together the words of prayer and praise. Most men can best

follow the sense when they utter the sound of sacred words. This is a question for

individual and congregational aptitudes and preferences ; the matter of importance is

that, whatever method be adopted, the service of God shall be one in which all hearts

unite in supplication, in adoration, in thanksgiving, in consecration.—G.

Vers. 8—14.

—

The constituents of piety. In our psalms and in our prayers we often

indicate the real elements of religion as fully, and perhaps as clearly, as in our exhorta-

tions. In this psalm of David we have the essential principles of piety.

I. Mindfulness of God's powbb and ooodness. (Vers. 8, 9, 12.) We cannot feel

toward him as we should except we consider "his deeds among the people," except we
" talk of all his wondrous works," except we " remember his marvellous works."

Calling these to mind, we shall be powerfully and rightly affected by a realization of his

Pivina power and goodness. We shall naturally dwell on his works in nature, his
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power as displayed In the creation and sustenance of our own spirit and our own human
life, his handiwork in the providential ordering of the world.

IL A SENSB OF HIS INIIUATX DiVINB BELATION TO US AND TO THE WHOLE WOBLD.
(Vers. 13, 14.) As the children of Israel felt that they were chosen of God, having
received direct and special communication and consideration ; as they could speak of

themselves as his "chosen ones," and could say, "He is the Lord our God;" so we
may and must feel that we all are the objects of his Divine regard, that be looks with
benignant eye on us and stretches out the hand of Divine friendship toward us, that ha
is the Lord our God who has chosen us and whom we have chosen. And as they were
taught to feel that " his judgments are in all the earth," so we also are to think of him
as the supreme almighty Power reigning and ruling everywhere, " speaking and it is

done, commanding and it stands fast " (Ps. xxxiii. 9).

III. Thanksgivino in memory op HIS aooDNBSs AND MBECT. (Vers. 8, 9.) A large

part of the sacred service of the Jews consisted in praise. In heathendom there was
much of deprecation, something of supplication, little or nothing of praise. God's own
people had such a sense of his absolute excellence that they " gave thanks at the
remembrance of his holiness," and such a remembrance of his distinguishing goodness

to them that they sang psalms of praise because they were such large recipients at his

hand. The piety of the Hebrew was vocal with constantly recurring praise ; the psalms
of the "sweet singer of Israel," and of Jewish worship altogether, were so largely

hymns of thanksgiving, that we always associate the thought of praise with the name
of them. And from us, for whom as for them God has done such great things, for

whom, indeed, God has done greater things than for them, it may well be that praise is

found to be the prevailing note of our worship, the chief strain in our piety.

IV. Jot in God. (Ver, 10.) The people were encouraged to " glory in God's holy
Name," to triumph in the thought that they were worshipping him who was the " Holy
One of Israel," in every way worthy of their profoundest adoration ; also to " rejoice *

in him as in One the knowledge and service of whom was the spring of truest and
abiding satisfaction. We may well do the same ; and having " such an High Priest " as

we have, such a Saviour and Divine Friend, such a Befuge of our soul, we may glory and
rejoice with intenser joy than they.

V. Communion with God. (Ver. 11.) We do not enter into the full heritage of the

people of God until we " seek the face of the Lord continually." Both in his house and
in our own home, we are to seek him, to " seek his strength," to come consciously into

his presence, to draw nigh with our spirit to his Spirit, to walk with him, to hold con-

verse with him, to pour out our heart before him, to dwell in the house of the Lord for

ever, beholding his beauty as well as inquiring in his temple (Ps. xxvii. 4).—CL

Vers. 15—22.

—

Human mindfulness of Divine promises. L That God has made
distinct promises to mankind. David speaks here of the " covenant which God made
with Abraham, and his oath unto Isaac" (vers. 15, 16 ; see ver. 18 and Gen. xviL 2,

xxvi. 3, etc.). We know that he also promised David that he should sit on the throne, and
his children after him (ch. xvii. 17). We think also of the primeval promise, looking

far forward and embracing such large results (Gen. iii. IS). God has made " exceeding
great and precious promises " to us in Christ ; he promises to those who are in him pardon,
peace, joy, the indwelling Spirit, sanctity, eternal life.

IL Teat of these his promises he has given us assurino oonfirmatioh. He
"confirmed the same to Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting covenant"
(ver. 17) ; he did this in word (ver. 18) and in deed (vers. 19—22). All the promises
which are made to us in Christ are confirmed both in word and deed. 1. In Divine
Woi-d. By repeated assurances not only from the lips of the Lord himself, but also from
the utterances of his inspired apostles. In Scripture we have the most abundant assur-

ances that those who believe in Christ shall enjoy the favour of the eternal Father and
possess everlasting life. 2. And also in Divine action ; for we have the testimony of all

succeeding generations of Christian men, who bear unvarying witness that " God is

faithful, who hath called us to the fellowship of his Son" (1 &)r. L 9). This is surely

a confirmation of God's working ; for are not all these witnesses his workmanship? are

they not his husbandry, his building (Eph. ii. 10 ; 1 Oor. iii. 9) ?

UL TpAT VC BBflOVfiS us T» KESP TBEM IN CONTINUED ANP UVELT BEMEMBBANOB,
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" Be ye mindful always of his covenant " (ver. 15). In the day of spiritual awakening,

in the midst of earnest Christian work, in the time of trouble, in the hour of spiritual

struggle and misgiving, in the valley of the shadow of death, we have especial need to

be mindful of the promises of God. But they should never be far from us, they should

be always within reach, like a sword at our side, like bread beneath the roof, that we
may draw them at the approaching danger, that we may resort to them when our heart

is a-hungered. We may add, though it is not in the text

—

IV. That we must not pail to comply with the conditions attbndino theu.
God's promises are never unconditional: there is always an "if implied if not

expressed (2 Sara. vii. 12 ; 1 Kings ii. 4 ; Ps. oxxxii. 11, 12). His promises to us of

eternal life are conditional on (1) our acceptance of Jesus Christ, and (2) our faithfulness

unto death.—0.

Vers. 23—36.

—

The broader aspect of Hebrew piety. It cannot he denied that there

was an aspect of exclusiveness in the religion of Jewry, as seen in the days of our

Lord. But it is a question how far this was a lawful and how far an unlawful develop-

ment of the teaching which had come from above. To some extent it was necessary

that the people of God should be separated, in intercourse as well as in thought and
sympathy, from the nations around them. We may, however, be assured that the

narrow and bigoted ideas which were so firmly embedded in the Jewish mind were
the product of their own misconstructions of the Divine Word. Our text, indeed,

shows : 1. That the Jewish nation was taught to feel that God was their God in a
peculiar sense. He was continually spoken of, in worship, as " the Lord God of Israel

"

(ver. 86). He had not dealt with any nation as with Israel : he had not made known
his judgments to any people as he had to them (Ps. cxlvii. 20). He was their God,
inasmuch as he had shown peculiar and distinguishing favour to them. 2. That they
looked to God for deliverance and separation from other nations. " Save us . . . and
gather us together, and deliver us from the heathen " (ver. 35). They were led to

regard surrounding peoples. With their idolatries and immoralities, as foes over whom
they might religiously triumph, and from contact with whom they would wisely
shrink. Yet, on the other hand, in distinction from this element of exclusiveness and
this narrowness of view and ambition, we have certain element* of breadth. They
were taught to regard

—

L The entire earth as God's cebation, and the whole world as dndbe his
KULB. They sang " of his marvellous works among all nations " (ver. 24). So far were
they from imagining that the gods of other nations made those lands, while Jehovah
brought themselves and their own land into being, that they sang continually, "All the
gods of the people are idols, but the Lord made the heavens " (ver. 26) ; " The world
also shall be stable, that it be not moved " (ver. 30). They undoubtedly believed that
the God whom they worshipped had unbounded sovereignty over all lands and nations.

II. The heathen as those who ought to worship God. They were invited, in

their public worship, to express the sentiment that it was only " due to the Name of

the Lord " that " all the earth " " should sing to him, and show forth his salvation from
day to day ;

" that all " kindreds of the people " should ascribe " glory and strength
"

unto him (vers. 23, 28, 29). They expressed, before God, their desire that his glory
might be declared among the heathen (ver. 24), that all the earth should fear him (ver.

30). They evidently felt that it was right and due that anthems of praise should be
sung to Jehovah by every lip, that before him every knee should bow.

III. The heathen as the fhtubb inheritance of God. In their higher moods
and more exalted hours, they looked forward to the time when all the world should be
subject to the Divine sway. How far this grand hope took possession of the popular
mind we cannot tell, but it was not beyond the reach of those who thought the most
and saw the furthest (vers. 31—35). All inanimate creation was invoked to rejoice,

because the Lord was coming to judge the earth, because the good and merciful One
(ver. 34) was to reign over all the nations (ver. 31). It is for us : 1. To rejoice that
what was only dimly foreshadowed to them is clearly revealed to us. We have a clear
vision of the blessed and glorious time when " Jesus shall reign where'er the sun,"
etc. 2. To rejoice that God's gracious purpose is being fulfilled before our eyes. All
nations are coming and worshipping, etc, (Ps. Ixxivi, 9). 3. To do our part in oui
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generation towards the blissful consummation. God has committed unto ua the word of

reconciliation (2 Cor. v. 19).—0.

Ver. 29.

—

The right, the acceptable, and the beautiful thing. Why should wo worship
God? "Wherewithal shall we come before the Lord?" How shall we honour and
please him ? These are three questions to which our text will suggest replies. We are

reminded

—

L That to bbveeencb God is the oke bioht thing fob us to do. There are

many things which it is well, proper, right, for us to do ; things which make for ILe

well-being of others ; things which contribute to our own ennoblement and self-respect.

But the thing which, above all others, it is right for us to do is to revere and honour
God, to " give unto the Lord the glory due to his Name." That which is due to our
kindred and friends, that which is due to ourselves,—this is as nothing compared with
the reverence, obedience, and submission which are due to him from whom we come,
without whose creative energy we had not been, without whose sustaining power we
should cease to be, " in whom we live, and move, and have our being," to whom we
owe everything we are and have. To serve God is to secure ourselves against the

worst evils ; it is to avail ourselves of our highest privilege ; it is also, and foremost of

all, to discliarge our deepest obligation ; it is to render that which is due indeed.

IL That to being to God oue contbibution mat bb an acckptable thing to
BO. " Bring an offering, and come before him." It is true that he " needeth nothing "

at out hiind ; that " if he were hungry he would not tell us
;
" that " every beast of the

forest is his, and the cattle upon a thousand hills " (Ps. 1.). It is also true that there

were conditions under which God was " pleased with the sacrifices of righteousness,

with burnt offering and whole burnt offering " (Ps. li. 19). And it is also true that

the Divine Lord who sits over against the treasury is pleased with the two mitis wliich

the widow gives of her poverty. We may " bring an offering " now that may he very
large and "munificent" in the sight of men, which shall be very lightly esteemed, or

even weigh nothing or less than nothing, in the sight of the holy and the pure One. But
then we may " bring an offering " that may be very small in man's reckoning, which,

laid by the tiand of love on the altar, shall weigh much in the balances of heaven.

III. That to woeship God mat be a BBAnTiPOL thing to do. "Worship the

Lord in the beauty of holiness." That which is called Divine worship may be an alto-

gether unbeaiitiful thing in his sight. That which is rendered carelessly, slovenly,

thoughtlessly, stiffly, heartlessly, or hypocritically, is utterly unbeautiful before him.

But there is worship of another kind. We render our service in the beauty of holiness

when : 1. From a pure desire to give to God our best, we worship him most taste-

fully. When, thus prompted and with this aim in view, we erect for his worship the

costly and beautiful building, we sing his praise with perfected harmony, we read his

word and preach his truth with cultured caret ulness. 2. We bring to his worship the

most excellent and requisite graces—humility, faith, docility, gratitude, adoration,

generosity, consecration of spirit. Then, when clothed upon with these beautiful gar-

ments of the soul, do we most truly " worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness."—C.

Ver. 1.— 5f%e ark and the tabernacle. " So they brought the ark of Gorl, and set it

in the midst of the tent that David had pitched for it : and they offered burnt sacrifices

and peace offerings before God." The incident of Uzza has distracted the attention

due to the return of the ark. The preacher has laboured to justify the ways of God
to men ; has expounded tlie sanctity attaching to the ark as the imuiediate throne of

God, the strict injunctions as to its removal, its covering, its Levitical bearers, and
the strictness with which access to It was limited to the liigh priest alone once a year,

and shown that during its sojourn in Abinadab's house, familiarity had permitted a
lighter and less reverent regard to possess those about it. So that when it was brought

back it was in a right spirit, but in a wrong way. This irreverence found its penalty in

the death of Uzza ; but finding God's blessing rested on the house of Obed-edom, David
resumes the purpose he had framed of bringing the ark to Jerusalem. This event is not

sufficiently considered. We are apt to imagine that from Moses to Solomon there was
a continuous identity of service and of sanctuary; that the expressions which we
-ead in the psalms of devotion to the tabernacles of God b»d bee» the habitual esjiresr
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sionB of God's people for centuries ; whereas it is far otherwise. It is prohahle that

never, till the roign of Hezekiah, was the sacrificial service of God confined to one
sacred spot. Samuel sacrificed at Ramah ; David, on the threshing-floor of Araunah

;

Solomon, at Gibeon ; others at Carmel, Beersheba, Bethel. The true worship of the true

God finding many centres when the Law of Moses contemplated it should have but
one, the later historian, imbued with stricter sentiments of a later day, brings it as a fault

against almost all the good kings of Judah, that, though they abolished all idolatry,
" nevertheless the high places were not taken away ;

" but our text brings us face to

face with something more striking than this multiplication of centres of sacrifice. It

reminds us that, f<yr a space of about a hundred years, the ark of Ood and the taber-

nacle of Odd, which Ood had joined together, had been put asunder. Never since the
ark was taken by the Philistines in Samuel's boyhood, had it returned to the taber-

nacle. It rests in Beth-shemesh for a few months, then for nearly a hundred years

in Kirjath-jearim, in the house of Abinadab. During all the time of Samuel we hear

very little of the tabernacle at Shiloh, and, I think, nothing of the ark. In Saul's

reign the tabernacle is at Nob, and still the ark is sepaiated. The ark, God's earthly

throne, the holiest centre of all Mosaic worship, had no tabernacle, wich its altars and
its regular service. The tabernacle had its attars of burnt and of peace offerings, but
no presence within the veil. It was a first court without a second ; a staircase which
seemed to lead nowhere. So that for a hundred years the tabernacle worship was cut

in two— here altars, there ark. Perhaps one may almost say, cut in three during
part of this period ; for the high priest came with his ephod, and lived with David. So
that the priesthood with its service stood thus : Abiathar, with his ephod, " inquiring

of God," kept company with David f some of the priestly families repaired to Nob
after the massacre of the three hundred priests by Saul, and there offered the
appointed sacrifices ; while at Kirjath-jearim was the ark, in charge of a Levitical

family, " neglected in the days of Saul," but doubtless sought by individual worship-
pers. To make the confusion more complete, Samuel, David, Solomon, all sacrifice

where is neither ark nor tabernacle, and when David brings the ark to Jerusalem, he
builds a new tabernacle to receive it, with its proper arrangement of altars, while
still leaving the old one at Nob, to continue for some time longer (until the reigu of

Solomon), on its own lines, its series of sacrifices and worship. I do not bring this state

of confusion forward to justify it, or suggest that all the ordering of God's house,
concerning which so many minutest precepts had been given, were unimportant and
superfluous. It was undoubtedly a vast gain to all subsequent generations when, in

Zion, the tabernacle of God rose supreme above all other places honoured by his

worship. It was a still grander service when all the high places where sacrifice had
been offered were destroyed. It was fitting that the one God should have one earthly

throne, everywhere accessible, but in one place revealed. The one temple rendered
something of the same sort of service that the one Bible did in later times ; it kept
" the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace." But while, as we shall see, the centering

of all sacrificial worship in one spot rendered grand service, yet it is well to con-
template the state of external confusion registered in the facts thua brought before,us,

•nd endeavour to learn their lessons. What are these ?

I. First of all obviously, there is this : That thk extbbnal OBDEBiira of God's
HODSE NEVER REALIZES ITS IDEAL. As elsewhere, 80 here. The ideal and the real

go not hand-in-hand. The most that reality can say is, " I follow after, if that I may
attain." The letter of the holiest and wisest law never gets complete accomplishment.
The very generation to which the Law of Sitiai was given neglected one of most
important sacraments, circumcision, through all the wilderness journey between Egypt
and Canaan. Somehow the very eminence of judges and prophets made, for centuries,

God's tabernacle at Shiloh play an inconspicuous part in the history of the nation.

In the instance of our text the tabernacle is really cut in two, and the holy place is at

Nob, while the holy of holies is miles away at Kirjath-jearim. Solomon's temple wa»
hardly consecrated before it was desecrated by the neighbourhood of idolatrous temples
in Jerusalem itself. The secession of the ten tribes deprived them of any temple
services, save the irregular ones instituted by Jeroboam. There is always something
missing, or something crooked, in the external institutions of religion. The Lord's

Bupper at Corinth is desecrated by selfish conviviality, even iu Paul's lilutiuiu; aud
I OHBONICLES. i
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some disciples had been baptized wbo did not lo mucb as know there was a Holy
Ghost. When the Church went in for more order, the lack of the power and the
charity of earlier times became more conspicuous. Churches that have retained more
of external unity have lacked vitality ; and Christian communities which have been
marked by great vitality have lacked unity of charity and action. In Tertullian's dayg
the Church almost entirely lost the use of the sacrament of baptism by men postponing
the observance of it to life's end, fearing there was no further or other washing away
of sins after it had taken place. To-day she has almost entirely lost the use of the
same sacrament by applying it at life's beginning to those absolutely unconscious of its

meaning. God is always amongst us, but not always the ark, the sacraments, the

proper order. Keality is rough—never more than a mere approximation to what we
desire. And if so, there should be charity for differences, and we should address our-
selves rather to the maintenance of " the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace."

n. The second lesson to he learned is: God makes the host of all that ib

lUFERFECT, AND HAKES THE BEST OF WHAT IB WBONS. In what utter hopelcssness

would the religious state of Israel have appeared to any ancient High Churchman

!

The altars without the ark ; the ark without the altars ; no high priest with the ark.

All the suggestion of Divine mercy on the one hand and Divine lordship on the other,

which the ark suggested, lost. Both in places undistinguished. It was, for the time,

an utter collapse of the entire system of sacrificial worship as instituted by Moses,
And in these circumstances what do we witness ? The utter disappearance of faith

and godliness? Far from it. True, there was a general coldness, or such a state of

things would not have been permitted to endure. But God did not abandon his people

because ark and altar were separate. The same love which ordained all these arrange-

ments for high, united, solemn fellowship with himself, bent its energies to supply
the void caused by their neglect in some other way. Is the ark taken and the priest-

hood degenerate? God raises up Samuel the prophet. Are altars and tabernacles

neglected because weak through separateness ? God comes near, and, through Abiathar,

Gad, Nathan, and other prophets, makes up for the lack of priestly service. Has he
virtually no outward dwelling ? He comes nearer to individual souls, and woos them
with the mystic voice which the sheep hear and gladly follow ; so that faith, service,

goodness, are all found. There are probably about seventy psalms written by David,
most of them in the first half of the psalter. Many of these, written after the ark had
found a new dwelling in Jerusalem, breathe a profoundly spiritual attachment to " the

house of God." But the greater part of them, written prior to that event, are altogether

void of allusion to either tabernacle or altar ; but, like the rest, rich in devoutest
recognition of the nearness, preciousness, and help of God. An old Catholic theologian

supposed that, just as In the absence of rain, the usual means of fertility, there was a
" mist that came up and watered Eden," similarly, in the absence of all usual means
of grace, God invents fresh methods by which he reaches and refreshes the hearts of

men ; even so, amidst the cold and unspiritual half-century that Intervened between
the death of Samuel and the establishment of the ark in Jerusalem, there were still

all the Divine activities going on ; and the devout found in " the Law " what they
missed in " the service." And God waked many, many hearts to seek after him. In
this lesson also there is vast importance. We are too apt to say a blessing is impossible

unless such and such arrangements are made. Some said in olden times, " Where the
Church is the Spirit is ; and outside the Church is no salvation." Some in modem
times hold sacraments essential to salvation. Some with more reason, but still going
beyond Scripture, think Jesus can only save those who know his history. God works
the more to bless us, the more through our ignorance we frustrate his means of
grace. If through presumptuousness we neglect any duty, it is a sin which he will
sternly correct ; but if through ignorance we neglect any duty, God will try and
make up our loss. The evangelical Churches of to-day have mostly, I think, lost

a sacrament. God makes the other sacrament do double duty, and loads it with
double blessings.

III. The EXTERNAL OBDBBINO OF GOD'S HOUSE IM God'B WAT 0ABRIE8 WITH IT
A GBEAT BLESSlJfO. David was Israel's second Moses. He rehabilitated the whole
tabernacle service with its solemn united access to God ; helped the people to unite
ill approaching God, by bringing priests, ark, and altar under one tabernacle. He did
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moM ; arranging for the services of the sanctuary, he gave a liturgy for the closet.

While in the saciifioes men found the proper form for approaching God, in the psalter

they caught the proper spirit. In my judgment the stronger grip that Judah took of

the Law of God than Israel ; her greater wealth in saintly kings and prophets ; her

unity ; her power to learn the sweet uses of adversity ; her recurrence after the Captivity

to a purer and more ardent service of God than she had ever reached hefore ; hei

grander service to mankind ; her endurance in national existence till the destruction oi

Jerusalem by Titus ; the strange persistence that has marked the children of Judah
from that day to this ; all were due in a great degree to the tabernacle of David, the

temple of Solomon, the temple of Ezra. From the hour when the ark rested in Ziou,

Zion was the sacred centre of the land, the source of holy influences binding men to

God and to one another. Was it only external arrangements that David made?
And is it only au external arrangement that he makes who builds a chapel, or erects

a school; or helps men to come together unitedly to observe God's sacraments and learc

his ways? David, who knew more of private communion with God than any of us,

said, " One thing 1 have desired of the Lord, that will I seek after ; that I may dwell in

the house of the Lord all the days of my life, to behold the beauty of the Lord, and to

inquire in his temple." Let there be no latitudinarianisin, the poor substitute for true

charity. If we can help to give back to the Church of Christ a lost sacrament, a
neglected truth, a means of freer fellowship with one another and with God, we do
something on which the blessing of God will rest, and from which the good ot man
will flow.—Q.

Vers. 1—43.

—

David's thanksgiving psalm. After having brought up the ark of

God from the house of Obed-edom and set it in the tent that David had made for it,

there was a general offering of sacrifices by David and the congregation as thank
offerings to the Lord, and David blessed the people. Of these thank offerings he
ordered that certain portions should be given to every man and woman in Israel

—

" a
loaf of bread, a good piece of flesh, and a flagon of wine." Having done this, he set in

order the service of the Levites in the holy tent on Zion. " Then on that day David
delivered first this psalm to thank the Lord into the hand of Asaph and his brethren."

The meaning of this passage is that David committed to Asaph the carrying out of

the service of song ; that liturgical singing was then to be introduced. This beautiful

psalm was doubtless composed by David himself for liturgical song in the pubUc
worship. The first half of the psalm (vers. 8—22) recurs in Ps. cv. 1—15 ; the second

half (vers. 23—33) in Ps. xcvi. ; and the conclusion (vers. 34—36) in Ps. ovL 1, 47, 48.

There is a swelling ascription throughout the psalm, commencing with ver. 8. Prom
that verse down to the end of ver. 22 the call is to Israel to praise the Lord. From
ver. 23 to ver. 29 the call is to the heathen or Gentile nations to praise the Lord.

From ver. SO to ver. 34 the call is to the whole earth and to inanimate nature to

praise him. Ver. 35 seems a prophetical anticipation which David commands to take

the form of a prayer that the time may soon come when God's ancient people shall be

gathered to their own land, and when the Church of God redeemed from among men
shall assemble round his throne throughout eternity to praise his holy Name. Then
the earthly people of God, having accepted the Lord Jesus as their Messiah, and the

Church of Christ gathered to him at his coming, shall sing their hallelujahs of praise,

and the glory of the Lord fill heaven and earth.—W.
Vers. 1—3.

—

Signs of entire consecration. When the ark was safely placed within

the curtains of David's new tabernacle on Mount Zion, and the fact of God's dwelling

with his people was freshly impressed by the permanent presence of his symbol, it was

fitting that, in some most solemn and expressive way, the full consecration of the people

to the service of Jehovah should be declared. For this purpose special burnt offerings

and peace offerings were presented. The special features of these two kinds of offering

may be indicated so as to bring out their particular adaptation to the circumstances of

the day. The victim, in the case of the "burnt offering," might be any kind of

animal fit for sacrifices, but it must he a male. And it must be wholly offered, and
burnt with fire. Kurtz says that this " burning by fire" marked it as au expression

of perpetual obligation to complete, sanctified self-surrender to Jehovah. This kind
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of offering enibtdicd the general idea of saciifioe, and in a sense represented the whoU
sacrificial institute. " The peace offering " was presi nted upon. the acceptance of any
special Divine mercies, and portions of the victim were restored to the offerer, who,
with his family and friends, feasted on them. " This sacrificial feast was peculiar to

the peace offerings, and indicated that the atonement was complete, that the sin was
covered and cancelled which had separated the offerer from Jehovah, who now welcomed
him to his table, and in this meal gave him a pledge of reconciliation " and acceptance.

So the two offerings, together with the subsequent feast, signified thankful xecoiinitiot

of Gi'd's mercies, entire consecration to Gofi's service, and a l)appy realization of God's

acceptance. These were precisely suitable to the occasion of the restoration of the ark.

I. One thing is right fob man—to be wholly God's. Right because of the

Divine relations ; right because of the Divine claims ; and light because of the Divine

mercies. Our Lord expressed the duty of man in a brief semence, "Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and mind, and soul, and stienyth."

II. This man may fittingly declare in a solemn public act. Because, in

his love and loyalty to God, he should wish to influence others by his own consecration.

A man may not keep his religious lile to himself; he is responsible to God for making;

it a gracious peisuasion and power upon others. Press the duty of the public modes
of expressing our dedication to God, such as " confirmation " and "joining the Chmch."
Such acts of public consecialion may be wisely and helpfully renewed on special

occasions. Illustrate by such a public acknowledgment of God as was made at the
" thanksgiving " for the recovery of the Prince of Wales. That was, for this Christian

age, just such a scene as David's offering of burnt and peace offerings.

III. In olden TIMKS THE APPROPRIATE ACT WAS OFFERING A BURNT OFFERING.

In it the sacrificer cousecrated to the Deity alone the enjoyment of the whole victim,

and it represented the full and complete surrender of the man himself to God. It was
called the whole burnt offering, or perfect sacrifice, because the whole creature was
as it were sent up to God on the wings of fire. It sifjpified that the offerer belonged

wholly to God, and that he dedicated himself soul and body to him, and placed his life

at his disjiosal,

IV. Such an offering was rightly madb every day. At the morning and
evening services; and the offering was doubled on the sabbath (Exod. xxix. 88—44;
Lev. vi. 9— 13). "Every morning «nd evening a lamb was sacriticed, with its usual

meat and drink offering, as a burnt offering on behalf of the whole covenant people, and
the evening victim was to be so slowly consumed that it might last till the morning, an

expressive symbol of tiiat continual self-dedication to God, which is the duty of man."

V. Such offerings were renewed on special occasions. These were (1) at the

new moon, (2) the three great festivals, (3) the great Day of Atonement, and (4) the

Feast of Trumpets. On every great national occasion a soltnin public reassertion of

the nation's full consecration to God was made by means of the burnt offering. For
us such offerings are appropriate at the new year, birthdays, etc.

VI. Such offerings might be representative, and offered in thb name
AND ON the behalf OF OTHERS. As was the case with Job's offerings for his children,

and in some degree with David's offerings on this occasion. 1 his point leads on to

dealing with the Lord Jesus Christ as our great Burnt Offering, which we make ours by
faith, and present to God as the solemn pledge that our " whole, selves we dedicate to

him," and hold as his. "Every such sacrifice was a type of the perfect offering made
by Christ, on behalf of (he race of man, of his human nature and will to the will of the

Father." Compare St. Paul's pleadings, "I bese«oh you, theref ire, by the mercies of

God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which
is your reasonable service."—R. T.

Vers. 8—10.

—

The duty of praise. David calls upon the people, as • matter of

solemn duty, to " give thanks unto the Lord . . . and sing psalms unto him." Dr. Goul-
burn well says, " Praise is the religious exercise—the one religious exercise—of heaven.
Angels are offering it ceaselessly, resting not night or day. Saints are offering it

ceaselessly in paradise. Nature in her every district is offering it ceaselessly. Fiom
the heavens, which declare the glory of God, and the firmament which showeth hi»

handiwork, down to the dew-dro^ wllioh sparkles with the colours of tke rainbow, and
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tlie lark, who tunes Us oheerfal carol as he salutes the rising sun, the whole creation

sends up one grand chorus of praise to the throne of God." The sincere heart will aver

feel disposed to sing

—

" ril praise my Maker with my breath

;

And when my voice is lost in death,

Praise shall employ my nobler powers;
My days of praise shall ne'er be past,

Wliile life, or thought, or being last,

Or immortality endures."

I. Praise is bub to God. " For his mercy endureth for ever." Recall the reasons

for praiso each man can find, and each nation, especially noting those which are asso-

ciated with religion, and illustrated in the connections of this passage.

II. Pbaise is beqdibed by God. As the fitiing mode of expressing ovu* feeling towards

him and our sense of what he is and does. His own declaration is, " Whoso offereth

praise glorifleth me."

III. Praise is acceptabls to God. It is to him as " sweet-smelling incenio.'' It

is the sacrifice he most desires.

IV. Praise is serviceable to God. It is a gracious influence. It draws forth right

feeling in men. The praise of one calls out the praise of many, and so aids in carrying

on Gud's purpose In the blessing of men.
These points sufficiently suggest of themselves lines of treatment, and scarcely need

further elaboration. But it may be well to discuss the question how far our praise

must needs be intelligent—shaped, that is into forms that our minds can distinctly

grasp and fuUy follow. Cannot, sound—music without words—by its tone and cha-

racter find adequate utterance for soul-emotion ? Illustrate by the power of music to

express varying emotion. A great musical composer gives us ' Songs without Words.'

On this point the following passage from a sermon of the great Florentine preacher,

Savonarola, may be suggestive. It refers directly to prayer, but it is equally applicable

to praise :
—" In prayer, a man may be attending to the words, and this is a thing of a

wholly material nature ; he may be attending to the sense of the words, and this is

rather study than prayer ; and lastly, his whole thoughts may be directed to God, and

this alone is true prayer. It is unnecessary to be considering either sentences or

language—the mind must be elevated above self, and must be wholly absorbed in the

thout'ht of God. Arrived at this state, the true believer forgets the world and its

wants ; he has attained almost a foreshadow of celestial happiness. To this state of

elevation the ignorant may arrive as easily as the learned. It even frequently happens

that he who repeats a psalm without understanding its words utters a much more holy

prayer than the learned man who can explain its meaning. Words, in fact, are not

indispensable to an act of prayer : when a man is truly rapt in the spirit an uttered

prayer becomes rather an impediment, and ought to yield to that which is wholly

mental. Thus it will be seen how great a mistake those commit who prescribe a fixed

number of prayers. God does not delight in a multitude of words, but in a fervent

spirit." Apply to the difficulty often felt in mentally following the words and truths

and figures of our hymns, and show how true praise is not dependent on precise mental

apprehensions. Also carefully impress that private acts of praise, however numerous,

orderly, or sincere, can never relieve a man from the duly of joining in the praises of

the great congregation.—E. T.

Ver. 11.

—

God's strength and Ood^s face. We are bidden, in seeking the Lord, to

«jek both his strength and his face ; and these two are set in such a connection of

parallel sentences that we may assume them to be differing expressions for the same
- thing, though each helps to throw light on the other. The uses of the terms in the

Book 'of Psalms need careful study. In this passage God's strength is thought of as

havinf been illustrated in the successful bringing back of the ark ; but that event was

quite 'as fully a proof of the Divine favour—it indicated that God's /ace was turned

smilingly towards both the king and the people. Such experiences of God's " strength "

anil " face " should establish the permanent resolve to seek that " strength " and " face
"

in all the more ordinary scenes in the life of the mdividual and the naticHi. For
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" strength," oomp. 1 Saat. xv. 29 ; Ps. xxvii. 1 ; xsix. 1 ; Job ix. 19 ; Ps. xlvi. 1

;

Ixii. H : Ixviii. 34 ; Ixxiii. 26, etc. ; Isa. xxvi. 4 ; xlv. 24. For " face," comp. Ps.

xxxi. 16 ; Ixvil. 1 , etc.

I. God's STHSNaTH stkbngtheneth man. Open and explain that man's physical

energy depends upon his vital force, and his religious life upon his spiritual force.

God has access to these secret sources, and can renew them with his own vitality. He
" strengtheneth us with strength in our soul." He makes "all grace abound, so that

we may have all-sufficiency in all things." The experience of the religious life unfolds

the marvellous adaptations and fitnesses of Divine grace to the thousandfold needs that

arise. No matter what may be our circumstances of perplexity and difficulty, there is

always strength for us in God. It may come as an efficient help for bearing actual life-

burdens, or for doing actual life-duties ; and we shoxild undertake none without prayer-

fully seeking to lay hold of the Divine strength. How it can be perfect in human
weakness, so that a man may be strong to bear the unusual ills, and zealous to do the
unusual duties, of life, is taught ns in the example of the Lord Jesus Christ, and, after

hiro. In the example of his servant St. Paul. But we should be quite sure that it will

come as an inward renewal, if it may not come for the achievement of material success.

W'? may be " strong in the Lord and in the power of his might ;
" and this is the

assurance of the eternal triumph, if it is not of the earthly.

II. God's stkength is connected with God's face. He gives his strength with
s smile. The turning of his face towards us is the sign of his approval and acceptance.

The influence of such a mark of Divine regard may be illustrated. 1. /* cheers and
encourages. " If God be for us, who can be against us ? " 2. It recovers us from
depressions. There can be nothing overwhelming in our circumstances if God smiles

on us. We look into his face and feel that they are causing him no anxiety, and so our
heads are lifted up. He can make " ways in seas and paths in great waters." 3. It renews
our fervour and zeal. The smile tells of such love that we feel we can do or bear
anything/or Ms salce. 4. It glorifies the right ; for it is only on that God ever smiles.

He approves the good, but turns away from the evil. And that must ever seem to us
to be the most beautiful on which God's smiling face can rest.

Press, in conclusion, how the promises assure us that just these two things, or, better,

this two-sided thing, God's strength and face, he is ever ready to give to those who
with true hearts wait upon him. Those promises in effect say, " I will help thee, yea,

I will uphold thee." And the uplifted smile says, " I have loved thee with an ever-

lasting love, therefore with loving-kindness have I drawn thee."—B. T.

Vers. 12—14.

—

The contents of a godly memory. " Eemember, recall the records of

Divine dealings; set afresh before your minds your own personal experiences of the
Divine goodness and mercy." The conception of the " solidarity of the race " is matched
by that of the essential unity of the race, in its mental and spiritual experiences,

throughout all the ages. Really to know God's dealings with any one people is to

know his dealings with all peoples. And therefore the story of his relations with the

Jews is so minutely recorded, and so graciously preserved for «s on whom the " ends of

the world are come." And yet, further, it may be shown that an individual experience

really affords the race-type. God is essentially to each what he is to all. We too often

fix our attention on the changeable accidents of a man's career, and then think that his

experience is unique. If it were so it were of little use to keep any record of the
Divine dealings with men, for one man's experience could not help another. What,
then, are the usual contents of the godly memory ? We can only deal with such as

are suggested by the terms of the verses before us.

I. It holds its own personal memories of God's goodness. Not merely has the
godly man a general belief in God and God's merciful ways, but he has the assurance

that God has been merciful to him. He can see in page after page of his life's story how
guidance, restraint, comfort, teaching, and strength h.ive come in precise adaptations to

his own conditions and needs. He can speak of the " good hand of his God which has
ever been upon him for good." The importance of fixing the memory of God's dealings

by pious attention to them at the time, and by frequent review of them afterwards,

should be pointed out. A richly stored memory becomes an unfailing well-spring of

comfort in later life. To our view all o'u: past should be dotted over with pillars w«
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have raised, on whioli we hare injcribed our "Ebenezer"—"Hitterto the Lord hath
helped us;" and at any time w« should be able to look baek and bid these pillars

remind us of the " wonderful work* that h« hath done."

II. It holds the bace-memoeials of God's goodkess. Scripture tells us of God's
dealings with men, both before he separated the Jewish people and while he had them
under his special leadings. " The God of the whole earth shall he be called." It is

characteristic of David's psalms that they are full of large broad thoughts of God's
relations to the whole world. And both Scripture and secular history should provide

us with stores for the memory,m they reveal God's workings towards his gracious ends
of substantial and eternal good. If Israel may say, " He is the Lord our God," it must
go on to say, " His judgments are in all the earth."

III. It holds the covenant people's memorials of God's goodness. This is tlie

peculiar treasure of the godly. We have the Bible records of the covenant race—God's
peculiar people, whom he had chosen for himself. Show what a large portion of the
good man's memory is taken up with the Scripture story of Israel. God's ways with
his covenant people are to us the model and example of all his dealings, and upon these

we argue what he is and will be in his ways with us. But they are wonderful ways,
marvellous works ; often mysterious, often severe ; ways of judgment as well as mercy.

Impress that the use of due occasions for considering the contents of the memory, for

refreshing the memory, and for making new grounds of praise and trust, is a most
important, but often neglected, part of Christian duty, bearing direct relation to

Christian strength and joy.—R. T.

Ver. 15.

—

Abiding thoughts of the covenant. Comparing the first clause of this verse
with the answering clause in Fs. cv. 8, it would seem that it is rather a statement
concerning God than a counsel given to man; and it may be rendered, "He hath
remembered," or " He hath been mindful always of his covenant." But man may very
properly be urged to keep God's covenant ever in mind, on the very ground that God
himself, in Divine faithfulness, keeps it ever before him. We may dwell on the moral
influence exerted by cherishing thoughts of those covenant conditions under which God
has been graciously pleased to set us. Explanations should be given of the Adamic
covenant, or covenant of creation ; the patriarchal covenant, renewed again and again
in Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; the Mosaic covenant, solemnly accepted by Gud and
the people at Sinai, and made the condition of the national prosperity; and the
Christian covenant, pledged for all believers in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ.

It should be shown how fully the Mosaic covenant became interwoven with Jewish
thought ; and how, by fresh and arousing incidents, the claims of the covenant were
renewed ; and also how, to the more devout Jewish mind, that covenant was glorified.

The following points will be suggestive. It is morally helpful to keep before us

—

I. The honoub of being in the Divine covenant. All accesses to God are

honourable. Compare our estimate of the honour of presentation to an earthly sove-

reign, and our sense of the yet higher honour of coming into direct relations of friendship

and service with him. Illustrate by Abraham's oppressed feeling at the honour of

close communion with the Lord and permission to intercede for Sodom, or by the sur-

prised feeling of St. Paul when he thinks of himself as being a co-worker together with
God. This "honour" exercises a moral influence on us especially in this, that it

inspires us to le our best. It makes us feel, " What maimer of persons ought we to be
in all holy conversation and godliness ?

"

II. The pbivilbge of being in the Divinb covenant. For we must be favoured

above others ; and if we are right-minded, all signs of special favour and regard bow us
down in humility, as they did David, leading him to say, "What is man, that, thou
art mindful of him, or the son of man, that thou visitest him?" Seeing that there is

" no respect of persons with God," it is necessary that we should keep from associating

favouritism with his dealings. If he brings some—a few—under a special covenant,

it is only for the service of the many, and with a view to the final blessing of the whole

through them. So the sense of " privilege " should always be associated with the
" humility " of the true servant ; and we remember the covenant that we may be ever

kept humble under God's gracious hand.

III. The responsibility of beino dt the Divine covknant. For it involves
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solemn pledges bearing relation to the (1) mawtenance of a high character ; (2) render-

'i'ng of a pure witness; and (3) doivy an earnest work. These may be set forth in both

their Jewish and their Christian phases. The sense of responsibility has this moral

influence—it cultures earnestness and diligence, and it arouses the whole powers to the

attainment of " faithfulness."

IV. The bewards of beino in the Divine covenant. Those rewards come in the

fulfilment of the promises attfiched to the covenant. In the Jewish case they con-

cerned material good, national peace and prosperity. In the Christian case they concern

moral and spiritual blessings, with earthly good conditioned upon the Divine wisdom
and will. Rewards have this moral influence—they brighten, cheer, and encouraga

those who may be in the midst of toil and trouble.

In each of the above it may be shown how the sense ot covenant-relations is cor-

rective of the precise forms of worldly influence to which we are subject. And, in

conclusion, we may dwell upon the holy rest of the thought that Qod himself is in

pledged and holy covenant with us in Christ Jesus.—R. T.

Vers. 23—25.'

—

Christian Joy a witness. These verses reappear in Ps. xcvL In thnt

psalm the sacred nation is charged to praise Jehovah, and to spread the good tidings in

all places. Such praise is fitting, seeing that all other deities are nothing, and Jehovah
is God alone. Calvin, writing on this psalm, says, " It is an exhortation to praise God,
addressed not to the Jews only, but to all nations. Whence we infer that the psalm
refers to the kingdom of Christ ; for till he was revealed to the world his Name could

not be called upon anywhere but in Judasa." It is said that when the sun is fioing out
of sight the pious Swiss herdsman of the Alps takes his Alpine horn and shouts loudly

through it, "Praise ye the Lord." Then a brother herdsman on some distant slope

takes up the echo, " Praise ye the Lord," Soon another answers, still higher up the

mountains, till hill shouts to hill, and peak answers to peak, the sublime anthem of

praise to the Lord of all. Characteristic of the psalmist is joy in Ood: and in this he
is the one great Scripture example ; Isaiah, perhaps, coming next after him, and St. Paul

having much of the same feature marking even his toilsome and suffering life. Joy, aa

an element of religious life, must in part depend on: 1. Disposition. Some are ol

sanguine and hopeful, others of desponding, disposition. Some can easily turn every-

thing into song, while others can never pet beyond stem prose. We are not responsible

tor our natural dispositions, but we are for their due modification, harmony, and culture.

Often latent and unsuspected faculties can be developed, and it is seldom wise to excuse

failure and shortcoming on the ground of " human nature." 2. Foeticalfaculty. Where
this is given joy and song would seem to be easy

;
yet, on the other side, it may be said

that poets are often sad-toned men, probably because accompanying the poetical faculty
• is a power of insight which brings to the poet's eye the wrong that lies at the heart of

BO much that is seemingly good. But this cannot apply to tlioughts and views of Ood.

Insight and faculty can only find reasons for joy and song when they have to do with
him and his all-merciful ways. 3. Youthful piety. Those who seek God early, as

David did, usually have a brightness and gladness and joy of full trust on their whole
religious lives which the later-renewed can never reach. This is one of the best of the

rewards given to early piety. 4. Earnest soul-cvlture. This, by leading to renewals

of trust, to firmer hold of revealed truth, and to deeper experiences of Divine com-
munion, bears directly upon thejoj/ side of Christian feeling. When attained. Christian

joy becomes a witoess for two reasons or in two ways.

I. It meets the common sentiment that a thing mitst be good in itbelf if it

TENDS to make US BBiQHT AND HAPPT. How commou this Sentiment is may be shown
from ordinary life. The people who always cheer us, we feel sure, must be good people,

and the same may be said of books, etc. In this way, therefore, our personal joy in God
may become a gracious moral power on all who are around ua. And happy Christians

have a most noble and blessed witness.

" Sing on your heavenward way.
Ye ransomed sinners, sing."

A weary world sadly needs the sweet relief and cheering of much Christian song.

II. It bets Cheistianitt in a distinct and impressive contrast with all othkb
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SFLIGIONS. They are familiar enough with the seTitiment of/ear. In perilous rebminds

they know seasons of intense sensual excitement, which caricature true Joy. Bdt the

prevailing tone of all other religions besides Christianity is sad. Only the Christian

may " abouna In joy through the Holy Ghost." Who could sing before that Atlieuian

altar whereon was inscribed, " To the unknown God"? And who could fail to sing

and give praise, that might look into the face ol the Father of Jesus, and say, " This
God is our God for ever and ever ; he will be our Guide even unto death " ?—B. T.

Ver. ^.—Sincerity and fervour in worship shown hy yifft. In accordfince with the

Mosaic regulaiions, and as a fitting expression of pious feeling, the peuple were enjoined

to " bring an offering, uni come before him." By an "offering " here we are to under-

stand a gift ratiier than a sacrifioe (see Mai. ii. 8—10). From ttie very earliest begin-

nings of the human race it was distinctly apprehended—wliether by following the
instincts with which God endowed man, or by special Divine revelations, we cannot
say—that a man can and may give himself to God by and through the presentation

to God of something that he has. This is the underlying principle of all tithes,

»fferini;s, and sacrifices. Nothing presented to God can be acceptable unless it carries

with it the person presenting, seeing that what he cares for is man's love and trust

and service. Illustrate from the case of Cain and Abel, each bringing a thank offering

from that in which God had blessed him. Show how the principle gain(d develop-

ment in the Mosaic system ; the regular devotement of property being enjoined, and
gifts being reqnired in connection with all sanctuary attendnnces. Show that the

principle has our Lord's commendation, and passed over into the early Church, fornjing

one of the first impulses of awakened Christian feeling (see Barnabas), and being
specially commended to the attention of the Churches by the apostles (Acts ii. 45

;

Gal. ii. 10 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2). It may be enforced^
I. That Christian feeling still impels gifts. The sense of indeltednesi and of

thankfulness always wants this mode of expression.

II. That Christian feeling still seeks right spheres for gifts. These are

found in every age in connection with Divine worship. And as Christ is not now
with us in the body, we find spheres for gifts in helping and blessing others for his

sake.

III. That Christian feeling still seeks to sertb God by its gifts. Letting

them be (1) signs to him, and (2) inspiring examjiles to our lellow-men.

Press the duty of seeking right ideas concerning the trust of money, and the due
vppoi tionment of it so that God may be glorified in its use.—Ii. T.

Ver. 29.

—

The daims of Ood to the worship and homage of hit ereature». What I

have to demonstrate is: 1. That God is entitled to the homage of his creatures, and
claims it as proper and right. 2. That these claims are made upon us, his intelligent

creatures. It will therefore be necessary to show that we are capable of knowing God
to all the extent necessary to excite in our minds the feelinjis of awe, reverence,

and admiration, since these are essential to homage and worship. Also to prove

that such claims are not only reasonable, but founded in justice and right. 3. That
.\he worship and homage required is such that it not only does not degrade, but

elevates the man that pays it ; that it is not the hard requirement of despotism, but the

righteous claim of infinite excellence ; not the service of flattery and servility, but the

free-will offering of a discerning and admiring mind (J. Robinson).—R. T,

Ver. 29.

—

The clothing of true ivorshippert. The expression "in the beauty of

holiness " is rendered in the Septuagint Version, " in his sanctuary ; " and by the

Syriac Version, " with reverence and thanksgiving." A similar expression is found in

2 Chron. XX. 21, " That should praise the beauty of holiness;" this is translated

by Bertheau, " in holy attire ; " and by Malvenda, " Praise the Lord with the same
costume, and dignity, and magnificence, as in the temple." The term " beauty of

holiness " may be regaided as including inward devotion, and also with outward

reverence. Jenninjjs and Lowe, in their note on Ps. xcvi. 9, translate, "in holy

vestments ;
" and they quote a passage in Ecclus. 1. 11, where it is said that Simon the

high priest " put on the robe of honour, and . . , made the garmtnt of the sanctuary
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honourable." For man external forms of worship are necessary, but in his relations to

them there is a constant peril of formality, and so a constant need for a watchful and
careful culture of the spiritual life and feeling which alone can make forms acceptable.

Illustrate the danger of formality by the Jewish wearing of the tallith, etc., and by
exaggerated rabbinical regulations. Note with what constant anxiety our Lord taught
that they who "worship the Father must worship him in spirit and in truth."

Holiness, as here used, has no precise equivalent. It includes " sincerity," and also
" reverence," but it should be thought of as embracing " whole-heartedness " and
" devout earnestness " and " spiritual preparedness." The term may be suggestively

compared with the " integrity " of David and the " perfect " of the New Testament.
The worship-clothing which is expressed in the term " beauty of holiness " may be
treated as including (1) humility; (2) reverence; (3) sincerity; (4) earnestness;

(6) preparedness; (6) and openness to receive. If the Christian Church is a "kingdom
of priests," a " holy priesthood," then we should be devoutly anxious to secure the
priestly clothing for our high and noble spiritual worship.—B. T.

Ver. 31.

—

God's present reign. " The Lord reigneth," or " Jehovah is king." David
saw, in the restoration of the ark, a new and solemn resumption of his direct govern-
ment by Jehovah ; and of this glorious fact he bids the people make acknowledgment
and render witness. Explain fully the Jewish conception of the theocracy, and show
how it was connected with a present and abiding outward symbol—at fifrst the pillar-

cloud, and then the ark. The importance of the theocratic idea, and the actual

influence of it on mind and heart, depended on the differing religious dispositions of

the people. To the worldly minded Jew it would be a vague notion, a sort of sublime,

but impractical, philosophical conception—a sort of hereditary national sentiment,
and nothing more. To the truly spiritually minded man it was the first, most
impressive, and most practical of all truths. It was the thought that put glorious

meaning into commonplace life and labour. Life has its holy issues, and it might
well have its shrouded mysteries, for " the Lord reigneth." This Jewish notion passes
over into Christianity, and we realize Jehovah's present spiritual reign in the adminis-
tration of the Lord Jesus Christ. In the Maccabean times there was a tendency to

lose the idea that " the Lord doth reign," and to substitute for it a phrase which
indicated a great outlooking for a coming Deliverer and a golden age, "the Lord
shall reign." And a similar evil tendency still affects the Christian Church ; failing to

realize Christ's present rule, some sections of the Church keep looking on to some
fancied near time, when Christ shall come again and take to himself his great power
and reign. And the antidote is full and faithful teaching on the point of which the
psalmist makes so much—the present direct, and every way practical, present reign

over the earth and the Church, of Jehovah, apprehended in the person of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Keeping the present reign in Christ before our minds, it may be instructive

to show

—

I. That Chbist's life on eabth helps our apprehension or the beior. The
reign of God the Spirit must ever seem to man an unreal, intangible thing, unless it

can take some outward and material shape; and yet that shape and form must be such
as will in no sense imperil the spiritual character of the reign. No merely humap
sovereignty could be satisfactory, for none could be worthy of that sublime royalty

which it presumed to represent. Christ's life on earth was the theocracy materialized

for human apprehension. Our Lord's humanity sets God before our thought in

human terms and figures such as we can understand. And the kingship of Jesus was
felt and acknowledged by friend and foe, wherever he went, and not exclusively by
those disciples who knew him most intimately. His teaching was given " with
authority ; " his personal relations were a rule. It can be no wonder that people
should cast their garments in his way, and wave palm branches, and shout, saying,
" Hosanna to the King that cometh in the Name of the LordI " His life is the earth-
picture of the Divine reign over the hearts and lives of men.
XL That Chbist's olobt in heaven makes us realize the beion as a spiritual

BEION. It takes all the merely carnal features out of it. The reign is such a one as

our exalted, glorified, ascended, spiritual Lord and Saviour may have, who is " Lord of

lambs the lowly, King of saints the holy." The risen, heavenly Christ we feel must
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have, as the sphere for his rule, not our hodily actions only, but our wills, our choices,

our affections ;
gaining, as he must, his beginnings in our souls, and extending his holy

authorities over all the relations we sustain.

Explain and impress how, in our common, everyday life, we can realize the theo-

cratic conception, and practically live in the joy and impulse of being daily " in the

great Taskmaker's eye."

—

'R. T.

Ver. 33.

—

Qod always coming to judge. "Judgment" is, in Scripture, a large and

comprehensive term. Itis sometimes synonymous with " rule," or "government," because

in ancient monarchies actual magistracy—due personal consideration and decision of

rival claims, or accusations of crimes—took a prominent place. Sometimes reference is

intended to that appointment of deserts in men's earthly experiences which may be

regarded as a Divine judgment continually working. And sometimes the allusion is to

that great occasion on which the anomalies of life are to gain permanent adjustment,

and the issues of human conduct to be eternally fixed. Whatever other figures for

God may gain attraction to us, we may not lose our thought of him as the " Judge oi

all the earth." We fix attention on the fact that the judging of God is no merely

future thing, the glory of a coming day. It may be urged that

—

I. God is "evbb coming to judqk" in the witness of men's consciences. No man
has to wait for his judgment. He has it at once in the inward conviction of the right-

ness or wrongness of his action. We should never, in our thought, separate conscience

from the inward voice of God our Judge.

II. God is ever "coming to judob" in the connections between sin and
buffering. Suffering being the proper issue of sin, and necessarily connected with it

by God in order to reveal its character. All suffering may be regarded as a beginning

and present illustration of God's judgment.

in. God 18 ever " coming to judge " in the convictions weought by tot pre-

sence AMONG US OF HOLY MEN. Illustrate how Enoch and Noah carried God's judg-

ment on their sinful generation, in the conviction produced by their holy lives. And
in the fullest sense this was true of the Lord Jesus as the holiest of men. His presence

among them was God's abiding judgment on a sinful and adulterous generation. In

measure the same is true still of both private and public spheres—the presence of holy

men and women tests us, and, too often, both judges and condemns.

IV. God is ever "coming to judge" in the ordbringis op Divine providence.

Calamities, and even disappointments, are signs of the Divine presence recognizing and

dealing with wilfulness and sin. And this is quite as true when we are able to trace

the natural laws according to whose legitimate workings the calamities or failures may
have come.

V. God IB SURELY also ooMnro with his final judgment oh the lives and
RECORDS OF NATIONS AND OF MEN. Of that /ac< we are well assured ; of the manner and

method of it we have only as yet vague poetical figures, which we are unable to trans-

late into earthly fact. Enough is told us to make the thought of coming judgment a

present moral power. David connected the Divine "judgment" with " righteousness "

and with " truth," as these, he knew, had been so gloriously manifested in the fulfil-

ment of ancient promises. " These being the characteristics of Jehovah's judgment to

which the view is directed in this psalm, the essentially joyous tone of it is accounted

for." Think aright of God's judgment, and of it we may even learn to sing.—B. T.

Ver. 36.

—

The peoples " Amen." With this incident should be compared the public

Mspoiise of the people at the seasons for the renewal of the covenant (Josh. xxiv. 16

—

24, etc.). In the' united cry of the people, when David's psalm closed, we have their

acceptance of all that bad been said in their behalf. The word " amen " means " firm,

faithful, verily
; " and the proper signification of the word is when one person confirms

the word of another, and expresses his wish for the success and accomplishment of the

other's vows and declarations. For Scripture use of the word, see the following repre-

sentative passages :—Numb. V. 22; Deut. xxvii. 15; lKingsi.36; Ps.xli.l3; cvi.48;

Jer. xxviii. 6 ; Matt. vi. 13 ; Eev. xxii. 20. The following early authorities confirm the

fact that the word " Amen " was repeated aloud as a response by the Christian con-

gregations :—Justin Martyr, a.d. 138, notices that the peopl« present say the " Amen
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after prayer and thanksgiving;. Dionyslus of Alexandria, a.d. 232, speaks of one who
had often listened to the thanksgiving, and joined in the "Amen" which followed,

Oyiil of Jerusalem, a.d. 320, says that the Lord's Prayer is sealed with an "Amen,"
And Jerome, a.d. 331, speaks of the thundering sound of the " Amen" of the Roman
congregations. It is very interesting to note that all the hymns found in the third

book of ' Chaldsean Magic ' close with an Accadian word Kakama, which is represented

in Assyrian as anuam, and is precisely the " Amen " with which we are accustomed to

close our prayers and hymns. The word was used iii the services of the synagogue.
" The formula of consecration in the Holy Eucharist is in most ancient liturgies

ordered to be said aloud, and the people respond aloud, Amen." " In most Greek
liturgies also, when the priest in administering says, 'Soma Christou,' the receivers

»nswer, • Amen,' We may dwell on

—

L The common worship. Whenever « congregation of people gathers together for

BTorship in connection with religious ceremonial, only some of them can take actual

part by voice or by act. All may share in sympatliy, interest, and common feeling.

This is illustrated in David's bringing up the ark. AH shared, but only a few were
actually engaged in the ceremonial,

IL The kbpresentativb voice or voices, of priest or of singers, of minister or of

clerk. Such voices and actors should bo conceived as (1) set forth by the people to act

for them
; (2) understanding the wants, conditions, and feelings of the people ; and (3)

speaking for the people.

III. The great Ameh. This is to be regarded as solemnly sealing, acknowledging
and accepting what has been said or done in the people's name. It is curious that it

should come to be spoken by the minister, not the people.

Impress the interest (1) to God of the people's Amen
; (2) to the representative

speaker ; and (3) to the people themselves. Show the importance of regarding it as a
solemn duty to attend so fully to Divme service, that, in uttering our .4men., we intelli-

gently and solemnly take what is said, at what is done, and make it ourt—our own.
—B.T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVII

This chapter is paralleled by 2 Sam. vii.

1—29 ; and the parallel is for the most part

very close. The purport of the two accounts

may be said to be identical, while the varia-

tions of some few words and sentences just

suffice to indicate the somewhat different

objects of the two writers, and the very

different time when our compiler was having

/ecourse to the common authority. The
"good" purpose which whs in David's

heart is, like many other good purposen,

obstructed by the will and providence of

Ood himself. It is not one of that other

kind of " good intentions," with which the

way to hell is so often paved, wlien the

man who forms the resolution and entertains

the intention is he who of his own choice,

or fickleness, or indifference, breaks it It

is acknowledged, therefore, and meets in fact

with a large and gracious reward, in being

made the oocasiou of the distinct revelation

to Duvid of a lasting house and perpetuated

kingdom in his line. The interest of this

chapter is heightened, as will be seen, by
the aspects of royal " home " life and peace

which it presents.

Ver. 1.—We may easily imagine how the
excitement, though not the deeper nterest,

atteniling the removal of the ark and tho
festival on occasion of its safe establishment
on Zion had now subsided. David's thoufjhtg

respecting the honour due to God and to the
ark of the covenant had t'me to grow into

convictions, and they were greatly and
rightly stimulated by reflection on his own
surroundings of conifoi t, of safety, of stability

anil splendour. He revolves the possible

methods and the right methods of showing
that honour due. The comjiletion of his

own house, one presumably fit for the per-

manent abode of the King of lBr>iel(ch. xiv.

1), is the clear demonstration to him that
the ark should not dwell in a mere tent. It

is a true touch of life, when it is written that
as David sat in his house these thoughts
posse.-seil him, and so strougly. The exact
time, however, here designed, and the exact
occasion of his revealing the thoughts that
burned within him, to Nathan, do sot
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appear either here or in the parallel place.
In the opinion of some, an indication of
gome interval having elapsed is found in the
words (2 Sam. vii. 1), " Tiie Lord hail given
him rest ronnd about from all his enemies ;

"

while others consider those wurds to refer to
the victories gained over the Philistines, as
recorded in ch. xiv. Nathan the prophet.
This name suddenly breaks upon us, without
any introduction, here for the first time.
Nathan is emphalically entitled "the pro-
phet," but perhaps merely to distinguish him
froni Nathan, David's eighth son. Amid
many other important references to Nathan,
and wliioh speak for themselves, must be
specially noted ch. xiix. 29 ; 2 Chron. ii.

29. And it will be noticed from the former
of these references, in particular iiow Nathan
is the prophet (N'3jri) ; not (like Samuel and
Gad) seer (n^Hn or, ninn). Possibly he is

intended in 1 Kings iv. 5. An house of
cedars. The cedar here spoken of does,
of Course, not answer to our red, odorous
cedar. The word employed is inti. In the

plural number. The first Biblical use of tliis

word is found in Lev. liv. 4, 6, 49—52. It is

derived by Gesenius fromanobsoleteword nx,
from the grip and the firmness of its roots.

It is probably the derived sigbification, there-

fore, that should be adhered to (as in the
Authorized Version), and not the original,

where in Bzek. xxvii. 24, the plural of the
passive part cipinl is found, " made of cedar,"
not with A. Schultens, " made fatt." The
cedar genus belonging to the order Coniferse,

is odoriferous, very lasting, and without
knots. The numerous good qualities which
it possesses are spol;en to in the variety
of uses, and good kind of aeei, to which it

was p t—these all crowned by the almost
Bol itary spiritualizeil appropriation of the tree,

found in Ps. icii. 12. From a comparison of
1 Kings v. 6, 8 (in the Hebrew, 20, 22) with
2 Chi on. ii. 3, 8, and some other passages,
we may be Isd to believe that the cedar as the
name of timber was used occasionally very
gcnerically. Nevertheless, the very passages
in question instance by name the other
specific kinds of wood. Two of the chief
kinds of cedar were the Lebanon and the
Deodara, which is said not to have grown in

Syria, but abounds in the Himalayas. And
as the use of the Lebanon cedar for some
purposes (e.g. for the maeta of ships) is almost
out of the question, it is exceedingly probable
that this Deodara and some other varieties

of pines are comprehended under the ehret.

Dean Stanley points out what may be de-

scribed as very interesting moral landmark
uses of the celebrated cedars of Lebanon,
in those passages which speak of Solomon's
•weep of knowledge, commencing in the
descending direction from them (1 Kings iv.

22), of the devouring iire thttt should begin

wiih the bramble and reach high up to those
ce lars (in Jotham's pamble, Judg. ix. 15),
and (in the parable of Joash, King of Israel,

to Araaziah, King of Judali, 2 Chron. xxv.
18) of the contempt with which the family
of the cedars of Lebanon is supposed to hear
of the matrimonial overtures of tlie family of
the thistles of Lebanon. Stanley's pa>i;es

(' Sinai and Palestine,' edit. 1866, pp. 414—
414 d) are full of interest on the subject of the
cedars of Lebanon (see also full ai-ticle in
Dr. Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' i. 285, 286 ;

and Dr. Thomson's ' Land ami the Book,' pp.
197—200). Cedar was the choice wood for
pillard and beams, boarding and ceiling of
the finest houses ; and alike the first and
second temples (Ezra iii. 7) depended upon
the supply of it. Under curtains. Here
rightly in the plural, though our parallel

(2 Sam. Tii. 2) shows the singular (Exod.
xxvi. 1—13; xxxvi. 8-19).

Ver. 2.—This verse gives Nathan's re-
sponse on the spur of the moment. And that
it was not radically wrong from a prophet may
be inferred from the stress afterwards laid
upon the aoceptableness to God of what had
been in the heart of David to do. Even with
G> d, silence woulil sometimes be understood
by a prophet to be equivalent to assent.

Ver. 3.—The express word of God came^
however, that same night. It proved to be
an overruling word. But it brought with
it the point of a fresh and most welcome new
departure for David. We miglLt glean here
by the way a suggestion of the benificeut
operation of express revelation, superseding
the thought, the method, the reason of man.

Vers. 4—15.—These verses are the unfold-
ing to David of the magnificent and far-

stretching purposes of God's grace towards
him in his son Solomon and his descendants
for ever. The levektioa is made by the
mouth of Nathan.

Ver. 4.—Thou shalt not build. The He-
brew marks the personal pronoun here as em-
phatic, " Not thou shalt build," t.e. but some
one else. In the parallel this prohibition is

conveyed by that interrogative particle which
expects the answer No, and may be thus
translated : " la it thou shalt build for me,"
etc.?

Ver. 5.—This verse contains the three

terms—house, tent, tabernacle (see notes on
ch. xvi. 1). Gesenius observes that when
the Hebrew of the last two words ia used
distinctively, the tent describes the outer

coverings of the twelve curtains; and the

tabernacle, the ten inner curtains and frame-

work as well, in other words, ttie whole
equipment of the well-known tabernacle.

As compared with the version we have here,

the parallel place speaks an almost pathetio

condescension, "I was a shifting traveller in

tent and tabernacle." God meant to lemind
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David how surely and faithfully he had
ehaied the pilgrim lot and nnsettledness of
his people. What most holy the tabernacle
contained was herein a type of the bodily
tabernacle of Jesus Christ in later times.

Yer. 6.—The judges of Israel. The sub-

stitution of the Hebrew character beth for pe,

in the word "judges," would make it

"tribes,'" and bring it into harmony with
the parallel place. But the succeeding
clause, Whom I commanded to feed my
people, would rather suggest that the
parallel place, which adds the same clause,

should be brought into harmony with this

(see again ver. 10 of this chapter). The
general meaning and the gracious spirit

underlying it is evident enough. God had
never made a suggestion to tribe, or leader

of tribe,nor tojudge,whohad beentemporarily
raised up to lead, and so to feed, all his people
Israel, to build him an house. He had shared
their lot, and had shared it unmurmuringly.
He also "had not opened his mouth" (1
Kings viii. 12—16; eh. xzviii. 3, 4; Ps.

Ixxviii. 67—^71). Note also the expression,

"I chose no city rut of all the tribes of
Israel " (1 Kings viii. 16). It is to be re-

marked that we learu from ch. xxii. 8 and
xxviii. 3 the fuller causes why David was
not to be permitted to be the builder of the

home. It is not apparent why those causes

are not recited here. The same remark
applies to the parallel place.

Ver. 7.—^I took thee. (So 1 Sam. ivi. 11,

12; 2 Sam. vii. 8; Ps. Ixiviii. 80.) The
sheepoote. The Hebrew ni3 strictly signifies

a resting or place of resting. Hence the

habitation of men or of animals, and in

particular the pasture in which flocks lie

down and rest (Ps. zxiii. 2, plural con-

struction; Job T. 24; Hosea iz. 13; Jer.

zxiii. 3; zlix. 20). The sheepcote was
sometimes a tower, with roughly buUt high
wall, exposed to the sky at the top, used for

protection from wild beasts at night ; some-
times the sheepfoldwas alarger low building

of different shape, to which a fenced court-

yard was adjacent, where the peril of cold or

of wild beast was less imminent. The word
of our present passage, however, cannot be
compared with these places; comp. rather

Qxod. XV. 13 ; 2 Sam. xr. 25 ; Isa. xxxiii.

20 ; Ixv. 10 ; Hosea ix. 13, as above.

Ver. 8.—And have made thee. This may
be rendered and will make thee ; in which
case the promise to David commences with
this rather than the following clause.

Ver. 9.—All the verbs of this verse are in

the game tense aa those of the foregoing

verse, which ar» correctly translated. For
an expression similar to the last clause of

the verse, Neither shall the ohildreu of

wickedness waste them any more, may be
found m I'a. Ixxxix. 22.

Ver. 10.—This verse should read on eon"

tinuously with the preceding, as far as ta

the word "enemies." The time here de-
noted will stretch from the people's occnpai-

tion of the land to the death of Saul, as the
expression, "at the beginning," in ver. 9,
will point to the experience of Egyptian op.

pression. Will build thee an house; i.e.

will guarantee thee an unfailing line of

descendants.
Ver. 11.—The promise is now, not to

" David and his seed," but to David person-
ally. The verse contains, no doubt, the
original of the Apostle Peter's quotation
(Acts ii. 29, 30 ; see also Acts xiii. 34 ; Luke
i. 32, 33). The last clause of this verse has
Solomon, for the object of its pronoun
-his."

Vers. 12—14.—The reference of these
promises was also to Solomon, and to him
they were faithfully fulfilled. They were
early perceived to be prophecies also, and of
the highest significance and application (Ps.
Ixxxix. 26—37 ; Isa. ix. 7 ; Iv. 3, 4 ; Jer.
xxiii. 5, 6; xxxiii. 17—21 ; Zeoh. vL 12, 13;
Heb. i. 5 ; iii 6). The alternative of the
" son who commits iniquity " (2 Sam. vii.

14) is omitted from the middle of our
thirteenth verse. The latter half of ver.

13 manifestly purports to say, " I will not
take my mercy away from Solomon, as I did
take it away from SauL" The close of our
fourteenth verse is in the parallel place (2
Sam. vii. 16) distinctly referred to David,
with the use of the second person possessive
pronoun.

Vers. 16—27.—These verses contain
David's response to the gracious communi-
cation which had been made to him, and
thanksgivings for the promise made to him
as regards his seed. His appreciation of
the contents of that promise is expressed
in a manner which would seem to indicate
that he was not altogether untaught, even
then, by the Spirit of some of the deeper
significance of the far-reaching promise.

Ver. 16.—Sat before the Lord ; i.e. before
the ark. It has surprised many that it

should be said that David lat before the
Lord, in the act of prayer or devotion. But
this was not altogether unusual (1 Kings
xix. 4) in the first place ; and then, secondly,

it is not quite clear that this i$ said. Pos-
sibly he sat awaiting first some such token
as he might know how to construe into the
presence of Jehovah, and into his gracious
vouchsafing to give him audience, and there-

upon he may have altered his attitude.

Confessedly, howeTer, the other is the mora
natural reading.

Ver. 17.—David here makes a clear and
very just difference between all that had
been done for him, and the very great pros-
pect now in addition put bufuie him. Tho*
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. . . hast regarded me aooording to the estate
of • man of high degree; t.«. thou hast
tretated me, or dealt with me, in this promise
as though i had been of high rank indeed.
The parallel reading is very concise (2 Sam.
vii. 19), and perhaps somewhat obscure,
"And b this the manner [or. Maw'] of
man?" or, "And this is to he a law of
man," i.e. this continuity of a great while
to oome. Elliptical as this reading may
seem, there is no real difficulty in feeling
its essential harmony with the passage
before us. David's unfeigned surprise and
joy in the "great while to come" nature of
the promises made to him agd his house
overpower all else in his estimation. It is,

indeed, a most opportune emphasis that he
lays upon this element of the full promise,
and accords exceptionally well with our
later knowledge and brighter light. Our
Authorized Version rendering throws out
sufficiently this surprise, and gives not in-

adequately the drift of the passage. The
continuity and exaltedness of the promise,
which was only fully realized in the greater
Son of David, the Christ, might well astonish
David.

Ver. 18.—^Thy servant The Septuagint
Version has not got these words on their
first occurrence. They may have found their
way in wrongfully out of the next clause.
They are not found in the parallel place.
If they remain, they can mean nothing else
than " How can David further acknowledge
the honour conferred on thy servant,"—

a

sense by no means far-fetched.

Ver. 19.—^For thy servant's sake. The
parallel place reads, " For thy word's sake."
This reading is superior, and well suits the
oonneotion, luggesting ^also whether the

first oeourrence of the word " servant " in
the previous veise might not be similarly
explained. The similarity of the oharacters
of the words in the Hebrew would render
easy the exchange of the one word for the
other.

Ver. 21.—^In the parallel verse (2 Sam.
vii. 23), our Authorized Version, following

,
the Hebrew text (d3^), reads, " To do for you
great things and terrible." The transition
is awkward, no way in harmony with the
other short clauses of the passage, and it

would be inexplicable except for the alter-
native open to us, of regarding it as a quo-
tation from Deut. iv. 34, brought in regard-
less of the context into which it was
introduced. The difficulty does not meet
us in our present passage, being obviated by
the other sentences of our compiler. Both
places, however, manifestly quote from tiie

Book of Deuteronomy, with the grand pas-
sages and grand verbiage of which we may
well imagine David familiar. A similar
familiarity is also betokened in the follow-
ing verses, aa regard other Fentateuchal
passages.

Ver. 22.—^Didst thon make. This appears
in Samuel, " Thou didst confirm."

Ver. 24.—The Hebrew text reads hei»
naturally enough, And let be established and
magmfied for ever thy Kame. The " es-
tablished " in the last clause of the'verse is

not the same word with that used here.
Ver. 27.—The marginal, It hath pleased

thee, is the corrector rendering of the
Hebrew here, though the parallel plaoe ex-
hibits the imperative mood. That it may
be before thee for ever. The fulfilment of
these words can be found in the Messiah
•lone (comp. F«. ii 6—12),

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1

—

27.—The purport and the service of one individual life unfolded auihorita-

tivdy. The contents of this chapter afford general aspects of great interest and of great

importance. It is not often that we can do more than surmise the real use and intent of

the life of a fellow-creature, or indeed even of one's self. Certain it \a that from th«
beginning none can see to the end, and the lip that presumes to prophesy of the child or

of the young man, prophesies at least as often vainly as correctly. Nor in the midst of

life, its heyday of joy and vigour, or its day of enforced reflection and calmer retrospect, is

the power very materially added to that would enable to gauge the life at all adequately,

its genius, its measure of usefulness or success, or the place it should be justly counted
to win in the universal race. While, lastly, the biographer's verdict—whatever the
increased and enlarged opportunity of his horoscope—is among those things that are

notorious for the suspicion they arouse. But here we have very much of a Divine pro-

nouncement on the work of a lite. And that this should occur in the case of David,
harmonizes well with what Paul remarked (Acts xiii. 36) respecting him : " For
David, after he had served his own generation by the will of God, fell on sleep, and was
laid to his fathers, and saw corruption." His life is not yet closed, his work not yet
finished; but on a remarkable occasion a voice from heaven speaks of it, at the same
time that it also ipeaks to 11. David is taught his place ; it is his own fault if he ig
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not greatly assisted to learn his own character, and to see, plain as a sunbeam, his life's

duty, or what remains of it. The chapter exhibits a parable true in large part of it

of many a life, yet in a very great proportion of those lives true still only like a

parable, unknown, unacknowledged, while life's best part is being lived. It shows

—

i. A LIFE LONG SPENT IN SOME OBEDIENCE TO UlVINB MONITIONS AND PEINCirLB

SUDDENLY SEEMING TO LIFT ITSELF UP FOK ITS HIGHEST EFFOETS GOD-WABD. It Cannot

be said nor thought that the life of David, when a boy, had been an irreligious life—a life

thoughtless of God, his ways and works, or defiant towards him. All the indicationk

are to the contrary. From very earliest manhood, we know as fact that David's life

had been remarkably answerable to Divine interposition, reverently received, gratefully

ami modestly acknowledged. Further, through the best and proudest of life's days
that life had been so baulked, so endangered, so keenly exercised, that it were not too

much to say that even nature would have taught it some religion, and that it was
glad ts keep near to the mighty Friend. Yet had it known many a lapse, many a
weariness, many an hour of faint faith, many an impure or very mixed motive. There
can be no doubt, however, that hitherto the victory had always been of the good. Its

greatest temptations were now upon it, when ease, peace, grandeur, luxury, were its

lot. It bears the strain, and at the very time seems gathering together its strength for

its sufireme religious effort. Heart and conscience approve. Nay, a nation's heart and
conscience join to approve. Conscious human purpose and love offer themselves volun-

teers for Divine work. Can there be a doubt of their acceptableness ? At all events

there proves to be a refusal of some sort to their acceptance.

IL A LIFE LONG AND BRAVELT SPENT DJ THE EXERCISE OF ALL ITS OWN ACTIVE
ENBBOIE8 SUDDENLY DISCOVERED STBIOTLY BOUND BT DlVINB CONTROL. David had
been no passive recipient of Divine favour and protection. He had been constrained to

employ all his own best judgment, talents, effort, and to add thereto many a loud and
hearty and impassioned prayer for help, mercy, deliverance. Judging from what we
know of human nature, of our own nature, we should not have wondered if the latter

exercises of the soul had often seemed lost in comparison of the former energies of the

mind and body. But again it turns out that it was not really so. In this character

we do not have to do with the restless, brooding, defiant soul, of one who feels so pressed

by circumstance that he cannot wait for priest, or prophet, or his God, but must act for

himself and by himself. No ; a blank refusal evokes from David the testimony that

he holds himself practically and intelligently to the distinct order of a master. He
knows control, submits to control, promptly and gracefully answers to it.

III. A LIFE THAT THBODGH A LONG TIME HAD BEEN UNABLE TO BEE THE BEASON OF
ITSELF, AND TO WHAT IT WAS TO LEAD, AND WHERE THE STRANGE VICISSITUDB SHOULD
END, SUDDENLY AUTHORITATIVELY INFORMED THAT IT WAS AND ALL THE WHILE
HAD BEEN TEiBUTARY TO HIGHEST ENDS. God tells David that from " the sheepcote "

to his present " house of cedars " he had been with him, he had been training him, he
had been evoking good out of all evil, for him personally and for all his people Israel.

He had not been living, working, suffering, rejoicing, anguished with fear and cruelty,

buoyant with hope and victory, for nothing, nor for a spasmodic, theatric, sensational

display, nor for a mockery of collapse at last. No ; it was to make him a name, and a
great name, and a name divinely and historically through all time worth having—

a

model ruler, a model king, and a blessing to his people Israel. All the while, from the

first breathing of David's name to this present, David had been drawn through a career

which, all appearances notwithstanding, had been tributary to Divine results. What
firmness, what confidence, what glory, is it to any life that can embrace this creed, and
that believes it with the heart 1

IV. A LIFE THAT HAD BEEN CONDUCiBD THBOUQH EXTREMES OP BXPEEIBNCB, AND
MANY AN HUMILIATING VARIETY AMONG THEM, IS NOW APPBISBD THAT IT IS ADMITTED
TO PAETICIPATION IK FFLFILLINQ THE VERY HIGHEST OF DiVINE COUNSEL. It iS

what astounds David beyond all else. It is what rejoices him above all else. It is

what more than compensates for all the past. It pours streams of enraptured joy and
corresponding vigour through all his nature. What thanks come from his lip ! What
adoring piaise wells up from his heart 1 What prayer—a veritable " making request
with joy "—he has strength and confidence to ponr forth 1 His gladness for himself

(whose purpose was just denied) and for his people is indistinguishably mingled-
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with his gladness in his God, tlie incomparable God of Israel, Lord of hosts, to whom
there is none like for "greatness," fur " terribleness," for "goodness," and for the

"eturnsil blessedness " of his "blessing." Such was the course, such the fulfilment,

such the final "manifestation," in that early "day of revelation," of one human life

under heavenly guidance ami Divine benediction. And it ulteri forth a parable for

every tru« servant of God which litlie needs an interpretation.

Ver. 1.

—

A just consideration of one's own position in life an incentive to worki of
practical piety. Up to this pomt the life of David had been, to a remai kable degree, one
of action. From childhood upward it is likely that he had passed little enough time

which could be called idle time. The first employment, however, in which he had been
engaged, that of the shepherd, may be safely presumed to have fostered the jjower of
GontempL.Jon as well as of action, and to have been distinctly favourable to meiiitation.

There can be little doubt that the very germs of the moral reflection which the psalms
of later life manifest in such rich abundance took their origin thence. The grandeur

of the aspects of external nature were thence suggested to him many a time, in strange

contrast to many of the aspects of human life and the individual character. And again,

from the same source of personal knowledge, at a glance, and quick as the twinkling

of an eye, he saw the analogy that obtained between tlie works of nature and those of

providence. Most notioeahle, likewise, is it, that David rarely enough speaks in the

slitjhtest approach to the temper of the censorious critic of others, or of men in general.

When his meditation is must comprehensive, and his deliverance universal in its

application, it is perhaps even too plain, rather than not plain enough, that they come
forth strongly marked with the impress of personal conviction, personal struggle of

thought, personal experience. Nor is it likely that the months and years of his fearing

and persecuted life had passed without much and deep thought. These are the

realities of life ths^ make to think those who have a mind to think. Amazed, pathetic,

melancholy, and anon all strong in faith and buoyant with confidence, were the thoughts

that paced what none would deny, were the ample spaces of the large mind of David.

Yet pirhaps, what with personal fear and danger, wars and rumours of wars, and an
ever-increasing load of responsiliility, succeeded now, and somewhat suddenly, by great-

ness and prosperity, his care of late had been somewhat, too self-regarding. He has
made his position—at all events, his position is made. His home is no longer the den
and cave of the earth ; he has buililed himself a mansion of mansions—at all events, such

a mansion is builled for him. We wait with interest and anxiety to know how he will

use these great gifts, with what sort of heart and hand he will address himself to them.

We do not wait very long, nor to be disappointed in the event. David shows that he
is moved by a right principle himself, and he exhibits that principle in a very simple

manner, the convenient example for all others. Let us observe—
I. Tub genbkal principle, that ik what a man has, or in what he ib himself,

HE FINDS THE SUGGESTION THAT BEARS UPON OTHERS. This principle is the prohibition

of selfishness, absolute and pure. It is one of the most elementary, most radical, mqst
significant of the distinctions of the nature of man, as containing a moral element, and
the nature of the brute presumably devoid of any such element. Resident as it is

almost within the sphere of the mere memtoZ qualities of human nature, unless

destroyed or impaired first by causes of a moral com[ilexion, it is nature's own simplest

assertion and easiest illustration of the outra;:;e it must be on all creation's design in

man, when any one " liveth to himself to such a degree as to disown it practically,

To exemplify this principle both consciously and unconsciously, alike instinctively and
intelligently, is to remain one of the brotherhood of humanity ; to disacknowledge it,

or to lail in practice to acknowledge it, is to exclude one's self, an impoverished and
miserable outcast, fr(im the comity of the family as such.

II. The PRINCIPLE THAT IN WHAT A MAN HAS HIMSELF OF GOOD, HB FINDS TH»
BUOGESTION WAKENED IN HIM TO SEEK THE ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS. There are nOt I

few who, thinking they have nothing or little, will think of others quickly, but only

to compare themselves disparagingly to God's providence with them. There are not a

few who, knowing that they have much, will promptly think of others, but it is to feed

the ill nature within thim, on envy of those who have more than they. And there are

those who, having all that heart could wish and hands can hold, think that it is »U
I, CHRONICLES. T
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absolutely so their own, that to think of others is only to think that they we without

pait or lot in the matter. They owe none of it to God's gift. They owe none of it to

man's help. They have gained and they have risen, all thanks and all ct«dit only to

themselves. And all that they have aud all that they are is to and for themselves.

But there are in human nature different dictates from these. There are those who
compare themselves with others, to wonder unfeignedly why God has made them to

differ, and in deepest humility to acknowledge their indebtedness to him. There
are those who from the heart believe that " it is more blessed to give than to receive,"

and whose first dictate is to give of all which they gain. They know and heed well

the word that reminded them once, " Freely ye have received, freely give," and they

have found for themselves that there is no life they so really have as that they

give. Alike those who long to have but think they have not, and those who beyond
question have, and have much, need most to be reminded what things possession, and
large possession, has proved its power to effect. It is very apt to kill sympathy, to

chill cbarity, to ingrain selfishness, and to create the overweening and haughty temper.

Happy indeed when the contrary holds good, and that which should be in the nature

God once created, exists and is still manifest. This was the case now with David, in

spite of the peril in which he was placed. He had already abundantly shown that in all

his own good he wished others to take a share.

III. The pbinciplb of being btimplated by the experience and enjoyment
OF one's own good to seek the good op others, presented now in one of the
HIGHEST possible OF ITS APPLICATIONS. The Visible object of David's loving and
sympathetic anxiety is now no longer human ; it is the ark of God. Everything helps

favour and set forth happily the example here given to us. Though the words are so

few, the description so brief, it is a very living impression which they combine to

produce upon us. It is not so often that the imagery of the East, the life of three

thousand years ago, and the very language of the Old Testament, so accord for a moment
with our own modern habits and feeling. We are invited to see David at ease in his

own new house. He sits in that house. A friend and sacred friend, a prophet, is with
him. He has been thinking many a time of that which he now resolves to put upon
his lip, and confide to his propliet-friend. He has a house now for the first time, it

may be said, in all his life. It is his own, and in every way his own, built for him and
built by him. He knows every piece of cedar in it, and every block of stone. This means
comfort for a man who has had a very driven, anxious, wearying life. It means sta-

bility for a man who was ordered about at first, hunted about secondly, and more lately

in his own responsibility has been compelled to strain every nerve to meet the urgencies

of his position. It means also safety, for David is now undisputed and sole king of all

the land. And it means splendour exceeding all that his nation had ever known, and
•11 that surrounding nations had known. That grand new house, however, would never

have been the joy and satisfaction it ia but that other work of his hand had been
blessed, and the ark is in Zion. Yes, but the ark is not housed so worthily as David is

himself, whereas he feels justly that it should be entertained far more worthily. It

appears that it is not human sympathy merely which warms the heart of David. The
principle is great and sacred, but there is for all that something which is higher, more
sacred still. David would do honour to the God of the ark in finding a worthy temple-

canopy for the ark of God. He believes in the Church of the living God, and in the

living God of the Church. The " invisible appears in sight
;
" his gaze, his thought, hia

heart, are all held by it. He would spend untold labour, lavish unmeasured wealth,

summon the pick of all the earth's wisdom and art and skill, in the service of him,
who nevertheless needs no richest gifts of man, because all the wealth of all the universe

is his. And David's thought is acceptable, and his purpose is right. There is the

unwonted nobility of a spiritual purview about it. The homage of the heart is indis-

putably there. Practical faith is there. The merit of a grand national, ay, and universal,

example is there. Here is no covert showing of sympathy, and giving of gift, and ren-

dering of honour due, with indirect calculations and sidelong glances of how much shall

come back in kind from admiring and surrounding and obsequious courtiers and friends.

No, the servant is in the presence of the Master, The subject before the King of kings.

The creature before the great Creator. The blessed dependent before the sole Giver of

all good. And this fills him with shame, with humility, with impassioned desire, and
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the worship of practical piety. I, who have received all, and am but what God haa given
and God made me, dwell in a house of cedar, while the ark of his covenant remaineth
under curtains 1

Lessons. 1, There is doubtless no position in human life but has sufficient cause of

thankfulness to stir up men of grateful heart to the exercise of compassion toward
their fellow-creatures, and to the service and devotion of God. 2. But there is a law
going further. It should 'be observed that for all increase of worldly good, strength,

comfort, wealth, splendour, more sympathy with others, more compassion and charity

toward them, should be yielded by the heart, and likewise more service and devotedness
to God. 3. The highest and the surest forms of sympathy are those that obtain between
man, and the Invisible, Spiritual, Eternal.

Vers. 2—5.

—

God's obstructions of the good purposes of men, and the tties of such
obstructions. The greatest trials of man's faith lie in the working of the sovereignty of

God. Yet there is not an individual attribute of the Creator to be yielded to him more
unreservedly than this same sovereignty, which may be said to include in it the rights

of many an attribute. The Divine frustration of our purposes, disappointment of our
hopes, and summary determination of many a life that we thought made for the highest

service, often enough elude all the acumen of our reason, and bring to nought in one
moment the pride of creature-wisdom. But so soon as ever we are recovered from the
first severity of the blow and from the deep prostration which it has inferred, it is

always left to us to search for, gather, and compare the relative uses that may attend

sases of this description of suffering. We may vainly seek the reason, as vainly as try

to search the immortal mind itself; but far from vainly shall we attempt to observe

attendant uses and lessons. Human wisdom is, indeed, never in so fair a way for increase

and improvement as when thus engaged. The present narrative contains little or

nothing of difficulty, however, either in respect of finding the reasons of God's prohi-

bition, in the instance before us, or in respect of gathering the lessons and uses

suggested by that prohibition. Let us notice

—

I. The reasons, so far as herb given, of God'b denial of David in the good
PURPOSE OF HIS HEART. It is remarkable that neither this passage nor the parallel to

it states the one of these reasons on which the real stress would have been supposed to

fall. We will notice this, therefore, in its place (eh. xxii. 8), inasmuch as the silence

about it here is entire. We must not pass unnoticed, however, one and perhaps the only

sign of an explanation of this silence which we can find. In both this and the parallel

place the historian speaks. In ch. xxii. 8, xxviii. 3, where all the facts are boldly

slated, it is the noble-hearted David himself who speaks ; and in 1 Kings v. 3, where we
have what may be called an intermediate account as regards fulness, the son Solomon
speaks. Equally honourable to the historian and to David himself are these circum-

stances, to whatever further use they lend themselves. And no distant analogies will

the New Testament yield, as e.g. when it is not the Evangelist John who will record

some shortcoming of Peter, where Peter himself would have made clean breast of it all,

with noble spirit of confession and self-surrender (comp. John xiii. 36—38, with Mark
xiv. 29—31). Confining ourselves, then, to the reasons recorded in our present passage,

they must stand confessed as of the most condescending and touching description. We
must notice, first, that the reasons assigned for the refusal of permission to David to

build do not carry the slightest refiection on him or his character, or the character of his

foregoing life—the matter is viewed now not from the " standpoint " of David at all,

but, if that may be reverently said by human lip which is so graciously done by Divine

act, from the " standpoint " of the Divine Personage himself; and secondly, that those

reasons do not exclude from consideration the fulfilment of the purpose of David's

heart, but only his own fulfilment of that purpose. " Praying breath," sings one, " is

never spent in vain." And holy purpose and noble religious ambition are not born
and nourished in vain. They often fulfil more purpose in the subject of them, than

their realization by himself would fulfil for the object of them, or for others generally.

. Personal disappointment, times without number, shall signify personal improvement,
and not signify any loss to the general community, nor to the course of the world.

'J'hose reasons are delicately put, but will have been fully appreciated by David; and
they are full of tenderest suggestion. They are: 1. That the Divine Friend, Leader,
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Captain, has for ages and generations shared the pilgrim lot of his people. If they have
not had a fixed home, so has it been with him also. If they have travelled from place

to place, so has he also. 2. That he has shared this pilgrim lot of the people without

a murmur, without a reproach, a request, or even a suggestion addressed to them. How
often had they murmured, but he never 1 How olten had they done worse than
murmur ! They had rebelled against the Holy One of Israel ; but he had forgiven their

hackslidings, bad not forsaken them, and to the last ripe hour would carry on his

own wise, consistent, gracious purpose. They for whose sake all the journey, all the

discipline, all the teaching, all the promise were, had wearied, and been impatient ; but

lie had borne all the sorrow, and stood the mark of all the ingratitude, and gives up
no jot nor tittle of the good purpose of his great decrees. He suffers with them, for

them ; he bears and still forbears. 3. That he will not even now anticipate by an hour,

as it were, the established peace, happiness, and home of his people. Not till tlie.v are

where he designs to plnce them, and have all that he purposes to give them, will he
permit his own house to be builded, his own throne to be set, or himself to " arise and
enter into his rest." Great every way is the moral sublimity of this position, when
brought into comparison with that so often assumed by men. Bach thinks for himself,

each snatches for himself, each hastens to make secure above all his own position first.

And in the very instance before us, whether more or less rightly, David has built his

own house first—has set the example, and established himself first, a representative of

the people, and of how it should be with them also. But the Divine Leader and Lord
of the people all, both nation and king, observes this different order. He fixes the time,

the place, the peace and rest of all, before he will allow that the hour has come for him-
self. It is a little type and a sugjjestive analogy of what is ever going on throughout
nature and the entire world. All the forces of these are at work, end intensely active

;

their push and strife and tumult are wonderful. They are beneath all appearances

finding their own place and fultilliag their legitimate mission, till when they all are

satisfied, the Lord shall enter in an emphatic sense his holy temple. A moment all the

earth shall keep silence before him, but the next moment the vast theatre shall

resound again with his praise. Whatever fitness of time there may have seemed to

David to be present now, we may understand God to say that he knows all that shall

be yet, and is biding the moment of supreme occasion. Nor is there a lesson that more
needs, in all our impatience and short-sighted eagerness, to be made familiar with us,

and til be accepted with the sacredness of a principle.

II. The uses of God's denial of human purposes, even when as well
MEANT A8 THAT OF David. Such uses may have been very many, and a large pro-

portion of them very indirect, in the present instance. But if not so in any one particular

case— if, on the contrary, very few and definite in their character—the other alternative

will prove the rule. The apparent slight which God puts on our purposes and our

higher aspirations, we may rest assured, is hut an apparent slight. It is not real, and
is compensated for by wh;it vastly outweighs the pain and disappointment and sorrow of

it. Those Divine contradictions : 1. Save us from self-dependence and spiritual pride.

These are two of the most noxious weeds, and most baneful their shade, which grow in

a nature spiritually inclined. 2. They exert a direct tendency to increase the wisdom
and circumspection and adaptedness of our human purposes. If our aspirations are not

still continued, they were not deep, and are not entitled to any sympathy if blown
away like chaff by the wind. But if they were deep and genuine, then we take them
back again, nurse them in our hearts, and even improve upon them. The poor thing

called our wisdom then grows—jierhaps only then. 3. They increase the deep, calm
purity of our heart's purpose. Amazing is the proportion of ecclesiaslical zeal, priestly

zeal, zeal to have duminion over otlicr men's souls, and to usurp domination over their

whole life thereby, compared with the zeal for God's glory, simple and pure, and man's
soul in its infinite value, infinite danger. If any spiritual purpose were fed by the

inflammable fuel of success, a fire would be lighted which would know no suppression, but
which would inevitably, in a vast majority of cases, fatally envelop first of all them that

lit it. 4. They will increase the reverence and deep religious fear of our noblest human
purposes. Easy usefulness, uniform success, rapidly engenders perfunctory service, and
perfunctory service bespeaks prompt disaster, wherever it touches the temple, the

Church, the altar. 6. They will, iu fact, increase force. No loss will in the event be
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Buatained. That whicli can best be spared will have disappeared. The good will be
left. And though that giiod may not show the same hnlk, nor utter the larger volume
of sound, it will be irresistible. It will work its way, steiil its way, penetrate its way;
it will thaw the ice, break the stone, melt the iron of human hearts ; it will be mighty
with the breath of God's own spirit. When, therefore, God holds back awhile our
good purpose, it is to make good butter. And the better good will alwayH make in the

long run the mightier good.

Ver. 17.— The last glory of Ood'i goodness to Ms servantsfound in the distant horizon

Ae offers to their vision. This Terse contains a part of David's response to the com-
munication which had been made to him. That communication had contamed a
refusal, and one which under most circumstances would have been felt to be charged
with a disappointment sufficient to overspread all the scene with gloom, arid to require

some little time to recover from. But there was much in the communication to heal at

once that disappointment, and to prevent the rankling of oifended feeling and affection.

It was all couched in gracious language, spoken in a gentle tone though Brm, accompanied
with reasoning and some individual reisuns, softened by tender memories, and memories
very suggestive and instructive ; and above all, if it wanted in the present, the present

want was abundantly compensated for by a sure promise of the future ; if it lacked

anything directly to himself, it were easy to bear it, when that lack was to be turned

into glorious abundance in the person of his own best-loved S(jn. Accordingly, this

response of David is found to be one of very prompt, very dutiful submission. David
bows to the Divine fiat and kisses the rod which smites. The response goes beyond
meek surrender and unhesitating acquiescence. David cordially accepts the representa-

tions made, and every turn and illustration and enforcement of them drawn from his own
fast life. He knows every word to be true. He knows what he owes to special favour,

speciarpromotion, special deliverance, and continued faithful protection. The " sheep-

cotes " of old, and his " palace of cedars " of to-day, proclaim facts and tell a tale that

melt his heart not to submission only, but to grateful love. And his response is filled

with grateful thanksgiving, trustful prayer, adoring praise. In all this response of

David, nothing, perhaps, is more effective, notliing meant more than the touch con-

tained in this verse, " Thou hast spoken of thy servant's house for a great while to

come." Let us notice here

—

I. The first form of a vekt gbeat principle, as it pnnsEifTED itshlf to the
VIEW OF David. Something, it is abundantly eviueiit, took very firm hold of David's

fancy in the continuity of the promise made to him, in his son Solomon and the line uf

his succession. But it is a little thing to say it took hold of bis fancy. It took huld

of much that was deepest in him—far deeper than fancy is generally held to go. The
light of David, we often say, and probably not incorrectly, was dim. But something else

was not very dim, it would appear. Nature and instinct, feeling and affection, aspira-

tion and its silent pertinacious testimony, looking ever to the upward and the onward,
—these were not so very dim. All, however, that appears on the surface now was
ibis. David has been reminded, in language very plain, of the rock whence he was hewn,
and the pit whence he was digged ; of the low estate of his onetime life, and of how he

owes an unwonted much to the goodness, unmerited, sovereign, of his almighty Patron

and Defender. His early life is summarized. All his past life to this throbbing hour is

exhibited, brought well into the foreground. Not a feature of it does David dispute.

No woundel vanity, nor vanity unwounded, strives to draw a veil on his humble origin.

To the full he accepts and proceeds upon the description
,
given him of hiiiiself, and

acknowledges, " Who am I, Lord God, and what is my house, that thou hast brought

me hitherto ? And yet " (one might have thought David knew the modern adage, though
reverently, " Gratitude a lively sense of favours to come ") " this was a small thing in

thine eyes, God" (it evidently was now, comparatively speaking, a small tiling in his

own eyes) ;
" for thou hast also spoken of thy sei vaut's house for a great white to cvme."

The continuity of the goodness and favour of God, and the coniiuuity of them to a

future a great distance off, eviileutly riveted and fasoiuated the thought of David. And
was there not something great, something good, soiuelhiug of a high type in this ? Let

BB track—

U, Tub bss'sntiai. significance, thk badioal elements present in the prinoipui
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WHICH AFPBABS TO TAKK NOW BuoH A BOLD OH David, Very trufl it 18 that the indi-

cations are many, and scarcely mistakable, of sense pressing heavy on patriarch and priest,

king and prophet, of Old Testament history. Some striking exceptions, however, there

are to the contrary. And perhaps, in almost all cases, there are to be found traces of

exception in a direction least to have been reckoned upon d priori, viz. in the matter of

the admirable distribution of attention and love, which marked their regard for both

body and soul after death. For the pious Israelite great was the fascination of the
future—that future that began where sense ended. His reverent provision for the body
then meant something altogether different from the ostentation of funeral obsequies. It

was thought and imaginings upborne on strong pinions of faith, and impelled by the

temperate and obedient force of a far-enduring patience. Pride of pedigree and of the

traceable genealogies of a dozen centuries forepast, how this dwarfs before the excursions

of a taught faith, a trained imagination, an inspired hope, that peer into that " great

while to come " called the eternal future 1 It is evident that this lies at the root of

David's deep satisfaction and adoring gratitude now. He had been reared of nothing,

and was but of yesterday, but the revealed word that is spoken to him gives him to

'scry a far future. And for him to feel joy in this, two elements must have been present.

1. A very vital faith took hold of the idea that was contained in assurance and promise
for his son and his people. 2. And the idea becomes at once welcome fact ; the earnest

is possession. His heart transports him into the future, and converts that future into so

much good bonafide present. These are among the greatest triumphs of a taught, a
receptive, a willing spiritual nature. It is the diametrical opposite of the disposition

of those who must have all now, and to whom the future is less than shadow, nothing
more than utter fiction. There are not a few who want to have things irreconcilable.

They want to have the pleasures of sin, which are essentially " for a season," and not
forfeit those advantages which as essentially come of present abstinence and a patient

waiting. The faith that really apprehends the unseen, the patient waiting that willingly

defers fruition, are the two guarantees, so far as human quality and human conditions are

involved, that qualify the human to transmute itself into the Divine, and the mortal to

merge into immortality. And David testifies to these imperial possessions now. He
acquiesces in one moment in everything that is evidenced derogatory to claim, merit,

dignity, in his own past, in order to seize with passionate eagerness, with grateful acknow-
ledgment, on that which is spoken concerning him and his, for the " great while to come."

In these essential facts, then, David is a religious model for even Christian times, for all

times. To be able to lose sight in favour of gaining faith, to part with sense to apprehend
spirit, to quit the present in order to dwell in the future and occupy it with the objects

of affection beforehand,—^these are the distinguishing characteristics of the spiritual and
the newborn. And the best part of these David had, when he pleaded guilty to any and
all disparagement of the past ; didn't stop to look a second time at the personal dis-

appointment of the present, but did " embrace " eagerly and with all his heart the

proffered possession of the " great while to come."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Oenerotis purpoKS. Some time had elapsed since David had brought up
the ark from Kirjath-jearim to Jerusalem. Although the king had lodged the sacred

chest in a handsome tabernacle, he was not satisfied ; for he did not consider that he
had rendered to the symbol of the Divine presence and authority the honour that was
due. Himself dwelling in a palace of cedar-wood, he desired to see a house of stately

magnificence built for the service of his God.
I. A king's proposal. It was in David's heart to adorn and sanctify his metropolis

by a temple which should serve as the emblem of the nation's consecration to Jehovah.
1. We observe in this desire of the king how respect for God and the ordinances of his

worship may lead to purposes of labour and self-sacrifice. It is possible that vanity and
ostentation may lead to some enterprises of magnitude which may pass for evidences of

religious fervour. Yet oftentimes an affectionate and grateful heart has found expression

in costly and at the sams time ustful undertakings. 2. We observe also that generosity
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is never better employed than in advancing the glory of God. This may he done not

merely by what are distinctively termed religious acts, but by deeds of benevolence and
philanthropy, animated by the love of Christ.

II. A fbofhet's encoubaqehent. David unfolded to his counsellor, Nathan tha

prophet, the generous intention ofhis heart. Sometimes those who in such circumstances

are taken into confidence and counsel repress the liberal designs unfolded to them. But
Nathan took another course. What wisdom . and right feeling are apparent in the
counsel, " Do all that is thine heart " ! And it should be remarked that Nathan
brought the truths and promises of religion to bear upon the royal heart. " God is

with thee." That was as much as to say—God has put the desire in thy heart ;. God
will assist thee in carrying out thy project ; and God will accept what it is thy purpose

to offer him.—^T.

Vers. 7

—

11.—Assurance offavotir. The Lord acknowledged the goodness of David's

wish to build him a house, even when refusing permission for that wish to be gratified.

And the Lord made this occurrence an opportunity for expressing his regard for his

servant. Reminding David of his past faithfulness, he assured him of continued favour.

He who had been so distinguished by marks of Divine interest and approval in the

past, could not fail to place confidence in the expression of an unchanging kindness.

This passage is remarkable as representing the favour of God revealed in especial fulness

and richness.

L David was assured of God's favour, to himself peesonallt. We are told that

the poet-king was " a man after God's heart." Certainly, all his life through he was
the object of singular kindness and forbearance. Elevation from a lowly to the loftiest

station, assistance against all his enemies, an honourable reputation, an established

throne,—such were the instances of Divine favour which David received at the Lord's

hands. Prosperity and power, wealth and fame, followed a youth of romantic adventure

and hardships and vicissitudes. That outward prosperity shall attend every one of the

Lord's people is what no intelligent person can expect ; but every true Christian may
rejoice in the assurance of that loving-kindness which is " better than life," of that

feithfulness which never leaves, never forsakes, those who confide in it.

II. Pavoub was promised to David's posterity. All men, and especially nobles

and kings, count the prosperity and advancement of their children as part of their own
well-being. The reader of Aristotle's * Ethics' is aware that the ancient Athenians were
wont to consider a man's happiness as bound up with the good fortune of his children.

David had won a throne by his ability and valour ; it was natural that he should desire

to have a successor upon that throne who should maintain the renown and the power of

the founder of the royal house. Hence the assurance, " The Lord will build thee an
house," was one peculiarly welcome to the son of Jesse. No true Christian can be
indifferent as to the welfare of his children. Nothing gives such a one greater joy than

to see his sons and daughters walking in the truth. He sins if he sets his heart upon
their temporal advancement and prosperity. But he is right in seeking and in praying

for their salvation. When God's favour brings them to fellowship with Christ, it

seems to him that his " cup runneth over."

III. Pavoub was promised to David's people. When the Lord sent to his

servant a message of mercy and a promise of peace and blessing, he perfected the grace

by a large and liberal declaration of his intentions of favour toward IsraeL Monarch
and subjects were to be alike blessed. Israel should be planted, should not be moved or

wasted, and should be victorious over all enemies. When a nation is assured of Divine

care and protection, " blessed is the people that is in such a case." For his is the

blessing that maketh rich, and with it he addeth no sorrow. A true patriot will desire

for bis country, not only wealth and renown and power, but the righteousness which
" exalteth a nation." Such prosperity as, in the ninth and eleventh verses, was promised

to Israel, could not but be welcome. When we implore th« Divine favour, let it not be

for ourselves alone, but for " our kindred according to the flesh." The king, the states-

man, the reformer, rejoices when his country's good is secured, when the smile of the

Almighty rests upon the land " from the beginning unto the end of the year." Tha
prayer of every ti ue patrist should be, " God be merciful unto ui, and bless us, and
cause his face to shine upon us."—T.
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Vers. 7, 8.

—

Qod in individual history. In what way the Lord communicated with
Nathan we do not know; hut the sacred history rei^resents him as choosing the

prophet as the means of making known to the king his holy will. On this occasion,

Nathan was directed to preface his divinely given instrnotions by the remarkable
declaration of the text ; to remind David that God had been near him, had been with

him, all his life through. General truths of the most vital interest are propounded in

these simple words.

I. Divine Providence has care op each human life. A very childish notion of

providence is that God concerns himself with the affairs of nations and Churches, but
cannot condescend to interest himself in individuals. This misconception arises from
too mean a view of the omnipresent and omniscient Supreme. Well may we
exclaim, " What is man, that thou art mindful of him? "

II. Divine Providence can summon from the lowliest to the loftiest station.

David was raised from the sheepcote to the throne. And his is but one of many
similar cases ot marvellous exaltation. God's election of his servants for work which
he has for them to do calls for our amazed admiration ; he finds and fashions instru-

ments for every service. And Scripture is full of examiiles of the exercise of his

sovereign prerogative. He exalts the lowly and abases the proud. He proves his

royalty by choosing those whom men woudd have passed by, and the event ever

honours and attests his wisdom,
III. Divine Providence can accomplish its purposes notwithstanding all

OBSTACLES. The Lord reminded David of his presence, of his protecting and delivering

care and mercy, of the prosperity which he had vouchsafed to his servant. When God
takes a work in hand, he suffers nothing to thwart him. Obstacles disappear ; oppo-
sition is disarmed ; enemies are defeated. When God designates a man for a special

service, he imparts all needful qualifications; he removes every hindrance to efficiency

;

ke gets himself glory in the glory of his servant.

Practical lessons. 1. Be content with your lot ; high or low, it is what an all-wise

Father has appointed. 2. Be grateful for the past, remembering the way by which he
has led you. 3. Be trustful for the future.

" Father, I know that all my life

Is portioned out for me,
And the changes that will surely come

I do not fear to see :

But I ask thee for a present mind.
Intent on pleasing thee."

T.

Ver. Vi.—A mutual covenant. This prophetic declaration must be read in the light

oi subsequent events ; for it was fulfilled in the annals of Solomon's peaceful and pros- ,

perous reign. The king did build God a house, a service and honour not permitted to

his father. God did establish Solomon's throne, giving him victory, peace, wealth,

wisdom, and fame. The connection between the two parts of this verse is very

instructive, exhibiting as it does the relation between God and his people. He, in

mercy, condescends to accept their services, and at the same time confers upon them
the tokens of his favour, blessing and prosperity.

I. What we may do for God. In using such language, we must bear in mind
our entire deiiendince. It is only by employing the powers our Creator has given, the

opportunities he has afforded us, that we can be enabled to accoraiilish any work for

his glory. He gives the motive to all service in the love of Christ, the power for

all service in the grace of the Holy Spirit. Still, just as Solomon was permitted to

build God a house, so every Christian has some edifice of holy, devoted, acceptable

service to rear to his Saviour's praise. It is matter for wondering gratitude that we,

poor, ignorant, feeble, helpless creatures, should be allowed to do anything for the

honour of the Most High God ; that he should deign to accept anything at our unworthy
hands. Yet we are not only at liberty, we are actually invited, first, to provide in

our heart an habitation for the Eternal, and further to construct some building of fair

deeds of holiness and benevolence which shall glorify his sacred name.

II. What God will do for ub. Regarding Solomon, this was the Lord's
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promise : " I will establish his throne for ever." Our calling, our circumstances, differ

from those of Israel's king. Yet there is a certain appropriateness in this lati>;uage, as

applied to all the people of God. The blessings of spiritual strength, stability, and
peace, are assured by a gracious and covenant God to all hi.s people. He is their " Sun
and Shield." His compassion toward them shall not fail. They shall rejoice in his

favour and his faithfulness. " They shall not be ashamed or confounded, world

without end."

CoNCiiUBiON. 1. Let us diligently seek God's favour. It is in Christ that he has

shown himself gracious. His favour is life, and it may be secured by every lowly,

faithful applicant. 2. Let us show our sense of God's favour to us, by offering our

devoted service to him. The wonder ia even greater that God should suffer us to do
aught for him, than that he should do so much for us. Let us respond to his summons,
and " arise and build."—T.

Ver. 13.

—

Father and ton. These words are by the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews applied to the Lord Jesus Christ, who was, in an especially and pre-eminent

sense, the Son of God, Yet the context, and still more the parallel passage in the

Second Book of Samuel, makes it evident that they were originally spoken with
reference to Solomon., We are warranted, by the teaching of the New Testament, in

applying them to all those who are children of God by faith in Christ Jesus, who
have been adopted into the spiritual family, and made heirs of Divine promises.

Of this glorious doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood, so clearly and powerfully revealed

in the New Testament, there are intimations, such as the present, in various parts

»f the Old Testament Scriptures.

I. In what God's fatherhood consists. This is shown to some extent in the

context, and in the narrative of Solomon's early life and reign. But generally speaking

we may rejoice that the fatherhood of God is shown in ; 1. Ilia providential care.

As a Father, our Creator supplies the wants, both temporal and spiritual, of his

dependent family, 2. His tender love. There is more than goodness, more than

bounty, in God's treatment of his children. They have a moral nature able to appre-
ciate kindness, forbearance, sympathy, and love. And, in his treatment of them, he
has adapted his communications and his conduct to their spiritual need. 3. His wise
discipline. It is distinctive of a true father's sway, that it aims at the highest good of

the children. God certainly appoints trials for his offspring, and he reveals to us the

consolatory truth, " Whom he loveth he scourgeth, and cbasteneth every child whom
he receiveth," When we suffer he is not insensible, " Like as a father pitieth his

children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him." 4. Eis purpose) for his children's

future. As a father looks forward, and trains his son for the duties and responsibilities

of after-life, so the great Father in hearen is maturing us for other scenes, higher

tmployments, purer joys.

n. What human sonshif involves. A true son is sensible of his father's watch-
ful care, thoughtful kindness, tender affection. And he renders a filial return. In
worship there is involved : X. Oratitude, From God's spiritual family there goes up
to heaven a daily song of thanksgiving and praise, for favour and forbearance never

failing. 2. Reverence and submission. The awful superiority of God must impress

every just mind. The prayer offered will 1}egin with the ascription, "Hallowed be

thy Name." 3. Love. For, though so high, God is yet a Father, and " we love him,
because he first loved us," 4. Obedience. This is the true test of filial reverence and
of filial affection. There is no unfailing proof of love's sincerity save this. 5. Likeness.

For, bom anew by God's S|)irit, God's children are imitators of God, resembling him
in the moral features of his holy and amiable character. Admire the glorioujs work of

the Divine and gracious Spirit.—T.

Ver. 16.—JS«»JtK<y. This chapter is one of peculiar beauty, as exhibiting at once

the gracious intentions of the Lord towards one of his servants, and the grateful response

vf that servant to the condescension and loving-kindness with which he was treated.

The spirit of self-abnegation and humility breathing in the language of the text

awakens our admiration, and calls for our imitation. We are reminded by theB«

words oC—
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L OuB TOWOETHiNBSs AND ILL DESERT. " Who am I . , . that thou hast brought
me hitherto?" It is an unwonted attitude for many minds. Men are so prone te

regard their own fancied excellences, that language of humiliation and contrition is

often suspected of insincerity. Yet, in the presence of him who is at once the perfectly

holy and the Searcher of hearts, what more appropriate than prostration of soul and
acknowledgment of sin ?

n. God's geaob and kindness to those who depend upon him. The Lord
exalts the humble and meek. The king acknowledged not only his own utter unworthi-
ness of the distinction accorded to him, but God's infinite mercy and goodness in his

treatment of his servant. " According to thine own heart hast thou done all this

greatness." There are in Scripture many beautiful examples of God's grace to the
lowly in heart. Bead the song of Hannah, and the Magnificat of Mary the mother of
Jesus ; and observe how the Lord is acknowledged as the great King who delights to

h«Te mercy upon the feeble who yet are faithful, and to put honour upon them, and
reveal to them his love and mercy. In fact, revelation abounds with practical proofs

of God's purpose ever to reject the proud, and to favour and exalt the meek, the lowly,
and the contrite. It is upon those who sincerely ask, " Who am I ? " that the Lord of

glory delights to confer the tokens of his approval and favour.

IIL The special favour shown to us by God, who deigns to use us in his
bebtice and kingdom. Evidently David felt that the highest honour was put upon
him in being allowed to serve Jehovah—to be an instrument in his hands for the
carrying out of Divine purposes. What dignity and happiness does it give to life, to

know that we are commissioned and employed by the King of kings 1

Pbactioal lessons. 1. These considerations should enhance our conceptions of
Cbd's glory and grace. Let us recount his mercies, and acknowledge their Divine
source. 2. They should induce us to consecrate afresh to Heaven the nature Heaven
has created, and the powers Heaven has conferred.—^T.

Vers. 20—22.— Qod incomparable. Surrounded as they were by idolatrous nations,

it was natural that the Israelites should often. draw comparisons between their own
God, and the God of the whole earth, on the one hand, and the so-called gods of the

heathen on the other. The most important contrast would be in character ; for, whilst

the idolatrous peoples worshipped gods who were the impersonation of cruelty, caprice,

and lust, Jehovah was worshipped as a holy, a righteous, a merciful Lord and Buler.

Yet there was another contrast—that between the powerlessness of the idols of the

nations, and the might and wisdom of the true and living God. In Ps. cxv. this

contrast is wrought out with vigour and irony.

L Thebe is none like God in his being. All creatures, as their name implies,

are fashioned by a superior power, and upheld in life by him in whom they " live and
move and have their being." The Lord is the self-existing Being, who is from eternity

to eternity.

EL Thebb is none like God in his attributes. All our qualities of mind are

derived from him, and, so far as they are excellent, they are gleams of his brightness.

Human virtues are the growth of • Divine seed. But in Jehovah all perfections meet
and harmonize.

III. Thebb is nonk like God in his pbovidenob. This seems especially to have
impressed the mind of the king, when he poured forth his adoring thanksgiving before

the Lord. The recollection of God's goodness and faithfulness, not only to himself and
his household, but also to the nation of Israel, awakened his grateful and admiring

praises. And we too have these reasons in abundance to prompt our thanksgivings

and confidence.

II. Thebb is none like God in merot and lovtng-kindness. These are attributes

of God ; but they are attributes called into exercise by our state and position as sinners

in the sight of the Searcher of hearts, the righteous Judge and King. In this passage

David acknowledges that God redeemed his people Israel, made them his own, became
their God. How gloriously are these expressions justified in the dispensation of the

gospel, of God's infinite love towards our race in the gift and the effective mediation of

Us dear Son 1 Let these reflections (1) awaken our gratitude to him who has made
himself known to us, and who, though incomparable and alone, deigns to communicat*
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in grace and compassion with us; and (2) prompt us to testify to his adorable

excellence, and to summon our brethren, the children of men, to put their trust under
the shadow of his wings.—^T.

Ver. 27.

—

Afather'i prayer. This was a prayer founded upon a promise. God had
declared his purposes towards the seed of his servant David, and David was honouring

God's faithfulness, as well as expressing his own heart's desire, when he thus solemnly

and confidently invoked the blessing of the Giver of all good upon his household and
his posterity.

I. Family feklino is divinelt ordained. Nations of warriors have sometimes
regarded and treated such feeling as weakness. On the contrary, it is implanted by the

Creator ; and God, the iiniversal Father, cannot but be pleased with fatherly sentiment

and fatherly care on the part of the heads of human households.

II. Family feblinq is hallowed by religion. Always a beautiful thing, a
father's love becomes a holy thing when it is sanctified by a spiritual tone of mind and
a spiritual habit of life.

III. Family feblino will prompt a father's prayers. If it is natural to wish
well to our children, it is religious to express those wishes before him who does so much
to fulfil our best and purest desires. As it would be criminal in any parent to be

careless as to his children's future, so it would be monstrous in a Christian parent to

omit to commend bis offspring to the care and guidance, love and sympathy, of our

Father in heaven.

IV. Family feeling will look forward to the common enjoyment of blessinqs

during the endless F0TURB. It is questionable whether the language of the text has

any reference to the future state. In praying that his house might be "before the

Lord for ever," and so " blessed for ever," David was probably contemplating the

permanence of his throne and that of his descendants. His prayer has been answered

in a manner deeper than he could have anticipated. But we are bound to seek for our

posterity an immortal happiness, and to anticipate for our families reunion in the

presence and in the service of the Eternal.—T.

Vers. 1—6.

—

Truths under the surface. A very pleasant picture is here presented

to our imagination. We see the King of Israel sitting in his house, " the Lord having
given him rest round about from all his enemies " (2 Sam. vii. 1), with a happy and
grateful sense of prosperity and security, not wrapping himself in the dangerous robe

of complacent self-congratulation, but rather clothed with humility and thankfulness.

As he surveys the stateliness and elegance of his palace, he thinks of God's goodness to

him in placing " his feet in a large room " (Ps. xxxi. 8), and his thought naturally

passed to the place where the ark rested—the ark with which the presence of Jehovah
was so closely connected (Bxod. xxv. 22). We do not wonder at the thought which
then occurred to him. We see in these verses those truths which are not upon th«

surface, but which we have no difficulty in recognizing beneath it.

I. The sound sentiment at the heart of David's desire. David felt that

there was an impropriety in himself dwelling " in an house of cedars '' while " the ark

of the covenant of the Lord remained under curtains " (ver. 1). Was it for him to bo

in better and more costly surroundings than was the manifested presence of God
himself ? Should he be more honoured in his dwelling-place than the ark of the

covenant of the Lord ? There is a sound sentiment here ; one that was and is worthy
not only cf respect but cultivation. We are always to give God the very best we can
oUer him ; the less costly we may expend on ourselves, the best we should reserve for

him. We should be ashamed to lay out large sums of money on our own homes while

the house of God needs renovation or repair; to expend a large proportion of our

income on our own honour or gratification when the cause of Christ is languishing for

want of funds, when the treasury of Christian benevolence is empty. Not most for

ourselves with a very small fraction for God and his kingdom, but enough (or p"«n

more than enough) for ourselves and the most and be.st we can furnish for him and for

his. That is the true thought of the reverent mind, Hebrew and Christian.

II. The true thought at the heart of Nathan'* counsel. " Do all that is in

ihiue heart ; for God is with thee." The prophet's encouragement of the kitg's desire
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proved to be mistaken, but the thought at the heart of his words was true and sound.

Nathan spoke as one who believed that the man with whom God dwelt was likely to

come to rij^ht conclusions. So he was ; and David was only wrong in wishing that be
himself might be the instrument of carrying out a praiseworthy project. If God is with

us as he was with David, it is most likely we shall be guided to right decisions. It is

not the very learned, nor the very clever, nor the very " practical " man, but the very
godly man, who is likely to have the true sentiment in his mind respecting the things

of God. " The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him," etc. (Ps. xiv. 14 ; see

John vii. 17 ; xv. 15). The man who walks with God and with whom God dwells may
fall, now and again, into a mistake, but be is not likely to be " greatly moved " from
the path of wisdom. He is in the way of being led in the patiig of wisdom, of being
" guided into all truth."

III. The valuable truth contained in the Divine declaration. (Vers. 3—6.)
God declared that he had never demanded of his people that they shou.la make other

provision than that of the simple tabernacle or tent. He had been pleased hitherto to

manifest his presence in connection with this humble fabric. He would remind his

servant David that as there could be no structure, however grand and stately, which
the art of man could raise that would be a worthy home of him whom the heaven of

neavens could not contain, so, on the other hand, there was no covering, however
humble, within which he was not ready to abide if hearts were true and lives were
holy. The precious and vital thought of the passage is that God does not require the
elaborations of human art or the expenditure of human wealth to vouchsafe his presence

and make known his power. Let there be (1) the contrite heart, (2) the childlike,

believing spirit, (3) the obedience of the pure and loving life, and then God's abiding
home will be found. Whom the costly cathedral will not hold, the cottag" root' may
shelter. He may desert the breast which is covered with the priestly garments to dwell
in the heart of him who is " clothed in camel's hair."—0.

Vers. 7—15.

—

Three spiritual neeessitiei. The message which Nathan was charged
to deliver to David calls before us three necessities of our spiritual nature, which apply
to all men everywhere, in every position, and in all ages. We have need of

—

I. An open mind to eeceive God's special teachino. Nathan was familiar with
the broad and general principles of religious truth. He was an enlightened servant of

Jehovah—a prophet whose inspiration was from on high. But he needed a special

vision (ver. 15) to see the truth which was to be declared on this occasion. Until he
received that vision he was under the impression that David would do well to carry out
his pious purpose (ver. 2), but from that time he discouraged and, indeed, arrested the
intention of the king. If such a man as he, with whose spirit God was in close com-
munion, needed to be instructed on particular occasions, how much more do we ? Our
general knowledge of Divine truth, even taken in connection with an abiding relation

to the Spirit of God (1 Cor. vi. 19), does not ensiu'e to us an understanding of special

questions without special illumination from the Source of all wisdom. Again and
again we need to have the quick eye to see the pointing of the Divine finger, the

open ear to hear the Divine voice, the sensitive heart to respond to the Divine touch.

This in respect to our temporal affairs, to the government of the home, to the ordering

of the Church of Christ.

II. A HEADY bemembbancb OF God's PAST MERCIES. (Vcts. 7, 8.) Davld was to be
disappointed in being denied the gratification of this strong wish of his heart ; but he
was to remember what great things God had done for him, taking him from the sheep-

cote and placing him on the throne, attending his steps as Guardian and Guide, giving

him the victory over his enemies, raising him to a position of eminence even among
kings. It was a small thing to be denied this one desire. We should carry about us
at all times such a sense of the great blessings God has given us—the endowments, the
deliverances, the recoveries, the bestowments of our whole past course—that at any
time this may weigh down and bury out of our sight any small disappointment which
the Ruler of our lives may permit us to suffer. A strong and full sense of mercies in

the past will silence the first sigh of discontentment, will turn It into a song of holy
gratitude.

III. Ah ihtblliobnt obasp or Divinx promises. It may be that we may need
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more than a view of past mercies : we may require a prospect of good things to come.

Grod graciously provided David with both. He intimated to him through Nathan
that he was intending to do great things for him. He would (1) consolidate the

kingdom of Israel so that it should become strong and safe (ver. 9); (2) multiply his

victories over his enemies (ver. 10) ; (3) establish his dynasty (vers. 10, 14) ; (4) give

his son the privilege which he was withholding from him (vers. 11, 12) ; (5) show to

this son of his a fatherly patience (ver. 13). These were very great promises, amply
sufficient to compensate for one disappointment. What lar^e promises does God make
to us! "Exceeding great and precious" they are (2 Pet. i. 4). They begin with his

guidance and presence through lil'e, and they culminate in everlasting joy and glory at

his right hand. We often need to have recourse to the promises of our Divine Saviour.

When we do resort to them, and do draw upon them, we find a bountiful sufEciency

for all our need.—C.

Ver. 10 (latter part).

—

77ie Divine response : its righteousness and riches. I. The
KiGHTEOUSNEss OF THE DiviNE RESPONSE. David had It in his heart to build God a

house, but he did not actually do so. Yet God honoured his intention, and met it by
the response intimated in the text :

" The Lord will build thee an house." In this we can

recognize tlie act of a righteous God—righteous because (1) the essence of any act ia in

the intention of the agent; (2) the intention of the human mind is often defeated by
irresistible obstacles. We are not responsible for the event. With David, in this

instance, the direct Divine prohibition was interposed. With us, insuperable obstacles

often intervene, and the result is not ascribable to anything but the limitation of our

faculties. Our righteous God accepts, approves, honours, not indeed barren and worth-

less sentiment, but an earnest desire and honest intention to please and serve him.

This may be in our personal, family, or Church relations.

II. The amplitude (ob riches) of the Divine besponsb. David desired to build

for God a house. God replied to his servant, "I will build thee an house." The
house which David wished to build was one of stone and wood, of silver and gold ; but

that which the Divine Giver purposed to build was far more precious. It was a human
house; it was the elevation of the king's children and of their children to honour and
power and influence ;. it was a bestowment of a kind and character which in its nature

far outweighed the gift which the servant of Jehovah proposed to present. God's

response had a Divine largeness, amplitude, wealth, answering to his beneficent and
bountiful nature. Thus does he meet his children now. He njakes us to know the

length, and breadth, and depth, and height of his responsiveness in the gospel of

Christ. He acts toward us in the spirit of the promise in Mark x. 28—30. He
responds (1) to our penitence with free forgiveness and full reconciliation

; (2) to our

trust with constant guidance, provision, guardianship, "all our journey through;"

(3) to our prayer with the indwelling of his own Divine Spirit
; (4) to our faithfulness

during the brief period of time with everlasting glory.^3.

Vers. 16—18.

—

Our relation to Ood. The attitude which David assumed and the

words of devotion he uttered on this occasion are suggestive of the relation in which we
stand to our Creator and Redeemer. We gather—

I. That we cannot be led to a better state than a deep sense op oite nothing-

nebs AND the Divine greatness. When Nathan had delivered his message David
placed himself in the posture of deliberate reflection (ver. 16), and, thus seated, he

became possessed of a profound sense of his own unworthiness. " Who am I, Lord,

and what is my house ? " etc. (ver. 16). He soon passed on to cherish a deep feeling of

God's supremacy. " Lord, there is none like thee," etc. (ver. 20). This is a most
suitable end to any transaction lietween our God and ourselves. We are then arriving

at the truth, reaching a place of spiritual safety, in an attitude that is most becoming,

when we are impressed with our own nothingness and with the absolute greatness of

our God and Saviour.

II. That God not only calls us to sonship, but treats ub as his ohildrbn.

"Thou hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of high degree" (ver. 17).

This probably means that, in David's thought, God had treated him as one who was
must exalted, and who might on that ground look for the largest things. At any rate
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it was true—if this be not the exact thought of the obscure passage—that God was
treating David in a way which corresponded with the exalted position to which he had
called him. And this truth has its illustration in the Divine dealing with all his sons.

In the gospel we are all called to be the sons of God (John i. 12 ; 1 John iii. 2). And
having reinstated us in this filial position, our heavenly Father treats us as the recon-
ciled sons and daughters we have become. 1. He confides in us ; not laying down a
multitude of precepts in detail, but giving us a few living principles to apply for our-

selves. 2. He gives us constant access to his person; whensoever we will we may
approach and address him. 3. He chastens rather than punishes us (Heb. xii. 5—11).

III. That God has conferred ABOUNDiNa honoub on us in Jesus Christ. David
felt that God bad put so much honour on him that he did not know how he could ask
for more (ver. 18). The utmost desires of his heart were fulfilled. And what more of

honour and position could we have asked of God that he has not given us in the gospel
of his grace? We are even said to be "kings and priests unto God" (Rev. i. 6).

1. We are children of the heavenly Father : " now are we the sons of God." 2. We are

heirs of God (Rom. viii. 17). 3. We are the friends of Christ (John xv. 14, 15). 4. We
are fellow -labourers with the living God, "workers together with him" (1 Cor. iii. 9;
2 Cor. vi. 1 ; Act« xv. 4). What could we soeak more for the honour of his ser-

vants?—C.

Vers. 19—24.

—

Pleas in prayer. David was pleading with God, and, in asking him
to confirm and establish his word of promise, he made reference to four grounds of
appeal. These we may substantially adopt, adding another "all-prevailing plea"
which David could not introduce.

I. God's lovb to us as individual souls. " Thy servant's sake " (ver. 19). At
other times we read, " For thy servant David's sake ; " i.e. for the love which God bore
Jo this servant and son of his. We may ask God to help us because we know he
loves us; because he pities us who fear him (Ps. ciii. 13); because he remembers us
in our lav* estate, and counts our tears, and desires our happiness and well-being.

II. His OWN Divine benignity and honour. (Vers. 19, '10, 24.) "According to thine
own heart;" that he may act like himself, with the boundless ^race and goodness
which belong' to his Divine nature. " That thy Name may be magnified for ever," etc
(ver. 24) ; that all nations may know that thou art a faithful God, continuing thy loving-

kindnesses, and redeeming thy word to the land that is so peculiarly thine own. We may
well plead the nature of God as a very strong reason why he should bless us. If he
grant our request "according to his own heart," if he fill our treasury and satisfy our
want in accordance with the tenderness of his heart, the strength and bounty of his

hand, and to the glory of his Name, we shall be enriched indeed.

III. His care fob his Church. (Vers. 21, 22.) As David prayed God to fulfil all

the good pleasure of his will on account of Israel, whom he had redeemed and attached
to himself by his special mercies, so may we ask for all great things to be doue for us
on account of that Church for which the Son of God suffered and died, which he
" redeemed with his precious blood."

IV. The Divine promise. " The thing that thou' hast spoken concerning thy
servant," etc. (ver. 23 ; see also ver. 26). We have great promises to plead witli God,
based on his own inviolable word ; and there can be no more solid ground on which to

build our hope in prayer to God. There is one additional plea with which we an
familiar, but which the King of Israel lived far too soon to urge (see Luke x. 24). We
plead with God

—

V. The Name and work of the Lord Jesub Christ. For the sake of him who
loved us and gave himself for us, who lived and died on our behalf, we ask for all those

bkssings we need ; for mercy, for acceptance and sonship, for Divine guidance and
protection along the path of life, for the indwelling Spirit, for help and blessing in

Christian work, for an abundant entrance into the kingdom of heaven.—0.

Vers. 25—27.

—

Our relation to the Divine promise. L That God's promise does
not EX3LUDE THE PROPRIETY OP ouB PETITION. " Thou hast told thy Servant that

thou wilt build him an house: therefore thy servant hath found in his heart to pray

belore thee " (ver 23). The fact that God has promised to do anything for u« i* a
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reason why we should—not why we should not—ask him to give it to ns. He has
promised to supply all who love him with all needful things (Matt. vi. 32, 33 ; PhiL
iv. 19). But this does not countermand the injunction to pray for our daily bread

(Matt. vi. 11). There are many promises of the gift of the Holy Spirit ; we are there-

fore to ask for his outpouring (Luke xi. 13). We are assure^ that the kingdom of God
shall be established in the earth ; none the less, but all the more, are we to pray, " Thy
kingdom come." God's promise is not to be the excuse for our silence, but the ground
of our supplication.

II. That God's promise does not exoludb the kecessitt fob oub holt
OBEDIENCE. David affirms in ver. 26 that God has " promised this goodness unto
thy servant

;
" but in ver. 27 his petition shows that he was conscious that something

more was needed beyond the bare and simple promise, in order that it might be ulti-

mately and fully realized. And he was right. Obedience was an essential and vital

condition. If not expressed, it was always understood. The rending of the kingdom
in twain under David's grandson proved only too surely and sadly that this was the

case. All God's promises to us are conditional on our loyalty to him. If we are faith-

ful unto death, we shall have his abiding love, his constant care, his gracious blessing,

and finally his blissful presence. But we must not be so confident because of the

promise that we are negligent of the understood conditions.

III. That God's promises are often fulfilled in other and better wats than
WE look foe. (Ver. 27.) David was assured that, if God blessed, there would be blessed-

ness forever. He was right; but the good thing in store for him was far different from
that which he was presenting to his own mind at the time. Could he have foreseen

the speedy rupture of the kingdom, and the captivity after a few generations had come
and gone, he might have been sadly disappointed, and his faith might have received a
serious shock. But could he have foreseen the way in which the Divine promise was
fulfilled at length, could he have realized that One who was " the Son of David "

would reign as Prince of peace and Lord of righteousness over all the human world,

he would have rejoiced indeed. God's purpose was larger than his servant's thought.

So with us. The hope of one period is ever found to be realized further on in another
way, at first disappointiig but afterwards most satisfying, from that which we expected.

Youth is other, and really better, than childhood pictures it ; and manhood than youth
imagines ; and the rest of declining days than laborious prime expects to find it.

The promises of life are fulfilled, but in ways which God knows to be far better for

us than those which our imagination fancies and our heart desires. And it may be
that the heavenly world will prove to be something very different from that which
piety has predicted or poetry has sung—difierent but better ; something which will ho
more fitted for our faculties as they are at first unclothed and clothed upon, as death
is first swallowed up of life.—0.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

The house of the Lord : David and Nathan. The event recorded in

this chapter must have been separated from the events of the previous chapter by a
period of several years. It is in all essential points identical with the parallel account
in 2 Sam. vii., the differences being, of a purely formal kind. The contrast which
David felt between his own dwelling and that of the ark of the covenant awakened
within him a feeling of sorrow, and led him to resolve to put an end to it by building

for the latter a house worthy of it. This was a right feeling, and was commended by
the Lord (see 1 Kings viii. 18). But though right in itself, and indicating a true state

of heart towards God, it was for other reasons not in accordance with the Divine wilt
David had been a man of war, and had shed much blood, and on this ground God would
not allow him to carry out the desire of his heart. David communicated his desire to Na-
than the prophet. The prophet, knowing well the character of David and his devotion of

heart to the Lord, and that the Lord was with him in all that he did, said, out of the
impulse of his heart, " Do all that is thine heart ; for God is with thee." From this we
learn how a man's heart may be right with God, how all that he purposes to do may be
highly commendable, but for other reasons it may not be for God's glory that the Lord
may use him. It may be more for that glory that he may be passed over and another be
preferred. Man proposes but God disposes. Not even a prophet can step in between.
Observe another truth here. How gracibusly David allows himself to be passed over
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and that another should have the honour 1 This is often hard to hear. Nothing hut the
giace ol Goi! ruling in a man's heart can enable him to d'> this. Moses endured forty

years' triiil and hardship in leading God's people out of Egypt, and yet just as he
gets in sight of the promised land all his brightest anticipaiions are to be unrealized,

and another steps in to re^ the reward. David had formed the kingdom, lought the

battles of the Lord, and brought up the ark to its resting-place ; but just as he is about
to reap a full reward in seeinii the temple built for the Lord, his son is to step in and
enjiiy it, while David, like Moses, is to lie down and die. Life is full of unrealized

anticipations ; but in the case of God's people all to be realized in a brighter and be:ter

world, to a degree that " eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath entered into the

heart of man to conceive." Oh for grace to be passed over, nay, even to rejoice in being
passed over, and that others should receive the honours fur which we have toiled, pro-

vided only thnt it is Gud's will and for his glory! Oh to be nothing, nothing ; only
a " vessel fit for the Master's use," to be used by him when he will, how he will, and
where he will 1 This should ever be the Christian's desire and prayer.—W.

Vers. 3—15.

—

OocP» message to David, Though David was not to build the house
of the Lord, God gives him " great and precious promises " with respect to his pos-

terity and to the future glory of his people Israel. We see here that there is one
thing nearer to the heart of our God than an outwani building, however grand it may be.

" 1 have not dwelt in an house since the day that I brought up Israel unto this <lay ; but
have gone from tent to tent, and from one tabernacle to another." The Lord loves tj

be identified with his children in all their circumstunoes, however lowly those circum-
stances may be. "I dwell with the humble and contrite heart." This is the joy of

the Lord's heart, and it comes infinitely before a grand bouse or a magnificent palace.

Mark further the prophetical character of God's message (see ver. 9). I will ordain a
place for my people Israel, and will plant them, and they shall dwell in their place, and
shall be moved no more ; neither shall the children of wickedness waste them any more,

as at the beginning." Israel has been " moved " and " wasted " since this promise was
made, and is being " moved " and " wasted " at the present moment. It is clear, there-

fore, that this is an unfulfilled prophecy of blessing yet in store for wasted and scattered

Israel. That time is at hand. When " the Lord shall set his hand the second time [it

was done the first time by Cyrus the Persian] to recover the remnant of bis people,

which shall be left, from Assyria, and from Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cu»h, ami
from Elam, and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. And
he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and
gather together the dispersed of Judah /rom the fowr corners of the earth " (Isa. xi. 11,

12). Mark another truth :
" And it shall come to pass, when thy days be expired that

thou muat go to be with thy fathers." Three thoughts are suggested by this passage.

1. Man lives by d'lys, not by yean. " As thy days, so shall thy strength be
;
" " Lo, I

am with you always, even to the end of the days." We speak of years and look for-

ward to them. God would teach us that we have only days to count on, and should

therefore use each one for him. 2. " Thou must go." David was wanted in another

world. There are places to fill there. Just as the stones that were to form the

temple on Mount Zion were hewn, shaped, and polished in Lebanon, and were sent /or

Just as they were wanted, so is it with the departure of every true child of GvA. What
may be the nature of the employments we cannot tell ; but of each one who is taken we
may hear the Lord's voice saying of him to the weeping ones left behind, " He must
go," for he is wanted there." 3. " Thou must go to be with thy fathers." It is a
family gathering. In the Old Testament how frequently is this word used I It is

not death. It is—"gone to join the family gathering." "Dead" is the Bible word for

those out of Christ. " Asleep " is the word for God's children. What a precious word

!

It is a striking contrast to our word " dead " which is always on the lips. It is

like another word we use. A manufacturer looks upon his men and women in his

employ and regards them as goods, and calls them " hands "—" so many hands." The
Bible word is "souls"

—

"the souls he had gotten in Haran." How sadly men have
departed from the spirit of patriarchal days 1 Vers. 12—14 are manifestly a reference

to the Messiah, of whom Solomon was a type, and to the Messianic times of rest yet to

C-. me, of which his reign was a shadow. It is clear from David's prayer ^ver. 17) that
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he 80 understood them, especially when he speaks of God having regarded him "accord-
irig to the estate of a man of high degree."—W.

Vers. 16—27.

—

David?i prayer. God's great and precious promises to David drew
forth from his heart this prayer. It is so at all times. The constraining motive of

prayer, praise, and thanksgiving is God's great mercy and wondrous love contained in

the " excetding great and precious promises " to the soul. We see also David's great

humility :
" "Who am I, and what is mine house?" God's grace always humbles. We

see also how David exalts God—another effect of God's great and precious promises

:

" Lord, there is none like thee, neither is there any God to he compared with thee."

And all this grace in God is " according to all that we have heard." Every experience

of the believer at all times confirms the Divine testimony of God in his Word. He is

ready to exclaim as he leads, " It is all true, all of it, and I have found it so." And
this Gud is moreover " the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel and a God to Israel." He
is not only the God of his people, but a God to them, to each one. He is all that his

name means to each one of his family. And mark David's closing words . " Let it

please thee to bless the house of thy servant, that it may be hefore thee for ever." This

is the end for which we should ask any blessing—that we ourselves may he hefore him,
walk before him and live before him. " Walk hefore me and be thou perfect," was
his word to Abraham of old, and still is to each one of his people ; and it is only as God's
promises and God's blessings lead to this that they can be real blessings.—W.

Ver. 1.— Ood's dwdling-place and mwiii. This verse shows us the good man's
proper anxiety to have his God better housed than himself. We may properly assume
tliat David thought about this matter immediately after his success in bringing the ark

of God to Mount Zion, and restoring the ancient service. When David had taken the

city of Jerusalem, and proposed to make it the capital of his kingdom, he found a royal

palace was as important as safe fortifications. The erection of this palace indicates the

new era which dawned in David. The previous king, Saul, did but make a beginning

of a kingdom, and was little more than the previous judges had been. David is the

proper founder of the Jewish kingdom. It appears, from 2 Sum. v. 11, that David's

alliance with Hiram of Tyre enabled him to secure Phoenician artists, workmen, and
materials for his |)alace ; and this may have been necessary because the Israelite work-
people had no training for such work, and no experience of such buildings as David
required. The one point on which David's thought more especially rests is, that a

character of permanency and abiding rest attached to his own house, while God's
earthly dwelling-place was still a movable and perishable tent. He very properly felt

that there should be a closer harmony between the two, and God's house suggestive of

associations suitable to a settled and permanent kingdom. We may never be indif-

ferent to the " sense of fitness " in Divine things.

I. The sense in which God mat have an eabthlt dwbllino-plaoe. See the
teaching of Isa. Ixvi. 1, 2. There is a proper sense in which the created world may be
called " God's dwelling-place." There is a much higher sense in which the heart of

mau may be so calkd. But, seeing that an external and ceiemonial worship is found

to be necessary for man, and earthly things may wisely be made the symbols of

Divine truths and relations, place is made for the work of the architect and the builder

in expressing religious truth by sacred edifices, churches, or temples. We, however,

need to watch lest any building should limit our thought of God, as thousjh he could

be wholly contained within it ; or as though we could put human limitations to his

revelations, or to himself. God permits us to raise temples for him mainly that we
may have, carried home to our hearts, the conviction of his pf-rmanenlli/ dwelling with

as. His house is with us ; his home is here ; he does not come and go ; he is with us

II. The duty dbvolvino on man to find for God an eabthlt dwelling-place.

This is not a duty directly enjoined, but one recognized and felt by the sincere and
pious soul. It is like the duty of worship, and follows of necessity upon it. Explain

that man canno*. satisfy himself with the conception of God as sjiiiitual, and that he

wants materia' help even to realize this. Also the very sense of appropriating God
leads to desire . a fix him to a Louse. Illustrate by Gen. x. 17. Show that in all ages

I. CHRONICLES. O
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this sense of the duty of " localizing " God has influenced men to plant sacred groves,

consecrate hill-tops, raise tabernacles or temples, and build—at cost of amazing labour

and sacrifice—magnificent churches and cathedrals. Impress the duty of aiding in the

erection and maintenance of Divine sanctuaries.

III. The bblation between strcH Divine baethlt dwbllino-places and thb
DWELLINGS OF THB MEN WHO MAKE THEM. This is David's point. He felt Ihat one

ought to match the other ; and if there was any " best," that should be for God. Tent
was fitting enough while the people were tent-dwellers. But a house was needed now
the people dwelt in houses ; and a palace, a magnificent house, now the king dwelt in

a palace. Illustrate the relations which should now be maintained between the archi-

tecture and decorations of our houses and of God's house. Show what a help to the

conception of our kinship with God, and to what we may call the humanity in God, is

found in the erection of a house for him. Lead on to show by Paul's teaching that man
may be himself the temple of the Holy Ghost.—B. T.

Ver. 4.

—

Unfitness for some parts of Oocts work. God sent a distinct refusal of

David's request by the Prophet Nathan. " Thou shalt not build me an house to dwell
in." But this refusal may not be regarded as an act of mere sovereignty ; it was based
upon the Divine recognition of the unfitness of David as the instrument for this parti-

cular work. Much he might do for God, but this be may not do ; and the disability

even followed upon his very fitness for the other work which God had called him to do.

He was a man of war. His work had been the extending and settling of the new king-
dom. But the " man of blood " must give place to the " man of rest," to whom could
be more wisely committed the work of building a temple for God. We are here taught
that God's work, which he would have done on earth, is divided into pieces; that one
piece only is usually committed to the trust of each man ; that every man finds he has
one such trust, and that all the pieces and parts fit together, and mnke up one great
whole of Divine purpose. There is a Divine arrangement of the pieces. There is a
Divine allotment of the pieces to individuals. And this involves the selection of indi-

viduals upon a Divine recognition of particular gifts and endowments. Then a man
may be either fitted or unfitted for some positions and for some work ; and God will,

by his providence, guide each man to the work that he may hopefully do ; and no mau
has occasion to envy the place or work of another man.

I. Man mat wish fob spheres of bekvicb. God does not reproach David for

wishing to build the temple. He now says, " Thou didst well that it was in thine
heart." It is a good sign that we want to serve ; though so often it is only a sign of
our restlessness in the work we have, and our foolish fancying that some one else's work
is better, or easier, or nobler than our own. Faithful doing of present duty may be
quite consistent with earnest desire to do something else and better, provided it finds
expression, as David's did, in patient waiting on God, and earnest prayer for Divine
direction.

II. Man mat bk under disabilities which hinder him from the spheres he
SEEKS. Such disabilities may arise out of natural disposition and character ; educa-
tional conditions ; local circumstances ; or, as in David's case, out of the very life-work
which may be entrusted to us. When we remember how actions bear the stamp of the
character of those who perform them, and men receive their impressions of the thing
itself from the- person who does it, we realize how God may properly refuse to permit us
to do just the work we may wish to do. We need to satisfy ourselves that God knows
both us and our work, and so can fitly match the two together, and keep us from
unfitting spheres.

III. The great secret of our ddtt ib the doing well what we plainly
HAVE TO DO. Forming a very high value of our present trust. Quite sure that it

is the very thing for us ; and cherishing the assurance that God makes our work fit

into the work that others do, and that the very thing which we would like to have
done ourselves, God gets done in his own time and way, and by the agents he pleases.
" One planteth, another watereth," and God gives the increase that crowns the union of
various labourers and labours.

We may learn : 1. The lesson of submissive obedience to the Divine appointments.
2. 'I'he importance of keeping our minds free from all envy of other workers, even of
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those who seem to he doing the very work which we would like to have done. 3. And
to be thankful for the work that is entrusted to us ; quick to discern the dignity and
importance of it ; and supremely anxious that we should be found of God faithful in

the doing of it.—R. T.

Vers. 5, ^.—Ood's earthly dwelUng-plaee a tabernacle, not a house. In the Divine
reply sent to David it is made an important point that Grod had hitherto dwelt in a
tent, and had expressed no desire for a more permanent form of habitation. As the

message is given in 2 Sam. vii. 6, God had " walked in a tent and in a tabernacle ;
" the

term " tent " prqperly indicating an erection of curtains and ropes, and the term
" tabernacle " a somewhat more stable structure of boards. In either case the point of

comparison is the movahleness of the building God had hitherto used, and the fixity

of the one which David now proposed to raise. The verses indicate that permanency
in the symbol of the Divine presence is not offered by Ood, but sought by man. It

would seem that there is some peril in the settledness of things—even in the thought
of the Divine presence— for sinful man. His conditions and his associations had better

be changing an'd transitory. Permanence can only belong to that which is " perfect

"

and ' holy." Again and again this reproach has rested on men : " Because they have
no changes, therefore they forget God." It may also be shown that elaboration of the

external, artistic form and beauty in the house itself has always for man this peril, that

it may satisfy him, and take away his thought from that spiritual reality of which it

is the expression. Religious symbols assume a certain amount of religious culture and
sensitiveness to the spiritual ; if they become of value to us for their own sakes, they
are mischievous as was the old brazen serpent, and spiritual reformers may well call

them " Nehushtan," worthless brass. None seem to have valued the old tabernacle for

its own sake, but in after days men thought the temple sacred, and assumed the

peculiar acceptableness of prayer offered within its courts, when the Shechinah glory

had passed away from its holy place.

I. A TABERNACLE BETTEB EEPEESBNTED MAN's BODY THAN A HOUSE COULD DO. See
St. Paul's figure in 2 Cor. v. 1—3. Illustrate such analogies as these : A tent is /rail ;

easily taken down, and removed; seriously affected by storms, and manifestly decaying
swiftly.

II. A TABEBNACLB BKTTEB BEPEESBNTED man's LIFE. Especially in It* lasting but
a little while

—

" Brief life is here our portion

;

Brief sorrow, short-lived care ;

"

and in its changeableness. The shepherd's tent is set up but for the shelter of a night

;

journeying on to find fresh pastures, he knows not where he may be on the morrow.
So in our life on earth we can seldom gain the security that we may rest. Again and
again, so unexpectedly, the moving pillar-cloud bids us be up and away.

III. A TABBENAOLE WAS MOBE SUGGESTIVE OP DiVINE ADAPTATIONS TO MAN'b OIE-

cumstances. As an easily movable thing, it could be where it was most wanted:
sometimes in the centre of the camp, while the people tarried in one spot ; at other

times in the front of the camp, when the people journeyed ; and at another time in the
midst of the divided Jordan, holding back, as it were, the waters until the people
passed over. Yet in this there was a peril of misuse, for, in their wilfulness, the people
sent for the ark to their camp, seeking to make it a mere charm to ensure their victory,

and in consequence the symbol of God's presence fell into the hands of the enemy. No
one would have thought of taking the ark away from the fixed and permanent temple.

IV. A TABBENACLB WAS LESS LIKELY TO TAKE ATTENTION OFF FBOM GOD HIM-
SELF THAN A HOUSE WAS. For this, which may be the lesson to impress in conclusion,

see passage in the introduction to this homily, and also the previous sketch on
ver. 1.—K. T.

Vers. 7—10.

—

God's grace magnified in David's history. Every age of the world
and every nation has had its prominent men, its striking instances of Divine endowment
and special mission. But we mistake such special cases if we assume that they are
intended to absorb our attention, or merely to magnify individuals. They are alwayi
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flesitmrd to be impressive illustrations of great principles which are surely working,

tliuu_h not so manifestly working, in the smaller and the quieter spheres. The " great

"

is never set bufure us for its own sake, but always (1) to show us what "almighty

grace can do ; " and (2) to make solemn the possibilities of our smaller and feebler lives.

The mission of all biographies is expressed in two sentences from St. Paul's writings:
" Thpy glorifiud God in me " (Gal. i. '24) ; " For this cause I obtained mercy, that in me
fiist Jesus Christ m'glit show forth all long-sufifering, for a pattern to them which

should liereafter believe on him to life everlasting " (1 Tim. i. 16). David is set bi fore

us as a strikmg instaiicu of Divine grace overshadowing, guiding, and sanctifying a

whole life. God reminds him in these verses of his "gracious goodness" which bad

ever vested upon him ; and with the remembrance comforts him under the refusal of

his reiiuest which God judged it necessary to send. In this light the life of David may
be reviewed.

I. Thk sovereignty of gbaob in David's selection. Carefully distinguish between

sovereignty and favouritism. There is "no respect of persons" with God. He
elects, not upon particular affections for an individual, but upon omniscience of fitness

for particular work. Election is not to privilege but to service, and to privilege throuiih

the service. Here, in the case of David, Divine sovereignty is seen in the selection of

one who was not at all in men's thoughts, and was indeed in circumstances which
seemed to indicate unsuitability. David was the youngest of his family, somewhat
despised by his grown-up brothers, and engaged in simple shepherding work among the

hills of Judab. Tet God estimated character, and found in the young shepherd the

founder of a kingdom and a dynasty. Illustrate the Divine call of men to be poets,

artists, preachers, reformers, and rulers ; and show that now, as truly as ever, God
calls those he needs to come up out of lowly and unknown places to do his work. And
he may have need of us.

II. The faithfulness of grace in David's prosperity. "Faithful is he who
calleth you, who also will do it." To the position to which he was called David in

due time attained; because, whenever God bids a man do a thing, he gives the needed

grace for the doing. If he tells a man with a helpless hand to "stretch forth his hand,"

he gives the strength for such stretching forth. Trace in David's life how all hindrances

and ditficulties were surely overcome ; his " enemies were out off," his throne estab-

lished, and his name honoured (ver. 8).

III. The benedictions of grace resting on others fob David's sake. It is one
of the best signs of Divine acceptance of us that others are blessed through U8. This
exceeding joy our Lord Jesus Christ had. For his life-work of loving service he was
" highly exalted." So David was the means of settling the people, introducing all the

advantages of order and good government, and restoring to full vigour the worshipping
side of the national religious life.

IV. The CKWTiNaASCB of grace on David's descendants. The man who lives in

the grace of God himself may be sure that not only God's grace will abide when he is

gone, but that the grace will still use his influence and example, as agency, for the

blessing of the children for a long while to come (vers. 10—12).

Apply to that exceeding great grace which is manifested in our personal redemption.

That grace, we may be sure, will cover and hallow all owr lives, and all our children's

lives, even as it did the life of David, and the story of his descendants.—B. T.

Vers. 11—15.

—

The purposes of Ood concerning Solnmon. In the Divine communi-
cation made to David through the Prophet Nathan, there is a tone of very tender con-

gidcration, and an evident desire to solace and comfort the aged servant of God, whose
request it was found necessary to refuse. In one way the desire of his heart could be
met. He should have an immortality in his descendants and in his dynasty. He should
live on in his son, and accomplish even his purpose concerning the temple. And he
may have, before he dies, the comforting assurance that God's purposes were set upon
his son, and the Divine favour would overshadow his reign. Those gracious Divine
purposes are indicated in these verses. Man's brief life on the earth, which so seldom
permits him to accomplish any great thing, would be very painlul to him were it not
lor the hope he cherishes that he will live on in his children, and by them his great

life-worV may win completion. We cannot bear to think that death cuts off our
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influence and spoils our work. Man can scarcely say a thing that hurts him more in

the saying than this, "My purposes are broken off." What is calleil/a/w ina> he wmj
by but the few among even good men ; but every true-hearted and eaniesi si-rviuU ul

God may be sure that his personal impress is an abiding one; it will ^el its cominu-
ance in those who have known him and live after hiui ; his spirit, his iiriiici|il s, his

witness, even in measure his experience will be still working. Philips Brooks well saNs,

" No man or woman of the humblest sort can really be strong, gentle, pure, and ^joud,

without the world being the better for it, without somebody being helpeil and com-
forted by the very existunoe of that goodness." Illustrate how a man lives on in a bouk

he has written, or a building he has raised. So a man lives on, oftentimes, in tlie son

who takes up his work. David really lived on in Solomon, and did, in fact, build t"e

temple, seeing that Solomon used the materials he had gathered, and carried out the

plans which he had arranged. It is interesting to notice what in the temple which
was actually reared was due to the genius and consecration of David, and what in it

bore the personal stamp of Solomon. " The design fixed upon indicates fully the

spirit of the times and of the king. A general relation to the older tabernacle must be

carefully preserved—the outline of the form, the proportions, and the principal division

of the building into holy place and most holy must be continued ; but where Moses
permitted ornamentation and decoration it was developed, and almost carried to an
extravagant extent." In view of God's unfolding to David his purposes concerning

Solomon, we may learn that it is full of comfort to the man who is passing away from
earth to be assured that hia son will virtually have

—

I. His wobk to do; at least, in its more prominent and important aspects. Certainly

his work in the large sense of living for God, and doing his will.

II. That he will have, if he seeks it, the same grace fob the doinq. God's years

are throughout all generations, and will give our children the joy and help of the same
fatherly relations that he has given us (ver. 13).

It may be shown that, still, saints pass away from earth, made willing to leave their

life-work incomplete, and their most cherished desires unlultilled, and restfully saying

in their hearts, " God's grace remains, though I pass away. That grace is working on,

and working out, the great purpose, and will surely raise up other agencies." David
may die, but he may know this—the temple will be built ; the kingdom he had founded
shall be secured, and even for him the veil shall be uplifted, and he shall see the glory

of this Divme purpose. In a high and spiritual sense David's kingdom shall, in his

greater Son, be established for ever and ever.—E. T.

Ver. 16.

—

ITie humhling influence of the Divine goodness. Precisely the position and
the attitude of David we cannot with certainty explain. The expression came indicates

that he left his palace and crossed over within the tabernacle precincts. But we have
no means of knowing whether he sat in the court facing the sacred tent, or whether he
was permitted to go within the sacred curtains, and face the entrance to the holy of

holies, where the ark was. It is possible that the king may have claimed priestly

rights so far as to enter the holy place. His attitude is explained by some knowledge
of Oriental customs. " One of the postures by which a person testifies his respect for a

superior is by sitting upon his heels, which is considered as a token of great humility."

The sitting was really half-sitting and half-kneeling, so as to rest the body upon the
heels. The Talmudists say (but apparently only on the authority of this passage) that
none may pray sitting except only the kings of the house of David.- But we fix atten-

tion on the spirit in which David responded to the very gracious message which God
sent to him, and in his spirit we find an example well worthy of our imitation. God's
goodness brought home to him a sense of his own unwuith'ness, and filled him wiih
wonder that he should be made such a monument of mercy. The goodness of God
humbles true hearts much more than does his fruwn. Its right work is to " lead us to

repentance." The following points are suggested by this example :

—

I. With God tab off, man mat gbow pkoud. He can then see nothing but his own
doings.

II. With God near, man bows in eevbeent awe, as is seen in Abraham, Moses,
Job, Isaiah, and St. John.

III. GoP SPEAKIKO WOCDS of grace humbles man into penitence and HUMII4TI,
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Gifts are always humbling, because they awaken the sense of desert. So Divine gifts

are ever most humbling.—E. T.

Vers. 20, 21.

—

The uniqueness of the Divine dealings. David saw plainly a truth

which seems equally plain to us from the records given in the Scriptures, that God's

ways of dealing with the nation of Israel had been throughout singular, unique, and
surprisingly gracious. A few illustrative instances from the history may be given.

But this is precisely the impression which each one of us receives upon a review of our

own lives. The Divine dealings with us seem, in the preciseness of their adaptations,

and the tenderness' of their grace, quite unique ; and it seems, to the sincere heart, that

nobody can sing just such a thaiikful, happy song as he can. Now on earth, and much
more yonder, we shall adore that special grace which is bo manifest in our individual

lives.

I. Divine dealings abb always the baue. Very much is made in these days of

the uniformity and absolute working of law in the physical spheres. But we can more
than match the truth by our teachings respecting the uniformity and the absolute

working of law in the moral and spiritual spheres. Sin always carries its conse-

quences. Personal influences on others can be as strictly assured as laws of nature.

St. Paul boldly afBrms that " whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." The
forces God brings to bear on men are always the same. There is but one gospel for

man's redemption. Nobody can come to God save by the way of penitence and faith

and prayer. The truth may be applied to the minutest conditions and circumstances

of life. There is nothing new in the circumstances, and. God will deal with us in them
exactly as he dealt with our Others. Because of this uniformity of Divine dealings in

the moral spheres, we can use the experiences of the fathers, and be warned, encouraged,

or taught by the records left of their life-histories and the Divine dealings with them.

No right-minded man would ever wish any deviation from either the eternal principles

or practices for his sake. He would rather just be in the Divine order, within the
conditions and provision of the infinitely wise and infinitely good Divine law. We
require to press this point, because fanaticism has often assumed that God steps aside

of his laws to deal in special ways with favoured individuals. There is a sense in

which Divine dealings are special, but it is of the utmost importance that we gain first

hold, and firm hold, of the truth that God's ways are orderly and regular, fixed and
unalterable, because settled in the infinite Divine wisdom. It may be necessary here to

deal with the idea of a miracle. It may be said, " Does not God work miracles ? And
has he not worked them for individuals ? " We are coming more clearly to see that

a miracle is not a contravention of law, but only a modification of the workings together

of law, made apprehensible by man. Thus God's law of the vintage is that vines bear

grapes. Man's apprehension of the law is that vines bear grapes in so many months.
Christ's miracle shows us that man's time-law is no essential part of the law; the

vintage may come in what man calls a moment. Christ's miracles contravened no
laws, if the laws be relieved of man's additions to them.
XL Divine dealings become unique by adaptation to the individual. We must

never conceive of law as if it were working distinct from the Lawgiver. It is not like

an " act of parliament," which is passed, and then set free to its work. Law, in its

proper sense, is the condition on which the Lawgiver acts. And God acts as a Father,

with special knowledge and care of each individual, and due adjustment of law to each

case. I am individual to myself, individual and unique. And I may hold the confi-

dence that God will deal with me just as if no other being lived. The uniformity of

moral law has this sublime qualification, " The Lord knoiwdh them that are his."—E. T.

Vers. 22—24.

—

The eternity of David's kingdom. It seems quite evident that the

term " for ever " is used in the Scripture as a figure of speech, and one which carries

with it several distinct suggestions. It is a condition of human thought that we must
set things in the order of time ; and it is usual for us to estimate the value of things
according to the time they will last. The words " eternal " and " for ever " and " ever-

lasting" often stand for long continuance. Mountains that outlast the generations are
called " everlasting hills." Canaan was given to Israel as an " everlasting possession."

So here, in these verses, God promises a throne to David, an eternal kingdom, a pos.
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terity that will never be extinguished ; and the first idea we Bhould attach to the
promise is that David and his descendants' empire should be of long duration, and of a
stable character. It is a further truth, embodied in the expression, that the material

kingdom of David should by-and-by pass into the spiritual kingdom of David's greater

Son, and that in him should be established that spiritual theocracy which could be, and
should be, absolutely eternal, enduring as long as there should be a God to rule, and
creatures of God to be ruled. Taking the Old Testament term " for ever," we may see

what thoughts are properly suggested by it, and consider them in their advancing
order

I. "For ever" means lastino theouoh makt genebations. Matching the idea

concerning "length of life" is the idea of "continuance and pernfianence of dynasty."

To live long was, to the Jewish mind, the direct reward of virtue, a sign of the Divine

recognition of personal goodness. And so the pious king who founded a kingdom
passed the thought on to the life of his race. Its prolongation through many genera-

tions would be the proof of Divine favour and acceptance resting upon it. Show how
the writer of a book seeks fame in the continuity of its influence. The rich man, now-
adays, hopes to found a family which shall outlast the generations. And this desire

for permanence of influence is found, in various measures, influencing all men. So still

God can promise to us that noble living and faithful working shall be made to bear the
" eternal " stamp. In this first sense the good man never dies ; on earth he may be
said to live " for ever." David lives on to-day. He influences men now, rules hearts

and lives, more truly than ever.

II. "For ever" means under changed fokms lasting through all human
GENERATIONS. We must find what is the very essence of David's kingdom, for the

notion of its eternity can properly only be applied to that. The essence is this—God's
immediate rule of men through the administration of man. David's kingdom was this

—the theocracy practically realized. Then all that belonged to the mere human form
and order may change to meet the exigencies of changing ages; the essence would
remain, and by-and-by appear in the theocracy of the Cliuroh, in the administration of

the exalted Man Christ Jesus. We now are members of David's everlasting kingdom
;

since Christ's kingdom is essentially David's. In its central principle—its spiritual

principle—of direct governmental relations with Jehovah, David's kingdom must last

absolutely for ever and ever.

III. "For ever" has this limitation—Is its barthlt foem it is dependent on the
ALLEGIANCE OF DAVID'S DESCENDANTS TO THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE. So far aS their

earthly features are concerned, God's promises are always conditional. And the con-
dition is always the same. It is loyalty, full loyalty, the obedient service of the true-

hearted. This point David anxiously impressed on his son Solomon (ch. xxviiL 9, 10).

Work out the conditions oi perpetuity stilL " He that doeth the will of God abideth
for ever." And show what is the assurance of our earthly and our heavenly " for

ever." We shall live on here, we shall live on yonder, in what we have been for God,
and done for him, in his grace and strength.—B. T.

Ver. 24.

—

Qod's relation to hit people. I. The relation which God bears to his people.

1. He has chosen them out of the world, which lieth in wickedness. 2. He has given
himself to them in a peculiar way. 3. He avows that relation to them before the whole
universe.

II. Inquire what, under that relation, we may expect at his hands. 1. The care of

his providence. 2. The communication of his grace. 3. The manifestations of his

love. 4. The possession of his glory.

IIL What, under that relation, he is entitled to expect from us. 1. That we "be a

people to him." 2. That we give ourselves to him, as he has given himself to ug.

Conclude with two proposals : 1. That we, at this very hour, accept Jehovah as

our God. 2. That we now consecrate ourselves to him as his people (Eev. C.

Simeon, M.A.).—B. T.

Ver. 26.

—

The faithful Promiser. David pleads before God the fact of his having
promised ; he reminds God of his own Word. But he does more ihan this. He testifies

his perfect confidence that the promise will be fulfilled because of what Ood is. " Thou.
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Lord, art God "—there is his rost. It is much to have received a gracious promise, but

it is much more to have, and to trust, a " faithful Promiser." The promises help and
comfort us ; but we want to rise above even the promises, and find the "eternal life,"

and deep " heart-rest " of Jenovnng God, and being able to say to him, " Now, Lord,

thou art God."

I. The value of a promise depends upon the pbomise-makeb. This may !»
efficiently illustrated from our ordinary life-associations. Some men's promises we
never heed, never depend upon, because we know them, and know that they promise

hastily or thoughtlessly ; or they have formed the habit of getting out of seeming

difficulties by a promise which puts off the evil day. (This tradesmen too often do.)

Other men's promises we implicitly trust, because we Jmow them, and know that they

count promises to be sacred, and only fail to keep them by some unexpected disabilities,

or some physical impossibilities. It may be shown that the value of a proinise doe»

not depend on its subject or on its form ; it would be no surer if confirmel with the

most terrible oaths. It depends on the character first, and then on the ability, of him
who makes it ; and we inquire concerning him both can he perform and wiU he
perlorm it ? Our confidence or otherwise is in him ; and it may be shown that the con-

fidence rests very much more upon his character, which is the essential thing, than
upon his mere ability, which is the accidental thing. We never really trouble over

promises whose fulfilment circumstances may prevent. We feel the bitterness of

broken promises when the failure reveals the weak will, or the unsound character of

those in whom we have trusted, " Pat not your trust in princes, nor in the son of man,
in whom there is no help."

II. God's pkomises gain the infinite talub of beino fkom the Divine Phomise-
makeb. This is David's point of assurance, " Thou art God," and thou " hast promised,"

therefore in thy promise I put absolute and perfect confidence. And what is gathered

up in this simple but most comprehensive expression, " Thou art God "
1 1. " Thou

art God " who hast been faithful. So the saints of all the ages testify. So David himsell

could both feel and say. 2. "Thou art God," and as God thou must be faithful. Show
what is necessarily included in the very idea of God, and that faithfulness is absolutely

essential. If we could show one broken Divine promise, we would dethrone God and
make him take rank with fallible man. "Hath he spoken, and shall he not do it?"
?, We may advance to a higher region, and say, " Thou art God " who, in giving

Christ, hast so kept the great promise as to assure all other promises, St. Paul forcibly

argues, " He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he
not with him also freely give us all things ? " (Rom. viii. 32).

Then we may set forth how God's promises cover and hallow all our earthly life,

coming into precise adaptation to all our infinitely varying circumstances and needs.

And so we may walk and work in the light and cheerful joy of this confidence—all

are trustworthy ; all will gain wise and gracious fulfilment, since " he is faithful that

promised," and he speaks calmly over our life's tumult, saying, " Be still, and know
that I am Ood."—B,. T.

Ver. 27.

—

The blessedness of God's blessings. David puts his desire and prayer into'

the one expressive word "bless," and that because he has such a full apprehension of

what God's blessing is to his people. " For thou blessest, Lord, and it shall be
blessed for ever." Men ask for the summum bonum. David finds it in the enrichment
and the satisf^fing of the Divine goodness. " The blessing of the Lord maketh rich."

As the verse on which we are dwelling reads in 2 Sam. vii. 29, " With thy blessing let

the house of thy servant be blessed for ever." The word " bless " is used with great

frequency in the Old Testament, and evidently with s variety of meanings. It is

difficult to fix upon a definition of the term which will express the essential idea that

undeilies the diversity of its forms. A distinction, however, is made in Ps. cxlv. 10,
" All thy works shall praise thee, O Lord ; and thy saints shall bless thee." Prom this

choice of difi'erent terms we may learn that " bless " carries the idea of the intelligent

agent who knows and loves the object with which he deals, and seeks for gracious

adaptations tofeeling as well as to need. If saints bless God, it means that they intelli-

gently and lovingly apprehend the goodness of his dealings, and express their feelings of

thankful love. If God blesses saints, it means that he intelligently considers theii con-
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ditions, and finds and adapts arace precisely to their needs ; and that whatsoever he does

for them turns out to be for their ultimate good. We have come to use ihe term without
due consideration, and as a mere formality. It often hides the fact that we have no
precise petitions to present j and so we fall back upon the general prayer tor blessing.

We should be placed in extreme difficulty, if God were to say in reply to our prayer for

blessing, " Say precisely what it is you want. Translate your word. Use exact terras.

Ask for the very things which press upon your heart. For ray blessing is this
—

' the
supply of all your needs out of my riches in glory.'" It may be well to show further

what God's blessing would be to a royal house or dynasty, and to a nation or people,

noting the special features of that blessing as applied to David's house and kingdom.
L " Bless " stands for all kinds of keal good—without venturing to specify

any. It may fittingly be used in prayer when we have no specific desires, and only
want to run into the shadow of God's goodness. And it may be used when we are in

difficulty, and do not even know what things we ought to ask. Sometimes we are afraid

to ask definitely lest we should ask amiss ; and then we may leave the form of the

answer witii God, only asking him to bless.

II. " Bless " throws the matter wholly back on the person from whom thb
GOOD IS sought. Compare the cry of Esau, " Bless me, my father! " He could not

tell what to ask, but left the matter with his father, and with full confidence in the

fatherly love. So for us to ask God to bless us should be the expression of our full

submission and entire surrender to his wisdom and grace in fixing the form which the

good shall take ; so it may be—and should be—a fitting expression of the right attitude

and spirit of God's people, who trust the whole matter of their temporal and spiritual

good to him, and will not even seem to dictate to him. Enough for all true heai ts to

pray with David, "Let it please thee to bless us," "for with thy blessing shall the
house of thy servant be blessed for ever."

III. The blessings which God finds, for those who thus fully trust him, must
MAKE them infinitely BLESSED, Thc.things God sends will make them blessed, and
their gracious moral infiuence on such recipients will make them double blessings.

Christ's miracles of healing were Divine blessings,and the healed ones were doubly blessed,

in body and in soul. God's gifts and providences now. become double blessings ; they
order and hallow our lives; they help to meeten us for the "inheritance of the saints

in the light." God still blesses with the eternal blessings.—B. '£,

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XVIII.

The course of last chapter's parallel is

eontinued here, and answers closely to 2

Sam. viii. 1—18. The present chapter con-

tains the wars and victories of David (vera.

1—13), with the arrangements consequent

upon them; and (vers. 14—17) an enume-

ration of some of his chief officers.

Ver. 1.—Took Gath and her towns out

of the hand of the Philistines ; literally, her

daughters. The compiler of Chronicles

gives us this plain statement where, in the
parallel place, we find, "took Metlieg-

ammah," or more exactly, Metheg-ha-ammah,
the explanation of which word (see 2 Sam.
viii. 1) is not yet ascertained. Its literal

signification Is " the bridle or curb of the

mother city," and may mark a special strong
position which commanded Gat h, or it niay
describe Gath as owning itself to ajich a
position. Geseuius understands it to mean

that David "subjected the metropolis of the
Philistines to himself," quotingthe Arahiau
proverb, " To give one's bridle to any one,"
as equivalent to submitting to him. He
quotes also Job xxx. 11. It may be noted
that Ammah is spoken of (2 Sam. ii. 24) as
the name of a hill, otherwise unknown,
however. Although David subdued so
many places, ho reigned over them, i.e. over
many of them, still by " their own kings"
(1 Kings iv. 24 ; 2 Chron. ix. 26). Hence
we find Gath with a king stUl in 1 Kings
ii. 39.

Ver. 2.—Brought gifts; i.e. in the light of
tri bute and of aoknowledgment of subjection.
There are curious additions to this passage
in the parallel place, telling the punish-
ment infliuted on Moab : " He smote Moab,
and measured them with a line, casting
them down to the ground [i.e. causing them
to lie prostrate"] ; even with two lines mea-
sured he to put to death, and with one full

line to keep alive." This appears to mean
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that he put to death two parts of them, and
Kept the third part alive. The reason of

this deliberate and severe punishment is not

stated. Onoe David and the Moabites had
been on very different terms (1 Sam. xxii.

3, 4 ; but see also Fs. Ix. 8).

Vei. 3. — Hadarezer ; in the parallel

places, Hadadezer; though our present form
is found both in Samuel (e.g. 2 Sam. x. 16)

and in other places in Chronicles, yet in all

these places some manuscripts show Hada-
dezer (see Gesenlus, 'Lexicon,' sub voce).

Zobah. Fart of Syria, east of Hamatb, and
for the most part of Coelo-Syria, north of

Damascus, and stretching in the direction

of the Euphrates. Possibly it is one with
Ftolemy's Zake (1 Sam. xiv. 47; 2 Sam.
viii. 3—10; x. 9; 1 Kings xi. 23—25).
Hamath, In the valley of tlie Orontes, the
northern boundary of the Holy Land. It is

traceable from the time of the Exodus (Gen.

X. 18 ; Numb. xiii. 21 ; xxxiv. 8) to that of

the Prophet Amos (Amos vi. 12). Though in

Zobah, it is probably not the Hamath-Zobah
of 2 Sam. viii. 8. To stablish his dominion.

In the parallel place, " to restore," t'.e., no
doubt, to endeavour to do so, and that

against the growing force of David. He
had already suffered at the hand of Saul

(1 Sam. xiv. 47, 48).

Ver. 4.—The parallel place (2 Sam. viii.

4) omits, probably by error merely, the word
" chariots," and reads for our seven thousand,
" seven hundred." As the form of expres-

sion in the last two clauses of our present

verse is the same in both cases, it is more
natural to render, David houghed all the

ohaiiot horses, but reserved a hundred, i.e.

a hundred horses unhoughed; he houghed
all but a hundred. Our Authorized V ersion,

in the parallel, gets over the difficulty by
inserting "for," i.e. enough for, "a hundred
ohariots."

Ver. 5.—The Hebrew text of Damascus,
here, next verse, and also 2 Oliron. xxviii. 5,

spells the word with a resh, omitting the

dagesh forte in the mem following, which
Gesenius instances (see hia 'Lexicon') a*

the Syriao orthography.

Ver. 6.—The word "garrisons" appears

in the text in the parallel place, and would

be justly supplied in our Hebrew text here.

Ver. 7.—The shields ; Hebrew B^»". Much
doubt has been entertained as to the mean-
ing of this word. Its etymology is un-

certain. Gesenius derives it from a root

signifying " hardness." For the most part,

however, the context of the seven places of

its occurrence which he instances (2 Sam.

viii. 7 ; 2 Kings xi. 10 ; oh. xviii. 7 ; 2 Chron.

xxiii. 9 ; Cant. iv. 4 ; Jer. li. 11 ; Ezek.

xxvii. 11) favour the rendering "shields,"

though the quotation from Jer. li. 11

(literally, " fill ye the shields ") is not so

satisfactory. The wealth of Zobah is, of

course, illustrated by these shields of gold.

Ver. 8.—Tibhath, and . . . Chun. These
names replace Betah and Berothai in the

parallel place, in the former case with pos-

sibility of orthographic explanation, but not

in the latter. The purpose for which David
was glad to take their brass is not mentioned
in Samuel, but only here. The brazen sea,

and the pillars, and the vessels of brass (see

1 Kings vii. 14—47; 2 Chron. iv. 1—18).
In this latter place these subjects will be
found treated more fully. This so-called
" brazen sea " (riBi-jn D'-hn) took the place in

Solomon's temple of tlie earlier brazen laver

(nsyn] -n>3) of the Mosaic ritual (Exod.

XXX. 17—21; Lev. viii. 10, 11; 1 Kings
vii. 38). It is now called a sea, because of

its large size. The use of the original laver

is plainly told, for the priests' to wash at it

their hands and feet before offering sacri-

fices. It stood in the court of the taber-

nacle, between the altar and the door. The
ten lavers of Solomon's temple were used
for washing the sacrificial victims them-
selves (2 Chron. iv. 6). The brazen sea
(which was rather of copper than brass, how-
ever) rested upon twelve standing oxen,
three turning their faces to each quarter of
the heavens. Its height was five cubits, its

diameter ten cubits, the thickness of its

metal a handbreadth, and its capacity
variously given at two thousand baths (1
Kings vii. 26) or three thousand (2 Chron.
iv. 5). It was removed from its supports of

oxen by Ahaz (2 Kings xvi 17), and placed
on a pedestal of stone. And it was eventu-
ally destroyed by the Assyrians (2 Kings
XXV. 13). And the pillare. (For these
pillars of the porch, named Jachin and
Boaz, see 1 Kings vii. 1 5—22 ; 2 Chron. iii.

15—17.) And the vessels of brass. (For
these, see 1 Kings vii. 40—51 ; 2 Chron. iv.

16—18.)
Ver. 9.—Ton. In the parallel place, spelt

Toi. Nothing else is known of this ^ng of
Hamath, whonow proffers his congratulations
to David.

Ver. 10.—Eadoram. In the parallel place
written Joram. The Sepfcuagiut has the
name spelt with d in both places, which
has led to the suggestion that possibly the
real name was Jedurum. Josephus suggests
that Ton had been brought into subjection
by Hadadezer, and wished by his present
conf!;ratulations and valuable gifts to in-
gratiate himself with David for a purpose.
Had war ; literally, was a man of war ; i.e.

he bad shown his addictedness to war, or
had warred abundantly with Ton. It is

evident that Ton had generally fared the
worst in their encounters.

Ver. 11.—From Edom. This is probably
the correct reading, and not, as in the patal-
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lei, " from Aram," unless, as some think, both
places were named in the original authority.
From the children of Ammon. Perhaps the
events narrated in our succeeding chapter
are here referred to by the compiler. From
Amalek (see 1 Sam. xxx. 1—20, 26—31).

Ver. 12.—^Ahishai . . . slew of the Edom-
ites. The parallel place omits to say that
it was by aid of Abishai that David slew
these eighteen thousand Bdomites. They
are there called Syrians, which reading is

at all events in keeping with the Aram of
the previous verse. Abishai, here named
son of Zeruiah, possibly served under
"Joab son of Zeruiah " (ver. 15), who is

spoken of (1 Kings xi. 15, 16) as very tren-

chant in this Edomite war, without any
mention being made of Abishai. Fs. Ix.

(title) probably speaks of an instalment of
the eighteen thousand spoken of here, as

the nation now suffered all but extermina-
tion. The valley of salt. Situate in Edom
(1 Kings xi. 14—17; 2 Kings xiv. 7; 2
Chron. xxv. 11). The word here used for
" valley " is N<ij (Ps. xxiii. 4), not the more
generic word ppji^, and signifies rather " ra-

vine." The phrase occurs twice with the

article expressed, nfjsn N'3. The place is

celebrated also for the achievements of
Amaziah (in references just given), who pro-

ceeded hence with ten thousand prisoners,

to precipitate them down the diff, i.e. Petra

(p^|n, 2 Chron. xxv. 12). The real situa-

tion of this place is still doubtful. Since
the time of the German traveller Geethen
(' Eeison,' ii. 356), and of Bubinson (' Bibl.

Bee.,' ii. 109), it has been generally assumed
to be a tract of land extending some six

miles south of the Dead Sea, and bounded
at that distance by the range of hills which
there runs across the country ; but beside
the consideration that the word "ravine"
could not describe that tract of country,

there are others very unfavourable to tliie

supposition (see these carefully stated by
Grove, in Smith's 'Bible Dictionary,' iii.

1097).
Ver. 15.—Recorder. The word it of the

same root with that in ch. zvi. 4, " to re-

cord." The exact duties and position of

this o£3cer are not stated in any one place,

but may be gathered from 2 Sam. viii. 16;
XX. 24; 1 Kings iv. 3; 2 Kings xviii. 18,

37 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8. From these notices,

belonging to somewhat separate times, we
may gather the dignity and responsibility

and trust of the ofSce which the recorder

filled, altogether in excess of his duty as
mere historical secretary.

Yer. 16.—^Abimeleoh the son of Abiathar.
The reading in the parallel place is,

"Abimelech theson of Abiathar," as also
in ch. xxiv. 6 ; but comparison of 1 Sam.

xxii. 20 ; 2 Sam. xx. 25 ; 1 Kings i. 7, 8,

suggests that the right reading would be
"Abiathar the son of Ahimelech." With
this Mark ii. 26 agrees, and tells of a
correct manuscript, from which, indirectly,

the quotation came. Bhavsha. The pa-

rallel place reads Seraiaha; 2 Sam. xx. 25

reads Sheva ; and 1 Kings iv. 3 reads Shisha.

The differences are probably due simply to

errors of transcription. Scribe. The his-

torical development of this title is obscure,

and not easy to trace. The use of some
form or other of the root is abundantly fre-

quent from the times of the earliest parts

of Scripture, in the sense of " numbering,"
or "declaring," or "recording." Perhaps
our title of "secretary" would answer suffi-

ciently to it, and all the better, because the
Old Testament scribes were also of different

leading kinds, like in some degree to our
various secretaries of state. There was the
kind of scribe of Judg. v. 14—where our
Authorized Version is far from the mark,
and should rather read "the staff of

the scribe," in place of " the pen of the
writer"—a military officer, whose duty it was
to keep the muster-roll. There was the
scribe of 2 Kings xxv. 19 —a passage which
throws light on the former (see also Isa.

xxxiii. 18 ; Jer. Iii. 25). There were the
scribes of a more literary, lawyer-like, or

clerk-like kind, as here, and in the parallel

place, and in 2 Sam. xx. 25 ; 1 Kings iv. 3

;

ch. ii. 55. In the time of Hezekiah, if not
before, the scribes became distinctly a class

of men (Prov. xxv. 1 ; Jer. viii. 8) ; and tlie

times of the Captivity greatly enlarged
their importance. Their exact duties in the
best times of the monarchy are not laid

down, but the dignified place the king's

scribe held is evident from the company in

which he is placed here and in the parallel

Yer. 17.—Benaiah the soit of Jehoiada
(see ch. xi. 22—25 ; xii. 27 ; 2 Sam. xxiii.

20—23). The Cherethites and the Pele-

thites. Two tribes of Philistines whom
David attached. The meaning and deri-

vation of these two names leave it possible

to translate them at once, and to read,
" the public executioners, and the public
couriers," not treating them as proper
names, and to this course Gesenius (see

'Lexicon') gives his sanction. On the
other hand, a comparison of 1 Sam. zxx. 14
and 2 Sam. xv. 18 would lead us to treat

them as the names of people, although the

Pelethites are not as identifiable in this sense

as the Cherethites and Gittites. Anyway,
it is evident they were the special guard of

the king, and were faithful to David and to

Solomon after him. Their duties included

those of the executioner or lictor, and the

courier. They are frequently mentioned on
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special oorasinns of the king's movinpf, and
of danger (2 Sam. XV. 18 ; XX. 7, 23 ; 1 Kings
1. 38, 44). Chief about the king. Tbo
Hebrew text here la D'j!!»N-in. The word

used in the parallel place is n\n.!3, which

signifies strictly " priests," but sometimes
more generally " princes." This is, without
doubt, the meaning of our text.

HOMTLETICS.

Vera. 1—17.— The chapter that offers the sermons of facts with fewest words. The
chapter which to indifferent reading might seem most bare of religious instruction will

yield to carefr.l attention the most forcible lessons. Facts bring the most impressive
lessons tc our lives. Facts teach the most impressive aspects of the Divine character to

our present power ot apprehending that character. For all we read and memory retains

it, foi all we heai and faith believes it, for all we think, and think we see it well and
clearly, that which we feel- and experience from the hard facts of life or the joyful facts

of life performs a thousand times over the largest and most valuable part in our
education. This chapter is a narration ot facts—almost exclusively this and nothing
else. But they were facts full of personal interest to David, and full of illustration of

Divine goodness and faithfulness. The chapter tells indeed the simplest tale of events
that made the joy of a human life, strengthened the faith of a Divine life, rewarded
the endurance and preparation of years past of a suffering and painful life, and gives

God the praise that was his due. To ni'tice well such facts is to listen well to God's
own sermons. Let us notice how they part here so very naturally into those which

.

illustrate the gracious attributes of the Teacher God, and those which illustrate the

better qualities of the learner David. We have here

—

I. The God " faithful and jttst " to beinq on the time or the " recom-
pense OF REWABD." That time is not always to be expected in the present world.

There are sometimes manifest reasons why this cannot be, or why it should not be
likely, or why it were even to be deprecated. It is also one of the chiofest distinctions,

nay, even the differentiae of the Christian temper and essential quality, "to seek for

glory and honour and immortality by patient continuance in well-doing," with the eye
fized on ons thing alone as the reward—" eternal life." Yet sometimes it is the case that

a manifest, ample, revealed recompense of reward comes after trial and sorrow borne,

and work earnestly done, even before the partial scene of this present has passed. It is

so now. Long had been the discipline of David, frequent the strokes by which heart

and life had been smitten, keen and agonizing the misconceptions from which he had
suHered, and the misconstructions put upon his generous conduct, and sharply had the

iron of disappointment entered into his susceptible nature. But notv, 'tis no longer the

chapter of accidents ; it is the chapter of victories. A series of joyful successes, of

triumphs, of honours, came to him. And it was because God "remembered" him and
" visited" him and blessed him—no longer with the more hidden mercies proper to the

time of preparation and discipline, but with these manifest, published mercies proper to one

who had " borne the yoke in his youth," and who had in his measure " seen affliction

by the rod of his wrath."

II. The God who lengthens oirr his PEOviDEirriAL protection of hib servant.
How true it is that "the gilts and calling of God are without repentance"! He has

never forsaken David. He does not weary of him. He does not change for caprice'

sake his servant, to use a younger, a fresher, a choicer. No, he keeps by him, and
" preserves him whithersoever he " goes. He is his Shield and Buckler and Defence.

He guides him by day and guards him by night. He makes his enemies either fall

before him or flee hefore him. He counsels him and surrounds him with faithful coun-

sellors, captains of his armies, priests of the Church. This is the time that, through

the goodness of a faithful Providence, his corn and his wine, and his gold and silver,

are increasid, and a "table is sjiread before him, e'en in the presence of his enemies."

Not a day just now but David feels what a glory it is to be tbe servant of God, and
whnt safety there is with him.

III. The continued faithfdl devotion on the part of the servant of his

LIFE AND POWERS TO Hi» GREAT Master. His wars are against the enemies of God
and the people of God. There is no sign of personal and ambitious objects in what
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David is doing. He "reigns over all Israel," and thus reigning he " executes judgment
and justice among all his people." He does not forget his responsiliilities in the time of

rank, dignity, luxury, nor surrender himself to indulgence. It is evident he holds

himself, still the servant of God, the willing, conscious, intelligent instrument for his

use. In undouhted " authority," his conduct is not that, his bearing is not that, that

ever exposes- him to the finger of just satire or ridicule—as one who is dressed in a " little

brief authority," and for reality and true dignity satisfies himself with display. The
reaction from poverty, persecution, subordination, and grief is not what many bear well.

Thus, far David has come through the trial well. He bears the burden nobly, even as

bravely he lifted it to his shoulders ; and if God has not forgotten his servant, neither

does David show any sign of forgetting that he is God's servant.

IV. The ttndimikished interest of a great religious devotion still possesb-

INO THE THOUGHT AND HEART OF David. There Were uo doubt considerations which
we may suppose to nave oeen present to the mind of David, in the destined promotion

and dignity of Solomon, ancillary to his own continued deep interest in the projected

temple. Yet we should not be justified in putting all his sustained devotion down to

this source. The project had been a native of ms own heart. And he does not mean
to disown " the better part " of faith because ne is disappointed in sight. David was
now one of the honoured rank of those "kinfcs and prophets who desired to see" a

certain sight, but died without seeing it. The Pisgah-glimpse possible to him is that

which co\ild come of faith indeed, but of faith only. Yet his disappointment has not

soured him, his refusal has not turned him sulky. He loves to think of that " habitation

of God's house " still. He can't envy his own son ; and to console nevertheless his disap-

pointment that he shall not see tne glorious stones laid one upon another, toweriug

aloft, and the picked cedars, and the gold flashing again in the sun, his thoughts fill the

time with collecting, and getting, and giving, and dedicating for these ends. It was
always now in David's thought. The shields of gold and the brass and the silver are

all sacred at once in his thought to one purpose. This is some of the noblest of the

Divine working in the heart and life that are but human after all. The eye of David
shall not see the reared temple, but his thought and purpose and love are laid with its

foundations, and reach to its highest pinnacle. And the most magnificent block of its

stone, the finest timber of all its cedar, the gold that reflected most brilliantly the light,

of all that was in it, may have been those which the eye and the hand too of David
did surely and literally touch. Such confidence may all the servants of God entertain.

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 6.

—

Preservation. The contrast between the God of the Bible and the gods of

the heathen, in respect to moral character, is of the most thorough and striking kind.

Amongst other noticeable points of contrast, observe this : the imaginary deities of

the superstitious idolaters are usually famed and feared for "their destructive qualities,

whilst the Lord is ever represented as a God of salvation, delighting to preserve his

people. The bloodthirsty Shiva, one of the most widely worshipped gods of the

Hindus, is the destroyer. Jehovah, it is recorded, "preserved David whithersoever he
went."

I. The dangers of ordinary human life are many. It is not only kings and warriors

who are exposed to peiil, though the position of mouarchs exposes them to the violence

of the assassin, and the occupation of the soldier is in itself a challenge to the dart of

death ; but in every position of life, at every age and in every clime, we walk encom-
passed by dangers seen and unseen.

II. Divine protection is a truth supported by revelation. Not by reason of

favouritism and caprice, not in response to any superstitious observances or entreaties,

but in virtue of his own attributes, God is a Protector. He is not satisfied to create,

and then to abandon what he has. made. His universal providence, general and
particular, is the joy and comfort of his people. It is equally shown in their prosperity

and their adversity.

III. Hence the preservation of God's people from harm. He is their Shield,

and Buckler, their Defence, and Fortresa He delivers their eyes fiom tears, their souls
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from death, their feet from falling. The confidence of the psalmist was signal and

most instructive (see Ps. xci.). It is a source of security and consolation to know
that our times are in God's hands.

" An earthquake may be bid to spare

The man that's strangled with a hair."

And -when Christians fall victims to the hate and hostility of sinners, or are slain by
the operation of natural laws, they still have the assurance that no real evil can beiaU

them.

" Angel-guards from thee surroUTiJ us;

We are safe, for thou art nigh."

Well may the friend of Jesus exclaim, " I will trust and not be afraid.**

IV. The obligation is plain, gratefully to acknowlkdge the peeservino mebot
OF God. The royal psalmist was not backward in recording with adoring gratitude the

delivering and upholding mercy of a faithful God. Never should we forget that he that

is our God is the God of salvation.—T.

Ver. 11.

—

Dedication of gifts. David was a generous giver. In his many campaigni
he won great spoils from his enemies. We need not approve his conduct in all these

military expeditions. But we cannot do other than commend the princely generosity

which he displayed in the disposal of his booty. Though not himself permitted to

build the temple, he was allowed to accumulate treasures to be used by his son and
successor in the construction of the sacred edifice. He freely parted with his wealth
for this purpose, and for the maintenance of Divine worship in suitable dignity and
splendour. His example in thus dedicating gifts to the service of Jehovah is one which
all Christians should follow ; the more so, as their motives to consecration are more
powerful, and their opportunities of service are more numerous.

I. All gifts aee of and fbom the Lobs. " The earth is the Lord's, and the ful-

ness thereof
;
" "The silver and the gold are the Lord's ;

" his are "the cattle upon •
thousand hills.'' We can, accordingly, only oflfer unto the Lord of what is really his.
" Of his own " we give unto him.

II. All that Christians oah offeb to God ib the purchase of Christ's
BLOOD. When our Saviour redeemed us, he ransomed all our powers and possessions.
" Body, soul, and spirit " are his of right. It is the Christian's privilege to feel that

nothing which he has is his own ; all is his Lord's.

III. The gifts of Christians are the expression op their gbateful love. They do
not give to the cause of their Redeemer merely because they feel that they ouijlit to do
so, but because they delight in any opportunity of showing their affection. The most
costly, lavish gifts are poor and worthless, if not the expression of the heart's love and
loyalty. When the heart is offered, the meanest gifts are sufBcient to represent its love.

The " two mites " of the widow were accepted and approvfcd ; for they cost her much to

give, and yet she gave them with a willing mind.
rV. Dedicated gifts mat serve to work out the spiritual plans of God.

Some professing Christians disparage expenditure for religious objects, on the ground
that God cannot care for such trifles as our material wealth. But they forget that, in

the order of Divine providence, God's kingdom upon earth is mysteriously bound up
with both the wealth and the work of men. And they forget that Christ regards what
is given to his people and to his cause as given to himself. It is, therefore, an honour to

be permitted to dedicate of our substance to ends so lofty, to a Master so gracious.

V. Gifts offered vs a bight spirit are acceptable to God. There is much
in Scripture which proves that this is so. " Tlie Lord loveth a cheerful giver ; " "It
is accepted according to that a man hath ; " "He that soweth bountifully shall reap
bountifully." If our offerings be dedicated from Christian motives, and to wise and
scriptural objects, we need be under no apprehension lest our Lord should despise the
givers or reject their gifts.—T.

Ver. 14.

—

A riyhteuus rultr. David's work as a warrior was prciwratory to his woik
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as a king. He defeated enemies and vanquished conspirators, in order that there might
be peace and tranquillity in the land, in order that the pursuits and arts of peace might
take the place of violence, disorder, and turbulence. It is still sometimes necessary that

the sword should be drawn for the protection of liberty and for the preservation of order.

There could not be a worthier, a nobler outcome of David's campaigns and victories

than tiiat recorded in the text :
" So David reigned over all Israel, and executed judg-

ment and justice among all his people."

I. Civil society involves the exercise of authoeitt. This need not reside in a
king ; it may be a president, or other chief magistrate. But in some person or persons

must be deposited the right and power to rule. Unless men are to live in the condition

of savages or brutes, civil authority must be constituted, recognized, and supported.

Checks to arbitrary power, limitations to all personal action, there must be ; but not to

the destruction of a right to reign and to require obedience.

II. Civil society involves the maintenance of justice between man and max.
Power is good when rightly used. Right and might should go together. Rulers are

not entrusted with authority for the indulgence of their own caprice, or the enhance-
ment of their own glory. They are bound to act, " not for their own, but for theii

people's good." In Oriental countries it was and is the custom for princes themselves

to sit in the gate and to administer justice. It was so with David and Solomon, and
with other kings of Israel. In modern society, where law is more complex, the adminis-
tration of justice is confided to a profession—to jmlges and magistrates. In any case,

well-ordered society requires both judicial and legislative functions, in whomsoever
centred. " The powers that be are ordained of God."

HI. Civil socibtv re consolidated and perfected bt justice. " David reigned

over all Israel." This was undoubtedly the consequence of the impartial administration

of justice among all classes. Civil rulers have often been slow to learn the lesson, that

there is no foundation for general content like unswerving justice. Just rulers make
contented and united peoples.

IV. Civil society is destined to extend its advantages to all mankind. Every
community where kings and rulers reign with justice, every nation which is exalted by
righteousness, is a beacon to the world. Peoples so favoured have a sacred mission to

fulfil, and upon them is laid a responsibility from which there is no escape.—^T.

Vers. 1—12.

—

The Christian campaign. As "David smote the Philistines and
subdued them," so we, engaged in a holy warfare, must live to smite and to subdue the

enemies of God. Our Christian life cannot be fully represented under any one image, but
if it can be said to be one thing more than another, it is a long spiritual campaign. We
ask what are

—

I. The enemies whom we have to slat. These are not visible Philistines, Moabites,

Syrians, such as presented themselves against David, sword in hand. The adversaries

of our souls and of God are : 1. Invisible spiritual forces (Eph. vi. 12). 2. Evil things

embodied in the outer world. In (1) ungodly men, who deliberately tempt us to depart

from rectitude ; and (2) unfaithful Christian men, whose tone or type of character is

lower than our own, and who, unwittingly to themselves and imperceptibly to us, draw
us down towards their own spiritual level

; (3) unchristian institutions. 3. Evil forces

within our own soul. A man's worst foes are those of the household of his own heart

—his own tendencies to pride, to self-will, to indulgence, to worldliness.

il. The weapons of our warfare. David's weapons on his fields of battle were
sword and shield, spear and bow, war-chariots and horses. " The weapons of our war-
fare are not carnal, but mighty ... to the pulling down of strongholds " (2 Cor.x 4).

They are : 1. The sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God. 2. The force of

Christian sympathy and zeal. 3. The co-operation of single-minded, earnest men.
III. OuH HOPE OF SUCCESS. David looked to (1) his own generalship

; (2) the support

of his " mighty men ;
" (3) the valour and discipline of his troops ; but especially and

mainly to (4) the presence and power of the living God. We look to (1) the perfect

fitness of the truth we preach for the hearts and wants of men
; (2) the presence and

power of the Almighty Spirit of our God. He it is who " causeth us to triumph."

IV. The SPOILS of victory. These in David's wars were towns (ver. 1), subjects

( V prs. 2, 6), gifts (vers. 2, 6), chariots and horses (ver. 4), gold and brass (vers. 7, 8), political
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alliance (vers. 9, 10). Other spoils than these are the reward of victory in the Christian

strife. They are : 1. Begeneraied human souls. " He that converteth a sinner," etc.

(Jas. V. 20). " What is our crown of rejoicing ? Are not even ye," etc. ? (1 Cor. ii. 19).

Those whom we have been the means of enlijihteninf; and redeeming are the spoils we
" bring home," the crown we wear. 2. Faculties and forces restored to their rightfvl

use. David tooK " very much brass wherewith Solomon made the brazen sea," etc
(ver. 8), foi the house ol the Lord (ver. 11 ; 2 Ghron. iv. 12, 15, 16). Thus were the
possessions of tlie enemy made to contribute to the service of Jehovah. It is the truest

ot all triumphs when we succeed in so changing the spirit of men that the time, the

thought, the money, the energy which they had given to the service of Bin they now
devote to the cause or Cliiist and to the well-being of the world.—0.

Vers. 11—17.

—

Ood's preserving kindness. The key-note of tliis chapter ig the

passage, " Thus the Lord preserved David whithersoever he went" (vers. 6, 13). We
may let the other verses of the text take their tone from this'

I. God's PEBSERViKa kindness to David. This was manifested in various ways

:

God preserved him from : 1. Injury in battle. He was neither slain nor wounded
by the darts that must have been levelled at him by many a foe. 2. Defeat in war.

He was never beaten by any enemy he encountered, and, finally, all his foes submitted
to his rule. 3. Serious mistakes in public policy. Solomon, his brilliant son, com-
mitted a most serious error in overtaxing his people ; and Rehoboam, his grandson,

started on his royal career with a fatal blunder (2 Chron. x.). But David had been
thus far preserved from taking any step which endangered his own position or enfeebled

his kingdom ; hence he was delivered from : 4. Disloyalty on the part of his subjects.
" Executing judgment and justice among all his people " (ver. 14), placing competent
men at the head of the different departments of the state (vers. 15—17), he was secure

of the attachment of his people, and " reigned over all Israel " without (at this time)
any danger of rivalry or disturbance. 5. Special spiritual perils. David was exposed
to the peculiar danger of kings, and very particularly to the peril of complacency and
self-glorification. He had risen from the sheepcote to the throne, had enlarged and
magnified the Hebrew kingdom, had attained to considerable distinction in the world
(so far as it was known to him), and he must, as a fallible man, have been under a
strong temptation to glorify himself and take great credit for enterprise and sagacity.

Prom this •' the Lord preserved David." The human sovereign laid his victorious

position at the feet of the Divine King. He did not apply the spoils of war to the
embellishment of his own house, but "dedicated them unto the Lord " (ver. 11). But
he did something more and better than this : he ascribed his successful career—witness
his psalms of thanksgiving—to the good hand of his God upon him. He gave God the

glory. Thus " the Lord preserved him whithersoever he went," even when he went
fer along that "slippery place"—prominence, power, success in battle.

II. God's PBESERvma kindness to trs. We have to bless God as our Greater,

Provider, Father, Redeemer ; we have also, to magnify him as our continual Preserver.

He preserves us. 1. In life ; both in the retention of our being (Job x. 12), and in the
continuance of our existence on earth. 2. In health; in freedom from disease, in

deliverance from mental failure, in the possession of " heart and hope." 3. In
favourable circumstance; saving from overwhelming loss and from crushing disappoint-

ment, and (oiten for very long periods together) Irom saddening bereavement. 4. In
spiritual integrity. When other things had gone, David could find unspeakable con-
solation in the thought, " As for me, thou uphuldest me in mine integrity " (Ps. xli. 12).

And whatever may betide; though God should remove health, treasure, kindred,

friends, from the path on which we walk, yet if he is maintaining us in his fear and' in

the love of oui' Redeemer, if he is delivering us from the shipwreck of the soul (1 Tim.
i. 19), and sustaining us by the upholdini; power of his Holy Spirit' (Ps. li. 12), then
may we exclaim, not in tlie accents of despondency like the broken patriarch (Job vii.

20), but in the joyous and thankful tones of a successful spiritual warrior, " Wliat shall

I do unto thee, thou Preserver of men ?
"—C.

Vers. 1—5, 12, 13.

—

David's wars. This chapter opens with an account of David's
ware, followed by a succession of brilliant victories. Following on the previous
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chapter, though separated from it by a considerable length of time, it brings before us
much spiritual instruction. The previous chapter contains an account of the many
"exceeding great and precious promises" made to David, his confidence in them, and
also that which invariably flows out of such grace—his communion with God. Com-
munion with God is the outcome of grace received. But out of realized grace and
communion with God flow warfare and victory. This is the opening record of this

chapter. The former supplies strength for the latter, and he who goes forth from
his knees to fight the good fight of faith will, in every battle, be " more than con-
queror" through him that loves him. And mark how David is single-handed among
many foes, and all of diverse character. "Edom, Moab, the children of Animon, the
Philistines, Amaiek, and the Syrians. What a host, and how diverse ! Yet God's eye
follows the single-handed servant amid all these foes. A "wall of fire" is round
about him—" the Lord preserved David whithersoever he went." So is it with every
servant of God who goes forth to fight the Lord's battles direct from communion.
" Victory

!

" is inscribed on his banner. He is invincible, because " strong in the Lord,
and in the power of his might." He may be single-handed, and his foes may be
legion and of every character, but he triumphs over all and, like David hero, lays all

the trophies of victory at the Saviour's feet.—W.
Vers. 4, 9—11.

—

David, Sadarezer, and Tou. The Spirit of God is a faithful

Biographer. If he records the good features of character in God's children, he is no less

faithful in describing the dark side of their character. In this the Word of Gnd is a
striking contrast to all human biography. David's cruel conduct in "houghing the

chariot-horses" is in keeping with the imperfect light of that dispensation, and is

not recorded for our imitation any more than the records of crime in our daily press.

It teaches us that there is only One perfect. There is a blot on every escutcheon
except that of the Lord Jesus; and they are recorded by the Spirit of God in order that

the eye of the soul should be ever turning from the lest of earth's heroes to him who
is the " chief of ten thousand, and the altogether lovely." Let us be warned by the
cruelties of David's time and mark his graces, and follow him so far as he followed

Christ. Hadarezer's spoils and every other are consecrated to God. Not a trophy falls

into David's hands but is laid there. Hadarezer's s^ioils and Tou's gifts are all alike—
the Lord's. May we follow him here, and cast every crown at the feet of Jesus 1—W.

Vers. 6, 13.

—

Divinepreservations in work and war. In the record given of David's

expeditions and wars, one thing stands out prominently and impressively ; it is twice

repeated here, as if to it attention was to be particularly drawn :
" The Lord preserved

David whithersoever he went ;

" or, in the quaint language ofNehemiah, " The good hand
of his God was upon him for good." It may be noted—

I. That David was in all things God's servant. This relation set him in an
especial manner under God's care. As his creatures, we come under his providences.

As his cliildren, we come into the grace of his fatherly tending. And as his servants,

we are assured of his safe keeping while engaged in his mission. The fuller and nearer

are our relations with God, the more complete may be our security and our rest in the
Divine hands. Compare the expression, "Man is immortal till his work is done."

Our Lord Jesus knew that no harm could come to him while he was about " his Father's

business."

II. That David's WHOiiB life was in God's KEBPisa. Because he never broke
free of the idea of service. He never wanted to isolate any part of his life, and keep
it for self. It is this which alone severs a man from Divine keeping. A man's wil-

fully taking his life into his own hand involves the withdrawing of special Divine grace,

and then the man learns the evil of his own waywardness by the unrelieved troubles

into which he falls. This is the permanent lesson for the ages taught by Eve's wilful-

ness in the garden of Eden. The man who can say, " We serve the Lord Christ," and
apply it to his whole time and powers and spheres, may be sure that he is altogether

safe in " the secret place of the Most High, abiding under the shadow of the Almighty."

The angels have charge concerning him, to keep him in all his ways. They will be

s ' near that they shall even bear him up lest he " dash his foot against a stone."

,

' III. This in no WAT INTERFBREP with his SJIOWJNQ ENEBOy and ENTElUntlSK. It

J. CHRONICLES'. X.
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might seem that such assurance of Divine preservation would give a sense of security

that would lead to indolence and indifference. But it never does do so, because such

a temptation is resisted and overcome by the impulse to faithfulness. To look at, the

good man's life should in these respects be the same as the worldly man's. On the

surface there should be the energy, enterprise, perseverance, and skill, which are

the conditions of success in worldly undertakings. The difference lies below. The
good man lives and labours for God, and in his strength. The worldly man has no
other end than his own fancied good. It may be fully proved and illustrated, from

Bible examples, and from those of the Christian history, that full consecration to the

service of God has ever been the impulse to a nobler living than any other motive can

inspire men to reach. God's servants always strive to be the hest possible in every

sphere where they are set.

IV. It beotjght David stbength for dctt, and best fob the heabt, to bb
ASSURED THAT God's SHADOW WAS OVER HIM. Compare such expressions as, " I will

both lay me down in peace and sleep : for thou, Lord, only makest me dwell in safety
;

"

" The Lord is my light and my salvation ; whom shall I fear ? " And compare such
experiences of strength as when fighting the lion and bear, or the giant Goliath ; and
such experiences of preservation as when hunted by King Saul upon the mountains.

AU new undertakings were entered upon with the quiet heart. God hath kept ; he
'

has promised to keep. " He tbatkeepeth Israel neither slumbers nor sleeps."

Here meet the ever-recurring difficulty of practically fitting together man's energy
and God's inspirations ; man's enterprise and God's preservations ; man's free-will and
God's absolute will. Show that to the man who fully trusts, the difficulty fades away

;

and that, in a most real and practical sense, God's care and preservation and grace are

the sanctifying shadow under which noble lives are now lived.—B. T.

Ver. 11.

—

Loyalty to God in the time of SMCces*. It is noted that the best of the
spoils of David's wars he loyally " dedicated unto the Lord," thus proving himself as

faithful in the time of prosperity and success as he had proved himself in the time

of failure and trouble. The testing power of adversity is often considered, and is,

indeed, one of the familiar topics of public teaching ; but the testing power of prosperity

is not worthily estimated or efficiently treated. Yet God works by Imth, and the

second provides the more searching and severe forms of testing. Many a man's root-

weakness of character has been discovered by success. It is harder work to go up in

life, keeping hold of God's hand, than it is to ^o doiun. And it says much for David,

and little for Solomon, that under God's temporal blessings David held fast his integrity,

and Solomon virtually forsook the God of his fathers. In the instance now before us,

David had a grand present fi-om Tou, the King of Hamath. Such a present would seem

to be his own exclusive property, and no man could have blamed him if he had added

it to his private estate. But, in pious loyalty to God, he looked upon it as a part of

the success with which God had attended his labours, so he dedicated it to the honour
and service of God, and gained a far richer blessing out of the gift than if he had kept

it for himself.

I. SoccESS nf LIFE MAT BBPAEATB UB FROM CrOD. It may, by filling our life with fresh

interests, and crowding out God. It may, by nourishing pride, and destroying the con-

ditions on which alone God can dwell with us. It may, by making the real god of our

worship to be self, and so dethroning the living God. It may, by declaring our unfaith-

fulness as we use the success for self, and not for God, and so bring ourselves under
Divine judgments. Or it may, by nourishing carnal security, and bringing us into a
spiritual condition that must grieve and quench the Holy Spirit.

II. Success in life may bind us closely to God. It will, if we fully recognize the

Source whence all success comes. It will, if we are watchful over our spiritual culture,

through the means of grace, while the success is growing. It will, if we are fully

resolved to consecrate to God's use any success we may gain. It will, if we carefully

reproportion our gifts, to God's house and service, as our success advances. Compare
Jacob's early vow at Bethel (Gen. xxviii. 22), " Of all that thou shalt give me, I will

surely give a tenth to thee." And illustrate David's sacrifices for the tabernacle and
temple during his reign, culminating in his splendid gift out of his " own proper good,"

his own private properly, just at the close of lii» career (ch. xxix. 3—5). We may be
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directly helped in maintaining the right spirit, under advancing prosperities, by thfl

devotement of portions of our success to pious uses. Malting the gift of portions

testify that we hold the whole as God's, and only entrusted to our stewardship in the

mystery of the Divine grace. "What have we that we have not received?" Offer

what we mny to God's service, of it we must say but this, " Of thine own have we
given thee.'—R. T.

Ver. 14:.—King's Justice. Of all the features of royalty the chronicler selects one,

or apparently ttvo, as special characteristics of David's reign. " He executed judgment
and justice among all his people." Magistracy, the decidina; of disputes, and the punish-

ment of criminals, are always prominent parts of kingly duty. They are less, apparently,

in our times, because our sovereign does not preside in person in our law-courts, but
delegates her duty to her judges. They were more, apparently, kingly work in ancient

times, and under Eastern conceptions of royalty. When Solomon entered on the

responsibilities of kingship, the thing that seemed most serious to him was his daty as

a judge. He felt the need ofJudicial insight, seeing that, as a young man, he had no
treasured stores of experience. His request of wisdom chiefly referred to this necessary

gift of Eastern kingship. Kitto says, " The wisdom which he craved was that of which
he had already enough to be able to appreciate the value of its increase—practical

wisdom, sagacity, clearness of judgment and intellect in the administration of justice

and in the conduct of public affairs." The administration of justice may well be set

thus prominently forward, for probably nothing bears so directly upon the well-being

of a nation as the wisdom and the purity of its judges. The terms used in this verse

are, however, intended to include more than court-justice, and we may see that

—

L KiNGLT JUSTICE IS THE EXPKBSSION IN THE NATION OP THE PATERNAL RULE. The
family is the first aggregation of human individuals, and its head and ruler is the

father. The next aggregation of men is that of the tribe ; a number of families uniting

their interests, and dwelling together, and at the head of the tribe, as ruler and judge

is the patriarch, or tribal father. The larger aggregation of men is the union of tribes

in the nation, but the same idea is preserved, aad the recognized head and ruler is the

king-father, or the fatherly king. The associations of these two terms need to be care-

fully given ; and it should be shown how the one tones the other. This distinction

being set prominently forward,—The king seeks to do the absolutely right without any
more than a general knowledge of and interest In his people ; a king cannot be expected

to know individuals. But exactly this is of the very essence of fatherhood. The father

is as loyal to the right as the kiog, but he seeks to apply the claims of right to the

actual condition of individuals, whom he knows with precision, and in whom he feels

a direct and personal interest. And so it may be said that the perfect idea of a king is

expressed in the term father, and that a true father must have all that is essential to a

king. It is always said of the good king, " He is the father of his people."

IL Kingly justice is the revelation to men of the Divine justice. No ono
word can sufBce to present the relations of God with men. And that because no words
contain an absolute and necessary meaning. Their connotation differs for different

individuals. Show that neither king norfather are sufficient alone. We want for Goil

a word which shall bring home to our hearts the conviction that he is dominated by the

sense of right ; but we as certainly want a word which shall assure us that all his way.-

with us are toned with personal interest in us, perfect knowledge of us, and the gentlest

consideration for our weaknesses and wants. So the justice of God must be to us both

kingly and fatherly.

This subject opens up the discussion of the true basis of the " atonement." Only by
fully estimating Divine justice as both kingly and fatherly can we discern the " needs

be " for a satisfaction of eternal Aiw, and # persuasive manifest^tioa of •tenia!

lov$.—R.%
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EXPOSITION.

OHAPTKB XrX.

Thi» chapter runs very closely paiallel

with 2 Sam. x. 1—19; a chapter also of

nineteen verses. The slight differences

between them avail to make one or the

other narrative a little clearer or a little

fuller. The time is only marked, as in the

first verse ofthe preceding chapter,by the too

general formula, " after this." Between the

last verse of the preceding chapter and the

first of this, we find interposed, in the Book

of Samuel, the account of David's tbougUtB

and deeds of kindness "for Jonathan's

sake " to Mephiboaheth " of the house of

Saul," who was a son of Jonathan, though

apparently not personally known at present

to David.

The chapter gives an aocoont of David's

war with Ammon and Aram allied tempo-

rarily, and the ungraoious cause of the war

—the insult put upon David's messengers,

when sent on a mission of kindly and sin-

cere condolence, on occasion of the death of

Nabasb, King of Ammon. Some think that

the contents of this chapter are in reality a

narration at greater length and in fuller

detail, belonging to the space occupied by

vers. 3—13 of last chapter. They would,

in like manner, identify 2 Sam. x. 1—19

with viii. 3—13.

Ver. 1.—Nahash. It is possible that this

may be the Nahash of 1 Sam. xi. 1, 2 and xii,

12, who, being signally defeated by Saul,

may have been the more inclined to show
partiality to David. But it would appear

that nearly sixty years had elapsed, and if

80, it must be held very unlikely, and would

point to the conclusion that it was his son

whose death is here in question, yiiih this

the statement ofJosephus (' Ant.,' vi. 5, § 3),

would tally, which says that the Nahaah of

1 Sam. xi. was killed in the destruction of

the Ammonite army then wrought by Saul.

Possibly the word " Nahash " was the ofScial

title of kings of the Ammonites (and, though

considering its signification, i.e. terpent,

scarcely a fiattering one from a modern

point of view, yet this is ovei ruled by the

association of the attribute of wisdom with

the serpent in olden time, of which we have

more than a trace in Matt. x. 16), as " Pha-

raoh " of kings of Egypt, etc.

Ver. 2.—Eaoause his father showed kind-

ness to m9. Tbe instance of kindness here

alluded to is not recorded. There may havo
been many opportunities and calls for it

during David's persecuted life, and when
the Ammonite king would feel a motive
beyond any intrinsic goodness of heart to
"show kindness" to the youth who was
Saul's object of hatred. It is, however,
very remarkable that we find a genuine
kindliness towards David still cleaving to

the succession of Ammonite kings, even
after the events of this chapter (2 8am.
xvii. 27—29). Hannn. Nothing else is

known of this Hannn. Though here the
name of an Ammonite king, we find it in

Neh. iiL 13, 30, the name of two of those
who helped repair the city. The Assyrian
InicHptions contain the name as that of a
Philistine king, tributary to Tiglalh-pileser

(see ' Speaker's Commentary ').

Ver. 3.—Tbinkest thou that David, ete. T

The Hebrew is, "In thine eyes doth David ?"

The order of to overthrow, and to spy ont is

reversed in Samuel.
Ver. 4.—The classical scholar will not

fail to be reminded, so far as the shaving
here spoken of is concerned, of the account
contained in Herodotus, ii. 121. The parallel

place makes the resemblance close, in that

it tells us that " one-half of their beards "

was shaved. To shave them was an affront

to their customs, dignity, and religion ; to

shave them half added mockery ; and to cut

ofi' half their garments completed the tale

of ignominious and contemptuous insult

(Isa. XX. 4). The beard was held almost

in reverence by Easterns.

Ver. 6.—Made themselves odious. The
Hebrew root of very strong force, B'Na, ia

here employed, and which our Authorized
Version translates, both in the parallel place

and elsewhere, far more uncompromisingly
than here. A thousand talents. Not stated

in Samuel. This talent was of three thou-

sand shekels, believed to be equivalent to

£342. Mesopotamia. The parallel place

has Aram-beth-rehob, instead of our Aram-
naharaim (" Syria of the Two Eiveis," «.«.

Tigris and Euphrates ; Authorized Version,

"Mesopotamia"), From comparing this

verse with ver. 16, it may seem probable

that those strictly called " if Mesopotamia "

lent either no aid at first or but very partiaL

It is observable that the numbers of men
supplied by Bcth-rehob, Zobah, and Islitob

in the parallel place (viz. thirty-two thou-

sand) agree with the numbers of this verse,

from which we may conclude that, whatever
Aram-beth-rehob (probably either Beho-
both on the Euphrates, or Behob last of

I^ebanon) and Aiani-naliaraim may ttricllu
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itand for respeojively, they here gnhstan.

tially mean the same. It is poe«ible that

the difference is that of a corrupt text or

Qarclesa copying. The Aram-naharaim
(ilfeeopotemto), which comes before us flret

in Gen. xxlv. 10, paasea out of Scripture
language after the defeats of this chapter

—

the tract of country which it designated
(some seven hundred miles by twenty to

two hundred and fifty) being absorbed, first

by Assyria, and afterwards by Babylon.

The Assyrian Imcriptions reveal the faot

that Mesopotamia was the prey of a large

number of small separate tribes at the

period of the judges and the early Jewish
monarchy, which is quite consistent with
the glimpses we here get of it and its

people. Aram-maachah probably desig-

nates the tract ot country north of East
Manasseh, bordering on Palestine, and
hounded by the Jordan, Mount Hermon,
and on its east, Salcah. Zobah (see ch.

xviU. 3, note ; 1 Sam. xiv. 47). The parallel

place ailds also " the men of Ishtob."

Ver. 7.—Thirty and two thousand chariots.

The wading in the parallel place is evidently

what is intended (oomp. oh, xviii. 4 with

its parallel, 2 Sam. viil. 4), Clearly a stop

should follow the numeral, which designates

tlie number of the men under arms.
Medeba. Some four miles south-east of

Heshbon (Numb. xxi. 30; Josh, xiii, 9, 16 j

laa. XV. 2), or others give it as nine miles.

It is not given in Samuel.

Ver. 9.—The kings. Compare this and
ver. 19 with ver. 19 of the parallel chapter,

and also with ver. 8 (2 Sam. x. 19, 8).

Ver. 10.—The meaning in brief of this

verse is that, as Joab found there were

praotically two enemies, and two armies to

face, he avoided the mistake of being shut

up between them more than necessary, and

divided his own hosts. He took the flower

of all, under hla own command, to fkoe th«
Syrians in the field, who were the most for-

midable of the enemy. The rest he put
under his brother Abishai, to face the
Ammonites at the gate, i.e. of the city

Medeba. Tha plan succeeded, for it

Abishai bad only done as much as hold
back the Ammonites awhile, so soon as they
saw the Syrians break and flee they knew
that Joab and his army would be free to

"help" Abishai.
Ver. 15.—Then Joab came to Jerusalem.

This is equivalent to saying that, for what
he deemed Bu£9cient reasons, Joab did not
stay to besiege the Ammonites in the city,

within the walls of which they had taken
refuge, nor to pursue the Syrians. Hence
we find these latter soon made bold to rally

and to gut additional aid.

Ver, 16.—Beyond the river j t.«. the river

Euphrates, Shophaoh. In the parallel
place spelt Shdbach. Of him nothing else

is known except his deatli, as recorded in
ver. 18 and in 2 Sam. x. 18.

Ver. 17.—Came upon them. The reading
of the parallel passage is probably correct,

i.e. they " came to Helam," inasmuch as

the place is repeated, both in ver. 16 and
ver. 17, Nothing else, however, is known
of Helam. The Septuagint has f^itA/i.

Ver. 18.-.-^Seven thousand men which
fought in oharicts. The parallel passage
has " the men of seven hundred chariots."

There could not be ten fighting men to a
chariot. The reading of Samuel is more
likely to be correct than our present
reading. Forty thousand footmen. The
parallel place shows " horsemen."

Ver. 19.-^Beoame his servants; i*. Ui
tributaries and vassals.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—19.

—

The iU work of suspiciousness. Even when the history «nd the

biography which we come across in Scripture are of a repulsive character, we manifestly

have no room to blame the historians, who certainly did not make that history nor

invent their biographies, but who did faithfully record in both the maaifestations

of human nature. On the other hand, we have much fqr which to be thankful

in the comparison of Scripture history and biography with other. Human hearts,

human life, make history ; and according as these are willingly or unwillingly beneath
the strong overruling control of Divine providence do they make history that gladdens

the heart to read, or that makes ashamed. But for instructivenesa much will depend
on the selection and the disposition of the matenal of history. And Scripture follows,

we doubt not, a perfect rule and wisest guidance in these respects. The sensational

is not its guiding principle ; certainly the prurient is not ; nor that which would affect

or even heartily " strive to wind " it

"... too high
Kor mortal man beneath the sky,"

It courts not extremes for extremes' sake, nor gives promiaence to the more unuiail,
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rather than to ttat which, by reason of its frequency, would be likely to be the mora

useful. It cannot be told for how much civilized society has to be thankful that it

possesses such models as the biography and history of Scripture afford, and mankind that

it is offered such wealth of wisest and most needed instruction. The present chapter is

notable for a very simple tale of the weaving of unmitigated mischief by the swift play

of that little shuttle, the shuttle of suspicion. Kindness and goodness and wisdom—the

works of these are for it miserably unravelled ; and neither does it do iteelf any good,

it incurs swift destruction. This portion of history teaches

—

L The vitalitt of the seed of kindness. Whoever Nahash was, some time had
elapsed since his kindness to David. For that kindness will have belonged to the

time of David's need. All this is reversed now. Ingratitude would have all the sooner

forgotten it, now that David's circumstances were so altered, had the heart of David
been of the bad, ungrateful sort. But this was not so, and the kindaess of Nahash had
dropped a good seed in the good soil of David's heart. It was not a mere memory. It

was not an action eagerly accepted in the pressing hour, but disparaged, depreciated,

discounted in selfish thought after that hovu: had passed. It was not turned into a
reason for avoiding the sight of the person to whom debt was due, or for dropping
communication with him. Kindnesses rendered often get treatment of this sort

—

i.e.

no return or ill return. But this is not the fault of the kindness. It lies at the door of

the bad, ungratefiil heart of the person to whom it has been shown. Otherwise seeds

of kindness possess great vitality.

XL The vitality of the seed of kindness amid circumstakces unfavourable
TO EP. Strongest affections often grow in most untoward clime and place. They throw
their roots down with vigorous determination, in stony, rooky places. The little soil

they find in groove, chink, Assure, is often good and rich, however, and they use it well,

and ere long make the rift larger, and acquire thereby more moisture and more deposit

of soil. And it is so with kindness. The most diverse nature will appreciate it most.

Sometimes just because it is unexpectedly offered to the foreigner, the outcast, the

despised, the undeserving, the notorious sinner, the man whom a thousand give up as a
hardened hopeless man, for one who entertains a contrary thought, it takes amazingly
to the soil, and becomes ere long a vast and fruitflil growth. And now, what bad
impressed David much was, that when his father and mother, and king and people, had
* forsaken " him (not all of choice by any means), an Ammonite had " taken him up,"

and shown kindness to him.
III. The length of vitality of the seed of kindkess. As has been said, we do

not know the exact length in this case. But a considerable number of years had pro-

bably passed. And they were years which had been crowded with the kind of events

which would drive many and many a thing out of the mind, and alter the proportions

and the look of things, and correct many an exaggerated estimate, and naturally help a

man to forget how hungry he once was, and how unsheltered, and how friendless, and
how downcast in heart.

rV. The liability to desteuctivb blight of the kindliest fruits of human
nature. Here was the kindness of Nahash about to show its remoter and its higher

description of good result. It had fulfilled its first office of real, practical, perhaps

saving service to David. But now its offspring, its scion of generous kind, was to

become apparent to God and to men. It was wishful to make its returns. It was
going to show the reproductive nature. No fault of its own, it is baulked, injured,

cruelly blighted. It is a testimony that good things in this world are not secure of

their good influence, that goodness postulates not unfrequently a good sphere. Once
Goodness itself " came to its own," but its own " knew it not," refused it, put it to open

shame, crucified it I

V. That this kind of blight is not always a mystery. Noj in this case, for

instance, it is only too explicable. Of the blights of nature, it may be said, that they

are free of blame to men, though not free of disaster to them. They are borne on the

winds of heaven, and in a sense must be said to come of the will of heaven, much as

those winds themselves. No earthly power can stay them, or do more than partially

provide against their incursion—partially undo and recover their mischief. But not so

is it with the moral and spiritual blights we know and see in our own life, in the large*

area of human history. Here it is manifestly due to two conspiring causes. 1. To the
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bad advisers of guspicion. The princes of the children of Ammon, round Hanun, ara

wise above what was written, above what was true. They were bad advisers, not
because they meant ill to their master, not because they were false to him, not because,

like Job's comforters, they were hard and unsympathetic, and their theology as shallow

as it was presumptuous ; but because they were feeding on suspicion. Their philosophy

of 1-iuman natvire was to fault. They had experience, had had doubtless much experience

of human life aud character, but they had not had enough. Their induction of instances

was insufficient, and thinljing " themselves to be wise, they became fools." 2. To the
.weakness of the ruling head. Hanun himself had to make the decision; he was
answerable for the verdict ; he presumably had more material than his advisers within
the compass of his knowledge, and he might have overruled them and their suspicion.
" In the multitude of counsellors there is safety," but the multitude must be large enough,
and varied enough, and representative enough, and it was not so now. How many a
ruler, from Eehohoam down to our present age, has ruined himself and his nation, and
involved them both in utterest curse of most devastating murderous war, because of
his individual lack of sound judgment, ot wise and understanding heart, of prayer and
piety unfeigned 1 Suspicion has its use, with every other power of our nature, but now
it was misused. Suspicion is ever a faculty to he suspected of the wise man. Sus-
piciousness is one of the unhappiest of all tendencies of the disposition. It shouid be
jealously used and scrupulously guarded.

VI. The vast growth of steifb, iniquity, utter misbbt, that mat come of
THE ONE FALSE STEP, OF ONE MAN ILL-ADVISED OF HIS FELLOWS AND UNADVISED OF GoD.
Hence now came wars, and those who did the mischief were the first to fly to the
thought of war, and to prepare for battle. Their foolishness and iniquity returned upon
their own pate. But not there alone. How many thousands of others were involved
in the common slaughter !

VII. Last of all, the Divine utilization of human brkob, human sin. David's
enemies, after all, are they who are exterminated or nearly so. And some, who had
" halted between two opinions," repented of their indecision. They " made peace with
David." They " became his servants." But, in addition to this, they learned not to
" help the children of Ammon any more." The victory was won for Grod. Strength
was gained for his chosen people, and confidence wrought afresh in them in their

Divine Captain. And withal surrounding nations learnt something of the truth, and
with whom peace were best to seek, surest to find.

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHOR.

Ver. 2.

—

Kindness and sympathy. Stern warrior though David was, and capable of

severe and even cruel actions, he nevertheless had a warm and tender heart. So much
might be gathered from the story of his youthful affection for Jonathan, and from that

of his subsequent forbearance towards Saul. In maturer years he retained the warm
sensibilities of humanity. Thus, when the King of Ammon died, David felt sincerely

for his son and successor, and, that he might give expression to his kindly sympathy,
" sent messengers to comfort him concerning his father." His compassionate feelings,

and his courteous and graceful expression of them, are suggestive of gome reflections

upon human kindness and sympathy.

I. Consider the ground and origin of theao feelings. They lie deep in human
nature, and are, in fact (as Bishop Butler has so well shown), as much natural social

principles, as self-love is a principle of individual action. They are implanted by God,
and are akin to his own gracious and benevolent disposition. He is a God of " love

and kindness
;
" " in all our afflictions he is afflicted." Especially is this apparent in

redemption. It was compassion that animated the Divine Father in his purpose to save
our sinful race. It was love that actuaied the incarnation and sacrifice of Immanuel.
The dispositions, then, of which we are treating have their deep foundation in the
character, the attributes, of our Creator. So far from being signs of human weakness,
they are an honour and ornament of humanity.

II. Regard 'ihe occasion of the manifestion of these dispositions. Human life is

8uch as to call them forth. No man, no woman, can go through life without abundaul
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onjioitunity for the display of these qualities. In times of health and prosperity there

is compararively little occasion for sympathy and tender kindaess. But times of

trouble, sickness, suffering, adversity, bereavement, must come to all men. Such times
are the proviHentially appointed opportunities for kindly sympathy. Then the friend will
" show himself friendly." David's heart was touched by the tidings of his friend's death,

and he was drawn to show kindness to the living son for the sake of the deceased
father. A sense of gratitude naturally and properly pave acuteness to these feelmgs.

David had in former days received kindness from Nahash, and on this account ho all

the more felt the claim ot the fatherless son upon his friendly sympathy.
III. Observe the ootwaed forms which these feelings assume. These must be

determined by circumstances, according to relative age, social position, and character.

Sometimes by sympathizing expression of countenance and manner, sometimes by
words spoken or written, sometimes by services, sometimes by appropriate and season-
able gifts, we may show our cordial sympathy, and thus rivet the sacred bonds of
humanity and of friendship. David on this occasion sent envoys to his friend's son,

to condole with him and to assure him of his good feeling and his good wishes. Such
action must in the circumstances have proved gratifying and strengthening. Wisdom
and tact will discern the most suitable way of acting in the several cases which may arise.

IV. Reflect upon the value of these dispositions. To underestimate, still more to

despise kindness, is the sign of an unjust and an ignoble mind. Shall we leave out of
sight, in reckoning life's riches, the precious sympathy, the dear kindness, of our kindred
and our friends ? These dispositions have a value which only the heart can appraise

;

they are in themselves precious, and no just mind would barter them for diamonds and
gold. They have also a practical and substantial worth. When one friend is taken
from us for a season, it is no mean advantage to have another friend, upon whose
counsel we may lean, and upon whose sympathy and faithfulness we may count.
Human kindness is a poor substitute for Divine compassion, but it may well prove one
of its fairest flowers, its richest fruits.

—
^T.

Ver. 13.

—

True valour. The annals of the human race are, alas I filled with the
records of war, and the happily unwritten annals of innumerable tribes would have
consisted of little else. Israel is no exception. Joab, as one of David's mighty men,
shared his chiefs warlike prowess without sharing all the higher excellences of his cha-
racter. Yet on this occasion Joab gave utterance to language the nobility and beauty
of which cannot but be acknowledged. The words are an expression and a description

of true valour.

I. The heart of the valiant. " Be of good courage." Action needs motive.

The heart within is the explanation of the outer life. In modern warfare, science,

skill, command of material, are far more important than in ancient times, when the

individual qualities of the hero were almost everything in the conduct and results of

war. But, if a country is to be defended or delivered, the people and their leaders must
have a brave, a dauntless heart.

II. The conduct of the valiant. A brave heart must find its expression in brave

deeds. " Let us behave ourselves valiantly
!

" " Who would be free, themselves must
strike the blow." It is so in all departments of life. It is not the dreamer or the

sage, but the man of resolution and of energy, who conquers in the strife.

III. The motive of the valiant. " For our people, and for the cities of our God."
Remark the power of unselfishness to raise the moral quality of actions. It was not

with aggressive, ambitious purposes that the Israelites drew the sword

—

"But chief were those who not for empire sonffht,

But with their toils their people's safety bought."

Many wars doubtless have been undertaken in a misguided, mistaken spirit of patriot-

ism. Still, it is a good elenjent so far in any enterprise, that the molive animating it

is our country's good.

IV. The confidence of the valiant. " Let the Lord do that which is good in hia

sight." Here was faith in Providence ; a reference of all to tlie wisdom of the Most

High ; a resolve to leave the issues in the hands of the God of hosta. Fatalism hai
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sometimes been regarded as favourable to valour; but far more stimulating to courage

is confidence in an all-wise Ruler and Disposer of events. The soldier will go bravely

to battle, the labourer to work, the martyr to suffering, when the heart is inspired with
the assurance of the Divine presence and favour and support. " They that trust in the

Lord shall never be ashamed or confounded, world without end."—T.

Vers. 1—19.

—

A handle of mistakes. This is a chapter of mistakes. Everything goes

wrong ; except, indeed, that the wrong is righted inasmuch as the wrong-doers are

worsted, and made to pay a heavy penalty for their folly. David may be said to have
erred in acting as if it were true

—

I. That kindness is appreciated »t the frowabd. He meant well ; his spirit is

mMoh to be commended. Gratitude for past kindnesses is a virtue which can hardly
be overpraised ; it is too often absent from those in whom we have a right to look for it.

But the Hebrew king did not reckon on the churlishness of the Ammonite court. The
princes of Aramon were men of a low and frowaid type, and were incapable of credit-

ing a neighbouring power with simple and genuine good will. Hence an act of

ingenuous goodness was entirely thrown away ; indeed, it acted as a spark to a maga-
zine ; it brought about an explosion of national wrath. It is always well to wish to

show kindness to any and every one, but it is not always well to put cur wish into

practice. There is no need to " cast pearls before swine." Only we must take care

that this injunction of our Lord does not hinder us from deeds of courageous kindness.

Judgment and generosity must go together in the path of good will.

II. That there is nbobssarilt wisdom in a number of counsellors. (Ver. 3.)

Hanun himself was probably inclined to accept David's overture of condolence, but he
allowed himself to be overruled by his " princes." It is wise to take counsel with
others, but it is to be remembered that there is often truth in the strong and bitter

saying, " Twelve wise men in counsel make one fool." Experience shows that where
one man sees his way clearly, a number of men will often confuse one another and
come to an unsound conclusion. We are not to allow a number of men to override

a strong conviction, especially when that conviction is reached after prayer and con-
sultation of God's Word, and when it is on the side of generosity.

III. That suspicion is nearer the truth than charity. Doubtless these princes
who ascribed David's action to a sinister desire " to spy out the land " (ver. 3) con-
sidered themselves remarkably astute, and belieived that they had hit upon the truth.

We know that they were utterly wrong. If they had accepted the ostensible object ot

the mission as.the real one, if they had shown the smallest charity in their spirit and
credited David with kindliness of heart, they would have been in the right. As it was,
their suspicions only led them directly away from the truth. Be charitable, and you
will far more often be just than if you are habitually suspicious.

IV. That anything is gained by insult. The shameful insult, amounting to out-
rage in all international codes, that was perpetrated when " Hanun took David's ser-

vants," etc. (ver. 4), wrought no good, and did an immensity of harm to its authors.

It led to disastrous defeat in war (ver. 15), and to a strong exasperation of feeling

against them on the part of a powerful neighbouring people. Insult never answers. It

hardens the heart which indulges it ; it rankles in the breast of him against whom
it is levelled ; and, sooner or later, it brings down retaliation and penalty. Moreover, it

provokes Divine condemnation (Matt. v. 22).

V. That wb can mbasukb the consequences of cub transactions with our
FELLOWS. How little did these Ammonites think that this act of bravery and pro-

vocation would be followed by the train of bitter consequences which ensued (vers.

6—15; ch. XX. 1—3)1 How little did the Syrians, when they hired themselves to the

Amifionites (vers. 6, 7), imagine that that mercenary militarism of theirs would end in

the double overthrew inilicted on them at the hand of David (vers. 14, 16, IH) ! We
can never see how far our transactions will extend ; there may be the largest and longest

issues latent in very humble beginnings. Of nothing is this more true tlian strife

(Prov. xvii. 14 ; Jas. iii. 5 ; Matt. v. 25, 26).

VI. That persistency prevails when wb fight against God. In vain did Syrians
draw forth Syrians " beyond the river " (ver. 16) to fight against Israel. The Lord was
with David, "preserving him whithersoever he went" (ch,xviii. 13), and to persist in an
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endeavour to overcome him was only to " fight against God " (Acts v. 39). When we
are seeking to crush truth, righteousness, piety, Christian earnestness and zeal, we are

bound to be beaten. However persistent we may be, we shall surely be overcome in

the end. It is hard to kick against the goads of God (Acts ix. 5).—C.

Vers. 10—14.

—

The conditions of success in the hattle of life. When the time shall

come that " devout men carry us to our burial," when good men will be forming an
estimate of the life we have lived on the earth, will they be able to say of us that we were
victors in the strife, or will they have sorrowfully to acknowledge that we were beaten
in the battle of life ? That will depend on how we are conducting ourselves now.
Three are three conditions of success.

I. PlGHTruQ ON THE. EIGHT SIDE. " Let the Lord do that which is good in his sight,"

said Joab. Whether we shall win or not depends on whether or not we have God upon
our side. If he be for us, who or what can be successful against tis? (Rom. viii. 31 ; Ps.

cxviii. 6). And he ivill be with us if we are on the side of truth, righteousness,

freedom, love.

II. Having a good hbaet fob the battle.
;
(Ver. 13.) Joab sought to infuse heart

into the soldiers he was leading. " Be of good courage, and let us behave ourselves

valiantly." He appealed to their patriotism (" for our people ") and to their piety (" for

the cities ot our God"). He could not have touched two more responsive chords than
these. We must summon one another, and call upon ourselves to be courageous in the
strife before us, mindful of the many reasons we have to do valiantly and well. (1)
The presence and the promised help of God

; (2) the approval of our own conscieneOj the

enjoyment of self-respect ; (3) the crown of joy we shall win if we are able to save

souls from death, or lead many along the path of life
; (4) the urgent want of a sin-

stricken world that every brave and true man should do his best. The world sorely

needs all the witness we can bear, all the help we can bring.

III. Making a wise disposition of our forces. Joab owed his victory in part to

sagacious generalship. He selected the best soldiers of his army to encounter the

strongest troops of the enemy, the Syrians (ver. 10), hoping to be able to repel the less

formidable Ammonites by the less soldierly of his own forces (ver. 11). Moreover, he
took care to have a reserve in case of need, by an-anging that whoever should be first

victorious, whether his brother or himself, instead of continuing the pursuit of the

flying enemy, should come at once to strengthen the hands of the still-struggling division

(ver. 12). This was a most wise arrangement. Many a battle has been decided by the

presence or absence of a reserve force. At Naseby the battle was lost to the king

because the royalist leader pursued too far, and was gained for the Parliament because

its leader returned in time from following the retreating enemy to fall on the rear of the

wing which was still engaged. In the battle of life, the event may turn on a wise dis-

position of our forces. We are so to expend our physical powers and our mental
resources that we shall direct our strength to the most difficult tasks, leaving the

less serious ones to our weakness, and that we shall always have something in reserve

for the critical hour. Especially should we see to it that we have friends to fall back
upon in the trying ordeal. " Woe unto him that is alone when he falleth 1 " happy he

who, when he is hard pressed, has the voice and grasp of friendship to sustain him

!

By (1) excellency and admirableness of character, by (2) beauty and attractiveness of

spirit, by (3) generosity of heart and hand, let us secure the sympathy and the support

of friends in the hour when victory or defeat is trembling in the balances.—0.

Vers. 1—5.

—

David and Eanun. Between Nahash the King of the Ammonites and
David, there subsisted a very friendly relation, which had been commenced during the
exile of the latter, and was deepened by their mutual hostility to Saul. Nahash had
died, and David was anxious to show his son Hanun kindness in remembrance of his

deceased father. The princes of Hanun persuaded the young king that another motive
actuated David, in fact, that this show of kindness concealed the spy. David's mes-
sengers were disgracefully treated ; and, never reflecting for a moment the consequences
of such conduct, they were sent away with the marks of shame and disgrace. This
inconsiderate act on the part of Hanun led to a terrible war and great slaughter,

»n4 eventually to th« almost utter annihilation of the kingdom of Ammoa, What
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terrible results follow from the misinterpretation of motives I Tea, wars in families,

in the Church, in nations, and among individuals have arisen times without number
from the false construction our hearts put upon the motives and conduct of others.

We may depend upon it that in all such cases the " charity that thinketh no evil

"

comes off best in the end not only temporally but spiritually, besides obviating an
amount of evil to ourselves and others of which we have not the smallest conception

when we act unguardedly, or under the impulse of the moment.—W.

Vers. 6—19.

—

Jodb and Abishai, and the tattle hetween the Israelites and the allied

armies of the Ammonites and Syrians. One sin always leads to another, and the insult

of Hanun's princes led on to a bloody war. No doubt the inconsiderate act of Hanuu
to David's messengers was regretted shortly after it was committed. But it was too

late. It is a law of God's moral government that though the sin of our acts may be
forgiven, th.e consequences of them must be reaped. " Whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap." A little time sufficed to make the princes of Hanun aware that

sooner or later there would be a terrible reprisal. David felt the indignity keenly. Yet
the retribution did not proceed from him, but from those who had so grossly insulted

him. This is invariably the case. A dread of retribution and a guilty conscience

go together. The inconsiderate act of a moment, it is foreseen, will lead to consequences

which must be averted; and so another is resolved on, and then follows a collapse

or utter ruin. Thus it was here. The consequence of a momentary impulse are

the destruction and ruin of a kingdom and nation. But notice, when the armies stood

face to face with each other, Joab's conduct. The Ammonites and the Syrians beset

Israel behind and before. Juab was in straits. He evidently saw his danger. In the
emergency he does his best, and then casts himself and his cause upon God. He asks
not for victory. He does better. He makes the battle not a matter between the
Ammonites and Israel, but between the Ammonites and Qod. He asks not for victory,

but simply says, " Let the Lord do that which is good in his sight." This is faith of a
high order. Herein he is an example for all believers. In every perplexity, difficulty,

danger, or whatever the emergency may be, let us, as Joab did, devise the very best

plans, use all means, and, having done all, leave the result calmly and confidently with
God, feeling sure that whatever may be the result " all must be well." Such confidence

will always sooner or later meet with its reward. And so it was here. Joab's faith and
trust in God was ciowned with a great victory.—W.

Ver. 2.

—

Religious courtesy. True religion of necessity involves the culture of the
beautiful, the gracious, the considerate, and the aympathetic in human character. Its

plea is effectively expressed by St. Paul : " Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil

the law of Christ." This verse presents an instance of the courtesy which piety

prompts. It is intended to point out that there was more in this matter than court for-

mality ; David bore a grateful sense of kindness shown him by Nahash, and found
what seemed a most fitting time for acknowledging it. Illustrations may be given of

the practical importance of the " polite " in human society ; but better than formal

politeness is the considerate courtesy of the good man. The counsel to all Christians

is, *• Be pitiful, be courteous."

I. The good man is sensitive to kindness that mat be shown him. As
David cherished the memory of the kindness of Nahash. Some people take things done
for them as their rights, and haughtily treat them as even below their rights. Those
who are made sensible of the mercy of God to them in redemption, are always made
sensitive to human kindnesses, which seem to them shadows of the Divine.

II. The good man is quick to observe opportunities fob bhowino kindness.
Knowing how good it is to receive, he is ever ready to give. The sympathizing word
is not restrained. The kindly and helpful deed is not postponed. The good man
cherishes kind thoughts, but he will not rest without giving expression to them. The
weak man tries to satisfy himself with cherishing good feelings. The large-heart(d

man is ever keenly observant, and nobly anxious, to find out the best forms and times
for pressing good feeling into kindly word and deed. Our Master said, "If ye know
these things, happy are ye if ye do them." Loyalty to truth is fully consistent

with Christian courtesy, and with the most tender considerateness for the feelings oi

pthen.—a. T,
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Ver. 3.

—

Tlie evil of the svspiciows mind. Shown by the counsellors of Hanun.

Obsd-ve the difficiilly mi-n find when they attempt to estimate motives; and the sad

tendency of depraved human nature to light upon, and to prefer, the evil motive aa the

explMnation of conduct. These points may be readily illustrated by instances within

the ex| ericnce of every preacher. It may be shown that^
I. Things mat look well without being well, aud that therefore

—

II. There is always need op due caution lest wb should be deceived.

But it should be carufully shown and impressed

—

III. 1 HAT THE suspicious HABIT OP MIND EASILY PAKCIBS THERE IB EVIL IN WHAT
WAS MEANT WELL.

U'lieu it may be shown that the suspicious habit is only a reflection of a man's own
conscious untrustworthiness or badness. "We suspect in others what we know there

would bave been in the act if we ourselves had done it. These mean and low-natnred

counsellors of Hanun measured David by the measure of their own meanness. They
would have taken such an ojiportiinity to spy out a neighbour's land ; so they felt sure

that David had a deceptive and lostile intention. When we do not go this length, we
sometimes assume evil by establishing some general principle, by which we furce an
explanation to everything, without being prepared to alliiw exceptions in individual

cases. The mischief of the suspicious temper in society and in the Church may be
fully illustrated; e.-ipecially its influence in starting jealousy and creating enmity, and
sepnrating "very friends." From the incident connected with the verse show how it

may even lead to terrible miseries for many. Press that the suspicious temper grows
on a man, dwarfing and crushing out the trustfulness which, toned by wisdom, is man's
true dignity and blessedness, and the basis of good social relations.—K. T.

Ver. 13.

—

Skill and trust ensv.rinq victory. In one or two forms this subject has

already been dealt with; so, under this heading, we propose to give here only a brief

outline, as the filling up of it must of necessity involve some repetition of thought.

A new outline may suggest some freshness oi form. The principle expressed in the

familiar words, "Work out your own salvation with fear ai d trembling, for it is God
that wiirketh in you," finds illustration in every age, and in every sphere of our life.

Give the illustrative incident connected with this verse. Joab skilfully planned, as a

good general ; but he called for a full trust in God, and committal of the matter to

him, as became the good man.

I. Man must plan and work as if everything depended on his skill. This

is the Z'/e-loyalty.

II. Man must pbat and wait as ip evekything depended on his trust. This

is the heart-\oya\ty.

III. God gives a blessing which crowns both the working and the waiting,

This is the Divine recognition of the whole man : the acceptance of the offering of a
man's whole self, including both tho active and the passive sides of his nature.

Apply. Our fellow-man can see only our working, and so our success may seem to

be the natural fruitage of our own work. But we know, and God sees, that our suc-

cesses are the Di> ine benedictions that rest upon the life-toil and the heart-trust, when
these are fully aud lovingly blended together.—R. T.

EXPOoniON.

CHAPTER XX.

Tlin cnntents of tills chapter are all to he
fnniid ill the work of Samuel, but wovrn in,

ill very dilleient I'lnces. Tho ciiuse of the

first considerable dillerence of this kind is

in ciinneotion with the occurrence of what

would have seemed a mere casual detail of

expression In our Srst verso, " But David

tarried at Jerusalem," at which same state-

ment, however, the wiitcr of Samuel halts,

to append all that then happened with

David in the disastrous matter of Bath-

sheba and Uriah, occupying nearly two
whole chapters (2 Sam. xi. 2—xii. 25)—

a

history not reeorded at all by the Chronicle

compiler. Why David tarried at Jerusalem,

and how far he did bo legitimately and is
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hEuvwoT with the necesBitiea of gnyernment,

we Auov not, but certain it U, he waa

temptttd ia make the unhappieat oae of his

" tarryiik^ >.t Je^'uaalem."

Ver. l.-^lib fifteenth verae of the pre-

vious chaptu 'xU'ted that the discomfited

Ammonites " fleti . . . and entered into the

city," i.e. into Kabbah. Hither we now learn

that, by the command of David (2 Sam. xi. 1),

Joab, at the " return of the year," i.e. probably

at the return of spriL^ (Exod. zxiii. 16;

zxxiv. 22), brings the power of the army,

and, after ravaging thp oountry surrounding

it, sits down to besiege KibbHh itself. Tlie

serica of feaats, begintiing in spring and end-

ingin autumn, regulated the year. The sacred

year began with the new moon that became
full next after the spring equinox ; but the

dvil year at the seventh new moon. This
one verse illustrates in four s&\'«i al instance!

at fewest the advantage of hiving two ver-

sions of the same events, even < hough in this

case in comparatively immaterial respects.

1. We here read that Joab wasted the

oonntry of the children of Am^on . . . and
besieged Kabbah, in place of the less con-

siatoiit reading of 2 Sam. xi. 1, "deatroyed

the 'children of Ammon, and besieged Bab-
bah." 2. We have here in the Hebrew the

right word for "kings" (Do^t^n), instead

of the word for " angela " (Qoss^^nX as in

the parallel place. 3. While we read here

that Joab amote Babbah, and deatroyed it,

the parallel place, now shifted to 2 Sam. xii.

27—29, tells of Joab's generosity (if it were
this, and not fear or possibly acmewhat
tardy obedience to atriot commanda given

on his commission), in hia message to David,

to repair to the spot immediately and share

the glory of the reduction of the city, or be
its nominal captor, i. And, once more,

while we read here that Joab smote Babbah,

and destroyed it, and yet read in the parallel

place of ttie delay and the visit of David
(with which the very first clauae of our

ver. 2, "And David took," etc., is in

perfect accord) and of David's nominal
talcing of the city, we find probably the

just and inartificial explanation of all this

in 2 Sam. xii. 26—29. There we read more
particularly that Josh sent word he uad
taken the " city of waters," i.e. the lower

part of the city (where a stream had us
source, and no doubt supplied the city with

water), which was very likely the key of the

whole position,and called upon David tocome
up and " encamp against the city and take it,"

i.e. the city, or citadel, which stood upon
the h. i-^hts north of the stream. Glimpses
of this kind may suffice to convince us liow

rapidly a text, really correct, would melt
away for ua a very large proportion of the

whole number of the lease); obstacles which

often impede our path in the historical

books of the Old Testament. At the time

that kings go out. It was no doubt the case

that, even in Palestine, the winter waa often

a period of enforced inactivity. Babbah.
Tlie punialiment of Ammon for the treat-

ment of Daviii'a well-intended embaaay of

condolence is now about to be completed.

The familiar root of Eahbah signifies multi-

tudinous number, and, resulting thence, the
greatness of importance. It was the chief

city of the Ammonites, if not their only
city of importance enough for mention. In
five passages its connection with Ammon is

coupled with its name (Dent. iii. 11; 2 iSam.

xii. 26; xvii. 27; Jer. xlix. 2; Ezek. xxi. 2U),

"Kabbah of the children of Ammon." It

has been coiijecturid to be the Ham of the
Zuzim, or the Aahteroth Karnaira of the
Eephaim (Gen. xiv. 5), of wliich latter

theory there is some interesting evidence of

a corrol)oratiiig tendency at all events (see

Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,' ii. 985). Kabbah
is the proper spelling of the wijrd, except
when in a constructive state, as in the above
phrase. The relations of Moab and Ammon
with Israel are full of interest. Alter the
overthrow of Og, King of Bashan (Numb.
xxi. 33), "Moab and Ammon still remained
independent allies south and east of the
Israelite aettlements. Both fell before David
—Moab, evidently the weaker, first; Ammon
not without a long resistance, which made
the siege and fall of its capital, Kabbah-
ammon, the crowning act of David's con-
quests. The ruins which now adorn the
' royal city ' are of a later Koman date ; but
the commanding position of the citailel

remains ; and the unusual si^^ht of a living

stream abounding in fish (2 Sam. xii. 27;
Isa. xvi. 2) marks the significance of Joab'i
song of victory, ' I have fought against
Rabbah, and have taken the city of waters'"
(Stanley's ' Sinai and Palestine,' 323, edit.

18ti6).

Ver. 2.—Found it to weigh a talent of

gold. Two ditSculties present themselves
in this verse, viz. the re|]orted weight of

this crown, and the uncertainty as to what
head it was from which David took it.

Whatever was its weight, if David's head
was able to sustain it for a minute or two,
the head of the King of the Ammonites
might also occasionally have borne it. Yet
it would scarcely bo likely that the King
of the Ammonites would have so ponderous
a orown (calculated at a weight of a hundred
and fourtetn pounds Troy, or a liltle more or

less than one hundredweight) as one of ordi-

nary wear, or that I le would 1 1 ave one uf extra-

oruinary wear on his head precise ly at eucih

a Juncture. Both of these ditheulliea will

remove if we suppose that the Huhrew dsSd

instead of meaning their king, ia the oama
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of the Ammonitish and Moabitish idol (i.q.

Molooli), and which we find (Authorized
Version) in Zeph. i. 5, and probably (though
not Authorized Version) in Jer. xlix. 1, 3,

end Amos L 15. The Septuagint treats the

word thus. The point, howevei, cannot be
considered settled.

Ver. 3.—Cut them with saws (so Heb.
xi. 37). We have here the very doubtful (so

far as regards its real siguification) Hebrew
word niii>i (and he out) instead of Dti'M (he

put). Probably it is nowhere else used in

the sense of " cutting," if it is here. Iti

ordinary sense is to rule or put into sub-

jection. The parallel place (2 Sam. xii. 31)
corrects, in the word (Authorized Version)

axes, our Hebrew text, which repeats the
word for saw, though putting it in the
plural, and which thereby shows nnara',

instead of nnj3D3i. This last word means
" axes " or " scythes," and is from the root

-«l, to cut (2 Kings vi. 4). It is found

only in 2 Sam. xii. 31, though it should ap-
pear here also. There is a fourth severity

of punishment mentioned in the parallel

place, that the people were " made to pass

through the brick-kilns," a form of torture

possibly suggested by the own familiar

cruelty of the Ammonites in "making
their children to pass through the fire to
Moloch." However, in harmony with what
is above said respecting the doubtfulness of

the just signification of the verb ^!i^•l , much
uncertainty hangs over the interpretation of
this verse. Instead of severity and need-
less cruelty on the part of David, it may
rather set forth that he subjected them to
hard tasks in connection with the cultiva-

tion of the soil and with the making of
bricks. The saws and harrows and axes
(or scythes) were awkward and unlikely
weapons to be employed for the purpose of

inflicting torture, when the ordinary weapons
of battle and warfare were close at hand.
This view, however, is contrary to the
verdict, so far as the above Hebrew verb
is concerned, of Gesenius's 'Thesaurus,' p.
1826, and of Thenius, on this and the
parallel passage. When such punishments
were of the nature of torture, the cruelty
was in some cases extreme. " The criminal
was sometimes sawn asunder lengthwise;
this was more especially the practice in
Persia. Isaiah, according to the Talmud-
ists, was put to death in this wise by
King Manaeseh, ' Sanhedrin,' p. 103, c. 2 ;

cnmp. Justin's dialogue with ^rypho

"

(Jahn's ' Sacred Antiquities,' p. 132, § 260,
vii.). With saws. The word in the original

is not in the plural. It occurs again only
in the parallel place (2 Sam. xii. 31) and in
1 Kings vii. 9, both times in the singular.

The teeth of Eastern saws tben and now

usually incline to the handle instead oi

from it. With harrows of iron. The only
harrow known to have been used at this

time consisted of a thick block of wood
borne down by a weight, or on which a
man sat, drawn over the ploughed laud by
oxen (Isa. xxviii. 21, 25; Job xxxix. 10;
Rosea x. 11), and the root of the Hebrew
word expresses the idea of crushing or
levelling the land. But our present word
is very different, and is found only here and
in the parallel place, with the word " iron "

accompanying it, so as to be equivalent to
a compound word, and appears to mean
"sharp instruments of iron," or sharp
threshing instruments. The use of the
former part of this phrase (1 Sam. xviL
18) for cheeses is the only other instance
of its occurrence. Saws should be " axes,"
or " scythes," as stated above, though it is

not any of the three more ordinary words
for "axe "(see Smith's ' Bible Dictionary,'

i. 142).

Ver. 4.—For the Gezer (ijj) of this verse,

the parallel place (2 Sam. xxi. 18) shows
Goh (3iJ), a name not known, but which
careless transciiption may have easily made
out of the former. The Syriao Version, how-
ever, as well as the Septuagint, has Gath in
that verse as well as in the two verses follow-

ing (2 Sam. xxi. 18—20), another name also

easily interchangeable in Hebrew characters
with Gezer. The " yet again " of our ver. 6
would well accord with the supposition that
the conflict with the Philistines was at Gath,
or at the same place, each of the three times.

Gezer belonged to Ephraim, and was situ-

ated to the north of Philistia (ch. viL

28 ; xiv. 16). Sibbechai (see also ch. xi. 29

;

xxvii. 11). Sippai. In the parallel place

spelt Saph. It is remarkable that, in the

Peshito Syriao, over Ps. cxliii. is found the
insoription, " Of David, when he slew Asaph,
the brother of Gulyad, and thanksgiving
that he had conquered." Of thechil&en of

the giant. The Hebrew word for " giant,"

rapha (always in these verses spelt with a
final aleph, but in the parallel verses always
with he final), is here (Authorized Version)

translated. "The Kapha" a native of

Gath, was the forefather of the Canaan-
itish Bephaim, mentioned as early as Gen.
xiv. 5 ; IV. 20 ; Deut. ii. 11 ; iii. 1 1 ; Josh, xii-

4; XV. 8; xvii. 15. The slaying of Ishbi-

beuob (2 Sam. xxi. 16) is not here given.
It is also to be observed that the lengthy
account ot Samuel, respecting Absalom and
bis rebellion (2 Sam, xiii.— xxi.) is not found
here.

Ver. 5.—Elhanan the son of Jair. In
Samuel Jair appears as Jaare. ThisElhanan
is probably different from him of ch. xi. 26.
Tliere is a strange confusion in the reading of
tliis and its parallel verse. If our present
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verse is to stand corrected by accepting from
its parallel " the Bethlehemite " in place of

our Lamhi, then either we have no name
given for the brother of Qoliath, the Oit-

tite; or, if we drop the word "brother"
(changing the 'ns of Chronicles into the ns
of Samuel), and make Goliath the Gittite

the man slain by Elhanan, then of siich a
Goliath we know nothing, and it is a most
unlikely coincidence of name with the
conquered of David's sling. Kennicott's

seventy-eighth dissertation is occupied,

and ably, with the pros and eaiu of this

question; and the curiosities of Jerome
on the passage may be found in his
' Qusestiones Hebraic^.' There seems no
sufficient reason to depart from our read-

ing here, to which it were preferable to

adjust the reading in the parallel place,

which exhibits almost certainly a glaring

conuption of text in another respect.

Ver. 6.—A man of . . . stature. The He-
brew text is rno, as also in ch. xi. 23 ; and

(in the plural) in Kumb. xiii. 32. An
eccentric and probably corrupt form appears
in the parallel place. Pliny (' Nat. Hist.,' ii.

43) speaks of the Bedigiti, and places them
in the family of Forli, among the Him-
yarites.

Ver. 7.—Jonathan (see 1 Sam. xiii. 3,

82; oh. XXV ii. 32 (comp. also oh. ii. 13),

where it is probable that " nephew " should
be read for " uncle "). It is to be noticed
that the name of this child of the giant, of

twelve fingers and twelve toes, is not men-
tioned. We are not compelled, therefore, to

regard it as remarkable that he of the fifth

Terse should not be named.
Ver. 8.—These were bom nnto the giant

in Oath. The parallel place reads, " These
four," etc. The first of the four in view
there is not mentioned here. The account
is given in 2 Sam. xxi. 15—17. And as it

was in that encounter that David himself
played the chief part (though, apparently, it

was Abisbai who dealt Ishbi-benob the fatal

blow in " succouring " David), the notice of it

would haveseemed necessary tocomplete fully
the sense of the following clauses, " They
fell by the hand of David, and by the hand
of his servants." Still this, it may justly
be argued, may have been the very reason
of the form of expression here chosen,
coupling David's work and that of his
servants. This brief summary in the last

verse of this chapter, as also in the last

verse of the corresponding chapter, just

serves to reveal to us the nexus that bound
together the three or four exploits for nar-

ration. It consisted in the coiiimon descent
of the four giant victims

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 1.

—

On the wars ofthe Israelites, and on war generally. "At the time that kings,"

etc. This chapter also seems to contain little of homiletic interest. Nevertheless it

offers abundantly the opportunity of some consideration of the subject of the wars
undertaken by the separated people, and thence of the subject of war since and generally.

This chapter repeats the word " war " three times in vers. 4—6. But yet rather

the very turn of the expression in ver. 1, " At the time that kings go out to battle," far

surpasses any suggestiveness that might arise merely from the repetition of a word.

At the outset of any consideration of this subject as it arises in connection with
Scripture, attention is arrested, and it may be said universally arrested, by certain patent
facts. They are facts from which we cannot run away, and which, however they may
suffer explanation in themselves, will soon show that they refuse to be explained away.
The more necessary is it to treat them accordingly, and to face them steadily. The
facts alluded to are such as these : 1. That a very large part of the whole bulk of Old
Testament history is concerned with the recital of matters of war. 2. That war
manifestly played a large part in the education and formation of character of the people

Israel. 3. That it was by no means entirely or even principally owing to any lust of

strife or even of conquest which might have possessed the people that they warred so

much, but this was assigned to them as a very part of their duty and part of their

mission. 4. That with a directness that cannot be mistaken, war is not only prescribed,

and that again and again, by God to his people, but he represents himself as Leader of

armies. Captain of hosts, and as "going forth" with men to battle, the impersonation of

a mighty warrior. The sovereign right of death, as of life, belongs, no doubt, to God— his

to destroy, as his to create. But the observable thing in war, so far as those of the

Old Testament Scriptures are concerned, lies in the fact which would seem infinitely

more enormous and astounding than, through otir familiarity with It, it now does

—

th^t God destroy? human jpeings by the agency of other human beingsL The sweeping
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away of vast populations by plague and famine, by fire, and by what we call the

accident of sea or land, would not present a tithe of the difficulty that lies before our

feet when the one element is produced of the sword and weapon of warfare wielded

consciously, deliberately, determinedly, by men on the battle-field for the destruction

of fellow-men. Yet we must renounce the credibility of the Old Testament Scriptures,

or must acknowledge that the destruction of human life was abundantly effected

by war, undertaken and carried through to the bitter end by Divine sanction and
ordinance. Nothing can be more natural than to ask how this is, and, the facts being
indisputable, what account can be given of them. It seems likely enough that we
may not be able to feel that we have fpund under any circumstances a complete solution

of the problem before us. It may rest upon deeper reason than we can fathom, be part

of a larger justice than we can mete, belong to a wider circle or range of analogy than
all we have yet caught sight of. But there can be no question that it is as usual open
to us to approach in the direction of the desired result, though we may stop short of

the goal. And

—

I. Of the divinblt commanded waks and battles of Israel. Here the subject

of war is relieved at once of one of its greatest difficulties. For in this case we need
not stop to debate respecting the abstract possibility of justification of war. Its justifi-

cation in these cases is for us of the kind called positive. And of war thus conditioned
we must remark : 1. That its motive does not come into the question, and cannot be
challenged. 2. That its object must be held to have been for the universal benefit.

3. That the fact of its being a method of chastisement and of destruction of human life

by the agency of human beings must be held to be the one difficult question at issue.

Can there be found compensating and justifying considerations, and these not uf such
a nature as absolutely to refuse to be reconciled with our moral sense ? The following

considerations may, at all events, be helpful to those who would not impugn, not even
for a moment impugn, the right of God to take human lives, in whatever number,
unquestioned, by some method. With others, as matter of course, they could have
little weight. For the destruction of human life in battle, on the part of a people
constituted and set apart like Israel, at the command of God was (1) equivalent to k
consenting adoption by them of the sovereignty of God. Now, the unity, the absulute
identss, and the sovereignty were the three greatest and most fundamental attributes

ol Deity, which it was the special business of the Israelites to learn. These their educa-

tion was to master well. (2) It was a vital protection for them against both a super-

stitious and a supine trust of the invisible, superior power. Had the invisible God always
swept their enemies, for instance, from before them without their own instrumentality

and co-operation, it is not difficult to calculate something of what sort of expectance

and what sort of trust would have been engendered in them. But now, though the

battle is of the Lord, and the strength is of him, and the victory his, with most
strenuous effort must the people do the work, gird themselves for the fight, and suffer

much while they win. (3) Next to those who suffered the infliction of the Divine
purpose and justice, it was to those who executed them the most impressive possible

manifestation of all that death and slaughter have it in them to brand upon human
minds and fasten in human convictions and light up to human imagination. The
terrible assertion of the final power to control, to punish, to avenge, was often needed,

is often needed, to " sum up the whole matter,'' and to be the unchallengeable "conclu-
sion of the whole matter." (4) It was the beginning and germ of that constitution of

human society which now peremptorily devolves for a while upon men the entire actual

visible conduct of the affairs of men. The Buler, the King, " the Lord of those men," is

gone away awhile into a far distant country, and " the Word of the Lord is precious,"

and " there is no vision nor dream." The day of reckoning and account is assuredly to
come, and all are forewarned of it ; but as assuredly it is not yet. And this one fact

constitutes the most awful view of human responsibility, whether in war or in peace.

n. Of wab in gknkkal, and not those cases of it alone which were of
Divine command. 1. War, horror and scourge that it is, yet snatches its occasion in

one of the most necessary and ultimate forms of association of human kind, viz. the
nation. Men are associated together in nations by necessity. They are brought
together by geographical position. They are held together by community of raca
The necessity is a natural one, the consequences fire full of significance, the advantages
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are of a high, beneficent, and far-reaching kind. But the final risk involved in war
produces a phennmenon, and more than merely a phenomenon, in some aspects among
the most terrible, nay, incomparably the most terrible, to be witnessed beneath the sun.

There are ever ascending and broadening forms of strife, as of philanthropy among
mankind. The strife so familiar, as it shojys itself between individuals, is passe'i, by
that of families, and of cliques, and of many and various an association of multitudes

of almost every desciiption. Tlie strife that so often appears bntween such units as

these is passed again, by that between Churches, and this finally by that between Dations,

and nations which even league together in order to prosecute their strife more success-

fully and on larger scale. Now, for all these forms and occasions of strife there is

some sort of judge, arbiter, or external authority to end it, except for that between

nations. Hence the principle of resistance shows itself in its own unqualified hideous-

ness, in its own repulsive malignity of essence. It culminates in war, which is another

word for the slaughter in systematic form of numbers of human beings by others

animated by no personal ill will, and to whom they are personally unknown. 2. War
cannot profess to anything more, anything deeper, than a trial of force against force.

The stronger force has to be accepted pro tern., even though the time be prolonged.

Nor is it in this respect out of analogy with the decisions of courts of justice in the

internal life and administration of a nation. These decisions are respected by those

against whom they are given by the judge, not because they are believed to be right,

yet less beca^ise they are felt to be ri;j;ht, nor even because in all cases they are right,

but because they are supported by the overwhelming power of the strong arm of the

law, with all which that plirase means. The order of society is pitted asiainst the

passion, the misapprehension, or sometimes even the right of the individual in his

solitary plaint. 3. Though war can pretend to nothing but the determination of who is

the stronger, yet right is presumably one of the combatants. That right sharing the

constant present fate of right is often enough overpowered, defeated, the loser. Yet it

has had the opportunity of asserting itself. It has asserted itself. It has insisted in

a very practical manner on making its voice heard. It has insisted on its presence and
its force counting for something. And then again, though stricken and bleeding afresh

from many a new-made wound, it is sent back to take its patient though oppressed

Elation yet awhile and to bide its time. 4. The real measure of the condemnableness

of war depends on its motives, on the real caXises, hidden or proclaimed, which occasion

it. But then it is to be observed that the greater and more decisive the condemnation

that may be shown on the one hand, the more the defensibleness conceded to the other

side, which resists even unto blood. The proportion that greed, vanity, passion, mere
pique, or absolute lust of conquest bear in the production of war will be the real

measure—whoever is in the position to assign it^-of the guilt of the guilty and of the

defence of the innocent. 5. A just estimate of the real nature of war demands that the

physical untold misery of it be kept separate in our minds from the moral aspects and
results of it. War has offered to view some of the highest possibilities of human nature

in its self-devotiun, in its sentiment disentangled of individual hostility or animosity, in

its obedience of the individual to the principle of the community's necessity or weal.

6. The long-looked-for time, the loug-prayed-for era, when war shall cease, is the goal

to be reached only by the purified and heightened moral sense and goodness of the

individuals of all nations. This is equivalent to saying, the goal can only be reached

by Christianity, in its spread universal, in its diffusion impartial, in its penetratingness

individual, in its efScaciousness sovereign. No policy, no wisdom, no external authority

seems imaj^inable that should subdue it, and put it under the feet of men, a destroyed

thing. Only the victory of all victories can be looked forward to to lead captive this

captivity, and accomplish its end. The clear and sure destruction of this at the same
time most barbarous and keenest destroyer of men will be among the last, the grandest,

the crowning aL-hievements of Christ, Prince of peace, the proiUise of " peace on earth,"

the expression of " good will to men."

Ver. 1.

—

One cunning hosom sin. " But David tarried at Jerusalem," There is not

so much as the suggestion of any evidence from which we could justify the inference

that David, in thus " tarrying at Jerusalem," was actuated by any wrong design, or was
laying himself open to the charge of neglect of duty, indifference to his high responow

J. OBBONIOLES. T
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bilities or Inactivity. It Is more probable that duty to his people in the central seat

of authority found him more in his place at Jerusalem than in the field of battle. That

which reads confessedly as a rather peremptory style of summons on the part of Joab,

in the fuller account of 2 Sam. xii. 28, cannot be relied upon as any sufficient indication

to the disadvantage of David in such a direction. It is more naturally explainable in

other ways. Joab's message at the crisis which affairs had somewhat suddenly reached

may have been either an act of obedience to strict orders of imperial sort, or in yet

nobler obedience to the instincts of strict loyalty. The "tarrying at Jerusalem,"

however, boded anything but good (2 Sam. xi. 1, 2). The words of simplicity in which

the mere historical fact is announced, provoke inevitably the memory of other words,

where it is written on page yet more sacred, of the " greater Son " of David on a certain

occasion, " And the child Jesus tarried behind at Jerusalem." But beyond the irre-

sistible suggestion of the words, thought declines to go. There is no room for comparison.

The case is one the opposite of analogy. And even contrast should seem too gratuitous,

and to threaten dishonour to the ktter occasion, breathing upon it with an unholy

breath, and not with the breath of the Spirit most holy. To this interval, anyway,
belonged the greatest blots on all the life of David, the sorest stains on his 'scutcheon,

and wounds that went direct and deep to the souL And we are taught here something

in general of the uncertainty, the untractableness of human nature ; but may rather

take the instruction of the passage in this more particular form—the strength and
blinded headstrong way that " one cunning bosom sin " has with it.

L The intervaIi of best is set at nought by it. Granted that David did not

tay behind at Jerusalem in order to escape all work and elude the activity of duty

;

granted that business of government, the government of his city and his nation, occu-

pied him ; yet the very change of occupation, and the fact that it was at home, toas a

rest. It was very different from camp Ufe and military superintendence. The hand
that holds the pen knows how great the change is, after it has been rather holding the

sword and wielding the sword for months, ay, for years past. The greatest warrior,

the most successful general, the bravest soldier must surely awhile feel the repose

sacred and delicious which permits him to sheathe the sword, forsake the field, and do
the works of peace rather than of war. Yet this privilege as soon as enjoyed is abused

;

this interval as soon as given becomes the mournful and miserable occasion of inde-

lible disgrace and shame.
n. The sanctities of home abb set at nought bt it. Nothing will ever divest

home of its sacred claims. They dwell in it, they haunt its retreats, they pervade

its air. Kot truer that " the- heart knoweth his own bitterness," than that home
knoweth its own ineffable sweetness. The nursery of purest affections, the school of

sound instruction, the point of departure for young ambition, the beacon of good prin-

ciple to the ends of the earth, the incentive to honourable effort and noble exploit, and
anon- as age grows, the realm and very throne of most benign authority,—it is this home
which the cunning bosom sin of passion discredits, dishonours, disgraces. David knew
what the blessing of home was. He often shows it by the way he speaks directly and
indirectly of home and of " father and mother." But he knew the blessing yet more
certainly by evidence of the too reliable aphorism that we then first best know our

blessing when it is taken from us. And for years the blessing had been a lost one to

David. How he hungered and thirsted and craved for it ! And now he has it, fear-

fully to desecrate it, because he is led captive, blinded by what he saw, headstrong by
what he felt—reason and goodness and conscience all dragged in chains behind the

triumph of passion I

III. The inspiration of the absooiations of Jerusalem is smothered bt it. It

is the metropolis of the country, but sacred beyond the sacredness of any other metro-
polis, and to David beyond what it was to any other king. How he thought of Jeru-
salem 1 How he spoke and sang of it, with the joy that was growing brighter and
brighter to perfect day, and long before those strains which others sang to minor key,
plaintive wail, and exquisitely saddened memories I How much he had lately joyed in
it I What honour had been his to bring to it the ark 1 What glorious heart-stirring
festival of the whole kingdom had centred within its walls thereupon I Place has ever
had its quantum of influence. The hardest heart and most callous insensibility will b«
touched by U. The tender heart and sensitive nature will be responsive to it as to b"t
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lower grade of Inspiration. And now, almost for the first time, David has the oppor-

tunity of surrendering himself to the religion of the place, of giving undivided thanks
and grateful praise in the place, and enjoying in it some earnest of the Jerusalem
above. But no ; lust smears the sight of his eye, which gees no longer even the Jeru-

salem that is below, its fame and glory and pride.

IV. This imperial claims op duty, consoienoe, of EBLiaioK Aim humanitt, aee
SET AT nought BY IT. To the hot fire of passion these are but as straws. They resist

nothing at all. They do serve to bystanders to increase the show of the disastrous,

destructive fire. The pride of imperial position and the throne stoop for the time
without a struggle, and come down from their exaltation to do homage to creature-

lust. So much, then, human nature has to say of itself, and so little I So much we are

taught do we ever need watchfulness and prayer! The high plateau of honour, glorious

opportunity, religion, restfulness, and home enjoyment may be the accursed ground of

our own worst dereliction- of duty, devotion, and even decency. Unsafe when we are

left to self, we are not more safe when we are left by ourselves. " Let him alone " is

ide darkest doom that even Divine judgment and justice can decree. But when left

alone (and that our wish and petition) only for an hour, we shall not be safe, however
secure, unless we can take back the words as Jesus on so signal an occasion did, and
say^ "And yet I am not alone, for the Father is with me."

H0MILIB8 BY VABIOUS AUTHOES.

Ver. 3.

—

The harbarity of man to man. There are signal inconsistencies in the
character of David. He was capable of kindness, self-denial, and generosity, but he
was capable also of cruelty amounting to inhumanity and savagery. Perhaps no act

more disgraceful and inexcusable is related to have been performed by him than that
recorded in the text. The people of Eabbah had long resisted his arms ; and when the
city fell David seems to have given the reins to his passions, and to have treated the
captive population with what seems to us all but incredible cruelty. But allowance
must be made for the manners and morals of the age. Humanity towards enemies is

comparatively a modern virtue. Though history records a few striking exceptions to

the general rule, that rule was undoubtedly one of utter insensibility to the miseries of

a vanquished foe. The chronicler here relates, evidently as a matter calling for no
surprise or indignation, that David in cold blood cut the people with saws, broke their

limbs with threshing-instruments, and flung them, whilst still alive, into the red-hot
brick-kilns I

I. Cbuelty IB AN OUTCOME AND A FOBM OP BIN. From the time, andJn consequence
of, man's original departure from God, human society has been cursed with all the
horrors which result from the violation of Divine law, the defiance of Divine authority.

Hatred, envy, and strife have run riot, and their manifestations have been the main
factors in what is called human history. Hence the barbarities heartlessly and ruth,
lessly practised among all rude nations. Modern war is nothing but a disgraceful sur-

vival of'the savage barbarism of the sinful and inhuman past. Even now the practices

common in war are enough to sadden and to sicken every sensitive mind. " Whence
come wars and fightings? Come they not hence of your lusts?

"

II. EbSTBAINTS and checks upon OEUELTT have BEEN COMPARATIVELY FEEBLE AND
INEFPECTIVB, David was a very religious man, but his religion did not preserve him
from adultery and murder; nor did it restrain him from cold-blooded cruelty. The
ancient civilizations, the ancient religions, failed to check the prevalent insensibility to

suffering, the prevalent habit of revenge. Even the religion of the Old Testament had
very partial power to secure these ends. Mitigations of the horrors of war have doubt-
less been introduced by Christianity and by chivalry. Yet the professed servants of

the meek and holy Jesus have too often sanctioned and applauded the barbarities of

war, the infamies of slavery, the tortures of the Inquisition.

III. Vital and scbiptubal Christianity alone gan oopb with and vanquish
THIS evil. Rules and maxims are of little avail to contend with the fierce passions of
our fallen nature. The new heart, with its changed dispositions, is alone sufficient. The
example and the spirit of our Divine Saviour are incompatible with cruelty. In pi c/-
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portion as Christ himself lives in the hearts and govern! the lives of men, will inhu-

manity diminish until it disappear, and until such dee>is as those described in the text

become impossible. The prophecies and promises of God's Word point forward to a day
when the " new commandment " shall be everywhere observed, and when cruelty shall

be no more.
—

^T.

Vers. 1—3.

—

Further consequences offolly, etc. We learn these five lessons—
L The lono train of the consequences of follt. It is long before the whole

penalty of a great mistake is paid, Hanun and his foolish princes (ch. xix. 3) doubtless

felt crestfallen enough when they were miserably defeated in battle, but they probably
comforted themselves with the consideration that they had borne their punishment,
and would have no more bitter fruits to swallow. If so, they were mistaken. In the
next chapter we meet with more consequences of their folly. The next spring, they had
to encounter another army in the field (ver. 1). Olten, when we think we have escaped
from the wretched results of our thoughtlessness or our sin, we find that we have
not : there they are again, walking at our side, or meeting us sword in hand. Let us
earnestly pray and vigilantly watch, that we may not be surprised into foUy, may not
fall into the power of temptation, so that our life may not be darkened by the appearance
and reappearance of the penalties of wrong-doing.

II. The Bvn, of absoldtism. No doubt this little kingdom ofAmmon was auto-
cratic. It is true, indeed, that the princes advised, but the king decided. And what
terrible penalties his poor people paid for his decision! The city of Rabbah was sacked
(ver. 2), and its inhabitants not only lost their property but were subjected to cruel

tortures ; and " even so dealt David with all the cities," etc. (ver. 3). Our heart is

touched with sorrow and indignation as we think how one man's (or how a few men's)
incensate folly brought down upon thousands of the innocent such a wretched fate.

Let us thank God that public p61icy is largely taken out of the bands of one man who
may be shamelessly selfiish or utterly incapable, and is deposited with the many who
consult the large and general interests of the nation.

IIL The perils of powbb. One may well believe that Hanun bad little happiness,
if any at all, in the subsequent years of his reign. Surely, the cries that came from
these mutilated subjects and from these bereaved homes must have rung in his eats,

and made discord of every other sound that greeted him. Men covet power, but It is

• perilous thing to possess. One great mistake, and we involve numbers of our fellow-

men in suffering and sorrow. 1. How should they who wield it be solicitous and
prayerful that they may be preserved from abusing it ! 2. How well may those who
are denied it be content to take the lower place, and be secure from such solemn and
weighty responsibilities as they would otherwise incur I

IV. The need for reflection in the houb of anger. It would be altogether

unjust to judge David by th^ humane and merciful standards of our own age ; yet we
cannot but regret that he inflicted such cruelties on the children of Ammon (ver. 3).

We should have liked it (and him) better if he had entertained and acted upon the

thought which, on another occasion, he admitted to his mind, ** These sheep, what have

they done?" (2 Sam. xxiv. 17). He had been greatly provoked, but he carried his

indignation further than he was obliged to do, and beyond the point at which a large-

minded, God-taught man should surely have stopped. In anger we should pause and
think, for we are in great danger of speaking too harshly and striking too hard (Rom.
xii. 19).

V. The best oeown to wm and wbae. (Ver. 2.) David seems to have set much
store on this crown, which was taken from the King of Ammon and placed on his head

(Ps. xxl 3). Better far the crown of God's favour, the crown of righteousness, the

crown of grateful love, the crown of glory. These are (I) untarnished with severities;

(2) adornments of our true selves (our souls) ; (3) unfading with time.—0.

Vers, i—8.

—

Little things and great. How small and insignificant in our esteem are

the physical peculiarities of these " children of the giant " I How little we care to trea-

sure their names and deeds in our memories I They probably thought much of them-

selves, and were made much of by their contemporaries; but they have sunk into entire

insignificance now. We feel that—
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I. DisTiNonoir based oir bodily peouIiIaritt is of wttlb worth. Great stature

makes its possessor conspicuous among liis fellows, if that be a desirable thing
; great

muscular strength serves in good stead on those rare occasions when a man has to

resist by physical force. Unusual beauty of countenance attracts the eye and wins the

admiration of the opposite sex. But these visible specialities have their drawlacJc.i, ^
not their evils. The first of these often secures a most undesirable and even i}ainful

notoriety.; the second tempts to acts of violence which are regrettable ; the last exposes

to peculiar perils of its own. And how speedily they perishl In this war with the Philis-

tines these giants " were subdued " (ver. 4). Lahmi's great spear did not save him Irom

the skill of Elhanan (ver. 5) ; nor the immense stature of the giant with twenty-four

fingers and toes, from the courage and capacity of Jonathan (vers. 6, 7). " They fell

by the hand ... of David's servants" (ver. 8). Mere size of body, mere power of

muscle, mere skill o/ fence, and even beauty of face and charm of manner,—all these

are either overmatched with something that is stronger, or they soon fade and fall

under the resistless ravages of time. And when they pass, Aoio soon they are forgotten

!

We hardly recognize some of these names ; or, if we remember them, we associate

them with other men who bore them, but were distinguished by other and nobler

features. The next generation will care little for those who have nothing better to

claim than great strength, or commanding stature, or some other bodily pecnliarity.

On the other hand, we feel that

—

II. Distinction based on spihituaIi worth is a desirable exobllenoy. 1.

Mental strength, when gained by diligent self-culture and devoted to useful ends, enjoys

a more lasting honour and effects a far greater good. 2. But spiritual worth is the
most valuable acquisition ; that is the true greatness of man. (1) It raises him
highest in the scale of being. (2) It renders nobler and truer service. (3) It yields a
finer fragrance in grateful recollection (Prov. x. 7). (4) It lives on to distant genera-

tions in benignant influence. The " good men do " is not " interred with their bones ;

"

It lives and blossoms, and bears precious fruit in the hearts and lives of men.—0.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The wasting ofthe Ammonites, and David's wars with the giants. The
outrage inflicted on the Hebrew ambassadors was still further to be avenged by David.
Joab was sent out with the power of the army to waste the country of the Ammonites.
The former campaion bad been disastrous because of the hired auxiliaries of the
Ammonites. Now the full strength of David's army was to be led forth to complete the
ruin both of the people and their land. " At the time that kings go out to battle," <.«.

gpring-time, the expedition set out. Having besieged the capital, Babbah, and having
after a protracted siege taken the lower town, or " city of waters," and knowing that

the royal city would soon fall, Joab invited King David to come in person and have the
honour of taking it himself (see 2 Sam. xii. 26). We are thus enabled to reconcile the
two statements, that " David tarried at Jerusalem " (ver. 1), and " David and all the people

returned to Jerusalem " (ver. 3). David took the king's crown, and it was set on David's

head. This crown weighed a talent, or one hundred and fourteen pounds' weight of

gold. The crowns of Eastern kings were not usually worn on the head (and could
not have been in this case), but were suspended by chains of gold over the throne. We
again notice the cruelties of war and especially of that time (ver. 3). These are

recorded, not for example, but to deepen our sense of gratitude for the blessings which
Christianity has brought in introducing a humane mode of warfare. It may also

make us long for the time when " nations shall learn war no more," and when
"righteousness shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea." We see here
David's victories over the giants. The " stripling " in God's hand has overthrown
kingdoms and slain the giants of wickedness. In God's hand " the worm Jacob shall

thresh the mountains." As we review David's rise from the "stripling" of the
wilderness to the highest place in the land, we may say, " What hath God wrought 1"
" Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts." To the
outward eye of sense a man may be a " stripling," and in his own eyes " a dead dog "

and " a flea ; " but it is such instruments God ever uses to accomplish his mighty works
and to advance his kingdom in the world. Gideon's " lamps and pitchers," Naaman's
"little maid," the widow's "pot of oil," Jonah's "worm* and "gourd," and Sam-
son's "jawbone o*' an ass,"—these God uses for in these he can be glorified. Man's
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might and power is passed by, for there is no room in them for God to be glorified. If

we are only low enough, only little enough, only nothing before him, he can and will

use us ; and the reason he has so often to pass by the " vessel " is, that it is toofull

and not " fit for the Master's use." " God hath chosen the foolish things of the world

to confound the wise ; and the weak things of the world to confound the things that

are mighty ; and base things of the world, and things which are despised, hath God
chosen, yea, and things which are not [too contemptible to be named], to bring to

nought things that are: that noflesh thould glory in his presence " (1 Cor. i. 27—29).—W.

Ver. 3.

—

The horrors of war. All actions, both of nations and of individuals, should

be judged in the light of the prevailing standards and sentiments of the age in which they
are done. This is a most important principle, but it is a difficult one to apply wisely

;

and it is one that may be easily misrepresented. Eight can never be other than right,

and wrong can never be other than wrong. But custom and sentiment give a temporary
character to many actions which tend to confuse our apprehension of their essential

rightness or wrongness. Limited knowledge also leads to the permission of things

which advancing civilization shows to be unworthy and oven wrong. These points

may be illustrated from slavery, truthfulness, sense of the value of life, ideas of property,

and war. Another important consideration, which greatly helps to explain Old Testa-

ment narratives, is that national judgments must of necessity take national character.

An old divine well says, " God can punish individuals both in this life and in the

next ; but he can only punish nations in this." There are distinctly personal and
individual sins, and there are as distinctly national sins ; wrong done by the rulers in

the name of !;he people ; or a wrong spirit pervading the people ; or times when vice is

permitted to run an unrestrained and ruinous course. And such national sin Jehovah
ever regards, using such agencies as famine, plague, or war, for its due punishment.

In this light the Old Testament ever regards war ; the aggressive force is always treated

as the executioner who carries out the Divine judgments. And it may be urged that

this is still the deeper view to take of war, and that it is qtiito consistent with a clear

recognition of the fact that such an aggressive force may act in mere wilfulness, or

in furtherance of wicked schemes of self-aggrandizement. God makes the very " wrath
of man " praise him. In treating the incidents of this chapter, it may be well to point

out the distinction between what usually happens under the excitements of a siege, and
the deliberate judgment that may be pronounced upon a conquered people. As may be

painfully illustrated from the conduct of the British soldiers in India and in Spain, when
a city is taken by storm, a scene of wild and awful rioting usually follows. lUustrata

also from the Roman siege of Jerusalem. For Rdbbah, the city here referred to, see tb«

Expository portion of this Commentary, and 2 Sam. xi. 1.

L Ancient hobkoeb of wab. Illustrate from different kinds of war

—

wan of races,

the young and strong pushing out the old and weak ; hardy mountain races occupying

the cultured plains of the over-civilized and effeminate ; dynastic wars, occasioned

by the rivalries of different royal houses ; sacred wars, such as the Crusades, to recover

possession ofthe Lord's tomb ; and wars (^revenge, undertaken to clear off supposed or

real insults. Of this latter kind was the war with Ammon (see ch. xix.). Modem ideas

concerning war make it impossible for us to approve of the treatment to which the

conquered Ammonites were subjected. Some writers have urged that David merely

condemned the captives to severe bodily labours, to hewing and sawing wood, to burning

of bricks, and to working in iron-mines ; but probably the more terrible translation of

the language must be accepted, in view of thecommon war-law of that stern age. And,

with its best mitigations, war must still be regarded as a dreadful thing. The whole

world sighs for the day when *' the nations shaU learn war no more."

II. Chbistian MITIQATI0N8 OF THB E0BR0B8 OF WAB. Illustrate from modem
treatment of the dead, the wounded, the prisoner, and the conquered. Show how a

prolonged period of comparative peace has influenced national sentiment concerning war.

Explain, illu»trate, and impress that the Christian law of the universal human brother-

hood seeks to destroy all forms of war; and the day of its full triumph is surely

coming.—^R. T.

Vers. 6, 7.

—

Strong in lody, and strong in God. Here are introduced to us " a man of
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great stature," and of abnormal development ; a striking instance of mere bodily power :

and a man who could overcome this giant, by virtue of his loyalty to God and reliance

on his strength. It seems to be a fact that hugeness of body is usually associated

with dulness of mind. The quick-witted David is always more than a match for the

Bonderous Goliath. It seems to be the fact—at least under our present human conditions

—that the culture of the mind tends to ensure the frailty of the body. It seems to be

now very difficult, if it may not be called impossible, to gain and to keep the mens sana

in eorpore sano. Yet we should feel that both the body and the sold are sacred trusts, and

that we are responsible to God for the full and wise and harmonious culture of them

both. The " body is to be for the Lord," and we are to " prosper even as our souls

prosper." There are two principles by which our life should be toned. We should

seek to be—
, ,. ,.

I. Stbono in body ; that is, in the bodily powers and resources. Applications may

be made to health, vigour offrame, due control ofpassions, and proper traiuiug of mental

faculties. But it should be shown that there are limitations to the success which we

may reach in these matters—limitations from constitutional peculiarities, from

hereditary tendencies, and from disabilities of circumstance. In this each of us can but

reach his lest possible.

II. Strong in God ; that is, in the higher moral capacities and forces. In the culture

of these there need be no qualifications or limitations. Due training of these will

ensure complete dominion over the bodily powers and relations, so that all the lower

faculties take their due place of ministry or service. And this is the high ideal after

which we all should strive—the true man, who is like the^Man Christ Jesus, strong in

Ood, and therefore strong in body.—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXI.

This very important chapter In David's

hialory is the parallel of 2 Sam. xxiv. 1—25,

which contains some details not found here,

e.g. the route taken by those who went to

number Israel (2 Sam. xxiv. 5—8), and

omits others. This chapter furnishes one

of the clearer proofs (in respect of what it

supplies, not found in Samuel) that its

indebtedness is not to that book, but to a

work open as well to the compiler of

Chronicles as to the writer of Samuel.

Its contents fall into five sections. 1.

David's command to number the people,

with Joab's remonstrances (vers. 1—6).

2. The means taken to rouse David to •

sense of his sin, and his confession thereof

(vers. 7, 8). 3. The choice between punish-

ments presented to him and his prayer under

the drawn sword of the angel for the spar-

ing of the people (vers. 9—17). 4. The

accepted propitiatory sacrifices and offer-

ings of David, and the consequent stay of

the plague (vers. 18—27). 5. David's grate-

ful establishment of that same spot M the

place of sacrifice (vers. 28—30).

Yer. 1.—Satan stood np against Israel, and

provoked David to number Israel This re-

markable sentence takes the place of the

statements in the parallel, " AnU again the

anger of the Lord was kindled against

Israel, and he moved David against them
to say. Go, number Israel and Judah."
Our own passage seems to confine the temp-
tation and sin to David, David also seems
to be spoken of as the object of maligaant
attack on the part of Satan, though Israel

is spoken of as the object of malignant
envy and animosity. It b also to be

noticed that in ver. 17 David takes all

the blame to himself, and speaks of the

people as " innocent sheep." A people and
vrhole nation have, indeed^ often suffered the

smart of one ruler's sin. Yet here the light

thrown upon the whole event by the account
in the Book of Samuel must be accepted
as revealing the fact that there had been
previously something amiss on the part of

the people— perhaps something of illest

significance lurking in their constitution.

This alone could " kindle the anger of the
Lord against Israel." It is the opposite of

this wmch kindles the anger ofSatan—when
he witnesses excellence, surpassing excel-

lence, as when he witnesses " the ueahest
saint," yet in that strongest position, " on hi*

hneeg." The apparent inconsistency in Satan
being spoken of as resisting Israel, and the
anger of the Lord being spokea of as

kindled against Israel, is but apparent
and superficial. In the first place, these

histories do only purport to state the facte
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overt. And in tliii eense either alterna-

tive Btatement gives the prima fade facts.

Either is true, and both may be true in

different chronological order. And further,

that the anger of the Lord was kindled
against Israel is no disproof that S.itan will

flee and seize his opportunity. It looks the
contrary way. There was a^time and an
occasion in Eden when Satan thought he
saw an opportunity, tried it, and found it,

when the anger of the Lord was no< kindled
against Adam and Eve for certain. But
much more prompt will be the executive of
Satan at another and less doubtful time.
The paths in written history are often
awhile rugged and broken up ; the written
history of Scripture is no exception. And
in thus being the more in analogy with
history itself, those unevennesses and breaks
are the better attestation of both the reality

of the Scripture history and the veracity of

its writers. The word (ID^) occurs twenty-

four times in the Old Testament. On all

occasions of its occurrence in the Book of
Job and in the prophecies of Zechariab, it

shows the prefixed definite article; in

all other places it u, with the present
passage, unaccompanied by the article. Its

translation here might appear strictly as

that of a proper name. But this cannot be
aid of the other instances of its use, when
without the article (Numb. xxii. 22, 32

;

1 Sam. xxiz. 1). This constitutes with
Bome the ground of the very opposite

opinion and opposite translation. If we
regard tlie name a.s utterly expressing the
personality of Satan, the passage is very
noteworthy, and will be most safely re-

garded as the language of the compiler,

and not as copied from the original source.

The signification of the word " Satan," as

is well known, is " adversary," or " ac-

cuser.'' I'he sin of David in giving the

order of this verse was of a technical and
ceremonial cliaraoter, in the first place,

whatever his motives were, and however

intensified by other causes of a moral and
more individual complexion. We learn

(Exod. XXX. 12—16) the special enact-

ments respecting what was to be observed

when " the sum of the children of Israel

after their number " was to be taken. How-
ever, the same passage does not siiy, it fails to

say, when such a numbering would be legiti-

mate or when not. It is left us, therefore,

to deduce this from observation. And we
notice, in the first place, that, on the occasion

of its undoubted rightness, it is the work of

the distinct commandment of God (Numb.
i. 1—» ; xxvl. 1—4). Next, we notice the

religious contribution, " the ransom," that

waf required with it (Exod. ixx. 12—16;

xxjurili. 25, 26 ; Numb. xxxi. 48—51).

Again, we notice Wiat the numberings

narrated both in the beginning of the Book
of Numbers (i.) and toward the close

(xxvi.) had specific moral objects as as-

sif<ned by God—among tliem the forcible

teaching of the loss entiiiled by the succes-

sive rebellions of the people (Numb. xxvL
64, 65 ; Deut. ii. 14, 15). And though last,

not least, all these indications are lighted
up by the express and em|>hatic announce-
ments in God's original promises to Ahraliam,
Isaac, and Jacob, that their seed should be-
come past numbering, multitudinous us the
stars, and as the sands of the seashore.
From all which we may conclude that only
that numbering was held legitimate which
was for God's service in some form, and as
against human pride and boastfuliiess—by
God's command as against a human king's
fancy—and which was attended by the pay-
ment of that solemn " ransom " money, the
bekah, or hall-shekel (Exod. xxx. 12). Other
numbering had snares about it, and it was
no doubt because it had such intrinxically

that it was divinely discountenanced, and
in this case severely punished. It seems
gratuitous with some to tax David with
having other motives than those of some
sort of vanity now at work, sinister designs
of preparing, unaided and un(iermittBd, some
fresh military exploits, or stealing a march
on the nation itself in the matter of some
new system of taxation. The context offers

no corroboration of either of these notions,

while several lesser indications point to the
simplest explanation (ch. xxvii. 23).

Ver. 2.—And to the rulers of the people.

So Numb. i. 4, " And with you there shall

be a man of every tribe ; every one head of

the house of his fathers" (see also ch.

xxvii. 22—24 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 4, 5).

Ver. 3.—But my lord the king, are they
not aU my lord's servants ? The place of

this peifectly intelligible sentence, indicat-

ing that Joab discerned the object of David
in desiring the numbering of the people, is

occupied in the Book of Samuel by the
words, " And that the eyes of my lord the
king may see it ;

" which some for no very
evident reason prefer. It was, no doubt, a
very radical element of David's sin in this

matter that lie was thinking of the nation

too much as hi$ own servants, instead of as

the servants of his one Master. The Lord
ever knoweth who are his, and numbcreth
not only them and their names, but their

every sigh, tear, prayer. A cause of tres

pass, This clause may be ex[>Iained as

though trespass was equivalent to the con-

sequences, i.e. the punishment of trespass.

This, however, rather tends to explain away
than to explain a phrase. Moie probably

the deeper meaning is that, in the fact of

the numherin:;, nation and king would be-

come one in act, aud would become in-
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Tolved toj;ether in Indisputable sin. Though
there were QO unfeigned assent and consent

,m the great body of the nation to the
numbering, yet they would become par-

tiuipators in the wrong-doing. It would
furtlier seem evident, from Joab addressing
these words to the king, that it was a thing
familiarly known and thoroughly under-
tood that the course David was now bent
on following was one virtually, if not
Botually, prohibited, and not one merely
likely to be displeasing to God on account
of auy individual dispusition in David to

be boastful or self-confident. Otherwise it

would be scarcely within the province of
Joab either to express or suppose this of his

royal master.

Ver. 4.—Wherefore Joab departed, and
went throughout all Israel, and came to

Jerusalem. This short verse stands in th«
place of all the five verses of 2 Sam. xziv.
4—8, with their interesting contents, giving
the route which Joab and his assistanta

took, and the time occupied (nine months
»nd twenty days) to their return.

Ver. 5.—The , report of the numbers as

given in this verse does not tally with that

of the parallel place. Here they are three
bundled thousand more for Israel, and thirty

thousand fewer for Judah, than there. No
really satisfactory explanation of these
discrepani'ies has yet appeared. The
Bomewliat ingenious suggestion that the
Chronicle-compiler counted in the stand-

ing army (two hundred and eighty-eight

thousand, ch. xxvii. 1—lj5) for Israel, and
omitted from Judah a supposed "thirty

thousand," under the head of " the thirty
"

of our oh. xi. ; while the writer of the Buck
of Samuel did exactly the converse,—can
scarcely pass muster, although it must be
noticed that it would meet in the main the
exigencies of the case. A likelier sugges-
tion might be found in a comparison of the
statements of our ver. 6 compared with
ch. xxvii. 22—24. Indeed, the last sen-

tence of this last-quoted verse (ch. xxvii.

24) may possibly contain the explanation of

all (comp. Numb. i. 47—50 ; ii. 33). That
Joab utterly refused to number Levi, because
this was a thinj; most distinctly prohii>ited

(and further because it was not m.iterial to

David's presumable objects), was quite to be
expected. And though Joab is said in

the following verse not to have numbered
Benjamin, it is possible enough that he may
have known this number (ch. vii. 6—11).

Yet see what follows.

Ver. 6.—Averse to his task as Joab was,
he may have been indebted to the memory
of the exemption of Levi from census for

the idea of enlarging upon it and omitting
Benjamin as well. The important contents
of this short verse are not found in Samuel,

so that we can borrow no light thence. But
Benjamin was " the least of the tribes

"

(J udg. xxi. 1—23), and Poole has suirgested

that God would not permit the numbers of

either of these tribes to be lessened, as he
foresaw that they would be faithful to the

throne of David on the division of the king-

dom. Others think that the omission of

these tribes in the census may have been
due to Joab's recall to Jerusalem before the
completion of the work, and to the king's

repentance in the interim cutting off the

necessity of completing it. This little

agrees, however, with the resolute tone and
assigned reason contained in this verse,

Poole's explanation, meantime, explains
nothing in respect of the statement that
the king's word was abominable to Joab.

Ver. 7.—Smote Israel. Tliese two words
serve simply to summarize in the first in-

stance what the compiler it about to rehearse
at greater length. The parallel place
shows, " And David's heart smote him after

that he had numbered the people." Some
better power occasioned tluit smiting. Be-
flection brought to David's heart and con-
science (1 Sara. xxiv. 5), as often to those of
others, restored vitality. The exact cireum-
stances or providences,however, whieh roused
into action the conscience of David are not
stated. The second clause of our verse can-
not refer to any preliminary smiting, but to
the oncoming visitation of pestilence. It
is noticeable, if only as a coincidence, that
the eleventh verse of the parallel passage
(2 Sam. xxiv. 11) opens with a similarly
ambiguously placed clause, " For when
David was up in the morning, the word of
the Lord cameto the Prophet Uad," although
this is explainable simply as our iiisufhcient

Autliorized Version rendering. However,
failing any external cause, the beginning of
ver. 10 in this same parallel place may in-
timate the adequate account of all in the
ipontaneoui stirring of David's conscience

—

"the bitter thoughts of conscience born."
In these two verses we suddenly come upon
the name " God " instead of " the Lord," ».«.

Jehovah.
Ver. 9.—Gad, David's seer. The parallel

place says, "The Prophet Gad (N'33n),

David's seer "(2 Sam. xxiv. 11). The He-
brew word here used in both passages for
" seer," is njh, in place of the wurd of higher
import, HNhn, the use of which is confined to
Samuel, Hanani, and to the person spoken
of in Isa. xxx. 10. In this last passage our
Authorized Version translates "prophet,"
while in ch. xxix. 29 our Authorized
Version translates both Hebrew names in
the very same verse by the one English word
"seer." Gad was, perhaps, a pupil of David
(2 Sam. xxii. 8), and was tlie successor of
Samuel (ch. ix. 22) in this office.
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Ver. 12.
—

^Three years' famine. The
parallel place baa, In our Hebrew text,
" seven " instead of " tbree." But the
Septuagiut indicates this to be but a cor-

ruption of a later text ; for it reads " three,"

as here. The parallel place shows no
mention of the destroying angel here spoken
of. The three inflictions of famine, sword,
pestilence, are found not unfrequently else-

where in Scripture (see Deut. xxviii. 21

—

25 ; Ezek. xlv. 21 ; Eev. vi. 4—8). Now
. . . advise thyself. The simple text is " Now
see," in place of " Now know and see " of
the parallel passfige,

Ver. 13.—^It is in suoh answers as these.—
answers of eqnal piety and practical wisdom,
that the difference is often visible between
the man radically bad, and the man good at

heart and the child of grace, even when
fallen into the deepest depth of sin.

Yer. 14.—So the Lord sent pestilenoe npon
Israel. This sentence is followed in the
parallel place by " from the morning even
to the time appointed." It has been sug-
gested that "the time appointed" may
mean the time of the evening sacrifice, and
that God shortened thus the three days to

a short one day. There seems nothing
sufBcient to support the suggestion, unless

it might lie in the "repenting" of the Lord,

and his "staying" of the angel's hand, in

ver. 15. There fell of Israel seventy thousand
men. The whole number of Israel, including

women, must have reached near to five

millions. On this assumption, the sacrifice of

life for Israel would be something like 1*4

per cent., or fourteen in the thousand.

Ver. 15.—And God sent an angeL It is

at this point first that any mention of an
angel is found in the parallel place, but then
not in the present form, but in a sentence

which would seem to presuppose the know-
ledge of the agency of an angel on the oc-

casion : " And when the angel stretched out

his hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, the

Lord repented him of the evil " (2 Sam. xxiv.

16). Stood by the threshing-floor of Oman,
The verb "stood" is employed here quite

generieally. It does not imply that the angel

stood on tike ground ; for see next verse, in

which it is said that he " stood between the

earth and the heaven," the Hebrew verb

being exactly the same. Oman is the uni-

form form and spelling of the name in

Chronicles. In Samuel, however, the name
appears as rn}'»^ (2 Sam. zxiv. 20), or

Araunah. Yet in ver. 16, of the same chapter

the Kethiv inverts the order of the resh and
van, prefixing the article, or what looks like

it, and again in ver. 18 the Kethiv shows the

form mi>f. Oman, then, or Araunah, was

a descendant of the old Jebusite race to

whom the fort of Zion once belonged. And
the present narrative finds him living on

the Hill of Moriah (Gender's ' Bible Hand-
book,' 2nd edit., 236 [6]). The threshing'

floor. The primitive threshing-floors of the
Israelites still essentially obtain. They
were level spots of stamped and well-trodden
earth, about fifty feet in diameter, and se-
lected in positions most exposed to the wind,
in order to take the advantage of its help in
the separating of the grain from the ohaffi
On these circular' spots of hard earth the
sheaves of grain, of whatever kind, were
distributed in all sorts of disorder. Oxen
and other cattle trod them. And sometimes
these beasts were driven round and round five

abreast. The stalk ofthe grain was, of course,
much bruised and crushed, and the method
is described still as of a very rough and
wasteful kind. Instruments were also em-
ployed, as the "flail" (Euth ii. 17; Isa.

xxviii. 27, 28); the "sledge," to which
possibly reference is made in Judg. viii. 7,
16, under the name barkanim (Authorized
Version, « briers "). These sledges were of
two kinds: (1) themorojf (2 Sam. xxiv. 22; ch.
xxi. 23; Isa. xli. 15), made of flat planks
joined together, and furnished with rough
studs on the under surface ; and (2) agalah,
rendered Authorized Version, "cart-wheel"
(Isa. xxviii 27), made of wooden rollers, at
rollers of iron or stone, and dragged by cattle

over the sheaves. Egypt and Syria, as well
as Palestine, still show these instruments (see

Robinson's ' Bibl. Bes,,' i. 550 ; and Thom-
son's * Land and the Book,' pp. 538—541).

Vers. 16, 17.—These verses ofier instances,

especially the former,of the shorter narratives

not being with Chronicles, but with SamueL
And the longer narrative being with Chro-
nicles is found uniformly in the cases in

which reference is had, whether more or less

directly, to the ecclesiastical or permanent
institution of the Israelites.

Ver. 18.—^The angeL The Hebrew shows
no article (see Numb, xxii 34, 35 ; 1 Einga
xiii. 18 ; xix. 5 ; Zech. i. 9). Theplace where
the altar was now about to be erected was
that made famous by the sacrifice of Abr^
ham (Gen. xxii. 2, 9), and, though less

certainly, that known to the priesthood of

Melohizedek (Gen. xiv. 17—20).

Ver. 20.—^This verse is not found in the

parallel place. The Septuagint reading of

" king" in this verse, in place of " angeV' is

no doubt an error. The drift of this and the

following verse is plain and continuous.

Oman and his sons had hidden themselves

on the apparition of the angel, but came out

OB the advent of David, to welcome him.

Ver. 22.—The place of this threshing-floor

;

•'.e. the place on which the threshing-floor

was made. It was the level summit of the

middle elevated ground of the eastern

ridge on which Jerusalem was situate (ch.

XL 4—7).
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Ver. 28.—Oman's offer to David of the
thregbiiig-flooi and all its belongings, as •
gift, reminds of Ephron's offer to Abraham
(Gen. iiiii. 11). Oman's prompt offer of
gift was, perhaps, all the prompter from the
desire to render every assistance to the
staying of the plague. Per burnt offerings

... for the meat offering. The whole code
of regulations for offerings—sin offering,

trespass offering, peace offering, burnt
offering, meat and drink offering—is to be
found in Lev. i.—vii. As regards the burnt

offering, see Lev. L ; vi. 8—13. It was called

rh'y, from its " ascending" accepted to heaven,

or else from its being put up or raised up
(Hiph. conjugation) on the altar ; and some-

times W|, from being " wholly " consumed.

The sin and trespass offerings were for special

sins, but this was of a more comprehensive
kind and of much greater dignity, as stand-
ing for the " purging of the cousclence." The
entire consuming of the sacrifice signified

the unqualified self-surrender of him who
brought the sacrifice. It was a voluntary
offeriog, the offerer laid his hand on the
head of the victim, and the blood of the
victim was sprinkled round about the altar.

The meat offering (nrap)i8 fully described in

Lev. ii. ; vi. 14—23. It was an offering with-
out blood, and therefore was an accompani-
ment of an offering of blood. It was composed
of flour or cakes, prepared with salt, oil, and
frankincense—the salt emblematic of non-
decay ; the oil, of spiritual grace ; and the
frankincense, of acceptable fragrance. A
portion of this offering was to be burnt, and
a portion eaten by the priests in the court,

unless it was for a priest himself, when all

must be burnt. Meantime a drink offering

of wine was, in fact, a part of the meat offer-

ing itself (Exod. rxix. 40, 41 ; Lev. xxiiL
13 ; Numb. xv. 4^7, 9, 10). The material
of the meat offering might be the green or
fresh-gathered ears ofcorn. The Septuagint
translates Sapov ; Luther, speit-opfer ; and it

need scarcely be said that our Authorized
"Version meat offering exhibits only the
generic employment of the word "meat"
for food.

Yer. 25.—Six hundred shekels of gold by
weight. The only way to reconcile this state-

ment with that of the parallel place, which
(2 Sam. ixiv. 24) speaks of " fifty shekels

of silver" (i.e. taking the shekel at 2i. 6d.,

equal to about £6 13«. id.) as the price of
" the threshing-floor and the oxen," is to sup-

pose that the fifty shekels speak of the pur-

chase money ofthe oxen indeed, but not ofthe

floor itself, which was valuable, not only for

size and situation, but also for its prepared
construction ; or again, keeping to the literal

language of Samuel, that " the floor and the
oxen " are intended, while our expression,
" the place," may designate the whole hill.

The value of gold as compared with silver

was as sixteen to one. If this be the solution,

we should have again an instance of the
compiler of this book seizing for perpetuation
the point of greatest and most permanent
interest, i.e. the purchase of the whole place.

Ver. 26.—He answered him from heaven
by fire. There is no doubt significance in
the fact that the compiler of Chronicles
records this answer by fire, unmentioned in
the Book of Samuel. He would give pro-
minence to this great token, as determining,

or going a great way towards determining,
the site of the temple. The answer by fire

was given on critical and special occasions

(Lev.ix. 24; 1 Kings xviii. 24, 38).

Ver. 28.—^David saw that the Lord had
answered him in the threshing-floor. David
" saw " this by the fire on tlie altar, and by
the fact that God, at the voice of the angel
(ver. 18), had not misdirected him, but had
guided him aright. He sacrificed tiiere.

This means to say that he thenceforward
" sacrificed there ;" and ettaUished there the
service of sacrifices. David was so impressed
" at that time," by the answer given in fire

from heaven, that he began systematically
to sacrifice on the site of this threshing-floor,

instead of going to the high place at Gibeon,
where the altar of burnt offering still stood.
To have attempted to go thither would not
only have meant a long and wasteful delay,
but would also have meant the neglecting of
the august omen of the angel present. An
awful sanction is thus given to " thiB place"
Moriah, and it becomes " the house of the Lord
God,"and the place of lawful and established
sacrifice.

HOMILETIO&

Vers. 1—30,

—

Tyincal, ain, suffering, gorrow, sacrifice. The study of the narrative
before us, together with its parallel, leads, with little room for hesitation, to the conclusion
that there must have been symptoms in the national character ofIsrael at this time calling
for some severe check or peremptory visitation. Failing this supposition, we cannot
satisfactorily get over the language of the opening verse in the parallel record of 2 Sam.
ixiv. It is, however, undeniable that in both places the history lays the whole head
and front of the offending upon David, and that the offending was bis ks corroborated
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by his own forcible confession in the seventeenth verse of the present chapter. The
brunt of the suffering, on the other hand, falls upon the people, who were cut down by
the pestilence, and upon those who, from the ties of nature, to say none other, mourned
their loss. This is so entirely the tenor of the history, that our exposition has no
choice but to follow its lead. And we shall therefore unfold the moral and spiritual
significance of the section from the standpoint of David, counting him the sinner,
holding him responsible for the sufifering, watching him in his struggle to emerge from
the consequences of his conduct, and to lift his people out after him, and observing the
sanctified result to which all was tnmed by the over- and ever-ruling providence of God.
Let us notice—
L Thb SDf OF David m nitmbebino the people. (Vers. 1—6.) 1. Whatever was

the exact nature of this offence, we are not at liberty to discount it in allowing any.
thing for the consideration already supposed, that Israel was ripe for some punishment,
and stood in need of some severe visitation. This may have been true enough, ^et
their leader, their shepherd, their king, should have been the first to watch each symp-
tom of the kind, to study them anxiously, to counteract them in place of neglecting
them or of co-operating with them, above all of becoming the actual exponent of them.
It is for the shepherd to warn, to watch, to keep the flock. For every station in life

there are its own proper duties, and for every increased and more exalted privilege of
life there are its own proportioned opportunities and responsibilities. This is a moral
canon of human life and society, always, everywhere, and that cannot be escaped in its
solemn obligation. But how far David practically forgot it appears from this history.
It is Scripture that represents it thus to us, that Satan knew the readiness of Israel to
fall, designed disastrous damage to the flock, but that he saw and used his opportunity
with no miscalculation, "scattering the flock" actually through and by aid of the
shepherd. Once this way ascertained to be practicable in this instance, and Satan knew
too well for Israel that it was the readiest way, the method most trenchant—easiest for
himself, and most humiliating to those for whom he designed harm. A man's own
sphere, special privilege, particular duty, will always have it in it to reveal the possi-
bilities of sin, to find the occasion for sin, to enhance the triumph of sin, and to make
it bum with fiercer blaze and more lurid glare. Many difficulties have been made
out of such detail as the language of Scripture contains here, and in places of similar
kind. But Scripture traverses all these, simply ignoring the sceptic's misuse of them.
Scripture keeps in the tracks of the undoubted analogies of /act. Israel was ready to
go wrong. Granted ; but so also was he whose highest work and highest honour it

was to watch and to know and to guard Israel from going wrong. 2. David's sin was
the further removed from excuse, in that those who were second to him in place and
authority put him in mind, and remonstrated with him, and evidently with that
earnest, nervous feeling which should have been at once as good as conviction to him.
The offence was deliberate, determined, and would not brook expostulation. For so it

is written, "The word of the king prevailed against that of Joab and the captains oi

the host." It is the same thing as to say that the word of intolerant and arbitrary

authority was encouraged to override the " Law and the testimony," the suggestions oi

ineinory, the remonstrances of conscience, and the kindly spoken, courteous advice of

friendly and constitutional counsellors. The man who has it in him to set at nought
certain kinds of expression of disapproval, that tell tales so true to nature's touch, has

It in him also, so far at least as that humour is concerned, to set anything at nought.

And the impression cannot be resisted that it was jutit so with David at this crisis.

8. The offence of David in numbering the people, unrelieved as it was by any external

considerations, offers also a peculiar kind of evidence of the large infusion of the moral
element. It is not, indeed, that the record of Scripture fails to furnish the grounds on
which his action stood condemned

;
yet it may be admitted that we feel them to be

wanling in some measure in precision. Considering all that resulted from the offence,

this very thing proves the larger presence of no technical, no mere ceremonial fault, but

of deeper moral fault. Is David condemned by the letter? He is condemned tenfold by
the spirit. On the evidence, we are bound to find him guilty on the counts of princiiile

rather than of the violation of positive commnndment. Why, for instance, does not

Joab in his ill-disguised disgust (which even grew with his task, ver. 6) quote the com-
mandment, give chapter and verse for his intense disapproval and indiguation? Oh
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yea, there are sins of the heart, of the subtle undergrowth of pride and ambition, and
trust of self, which far sur|iass all others in significance and heinousness. Surely it

were enough for the quondam shepheid-boy, now King of Israel, to be vicefierent of the

King of Ijings? But David has slipped the charm of modest love and reverent fear and
devoted religious service, and aims to be ruler in his oum right. He does this yMs<o»
really as Judas Iscariot, the disciple, thought it was open to him to compass and super-

sede the Master if he could. This constitutes the essence of what seems to be held up
to view as the unparalleled offence of David, that he forgets his subordinate place, and
presumes to try to steal an advantage on his own supreme Master. Does David wish

to know tiie number of his, fighting men ? It is perhaps in part matter of pure vanity,

probably in greater part in order to estimate the strength of his own supposed resources;

ia other words, to calculate how far he may afford to dispense with simple, trustful,

humble, daily dependence—dependence on the Lord his God. Nor was the calculating

less or less pernicious, that it was unacknowledged, unconscious.

II. The 8UFFEKINO ENTAILED BY THE ONE BINFUIi DETERMINATION OF ONE MAS.
(Vers. 14, 15.) 1. We have to credit David with causing now one of the most dreadful

forms of human suffering. The state of mind which is filled with apprehension of

luffering is itself suffering of the worst kind for any individual. It is not diminished by
company, nor distributed by being shared among many. It is terribly loteosified when
a community, a nation, an army, is the prey of it. First, excited imagination very

likely goes beyond the ensuing realities if they were but left to themselves. Theu the

factt result otherwise, and the realities on which the sun in the heavens has looked

down in not a few such cases surpass imagination, even to beggaring it. History's very
devotee declines to believe. What cries, what wails, what maddened curses must have
rent the air wherever the ear of David was to hear, whether he travelled or rested,

whether he listened or strove to shut out every sound 1 When once pestilence walks
abroad, it not only kills so many thousands of its oytnprofessional right, but from hour
to hour, from morning to night, it tortures an uncounted number, who " hang in doubt
of their life," and have no rest, because they "have no assurance of their life" nor,

indeed, of lives dearer to them than their own. And it is this which David does for

the very flock it was hia life-work to fold, to feed, and to shield free even from the
breath of fear. 2. We have to credit David with having cut short some seventy thou-

sand human careers. Even though the nation may have deserved the punishment, and
tlieir crimes have cried for judgment, David has laden himself withal with the responsi-

bility of inflicting it. So many streams of human life he has dried up. So many deathi

lie at his door. At so many burials the loud mourners and the low mourners, say it ia

he who has rifled the home of life and love, and opened the sepulchre's dark door to

receive an untimely prey. Youth he has cut down, beauty he has blighted, in their

opening freshest hope. The strong men, the pride and defence of his kingdom, and
the support of its homes, he has laid weak as the weakest. And for the peaceful

cc splendid lunsetting of old age he has substituted A horizon overspread with the

gloomiest clouds. This is what one sinful determination of one man carried through
could do, and really did. And it is a type of many, many an antitype. It is a type

not least in this one element of it, that it did what it never meant nor thought to do,

and yet is to the full answerable for it, because it was not in the path of duty, and was
distinctly out of it. Sin sometimes takes very heavy toll out of those who do wrong, not
because they mean to do so, but because they do not mean not to do it, and do not live

with watching and prayer. 3. We have to credit David's sin with an incalculable amount
of human grief. Not always, by any means, is he who is gone the one who deserves

most pity, even as he certainly is past the reach of any sympathy, but rather those

who remain, who remember, who grieve, who weep, and not merely " would not be com-
forted," but cannot be comforted, for comfort is not. To wound human affections, to

make hearts bleed, to crush human courage, hope, life, is surely among the deadly sins,

and to be revealed " in that day." If Abel's blood cried to God from the Tery earth,

what cries must have reached him from the innumerable bleeding hearts of bereft homes
now, wrecked of hope and joy and peace by David I

IIL The btbuqole of David to emerge from the ookbequenceb of hib bin, and
TO extricate his people after him. (Vers. 12, 13, 16, 17.) And it must he allowed

at ouoe ihat David begins to resume again his better self. 1. The struggls was th*
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struggle of conviction, confession, prayer, even to wrestling ; not the struggle against

these. Although it may be held that there is some ambiguity about it, yet a com-

parison and combination of the two accounts need leave little hesitation as to the real

order of things. David's heart " smote him " after that he had numbered the people.

Never mind that, it was not quite • spontaneous stirring of the conscience and heart

that ,were within him ; yet there was the fact—branded and seared they were not.

Gad's sudden morning call and message (2 Sam. xxiv, 11) roused David from his torpor

in the twinkling of an eye. It was upon this event that conviction, most unreserved

confession, entreaty for pardon and mercy, and in due time intercession, followed. And
they followed with no other calculation than the calculation most instinctive of an
awakened and alarmed soul. The real ring, solemn though the ring was, of other well-

known self-condemnation of David, is now unmistakably heard. Not a syllable of

excuse, not an accent of extenuation, is to be detected in the tone. 2. The struggle

shows David in the midst of the very paroxysm of grief, and fresh from the rebuke of his

great Master, to be possessed in a peculiar manner of the wisest and rightest attitude of
disposition towards God. (1) God offers an option. David declines it. He has already

used his own free will and power to choose once too often. He will renounce it now.

(2) In declining to avail himself of that pro£fered option, he gives a reason, which
shows how accurately he had struck the balance between the " mercies " of God and
the "hand" of man. It apparently now amounts to an instinct with him, that there

was no room for a moment's hesitation between throwing himself and people upon the
" mercies " of God, or being thrown into the hands of men. This his strongest impres-

sion was also his correctest, which cannot always be said of our strongest and most
absolute impressions. Tis a great lesson for all to learn, and a great fact in the world's

history all up to this present moment, that the paternal love is to be better trusted

than the fraternal. The fatherhood of Gk)d is, after all, a better-ascertained reality

than the brotherhood of humanity. (3) At the very time that David is expecting his

punishment, and acknowledging that he is " in a great strait," he honours God by
recording a testimony which had come of his own long experience of him : " For very

great are his mercies." The rod often brings us to our senses, and when only uplifted

will suffice to bring a man to himself. But rarely did David—or any one else who
had known, loved, done the truth, but fallen away from it too—recover himself so

rapidly and apparently so completely in all essential respects. 3. The struggle offers an
undesigned but fine example of an intelligent acknowledgment of the essence of the

principle of sacrifice. When the scene is gone a little further, and the angel with draim
sword is beheld, David in an agony of pleading is heard beseeching that "the innocent"

may be spared. He proclaims who are the innocent (so far, at all events, as his act is

concerned) ; he begs that the guilty one may suffer, and proposes himself and his

father 8 house as the justly designated resource for sacrifice. The " altar and the v/ood,"

ay, and the knife too, are there, and they shall not want the sacrifice. It seems pos-

sible, probable, that not merely (1) David's offer of himself for the object of punishment,

but (2) the very fact of his idea and suggestion of submitting to a punishment, all

equivalent to sacrifice, was acceptable to God. David's importunate expostulation, inter-

cession, prayer—three in one—contain implicitly the principle of sacrifice. And it is

observable that it is from that moment that David is authorized, and indeed ordered, to

seek a place of sacrifice, and to erect an altar of sacrifice. Thus in the struggle to purge

himself as far as possible of his offence, and at least to extricate his people from the

fierceness of plague and suffering, he rises to this point of view, to entreat that on him-

self and his father's house may be concentrated the punishment now falling far and

wide on a nation.

IV. The results to which omt man's bin and an immbnbitt of consequent

suFFEEiNG WEBB NOW OVERRULED. (Vers. 26—30.) Some of these results were o(

special significance in the then time of day, and for the people of IsraeL Others are

of significance for all ages. 1. For the thousandth time were shown forth these things

—the loving fatherly heart of God, the hand that forbore, the yearning pity that

" repented " because of its own tenderness of even the most deserved chastisement.

Touching indeed is the language of ver. 15. So in older time the Lord himself to the

angel, and the angel to Abraham, had cried, " Forbear; it is enough." But not so when

that dreader srenf gathered in its fulness over Jerusalem. Though twelve legions ol
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angelB looked on, and might have come to the rescue, no voice said " Fortear;" and the

only voice that did then speak as with authority—authority notwithstanding what it

must say and how it must say it—said this, " Not my will be done;" and again, " It is

finished "—a signal for the awful sacrifice to go on to its solemn end. 2. The stricter

typical principle of sacrifice was led up to, and an instance of it exhibited. Blood fiows

for sin, and the blood of those who were so far forth innocent was now flowing for sin.

And this doubtless, though it fell on the innocent, was the punishment of sin. But we
see David acknowledge the principle that sacrifice may avail to stay the punishment.

He, however, viewed, and justly viewed, himself a$ the guilty, and therefore as the one

who ought to suffer. He does not come before us as an instance of the innocent pro-

posing to suffer in the place of the guilty. The issue is that the sacrifices of the Law
were offered in great abundance. 3. By auguries memorable and solemn an altar of

sacrifice and a place of worship were designated. They became consecrate for the

service of a thousand years at one stretch, and for what more to come we know not.

Though we must fail to realize what seemed to David and to Israel greatest in this, yet

analogies of the most intrinsic kind guide us in the same direction. Meantime not the

grandest building we may raise and dedicate to the worship and glory of Gkid, to the

love and service of Jesus, need mean either more or less to us than that site and that

altar meant to David and Israel. And, on the other hand, it may with equal truth be
said that the humblest building, the least pretentious schoolroom for the service of

Christ, means more for knowledge, for heavenly light, for real beauty, than David and
the temple, and Solomon and "all his glory."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.

—

A king's pride. The Scripture historians do not conceal David's faults.

Though they represent him as the man after God's heart, they faithfully record his

grievous defections. He was evidently a man in whom the ordinary principles of human
nature were unusually vigorous. There was, accordingly, warmth in his piety, and his

sins were those peculiar to an ardent and passionate nature. His warlike impulses led

him into cruelty, his amatory passions into adultery, his violence into murder, his self-

confidence into the act of regal pride which is condemned in this passage. Accus-
tomed as we are to a periodical census, and indeed to statistics of all kinds, it is

difficult for us to understand how blamable was David's conduct in numbering the

people.

I. Observe at whose instigation the king acted. Although in Samuel we are told

that the Lord's anger with Israel was the deepest reason for the act and the explana-

tion of all that followed it, our text refers the conduct of David to " an adversary."

Whether this enemy was human, or, as is generally supposed, superhuman, diabolical,

is not material. A tempter, an adversary, suggested the sinful motive and the dis-

obedient action.

II. Observe the hotive which led to this act. It was a motive often infiuential

with the prosperous and the powerful. It was vanity, confidence in his own greatness.

In the number of his soldiers, in the resources of his subjects. David had been a warrior

whose arms had been attended with remarkable success, and, like many such, be
doubtless deemed himself invincible.

III. Observe David's persevbbanob in spite of wabnino. Many sins are com-
mitted heedlessly. Not so this ; for Joab, who was by no means a counsellor always to

be trusted, warned his master against this act of folly, which he saw was " a cause of

trespass to Israel." David was not to be deterred, and perhaps resented, as such
characters are wont to do, any resistance to his will. Temptation from without, evil

passions from within, are often enough to overcome the calmest and the wisest counsels

and admonitions. A lesson this of human frailty. A summons also to penitence and
to humility.—T.

Ver. 8.

—

Contrition. David was a man who both sinned grievously and repented
bitterly. If we have nowhere more striking examples than in his life of human frailty,

we have nowhere more than in his recorded experience an example of anguish and of
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penitence for sin. Witness the state of mind manifested in the fifty-first psalm. Wa
have in this most touching verse—

I. Confession of ben. This langua°!e may be regarded as a model of sincerely

uttered confession. 1. It was offered to God. " David said unto God." So in Ps. li.,

"Against thee, thee only, have I sinned." Not against society, not against the state

;

but against the Searcher of hearts and the Judge of all, 2. It was a taking to himself
of the guilt. " /have sinned." Instead of laying the blame upon another, the kin"
accepted it for himself. It is a sad thing when men take excuses into the presence of
God. 3. David had a just sense of the heinousness of bis sin. He felt that he had sinned
greatly. It was not in his view a light thing of which he had been guilty. How can
we, as Christians, regard sin as a light matter, when we remember that sin brought our
holy Saviour, the Lord of glory, to the ignominious cross ? 4. The folly of sin was
very apparent to David's mind when he poured out his soul in contrite confessions
before the Lord. " I have done very foolishly,"

II. Entreaty for pardon. It would be a sad case, indeed, if, when the sinner
acknowledged his errors and faults, he did so with no hope or expectation of grace and
forgiveness. But David knew that God was a God delighting in mercy and ready to
forgive. Accordingly he added to his confession this entreaty : " I beseech thee, do
away the iniquity of thy servant." What abundant encouragement have we to present
a prayer like this I The revelation of God's character, the provision of a Divine
Redeemer, the promises of a welcome gospel, all alike induce us to come unto God in the
atdtude, not only of sinners, but of suppliants, beseeching of him a farounble reception,

and the extension to us as sinners of his clemency and grace.—T.

Ver. Xi,—Falling into the hand of the Lord. There is something very simple and
touching in this expression. " The hand of the Lord " is, for the most part, mentioned
in Scripture as the emblem of God's protecting, upholding, preserving power. Here it

indicates chastisement. How truly submissive and filial was the spirit which was
manifested in this petition 1 Whether God's hand was raised to deliver or to smite, his

servant was content—so that it was Gt)d'8.

L The Lord sometimes chastens even EEPBNTDra opfendbhs. Some unthinkmg
persons may wonder why, if the sinner be penitent and the sin forgiven, there should
be any necessity for punishment at all. But facts cannot be explained away. The
great Lord and Judge of all does sometimes, as in the instance before us, permit the

sinner to endure temporal consequences of sin, although his anger is turned away from
the repentant heart. God thus avenges his own Law, upholds his own authority,

shows himself a righteous Sovereign and Ruler.

II. There are reasons fob meekly submittino to Divinb chastisement. An
alternative of punishment is not God's usual offer to repenting sinners. There is much
to commend in the choice which David made when Gad, at the Lord's command, per-

mitted the king to elect one form of penalty rather than another. David referred the

matter wholly into " the hand " of a wise and merciful God. There are many reasons

why we should thus submit when the Lord chastens. 1. Ood it the All-merciful.

For this reason his people may well be content to " fall into his hand." " Very great

are his mercies," He is " merciful and gracious, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and

sin." His character, his promises, and especially his " unspeakable gift," should

encourage us to lay aside all rebellion, murmuring, and fear, and to submit with

patience, and " endure chastening." It is, no doubt, in his power to punish with far

greater severity than any human enemy is capable of doing. But whilst "the tender

mercies of the wicked are cruel," the mercy of God is boundless as his nature. 2. Ood
knows, not only the sin, but the repentance by which it isfollowed. He reads the heart,

and hears the sighs, and marks the tears of every contrite penitent. He sees when a

deep impression of the sinfulness of sin has been produced. He knew that though

David was a great sinner, he was a sincere, submissive, and lowly penitent, He makes

a distinction between the punishment which is a mark of his righteous displeasure with

the sin, and that which is needed to bring the offender to a just sense of his ill desert.

3. Ood tempers his chastisements with Divine consolations and support. He does not

desert his children, even in their deserved distresses. He is with them in the furnace.

When they are readj to link beneath their merited sorrows, lo 1 his everlasting armi
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are found to be underneath them. 4. Ood designs, hy ail hit chastening, to secure his

people's spiritual gooil. He afflicts, not for Ijis plea-iure, but for our prortt. His purposs

is tliat we may " bring forth the peaceable fruits of righteousness." Men may wreak
malicious veugeance ; Ood's discipline is that of a holy and cumpassionate Father.—T.

Ver. 15.

—

Ood't repentance. How often, in the Scnptures, are human emotion!

attributed to God I -The charge of " anthropopathy " has, in consequence, sometimes

been brouglit against wliat we hold to be Divine revelation. The truth is that objectors

do not truly believe in the personality of God. The Bible does teach us to think of

God as a Person—a living, conscious Being, with moral attributes and pui-posea. It even

speaks, as in the text, of God's repentance,

I. This ib not thb ebpentancb of one who has done weono. This is the usual

application of the word, but it obviously has no place here. The penalty inflicted Upon
David was a just and deserved one. " Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right ?

"

As a Ruler of inflexible righteousness, the Lord demands our reverence and conMencs
in all I he proceedings of his providence.

IL It is the repentance op pity. We find a satisfaction in attributing to the Lord
the emotions of pity, of louii-suffering, and of love. The spectacle of the suffering

nation, and, the humbled, afflicted, contrite king, was one which deeply affected the

Divine anii fatherly heart. Repeutance arose upon the perception that the chastening

had now answered its purpose in rousing the seuse of sin, in bringing the sinner low
before the feet of a justly offended Judge and Lord. When the Lord saw this result, his

heart relented and his wrath assuaged.

III. It is kbpentance issuing in salvation. Then "he said to the angel that

destroyed. It is enough, stay now thy hand." Pity may be sincere, but ineffectuaL

Not so with the Divine King. He utters his fiat, and " in the midst of wrath remembers
mercy."

Pbaotical lessons. 1. Adore and gratefully praise the forbearance and forgiving

mercy of God. 2. Consider the gracious terms upon which clemency is oft'ereii. 3.

Recognize in the gospel of Christ the supreme illustration of the principle exemplified

in the incident recorded in the text.—'T.

Yei. 17.

—

Sin taken, home. It is a most pathetic scene. The angel of the Lord, who
had smitten with his destroying sword "throughout all the coasts of Israel," was pass-

ing by the threshing-floor of the Jebusite. His drawn sword was stretched out over

Jerusalem
;
yet it tell not, for he was bidden to " stay his hand." The king and hit

princes and counsellors, clad in sackcloth, were prostrate in penitence and supplication

before the vision—before the Lord. And David, was taking the sin to himself, and
invoking the penalty upon himself, as he bowed low before the righteous Judge and
Avenger. We observe in David's language—
L A spibit diffbbent from that often obsbrvabljs in men's confessions. There

is no sign of : 1. A disposition to shift the sin upon others. 2. Or of a willingnesi

that others should bear the penalty of the sin. 3. Or of a tendency to extenuate the

guilt of sinful action. We observe

—

II. A FRANK AND FULL CONFESSION OF PERSONAL GUILT. This iucludes : 1. An
acknowledgment of his own offence. 2. A subinission to the Divine wisdom and
justice. He is willing that the hand of God, that is, the chastening and afflicting hand,

should fall upon him and inflict the strokes which he is well aware he merits.

III. Compassion and intercession fob the unoffbndino buffebers. How truly

is this David's language 1 Under the influence of deep emotion he speaks, as men are

wont to do in such circumstances, the language of his youth. His poor subjects are,

to his view, like guileless, helpless sheep, scattered and smitten. He implores that ia

compassion it may please the Lord to save them.

IV. The recognition by the Lord of this spibit and lanouaoib. David's attitude

was pleasing to the Lord. Reconciliation ensued. An altar was built, and sactifices

offered and accepted. And the angel of the Lord " put up his sword again into the

•heath thereof."—T.

Ver. - I
—Cheap sacrifice disdained. It is a scene of historical and of sacred interest.

I. CH^iO^NlLLES. a
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Upon tte threshing-floor of the old Jebusite chieftain, the son of Jesse, by his repent-

Bncfl and prayer, secured the cessation of the pestilence which was desolating the land.

The Divine command enjoins that on this spot where the plague was stayed, an altai

shall be reared to Jehovah in acknowledgment of sparing mercy. The site is the

property of Oman, who with his four sons is threshing wheat. When David
approaches, the Jebusite bows before him with reverence. The representatives of " the
old order " and " the new " meet together. The scene is truly Oriental. The king asks
for the site ; the chief offers it as a gift ; the king refuses to accept it upon such terms

;

and an agreement is entered into that the site shall become David's in exchange for six

hundred shekels of gold. Thus is acquired the land upon which an altar is built, and
which is to become hereafter the site of the splendid temple of Solomon. David's
conduct and language convey a general principle of universal validity, viz. that it

does not become man to offer, and that God will not accept, a gift or sacrifice which
costs the giver nothing.

L Odb God has a eight and claim to all that we call cues. We call it ours,

but our possession is derived from and is subordinate to bis creative bounty, his provi-
dential goodness. What have we that we did not receive from him? Our property,
and our powers of body and of mind, we have from him and owe to him. That we

'

cannot enrich him by our giving, this is certain. But we can please him and can
advantage ourselves by giving to his people and to his cause.

II. Gifts and baobifioes that cost us nothing are contemned and ebjected by
God.

_
David felt this, and expressed it in noble and memorable language, when he said,

" I will not take that which is thine for the Lord, nor offer burnt offerings without
cost." Every sincerely religious mind must sympathize with the spirit here displayed.

We are reminded that the widow's mite was approved and accepted by our Lord Jesus.

It is not the magnitude of the gift, but the proportion of the gift to the giver's means,
and, above all, the spirit of self-denial displayed in the act of giving, which meets with
the approbation of the Searcher of hearts.

III. Thbeb is pleasdbe and peofit in self-saceificb fob the cause of God.
The King of Israel found this to be so in his own experience, and the experience of all

who in this have followed his example coincide* with David's. Our Lord has said,
" It is more blessed to give than to receive."—^T.

Ver. 26.

—

Accepted offerings. The site of Oman's threshing-floor, once secured, was
without delay consecrated to the appointed purpose. The altar was reared, the priests

were summoned, the victims were prepared, tho prayers were offered ; and then the

favonr of the Must High was manifested, and the nation was spared.

I. The offebings. Those which were presented on this occasion were of two kinds.

The burnt offerings were typical of the consecration of the worshipper, body, soul, and
spirit, to the God of Israel. The peace offerings were expressive of reconcUiation and
fellowship with Heaven. The appropriateness of both in the case before us is manifest.

II. The offbeeb. In David's offering we remark as characteristic of himself: 1. His
obedience. As appears &om ver. 18, he was acting in literal and immediate compliance

with the direction he had received from the Lord through the angel. He had learned

from Samuel the seer that " to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the

fat of rams." In this case the sacrifice and the obedience were one. 2. His prayer.

David called upon the Lord. He was emphatically a man of prayer, and it was in

answer to his prayer that the plague was stayed. We learn that his sacrifice was not

merely a ceiemonial act, but that it was accompanied with spiritual desires and acknow-

ledgments. 3. Ei$ humility and submission. The king clothed himself in sackcloth

and fell upon his face ; and the man who in such a spirit sought to avert the Lord's

anger would certainly accompany his offering with contrition and submission.

III. The acceptance. This was apparent in two ways. 1. God answered him
from heaven by fire, thus showing that tiie sacrifice and the worshipper were not rejected.

2. " The Lord commanded the angel, and he put up his sword again into the sheath

thereof." His wrath was laid aside, his mercy was manifested, the people were spared.

PsAonoAL lessons. 1. The spirit of David is an example to every suppliant mnner

who deprecates the wrath, and would be delivered from the condemnation, of the

t^hteous Judge. 2. The offerings of David are a symbol of the one Offering, Christ
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Jesus, provided by Gkd himself. 3. The acceptance of David It an encouragement to

every true penitent to approach the Lord witii confidence, coming in God's own appointed
way, and in the spirit God approves.—T.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Human action. Probably there will always remain a measure of

mystery about this act of numbering the nation. We shall always be more or less

uncertain as to the precise elements of wrong which God saw in it, and which brought
down so terrible a condemnation and penalty. There are, however, some features of the
whole transaction which are certain and which are instructive. We see

—

I. That thb soueoes which contbibute to onk human action abb manifold.
1. We see by the narrative in 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 that God at least permitted it to

occur. " He moved David ... to say, Go, number," etc. 2. We see (ver. 1) that
Satan incited David to the act. 3. The king's own feeling and judgment had most of

all to do with it ; this was the source of the evil. David persisted in it against better

counsel (vers. 3, 4). 4. It may be fairly contended that the condition of the people

helped to account for it. We may infer from 2 8am. xxiv. 1 that God was displeased

witti Isiael, and that his displeasure accounted for the absence of the Divine intervene

tion which would otherwise liave held back the king from his folly. Our acts are

seldom, if ever, so simple as they seem ; usually, if not always, more sources contribute

to them than are seen upon the surface. They spring from hidden habits which have
loug been rooting and growing in the heart ; they are the consequence of our own
volition at the moment ; they are the result of the agency of others who surround and
influence us ; they are affected by unseen forces which play upon ua from below and
also froin above. We are sure of this, yet we are equally sure

—

II. That we are all besponsible fob the actions we commit. " God was dis-

pleased with this thing " (ver. 7). He saw in it that which was sinful and wrong,
worthy of Divine condemnation, calling for Divine retribution. Moreover, David owned
to himself and confessed to God his personal guiltiness: "I have sinned greatly, because
I have done this thing," etc. (ver. 8). No analysis of the forces which are at work upon
and within us can affect the question of responsibility. 1. God "will not hold us
guiltless " if we break his laws, if we wrong our neighbours, if we injure ourselves.

2. Nor shall be able to acquit ourselves. It will be long before sin will so harden ua
that we shall not suffer keenly from the reproaches of our own conscience, and then it

will not be long before that fire within is rekindled by the hand of God, and its terrible

flame will burn up all sophistries of the soul. 3. Nor will our fellow-men exonerate

us; they will condemn us freely, and we must suffer the sting of their censure.

III. That the bectitdde ob wbongness of an action depends mainly on thb
motive by which it is inspired. The act of numbering the people was not intrinsically

wrong (see Exod. xxx. 12, 13). When the census was taken in order to ascertain what
was due to the service of Jehovah or of the state, it was positively good and commend*
able. But on this occasion, when it was done, as we must presume, in a vain-glorious

spirit, in order that the king might boast of the increasing number of his subjects, oi

else in a faithless spirit, that the king might know on what he could rely—forgetting

that his confidence was not in the arm of flesh, but in the living God—then it became
sinful, condemnable, disastrous. Almost everything is in the motive of our deeds. The
fairest actions in the sight ot man may be hollow or utterly corrupt in the sight of him
who looketh on the heart (1 Sam. xvi. 7). The simplest and smallest actions may be
great and noble in the estimate of him who measures with heavenly scales each humaa
thought and deed.

lY. That the good ob etil of a mrMAN action ib not detebmined bt ths
chabaoteb of the agent ob his jxtdqes. Usually the good man does the good thing,

but not invariably. Usually the man of lower excellence takes the wrong view when
he differs from the man of greater worth ; but not necessarily. Evidently a Joab may
be right when a David is wrong. It was antecedently likely, in a high degree, that if

these two men differed in any point, David would take the true and Joab the false

view. But here it was otherwise (vers. 3, 4). On this occasion the better man might
have learned from his spiritual inferior. We do well to expect good deeds from good
men, and, when they seem to be wrong, to suspend our judgment until we hav«
searched everything through. But we must not trust blindly to the reputed worthies
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ofourdiy, or we may be following a good man when he is in error; or we may be simply

putting ourselves into the hands and walking in the steps of scribes and Pharisees.

With the help of God's Word and his Spirit we are to " judge of oursdve* what is

right"(Lukexu. 57).—C.

Ters. 8—^13.

—

The hwnan and the Divine in the hour <^penitence. We hare illus-

trated hero

—

L Thb human afpboaoh to God in the hour of penitence. " David said unto
God, I have sinned greatly, because I have done this thing : but now, 1 beseech thee,

do away the iniquity ot thy servant," etc. (ver. 8). Here is, what there ever should

be, (1) a deep sense of sin in the soul ; (2) a frank admission of guilt, in word
; (3) a

prayer that it may be put away, or forgiven ; (4) an intention to put it away from our
own heart and life.

II. The DrviNK ovebtdbb to han. God met the attitude of his penitent servant

with forgiveneit and a penalty. Thus he met David's penitence before. " David
said ... I have sinned against the Lord. And Nathan said unto David, The Lord hath
put away thy sin ; thou shalt not die. Howbeit . . . the child shall surely die " (2 Sam.
xii. 13, 14). On the present occasion God offered David his mercy (not, indeed,

expressed, but clearly understood), accompanied by a penalty in respect of which he
might exercise his own judgment. In the choice which Jehovah thus offered David
there was something exceptional. In his dealing with mankind God does, indeed, give

us the one alternative pf going on in sin with utter niin at the end of it, w repentance

and forgiveness with some penalty to be paid for past offences ; but this is the only

option he gives us. If we come to him, like David, penitently and tmstfully, owning
transgression, and pleading for mercy through Jesus Christ, he will reinstate us in our

forfeited position, he will pardon and accept us as his reconciled children, and he will

require of us that we sutler the necessary and inevitable consequences of our past

misdeeds. If we have wasted our youth in folly, he gives us a regenerated and holy

manhood and age, but he condemns us to go forward with a sense that we have lost

for ever a large portion of the opportunity of life. If we have injured our health,

enfeebled our intellect, and impaired our moral and spiritual force by guilty indul-

gences, he grants us his mercy and a cleansed and purified future, but he sends us

on our way with a lessened manhood and talents reduced that should have been

multiplied and enlarged. If we have thrown away the esteem and affection of the

wise and holy, he receives us, when penitent, into the embrace of his Divine affec-

tion, but he makes us pay the penalty of our folly by climbing slowly up the steeps of

regained reputation and of renewed confidence and love. Forgiveness, not unattended

VTith inevitable penalty,—^that is the overture of God to the repentant sinner. In the

penalty we pay there is no choice allowed us. The moral laws of the universe are

simply not inverted or annulled ; they do their work upon and within us : only with

his pardoning love comes his Divine grace to enable us to endure, and to give us the

rictory in the strife.

III. The human eeception of the DrvnrB offeb. The spirit of David was one

of holy submission ; he said, " Let me fall now into the hand of the Lord ; for very

great are his mercies " (ver. 13). In the acceptance of the overture and in tlie choice

which he made, David.,expressed a devout and obedient disposition. This is to be our

spirit also. We are (1) gratefully to accept the mercy of the Lord
; (2) cheerfully to

bear whatever penalty the guilty past may carry ou iiito the near future; (3) gladly to

believe that the further future will free us from all consequences of sin, and hold

nothing in its hand Out Divine grace and goodness.—C.

Ver. 13.

—

Tdleralle and intolerable troubles. These are not only—

I. The lesseb and the labgee teialb of cub life. Those, on the one hand,

which caxise temporary inconvenience, or slight armoyance, or little regret ; and those,

on the other hand, which upset all our plans, or remove that which nothing can

restore, or out to the quick our lacerated and bleeding hearts. Not only these, as

thus regarded, but also

—

XL Those which abb unattended and those which abe accompanied with

EEMOBBE. 1. When our troubles come upon us as the consequence of our fidelity and
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devotion, the source of them ia a positive alleviation of our pain of mind. 2, When
they arrive as the conseqiienoe of forces with which we have nothing to do, our

mental pain is neither soothed nor aggravated hy their source. 3. Wiien we have to

reproach ourselves as the authors of our own miseries, our souls smart with a lieeu-

«es8 of suffering which makes us feel that " our punishment is greater than we can
bear." But our troubles are divided into the tolerable and the intolerable (or the less

tolerahle) when, as suggested by the text, we view them as

—

III. Those which are of Divine and those which arb of humah rffrucnoH.
David uttered a sentiment which is common to every pious heart when he said, " Let
me fall now int: the hand of the Lord ; . . . but let me not fall into the hand of men."
When the evils which are oppressing us, when the sorrows whicii are sarldening us, are

embittered by the feeling that they are due to the heedlessness and heartlessness of men,
especially when due to the inconsiiierateness of those whose relation to ourselves calls

for peculiar thonghtfulness and attention—and still more, when they are inflicted on
us by the positive fnalignity of our fellows, who find a cruel and horrible satis-

faction in our losses and griefs, then our trouble is at its very heaviest, and seems
to us quite intolerable. But when, as in unaccountable sickness, or in unavoidable

loaa, or in inevitable bereavement, we can feel that the hand of God is upon us,

that we have " fallen into the hand of the Lord, and not into the hand of man," then

we are not tempted to add the bitterness of resentment to the heaviness of disappoint-

ment or to th« poignancy of grief. It is well for us to remember : 1. That even those

troubles which seem to be wholly of human origin are yet to be borne as evils per-

mitted of God. If David had chosen defeat in war, that would have had the Divine

as well as the human in its origin and infliction. In our very worst distress, in the

most cruel aggravations we can experience, we should " be in subjection to the Father
of spirits, and live." He allows them to come; he would have us be patient and
docile under them ; he will brins us out from under them ; he will overrule them for good
in his own time and way. 2. That we have reason to be thankful when the trouble that

comes to us is such as we can readily ascribe to tliff Father's hand. We must all pass

through tribulation on our way to the heavenly kingilom : only by the waters of

chastisement can we hope to be cleansed from some sins which beset us. It is well for

US when the sorrow through which the Divine Father makes us to pass is of such a kind
that we have no difficulty in referring it to his wisdom and love, and wheo, feeling that

we have " fallen into tlie hands of God," we can (1) breathe freely the spirit of resig-

nation, (2) learn readily the lessons of afJiction.—C.

Vers. 14—27.— The arrested hand. The hand of Divine wrath was stretched out,

and dire calamity ensued. "The Lord sent peslilence upon Israel, and there lell . . .

seventy thousand men " (ver. 14), And God sent an angel of destruction to Jerusalem :

this terrible messenger stood with drawn sword (ver. 16) over the city of David, and
commenced the dread woik of death there (ver. 15). But suddenly the hand of God
was arrested, the sword of the angel was sht'athed, the ravages of the pestilence

ceased, Jerusalem was saved. Whence this salvation? It is clear

—

L That God's direct dealings with Israel had ko small part xs the matter.
The king was vastly more responsible than any other individual in the realm lor the

coming of the visitation, and he was more concerned in its departure than any other.

But the people of Israel were not irrespcrasible for the one, nor were they without a

share in the other. It would have been impossible for us to believe that the multi-

tudes of Israel would suffer as they did for this sin of David, absolutely irrespective

of their own deserviiigs; that would have been manifestly unjust. And, similnrly, we
should have found the greatest difficulty in belie^ing that Divine comp;\ssion had
nothing to do with the cessation ot the plasue. But the Sori|itures' sanction the con-

clusion of our judfiment, if they do not siigi^est or even affirm it—that th • cnniing and

the going of the pestilence were paitly due to tlie direct relations .il Gud to I.sriel.

Res|icoting its coming, we read that " tlie anger of the Lnrd was kiinlled a_,iiiist Israel,

and ht- moved David against them," etc. (- Sam. xxiv. 1). Ilespectiug ii? 140 nj, we
read that " the Lord, beheld, and he repeiited him oi the evil," etc. (ver. 15) ; i.e. the

pity of the Lord was stirred, and he stayed his hand. We may learn here the lessons

^t God has direct dealings with nations, approving their piety and their purity,
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condemning their ingratitude and disobedience, rewarding the one and punishing the

other.

II. That it was laboelt mrs to the king's intercession. (Vers. 16, 17.) Though
it is not positively state d that the withdrawal of the angel's hand was owing to the
attitude and action of the king and the elders, yet we may safely assume that in

large measure it was so (ver. 27). There was everything in David's spiritual pos-

ture to draw down a Divine response. 1. He was, penetrated with a siiirit of peni-

tence ; he freely and frankly owned that the sin was his :
" It is I that have sinned

and done evil." 2. He was filled with a pure compassion for his people : " These
sheep, what have they done? . . . not on thy people," etc. (ver. 17). 3. He was
animated by a spirit of noble self-renunciation. No doubt tlie desire of founding a
royal dynasty had grown strong and intense with years of sovereignty, and must
have struck very deep root in David's heart ; yet he offers to resign all his hopes if the

people may be spared. " Let thine hand ... be on me and on my father's house." When
intercession is thus humble, con)passionate, and self-renouncing, it is likely to prevail

with God.
III. That it was suitably attended with sacbificb. (Vers. 18—26.) David was

instructed by Gad to " set up an altar unto the Lord in the threshing-floor of Oman "

(ver. 18). After the usual Oriental ceremonies, the king purchased the site and reared

the altar : there he offered sacrifices of propitiation, dedication, and gratitude ; there he
presented burnt offerings and peace offerings (ver. 26) ; and Jehovah signified his accept-

ance of the penitential and sacrificial spirit of his servants by " answering from heaven
by fire upon the altar " (ver. 26). There are times when we renew our return unto the
Lord, and he renews his acceptance of us. Such a time is the hour when we have
sinned and have suffered. Then it becomes us to return once again unto the Lord,

(1) in penitence ; (2) in the exercise of faith in the one atoning sacrifice of the Divine
Redeemer

; (3) in rededication of ourselves
; (4) in gratitude for his saving mercy.—0.

Ver, 28—ch. xxii. 6.

—

Divine overruling and human service. In the concluding
verses of one chapter and the opening verses of the other, we learn some lessons as

to the way in which Divine wisdom made the past, which was one of error, prepare for

the future, which was one of honour and even of glory. We also learn two things

respecting human service. We see

—

I. How God can constrain an evil to furnish incidental good. The sin of

David led to the pestilence ; the pestilence spread to Jerusalem. At Jerusalem David
and the elders came forth to intercede with God ; and, so doing, they eacrificed on the

threshing-floor of Oman. The fear of the angel of destruction impelled David to begin

and (probably) to continue to sacrifice there (ver. 30). At any rate, the offering on this

one occasion led naturally, if not necessarily, to the continuance of the act in the sami:

place. This led to the determination to choose the spot as the site for the future

temple ; and this to the king's energetic and successful preparation for the erection of

that noble edifice. Thus from evil came incidental good ; and thus, continually, human
error, faultiness, and transgression are made, under the far-reaching and oveiTuling

hand of the Supreme, to contribute in some way to good. Thus he " maketh the

wrath of man to praise him " (see Acts viii. 3, 4 ; Phi), i. 12).

II. How suitable was the bite fob the temple of the Lord. 1. Taken from

* Canaanite, it suggested and predicted the ultimate triumph of the truth of God over

all human error. The kingdom of God would rise and stand in every heathen land, as

the temple of Jehovah rose and stood on Gentile soil. 2. It was suitable that a

threshing-floor should become the base of a temple. Where God gives to us all nourish-

ment for our necessities, there we, in glad response, may well give back to him all

worship of the soul, all thanksgiving of heart and tongue, all offerings of the treasury.

III. How GODLY ZEAL WILL FIND A REASON AND A SPHERE FOE ITS ACTIVITY.

David's desire to build the temple had been positively disallowed. Any man in his

position who had not that work very much at heart would have abandoned all further

concern on the subject, and left the matter to his successor. But David's heart was so

full of holy zeal for the " house of the Lord," that he caught with eagerness at the idea

of making preparation for it, though he was not permitted to erect it. " This is the

house of the Lord God," etc. (ver. 1), and forthwith he pressed into the service ma^ipj
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to hew stones (ver. 2), and prepared abundance of iron and brass, and of cedar (vers.

2—4). Thus his zeal discovered a sphere of activity ; nor was he wanting in the

discernment of a reason for action. He might have argaed that while his advancing

age would excuse inaction on his part, the youth of Solomon would ensure and demand
the utmost activity. That is the light in which lukewarmness would have viewed it.

Not so the king. He argued that, as Solomon his son was young and tender, and the

house was to be magnificent, etc. (see ver. 5), he had better bring his experience to

the work, that it might be as complete as possible. If we are really in earnest in the

work of the Lord, we shall not see the reasons which might be found for our absten-

tion or delay ; we shall readily observe strong grounds for immediate and strenuous

exertion. What is seen, in this as well as in other spheres, depends far more upon the

eye than upon the object.

IV. How MUCH ROOM THERE IS Df THE FIELD OP HOLT USEFULNESS FOB THE
EXPEKIENOB OF LATER YEARS. There is good reasou why all the work of the Lord
should not be left to those who are " young and tender." By all means let maturity
bring its solid strength ; and let age, also, bring its varied experience, its gathered

and garnered wisdom to the chamber of consultation and the field of labour. " Old
age hath yet its honour and its toil," its witness to bear, its counsel to give, its work
to finish.—0.

Vers. 1—6.

—

David numhering the people. In considering this act of David, our
attention must be first directed to the statement in the very first verse of this chapter,

in connection with the corresponding passage in 2 Sam. xxiv. 1. In one chapter it is

stated that " Satan stood up against Israel, and provoked David to number Israel
;
" in

the latter passage it is said, " Again the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel,

and he moved David against them." Manifestly there needs some way of reconciling

these two statements so apparently conflicting. The latter passage implies that there

was some gnilt in Israel for God to take this step, and this may be found in the

rebellions of Absalom and Sheba against David's kingdom. The word " again " points

back to the judgment of God on Israel recorded in 2 Sam. xxi. But although there

was guilt on the nation on account of these rebellions, David himself was the instrument
by which Israel was to be punished. On the ,other hand, there was, as Joab's words
imply, considerable pride and vanity in David's heart in wishing for this census of the
people. As he was about to glory in the number of his people, God reduced that
number by seventy thousand, so that he should not have the glory. God's law is to

compel wickedness hid in the heart to manifest itself outwardly by furnishing the oppor-
tunities for its manifestation. Hence it is perfectly true to say, on the one hand, thai;

Ood used David's sin to punish Israel for their guilt, and, on the other, that Satan
moved David to number them. The latter was but God giving David the opportunity for

the evil of his heart to manifest itself, while of course Satan was the source of that evil.

God used David's sin to punish Israel ; God gave the opportunity to David to number
Israel in order to manifest the evil of David's heart outwardly. Thus God punished
Israel and humbled David. This may suggest to us the difference in the Bible between
trial and temptation. In the Book of Genesis it is said, " God did tempt [or, ' try

']

Abraham." In the Epistle of James it is said of God, " Neither tempteth he any man."
God tries ; Satan tempts. Let us illustrate. Some thousands of pounds are lying on
the parlour table when a servant enters the room. This is a trial of the servant's

honesty, and thus is from God. Satan says, "Steal some;" this is the temptation.

So that every trial from God may at the same time be a temptation from Satan. To
return now to the act of David in numbering the people. We have seen the sin of this

act in that he was about to glory- in the number of his people. " No flesh shall glory

in his presence ; " and so God reduced the number by seventy thousand. The mention
of Satan as the author of this act is intended to show us that David's purpose in it was,
from the very first, an ungodly thing. Joab was aware of this, and regarded the act as
" abominable." His language; in reply to the king indicates its enormity : " Why will

he be a cause of trespass to Israel?" The word "tresijass" here is significant. It

means not only a trespass committed, but one which must be atoned for. This shows in

what a heinous light h« regarded David's act. The king's word prevailed, however,

kud Joab reluctantly obeyiid. Levi and Cenjamiu w«re not counted with the number.
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The tribe of Leri was always exempt in such censuae*, and the tribe of Benjamin was
not numbered because David, in the mean time, having become conscious of his sin,

stopped the census before it was com|ileted, Joab gave tlie sum of the people to the

king. It amounted to one million one hundred thousand men in Israel. This great

population in so limited an extent of country is a proof of the fulfilment of the promise

(Gen. XV. 5). Such great prosperity, however, is too fiequently a snare, as it was in

this case. It proved too strong a temptation to David's pride and vanity ; and though
the Lord used it to discipline David's soul itito deeper humility, it led to lamentable
consequences. We see how little God can trust his children long with pnjsperous

circumstances. It is for this reason the pressure of God's hand is laid on many of them,
and continued, in one form or another, throngh life ; for, were it withdrawn, the heart

would soon wander from God, and run the risk of lorfeiting its heavenly inheritance, or

it* future glorious reward.—W.

"Vers. 7—18, 29, 30.

—

Effects of David's tin. The first effect of David's act was that

of incurring God's severe displeasure. David's eyes were opnned tb see his sin and irs

greatness. In earnest prayer he besought God to " do away the iniquity of thy servant

;

for I have done veiy foolishly." This, however, canmt be. Sin may be lorsiiven but
its Sivd consequences must be felt. A man who has brought ruin upon himself and
family by a sinful life may have all his sin forgiven; but he must suffer the consequences

ami bis lamily also, it may be, for generations to come. Nothing is more palpable on
every side of us than this law in God's moral government—" visiting the iniquity of

the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of them that bate

me ; " and ''whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." In David's sin we see

also another law in God's moral government—a man's punishment is always in the

same line of his sin. David's pride was in the great number of his people ; the punish-

ment liiy in the destruction of seventy thousand of that number. There is an

unvarying connection between the twn, indicating the law of righteous retribution.

Asa judgment the Lord offered David his choice of three evils, and in David's answer

we see the true wisdom of a chastened and humbled child of God. " And David said

unto God, I am in a great strait : let me fall now into the hand of the Lord ; for very

great are his mercies : but let me not fall into the hand of man. So the Lord sent

a pestilence, and there fell of Israel seventy thousand men." It is the truest wisdom

of the soul in every such emergency to fall into the hand of God. Our loving Father

does all things well ; and while we must reap what we have sown in order to learn by

deep experience what a bitter thing sin is, " a Father's hand will never cause his child

a needless tear." God hates sin, and he will have us learn what a tearful thing it is

that we may hate it too. The hand of God in this outpour of judgment is vividly

pictured in this portion of the chapter. "And David lifted np his eyes, and saw the

angel of the Lord stand between the earth and the heaven, having a drawn s^ord in

his hand stretched out over Jerusalem;" but just as he had begun to destroy, we are

told God said, " It is enough, stay now thine liand." How much greater might the

destruction have been but for him who in the midst of judgment remembers mercy !

Yes, in the midst of all our judgments, our trials, our sufferings, how much greater

they might have been, may each one say ! We can count our trials, but never our

mercies. They are as the sands of the shore or the stars over our heads. The darkest

cloud has ever a silver lining. And so it is here. There was another effect of David's

sin besides this terrible destruction of Israel, for in its results sin is always hydra-

headed. Each one carries with it a fruitful crop. We find this effect in David's own

relation to God (ver. 30). " He was afraid." Exactly the same words are used by

Adam in the garden, and the slothful servant in the New Testament. Sin produces

distance from God. Uayid was as truly behind a tree as Adam in the garden. Peace,

communion, freedom, alt that sweet interchange of fellowship between God and the

soul, have all gone now ! O Sin, how terrible art thou in thy consequences 1 One

more thought is suggested by this portion of the chai-ter. The tabernacle of the Lord

»nd the altar of burnt offering were at this time at Gibeon. Here was the prescribed

place of sacrifice and here, according to orthodox ideas, David should have gone to offer

his sacrifices. But God can give a man rest anywhere. He can apply his mercy to

the eoul and accept its sacrtfioes of praise and thanksgiving as well in Omaa's barn a«
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on GiTieon'g high places. David had seen the sheathed sword and the hallnwerl fire

from heaven, not on Gibeon's heights, but in Ornaa's barn. Whutever orthndixy might

think of the tormer, the latter was God's chosen place for the tein|ile. God's ez/ eri-

enced mercy, where justice bad sheathed its sword and grace had answered pr.iyer,

made the ground hallowed, it is ao itill ; and may every member of the Church of

Christ never forget it.—W.

Vers. 18

—

Z7, ch. xxii. 1.

—

Oman's thresMnq-floor, It was in the threshing-floor of

Oman the .Jebusite that the angel of the Lord sheathed his sword and where the voice

of the Lord was heard, " It is enough, stay now thine hand." There, by Divine

command, the altar was to he reared. The Lord's altar in a barn 1 Wei I, what matters

it? The altar hallows the bam. Christ is the true sacrificial Altar, and whatever or

whoever he touches becomes the " temple of the Holy Ghost." Ornan was probably

the Hebrew or Jewish name of the owner of this threshing-floor ; Araunah his Jebusite

or Oanaanitish name. We see in the twenty-third verse the noble generosity of this

man in'oS'eiing to present David with the threshing-floor, oxen, instruments, and
wheat, free of cost. It is true that in some oases (see Gen. xxiii.) this apparent

generosity, accompanied with so much Eastern courtesy and politeness, is only a thin

guise to cover larger expectations from those to whom it is made. This Abrjiham well

knew when he so resolutely declined the offer of the sons of Heth. This was not the

case with Ornan. His was the offspring from the noble and generous heart of one who
loved and served God. The inspire! penmim gives us the true interpretation of Oman's
offer when he says (2 Sam. xxiv. 23), "All these things did Araunah, o« a king, give

unto the king." But however kingly Araunah's conduct was here, David felt he could
not accept it. God must not be put off with that which costs us nothing, " Thou hast

offered me no sweet cane with money," was God's charge of old against Israel. " Ye
offer the Mind and the lame for sacrifice. Is it not evil ? " said Malachi. It is the law
01 life. That which costs us nothing is not worth having ; how much less when offered

to God I The widow's two mites are of more value than all the gifts of gold in the
temple chest. So David would only have the threshing-floor for the Lord's temple at
the " full price." And mark the typical character of this threshing-floor. It was there

the sword of vengeance was sheathed. It was there God's voice was heard, " Stay now
thine hand, it is enough." It was there the hallowed fire descended in token of God's
acceptance of the victim on the altar; and there consequently the future temple wa? to

be erected which exceeded in glory all that Israel had ever seen. So, centuries after,

the cross of Christ was the substance of which all this was only the shadow. In that

cross we see the sword of God's wrath against sin for ever sheathed. We hear God's
voice saying, " Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world I

"

In the midnight darkness, the earthquake, the rent rocks, the opened graves, and the

rent veil, we hear God's voice again from heaven, testifying to the majesty of that

Sacrifice, and drawing from the lips of even heathen bystanders, " Surely' this was
the Son of God." And on that Sacrifice, that one Offering once offered, we see built

the great Spiritual temple of Christ's body, the Church. " Other foundation can no
man lay than that which is laid, Christ Jesus." May we take up David's language
and say, " This is the house of the Lord God, and this is the altar of the burnt ofl'ering

for Israel."—W.

Ver. 1.

—

Satanic temptations. The p»ssage similar to this in 2 Sam. xxiv. 1 should
be compared with it. The word Si<a» would have been more correctly translated an
odiiersary ; and the sentence in Samuel would be correctly rendered, j' One moved David
against them." The historical fact appears to bo that one of the courtiers pressed this

evil advice on the king, and the Bible writers properly see in such a man a tempter, an
adversary, a Satan ; and they recognize in all the consequences that follow the outworking
of Divine judgments. The question of the Bible presentation of a chief evil spirit need
not be discussed in connection with this passage. It is to one aspect only of the influence

of such a being that our attention is directed. The Miltonic figure of Satan should be
carefully distinguished from the Biblical ; and in the instance before us the " adversary "

Is treated as a Divine agency used for the testing of God's people by temptation to sin.

P we fully accept the idea of the Divine education and training of men, it will be dq
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difficulty to U! that times of moral trial should be found, and subjection to evil entice>

ments should form part of the Divine plan. We know that Grod tries and tests us by
things, and it should not be difficult for us to realize that he may try and test us

by person*. This is, indeed, our most subtle and most severe form of testing. A man
may stand firm under all the various trials of affliction, and fall at last under the

temptings and delusions of subtle sin. This is the point in David's case. We should

notice the time in his life when this severe temptation came. It was when we might
reasonably have assumed that David was confirmed in goodness. "Let him that

thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." Interesting comparisons may be made
with Abraham, tested late in life by the command to offer his son ; and with Job, tried,

when fully established in family and property, by the sudden loss of all, and his own
extreme bodily suffering. David's trial came when all his enemies were subdued, and
his kingdom extended to its widest limits. We cannot suppose that the mere act of

taking a census of the people was regarded as wrong. All acts gain their qualities by
the spirit in which they are done, and David's wrong was wrong of purpose and
of will.

L Satanic TEMPTATioui reoabdbd as human pbbiii. Illustrate from our Lord's

words to St. Peter, " Simon, Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as

wheat." Danger-times occur again and again in a man's life. He must conceive of

his spiritual foe as ever on the watch for the weak, unguarded moment. Illustrate the

Satanic opportunities found in times of frail health, of success in undertakings, of

circumstances having an exciting character, of carnal security, of flattery, or of pride.

Especially show that the moments of rebound from success, and exhaustion after

victory, put us in extreme peril. Skilfully adjusting temptations to a man's stronger

side, Satan has oftentimes succeeded. Every hour is an hour of peril, and we need the

hourly prayer, " Hold thou me up, and I shall be safe."

XL Satanic temptations reoabded as Divine disciplinb. We may not separate

any of the things happening to us in life from the Divine purpose and overruling.

What we call evil is properly seen as part of the Divine agency for our moral culture.

Divine overrulings do not change the character or quality of things, but they directly

affect the resvlt of things. All life is probation. We are being moulded in righteous-

ness. So we find that even these strange Satanic temptations serve gracious Divine

purposes in the individual man ; and when we cannot see this, we may see that they

serve gracious Divine purposes in the warning and teaching of others, and that some of

us may even, as David, stumble unto falling vicariously.—R. T.

Ver. 2.

—

The sin of sdf-gratulation. The narrative does not clearly and explicitly

state David's intention in thus commanding a census of the people to be made. Probably

he desired to know the numbers of the people of his kingdom as it had been extended

by successful war; but this he wished rather for his ovm self-glorying than for national

purposes. It was an act of self-will, and it failed from fuU loyalty to the theocratic

idea which had been so well maintained during David's reign. In just this lay its

sin and its mischief. Dean Stanley calls the taking of this census " an attempt not

unnaturally suggested by the increase of his power, but implying a confidence and pride

alien to the spirit inculcated on the kings of the chosen people. The apprehension of

a Nemesis on any overweening display o( prosperity, if not consistent with the highest

revelations of the Divine nature in the gospel, pervades all ancient, especially all

Oriental, religions," And Ewald says, " The only satisfactory explanation of this

measure is that it was intended as the foundation of an organized and vigorous govern-

ment, like that of Egypt or Phoenicia, under which the exact number of the houses

and inhabitants of every city and village would have to be obtained so as to be able

to summon the people for general taxation. But it is well known what a profound

aversion and what an instinctive abhorrence certain nations, ancient and modern,

harbour against any such design which they dimly suspect, not perhaps without good

reason, is likely to result in a dangerous extension of the governing power, and its

encroachment on the sanctity of the private home." We may notice what peril often

lies in the return of temptation upon a man after he has conquered it. David had

warred in loyal dependence on God, but he fell when attempting to gather up the results

o( bis victory. A camp is never so exposed to attack as in the time of exhaustion aa4
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over-confidence that immediately succeeds a victory. Illustrate from the power that
lies in the backward suck of a broken ware.

I. SBLr-OBATnLATiON ON ACOO0NT OP EESTJLTS OF LABOUB. Compare Nebuchad-
nezzar's boasting over great Babylon. Contrast the spirit manifested in St. Paul's
boastings. He says, " By the grace of God I am what I am." Show how keen we are

for results, both in business and in religious spheres. The miser delights to count up
his hoards, and the religious man is in peril of self-satisfaction in reckoning up his

converts. Few of us can bear to have the true fruitage of our life-labour shown us yet

;

and we learn to think it most wise and good of our great Master that he puts off the

harvest-day until by-and-by. Then we may venture to come " bringing our sheaves
with us." Enough now for us is the joy of workers in their work.

II. Self-oeatulation on account of bpibituai. tbiumphs. Illustrate ffom the

peril of the hermit, monk, or nun
;
persons who devote themselves wholly to spiritual

culture. Show that the humility they seek is ever slipping from their grasp, and subtle

pride is asserting its place, St. Simeon Stylites on his pillar was probably prouder
than any king. And so now exclusive attention to the training of feelings and emotions
tends to self-gratulation. Perhaps more men are proud of their goodness than proud
of their greatness. Against this subtle and insidious form of evil we all need to watch.

And the great Heart-searcher needs to cleanse the very thoughts and heart, finding

out for us our secret wicked ways.

III. The SINFULNESS of all self-gratulation is seen in the evil influence of it on
others. Some it excites to imitations. Others it ^impresses with our insincerity, and
so with an idea of the worthlessness of all religicv It prevents our exercising a good
influence on others. Nothing more certainly shuts up a man's power than the impression

he may produce of his pride and self-conceit. Whatever we may win, one law applies

—don't boast.—K T.

Ver. 3.

—

The spirit that refuses good advice. Joab was not always a good adviser.

More than once he had led David into difficulties. But he was a skilful and bold
statesman. He looked rather to the consequences and ultimate influences of political

actions than to the maintenance of high political principles. In this case he feared

more the penalty that would follow than the sin itself. But his advice was good. We
may not say that even good advice is necessarily to be taken. Our judgment con-

cerning it should be exercised, and our decisions upon it should be made. That which
is absolutely good, or in a general way good, may not be the best thing at a particular

time, or for a particular individuaL

I. Good asvioe mat be unacceptable ts itself. It may demand hard things or

unpleasant things. It may be difficult to discern the grounds on which it is based. It

may involve humiliations and confessions of mistake. It may bring heavy respon-

sibilities. It may unduly strain feeling. It may be quite different from the advice we
expected. It may seem, to our judgment, anything but good.

II. Good advice may be nNAccEPTABLB thbough the person who gives it. We
estimate the value of advice by the giver. Our confidence in him gives quality to his

advice. Probably David was at this time so annoyed with Joab that his eyes were
blinded, and he could not see how wise his counsel was. To judge advice by the giver

is, as a rule, quite safe ; but care is needed lest prejudice should prevent our recognizing

the good in the counsel of those we dislike, and lest undue aifection should prevent

our seeing the error in the advice of those whom we may personally esteem. " Faithful

are the wounds of a friend," etc.

III. Good advice may be unacceptable thboush the state of mind of the pebson
WHO BECEivBS IT. There may be a proud unwillingness to receive advice at all ; an
over and undue self-reliance. There may be a strong purpose and resolve against

which the advice goes, as in David's case.

So we learn that to be proper recipients of good advice from our fellow-men, or from
God's Word, we need to win and to keep the humble, open heart.—B. T.

Vers. 7, 8.

—

Judgment revealing iniquity. In these verses it is noted that God'i
judgment on sin revealed the sinfulness of his doings to the sinner. " God is known
by the judgment that he executeth." Still, it ii largely true that men do not see theii
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sin in its proper light until they come under the sufferings which U involves. Illustrat*

by the licentious man and the drunkard. God's plan ig to affix consequences to sin,

and make these always to be of an afflictive and distressing and humiliating character,

go that by them the character and quality of sin might be shown up. " Whatsoever a

man-soweth, that shall he also reap." lllustratioaa are at hand in Old Testament
history, ordinary national histories, and modern life. " Though hand join in hand,
the sinner shall not go unpunished." The consequences of sin come in a great variety

of forms, but always with precise adaptation to the moral purpose which God holds in

view in sending them. If the sin be only that of a man as an individual, the con-
sequences may come wholly on the man's body. If the sin be that of a man as a

fath-r, the consequences may be such as will affect the family. And if the sin be that

of a man as a king, we may reasonably expect that the consequences will reach to affect

the nation. And this is the case of David which is now before us for consideration. An
act is right or wrong, according to God's eternal laws, whoever does it ; but acts gain

some of their precise qualities through the relational or representative character of the

persons who do them ; and this often affords the true explanations of the particular

judgments that attend them.
I. David's sin. His act, considered apart from his state of mind and his purpose,

cannot be called wrong. We at least are familiar with the idea of taking census, and
understand it to be a necessary attendant on orderly government. Two things aid us

in recognizing David's sin. 1. The sentiment of Eastern peoples concerning a census;

they regarded it as imperilling their liberty, and as a state device for inflicting on them
a tyrannous taxation. 2. David was not na independent sovereign ; he was Jehovah's

prince; and such a work as this should imly have been undertaken at the direct com-
mand of the true King. In a previous sketch, on ver. 2, the precise character of David's

act has been shown. His purpose was vain-glory. He wonld boast of the great

kingdom he had founded; so he utterly failed from the theocratic kingship with which
he had been entrusted. And his sin was that of the king ; it was part of his govern-

ment ; and, therefore, it affected the people whom he governed, and the consequences

fell on him through them, just as the judgments on parental sin come on parents through

their children.

II. Its conbbquencbs in the Divinb administration. These were apparently

Bpecial. Gad, God's prophet, announced the impending judgments, bidding David

select which of them should fall. But this speciality is only in appearance, and it is

designed to be illustrative of the ordinary and orderly judgments which are surely

wrought out in God's providences. Sometimes God permits us to trace processes, but

it is only that we may gain full conviction of the essential connections between sin and

Buffering. Much is made in our day of the working of law in nature. It would be

altogether healthier and better for us to make much of the working of law in morals.

No Taw is so absolute as this one : " The soul that sinneth, it shall die."

HI. The KEVBAiiiNG POWER OF SUCH COKSEQUENCBS. That is, their power to disclose

and Impress the character of men's sins, as viewed by God. In the narrative before us,

the impressions made on the king (ver. 8), on the people, and, through these, upon us,

may be illustrated.

The mission of all jadgments and so-called calamities is here shown. The revela-

tions which they make are (1) a vindication of God ; (2) a gracious aid to a worthy

apprehension of God ; and (3) the only way to lecure our due restoration to • right

mind and right relations.—K. T.

Vers. 9—13.—.An appalling offer and a wise choice. The details may be given as

explained in the Expository portion of this Commentary. Famine, war, and plague are

the three ordinary Divine agencies used for the jnilgmeut of nations. Each affects

numbers and arouses national ftding. Very seldom, indeed, does God make men the

offer of a choice of punishments ; and we can fully understand that it would not be con-

sistent with his honour so to do. Then why did he do it in this particidar case ?

Because this was special, and designed to bear mainly on the recovery of a good man's

full trust in God. God cannot usually make offers to men, because there is no good and

right feeling in them to which his offer may appeal. God could make such offer to David

feecause his was only a temporary aberration and failure from the true spirit and full
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loyalty. Even in the matter of his own judgment, God may take David, the " man
after his own heart," into his counsel,

L The point or the thebbfold offeb. It tested David's trust in God. Would he
prefer judgmont which came very evidently through human agency, or would he prefer

judgment which was plainly sent direct from God ? We know that pestilence is as

truly due to human neglect and error as is famine or war; but, in the sentiment of

David's time, plague was the direct visitation of God.

II. The point of David's choice. (Ver. 13.) 1. He felt that he could better trust

the direct Divine agency than man's ministry, which might be toned with ill feeling.

Vi. There was more hope of the limitations and qualifications of mercy in God's dealings

than in man's. 3. The national honour and the integrity of the kingdom and the

stability of the throne would not be so seriously affected by a plague, as they would
be by the temporary triumph of the national foes.

When we are, with David, fully willing to fall into God's hands, then the Divine

Judgments may be graciously tempered, and even removed.—R. T.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

The necessary connection between sin and Judgment, Prove and
illustrate the universality of the connection. Illustrations may be found in every age

and every sphere. See the idea of a Nemesis ; and show that pointing out this con-

nection is the commonplace o£ the moral and religious teacher.

L See clearly what sin is. Give the theories about sin ; but apart from theory,

or doctrine, endeavour to understand what sin ia (1) in itself; (2) in its power of
growth; (3) in its subtle and mischievous influences; (4) in its inle'rference with the Divine
order ; (5) in its relations with the Divine Law ; (6) in the sight of Ood, as iutimated

iu the Scriptures. When a suitable impression is gained of what sin is, we are pre-

pared to

—

II. See wht it must be het with judgments. Because (1) it heclouds man't eon-

science, and judgment alone removes such clouds; (2) it subverts Divine authority, and
such authority judgments alone can vindicate ; (3) it interferes with the Divineplans and
purposes, and these judgments alone can rectify. The importance of the relation

between sin and suffering, transgression and judgment, is best shown by the effort to

realize what would now be the moral sentiments of men if this connection had not been
assured, and men could now plead that any one of their number had ever sinned with
impunity. . So essential, indeed, is the connection, that when God grants forgiveness of

the sin he seldom, if ever, interferes with the external consequences of the wrong. They
are left to work on their severe but beneficent mission. Judgment, in both the small

' and the large spheres, is the minister, the angel, of the Divine mercy ; and we may bless

God for his judgments. Note also that Christ, as man, came, for man, under Divine
judgments, because he was the Representative of sinners.—R, T.

Vers. 15, 16.

—

The sight of the destroying angel. It is noted in these veraes that the
Divine judgment was executed by an angel, and that God and David both watched
him carrying out his fearful commission. The sight produced different effects on the

watchers, and these suggest useful thoughts and truths. The Bible idea of an angel

seems to be that of an agent, other than man, employed to carry out the Divine
purposes in the sphere of creation, and especially in this our world. If we accept this

comprehensive conception of an angel, we shall understand how there may be angels of

affliction, angels of death, and even angels of temptation, all engaged directly in the

Divine service. There may be God's angel of pestilence for the punishment of David,

and God's angel of temptation, or testing, for the purifying of Job. It may be shown
that destruction by pestilence is on several occasions attributed to the ministry of an
angel : e.g. destruction of the firstborn in Egypt and of Sennacherib's army. This

is still a familiar poetical figure. Sometimes unseen things have been graciously set

within the sphere of the senses, in order to help men to feel the reality of the unseen.

Angels are unseen beings ; the Divine workings are largely secret and unseen ; but it

pleases God to set his people sometimes " within the veil
;
" or, we may say, " behind

the scenes; " or down below among the machinery, so that they may gain for tliemselves,

and give to others, fitting impressions of the reality of the Divine working. For a
similar reason God, the infinite and spiritual Being, is spoken of under human figures,,
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as though he were a man, doing a man's deeds and feeling a man's feelings. Some
explanation of anthropomorphism and anthropopathism may here suitably be given.
In the verses now for consideration, we find a double vision and a double repentanoe,
God saw the angel and repented, so did David.

I. A DOUBLE VISION

—

God's AND han's. It Is precisely noticed that ad the angel was
engaged in his work of destruction, " the Lord beheld." Here is set before us something
more than God's perfect knowledge of everything that happens. It impresses upon us
his personal interest in his administration of human affairs ; his immediate attention to

the execution of the judgments he denounces ; and his sensitiveness to the effects oi

his judgments on those who suffer them. So it convinces us of what we may call the
paternity of God. We also gain the assurance that suffering, when it comes as penalty,
can never get beyond God's inspection and control. This conviction makes us willing,

as David was, to " iall into the hands of God." Compare our Lord, in his extreaie
suffering, commending himself to the " hands of the Father." Further, it reveals to ua
the fact that God brings his pitying mercies into our very calamities. David also saw
the angel, and by the sight was enabled distinctly to recognize the Divine agency in
what otherwise he might have called a calamity.

II. A DOUBLE EEPENTANCE. Give explanations of the Old Testament and New
Testament uses of the term. Distinguish metanoia from metameleia. Begin with
general idea of repentance as change ofmind ; reconsideration with a view to a new course
of conduct. Show in what senses the term can be applied to God, and not to man ; to
man, and not to God. Especially show that in God's changes of action, or relation, there
is adaptation to new conditions, without any regret, conviction of mistake, or senst of
wrong. In the case before us God repents, in the sense of recognizing a suflScient

fulfilment of his purpose in the judgment, and so the possibility of relieving Israel of

the plague. David repents in a wholly different sense. He is aroused to full conviction
of his sin, and humbles himself before God in solemn confessions. David now sees the
eonnection between suffering and sin ; the relation of one man's sin to many men's
sufferings; and above all, the exceeding sinfulness of Ais own sin.—E. T.

Ver. 17.

—

Conviction of personal sin. For the particular character of David's sin
reference may be made to the sketch given on ver. 2. And for the kind of conviction
which David cherished when acts of sin were brought home to him, illustration may be
taken from Fs. li. His sin might have been the sin of David the man ; as was his sin

in the matter of Bathsheba. Or it might have been the sin of David the king ; and so

God regarded it, adjusting his judgments accordingly. When convicted, it is a point

of exceeding nobility in David that he seeks to bring the whole responsibility upon
himself, asking God to treat the sin as that of the man, not of the kin^. We may fix

attention upon this point. In this instance David stood for and acted for the nation,

without the nation's consent. It is a most solemn thing for parents, masters, magistrates,

etc., that they cannot always separate the official character from their acts ; and they

are responsible for the well-being of the children, the servants, or the citizens, whom
they represent. Placed in such relations, men may act in ways that do not carry the

feeling or wish of those for whom they stand ; and so they may be the means of bring-

ing upon them undeserved Divine judgments. The case of Jonah may be compared.

The sailors' lives were imperilled by his act, though in it they had taken no share.

I. Man may be officially—or even by his temporary relations

—

the oausk of the
INNOCENT SUFFERING.

II. Such cases must always be beoabded as exceedingly febplexino and
PAINFUL. See Asaph's psalms, and the discussions in the Book of Job.

III. The right-heabted mad will earnestly seek to have the suffering

LIMITED TO HIMSELF, and to this end will be ready fully to acknowledge his personal

guilt.

Impress that o\a' relationship* giTe the overwhelmingly painful character to our

sins.—R. T.

Ver. 24.

—

Mightfeeling concerning giving to Ood. David apprehended that the value

of a gift greatly depends on the self-denial for wliich it finds expression. Compare the

vtiry interesting scene of Abraham negotiating with the sons of Heth for the puichase
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jf the field and cave of Machpelah.- There, considerations of personal dignity pra-

vented his taking the property ; and he felt that he could not lay his beloved partner

down, save in a place which was his by purchase. Here, in the case of David, the

feeling is a different one, yet it is in full harmony with the sentiment of the elder

patriarch ; right religious feeling, the sense of what was due to God, prevented David
from offering what was not really his by right of purchase. Personal dignity, and sen-

sitiveness to what is befitting, both in social intercourse and in matters of religion,

have their appropriate place ; and their due cultivation is a part of Christian duty.

Some account of the symbolical significance of the burnt offering may fitly explain

why David chose this form of sacrifice as appropriate to this occasion. Its central and
characteristic meaning may be thus expressed in the words of Bwald : " In this, man's
sliare in the consumption of the offering altogether vanished. The sacrificer conse-

crated to the Deity alone the enjoyment of the whole, and this not to punish himself,

or because he was punished, on account of a special consciousness of guilt by depri-

vation of sensuous participation, but rather from free resolve and purest self-denial."

Kurtz says, " The burning by fire was the chief point in this class of offering, and
marked it as an expression of perpetual obligation to complete, sanctified, self-surrender

to Jehovah." The sacrifice was a solemn declaration that the offerer belonged wholly
io God, and that he dedicated himself, soul and body, to him, and placed his life at

his disposal. We treat David's burnt offering as a typical religious service, and
consider

—

I. That the value op all religious service lies in the bpieit of him who
BEKDEBB IT. A bumt offering is in itself a valueless and unacceptable thing ; and so

is every act of formal worship. Therefore in the unspiritual days of later Judaism,
the prophets, as Isaiah, went so far as to say that God " hated " the mere formalities of

religion, and found them a " weariness " to him. All a man's gifts and acts must, like

his words, carry a feeling, and express a desire and purpose. A man must utter him-
self in his words, or his words will be worthless. And so a man must utter himself in

his offerings, sacrifices, and services, or God will say he " cannot away with them."
This point may be searchingly applied to our spiritual fitness for present-day services.

Still it is true that ov/rfeeling must be the life of our worship.
II. The best thing we can express to God is oue self-devotembnt. This is the

main idea of the burnt offering. This is the proper feeling cherished by David, and
expressed in his sacrifice. It may be shown as the ultimate and comprehensive demand
of St. Paul, in Eom. xii. 1, "I beseech you . . . that ye present your bodies a living

sacrifice."

III. Such self-devotbmbnt can be best bxpebssed by self-denial. This David
felt, and it led him to refuse to offer to God some one else's self-denial. He would have
it to be his own sacrifice, the act of his own self-denial. Show that what is given to God
should be a man's own, and all the better if it is a man's own by conscious effort, and
if to set it aside for God involves some severe self-mastery. Such self-denials carry
into expression the soul-feeling which alone is acceptable to God.

This subject lends itself to careful applications connected with modem religious

worship and duty. It would be the dawn of a glorious day for the Church if every
man felt as David did that he must utter his soul to God in gifts and offerings, and that

these must come out of his " own proper good," and carry a noble burden of self-

denials.—E. T.

Ver. 26.

—

Propitiation. On a subject of so much complexity, it is hardly fitting to

raise a full discussion from a merely incidental illustration, especially in view of the
fact that this incident is in harmony with the Old Testament conceptions of propitiation,

and fuller and cleaf doctrinal light has since come in the teachings of the apostles.

Here we note that David offered himself to God by a sacrifice, as a man convicted,

penitent, and recovered to a right mind, and cherishing a spirit of full consecration.

This offering God was pleased to accept by a symbol of fire, and to make a ground on
which he could be propitiated. With the distinct understanding that we do but touch
one side or aspect of a profound and mysterious subject, and that to deal with a part

fully recognizes the importance of the other parts which go to make up the whole, w«
suggest the consideration of the following points :-^
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L JUDOMBKT 18 THB DiVINE EECOONITIOW OF A MAK'S WRONO iTATB. Carefully dig-

tinguish between a man's wrong state of mind and will, and a wrong act. Both must
be evil in the sight of Ood, but he must consider the wrong $tate aa more serioui than
the wrong act. Judgment, coming as it must in the human and earthly spheres, will

always seem to us to be the recognition of wrong acts ; but when we come to see the
deeper truth, we find it is Divine revelation of man's state, and due punishment of it.

This David found out. The plague seemed to be judgment on his wrong act, in ordering

the " census." When he came to his right mind, he found that it was Divine recognition

of the wilfulness ani self-glorying o\it of which the foolish command to take the census

had come. Show that precisely the convictions which God's judgments aim to pro-

duce are convictions of inner wrong, heart-evil, sin of will.

II. Pbopitiation is the offerino to God op a uan'b state becotebed to eight.
This is the essence, but, as may be seen in David's example, it may properly find out-

ward expression in fitting acts. And this view helps us most materially in our
apprehension of the propitiation made by the Lord Jesus Christ. In the light of hit

spotlessness and sinless obedience, we can see that, standing for man, as man's Repre-
sentative and Head, he presented to God man recovered to right.

III. Upon the eecognition of man's eight state, judgment can be bemoved and
THE SENSE OF ACCEPTANCE OBANTED. Becausc the end of judgment is evidently reached

(for we can only conceive of Divinejudgments as revelatioual and corrective) and mercy
may have its free, unhindered path. And it therefore appears that all the humiliations

and aU the persuasions of the gospel have this for their supreme aim, to bring us men
into a right state so that we may OfCtually be represented by the infinitely acceptable

Son of God and Son of man. For what Christ pledges on our behalf we are bound
actually to be. But this further truth needs to be here stated, that Christ is now
working in us, by his Spirit, that ri^ht state of mind and heart which he b^s, ia his

great sacrifice, pledged us to win.—R. T.

Ver. 28.

—

Answer to prayer consecrating the place ofprayer. It Is noted that David
felt the threshing-floor to have become a sacred place, precisely because there he had

gained the answer to his prayer. A similar feeling is illustrated in the case of the

patriarchs. Abraham erected his altars where the signs of the Divine favour came to

him i
and Jacob raised his pillow-stone as a pillar, and consecrated his place ol vision,

Bethel, the house of God. We may recognize instances of the same kind in our own
religious experiences. Certain places are, to our feeling, peculiarly sacred, and we know

that they have gained their sacredness out of prayer-times, wrcdtling scenes, and

gracious Divine responses. It appears that David had received answer to his prayer

under two symbols. (1) By the descending of heavenly fire for the consuming of his

sacrifice, and (2) by the signt of the angel reverently and obediently putting the great

plague-sword back into its scabbard (vers. 26, 27). These outward signs did but assure

the°fact of God's gracious answer, and should not be thought of as necessary to the

answer, or we may find difficulty in realizing that nowadays God answers our prayers,

and gives us of the answer an inward witness and not an outward sign.

1. The FREEDOM OF spiritual wobship from all limitations of place. Every

place is holy ground. God's temple-dome is the "arch of yon unmeasured i-ky ;"

God's temple-area is the floor of the whole earth. This point may be illustrated from

the large variety of places which the holy men of Scripture made prayer-places: e.g.

the insfde of an ark, a cave in a mountain, the belly of a fish, etc. Or from the strik-

ing lanfLiage of the Prophet Isaiah (Ixvi. 1): "The heaven is my throne, and the

earth is^my footstool: where ie the house that ye build unto me? and where is the

place of my rest? " Or from the teachings of the Lord Jesus Christ, in John iv. 21—

23 : " "The hour cometh, when neither in this mountain, nor in Jerusalem, shall ye

worship the Father . . . The true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and

in trutL" This point being wull establislied and efficiently illustrated, there may be

shown— n,,

IL The helpfulness that uat lie in local associations of wobship. mere is •

right and reasonable attachment to varticular churches, places, and ordinances. Build-

ings and rooms gain a saciedue^s by their devotement to prayer and religious uses. And

this feeling is to be encouraged, though we need to be reminded how easily it may
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become mere sentiment and superstition. The house of God where our fathers v/or-

shipped shiiulii be saoied to us. Tbe saiicluary where tlie truth of God's saving love

first came home to our hi arts must seem aacnd to us. And it should be easier to win
reverence, worsiip, and power of prayer in such consecrated places.

III. This applies to a man's personal religious experiences ik his private
R3LIGI0U8 LIFE. Illustrate from such instances as may be typified by an instance in

the life of Luther. That spot in the forest where Alexis was struck down by the light-

ning, and he himself spared, must have been ever after a sacred spot to him. Or take

a, case of prayer under some paiticular pressure, as when a beloved one, in sickness,

seemrd to be passing away. The place where prayer was offered and answered seems
never to lose the hallowing associations. Our lives,'indeed, ought to be full of conse-

crated spots, where we have raised, ao;ain and again, our pillars, inscribing thereon

our Ebenezer, " Hitherto hath the Lord helped us."

Impress tiiat if our religion is to be, in any real and vigorous sense, personal, we
must have made our own sacred place. The sanctuaries set apart for worship are most
precious and most helpful, and tbe true hearts in all the ages have said, " Lord, I have

loved the habitation of thy house." But more is needed. Each man wants a temple
of his own, raised in response to Divine goodness personally apprehended—a sacnid

place where, with the fullest emotion, he may offer his sacrifice uf love and praise, even
as David did.—R. T.

Vers. 29, 30.

—

The relics left on feeling from the humbling scenes of life. " Some
have supposed that the terror which David had felt at the sifjht of the destroying angel
(ver. 16; produced a bodily infirmity which made it physically impossible for him to go
tu Gibeun ; but probably no more than a moral impediment is meant. David, knowing
that by sacrifice on this altar he had caused the angel to stay his hand, was afraid to

transfer his offerings elsewhere, lest the angel should resume his task, and pestilence

a^iain break out." David seemed ever alter to see that sword before the tabernacle. It

may be said that all Divine dealings have an immediate, and also a remote and perma-
nent design. We are often dwelling on the immediate lessons that are impressed, but
probably the best lessons are those which are learnid by-and-by, after a while, when
the excitement of the incidents has passed, and the whole is taken into quiet and
serious review. Things seem so different when they are calmly looked back upon

;

aspects and relations come into view which we had not previously suspected. We
know how true this is of our review of the lives of those whom we have known and
loved ; but it is equally true of the events and incidents of our own lives.

I.' A man's bins and FAILINGS LEAVB THEIR TRACES ON CHARACTER AND FEELINO.
Even when they are forgiven, and a man is fully recovered from tht-ir influence, he
cannot be r id of them altogether. There is a new reverence, or a fear of self, or a perilous

openness to particular temptation, or a strange shyness left behind, of which the man
will never be rid. Illustrative cases from Scripture and modern life may be given. A
good Scripture instance, in which there was a humbling experience, but one free from the

bitterness of personal sin, is that of King Hezekiah (see Isa. xxxviii. 15, " I shall go
softly all my [spared] years in the bitterness of my soul ").

II. Such continued feeling insensibly guides future conduct. This is seen in

the case of David. Perhaps tie hardly admitted to himself what it really was that

kept hira from going to inquire of Gud at Gibeon. And so we find in our fdloiv-men

and in ourselves singular hesitations; we feel diificulties and shrink back, when there

seems no real occasion. We cannot tell others, we hardly like to admit to ourselves,

that it is tbe relic of some great stumble, or even fall and sin and shame; the very real

ghost of our former ill. Compare the man who, late in life, said, remembering his

riotous youth-time, " I would give my right arm if 1 could bo quit of the evils lelt in

thought from my youthful sins."

lil. Such continued feeling indicates a continued sanctifying work. For God
graciously uses, not merely things themselves, but their after-effects. No influence

has its bare limits. The after-effects may differ greatly in different dispositi;ins, but
some of God's best work in our hearts and lives is done by means of them. This may
be illustrated by the after-influence exerted on the Apostle St. Peter by his sad and
shameful fall. And David expresses this continuous sanctifying influence of remerabei od

I. chronicles. 8 A
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humblings when he says, " Before I was afflicted I went astray, but now will I keep

thy Word."
Apply especially to that great work of sanctifying, the producing of the humility of

the true dependence. Show that it is most perfectly wrought in the fallen and for-

given, who ever live in the solemn shadow of the great experience.—E. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTKB XXn.

Fruin the commencement of this chapter

to the close of the First Book of the CUro-

nicies we again travel alone, and, with

the exception of parallel passages of a

merely ordinary character, have no longer

the assistance of comparing different de-

scriptions of the same stretches of hiatory.

The present chapter relates David's inte-

rested and zealous preparations for the

building of the temple (vers. 1—5); his

exhortations and solemn charge to his son

and successor (vers. 6—16) ; and afterwards

his injunctions to the " princes of Israel

"

(vers. 17—19) to help Solomon.

Ver. 1.—This verse evidently belongs to

the close of the last chapter, and should

have had its place there. It indicates a deep

sense of relief that now visited David's

mind. We can imagine how he had pon-

dered often and long the "place where'' of

the " exceeding magnificent " house which

it was in his heart to build for the Lord.

The place was now found, and the more

unexpected and "dreadful" (Gen. xxviii.

17) the method by which it was arrived

at, the more convincing and satisfactory, at

all events in some points of view. The
extraordinary and impressive designating

of this spot was in itself a signal for an'

active commencement of the work, and made
at the same time such commencement prac-

ticable. Solomon and many otLers would

•fterwards often think, often speak, of the

•« threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusite " as

the place " which was shown, to David his

father," and which " David .had prepared
"

(2 Chroii. iii. 1). Here, then, he builds " the

altar of burnt offering," as, on the neigh-

bouring " hill of Zion," he had reared the

" tabernacle for the ark."

Ver. 2.—The strangers. These «)te plainly

called in the Septuagint "proselj&s" (roiis

irpoffrjA-iiTow)- They were, of course,

foreign workmen, who came in pursuit

of their trade. The injunctions aa to

"strangers," and with regard to showing

them kindness, are very numerous, be-

ginning with Exod. xii. 19, 48, 49; xxiL

21 (20); xxiii. 9; Lev. xii. 10, 33, 34; xv.

U-lti; Deut. x. 18, 19; Josh. viii. 33—35.

It was not David's object merely to gain

cheap or compulsory work (2 Ghron. U. 17,

18), but to obtain a skill, which immigrants
from certain places would possess, in excess

of that of his own people (2 Chron. ii. 7, 8,

13,14), especially considering the absorption

of Israel in the pursuit of war, which had
so largely impeded their study and practice

of these the arts of peace.

Ver. 3.—Iron . . . the joinings ; and brass.

The very first Bible mention of metals (Gen.
iv. 22) places these two together. Whence
Solomon got his " abundance" of the latter

we have read in ch. xviii. 8 ; for the " abun-
dance " of the former he would not neces-

sarily go further than his own land.

Although the expression, " the land whose
stones are iron" (Deut. viii. 9), is possibly

enough a poetical figure where it stands,

yet some of the force of the figure may have
sprung from its nearness to fact. The
abundant use of iron in a great variety ot

tools, implements, weapons, and the know-
ledge of it in bar and sheet, might be

illustrated from a large number of quota-

tions from Scripture (Deut. xix. 5 ; xxvii. 6

;

2 Sam. xii. 31 ; 2 Kings vi. 5 ; Isa. x. 34

;

Amos i. 3; and many others). The "join-

ings " were the clamps and plates of various

size and shape, which held strongly to-

gether, whether beams of wood or blocks of

tone.
Ver. 4.—The Zidonians and they of Tyre

(see 1 Kings v. 6, 9, 13—18 ; 2 Chron. u.
16—18). The interesting passages in

Homer, Herodotus, and Strabo, which speak
of Zidon, etc, are in entire accord with
what is here said, and are well worth
pernsal; e.g. 'Iliad,' vi. 289—295, "And
she descended to the vaulted chamber,
where were the garments all embroidered,

the works of women of Sidon, whom
the godlike Alexander himself brought

from Sidon when he crossed the wide sea,

by the way that he brought Helen of noble

lineage
; " ' Iliad," xxiiL 743, 744, " And this

vessel was of unsurpassed fame for beauty

over all the land, for the men of Sidon, cun-

ning artificers, had skilfully wrought it, and
Phoenicians had brought it over the dark
sea

; " ' Odyssey,' iv. 615—618, « And it was
all silver, but the borders were mingled
with gold. It was the work of Hephiestug.

The illustrious Fhoedcmus, King of tbe
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Sidonians, gave it me when his palaoe
Bheltered me on my return thither;"

' Odyssey,' xv. 424, "I boast to come from
Sidon, famed for its skill in the working of

brass." Similar references may be found in

Herodotus (vii. 44, 96) and Strabo (xvi. 2,

§ 23. See also 'Speaker's Commentary,'
under 1 Kings v. 6).

Yer. 5.—Solomon ... is jovaig and
tender. It is impossible to fix the exact age
of Solomon aa marked by these words. In
a "fragment" of Eupolemus (see Cory's
'Ancient Fragments of the Phoenician, etc.,

Writers,' edit. London, 1832) he is put down
at twelve years of age. Josephus ('Ant.

Jud.,' viii. 7, § 8) as vaguely supposes he was
fourteen at the time that he took the throne.

He was the seoond son of Bathsheba, and
can scarcely have exceeded the last-men-

tioned age by more than three or four years
(yet comp. 1 Kings ii. 2; iii. 1, 7). This
same language, "young and tender," is

repeated in ch. zxix. 1. The reign of
Solomon lasted forty years (1 Kings xi. 42

;

2 Chron. ix. 30). He is called old (1 Kings
xL 4) when his strange wives "turned
away his heart after other gods." We are
not told his age at the time of his death.

There are, in fact, no 8u£Bcient data for

fixing to the year, or indeed within the
liberal margin of several years, the age now
designated as young and tender.

Ver. 7.—(Comp. oh. xvu. 1, 2; 2 Sam.
vii. 2, 3.) For my son, the Chethiv shows
"his son," the Keri substituting "my."

Yer. 8.—Because thou hast shed much
blood. This is repeated very distinctly

below (ch. xxviii. 3), and appears there

again as acknowledged by the lip of David
himself. It seems remarkable that no
previous statement of this objection,

nor even allusion to it, is found. Further,

there seems no very opportune place for it

in either our ch. xvii. 1—15 or in 2 Sam.
vii. 1—17. Yet, if it seem impossible to

resist the impression that it must have
found expression on the occasion referred

to in those two passages, we may fit it in

best between vers. 10 and 11 of the former
reference, and between vers. 11 and 12 of

the latter. So far, however, as our Hebrew
text goes, this is the first place in which the
statement is made.

Ver. 9.—Shall be bom. This is not the
necessary translation of the verb. The
form lh\3 does not express here future time.

Solomon was already bom when the word
of the Lord came to David. On the other

hand, we may suppose special emphasis to

belong to the clause. His name shall be
Solomon. The name designates the man
of peace, and the clause is an announcement,
probably intended to throw further into the

shade the alternative name Jedidiah, which

also had been divinely given (2 Sam. xii.

24, 25).

Yer. 10.—The substance of this verse ii

found also in Nathan's language (ch. xvii.

12,13; 2 Sam. vii. 13, 14).

Ver. 12.—The father's prayer for the son,
and in his hearing, will have often recurred
to the memory of Solomon, and may havo
been the germ of the son's own prayer, which
"pleased the Lord" (1 Kings iii. 5—14;
2 Chron. i. 7—12).

Ver. 13.—The references to olden time,
and the pointed reference to Moses, must be
regarded as emphatic. In ch. xxviii. 20 we
find the additional words, "and do it,"

inserted after the animated and intensely
earnest exhortation. Be strong, and of good
courage. This inspiriting summons was no
new one. It was probably already hallowed
in the name of religious language, and
would be often quoted (Dent. iv. 1 ; zxxi.
5—8 ; Josh. i. 5—9).

Ver. 14.—Now, behold, in my trouble.
The Septuagiut, Vulgate,and Luther's trans-
lation adopt here our marginal reading,
"poverty." Keil, Bertheau, and others
translate, with much greater probability,
" by severe effort," which translation may
be fortified, not only by such references as
Qen. xxxi. 43 and Ps. oxxxii. 1 (where the
same root is found in Pual infinitive), but
by the expression evidently answering to

the present one in ch. xxix. 2 (.nis-fpsa),

" with all my strength." Moreover, David
could not with correctness speak of poverty
as characterizing his condition during the
time that he had been collecting for the
object of his heart's desire. And scarcely
with any greater correctness could he speak
of the necessary anxieties and responsi-
bilities of his royal ofSce as at all specially
marking this period. A hundred thousand
talents of gold, and a thousand thousand,
talents of sUver. Our sense of dissatis-

faction in being able neither heartily to
accept nor conclusively to reject this state-

ment of the quantities of gold and silver
prepared by David, may be lessened in somo
degree by the statement found in ver. 16,
that " of the gold, the silver, and the brass,
and the iron, there is no number." Milman,
in his. 'History of the Jews' (i. 266, 267,
edit. 1830), says upon the general subject of
this verse, "But enormous as this wealth
(f.e. that of Solomon) appears, the statement
of his expenditure on the temple, and of his
annual revenue, so passes all credibility,

that any attempt at forming a calculation,

on the uncertain data we possess, may at
once be abandoned as a hopeless task. No
better proof can be given of the uncertainty
of our authorities, of our imperfect know-
ledge of the Hebrew weights of money, and,
above all, of our total ignorance of th«
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relative value which the precious metals

bore to the commodities of life, than the

estimate made by Dr. Prideaux of the

treasures left by David, amounting to eight

hundred millions, nearly the capital of our

national debt." It must be noted, however,

that Milraan himself proceeds, when speak-

ing of " the lources of the vast wealth which

Solomon undoubtedly possessed," to bring

very enormous sums (whet)ier somewhat
leas or even somewhat more than the above

estimate of Dr. Prideaux) more within the

range of the possible, to our imagination.

He justly remarks, for instance, that it is

to be remembered that " the treasures of

David were accumulated rather by conquest

than traffic, that some of the nations he
subdued, particularly the Edomites, were

very wealthy. All the tribes seem to have
worn a great deal of gold and silver, both in

their ornaments and in their armour ; their

idols were often of gold ; and the treasuries

of their temples, perhaps, contained con-

siderable wealth. But during the reign of

Solomon, almost the whole commerce of the

world passed into his territories." After

substantiating by details these and similar

positions (pp. 267—271), he sums up, " It

was from these various sources of wealth
that the precious metals and all other

valuable commodities were in such abun-

dance that, in the figurative language of

the sacred historian, 'silver wat in Jera-

ealem ae stones,and cedar trees as sycamores'

"

Since the date of Hilman's words just quoted,

however, investigation of ancient weights
and measures, and of those of Scripture,

hat made some advance, yet not sufBcient

to enable ns to arrive at any certainty as to

those of our present passage. Assuming
that the text of our present verse is not cor-

rupt, and that the figures which it gives are

correct, the weight and the value of the gold
and silver mentioned are very great, what-
ever the talent in question. This assump-
tion, however, cannot be relied upon, and it

seems scarcely legitimate to interpret the
talent as any than the Hebrew talent, con-

sidering the silence observed as regards any
other. It need not be said here that the
exchanges of money value were estimated in

these times by so much weight of gold or
silver. Further, " the shekel of the sanc»
tuary " (Exod. xxx. 18 ; Lev. xxvii. 3), pos-

sibly the same with " the shekel after the
king's weight " (2 Sam. xvi. 26), and which
was kept in the tabernacle, and afterwards
in the temple—was presumably the standard.

The gold talent was double the weight of

the silver talent. It weighed 1,320,000

grains, instead of 660,000. The silver tiilent

contained 50 manehs, of 60 shekels each;
but the gold talent contained 100 manehs, of

lUO shekels each. Themodem money equi-

valents of these weights are very uncertain.

Both the silver and the gold talent have
been very variously calculated in this

relation. Some of the best authorities put
the silver tnhtnt at £312 3<. 9d., and the
gold at £5475. This would make the money
value described by this verse nearly nine
hundred millions of our money. Other
estimates are considerably in excess of this

sum, and but few fall below it. Vast as the
sum is, we may be helped in some degree to

accept it by the statement of Pliny, who
(' Nat. Hist.,' xxxii. 15) tells us that Cyrus,
in his subjugation of Asia, took half as many
talents of silver as are here mentioned, and
thirty-four thousand pounds of gold vsee

articles in Smith's 'Bible Dictionary,' on
" Money," and on " Weights and Measures ").

Among the most valuable works on these

subjects are De Saulcy's 'Numismatique
Judaique,' and F. Madden's 'Jewish
Coinage.'

Ver. 15.—So too ch. xxviii. 21 ; 2 Chron.
ii. 7, 17, 18 ; as well as vers. 2—1 of the
present chapter.

Ver. 16.—Arise . . . and be doing. The
first and last words of Ezra X. 4 are found
here, and note may be made of the similarity

of the expression.

Vers. 17—19.—These verses contain
David's command, accompanied by urgent
argument, to the princes of Israel, to render
their hearty assistance.

Ver. 17.—All the princes ; <a those who
held positions of authority as commanders,
leaders, elders, heads of tribes, and chiefs of
the fathers (ch. xxvii. 22 ; xxiii. 2 ; xxviii. 1),

Ver. 18.—The whole of this verse should
have been suggestive of memories thrilling

with interest. What D.ivid says here is

equivalent to the declaration of the perfect

fulfilment of the promises of nine hundred
years ago. By faith of those very promises
how many generations had lived! What
journeyings, suspense, punishment, and
struggle, the intervening centuries had
witnessed I And now at last it is given to
the lip of the aged David to prcjnounce
the termination of a nation's prulongid con-
flict, its entrance into peace, and the fulfil-

ment of the most iniparsioned wishes, ima-
ginings, and prayers of the patriarchs, of
Moses, and of a long line of the faithful.

It was well for David that he could not
foresee and did not know how near the cul-
minating of a nation's glory and prosperity
might be to its woeful fall and pioliinjced

decay. The analogy that obtains in this

respect between the history of an iudiviilual

and of a nation is as remarkable as it slinuld

be instructive and turned to the uses of
warning.

Ver. 19.—To bring the ark of the covenant
of the lord, and the holy vessels of God. Tp
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ettle these in a fixed home had now been
of a long time the conBuming desire of

David's heart (bo oh. zt. 1 ; 2 Chron. v.

2—4). Into the house that is to be bnilt.

The preposition ij instead of \^, before " the

house," IB to be noticed here (oh. xxv. 26;

Keh. X. 85). Also the Niphal participle,

rnaan, here translated "that is to b» b-iilt,'

is to be noticed. The meaning of David
would be better met probably thus i " Arise,

build the sanctuary ... to bring the ark

. . . into the house (then) builded to the
Kame of the Lord."

EOMILETICS.

Ver. 8.

—

Seltgwut enthusiasm in old age—a model sdlitoqtcy. This soliloquy exKil>its

the settled thought of jears past. The house that is to be builded fur the Lord,

remaining still to old age, the imperial thought of David's heart. And we may notice

that

—

I. The pijbposb that is hallowed in ownino fob its chief object the wblfabb
OF THE Chuboh of God is one that does thbivb well even to old age. Other

designs, projects, and purposes are, it is true, often seen to flourish to old age as matter

of fact. But in innumerable instances how much better it had been if their fasoinaition

tad been long before resisted, and their tyrannous demand on the force that so plainly

threatens to ebb had been long since denied them! They unduly consume strength of

mind and body. They inappropriately occupy the strength of the heart. They hate

really nothing in common with the momentous future that is so imminent. They often

contrast painfully and repulsively with it. Far otherwise was it now with David's pur-

Eose, and with such as are in any analogy with it. In his faithful heart a holy purpose

ad been cherished. It still stands fast, and h^irmonizes well with age—with the

thoughts Jippropriate to age, with the experience and correoter judgments of age, and
with its near prospects.

II. The fubpose that is hallowkd in BAvma fob its distinct object the wel-
fARB OF the Church of God oifFBRS ample boom fob the exeboise of a noble ambi-

tion. " The house . . . must be exceeding maguiflcal, of fame and of glory throughout

all countries." 1. An exalting force in human character finds exercise and abundant
scope at a time when it might otherwise be on the decay, or, if not on the decay, able

to nnd no really worthy object. 2. It finds exercise not merely healthful to the person

who exhibits it, but of Widespread usefulness. Beside personal aspiration after heaven,

its beatific visions, its perfect holiness, there is distinctly an ambition which shall

become a dying bed—the ambition to leave with the world what will be a continuing

and growing blessing to it, and a lasting witness for God and his truth. In no way,
other things being equal. Is blessing so surely given as when directly given in con-

nection with spiritual work, and with that grandest enterprise, the Church of God-
Where all other grandeur of earth must fade therefore, and the eye has become passion-

less to all other, its brightest colours, the Church of God, as well material as spiritual,

has been known to enter a successful competition with whatever else occupied a dying
hour.

III. PuBPosBB haliowed THBonaa theib connection with the Church of God
Will not tolerate the risk of theik great objects being prejudiced bt ant
CAUSES avoidable. Even though natural relationship might have tempted the risk,

and Divine designation might have been pressed into some warrant of it, David does

not for a moment yield to it. He does promptly and with guarded zealous fore-

thought, acknowledge to the danger, and do the best to provide against it. Religious

principle ought to overcome hereditary instincts, and the ties of nature ought not to

override those of diviner origin. " Whoso loveth father or mother more than me," said

Jesus, " is not worthy of me." David was doubtless very proud of his son, very tender

of him; but he was justly prouder of the work of his God, and justly tenderer of it and
Us secured welfare. Genuine holy purposes seem to own to a native circumspection.

They seem to possess a secret safeguard within themselves. Of these it is not true,

and it is not said, that the children of nature are in their generation wiser than they.

The forethought, then, that works so largely io human hfe, and is so fruitful of various

good, shows to great advantage in suoh conduct as that of David at this crisis, Thor*
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are, indeed, senses in which it may be said almost to lelong to nature to consider and to

act for following generations. For so "the husbandman plants many a tree, no berry

of which he can reckon on living to behold." But it is the work of something mora
than nature, iiigher than nature, when holy purposes waken vigour, fire, enthusiasm,

and zealous laliour in old age. And strikingly are such purposes distinguished from
those "good intentioiu" which have won for themselves a proverbial and a bad
character.

Ver. 8.

—

The itain of blood. We distinctly read here, as also in the stricter parallel

of this place (ch. xxviii. 3), that it was because David had " shed blood abundantly,"

had " shed much blood on the earth" in the sight of God, had "made great wars," that

the word of the Lord came to him, saying, "Thou shalt not build an house to my
Name." After the death of David we find Solomon—so far as we may go by his

language—seeming to put a somewhat different shade of interpretation on the matter.

He does not, indeed, say anything different from the truth, or necessarily inconsistent

with it; but perhaps moved by a son's filial dutifulness, he purposes to omit those

aspects which were the more painful aspects, and grievous to a son's lip to enlajge

upon. He says (1 Kings v. 3), " Thou knowest how that David my father could not
build an house unto the Name of the Lord his God for the wars which were about him
on every side, until the Lord put them under the soles of his feet." This version is also

quite consistent with the indications of our compiler (ch. xvii. 1), and with those of

2 Sam. vii. 1. With one fuller, however, and more plain-spoken, from the honest lip

of the father himself to his son, not of the son to the outer world, we have here to do.

And we are taught

—

I. That as surely as judgment is God's stbanqe woek, so sueely would hb
THAT THAT WORST JUDGMENT, WAR, AND THE SHEDDING OF ITELLOW-MAN'S BLOOD SHOULD
BE THE STRANGE WOEK OF HIS PEOPLE. If there be times when these he necessary, yet
are they intrinsically " strange work," and are emphatically by the Divine will to be so

regarded. The man who has been hut the hare instrument of this kind of thing among
liis fellow-men on earth, shall not be the man whose hands shall be honoured to rear

the temple of God, the Church of love and peace, and of the perfecter brotherhood of

humanity.
II. That the peevailing bent oe habit, or mere occupation of our previous

LIFE, WILL NOT UNFREQUENTLY AT SOME CRITICAL MOMENT, AND ONE VTHICH WE MAY
IMAGINE TO BE OF SUPREME IMPORT, DECIDE THE LOT THAT SHALL FALL TO US, OR BE
FORFEITED FOR EVER. Sin may be forgiven, the tyranny of evil habit may be broken,
the usurper of the heart's throne may be (dethroned, circumstance may have been almost
revolutionized ; but in hard fact, the things that have been cannot be made as though
they had not been, nor shall we he counted as though they had not been. Some stains

are very stubborn things. And they are not superstitiously but legitimately regarded
such. The stain of blood is notoriously of this description. Two such contrasts as

Cain and David attest it. Contrasts violent as the savage sacrifices of heathendom
through unnumbered ages and those of revelation illustrate it. But the tremendous
demonstration itself may be held to come from the mark, the sprinkling, the efficacy of

that blood of which they once cried out, let it " be on us and on our children." On
these both the dreadful stain of it, and the infinite virtue of it, have been Irum time to
time, and still are, and shall be. Yet how many important and solemn illustrations of

the same principle there are which shall fall very far short of those that bloodshed
offers, David's habit in this sort, nevertheless, our typical warning all the while I The
element of doubtfulness in your profession, your business, your tactics, your line of

well-known conduct awhile, may prove to lie just in this, the irresistible suspicion

, which they shall inevitably engender in the better part of human nature, in its higher
jnstincts—in a word, in the humaner portion of humanity. That suspicion need be
voted no freak of caprice, of superstition, of mock puiity. It is a suspicion of the kind
safe to incijr itself. And it may be distinctly uoti-d that it is incurred ; 1. By the,

unwelcome, unsavoury nature of the actual deeds asked or involved. Though haply it

be necessary that these be done, yet in good men's minds there shall be a veiled revulsion
from the touch of the hand that is the minister of them. 2. By the quality of cha-
racter, which they are plainly (^Iculatid to bei,et or to foster. One that ui^y twtukeo
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disparagement of thought, of feeling, of human inalienahle rights, which should be held

ever sacred. 3. By their resolute owning to the endowment of an unavoidable tenacity

of life. They have a name to live, though not an enviable name. They will make
their name to be heard when their doer would heartily wish they had never lived at all.

They insist on reappearing, and brighten out to vision at times the most inopportune.

III. That he who kow bbfuses the nobler service op David, though accepting

THE PURPOSE OF HIS HEART, IS HE SOME OP WHOSE MIOKTIBST TITLES SOUND OF BATTLE

AND VICTORY. The force of the lessons suggested to us by this passage certainly suffer

no loss whea we note an inconsistency which justifies itself in the very speaking of it.

Vengeance, retribution, ultimate punishment, human blood, human life, lie all specially

within the one supreme jurisdiction. And though doubtless God devolves the execution

of these into the hands of others, the riaht of them he does not devolve. For David,

for kings, for statesmen, for every man, the danger is that he encroach a hair's breadth

upon such a right. Now the Lord of hosts, the God of armies, the mighty Man of war,

the Captain, the Avenger, the glorious Victor, is he alone to whom could safely attach

the vast trust of human life and destiny, and the prerogative of the unquestioned dispo-

sition of them. It is he who, those titles of his own notwithstanding, pronounces the

word that David shall not be the honoured builder of the temple, that olden type of the

Church. Not because the object was not a good one, not because the purpose of David's

heart was an impure or mingled one, but because it had fallen so often to David to

pour on the ground the life-blood of his fellows which the Church comes to save, there-

fore was the prohibition peremptory. Nor is any respite of allowance granted to the

indisputable fact, that many of David's wars had been under Divine sanction and
by Divine command. Yet is there herein no mystery of Divine sovereignty to be

pondered, no inscrutablencss of "the things hidden " to be adored. For human feeling,

human instinct, reason's convictions and calmest utterances justify and approve the

veidioti

Vers. 11—13.— The aged king's charge to hig ton and successor. The language of

David to his son here, and shortly afterwards to the princes of the kingdom, indicate

well his recognition and lively memory of the fact that stone and wood, gold and iron,

will need willing hands, earnest minds, devoted hearts, and that even the best material

of doctrine and truth will lie dead without the energy of the will and the living Spirit.

The present utterances of David's lips, though somewhat various, go together to make
what may still be correctly called one charge. And this charge is formulated in

words of

—

I. Direct address and incitement. David uses the direct human means. He looks

upon his son. He speaks as a father to his son. With these natural aids of human
look and voice he appeals to him, and remembers that the memory of them may possess

an influence of incalculable helpfulness at some critical moments in time to come. It

is not sufficient that We think and pray over God's work and over others. We must
use that word as a weapon, and wield it with all such force, both of kind and of degree,

as may be open to us. So to preaching and teaching the best, the purest, and the most
prepared of Divine truth, we must add the instrument of appeal. That appeal must be
in God's name, and must consist of his truth, but it must still be our appeal, warm with
the love and sympathy of the heart of a fellow-creature, and quivering with the anxious
tones of a fellow-creature's voice. And in carrying out these methods, however unde-
signedly, David : 1. Announces the opportunity that lies before his son. He will not
suffer any risk in the matter, but constrains his son to look at the opportunity, secures

his surveyiTig it in something of its proper dimensions. Solomon was very young still

;

but youth often unrfer-estimates the dimensions of the things that are greatest of all.

Just as the vast scenery that the eye looks on for the first time seems to have been
over-described and exaggerated, till the truth grows on the eye day after day, and
month a(ter month, and that eye becomes educated to estimate magnitude more
correctly. David, therefore, fixes attention, at all events, upon the grandeur of thi' oppor-

tuniiy which has now fallen to the lot of a very young man—" Build the house of the

Lord thy God." 2. Emphasizes the value of the suggestions arising from a father's

experience. David has not concealed from his young son what it had been in himself

w^ich had stood in the way of his accomplishing his own desire. It is not always to
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be expected, nor always wise or ri<iht, that a father " make a clean breast of it " to a

young son. But David has done this now, and adds advice, and the tones of an earneijt

deep feeling which failed not to betray itself. 3. Urges thefar more potent inducement

of the Divine designation. " Build the house of the Lord thy God, as he hath said of

thee," If somewhat veiled, this is in effect the strong argument enwrapt in St. Paul's

exhortation, "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling, /or it is Ood that

worketh in you both to will and to do of his good pleasure " (Phil. ii. 12, 13). What a

tremendous force has developed itself from the midst of all the weakness of human
powers, when these have heard and surrendered themselves to the Divine call! Nothing
so disarms as the consciuusness that God and his truth are ngalnst you ; and nothing

fills the heart witii such true fire and such abiding, growing determination as the happy
contrary. 4. Appeals to the principle of sanctified courage. " Be strong, and of good

courage; dread not, nor be dismayed." The strength, tlie courage, the fearlessness, not

such as should have to be shown against any outer foe, but against the foe who must be

feared from within. To fear responsibility rather than to dare it, is one thing; to run
away from duty, from high endeavour, from difficult enterprise because of responsibility,

is another thing, and an ignoble thing. Against temptation of this kind even a man's
natural courage should largely defend him, much more should godly courage.

IL Indirect address, as overhbabd, fob instasob, in the suggestions of fervent
PRATER. Of all malevolent influences, one of the most disastrous is when the impression

is produced upon one that he is " prayed against." Of all tendering, melting influences,

one of the most effective has been observed to be when genuine prayer has been over-

heard ; the person praying unconscious thereof, and the person prayed for convinced of

the same. But in this case David wishes his young son to hear and know his prayer

and deepest desires for him. And Solomon hears therfein ; 1. The prayer that speaks

gentle, thouglitful affection. " The Lord be with thee "—the unchanging, almighty,

unerring Friend. This petition, too familiar to our ear, too little familiar to our

thought, knows no limit of time, sets no bound to help, begs constant mercy, constant

love. 2. Tfte prayer that suggests the memory of need—the need of "wisdom and
understanding." Amid high position, great power, immense wealth and glory, David
will not have iiis son forget the need of that " wisdom and understanding " which were
more precious than rubies, and above all price. Nor will he have him forget that from
God alone are these to be derived. And the exceeding importance that David attaches

to the possession of these is further indicated by the word " only." If only these are

given by the Giver of all ^ood, if only these are treasured by his son, all else may be
trusted to go well. 3. The prayer that honours obedience. Solomon must " keep the

Law ol the Lord his God ;
" he must " take heed to fulfil the statutes and judgments

with which the Lord charged Moses concerning Israel." His princiule, his idea, his

habit—none of these must, look the way of doing his own will, ruling for his own ends

or glory. He is but a vicegerent over God's people, and follows in tijis respect the
greatest exemplars aud models of his people from most ancient, most honoured times.

God had so " ciiarged" Moses concerning Israel, that Moses had for the most part been
obedient and "faithful as a servant;" and David prays that a similarly gracious, con-
descending, and commanding " charge '' may be vouchsafed to Solomon, and heard and
" kept " by Solomon. 4. The prayer that authoritatively pronounces the embryo
blessing. " Then shalt thou prosper." So this charge, both for its matter and for its

manner, for its following the precedents of wise human means, and for its imploring the

Divine blessing and unhesitatingly avowing the perpi'tnal need of Divine interposition,

was well adapted to produce lasting impression on Solomon. What could the loving

father and the dying king do more for his people, for his son, for his God ?

Ver. 19.

—

The aged king's parting injunctions to the princes of his kingdom. There
both se ms to liav^ been, and on many accounts it is Irkely that there was, much
savouring oi the despotic in the position of the kings of Israel, and this even in lUeir

best tunes. It was in part the purp 'sed aud just result of their Divine call to the

office they were to hold. And the despotic disposition was often as inconspicuous as

could be desired. The characterisiio evils of the despotic temper did not push them-
selves into any prominence, did not even make themselves visible, so long as that king

iiviuely designated remembered faithfully to hold himself at the sovereign disposal o|
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the King of kings. But when this was not the case, they developed rapidly and
disastrously. It is nevertheless abundantly plain that, when the authority and voice

of the good kins; sounded most absolute, the facts of human life and character were not

disregarded. Pull account was made of them, and the nature of human society was
religiously respected. Hence, at the present time, David calls on the princes of the

kmgdom, as well as on his own scm and successor. He calls on them to close up their

ranks round him, and addresses them as though they were truly the responsible props

of the throne. He intreats them to co-operate with Solomon as sympathizing felluw-

labourers in a grand religious enterprise. Such association of subjects with ruler is

necessary to bind together strongly and safely the framework of any community fit

to be called sound. Disintegration inevitably sets in with the deceitful interstices

often found between class and class, or between ruler and ruled. We may notice here

how David

—

I. Sketches the elements of a nation's opportttnitt. These elements in the

present instance are found in : 1. The fact that there is trustworthy ground for being

sure that the Lord is on the side of his people. He is with them, and if so, they may
feel that they have One with them far greater than all they who are against them.
Confidence in a good cause is a great moral help and support. The confidence that

comes of knowing that in the last resort one has a strong friend, is olten a great

strength. But to have God on one's side is to have both these in one. It is to have
all in one. He will not be found with a bad cause. And he brings unerring wisdom,
perfect knowledge, and an omnipotent arm into the field. Nor is the consciousness of

the presence and favourable regard of the Lord of less significance wlien not the works
of war but those of peace are in question. Thought and works of skill and cunning
invention, of beauty and of wisdom, memory and re.ison, and the highest attempts and
successes of imagination, all lie open to his inspiration. " The inspiration of the

Almighty giveth them undeistauding " (Job xxxii. 8), And an even special stress is

repeatedly laid upon the effects of this condescending prei-ence upon the intelligence and
the humble works of man, as, for instance, in ttie matter of the preparation of the

materials used in the construction of the tahemacle of the wilderness (Exod. xxxi.
1—6). And this may be called the central element in David's suggestions as to the
opportunity now before his nation. 2. The absence of external causes of anxiety and
a/iprehension. Worldly care is no doubt a part of the necessity, the discipline, the
improving education of the present life. But the distraction of it often has hindered
the noblest developments of the powers that lie in human nature. These noblest efforts

need the " united heart," the undivided zeal ; and if you are to soar ^loft, yours must
be an unbroken wing. A nation's life has times without number illustrated all this on
a large scale. By severe effort the individual may occasionally triumph over distraction,

but the mass are interested in and follow but one thing at a time. 3. The sense of
restfulness now the portion of the people. Their own dwelling-place, home, the
earthly Canaan, at all events,—these are now their portion. And the spuutancons
suggestion of them is some grateful earnest tribute forthcoming to their Giver. Home
is for rest; rest is for work. Security is not to produce the fruit of sluggishness, but to

yield that kind of "quietness and confidence" that shall make into strong, calm,
determined purpose.

II. Makes a strong appeal to the leaders of the nation to use to the full
THE opportunity. This appeal is twofold. 1. It asks the enthusiasm, the devotion,

the full affection of heart and soul, in the first place. These must be " set to seek the
Lord God." They must not be left to take their hopeful chance, or chance more or less

hopeful ; they must be charged to rise to their higher selves. " My soul, wait thou
only upon Q»d." Some men of God of old recognized very distinctly how it devolved
upon them to take their own heart, to talk, reason with it, urge, it, "stir up its good
gift," and lay upon it its solemn responsibility, its high privilege. 2. It aslis the

honesty of action. Great affections will pine without the bracing effects of exercise and
trial and strenuous enterprise. lnnunieral>le great purposes have come to ruin ; ami
the wreckage has been visible enough and mournlul enough. But the inner invisible

wreck ttiat has come of purposes great and holy, which never saw the light, never
dared the breath ot criticism, nor the winds of opposition, has been a thousandfold
mournful and fotal, So David specifies, if not details, yet the leading divisions of
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practical duty now. " Arise . . . build the sanctuary . . . bring the ark of the covenant,

. . . and the holy vessels into the house," when " built to the Name of the Lord."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 5.

—

Preparation for the temple. A site having been secured for the house of

the Lord, the next thing to be done was to make what preparations were possible in

view of the great undertaking. David's forethought and liberality, as described in this

passage, are deserving of our admiration. Not permitted to do the work himself, he
was allowed to commence and carry forward preparations for the construction of the

temple. The considerations which led to this course of action were

—

I. The greatness and globt of the wokk to be executed. A house for the

Lord, the Eternal, whom "the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot contain,"

a house which should be " exceeding magnifical," obviously needed vast and prolonged

and costly preparation. Masonry, metals, cedar-wood, joinery,—all were made ready
beforehand by the provident generosity of the king. Tins, when the time came to

build, it was found that much was already prepared for the workmen's hands.

II. The youth and inexperience of the prince who was to carry out thb
PROJECT. As this was David's own son, it was natural that a kind consideration of the

difBculties of the enterprise committed to him should govern David's conduct. Great
interest gathers round a young monarch, especially if he comes to the throne at a time
when great things are expected of him, or when his position is encompassed with
difBculties. Solomon was " young and tender," and it was natural and right that his

experienced father should take measures to lighten the burden which Providence

designed to fall upon the youthful and inexperienced.

III. His own interest in the work. David would fain have undertaken the great

enterprise himself. His mind conceived the purpose which his son was appointed to

execute. He sacrificed self, and sank his personal ambition in the great project.

Reverence and gratitude to the God to whom he owed so much induced him to

acquiesce in the appointment of Divine wisdom, and to further the undertaking, it

not in his own way, yet in God's.

Practical application. 1. The construction of the LorcPs spiritual temple it a
work in which it behoves all Christians to take a deep interest. There groweth " an
holy temple unto the Lord." In this temple Christ's people are not only living stones,

they are active builders. They wrong themselves and their Saviour, if they are

absorbed in their own petty plans and negligent of this great cause which should

excite the attention and sympathy of all. 2. Even though our part in this work be

subordinate and unnoticeable, we should not slight the privilege granted us. Our work
may be underground work which no one sees, or preparatory work which no one
values at its true worth. But if God has assigned it to us, let us count it an honour to

work for him. 3. In the service of God we may be fellow-helpers one of another. As
David and Solomon wrought in harmony, so should all the builders in the spiritual

temple. Sympathy and co-operation distinguish the sanctified activities of the Lord's

servants. 4. Our time for work is short. Death will soon call upon us to lay down
the implements of toil. Let us therefore work while it is day, " for the night cometh
when no man can work."—T.

Vers. 11—13.

—

Fatherly wishes and prayers, David was not satisfied to make
material preparations for the erection of the temple at Jerusalem. He had something
more valuable than metals and stone and timber to give his son, iu view of the great

work which it should devolve upon him to execute. He gave to Solomon his coun-
sels and his prayers. In these verses David

—

I. Lays down the conditions and qualifications op successful work for thb
Lord. These are :1. Intellectual gifts, "vrisiom and nnierst&nimg." If bodily strength

is a gift from the Lord, much more is vigour and versatility of mind. A curse when
employed in the service of self and sin, these endowments become a precious and
unspeakable blessing when consecrated to the cause of God. 2. A position of influence

an'i ({uthority. Solomon had " charge concerning Israel," All who by birth, st»tiou,
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position, or office have special influence over others have also special responsibilities.

This is true, not only of political, but also of social and educational influence. 3.

Reverent regard to Qod's will. Solomon's strength was in " keeping the Law of the

Lord," in "taking,heed to fulfil the statutes and judgments which the Lord charged

Moses with concerning Israel." 4. A fearless and courageous spirit. This seems

natural to some men ; but ia those natnrally self-distrustful courage may be cultivated

by an habitual reliance upon the grace and promises of God. 5. Above all, the presence

of the Lord. If he be with his servants, his work shall prosper in their hands. Here

David also

—

II. Expresses his heakt's desire and pbaver on his son's behalf. We read

David's heart in these utterances. Whilst his judgment as to the conditions of pros-

perity are laid down, how devoutly does he desire that success may crown Solomon's

eff'orts, that the work of the Lord may be accomplished! It was natural to the King

of Israel to shape his wishes into prayers ; the wishes of so pious a man could be

nothing less than prayers. His heart's desire for his son was this—The Lord be with

thee ! give thee all qualifications and all help in his service

!

Practical lessons. 1. Begard and seek all means of usefulness. Especially should

the young prize every means of serving their generation according to the will of God.

Nothing is to be despised or rejected which can tend to bring about an end so desirable.

2. In the acquisition and employment of all means of usefulness, neglect not those

habits ofprayer which will tend to mahe those means abundantly efficacious.—T.

Vei. 16.—" Be doing.'' When David had done all that lay in his power, he com-
mended the rest to his son Solomon. The son was not to rest in indolence because the

father had wrought with zeal and given with liberality. Nor, because assured of the
approval and the help of Heaven, was he to remit diligence and devotion. This David
clearly impressed upon him in addressing to Solomon the brief but stirring admonition
of the text: " Arise, and be doing, and the Lord be with thee." The summons may
well be addressed to every Christian heart.

L Man's nature is active. We are made, not only to think and to feel, but to do.

The contemplative man, if his contemplations have no influence upon his life, is justly

despised. " In all labour there is profit." " Whatsoever thy hand flndeth to do, do it

with thy might."

II. The demands of human existence are fob action. The world in which we
find ourselves corresponds to the nature with which we are endowed. In every position

of life there is a loud call for activity. Without exertion and labour no good can be
accomplished.

III. The summons of true eelioion is to activitt. The sloth of men may some-
times misinterpret religion ; may endeavour to persuade them that all they need is to

believe the truth, and to feel deeply when religious truth is addressed to them. But
the Scriptures give no countenance to such errors, but teach us to " show our faith by
our works," and so prove the sincerity of our love.

IV. The example of Christ is an example of activity. He both did the will of

his Father and taught men to do likewise. This was his meat and drink ; of this he
never wearied. " He wrought the works of him that sent him while it was day."

V. The blessing of God may be expected to best upon sanctified activity.
The Holy Spirit of God alike inspires, directs, and prospers the labotirs of his

people.—T.

Ver. 18.—" Best on every side." David had a word of encouragement, not only for

his son, but for the princes of the kingdom, Solomon would need their aid in achieving
his great undertaking. The king pointed out to them that the peace and prosperity
established by Divine Providence were an indication of his will that, relieved from
foreign anxieties, they should devote themselves to the service of Jehovah at home, in
their own land, their own capital. " Hath he not given you rest on every side?"

I. Observe the nature of the best here spoken of. It is not rest from labour

;

that, except for temporary relaxation, is, for the most part, not desirable in this world,
where so much has to be done for God and for man. It was rest from their enemies,
rest from war, rest from hindrances, disturbances, liarassraents j from the aboriginal
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inhabiiants of the land, and from the heathen tribes and nations around. It is i

blei-sing I'ur any narimi to he at puace.

II. CuNSIDBR THE MEANS BY WHICH THIS KBST WAS 8BCUBED. The reign of David

had been, on the whole, one of strife and warfare. Such a condition of things was not

desirable on its own account, lor its own sake. The end of effort, counsel, even w«
itsiir, is the rest or peace.

III. Consider the purposes for which such rest is intended. Not for sloth,

luxury, and self-indnlgence ; but in order that the work of God may go forward

niihindered, and with growing and conspicuous prosperity. It was a noble use to

which the peaceful reiyn oi Solomon was put—the erection of the temple unto the

Lord. And whenever God iu his providence grants a nation rest on every side, it is a
prtibation of narir.nal laithliilness, to see whether the precious opportunity will be used

aright for the development of national resources, for the advancement of education and
Social well-bemg, and for the furtlierance of genuine and practical religion.—T.

Ver. If).
—" Arise, and huild." Before the old king died, he wished to see his

succesRiir's work in train and order. Accordingly, both to Solomon and to the princes,

David aiUivessed stirring words of admonition. And as what he had most at heart was
the erection of the temple, it was natural that he should lay the greatest stress upon
this vast and alorious unQertaking.

I. Note first, as here described, the katukb and character of the buildino.

It was " the sanctuary of the Lord God ;
" it was to be built " to the Name of the

Lord." A Divine dwelling, a habitation fur the Most High, a holy place. In all this

an emlilem of the temple oif our Saviour's body, and of that spiritual house which la the

temple of the Holy Gliost.

II. Remark next, the purpose of the buildino. It was to contain "the ark of the

covenant of the Loid, and the holy vessels of God." That is to say, it was not only

the locality of God's manifested presence, but it was the scene of sacrifice and Wnrship
and the centre of the nation's religion. Ihis gave a practical and political signifi-

can''e to the erection of the sanctuary.

J II. Instnictive Is the account given of the disposition and spirit op the
Bi'iLDERs. The work was not to be done mechanically, or Irora a feeling of constraint.

Tliey were to " set their heart and their soul to seek the Lord their Gvd." That is,

thny were to undertake the work as one distinctively religious, and from a religious motive
anci with a rchgious aim.

Practical lkssons. 1. Let everything that i$ Ood'a engage your sympafhy and
interest and zeal. Let each Christian hear the voice from Leaven saying to him,
"Arise, and build." 2. Let Ood's work he done in a devout and religiuiu spirit. In
serving the Lord seek him, and he will be found of you.—T.

Vers. 6—16.

—

Successful service. David's charge to his son Solomon will furnish us
with the conditions of all successful work done in the Name of Christ and for the
extension of his kingdom. We may remark, preliminarily, that our leisure time cannot
be better spent than in Christian work. Solomon was to have time for internal

administration. His father had defeated and subdued all the national enemies. In the

midst of protracted "peace and quietness" (ver. 9) he would have an ample interval

in which to build a house for the Lord. The time which the labour of others, or our
own toil, has secured to us we spend most admirably when we give it to the direct

service of the Divine Master. The conditions of successful work for him are

—

I. Securing Divine direction. "Only the Lord give thee wisdom and under-
standing" (ver. 12). David clearly felt, as this "only" indicates, that everything
would utteily fail if God did not grant his Divine succour. That failing, everything
must prove to be a failure.

II. Ensuring PERSONAL FITNESS. (Vers. 7—9.) David was rendered personally unfit

for the work by his much fighiing. It was not fitting that a man of war should build

the temple of the God of love. The two things did not go well together. It was far

more becoming that Solomon, the "man of rest," should execute this woik. Our
guilty past may have been pardoned, our occupation may not be absolutely wrong, our

tfurroundiiigs may not be censurable, our position may not be blameworthy, and yet
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there may be something about one of these which makes it unsuitable for us and

deairat)le lor some one else to do the woik which is requiieil to be dune.

III. Maintaining PERSONAL iKTBaEiTY. (Vers. 11— 13.) " Prosier thou, and build

the house . . . that ihou mayest keep the Law of the Lord thy God. Then slialt thou

prosper, if thou takest heed," etc. Goil distinctly promised to be Solomon's I'Vither, and

to establish his throne (ver. 10); but this prosperity must depend on loyalty and the

kerping of the Law. Without the maintenance of our moral and spiritual integrity we
cannot ex|icct to be prospered in any work we do for God.

IV. Making all doe preparation. Solomon wjuld have found himself overtasked

and unable to do as he did if Uavid had not "in bis trouble prepared for the house"
(vers. 14—16). The aged king may be said to have hiid the foundation of the

building by all the pains he took to collect material and make everything ready for his

Bi'n to begin the work. We never strike a better stroke in the service ot God than

when we are engaged in the work of preparation. Moses in Horeb, Paul in Arabia, the

Master himself in the quiet home in Galilee and the stdl more quiet re.stmg-plaoe of

the mountaiu-fold and the seaside of after days, we ourselves in the chainb -r of com-
munion and at the study desk, are "working for God," for we are doing that wliich is

positively essential to true, abiding issues in the field of Christian labour.

V. Acting in accobdanoe with the kevealbd will of Christ. " Build the house
of the Lord, . . as he hath said of thee" (ver. 11).

VI Cherishing this confidence which is closely allied to strength. " Be
strong, and of jiood courage" (ver. 13). There is a confidence which is presumption,

and which will be dishonoured; but there is a confidence which is in the truth and in

God, and which is a large element of success. Where the diffident are defeated, the

assured and courageous win. Let the Christian workman feel that behind him are

Divine promises which "cannot be broken," and he will advance boldly and strike

successfully.

VII. Making the way plain fob our successoes. (Vers. 6—16.) Nothing is more
hateful than the spirit of "apres moi le deluge." No worthy Christian workman will

be content unless, like David, as he considers who and what are to come after him, he
feels a devout thankfulness that he has made a plain path for his successorts, in wliich

tiiey may walk in peace, honour, and usefulness. We may place by itself as a con-
dition of success which is involved in some of the foregoing, but yet which deserves to

be meiitioned separately, cultivaHng and exhihiting the spirit nf devotion. Thrice in

this paternal counsel does David invoke the presence and blessing of Almighty God
(vers. 11, 12, 16). It is in the spirit of con.scious dependence on God and earnest

uplooking to him for his Divine help (Ps. xxx. 10) that the workman of the Lord will

render successful service to his Master and mankind.—C.

\'ers. 17—19.

—

The wisdom, of the strong. We may take the " princes of Israel" as

types and representatives of the strong men, the leaders in the kiiis;dom, or Church, or

society of which they are members, those who are responsible for the measures wliich

are adopted, for the course which is chosen, for the principles which are professed.

Thus regarding them, we may gather from the text

—

I. That it is the wisdom of the strong to gain the favour op God for

themselves and for the community. " Set your heart and your soul to seek the Lord
your God " (ver. 19) ; i.e. strenuously and perseveringly endeavour to gain God's

approval, to do his will and win his smile. That is the " beginning of wisdom " ami
the end of it, in all cases now, with all leaders everywhere. Ihey are to do this by (I)

taking earnest heed to his revelation of himself; (2) accepting him who is the Mani-
festation of his mind and will; (3) fashioning their own lives and directing those ot

others according to his holy Word.
II. That the wisdom of the stbono is in making the most of favourable

opportunity. David urged the princes to activity on the ground that the time had
come for action. " Is not the Lord your God with you ? and hath he not given you rest

on every side?" etc. (ver. 18). Now that the energy of the people needed not to lie

devoted to the art of war, it was most fitting that it should be giveu to the building of

a house for the Lord. The time of peace is the hour of national industry and pmgiess,
when the useful arts and religious institutions should receive particular attention. It ii
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the part of wise and conscientious leaders, in the Church as well as in the state, to

watch for the time of opportunity, to make the utmost of the " golden hour," to strike

when the blows will tell. Carefulness or negligence in this matter may make all the

difference between success and failure. These are favourable times for (1) reorganization,

(2) reconciliation, (3) evangelization.

in. That it is the wisdom op thb btrono to buiI/I) up that which holds the
MOST SACKED THINGS. " Bulld ye the sanctuary of the Lord God, to bring the ark of

the covenant of the Lord, and the holy vessels of God, into the house " (ver. 19). The
princes could do nothing better for Israel than build the house in which the ark
would abide ; for the Lord himself would dwell above the mercy-seat, and so long as

Israel worshipped purely in the house they were building they might count on his

presence and his favour. Our leaders do well to incite us to build (1) houses of the

Lord in which he himself will dwell, and receive the homage of his people and teach
them his truth; (2) institutions—Churches, societies, families—^in which the holy
principles Christ has taught us shall be incorporated ; (3) national character, which
shall contain and embody those pure and righteous habits which are found in the life

of the great Exemplar. These are of more value than all the " holy vessels " which
David's zeal could collect.—C.

Vers. 1—5, 14.

—

David's preparation/or building the temple. David was now in

the last years of his reign, and these were spent in making preparation for the building

of the temple. In order to procure the necessary workmen, he commanded to gather
together the strangers in the land of Israel or the descendants of the Canaanites whom
the Israelites had not destroyed when they took possession of the land, but had reduced

to bondage. The number was so considerable that Solomon was able to employ one
hundred and fifty thousand of them as labourers and stone-cutters. Of these David "set

masons to hew wrought stones to build the house of God." Solomon was but a tender youth—^not yet in his twentieth year—and the work to be executed was so great that David
determined to make all the preparation he could himself. The materials prepared were

many and costly. Iron, brass, and cedar trees ; the two farmer without weight, for they

were so abundant But of gold there was one hundred thousand talents, and of silver

one million talents. As the talent was one thousand shekels, and the shekel according to

the Mosaic weight worth about two shillings and sixpence, the silver would thus

amount to £375,000,000, and the gold to £450,000,000. This money seems to have

been the fruit of the spoils of the wars in which David had been engaged. This

enormous sum was at once laid out for the Lord's house. Thus all the accumulation of

David's life is here consecrated to God. Thus should it be in the life of every true

Christian. His money, his talents, his time, his opportunities, are all the Lord's and
are to be consecrated to his service. " Ye are bought with a price." The Christian is

in one sense the poorest man in the world, for all he has belongs to the Lord
;
yet he is the

wealthiest, because God himself is his. We have no right to take a walk without it is

the Lord's will, nor spend a penny unless as he would have us do it. When a man
becomes the Lord's, everything he possessed passes over to him who has bought him.

And he is but a steward of all be possesses, and soon to be called to give an account ot

his stewardship.—W.
Vers. 6—16.

—

DavitPs charge to Solomon. This was a solemn charge delivered by

David in view of his death. The shadow of death makes everything solemn. But
while we hear the charge to Solomon, it is impossible not to perceive from David's words

that " a greater than Solomon is here." The throne of Solomon was not established
" for ever." It is a promise of God which, like many such promises in the Old Testament,

look forward to the kingdonl of the Messiah, in whom alone they receive their literal

and perfect fulfilment. Let us listen to their perfect consummation: "He shall be

great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest: and the Lord God shall give unto him
the throne of his father David : and he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever

;

and of his kingdom there shall be no end " (Luke i. 32, 33). Unless we notice the

unexhausted promises and prophecies of the Old Testament, we shall read God's Word
to little real profit, and it will be full of difiSculties and perplexities. David connects

io this charge two things which are inseparable—successful building »nd taking hccJ
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to the Law of God. Tf a man is to build well he must he a man of God. All

successful building is inseparable from a heart under the constant influence of Divine

truth. " Arise therefore, and be doing,'* says David, " and the Lord be vfith thee."

God can only be with us as our own hearts are abidingly under the power of his Word;
and if he be not with us, how can we build ? " Except the Lord build the house, their

labour is but lost that build it; except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh

but in vain." The secret of all true rising in life, of all progress ajid attaipment, is for

the heart to he under the influence and constant guidance of the Word. life will, in

the end, be " life's labour lost" without this.—W.

Vers. n—19.—DavicPs charge to the princes of Israd. After charging so solemnly

his son, David turned to the princes of Israel, giving them an equally solemn

charge to help his son Solomon in his great work. Every line of this charge to the

princes is replete with spiritual instruction. The first line is a precious one : "Is hot

the Lord your God with you ? " The presence of God is the Christian's great power for

all work. " Lo, I am with you alway, even to the end of the world." Moses knew its

importance when he said, " If thy presence go not with us, lead us not up thence." The
second line is equally precious :

" Hath he not given you rest on every side t " The true

Christian has indeed found " rest " in Christ the true David, and for the reason assigned

here in David's third line
—" for he hath given the inhabitants of the land [the Canaanites]

into mine hand." Every enemy the child of God has is in the hand of Christ. Every
sin he has committed, as well as the broken Law, and everything else that shut

him out from God, have all been laid on Jesus. Everything that could injure or stand

in the Christian's way, in the present or in the future, is all in the hand of Jesus.
" Subdued " is the word written by Christ's cross on all his sins, on all his foes, on
everything against him. Nay more : in all these things " he is more than conqueror

through him that loved him." This being so, to what end is it all ? David tells us

:

" Now set your heart and your soul to seek the Lord your God." Every affection, every

desire, every energy, every aim, everything within us, is to be " set," And where ? Christ-

ward. On him who has done such great things for us. And does such grace tend to

sloth or indifference ? Far otherwise. " Arise therefore." Get up out of sloth, out of

sin, out of earthliness of every kind. Get higher. " Nearer my God to thee, nearer

to thee." And how is this rising to show itself ? *' Build ye the sanctuary." Let
every thought and energy, every heart and every hand, be put to build up the kingdom
of Ood—the true sanctuary of God in this world. And the last word in this charge is

the climax—the great end to which everything points : " Build ye the sanctuary of the

Lord God, to bring the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and the holy vessels of God into

the house that is to be built to the Name of the Lord." Observe the sanctuary was for

this end—" to bring in the ark of the covenant and the holy vessels." So is it now.
That ark is Christ. The "holy vessels" are everything that pertains to that ark.

This is the great end of every building—to bring in Christ and everything that is of
Christ. Is the sanctuary the believer's soul ? Then let Christ and everything Christ-

like be brought in there. Is the " sanctuary " a Church—any of the Churches of Christ

or the entire Church—the body of Christ ? Then see that the ark is brought in and its

vessels—Christ and everything that will glorify him. The house was "to be buili

to the Name of the Lord." This Name is on the Christian, on every Christian

Church, on every Christian duty, on every Christian nation, on every Christian work
See that the ark and its vessels are where the name is. See that we have not thi

7iame without the ark and its vessels. We may have the name in baptism, in tin

Holy Communion, in the Church and its ordinances, but the grandv question is, " Ak
the ark and its vessels there ?"—W.

Ver. 2.—Alien help in Ood'i service. David was willing to employ those who were
not Israelites in the work of building the temple, and this is recorded as an .indication

of liberaliiy and large-mindedness. By the "strangers'- mentioned here we are to

understand "aliens," the non-Israelite population- of the land ; and we have no ground
for assuming that the persons he employed were necessarily proselytes. From
2 Chron. ii. 17 we learn that David took a census of these aliens, with the design of

employing them in forced labours, as hewers of wood and stone, bearers of burden*, etc.
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It does not appear that the Israelites, as a people, have ever displayed mechanical or

cimstructive skill. Their bias has been towards agriculture and trade. If. is often

somewhat Hnxiously questione<l whether sanctuary help—aid in church-building, and
maintenance of Christian worship and work—can properly be received from woddly
persons, who cannot bo supposed to give themselves to God through their gifts in

fu| iport of his service. Wider and nobler views of God's relations with men, and claims
upon the service of all men, would make such questioning impossible. Exclusive
feelings—caste sentiments—grow upon us only too easily ; but they are always
li.iscbievous; they need to be carefully watched and repressed; and Christians, above
all men, should cultivate the most liberal and generous sentiments. It should be their

j' y in God, that " the God of the whole earth must he be called." Keeping in mind
thai; the object of this homily is to correct the " narrowness " which is too often the
marked feature of pious sentiments, we consider—

I. All souls abb God's. "All souls are mine." George Macdonald well writes,
" We are accustomed to say that we are bodies, and have souls, whereas we should
rather say tliat we are souls, and have bodies." Paul pleads with the Gentile that we
are all the "offspring ol God." And our Lord, in his teaching on the mount, revealed

God as providing for and overshadowing all, " making his sun to rise on the evil and
on the good, and sending his rain on the just and on the unjust." All souls are to come
under the Divine judgment, and that judgment must be based on Divine dealings with
men, and men's response thereto.

II. All lives should be conseckated to God. By the claims of creation,

relation, and providence, God urj;es upon every man the duty of surien er to him. See
the familiar answer to the question, " What is the chief duty of man? " When Paul
urges the Romans to " present their bodies a living sacrifice," he does but express the
demand made by the God "in whose hand our breath is, and whose are all our ways."
If this be established as a universal principle, then these two things follow. 1. All
man's service he claims. Whatever a man can do, God has the right to ask him to do
for him. Illustrate by the sentiments of earlier times in regard to a king's ri;;ht to

claim the service of any member of his kingdom, day or night. God has the iufiuite

right to make such claim ; and the godly mm fully recognisies it, and says—

" Take my body, spirit, soul

;

Only thou possess the whole."

2. All man's possessions are for God's use as he may require them. Not mprely what a
man is he is for God, but what a man has he has for God. David fuhy recognized tliis,

and in presenting to God the gathered material for the temple, he said, " Of thine own
have we given thee." So when a worldly man gives of his property or time to Gud's
service, we should feel that he is imperfectly and incompletely doing a part of the

duty which rests on every man. Nothing of human service can be alien to God

;

and nothing should be alien to his people in workmg for him. We may encourage
every man to do somethincr, or give something to God, in the hope that, by-aud-by,
they may come to love God's service, and God himself.—R. T.

Vers. 2—5.— Willingness to do what we may when we are forlidden to do what we
would. For reasons sufliciently defined, God did not allow David to build his teuiple

;

and David received the Divine refusal in a right spirit. It might have crushed him.
and led him to ftel that he could do nothing ; but he nobly decided that if he mi/ht not
actually build, he would gather the materials for building, and make all necessary

preparations. Too often, when a man's particular plans are hindered, he throws up
Christian work altogether. We therefore commend the renlly beautiful example of the
pious David. A man should be cheerfully willing to do what he can when he cannot
do what he would.

I. The place for man's will in beliqious wobk. He ought to purpose, devise, and
plan great things, and expect that his enterprise and energy will serve the gracious
Divine purpose. Man's will is not broken down by a true pit ty ; it is rather quickened
and renewed, though toned with submission to the Divine will.

II. The place fob the Divine will in religious wohk. That will must be
regarded as the final court of apj^eal, and reference must be made to it. The good
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man's last word is, " If the Lord will, I shall live, and do this or that." Illustrate hy
the expression used in the Acts concernino; Paul's travelling plans, " The Spirit suffered

us not." We recognize the place of the Divine will in personal experience ; we should

also recognize its place in relation to Christian work. God does not always permit us

to do what our hearts desire to do. The blocks in our way are Divine hindrances.

III. The tedb submission is active obedience within Divine limits. Most
unworthy is the sullen refusal to do nothing because we cannot have our own way.

True humility finds expression in cheerfully doing what God will let us do.

Apply to Church life. God expresses his will often by putting disabilities in our

way, but he at the same time opens up other ways for us. If we are willing to do
what we may, we shall find it^is in for the outworking of God's perfect plan.—R. T.

Ver^ 5.^—Bight ideas conceining Ood't earthly sanctuaries. David's langua^^e in this

verse is striking and suggestive, and it expresses a right feeling in relation to God's

worship, and the places in which his worship is offered. He. says, " The house that is

to be bidlded for the Lord must be exceeding magnifical, of fame and of glory through-

out all countries." David did not desire a merely grand building, but rather one whose
magnificence should be of such a character that it would draw universal attention to

Jehovah and magnify his Name. " The teniple was to have, as it were, a missionary

character and office in proclaiming the Name of the Lord to all nations." The principles

illustrated in this sentiment of David's may be thus dealt with,

L The doty op conserving spiritual conceptions of God. "God is a Spirit: and
they who worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth." The unity and
spirituality of God are foundation and essential trutlis of religion. How jealously they
were regarded is indicated by the strong expressions of tlie two first commandments.
We must as anxiously guard them from doctrines or sentiments that imperil them, as

Israel must guard them from idolatrous customs. No earthly thing adequately repre-

sents God. No earthly figure or image properly fits him. And no earthly dwelling

may be thought of as containing him. The omnipresence of Jehovah is beyond our
power of ap|irehension

; yet we may conceive of him as coming under no kind of

human limitations. Material figures and forms of thought greatly help us, but none
can know the Almighty to perfection. In our day of pronounced atheism, it is the

more incumbent on us to witness fully concerning the immaterial and spiritual nature
of God. Men may resist our representations and descriptions of God, and find these

stumbling-blocks in tlie way of their conceiving God himself; and therefore we should
ever cherish hiiih, mystical, and spiritual thoui^hts of the great Source of all being.

II. Though we mat not represent God himself, we mat represent the sphere
AROUND HIM. Moses and the elders did not represent the being or person of God him-
self; only the glory of the " sapphire" round about him. Isaiah did not see him who
sat on the throne ; only the splendour of the throne, and the attitudes of the attendant
courtiers. Heaven is so fully described in the New Testament as the sphere where
God dviells, in order to relieve us of distress on account of the impossibility of

picturing to us God himself. Wo see the cloud that shrouds him, and the fire that is

an emblem of him; and we are taught to see in the vast blue dome of the sky the

abode where he dwells. And being thus fittingly impressed, we are encouraged to argue
out the question—What must he be, whose " robe is the light, whose canopy space " ?

III. OUB representations SHOULD WORTHILT EXPRESS OUE CONCEPTIONS OF THE
Divine surroundings. 'J'hisis the ground on which we consecrate architectural genius
aad artistic skill to the building and the decoration of our sanctuaries. If we may
represent the surroundings of God, we must try to represent them worthily. The palace

of the great King of kings ought to be "exceeding magnifical," God's own represen-

tation of his surroundings is sublime creation : the blue, star-studded dome of sky

;

the many-sounding, vast sea ; the everlasting mountains ; the harvest-laden plains ; the
million-fiowered earth. Our representation—in bur tein|)les and churches—sh'juld be
the ideal beauty of each age ; classic, Gothic, or otherwise, as fits the sentiment of each
age. Illustrate what proper moral impressions are produced by our cathedrals, abbeys,
and churches towering above the houses of our cities, and made our architectural

models. It is a right and true feeling which leads us to build magnificent temples
and churches, and to arrange beautiful and artistic services. Yet we must jealously

I. CHB0NI0LE8. 2 B
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keep the feeling that these are, at best, but suggestions of the "snrroundings " of God,
and they leave the infinite mystery of God himself wholly unrevealed.—E. T.

Vers. 7, 8.

—

The grounds of Divine refusals. God would not permit David to build

his temple, and he was graciously pleased to signify to him the grounds on which this

refusal was made : " Because thou hast shed much blood upon the earth in my sight."

For illustrations of the bloody character of David's wars, see 2 Sam. viii. 2, 5 ; x. 18

;

xii. 31 ; 1 Kings xi. 16. David's mission did not appear to consort with David's wishes.

He did not, however, see an unfitness which God recognized. A man must let God tell

him what he may do and what he may not ; and full willingness thus to receive Divine

direction is a high sign of the true submission. No man ever finds it easy to give up
his long-cherished wishes.

I. A MAN MAT WILL MOBB THAN HE MAT PEBFOEM. Distinguish Carefully between
willing, or seriously purposing, and mere wishing. A man's sentimental wishes mean
nothing, and cannot stand in place of right deeds ; but a man's definite plans and
purposes may be as true expressions of character and righteousness as actual deeds

could be ; and so God may say, " Thou didst well that it was in thine heart." One of the

gravest troubles to the earnest man is the impossibility of carrying into efiect one-half

of what he can purpose and desire to do. The artist has his visions of more and better

pictures than he can ever paint. The author plans more and better books than he will

ever write. The Christian resolves upon nobler works than he will ever accomplish,

and a nobler life than he will ever live. Prom this common fact an important
argument for man's immortality may be drawn. There must be the larger sphere in

which man may find the room which he vainly seeks here.

II. A man's pkovidential PLACE MAT PUT HIM IN LIMITATIONS. David was where
God had put him, and in his wars he had been doing the work which God required him
to do ; and yet he found his very life-work limited him ; and his very faithfulness to

God hindered his accomplibhment of his own cherished desires. So it often is still. A
man's providential place is one he never would have chosen. A man's life-work is one
that prevents his following out his own wishes. At this men often fret, fancying them-
selves fit for far higher work than is given to their charge. But the true-hearted man
accepts the Divine overruhng and the painful limitations, learning to say calmly, " My
times are in thine hand," and thankful that in some sphere he may carry out the Divine
purposes of grace.

III. The Divinb eefusal of a man's personal wish is alwats wiselt based.
God sees influences and consequences which the man himself may fail to discern. God
works ever for the larger good of the whole,2.'ad. his sphere takes in wider considerations

than any individual can reach. God's estimate of what a man is, and is fit for, may
well differ from a man's own estimate of himself. And God's sensitiveness to what is

befitting we may be sure is keener and altogether more refined and subtle than any
man's. Enough that we are sure all God's decisions are based on the judgments of

infinite wisdom, and never on mere eccentricities of feeling.

IV. Yet the purpose which a man mat not execute mat win the Divine
ACCEPTANCE. David's intention was acknowledged graciously, and the next best thing
was given him. His son should do what he might not do ; and that son should do it as

soon as David had passed away. And even more than this : the preparation work David
was himself permitted to arrange, and the plan he might devise ; so that, after all, the

temple that was ultimately built was more David's than Solomon's.

Plead that a man does well who has great things in his heart ; but he must be sure

that Divine providences and leadings

—

and nothing else—keep him for carrying them
out and giving them practical effect.—B. T.

Ver. 9.

—

The mission of the men of rest. The anticipative description of Solomon,
as the man conceived by God to be fitted for the work of building his temple, is this—

'

" He shall be a man of rest." Very remarkable is the fact which may constantly be
observed, that successors in ofBce are usually marked contrasts in character, disposition,

and modes of working. This is often observed in clergymen and ministers, and it is

very marked in the succession of Solomon to David. The connections between the two
we often cannot trace, and It ssems ai if the one could not possibly carry on to its com*
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pletion the work of the fonner. Yet what seem to us to be contrasts may seem U
God to be relations, the one becoming an actual preparation for the other. There are

times when the work of God in the world needs the men of battle—'the Davids and the

Wlllingtons ; and there are other times when God needs the men of rest—the Solomons
and the Gladstones. It may be well to show what gracious work for the well-being of

mankind has always been done in times of peace and by men of peace. And yet such
times have their peril, and round again comes the necessity for the rougher ages of

conflict and intenser feeling. These points may be dealt with under several headings.

Before presenting these, a few sentences from P. W. Robertson's lecture on Wordsworth
may be given, as suggestive of the mission of the men of rest. He says, " I will

remark that Wordsworth's was a life of contemplation, not of action, and therein

diflfered from Arnold's of Rugby. Arnold is the type of English action ; Wordsworth
is the type of English thought. If you look at the portraits of the two men, you will

distinguish the difference. In one there is concentrativeness, energy, proclaimed ; in

the eye of the other there is vacancy, dreaminess. The life of Wordsworth was the
life of a recluse. In these days it is the fashion to talk of the dignity of work as the
Ode sole aim and end of human life, and foremost in proclaiming this as a great truth

we find Thomas Carlyle. - . . In opposition to this, I believe that as the vocation of

some is naturally work, so the vocation, the Heaven-born vocation of others, is naturally

conteinplation."

I. What mat be done by " men of best " in the national order ? Explain the
perilous sentiments, painful conditions, and sense of exhaustion left from war-times.
Harvests soon wave again where heroes shed their blood, but the moral condition of a
nation cannot soon be recovered from the evils of war. New sentiments have to be
inculcated, and the arts of peace have to be cultivated. Show how much peace-loving
men do in our day towards keeping the nations, in their disputes, fi:om seeking the
fearful arbitrament of war. Nations ought to thank God more for her great peace-
leaders than for her great war-victors.

II. What mat be done by " men op rest" in the social spheres? In war-times
social evils are neglected, and suffered to grow rank, as ill weeds do in the untended
garden. And the good things of education and artistic culture, and the right develop-
ment of the family life, are lightly esteemed. The " men of rest" find out the prevail-

ing evils of an age, reveal them in .satire, or poetry, or picture, or moral teachings, and
devise schemes for national and social reformations. Illustrate from some of the social

and educational schemes of the last sixty years of comparative peace since Waterloo.
Recall names of men who have done good social work.

III. What mat be done by " men of rest " in the religious world op thought
AND LIFE ? Apply to Christian doctrine. Men have framed doctrinal schemes in times
of conflict—conflict of opinions and confliot of nations—and the man does an infinite

good to Christian thought who, only in small degrees, relieves from Christian doctrine
the mischievous war associations, and puts in their place the truer family ones. But
we may apply also to Christian worship and Christian life. Mystical and spiritual
insight of the fuller truth is given only to the " men of rest." Solomon's times remind
us that peaceful ages have their own perils, and peaceful men their own tempta-
tions.—B. T.

Ver. 10.

—

Early signs of the filial relation. God gathers up into one expressive, sug-
gestive, and satisfying term the relation in which he would stand to Solomon. That term
could be no other than Father—" And I will be his Father;" "He shall be my son."
The revelation of the Divine fatherhood was the distinctive mission of Christ. The
commendation of the filial spirit was the special duty of the apostles. These may be
illustrated as introductory to the subject on which we now more particularly dwell

;

which is, the Old Testament indications of the fatherhood of God and sonship of men.
It must be admitted that the term Father as applied to God in the Old Testament is

only a figure of speech, designed to bring out and express God's affectionate interest in
his people ; and the Lord Jesus Christ, by his own sonsliip and teaching, brought to
light those comprehensive, inspiring, and ennobling views of the Divine fatherhood
which we now know and properly regard as characteristically Christian. The figure of
Qod ii8 a Father was an aid to the complete apprehension of Qod, but it ii now the on*
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all-including conception of God, which is at once the foundation of theology and of

faith. In this, as in so much else, the Old Testament prepared for the New. In review-

ing Old Testament references to God as a Father, we notice—

I. The tbachino of the patbiabohal keligion. It has not been sufficiently con-

sidered that the first relation in which God placed man to a being outside himself was
that oi father. Eve was part of Adam's self. Cain was Adam's son. The most essen-

tial relation of human beings is that of the parent and children. This highest and
most necessary relation was the shadow and revelation of the Divine relation. For a

long period the patriarchal system kept the fatherhood prominently before the minds of

men. The great tribal father—jiatriarch—was the earthly representative of the Divine

Being, through whom right ideas concerning God and his relations with men were
reached. Note that, in the very first form of fatherhood, rule, authority, governance,

were essential elements : the father was virtual king, and much more.

IL The bon-like attitude op true piety in every age. The good man is

conceived as a ton ; and the very ideal of goodness is an obedient, affectionate, and sub-
missive son. Illustrate from Isaac's relation to Abraham, especially in the matter of

the required sacrifice. But fully illustrate from the Book of Psalms. The more per-

fectly the spirit which the psalmist tuins and seeks is apprehended, the more clearly it

appears that it will go into the one word " sonship." The submission of reverence and
confidence, with the obedience of tendei'est afiiection, are chief features of sincere piety,

and as certainly precise features of good sonship. The ion-figures, as used in the Old
Testament—such as in the text—should be given.

III. The mew force put into the belation by the prophetb. Giving prominence
to the spiritual over the ceremonial and governmental, the prophets cannot be satis-

fied with a kingly representation of God, or a priestly. They want to present a Divine
relation to men which is more than ofBcial, other than official ; so they \ise the parental

figure, and the terms " father " and " son." Illustrative instances may be found in Isa.

ix. 6 ; Ixiii. 16 ; Ixiv. 8 ; Jer. xsxL 9 ; Mai. 1. 6 ; ii. 10, etc. God in judgment will cer-

tainly be misapprehended unless we see him to be the Father-Qod in judgment, and
are willing to take our illustrative figures from the father, wisely, judiciously, and with
a view to the highest good, chastening his child whom he loves. " Whom the Lord
loveth he chasteneth." In a similar way every relation of God may be taken, and the
importance of accepting the last and fullest revelation of God, as Father, may be shown
to be necessary to its proper ap])rehension. We should rise from such preparatory and
suggestive figures of speech as this in the text, to the high Christian conception of God
as the " Father of Jesus," the " holy Father," the " nghteous Father."—B. T.

Vers. 12, 13.

—

Condition* ofprosperity. Solomon was distinctly informed that con-
tinuance of prosperity depended entirely on his continuing faithfulness to Jehovah.
The " throne of his kingdom was to be established for ever," but only then should he
prosper, if he " took heed to fulfil the statutes and judgments which the Lord charged
Moses with concerning Israel." God's positions for his servants, and promises to them,
are always dependent on conditions ; no Divine promise is ever unqualified. None fail

to take into due consideration the character and the conduct of those to whom the
promise is made. Illustrate by the great covenant made with Israel ; by the assurances
given to Joshua (Josh. i. 7) ; and by such prophetic declnrations as Isa. L 18, 19 ; Iv.

1—3, 6, 7, etc. There is always an if attached to the Lord's promise, but it is always
virtually the same if—" if ye be willing and obedient." We may say that there are
four conditions on which prosperity is dependent.

I. We must work for GtoD. Having this as our supreme aim ; and not being, even
in any subtle ways, set upon mere self-seeking. Full loyalty to this supreme motive is

quite consistent with giving due place to inferior motives. And the daily culture of
spiritual life bears directly on this workingfor God ; keeping ourselves ever as in the
" great Taskmaster's eye."

II. We must work in the spnirr of faith and devotion. Of faith, as trust
making us lean on Divine strength ; and devotion as keeping our souls fully open to
Divine influence. Carrying the spirit of prayer into daily work.

III. Wk must work in accordanob with the Law. Both that written in the
Book, and that ever freshly written by the Spirit on the " fleshy tables of the heart."
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IV. Wb mttst work with enerot and good will. Wisely and skilfully com-
bining the human powers that guarantee success, with the trust in God on which
success must ultimately depend. The man who trusts most always works hardest.

On these conditions the true prosperity must come ; but it may be such as men will

not so name.—R. T.

Vers. 11—16.

—

One man's work for Ood fits into, and follows on, another man's.

David was the preparer for Solomon the builder, and it is not for us to say which part
of the work was the more important. Both together went to the execution- of the

Divine purpose. So, in every age, " one soweth and another reapeth," but the sower

ever prepares for the reaper. Every man may cherish the conviction that his work has

its place, and, if he faithfully does it, it will be sure to fit, and help towards the

realization of the good Divine thought for the race. This may be illustrated in science

:

the inventions and discoveries of one A%e prepare the way for the advances made in a

later age. Franklin would be as much amazed as any of us with the modern mysteries

of telegraph and telephone and electric light, and yet, by his discovery, he distinctly

prepaved the way for all these developments. The same may be seen in relation to oar

Loi d's life-mission. It could not have been all that we know it was, if it had been a

sudden and uncunnected thing. Patriarch, and lawgiver, and psalmist, and poet, and
prophet, and Baptist, may fairly and truly say that they took part in the redemption
of the world, since each one, in his sphere, helped to prepare the way for Christ.

L Isolate ant man's life, and it mat seem to bk a failure. Do this with
any of the world's great men, in Scripture or in history, and nothing can be made ot

their careers. In their connections only can their meaning and purpose be unfolded.

This reveals the reason for the imperfection in our estimate of the life-work of any man
who lives and dies among us. - His personnel fills our vision. We see him. He is

isolated ; and we cannot well see how he fits into his place. Men have to die, their

stories must become history, before we can cease to isolate them. No man can hope to

be fairly judged by his own generation. And no man can efficiently judge his own
work. Even our Lord's life-mission cannot be apprehended if we venture to separate

him firom his historical associations. Apply these considerations to the distress into

which good people sometimes get respecting the value of their work. It seems to be
brief, worthless, cut off while incomplete. So we may think when our eyes are fixed

only on it ; but the view is incomplete and therefore unworthy. It may well be cor-

rected by a larger vision.

II. Connect ant man^ ofb with the past akd the ruTUBis, and it wilt,

BECOME plain BOW HE FITS INTO THE DiVINE PURPOSE, AND AIDS THE HUMAN PRO-

OBE88. This we may, indeed, be only able to do in part, but we can do it sufficiently

to assure our hearts that he who has the perfect vision sees the fittings and relations of

each man and each man's service. We can see some of the ways in which men at once

serve their generations, and prepare for the generation that is coming. 1. Some men
have to drag and hold back a too hurried and perilous advance. This is the work
given of God to the conservative-toned men among us. 2. Some men have to keep up
the standards, in morals and opinion. These may be men of battle, who are keen tn

discern and quick to resist evils ; or they may be men gf contemplation, who lift u|

seemingly unattainable ideals. 3. And some men have to advance tlie standards. These

are the men whom we regard as " before their time," who, at some peril to their own
reputation, and much to their own comfort, bring us foreshadowings of the truths which

are to be the commonplaces of the next generations.

God always has other men ready to take up our work when we drop it. A beautiful

and effective illustration may be drawn from the struggle for the standard at the Baitle

of Lutzen, where Zwingle fell, as described by D'Aubign^ in his ' History of the

Eeformation.'—R. T,

Ver. 19.

—

Work, for Ood must be done with heart and soul. "Now set your heart

and your soul to seek the Lord your God." Scripture uses several terms for the com-
posite beinu;, man, but it may be qnesiioned whetner, without undue forcing, we cm
form, on a Scripture basis, either a dualistic or tripartite theory of man's being. We
find the term body, as indicating the physical being, set in relations with an external
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world by its five senses ; tie term heart, as inclusive of the mind and the affections,

set in relations with the world of thought, and the world of fellow human beings; and
the term soul, as the equivalent of that spiritual being which is set in relation with

God, and has its life only in him. But, though these may be the stricter meanings

and uses of these terms, they are often used in Scripture as figures of speech ; and a

man is said to work with his heart when he likes to do what he is undertaking, and

a man is said to do a thing with his soul when he does it with a will, with energy and
perseverance. It will afford some effective contrasts to consider conceivable ways of

working for God, and the illustrations of each will he at once suggested, so that they
will need no more than statement.

I. WoBE FOB God mat bs by accident; either of place, or circumstance, or

association.

II. WoBE FOB God hat eb bt compulsion; as maybe illustrated in the case of

Cyrus, of whom God says, "I girded thee, though thou hast not known me." God
makes even the " wrath of man praise him ;

" and bad men have, unwillingly, done his

sovereign will.

III. Work foe God mat be done theough wobkino fob self ; one who seeks only
his own ends may find that, without credit or blessing to himself, he has really

served God.

IV. Work foe God may be done half-hkaetedlt. We may " fear the Lord, and
serve other gods."

V. WoEK FOB God mat be done, and should be done, with cultueed bodilt
POWEEB ; WTTH HEART-JOT IN GOD ; and WITH THE INSPIEATION OF THE SOUL'B
DEVOTION. Of such work for God the Lord Jesus Christ presents the highest type ; but
the example is

—

»a a human example, within human reach.—B. T.

BXPOSITIOU.

CHAPTER XXIII.

This chapter is the first of foni employed

on the subject of the Levitea and the ser-

vices distributed among them. The twenty-

four orders of priests, sons of Aaron, occupy

eh. zxIt. The twenty-four orders of the

singers and musicians occupy the contents

of ch. XXV. And the divisions oi the

porters, with their gates ; and of those

Levites who had the keeping of the trea-

sures of the house of God ; and the ofBcers

and judges, fill up ch. xxvi. After which

the compiler is again awhile clear of the

Levitical tribe. *

Eeturning to our present chapter, it gives

an account of thu numbers of the Levites,

of their classification, of David's fresh

arrangement of them and fresh distri-

bution of their work (vers. 1—6). But
•Itogether the largest portion of the chaptar

(vers. 6—S2) is occupied with the rehearsal

of the heads of houses composing the four

Levite families, and their ofBces.

Vers. 1—5.

—

The numbering ani (h«
classification of the Levites.

Ver. 1.—David , . . made Solomon his son
king over IsraeL These worJs give the

key-note of what rpmains in this book.
David made his son king, as he himself
acknowledges (ch. xxviii. 5), under the
superintending direction of God. The
manner in which the formal event was pre-
cipitated by the conduct of Adonijah it

found at length in 1 Kings i. 11—53. The
original occasion alluded to there more than
once, OD which David promised, " and
Bware " to Batlisheba, that her son should
be his chief heir and successor to the
throne, is not distinctly recorded. We can
easily assign one convenient place in the
history for it to have foimd mention, viz. in
2 Sam. xii. 25. The brevity of the state-
ment which composes this verse, when com-
pared with all the deeply interesting matter
recorded in 1 Kings i. 11—53, is one among
many other very clear illustrations of the
purposed silence of our present history in
certain directions.

Ver. 2.—He gathered together all the
princes of Israel, with the priests and the
Levites. As on an occasion of supreme
importance, David, in view of his own
death and of his son's succession at the
present time, calls together the full oouucil,
and the highest possible representative
council of the nation. So ch. xxii. 17-
xxiv. 6 ; XXV. 1 ; in which last passage the
word "captains" should have have been
rendered "princea" (na'). The arrange.
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ment of the Levitei, and the distribntion of

iheit fonotiona in the presence of the
princes, as here described, and as it is even
more strongly put (oh. xxt. 1), " by " them,
imply points to the fact that the ultimate

outer authority, as between Church and
tale, lay with the state. The Church was
made for it, not it for the Oburoh. And it

was the duty of the state to defend the
Church.

Ver. 3.—Now the IiOTiteB were numbered
from the age of thirty years and upward.
The thing which Joab had rightly resisted

(oh. xxi. 3—6) and shrunk from doing was
now rightly done. There was now a prac-

tical and a legitimate object for doing it.

This consideration helps to determine what
it was that " displeased the Lord " in the

former general census of David. In con-

nection with this clause, ch. zxvii. 23
should be noted, where we read, "But
David took not the number of them from
twenty years old and under; because the

Lord had said he would increase Israel

like to the stars of the heavens." The
period from the age of thirty years up to

fifty (Numb. iv. 3, 23, 35, 39) was fixed

under Moses, for those " that came to do the
service of the ministry, and the service of

the burden in the tabernacle of the congre-

gation " (Numb. iv. 47). It is not certain,

however, that this census did not inquire, in

point of fact, respecting some below this

limit of age. For we may note ver. 21 in

the first place, and this is partly explained

by Numb, viii. 23— 25. The number
" thirty and eight thousand " of our present

Terse may be compared with the " eight

thousand and five hundred and four score "

of Numb. iv. 47, 48. It is to be observed

how promptly the national council did on
this occasion commence with the arrange-

ment of the ministers of religion, "the
Levites." As we read (Numb. iv. 3) of
" thirty years " of age as the appointed age
for the commencement of their ministry, and
(Numb. vii. 3) of the present or " offering

"

of " six covered waggons and twelve oxen,"

which the twelve " princes of Israel, heads
of the house of their fathers, princes of the
tribes," offered "before the Lord," which
greatly lessened the laborious work of the

Levites; so we find the commencing age
reduced from time to time, to " twenty-five"

years (Numb. viii. 24), and to " twenty
years" of age, as in our present chapter

(vers. 24—28).

Ver. 4,—^To set forward (Hebrew nsA,

Fiel conjugation). The strict meaning of

the word here is to superintend. The word
has already occurred in the same eense in

ch. XT. 21. Officers and judges (Hebrew
n^sW) unoV)). The explanation of the

nature of the work of these, as really out-

ward work, for the "outward business of

Israel," is distinctly stated in ch. xrvi. 29;
2 Chron. xix. 5—11. These offiaera are

mentioned under the same Hebrew term in

Exod. T. 6, in a very different connection.

It is plain that they were generally foremen,
or overseers ; while the judges took cog-
nizance of matters which Involved the
interests of religion. This verse and the
following give between them the four divi-

sions of Levites, afterwards to be more
fully described. The fuller account of the
"twenty-four thousand" priests (including
attendants) occupies ch. xxiv. ; the " six
thousand" officers and judges, ch. ixvi.
20—32; the "four thousand" porters, ch.

xxvi. 1—19 ; and the " four thousand who
praised the Lord with the instruments,"
oh. XXV.

Ver. 5.—Porters (Hebrew D'TSy); door-

keepers. The word is so translated in ch.

XV. 23, 24. It was the duty of these to

keep the entrances of the sanctuary, by day
and night, in their courses (see also 2
Kings vii. 10, 11). The Chaldaic equivalent
of this word is ynn (Ezra vii. 24 ; Dan. ii.

49). There is no connection between either

the word or idea we have here, and those
of Ps. Ixxxiv. 11, where the Hithp. conju-
gation of C]QD is used, and the sense of resi-

dence probably intended to be conveyed.
The instruments which I made ... to

praise. Possibly the quotation of a short
sentence often on David's lips. Men given
to music may have been very conscious of it,

in ancient days, as well as in modern. The
language, however, does not necessarily

assert that David claimed the inventing or

in any similar sense the making of these
musical instruments, but that he appointed
them for the service of praise. What some
of them were may be seen in 2 Chron. v. 12

—

" cymbals, psalteries, harps, trumpets " (see
also 2 Chron. xxix. 25—27; Neh. xii. 35, 36

;

Amos vi. 5).

Ver. 6.—Here begin the families of the
Levites, as arranged in courses by David.
These arrangements were scrupulously
observed by Solomon (2 Chron. viii. 14;
xxix. 25).

Ver. 7.—The heads of the houses of the
first Levite family, viz., of Gershon, are now
enumerated. The subject occupies the five

verses that close with the eleventh. The
family of Gershon branches into two—the
name of the one Iiaadan (so written again in
oh. xxvi. 21 ; but in ch. vi. 17, 20, as well as
in Exod. vi. 17 and Numb. iii. 18, written
Libni), and the name of the other Shimei.

Ver. 8.—This verse contains the names of

the three so-called sous of Laadan, but (oh.

xxvi. 22) the last two appear to have been
grandsons.

Ver. 9.—This verse purports to give the
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three Bona of Shimei, but not the Shlmei of

ver. 7, but of a deeoendant of Laadan. This
IB made clear, not only by the remaining
elause of this verse, which saye, " These
were the chief of the fathers of Laadan,"
and again by the enumeration in ver. 10 of

ons of that Shimei who ia coupled with
Laadan in ver. 7, but also by a comparison
of ch. xxiv. 22 ; xxvi. 21—26. It is, of

course, possible that the name stands here

in error for some other name, but the suppo-

sition is gratuitous.

Ver. 10.—(See Zech. xii. 13.) The Zina
of this verse is Zizah in the very next verse,

which difference of form cannot be accounted
for by ttny mere clerical explanation. The
name Jahath seems to have been a favourite

name in this family (ch. vi. 43).

Ver. 11.—In one reckoning. The Hebrew
of the word here translated " reckoning " is

mpq, »'.«. " enumeration." The meaning

is they were accounted as only one " father's

house." The derivative significationa of

the word are " care," " custody," and
generally "office"' (2 Chron. xxiii. 18).

The total of Gershonite houses will amount
to nine, three of these being houses of

Shimei, and six of Laadan.
Ver. 12.—This and the following eight

verses give the Kohath heads of houses (ch.

V. 28 ; vi. 2, 3, 18 ; Exod. vi. 18 ; Numb. iii.

27), four in their leading divisions.

Ver. 13.—The sons of Amram. From
Amram, the first-mentioned son of Kohath,
come the two great names of Aaron and
Hoses (Exod. vi. 20). Aaron was separated,

, , . and his sons for ever. This statement
must be read, both with ver. 3—into the
number of Levites mentioned in which
Aaron and his sons do not count—and with
Ter. 14, which implies that Moses and his

sons did count into that number. The sons
of Aaron are dealt with in ch. xxiv. 1—19,

infra. That he should sanctify, the most
holy things. The Hebrew text renders it

doubtful whether the rendering here should
not rather be, " Aaron was separated to

ianctify him as most holy," etc. If it be so,

this is the only place where the forcible

term, " holy of holies " (most holy), is used
of Aaron. The duties of the priest are
described as threefold, in this place, viz.

:

"to bum incenee before the Lord,"—this
will caiTy the idea of making atonement;
" to minister to God," on behalf of man,

—

this will be one part of the work of a medi-
ator; and "to bless in the Name of God,"
—this will fulfil the remaining part. For
tver. The proviso may, no doubt, include
reference to the "ever-living High Priest."

The threefold summary of solemn and bene-
ficent duties receives ample illustration from
many passages, and in special connection
with OiB n*mes of Aaron and his sons

(Exod. ixviii. 1, 38, 43; xxix. 1, 35, 45;
ixx. 7—10 ; Numb. vi. 22—27).

Ver. 14.—Moses the man of God. This
title is distinguished by the presence of the

article. The ' Speaker's Oommeptary ' men-
tions it as occurring only nine times, (A

which five instances belong to Moses (Deut
xxxiii. 1 ; Josh. xiv. 6; 2 Chron. xxx. 16;
Ezra iii. 2 ; with the present place) ; three
instances show the title applied to David
(2 Chron. viii. 14; Neh. xii. 24, 36); and
once it is applied to Shemaiah (1 Kings xii.

22). Although the eons of Moses belonged,

as is here said, to the tribe of Levi, they did

not belong to that portion which discharged
priestly duties.

Ver. 15.—We read of the birth of GershoiP
to Moses and Zipporah (Exod. ii. 22 ; see

also xviii. 4, where Eliezer is also spoken of).

Ver. 16.—Shebnel (comp. oh. xxiv. 20,

where the name appears as Shuhael ; and
xxvi. 24).

Ver. 17.—Rehabiah. He was the chief
(Bisnn) ; but it happened that he was also the

only son. Hence it is added in antithesis

that his sons were very many (see the name
again, ch. xxvi. 25). The non-priestly Am-
ramites are therefore seen to correspond with
the houses of Shebuel and Rehabiah.

Ver. 18.—Of the sons of Izhar. While
six names in all are mentioned under Amram,
only one, Shelomith, is found under his next
brother, Izhar. This Shelomith (spelt Shelo-

molh in ch. xxiv. 22) is not the same with
the Shelomith of oh. xxvi. 25, 26.

Ver. 19.—Hebron, This third son of
Kohath furnishes four houses. So again
in the twenty-third verse of the followiug
chapter.

Ver. 20.—Jesiah ; in ver. 25 ofnext chapter
written Isshiah, The two houses from
TTzziel given in this verse make up the
number of houses from Kohath to nine (as
given again in ch. xxiv. 20—24), and to

these must be added- the priests through
Aaron and his sons, two houses, making in
all eleven.

Ver. 21.—This and the following two
verses give the houses of Merari, contribut-
ing four houses, and, with the nine Ger-
shonite and eleven Kohathite, adding up to

twenty four. Merari is the third son of

Levi (Gen. xlvi. 11). The Mahli and Mushi
of this verse were possibly grandton and
$on of Merari, if we follow the guidance of
oh. vi. 47. Yet it would seem far more
natural to explain this last-quoted passage
by our ver. 23, which would then parallel it.

Otherwise we must account for the name of
Mahli hahitunlly standing first, as here, as
in ch. vi. 19 also, and ch. xxiv. 26, as also
in Exod. vi. 19 ; Numb. iii. 20, 33, etc. ; ia
all of which places the statement is as dis-
tinct as in tills verse, that Mahli and Miishi
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were Bons. This and the following reree

muBt be compared particularly with ch. xxiv.

26—29 ; the Jaaziah of which passage was
evidently no son of Merari, on a par with

Mahli and Mushi, but a later descendant.

His descendants were three—Shoham, Zao-

our, and Ibri (Beno being no proper name,

but signifying « his son ").

Yer. 22.—Theii brethren . . . took them

;

».«. their kinsmen, as margin, " took them "

to wife (Numb, xzxyi. 5—12). (For the son*

of Kish, see ch. zziv. 29.)

Ver. 23,—The ions of Uoshi (oomp. oh.

xxiv. 30).

Ver. 24.—^Thls and the remaining verses

of the chapter contain some general pro-

visions regarding the offices and future work
of the Levites— in part David's last edition

of Buch provisions. (On the present verse

comp. Numb. i. 1—4 ; iv. 1—8, 21—23, 29,

30 ; viii. 23—26.) It is not easy to reconcile

this Terse with ver. 8. Keil cuts the knot

at once by supposing the " thirty " years of

ver. 8 to be the error of a copyist, to whose
memory the Mosaio census was present.

And with Bertheau, he objects to the suppo-

sition that this verse describes a supple-

ihentary census, in conformity with "David'i
last words" (ver. 27), and as contrasted with

his former directions. With the exception

of what is contained in vers. 25—27, it is

tme that these do not offer themselves suffi-

cient indications to make one feel confident

of this explanation. On the other hand, to

set down the number "thirty" in ver. 8 at

once to the mistake of a copyist ia too

summary and convenient a way of escaping

an awkward difficulty. It is evident that

the following three verses do purport to

explain why at this time the age of allow-

able service was altered to a standard so

much lower than of old, and to assert that

this alteration was lecognized by the last

orders of David.
Ver. 25.—For David said. The " for " of

this clause oanuot be supposed to account
exclusively for the inclusion in the censns

of Levites beginning from the age of twenty
years; it accounts no doubt for the whole

proceeding. Since there would be no more
journeyings for people, for buildings, or for

sacred vessels, it was now fully time to

organize religious duty and " the service of

the house of God " in a manner adapted to

permanent institutions. In order to this,

the first step was to know and to arrange the

number of those who were answerable for

sacred duties.

Yer. 26.—And also unto the Irevites.

Emphasis is laid on the thought of the

relief that permanent habitation in Jeru-
salem conferred on the Levites over and
above the whole body of the rest of the

people. They will no more be mere burden-

bearers, though the burdens they bore were
of the most sacred character.

Yer. 27.—The . . . words of David. Al-
though there are many instances of the ex-

pression, "the words of" David or some
other king, as equivalent to his "doings"
(ch. xxix. 29; 2 Chron. ix. 29), and not a
few instances of the same phrase, standing
for the "account" or "history "of any
one (ch. xxvii. 24 ; zxix. 29, three times

;

2 Chron. ii. 29), the expression here may
rather parallel passages like 2 Sam. zxiii.

1 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 30.

Verl 28.—Because their office; f«. pro-

bably the office or position of all, including

the younger Levites. The development
and greater detail of their varied duties,

as the working staff of the " sons of

Aaron," are alluded to here ; and how
priests, Levites, and Nethinim (ch. ix. 2)

all now formally undertook the whole range
and scope of their functions is suggested.

The work of these assistants of the " sons

of Aaron " is detailed in three or four items,

80 far as this versa goes. They are first

generally for the sacred service of the house
of the Lord. That sacred service is in the

matter of the courts (Exod. xxvii. 9; 1

Kings vi. 36 ; Conder's ' Bible Handbook,'

pp. 376—378, 2nd edit.) ; of the chambers
(ch. ix. 26 ; Jizek, xl. 17 ; xlii. 1 ; Neh. x.

38; Conder's 'Bible Handbook,' pp. 376,

380) ; of the purifying of all holy things

;

and of the work, t.e. the performing of the
sacred service of the house of God.

Yer. 29.—Both for the shewbread, and
. . . size. Seven other specifications of ser-

vice are continued in this verse, with which
we may compare ch. ix. 26—32. For the

ihewiread. The first mention of shewbread
is found in Exod. xxv. 30. The directions

for making it are found in Lev. xxiv. 5—9.

The twelve unleavened cakes of which it

consisted, heaped on the table in two piles,

represented the twelve tribes, and intimated
the Divine acceptance of the offerings of

each faithful tribe (see also 2 Chron. xiii.

11). TfoT the fine flour for meat offering.

This is spoken of in Exod. xxix. 40 ; Lev. iL

1—7 ; vi. 14, 15, 19—27 ; xxiii. 13 ; xxiv.

5. For the unleavened cakes . . . the pan
. • . fried. These are spoken of in Lev. ii,

4—7. For all manner of measure and size

;

Hebrew njai !iiyli»a-hJy\. These two words
occur also in Lev. xix. 35, 36, where they are
rendered respectively " in measure " and " in
meteyard." Perhaps the exactor rendering
here would be " for all matters of liquid

and solid measure."
Yer. 30.—To stand every morning to

thank and praise the Lord (so ver. 18 of

this chapter and ch. xxv. 7). Though
Bertheau sees no special sign in the con-
nection for this description to be confined to
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the foni ihonsand whose apeoial work and
privilege it wae, yet it is in entire analogy

with the whole context so to confine it.

Ver. 31.—^And to offer; Hebrew, "and
for all the oiiering of burnt offerings."

For other references to the help which
the Levites gave in the matter of the

burnt offerings, and for the number (2

Sam. ii. 15 ; Numb, xzviii. 1—31) of them,

dee Numb. xxix. 2—31; 2 Chron. zxix. 32
—34 ; XXXV. 2—12. The priests alone per-

formed the actual lacrificeB. The set feasts.

TkCM refer to the three : (1) the Passover

(Lev. xxiii. 4, 5); (2) the Pentecost (LeT.

xxiii. 15—17); (3) the Feast of Tabernacles
(Lev. xxiii. 33—37).

Yer. 32.—Keep the charge of the taber-

nacle . . . holy place . . . sons of Aaron.
This concluding verse is equivalent to a
quotation from Numb, xviii. 1

—

1; in the

first verse of which passage Aaron and the

priests generally are reminded both of their

representative character and position, and
of the solemn responsibilitj which rested

on item.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 13.

—

The thne/old/unetionB of the priest, Li the words of this verse the com-
piler of the Chronicles sums the characteristic functions of the priest. It was now nearly

five centuries since these had been distinctly prescribed by heavenly legislation for the

religious observance of a nation, and for the religious education of far more than a
nation, when David reviews the solemn institution of the priesthood. He wishes to

see holy men in their places, and holy duties efficiently discharged. Time has helped

to show theii importance, and to illustrate the deeper significance which inhered in

them. Perhaps it has in some degree availed also to disconnect men's minds bom their

pure original. A journeying people, a warring nation, a wandering ark and sometimes
dishonoured, an irregular celebration of religious service, have all tended in some degree

to harm the freshness of impression and of stamp which a Heaven-derived " pattern
"

should make on men's hearts though ages and centuries have passed. Now that the
nation was settling in its new territory long promised, the crisis.was opportune for David
to recoimect the great religious authorities of his kingdom with their original beginning
And our chronicler, though added centuries have passed, when Ae writes, knows their

importance too well to omit the record of the fact, even though it be repetition and
copy only. The threefold work of the priest is the matter of description here, and
consists of

—

I. The duty to bubn incensk befobb thi Lord. The burning of the incense on
that golden altar in the holy place, which was constantly fed with the costliest oi

material, was the act distinctively of the priest. For the " stranger to come near "

with any view of usurping this function was to incur prompt punishment (Numb. xvL
40 ; 2 Cbroo. xxvL 16, 18). Do sudden danger and the threat of wrath impend ? the
ruler, legislator, prophet, conjures the priest to " take a censer, and put fire therein from
off the altar, and put on incense, and go quickly unto the congregation, and make an
atonement for them " (Numb. xvi. 46, 47). The burning of the incense was the immediate
preliminary of the morning sacrifice, or immediate accompaniment of the evening
sacrifice (Exod. xxx. 7, 9 ; Luke i. 9, 10 ; Lev. xvi. 13), and was a very special part of the
arrangements of the ceremonial on the great Day of Atonement, and of its sacrifice (Lev.

xvi. 11—13). It is difficult, amid a choice of many theories, to identify with any
comfortable assurance the real symbolical significance of incense and its burning, yet
the fact remains patent of its close relationship with the act of sacrifice in all the formal
services of the Israelites. As it is said, "And without shedding of blood is no remission "

(Heb. ix. 22), so it might almost without qualification be said that without incense
there was no shedding of blood for any of the stated sacrificial objects. This would
sufficiently defend the use of this part of the high priest's (and later of the ordinary
priest's) duty, as speaking the very first and chiefest of all that makes up his raison
d'itre. But beyond this, it is impossible to doubt that the burning of the incense, in
the golden censer and with the special fire, had its own significance, worthy of the
priest's own performing. Whether it were expressive of the fragrant acceptableness ol
human sei-vice and sacrifice to him in heaven, as it ascended ; or whether rather its

diffusiTe and pervading influences amid the congregation or the groups of humanity
below were regarded ; whether it symbolized the rising prayers and aspirations and
glowing devotion of those who sought their Father and God, or, as has been suggested,
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something more specific, as e.g. prayer alone, or that form of prayer called intercession,

and s,o understood, to be regarded as typical of the intercession otlthe great Intercessor

;

it spoke some proffered approach of the sinful creature to the condescending Creator,

fit to be set forth by the priest himself, and by none inferior to him. For the modem
apostle of Christ, for the modern minister and preacher of the truth of Christ, for the

modern jSastor and under-shepherd of " the flock of God," there is no duty that consists

in the ofl'ering of sacrifice on their behalf or the burning of incense ; but upon such

lies perpetual and most solemn the responsibility of pointing to the Sacrifice for sin, and
of insisting on all that helps to denote the acceptableness and the fragrance of that

Sacrifice so illustrious. There is nothing mort incumbent on the man who professes to

seek to lead his fellow-creature to God than this. And it should have a prominence

given to it, not less decided than that indicated by the place here given in this three-

told description of the priest's duties to the burning of incense.

II. The duty to minister unto the Lord. This simple and expressive description

occurs above eighty times in the Fentateuchal, historical, and prophetical books of

Scripture. It covers the whole range of those religious services, whether of the con-

gregational or of the individual kind, allowed or appointed as the acceptable methods
of the approach to God of his people Israel. He was not accessible to every person

directly nor by every directest conceivable method. Long and plain as were the typical

teachings of the sacrifices as such, so long and plain was the typical teaching nnder the

ancient system of priests, of this fact, that the high and holy One was to be approached

not without introduction, intervention, interposition. The various conditions ofthe inter-

mediate approach were committed to the faithful priest. He was to become instructed

and versed in them. He was to see that the people in no way suffered loss or unnecessary

delay or difficulty in complying with them. And he was answerable directly to the Lord,

whose servant he was for the people's sake. Hence he is said to " minister unto the

Lord," although it was on behalf of the congregation or the individual Israelite. While,
again, the modem preacher and pastor has no duty that can be described as the fac-

simile of this, yet in the first place, for all congregational prayer at least, his voice

performs a service not dissimilar, as for some pastoral helps as well. But much rather

would we again trace the deeper analogy. The Minister, the Intercessor, is to be
pointed to, of whom it is said, " He is Minister of the sanctuary, and true tabernacle,

which the Lord pitched, and not man ; " and that " he bath obtained a more excellent

ministry, by how much also he is the Mediator of a better covenant " (Heb. viii. 2, 6).

III. The duty to bless in the NiMB of the Lord. This completes the sketch of the

priest's work. He not only presents sacrifice and burns incense ; he not only ushers

the worshipper and his worship into the presence of the high and holy God; he also

is privileged to speak the great God's blessings, to pronounce his favour, to assure of his

pardon and mercy, and to wake to melody the hearts and voices of the vast congrega-

tion sometimes, in response to an announcement of Divine goodness and love. We
know now no priests who have power to pronounce in their own right the absolution

or remission of sins, or to volunteer the assurance of Divine benediction. The priests

of Israel had not themselves such a right. But neither now does God authorize or

inspire any class of men, or any individual man, to speak in these tones to their fellow-

men, except on the real humble, hearty compliance of these latter with the conditions

laid down in Scripture. To these men must apply, not to the voice or even the wisest,

holiest judgment of a living man, who cannot tell the inmost heart nor gauge the
absolute sincerity of the applicant. Still, indeed, may we speak hope to the repentant,

peace to the humble of heart, mercy and love to the tmstful and true, but as ft were in

the quotations of Scripture, and well safe-guarded by the Scripture conditions. All
beyond this, all beside this, will be beyond our power and beside our rights. And
instead of being the better part of a true priest, we are turned into false prophets even.

Ver. 25.

—

The eye open to religious opportunity. And that the eye of David showed
itself now open to religious opportunity is not more plain than the reason of it—that

his heart was open to it, nay, anxious and eager for it also. A crisis has now come, for

which presumably the innermost heart of David has often longed. Though he had
been the man of much war and of abounding activity, yet up and down his doings and
his sayings there are not wanting indications that his heart sighed for peace and
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rest. "Oh that I had wings like a dove! for then would I fly away, and be at rest*

(Ps. Iv. 6) ; " Rest in the Lord " (Ps. xxivii. 7) ;
" Return to thy rest, my soul

"

(Ps. cxvi. 7). The crisis is not one when passion must have its way, when stem

measures must be taken, when all things must be left to drift or else all be touched

with an unwontedly firm hand. It is a crisis of much happier kind. Volume after

volume of the history of Israel has been filled, and volumes not a few of the personal

biography of David have been unerringly written. The last opens. Before his nation

is spread out a wide, fair, enduring prospect of rest. Jerusalem " is at rest, and is quiet

"

(Isa. xiv. 7). David's whole heart enters into the satisfaction of the thought. Let

ua note the admirable use he makes of this state of things.

I. He uses the cbisis fob the purposes of review. 1. Special audible acknowledg-

ment is made of surpassing mercy. " David said " it. He did not merely observe it,

ponder it, and then keep it locked in his own heart. While he himself enters into the

satisfaction of the thought, he utters it aloud. 2. David owns the Giver of the good in

question. It has not come of itself. It has not come of circumstances, of reaction

traceable enough, of secondary causes whether more or less remote. " The Lord God
of Israel " is the Giver, to whom all the nation's indebtedness shall be confessed. 3.

Davidsuggeststheharmony of the gift with the Giver. God is the Giver. His people those

who take all the benefit of his giving. And this the gift

—

rest. Rest under the Divine

protection, in the Divine shade, the shadow of his wings and his throne, who bears a
special favovir to "his people," and who alone can make them "dwell secure." Full

every way of suggestion is the utterance of David, were it but an articulate soliloquy.

II. Davtd, ab a kino, leader, teaohbb, illustrates the duty of such ih a
CRISIS. While his language necessitates the comparison of the present with the past by
very force of the contrast they present, and while it invites men to enter gratefully on the

present enjoyments divinely offered, yet it associates new work, new opportunity, with
these. Still the quest is to be loyalty and love to duty. He practically reminds a
whole nation that : 1. Rest is favourable for order. Now, order may be honoured,
recovered where it had been disturbed, studied to greater perfection even where it had
not been very palpably infringed. Order is the beauty and glory of the whole universe.

What room for improvement in it, in each individual heart and life, and in the life of
every community 1 2. Rest is favourable to growth. The winds that rock the trees

help far down in the earth to provoke their roots to feel room for further growth, but
the growing itself is not done while the storm lasts. How true this is of human character 1

It is our passionate, importunate cry to be hidden, to be sheltered, till the tempest is

overpast, and the fury of the storm is spent. But afterward we grow. 3. Rest is the
time for the cultivation of the devotion of the heart. It is true with no superficial, no
mere sentimental truth, that—

" The calm retreat, the silent shade^
With prayer and praise agree.

And seom by thy sweet bounty mnda
For those that follow thee."

That Jesus recommended the sanctum of '"9 closet of prayer with the door closed; that
he also himself sought retirement, privacy, solitude, with either the cover of deep shade
or the suggestion of commanding prospects unfolding to the gaze, on mountain side or

summit, are strong testimonies to the genius of rest and to the habitat of genuine
devotion. 4. Rest gives grand opportunity for religious enterprise. Does the language
sound a contradiction or paradoxical ? It is not so in reality. The higher forms and
conceptions of rest do not consist in inactivity. In the indulgence of lassitude, but in the
cessation of waste energy, toil as unprofitable as laborious, or, if necessary (as the wars
ol Israel), as painful to the heart as strenuous to the hand. Most significant in this

direction the words, " For he that hath entered into his rest, he also hath ceased from
his own works" (lleb. iv. 10). Heaven itself cannot possibly be viewed with satisfao
tion as a place or a state of inactivity. All the tasks of highest devotion may be sup-
posed to be there the material of most strenuous achievement. But it will surely be
both a place and a state delivered from the restless worry of care, the restless strife

with sin, the restless struggle to elude or to bear sorrow, so familiar to the present. So
when all outer care and war and work were removed awhile from tb« lot of lerail
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David flies to the thought of the great opportunity open for the works of religion. To
these he directs his own enthusiastic study and labour. To these he calls his princes,

priests, and a whole people.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 14,

—

" The man of God." This designation was not peculiar to Moses. In the

historical books of the Old Testament, we find prophets sent with a Divine message to

their fellow-mortals described as men of God. In the New Testament we meet with the

expression in Paul's Epistles, where the inspired writers of the Hebrew Scriptures are

denominated "holy men of God," and where Timothy, is addressed in similar language.

Moses is designated " the man of God " in the Bopk of Deuteronomy, is so called by
Caleb as we read in the Book of Joshua, and is so denominated in the title prefixed to

the ninetieth psalm.
I. Moses was thb man or God's selection and prbsbbvation. A kind Providence

watched over him from the beginning of his life. Whilst multitudes were put to death,

the child of Divine beauty was spared.

, II. MosBS WAS THE MAN OF God's EDUCATION AND DISCIPLINE. Trained in the court
and the learning of Egypt, and afterwards in the rougher but wholesome school of the
Midian desert, this man was fitted by knowledge, by hardship, by society of the most
diverse kinds, for the great future before him.-

III. MosBS WAS THE MAN OP God's VOCATION. When God had trained him for his
work, he called him, and made known to him his sacred Name and attributes, that
thenceforth he might have the living consciousness of the Divine presence.

IV. MoSES WAS THE MAN WHOM GoD ADMITTED TO SPECIAL COMMUNION WITH HIM-
SELF. By the flaming thorn tree, upon the mountain solitude, at the door of the
sacred tent, Jehovah met with his servant, and spake with him as a man with his
friend.

V. MoSES WAS A MAN TO WHOM GoD COMMUNICATED HIS OWN SPIRIT AND HIS OWN
CHARAOTEB. Again and again did the Lord speak words of confidence and approval
with regard to his servant Moses. His meekness and holiness, his zeal for the glory of

God, his patiiotio desires for tiie welfare of his nation, all were indications that he was
no unconscious instrument, but a willing and consecrated agent, in the hands of Heaven.
VL Moses was the man whom God authobizbd to deolaee his will. " The

Law was given by Moses." Hence he is called " the lawgiver." Penetrated with the
mind of the Supreme, he was empowered to promulgate, for the guidance of Israel, a
code of laws altogether superior to those of other nations in ancient times. These laws
embraced the moral as well as the civic life of the community, and aimed at the
regulation of the heart as well as the life. Not only ordinances for conduct generally,
but instructions for religious worship and sacrifice, were communicated by this
" mediator " and " servant " and " man " of God.

VII. MoSES WAS THE MAN GoD CHOSE TO BRING OUT AND LEAD HIS PEOPLE. He
was the shepherd who brought up the flock out of Egypt, and conducted the wanderers
through the wilderness, and brought them to the verge of the green pastures of Canaan.
God led, by the hand of his servant, the people who were his heritage.

VIII. Moses was the man whom God buried and so took to himself. Aa he
was often alone with Jehovah in life, so he was alone with him in death.

IX. Moses was God's type of Christ. Jesus was the Prophet whom God raised
up like unto his servant Moses. " The Law was given by Moses, but grace and truth
came by Jesus Christ."

Practical lesson. If the children of Israel were bound to hear and obey Moses,
the man of God, the servant, how much more are we bound to hear and obey Christ
theSomofGodl—T.

Ver. 30.

—

Morning and evening praise. The work of the Levites was "to wait on
the sons of Aaron for the service of the house of the Lord." It was, therefore, to some
extent servile and menial. Yet the work was dignified and hallowed by the fact that it

was truly rendered to the God of Israel, the Lord of all. The function, however,
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descrilied in tbe text is the most honourable that can be performed by man, Th<
glorified assembly above, the angelic hosts before the throne, are thus perpetually

occupied.

L The OFrioE itself or pbaibe. The Levites were doubtless organized by David,

as never before. His poetical and musical gilts were consecrated to the praise ot

Jehovah. His psalms from that time forward became the vehicle of human thanks-
giving and adoration. The instruments of music which he appointed became essential

to the ecclesiastical orchestra ot the temple. And whilst thanks and praise arc due
from all intelligent beings to the God of providence, the human race has a special song
to present, a special service to offer—thanki and praise to the God of all grace and
salvation.

II. The periodical offebino of pbaisb. It was appointed for the Levites to stand,

in due order and according to their courses, in the presence ot Jehovah. And every
morning and every evening tte sacrifice of praise was offured as regularly as the burnt
offering itself. How suitable was this arrangement must be apparent to every reflecting

mind. Each day brings with it new favours, which should be welcomed with a grateful

song. Each evening summons us to record renewed instances of Divine mercy and
forbearance, for which the Giver of all good should be warmly praised.

Pbactical lessons. 1. The duty and privilege of thanksgiving and adoration. " It

is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord, and to sing praises unto the Name of the
Most High." 2. The desirableness of periodical and regular daily devotions : " To show
forth his loving-kindness in the morning, and his faithfulness every night."—T.

Vers. 1, 2,

—

Ov/r hold upon thefuture. When " David was old, and full of days " he
contemplated his own death and what should then ensue—who should succeed him on
the throne, and what should be the work and history of the nation he had governed. We
are reminded of

—

L OuB DESIRE TO KEEP A HOLD UPON THE FUTURE. As the king, like all Other
monarchs, earnestly desired that, after his death, his own son should sit upon his
throne ; as he took the necessary steps to secure this by summoning all the leaders in
the kingdom and giving them charge concerning him (ver. 2), so we desire to retain as
much hold on human life as we can, even when our eyes shaU be closed to its scenes
and our ears be deaf to all its voices. Either in the person of those who are our second
selves—the children of our love and our charge—or through our deliberately uttered
wishes in documents or dying words, we desire to make ourselves felt, as the pos-
sessors of power, by the generation which will remain when we are no longer on the
earth.

II. Cub powee to oabbt out oub wishes. " David Tnade Solomon his son king over
Israel." He had the constitutional right to nominate his successor, and by solemnly
designating him as such in the presence of "all the princes of Israel" he ensured his
occupancy of the throne. There are ways by which we can make ourselves felt in tlie

days which succeed our own. 1. By indoctrinating our children with our own beliefs

and instilling into their minds our own spirit, we may live on in them and in their lives.

2. By bequeathing our property in such a way that future generations shall have cause
to remember us {e.g. the founding of parks, hospitals, homes, etc.). 3. By documents
which are valid in law by which we decide the way in which our property shall be used
or our relatives be circumstanced.

HI. The limitations of this poweb. David could only make Solomon king by
calling all his counsellors together and getting them to ratify his own decision ; and
then be had to leave the issue to Solomon's own discretion. Had he (Solomon) acted
as foolishly as his son afterwards acted, the throne would soon have passed away from
him, and his father's eager anticipations would have been defeated. Do what we may
to retain a hold on the future through those who should be the inheritors of our prin-
ciples and the executors of our will, we cannot really ensure anything we may devise.
Those on whom we rest our strongest hopes may disappoint all our expectations and
overthrow all our plans. The statesman's great measure is repealed, the warrior's proud
conquest is undone, the millionaire's splendid fortune is dissipated, the nobleman's
"house"' is extinguished, th» discoverer'* invention is superseded, the writer's chiel
work is shelved, the teacher'i famous doctrine is exploded ; the world moves on aod
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leaves ne all behind. We need some better solace in the decUning hour than the

expectation that the kingdom will go to our sons, and thus be retained by ourselves.

And we have a better one in

—

IV. The Chbistian aspiration. There are two worthy and honourable ambitions

we may cherish respecting the future. 1. To live on, ourselves, in another sphere.

Though not acting directly on the men and things we leave behind us, we shall be living

and acting elsewhere in some other province of God's great domain. Enough for us that,

in the sphere which God chooses for us, we shall be using our powers for good

—

more
than enough, for that will be a wider sphere, and they will be " enlarged and liberated

powers." 2. To leave behind us in many hearts and lives the holy influence we have
been exerting. If day by day we are scattering " the good seed of the kingdom " in true

thoughts, in holy principles, in Christ-like impressions, these must and will appear again

in other lives, and be again resown to reappear in others still ; thus shall we have a
blessed share in a far future, even in this lower realm.—0.

Vers. 3—32.

—

The sacred tribe : their service and ours. We have here—
I. The bpeciai, sbbvicb which the Levites hendbbbd to Ibbael. This was four-

fold. 1. Assisting at the service of sacrifice. They were "to set forward the work of

the house of the Lord " (ver. 4) ; " their office was to wait on the sons of Aaron for the

service of the house of the Lord," etc. (vers. 28, 29) ; " t» offer [».e. to help at the
offering of] all burnt sacrifices," etc. (vers. 81, 32). 2. Eendering the service of praise.

" Pour thousand of them praised the Lord," etc. (ver. 5). These were to stand every

morning and evening to thank and praise the Lord (ver. 30). 3. Administration of

civic business and pacification: "officers and judges" (ver. 4). 4. Guardianship of

the gates; preserving from profanation, and so from Divine displeasure: "porters,"

i.e. gatekeepers (ver, 5).

II. The CHANaBS which ocoub in the fobm of bbbvioe. Even under the same
dispensation occasional changes occurred of the way in which God was served. An
instance and indication of this is found here. The Levites had no more need to carry

the tabernncle from place to place; they thus laid down one of their most solemn and
important functions (vers. 25, 26). They were also henceforth to be numbered from
twenty (instead of thirty) years of age (vera. 27, 28). And, further, they entered now
on the service of instruinental music, systematically arranged (vers. 5, 30). If such
minor changes occurred in tlie same era of religious history, how much greater changes
in the order of service might we expect to find when one dispensation gave place to

another, when the Law was lost in the gospel? Such we do find. We look, there-
fore, at

—

III. Cub cobebspondino bbbvicb undbb Chbist. 1. In the matter of sacrifice, the
Levites cannot properly be said to have any successors ; for, the one all-sufficient atone-
ment having been offered, there is no sacrifice to be presented, and, there being no
officiating priest and no altar " in Christ Jesus," there Is needed no ministering Levite.
Only that we are all to be priests and Levites in that we are all to present " spiritual

sacrifices " of prayer and praise, and of " doing good and communicating," continually
unto him. However, there are humbler services to be rendered, needful work to be
done, "for the service of the house of the Lord" (ver. 24); and in this useful and
worthy ministry, those who take their part cheerfully and do their work faithfully are
" approved of him." 2. In the matter of praise, the Levites find their successors in

(1) those who teach and lead in the service of song in the Christian sanctuary ; (2) all

who join in and thus encourage others in that service. And they who do their best to
perfect the praises of God—understanding by that not only attaining to the perfect
scientific form of service, but reaching the moral and spiritual ideal of a service in
which the music of the instrument and of the voice is subordinated to the melody of the
heart (Bph. v. 19),—these render an invaluable ministry to the Church of Christ. 3. In
respect of administration (officers and judges), as ecclesiastical law has given place to
civil law, this function of Jehovah's servants has passed into other hands

;
yet perhaps

they who are peacemakers between their fellows and help to decide disputes between
brethren may be said to be the "judges" of the present time. 4. As to guardianship
of the gates, with the open throne of grace and access at all times to all men, there is

little room for us to perpetuate this work of the Levite. But we can, and should, take
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great pains to preserve the spirit of reverence and pure devotion in the hearts of all who
come to worship Christ.—0.

Vers. 1—32.

—

Enumeration and arrangement of the Levitea for their lervice. Th«
four chapters with which this commences give a connected view of the condition of the

Levites towards the end, that is, the fortieth year of David's reign, and of the sections

into which they were divided according to their various services. In this chapter the

first thinff with which we are presented is the total number of the tribe of Levi, and
their divisions according to the duties devolving upon them. Next we have the enu-
meration of the heads of the houses of the fathers into which the four families of the

Levites had branched out, with a brief account of their duties. All these arrangements
immediately preceded Solomon's elevation to the throne. The first part of the third

verse has reference to what was the original age at which the Levites were numbered.
If we read, " Now the Levites had been numbered from thirty years old and upward,"
it will present no difficulty (see Numb. iv.). Moses himself had, however, at a later

date, made their time of service from twenty-five to fifty years of age (see Numb. viii.

23—26). David reduced even this (see ver. 24), and made thdr service to commence
at the age of twenty. . The reason for this is given (see ver. 25). The Levites had now
not to do the heavy work they had when marcliing through the wilderness, when they

had to carry the tabernacle and its vessels. Now that tiiis was over and the Lord had
given them rest, they might enter on their work at an earlier age. The census presents

us with the total number, namely,.thirty-eight thousand men. Of these, twenty-four

thousand were to conduct and carry on the worli of the house of tlie Liord; six

thousand were to he officers and judges ; four thousand porters, and four thousand to

praise the Lord. The work assigned to the twenty-four thousand is more paiticul^irly

defined in vers. 28—32. Two great spiritual truths are presented in this chapter.

1, Every man has his own place to fill and his own special work appointed by God.
This work is of various and diverse kinds. Some of it was more honourable, in a
human point of view, than another; but each man was in his own divinely appointed
place. Thus only can there be order and progress in the Lord's work by each one
filling that place. " God is not the author of confusion," but of order. " The eye
cannot say to the hand, I have no need of thee : nor again the head to the feet, I have
no need of you. But God hath tempered the body together . . . that there should be
no schism in the body " (1 Cor. xii. 21—25). 2. The second truth is the great number
set apart for praise and thanksgiving morning and evening (see vers. 5, 30). This was
to form a conspicuous part of their service, and to take a prominent place. This is

the highest kind of service. The New Testament is full of injunctions to joy and
praise and thanksgiving. It implied, in Israel of old, "how much we have to praise

him for I " And is it not true in all our work and service for God ? Surely they who
know the Saviour, and think for a moment what he is in himself, what he did for us on
the cross, and what he is doing for us every day and every hour, have to praise him
now and throughout eternity ! Such praises should ever be in the heart and on the
lips. One heart-look at Christ should banish all doubt and fear and make that heart

sing for joy.—W.

Vers. 2, 3.

—

The mission of the Levitt*. They were called to service which men
might call " menial," but which was truly " honourable," and might be 'made " more
honourable by the loyal, devout, and loving spirit in which it was done. But theie aro

indications that the Levites were tempted to undervalue their place and their work ; they
sometimes envied the priests, and fretfully wanted to be other than they were (see Numb.
jLvi. 9). Confusion and difficulty are sure to arise when men undervalue the positions in

which they are set, and the work that is entrusted to them to do, and begin to envy other
people's positions and other people's work. We treat here the mission of the Levites as
introducing the subject of our separation unto Ood's service. What is called the Divine
election may be fittingly called the Divine selection, for it really is God, in his iuhnite
foreknowledge, selecting fitting agents, and, in the ordering of his providences, sepa-
rating them unto the work for which he hasjchosen them. The sacred Word is full of
instances of these Divine selectings and separatings. Tlie race of Seth is separated from
the other descendants of Adam. Noah is separated firom the ungodly world. Japheth is
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separated from the new race* coming from Noah. Abraham is separated from the

idolatrous Chaldeans. Isaac Is separated as the sole heir of the covenant. Jacob,

Judah, and Ephraim are separated by Divine interference with the right of eldest sons.

The nation of Israel is separated from all nations to be the repository of God's revela-

tion. The tribe of Levi is separated to special service in the Divine tabernacle. Saul

is sepavated to be the first king. David is separated from the sheepfolds. Our Lord
separates twelve from among his diaciple:). Barnabas and Saul are se|iarated unto the

work of the ministry. Fixing our attention on the senses in which the Levites were

separated from the congregation, we may learn some of the ways in which we should

regard ourselves now as " separated unto God." The Levites were not made a distinct

class, dwelling together; they lived about among the people, and shared the common
life. They worked for a part at least of their living ; their families grew up around
them ; they joined in the local feast as well as in the yearly festival. Their pleasures

and their daily interests were precisely those of the people about them. And yet they
were God's by special call and consecration. Wheresoever they went the stamp of the

Holy rested upon them. Their very presence tended to check sin, and to purify the

social atmospheres. The distinctness of the Levites belonged to their character, spirit,

and tone of conduct. And they were called to a particular service. They were to

attend on the worship of the tabernacle, taking their orderly turns. They were selected

by God for this one life-work, " to bear the vessels of the Lord." They were called to

receive a trust, and called to manifest the spirit which was becoming to that " trust."

Still we find separation unto God quite compatible with taking our place among our
fellow-men, and entering heartily into everything that properly belongs to family and
social and national life. The world in which we live is God's world. In it there is

nothing unclean, save to him who makes a thing unclean. Work is holy ; rest is holy;
pleasure is holy ; friendship is holy. The Christian and the Christian Church stand
out from all the world, and are set " in the world's eye ;

" and yet it is equally true
that the Christian and the Christian Church blend and mingle in every sphere of life.

They force no distinctions upon men's notice, and yet they are " separate " everywhere.
Their distinction comes out of their first and ruling principles. The thought of God,
the reference of all things to the will of God, and the effort to be in full harmony with
the mind of God, are so essential to the Christian, and so characteristic of him, that he
must bring the sense of God's presence into every life-association. And just in this

lies his peculiarity and his mission. When a Jew looked upon a Levite in the midst of
the people, he thought of Jehovah. When a Jew talked to a Levite, if he was a true
Levite, he would make the man feel God's relation to the matter in hand. And so it is

the Chris^an's mission to be an open " epistle of Christ." Levites failed from their

duty, and from the joy of their duty, when they began to count their separation unto
God a light thing. And this came about by their not putting their heaits into their
work ; by their nourishing jealousies and envyinijs ; and by their failing to recognize
how their work fitted into the great whole of God's service. Do we think it a small
thing to have been separated unto God ? Do we think unworthily of the talent com-
mitted to our trust ? Can it be a little thing to be God's priests and Levites in his
great world, ministering his truth, his will, his love, to men ? Can it be a little thing
to be the " candlestick " that holds out the light of God's holiness and God's gospel to
men ? Here is one chief root of the Christian evils which we deplore—under-valuiu"
our Christian standing; under-estimating our Divine call, and the mission which ia

given us to fulfil. " Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you,
that you should go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain."—R. T.

Ver. 3.

—

Gonsecrated maturity. On the occasion of the " census," the tribe of Levi
had not been taken. A special enumeration of them was now made, and the pattern
of the Mosaic census was followed. Those at the age of thirty and above, but under
fifty, alone were numbered. But the years from thirty to fifty represent and include
a man's maturity ; and, in the case of the Levites, this their maturity lay as a
"living sacrifice" on the altar of God's service. It appears that our Lord began
his ministry at the age of thirty. But "who shall declare his generation? For
he was cut off out of the land of the living ; for the transgression of my people
was he stricken." For probably at moat three years of his maturity did he lie a

I. CHRONICIiES. 3 Q
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" living sacrifi;e.'* Make the burden of address a serious and earnest plea that strong

men should giye the strength of their manhood to holy service for God in the Church

and the world. It is the weakness of so many Christian institutions and enterprises—

as it so notably is of our Sunday school system—^that the experienced men and women
of middle life hold aloof from them. There have indeed been cases of precocious develoi>

ment before the age of thirty ; and we may not, even in our theories or our thoughts,

set limits to the gloriously free operations of that Divine Spirit who " divides to every

man severally as he wills." Still, the general rule, comprehensively worliing, is that

full culture—including something like adequate experience and due self-control—is no*

reached before that age. F. W. Robertson, A. Hallam, E. A. Vaughan, are very familiar

illustrations of early maturity. It is also true that there is a limit—all too soon reached

in most cases—to a man's freshness, power, and originality. A man reaches maturity,

and may maintain it awhile; but the time of strong and individual force for any man is

usually very brief. No doubt there are cases of strength retained beyond the age of

fifty ; and there is suitable work in the world for the older men to do. But still, it is

in large measure true that a man's distinct life-witness and life-work are very brief—

a

few swiftly passing years. When they are done he either passes from the earth-spheres,

or else he must step aside lest he be run down by the hurrying throng who go so much
faster than he can go, and who, he begins to think, are going wrong. A man's strong

manhood is his great trust, and this must be for the Lord, wholly consecrated unto him.

Then it may be earnestly pressed upon us that

—

I. Wb should estimate aright the peepaeinq-times op life: the spring-times,

on which depends the summer beauty ; the seed-time, on which depends the autumn
harvest; the child-time, on which depends wise fatherhood; the apprenticeship-time, on
which depend the business successes.

II. We should feel the eesponsibility or matuee times : when we can put

strength, good Judgment, cultured skill, ripe powers, into whatever work we undertake.

It is often pressed on our attention that we are responsible for what we have ; it may
be much more earnestly impressed upon us that we are responsible for what we are or

can be.

III. We should accept the PEOVIDENCES that set TJS aside fob EESTINO-TIMEa.

Some such come in the midst of life's works for our refreshing. Such come at last

when our great life-work is done. We may be spared awhile in the Beulah-land, but in

our resting-times we have new and other missions to fulfil. Alas ! it takes much grace

to make us willing to step quietly aside, and say of the new generation growing up
round us, " He must increase, but I must decrease."

In the mystery of the Divine order the later and resting-times of a man's life may be
preparings for the consecrated maturities of the heavenly and eternal spheres.—E. T.

Ver. 6.

—

Orderliness required tn God's service. The chronicler here reviews the

arrangements made by David for the efficient conducting of Divine service in the taber-

nacle and temple, and the importance of order in worship is suggested for our con-

sideration.

I. Such obdbblinbss secuees dub peepaeation. Anything like hurry is unsuitable

in connection with Divine worship and work. Each man should know beforehand his

place. " Hands should be laid on no man suddenly." Seriousness, quietness, and
thoughtfulness are proper in the house of God. Now men need to " sanctify them-
selves " by meditation and prayer before going to the temple, just as the old priests and
Levites did.

II. Such oedbbliness aids ths devotion or the woeshippees. Stillness and
regular occupations that do not call off the attention or disturb meditation are impor-

tant helps to worshippers. Eemember Eeble's lines on the sacramental season—

" Sweet awful hour 1 the only sound
One gentle footstep gliding round.
Offering by turns on Jesus' part
T'he cross to every hand and heart"

III. Such oedbelisbss gives bight tonk to woeship. Show here how distinct the

idea of worship is from mere sernioji-hcaring, or mere receiving of religious instruction,
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or •xciting of religious feeling. Worship should take us wholly out of the self-sphere,

and set us in the God-sphere. And order, quiet, the beautiful in form and expreieion,

are important associations of worship. Illustrate by the way in which our feelings are

toned on entering the cathedral or sharing in stately cathedral service. No section of

Christian people can safely neglect this element of orderliness ; and each Christian wor-
shipper should personally and anxiously aid in its maintenance. Here some of the forms
in which modern worship fails may be dealt with : these will differ as apprehended by
members of the different religious communities. " Order 'is Heaven's first law." Order
Is man's witness for Qod, who rules and tones all things. Order may be the charac-
teristic feature of all worship, whatever may be its form—whether it be severe as the
Puritanic, or artistic as the Roman Catholic. Illustrate by the moral iufluence exerted
by the well-ordered home, and its relation to the comfort, peace, and good culture of the
family.—K. T.

Ver. 13.

—

Separation and consecration. Aaron was separated in order that he might
be consecrated to the " sanctifying of the most holy things " (see Exod. xxviii.). All
of us should be consecrated, but some of us may be also called and separated unto some
special service. Expressing the consecrated separateness of Christian believers, St.

Peter says, " Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood,
to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ " (1 Pet. ii. 5).

I. The Divine bequihement op ohakacteb. Personal holiness and the refined
culture of all faculty and virtue are necessary if we would serve God in any sphere. It
jhould be distinctly apprehended that God calls to his service not men's powers, but men
with their powers, and so a man's character God wants consecrated for him and to him.

II. The Divine bleotion to service. Much of the difBoulty felt concerning God's
election has arisen from our fixing attention on election to privilege, and setting in quite
the background election to service. But God puts first " election to service," and bases
such election on the known fitness of particular men for particular work. The atten-
dant "privilege " is little more than the accident attending on, or the reward given to,

faithful service. Aaron was honoured by his place and sphere of work.
III. The Divine separation to paetiodlab beevicb. God condescends to the

minutest things, and fits his people for the smallest places. We easily recognize the
Divine call of men upon emergencies, and the special call of the men of genius in every
age ; but we should feel that every one of us, in the family, the Church, and the world,
is called of God, and separated unto his particular work ; {ind " every man, wherein he
is called, should therein' abide with God."

IV. The bblation of all sepabated onh to the whole. Each, in his separated
sphere, is to become an example, and so a sanctifying power, upon the rest. There is a
tendency in us all to feel the force of an example shown in some other sphere than our
own, and in this way each one of us exerts a real influence on the whole. Aaron
pleaded by his example for the sanctified life of every Israelite. Common consecration
to God, and openness to yield to all Divine calls and separations, are the secrets of
deliverance from all jealousies and envies.—B. T.

Ver. 24.— Work that young people may do. The time of Levitical service dated from
the age of thiity, but service of particular kinds was accepted from those as young as
twenty. Some things are beyond the young people. They could not do them well.
They require gifts and maturity which the young do not possess. It is well for them
to learn what is within their reach—what they may do, and what they may not do.

I. Young people should accept the pact of thbie limited poweb and limited
fitness. This would check their characteristic disposition to over self-confidence.

II. YouNO people should estimate faiblt the measube of theib powbb, and so
work up to their highest limit St. John gives his advice to young men " because they
are strong."

III. Young people bhould hold all theib fowebs at God's sebvicb, seeing that he
asks for life's morning as well as life's noontide.

IV. Young people should be sube that thbeb are spheres of sbbvicb exactly
matching their powei^s. An4 they should he watching, ever ready to enter upon
allsueh.
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In the faithful doing of the least things of our youth-time alone lies our hope
of training for the undertaking of more and better work as manly powers uufold.

Sliow that the noblest of God's workers have consecrated their youth-time to his

service.—B. T.

Ver. 30.

—

The mission of tJwse who praise. Some were to " stand every momiu;; to

thank and praise the Lord, and likewise at even.'* This was the special work of certain

of the younger Levites, whose voices retained their tone and power. They formed a
choir to aid in the interest and beauty of Divine service. As this subject has been
somewhat fully dealt with in previous outline homilies, "e do but suggest a new frame-
work, which the earlier materials will enable the reader to clothe. Deal with the
mission of church choirs and sin;!;ing bands, and show

—

I. Theib mission to give bxpbbssion to others' feelings, and to strengthen them
by expression.

n. Theib mission to interest others in Divine things.
III. Theib mission in aeodsing others to BBLiGioas anxiety, as with the singing

of revival hymns.
Then press tlie importance of cultured spiritual fitness for the eflScient fulfilment of

this mission. Tliey who sing for the religious helping and teachint; of men must them-
selves be sincere, devout, earnest, and pious. It is as true of this as of any other form
of Christian service, that "we can only kindle fire when we are ourselves on fire." "In
order to the high result intended, the music of religion must be religious. There must
be a distinction of sounds. As this language is given for the heart, it becomes a first

principle that it must he of the heart, else it is an unknown tongue. And so true is

this, that nothing can really fulfil the idea of religious music which is not the breathing
of true love and worship. Even instruments without life will not speak the true notes
of power unless the touch of faith is on them, and the breath of holy feeling is in them;
how much less the voice its' If, whose very qualities of sound are inevitably toned by
the secret feeling of the siiiiit '/ " (Dr. Horace Bushnell).—1{. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXrV.

Vers. 1—19.-1^ twenty-four dosses qf
friests.

Ver. 1.—The Hebrew of this verse reads.
And to the sons of Aaron, their divisions

onip^ri D; the sons of Aaron: Nadab and

Abihu, Eleazar and Itbamar. The word
" divisions " is the same word that is trans-
lated "courses" in ver. 6, and which verse
also would read literally, " And David di-
Tided them divisions to the sons of Levi,
to Gershon, Kohath, and Merarl." Our
present verse evidently continues both the
subject and construction of that verse. Of
the four sons (Exoil. vi. 23), two died with-
out issue, viz. Nadab and Abilm (ver. 2);
and the other two have to supply tlie •' chief
men of the house," viz, Eleazur sixteen, and
Ithamar eight (ver. 4).

Ver. 2—(Comp. Lev. x. 1, 2, for the
death of these ; and for their being oliild-
less. Numb. iii. 2—4; xxvi. 60, 61.)

Ver. 3.—The Hebrew of this verse reads,
And David divided them, and Zadok of the
sons of Eleazar, and Ahimeleoh of the sons of

Ithacnr, uncording to their offices (Dnio^y,

in their servioe (onnaKa). And the evident
purport of it is that the three, David, Ziidok,
and Aiiimeleoh, conjointly made ihe arrange-
ments. This is virtually repeated in vers. 6,
31 (see also oh. xxv. 1 for an analogous case).
For the "Ahimeleoh" of this verse and
vers. 6, 31, should be read " Abiathar," as
shown in eh. xviii. 16, by compaiisou of 1
Sam. xxii. 20 ; 2 Sam. xx. 25 ; 1 Kings i. 7,
8 ; Mark ii. 26.

Ver. 4.—The simpler translation of this
verse might run thus : And there were found
(oQ sons of Eleazar, more for chief men, than
(of) sons of Ithamar, and they divided them—
to sons of Eleazar, sixteen chiefs of father^
houses

J and to sons of Ithamar, eight.
Ver. 5.— Translate, And they divided them

by lots, these with those ; t".e. as there was no
ground of choice between the two families,
which differed only in number, and as the
highest ecclesiastical places had bgen filled

already by both of them, the impartiiility of
the " lot" was resorted to, for the settling ol
the order in which they would take the
services now in question (ch. xxv. 8). The
governors ; read rather, (he princes. The
distinction intended hitween "the li"lv

princes," or " princes of the sanctuuiy," on
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the one hand, and "the princes of God " on
the other, is not very clear. One instauce of

the former expression is found in Isa. xliil.

28. Keil supposes there may be no dis-

tinotion between them, but adds that if

there is, ,he would take the " princes of

God " to stand for the regular high priests

exclusively, viz. those who could enter into

the most holy place before God. The
" princes of God is a title evidently illus-

trated by the word " Israel " (Gen. xzxii.

28).

Vor. 6.—The person who acted as clerk

or secretary on the occasion, and the whole
number of the witnesses, and the lot-

taking itself, are here given. Tlie present
Hebrew text repeats the word inti (taken)

twice, before the name of Ithamar, at the
end of the sentence. The evident and easy

coriection of the first occurrence of which
into in^Xone) will make the clause and sense

correspond with wliat goes before. Ber-
theau, however, and Keil, and some others

do not accept this correction, and would
keep the present Hebrew text, the first-

named, moreover, contending that the repe-

tition of the word for " taking " points to

two lots being represented by each house of

Ithamar, whose total number was only
eight, for one of Eleazar, whose total was
sixteen. Not only does the repetition of

the present Hebrew text not avail to autho-

rize such a supposition, but the supposition

itself would be unsupported and gratuitous.

What is really told us amounts to this only,

that the drawing wa« first from the collec-

tion of families under the name of Eleazar,

and then from that descended from Ithamar.

For anything we are here told, the urn of

Itliamar can have held out only half as long

as that of Eleazar, and it can be only con-

jecture to suppose that two lots were drawn
from the uru of Eleazar for every one from
that of Ithamar, so as to make them run
out together at the end. Could any one of

the names from sixteen to twenty-four that

are recorded in this chapter as "coming
forth" in the shape of a " lot," be identified

as belonging to families descended from
Ithamar, the question might be solved.

Ahimeleoh the son of Ihiathar; read, as

above, ver. 3, ch. xviM. 16, etc., Jbiathar

(lie eon of Ahimdech.
Ver. 7.—Jehoiarib. Written thus only

here and in oh. iz. 10; elsewhere always

Joiarib. He then is the head of the first

of the twenty-four courses of priests in

Pavld's time, and according to his plan.

(For the evidence qf the return of some of

tills family from the Exile, see Neli. si. 10,

tliough the text of this clause is very

suspicious ; xii. 6, 19 ; see also interesting

article under this name, with tables. Smith,

>ijibl» Dictionary,'!, 916.) JedaiaL (Fwr

the return of some of the descendants of

this family, see Ezra ii. 86 ; Neh. vii. 39

;

comp. also Keh. xii. 6, 7, 19, 21.)

Ver. 8.—Harim (see Barrington's ' Genea-
logies,' i. 94, 99, ISl, 169 ; see also for the

muution of descendants, Ezra ii. 39 ; x. 21

;

Neh. vii. 42; i. 5; xii. i (where the name
appears as Rehum), 15). The sons of Harim
mentioned in Ezra ii. 32 ; x. 31 ; Neh. vii

35 ; X. 27, were not a priest-family. Seorim,

This name does not occur again.

Ver. 9.—Malohgah. An earlier priest of

this same name is mentioned in ch. ix. 12,

who is again mentioned in Neh. xi. 12 ; Jer.

ixi. 1 ; xxxviii. 1. The name in our present
verse is probably the same (but used to mark
a family and not the individual) as that found
in Neh. x. 3 (see also Neh. xii. 42). The
Malchijah of Neh. iii. 11 aud Ezra z. 25 is

the name of an Israelitish layman. Mijaniin.

In like manner, this as a family name reap-
pears in Neh. z. 7; xii. 5 (in the form
Miamin), 17, 41 (ia the form Miniamin);
see also 2 Chron. xxxi. 15, where the
Septuagint, the Vulgate, aud the Peshito
Syriao read Benjamin. The name as of a
layman also appears in Ezra x. 25.

Ver. 10—Hakkoz. The first half of this

word is the definite article, as may be seen
in Neh. iii. 4, 21 and Ezra ii. 61, where
the name is found, as in tlie cases above, for

the priest-family. Abijah (see again Neh.
X. 7 ; Luke i. 5). To this course, therefore,
Zachariaa, father of John the Baptist, be-
longed.

Ver. 11.—Jeshuah. In Ezra ii. 36 and
Neh. viL 39 certain " children of Jedaiah,"
who returned from Babylon, are mentioned
as belonging to the "house of Jeshua,"
and distinguished presumably thereby from
children of another Jeilaiah. This accords
with the fact that in Neh. xii. 6, 7, aud again
in 19, 21, two families of the name Jedaiah
are given in the priest-lists. We may,
therefore, conclude that families desuended
from the Jeshuah of our present verse were
among those who returned froin captivity
(Ezra ii 36; Neh. vii. 39). Sheoaniah (see
Neh. xii. 3, where spelt Shechaniah). Of
thooc similarly named in Ezra viii 3, 5, the
former may possibly have been descendant*
of this Shecaniah, the latter not so.

Ver. 12.—Elia^b. Not the progenitor
of the Eliashib of Neh. iii. 1, 20, 21 ; for
see ch. xii. 10, 22, 23, for the pedigree of the
latter. Jakim. This name does not re-
appear.

Ver, 13.—Ettppah , . . Jeshebeab. The
former of these names is not found again
aimong priest-names, and the latter not
at aU.

Ver. 14.— Bilgah . , . Immer. The
former name reappears, not for the same per-
WB, in Neh. xii. $, 18 ; and, under a slightly
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altered form, Bilgai, in Neb. x. 8. The
latter is the name of a family known al-

ready (ch. ix. 12), and which became
much better known (Ezra ii. 37; x. 20;

Neb. ili. 29; vii. 40; xi. 13; Jer. xx. 1).

The notices parallel to one another (Ezra
ii. 59 ; Neb. vii. 61) are interesting, but ob-

scure. They probably speak of a plaee

called Immer, but even this is not quite

elear.

Ver. 15.—Hezir . . . Aphses. The for-

mer name, as that of a layman, is fonnd
again in Neb. x. 20. Of the latter, spelt

in the Hebrew Hapizez, nothing more is

known.

"Ver. 16.—Pethahiah . . . Jehezekel. The
former name reappears as one of those who
separated themselves from the alliances

they liad contracted in the land of their

captivity (Ezra x. 23; Neb. ix. 5). The
latter is in its characters ('^Npin') the same

with those of Ezekiel, though here Bng
lislied Jehezekel I

Ver, 17.—Jaohin . . . Oamnl. The latter

of these names is not found again in any
connection with a priest-family. Of the
former we read as well in ch. ix. 10 as in

Neb. xi. 10, and probably he is the Acbim
of Matt. i. 14.

Ver. 18.—Selaiab . . . Maaziah. The
spelling of the former of these names, as it

appears here and in Jer. xxxvi. 12, 25,

differs by the addition of a ihurek (i) from
the name, spelt the same in the English
Version, found in ch. iii. 24 ; Neb. vi. 10

;

vii. 62 ; Ezra ii. 60. The latter name re-

curs in Neh. x. 8, etc., though without a final

ehureh.

Ver. 19.—The order has been thng given
of the twenty-four, classes or courses ot

the priests. Each course served a week
from the seventh day to the seventh (2

Kings xi. 9 ; 2 Chron, xxiii. 8). An
interesting allusion to this order of courses

is tacitly made in Ezek. viii. 16—18, where
the twenty-fifth idolater may be supposed
to be the high priest. Some have, on very

insufficient grounds, supposed that this
" ordering " of courses was not really the
institution ot David, but attributed to him
after the Exile for the sake of the authority

of his name. In Neb. xii. 1—7, moreover,
tlie names do not appear as even twenty-
four, but twenty-two—deficient by two I—

a

thing most easily to be accounted tor. In
addition to the direct scriptural witness on
tills subject, Josephus's ('Ant.,' vii. 14) tes-

timony confirms the account of our present

chapter, while Movers (in ' Ohronik.,' 279)
and Dehler (in Herzog's ' E. E.,' xii. 185)
effectively combat the positions of De Wette
and Graiiiberg, and of Uerzberg, in bis
' Histuiy of the People of Israel.'

Vers. 20—31.—Tfte distribution of tk»

other Lemtet.
Ver. 20.—The rest of the sons of

_
Levi

designated here are explained sufiioiently

clearly by ver. 30. They were those who
were not of the sons of Aaron, not priests,

but whose " ofSce was to wait on the soni

of Aaron for the service of the house of the
Lord " (ch. xxiii. 28), for certain specified

work, some of which was of the more
menial character. These, of course, do not
exhaust the whole of the non-priestly

Levites ; for we read distinctly in the follow-

ing two chapters of other detachments
of the non-priestly Levites, whose office

was as singers, doorkeepers, and treasure-

keepers. And this consideration may of

itself possibly be a sufficient account of the

absence of any of the family of Gershon-
ites in the list of the present chapter,

though they do appear to view for other
work in ch.xxvi. 21,eto. Amram . . . Shu-
bael. The latter of these two names marks
the line of Moses, in his elder son, Gershon,
whose son was Shebuel (ch. xxiii. 15, 16),

as the former is the name of the father of

Moses, and eldest son of Kohath.
Ver. 21.—^Behabiah. This name marks the

line of Moses, in the person of his younger
on, Eliezer, father of Behabiah. And the
practical result of these two verses is to give
us the two " chiefs," or heads, or representa-
tives, Jehdeiah and Isshiah, both Amramitei.

Ver. 22.—Jahath. Here follows in order
after the Amramites, Jahath, a descendant
from Izhar, Kohath's second son (ch. xxiiL
12, 18), through Shelomoth (otherwise
Shelomitb). This Jahath furnishes for uB
the third name of this series of " other sons
of Levi." And Keil plausibly argues, from
the absence of these three names from the
list of ch. zxiii. 6—23, that, while that list

is occupied with fathers' houses, this list is

occupied with the official classes of the
Levites who were to be engaged in the way
already stated.

Ver. 23.—This verse is manifestly im-
perfect. What is necessary to fill up the
evident gaps is to be found, however, in ch.
xxiii. 19 ; also the pointed allusion to the
time ot David, in on. xxvi. 31, is deserving
ot especial notice. The four names of this
verse, then, are descendants of Kohath's
third son, Hebron (ch. xxiii. 12).

Vers. 24, 25.—These verses give as
Shamii and Zeohanah, descendants of
Uzziel, Kohath's fourth son (ch, xxiiL 12),
the former through Michah (ch. xxiii. 20),
and the latter through Miohah's brother,
Isshiali (oh. xxiii. 20), called here "sons of
Uzziel," but presumably not intended for

immediate sons (Exod. vi. 22). In all these
fourteen heads were drawn from the four
ons of Kohath,
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Vera. 26—29.—We now past from the
Eohath family to that of Merari. For the
oft-repeated Mahli and Mushi, they belonged
to the time of Moses (£zod. vi. 19 ; Numb,
iii. 33). The elder of these, Mahli, as

already seen in ch. xxiii. 21, 22, had two
sons, Eleazar and Kish, the sons of tlie

latter of whom took the daughters of

Bleazar, who had no sons, and tlius kept
only one house surviving, the head of

which was (ver. 29) Jerahmeel. This would
seem t] complete all that needs to be said

of the Malili line. Meantime, however, we
are confronted by the contents of the latter

half of our ver. 26 and ver. 27. These
purport to give, amid some confnsion of ex-
pression, ions of Merari by Jaaziah his

son (£eno). No anterior authority, how-
ever, can be found for this Jaaziah. Neither
of him nor . of any of the three names
(omitting Beno, which is evidently to be
translated " his son ") here linked on to his,

is anything known. While we accept the

text as it at present is, we have an ad-

ditional branch with three families to add
to the account of Merari—the branch of

Jaaziah, the three families of Shoham,
Zacour, Ibri. Even so we have in ver. 27
to obliterate arbitrarily the conjunction van,

prefixed to the name Shoham. Under these
ciroumstai ices, Keil impatiently rejects these
clauses altogether, as an interpolation,

though one of which he can give no ac-

count, and adds up, in consequence, the
families of Levi (exclusive of the priests)

to twenty-two instead of the unexplained

twenty-flve of the present text. On fta

other hand, Bertheau retains the present

reading, and accepts Jaaziah as a third

branch of the family of Merari. If this

were so, it is surprising that nowhere else

is room found for the slightest mention of

Jaaziah, nor any other mention of these

supposed descendants.

Ver. 30.—The three sons of Mushi hero

given agree with ch. xxiii. 23. It is to be
observed that, in the foregoing verses, we
have no expressed sum of the families or

heads to which they add up. Hence Ber-

theau finds twenty-five in all, which ha
would reduce to the twenty-four he wants
by omitting, without any adequate justiflca-

cation, the Mahli of ver. 30. Others, omit-

ting the three names of Shoham, Zaccur,

Ibri, bring the twenty-five to twenty-two.

Keil finds only fifteen " heads " or " classes,"

but surmises that the Hebronite and
Mushite " fathers' houses " may have been
numerous enough to find more than one
" class

; " and tliereby to make up the

twenty-four classes which he desires as well

for symmetry's sake as for the patent sug-

gestious of ver. 31.

Yer. 31. — Over against . . . OTer against.

This translation of the Hebrew (nmyh) is

obscure and awkward. The meaning is

" equally with," or " correspondiugly with"
(oh. xxvi. 12, 16, etc.). The root means
"communion," and the word is found only
in the constructive state. The Vulgate
shows the translation, Omnes eon aequaliter

dicidehat ; tam majores quam minoret.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.

—

Principles in a parenthesis. This rerse is parenthetical ; we may let it

suggest to us some valuable principles.

I. That sm bbappbabs in its effects, both dj life and in histobt. After the

full statement of the sin committed by these young men (Lev. x.), and the allusion made
to it in the Book of Numbers (iii. 4), we might have supposed that we had heard the

last of it in the sacred narrative. But here it comes up again ; once more we are

reminded how Aaron's sons provoked the Lord, and brought down his displeasure.

So now are there sins against God and crimes against men which history will not
let alone ; it records them on its page, and, further on, it writes them down again, that

the attention of another generation may be called thereto. Some iniquities there are

which are of such significance that no writer of his country's story will leave them out

of his record. But this is as pathetically true of individual life. Too often it happens
that men cannot shake themselves free from the sins of earlier days. They think they
have done with them, but some way further on they present themselves again, and
look them in the face. How many a man is called upon to say, again and a^ain, as the

miserable effects of past sin come up to reproach, or to enfeeble, or to baulk him, " Ah

!

that that word had been left unspoken, that deed undone, that habit unformed, that

course unchosen-!" If such is sin in its resurgent powers, (1) what a compensatory
fact we have in the truth that it may be wholly forgiven by the mercy of Grod in

Christ Jesus, so that it does not continue to interpose between our souls and his Divine

favour I and (2) how wis? to bring our life at iti very commencement under the law
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of holiness, so that those sins may be avoided which would, if incurred, dog our steps

and haunt our spirits

!

II. That bin invebts the watubal obdee of thinos in the lifb of man. So far

as the word can be used appropriately in such a case, we may say that it is the natural

thing for the Sons to close the eyes of their father (see Gen. xlvi. 4), to carry him to

the grave, to cherish his memory, to follow his last directions. There is something
strikingly unnatural when it has to be written that " they died before their father."

But it is the constant consequence of sin. Sin is the great overturning, confnsing,

inverting power in the world ; putting that before which should be behind, and tha*

below which should be above, disordering and disarranging everything in the world
which God made beautiful snd blessed. Illustrations abound in every sphere of

human activity.

III. That sin cdts off the good which it is in God's thouoht to givb vs.

These young men died, and " had no chiMren." In the common course of providence
they would have had the deep, full joy of parents, and their children and descendants

would have carried down their lineage to the distant future. But that one " pre-

sumptuous sin " cut all this off. In how many ways does human guilt shut the hand
of beneficence, impoverishing itself and all whom it can affect

!

IV. That it is wise to be pebpabed fob eablt death ob for lonxlt age.
These words may be written of those who are not sinful but unfortunate. In the
families of the holy and the faithful it is often the painful record—the young men, the
young women, "die before their parents." No one who is wise will risk anything on
the assurance of continued life. Youth in all its vigour may be but a step or twr
distant from the grave. Strong manhood, rejoicing motherhood, may be about to enter

on a life of clouded loneliness.' Be ready for early death, and for the long dark shadow
c" bereavement.—C.

Vf f 19.

—

The will of the Lord. " As the Lord God of Israel had commanded him."
These words may be said to constitute the key-note of the whole Law (Exod. xxxix.

42 ; Lev. xxvii. 34 ; Numb, ixxvi. 13 ; Deut. xxxiv. 9). Just as Israel should pay
heed to this commandment of Jehovah, so it would flourish and rejoice ; in proportion

as it should de[iart from these commandments, so it would fail and be distressed.

Everything hun^ on a loyal obedience to the Divine will. There were three form» of
obedience then, and there is the same number now. We look at both.

I. The three fobms of obedience which Iseael was to bender. 1. Minute con-
formity to positive precept. Everything, to the smallest particular, was to be "after
the pattern '.' (Exod. ixv. 9, 40 ; Numb. viii. 4). In the celebration of the lacrifices,

the priests were to be studious to follow the exact directions given in the " command-
ment of the Lord," and any deviation, though but slight and apparently immaterial
in itself, would vitiate everything that was done. 2. Application of broad principles.

It was hopeless to anticipate every possible breach of such laws as, " Thou shalt not
defraud thy neighbour ; " " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself." An inter-

pretation and application of such commandments as these must have been left largely

to the individual conscience. 3. Inquiry of the Lord to know his will, and so to do
it. This was the case, like that recorded in this chapter, whenever the mind of God
was tiiken by means of the lot (vers. 5, 6). A direct appeal was then made to him for

his direction, and, thus gained, it was followed.

II. The forms of obedience to which our Lord is summoning us. They correspond
to the preceding, yet difler in some respects frim tliem. 1. Christ has left us but few
po."iitive enactments. We seldom meet with any minute prescriptions regulating
behaviour in our New Testament. Days, forms, and methods of devotion and seivice

are left to our conscience and judgment. But there are some interdictions and require-
ments wliich still exist, and which bind us to the obedience of cunformity to statute
2. Christ requins of us that we make constant ajijilication of the broad principles he
has tauyht us. He has said to us, "Lo\e tiie : Follow lue : Care fcr niyirimds and
Uitle ones : Walk in love, in liuiiiiliiy, in punty : Do fioud and comiinrnicate," etc. ; and
he leaves it to those who bear his Kame to a| ply and illustrate these his general com-
mandments, in all the details of their Individual, family. Church, national life. The
Ijian or the Church that does not try to find out the will of Christ from his life and Jjji
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words, and to do that will when thus discovered, is " not worthy of him," Is no true

friend of his (John xy. 14). 3. Christ desires us to be continually seeking his will frum

bis own Divine Spirit. He has promised to come to Us, to dwell with ui and within

us, to instruct and inspire us by the communications of the Spirit of God. We are

thus to learn his will, and, when thus directed, are to do what is right and pleasing in

his eight. So far is the life of Christian ohedieoce from being one that is merely formal

and mechanical. In Christ Jesus the statutes are few ; the application of heavenly

principles is our daily duty ; the inquiry of the Lord to know what he would have us do
is our high privilege and our abiding obligation.—G.

Ch. xxiv., XXV.

—

The Aaronitet and other descendants of Levi: orders of the

musicioms. In these chapters we have brought before us a catalogue of the Aarooites,

or priests, who were divided into twenty-four classes, corresponding to the sons of

Bleazar and Ithamar, and appointed to perform the service in succession as determined

by lot, prominent notice being given to the heads of these twenty-four classes ; and a

list of the fathers' houses of the other descendants of Levi, in the order of succes-

sion, also settled by lot. In ch.xxv. we see the list of twenty-four orders of musicians

in the order determined by lot. The lot was a direct appeal to Ood, and by it all

cases were decided. . It is for this reason that all chance games are wroog, and should

never be encouraged by the Christian. It is bringing down a holy ordinance to a pro-

fane level, and is, without doubt, a breach ol the third commandment. The expres-

sion " prophesied," which occurs in ch. xxv. 2, 3, is Used in its deeper signification

of singing and playing to the praise of God, in the power of the Spirit of God. In
oh. ixv. 5 Heman is called " the seer of the kinc; in the words of Ood," hecause
along with his gift of song he was endowed with the prophetic gift, and thus made
known to the king revelations of God. The expression "to lift up the horn" in

this verse also needs explanation. The Levites did not blow horns. It was not one of

the instruments of worship. The lifting up of the horn signifies invariably to heighten
or show forth the power of any one. This is the meaning of the word in this passage.

And the words " to lift up the horn " must be connected with the words that fullow, thus

:

" To give Heman's race power for the praise of God God gave to Heman fourteen sons
and three daughters. We also learn, in ch. xxv. 7, that there were those who- were
"instructed," and were " cunning " or skilful in the sougs of the Lord. From these
passages we may learn that families, and especially large families like Heman's, are God's
gifts for the purpose of being used in his service. And secondly, that in all praise and
singing, whilst we are never to forget the apostolic injunction, " Singinc; and making
melody in your hearts to the Lord," we are to " sing with the understanding also," and
that it is to be of the very best -kind ; and that with it all there must be that without
which it will be empty sound—singing in the Holy Ohost, as they did who are named
in the second and third verses of ch. xxv. Thus " teachers" and "scholars" (yet. Sj
will fill their divinely appointed places to the glory of God.—W.

Ver. 2.

—

TJie cibiding warning of iht wilful. The narrative of Nadab and Abilm
which is here recalled is giveu in Lev. x. 1—5. The wording of the verse is taken
from Numb. iii. 4. It is a story which we find it difficult to understand. Probably its

explanation depends on an intimate acquaintance with the Jewish system, and the
sentiments prevailing in those earlier times. Nadab and Abihu had been honoured
with special privileges (see Exod. xxiv. 1, 9, 10) ; by reason of this they may have
become unduly exalted, and have been tempted by s[)iritual pride to imagine that thoy
were not bound by ordinary rules in the discharge of the duties of the priest's office.

Kitto gives a brief but sufficient sketch of the incident. " Among the priestly services

was that of offering the precious incense upon the golden altar within the tabernacle,
at the very time that the daily sacrifice was being consumed upon the brazen altar in

the court without. At the time the ritual service had been inaugurated, the fire of the
great altar was kindled from heaven ; and it was made an ordinance that this holy fire

should always be kept up and preserved, and that this, and this alone, was to be used
in all the sacred services. The priests who offered incense had, therefore, to fill their

censers with fire from the great altar when they went into the tabernacle to burn
incenn. It was in this matter that Nadab and Abihu sinned. Treating this ordinauca
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as of no importance, thinking to themselves that common fire would bum their incense
quite as well as the other ; or, perhaps, as there is reason to fear, having been led into a
mistake, or neglect, by inebriety, they filled their censers with^ 'strange fire,

unhallowed fire, not from the altar, and ventured to bring it into the tabernacle."

Permanent instruction may be drawn from this incident by regarding wilfulness as the
very essence of these men's sio. When there was a distinct, definite, and well-known
Divine command, it pleased them to act on the dictate of their own feeling. In view
of that full loyalty to Christ, and daily waiting upon him for guidance and direction,

which are necessary features of the Christian life, wilfulness is as perilous and as wicked
in the modem dispensation as in the older. In setting forth this evil and its fatal

influence, consider

—

L WrLFULNEss AS A DISPOSITION OF CHARAOTEB. It is the bias left on humanity from
our first father's fall. We see the signs of human depravity mainly in this—that men's
wills are set against God's will, and have to be subdued to his obedience. This is true

of man as an individual, and equally true of men when acting together in society or in

the nation. But there are ditierent degrees of wilfulness, and in some the self-will is a
master-passion. Some measures of wilfulness in the common affairs of life ensure
energy and mastery of circumstance ; but it is wholly out of place in the religiom
spheres, where energy must depend on the spirit of service to Christ.

II. Wilfulness findinq expbession in acts. Illustrate from King Saul in his latef

and worse moods, or from Judas Iscariot, who, with views of his own, came to betray
his very Lord. The apostle warns us concerning those who " will be rich, and so fall

into temptation and a snare." Wilfulness expressed in acts brings us at once under
Divine notice, because it then affects the comfort and well-being of otheri.

III. Wilfulness cobbupting the whole eblioious life. It puts a wrong tone
upon all the relations, and spoils the whole life by possessing it with the spirit of self.

Ood the Spirit cannot rule the life, and selfrvle at the same time ; and if it be self that
really rules, then we are " dead while we live." Practically dead, because none of the
" means of grace " can prove the soul's nourishment when wilfulness rules.

IV. Wllfulness BEiNGiNa ITS UNDER DiviNE JUDGMENTS. Illustrated in the case
of Nadab and Abihu. Where wilfulness is but growing. Divine chastisements come for
correction. Where wilfulness has gained full mastery, there must be Divine judgments,
such as utterly crush down the pride.

Exactly what Christianity proposes is the "conversion of self-will," and the bestow-
ment of the spirit that worships, and follows wholly, the " sweet will " of God. R. T.

Ver. 19.

—

Ancient Divine rules preserved in modern adjustments. David found it

necessary to make alterations and adaptations when he reconstituted the worship for

the new tabernacle and the anticipated temple, but in all his adaptations he anxiously
preserved the Mosaic principles and the Mosaic order; thereby giving an important
example of the spirit and the manner in which modern adjustments of permanent
principles should be made. We must accept the fact of the changeableness of human
life, thought, and forms of relationship and society. Age diflfers from age. A succeed-
ing age will often strive to realize a contrast with the age preceding ; it wiU prefer
what it disliked, and put In the front what it had set in the background. We must
take care that the changes are set under wise limitations, and the first of these is the
fair and adequate representation, in the new scenes, of the old and permanent social, or
moral, or religious principles. Some persons love change for change's sake ; and such
persons often put the best things in peril, and prevent the noblest schemes for human
well-being from gaining an adequate trial. Others resist change as if it were wholly
wrong and injurious ; and such persons help to keep the yokes pressing on men's necks
long after it is manifest how the neck has become galled and painful. And many
persons fail to take "change" at the hopeful time, and so they lose all the finest
opportunities that life brings. These diversities of relation to necessary change may be
illustrated in relation to human customs, to political history, to ecclesiastical order, and
to Church doctrine. We are instructed not to " meddle with those who are given to
change; " but we have a very proper admiration for such a man as the Apostle St.
Paul, who, with far^ieeing wisdom, discerned how Judaism was passing into the broader
gpiritual Christianity, and put himself forward m % leader in the change, Mother foot
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requires attention. All forms for the expression of principles tend to exhaust their

capacity for expressing truth. Like vessels, or pipes, that get encrusted with use, they
have to be taken away, and replaced by other and larger forms. All we have to care

for, from the most conservative standpoint, is that the old life shall flow into and
through the new forms, and that the new form shall be fully adequate to convey the
great flow of the old life. We may even plead that, in view of the ever-varying wants
of men, we should be ready to adopt new forms and modes in tjhe religious life and
service. Illustration maybe taken from the'attitude advisable towards such schemes as

that of the Salvation Army, or modern mission halls and revivals. David lived in one
of the so-called " periods of traus <n," and it is very interesting to mark how he led

the change that was demanded, bm carefully toned it with due reference to the rules

and order which had been divinely given. We may more fully illustrate from practices

and order of worship, customs of religious life, and Church doctrine, one necessary

condition of change that may be regarded as wise and healthy

—

the old rule, orprinciple,
must find adequate expression in the newform. The form is bad if it dwarfs, or hides,

or misrepresents, or attenuates the principle. The body must worthily and sufficiently

express the man. If it be so that men ever gain a larger and fuller grasp of any
principle or truth, they are following a genuine inspiration when they seek a larger

form in which to give it expression. And this condition, duly observed, guarantees the
safety of what is called " modem religious thought." This subject may be used to

quiet the minds of those who fear the many and apparently extensive changes in the
expression of religious truth in our times. We may be sure that God will watch
jealously over his truth ; and will have, in every age, godly men who will " earnestly
contend for the faith once delivered to the saints."—^B. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXY.

Vers. 1—8.

—

The familiea of Ihe three

ekiefs in song.

Ver. 1.—The twenty-four courses of those

who were to be engaged in the temple
service as singers and musicians fill up this

chapter. They are to be taken from the

three great families of Asapb, Heman, and
Jeduthun. For the captains of the host, as

designating those who superintended the
order of temple worship, see oh. xxii. 17;
xxiii. 2 ; xxiv. 6 ; as also Numb. iv. 3 ; viii.

23. The sons of Asaph. (For a clear instance

of the use of the preposition (lamed) prefixed,

as here, see Essra viii. 24.) The English
should appear " the sons of Asaph." Asaph,
Heman, and Jeduthun belonged respectively

to the Gershon, Kohath, and Merarite

families (oh. vi. 18—32). Thus these singers

and musicians were drawn from each great

branch of Levi; viz. from Gershon, four

through Asaph; from Kohath, six through
Jeduthun ; and from Merari, fourteen

through Heman ; while the whole number
of those trained to sing was two hundred
and eighty-eight. Who should prophesy.

The Hebrew o'saan (Jer. xiv. 14, 16)

stands for Niphal participle plural, the

singular of which (Ka^n) appears in th«

following two verses. These were the

Qtterera in long of the Divin* mind and

will. The essential meaning of the ex-
pression evidently is to use the voice in
sacred service, more or less under Divine
impulse. With cymbals. These instrumenfa
were used to regulate the time (compare
this verse with oh. xiii. 8). For some
particulars respecting these and other
musical instruments used in Israel at this
time, the article " Music" in Smith's ' Bible
Dictionary ' may be consulted with advan-
tage. And the number, etc. The literal
translation of the last clause of this verse
is, And was their number, the men of work,
for their service, i.e. "And the number of
workmen for the service was." The work-
men intend, of course, those who performed
the service.

Ver. 2.—Four sons of Asaph are here
given, the number, however, not being ex-
pressed, although it is expressed in the
cases of Jeduthun and Heman (vers. 3, 5).
"For Asaph," we find twelve psalms in-
scribed, viz. Ps. 1.; Ixxiii.—Ixxxiii. ; of
some of which he was himself the inspired
composer. When it Is said "for Asaph,"
the meaning is for those " under his hand,"
or direction, and who as a band bore his
name, and performed among other odes
those which he prophesied. Zaeonr. A
descendant after the Return is mentioned in
Neh. xil. 35. Asartlah. This last of the
four SOBS rf Asaph is ealled in ver. li
J«thar«l&];». TTnda); the hands of , , , wssord-
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ing to the order of. The Hebrew words are
" to the hand of " and " to the hands of."

Between the signification of these two
forma, the one expressed in the singular
number and the other in the plural, tliere

does not seem to be any distinction, and
accordingly they might be better translated,

under Oie direction of . . . under the

directions of. The latter form is that found
in vers. 3, 6.

Yer. 3.—Six sons are here said to be
under the direction of Jeduthun (or Ethan,
eh. vi. ii). The name missing is Shimei,
supplied by ver. 17, and which the Alex-
andrine Septuagint places fourth in this

list. This is clear from the list of vers.

9—31, which contains all the same names
na are found in the present vers. 2 —4, and
one more, Shimei, which therefore offers to

supply the place vacant here. The name
Zeri reappears in ver. 11 as Iiri. Who
prophesied (see headings to Fs. xxxix.

;

Ixii. ; Ixxvii. : we do not know, however,
that Jeduthun composed any of these, nor

does the word " prophesy " necessitate it).

Ver. i.—The two names TTzziel and
Shebuel, in this verse, reappear respectively

in vers. 18, 20, as Azareel and Shubael. It

is remarkable that the ninth and tenth

names of this list, with the twelfth, thirteenth,

and fourteenth, when put together, run into

two lines of verse, which may be translated,

"These bestowed great and high help; I

have abundantly uttered oracles." llwald

suggests that these may be the commencing
lines of some ancient prophet's oracles

(Ewald, 'Lehrbuch der H. Spr.,' § 274, S.

672, 7th edit., cited by Keil).

Ver. 5.—For the expression, the king'g

seer, and as other instances of the office,

see oh. xxi. 9 ; 2 Chron. xxxv. 15, in neither

of which places, however, have we the

attendant phrase, in the words of God. Yet
we have the same sense strictly implied in

ch. xxi. 9, 19. The expression needs not to

be generalized into " in the matters of God,"
but evidently describes the seer (Heman,
Gad, or Jeduthun) as the authorized medium
of verbal communication between God and
the king. There is difficulty in assigning

the right place of the clause, to lift up the

horn. There can be no doubt at all that

it contains no allusion whatever to the

horn as an instrument of sound (the almost

solitary approach to which use of the word
is found in Josh. vi. 5), but that it falls in

with the very tieqaant figurative use of the

plirase as it occurs in the very same words

(Pb. Ixxv. 5, 6; Ixxxix. 18, 25; xcii. 12;

cxii, 9; 1 Sum. ii. 1, 10, etc.), and which

means "to add to the strength " or " honour "

of any one. The allusion is to the number
of Heman's children being a mark of the

boQour God Bet on him. The words cannot

go with the latter part of the verse, whila
the conjunction (oatt) in jn"! opens it. The
possible order may be, AU these sons were to

Heman, the king's seer, hy the words of Ood,
to lifl I'p the horn. The absence of the
third personal pronoun suflix to pp is

noticeable, place the clause where we will.

The statement of the fourteen sous and
three daughters belonging to Heman, in

this verae, shows that up to this point the
word " sons " is used in its stricter sense,

however true it may be that the sense is

amplified in vers. 10—31.

Ver. 6.—This verse needs nothing except
exact translation to make its meaning clear

and consistent. All these (i.e. the names of

vers. 2—4) were under the direotionB of

their father, in the song of the house of the
Lord, with cymbals, psalteries, and harps,
for the service of the house of Ood, under
the directions of the king, Asaph, and
Jeduthnn and Heman.

Ver. 7.—This verse introduces s large
additional number of those called for the
present brethren of the foregoing twenty-
four. These brethren (partly composed of
their sons, as appears from vers. 9—31)
were to aid in the songs of the Lord, and
were apparently under instruction for- that
purpose. Each one of the twenty-four had
eleven associated subordinates with him,
and for whose instruction and service he
was probably answerable. These would, of
course, multiply up to the two hundred four
aoore and eight mentioned in the verse.
This verse appears (contrary to the interpre-
tation of Keil, Beitheau, and others) with
sufficient precision to mark tuxt clasiJes

fv-'^abp, and ]»3an, the latter not em-
bracing the former, but the two together
making up the two hundred and eighty-
eight spoken of. These two classes will
surely satisfy the " teacher and the scholar "

classification of the following verse; the
classes are denoted by the same Hebrew
roots. In ver. 7 the passive Pual participle
of the instructed and the Hiphil participle

of the cunning, or skilled, correspond

exactly with the "scholar" (^*D^n) and the

"teacher" ()'3s) of ver. 8. Tie contents

of vers. 9—31 point to the same, being as
they are without an allusion to any other
outsiders—to any but the already introduced
names of " sons " and " brethren." The
supposing, therefore, of any allusion here to
the " four thousand " of ch. xxiii. 5 seems
unnecessary and unnatural in whatever
way they were distributed—and probably
enough it was in an analogous manner—no
distinct reference is made to them here.

Ver. 8.—This verse should be translated,

And they cast lots of attendance, small and
great ei^ually, teacher with scholar- Th«
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Septungint translates mpB'a mhiM by the

words icK-fipous ifpTHJ-epiuVv

Vers. 9-31.

—

Idsl of the ahoin in the

order in which their lots came. The formula,

his sons, and his brethren, which follovTS

twenty-two out of the twenty-four leaders'

names which now come before us, is absent

from ver. 9, wliere we sliould have looked
for it, viz. after the name Joseph, It has

been supposed that this is a mere omission

of carelessness. But this can scarcely be

asserted conclusively. It is observable, for

instance, that the order of the formula in

the same verse, on occasion of its very first

occurrence, is not identical with the other

twenty-two instances of it, the word
"brethren" preceding "sons," and the pro-

noun "he" being expressed. The pre-

position (?) is sometimes expressed and
sometimes not expressed before botli the

proper names and the ordinal numerals of

the list. Kxamination of the contents of

these verses shows, either that it was due
to the Divine direction of the lot (Pmv.
xvi. 33) that an issue resulted which looks

so unlike mere clianoe, and the system of

which is so methoilical and traceable ; or

that the lot-taking was not one of families

and sons, all thrown together from the first

This supposition would, of course, leave room
for some suoh ingenious hypothesis as that

of Berthean, too artificial by far to be
defensible except as a theory that would
indeed work out the result. He sugu;ests

that the modus operandi was by two urns,

one for the first seven odd numbers, into

which were put the names of Asaph's four

sons and of the second, third, and fourth of

Heman; the other for tlie first seven even
numbers, into which were put the six sons

of Jeduthun and the first of Heman. Turn-
ing from suoh a concocted theory to these

verses, we find that the first cast brings to

the surface the second sun of Asaph, and
the second cast brings up the eldest son of

Jeduthun. At tbe end of the seventh all

of Asaph's sons are exliau»ted, and what
would have been his next place (the ninth)

is occupied by the second son of Heman,
whose eldest had jilst taken the sixth place

80 thrown out by the lot. At the end of

the fourteenth throw Jeduthun's six sons

are all used up, and all the remaining; places

belong to Heman's sons, but still in the
order in which they are thrown out by the
lot.

Ver. 21.—Mattithiah (see ch. xv. 18, 21).

No other of those twenty-four names is

found elsewhere out of this cha|)ter in the
history, a just indication of the trustworthi-

ness rather than the contrary of this tables

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 7.

—

Instruction in songs. It was according to the king's order that schoolg of

psalmody were appointed in connection with Levitical ministrations. He was himself

fitted by temperament, by genius, by piety, by proficiency in art, to found such schools,

and to give them an impulse and inspiration. In the skill and system with which he

gave himself to this work, he showed his far-sighted wisdom. For out of his labour

and care sprang, directly, all Hebrew minstrelsy of later times, and, indirectly, in no
small measure, all Christian psalmody.

I. The spiritual bubstancb or psalmody. If the singing of hymns, the chanting

of psalms, the vocal rendering of carols, canticles, and anthems, be mere musical exer-

cise and enjoyment, it is no psalmody in God's ear. In acceptable praise the heart is

the all -essential element. David felt this when he exclaimed, "Sing ye j raises with
understanding ; " and Paul when he admonished Christians to " make melody » ith their

heart unto the Lord."

II. The metrical and musical form of psalmody. The utterance of praise may
be spontaneous. But if it is to be social, such as many may join in, it must be prepared.

Thanksgiving, when it assumes a permanent shape and finds a social utterance, must
come under the control of the rules of art. Metrical language and melody and har-

mony thus became the body of which adoration and gratitude, confidence and love, are

the souL We see an illustration of these principles in the sacred minstrelsy of Unvid.

He composed devout and spiritual odes, and directed that these should be simg by
trained choirs to the accompaniment of instrumental music. However difierent may
be the language and the music of our social praise, we cannot dispense with art. The
choice in psalmody does not lie between spontaneity and art, but between bad art and
good. Hence the perpetual importance of what is called in the text " instruction in

the songs of the Lord." There must be teaching and teachers, labour and skill, adap-

tation to persons and seasons—all alike penetrated by the spirit of true devotion.
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Conclusion. 1. The importance of a due attention to " the service of song in the
house of the Lord." 2. The danger, on the one hand, of carelessness and slovenliness,

wliich spring from and conduce to irreverence; and, on the other hand, of losing the
spirit in exaggerating the importance of the form. 3. The desirableness of cultivating

a devout and grateful spirit towards him who " inhabiteth the praises of Israel," and
who receives the unceasing adoration of the heavenly hosts.—T.

Ver. 8.—" Small and great, teacher and scholar." We have here an enumera-
tion of the several courses of the Levites, appointed by lot to minister in due order.

In the words which precede the enumeration, we have summarized the variety of ages
and classes, all of whom were employed and accepted by the Lord in his service.

I. An epitome of huuan society as constituted by God. Our common humanity
is consistent with great variety and intermixture of elements. It has pleased God not
only that generation should succeed generation, but that members of the human race
of all ages should exist together in human society. It is obviously his will that man-
kind should be composed of those who teach and those who learn.

II. An arrangement to which the pbovisions of redemption exactly corre-
spond. If the same God rules in providence and saves in redemption, we may expect to
find a suitable provision made for the varied wants of varied classes. Accordingly we
find that the Bible is equally adapted to young and old ; that the redemption of Christ
is limited to no age or class ; that the Holy Spirit is poured out from above without
regard to the distinctions upon which men often lay an undue stress ; that religion is

equally intended for the benefit of all mankind.
III. That society should be so constituted is productive op mutual advan-

tage. The great serve the small, and the small the great ; the scholar is indebted to
the teacher, who in turn derives many benefits from his pupils. There is no member
of the human race who is not both a benefactor and a beneficiary. It is well that all

should live in voluntary and cheerful compliance with this Divine ordinance.
IV. All classes and ages may co-operate fob the spread of the gospel

and the service of God. The cause of Christ is one which the feeblest child may
help to advance, and which may employ the abilities of the greatest and most learned.

Our Lord disdains not the lowliest service; and the loftiest are honoured in being per-
mitted to do his will and glorify his Name.—T.

Vers. 1—31.—" The service of the house of Ood." In this chapter, which gives the
musical arrangements made for the "service of the house of the Lord," we have
suggestions which take our thoughts over the wider ground of public worship. We
have

—

I. Two elements which it should include. Divine service is felt to be essentially

incomplete without : 1. Praise. All who love the house of God delight " to give thanks
and to praise the Lord " (ver. 3). We have such a God for our God that we can " give
thanks and praise " him whenever we remember him. The devotees of heathen deities

cannot do so ; they can only prostrate themselves abjectly before their gods, or depre-
cate their capricious wrath : there is nothing in the beings they worship worthy of

their honour. In the only wise God, in the holy and pitiful Father of our spirits, in the
righteous Lord of all, in the merciful Eedeemer of mankind, in the patient, striving,

cleansing Spirit of God, in this God who is our God, we have One whom we can praisa
continually, and with all the energies and faculties of our nature, and then feel that we
have failed to render unto him " the glory which is due unto hie Name." 2. Instruc-
tion. There were to be workmen " who should prophesy " (ver, 1), and they " prophesied
with a harp ; " i.e. their function was to utter sacred, instructive, inspiring words in
their capacity as choristers. The music of the sanctuary was to be subordinated to the
utterance of Divine truth, the sound to the sense, the ear to the soul. One musical
leader was even spoken of as " the king's seer in the words of God " (ver. 5). Here
we have an argument afortiori. If in the act of praising, when the first end in view ia

the offering thus presented to God himself, we are to use words which will be instructive
and elevating to the worshippers, how much more are we to provide that other parts ol

Divine service shall b« full of nexti instructioQ, shall tend to edify, to enlighten, to
sustain |
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n. FOUB FBATOEBS BY WHICH IT SHODLD BE CHARACTERIZED. t. Order. The wholfl

chapter is an argument for this ; the division into choirs, with their respective leaders,

and the arrangement as to their turn of service, speak of careful orderliness. The beauty

of holiness in which we should worship requires that there be no confusion, embarrass-

ment, disorder (1 Cor. iv. 33, 40). 2. Excellency. They were duly " instructed in the

songs of the Lord " (ver. 7). No doubt they wore taught to take their parts well
" uuder the hands of their father," or of some competent teacher. In everything we do
in. God's house we should aim at excellency. Whether it-be in offering prayer, or ia

reading, or in preaching, or in singing, every one should do his very best. There is no

place where men and women should be so desirous of putting forth their utmost talents

as in the house of him from whom all faculty and all opportunity have been received.

3. Variety. The instruments of music used were various—" cymbals, psalteries, and
harps." Doubtless others would have been used if they had been known and found
fitting. We may do better to use one instrument of music only, but we do not well to

make God's service monotonous. We should make it as attractive with variety ofengage-

ments, freshness of thought and newness of method as is consistent with reverence and
propriety. 4. Amity. " They cast lots . . . as well the small as the great, the teacher

as the scholar." The arrangement was made so that there should be no partiality in

the appointment made, and, if possible, no dissatisfaction with the place taken. We
should shuii giving offence, and also taking it. Happy the Church where there is

concordfrom the choir and no discord within it.—0.

Vers. 1, 3.

—

Prophesying with a harp. " Prophesy with harps, with psalteries, «nd
with cymbals ; " " Who prophesied with a harp." The point suggested is that music,

which is skill of hand, may help song, which is skill ofvoice. The term " prophesying "

is variously employed in the Scriptures. Sometimes it seemsto stand, in a very general'

way, for sharing in religious worship. At other times the idea of instructing people

in the will of God, as it had been immediately revealed to the speaker, is promi-

nent. And at yet other times there is reference to the fore-announcing of coming
events. Here, in the passages before us, the element of instruction is the prominent
thing, or the exerting of a gracious influence on others by music, which should bear

direct relation to the culture of their spiritual life. And this is the proper and the high
function of religious music. Consider

—

I. Instbdction as the equivalent of oultuee. This involves a large view of

instruction, as bearing relation to the whole man—heart and feeling as well as mind.
For the purpose of a mau's instruction—edification, soul-culture—there need not be a
direct appeal to his intelligence, because his receptive faculties are not limited to his

intellect ; a man receives even more through feeling than through train and mind.

But in an age when there is an extravagant worship of knowledge, this point needs con-

sideration and prominence, in order that better attention may be paid to the means for

reaching the religious sensibility. John Howe has a sentence which may bear on this

possibility of culture otherwise than through a man's mind. He says, in one of his most
serious moods, " Nor do I believe it can ever be proved that God never doth immediately
testify his own special love to holy souls without the intervention of some part of his

eternal Word, made use of as a present instrument to that purpose ; or that he always
doth it in the way of methodical reasoning therefrom," It is plain that in our general

education a thousand other influences than the intellectual reach us and aid us, and
other men than those who can be called intellectual influence us ; and we may be sure

that the same is true of the education of our soul's spiritual life. Let our idea of

instruction pass into the larger, broader thought o( culture, edification, and then we see

that—

^

II. Mtjsio mat become an important aoenot nt soul-cultubb. By many and
various illustrations the refining, ennobling, educative influence of music may be
«hown. 1. Childhood songs implant the first seeds of good. 2. Rhyme bears direct

relation to memory, and materially aids the retention of good sentiments and thoughts.

3. Music has a soothing power, as seen in King Saul; and often becomes a moral pre-

paration for the due reception of instruction in the milder aspects of truth and the
gentler forms of duty. 4. Music often finds relieving expression for emotions, eithe;

of joy or of sorrow, which are too intense for bnguage,
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"Music 1 Oh how faint, how weak

—

Language fades before thy spell I

Why should feeling ever speak,

When thou canst breathe her aoni so wellf

"

ninstrate by Mendelssohn's ' Songs without Words.' 5. Musio hears <iireot relation io

religious feeling. Sounds of music bear a twin influence with the sights ot nature;

both bring home to human hearts some sense of the eternal harmonies and beauties ti

the worlds unseen, and of the glorious God who is above and in them all. Then tLe
gift ot music, as well as song, must lie on God's altar. Of the earth-temple, as well as

of the heavenly, it must be true, "As well the singers as the players on instruments
shall be there."—R. T.

Ver. 7.— Consecrated song. " Instructed in the songs of the Lord, even all that were
cunning." The general subject of the consecration of song to the Lord's service has
been dealt with in previous homilies. Here two points gain prominence. Men who
serve viith song must be (1) men with a gift ; and (2) men with the gift cultured.

I. Men with a gift. "Cunning," clever, skilled, having this as a natural endow-
ment. Dwell on the importance of fully recognizing the Divine dihtribution of gifts in
our times, as truly as in the age of the apostles ; and then the practical importance of
looking out the men and women among us who have a Divine endowments Each one ol

us should be anxious to find his or her own gift, and each one should be quick to observe
his brother's gilt. The thing which lifts a man above commonplace is his gift, and in
honouring it we honour God in him.

U. Men with the gift cultured. In this matter our responsibility comes to view.
In our service to God we are bound to see to it that the men and women of gilts among
us have their chance of due instruction and culture. Worldly men are keen to discover
talent, and train it. But this needs to be more fully done within Christ's Church, and
in respect especially of the gifts of preaching, music, and song.

Dealing with the song-gift, it may be shown how dependent it is upon culture ; how
it responds to instruction and practice, and what a power it exerts on men, as hymn-
power, anthem-power, chorus-power, song-power. The ancient legend of Eurydice did
Wt declare the wondrous spell that ever goes with beauteous song

—

" Perchance at last,

Zeus willing, this dumb lyre and wntspered voice

Shall wake, by love inspired, to such clear note

As soars above the st»rs, and swelling, l^/ts

Our souls to highest heaven."

R.T.

EXPOSITION,

CHAPTER XXVL

This chapter is occupied in its first nine-

teen verses with an enumeration- of the

porters and ihen of their arrangement. The
porters were those who were to have charge

of the entrances of the sanctuary. For at

present, all was in plan only, thus set out

by David beforehand.

Ver. 1.—The subject of the porters has
been before us in ch. ix. 17—27 ; xv. 23, 24

;

xvi. 88 ; xxiii. 5, in which last passage we
are told that there were four Ihoustind of

the Levites who were porters. The divisions

of the porters spolcen of in tlie present chap-
ter were from the sons of Korah or Kore,
and Merari ^vers. 10, 19). The Korahite

porters are given us in the first nine verses.
The first mentioned is Meshelemiah, who,
though called the same in vers. 2, 9, np-
pears as Sbelemiah in ver. 14, and in ch. ix.
19 as Shallum. Asaph, given here as one
of the ancestors, must be replaced by Ebi-
asaph (oh. vi. 23, 87 ; ix. 19 ; also Exod. vi.

24), who was a Eorahite, whereas Asaph
was a Gershonite (oh. vi. 89, 43).

Vers. 2, 3.—These verees contain the
enumeration of seven sons of Shelemiah,
of the firstborn of whom, viz. Zeohariah,
express mention was made in ch. ix. 21.

Vers. 4, 5.—Here we have the enumeration
of eight sons of Obed-edom (ch. xv. 21, 24

;

xvi. 38). That in this last reference o'bed-
edom seems to be called "son of Jeduthun"
is owing probably to the onjission of a name.
Wot former occurrences of the senteuc*
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Qod blessed bim, with its preseiit evident
allusion, see oh. xfii. 14 ; 2 Sam. vi. 11. To
tbiii passage, the expression of ch. xxv. 5,
" to lift up the horn," la probably analogous,
(?here see comment.

Vers. 6, 7.—lu the former of these verses,

eulogy is pronounced by anticipation on the

'six grandsons of Obed-edom through his

son Shemaiah, about to be mentioned in the

latter verse. The singular number of the

verb (iVii), vrith a plural nominative, as

found here, often occurs elsewhere, and re-

peatedly, even in this book, in cases wliere

the relative pronoun nBfN intervenes between

the subject and its verb. That ruled

throughout the house of their father. The
plural masculine abstract noun (D>^»'pan)

here employed, in place of a verbal or

participial form, is intended to gain force.

A uimilar use of the feminine form of the

same noun in the singular, and with sultix,

may be cited from 2 Chron. xxxii. 9. Whose
brethren. An erroneous translation for his

brethren ; a correction, however, rendering
more patent the inconvenience of the unex-
plained absence of the conjunction, which
seems to be called for before both " Elza-

bad," and " his brethren." Bertheau sug-

gests tliat other names are wanting which
should fill up the meaning of " his brethren."

The brethreti intended were probably Elihu
and Semachiah.

Yer. 8.—Able men for strength for the

service. The Hebrew gives this in the

singular, f^^n^e^'K, etc. The apparent intention

is to distribute equally to each and every

one of all of the sons of Obed-edom, the high
character for strength given to them as

grouped here together.

Ver. 9.—Tliis somewhat sudden return

to the name of Ueshelemiah is evidently in

order to put his numbers in a convenient

position, to be added to tliose of Obed-edom
just stated, thus making in all eighty porters

from the Kontbites.

Vers. 10, 11.—The porters from the de-

scendants of Merari are given in these, two
verses, in all thirteen. Hosah, it will be
remembered, is found together with Obed-
edom in ch. xvi. 38, as one of the porters of the

the ark. These thirteen bring up the number
of porters to ninety-three. We have read (oh.

ix. 22) that later the number became two
hundred and twelve. Though . . . yet. The
likelier translation of the Hebrew would be,

Tor there was not a firstborn (t.«. the issue

of the firstborn had failed, and his line was
therefore extinct), and his father made him
the chief. Moreover, it is but probable that,

if it had been a case of superseding the first-

bom, the fact would not have been stated

without an explanation of what had led to

it or justified it.

I. CHBONIOLKS.

Ver. 12.—Translate, To these diTisions of

the porters, as regards the chief men, be-

longed the charge together with their bre-

thren to officiate in the house of the Lord.

A -cording to the present chapter, then, the
divisions add up to ninety-three. And if at

any time of the history it were the rase that

these ninety-three were the leaders of groups
among the total of " four thousand porters,"

it would put exactly forty-two under each
of these ninety-three, leaving but one over.

This number ninety-three, meantime, does
not agree with the two hundred and twelve
of ch. ix. 22. And the three score and two
of Obed-edom in ver. 8 of the present
ohaptpr does not agree with the three seme
and eight of Obed-edom in ch. xvi. 38. At
the same time, no little light may be thrown
on this subject by noticing that the porters
numbered in Zerubbabel's time one hundred
and thirty-nine {Eavst ii. 42); and that the
number one hundred and seventy-two is given
for them by Nehemiah (Neh. xi. 19). The
conclusion may well be that the numbers
varied in David's time and the other times
severally ; and that the date in question
(ch. ix. 22) was not the same with the date
of David in our present chapter, but was a
subsequent date nearer the time of the
Captivity. There is, therefore, no special
ground for doubting the accuracy of the
numbers given in this chapter.

Vers. 14—16.—The casting of lots for the
four chief names and the four chief aspects
of gates, now proceeds. A special note is

made of the care taken for the house of
Asuppim ; i.e. of " gatherings " or " stores."

For all that we know of this " house," we
seem to be left to the verses (15, 17) of this

passage, and to the expression (Neh. xii.

25), " the storehouses, or stores of the
gates " (though the Authorized Version, the
" thresholds " of the gates), which would
have been more intelligible had it been
reversed, "the gates of the stores." Pre-
sumably it was a building for keeping safe

certain of the sacred property, and was
situated south of the temple, and, judging
from ver. 17, had two doorways. The Vul-
gate translates leniorum concilium. To
Shuppim. Nothing can be made of this

word in this connection, as a proper name,
though we have it (ch. vli. 12, 15) as such.
It is now generally rejected, as probably due
to the error of some transcriber, whose eye
may have been caught again by the last

too syllables of the closely preceding " Asup-
pim." But some would place it as the
last word of the previous verse, and make
it amplify the meaning of Asuppim, e.g.

" gatherings for stores." Shalleoheth. By
derivation, this word means " sending or

throwing down." Hence some call it, " the
lefutw gate." The situatiua of it is, how-

2i>
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ever, defined here, as by the causeway
of the going up, and would seem to ren-
der snch an interpretation leas likely. Ac-
cording to Grove (in Smith's ' Bible Dic-
tionary '), this causeway is still traceable

:

it runs np from the central valley of the
town to the sacred site west of the temple

(1 Kings X. 5 ; 2 Chron. ix. 4) ; and Grove
would identify the " gate of Shallecheth "

with the present Sab Silsileh. The Sep-
tuagint translates ri Trv\ii jracrro^opfou, ».«.

the gate of the temple-cell, which word
they could get from the inverting of the
order of the first two letters of the Hebrew
ShdUeoheth. The Septuagint then omits the

following word, n^Dp, Ward against ward;
i.e. watch with watch. The expression ap-
pears to refer to the fact that Hosah's lot

threw to him the charge of a double position.

Vers. 17, 18.—These verses give the
number of individuals who composed the
watch at a time, beginning again from She-
lemiah's eastward position. The two and
two toward Asuppim suggest most naturally

the Buppositon of two attendants at each of

two gates, or else of two succeeding two.
Farbar (13:ib). This word appears as nris

in 2 Kings xxiii. 11. These words, with
forms akin to them, are often found in the
Targums, but not elsewhere in the Scrip-

tures. The nearest approach to the meaning
of the word, as yet discovered, is a " suburb."
The connection may just do as much as
indicate that, whereas four porters kept the
causeway gate, the Parbar gate was in closer

proximity to the temple that was to be, but
what this Parbar really was is not yet ascer-

tained. Possibly it is the irpoMreiov of
Josephus (' Ant.,' xv. xi. 5). If we add the
numben of Levites given in these two verses,

it will be noticed that they mount np to

twenty-four.

Vers. 20—28.
—

^These verses describe those
lievites to whom belonged the care of the

treamirei of the house of God and of the trea-

sures of things dedicated, i.e. " dedicated to

maintain the house of the Lord" (vers.

27, 28).

Ver. 20.—First, the Hebrew text contains
no " of" in the first word of this verse ; and,
secondly, no meaning can be obtained out
of the name Ahijah as it is placed here.

The Septuagint reading, " their brethren,"
is exactly what we should expect, and is

paralleled by other passages (2 Oliron. xxix.

31). This correction of the present text
may he safely accepted, viz. nn'ni^ for rvnvi^

The two classes of treasures are here
marked, preparatory to the statements of

vera. 22 and 26—28.
Vers 21, 22.—These verses name those

wlin had tlie cnro of the treasures of the

house of the Lord. They are Gershonites

through laadan, previously called Libni
(oh. vi. 17; also Exod. vi. 17; Numb. iii.

18). The sons named as heads of houses
are three, viz. Jehieli (ch. xxiii. 8) and his

sons, Zetham and Joel. Those who think
that ch. xxiii. 8 carries with it the meaning
that Jeliieli, Zetham, and Joel were all,
three brothers, can, in point of fact, plausibly
leduce this verse to their shape. For the yod,
not welcome at the end of the name Jehieli

here, might be read the conjunction vau tn

both instances in which it occurs. 'The
reading would then run thus : " Jehiel and
the sons of Jehiel, both Zetham and Joel
his brother."

Ver. 23.—The chiefs of the preceding two
verses were introduced as descendants of
Gershon through his son Laadan. The
four names of this verse would seem to
stand collectively for that of their father
Kohath. One might, under these circum-
stances, have looked for the name of some
member of each of these sub-families to
appear in the number of the treasure-keepers
just about to be mentioned. This is not so.

Yet among other ofScials, and before the
end of the general subject, the Izharites
(ver. 29) and the Hebronites (vers. 30, 31)
do appear. This may possibly explain the
mapping out thus of the Kohath family.

Vers. 24, 25.—Shebnel (oh. xxiii. 16;
xxiv. 20), then, was the Amramite repre-
sentative (and apparently a very special one
in the ofSce of tm, here attributed to him)
through Oershom, tlie elder son of Moses.
Next, through Eliezer, the second son of
Moses, and through Eehabiah, son of
Eliezer (ch. xxiii. 17), we are brought
to the four—Jeshaiah (ch. xxiv. 21, Isshiah),
and Joram, and Zichri, and Shelomith, who
seem at first to mark four successions of
generations upon Rehabiah, but who more
probably (though it cannot be said posi-
tively) were four brothers, each a son of
Behabiah (ch. xxiii. 17). And it may be
that it is to these four that reference is made
in the first clause of our next verse (26),
" Which Shelomith and his brethren," etc.
The Shelomith here intended as an Am-
ramite must be distinguished from the
Gershonite of ch. xxiii. 9, and from the
Izharite of ch. xxiii. 18.

Ver. 26.—The treasures. The very first

use of this word to signify a place where
treasures were kept is in Josh. vi. 19, 24.
The same word is used for either the place
or the treasures kept in it Not found in
the Books of Samuel, the word often occurs
in the two Books of Kings and of Chro-
nicles, once in Ezra, several times in
Nehemiah, eto.' In our next chapter (ch.
xxvii. 25, 27, 28) it appears in the Au-
thorized Version as " storehouses " and
"cellars." Captains over thousands and
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hnndreds (fo lee Exod. xviii. 21, 25;
Numb. xxxi. 14, etc. ; Deut. i. 15 ; 1 Sam.
viii, 12, etc.). Oaptains of the host (so

Deut. zz. 9; Josh. t. 14, 15; Judg. iv. 2;
1 Sam. xvii. 55, etc.).

Ver. 27.—For such proceeds of war, see

2 Sam. Tiii. 10—12, etc.

Ver. 28.—It is, perhaps, somewhat re-

markable that, though the sacred history

suggests to us numerous fit occasions for

the "dedications" spoken of in this verse,

yet they are not described in detail, nor
even alluded to at the times when they
occurred. Samuel, Saul, Abner, and Joab
had then been unwittingly finding some of

the treasures now disposed to highest use

by David.
Vers. 29—32.—The chapter closes with

some euumeration of those who were ap-

pointed to the outward bnsiness (nsti^Q^

rn'ip<nn) over Israel, i.e. the secular or oivio

rather than temple business.

Ver. 29.—Though the Authorized Version
of ch. XV. 22 would make it appear very
unlikely that the Chenaniab, a "chief of

the Levites," here spoken of was identical

with the present Cheuaniah, yet the other
translation of that passage, and the view
that some take of it as describing one who
had the special ordering of the carrying of

the ark, would leave it more likely. For
the officers and judges, see ch. xziii. 4;
2 Chron, xix. 5—11. The too generic term
"officers" (Exod. v. 6—19; Numb. xi. 16,

etc.) may be advantageously superseded by
the word "scribes." These scribes and
judges, it appears, were taken from the
families of Izhar and Hebron alone, without
any Amramite or TJzzielite of the other

Kohathites, and without any Gershonite or

Merarite of the other Levites.

Ver. 30.— Were officers among them of
IsraeL The simpler translation would be,

were for the superintending of larael (com-
pare the verb in ver. 82). On this side

Jordan westward; literally, aarou Jordan
teeetmard, the point of view being &om the
Persian side. So Ezra iv. 16; vi. 6; viii.

36; Neh. ii. 7; but also Josh. v. 1; xxii. 7,

when the point of view was that of those
who had still to cross the Jordan to the
west The expression, in aU the business at

the Lord, is probably no mere reminisoencs
of the temple or semi-sacred business (such
as the gathering of the tithes, etc.), but
rather the .recognition of the fact that all

that pertained to the right discharge of the
civil duties of an Israelite's life lay within
that description.

Ver. 31.—This verse i* at first sight
obscure ; but its purport ia to say that the
Hebronite family was, in the last year of
David's reign, found at Jazer of Gilead,

which seems a Merarite city (Josh. xiii. 25

;

xxi. 39; Numb. xxi. 32), and that Jerijah
(ch. xxili. 19; xxiv. 23) was then chief of
them. He and his brethren were now
appointed to the superintendence of the two
tribes and a half eastward of Jordan, while
" Hashabiah and his brethren " fulfilled

the like duties westward of Jordan. The
nomber of those east of Jordan constituted
overseers seems large in proportion to those
mentioned on the west ; but we must bear
in mind that the numbers of Ohenaniah
and their range of sphere are not stated.

These will presumably complete the six
thousand of oh. xxiii. 4. Otherwise we
have but to fall back on the conviction that
the present account is imperfect as well as
brief.

Ver. 32.—Chief fathers. The number of
chief fathers mentioned in this verse leads
Eeil to point out very justly that here at
least the designation cannot mean anything
beyond the fathers of individual families

—

cannot mean the heads of those groups
which are composed of all the branches or
relations of one house. They must have
been heads of households (irarepes), not
hends of father^ houset (irarptaC). The am-
biguity is owing to the use of the words
niaNH '^T in ver. 32, the latter of which
words has so often supposed the word n<a

to precede it, coupled to it by a hyphen.
Adding the nnmbers of vers. 30 and 32, we
find a total of Hebronite "officers and
judges" amounting to four thousand four
hundred. The remaining sixteen hundred
to complete the " six thousand" were drawn
from the Gershon, Amram, and Izhar
fitmilies. Some of the Uzzielites pmhably
helped the Hebronitea.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 14.

—

"A wise counsellor" Nothing more IB told us of this person tliaa is con-
tained in these words ; but bow much does even so brief a record imply 1

L Thb events of human life often call fob the exercise of wisdom in ooxjnsel.

It is 80 in the Church, in order that provision may be made for spiritual wants, that

employment may be found for spiritual gifts, that differences may be composed and
streugtl) consolidated. It is so in the world; for human society presents so maay
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difiScult problems, and folly and ignorance are so general, that only a leaven of wisdom
can preserve mankind from ccirrii]ition and disS'iliition.

II. Those not peksonally cokcerned in ant business are sometimes most fitted
TO ADVISE. A wise man is not only wise lor himself; his wisdom is intended by Pruvi-

dence to be placed at the service of others. And the impartiality of an onlooker often

enables him to take a wider view and to form a fairer judgment than can be possible

to otliers more interested and excited.

III. There are qualities which are specially conteibutivb to wisdom. These
may be enumerated—natural sagacity, prolonged experience, knowledge, impartiality of

mind, sympathy with human leelings, insight into character, etc. Such gifts and
acquirements make a man " a wise counsellor."

IV. God, in his providence, is ever raising dp such codusellors fob the servics
OF mankind. It has often iieen observed that, in the coiiduct of great movements. Provi-

dence employs men of impulse and energy, and conjoins with them in service men of

deliberate, calm, sagacious judgment. And it is not only in what are called great

afi'airs that this arrangement is observable. Wise men may be found in all conditions

of life.

V. The happiest results follow the counsels of the wise. They are the means
of directing the young, of succouring the templed, of guiding the affairs of state, of

promoting the peace of Churches, of advancing the gospel of Christ.—T.

Ver. 20.— Temple treasures. Only very thoughtless persons can suppose that religion

and money can be dissociated. In this world things material and spiritual ace so

blended that we have not to ask—Must the cause of God have anything to do with
wealth and property? but—What are the proper and scriptural relations between them?
In explaining these, we remark

—

I. All treasure is the Lord's. He created all that men use and prize. It is hi»

own property. If we give to him, we can only give " ol hisown."
II. In the hakds of the Lord's people treasure is a trust. The irreligious

cannot be expected so to regard it ; but it is marvellous that enlijjhiened Christians can
ever look upon the matter in any other light. God lends men thiir pusstssiuns that

they may use them for his glory, and prepare to give in an account to himself, approv-
ing their fidelity and piety.

IIL Treasure may be consecrated to the Lord's temple. What in the olden
time among the Jews the temple at Jerusalem was regarded as being, that the Church
of Christ is in this dibpensatiuu. And money may lawfully and wisely be expended in

the erection of churches, chapels, schools, missiou-rooms, etc., and in the maintenance
of pastors, teachers, and evangelists. Christian wisdom may define the limits and
extent of generous gifts. But, although in the ages of superstition there may have
been danger of excess m donations and endowments, there is very little danger in our
days, when, large sums are spent on jierxmal luxuries and ostentation, and when there

is an impression that the one special department for economy is religion.

IV. It is important that the Lords treasure should be in safe keeping. It is

an honourable office to have charge of lehgious and Ijenevulent funds. It should be
regarded as a stewardsliip from Heaven. Many who cannot preach or teach may
vender service in Christ's Churches by acting as treasurers and almoners, and by their

laiihfiil custody and wise disbursement of funds may serve the body of Christ and
please the Divine Head.—T.

Ver. 29.

—

" Officers omd jvdges." Israel was a theocracy; the state was the Church,
and the Church was the stale. Hence the king seems half a priest; and the Levite*

were appointed to the discharge ol civil and magisterial offices.

I. Civil society and civil order ark of God. Jeimvah is the supreme Governor,

the Lord and Kin.; ol all. Subordination and obedience are pnneiples in the Divine
government. Earthly governments are all impei feet, yet they contain in them elements

of Divine siu^nihoance. " The jiowers tliat be are ordained of God ; " not ihat all rulers

act righteously, or that there are no cases where resistance is justifiable ; but tliat so

far as governments embody the principles of peace and order they have the sanction of

the King of kings.
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II. It is la'Wfui, fob religious men to 8EKVE IN THE STATE. Just as lubour, trade,

navigation, etc., are all lawlul, and are sanctified by the Word of God and by prayer,

BO is it with the office of the magistrate, the servant of the state.

III. It is for THE ADVANTAGE OF ALL PARTIES THAT RELIGIOUS MEN SHOULD TAKE
CIVIL OFFICE. For the officers and judges themselves, as the position will enlarge the

area of their influence, and promote the soundness of their judgment and the widening

of their sympathies. For the subjects generally, who will benefit when Christianity is

brought to bear upon the discharge of duties which involve the general interests.

IV. Good rulers should be supported by the confidence, co-opbration, and
PRATERS OF THE PEOPLE. We Cannot be too thankful when men of Christian character

are appointed to public positions. It becomes us, remembering the special dangers and
temptations to which such persons are exposed, to plead on their behalf at the throne

of grace, that they may be taught by the Holy Spirit to speak the truth fearlessly, to

rebuke iniquity, to act righteously, and so to secure the public tranquillity and well-

being, and the glory of God.
—

^T.

Vers. 1—28.

—

The ilessing of Ood. There lies much meaning in the simple words,
" God blessed him " (ver. 5). They refer to Obed-edom, and may remind us

—

I. That it is the accompaniment or a right state of heart toward God. Obed-
edom had taken the ark into his house when God " made a breach upon Uzza " (oh.

xiii. H). He then and thus gained the favour of Jehovah, not indeed by the mere fact

that the ark of the covenant was under his roof, but because his readiness to receive

and preserve it was the expression of a true and genuine piety (see homily in loc). If

our " heart is right in the sight of God," so that we are eager to render to him or to his

cause any service we can bring, we are then in that spiritual condition in which we
may look for the Divine blessing. It is not any one single action, but a right relation

of soul to Gild, that draws down his abiding favour.

II. That it takes various forms with us, as it did in ancient times. 1. The
temporal forms it assumed then. These were; (1) Family mercies—God blessed Obed-
edom by enlarging his household (vers. 4, 5), and giving him descendants of whom he
could he proud (vers. 6—8). (2) Military reputation—some were " mighty men of

valour" (ver. 6.) (3) Bodily vigour—others were "able men for strength for the

service " (ver. 8). (4) Posts of special honour—others were " over the treasures of the

dedicated things " (vers. 20—28). God may grant us his blessing in much the same
way now ; but while we gratefully accept it and conscientiously use it, if he does so

bestow it, we must not reckon on the.se lower manifestations of his Divine regard. We
are on sure ground when we speak of : 2. The spiritual forms it assumes now. They
are such as these: (1) Concord and piety in the home; (2) reputation for devoted
service of Christ; (3) capacity for holy usefulness; (4) trustfulness. These are

blessings which correspond with those of the older dispensation, but which take a more
spiritual form. They are bl< ssings which fill the heart rather than the hand, benedic-

tions of "the kingdom of heaven" rather than bestowments of the monarchy of earth.

If it can be said of any of us, in any large and full sense, that " God blessed him," such
a one will be the reciiiient of other bestowments beside these—of (5) rest of heart in

Christ
; (6) joy of faithful and loving service

; (7) hope of eternal glory.—C.

Vers. 29:—32.

—

The business of the Lord and tht $ervice of the king. The duties

which an Israelite might render to his Divine and to his earthly sovereign are thus
expressed (ver. 30). They are also spoken of as " matters pertaining to God and
affairs ol the king " (ver. 32). The distinction thus drawn is suggestive of the relation

which the two services sustain to one another. We conclude

—

I. That they are clearly distinguishable, one from the other. It is one thing
to " serve God " and another thing to " honour the king." We may remember those

who have been most devoted courtiers, but indifferent servants of God. "Had I but
served my God," etc. (Wolsey). There have been very consecrated men who have
lived a hfe of protest or even of hostility to the " reigning house." Indeed, it may be
the bounden duty of a good man to disobey the mandates of his earthly sovereign. The
honours we pay to the " noble army of martyrs " are the best witness that we do make
this distinction in our minds. It is a possible thing that we may find ourselves citizesA
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of a country where the laws of the land are directly at variance with the will of God.

But it is also true

—

II. That thet are commonly found to be consistent one with the otheb.
Happily it is not often the case now that a man has to choose whether he will " love tha

one and hate the other," etc. Usually hoth may he honourahly and faithfully served at

the same time. Indeed, it will be found : 1. That we never serve the king hetter than
when we are actively serving God. To be engaging in Divine worship, and thus
encouraging piety and the good morals which are its invariable attendant ; to be evan-
gelizing, and thus to be elevating and enriching those who have fallen into sin and
vice; to he occupied in any of the thousand forms of philanthropy which distinguish

this age of ours ; to be thus occupied in the " business of the Lord " is to he taking a
very true and useful part in " the service of the king." Indeed, the monarch of a land
has no more loyal and serviceable subjects than those whose piety prompts them to
" every good word and work " among their fellow-subjects. It may be equally true :

2. That we never serve God more truly than when we are serving the king. With the
Jew, patriotism and piety were inseparably united. He who wished to please and
honour Jehovah strove to serve Israel. He who injured the people of God was an
enemy of the Most High. And so with us. The statesman who is faithfully and con-
scientiously serving his country may be pleasing and serving God quite as much as the
minister in the pulpif, or the writer of sacred books at his desk. And not only the
statesman who is charged with great and high things: all of us in our humbler ranks,
when we join with our feUow-citizens in promoting the welfare of our common country,
may be " serving Ghsd acceptably." Only, if we wish to enjoy his smile and win his

Divine blessing in the act, we must do our work (1) unselfishly, (2) devoutly.—0. '

Vers. 1—32.

—

Doorkeepers, trea$ure-keepers, and external services. We are
presented in this chapter with three separate lists. First, the classes of the door-
keepers (vers. 1—^19); secondly, the stewards of the sanctuary treasures (vers. 20

—

28) ; thirdly, those appointed for the external business (vers. 29—32). According to
ver. 19 the doorkeepers were Eorahites and Merarites. To the latter belonged
Obed-edom and bis family, numbering eight, sons and sixty-two grandchildren, all

valiant heroes. All these doorkeepers were so distributed that twenty-four guard
stations were occupied daily. The next enumeration is the treasures of the house of

God and the treasures of the dedicated things. The former were under the charge of a
branch of the Gershonites ; the latter under a branch of the Eohathites. The last list

in the chapter refers to the " outward business over Israel." This business comprised
the service of " scribes and judges," and it was committed to the Izharites along with
Chenaniah. For this work David had set apart six thousand Levites (see ch. xxiii. 4).

One spiritual lesson may be learned from the twenty-seventh verse of this chapter

:

" Out of the spoils won in battles did they dedicate to maintain the house of the Lord."
The spiritual points may be suggested by the following heads :—1. The house of the
Lord—God's spiritual kingdom—whether it be in a man's own soul or whether it be a
Church or nation, must not only be set up by the Spirit of God, but it must he ftejo<

up or " maintained." 2. It is maintained by fighting—fighting our worse than
Canaanitish foes—the corruptions of our oature, the self-will, pride, and evil of our
hearts, the world, the flesh, and the devil within us and around us. 3. The
" spoils " of this spiritual warfare—every victory over sin, every triumph over passion,
evil inclination, and temptation—^these are all trophies or " spoils " which we must
" dedicate " to God, from whom they have all come. His the power, the strength, the
victory. All are to be laid at the Saviour's feet and used for his glory. 4. This, not
one battle, but " battles "—many of every kind. The armcur continually on, the fight

continually maintained. " Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye
may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand " (Eph. vL 13).

5. Thus, and only thus, can the " house " or kingdom of God in a man's goal be
" mMntained."

—

W.

Vers. 4, 5.

—

Culture by trusts. The reference made to Obed-edom recalls the fact
that he and his family were Wessed in the trust of work to do for God, the work of
caring for his sacred ark-symbol. We may dwell on God's design in relation to the
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moral and spiritual characters of men by his putting them in trust, pressing them under
the sense of respoasibility.

I. Men put in trust. Life is full of these trusts from its beginning to its close.

The Divine idea for all men is exhibited in the two great heads of the race. The
first Adam was put in Eden, and trusted to dress and keep it, and not to touch the tree

of the knowledge of good and evil. The second Adam was set in our human spheres,

and trusted with the great work of revealing God to men, and redeeming men from
their sins. We may trace the same dealing with men at every stage of life. Man is

not his own ; he is under authority, trusted with his Lord's goods, and his Lord's

commissions. 1. We deal with our children on this principle. We train character by
trusts of increasing value. It is only the bad child that may not be trusted. 2. In
youth-time there are foretastes of the grave life-responsibilities which help to jwepare

us to undertake them. In youth-time we begin to feel the gravity of life, and there

is a deepening thoughtfulness, the overshadowing of the seriousness of full manhood.
3. The beginning of manhood brings larger and heavier trusts and responsibilities,

which call out our best powers. These trusts concern business, the family, society, and
religion. 4. And advancing life provides constant addition of trusts, until our middle
manhood sometimes seems to be overweighted, and flesh and heart almost faiL

Illustrate by a few special cases : e.g. (1) A man waking up to the consciousness of

power, in knowledge, skill, influence, position, or wealth : if he be a trae-hearted man to

feel—/ can—brings a solemn sense of responsibility, and a great longing to be found
faithful. (2) A girl changed into a woman by the responsibilty of becoming • wife and
a mother. (3) The case of accepting a religious life. The religious man goes every

day under the pressure of this trust—" a God to glorify." And if there is any peculiar

nobility and power about the Ufe of the religious man, it comes out of his " trust," and
is cultured by his " trust." Then we are no true men or women until we have found
out our holy burden, and are taking it up, and bearing it cheerfully, as our Lord's yoke
laid upon us. When a man views life on earth aright, he finds it to be no play-scene, in

which mere appearances meet the eye and the ear. He finds it full of awful realities

and possibilities—a life, not a pastime.

II. Men cursed or blessed tbrouob theib trusts. A design of blessing is in

them, and a tremendous possibility of curse. Lest they should become a curse, they sra

only given up to the measure of a man's ability. If more were entrusted to us than w«
could undertake, our natures could only be crushed. In this view some may be
thankful that they have only one talent ; and some warnings come from the careers of
those whom we call "men of genius." Men are blessed by their trusts when their

whole natures open to accept them,—as flowers, responsive to sun and shower, open to

receive, and are blessed. In lifting ourselves up to meet trusts is found the repression

of all evil, and the culture of all good—the very blossoming of our nature. The tru«

conception of the angel is not with folded wings, standing, but with poised, or outspread

wings, ready to obey, rising to meet his trust. Men are cursed by their trusts, when
they despise or neglect them ; when they are unwilling to belong to another ; when
their natures are shut up to pleasure, not to duty ; to self, not to God.

Do you say—But my trusts seem such little things ? So they are. So must all

human trusts be. It is a little thing just to take care of God's ark. Nevertheless they
are arranged in the heavenly Father's wisdom, and they may—if we will let them—
culture the eaith-children for their heavenly homo. Let us be " faithful over the /eit

things."—R. T.

Ver. 12.—7%e acceptableness of lowly services, "The porters." This subject has
been previously treated (see homily on oh. ix. 19), but another outline may be
suggested.

I. Man's estimate of the lofty and the lowly in bebvicb. On what con-
siderations does it rest? And what decisions does it involve? Indicate some of the

mistakes men make, especially in undervaluing kinds of service that do not gain
prominence.

II. The superior practical NEOESsrry of lowly sbrvioes in actual life.

Illustrate that for our physical and moral good we could much better dispense with
the few great services than with the thousandfold lowly ones. On these the real
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sum of human happiness depends. And it may some day come to light that our

Loid's blessed kingdom was more prospered and advanced by Christian faithfulness

in little things; than by the great doings which won men's attention and praise.

III. The rosBiBiLiTY of pindinq expression fob hish Christian charactbb in

ALL KINDS OF BERVIOB— BOTH IN THE LOFTY AND IN THE LOWLY. Porter and prieSt

may both show themselves, and utter their sanctified characters, in their several work.

IV. The bupbbiob opportunities for expressing character which are found in

TUB lowly places. Because a certain self-consciousness tends to spoil all public work.

In the lowly spheres no "eye of man'' attracts our attention. We work altogether
" in the great Taskmaster's eye ; " and so we can be altogether more simple aud
genuine. There is too much of mi/ alwayi tempting men who toil in what are called

the higher kinds of service.

In conclusion, show the Divine estimate of place and work, and how it stands in

the second place, subordinate always to the Divine estimate of character. God, we
may surely say, is chiefly concerned, not with what we did, but with how we did it.

The welcome is given at last to character. To priest and porter God will only say

at last, " Well dune, good and faithfuL"—E. T.

Ver. 20.

—

On dedicating things. The general idea seems to be that Christians

must dedicate themselves to God ; and though this is most true, it may be presented

so as to hide away the fact that God requires the Christian to dedicate to him all he
has, as well as aU he is. Still, as in the older times, Gi d is to be served by things

as well as by persons. In the text it is noticed that " Ahijah was over the treasures

of the house of God, and over the treasures of the dedicated things." It may be
well to point out the important relations which things bear to persons. (1) The sense

of possession in things. (2) The selection and preservation of things as expressmg
character. (3) The power of representation in things ; a gift may carry a man himself

to his friend. (4) The use of things to indicate feeling. It may be said that God
does not really care for "things," and that all "things" are already his; that he
even refuses sacrifice and offerings, and only asks for men's devotion, love, and trust.

But if God permit! us to have the sense of possession, and, in ever so limited a sense,

to call things our own, we may be sure that he does care for things, because they can

do just what our voice in worship can do—(1) reveal man to him ; and (2) express man's
particular emotions to him. We can translate into their fitting meanings other signs than
verbal ones ; and we can make our acts, our gifts, and our possessions speak Ids praise,

directly, and through others whom we may influence and inspire by the devotion to

God of what we have. Then show what our things may be made to express, illus-

trating from the devotion of our property and acquirements to G!t)d's seivice. (1

Dependence on the living God, who giveth to us "all things richly to enjoy." (2'

Thanksgiving to him, whose gifts so manifestly pass our deserts. (3) Consecration of

self; for to be acceptable everything must carry to God ourselves—his " living sacri-

fices." (4) Zeal in his honour, that keeps us anxious to devote to him our best.

Plead—where are our " dedicated things " ? Are they worthy of us J Are they worthy
of the God whom we love, who has done such great things for us ?—B. T,

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTifiB XXVIL
This chapter, continuing the general sub-

ject of David's arrangements of all the

leading departments, sacred and civil, of

the kingdom, which he was so soon to yield

into the haniia of bis son Solomon, prooeeda

in the first fifteen verses to the enumeration

of the military courses of his people, month

by moutli. These were twelve in number,

each containing twenty-four thousand men

;

and the captain, or chief, or eihief father, of

each is specially mentioned.

Ver. 1.—It is impossible to feel fully
satisfied with any translution which the
words of this verse offer. Yet there can
scarcely be any doubt of the meaning of the
verse, viz. that the writer would apeak of
the children of Israel, inolnding the chief

fathers and captains of thousands and
hundreds, as regards their courses and their
number in their courses, as they snoceeded
one another, month by montii, Inoluding
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tiao all tbose offloers who served tbe king
in any relation to these courses—the courses

were twelve, and each course was numhered
twenty-four thousand. Meuntime, when we
turn to the list, we do not find any full

(wraplement of chiefs, captains, and officers

specified, but apparently only the chief of

each course, with somiwhat ambiguoua
ftdditious in vera. 4 (Mikloth), 6 (Am-
naizubail), 7 (Zebadiah); wliile what seems
an unntictissiiry stress repeats tbe number
each time. This, however, in fact, tallies

with ttie clause " respecting their number "

in tbe first verse, and may oonstitutu the

explanation of the apparent inconsistency

in question. Milman (' Hiat. of the Jews,'

i. 251, edit. 1830) says on this military

portion of David's preparations, that he
"organized an immense disposable force;

every month twenty-four thousand men,
fnrnislied in rotation by tbe tribes,, appeared

in arms, and were trained as the standing

militia of the country. At the head of his

army were officers of consummate experience

and, wliat was more highly esteemed in the

warfare of the time, extraordinary personal

activity, strength, and valour. His heroes

remind us 01 thoseofArthuror Charlemagne,
exoipting that the arnumr of the feudal

chieftains constituted their superiority

;

here, main strength of body and dauntless

fortitude of mind." Which oame in sind

went out month by month ; i.e. exchanged
places in rotation (2 Kings xi. 5—'7, 9 ; 2
Chron. xxiii. 8>

Ver. 2.— Jashobeam is mentioned in oh.

xii. 11 as son of Haohmoni, and as one of

those " tliree migbtiea " of David, of whom
the other two were Elenzar and Shammah
(see also ch. xii, 6); be is again referred lo

(2 Sam. xxiii. 8) in a verse of which the

text is corrupt, as " the Tacbmonite," or

more correctly " tbe Tahli-cemonite." The
to« in this word is probably an error for the

article. Kennicott ('Diss.,' 72, 82) con-

firms this 8uppr)sition by noting that the

Book of Samuel constantly replaces by tbe

definite article what appears in Chronicles

as " son of." Ho has also shown reason for

Ijelieving that the words iu this passage,
" tbtit sat in tbe scat," are a corruption of

the Hebrew text for characters that would
spell our name "Jasbobeam," We know
nothing of this name " Hachmon," wliich

may be the name of an earlier forefati,er,

wliile Zabdiel, thence named " the Hach-
moiiite," appears to be the name of the

actual fttthir of Jashoheaw. Jasbobeam
was of Judah.

Ver. 3.—This verse tells us that Jasbo-
beam belonged to tbe tribe of Judah,
through Perez, the fourth son of Judah (oh.

ii, 4).

Yei, 4.—Before the name Dodai we must

supply " Eleazar the son of," on the authority

of CM. xi. 12; 2 iSam. xxiii. 9. The allusion

to Uikloth (of the tribe of Henjamin, accord-

ing toch viii. 32; ix. 37) in I his verse is not

plain. The translation may finssilily be tbe

same which our Authorized Version gives,

And over tbe course of the second month was
(Eleazar, tbe sun of) Sodai the Ahobite, and
(over) bis (or, its) course also Uikloth was
ruler. Tbe appearances of the Hebrew
text, however, favour the supposilion of an
inacourate text. A somewhat similar con-

Btruotion and position of words in ver. 6
is less difficult by the absence of a conjunc-
tion before Amminubad.

Ver. 5.—Benaiah (ch. xi. 22—25 ; 2 Sam.
xxiii. 20—23), To this name Keil thinks
the word chief (a'sSn), in the succeeding ex-
pression, chief priest, belongs. Thus Jeboiada
would be named here only priest. Yet see
ch. xii. 27, where Jeboiada is called I'pjn

lins'? ! and 2 Kings xxv. 18 ; where ts'Snn ]nz)

stands for our B'tii )n3n, as applied to Se-

raiah. Benaiah was manifestly a Aaronite.

Ver. 7.—With this verse, as Keil ob.^erves,

the description of tbe succeBsive ci purses is

given wltii the greatest brevity. Zebadiah
was of Judah, Inasmuch as Asahel (ch. xi.

26 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 24) was killed by Abner
(2 Sam. ii, 23) before this division of mili-

tary courses was made, it is evident that
bis name in this place marks, not the indi-

vidual, but tbe family. Fossil ily he and
bis name were held in all tbe greater regard,

and bis son Zebadiab best knuwn for the
sake of his father.

Ver. 8.—Shamhuth. For variations in
the form of this name, see ch. xi, 27; 2
Sam, xxiii, 25, In the former of these
passages also we have Harorite in place of

our Izrahite, and in the latter Harodite.
The Izrahite probably means of the family
ofZerafe(cb. ii. 4, ti), and of couise marks
one of tbe tribe of Judah, The Hebrew
rnvn evidently does not justify the form

as translated " Izrahite,"

Ver, 9.—For Ira, see ch, xi, 28 ; 2 Sam.
xxiii, 26. Ue was of Tekoa, belonging to

Judah.
Ver. 10.—For Helez, see ch, xi, 27 ; 2 Sam.

xxiii. 26, He belonged to Ephraim,
Ver, 11.—For Sibbecai, see ch, xi. 29;

zx, 4 ; 2 Sam, xxi, 18 ; xxiii. 27, where by
a corruption the name Mehunnai is found
for Sibbechai, a corruption all the easier

to account for in the similarity of the
cbaiaeters that form the names. He was a
Zarhite, and belonged to the tribe of Jm lab.

Ver. 12.—For Abiezer, of the tribe of

Benjamin, see ch. xi. 28 ; 2 Sam, xxiii. 27.

For Anetothite (Anatlwth) see ch. vi (10 (45);
Jo,sh, xxi, 18 ; Jer, i, 1 ; xi, 21 ; xxxii, 7—9.

Ver, 13,- -For Maharai, of th© tribe <4
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Jndah, see ch. xi. 30 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 28. The
NetophatMte. Though the name of the town
Netophah happens to occur only after the
Captivity (e.g. Ezra it. 22; Neh. vii. 26),

yet the name of the people, as in this pas-

sage, was evidently a name existing before

the Captivity (see also oh. ii. 54 ; is. 16).

Ver. 14.—For this Benaiah, who was of

Ephiaim, see ch. xi. 31 ; 2 Sam. xxiii. 30.

For Firathon, see Judg. xii. 15, where alone

the place is mentioned.

Ver. 15.—^For Eeldai, who belonged to

Judah, Bee ch. xi. 80, where the nam»
appears as Heled, and 2 Sam. xxiii. 29,

where it appears as Heleb. For Othniel
(who was nephew and son-in-law of Caleb,
and first deliverer of the people after

Joshua), see Josh. xv. 17; Judg. iii. 9.

These twelve captains then come—from
Judah seven, from Benjamin and Ephiaim
two each, and from Levi one.

Vers. 16—^22.—These verses give the
names of the ruleri (ver. 16), or princes (ver.

22), of ten out of the twelve tribes of Israel.

The tribes not mentioned are Gad and
Asher, an omission which reminds of that
of the two tribes Dan and Zebulon from
the genealogies contained in oh. iv.

—

ii., and equally unexplained. These
designations nder (TM) and prince (IK') are

the same as are found in the list ef vers.
1—15—the former in ver. 4, and translated

also as here " ruler;" and the latter in vers.

1, 3, 5, 8, under the Authorized Version
word of " captains." This rehearsal of the

rulers or i^ptaini of the tribes stands
evidently in no special relation to the pre-

ceding military enumeration, but it forms
naturally enough one of four lists in this

chapter that purport to set forth David's
complete arrangement of the affairs of the
kingdom. So far as the enumeration goes,

it appears to aim at fulness and no omission,

for the " Aaronites " (ver. 17) are given, and
Ephraim and. the two halves of Manasseh
separately (vers. 20, 21).

Ver. 17.—It is, perhaps, lemarkable that

Hashabiah—presumably a Gershonite—is
not distinguished from the Hebronite (t.8.

Eohathite) of the same name (ch. xxvi,

30) ; some, however, think that our Hasha-
biah is the Eohathite (see Smith's 'Bible
Dictionary,' i. 759 b). For Zadok, see oh.

Ti. 4, 12. He was of the line of Eleazar.

Ver. 18.—David's eldest brother Eliab ig

no doubt intended here by the name Elih^.

The Septuagint gires Eliab. For Michael,

•ee ch. vii 3.

Ver. 21.—There b no reason to doubt
that Jaasiel is the son of the Abner who
was Saul's ovm cousin (oh. ix. 36 ; 1 Sam.
xiv. 50).

Ver. 22.—These thirteen princes of the

tribes of Israel were presumably in each

case those who represented the tribe an-,

cording to lineal descent in David's time.

Though Gad and Asher are left out, the
thirteen are filled up by the allowance of
two for Levi, viz. one for the Levites and
one for the priests ; and three for Joseph,
viz. one for Ephraim and two for the divided
tribe of Manasseh.

Ver. 23.—The contents of this and the
following verse may be supposed to be sug-
gested by the distinct reference to the matter
of number in the first verse of the chapter,
and in the latter halves of the following
fourteen verses, contrasting vrith the utter
absence of any allusion to the same matter,
when the whole body of the trS)es and their

princes are the subject, in vers. 16—22.

The deeper significance of the latter part of
this verse probably comes to this, that God
had already given his people the proudest
name for their numbers, in saying that they
should be numberless, like to the stars of
the heavens, and perpetually on the ia-
orease.

Ver. 24.—It seems a little surprising to

read of Joab, fixed on the page of history
as the person who began to number, but . .

,

finished not, when we have been already
particularly told thit it was tie to whom
King David's command to number was
"abominable" (ch. xxi. 6). However dif-

ferently enough from the method of either
nature or mankind, the antidote has here
preceded the evil. For because there fell

wrath for it, read the Hebrew, and there was
for this wraih upon Israel. The last sen-
tence of the verse purports to say that such
numbering as had been done before the
point at which Joab stopped was not
honoured by a place, where other numbers
were found, in the register of the chronicles
of King David,

Vers. 25—31.—These verses have for their
primary abject, not to give an exhaustive
summary of the wealth of David and the
sources thereof, but to give the names of
those persons who were charged with the
care, OT the management and care, of it. The
classification, however, is interesting, and
may be naturally expected to be tolerably
complete. We do not find any distinction
made between such property as might have
belonged to David as private property, and
such as belonged to him as king—probably
because there was none worth making.

Ver. 25.—For storehouses, read, as in
former clause, treasures. The suggestion of
the second half of this verse in comparison
with the first is that Azmaveth's charge
was over treasures in Jerusalem, For the
castles, see 2 Chron. xvii. 12 ; xxvii. 4. The
word nsiN, though the same in both
clauses, may pi obably enough cover precious
treasure, ea of gold, silver, costly raiment,
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etc. (1 Kinga liv. 26 ; xv. 18), more par-
ticularly in the first clause, and grain, fruit,
etc. (2 Chron. li. 11), in the latter, for the
word has distinctly this double application.
(See for some illustration of this verse also,
Sallust., 'De Bello Jugurth.,' xii.)

Ver. 26.—This verse appears to give the
name, not (as in the former verse) of the
person who had charge of the stored grain,
fruits, etc., but of the chief superintendent
and manager of the labour and labourers of
the field.

Ver. 27.—This verse specifies the officer

who had the management of the vineyards,
and also the officer who had charge over the
wine-cellars. The description of Bamathite
does not assist us to identify Shimei, though
the choice of place is ample (Josh.xiii. 26

;

xviii. 25 ; six. 29, 36 ; Judg. xv. 17). For
Shiphmite, see Numb, zxxiv. 10, 11 ; to the
place Shepham, mentioned in which pas-
sage, the reference here may be. For over
the increase, read over that which in the vine-
yardi, etc., where the initial vf stands for

Ver. 28.—A similar couple of officers to
those of the last verse are described here. By
the low plains here in the Authorized Version
is translated what had been better left un-
translateJ, i.e. the Shephelah, one of the five

divisions of Judtea (Condor's ' Bible Hand-
book,' 2nd edit., 1880, p. 257). It com-
prised the low-lying tract of land on the
coast and, roughly speaking, stretching

from Joppa to Gaza. The syoomore tree

(Dipps'ii, a plural masculine, and once

niDjjt^, a plural feminine, Ps. Uxviii. 87)

is to be distinguished from the lyoa-

mine, being that kind of mulberry tree

called fig mulberry. The Septuagint, how-
ever, does not observe the distinction, and
always translates avKa/uvos. It was a com-
mon tree, and useful to the poor. It is the
same with the blank mulberry of Egypt, and
abounded in Palestine (1 Kings x. 27). Its

fruit was eatable, and its wood, though soft,

yet valuable for enduringness (see Smith's
' Bible Dictionary,' iii. p. 1394 ; Conder'g
•Bible Handbook,' 2nd edit., pp. 223, 399;
Stanley's ' Sinai and Palestine,' edit. 18C6,

pp. 146, 393). The name Baal-hanan comes
first before us as that of a King of Edom
(Gen. xxxvi. 38, 39; ch. i. 49). The place

Gederah (Josh. xv. 36), or Beth-gader (ch. ii.

51), attached to the name of the present

Baal-hanan, renders it not lew probable that

he was of similar extraction.

Ver. 29.—Sharon (see oh. v. 16, 21). It

means with the article, which, with one ex-

ception, always accompanies it, " the level

land," and on the west of the Jordan ex-

actly corresponds witli the Mishor on the
east, a word of identical signification with
Sharon. The tract of pasture-land which

it designated stretched from Carmel to
Joppa (Stanley's ' Sinai and Palestine,' edit.
1866, pp. 485, 260, 264). The valleys here
intended are not specified.

Ver. 30.—Whether the word Obil (^'niN),

i« a proper name or not, it signifies " a ten-
der of camels" by derivatinn. The task
suited the Ishmaelite, no doubt I Nothing
is known of the Meronothite, nor of the situa-
tion of the place called Meronoth, unless
anything may be conjectured from Neh.
iii. 7.

Ver. 31.—For the Hagerite tribe, see oh. v.
10, 18—22. For the rulers of the substance,
the Hebrew words are wranri n». The
number of them adds up again to twelve;
Keil justly supposes that the two named
in ver. 25 were those principal officers to
whom the other ten delivered the proceeds
of their respective charges.

Vers. 32—34.—These verses contain the
names of seven men of high position, and
who were, at all events, important enough,
in one respect or another, for this closing
special mention, 1. Jonathan and Ahitho-
phel are singled out as counsellors (yjjV)

of the king. 2. Hnshai the Arohlte is

mentioned as the companion (j;^^ of the
king. 3. Jehoiada the son of Benaiah, and
Abiathar are mentioned as standing in a
similar relation of counsellors to the king
with Ahithophel, but after him. 4. The great
general of the whole army of the king
(^«as—)»), Joab, has » place found for

his name. 5. And the name of Jehiel is

mentioned as of one with the king's sons.
The first thing which may be observed as to
this enumeration is that it is not one
whole belonging to the later portion of
David's time. Ahithophel had long before
put an end to his own life (2 Sam. xvii. 21
—23; also see xv. 12, 31, 34; xvi. 20—23).
Secondly, that out of the seven names, four
or five are already well known to us in
some other capacity; for see the lists of
ch. xviii. 14—17 ; 2 Sam. viii 16—18 ; xx.
23—26. And thirdly, that in one or two
instances, a different or additional part is

assigned to the names mentioned. The im-
pression left with us is rather of honourable
or special mention made of seven who had
been distinguished helpers of the king or
the kingdom at one time or another. .

Ver. 32.—Nothing is known of any ouole
to David, named Jonathan, but special

mention is made, in ch. xx. 7 and 2 Sam. xxi.

21, of a nephew, son of Shimea, who ren-

dered valuable service, and whose name
was Jonathan. It is possible that the
Hebrew -fn may_ mean "nephew," as simply
meaning " relative." It must be admitted,
however, as very remarkable, that in Le-
Titiona, Numben, the historical books.
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Jeremiah, and Amos, to the number of six-

teen times in all, the word confeBsedly

means "uncle;" while this seventeenth time,

it would appear to mean " nephew." On the

other hand, iu Proverbs, Canticles, Isaiah,

Ezekiel, to the number of thirty-six times

in all, the word follows its other branch of

signification of "love," and in particular
" one beloved." Noticing certain can be

B»id of the Jehiel of tliis verse, but, if a son

of Saohmoni, we may presume him to have
been related to Jashobeam of yet. S and
oh-xi. 11.

Ver. 33.—For Hushai the Arohite, see 2

Sam. XV. 32, 37; xvi. 16; ivii. 14, 15.

Ver. 34.—The after of this verse may
possibly be the after of time, i.e. after the
death of Ahithophel, instead of the after of

place. I.e. subordinate. Jehoiada the son

of Benaiah. Either the individual of ver. 5

;

eh. xviii. 17 ; 2 Sam. viii. 18 ; xx. 23, is not
the person here intended, or we have here
the names acridenfly reversed. There seems
no 8u£Scient reason to doubt that the high
priest of the Ithamar branch is here meant

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOES.

Ver. 23.^-3%e increase of Israel. A devout mind will ever acknowledge that not
only individual, but also national, prosperity ia from God. It was a conviction with all

the pious Hebrews that their nation had been selected by a special decree and appointed
to a special purpose. This conviction came to their minds to sober them in times ol

national prosperity, and to comfort and fortify them in periods of affliction, disaster,

and captivity,

I. When this promise was qivek. It was given at the very commencement of

Israel's life; it was p;iven to Abraham, the father of the faithful. The Lord showed
Abraham^the stars of heaven, and assured him that so numerous should be his seed.

II. How THIS PROMISE WA8 REOABDED. It was not likely that an assurauce SO inspi-

riting, so glorious, should be forgotten ; it was embodied in national tradition ; it was
ensliiined in sacred literature; it was fitted to dignify their conception of their calling

as a people ; and it was a rebuke to their national pride. As on the occasion referred

to in the text, it was designed to lead them to place their hopes, not so much in their

own strength or fortune, as in the purpose and the promises of the God of Israel, the
God of all the nations of the earth.

in. In what WAT THIS PROMISE WAi, AND IS YET TO BE, rULlTILLED. Under
Solomon the nation of Israel readied its highest pitch of fame and power. But it is

pleasant and encouraging to believe that the promise recorded in the text will be
fulfilled in a deeper sense than that which appears on the surface. There is a true
Israel, composed of all who, sharing Abraham's faith, are Abraham's spiritual children.

These are destined to be numerous as the sands of the desert, as tlie leaves of the
forest, as the dew-drops of the morning, as the stars of heaven. This is a kingdom
whose subjects shall ever multiply, whose glory shall know no limit and no end.—T.

Ters. 25—31.

—

Earth's produce, David was a man of war, and it is not surprising

that these historical books are largely occupied with an enumeration of his armies,

catalogues of his mighty njen of valour, and records of his military exploits. But it

is interesting and instructive to observe that the chronicler does not pass unnoticed
matters which give an aspect of peace and prosperity to David's reign. The king was
not only a commander and a judge, but also an administrator and an economist. The
chronicler, in referring as he does in this place to the accumulation of wealth and to
mafeiial prosperity generally, indicates that in his judgment a nation's greatness does
not consist simply in the number of its warriors or the brilliance of its feats of arms.
L The produce of the eakth is from the Lord. There are here enumerated

the stores of corn, the vineyards and the oHveyards, the flocks, the camels, and the
herd* which largely constituted David's wealth. " The earth is the Lord's, and the
fulness thereof."

II. The gifts of God's bounty are to be received with gratitude. The
Creator has made all things for man's use and comfort. " He hath put all things under
his feet, all sheep and oxen, all beasts of the field." To him daily thanks are due.

III. The gifts of God abe to be enjoyed with temferanox and bobbiett.
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When the creature is abused, the Creator is dishonoured ; but a just and temperate use
of material wealth is improving to man and honourable to Gud.

IV. The possebsor of material wealth should conskcrate all to the Giver,
Christians especially, who are " not their own," are bound to regard and to use all their

property as God's. So used, it will not minister to pride, but will become a means of

grace. In this certainly David has set U8 an example worthy of imitation.—T.

Vers. 1—34.

—

Wisdom, kindness, andfoUy. In reading this chapter we are struck
with three features of David's rule. 1. The presence of royal wisdom in : (1) Securing
the safety of his kingdom by a sufficient militia without sustaining a bnidensome
standing array. One month's practice in the year would suffice to maintain their

soldierly qualities without seriously interfering with their civil pursuits (ver. 1).

(2) Adopting the system of promotion by merit. In the list of captains (vers. 2—15)
we meet with names of men that had distinguished themselves by their courage and
capacity, and wlio had "earned their promotion." Favouritism is a ruinous policy,

and fatal to kings and ministers. (3) Limiting his own personal requirements to a
moderate demand. David lived as became such a king as he was, but he did not
indulge in a costly and oppressive " civil list " (see vers. 25—31). (4) Choosing so

sagacious a counsellor as Ahithophel (2 Sam. xvii. 1—3, 14), and so true and brave
a friend as Hushni (2 Sam. xvii. 7—14). 2. The presence of personal kindness.
Although David acted, most wisely, on the principle that the highest posts should be
reserved for the most capable men and those who "deserved well of their country," yet
he did not neglect his own kindred in the hour of his opportunity. We find, amongst
others of the foremost men, the names of his relai;ives, Asahel (ver. 7); Jonathan, his

uncle (ver. 32) ; Joab (ver. 34). 3. The presence of royal folly. We are reminded
here of the grievous error, the disastrous departure from rectitude, when, notwith-
standing the wise counsel and somewhat strenuous opposition of Joab, he insisted on
numbei ing the people (vers. 23, 24). Regarding the folly of the king, we learn

—

I. That human nature, even at its best, bears the stain of impebfectioh.
Devout and hiimble as David was, prosperous and beneficent as was his reign, he yet
fell, more than once, into sin ; and on this occasion (of the numbering) he involved
the nation in a terrible calamity. He resembled all other good men of every age.

Human excellency is a beautiful but a blemished thing ; it has admirable qualities, but
is never without defects; it halts somewhere. Therefore: 1. Let us conclude that
there is certain to be something in ourselves which needs to be corrected ; we also,

though we possess the mens conscia recti, have faults which others see and which they
regret to see in us. 2. Let us not be hasty in estimating the character of others ; if

we judge men by the first thing we see in them, it may be that we shall apprise them by
the one pardonable fault behind which, unrecognized by us, hide a hundred virtues. We
should not like to be judged by the first action our neighbours chanced to witness in

us. 3. Let us make all kindly allowance for men when we know them ; and placing

their. many solid graces against their few superficial failings, let us not withhold our
esteem, or our confidence, or our affection. Regarding David's kindness, we learn

—

II. That wk do well to use oub own elevation to serve our kindred,
Kepotism is a crime as well as a sin, but, when other things are equal and when
opportunity offers, we should surely remember those whom, by the ties of affinity, God
commends to our kindness, and those whom, by profession of friendship in earlier and
humbler days, we promised to assist. And in view of the king's wisdom, we may
learn

—

HI. That goodness and wisdom ToaBTHEB abb a source of incalculable
benefit. David without his devoutness would have been nothing to his country or

his kind ; without his wisdom he would have been little more. Piety and prudence
iogether are a power for God and man.—0.

Vers. 1—34.

—

T!ie army, tribal princes, royalpossessions, and chief counsellors of the

king. This chapter brings before us the organization of the army, and also the public
administration (vers. 1—15) ; next we have a list of the princes of the twelve tribes

(vers. 16—24) ; then we have the managers of the domains and royal possessions

vers. 25—31); and lastly, the chief counsellors uf the king (vers, 32—34). Thes«
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subjects follow the arrangement of the Levites' service, because it was David's earnest

desire before his death to give the constitution of his kingdom a more stable form.

David's object in numbering the people, as we may gather from the twenty-third verse,

was to leave his kingdom, strong within and without, to his son. There were twelve

divisions of the army, consisting of twenty-four thousand men in each. In the

enumeration of the tribal princes, the tribes of Gad and Asher are omitted without
any reason being assigned for the omission. With regard to David's domains and
possessions, the property and income of the king were divided into treasures of the king,

treasures in tbe country, in the cities, the villages, and the castles. The treasures of

the king were the treasures of the royal palace in Jerusalem. The remaining treasures

were fields, vineyards, plantations, cattle, camels, asses, and sheep. OfGcers were set

over these various departments. With reference to David's counsellors (vers. 32—34),
we have here enumerated three catalogues, and the mention of Joab as the commander-
in-chief of the army.—W.

Ver. 23.

—

Ood's promises checking man's wilfulness. The impulse on David leading

him to number Israel has never been adequately explained. Probably there were some
peculiar national conditions which are not detailed. Tbe connection of the reference

to the " numbering," which is made in this verse, intimates that it was a part of some
military arrangements which the king was advised to make. Possibly in order to fix

the amount of his standing army, he desired to know the number of men in his kingdom
who were above the age of twenty, the age firom which military service was required.

Eastern writers give curious illustrations of the Oriental prejudice against numbering
possessions. " The apprehension of a Nemesis on any overweening display of prosperity,

if not consistent with the highest revelations of the Divine nature in the Gospels, per-

vaded all ancient, especially all Oriental religions. David's act implied a confidence

and pride alien to the spirit inculcated on the kings of the chosen people." What does
come prominently out in the narrative is that David was wilful in the matter, but that

God kept his very wilfulness under some limitations and restraints. David w^s kept
from taking a complete census, because he felt it irreverent to attempt to coimt what
God was understood to have promised should be countless. David's own heart, as well

as Divine judgments, brought to him the conviction of his wilfulness and sin. Apply to

modern phases of religious life and religious work. In both we are so keen to observe,

and so anxious to reckon np and boast of, the results of our work. The individual

Christian wants to count and value the steps of his personal sphitual growth ; and the
Christian worker,in his varied spheres, despairs if he cannot show the actual fruitage of
his toil, thinking there will be no harvest from his seeding if his own hand does not
bind the sheaves. Much may be said, and much may be said severely, of the almost

mania that possesses some Churches for " numbering the people," and counting up the

net gains of Christian work. In both spheres God's promises should check this desire

to count.

L Apflt to PEB80NAL BELiGiouB EXPERIENCE. God has promised to " bring ns off

more than conquerors ;
" to " perfect that which concerns us ; " to give us •* more grace ;

"

to ensure us " aU sufficiency in all good things ;
" and to be " with us always ; " so there

is no need for constantly testing our own spiritual state, and trying to gain assurance

by counting the steps upward which we may have made. Our best help is the (1) faith

that daily keeps "looking off" unto Jesus; (2) the prayer that keeps us mindful of,

and ever pleading, the promises; and (3) the "work" for Christ which so thoroughly
absorbs ns that we have no time to think about our own feelings.

II. Apply to Chbistian laboubs in the Chxtbch uid in the wobld. God has
promised abundant fruitage as the result of faithful Christian toil: a wondrous harvest-

home, and not one sheafmissing. It is enough. Why should we trouble about results,

and count up converts? Let them be asmany as ever God wills, and let us be satisfied

with the joy of our working, and the smile of our Master which surely rests upon us in

the doing.

Still, as in the older days of David, there is grave reason to fear that nimbering
results tends to nourish human pride and conceit, and sets men upon boasting of the
" great Babylon which they have builded." The most essential quality of Christian

work is the meekness cjf self-forgetfulness, that will be wholly amazed if, one wondrous
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day, God should point to sheaves safe in his garner, and say, " These were gathered in

by thee." True and humble heavts l«arn to leave all the " numbering " work to God,
and to the great revealing day.—B. T.

Vers. 25—31.—2%e trust of riches. In these verses some of David's wealth is

mumerated, especially that portion which consisted in estates, herds, and flocks.

Accepting life on the earth as the sphere of our " probation," or " moral training," we
need to see that all things which bear their influence upon us may be, and indeed are,

used by God as agencies in this gracious work over which he presides. Eiches, there-

fore, may be a Divine trust committed to some men with a distinct view to their culture

through this trust ; and it is precisely this view of riches which needs to be more
generally taught and apprehended, so that it may become a most solemn thing for any
man to have this trust, and all who have it may be much more impressed with th«

responsibility of it than with the advantage and privilege of it. We easily take up
with two imperfect notions. 1. We say that riches are tokens of Divine favour. Bu(
this may not be assumed as a universal fact. Riches may he a token of Divine wratli

and judgment, and the very agency of a man's punishment. And riches may be a sign

of God's anxiety about our moral state, and the need for subjecting us to some sever*

moral testing, To some natures no more searchmg test could be found than the trust

of prosperity and wealth. 2. Or we say that riches are the rewards of virtue, aai

assume that men must be acceptable to God because they are rich, and that others must
be out of acceptance, seeing that they are poor. But then we must face the difScult;

which the Psalmist Asaph felt so bitterly (Ps. Ixxiii.)—the wicked are often the rict

,

and the righteous are among the down-trodden poor. It is evident that no general ru' *

will fit all cases, and that, in wise Divine orderings, wealth and poverty are arranged

for the highest good of the individual and the permanent good of the whole. Did ve
know all, we should never envy those to whom God entrusts the riches. Neither of

these conceptions is sufBciently true to be accepted without due consideration of certain

other and important representations, such as (1) that riches may be Divine judgmtHts

;

(2) that riches may be Divine trials ; (3) that riches always are Divine trusts, of which
due account will presently be required. Then attention needs to be directed to three

things in relation to our riches : (1) The wise care of them, asnot ours, but Gods
; (2) tlie

faithful use of them, as not given to us/or <mr sake, but for the sake of others, whom wo
may bless by means of them ; and (3) the watchful culture of the sotd's-life while in the

enjoyment of them, seeing that the precise peril of them is that they tend to nourish a
self-confidence which is fatally injurious to the soul's health and life. Illustrate from the

parable of the farmer who was getting over-rich, and had no storehouses large enough
for his harvests, but who was not rich toward Qod. And see the coimsels given to the

rich by the Apostle James.—E. T

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

The eontents of this chapter may be mid
to form one scene with those of the next up

to ver. 25. They represent David in the

presence of a magnificent company of wit-

nesses, the flower of the Church, the military

and the civil elements of his kingdom,

devolving upon his son both the building

of the temple and the throne itself.

Ver. 1.—One Hebrew word (nt?) stands

for the princes (twice), captains (three

times), and stewards (once) of this verse.

Tlie classification of the verse speaks for

itself. There are the princes of Israel ; i.q.

the prinoes of tlie tribes (ch. xxvii. 16, 22).

Otherwise the former of these expressions

may be of an entirely generic kind, and
apply to all that succeeds. There are,

secondly, the princes of tlie twelve military
companies ... by conrse of the months
(oh. xxvii. 1—15). Thirdly, there are the
princes of thousands and hundreds (Deut. i.

15; 1 Sam. viii. 12; xvii. 18; xviii. 13;
xxiii. 7; oh. xii. 14; -xx^A, 1). There
follow, fourthly, the princes of aU the sub-
stance and cattle of the Idn^, and (as seems
to be added here) of his sona. There can be
no doubt that the Hebrew text does say
this, and does not merely register the fact

of the attendance and presence of the sons

of the king, as also it does not speoialize

the attendance of Solomon himself, though
it is certain that he was present. Otherwise
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it may be doubtful, considering the facts of

the occasion, and comparing ch. xxix. 24,

whetlier the original document is not mis-

represented here. Next, fifthly, mention is

made of the officers (cpno), the Hebrew
for which word generally means ** eunuch,"
•nd such use of it must have become much
more familiar during and after the Captivity,

and, therefore, of course, at the time of the

compilation of this work ; but it does not

necessarily mean it. Eunuchs are never

mentioned elsewhere in David's reign.

There is no reason to suppose the word
means " eunuch," for instance, in Gen.
zxxvii. 86; xxxiz. 1; 1 Sam. viiL IS;
1 Kings xxii. 9; 2 Kings xxiv. 12; xxT.

19; Jer. xxxiv. 19. Under any circum-
stances, it would seem unnecessary that

uoh officer! of a royal establishment as

ennuchs should be summoned under that
description to an assembly of this kind.

Sixthly, the mighty men (ch. zL 10—25)
were called to the assembly. And perhaps
a leventh division may be made of all the

raliant men (ch. xt 26—10), who belonged
to other places, or who were at this time
more especially in Jernsalem, as residents.

Yer. 2.—The expression, Savid the king
stood np upon his feet, probably means to

emphasize the fact that hitherto, having
been in a sitting or recumbent position,

owing to his age and infirmity, he now with
effort forced himself to ttand in the presence

of the unusual congregation and in con-

sideration of what he felt was due to the

occasion. He had not lost the man and the
brotlier in his official and exalted rank, and,
following ancient precedents (Gen. xxix. 4

;

Judg. xix. '23 ; 2 Sam. xix. 12), he addresses

the congregation as my brethren, and my
people. David says be had it in his heart

to build a house of rest, i.e. an abiding
house (Ps. cxxxii. 8, 14) for the ark of the

covenant, instead of the moving one, and for

the footstool of our Ood. By this he means
the mercy-seat, to which especial allusion is

made ver. 11 (nnbsn ns). God is often

spoken of as " dwelling between the cheru-

bim," and sometimes (Ps. xcix. 1) as " sitting

between the cherubim," which were over the
lid of the ark, called the metcy-seat.

Ver. 3.—The contents of this verse are

stated, as already seen, even more forcibly in

ch. xxii. 8 ; while far less forcibly in 2 Sam.
vii. 5 ; 1 Kings v. 5.

Vers. 4—7.—David mentions himself as
the elect of God among all the members
of his father's family, and from thence is

led to trace the call from the first, by the
following steps :—Tlie tribe of Judah (Gen.
xlix. 8; ch. v. 2); the house of Jesse (1 Sam.
xvi. 1) ; thirdly, of himself (1 Sam. xvi. 13);
and lastly of Solomon (ch. xxii. 9, 10 ; xvii.

11—14; 2 Sam. vu. 12—16). The exact

time and method of David's receiving the

identification of Solomon as the son to

succeed him, is nowhere given. The throne
of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel.

This expression, not found in its entirety

elsewhere, is an emphatic statement here of

the true theocracy, which should have ever
prevailed among the people of Israel, and
which is now paralleled by the kingship of

the Lord in his own Church (ch. xvii. 14

;

xxix. 23). The solemn and most distinct

proviso. If he be constant to do my com-
mandments and my judgments, as at this

day, reminds us of Ps. cxxxii. 12. Tliis

proviso is emphatically presented again to

the attention of Solomon, when the time
comes for the direct appeal of God to him
(1 Kings ill. 14 ; viiL 61 ; is. 4).

Vers. 8—10.—The double charge of thesa
verses, first to the people and then to

Solomon, is fall of force and majesty.
Translate, Kow therefore in the sight of

aU Israel—the congregation of the Lord,
and in the hearing of our God (" Hear me,"
Ter. 2), keep ye and study to do aU the
commandments of the lord your Ood (Dent
IT. 21, 26 ; XXX. 19 ; Lev. xxt. 46 ; Jer. iii

18). The expression, Enow thou the Ood of

thy father, for a practical knowledge and
fear ofGod, is analogous with the expression,
** Hear thou," for the matter of practical

obedieTiee; e.g. "If they hear not Moses
and the prophets" (Luke xvi. 32). Although
there are not very many instances of this

use of the word ** know," its antiquity and
classical character may be considered gna-
ranteed by such passages as Job xviii. 21

,

I Sam. ii. 12; Prov. iii. 6; Ps. xxxvi 10;
Jer. ix. 2 ; Hos. v. 4 ; vi, 3. The expression,

"the God of thy father," evidently in-

tended to be touching, is more fully given
in ver. 20, " God, even my God, will be with
thee," which in its turn reminds us of Paul's
language, " But my God shall supply all

your need " (Phil. iv. 19). The urgent en-
treaty on the part of David breathes in

every sentence of it, thought, and a mode of

presentation of it, feeling, and depth of eon-
viction, with which we are familiar in bis

psalms. He speaks from his own varied,

iemarkable,and richexperience of the Divine
care and jealous love, and from much per-

sonal experience of the deceitfulness of the
heart, to Solomon,into whom,were it possible,

he would pour the advantage of all he had
learned, and from whom he would hide
notliing of his intense and anxious solici-

tude. To the same strain he returns in ver.

20, but there with more exclusive reference

to the undertaking of the building of " the
house of the Lord," or the house for the
sanctuary. One thing only fails, perhaps, to

be made quite apparent from the language
of David, viz. why he deemed it necessary
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to nrpe bo Btrenuonsly on Solomon the

enterprise of buildiii.; the temple ttnd of

carrying it to completion. Witli abundiraoe

of iiieitns and preparutioiig bo lar^e already

made, one miglit have supposed a young
king anil a young man would have needed

little pressure and liltle exhortation. Never-

theless, in the manifest presence of David's

words, it ia very far from imposdilile to

suppose the dangers and temptations of

Solomon's position aa constituting a serious

risk.

Vers. 11—19.—These hints respecting the

parts of the building that was to be, and
reepecling the furniture of it, will come in

for fuller consideration in the fuller treat-

ment of them, found in tlie narration of the

actual construction of the building in 2

Chronicles compared with 2 Kings vi., etc.

It is evident that David desired to make a
solemn and set business of handing over

even the patterns and plans. Nor is this

under any circumstances wonderful, but
least of all considering their Divine origin.

The Divine original of the tabernacle and
all its belongings (Exod. xxv.—xxx. ; Heb.
viii. 5) was not to be a neglected precedent

as regards the greater temple. It is said

that " David gave " tliese " patterns to

Solomon his son " (ver. 11), and the form in

which he gave them is explained in ver. 19.

There we read, " The whole in writing

from the hand of Jehovah upon me, he
made me to understand—all the works of

this pattern." Whatever we generally accept

respecting the writing of tlie tables of the

Law by the finger of God (Exod. xxiv. 12 ;

xxxi. 18; xxxii. 15, 16; Deut. iv. 13; v. 5,

22; ix. 10), is at all events open for accept-

ance here. At the same time, the phraseo-

logy of our nineteenth verse is certainly not

80 uncompromising as that of the references

just instanced from the Books of Exodus
and Deuteronomy. The words of ver. 19

may be satisfied by the meaning that David
was in such manner and degree " in the

Spirit" (Bev. i. 10), that in the writing and
the drawing of patterns his hand was
entirely under the guidance of that Spirit.

In eitiier alternative, to hand over such
documents and such " patterns " must have

been felt by David and all present an act of

which mucli should be made.

Ver. II.—The patterns of six parts of the

future building are here delivered over to

Solomon. 1. The porch; ahvin (1 Kings vi.

3; vii. 6; Ezek. xl. 7; viii.' 16; Joel ii. 17;

I Cliron. iii. 4, where we read that the

length was twenty cubits, and the height

one hundred and twenty cubits ; viii. 12 ; xv,

8; xxix. 7, 17); Septuagint, rh alAh/j. tou

yaov generally, but in this verse toC vaov is

all that appears. This porch was built on

the east of tne temple. 2. The houses

1. tJAUuu-Nicr.us.

thereof; i.e. not of the porch, but of the

whole building ; vna; Siptnagint, TuxofKaii'

auTov. Tlie word " houses " in this place

designates the " greater house," or " temple,"

or holy place of 2 Chron. iii. 5; I Kings vi.

5, 17; and the "inner house," or "oracle,"

or " most holy house," or " holy of holies,"

of 2 Chron. iii. 8; 1 Kings vi. 19—27.
3. The treasuries thereof ; vsnj, a word

found only here in this form, with a Chaldee
termination in ;[- ; Septuagiut, ray (axxar

alrov. The treasuriea were chambers for

receiving gifts, and storing the trea-iures new
or old of the temple. Which of the rooms
that were built against the sides of the
temple were Bet apart as these treaBuro-

chambers is not known. Perhaps Ihiy were
the thiee-storied wings of the temple (1
Kings vi. 5). 4. The upper chambers

thereof; vrrhj}. ; Septuagint, tS» iirep^aii'

(for fuller treatment of these, see 2 Chron.
iii. 9). We may only with confidence say
of these chambers that they were upper
chambers, but whethrr over the "oracle"
as Keil and Bcrtheau think, or over the
** porch," or the higher of those, that leaned
•gainst the sides of the main building, it ii

impossible to determine from such data as
we at present have. 5. The inner parloun
thereof; D<Q':qin Vlin; Septuagint, tmi/ oiro-

0r)KmK ruv ifftnTipav. There can be little

doubt that these designate the lower rooms
of the side buildings of the holy place, and
perhaps also of the porch. 6. The place of
the meroy-seat ; n-psr) n'a ; Septuagint, toS

oiKOV TOV 4^i\a(TfjL0U.

Ver. 12.—Bert I leau, Keil, and some others
regard the spirit here spoken of as referring

to the spirit and mind of David, and
Bertheau goes so far as to translate, or para-

Ehrase, " the pattern of all that floated

efore his mind." Such manifest stress has
been laid upon the two facts—that the
patterns were of God's giving, and that
they were now in such form that they
could be given over into the hands of
Solomon—that such an interpretation aeemg
inadmissible. Rather translate. And the
pattern of all which was by the spirit with
him. For the courts of the house of the
Lord, see 1 Kings vi. 36 ; 2 Chron. iv. 9.

The chambers round akout; 3<3d nSsp^n
(ch. xxiii. 28). There seems no necessity to

suppose that these chambers were separate
from the building. For the treasuries, the
correct translation is the treature$ (ch. xxvi.

20).

Ver. 13.—ThisJverBe either continues the
subject of the giving of the patterns, which
will read rather harshly, as preceding the
courses of the priests and the Levites, and
could only mean directions or insLructions

for their iuierchant^e, etc. ; or it may con-

2 b
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tiuue the subject of ihe "ohambeis round
about" "for the treasures of the house of

God," etc., also for the convemenoe " of the

courses of the priests," etc., and "for all

the work," etc., and for keeping "all the

yessels of Bervice," etc. Bertheau and Eeil

Bomewhat scout the former supposition, and
adhere to the latter.

Vers. 14, IS.—The general meaning of

these verses is that, if the question were
one of gold, or one of silver, David assigned

for each vessel and eaoh part of the candle-

sticks, the proportionate weight of gold
that was to be employed.

Yer. 16.—So too as regards the tables of

shewbread, whether in sort of gold or of

silver, he assigned the due weight of metal
for either sort. We should have been at a
loss to understand the plural here employed,
showing more than one table (Ezod. zxv. 23

;

1 Kings vii. 48 ; 2 Ohron.'zzuc. 18), but for

2 Chron, iv. 8, 19 ; in the former of which
verses we read of ** ten tables " being made
and placed on "the ligbt side and on the
left, in the temple," and in the latter verse,

yet more distinctly, of "tablet, whereon the
shewbread was set."

Yer. 17.—^It is to be observed that the
teon basons (pyfiB^'), which appear to have

been covered goblets, ia oolj found here and
in Ezra i. 10; viii. 27.

Yer. 18.—By the chariot of the ohembims,
is of course not meant that the cherubim
had a chariot, but that they constituted the
chariot of Jehovah (Ps. xviii. 11).

Yer. 19.—This abrupt bringing in of

David as the speaker himself has already
had one illustration in eh. xxiii. S. (See on
the matter of this verse, note on ver. 11

;

and oomp. 2 Kings iii. 15 for the parallel

of an expression which evidently intends to

assert an inspiring hand of the Lord.)
Yers. 20, 21.—These verses, as above seen,

continue and close David's urgent and last

exhortation to Solomon. He has now done
with admonition and urgent appeal, but he
offers prayer for him (ch. xxix. 19).

Yer. 20.—David in this verse enlarges
upon the certainty of God's faithful steady
presence with Solomon and support of his

work to the end.

Yer. 21.—In this verse David reminds
Solomon what servants and helpers he has
ready to hand ou earth, as well as his God
above—priests and . . . Levites, ... all

manner of workmen,, . . willing and skilful,

. . . princes and . . . people.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 1—10,—Well wortli reproduction by the annalist of centuries afterwards was
the solemn and inspiring scene pourtrayed in this and following sections. For the same
reason that particulars, however gloriously interesting or terribly interesting, yet of
merely individual concernment, are absent from the Chronicles, those of the highest
national significance are sketched afresh, and engraved with deeper-cut lines. Much of
the sorrow and misfortune of David, much of wherein he sinned, or was sinned against,
would be inexplicably denied to the reader but for the steady observance on the part of the
annalist—^we doubt not under inspiration's guidance—of the principle that the nation's
religious history is to be his grand subject, its lessons his theme. Well, too, might the
religious teacher of a nation that had passed through a strange stretch of apostasy, a
stranger severity of punishment on account of it, and had now, strangest of all, another
offer of opportunity priceless in prospect, be supremely anxious to give all legitimate
prominence to such a scene. History enabled them once more with fidelity to produce
it. They rested in it themselves with delight. They longed to imbue the people with its

spirit and its ancient original fascination. All things considered, the sun had scarcely
risen, through the reign and whole life of David, on a day of more real grandeur, more
essential honour to himself—certainly not among the number of those that were
inevitably declining days, and their brightest, warmest suns, those of mellow light and
temperature, subdued. Age was now a crown of glory to him. The experience of a life

moderately long, of a reign remarkably long, of vicissitudes and events strangely varied,
was dignity higher than anything artificial, than anything outward. And weakness
of bodily force and limb brought out in greater relief the moral deference he had made
all his own, while a nation attend his voice, and receive in a young son of his their
future shepherd and king,

_
Nor was David himself at all insensible to what was most

peculiar, most characteristic in the scene, A word or two, an action or two, an atti-

tude, betray his nervous appreciation ofit. That day, that hour, that scene—what three
ways met there and then I The past way of his people, and their undiscovered /uiwre
path, and not least momentous that by which his oum departure must forthwith be made.
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In a scene ofan exceptional character, with much of just importance in it, and of essential
impressiveness, let us pause to note the main features.

I. The assembly itself was one of a dignified ohaeaoteb. And the dignity of

it was a true dignity. The assembly represented a nation. It represented the worth
and the substance of a nation. It was not its idle wealth, its idle fashion, its idle

glitter, its sinecurism, but the strong head and strong purpose and strong arm of the
nation. There was position in abundance there, but it was that healthy position that
comes of high ofBce worthily filled, of doing a nation's work and of adjudged compe-
tence to do it. This assembly represented, therefore, the diligence of a united, happy,
active people. And when we consider the purpose for which the assembly was
gathered together, it undoubtedly bespeaks its highest honour as representative of the
ordetr and obedience of a divinely governed nation. There is no nation that is governed
fit to be so named, that is not divinely governed, if only that be taken into account which
is transpiring a very small depth below the surface. And this fact postulates order, a
listening ear, and obedience. The government, the legislature, the nation that go on
with but just a moderate workable amount of these, know a certain unsatisfactoriness,

but they little know the vrreck and absolute misery of ruin where the indispensable
minimum is absent. On the other hand, the nation then most nearly touches the point
of perfection when its order, attention, and obedience, as perfect as that of an army,
are at the same time moral in their character and voluntary in their forthcoming.

II. Special elements of dionitt gather bound the pbeson who convenes this
ASSEMBLY. David is the centre of it ; the chief, not to say the only speaker in it. Yet
even he is not acting in his own name and right alone. He is the visible deputy of one
far higher, and who is invisible. He is an aged man, and furthermore older than his

years, Qreat is the contrast, wondeifuUy efiisctive the contrast, between what he
now is, putting off the armour, and what he once was, when he " assayed to go " in the
improved armour of Saul, and " put it off" also (1 Sam. xvii. 39), The juvenility, tha
simplicity, the unexpectingness, the inexperience of that day are at the extreme
antipodes of what he now is and feels. Then so ruddy and robust, of rude physical
nealth, and of abounding energy of limb, but now with sunkea eye and sallow cheek,
only with difficulty able to rise from his royal chair, and " beside those things that are
without " (2 Cor. xi. 28), more weighted still with the responsibilities of office and the
accumulations of experience, and " the care of all the " nation. The figure of that
" old man eloquent," but yet " more eloquent " in deeds through his whole life than in
words even, must stand a sculpture of most defined and enduring outline against tha
Bible sky while the Bible lasts. But the life that was bounded by these two extremes
had played a great part, and the tides bad risen full and high and tumultuous, times
without number, in it. Yet through all the conflicts, work, perils, and sins, and virtues

of the life, a certain thread of continuity had been preserved, and indeed had preserved
it. As the truest image often comes out clearest and best in death, so was it now.
There had been a thing long in the heart of David. The decline of life speaks it out
with extraordinary emphasis. And does ha not then touch the highest point of hia

fame when, with the grand company in front of him, he rises with some effort, addresses

those who listen to their father and their king, as " my brethren and my people," and
shares with them the deepest wish and the most real ambition to which his life owned ?

How diffeient this from the close of many careers ! Nay, how very few are those who
have the faith, the calm determination (or even the merciful opportunity given them),
to put into the hand of another the secret of a brilliant future that had been thought
of by themselves, longed for by themselves, but denied to themselves 1 When Paul
wrote to Timothy he was a yet higher illustration of this, yet it must be taken into

account that Paul was not disappointed as David was.

III. Statements of eminently mobal bionifioanob m vat addbess, nt which
David now admits all to be shabbbs of his bosom's dbabebt becbet. 1. After a
courteous appeal to all, addressing them under kindly titles to hear him, who might,
from his ofBce and age, have commanded, David credits the sovereignty of all the kingdom
to Ood. The throne is " the throne of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel " (ver. 6).

2. Se credits all that he was himself, all which had been given him, all to which he had
been raised, to the sovereignty of Ood. These David traces through four stages. The
Divine sovereign choice of the tribe of Judah, of the house of his father, of himselfout of
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all the rest of his father's family, and he carries it down to the designation of his favourite

son Solomon, as successor to his throne. " Howbeit the Lurd God of Israel chose me before

all the house of my father to be king over Israel lor ever : for he hath chosen Judah to

be the ruler ; and of the house of Judah, the house of my father ; and among the song

of my father he liked me to make me king over all Israel : and of all my sons, (for

the Lord hath given me many sons,) he hath chosen Solomon my son to sit upon the

throne of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel. And he said unto me, Solomon thy
son, he shall build ray house and my courts : for I have chosen him to be my son, and I

will be his Father " (vers. 4— 6). 3. With thefranknets of truth and the unmistakable
singleness of aim of an aged man " ready to depart," David speaks out what had been

his own pious design, his cherished resolve, and the actual preparation he had made
for it. " I had in my heart to build an house of rest for the ark of the covenant
of the Lord, and for the footstool of our God, and had made ready for the building "

(ver. 2). It is to be noted that no matter of personal advantage, or of family
advantage, or even of a noble ambition, but yet a mere ambition, is here concerned.

It is the calm, correct, intelligent prompting of religion. No doubt the desire of
David's heart carried to completion must redound to the honour and fame of him-
self and his family to all generations, and must be calculated to secure great

practical benefit to a whole nation. Nevertheless it were a gratuitous maligning
of a good heart to mistake these, or any of them, as the motives of David. He
is learning and is illustrating the great though alphabetic principles that rule

the man who distinctly believes in the invisible, and worships the invisible

One. It i« his right and due, it is justice, that a settled house, a permanent place of
abiding, a worthy temple, be raised to him, and that nothing take real precedence of it.

4. With a different frankness, a frankness of perhaps even rarer sort, he withholds
nothing of all that had passed between God and himself. He gives the reosons, correct

and exact, on account of which his heart's desire is denied to him. It cannot be denied
that there was something about them which a man less brave and strong might have
inclined to suppress. There are things in life which, far from criminal, and far more
misfortune than fault, nevertheless ask for a veil of kindly forgetfulness, and beg not to

be thrust into prominence. But David tells all without disguise. It comes to this,

that in the strongest of his days he had been very busy in work not of the most
savoury, not of the most spiritual, not even of the most humane, and the stain of it

cleaved to him—that stain the stain of blood. A very busy life in some directions

often makes good works impossible at the time. But this is not necessarily the worst
of it. The more significant and sad thing is that it does one or both of two other

things. It either finally takes away all taste and disposition to do the work of higher
goodness ; or if, as with David now, it does not do this, yet it clothes the man against

his will with a character of unsuitableness to it. In this neither is man censorious nor
God unjust. But nature is vindicating its reality and strength, and another illustration

is added of the truth, that " whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." This,

then, is David's frank confession : " God said unto me. Thou shalt not build an house
for my Name, because thou hast been a man of war, and hast shed blood " (ver. 3).

5. With grateful memory David records the promise that God had made in substitu-

tion for granting the exact desire of his heart. This promise of what should be done
in and by Solomon was " the word on which Gk)d had caused David to hope." And
reflection upon it was very food to him, commemoration of it was a welcomed and sacred

duty. The promise had been given in close connection with a detailed reminder of

how God had selected David, and called him, and made such a changed career for him,
upon all that had naturally loomed before him (2 Sam. vii. 8—16). The whole scene
and purport of that report that Nathan made to David in his interview with him, had
stamped one clear, effective impression on his mind. And it is evident that his own
address to the people and to Solomon now answers feature for feature to it. But in the
centre of it was this promise about Solomon ; all the rest clustered round it, and the
grateful promise holds the central place now in David's memory and heart. 6. The
closing charge of David—a double charge, one to the people, one to their future king, one
to the Church, the other to the minister, " the leader and shepherd of Israel." (I). The
charge to the laity. The very essence of impressiveness lies sometimes in the direot-

aeas of personal appeal. There may be personal appeal without individual appeaL
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Bach In a large number shall sometimes snfBoiently feel that the address is to himself

In the brief language of David much is contained. Its sententiousness is telling and
emphatic. The great throng of human witnesses is instanced. The supreme omniscient

Witnesser is pointed to, is well held up to view. " In the sight of all Israel the con-

gregation of the Lord, and in the audience of our Grod
; " these are the imposing sanc-

tions which precede the solemn burden itself of command or earnest exhorting. Then
follows such exhortation—it Is entreaty itself: "Keep and seek for all the command-
ments Of the Lord your God." The rule for nation, leaders, ay, and for individual, if

they are to be safe and sure, is thus constituted. Obedience, inquiring obedience, and
impartial, uniform obedience, are the triple essentials of that wise and holy law. And
the scriptural reward of obedience is set forth, and in that finer form to which Scripture

gives, in one way or another, so unique a prominence, viz. the reward not to s-elf and
present time alone, but to the future and to generations yet unborn. This tendency to

suggest the future, to point to it, and to urge the taking it into account, is one of the

noteworthiest marks of the diviner methods of monition and impression. Where the

subject-matter may make it impossible in one way, it will, if possible, insist on appear-

ing in another way. " That ye may possess this good land, and leave it for an inherit-

ance for your children after you for ever." (2) The charge to his own loved son.

Now all the father's heart and soul are moved. Every short clause, in its full, majestic

Hebrew vocabulary, thrilled with the deep conviction and earnest persuasion that the

abounding experience of an aged and holy father would bring to bear upon his son.

What influences they are that offer themselves to produce an ever-remaining impression

on the young man! At a moment when all the eyes of a vast and august assembly

are bended on the young Hebrew prince, a solemn individual appeal is made to him.

Again the beaming of the height of paternal love and pride is shining on him. Again
the familiarly known earthly father's name is raised into union with the Name of the

one Being above all :
" Know thou the God of thy father, and serve him with a

perfect heart and with a willing mind." Then are brought into prominence the grand
characteristics of that Being, as One " who searches all hearts, and perfectly understands

all the imaginations of them." His gracious approaohableness, if sought, and his deep

offence and sure punishment, if neglected, are declared, till the close of all is reached.

This consists (a) of the distinct admonition to watch ; of the (6) suggestion of strong

comfort and support that lie in the thought of the Lord's choice and decree ; and (c)

of the challenge, in the name of all which had gone before, to " ie strong and do it.

Vers. 12,19.

—

Divine inspiration the guide of human work. These verses amount

to a very real and very interesting assertion of Divine inspiration. The " things that

float before the mind," to use Bertheau's words, without his meaning in them, may none

the less be the fruit of inspiration. But beside and in addition to the mind's ordinary

command of its own gifts, in addition to the exercise of reason, to the aids of the

accumulations of experience, and of even some touch of foresight, which belong by
nature to all, and which attach to some in a very high degree by training and by purity

of mind, the Divine Spirit gives as he lists special impulses and sure guidance, an

unusual discernment and unerring correctness of deliverance, and truth absolute betimes.

The leading instance and type of such inspiration is to be found, no doubt, in those

impulses and that Divine superintending and Divine informing of certain men's minds
in the essential matter of spiritual truth, which by many an instalment and through a

very long stretch of ages secured for us at last the grand total we now call our Bible.

This may be called the inspiration of word or of truth ; while that exercise of inspiration

which the present passage leads us to notice might rather be designated the inspiration

»f work. ' There is, of course, nothing manifest to distinguish these in their nature, for

the same gracious Spirit, the same mighty and heavenly Force, is in either case at work.

But there are important and grateful thoughts suggested to us in the fact that the

quickening, informing, revealing Spirit comes to our aid not only in the deepest and

hi<:hest things that can touch soul, but in the literal works of our hands. Let us

notice

—

I. The Spirit dobs not disdain to co-opebate with men, in suggesting, shapinq,

AND completing THAT WHICH IS TO BE MADE BY THBIK HANDS, AND TO AFFECT THEM
VSUUGH xii£ uiKiarBT OF THB SENSBS. Though the inevitable and just inference in oui
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own minds herein is of the condescension of the Spirit, yet we need not pass over the

consideration, that this is in keeping with an analogy that we might expect would be

observed. As St. Paul teaches us forcibly, in the first chapter of his Epistle to the

Romans, that they are to be adjudged worthy of the severest condemnation who refuse

to learn the invisible things of God himself ftnm hi$ works visible in creation, so the

Spirit would nourish in o\ir outer works right methods of approaching the Being who
must all the while be " worshipped in spirit and in truth."

II. The Spirit puts honour on the expression on the part of man of his worship

AND SERVICE OF GOD, EVEN IN THE OUTER REQUISITES OF THEM. That which haS COSt

nothing of money, of skill, of thought, of care, is not what is to be offered to God.

It would not be offered to those we loved or respected among our fellow-creatures, and
yet less should it be offered to him.

III. The Spirit hokours in particular the exactitude and perfection in its

KIND of what IB GIVEN TO GoD. The Sacrifice must be the young and the pure and
the blemishless. And a similar principle must be observed throughout our service of

God. But how often, how grossly, how notoriously, how self-deceivingly, is this plain

principle disregarded by multitudes of professing Christians I To God is given last; to

God the least ; to God that which is too poor to keep or to give elsewhere.

IV. The Spirit beooonizes and suggests our heed of patterns. The Lord's Prayer
was one kind of pattern ; the sermon on the mount was another kind of pattern ; the

sacred cross was another illustrious pattern ; the directions given to the twelve disciples

and again to the seventy, on their first missionary journeys, were a pattern ; the Israelites

were a pattern ; John, Peter, and Paul were each respectively a pattern. And for the

first solid temple that informed and intelligent worship of God ever reared, the Spirit

gave the pattern, and pattern after pattern for details.

V. Still the Spirit gives but the pattern. He does not supersede our active

exertions, our best exertions, nor permits us to reckon on even his proxy. But he does

wait to lead, offer to show and to teach, and above all in this particular way—the
way of imparting principles of right action, of holy action, of beautiful action.

VI. The Spirit gave the temple model, which in very deed spoke principlb

IN everything that might sound most like detail, because that temple was
itself the type of God's Church on earth. No exclusive sanctity belonged to it.

It and its lineal successors were to lie level with the ground. But its seed was to b«

•s the stars of heaven, or as the sand upon the shore. " Neither in this mountain,
nor yet at Jerusalem," meant no doom, no curse, no disparagement of the temple. Those
words of Jesus spoke the charter of God's Church, as a growing, an ever-growing, and
a prevailing reality in the world. Literally innumerable have been already the copies

after that type. And they have yet to be manifold more. The building itself was
emphatically not an ordinary building, nor a mere building. The thought of it in

David's heart was not indigenous to that heart, nor was the execution of it to be liable

to be dangerously ascribed either to his architecture, or his sons, or to that of the

combined professional talent of the nation, or of all nations. No, it is unique. It has
virtue in it. It, in the person of its successor, justifies Jesus' admiration, and a share of

his tears. It breathes and moves ubiquitously, and has life in it. And it was because

it was necessary that it should have these endowments, that though David thought and
gave and prepared, and a nation now banded as one man cousented and gave and
wrought enthusiastically, yet the Architect was God the Spirit.

Vers. 20, 21,

—

The courage of age, and its grand advantages os grounded in experience.

Once more, then, the voice of the aged king and the aged father is heard. Its subject

the same, its tones still more and more earnest, persuasive, imploring. Age calms,
mellows, subdues, in almost all directions, but not literally in all.

L We are arrested by overhearing the urgent tones of old age. The voice

is not weak, docs not tremble, lisps not, nor hesitates. It is firm, full of vigour, and
rings again more musical than even of old. There must be some significant reason for

this.

II. We are arrested by seeming to hear age urge impetuousness and daring
on youth. Surely the five times repeated exhortation, " Be strong," " ofgood courage,"
" do it," " fear not," " nor be dismayed," must betoken some very risky, presumptuous,
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and even daring enterprise. And yet it is the old man wlio is pressing on tlie young
man, appealing to him as though he would rouse him to an all but forlorn hope, instead

of to a wise, prudent, and good work.
III. We are arrested by HEABINO in the midst of these tTRGENT AND IMPASSIONED

TONES PROMISES OP THE HIGHEST INDUCEMENT, AND THAT BORROW THE NAME OE HeAVEN
AND GrOD. A father's experience, encouragement, and entreaty may well weigh much
with a son ; a father's savings, preparations, and enlistment through all the force of his

influence, of much sure help from " princes and people," may well add inducement and
confidence. But these are indefinitely exalted now by the challenge to believe that

Heaven itself would work for and with Solomon. " The Lord God will be with thee
;

he will not fail thee, nor forsake thee, until thou hast finished."

ly. One little familiar word, ahid all the rest, arrests ocb ear and warms
THE WHOLE APPEAL WITH THE TONE OF PERSONAL INTEREST. That little WOrd is the

one which counts so often for so much—the word " my." At the very crisis of invoking,

in the great and terrible and reverend Name of " the Lord God," the very highest

possible sanction, David does not forbear to link his own name with it : " The Lord God,
my God, will be with thee." This is the same David who in many a psalm could sing

in the very lowliest strain and confession of the demerit of man and his poverty and
his sinful nature and sinful practice. Tet the two things are not inconsistent, and
David does not do wrong. The God of all, of ail worlds, the universal God, loves to be
sought, to be clung to, to be appropriated by the individuaL The poorer, the lowlier,

the more solitary, so that his child's trust corresponds in thoroughness and tenacity

with his condition of want, so much the more welcome is that child, and not a word
shall be said to him that he presumes. Note, then, that in the happy expression of

David to his son," My God," we have: 1. The creature's rightful and blessed appropria-

tion of the Creator ; the only all-sufiScient, the inexhaustible and ever-communicating,

the one strong support of everything within the compass of his dominions. 2. The
consecrated diminutive of affection. The thing or the person I believe I chiefly love,

that thing or that person I restlessly, ceaselessly long to call mine, my oion. Nor
is there a simpler, grander, juster use of this little word, the consecrate word of

affection the world all over, than when a creature, sinner, penitent, poor, and dependent,

breathes out from all that is within him " My God." 3. The grateful outcome of tried

experience. Age gives the opportunity of valuable experience in many a direction,

but in none so much as in those relations which subsist direct between man and his

God. There is nowhere such room for experience to have its way, to grow and to

attain results of surpassing value. After the experience that David had accumulated

of God, and of what a God, God had been to him, he rightly desires to make a point

of this to his son. It was not simply the sentiment of the father's God, one to be held to

by the son ; it was no mere dictate of family pride, or of hereditary attachment to some
lares et penates. No ; the hard but telling facts of experience enable David to pledge

and guarantee " his " God, as the good God and the wonderful God, and the safe God
for his son. So Paul said to the Philippians, " My God shall supply all your need," in

that he, above any living Christian of that time, bad suffered peril, need, persecution

(2 Cor. xi. 23—31), and h&ifound God, the "very present Help and Refuge in time of

trouble," whom the psalmist a thousand years before had tested. All distances of time,

differences of dispensation, contrasts of character and of career, sometimes seem to meet

in one place, one confession, and one adoration. Each utters, " My God," and all are

found to have contributed the proof of a God unchangeable—" the same yesterday, to-day,

and for ever." Meantime the experience and testimony of each helps to influence and

instruct and strengthen the faith and love of some nearest by nature or by friendship.

And to many a son Solomon has come, with equal truth and effect, the aged father's

confession of what, through a long, a hard, a tried life, he has found his God to be.

" The Lord God, my God, will be with thee." Happy the fathers who have such

experience, and happy the children who hear their counsel in time. And happy for the

long-favoured people of Israel, " blest beyond compare " already, if their new young

king hear, and for ever heed, the advice of his aged and richly experienced father, and

adc^t his God for his ow» " even unto death."
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 9.

—

Early piety. A father's solicitude for his son is too often confined to his

temporal prosperity. It was not so with David. The ajjed monarch was ind"ed anxious

for Solomon's stability on the throne, for his fitness to discharge all regal duties, for the

magnificence of his public works, and for the splendour of his reign. But he was well

enough acquainted with human nature to know that character is the key to life. His

supreme desire was that his son should be right at heart, that his principles should be

sound, that he should honour, trust, and serve his God. Hence the beautiful language

of the text.

I. The nature op eablt pif.tt. It does not consist merely in outward associations

or in outward observances. 1. The basis of such piety is knowledge. " Know thou the

God of thy father." Hence the importance of early instruction in religious truth.

2. The substance of such piety is a cheerful service of God. The practical energies of

youth need to be employed in doing the Lord's will. Willingness and cheerfulness

should characterize all work done for God. It is well that the young should be trained

to find their delight in the practical service of their God and Saviour.

II. The motives to eablt piety. 1. The obligation of duty. It is right to

"remember thy Creator iu the days of thy youth." 2. The assurance of the Lord's

perfect knowledge : " For the Lord searcheth all hearts, and understandeth all the

imaginations of the thoughts." 3. The encouragement of promise : " If thou seek him, he

will be found of thee." There are many similar assurances in Scripture fitted to encour-

age the young to seek the God of salvation. 4. The fearful alternative : " If thou for-

sake him, he will cast thee off for ever."

—

'£.

Ver. 12.

—

The pattern of the Spirit. We sometimes make « great mistake in

neglecting to remark the presence and operation of God in the oidinary and secular

affairs of life. The Hebrews were in this respect in advance of us ; they justly attributed

all wise and good works to that Spirit from whom all wisdom and goodness proceed.

Thus the workers in the construction of the tabernacle are expressly said to have

received from the Spirit of God the knowledge and skill they needed to fulfil their

undertaking, and in the passage before us David is represented as having received by
inspiration from Heaven the plans upon which his son was to erect the temple of

Jehovah.
I. The plan of evebt gbeat and good wobk is feom God. That ia, so far as

it is good and great. There is human ignorance and human folly discernible in many
noble enterprises; but the impulse of piety or benevolence to which they owe their

being is from above. This is so either, as probably in the case before us, from a direct

inspiration, or, as is usually the case, in a more ordinary manner. The inspiration of

the Almighty giveth man understanding; and every high and holy purpose, every

inspiriting truth and influence, should be traced up to the Giver of every good gift •nd
every perfect gift.

II. Such plans bhoitld then bb toembd with ebverenoe and with pbatbb.
If we would have the Spirit's guidance, we must ourselves be " filled with the Spirit;

"

we must seek his teaching in humility and docility of heart.

III. Such plans should be carried out with earnestness, and with a
LOWLY dependence UPON THE GRACE AND AID OF GoD. In these respects the kings
of Israel, who were concerned in the erection of the temple, stand before us as a bright
example. It is only as all our works are " begun, continued, and ended" in God, that

we can justly hope for blessing and prosperity.—T.

Ver. 20.—" Be strong." Worship and work together make up the expression, the
manifestation, of religion. Where the heart has true, living faith in Chiist, both tiiese

will be. Worship is the soul, and work the body, of the religious life. And the Lord
Jesus is the Mediator of worship, and the Inspiration of work. David's closing admo-
nitions to his son and successor naturally had respect to the high station he was about
to occupy, and the great service he was about to render. Thus he set before Solomon a
grand conception of the purpose of his future life, and glorious encouragement and
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assmncei to indnce him to go forwatd vith courage and with zeal. In these wordi w«
have

—

I. A VIKW OF IIFB AB PRACTICAL AND STBENUODS 8EBVICB. There IB work for all

true and loyal hearts, for all willing;, active hands. We are all, as Christians, builder?

in the house, the temple, of the most high God. The edifice of our life and happiness,

our influence and usefulness, is not to rise by chance or ma;j;io ; it is to be reared by our

own labour and diligence, our own perseverance and prayers. What dignity, beauty,

and interest are lent to our life by the conviction that we are building in the Lord's

house I Whether our life be public or private, whether our sphere of influence be home,

or profession, or business ; whether our relations to others be ofiBcial or social,—we may
all be builders under God.

II. Admonition and bncouragement to fulfil ufe'b work. As David spoke

to his son in terms of fatherly sympathy and good cheer, so let the elder encourage the

younger in the service of their God and Saviour. 1. Observe the disposition which it to

he avoided. " Pear not, nor be dismayed." Some minrls are naturally timorous. A
nervous temperament, a diffident habit of mind, dejiressing circumstances, may account

for this. Some are ever in dread of adversaries ; others are more apprehensive of their

own weakness and insufficiency. Accordingly, Scripture contains many dissuasives from

timidity and faint-heartedness. " Pear not, for I am with thee ; be not dismayed, for 1

am thy God." 2. Observe the disposition to he fostered. " Be strong and of good

courage." To many of his servants, placed in critical positions, has the supreme Lord

addressed such admonitions. " Be strong and of a good courage," Jehovah had said to

Joshua and to Israel, in the prospect of their entering upon Canaan as their inheritance.

A courageous heart can do wonders; it can ever bear up a feeble body, contend with

adverse circumstances, defy malignant opposition. We are not taught to place confidence

in ourselves, but we are taught not to shrink from duty because of our felt inadequacy.

Strength comes with a brave heart, a fixed resolution, a calm confidence in Divine grace

and aid. 3. Observe the admonition to action. " Do it." David had prepared for the

building of the temple ; it was for his son to carry out the plans which had been made.

It is for us all, as followers of Christ, not to dream or to purpose, but to act. We are

gifted with active powers, and are called to an active life. "Whatsoever thy hand

fiiideth to do, do it with thy might."

III. Promises to animate the tbub-hearted worker. Mere admonition and

advice from fellow-men is insuflBcient. The question of practical moment for us, in our

endeavours to serve, is this—Is there help from above ? We have the answer in the

text. 1. Divine presence and aid are assured. " The Lord God will be with thee." How
far better than the presence and counsel even of a faithful earthly fiiend, a judicious

earthly father! "Vain is the help of man." But "if God be for us, who can be

against us ? " 2. The same God who has been the dwelling-place of his people in all

generations, is our God. It is very significant that David says, "Even my God."

The memory of former interpositions, of the great works which God did in the days of

our fathers, should hearten and cheer and comfort us. He is neither an unknown nor

an untried God. 3. He will not fail or forsake his. people until their work is finished.

Other helpers may fail us, may be summoned from earth, or may prove unfaithful.

We may fear lest God himself should depart from us. But he is faithful to all his

promises. " The mountains may depart," etc. Solomon enjoyed the countenance,

protection, and guidance of God until the temple was completed. God only knows

what our life-work is to be ; but we may all be assured that, if he has entrusted to us

any service, he will not withdraw from us, he will not abandon our undertaking, until

his purpose is fulfilled, until our work is done,

I^actical lessons. 1. Let every hearer of the gospel obey the call, and enter

without delay upon the Lord's work. 2. Let God's servants who are dismayed by

difficulties and a sense of insufficiency betake themselves to the Word of God and to

prayer.—^T.

Vers. 1

—

S,—Lessons from the end. As the slain warrior in battle, finding Wt
strength fast ebbing away, gathers up his remaining powers and deals one Inst mighty

blow against some prominent enemy, so David, the soldier of the Lord, perceiving that

kis end was near, summoned all the force that was left to him to strike one more good
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stroke in the cause of the God he had served and of the people whom ho loved. From
this scene at the end we leam many lessons.

I. That a noble lite is obownbd bt one sdpebmb EProBT at the last. Thus
did Moses crown his illustrious career (Deut. xxxi.—xxxiii.). Thus did Joshua worthily

close his honourable course (Josh, xxiii., xxiv.). So, indeed, we may speak of our Lord
himself ; for by his passion and his death he wrought for the human race a far greater

work than even he had accomplished by all the words and works of his life-ministry. It

may weU be our ambition to act in this spirit, if we do not adopt this particular method.
" So much the more as ye see the day approaching " (Heb. x. 25).

II. That a true and righteous uan will earnestly conoebn himselv ab to
that which oomes after hiu. David was most solicitous to leave nothing undone
that he could do to secure the happiness and well-being of Israel after his death ; there-

fore he convened this great assembly and gave this solemn charge. In the same spirit he
adjured them to do the one right thing, in order that, in their turn, they might " leave

the good land for an inheritance for their children," etc. (ver. 8). The spirit of

indifference respecting the days that will succeed our own is one which the disciples of

Jesus Christ should be ashamed to cherish. It is profoundly unchristian ; it is as far

ss it can be from the spirit of him who died that, after and through his death, there

might be righteousness, joy, life, upon the earth.

III. That authoritt and affection go well together. "Hear me, my
brethren and my people " (ver. 2). The king addresses his people as his brethren ; it is

in the fulness of his heart that he thus speaks. His soul is filled with an earnest and
loving regard for them, and for the nation they represent ; hence the affectionate term
which he employs. It is well for all who are in authority to assure those whom they
direct that they " have them in their heart " as well as in their hand ; that they love

them as " brethren " while they rule over them as their " people."

IV. That it is a great thing to be willino to serve the Lord. "I had it

in my heart to build an house of rest," etc (ver. 2). " And the Lord said unto David
. . . thou didst well that it was in thine heart (1 Kings viii. 18). When a man
purposes, with pure and complete integrity of soul, to do anything for the cause of

Christ—to give largely, or to go far afield, or to work devotedly at home, oi to spare

some loved one, and when the providence of God interposes to prevent, is it not written

in the record which is on high, " Thou didst well that it was in thine heart " ?

V. That it is a qbeat thing to do what we can when our strongest wishes
ABE DENIED. Perhaps it spoke most for the genuine piety of David that, when God
said to him, " Thou shalt not build an bouse for my Name," etc. (ver. 3), he did not

cease to " make ready for the building " (ver. 2), but continued to the end to store up
all manner of precious things, that his son might have his labour lightened and might
do his work with more completeness. So far from sulkily retiring because he could

not have the very thing which he desired, David did the thing that he was per-

mitted to do—the laborious but comparatively unhonoured work of preparation—cheeiw

fully leaving the glory of building to one that should succeed him. How many are

there who Uve in this later and hrighter dispensation who might learn a lesson ot

cheerful continuance in well-doing from this Hebrew king I

VI. That much in human life is decided by the electing gbaoe of GJod.

(Vers. 4—7.) He who chose the tribe, the family, the individual man, for the sovereignty

of Israel, now chooses individual souls to be kings among men. By the mental and
spiritual endowments he is pleased to bestow, by the teaching and training he is

pleased to grant, by the privileges and openings he is pleased to afford, he marks out
one rather than another for office, influence, power. He still " chooses our inheritance

for us " (Ps. xlvii. 4). Let the fact that he does so condemn pride, ingratitude, and
envy.

VII. That much in human life is left to oub decision. "Ifhe he constant,"

etc. (Ver. 7.) " Now therefore . . . keep and seek for all the commandments . . .

that ye may possess," etc. (ver. 8). God proposes and arranges, but not without regard

to our response to his invitation, our obedience to his commandments. Nothing in his

ordering interferes with the conditions he hag imposed. We reap that which we sow.—C.

Vers. 9, 10.

—

A parental charge ; a sermon to the young. The scene is one of pro*
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found interest, for it is one of deep and strong emotion. A father who feels that his

end is near is delivering an earnest charge to his son, who has, as he hopes, a brilliant

course before him. There is everything to add solemnity and pathos to the scene.

The aged king excited to one last painful effort, the assembled princes of Israel, the
" young and tender " Solomon (oh. xxii. 5) kneeling before his father, the outpouring
of royal and parental tenderness and solicitude,—everything combines to make the

occasion one of greatest interest. And what can be more impressive than the last

injunction given by a departing father to the son who is his destined heir : who will, if

any one does, carry on his work when he himself is removed? David's supreme desire

is that Solomon shall be a faithful servant of God, and do the special work which
awaits his care. We are invited to consider

—

I. In what tbue piktt consists. It embraces two things. 1. A practical know-
ledge of God. " Thou, Solomon my son, know thou the God," etc. And this know-
ledge of God includes (1) an intelligent understanding of his nature and his attitude

toward the children of men. We must have some mental apprehension of him ; we
must understand that he is a holy, pure, ever-present, all-observant Spirit ; claiming
our reverence, love, obedience, and submission ; condemning our ingratitude, our
departure from himself, our sin ; ready to receive, forgive, restore all who return to

him in penitence and faith. (2) A direct, practical acquaintance with him. Such
acquaintance as is gained by coming to him in personal approach ; by contact of our
spirit with his Spirit ; by the prayer, the pleading, the surrender, which is not formal but
spiritual—^not " after the flesh," but from the soul ; for " the Lord searcheth all hearts,"

etc. 2. Continuous spiritual service. " Serve him with a perfect heart and a willing

mind." Having found his favour and entered into his kingdom, we must live con-

tinuously in his service. We must render this " with a gladsome mind," not con-

strainedly and as of necessity, not hypocritically, not servilely, but cheerfully and
heartily—the obedience of love, of those who are satisfied if he is pleased. This our
service is (1) to be lifelong

; (2) to cover all the particulars of our life, extending to all

our human relationships and all our various spheres of activity.

II. What powerful induobmbnts wb have to devote ouksblves at oncb to
God. These are four in number. 1. Strong filial considerations urge us to do so.

David pleaded with Solomon to " know the God of his father." The young prince

must have felt that if he gave his life to the service of God, he would be (1) delighting

the heart of his beloved father, and (2) treading closely in his honoured parent's foot-

steps ; in both ways acting worthily and " as became his father's son." The same or

similar considerations should be potent and prevalent with ourselves. 2. By so doing

we may hope to accomplish great things. Solomon bad the prospect of " building a

house for the sanctuary." We may not anticipate such an achievement, but we may
hope to do good and even great things for our God and our race, if we devote our whole

powers from the beginning to the service of Christ. We may (1) influence, during a

long course, many hundreds or even thousands of souls for good
; (2) help many a good

and beneficent work
; (3) render invaluable aid to some one useful cause or Church. 3,

Honest and persevering effort to find his favour is certain to be rewarded with suc-

cess. " If thou seek him, he will be found of thee " (see Matt. vii. 7—11). 4. Neg-
lected opportunity has a disastrous end. " If thou forsake him, he will cast thee off

for ever." Those who in youth are conscious of the heavenly call, but who give not

heed to the voice Divine and to parental earnestness, but yield to the lower and ignobler

impulses, enter on a course of folly and sin, which too often runs on to an evil end,

to a life without nobility and without achievement, to a death without .hope, to a

future without the joy of home.—0.

Vers. 11—21.

—

The way to succeed in a great work. David's heart was set on his

son's successful discharge of the high mission to which God had called him. That

nothing should be left undone, so far as he himself was concerned, he gave this

inspiriting charge. It will suggest to us the constant condition of successful work in th#

kingdom of Christ.

I. Careting out Divine directions. David formally entrusted to his son " th«

pattern of all that he had by the Spirit " (ver. 12)—" all that the Lord made him under-

itand," etc. (ver. 19) ;
particulars of the temple furniture, which was to b« made aft«r
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the mind and according to the will of him who was to be worshipped in its " most holy

place." When we enter upon any great enterprise for God, whether we " arise and
build,' or wliether we go forth and preach, or whether we organize and establish, we
must seek to act according to Divine instructions. But we must not now look for

vatterns, but for principles. In our New Testament we have the broad principles of all

aoly action, of all Christian association, of all missionary enteriirise. These are not
far from sight, and if we honestly and earnestly seek them, we shall find them and may
apply them.

II. Gaining Divine help. " The Lord Gtod will be with thee ... he will not fail

thee, nor forsake thee " (ver. 20). If we proceed in a devoted and prayerful spirit, we
may claim these words as applicable to ourselves. We want, and can secure : 1. The
inspiration which will prompt us to faithful work. 2. The elfectuating power which
will make our work succeed and endure. 3. The upholding grace which will carry us
through all difficulties to the end.

III. SBCUKiNa HUMAN Co-OPBBATION. Solomon would receive (1) help in material

from the rich stores of his father (vers. 13—18) ; (2) the sympathy and assistance of

(rt) priests and Levites, (6) skilful workmen, (c) tlie people generally, from the prince to

the peasant (ver. 21). We must not aspire to do God's work alone ; it is in every way
better that we should share the privilege and the responsibility with others. It is so for

our own sake, for theirs, and also for the sake of the more perfect accomplishment of the
work itself. We may ask and accept aid in material and in men ; from those whose
special function it is to render service in sacred things (" priests and Levites "), and
those who are not thus professionally obligated ; from those who are " skilful " as well

as "willing" (ver. 20), and from those who are willing but have skill to acquire, who
will gain something of skilfulness in Christian work by taking a humble part in the
work in hand ; from those who are " princes " in social station and religious reputation,

and from those who only belong to the " common people ; " from all who are willing,

and who will act, and thus learn to act more perfectly.

IV. Maintaining oub spiritual strength. " Be strong and of good courage

"

(ver. 20). We want the strength which accompanies (^otirage. Timidity is weak

;

fearlessness is strong. And courage is not merely a matter of strong nerves ; when of

the noblest order, it is the outcome of spiritual excellency ; it is the fruit of faith in

God. " Be strong and of good courage " means this : maintain your integrity before

God ; abide in Jesus Christ, that his Spirit may abide in you (John xv. 4); nourish the
sustaining assurance that God is with you, to befriend and inspire you

; go forth and
hold on in the strength of the Strong and in the wisdom of the Wise, and you will not
fail nor be discouraged. " They that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength," etc.

(Isa. xl. 31).—0.

Vers. 1—8.

—

David's address to t?ie princes of his kingdom. In tne last two chapters
we have David's final words to the princes of the people and to bis son Solomon. In order
to pass the kingdom over to his son and to secure the succession, he summoned the
princes, and solemnly, in the presence of them all, appointed Solomon his successor.

These princes included the princes of the tribes enumerated in ch. xxvii. 16—22 ; the
princes of the divisions which served the king (ch. xxvii. 1—15) ; the princes of thousands
and hundreds ; the chiefs and captains of the twelve army corps (ch. xxvii. 1) ; the princes
of the domains and possessions of the king (ch. xxvii. 25—31). The king "stood
up upon his feet " to address this assembly. Previously, on account of age and feeble-

ness, he had sat in bed. The first part of David's address we have had previously (ch.

xxii. 7—13). In the fourth verse he states how his election to be king was of God who
had chosen Juclah to bo ruler, and that in the same way God had chosen Solomon from
among his sons to be heir to the kingdom, and had committed to him the building of
the teinple, and concludes it by exhorting the whole assembly to continue faithful to
God. Observe, the blessings of the throne and kingdom are linked to an inseparable
condition (ver. 7)—that Solomon be " constant to do my commandments and my judg-
ments." Thus temporal prosperity is inseparably connected with faithfulness to God\
truth. Without this neither king nor kingdom, man nor his work, can prosper in
the true sense of the word. In this consists real " establishment." What the founda-
tion i« to • hotiae Ood'i truth is to a king's throne, and to a man's soul »nd aU
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his ways. David goes into particulars as to how this is to be done. " Keep and geek

for all tHe commandmeata of the Lord your God." The soul must hold fast to the

truth, must treasure it up within the inmost recesses of its being. This is to keep the

truth. And it must "seek for" it—looking out for it in everything as for special

treasure, setting the heart on it and gathering it up for use. The degree and earnest-

ness with which we seek for it will depend upon the way in which we " keep " what we
have gathered. " To him that hath shall more be given," is God's universal law in

nature and in grace. Keeping is digestion, by which the appetite is stimulated to
" seek." Mark, also, it is not seeking some truths or some favourite truths ; it is " all

the commandments." It is whole-heartedness to the whole truth. Pet doctrines

and pet passages make us half-Christiaus—narrow, one-sided, harsh, and sectarian.

It is the heart's preparedness for every message from God that makes a whole

Christian—such a one as God would have us all to be. Mark the two results. " That

ye may possess this good land," It was one thing for an Israelite to be tn the

Wd; it was quite another to possess it. It is one thing to be in Christ; it is quite

another to possess so as to make our very ovan all the treasures of grace and truth that

•re in Christ. Some Christians, like some Israelites, are all their lives in the land with-

out possessing a foot. Have you life in Christ ? " Zay AoZd on eternal life." Are you
one of God's elect ? " Make your calling and election mre!' Have you that Divine

faith that will carry you into the kingdom? "Add to your faith," so that you may
have an "ai«mrfara« entrance into the kingdom." This is to "possess the land." It

was Joshua's continued exhortation to Israel ; it has need to be ours too. Look at

the second result : " And leave it for an inheritance for your children after you for ever."

Mark, it is only those who possess the good land who shall " leave it for an inheritance"

It is your half-Christians, your narrow-souled, crooked, unwise Christians, who leave no

spiritual influences behind. Their children get soured by the caricature of religion they

see in their parents. When parental restraint Is over, there are no deep spiritual prin-

ciples laid in the soul in early life, and they cast off what they feel has been a yoke.

As a rule, most parents have to blame themselves for what they moum over in their

children.—W.
Vers. 9, 10, 20, 21.

—

Davids charge to Solomon. From the princes of the congrega-

tion David turns to Solomon his son. Every line is full of instruction. " Know thou the

God of thy father." We may conclude Solomon already knew something, and perhaps

much, of God. But this refers to a further and deeper knowledge of him, as his father

David had experienced. It is this deeper knowledge of God that is spoken of in the New
Testament. St. Paul, though he knew Christ well, still says, " That I may know him."

However much we know there is always more to he known. It is this knowledge of

him that our Lord refers to when he says (John vii. 17), " If any man will do his will,

he shall know of the doctrine." There is a knowledge of Christ as the Saviour from

sin ; there is a still further knowledge which springs from obedience in all things to his

will. But David continues, " And serve him with a perfect heart and a willing mind."

Mark here, service and the character of it depend on the knowledge of God, and this

knowledge a deepening one. This is ever the Divine order. All the graces of the

Christian character act and react on each other. True knowledge ever begets service,

and faithful sei-vice deepens real knowledge. But there are always two conditions

attached to real knowledge and true service, viz. "A perfect heart and a willing mind."

A perfect, or as the word means, an " imdivided " heart, is one that is whole-hearted.

Not "a heart within a heart" which God hates. Not a heart that will follow and

serve the Lord when it is convenient but not when It is inconvenient. Not " in season "

only, but also "out of season." Next to this is a "willing mind," or a mind that

desires only that which will please God. A mind that will say always and in everything,

" Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ? " A heart devoted and a will given up—this is

what David means, and this is what God asks for, David enforces this by the state-

ment of God's omniscience. Solomon might deceive men by having the outer life fair,

while inwardly the other might be lacking, but he could not deceive God; and to him

Solomon and every man will have eventually to render account. David further enforces

these words by a solemn warning :
" If thou seek him, he will be found of thee ; but if

thou forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever. Take heed now." It reminds us of
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Paul's solemn words to Timothy :
" Take heed to thyself, and to the doctrine ; continue

in them : for in so doing thou shalt hoth save thyself, and them that hear thee." The
soul must be watched and kept, and then the doctrine will be sound. If we seek
the Lord he will ever be found ; but if we turn our hacks on him, then we shall

experience that spiritual darkness and misery within that will he practically, though
to one saved in the Lord may never be Judicially, a casting off from God. Though a
true believer may never fall from Ood, he may fall from the grace of God ; and this,

though not judicial, is yet practical and experimental exclusion from God. David
enjoins Solomon to " take heed " because he is " chosen." It is the dignity conferred
that demands the responsibility ani gives the power to rule. Is it not so with men put
into high places over our land? Before men get into office, what do they not say?
and how do they not act? But when they are in ofBce the dignity controls and
directs, and gives wisdom and judgment. So is it in the Divine life. God's grace
chooses a man, makes him one of his children, puts upon him the highest dignity, and
thus he possesses a motive power for holiness which nothing else can give him. David's
final words to Solomon at the close of this chapter are equally solemn and suggestive.
" Be strong and of good courage, and do it : fear not, nor be dismayed." What a string
of holy exhortations ! On what are they built ? On God's presence with his people

;

" for the Lord God, even my God, will be with thee ; he will not fail thee, nor forsake
thee, until thou hast finished all the work for the service of the house of the Lord."
God's presence is the believer's joy ; it is also his strength and power for work. The
expression " my God " reminds us again of Paul :

" My God shall supply all your need."
It was the personal and experimental acquaintance with God's unchanging love and
faithfulness, and that alone, which gave to David and Paul such confidence, and made
them speak thus. But Solomon might have said, as many others often say, " These are
precious promises and encouragements, and I am but ' young and tender,' and the work
is so great ; how shall I get the means, and who will help me, and how shall I know they
will be ready and willing ? " These and a thousand other questions rise up in the soul
when God sets a clear path before us, or a plain duty. How often we stand, we hesitate

!

We are already taking one step back. God comes in again to strengthen our faltering
faith. " The priests and Levites shall be with thee, . . . and there shall be with thee
every willing and skilful man, . . . the princes and ail the people will be wholly at thy
commandment." What a promise—" All things are yours "

! So it is always. Having
the Lord with us, we shall have everything else: "life and death, things present and
things to come," yea, " all things are ours." How completely every question of the soul
is met from the imchanging faithfulness and love of our God !—W.

Vers. 11—1ft.

—

David't trantfer of the pattern* to Solomon. After the solems
charge to the congregation and to Solomon, David handed over to Solomon the patterns
of the temple, the enumeration beginning from outside to inside, and from thence to the
courts and buildings and the vessels, and they include the minutest details of all per-
'aining to it. Let us mark the spiritual truths connected with this portion of God's
Word, and they are many. We refer only to a few. First, as to the patterns themselves.
How did David get them ? They came from " the Lord " (see ver. 19), Secondly,
they came by a "writing." Thirdly, they came "through the Spirit," or by Divine
inspiration. Fourthly, they came through God's " hand upon him." These are all

important points in the narrative. 1'his great temple of old was a type of the great
spiritual temple now—the kin°;dom of God in this world. In a secondary senRe it may
be taken as the believer himsetf ;

" Te are the temple of the living God." Mark, then
first, everything of a Divine character comes from the Lord himself. The Lord himself
is the Architect of his own house, whether it bo in a man's soul or the Church of Christ,
Secondly, the Divine pattern of everything spiritual comes through the " writing," the
Word of God written. Thirdly, the Holy Spirit is the Divine Communicator of this
Word. He speaks through that Word, which is the breath of God. And, lastly, it is

through the " hand " of the Lord laid upon us that the Word becomes efifectual and
operative. As David handed the patterns to Solomon, so should these be the pattern!
handed down now, through the Word and the Spirit, and applied with power by the
"hand " of the Lord. Solomon could not lay a single stone, nor make a single beam, nor
deviate one Lair's breadth from this pattern thus handed to him. No more may we.
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There is one truth more in this narrative. It is a very precious one. It is brought hefora

us in the fourteenth verse,and again in oh. xxix. 2—5. " Grold for things of gold, and silver

for things to be made of silver, brass for things of brass, iron for things of iron, and wood
for things of wood." In other words, whatever golden things were needed, David had
the gold provided for them ; or whatever things of silver, brass, iron, or wood, David
had the silver, brass, iron, and wood ready for them. It is so still in the Church of

Christ as well as in the individual Christian's own history. What is our need? Do
we occupy a golden position, or one of iron or wood t In Christ, the true David, there

is the fulness to meet it. There is all we need for every position, every duty, every want,
every hour of need. These needs may be great or small, lofty or lowly, corresponding

to the " gold " or the " wood ; " but he has exactly what is suited to meet the emer-
gency or the need, whatever it may be : " My God shall supply all your need out of

his riches in glory by Christ Jesus." How truly the teaching of the New Testament is

contained in the Old 1—W.
Ver. 2.

—

Oldmen'e testimony. The emphatic sentence, "Then David the king stood

up upon his feet," brings before us a vivid picture of the aged and infirm king making
a great effort, gathering up all his strength, and once again standing up that he might
render a last testimony for Jehovah. "Towards the end of David's life, he was
obliged to keep to his chamber, and almost to his bed. In those later and quiet days
he seems to have reviewed his long and checkered career, and his last song embodies
the thoughts with which he regarded it. That last song (2 Sam. xxiii. 1—7) is full of

mingled regret and hope ; over the scenes of his shame he lingers for a moment sadly,

but from them he turns to look up to the faithful God, whom he had ever desired to

serve, and assured his heart of the permanence of that everlasting covenant, ordered in all

things and sure. In those closing words the old prophet-power came back to him, and
we wish that such sentiments of humility, trust, and joy in God were the only dying
utterances of his that had been preserved for us." The occasion of the eflbrt recorded

in our text was a public one : the solemn commendation of Solomon to the people, and
closing public instructions for Solomon himself. The subject suggested is the morai
influence exerted by the aged godly man, who has behind him the varied experiences tifa

long and checkered life. The importance of the witness of such a man's life, and of

such a man's own expression of the results of his life, and of his moods of mind on
coming to its close, need to be pointed out, as these may bear on the men of his own
age, and as they may bear on the young generation that is growing up to take the

place of those who are " passing away." As the treatment of these divisions must
directly depend on the feeling and experience of the preacher, we prefer to give only

the barest outline, at most suggesting lines along which the development and illus-

tration of each point may run. As far as possible the treatment should be made
cheerful and hopeful, the experience of those who see more good than evil in life being

preferred.

I. The old man's testimony oonoebnino life. He will say that he has found it

other—but, on the whole, better—than he expected. Contrast the sunny anticipations

of the youth with the serious reviews of the aged. A thousand anticipations have never

been realized, but more than a thousand good things, of which youth could not have

dreamed, have crowned the passing days with beauty and joy. Many an old man speaks

briglitly of the " good way wherein the Lord his God has led him."

II. The old man's testimony ooNCEBNiNa man. Looking back, he can to some

extent know himself and judge his fellows. This at least the old man has learned.

Man imagines and even purposes more than he can ever accomplish, and he lives, works,

and dies with scaffoldings all about which were but beginnings of buildings that were

never built. He has to shelter in the great hope that God will accept his purposes.

And so God will, if the uuwrought schemes were no mere sentimental dreams, but

resolves as serious as David's, to build a temple for the Lord his God.

III. The old man's testimony concerning God. He says he is the Wonder-worker

who always gets his will over man's. And he is the faithful One, who keeps covenant

and fulfils promise, and may be wholly trusted. He says, " I have been young, and

now am old, yet have I never seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread."

The light of the old men's experience may well brighten and cheer the young men's
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toil, and make easier the yoke of those who bear the burden and heat of the
day.—B.T.

Ver. 2.

—

Ood'i earthly footstool. Using astrikinc; poetical figure, David speaks of the
ark as being " the footstool of our God ;

" regarding Qwi as enthroned above it in the

Sliechinrth-cloiid. The figure is otherwise used iu Scripture, in Ps xcix. 5; cxxtii. 7
;

Isa. Ixvi. 1; Lam. ii. 1; Matt. v. 35. We must not imagine that the ark contained
God, or that in any sense he dwelt in the ark. He came, in the gracious symbol of the
bright cloud, above the ark, between the attendant angel-figiires, only resting, as one
rests bis feet on a footstool, upon the lid of the ark. This lid, from another point of

view, is regarded as the propitiatory, or mercy-seat. Some idea of an Eastern throne
may aid in the proper realization of this figure. Van Lennep says, " Solomon's throne
was ' made of ivory, overlaid with the best gold ; it had six steps, and the top of the
throne was round behind. And there were stays on either side of the place of the seat,

and two lions stood beside the stays.' It is generally supposed that this description

implies a form of chair similar to ours, in which the feet rest U[ion a stool. There were
such chairs in Egypt, and there is a picture of Bameses seated upon a throne, bearing,
a|>parently, a close resemblance to that of Solomon, with the exception of some peculiarly

Egyptian emblems. The Assyrian kings also sat upon thrones of this kind. It should,
however, be remembered that this mode of sitting has ever been exceptional in the
East ; and though it cannot be denied that princes sometimes sat in state, after wliat
we call the European mode, yet the analogies of the case favour the supposition that
the king's throne was more commonly in the form of a sofa, or divan, upon which he
sat cross-legged." It may be well to point out that, in this figure, we have an instance of

anthropomorphic representation, or God's way of graciously aiding our apprehension
of himself and of his relations, by speaking of himself, or allowing himself to be spoken
of, as if he were a man. What is suggested by such figures, rather than the form of
the figure, requires our attention. Three things are suggested by the figure on which we
are now dwelling.

I. God's footstool ikplieb that GJod is thbbk. Evidently the footstool ii to use.
David conceives of God as really present, and in his time the " glory-cloud " did rest
between the cherubim, and the high priest might even see it on the ark-lid, which is

regarded as the footstool. All the interest David felt in building the new temple
depended upon his strong assurance that God, as the great King, was " makint^ his
abode with them." He wanted the palace to be worthy of the King. Show how this
presence of God is now spiritually realized. Our Lord made so much of it in his
teaching, even promising that his Father and he would come, and sup with, and dwell
with, the open and trusting heart, making it his footstool. Such promises should make
us also anxious that the uprising temple of our character and hfe should be in every
way worthy of the indwelling Deity. "Know ye not that ye are the temples of the
Holy Ghost, which is in you V

"

II. God's footstool implies that hk ib there in condebcenbion. This seems a
prominent point in the message sent by Isaiah, " Heaven is my throne, the earth is my
footstool." We think properly of the footstool as having a lowly office, and so easily
regard willingness to put a foot upon it as a condescending act. We cannot think any
temple we can build is worthy to be God's throne. He must condescend to enter our
very noblest. And so of the temple of our character and life, it can be no more than
his footstool. " Will God in very deed dwell with man on the earth? " It ia wonderful
grace that he is found willing to rest upon it his foot.

HI. God's footstool implies that Gton is not limited to the flack whebe hm
PRESENCE IS APPREHENDED. His throue is uot there. Only hisfoot is there. We must
keep the sublime thought that he is above all things, though he fills all things. Show
in what senses God may now be thought of as present in our churches. And earnestly
impress the need of keeping up the sense of his non-limitation by any human places
or human forms. All earth can at best be but a footstool, which he may touch if he
wilL—B. T.

Ver. 8.

—

Persuasioni to obedience. " Keep and seek for all the commandments of
the Lord your God." ' Speaker's Commettary ' says, " The sense would be clearer if the
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words were, ' I charge you, keep and seek
;

' and some ooramentatovs suppose that they

did so run oiiginally." Tn view of the connections of this verse, the following per-

suasions may be illustrated and enforced. Obedience to God's coramauds is man's

natural duty ; the duty that necessarily attends upon the dependent relation in which
he stands towards God. But such is man's deterioration, through sin, that now he
needs to be urged to his duty by all kinds of inspiiin? persuasions.

I. God's gracious promises are a peksuasion. (Vers. 6, 7.) David urges that those

promises rest upon Solomon, and the grace of them should ever lead him to say,
" What manner of person ought I to be ? " But David realizes that even the promises

are conditional upon man's constancy, so they always urge to faithfulness.

II. God's presence is a persuasion. Illustrate the moral influence exerted by the

actual presence of the schoolmaster, the farmer, the business man, or the king. " Thou
God seest me " ought to be to us, not a terror, but the inspiration to all goodness. For

our moral culture no assurance is more important than this :
" Certainly I will be

with thee."

III. SURROIVDING PEOPLE BECOME A PERSUASION TO EACH ONE. David haS this

scene enacted publicly that Solomon may feel how every man's expectations and hopes

rest on him, and every eye wiU anxiously watch his career. For others' sakes we must
be true, obedient;, and faithful, for we " are made a spectacle unto men and unto

angels."

iV. The conditions of ottb relations ^ith God are a persitasion. Their

maintenance depends entirely on our ohedience (ver. 9). They are not sovereign

relations, but distinctly conditional. If we forsake God, he will cast us off for ever.

So the burden of responsibility is made to lie heavily on our own shoulders. We must
"take heed;" we must "seek for" and "keep" the commandments of our God, the

all-comprehensive commands of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.—E. T.

Ver. 9.—rAe faithfulness of the great Heart-searcher. " For the Lord searcheth all

hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations of the thoughts." For this conception

of God, compare 1 Sam. xvi. 7 ; Ps. vii. 9 ; cxxxix. 2 ; Jer. xi. 20 ; xvii. 10 ; xx. 12.

The expressions of the text suggest the accuracy and intimacy of the Divine knowledge

of men's affairs. A|iprihend God rightly, and his interest in us fills us with grateful

surprise. Illustrate David's feeling, " When I consider thy heavens . . . what is man
that thou art mindful of him?" Solomon's, " Will God in very deed dwell with man
on the earth ? " Isaiah's, " To whom then will ye liken God ? ... He giveth power

to the faint," etc. See the Divine interest: 1. In the spheres of natural life; i.e. in

us as beinys. He is near as Creator, Sustainer, Provider. Birth, preservation, and death

are all his. 2. In the spheres of associated life ; i.e. as beings in relations. Govern-

ment, family, and Church are all under his Divine inspections. 3. In the spheres of

mental life ; i.e. as intellectual beings. All movements of mind he presides over. 4.

In the spheres of spiritual life ; i.e. as moral beings. (Jod knows and watches all

unfoldings of character and religion. All spheres are accessible to him. " All things

are naked and open to the eyes of him with whom we have to do." Dwell on the

subtlety of the human heart; its labyrinths and hiding-places and self-deceivings.

How imperfect, at its best, is a man's own knowledge of his heart 1 How impossible

it is for one man to know the intricate workings of the heart of another man ! Searching

the heart is required, that its subtle evils may be discovered. But all depends on who

it is that does the searching work, and with what aim and purpose the searching

is done.

I. God can search the human heart. He can, for he designed it, and knows all

its possibilities. He can, for he has never let it slip away from his observation and

control, and so all its " latent mazes " he knows, and all its wilfulnesses he controls.

II. God searches the human heart with a definite and gracious purpose.

Even its deliverance from evil and perfecting in holiness. This purpose miikes good

men regard the Divine sea'ching as a most precious thing. In view of it David can

pray "Search me, God." He feels, " God does not know me as a mere ordinary

matter of knowledge.' He is graciously and lovingly interested in me, and so he

knows me helpfully, that he may adapt his grace to my various and subtle needs."

This personal interest in our highest good, which gives tone to his searching, is brought

I. ohroniolbs. 2 ^
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home to our hearts by the tender interest shown in humanity, and in Individuals of

humanity, by the God-Man, the Lord Jesus Christ. We feel that we never can resist his

searching us through and through, and linowing us altogether. The close inspections

of God may be : 1. ^ terror to us. Illustrate the influence of the words, " Thou God
seost me," sometimes on little children. They are even used to frighten them into good-

ness. Compare Jacob's, "How dreadful is this place
!
" From Job, Isaiah, and John we

learn that solemnity and awe should always attend the consciousness of God's near

presence. 2. It may he a real practical help to us, as David expected it to be to Solomon,

He who knows us so well, does not only know ; he also gives strength. David, who
trembles at God's searchings, can only say, "It is God that girdeth me with strength,

and maketh my way perfect." 3. /* may be cherished as our holiest Joy. ~So harm
can come to us, for God's eye and hand are always on us. No good thing can fail us,

for God knows all our real wants. Our Lord taught so often about the intimate know-
ledge and care of the heavenly Father, who keeps the sparrows, clothes the grass,

watches over the seeds, paints the lilies, waves the harvests, and knows that we are

of more value than flowers or sparrows.

Show that this truth, of God's knowledge and heart-searchings, bears npon men's
tendency to self-deception. It is only possible to sin on when we have deluded ourselves

into the idea that " Cbd doth not see."—R. T,

Ver. 20.

—

Personal relations with God. " The Lord God, evenmy God." It is possible

for us to have thoughts of God that keep him wholly external to us, and altogether

unrelated to us. And it may be feared that such are the thoughts of God usually cherished

by men. Though they may have a certain influence on us, the full and savins; power
of God cannot be known until we have appropriated him, and come into direct and
personal relations with him. A man finds God a living force upon thought, heart, life,

and conduct when he calls him my Ood. The work of Christ is, in great part, the

bringing about of this relation, and the persuasion of the man to recognize it fully.

Man lost says, " I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, and hid myselfJ'
Man redeemed, and standing right with God, says, " I flee unto thee to hide me." " For
thou art my Ood."

I. How CAN God be thus personallt apprehended ? 1. By accepting the reve-

lation of his fatherhood which he makes in Christ the Son, and entering into the

privilege and duty which it involves. 2. By winning the trustful, thankful love

of those who know they are forgiven and redeemed. 3. By maintaining those close

and intimate communions with God which bring freshly to us the joy of his care.

II. What is involvbd m such personal relations? 1. On Ood's part. Just
what God loves, and what he is sure to meet with the fullest bestowments of his grace,

is man's love and trust expressed in the words " my God." 2. On man's part. The
relation becomes the most hallowing force exerted on the whole life. The man wants
to be worthy of, wants to be like, his God.

III. What mat imperil such relations after they have been apprehended?
This may be treated in detail, or in the general principle. To say, " my God," involves
maintaining the trustfulness of full and obedient submission ; and, therefore, the peril

lies in some returning form of wilfulness. This separates us at once, in feeling, from
God, so that the words " my God " will not rise to our lips,—R. T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Vers. 1—9.—These verses continue the
account of what David said to the whole
congregation, respecting his son Solomon
and his tender age in view of the great
enterprise of building the temple ; respect-
ing the public preparations whicli had been
already made, and the gifts of his own in

alluded to, no doubt, for the sake of
example. On the faith of them he grounds
with tenfold effect his appeal to people and
princes to join heartily in the work. The
verses (6—^9) also contain the statement of
the hearty practicalresponse which was made
by the "chiefs of the fathers and princes of
the tribes," and other varieties of givers,
and of the consequent general joy.

dividual property -these latter being Ver. 1.—The anxiety which David felt on
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account of the youth of Solomon (repeated

from oh. xxii. 5) evidently pressed heavily
on him. The additional expression here is

to be noticed, vrhom alone &od hath chosen.

By this plea, full of truth as it was, we may
suppose that David would shelter himself
from any possible blame or reflection on the
part of the people, from the charge of
partiality on the part of his elder children,

and any unjust slight to them, and also

from any self-reproach, in that he waa
devolving such a responsible task on so

young and tender a man. Palace. This
word (riTan), by which the temple is desig-

nated here and in ver. 19, seems to be very
probably a word of Persian derivation. It

is found in Neh. i. 1 ; in Dan. viii. 2 ; but
very frequently in Esther, where it is used
not only of " Shushan the palace " (Esth. 1.

2 ; 11. 3 ; lii. 15), as the royal abode, but also

of the special part of the city adjoining the

palace proper (Esth. 1. 5j 11. S; viii. 14;

ix. 6). The word is found also In Neh. ii

8 : but there it carries the signification of

the fortress of the temple. There may be
some special appropriateness In Its use here,

in consideration of the circumstance of the

fortifications and wall, which flanked the
temple.

Ver. 2.—The six designations of stones in

this verse are as follows :—1. Onyx stones

;

nii' (Gen. ii. 12; Exod. zsv. 7; xxviii.

9 ; XXXV. 9 ; xxxix. 6 ; Job xxviii. 16 : Ezek.

xxviii. 13). 2. Stones to be set a^'ho or O'tha

(Exod.xxv.7; xxxv.9,27; the feminine form

of the same word is found in Exod, xxviii. 17,

20 ; xxxix. 13). The other meanings of this

word are inauguration to the priest's office

(Lev. viii. 33), and the sacrifice of inaugura-

tion (Lev. vii. 37). 3. Glistering stones;

^is. Geseuius says this is the same root

with (pvKos, seaweed. From this seaweed an
alkaline pigment was prepared, which came
to be called by the same word. This

Hebrew word also meant a "dye" made
from stibium, the Latin name of antimony

(Septuagint, artniii: Vulgate, stibium), with

which Hebrew women stained their eye-

lashes (see also 2 Kings ix. 30 ; Isa. liv. 11

;

Jer. iv. 30). Gesenius would translate here
** stones of pigment," and understands them
to mean possibly marble for covering, as

though with a solid paint, the walls. 4.

Stones of divers colours; npj5> This word,

which means " variegated," is only In this

passage applied to stones. It is applied

once to the feathers of the eagle (Ezek.

xvii. 3) ; but almost always to needlework

or garments, often being translated in the

Authorized Version as "broidered" (Judg.

•7. 80; P», xlv. 15; Exek. ivi. 10, 13, 18;

xxvi. 16 ; xxvii. 7, 16, 24). 5. All manner of

precious stone*. The feminine form, ni|T..

The simplest idea of the word is " heavy,"
thence precious, dear, rare (2 Sam. xii. 30 ;

1 Kings v. 31 ; vii. 9 ; x. 2 ; oh. xx. 2 ; 2

Chron. lil. 6; ix. 1; Job xxviii. 16; xxxi.

26; Prov. 1. 13; lii. 15; Isa. xxviii. 16;
Ezek. xxviii. 13; Dan. xi. 38). 6. Marble
stones ; b'.'b', the elementary Idea of which is

whiteness. This word Is found only here

;

Septuagint and Vulgate, " Parian marble."
A word akin (b's^), meaning also " white

marble" Is found In Esth. i. 6; Cant. v. 16.

The further treatment of these stones will
be found on 2 Chron. lii. 6.

Ver. 3.—Translate, And, moreover, beoanse
of my delight in the house of my God, what
I have as mine own treasure of gold and of
silver I have given to the house of my God,
over and above all I have prepared for the

holy house. The word rhio, on the seven
other occasions of Its use (Exod. xiz. 5;
Deut. vii. 6 ; xiv. 2 ; xxvl. 18 ; Ps. cxxxv.
4; Eccles. ii. 8; Mai. lil. 17), is found in the
Authorized Version as "peculiar treasure"or
" special treasure " and once " jewels," but in
every instance it is evident that the special-

ness denoted is at one with the idea of the
affection that is borne by a person to his own
possession and property.

Ver. 4.—Kespeotiug the uncertainty of the
amounts here denoted, even if the numbers
of the present text be accepted as correct,

see note on ch. xxii. 14. Bertheau and
Keil make three thousand talents of gold
the equivalent of thirteen millions and
half of our money, and seven thousand
talents of silver the equivalent of two and
a half millions of our money—or, if the royal
shekel instead of the sacred be supposed to

be the standard, they make them the half
of those two amounts respectively. Others
calculate the value of the gold to reaoli

thirty millions, and of the silver three
millions of our money (see Condor's ' Bible
Handbook,' 2nd edit., pp. 63—65, 81).

The situation of Ophir is still considered
undetermined. The other occasions on which
it is mentioned are as follows :—Gen. x. 29
(ch. 1. 23); 1 Kings ix. 28; x. 11 i xxii.

49 ; 2 Chron. viii. 18 ; ix. 10; Job xxii. 24

;

xxviii. 16 ; Ps. xlv. 10 ; Isa. xiii. 12. It

must be understood also that it is to it that

allusion is made in 1 Kings x. 22, where we
read that silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks,

beside the gold, were imported into Judaia
from It. The " almug " tree is also said to

have been brought in the same ships which
brought the gold of Ophir. The Septuagiut

always translates by some form of the word
2oi/</)is (except in Gen. x. 29), which word
comes very near the Coptic name for India,

There is' also a place in India, mentioned by
Ptolemy, Ammianus, and Abulfeda, the

site of the present emporium of Qoa, called
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Souiritpa, and which, would explain both the

Hebrew and the Septuagint words. An
Indian site for Ophir would also well suit

the mention of the ivory and the particular

wood which the ships brought. On the

other hand, the first occasion of this name
Ophir finds it placed among the tribes of

Joktan's descendants, who ocenpied South
Arabia. It is there (Gen. x. 29; ch. i. 23)

placed between Sheba and Havilah, both
abounding in gold. There are other con-

siderations that favour Arabia. Many other

places have been suggested, and some of

them supported by respectable authorities,

such as Eastern Africa, South America and
Peru, Phrygia, etc. If there be a real

question about it, to the prejudice of Arabia,
it would be to India we must look. That
some of the commodities brought belonged
more especially to India, though even in

that case the majority belonged undoubtedly
to Arabia, is very true. This circumstance
throws great probability into the suggestion
that whether Ophir were in Arabia or India,

it was a great emporium, and not simply
an exporter of its own particular produce
(see Gesenius, ' Lexicon," sub voce; Smith's
' Bible Dictionary '). The last sentence of

this verse certainly says that the destined

use of the refined silver, as well as of the
gold of Ophir, was to overlay the walls of the
houses. We know that gold was used for

this purpose (2 Cbron. iii. 6—10). But we
do not read of the silver being used for over-

laying purposes. We also read that none of
the drinking-vessels of Solomon were of
stiver, as " it was nothing accounted of in

the days of Solomon" (1 Kings x. 21; 2
Chron. ix. 20). It Is possible, the order of
the sentences notwithstanding, that the
mention of the refined silver is only to pre-

pare the way for the contents of ver. 5, and
that it mustnot beapplied to the last sentence
of our present verse.

Ver. 5.—The Authorized Version, to con-
georate his service, might in this instance
seem to be not merely an inaccurate but an
incorrect translation. For David's evident
meaning was, after rehearsing his own
example, to base on it the appial. Who is

. . .willing to bring an ungrudging handful
this day to the Lord ? and 2 Oliron. xiii. 9
might perhaps be cited as a onnfirmatory
instance. But on the other bund, the idiom
was evidently, by the witness of many
passages, a general one, and the meaning of
it is not incorrectly conveyed in the Autho-
rized Version, where service means in every
case active and practical help (Exod. xxviii.

41 ; xxix. 9 ; xxxii. 29 ; Numb. iii. 3, etc.).

The question now is not one of consecrating
heart and aifeotlon, but rather of giving the
practical proof of them.

Ve». 6.—The responfe was hearty; It

comprised voluntary gifts from the most ol

those mentioned in ch. xxviii. 1 ; and de-

scribed in ch. xxvii. 16—31. For the mlera
of the king's work, see ch. xxvii. 26 ; xxviii.

1. As the more general term " work " is

employed, we are not bound to confine the
expression to include only those whomanaged
" the substance and cattle " of ch. xxviii. 1.

Ver. 7.—The Authorized Version transla-

tion drams occurs alsotwiceinEzra and twice
in Nehemiah. There is no doubt that the
coin referred to is the Persian darie, with
which the Jews became familiar during the
timeoftheirexile. TheHebrewword appears
in three different forms. 1. As liainK ; here

and Ezra viiL 27. 2. As pQ^'i'i ; Ezra iL

69; Neh. vii. 70—72. B. As jispi; in rab-

binical writings, but not in Scripture. Be-
Bpecting the possible derivations of the
words in the first and second forms, see
Gesenius's ' Lexicon,' sub voce, and Condor's
'Handbook to the Bible' (2nd edit., p.
181). The obverse of the coin shows the
image of a king, with bow and spear. The
ynlue of the coin is variously computed at

thirteen shillings and sixpence or twenty-
two shillings and sixpence. Keil suggests
that the mention oidarics as well as talents

in this verse may point to some of the gold
being contributed in the shape of eota

instead of talents-ueigU. This does not
seem likely, however, because, of course, the
darie itself was not in use in Jerusalem in
David's time, and any gold coin that wa*
then in use might have received mention
on its own account, even if translated also

into the dario. The Septuagint translates

in this verse merely by the word xp^ffoEj,
the Vulgate by eolidos. Under any circum-
stances, tlie coin is to be distinguished from
the SpajQi'h- Specimens of the dario, both
in guld and silver, exist in the Fans and
Vienna Museums. The Hebrew word for

the ten thousand preceding the so-called

drams of this verse is the word for " myriad "

(^3•^, a shortened form of n13^), found also

in Ezra ii. 64 ; Neh. vii 66 ; Dan. xi. 12

;

Jonah iv. 11.

Ver. 8.—For Tehiel, tee oh. xxiii. 7, 8

;

xxvi. 20—22; and for the stones contributed
among the other gifts, see Exod. xxxv. 9, 27.
Of the same chapter in Exodus, especially
in its vers. 4—9 and 20—29, the whole of
our present passage so vividly reminds us
that the difficulty might be to doubi that
it was present as a model to the mmd of
David himself.

Vers. 10—20.—The majesty and compre-
hensiveness of this passage—a national
liturgy of itself—are in direct proportion to
the brevity of it. It includes adoration,
acknowledgment of the inherent nature of
human dependence, self-humiliation, and
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confeBsion, dedication of all the offerings,

and pniyer bcith for the whole people in

general, and for Solomon in particular, in

view of his future position and responsi-

bilities. Its utter repudiation of all idea

of meritoriousnesa is very striking. The
traces are visible of what may be called

enatohes of memory on the part of David
from various religious odes of his own
authorship, as well as from those of others

still on record, as, for instance, especially

in vers. 14—17, compared with passages in

Fs. xxiv. ; 1. ; Ixxxix. ; xxxix. ; xc. ; oil.

;

cxliv. ; vii. ; xvii. ; and cixxix. But the

unity of this service is abundantly con-

spicuous, and every sentence seems weighed
and measured for the ooousion. The scene,

reaohmg its climax in what is recorded in

ver. 20, must have been one of the utmost
religious grandeur and impressiveness. It

is true that the very last clause, which
couples the reverence done on the part of

the assembled multitude to the king, with

that done to Jeliovah himself, strikes us aa

an unfortunate conjunction. It does not,

indeed, need upon its merits any vindication,

considering the tenor of all which has pre-

ceded ; but it may be felt an extenuation of

the form in which the expression occurs, if

we suppose (as we justly may) that the

people viewed their act in the light of part

of their religious service at that particular

time. In 1 Kings i. 31 the same words
express the reverence paid to David, though
in numerous other passages they mark that

offered to God (Exod. iv. 31 ; 2 Chron. xxix.

80 ; Neh. viii. 6).

Ver. 1 5.—Of the seven other clear occasions

of occurrence of the word here translated

abiding (nipn), it bears three times the

meaning of "a gathering together" as of

waters (Gen. i. 10 ; Exod. vii. 19 ; Lev. xi.

^6). The other four times it is translated in

the Authorized Version " hope," either in tlie

abstract (Ezra x. 2), or in the ptrsonal object

of it (Jer. xiv. 8 ; xvii. 13 ; 1. 7). Probably

the word " abiding," as drawn from this

latter aspect of the word, expresses with

sutiicient accuracy the intended meaning
heie.

Ver. 17.—It may very possibly be that

tlie stress with wiiich David here says, I

know, had its special cause. The thought

of God as one wlio " tried " the heart is one

often brought out in David's psalms, but

a strong couviction of it may have been

wrought in Daviil's mind by Samuel's

rthearsal of tlie language God used to him

at the very time of tlie election of David

fiom amid all the other of Jesse's sons

(1 Sam. xvi. 7).

Vlt. 18.—In the imagination of the

thoughts of the heart. We have here again

A reminiscence of the early language of

Genesis (Gen. vi. 5 ; viii. 21. See also our
book, oh. xxviii. 9; Deut. xxxi. 21). This
same word for " imagination " (ns;) is found

in the Authorized Version in Isa. xxvi. 3,

"Whose mind is stayed," etc. ; and in Ps. ciii.

14; Isa. xxix. 16; Hab. ii. 18; in the last

three passages translated as " frame,"
" framed," and " work."

Ver. 19.—For the palace, gee ver. 1.

Vers. 21—25.—These verses record "the
sacrifices and drink offerings" by which all

the service of this day was ratified as it were
on the following day; also the solemn
" anointing of Solomon to the Lor 1 as chief

governor, and of Zadok as priest," with the

visible enthronement of Solomon, and the
submission to him "of all Israel, of all

the princes and mighty men, and also of aU
the sons of David " (1 Kings i. 49—.53).

Ver. 21.—In this verse the distinction is

to be noticed between the sacrifices of thank
offerings (n'nn.t); those of burnt offerings

(Di"?!)); and their drink offerings, i.e the

drink offerings that went with them (cH'spj).

For the first of these the more specific

Hebrew word is D'pSi!' (Lev. viL 20; ii. 4)

or D'p^B' nni (Lev. iii. 1 ; vii. 11, 13, 15

;

Numb. vii. 17). The breast and right

shoulder were the priest's share. All the

rest belonged to the person who sacrificed,

and his friends, and must be eaten tlic same
or the next day (Lev. vii. 11—18, 29—34).
Other particulars may be found in Smitli'a
' Bible Dictionary," iii. 1470, 1471. The last

clause of our verse tells us how ample was
the feast provided by these sacrifices on this

occasion, being in abundance for all • Israel.

The burnt offering is first mentioned in Gen.
viii. 20 ; it is the only sacrifice that tlie

Book of Genesis (see xv. 9, etc. ; xxii. 2,

etc.) knows. The offering (nnm) of Gen.

iv. 4 is somewhat obscure, but does not

appear to have been a sacrifice of blood.

This sacrifice was one which was wholly
consumed on the altar of fire, and sup-

posed to ascend to heaven. T)ie chief kindi
of burnt offerings were (1) the daily (Exod.
xxix. 38—42 ; Numb, xxviii. 3—8) ; (2) the
sabbath (Numb, xxviii. 8—10) ; (3) that at

the new moon, the Uay of Atonement, the

three great festivals and tlie Feast of Trum-
pets (Numb, xxviii. 11—xxix. 39). Beside
these, there were the several kinds of free
will and private burnt offerings. The first,

seventh, and eighth chapters of Levitii'us

contain full accounts of the ceremonial.

The drink offering is spoken of as early as

Gen. XXXV. 14 ; but tho.-.eto which reference

is here made as appertaining to the before-

mentioned sacrifices are more explicitly

spoken of in such passages as Exod. xxix.

40 ; Lev. xxiii. 13 ; Numb. vi. 17 ; X¥,

5—24 ; xxviii. 10—14.
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Ver. 22.—Evident stress is laid upon the
eating and drinking of tliat day as before

the Lord, and upon the anointing of Solomon
to the lord. This latter expression is more
forcible than the former. The second time
of making Solomon king is explained by
1 Kings i. 32—40 ; ch. xxiii. 1. The state-

ment til at Zadok was anointed to be priest

mast proljably be understood to describe,

cither the re-anointing of him (just as " they
made Solomon king the second time ") on
an occasion which particularly invited it;

or an anointing which had not been before

fully performed. This latter is, perhaps, an
unlikely supposition ; but at the same time,

the fact of any previous ceremony of the
kind does not happen to be narrated. Zadok
had been joint priest with Abiathar of the
line of Itliamar (ch. xv. 11 ; 2 Sam. 24, 29

;

xix. 11); but now he was anointed under
circumstances of special publicity, and at

a crisis of special interest, to supersede
Abiathar, who had sided vritb Adonijah,
and who was early t» be removed altogether

from the sacied o£Sce (1 Kings i. 7, 8, 32,

38,44,45; ii. 26, 27).

Ver. 23.—For the happy expression, the
throne of the Lord, see ch. xxviii. S. And
for evidence that Solomon did really exercise

royal authority before David's death, see

\ Kings i. 32, 45—48 ; ii. 1.

Ver. 25.—Any king before him in Israel.

There were, of course, only two kings " be-

fore " Solomon in IsraeL The promise of

God to Solomon, however, when he was
" pleased " with the speech of the prayer
which he offered a very short time subse-

quently, was much larger, and suggests itself

to us as what may really have been present

to the mind of the historian when he used
the less comprehensive words above (2 Chron.

112; 1 Kings iv. 12,13).

Vers. 26—30.—These Terses contain last

words respecting David's reign, its extent

•nd its length ; respecting his death and age,

and the succession of Solomon ; and respect-

ing the sources of the history of himself, hil

reign, bis people, and other countries.

Ver. 26.—The words of this verse, not in-

deed hard to follow here, but marking the
close instead of the commencement or career

of David's reign over all Israel, are paralleled

by the earlier passage, oh. xviii. 11 ; 2 Sam.
TiU.15.

Ver. 27.—In the same way the contents

of this Terse are paralleled by oh. iii. 4

;

2 Sam. V. 5; 1 Kings ii. 11 ; this last pas-

sage giving only seven years instead of the
seven years and six months for the reign in

Hebron.
Ver. 28.—We learn from 2 Sam. v. 4, 5,

that David was thirty years old when he
began to reign in Hebron. He must, there-

fore, have died in his seventy- first year.

That this is called here a good old age
shows that the length of human life had
now greatly subsided. In comparison of all

his successors on the thrones of Judah and
of Israel, his age was clearly a "good old
age."

Ver. 29.—The Hebrew word here trans-
lated acts is identical with the words trans-

lated three times afterwards in this verse
book. A uniform rendering for all might
be found in the general word " history " or
"acts." The question as to the probal>le

nature of these works, and whether identical
with our Books of Samuel, has been treated
of in the Introduction. The Hebrew word
for " seer," applied in this verse to Samuel,
is n^in. And that applied to Gad, though
the Authorized Version has the same trans-

lation, " seer," is njnn. There can be no
doubt that the word applied to Samuel
would, under any circumstances, stand as
the higher of the two names, were there any
comparison intended between them. This
is confirmed by the fact that it is found used
only of hun (1 Sam. ix. 9, 11, 18, 19 ; 2 Sam.
XV. 27 ; ch. ix. 22 ; xxvi. 28 ; xxix. 29) and
of Hanani (2 Chron. xvi 7, 10), whereas the
word applied to Gad in this verse is the
generic name for seers, and is used several
times in the Books of Chronicles of other
persons than Gad. At the same time, the
parenthesis in 1 Sam. ix. 9, to the effect

that the word here used of Samuel as seer

(nNin) was superseded in later times (as, for

instance, at the time of the writing of the
.
Books of Samuel) by the word prophet (n'3;),

compared with Isa, xxx. 10, points in a
somewhat different direction. In the first

place, ix would indicate that our Authorized
Version in Isa. xxx. 10 should rather stand,
" Which say to the prophets, Prophesy not;

and to the seers," etc. While for our
present passage it would indicate that no
insidious comparison is possible between
Samuel and Gad ea seers, but rather that
Samuel retains the old hononred name by
which he had been wont to be called, and
that to Nathan is with equal naturalness
attached the more modern name—the func-
tions represented being essentially the spme,
or at least analogous.

'

Ver. 30.—The phrase in this verse. The
times that went over him, is noticeable as
en hapax legomenon. There are, however,
not a few phrases more or less nearly ap-
proaching it in sense, and ail hinging on the
word times (ch. xii. 32 ; Esth. i. 13 ; Job
xxiv. i. ; Ps. xxxi. 15 ; Dan. vii. 25). The
last sentence of this chapter is illustrated,

and most suggestively, by 2 Chron. xU. 8

;

xvii. 10, 11, 22—30 ; Ezra ix. 7.
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HOMILETICS.

Ver. 1.

—

Qod^B ehioodng, and man's right attitude in the presence of it. It is very
evident that great anxiety pressed upon the mind of David whenever he thought of the
youthfulness of Solomon side by side with the magnitude of the enterprise in store for

him. Nervousness, however, does not paralyze David, but does make him thoughtful,

]'rovident, and careful (as far as he can see the way) to disarm, at all events, the mora
apparent and threatening dangers. The remoter, human calculation must fail to gauge, -

and mnst leave with humble trust and humbler confession of its own limited powers.

Notice in this connection

—

L ThB BiaNIFIOANT ASSERTION OH THE FABT OF DaVID OF God'b ACTT OF OHOIOB,

Addressing all the congregatiou of the people, and consciously facing all the perils of

the situation—not blinding himself to them nor trying to cloke them from others-
David says, " Solomon my son, . . . ia yet young and tender, and the work is great

;

"

but in the middle he finds opportunity to insert this suggestive qualification, " Whom
alone God hath chosen." 1. God's choice, God's adl, where they can be truly asserted,

are the unchallengeable vindication of whatsoever may seem unusual, unreasonable,

even unjust. He has legitimate power over all that he has made. He gives not
account to any one of his doings. The things most unexpected are what he fre-

quently brings to pass. This is David's tacit answer to all his elder children, if they are

murmuring in their hearts ; this his pronounced vindication of himself before " all the

congregation of the people," if they should censure him, that in one and the same
breath he makes Solomon his chief heir and successor and responsible for so great a

wor&, and yet betrays an unfeigned anxiety as to his fitness and competency for the

position. It sufQces to clear him of the suspicion of an unpatemal partiality, on the

one hand, in his family, and in bis nation on the other hand, of a weak and unpatriotic

favouritism. 2. God's choice—^his cM, the persuasion of his decree—is the one source

of confidence to the innermost heart of the man, who must otherwise often be the tor-

tured victim of anxiety, of doubt, of mystery. In human life there may often bo not
one word of worldly wisdom to be urged for a course for which the individual heart never-

theless may have not so truly its own reasons as God's own reasons. The thing that

conspicuously fails to justify itself before the eye of the whole world may find its

sovereign raison d'etre in what was the dictate of an unmistakable inspiration. The
grain of seed was of heavenly sowing. The spot where it fell was lighted by the light

of God's eye. The germinating and all the subsequent stages of growth to the very

ripening of it were all watched and favoured by Divine tending. The result is secure.

And that result stands good and the fruits of it have spread far and wide, when all the

criticism with which it was assailed has perished ignominiously. The strength of the

martyr has, of course, been rooted in this, and the paradox has been times without

number witnessed of the gentlest, meekest, and most self-surrendering standing the

strongest, speaking the most dogmatically, and refusing to surrender a jot of what they
held. So with healthiest communication God visits the very heart of mankind, and in

reaching one so deeply, so surely, influences millions, and colours the complexion of

centuries succeeding. Whatever natural apprehension remained now on the mind
of David, it was he who most felt of what a load of responsibility he was relieved when
he could say of Solomon, " Whom alone God hath chosen." 3. The conviction of God's
choice, call, or decree being in question inspires, not force, confidence, comfort only, but
also reverence, unquestioning submission, implicit obedience. This proved already by
the conduct of David and his own careful exhortation of Solomon and, so to say, educa-
tion of him for his future place, is also abundantly evidenced in the tone of his present

address to the people in alluding to the subject. Perhaps no aspect of the character of

God given us by revelation has met with more irreverent, sceptical, and quibbling
treatment than this from that part of the world " that knoweth not God." Yet, in

strictest harmony as it is with all the original facts of the spontaneity of One who must
needs be a sovereign Creator if he be any at all, the deepest things involved in the
choice and the eaU and the decree of God must be the deepest, coolest springs of

reverence, resignation, and loving obedience to the other part ot the world. Then
we sing

—
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" When my dim reason would demand
Why that or this thou dost ordain,

By some vast deep I seem to stand.

Whoso secrets I must ask in vain.

" When doubts disturb my troubled bieast,

And all is dark as night to me,
Here as on solid rook I rest

—

That so it seemeth good to thee.

" Be this my joy, that evermore
Thou rulest all things at thy wilL

Thy sovereign wisdom I adore

—

And calmly, sweetly trust thee still."

n. The fir* assertion before the nation o» what rr is that gifts ant work
OF MAN WITH TRUE DIGNITY, WITH GENUINE IMPORTANCE. "The palaOe IS . . . for the

Lord God." This is to put things in their right places—God, heaven, immoitality,

the unperishing first of all. 1. A sound religious principle is bravely upheld before all.

There is none of the bated breath and the semi-suppression offered to it which are go

often offered to the principles of revealed religion. 2. A most neglected aspect o<

religious practice is here brought into prominence. Truths and principles of religion,

acknowledged by the lip, are too often ignored in practice. The prayers we say, the
praise we sing, the adoration we ejaculate, are not nnt'requently dishonoured to the
degree of being rendered worthless through the next deed we do or fail to do. It is not

the tender, the immature, the inexperienced, the incompetent who, untrusted in

BtiLtesinanship, untrusted in the professions of human life, are to be indifferently or

recklessly trusted with the affairs of " the kingdom." And even when God calls such,

man, both prince »ad people, the skilled and the experienced, are only to hear more
practically the call to rally round the Lord's choice. 3. The non-performance of human
work for God is sufficiently guarded from confusion with the non-meritoriousness of

human work for God. The distinction, abundantly plain to all who have eyes to see, is

often treated as though it were among the inscrutable mysteries. To such an extent

is this pretence carried that the neglect of a high and conscientious performance of

works for God is assumed to be warranted by the mere fact that no merit lives in

them in their aspects Godward. Yet the less of mevitoriousness the more peremptory
may be the demand that that humble quotum of duty be punctiliously and as heartily

performed. How healthy, how natural to an unsophisticated conscience and judgment,

sounds the tone of David's language now, "The work is great: for the palace is not for

man, but for the Lord God "
1 Will anything in modern days pass muster to be given

to God, to the Church of Christ, to his work? Yet this is the spirit of much language

we hear, of much more conduct we witness. In the gifts of the hand, in the gifts of the

mind, and in the gifts of the heart, the yieak and poor, the blind and blemished and
lame, are too frequently presented to the temple of the Lord, to the Church of Christ,

to the highest ofBce of the ministry of Christ's gospel. The work is not held great, just

because it is of an ecclesiastical cast. It would have enlisted tenfold to an hundred-

fold interest or enthusiasm if it had been of a civic, of a patriotic, or of a domestic sort.

8o David thought not, did not, whether now in the last hours of mortal life or in the

days when youth glowed, strength abounded, and the heart loved to sing of " Jerusalem

as its chitf joy " and God as its " Strength and Portion for evermore."

Vers, 2—9.—.4 pattern/or religious devotion. There is much religious feeling that

fails of fruitfulness. It resembles often the fragrant blossom of the early spring on the

fruit tree, and which promises well even beyond the time of the setting, but still fails

most disappointingly of bringing fruit to perfection. These failures are generally easily

traceable in each successive instance to their proper cause. But when so traced the

mischief is done, the forfeiture is suffered, and the wisdom comes all too late. The real

composition of genuine religious devotion, the elements necessary to practical religious

devotion, are well illustrated in this series of verses. They have much in common with
the characteristic marks of Christian compassion. Either of these principles is very

oiten found to ^ine, Ju»t as though for want of stamina. To prevent this disappoint-
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ment and waste would lie to add an incalculable amount to the growth of soodness and

to the benefit of the world. And the [.lattern good for religious devotiou exhibited to

us here shows the following characteristics :

—

I. It seeks an individual object. The house to be bnilded for the Lord, the temple,

is now the thought of David's heart and the object of what remains to him of earthly

life; And of this he might truly say in the language used long after by St. Paul,
" This one thing I do." This was confessedly in David's time, and from the point of view

of his nation, a very great enterprise; yet it was one thing to think of and another

to do. How much time and feeling and earnestness are frittered away, counting for

nothing except mournful moral reflection in the retrospect, with those who wait to do

anything until they might, as they fondly imagine, do all, or, if not all, might embrace

a very large compass in their beneficent aspiration 1 Universal observation rebukes the

large foible. The useful men have been those who have steadily and with determina-

tion pursued one thing at the time. This is the first healtliy sign of religious devotion,

when with heart and hand it weds itself to one object of zesil and pursuit. Concentra-

tion of purpose, of affection, of energy, is as much t}ie secret of great usefulness directed

10 the very highest ends as it is of that poor travesty of it, earthly success, so often

mistaken and misiionoured as the equivalent of usefulness.

II. It studies its object with mscniMiNATiNa, painstaking care. We are often

tempted to buy off individual responsibility by doing just what others do, and giving

just what others give, and suffering ourselves to be borne on the general stream of

opinion, or on the old stream of opinion, as though no individual judgment, or con-

science, or conviction were possible to us. This, however, is the very opposite of

what we do when we feel our own individual interest to be concerned. If we are to

give reality and honesty to God's work and grace and finish to our work for man, for

Christ's sake, it must be by this latter " rule " that we are guided. And very lovingly

and heartily must we resign ourselves to its methods. How carefully David had sur-

veyed in thought the whole and every part of the one work to which he had " set his

affection " ! The gold, and silver, and brass, and iron, and wood, and onyx stones, and
glistering stones, and stones of divers colours, and all manner of precious stones, and
marble stones in abundance,—all the variety of them had been imagined and provided

for, or all the weight and purity of the metal had been measured and contracted for.

Thought and discrimination and pains had been spared in nothing of all these. The
circumspection and minuteness of care and fond anxiety which men know so well to

spend on themselves and their own transient, temporal interests, David now spends on
the work of God. Such exercise of religious devotion throws thrilling interest and
unwonted animation into any holy work, and invokes with unerring importunity
Heaven's abounding blefesing.

III. It puksues its anxious preparations, and, if heobssaet, pursues them foe a
lONQ time in silence, OR IN OOMPABATIVE SILENCE. Kothiug less ueeds ostentation,

aothing less warrants display, than our work for God. When any man is deeply conscious

that it is God's work that he has in hand, then he feels it is God's glory that he has
at heart, and this dispenses with all craving for notice and applause. This latter is poor

food for any one whomsoever who has already known and tasted the other. Kow, the
case of David at the present time was such that what he was doing must needs have
been known. It could not have been hidden in his own heart or anywhere else. Yet
it is plain that he had for some time been patiently, and with no needless publicity,

making his zealous preparations. He was certainly far from finding himself in the

position of Noah when planning and building the ark—the object of ridicule, hindrance,

and jeering of the people. No, nor, on the other hand, is he continually sounding the

trumpet and calling attention to himself and his doings. But now the ripe moment
had come when the loving and patient preparations of one must be handed over, not
exactly to another, but into the trust of the representatives of a nation as well. It was
a moment when it was needful that the deeds and the purposes of David should no
longer simply escape into the knowledge of others, but be formally and solemnly
announced to all a listening people. The work of Christ in the world loves silence,

patience, hiddenness long time. Neither he nor his kingdom nor his chiefest servants
" come with observation," nor live " with observation

; " yet the longer the delay and
iJM bumblei the obscurity, the more effective and heait-stirring will the final " mani-
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festation" be. The self-denial, the deep interest, the long labour of the humblest

faithful servant will be proclaimed before a kingdom and in a kingdom which shall have

gathered all others into itself, and by the King of kings himself.

IV. It gives of its own substance. The temptation is great with some leaders

of the people merely to lead, to direct, to administer. And when this is the case the

deficiency will very generally express itself somewhere before long. Enthusiasm will

be wanting in the followers. In their minds an irresistible sense of unreality will get

awakened. With a good conscience, indeed, David can appeal to the liberality of

others by a simple reference to his own example. "Of his own proper good," «a
" private substance," he had contributed largely. The influence of such an announce-

ment is at least twofold. 1. It attests the honesty of the leader. 2. It speaks more
strongly than any words could urge the powerful, sometimes omnipotent, stimulus of

example.

Y. It owitb to ah intbinsio zeal in afpealiro to othebs. One can almost

imagine David saying to himself, after all that b4 has thought, prepared, done, still this

further, " Woe is to me if I do not testify with my dying lips, and testify in this way
—by appealing earnestly to others!" True enough, there is preaching that is of the

weakest. Its feeble tones, its timid essaying of its vocabulary, its apologetic style,

bespeak its insincerity, at all events its untrustworthiness. It has no ring about it.

But the devotion that is real is confident in itself. If it sometimes seem to overstep the

.

threshold of moderation, it is ashamed to stay this side of it. The very best zeal for

inflaming others is that which consumes self. So the " greater Son of David " came to

a time when the truest utterance of his pure life was this, " The zeal of thine house

hath eaten me up." The highest Christian devotion has never failed to find this'voice :

" Who is willing to consecrate his service this day unto the Lord? " Who is willing

to consecrate himself this day unto the Lord ? Who is willing " to fill his hand," and
bring such handfiil to the Lord? These are the appeals that are likely to be heard by
all classes of men, the rich and the poor, people and princes. And they sound the kej'-

note ; they constitute themselves just the watchword ; joy is awakened unfeigned in

every heart; praise leaps to the lips of alL Then men " offer willingly and with perfect

heart." The scene—an inspiration itself—^would not have had its place on the page of

God's Word, but for the religious devotion, real, practical, of which David unconsciously

offers UB an illustrious example, model lesson.

Yers. 10—20.-2^8 last thanksgiving of the royal life in its varied elements.

Perhaps David had been in some doubt as to how his address would be received. If

received favourably, he may have been in doubt as to the practical response to it for

which bis heart longed. And even if of this also he felt he might make quite sure, yet

there was the hour of his own last great effort now past. That effort had been made
with whatever demand on body and mind went along with it, and the suspense is over.

Great hearts alone can know great joys. There are few greater joys than are found
in relief from the strain of anxiety, from the burden of long preparation, and the

conscious weight of responsibility. But when the natural welling up of joy firom such
causes coincides with an unparalleled success, and this in matter of religious moment,
then every possible element seems present. And a good heart gives itself up to a trans-

port, which can find no sympathetic expression but at the foot of the throne of thrones

itself. And hither does David now betake himself; but not alone—hither he leads

also a nation. These verses contain more than thanksgiving. They may, however,

be appropriately enough called the service of thanksgiving. And the service appro-

priates in impartial measures the characteristics of majesty and comprehensiveness.

Here are unqualified thanksgiving, profound adoration, the confession of creature

dependence, and the humiliation befitting it; here are meditation and reminiscence,

and all symptom of moral sympathies in strongest activity ; here is petition, fervent

petition, for the present and for the long ftiture of the palace, the people, and the son
himself of David. The opening sentence of this service gives its key-note and bespeaks
its main design. In its rich variety, however, as a whole, let us notice

—

I, Its stately abobiption. " Blessed be thou, Lord God of Israel our father, for

ever and ever." What words can do they are intended here to do. They sometimes do
the more for their fewness, and they are few here. This word " blessed," when applied
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to the Divine Personage, is a picked, choice, word of the spiritual vocabulary that is open
to a creature approaching the Creator. It is the word of highest and most refined

effort. Human exclamation has done its best, has touched its highest note, when,
having passed through thanks, gratitude, praise, glorifying, magnifying, and, if there be

any other, it soars on this note, and rests and poises itself as it were on this note

:

" Blessed be thou, Lord God." The soul that has striven to give his due to the Lord
God, yet striven too anxiously in vain, flings itself on that one remaining word, and,

lost in admiration, it breathes the simplicity and sincerity of an impassioned genuine

fervour into it, and must be content. This word " blessed," when applied to the Divine

Being, is confessedly a familiar one to our ear, to our lip ; but, if estimated by the freight

it contained now, has contained times without number, and may this day contain, it is

one owning to priceless sacredness and beauty. And it is this, not so much for what it

speaks, but for the fact that when first speech most fails, it comes the only volunteer to

bear Heavenward what we mean. Note, again, the telling accompaniments of this

ascription in the time-view of it. 1. It stretches backward to the birth of the favoured

and now enrapt people, " Lord God of Israel our Father." 2, It stretches forward, far,

far further, " Fur ever and ever."

IL Its adokino acknowledgment op God's bovbreion, mnvEBSAL frofbietob-

SHIP. To give to God his own even in language is a thing often forgotten. Thought is

careless to do it. Faith is sleepy to do it. Aspiration's effort is weak on wing to try

it. Men grovel in the use of even the infinitesimally small, and forsake the mighty
inspiration of the mere attempt at a survey of all. But what source of comfort and of

undelusive strength it should be for the creature to rehearse to himself the infinite

fulness, the glorious riches of his Maker, Father, God ! That the contrast should seem
appalling, great even to overwhelming, is not the just and legitimate result of the

meditation and acknowledgment. To be timid, anxious, uncertain, is the portion for

those who know not on what they have to depend, or who do know that he on whom
they depend has himself but impoverished means ! But the weakest creature is strong,

comforted, blessed, whose eye of faith sur^jeys this wealth of possession, these boundless
surroundings of the supreme Being. Yes ; we leave unsaid, unthought, the exalting

sovereign truth now (as fully as it is simply) recited by David and his people. " Thine,

Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty

:

all that is in the heaven and in the earth is thine ; thine is the kingdom, Lord, and thou
art exalted as head above all. Both riches and honour come of thee, and thou reignest

over all ; ... and in thine band it is to make great, and to give strength unto all." We
may distinguish in the beautiful riches of this descriptive and this majestically pic-

turesque sketch of the infinite Being : 1. The intrinsic attributes given to him. 2. Thr
absolute universal possession perceived in him. 3. His position and consequent active

rvle, 4. His bestowments of such things as " riches and honour." 6. His bestowments
of such other more intrinsic vital gifts, as " to make great " and " to give strength."

There are gifts for the haTid, but there are other gifts for the very springs of one's own
lije. These assimilate, as it were, with our spontaneous force, and the human then
shows more or less Divine. God owns all ; and great is the all which he owns. And
he gives. He is not more adorable for the til that he has than he is for the all that he
gives. And it is very interesting to observe, as by the help of this passage, how difficult

is it to divorce the possessing of God from his bestowing—all creation itself, the over-

flowing of his fulness.

IIL Its simplest pbonounobd THANKsaiviNa and fbaisb. When the adoring
ecstasy is passed, then reason and justice, though on the humblest scale, are to resume
their place, and the creature-de6* of thanks and praise is to be paid, sacredly, simply
paid, with the lip. To this David leads his people with himself: "Now therefore, our
God, we thank thee, and praise thy glorious Name."

IV. Its unqualified disclaimbb of all merit on the pabt of kino and
noFLE. To not a rag of self-righteoumess will David permit the whole gathering of

his nation to lay claim. Have they given ? they have given what was first given to

themselves. Have they given heartily? they have given to the Giver himself. There
has been no merit in their doings. No ; nor can there be any meritoriousness about
themselves. For what are they ? There is not the substance in them of which merit

could be made, nor the root to them of which it could grow, nor the continuance
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belonging to them by which it might ripen. Their life, their home, themselves, are all

dependent just on mercy, and their hopes lie in infinite loving-kindness. And it was
the same with their fathers before them. To such material and such a history merit

cannot find where to attach.

V. Its unfalteeing appeal to conscious integritt, David disclaims all merit,

but he claims confidently before the all-seeing, the heart-searching One, his own
" uprightness," t.e. pure motive and sincere zeal. Few things have owned to more
various quality under one face than the profession of zeal for the glory of God.

Iieligious zeal is, no doubt, religious zeal, but nine-tenths of what is named religious

2eal is a far different thing. It is the hybrid ecclesiastical zeaL And ecclesiastical

zeal is not merely a thing very inferior always, but often absolutely antagonistic to the

genuine thing, religious zeal. That David protests his own zeal and heartfelt pleasure

in the great work of the temple-building may seem unnecessary, and his object in

doing so inay seem somewhat obscure. ' Yet probably all found here is true to nature,

['"irst, he could not be wrong in formally dedicating at this time, with express rehearsal of

t, his own work and his own giving to God. But further, as we shall see, his doing so

may have bei n the suggestion of what he brings next into prominence. That is in

reality grafted upon his own enterprise and is best introduced by it.

VL Its emphatic expression of a delighted and unusual btmpatht. Some
of the most subtle flattery that the human heart offers to Itself, and then most eagerly

leceives, consists in its very ready assumption of moral and spiritual superiority. The
Pharisee, as portrayed by the master Limner himself of human characters, is never
extinct. But in form less gross, in effect more insidious, the essence of the Pharisaic

spirit perpetually reappears to some degree or other, and in some form or other. To
affect a zeal for the good and the right, an appreciation of them, a sj'mpathy with them
far in excess of those of others, is a common foible, ay, a vice of the pseudo-spiritual. Nor
are there wanting instances where the spread of knowledge, of presentation of facts, in

a word, of legitimate inducement, are suppressed, lest an enthusiasm now confined to one
iir a very few should become general, and lest an envious distinction should be forfeited,

born of .singularity alone. Sincerity's death-knell is sounding then most surely. But
now, if David recite his own zeal, and appeal to the all-aearching One to sec and try it,

he does so in truth to pave the way for delighted and sympathetic celebration of the
facts that so many are " like-minded, having the same love, being of one accord, of one
mind" (I'hil. ii. 3). To witness the indications of a right state of heart in others, and
to witness them with unaffected joy, mark the life of holy sympathies, and the health
of one's own spiritual state. The Apostle Paul, in his Epistle to the Romans (i. S2),

speaks of it as the direst condemnation of certain that they "not only do" things of

the worst moral significance (which might possibly be done under the force of strong

present temptation), but that they also " have pleasure in them that do them." St.

Paul is there stigmatizing certain tmmoral sympathies, as marking the depths of deepest

degradation. On the other hand, we are prone to slight the value of intense moral
sympathies with goodness. But in fact, the presence of these measures the real strength

of a new nature very accurately. And the example of David invites our notice of them
hem. He brings into special prominence the right feeling and the right doing of the
people, and utters his owa unfeigned joy because of them.

VII. Its appropriate and earnest prater. All will fail if it be not " sanctified by
the Word of God and by prayer." Feeling, purpose, aspiration, and the right beginning
of doing may yet all fall through. Promise may soon die off, or it may die off some-
what later. Only it will die off, unless there be given to it from above the needed
element of perpetuity. How much there is of the future of ourselves, and of those
unspeakably dear to us, which we relegate to the mere domain of hope, flattering, fond,
frail, false hope ! We do so often with mistaken humility, under the impression that
we can do nothing else for tlie future, that we must not allow excessive anxiety about
it, that "Sufficient to the day is the evil thereof." But we are then forgetting the force

of prayer, and that it is largely of its nature and privilege to " reach a hand through
time to catch ... a far-off interest." David ofl'ers prayer, and the right prayer. Had
his natiun but lived by that prayer, their grandeur would have survived, an unparalleled
grandeur, to this day. Notice, therefore, in the prayer : 1. How David makes this the
one burden of it—that the thing of right present appearance and of happy promise may
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be " for ever," may be " stablished," may bo " kept." 2. How he asks that this per-

petuity may be derived from deepest source, " the imagination of the thoughts of the

heart ; " " the stablished heart
; " " the perfect heart." 3. How he invokes God by the

titles that might by supposed most to move Deity, and most to call his children trust-

fully and gratefully to his feet. Many a temple, palace, castle, would we build ; for many
such would we " make provision." But they never are builded. And they are not

builded because we forget that " Except the Lord build the house, they labour in vain

that build." And we have left unmade the most necessary " provision " of all, if we
have forgotten to sanctify our entei-prise by submitting it to the " Lord Grod of our

fathers " and of ourselves, and begging him to give of his own stability and enduriog-

ness to those whose hands are to build.

VIIL Its close, heard amid the echoes of ootb bsanimoub odtbubst of ptoe
ADOBATioN. It may be reveroDtly said that the abdicating king—abdicating because he
was abdicating the present life

—"gave the word, and great was the company of them
that published it." The " word " consisted of a summons to " bless the Lord God."
And that word was heard and obeyed by the vast throng. Though many an occasion

may invite large numbers of mankind to unite to one end, yet in no one employment
could the vast family of man so justly, so enthusiastically unite as in a " work and
worship so Divine " as here described. Are we not here studying a " type " indeed ?

Do we not listen herein to rehearsal of what some day—even if " far off, at last "

—

Heaven shall listen to, as it arises from earth, and of what earth itself shall raise, when
earth itself is raised to heaven? So thin service ended. So we believe the service

of earth will end ; and so that of heaven begin, never, never to end. God shall be
all and in all. He shall be to each and to all the eternal All in all. Oh for the
dawning of that moment when, at the signal of an inner impulse, the innumerable
congregation itself shall fall prostrate in irrepressible adoring, and as though snatching

at this woid( " How bless the Lord your God " 1

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Ver. 1.

—

ToutTtful service. 1. David's words bring before us a tender worker.

Solomon was yet young, and his father seemed to regard him as peculiarly insufficient

for the position Providence was preparing for him. Perhaps his character thus far

was unformed ; and it may have been his accession to the throne which was the occa-

sion of his recognizing his responsibilities, and preparing himself for his kingly duties.

2. They bring before us also a great work. The young monarch was to build %
palace, not for man, but for God ; to carry out a magnificent and costly Echeme-;-a

work which should be of lasting importance, both for Israel and the world. There was
an apparent want of correspondence between a worker so tender and inexperienced,

and a work so vast. Yet it was the Divine appointment that Solomon should build

the temple ; and events proved that, with God's blessing, he was able to carry out the

great undertaking. The lesson of this verse is that there is Divine authority for

youthful consecration and service; that there is no real inconsistency between a tender

worker and an important work,
I. There is a summons, addressed to the toitno, to wore for the Lord,

There was nothing peculiar or exceptional in the requirement made of Solomon. The
kind of work entrusted to him was special; bat there was nothing special in his

call to work tor the Lord. Every young person who hears the tidings of the gospel,

wno receives the Divine revelation, is under an obligation to work for Christ. When
you enjoy the privileges, you are subjected to the claims, of religion. Jesus, who calls

you to rejoice in his love, calls you to engage in his service. In detail, God by his

providence will point out to you how you may glorify him ; in principh, the service

required of you will be the sarne as that required of Solomon. A cheerful mind, a

willing heart, an unmurmuring submission, a lifelong devotion,—these are what
Heaven delights in, A truly Christian life is, in any case, a great work. You have a

palace to build for God; and all holy thoughts and righteous deeds and wise and
kindly words are as stones in the edifice—an edifice to be reared to God's glory. How
many are the admonitions we find in Scripture to youthful piety and consecration I

—
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" Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth !
" "My son, give me thine

heart I
" " Wilt thou not from this time cry unto me, My Father, thou art the Guide

of my youth ?
"

II. There are many advantages in youthful oonsecbation to the Lord's

SEBVIOB. 1. It is advantageous to the worker: A sound basis is thus laid for a noble

character. There is scope for development. A direction is given to the active nature

which there will be no occasion to reverse or alter. '2. It is advantageous/or the work.

There is time for doing it thoroughly and consistently. The youthful worker can

adapt himself to the work, and his interest in it will deepen as the years pass on.

Youthful enterprise and energy will tend to its vigorous prosecution. Enthusiasm and
perseverance combined, under the guidance and with the blessing of the Holy Spirit of

God, cannot fail to forward the sacred enterprise, to advance the rearing of the spiritual

structure. 3. It is acceptable to him who provides the work and qualifies the workman.
God cannot but be pleased when his own work is taken in hand and carried on by
those whom he himself has designed for it.

FbactioaIi conclusion. 1. Let the young seriously consider the call of Heaven,
readily accept the trust, and prayerfully seek guidance and help for its fulfilment.

God comes to you and says, " Son, go work to-day in my vineyard." 2. Let all

Christians encompass youthful workers for Christ with interest, sympathy, and suppli-

cation. As David commended the young prince, his son, to the considerate sympathy
and support of the mighty men, priests, and counsellors, so would we beg all mature
and experienced servants of the Lord to uphold their younger friends and colleagues

by affectionate interest and prayers.
—

^T.

Ver. 3.

—

Affection for God's house. It would be absurd to compare David's attach-

ment to the projected temple to a Christian's attachment to any material structure.

The tabernacle and temple occupied under the old dispensation a position no building

can now occupy. The true comparison is with the spiritual temple, the house of God

—

the great edifice constructed of living stones, even of consecrated hearts.

I. Reasons fob David's affection to the Lord's house. 1. Mainly his attach-

ment to the Lord himself, in whose honour it was to be reared. 2. Secondarily, the
fact that the project was one which he himself had formed, 3. And further, his

knowledge that the work would be accomplished by his own loved son.

IL PracticaIi proofs of this affection. 1. His own most liberal gifts in prepa-
ration for the work. 2. His encouragement to his people to give with generosity.

III. Results to their own hearts. They could not cherish such feelings of

interest, affection, and attachment, and manifest their feelings in so practical a way,
without reaping some harvest of profit in their own souls. Their deep and disin-

terested joy in their gifts is an evidence of the benefit which they received. This
example should encourage Christians to cherish and display a religious attachment
towards the Church purchased by our Saviour's blood.—^T.

Ver. 5.

—

Consecrated service. These words are an appeal of David to the nobles, and
to the people generally, to contribute towards the building of the temple of Jehovah at
Jerusalem. He himself set the example of liberality ; and his subjects generally
followed the example he gave. " Who then," asked he, " is willing to fill his hand
this day unto the Lord?" As these gifts were really an expression of the devotion
that animated the hearts of the Israelites, the English Version may be said to offer

rather an enlargement than a perversion of the language. And the question is one
which may be addressed to all hearers of the gospeL For all are called upon to give
themselves and all they have and are unto the God who made them, and the Redeemer
who bought them. We have here—

>

I. A cLAiu affirmed. Religion not only offers » blessing, it requires a service.
Salvation is the substance of what God gives ; consecration is what God demands.
Salvation is from past sin ; consecration is for future life and service. God has a right
to the surrender of our will, thedevotion of our powers, the offering of our possessions,
the service of our hands. The heart is his first demand ; our labours, our influence,
our liberality, will all follow. This is a just claim. It is founded on Divine right and
authority ; for he is our Creator and King. He has a powerful claim upon our gratitudef
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for he has treated us with bounty, and he has given us his Son to redeem us from
iniquity and from destruction. We are for ever dependent upon him, who is our Lord
and Judge ; and, in giving unto him, we do but give him his own.

II. The response expected. 1. A willing response. In fact, there can be no unwill-

ing response. God does not use constraint, and a grudged offering would not be accept-

able to him ; for it is our affection and devotion that he desires. 2. An immediate
response. " Who is willing this day f " To-day is not too early ; to-morrow may be
too late. The old have no time to lose. The middle-aged and busy should not leave

decision until old age comes, if come it should. But it is chiefly from the young that

an immediate acceptance of the invitation of the gospel is desired, that so they may
spend a whole life in his delightful service. "To-day if ye will hear his voice, harden
not your heart."

III. An appeal uboed. " Who is willing?" All who are capable of understanding
the entreaty and the ground upon which it is based ; all who enjoy religious privileges,

who hear God's Word, Christ's gospel, are under a sacred obligation to yield themselves
a living sacrifice unto God. Motives, inducements, persuasions,—all are brought to bear

upon the soul. A most honourable and happy service, the most desirable recompense,

the protoundest satisfaction,—rail are proffered to you upon the terms of unconditional

surrender, complete consecration. "Who then is willing to consecrate his service this

day unto the Lord ? "—T.

Ver. 9.

—

Oenerosity and joy. There was true unity between king and subjects. It

was a national movement in which they joined, and it was a national emotion which
they shared.

I. The cause to which they oate. It was their own cause, but in a higher sense

it was the Lord's. It w as for the glory of Jehovah and for the spread of his worship
and obedience that the temple was to be reared ; a cause this which justified all their

enthusiasm and all their liberality.

II. What they oave. They offered of their own substance, and according to their

several abiiky ; and their gifts were appropriate, costly, and generous.

III. How they gave. " The Lord loveth a cheerful giver
; " and such givers Israel

furnished on this occasion in great abundance. -They gave willingly, and not simply in

conformity to their sovereign's example. They gave with a perfect heart ; «.e. from dis-

interested, devout, and pious motives.

IV. The consequence of theib aiviNO. "They rejoiced." A simple but very
expressive account of the feelings of both monarch and subjects. They felt by antici-

pation the truth of our Lord's saying, "It is more blessed to give than to receive."

The selfish and niggardly are ever the miserable ; the sympathetic, liberal, and self-

denying are ever the happy and lightsome of heart.
—

^T.

Vers. 10—19.

—

David's blessing. One of the closing acts of David's life wa« s public

acknowledgment of God's favour, and a public entreaty of God's blessing upon his

people and upon his son. It was a sacred and solemn act of devotion, and only inferior

in sublimity to the invocation and prayer of Solomon upon the occasion of the dedica-

tion of the temple. The aged king acted, not only as the civil ruler, but as the religious

leader of Israel. Gathering the princes, the warriors, and the multitude together, he,

as their representative, offered spiritual sacrifices of adoration, thanksgiving, and
prayer before Israel's God. We observe, in this address to Heaven, a combination of

the several parts of which devotion should be composed.

I. The RECOQNimoN of the Divine characteb. In vers. 11 and 12 the attributes

of Jehovah are celebrated with devout reverence, and in language of memorable beauty
and eloquence. The propriety of such an invocation is manifest. When we draw
near to God, it is not simply to bring our sin and want before him ; it is to bring his

holiness and greatness and beneficence before our minds. The Lord Jesus, in the

prayer known as the Lord's Prayer, has given ug an example of such adoration ; for

the petitions are prefaced by a reverent invoking of the Divine Father.

IL The blessing of God's Name. The contemplation of God's power, majesty, and
dominion fails to produce its due result, unless it awakens our hearts to grateful praise.

Ver. 13, '• We thauk thee, and praise thy glorious Name." Prater without thanks-
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giving cannot be ncceptable ; what God has done, what he has given, must be acknow-

ledgedby those who have fresh favours to implore.

III. Humiliation and confession. The language of vers. 14 and 15 is marvellous

for sublimity and pathos, has wr.mght itself into the speech and the prayers of mea
Feeble, finite, dependent, and short-lived denizens of earth, when we come into the

presence of the Unchangeable and Eternal, it becomes us to cherish a sense of our

utter unworthiness. We cannot even undertake to engage in the service of Grod with-

out feeling that for that service we are altogether unfit. Confession of sin and humili-

ation before the All-holy must be part of all truly acceptable devotion.

IV. Intekcession. In ver. 18 David prays for Israel at large ; in ver. 19 for his sen

Solomon. For his people the king's chief desire was that the Lord would " prepare

their heart unto himself." Their allegiance to Heaven, their spiritual good, their quali-

fication for whatever work God should call them to undertake,—such were the bless-

ings the aged king sought on behalf of his subjects. And for his son, how earnestly

and appropriately did he plead I His prayer was that Solomon's character and his life-

work might alike be acceptable to God. A prayer so comprehensive, so devout, so

suited to the circumstances in which it was uttered, surely deserves the attentive

study of those who would draw near to God in such a spirit as may justify the expec-

tation that he will draw near to them.—T.

Ver. 20.— Worship. David was a true leader ; for he not only directed, he preceded

his subjects in the path of duty. If he called upon his soldiers to fight, he led them to

the field ; if he desired the princes to offer gifts, he first himself gave munificently

;

and ifhe would have his people worship, he himself set them the example. Thus, upon
the occasion of presenting offerint;s towards the building of the temple, the king
summoned the inhabitants of Jerusalem together, and in their presence and hearing

addressed to Heaven the adorations and petitions recorded in this chapter. Only after

this did he use the language of the text, " Now bless the Lord your God."
I. The natueb or worship: in what worship consists. Worship of soma sort has

been general among all nations. Revealed religion directs and consecrates what seoms
a natural tendency ; and both the Old Testament and the New contain many admoni-
tions to, many •samples of, true and acceptable worship. 1. True worship is spiritual.
" God is a Spirit : and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth."

It consists in the recognition of the Divine attributes, the acknowledgment of the

Divine reign, and gratitude for Divine mercies—gifts, forbearance, loving-kindness.

Notldng is more hateful to God than the language and posture of worship from which
spiritual devotion is absent. Of the insincere he speaks with indignation, " This
people draweth near unto me with their lips, but their heart is far from me." Silence

is compatible with true worship; insincerity is not. 2. A devout heart will find

expression for its sentiments. "The people bowed down their heads, and worshipped."
Language is an assistance to the intelligent worshipper, though an unuttered aspiration

or aflection is heard and accepted by God. And attitudes of kneeling, standing, bowing
the head, stretching forth the hands, are all appropriate as expressive of the ieelings of

the devout worshipper. It is only when they are substituted for spiritual worship that

they are bad and displeasing to him who searches the hearts and tries the reins of the
children of men.

II. The Opjeot of worship : to whom worship is due. The congregation of Israel
" worshipped the Lord, and the king." Yet the homage offered to David was civil, not
religious ; and there could have been no danger of confusing the one with the other. Whilst
the heathen worship " gods many and lords many," to us there is but " one God, and
one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus." The Christian adores and
blesses God in Christ. Notice that he is : 1. Tour God. The Israelites were reminded of

this ; and we all are summoned to regard him as ours ; for he has made us and redeemed
us, and by his own Spirit renewed us, so that we are his and he is ours. 2. And he is

also your fathers' God. The Hebrews knew him as " the God of Abraham, of Isaac,

and of Jacob." And we can exclaim, when we approach him, " Doubtless thou art

our Father, though Abraham be ignorant of us, and Israel acknowledge us not." The
fact that God made himself known unto the fathers of mankind, that our parents or
aiiceswrs kuevk and acknowledged him, adds a pathos and a power to oui prayeub
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m. The worshippers. David summoned " all the congregation " to worship, bless,

and praise the Lord. 1. All men have abundant reason to bless the Lord. He is

"good unto all." His bounty, care, watchfulness, and long-suffering, have been
experienced by all. No wonder that the psalmist in »o many passages calls upon
all people—all nations—to praise the Lord ; summons young men and maidens,

old men and children, to praise the Name of the Lord. 2. All men are in the gospel

encouraged to present acceptable worship to God through Jesus Christ. The Saviour
reveals the Father as the Object of worship, and himself provides the new and living

way of access, and offers the intercession which secures Divine acceptance and approval

for the believing worshipper. "I will," says the Apostle Paul, " that men pray every-

where, lifting up holy hands, without wrath and doubting."

Questions. 1. Do you worship God yourselves ? 2. Do you admonish and encourage
others, especially the young, to bless and praise the Lord ?—T.

Ver. 22.

—

Church and state. When Solomon was anointed to be chief governor,

and Zadok to be priest, Israel acknowledged dependence upon God and loyalty to God
in the two realms of civil and ecclesiastical life. The Hebrew nation was a theocracy,
and however it may now be possible to separate between these two realms, it was not
possible then. Without entering into any controversy, we may accept from this text
the following suggestions :

—

L Both civil and bcclesiabtioai, litb abk from God. Our Creator has con-
stituted us social beings, and social we are and must be. By this necessity it is

established that mutual help and due order and subordination are from God. All
attempts to violate these fundamental principles of human nature have issued in
disastrous failure.

II. The same persons are united to both oroanizations alike. A man's being a
citizen is not inconsistent with his being a member of a Christian Church. So far from
there being any incompatibility l>etween the two relations, they are mutually helpful
each to the other,

III. In both belatioks men need bepbksentativbs, leasers, administrators.
As in Israel there was king and priest, so in modern Christian society we not only need
sovereigns, presidents, judges, legislators, etc., but we need also bishops, pastors, mode-
rators, and oFlicers of various kinds.

IV. Oroanizations and officials, both civil and ecolesiastioal, are intended
FOB THE PUBLIC GOOD. The end of such institutions and appointments is to be sought,
not in private interests, or emolument, or power, but in the well-being of the body
politic.

V. Civil and ecclesiastical powers mat be helpful to each othbb. States are
bound to protect the Churches in the profession and propagation of religious faith with
all possible liberty. And Christian Churches are under a sacred obligation to seek the
order, welfare, and peace of the community. The relations between spiritual springs
and political mechanism will often involve difficulty, but from the relations themselves
there can be no escape, for they are divinely ordained.—T.

Ver. 28.

—

David's death. Aristotle quotes Solon's saying that no man should be
called happy until his end. One reason for this much-controverted dictum, no doubt,
was this—that a human life may be marked by prosperity up to a certain point, at
which fortune may turn her wheel. This was, of course, not a Christian view of life

;

we have learned to look at the problem as one rather of character than of fortune and
to sympathize with the estimate of the all-seeing and heart-searching Lord and Jud^e.
The circumstances mentioned in the text must be taken in conjunction with the rest°of

the narrative, if we.would have a scriptural view of David's prosperity and felicity.

I. His AGE. " A good old age " is not here what we should call such ; for David's' life

does not seem to have exceeded seventy years. Yet it was not cut short ; and, as he
was suffered to live for the appointed term of life, he had opportunity to carry out his
plans and to see their success. He was, in the expressive Hebraism, " full of daj-s."

II. His RICHES. These were acquired by the industry of the population and by the
spoils of war. They enabled him to adorn the metropolis which he had won by bis
gword, and to make preparation for building the temple of his God.

{, OHRONICLBP, 2 S
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III. fiis HONODB. He had been raised from the sheepfold to the throne. He had

been fortunate in his counsellors and his generals. His victories had given him a

widespread renown. And in his spiritual lyrics he had laid, all unwittingly, the founda-

tions of a far wider and more honourable fame. As " the sweet singer of Israel," and
" the man after God's heart," he is known throughout the Jewish and the Christian

vporld.

Practical lessons. 1. The life of David is one fitted to encourage our confidence

in Divine providence. The man himself felt, and the sacred historians felt, that there

never was a more signal instance of an individual being called forth by God's voice

and qualified by Divine discipline for a great work in- life. It gives peace and dignity

to our life to be ever assured that "our times are in God's hands," and that he will use

us for his glory. 2. The life of David is a warning against yielding to temptation.

He gave way alike to sins of the flesh and to sins of the spirit, and again and again

proved his fallibility and infirmity. Well may each reader of his biography lay

to heart the lesson : " Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall
;

"

" Watch and pray that ye enter not into temptation." 3. The life of David shows how
possible it is to serve God in different ways. He was a soldier, a poet, a king, a

religious leader; and in all capacities he glorified God. We may have few gifts, but

we may learn that the use of one gift is no excuse for the neglect of another. 4. The
life of David reveals the true secret of happiness and usefulness. He was one whose
fellowship was much with God ; hence his strength. Bead his psalms, and you will be
convinced that this was so. It is thus that strength and fortitude are to be sustained,

5. The life of David shows us that, during this earthly existence, a good man may
begin a good work which shall continue after his death, David did not abide for ever,

but he prepared a throne for his son ; he did not build the temple, but he put all things

in train with a view to the work. Let us live so that when we are no more here others

may say, " He being dead yet speaketh."—^T

Ver. 28.

—

Solomon's accession. The book which has been so largely occupied with

the acts and the reign of David, closes with the accession of his son. It is an exempli-

fication of the old saying, " One generation passeth away and another generation

Cometh." Each generation has its own work to do, and has then to make way for its

successor. David's part was to conquer by valour and power ; Solomon's part was to

reign in magnificence. David prepared for the temple ; Solomon built it. Everything
that a father could do to facilitate a son's work David certainly did for his successor, who
entered upon a heritage of peace and power.

L The rotJNDATioN of Solomon's throne was laid in keligion. They " anointed •

him unto the Lord ;
" he " sat on the throne of the Lord." These expressions, taken

in connection with the narrative of the events following Solomon's accession, indicate

that he began his reign in a truly religious spirit, with a desire to consecrate his posi-

tion and influence to the glory of God.

II. The commencement of Solomon's beign was harked by the allegiance of
THE PBINCES AND THE OBEDIENCB OF THE POPULATION GENERALLY. With COnspicuOUS
loyalty the ancient captains and chiefs of David transferred their allegiance to his

youthful successor, and the people who had been dazzled into obedience by the exploits

of the father, at once and cheerfully submitted to the sway of the son.

III. The pbogbess of Solomon's beiqn was distinguished by pbospebitt and by
MAJESTY. This glory is by the chronicler justly attributed to the favour of the Lord.
The " royal majesty " of the youthful occupant of the throne exceeded anything before

known in Israel. The following Book of Chronicles is an abundant proof of this.

During the first part, at all events, of this splendid reign, Solomon was faithful to his

trust and to his God. He was a type of the Prince of peace, whose kingdom is an
everlasting kingdom, and whose dominion endureth throughout all generations.—T.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Thepath ofprogress in Christian enterprise. In the history of a nation
or of a Church it frequently occurs that some great enterprise has to be carried through,
like the building of the temple of the Lord on this great occasion. What, then, are the
iuccessive steps in the progress of the work ?

I. PEBBUASiVENisss on the part of those who project it. David was in a position to
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command, to require, to enact. But he evidently felt that this was an occasion on which
it was far better to persuade. After pleading the youthfulness of his son (ver. 1), th»

sacredness of the work (ver. 1), the energy he himself had shown in the matter (" With
all my might," ver. 2), the affection he felt, and the personal sacrifices he had made
(vers. 3, 4), the consideration lie had shown for the various necessities of the case

(ver. 5), he appealed to the congregation, " Who then is willing ? " If King David,

under the Law, thus resorted to persuasion rather than to enactment, much more may
we under the gospel. The spirit of the gospel is the spirit of persuasion. We need not

wish for " compiUsory powers ;
" we should rejoice that the better way is given us of

convincing by argument, of affecting by entreaty, of winning by earnestness. And, on
the part of those who are influenced, there must be

—

IL WiLLDtGiirBSS. " Who then is willing ? " (ver. 5). " Then the chief of the

fathers . . . offered willingly " (ver. 6). Nothing is gained of any vital consequence
until the heart is willing, until every barrier of indifference and objection is broken
down, and our will consents to go in the path of service, of contribution, of activity.

III. Baqbbnbss. David had shown not only readiness, but eagerness. He " pre-

pared with all his might " (ver. 2) ; he " set his affection to the house of his God "

(ver. 3). The people were not only prepared to respond to the king without demur,
they consented cordially; "With perfect heart they offered willingly" (ver. 9). A very
great step is taken when willingness passes into eagerness; when those whom we ask to

serve not only come forward, but walk in the path of usefulness with elastic step, aa
those who have a heart as well as a hand in the undertaking.

IV. Seevicbablbness and suitableness. David gave of the spoils of war (ver. 2),

and also of his own personal property (ver. 3), things which would be of practical

value for the work before them—gold, silver, etc. ; so did the people (vers. 7, 8). And
not only generally serviceable, but specially suitable things he and they took care to

offer ;
" Gold for things to be made of gold," etc. (ver. 2). David was mindful of the

thought that commoner as well as rarer metals would be of use, and he furnished both.

We must bring to the work of the Lord (1) that which is practical and precious (gold
and silver), that which we esteem as valuable for the purposes of human life ; and (2)
that particular contribution which the special service demands—not cleverness when
kindness is wanted, not learning when sympathy is demanded, not counsel when
money is the only thing that will avail, not refinement when rugged simplicity is the
desirable thing, etc. ; gold for the things of gold, brass for the things of brass, etc.

v. Gladness. " Then the people rejoiced " (ver. 9). The outcome of devoted work
for Christ and man is heartfelt joy. There is no deeper, stronger, purer joy than that
of " consecrating our service unto the Lord " (ver. 5), and doing this with the " perfect

heart" of entire willingness, giving ourselves freely and lavishly for him who gave
himself for us. It is " more blessed to give than to receive." They who do not know
the joy of the people at Jerusalem on this occasion, the joy of hearty devotedness, have
not ascended to the summit of human blessedness.

VI. Contagiousness. Dav'd communicated his enthusiasm to the people. Their
fire of devotion was caught from tne flame that was burning on the altar of his heart.

Similarly their joy was communicated to him. " The people rejoiced . . . and David
the king also rejoiced with great joy " (ver. 9). Unhappily, evil passions are extended
through this channel of contagiousness; one mind passes on its sinful principles and
unholy excitements. But, happily for the world, goodness is as diffusive as evil. We
catch animation, zeal, consecration from one another ; we light our lamps from the fire

that bums in our brother's heart ; we pass on our joy in God till "all the congregation*
" rejoice with great joy " in him and in the victory of his' cause.—0.

Vers. 10

—

22.—Bejoicing he/ore Ood. The verses present to us a scene of sacred joy.
Israel had seen and would see few happier days than this, and its joy was godly.
David's end drew near, and they might, as patriots, have entertained some very seriotis

anxieties as to the future of their country. But all these,- if such there were, were
forgotten in the joy of devoting themselves to the service of God by large contributions
to the house which was soon to rise. Concerning this sacred gladness, we remark

—

I. That it eestbd on consciousness of personal integeitt, and belief in the
integrity of others (ver. 17). If we realize that God is one who " tries the heart, and
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has pleasure In uprightness," we shall not venture to rejoice if we have not within ui

that sense of spiritual rectitude which will allow us to say with David, " As for me, in

the uprightness of my heart," etc. ; with Paul, " I have kept the faith
;
" with John,

" If our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God " (1 John iii. 21).

If we rejoice as those who are memhers of a community (family. Church, or nation), we
must also believe that our fellows also are right in the sight of the heart-searching

One, even as David was able to add, " Thy people which are present here."

II. That it will be accompanied with a sense of odb own littleness and
UNW0KTHINES8. (Vers. 14, 15.) Whatever angelic, heavenly piety may be, that of

man on earth always includes humility. In the conscious presence of God we must
feel our own nothingness ; the exceeding smallness of our brief span of life, " We are

strangers before thee and sojourners," etc. ; our unworthiness to do anything for the

holy and eternal One, " Who am I," etc. ? The sense of our own insignificance and ill

desert is one of those marks of genuineness which we shuuld see with satisfaction in

ourselves and others, the absence of which may well lead us to ask serious questions m
to the genuineness of our piety.

III. That it utters itself in adoration. (Vers. 11, 12.) There are no nobler

words in which human reverence has found expression before the Divine Sovereign

than these. We do not care to analyze them ; we use them ; we take them on to our
own lips as we find them ; they perfectly voice our own hearts' homage. All joy
before God should be profoundly reverential, and here David gives it simple but
admirable utterance.

IV. That it expresses itself in THANESGiviNa, and in thankful acknowledgment
(vers. 10, 13, 16, 20). David himself " before all the congregation" (ver. 10), and then at

his desire all the congregation itself, "blessed the Lord God of their fathers" (ver. 20) ; he
and they thanked and praised him (ver. 13). David freely and frankly acknowledged that,

in giving to God, they were but presenting to him that which was his own: "Of thine

own have we given thee " (ver. 14). When we contribute to the cause of God we should
bear in mind that God claims all that we have; that at any time he may be pleased to

resume it ; that we do but willingly make over to some special work of his that which
he has entrusted to us for his glory and the well-being of his children.

V. That it finds ample room fob pbateb. (Vers. 18, 19.) In the midst of our
gratitude and joy we remember our dependence on God. And this is no jarring note

;

it does not anywise detract from our thankfulness or our gladness of heart. Let praise

always pass into prayer, both for ourselves and (as here) for others, and especially for

those whose youth or other insufBciency makes them to be peculiarly in need of help
from above.

VI. That it ends in consecration and communion. (Vers. 21, 22.) The wbole
scene ended in burnt offerings and peace offerings, in sacrifice and sacred festivity. Our
piety finds its worthiest expression in devoting ourselves and our substance to the
cause and kingdom of Christ, and also in communion with our Lord and with one
auother.—0.

Vers. 22—30.

—

David and Solomon t contrast "They made Solomon the son of

David king " (ver. 22). " Then Solomon sat on the throne . . . instead of David his
father" (ver. 23). "And David died in a good old age . . . and Solomon his son
reigned in his stead " (ver. 28). We have our thought directed to the respective virtues

of the two kings, father and son, and the comparative value of their life and reign. In
some respects they are open to comparison, but in others to contrast. Both were (1)
kings of united Israel

; (2) servants of Jehovah
; (3) writers of inspired and immortal

literature. But we are more struck with the contrasts than the likenesses between the
two. We gather from a survey of their lives and public careers

—

I. That the end and the beqinnino of a course do not always answeb to one
ANOTHBB. Who could have supposed that of the sheplierd lad of Btthlehem it would
be written, " He diid full of days, riches, and honour " (ver. 28) ; that a prophet of the
Lord would write of "his reign and his might" (vers. 29, 30)? His paih was an
ascending one : from a shepherd he became a victorious combatant, a leailer of a band
of mon, the kins; of a tribe, the monarch of the land, the sovereign who raised his
Country to the fulness of its dominion, and inipi eased on it the love of the Law of tho
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Lord. Solomon "-jSgan Ms course as the chosen heir of the heloved king, " magaified

exceedingly in ohe sight of all Israel," etc. (ver. 25), receiving the subjection of all

within the kingdom, fiom the court to the peasantry (ver. 24); he ended his career

with no little disapproval in the hearts of those who lamented his spiritual defection,

nnd with no little alii.-nation on the part of those who groaned under the exactions of

his magnificence. Let us regard the lowly as those whom God may have fitted and

destined for rank and power ; let those who are exalted hy birth and circumstance

remember that there is a downward as well as an upward path in estimation and

influence,

II. That brilliance is wobth little in comparison with solid worth. David's

reigE. would conipare ill with that of his son in respect of brilliauoy. His palaces, his

retinue, his table, his exchequer, his navy, the outward grandours of his reign, were

but slight and insignificant in comparison with those of Solomon. But the contribu-

tion of David to the unity, consolidation, religious truth, moral excellency of his people

was immeasurably greater than that of his brilliant son. In all that is desirable to

look back upon at the end of life or from the " other side the river," David's work was
1 etter and nobler far. Far more to be desired the life that adds to the virtue, godliness,

strength, stability of the community than the one which flashes beams of brightness

that fade with the passing day. Better far than any amount of " royal majesty " is

the influence for good which lives in human hearts when ours are still in death, and
which tells on human lives when ours are closed for ever.

III. That passing inconsistency is less to be dreaded than continuous declinb.

We still look back with unfeigned regret on the lamentable inconsistencies of David;

but these were bitterly repented'of, and heartily repudiated by himself, and were for-

given by Grod. Unmeasurably worse was the steady spiritual decline of Solomon, which

took him down from the heights of holiness to the deep and miry places of ungodliness

and vice. Best of all, the day wherein the sun shines serenely from morning till

evening ; but better far the day on which the storm sweeps swiftly by and leaves the

heavens clear, than that which begins with a brilliant morning, but passes into a

clouded noon, and ends in a starless, drenching night. Strenuously and patiently

should we strive against " the one dark hour which brings remorse," for that leaves

a long, deep shadow on the path of life ; but with still more devout and determined
energy must we contend against " the sin that burns into the blood," for it is that

which decides our destiny, whicli " will brand us after of whose fold we be."

IV. That Divtnb wisdom is loftier than human prudence, and the service of

example than that of painful warning. Solomon's writings are not without many
passages of sacred import, but the strain of them is rather human than Divine. They
teach us rather how to adjust ourselves to our human relations than how to abide in

the favour and rise to the resemblance of God, But David's psalms bear the mark of

a Divine hand ; they breathe throughout the inspiration of God ; they take us up to

the throne of the heavenly King ; they help us toward the possession of his likeness.

Solomon, in his most fascinating work (Ecclesiadtes), warns his readers from the perilous

snare by recounting his own sad experiences. He says to us continually, " Be not as I

was ; shun the path I trod, that you share not the fate i suffer." But David, in his

immortal songs, invites his readers to accompany him along the path of life, to resort

with himto the throne of grace ; he pours out of a full heart the devotion, gratitude,

and sacred joy of which his pages are full, and says for ever to the Church of God,
" Walk with me in the way of wisdom, drink with me the waters of life ; let us par-

take, together, the truth which is sweeter than honey and the honeycomb ; let us gather,

together, the heavenly treasure which will make richer than the fine gold of earth,

which will make ' rich toward God,' even rich for evermore."—0.

Vers. 1—5.-

—

David'sfurther address to the congregation. David gives an explanation

at the commencement of this chapter why he himself had prepared so much for the

house of God, viz. that Solomon himself was as yet young and tender, and the work
was great. But David assigns the true reason why the work was great, viz. that the
house was " not for man, but for the Lord God." It is true that the house was a
great one, and that the work was great in a natural point of view. But all such

thoughts are lost or sink behiad that v liich »loae makes aoything great—the Loi'4
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God. There are two ways of estimating greatness—one that strikes the mere out-

ward sense, and one that looks at God. It may be that the building is only a hut,

but if it is to the Lord it is infinitely greater than the grandest building ever

erected by the art of man. And because it was for the Lord, David had prepared for

it " with all his might." It is this motive which gives power and strength and delight

and earnestness to all work. But it was not only as a king David had thus prepared.

In this world men may separate the office from the person ; but not so in the kingdom
of God. God's claims on men are not only official but personal ; not only as kings,

but as Christian men. David had prepared so much (see ver. 2) as Israel's king, but
he had also prepared so much of " his own proper good " (see ver. 3). A minister of

Christ has not only to walk worthy of his vocation as a minister, but also as a man

;

not only in the pulpit and parish, but as a man in all the private relations of life.

Having fulfilled both of these relations to the house of God, he can now make his

appeal to others. He has set the example : who will follow it ? " Who then is willing

to consecrate his service this day unto the Lord ? " " Those things which ye have
both learned, and received, and beard, and seen in me, do " (Phil. iv. 9). And
consecration is simply to " fill the hand " (see margin). " He has his hands full " is

a familiar saying. Yes ; it is every faculty of the man—body, soul, and spirit taken
up with the Lord and his work. Ko room for anything else. Not even a grain more
can the hand hold. " To me to live is Christ." All our secular work done to him.

Thus life becomes transfigured. And this is not for to-morrow. It is " this day" God
asks for it now. Two of God's requirements there are which admit of no to-morrow.
One is the salvation of the soul :

" Now is the accepted time ; now is the day of

salvation." Another is consecration—dedication to God : " Who then is willing to conse-

crate his service this day unto the Lord? " It is not so much a command as an appeal.

It must come from the heart or it cannot be accepted. " Whom shall I send, and
who will go for us ? " (Isa. vi.) is made to the heart of the prophet. That heart had
" seen the King," and out of the fulness of a love that had penetrated its inmost recesses

it exclaimed, " Here am I, Lord ; send me." So it was here. All the princes and
rulers and congregation of Israel responded to this appeal from one whom they loved,

and offered largely and " willingly." No wonder all was joy. The king, the princes,

the congregation, were overflowing with joy. It was the response of a " perfect heart,"

a true, whole-hearted, joyous surrender of themselves and aU they had to the Lord.

This is the spring of all real joy. It is nowhere else—an unconditional surrender of

ourselves-and all we have to him " who loved us and gave himself for us."—W.
Vers. 10—24.

—

Vavid'i prayer and hlessing. In this blessing we observe how every-

thing is ascribed to God—greatness, power, glory, victory, majesty, riches, honour, the
kingdom ; all are his and from him. What an exalted view of God is here ! And there

follows that which always follows on man's side, " humility " (vers. 14—^16). God's
greatness bows down the soul in conscious littleness. We are " strangers," " sojourners

;

"

our days a " shadow " and " none abiding." In order, then, to be humble, we should ever

have God's greatness and God's grace filling the soul. The eye on God, and there

is no room for the creature but in the dust. David's prayers close with one for the
people (ver. 18) and one for Solomon (ver. 19). He prays for the congregation, that
God would keep them ever in this frame of heart, viz. of willing, joyful, whole-hearted
surrender of themselves and all they had to him ; and also that their hearts might bo
ever set towards God himself. For Solomon he prays that God would give him an
undivided heart. And this whole-heartedness would show itself first in relation to God
and his truth

—

" To keep thy commandments, thy testimonies, thy statutes, and to do
all these things ;

" and secondly, " to build the palace for the which I have made pro-
vision.'' This is ever the Divine order in David's mind

—

Qod and his truth first, and
the work of God next. And finally, he calls upon the whole assembly to praise the
Lord, which they did, bowing before the Lord and the king, and worshipping. In
order to seal their confession thus made in word and deed, they proposed a great feast

on the following day, consisting of a thousand bullocks, a thousand rams, and a thousand
lambs, with drink offerings and thank offerings to correspond. Thus ended the con-
secration, the prayer and praise, viz. in joy and " great gladness." These are ever th«
results, and there never will be joy and gladness in the Lord without them,—Wf
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Vers. 26—30.

—

David's death. Our book ends with David's death. He had reigned

forty years, viz. seven years and a half in Hebron (1 Kings ii. 11), and thirty-three in

Jerusalem. And the Spirit of God writes his obituary :
" He died in a good old age."

Many an age is " old," but not " good." But David had set God before him through

life, and God sets the crown upon it in these words. The Bible obituaries of good men
are short. There is no parade, no lengthened record on marble monument or polished

stone. They need none. Their record is in heaven. In this they form a striking

contrast to the fulsome epitaphs of this world. The greatest of men in Bible history

have short records. " So Moses died, and the Lord buried him." Is that all, and
of such a man ! Yes ; for it is the life that should speak and not the death ; and that

life is the character of the aiaa, whatever the world may say of his death. " Pull of

days, riches, and honour," aU worthy of a record because consecrated to God. Our days

are only "full " when thus used. What empty days fill up the lives of most around

us—days of which an unseen hand has written " vanity," but for which the soul must
give an account to God ! It is said here that a record is given of " the times that went
over him." There were "times" of sorrow and " times" of joy, times of trouble and
times of rest, times of weakness and times of strength ; but when God is in them
there are no empty days. They were full because God was in them. In the midst of

all the changes and chances of this mortal life may such be our days !—W.
Ver. 3.

—

Personal sacrifice for God's service. It is a very easy thing for a man to

recognize and admit that people should give of their substance for God's service. And
it is as easy a thing to urge other people to do their duty in this respect, and to give for

God's service. But it is never for any one an easy thing to do our own duty» in this

matter, to make our own personal sacrifices, and to take our full, fair, noble share in

religious gifts and works. Precisely in this the soundness of David's religious principle

is declared. He asked no man to do what- he was not prepared to do himself. He
would even, by his own personal sacrifices, be an inspiration and help to others ; on the

example of his own generosities lifting them up to nobler things. David might have
satisfied his conscience by devoting to the service of God a portion of that national

wealth which was entrusted to his keeping as king. We are often tempted to be very

liberal with other people's money or with public money. David felt that such giving

cost no personal effort or sacrifice, and so, could not carry to God the expression of his

own devotion and love. Nothing could satisfy his feeling save a large offering from
his own personal and private property. This voluntary gift was selected with the

greatest care ; the gold was that of Ophir, esteemed the finest in the world, and the
amount was three thousand talents of gold, and seven thousand talents of refined silver.

L A MAN HAS WHAT HE MAT CALL HIS "OWN PROPER GOOD." It is quite true

that we really have nothing, and that what we seem to have is God's, and only
entrusted to our charge. But it is equally true that God does permit us to cherish

the sense of possession, and to feel that some things are ours. The distinction between
mine and thine lies at the basis of social morality ; and if we can have nothing ours as

separate from God, we can have something ours as separate from our fellow-men. If

the distinctness of-a man's property is recognized in the common social relations, it may
also be recognized in the higher religious spheres; a man's "own proper good" having
this for its peculiarity, that it is under the immediate control of the man's own will.

Press the importance of recognizing the responsibility attending on the sense of personal
possession, and the trust of our " own proper good."

II. It IS IN RELATION TO ITS TREATMENT AND USB THAT A MAN's CHARACTER GAINS
EXPRESSION. In public a man makes himself appear oftentimes other than he is. He
is revealed in private life. So a man may be very generous indeed in voting away
public and society money; and his mean character be shown up in his miserable
distributions from his " own proper good." Money is one of the most searching tests

of character. Illustrate how some men hoard and reveal their acquisitiveness ; others

spend wastefully, and reveal their sensuality or love of self-indulgence
;
yet others use

carefully and thoughtfully, and so reveal their caution and, it may be, the power of

their religious principle ; and yet others again give largely, and reveal their open and
generous dispositions. God finds out the very depths (fa man's nature by givirg to

him a greater or less trust " of his own proper good,"
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III. In connection with it, the religiottb profession gets its severest testings.

In these days, when wealth is so suddenly acquired, we see too often religious men
fail, and become indiffi rent and worldly. Few can stand the increase of riches. Few,
indeed', care to pray Agur's prayer. When men make money, the impulse that grows

into a passion is to keep it from Ood, and keep its use to one^s self. And what God
asks is that the growing wealth should be so consecrated to his service that it may
hel|) to keep the man's heart true.

Appeal—How would God judge you in respect of your " own proper good " ?—R. T.

Ver. 15.

—

Wan hut a sojourner. Before " life and immortality" had been " brought to

light," the brevity of man's life on the earth seems to have caused much distress, even

to godly people. There is a wailing tone about many of the Old Testament references

to short life and remorseless death that seem but little in advance of the despairiugs of

the pagan, who cried after his passing friend, "Vale, vale, jeternura vale!" A iew

specimens may be given. " For what is your life ? It is even a vapour, that appeareth

for a little time, and then vanishi th away." " All flesh is grass, and all the goodliness

thereof is as the flower of the field ; the grass withereth, the flower iadeth, because the

Si^irit of the Lord bloweth upon it : surely the people is grass." " My days are swifter

than a post : they flee aw ay, they see no good. They are pas>erl away as the swift ships

;

as the eagle that hasieth to the prey." " My days are s» ifter than a weaver's sliuttle, and
are spent without hope." " Let me alone; fur my days are vanity." There is, happily,

another side to the Old Testament representations, and the picms men ot the olden times

looked away from swift passing life,and from the sorrow of death and sejiaratiiin, to

the unchanging stability of the evei lasting God, and the high and eternal hopes that

rest upon his gracious provisions and promises. Transitoriness is the comlition of

present being, not for us men only, but also for all the created things with which we
have to do. All nature tells of chanire and passing away ; things are here for a little

while, and then they vanish away. The winter snow falls lightly, and lies in its white

purity—mystic, wonderful—over all the land ; but soon it soils and browns and sinks

awav. The spiiiig flowers that come, resiionsive to the low sunshine and the gentle

bi-eaih, are so fr;igile, and they stay with us but such a little time, and then pass away.

The summer blossonjs niiiltiply and stand thick over ihe ground, and they seem strong

with their deep lich colouiing ; and yet th^y too wither and droop and pass aw.iy.

The autumn fruits cluster on the tree bran, hes, and grow bisr, and win their soft rich

bloom of ripeness ; but they too are plucked in due season, and pass away. The gay
dress of varied leafage is soon stripped off by the wild winds; one or two trcmliling

leaves cling long to the outmost bonghs, but by-and-by even they lall and pass away.

Down every channel of tne hillside are borne the crumblings washed from the "ever-

lasting liills," as we call them, that are, neverthele.-^s, fast passing away. All around

us is speaking of change and decay. The writing is on waiting rock and crumliling

P' ak, on the old tower and the ivied wall, the flowin<; stream and the autumn tints,

—

•Here is no rest.' Man and his world are but sojonrners. Ilecall Coifi, the ancient

Briton's, figure of man's biief life as a bird, coming out of the dark and flying

through the lighted hall away out into the dark again ; and illnstrate and enforce the

following jioints :—The brevity of man's life on the earth is designed to

—

I. Make sekious the fresext. Its voice is, " Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,

do it with thy might." It says: 1. What has to be done should be done quickly. 2.

What has to be d-ne must be done earnestly. 3. And seeing the time is so short, and
so much hiis to be accomplished, we need much grace for the doing.

II. Glorify the fciube. By giving us the assurance that it is the home where
we are to slay.

III. Set the present and the future in right relations. Convincing us that

we are here for some im/iuriant jiurpose and mi^'iion ; and that we are here on our way
home, netting remly for the life at I je l>y the exjierien es of our sojonrnin:;-tiine.

Slionld we tlien, as Cliii>tians, ijiii ve that life is shuit, and we are only liere on earth

awli.le MS tne stian^er who turns a.-.ide to tarry for a night? Surely not, if we keep

close home to our hearts the conviction that we are huiueuaid bound,—it. T.

Ver. 17.

—

The assured acceptance of the rincere, " Hast pleasure in uprightnesi,"
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U is a characteristic of David that he makes constant appeal to his conscious integrity

and expects to gain Divine acceptance for his sincerity and uprightness. But this,

conflicts with the Christian notion that a man cannot he accepted for anything in him-

self, and 80 it needs consideration and explanation. We have often to notice how certain

words get a stiff, rigid, and limited meaning fixefi upon them, through their use in the

expression of theological opinions and creeds. Illustration may he taken from the terms

grace, law, faith, Justify, eternal, Jouhert says, " The trick of personifying words is a

fatal source of mischief in theology." The words " integrity," " righteousness," have

suffered at the hands of theologians, and their larger and more comprehensive meanings are

almost lost sight of. David can stand before God, and appeal to his personal righteous-

ness, and ask to be judged by his integrity. Our Lord implies that a man may have a
righteousness, when he says, " Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness

of the sciibes and Pharisees," etc. The words will not stiffen into one rigid meaning.

Sometimes they mean right-heartedness, sincerity, and show us a man at heart centred

on God and virtue. At other times they refer to that renewed state into which we are

brought by the regenerations of the Holy Ghost. Illustrate the first of these two mean-
ings from David's career. This great impression had been left on him from his own
experiences, alid to it he fjives utterance as life closes : " I know that thou hast pleasure

in uprightness," Througliout his career—save in halting moments—David was right at

heart. We have a way of speaking of men as being " good at bottom." If we say that

as any excuse for men's sins, we are miserably and shamefully wrong. If we say it

with due recognition of human frailty, with fitting discernment of life as the conflict of,

the human will over the disabilities that surround the man, then it may be a true and
worthy expression. Many men around us—yes, even we ourselves—are, like David,
" good at bottom." The " desire of our soul is to the Divine Name." We are pilgrims,

indeed, who have come in at the gate, and right by the cross, even if men or angels do
find us wandering out of the way into By-path meadows, and sleeping in arlwurs, and
losing our rolls. David's example permits us to realize and rejoice in our conscious

integrity ; not proudly, in any way of self-confidence or self-conceit, but humbly, in a
thanklui recognition of "grace abounding" to usward. David's sincerity and integrity

come out when we compare him with King Saul. ' Saul failed altogether, and fell away
from God, because his sins were sins of will ; neither his heart nor his life were right

with God. David stnmbled, but he did not utterly fall ; because, in his case, the will

was only forced to consent to sin, and it sprang back to God as soon as the force of

bodily passion that held it down was removed. David only failed in the hody-STphere

;

Saul failed in both the body and the soul spheres. It would have been better indeed if, like

Samuel, heart and life had both shown, throughout his career, the harmony of goodness

;

but God and man recognize the acceptableness of sincerity of heart, even if qualified by
some failings of life. But, from the Christian standpoint, it should be earnestly pressed

that sincerity, which is acceptable to God, is properly one of the after-signs of Divine
renewal; and that we all need to be made right—converted, regenerated—ere we can

be set right and kept right, and dare ask God to search and see whether we are sincerely

and wholly his.—E. T.

Ver. 28.

—

Honoured in death ly Ood and man. This was the case with King
David. " He died in a good old age, full of days, riches, and honour." With the

reverent love of a whole nation round him, they bore him to his royal tomb. " David
died, according to Josephus, at the age of seventy. The general sentiment which
forbade interment within the habitations of men, gave way in his case, as in that of

Samuel. He was " buried in the city of David," in the city which he had made his

own, and which could only be honoured, not polluted, by containing his grave. It

was, no doubt, hewn in the rocky side of the hill, and became the centre of the catacomb
in which his descendants, the kings of Judah, were interred after him." " The only
site which is actually consecrated by traditional sentiment as the tomb of David, is the

vault underneath the Mussulman Mosque of David, on the southern side of modern Jeru-

salem. The vault professes to be built above the cavern, and contains only the cenotaph
usual in the tombs of Mussulman saints, with the inscription in Arabic, '0 David,

whom God has made vicar, rule mankind in truth.' " Observing how honoured in deaih

King David was, and how honoured ip memory King David is, though his life was so
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checkered and so seriously marred with wilfulness, indulgence, and sin, we are reminded

of the lines often quoted from our greatest national poet

—

"The evil that men do lives after them;
The good ia oft interred with their bones;**

and we ask—Are these lines, in any large and important sense, true ; and mnst we so

invert our fixed notions as to admit that the good in our lives is temporary and fading,

while the evil is permanent, and must go on, with its mischievous influences, when we
have passed away ? We cannot think this. What is true ahout men—especially such

public men as David—^may he stated under three headings.

I. EVBBY man's life, WHILE BEING LIVED, IB SUBJECT TO CBITICISM. We mUSt
all accept of this condition. We must not wonder if the criticism finds out and nnduly
magnifies the evil that may be in us. Though often a source of much bitterness and
trouble, and often painfully depressing to the earnest man, it is, on the whole, healthy

that public men should be thus exposed, and must take count of the fact that their

fellows will never let their wrong-doings or wrong teachings hide away or work in

secret: It is more true that the " evil of a man " lives while he lives.

IL In THE TIME OF A HAN'S DEATH CBITICISM IS DISARMED. Such a time haS 3

stiange calming and solemnizing influence even on political and theological opponents.

The " other party " will write sketches of the dead man's life without a trace of bitter-

ness or reference to a disputed topic. Perhaps this was never more strikingly illustrated

than at the death of the good Dean Stanley. Touchingly tender and beautiful were the
* references made to him, and all vied in saying good or saying nothing. The good, not

the evil, lived after him. And so in David's death-time, all the evil and the enmity
were put aside, that the nation might do homage to its great and good king.

in. After death criticism is eindlt. By common conseht men try to forget the

svil,and fix their thoughts only on the good. Biographies scarcely even hint the natural

weaknesses, the stumhlings, or the stains. Nay, a kind of glory-halo gatlters round the

heroic dead, in which we even lose sight of their infirmities ; and so it is the good in a
man that lives after him.

Then comes the question—^Does our homage in death to a man necessarily imply
approval of his career ? Yes ; it does of his career as a whole—of the great features of

it. Though this must he admittad, that the homage ia br oftenar rendered to gtnius

than to o^atter.—S. X,
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